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To the Agriculturists and Horticulturists of the

United States.

Few persons are aware of the enonnous

amount of wealth aiumally abstracted from the

pockets of the cultivatoi's of the soil by tiiosc

iiisiguificaut little creatures, which in i)opular

parlance are called " bugs," but which the scien-

tific world chooses to denominate " insects."

Scarcely a year elapses in which the wheat crop

of several States of the Union is not more or less

completely ruined by the Chinch-bug, tlie Hes-

sian Fly, the "Wheat Midge, or the Joint Worm.
It is notorious among fruit growers, that tlie

Curcnlio has now almost cntii-ely vetoed tlie

cultivation of the plum ; and of late years this

pernicious little Snout-beetle has extended its

ravages to the peach, and even to the apple and

pear, to say nothing of those rarer and clioicer

fruits, the nectarine and the apricot. The
strawberry and the grape vine are infested by a

liost of insects, some of them known for many
years back to science, others described and

/ illustrated for the iirst time by the editors of
'^ this paper in various publications ; while there

ire still others the natural history of which has

never yet been published to the world, and

— which will be figured and described by tlic edi-

-*|( tors in the progress of this work. What with the

\ 3ark-louse in the North, the Apple-root Plant-

l louse in the South, and the Apple-worm every-

M where, the apple crop in North America is

if gradually becoming almost as uncertain and

^f precarious as the plum crop. The White Grub
attacks indiscriminately the timothy in the

meadows, the corn in the plowed field, (lie

young fruit trees in the nursery, and the straw-

berry beds in the garden ; always lurking insidi-

I

ously under ground, and only making its

I presence known to the impoverished agricultur-

j

ist by the losses which it has already inflicted

I

upon him. The Hop Plaut-louse—a recent im-

portation from Europe—has for the last three

or four years diminished the value of the hop

crop of New York by at least one-half. In 1867

it almost entirely ruined the ]\Iichigan hops.

It has now pretty nearly taken possession of

Wisconsin; and already the affrighted hopgrow-

ers of the West are fleeing before its face into

the remotest districts of Iowa. Almost every

shade tree and fruit tree has one or more pecu-

liar Borers, whichif unchecked and uncontrolled

by man, will often girdle, and eventually kill it;

and even our squash and pumpkin vines are,

especially in the Eastern States, infested by a

distinct Borer, which perforates one of the main

stems near the root, and finally destroys it.

Under the popular name of "Potato-bug" at

least tive distinct insects are confounded to-

gether, each grievously destructive to the

foliage of the potato, each confined at present

within certain geographical limits, each with

distinct habits and modes of propagation, and

each to be fought and controlled by different and

entirely distinct methods. Turn them which

way they will, the agriculturists and horticul-

turists of the Northern States are met by Plant-

lice, Bark-lice, May-bugs, Rose-bugs, Weevils,

Cutworms, Caterpillars, Palmer-worms, Cank-

er-worms, Slug-worms, and Leaf-rollers; and at

periodic intervals the Army-worm marches over

their fields like a destroying pestilence; while in

Kansas, Nebraska, and Itfinnesota, and the more

westerly parts of Missouri and Iowa, tlie Hate-

ful Grasshopper, in particular seasons, swoops

down with the western breeze in devom-ing

swarms from the Rocky Mountains, and, like its

close ally, the Locust of Scripture and of Mod-

ern Europe, devours every green thing from off

the face of the earth.

Nor are our Southern brethren any more ex-

empt than we are from the depredations of these

tiny foes. Not to weary the reader with endless

details, it is notorious that the cotton crop is
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often diminished at least one-third in vahie by a

single insect—the Cotton-worm—thus at one fell

swoop picking the pockets of the nation of some

fifty millions of dollars.

On the whole we are certainly speaking with-

in bounds when we assert that, taking one year

with another, the United States suffer from the

depredations of noxious insects to the annual

amount ofthree iilndred millions of dollars.

We by no means maintain that it is possible by

preventive measures to save to the nation the

whole of this gigantic sum; but we do contend

and firmly believe that it is pei-fectly practicable,

by long continued observation and careful ex-

periment, to save a considerable percentage of

this enormous sum total. It may, and probably

will, take many, many years of hard work in

the field, and anxious deliberation in the closet,

to arrive at such a result; but in the mean time

every step that is gained in advance will be so

much money saved to the community. Sup-

pose, for example, that during the next two or

three years preventive measures should be dis-

covered, by which the total annual damage in-

flicted by insects is diminished only to the

amount of one-half of one per cent. Then, ac-

cording to the data given above, the nation will

gain annually for all time to the amount of one

million and a half dollae.s. Compared with

such figures as these, the few thousand dollars

annually voted by difl'erent States in the Union

as salaries to their State Entomologists, are a

mere flea-bite.

It has been, and doubtless will be, contended

by many, that no practical benefit is ever likely

to arise to the fanner, the gardener, or the fruit-

grower from the researches of professional en-

tomologists ; and that any common farm laborer

is as capable of discovering the best practical

mode of counter-working some particular nox-

ious insect, as the most experienced entomologist

in the land. Let us look into this question a

little closer. Two men go out trapping and

hunting to the region of the Rocky Mountains,

one of them familiar with the habits and

haunts of the bear, the wolf, the fox, the martin,

the fisher, the lynx, the beaver, the otter, the

olcer, the elk, the antelope, the buffalo, etc. ; the

other totally ignorant on all these points. Which

of these two men is the most likely to come
home with a good stock of peltry ? Surely every

one will agree that, in such an enterprise as this,

it is only the experienced hunter and trapper

that is likely to meet with success. Now let us

take another case. Two men go out into the

Held to endeavor to discover some mode of de-

stroying wholesale a particular bug. One of

the two has spent half a lifetime in studying

the habits and the natural history of the thirty

thousand distinct species of insects that are

found within the limits of the United States;

the other one knows nothing whatever of ento-

mology—supposes that Bees change into But-

terfiies. Butterflies into Bugs, and Bugs into

Beetles—and can not for the life of him tell the

difference between a Snout-bcetle and a Snout-

moth. Which of these two men is the most

likely to succeed in the work which he has un-

dertaken? We pause for a reply.

It would be uubecoming in us to dwell upon

what we have ourselves accomplished towards

enabling the agriculturist to fight his insect foes

with advantage. But we may, without fear of
^

being accused^of self-conceit and vanity, relate

a single fact relative to what has been effected

in this direction by others. For the last twenty

years the great State of New York has employed

Dr. Asa Fitch to act as its State Entomologist.

During that period numerous Reports upon

noxious and other insects have been published

by this distinguished naturalist in the Transac-

tions of the State Agricultural Society. Let us

see, now, what is the opinion of the most en-

lightened agriculturists in the State of New
York as to the practical benefits derived from

these Reports. At a recent public meeting

of their Agricultural Society, Senator A. B.

Dickinson gave it as bis deliberate opinion, that

the writings of Dr. Fitch had saved annually to

the single State of New Y'ork the large sum of

fifty thousand dollars ; and, so far as appears

from the record, not a single dissenting voice

was raised against this most remarkable asser-

tion.

We shall only remark, to conclude this subject,

that there is one especial mode in which a jour-

nal, such as we propose to publish, will become

of great practical benefit to all that numerous •

class who are engaged in the cultivation of the

soil. It is the common practice with almost all

who belong to this class, whenever they dis-

cover that their plants have been injured by

bugs, to slay indiscriminately every bug that

they come across. Yet nothing is more certain^ •

than that, of the whole number of species of iii-i '/

sects, at least one-fourth part are beneficial to us.

by preying upon other insects, while in all pro-

bability at least one-half of the whole number
are neither beneficial nor injurious. We pro- >

pose, by means of good wood-cuts and colored

engravings, to familiarize the American eye

with the difi'ercnt kinds of bugs, so that they
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may be enabled, without much practical diflS-

culty, to distinguish between friends, foes, and

neutrals. For lack of this knowledge nothing

is more common, than to see a cultivator of the

soil overlooking the noxious insects that are

preying upon his plants, and making fierce war

upon the cannibal and parasitic insects, that a

wise Providence has appointed to keep the inju-

rious plant-feeders within due bounds.

HOGS vs. BUGS.

For some time back the best and most scien-

tific fruitgrowers in the West have been agreed,

that practically there are but two methods uni-

versally available for fighting the plnm ciirculio

;

namely, either 1st, by jarring the trees con-

tinually, or 2d, by allowing hogs the run of the

orchard all throngh the summer months. The

first method produces an immediate efiect, be-

cause the "Little Turk" is thus arrested at

once in his mischievous career, and prevented

from stinging any more fruit. The second

method is prospective in its effects, and operates

chiefly throngh the hogs picking up all the

'wormy fruit as fast as it falls, and thus pre-

venting the larva of the curculio from going

underground, and generating a new brood of

curculio to sting the fruit at a subseiiuout period.

We propose in the following paragraphs, with-

out at all undervaluing the first method, to

demonstrate by plain, hard, practical facts, that

the second of these two methods produces most

gratifying results when systematically carried

out for a .series of years, even without any

regular jarring of the trees. The only excep-

tion to be made is in the case of the cherry,

which, unlike all other stone fruit, does not

full prematurely to the ground when bored up

by the larva of the curculio. Hence, so far as

regards the cherry, we must depend entirely

uipon the jarring in-ocess to subdue this insect.

But the plum curculio and its allies are not the

only insects that we can successfully attack

through the instrumentality of the hog ; neither

is stone fruit the only crop that can be pro-

tectedin this manner. For the last fifteen yearsor

so, pip fruit, namely, apples, pears, and quinces,

have been aniuially more or less deteriorated

by the apple worm or larv'a of the codling moth
boring into their cores,and filling their flesh with

its loathsome excrement. Unlike all the snout

beetles that infest stone fruit in America, this

is au imported insect, which was originally,

about the beginning of the present century,

introduced from Europe into the Eastern

States, whence it has gradually spread west-

ward into the Valley of the Mississippi.

The facts which we shall presently quote

l)rove that hogs arc death upon this insect, as

well as upon the plum curculio, picking up the

wormy apples as fast as they fall, and greedily

devouring them without any squeamish mis-

givings as to the wholesomeness of their living

inhabitants. It is not at all improbable, either,

that hogs may pick up and devour the larva of

the codling moth after it has left the fallen fruit,

and while it is on its travels for the trunk of

the apple tree. For instead of going under-

ground, like the larva of the plum curculio,

this larva spins a cocoon above ground, and

usually in the chinks of the bark of the tree upon

which the apple that nourished it grew. Hence,

as the apple worm is of some considerable size,

sonic specimens being almost an inch long, a

hungry hog would scarcely consider it " too

small business " to pick up and devour as many
as could be found traveling along the surface of

the earth.

HOGS vs. CUKCULIOS.

At Duquoin the Messrs. "Winter Brothers have a

peach orchard of nearly eighty acres. For the past
live years they have alloweu a large drove of hogs to

pasture in this orchard, that pick up all the fallen Iruit.

The second year a small share of the ft-uit was stung,
but for the past three years there lias been no loss on
this account. It would appear that tlie time has been
sutticiently extended to gix i- ijiriit pidiiiise of success.

In the garden, where the hni:- mit i \. luilctl, there are
a few peach trees, but thesr an- l)a.ll\ -tinij;.

Mr. A. Mitchell placc.l li..-^ in liN |„-ach oroliard

of the State. Most certainly this fact is not only worth
knowing, but to be acted upon witliout dehiy. AVc
niu.st bear in mind that, wlicn hogs nui in a small en-
closiu-e containing trees, they are very liable to kill

them l)y rooting and ti'amijing the ground; but this is

not the case in large orchards where they live on the
imperfect fruit

.

David E. Brown, one of the largest Iruit

growers near Alton, South Illinois, has for

about five years kept both hogs, and, at times,

sheep, in his apple and peach orchards. His

fruit is not infested" by insects nearly as much
as that of his neighbors, although he employs

no otiier precaution whatever to guard against

the depredations of fruit-boring insects. His

peach trees are also free from borers, though he

takes no pains to worm his trees. His hogs

keep in good condition on the fallen fruit. These

facts were confirmed both by Dr. E. S. Hull aiul

by Mr. B. L. Kingsbury, of Alton.

Mr. Caughlin, iu the Report of the Alton

Horticultural Society for July 2, ISCS, "gave
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favorable experience in regard to liogs eating

fallen peaches. His peaches were very free

from worms this year. He attributes this to

the fact, that the hogs in his orchard destroyed

so many of the larvie last year."

S. B. Johnson, of Alton, has this year, ac-

cording to Dr. Hull, the fullest and cleanest

crop of peaches out of forty peach orchards in

the neighborhood. We personally examined

his peach orchard in the middle of June, 1868,

and can testify that at that period there were

fully twice as many peaches on his trees as

ought to have stood for a crop, so that already

many of the limbs were beginning to break

down and had to be propped up. "We can also

testify, that at that period there was but a very

small sprinkling of stung peaches to be met
with on his trees. In 1807, by the advice of

Dr. Hull, he allowed a gang of hogs the range

of his peach orchard all through the months of

May and June and the remaining part of the

summer, and this, it is altogether probable, is

one main-cause of the largeness of his present

crop. It should, however, be stated, that Mr.

Johnson himself attributes the largeness of his

peach crop this season, principally to his having

kept up a heavy smoke in his orchard during

five frosty nights and two or three cold sleety

days in the spring of 1868. No doubt, so far as

it went, this had a very beneficial eflect in pre-

venting the radiation of heat from the earth,

for the same reason that unseasonable frosts

always occur on bright, clear nights, and never

on cloudy nights. But still, however faithfully

this plau may have been carried out, it does not

in any way account for the paucity of curculios

in the summer of 1868.

"VVe know a cultivator who had heavy crops of

plums for seventeen years in succession— his

swine for these seventeen years, without a sea-

son's interruption, being allowed the run of the

yard.

—

Country Gentleman, 1868.

James Jones, of Manhattan, AVill Co., 111.,

has eight plum trees in his orchard which have

been in bearing for seven years. During this

whole time he has had a good crop of plums

every year, which he attributes to a plan which

he has all along followed, of sprinkling salt

round the roots of every plum tree in the spring

of the year. Manifestly, however, tliis plan

could have no effect in killing the larva of the

curculio, when it goes underground; for it has

been shown that this larva will breed even in

pure salt. It came out incidentally inour con-

versation with Mr. Jones, that for this whole
period of seven years he had had a herd of

calves running in his orchard, and also a buck
sheep. There can be little doubt that it is to

the action of these animals, in picking up and
devouring the wormy plums as fast as they fell,

that the very great and unusual success of this

gentleman in raising plums is to be really at-

tributed. Strangely enough, he had never sup-

posed himself that the calves and sheej) had
anything to do with his uniformlj- good crop of

plums.

HOGS vs. APPLE WORMS.

W. C. Flagg, of Moro, near Alton, has for

five years tried the plan of allowing hogs the

range of his apple orchard, and finds it very

beneficial by checking the depredations of fruit

boring insects.

An apple grower in Southeast Michigan,

whose name and residence we omitted to note

down, has for mauy years back allowed hogs

the range of his apple orchard. His apples

have been but very little infested by the apple

worm, even in years when those of his neigh-

bors were swarming with this insect. In 1867,

the worst year for the apple worm that was
ever known in this country, he had but very

few; while in 1866, a year in which this insect

was not generally abundant, he had more of

them.

Benjamin Bacon, of Niagara Co., N. Y., has

an apple orchard of about ten or twelve acres.

Fourteen years ago he turned his hogs into it,

and has continued this practice ever since. Before

he allowed hogs the range of his orchard, his

crop of apples was always a very poor one;

since he commenced this system he has raised

good crops ; ten or twelve of his neighbors have

followed his example with equally good results.

It is proper to add, however, that according to

our informant, Dr. Bacon, of N. HI., Mr.

Bacon's orchard used to be in grass, and that

since he adopted the plau of letting his hogi

run in it, he has plowed it over every two
years, and seeded it either to oats or to barley.

It is possible, therefore, that in this particular

case the difference in the modes of cultivatiou

may have had some little to do with the differ-

ence in the crops of apples.

Jotham Bradbury, residing near (^uiucy, 111.,

has an old apple orchard, which many years

ago used invariably to produce nothing but

wormy and gnarly fruit. A few ye.nrs ago lie

1
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plowed up this orchard and seeded it to clover,

by way of liog- pasture. As soon as the clover

liadgot a sufficient start, he turned in a gang of

liogs, and has allowed them the range of his

orchard ever since. Two years after the land

was plowed the apple trees produced a good
crop of fair, smooth fruit, and have continued

to bear well ever since.

M. L. Dnnlap, of Champaigu Co. ("Rural"),

keeps a few very fat, lazy-looking hogs, which
he has allowed for some time back to range over

a three acre lot of apple-trees, among which
there also grow two plum trees and twenty
cherry trees. But this lot is surrounded on all

its four sides by extensive apple orchards not

pastured by hogs ; aiid,of course,the apple worm
moths, that breed in the surrounding apple trees,

have nothing to hinder them from flying at

disci-etion into the three acre lot, and laying

their eggs on the apples that grow therein.

Yet, even under such unlavorable circumstan-

ces, Mr. Dnnlap was of opinion, after a careful

examination in the early part of July, 1868, that

there were not so many wormy apples on those

trees, that were situated in the middle of the

three acre lot, as in the average of his other

apple orchards.

Suel Foster, of Muscatine Iowa, reports as

follows in the Transactions 111. State Hort.
Society, 1867, p. 213 :

" I have twenty-four acres

of my orchards seeded to clover, and last year
I turned the hogs in. I now observe that where
the hogs ran last year, the apples have not one-

fourth the worms that they have on other trees.

I this year lurned the hogs into my oldest(home)
orchard."

Mr. Huron Burt, of Williamsburg, Callaway
county. Mo., -writes us tliat hogs are liighly

valued in the orchards there, though they are
not expected to entirely extirpate either the Cur-
culio or the Codling moth; while Mr. T. R.
Allen of Allcnton, and Mr. Varnum of Sulphur
Springs, Mo., have both testified to us as to the

good effects obtained from allowing hogs the
run of their orchards.

There are three practical difficulties In the

way of carrying out this system of subduing
fruit boring insects by hog power. 1st. The
necessity of having all the orchard land under
a separate fence, which, of course, in many
cases involves a considerable extra outlay for

fencing materials. 2d. The necessity of giving
up a practice, which is conceded by the most

intelligent fruit growers to be otherwise objec-

tionable ; namely, growing other crops, such as

small grain, corn, or small fruits, between the

rows of trees in bearing fruit orchards. 3d.

The necessity of giving up the modern fashion-

able theory of low-headed trees ; for otherwise,

if apple and peach trees are allowed to branch
out like a currant bush from the very root, any
hogs that range among them will manifestly be
able to help themselves, not only to the wormy
windfalls that lie on the ground, but also to the

sound growing fruit upon all the lowermost
boughs. It is this rage for low headed trees

which has also been the chiet impediment in

the way of the general adoption of Dr. Hull's

"Curculio catcher"—a machine which requires

the trees operated upon by it to be clear of all

branches for some three or four feet from the

ground. Where trees are more low headed
than this, fruit growers in South Illinois have

been compelled to employ a modification of the

"curculio catcher," carried about from tree to

tree by two men, instead of being wheeled
about from tree to tree, wheelbarrow fashion,

by a single hand. Of course, where fruit grow-
ing is followed as a business, the wages of every

additional hand that can in any such way be

saved, are so much clear profit going into the

pockets of the proprietor.

It is important, when hogs are employed for

the purpose of picking up fallen fruit, that they

should be kept moderately hungry, and not be

gorged every day with corn so as to make them
too lazy for work. Probably, for such a pur-

pose as this, the old-fashioned, long-nosed, slab-

sided prairie rooters would be more efficient

than the short-nosed, well-barreled modern
breeds ; and by selecting such individuals as

have the longest noses and the laukest sides, an

improved breed might gradually be formed,

which could pick up a wormy peach lying at a

distance of ten yards, without stirring out of

its tracks ! So far as our own observation goes,

there are excellent materials for the scientific

elaboration of such blooded stock, running at

large throughout the lanes and commons of

Egypt.

Solon Robinson, in the Transactions of the

New York Farmers' Club, has solemnly declared

that, rather than allow hogs the range of

his orchard, he would go without fruit for

the remaining term of his natural life. But

Mr. Robinson, though in the main very good

authority, is on some few points strangely

notional and crotchety. For example, not hav-

ing the fear of Benjamin Franklin before his
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eyes, he is altogether skeptical as to the prac-

tical utility of lightning rods ; and although all

astronomers, for the last century and upwards,

have been unanimously of opinion that it is the

moon that causes the tides ; and although tables,

based upon the changes of the moon, and giving

the exact time of high and low water at differ-

ent geographical points, are found to be within

certain limits practically reliable, he yet is bold

enough to declare that there is no proof at all

that the tides have anything to do with the moon !

At present, nothing is a more frequent cause

for disputes and quari'els among neighbors,

than for Mr. Jones's breachy hogs to make an

irruption by night into Mr. Brown's fields.

Perhaps the time may be approaching when
this state of things will be reversed; and in-

stead of neighbor Brown coming to neighbor

Jones with grievous complaints that Jones's hogs

liave broken into Brown's lot, neighbor Jones

will be seen striding away in furious wrath and

dudgeon to the house of neighbor Brown,
swearing and cursing, and bawling out, that

two or three nights ago that mean fellow Brown
had sneaked over in the dark of the night to his

(Jones's) place, letdown his (Jones's) fence, and
driven his (Jones's) hogs into his own (Brown's)

peach orchard, where they have ever since been

hard at work eating up that darned rascal's

wormy peaches.

INSECT CHANGES.

There are four stages in the life of every

insect: 1st. The egg. 2nd. The larva, popu-

larly known as the grub, maggot or caterpillar

state. 3rd. The inipa, in which state most
insects lie dormant, and are incapable of eating.

4th. The imago, or perfect winged state. In

this last state almost all insects acquire wings,

and it is then only that they become capable of

engendering and propagating. After existing in

the perfect or winged state for a period which
varies, according to the species, from several

days to several mouths, every insect dies.

Neither does any insect gi'ow after it has once

reached the perfect winged state, except that in

many female insects the abdomen after a time

becomes considerably distended by eggs.

It is a mistake to suppose that bees can change
into butterflies, butterflies into bugs, or bugs
into beetles. Bees, butterflies, and bugs all of

them have wings, and therefore they are in-

capable of any further clianges.

" Three blow-flies will devour the body of a
dead horse as quickly as will a lion."

—

Linnceus.

THE BU6HUNTER IN EGYPT.

A JOURN'AI. OP AX EXTOMOLORICAL TOUR INTO
SOUTH ir.i.txors by the sexior editou.

Voyage down tho Mississippi—The so-callod Mormon

Flics—Locusts.

On June 17th, 18G8, I found myself on board

the railroad train that connects Fort Madison,

at the, head of the Lower Rapids of the Missis-

sippi river, with Keokuk .it their foot. On the

preceding morning I had loft Rock Island on

one of the regular packets from that city to Fort

Madison. The railroad follows closely along

the Iowa bank of the river, and as we traveled

along it the air was alive with myriads of a

pretty Caddis-worm fly {Macronemu zehratum,

Ilagen, Fig. 1, a), about an inch long, and with

its wings elegantly

pied with cream-color

and brown. In one of

the windows of the

railroad car there must
have been as much as a

pint of tliem lying

dead. This fly, as I

learn from one of the

natives, is popularly

called here the "Mor-
mon fly," and had
been swarming in a

similar manner for

the preceding three

weeks. On the Upper
Rapids, which lie im-

mediately above Rock
Island, I have noticed

it for a long time back

to swarm every > ear,

in the same way, but

at a somewhat later

period. The good
folks there sometimes

apply the name of
" Mormon fly " to this

isect, and sometimes

to an entirely distinct insect(PaZi«5re?ita 6j?»«e«<a.

Say, Fig. 1, b), of about the same size, but with
two enormously long tails, which occurs every

July about the middle of the month, in prodigious

numbers, not on the main channel of the river

like the first species, but on that shallow and
sluggish arm of the river which divides Rock
Island proper, where the Government Arsenal

is located, from the main shore of Illinois,

whereon stands the city of Rock Island. This
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last species is a true May-fly (JSphemem) . I

subsequently found it in the same profuse abun-

dance at Lacon, on the Illinois river, on the 1st

of July, and a single specimen flew on board

the railroad train as we were coasting along the

Illinois river, near Peru, July 11th. In the year

1861, 1 had met with it in great plenty on the Ohio

river, near Mound City, Illinois, about the be-

ginning of July. Hence it would appear that

tlie species is very generally distributed through

tlie "West ; and that it is essential that the waters

in which the larva breeds should be more or less

muddy. At figure 1, c, will be found a sketch

of one of these May-fly larvre.

Both of these two flies live in their earlier

stages in the water, and the perfect flies are

quite harmless; the latter, indeed, is so incapa-

ble of doing any mischief, that it actually, like

.all the i-est of the fiimily to which it belongs,

has got no mouth at all. Why either of the two
should be called the " Mormon fly," is an insol-

uble mystery. They must have swarmed in

their special localities every year for indefinite

ages, and the Mormons only settled on the banks

of the Mississippi in 18-tO. There was somewhat

more plausible ground for calling the Chinch

bug the " Mormon louse ;" for that little pest

really did swarm for the first time in Illinois

about the same year that the Mormons settled

there. To scientific men, all these popular

names for insects are an unbearable nuisance,

because they mean some times one thing, some
times another. But as the people will persist in

using them, we shall compromise the matter by

giving the commonest English name of every

insect that we have occasion to talk about, and
adding in a parenthesis, printed in italics, the

long crack-jaw scientific names which are, to

many, such a source of terror and bewilderment.

The reader can then, whenever he pleases, skip

over the parenthesis and avoid the scientific

stumbling-block, as easily as he skips over a

stile, or vaults over a mudhole.

On our arrival at Keokuk, la., the railroad

passengers are rapidly transferred to one of the

splendid line of packets that ply between that

city and St. Louis, and we soon find ourselves

gliding rapidly down the Mississipin river.

Presently the boat puts into Alexandria, a small

place on the Missouri shore. I am standing on
the upper deck on the guards. A gigantic fly

alights with a whizzing buzz on my neck. I

seize it with my naked fingers. It proves to be
a female of one of those remarkable species of

Locusts (Cicada), which occur in vast swarms
after an nterval of many years. (Fig. 2.) Soon

there are scores of them flying about the boat in

all directions, and in a few minutes I have a

dozen of them securely pinned in my collecting-

box.

The same scene is repeated on ^*''''- -^

our subsequently putting into

Canton and Lagrange, two other

little river towns in the State of

Missouri. I catch scoi-es of the

females with my fingers, and pro-

voke them in every conceivable

way to sting me; but in every

case they positively refuse to do

so. I even use considerable force

in trying to push the ovipositor,

(Fig. 2, b), or egg-laying appara-

tus, into the skin on the back of

mv hand. But it is too blunt; Colors —Orange
. * ... . . -«^ i ., and black.
it Will not go in. let there are

several cases on record of persons supposed

to have been stung by the common seventeen-

year locust, who have suffered severely in con-

sequence, and some of whom, if accounts may
be believed, have actually died from the efiects

of the sting. Why then will not these locusts

sting me, when I give them every chance, to do
so, and even provoke them to it by irritating

them as much as possible ? Clearly there must
be some error here. Besides, even if the ovi-

positor of the female locust were accidentally

to pierce the human flesh, there is no poison-

bag attached to it as there is to the sting of

a wasp or a bee, and consequently it would
produce no more irritation than the puncture of

a pin. I have repeatedly, for example, had my
fingers pierced by the ovipositor of a large

black Ichneumon Fly (the Ophion morio of

Fabricius) ; and always the puncture gave me no

more pain, and produced no more inflammation,

than the puncture of a common piu. Why ?

Because no poison was injected into the wound.
How tlien are we to account for all these sto-

ries about persons being nearly or quite killed

by the sting of the seventeen-year locust? One
such story I have heard this very day from a

passenger on the very boat I am on. The facts

as stated by him were as follows: A friend of

his noticed a locust on the neck of his brother,

and attempted to knock it off; upon which the

locust stung the man in the neck, and in two

minutes' time there was a lump raised there

as big as a man's fist. There are too many
such stories as these on record for them to be

treated as simple lies. There must be some

foundation for them. What is that foundation?
Listen, and I will endeavor to explain what my
hypothesis is.
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Colors—YcUow nn.l l)lack.

There is a very large digger-wasp, almost two
iiiehes long (the Stizus grancUs of Say, Fig. 3),

whose peculiar habit it is to provision its

nest with the entire body of one of these lo-

custs. It first, like most digger-wasps, digs a

liole in the ground, by way of nest, then catches

a locust, stings it just enough to stupefy it, but
not enough to kill it, and drags it into the hole

wiiich has been already prepared to receive it.

Having thus furnished a sufficiency of food for

its future offspring, prepared in such an ingeni-

ous manner that it will keep fresh for a long

time without a particle of salt or saltpetre, it

deposits a single egg in the nest, closes up the

nest with earth, and then flies off to repeat the

above laborious process over and over again,

till its stock of eggs is exhausted. Before many
days the egg hatches out into a little soft, white,

legless larva, wliich gradually devours the body
of the living locust. At length, after having be-

come full-fed, the larva spins a membranous co-

coon, inside wliich it passes the winter, and the

following spring develops into a perfect digger-

wasp, to repeat the same wonderful cycle of

operations year after year, and century after

century.
To some, perhaps, all this may sound like a

traveler's tale. But let any such incredulous

person examine at this time of the year the com-
mon '

' mud-dabs " that may be found in any out-

building, and he will find but another edition of

tlie process recapitulated above ; the only differ-

cnce being that the mother wasp that constructs

these mud-dabs makes its nest above ground in-

stead of underground, and provisions it Avith

some ten or a dozen spiders in place of a single

locust.

The species of Stizus referred to above is

rather an uncommon insect, but, as I happen to

know, it occurs from Pcnnsj'lvania to the region

west of the Mississippi. What is more likely,

then, than that ouc of these wasps, with a squall-

ing locust in its grasp, should two or three times

every year light upon a human being, and that,

upon being brushed ofl', or otherwise harshly

treated, it should retaliate after the fashion of
all female wasps, by stinging the offender ? Of
course tlie effects of the sting of so gigantic a

species of wasp would, in all probability, be very

severe; for instance, a lump on the neck as big
as a man's fist produced in two minutes. And
of course, if the locust happened to be squalling

loudly at the time of the sting, the wound in-

flicted would be pretty sure to be laid at its

door.

If, on the other hand, we persist in believing

that it is the female locust herself that stings in

sucli cases as these, why do we not hear of

thousands of persons being stung by locusts

every year? There are millions upon millions

of locusts in the woods this summer, butting

madly up against men, women, and children

every hour of the day. Surely, if the females

were physically capable of stinging, instead of

half a dozen such cases, we should hear of thou-

sands upon thousands of them throughout the

infested districts. Locusts must be to the full

as numerous there as bees. If one insect can

sting as well as the other, why are not locust

stings as common as bee stings?

The Bugliuntcr in Trouble—More abont Locusts—
Carpenter Bees and their Habits—Mason Bees and
their Habits—The Precautions which the latter

take against their Insect Foes.

June ISth.

Early in the morning we arrive at our desti-

nation, the beautiful city of Alton, in South
Illinois. Finding, on inquiry at his office, that

friend Flagg, the excellent Secretary of the Illi-

nois State Horticultural Society, will not be in

town to-day, I determine to hire a horse and
buggy, and drive out to Dr. Hull's fruit farm.

On applying for a team at the nearest livery

stable, and oflering to pay in advance, seeing

that I am a stranger to them, I am told that I

can get no team there, unless I can give satis-

factory references to some responsible citizen of

Alton. " They have had two hired teams stolen

from them by strangers witliiu the last two or

three weeks, and they do not intend to lose an-

other one in that Avay." Here is a pretty kettle

of fish ! The Acting State Entomologist of Illi-

nois can not " run his face " for a horse and bug-

gy, and is manifestly suspected of being a horse-

tliicf ! Luckily for my credit, I betliink me of

friend Flagg's clerk ; I rush to his office, and he

agrees at once to become bail for my honesty.
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In an hour's time afterwards I have threaded all

the twistiugs and turnings of the four miles that

intervene between Dr. Hull's house and the city

of Alton ; and I am warmly welcomed to his

hospitable home. In five seconds we are, both

of us, immersed uj) to the eyes in the great Bug
Question.

On informing Dr. Hull ofmy new theory, as to

the supposed wounds inflicted by the locusts that

are swarming in all directions on his place, 1

am much gratified by hearing that he knows
these gigantic wasps very well, and that he and

his sons and his hired men see one or two of

them every year, flying along with considerable

difficulty with a locust in their grasp. Their

sting, he says, is almost a quarter of an inch

long, and they often, being overladen with their

burden, butt up against people that stand in

their way. The details as to their burying the

locusts in holes in the ground were received by
me some time ago from Benj. Borden, a respec-

table Quaker farmer in Pennsylvania, who wit-

nessed them with his own eyes. Having pre-

served a specimen of one of these monster wasps,

he was enabled to identify the species by com-
municating it to the Academy of Sciences at

Philadelphia. Another species of the same
genus (the speciosiis of Drury) has long been
known to have the same peculiar habits. In a

future paper, we propose to illustrate at greater

length the remarkable pecuhaiities of this and
other digger-wasps, and also those of the tiue

wasps, including the social species, such as the

Yellow-.Jacket and tin Bald-faced Hoi net

There are scores of the gigantic Carpenter Bee
(Xyloco'pa Carolina, Linnseus, Fig. 4, a), flying

round Dr. Hull's house, and boring numerous
round holes in such parts of the timbers as are

neither wliitewashed nor painted. At the bot-

tom of one of these holes, which are often sev

eral inches deep, they deposit, by way of pro-

vision for their future lai-va, a mass of pollen,

for the collection of which the first joint of the

hindpawsof the females(Fig. 4, e),is enormously
lengthened and dilated and armed with stiff'

hairs. This bee would be generally mistaken

for a large Humble-bee, though it is solitary and

not, like the Humble-bee, social ; and though in

other respects its habits differ so widely from

those of the Humble-bees. But the two may be

readily tiistiuguished by the different structure

of the hind legs. Fig. 4, e, shows the hind leg

of the female Carpenter Bee highly magnified;

Fig. 4, c, the same part in a female Humble-bee.

Dr. Hull informs me that this Carpenter bee

likewise infests the limbs of partially decayed

or wounded cedars, making its holes wherever

the wood is exposed by the removal of limbs for

the decoration of churches, etc. Wlierever the

bark covers the wood, there it refuses to bore.

It has long been known that a certain solitary

wasp in Europe {Odynerus parietum, Linnaeus),

that bores holes in the clay mortar ofwalls where-

in to construct its nest,employs the excavated par-

ticles in attaching a temporary tube of tempered

earth to the exterior of each hole. Through this

lube it passes and repasses during the progress

of the work, pulling it to pieces when the work
is completed, and using the materials of which
it is composed in stopping up tlie mouth of its

hole, after the fasliion customary with digger-

wasps. I discovered at Dr. Hull's place that a

species of solitary Mason bee {AntJiophora

sponsa, Smith, Fig. 5, a) , wliich greatly resembles

a small Humble-bee, has the same singular

habit, its tube being constructed of tempered

clay, and being about two inches long and three

quarters of an inch in diameter (Fig. o, b).

The way I came to make this interesting dis-

covery was as follows : Dr. Hull, being addicted

to all manner of new inventions for raising

early vegetables upon the most gigantic scale,

had constructed early in the season a vast sys-

tem of underground flues, for warming up the

earth on the entire side of a hill, wherein to

grow early tomatoes. Going with him to view

the mouths of the flues, which all of them opened

out at the bottom of the hill, and were con-
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stracted of bricks laid up, uotwitli lime mortar,

but tempered clay, I observed many clay tubes

projecting (as shown in Fig. 6, 6), from the joints

of the brick work. I had not looked at them

long, before one of these Mason bees flew into

one of the tubes, and disappeared in the hole it

had constructed between tlie bricks. Watching

my opportunity, as a second and a third bee

performed the same process, I seized them, tube

and all, in my pocket handkerchief, and soon

had them safely pinned in my collecting-box.

Having many years ago taken plenty of the

same species in Central Illinois (where, how-
ever, they bored their holes, not in brick-work,

but in the face of a precipitous clay bank, and
where, by the way, I had not observed them to

construct any clay tubes) , I was not anxious to

capture additional specimens of the insect itself,

but contented myself with seeming two perfect

and unbroken specimens of their curious ma-
sonry, from one of which the illustration given

above has been drawn.

As in the case of all nest-building solitary

Bees, including the Carpenter bees, the Mason
bee, after she has constructed her nest, pro-

visions it with a sufficient supply of honey and
pollen, and then having laid an egg thereon,

closes the nest up. On the other hand, all the

solitary wasps provision their nests, not with
honey and pollen, but with one or more living

insects ; as we saw just now was done by the

gigantic digger wasp that preys on locusts, and
by the common mud wasp. In both groups of in-

sects, the young larva that hatches out from the

egg attains maturity witliin the nest, feeding ex-

clusively upon the stores of food laid up for it

with such provident care by its mother ; and in

the following year it comes forth a perfect bee
or a perfect wasp, belonging to the same species

as the mother that produced it.

It may be added that, of all the species of

Mason bees found in the old world, but a single

one {Antho2)hora parietina, Latreille) is record-

ed by authors as building these singular clay

tubes at the mouth of its hole ; while, in addi-

tion to the species mentioned above, a second

North American species (Anthophora taurea,

Say) has been described by our gi-eat Pennsyl-

vanian entomologist, Thomas Say, as practising

this remarkable style of architectui'e.* European
authors have observed the fact, that both their

tube-building Mason bee and their tube-build-

ing Mason wasp moisten from their mouths the

See Say's Works, II, pp. 785,6. On the habits of the
Exiropeau Matron bee aucl tne Kuropeau Mason wasp, see St.
FargeaH'.-i hymen, II. pji. '24—5; p. 79; and U. pp.

'" "'

earth wherein they propose to excavate a hole,

and then working up the moistened matter into

a pellet, proceed to employ it in the construc-

tion of the tube. In every case, the exterior of

the tube is always rough and uneven, so that

the eye can distinguish at once where each

pellet has been stuck on to that which precedes

it ; but the interior is sutficiently smoothed for

the convenient passage of the bee or wasp. As
is almost universally the case with insects, it is

only the female Mason bee that labors, the

males, as with the Red Indians, being idle

gentlemen, who think it beneath their dignity

to work, and spend their time partly in sipping

honey and pollen, and partly in gallanting the

ladies.

The curious reader may perhaps inquire :
" Of

what possible use can this clay tube be to the

female Mason bee, constructed as it is with great

pains and art upon one day, only to be torn to

pieces and used in filling up the hole upon the

next day?" The answer is obvious enough to

every entomologist. There are hosts of insects,

some of them Beetles {Clerus family), some of

them four-winged flies (Ichneumon and Chrysis

families) , which are parasitic upon the larva of

the Mason bee, and are always lying in wait to

enter its ne.st and depo.sitan egg therein. When
once this is eflfected, the future larva of the poor

Mason bee is doomed. It will hatch out and
attain a certain size, but then, alas ! the ferocious

parasite is disclosed from its egg, and seizing

upon the soft and helpless larva, gradually and
slowly eats out its vitals. There is also a small

group of solitary bees, which not being them-

selves provided by nature with the organs

proper for collecting pollen, sneak into the nests

of pollen-collecting bees, and lay their eggs upon
the pollen stored up therein by the industrious

builder of the nest, thus appropriating to their

own future offspring the food that had been pre-

pared with great labor for the ofl'spring of

another. These last may be conveniently

called " Guest bees," though by some authors

they have been somewhat ambiguously denom-
inated " Cuckoo bees." What is a very curious

fact, to every genus of " Guest bees," there is

assigned one or more peculiar genei'a of pollen-

collecting bees for its prey;* and the unfortun-

ate Mason bees, of which we have been talking,

are not left without an appropriate genus of

unbidden Guests, to enter their houses on the

• Thus the lyenus Epeotus preys upon CoUetes ; the genus
J/omada nponHalictus and Andre'na ; the ^enusCmiioxys upon
Megachite and Sarropoda ; the genus S/eits upon Osm/a; and
the genus Melecia, of which we have but a single dpsoribed
N. A. species, upon the Tery genus Anthophora refen-ed to
in the text. (Fred. Smith,)
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sly, and take the meat out of the mouths of their

future ofl'spring. Hence, with all these enemies

lying in wait for it, the particular species of

Mason bee, whose biography we are discussing,

has been taught by a wise Providence to bafl3.e

those enemies, to a veiy considerable extent, by

constructing a kind of blind passage way into

its house ; and this passage way it leaves un-

touched, as long as it is obliged by circumstances

to keep its entrance hall wide open, but so soon

as it is able permanently to close up the entrance

hall, it pulls the passage way down, and uses

the material for blocking up the door way.

C'ould human intelligence go any further? And
yet many otherwise well educated people believe

tirmly, that •' Bugs," as they are pleased to call

tliem, have no more sense than so many stocks

and stones!

The Curculio and its Habits—Five New Facts Re-

specting it—Dr. Hnlls Cnrcnlio-catcher—Various

Noxions Insects Infesting Fruit Trees — Two
Beneficial Insects Commonly Found on Fruit

Trees—Travels among the Frnit (irowers.

June 19th.

Dr. Hull showed me a large lot of Snout

beetles which he had jarred off his fruit trees at

the very commencement of the season. On
counting them carefully, I found that there were

in the whole lot '2.54 Plum Curculios (C'ono-

frachdux nemiphar, Herbst), and only 40 Plum
Gougers {Anthononms 2M'unicida,Wa,lsh) , show-

ing that the former were early in the season

about six and a half times as numerous as the

latter, in the ueigiiborhood of Alton. In Central

Illinois, according to Mr. Francis, of Spring-

field, and also iu Northern Illinois, the Gougers
are, in the early part of the season, about as

numerous as the Curculios. But something

must be attributed, in the case of the Alton

experiment, to the fact of the gougers not

iarring off the trees nearly as readily as the

curculios. Later in the season, Dr. Hull assures

me that the gougers become comparatively

much scarcer; so that he considers that his

original estimate, of the curculios being on the

average in the proportion of fifty to one v/iih

regard to the gougers, is not far from the truth.

According to him, the end of the curculio

season near Alton is about July 1st; but along

through July and August he meets with a fpw
curculios npon jarring the trees—say about one
to every ten trees in July, and one to every
twenty in August. In the month of September
they are very rare; and, according to him, no
peaches are stung by them after the beginning
of July.

Dr. Hull infoi-ms me of five facts, relative to

the natural history of the Plum Curculio, with

which I was previously unacquainted:

1st. Curculio eggs deposited in fruit early in

the spring, during a warm spell which is fol-

lowed by a cold spell of at least five days dura-

tion, always perish and fail to hatch out. The
eggs require a temperature of about 70 degrees

in order to hatch.
2d. In the part of Dr. Hull's orchard which

adjoins the woods, he finds that, for about four

rows of trees, it is almost impossible to subdue
the curculio by jarring. The curculio here

commences upon the fruit immediately upon its

first appearance; in the other parts of the

orchard not until several days after its first ap-

pearance. [Is not this owing to the fact that

those curculios that have passed the winter

under the bark of trees, etc., in the woods, stay

where they hybernated, after coming out in the

spring, until they are ready to lay their eggs,

and then wing their way to the nearest stone-

fruit and immediately lay eggs therein; while

those curculios that pass the winter under the

bark of trees, etc., in the orchard itself, pass the

same interval between coming forth from
hybernation and laying eggs in the fruit, in the

orchard itself, and may consequently be fought

by the method of jarring to much better advant^

age? B. D. W.]
.3d. When peach trees are cut down to the

root, and throw up very strong and vigorous

shoots (say as thick as one's wrist) the same
season, the well known crescent cuts, with eggs

in them, are often to be seen in the bark in

June. Such trees are haunted by the curculio

fully as much as bearing plum trees; and late

in the season they are better hunting ground foi-

curculios than any plum trees. [It will be re-

collected by entomologists that fifty or sixty

years ago Rev. F. V. Melsheimer, of Pennsyl-

vania, stated that the larva of the curculio some-
times lived under the bark of the peach tree

;

but up to this day no confirmation of the

statement of this most accurate naturalist has

hitherto been published.* B. D. W.]
4th. Stone fruits stung by the curculio, and

containing curculio larvas, that fall upon naked
ploughed ground where the sun can strike

them, wither away, and the larviE that are con-

tained in them die. Dr. Hull informs me that

he gives orders to the man that runs his

" curculio-catcher " to lay stuug peaches, when
convenient, in such situations, instead of carry-

ing them away to be scalded, or feeding them
out to stock.

•Sec Fitch's If. Y. Reports 11, §. rv.>, p. 33.
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5th. All late varieties of the peach, although

they are often stmig by the curculio, fail to
\

develop the egg; or else, if the egg hatches out, !

the larva perishes when very young.

I assured myself of the correctness of these
j

last two statements by examining in each case

many scores of specimens, not only at this

period, and near Alton, but elsewhere and

subsequently. I therefore have but little doubt

that Dr. Hull is also right as regards the first

three statements, although 1 had no opportunity

to verify them. In fact I find him so thorough

and accurate an observer, that I would rather

take his opinion on any matter respecting the

habits of fruit insects, than that of any other

unprofessional man with whom I am acquainted.

Immediately after breakfast, and while insects

are still dull and sluggish in the cool of the

morning, we go out to see the practical opera-

tions of the celebrated " Curculio-catcher," in-

vented and for many years back used by Dr.

Hull. As I have elsewhere explained, this is

nothing but a gigantic white umbrella, turned

bottom upwards, mounted upon an immense

wheelbarrow, and split in front to receive the

trunk of the tree which is to be operated uptn.

At the interior end of the split in front is a

padded bumper, wliich strikes against the trunk

as the operator wheels the barrow, first against

one tree and then against another, and with

two or three sudden jars fetches all the insects

ofl' the boughs into the white umbrella which

gapes widely open to receive them. Really it is

a most magnificent institution : but for its

practical success three things are necessary ; 1st,

that the land should be decently clean and not

overgrown with rank weeds, four or five teet

high; 2d, that the orchard be a sutHcientl>- large

one to pay the interest on tlie prime cost of the

machine—about $30 ; 3d, that the trees have a

clean trunk of some three or four feet, instead

of belonging to the new-fangled, heretical, low-

top, branch-out-of-the-ground persuasion.

Everywheie among Dr. Hull's pears, and

cherries, and plums, and peaches,and nectarines,

and apricots, the ground is nicely cultivated,

and between every two rows of trees there is a

straight, well worn track made by the wheel of

the curculio catcher, with a side track, at right

angles to the main track, leading to every tree.

But the apple orchard has been sadly neglected

and allowed to run to weeds. Mine host is

proposing to set hands to work immediately to

mow down these weeds, and is congratulating

liiinscHiipon a discovery tliat he has just made,

uaniely, that a tall hcinp-like weed, about five

or six feet high, which grows in exuberant pro-

fusion among his apple trees, bears the local

name of " horse weed," and makes excellent

liay for horses ! I hope that the discovery may
prove to be what Mark Twain calls a •' fructify-

ing" one.

I find the "curculio catcher" an excellent

mode of collecting insects by wholesale, seeing

that it is nothing but what entomologists call

"beating," carried out upon a gigantic scale.

Besides a lot of the genuine plum curculio, we
captui-e four specimens of a closely allied species

of the same genus, which is pretty common in

Northern Illinois (the avagly2iticuH of Say).

Dr. Hull tells me that it operates upon plums

like its ally, but thinks that it nuikes no

"crescent cut" in puncturing the fruit. We
take also very numerous specimens of a roundish
leaf beetle, about one-eighth inch long, gener-

ally of a steel blue color, but occasionally verg-

ing upon brassy brown. {Colaspis, II. ii\).'i) Al-
though this insect does not have its hind thighs

thickened, and consequently cannot jump like

the well-known steel-blue " flea beetle of the

grape vine, yet I find that it is very generally

mistaken here for that insect. According to

Dr. Hull, it occurs in the jarring process, near
Alton, in about the same numbers as my plum
gouger. Another insect belonging to the same
genus, and of the same shape and make, but
nearly twice as large and of a brassy brown
color (the Colmpis prmtexta of Say), we capture
in very considerable numbers. Both are, no
doubt," to a certain extent, injurious by feediuo-

upon the leaves, and should therefore be devoted
to destruction, if convenient, along with the

snout beetles or curculios.

Noticing a specimen or two of a true bug be-

longing to the same group {Cvrens family) as
HaK,>h tristis,

1 bug

s (juitc familiar
vcrv abundant

the
De(iccl), Mini lli^

(jy/,r.V'"^ /r>n;.,./n

Dr. Hull, and hr lell

with it, antl that it i

near Alton, and r\uu> ilir \i\n\- of pear trees

that are late in slartini;. 1>\ rc|icatc(lly punctur-

ing Ihcui with its beak. Xrar l!ocl< Island, it

is one ofllii' coiimioiic^t bu,li^^ that we liiivo, and
that our rcadciv ia:i_\- know it when they see it,

we aniK.'xu magnified figure, (Fig. ti, ")• (It is a

species of lihopalus allied to the hiteru/i.s of

Say, but distinct.)

[FiS 0]
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Upon a cherry tree, with a fair sprinkling of

fruit still remaining on it, I observe gi-eat

numbers of a much larger bug belonging to the

name family, (the Metapodius [rhhiu chits'] 7>as-

fdus of Say—Fig. 6, 6). Dr. Hull tells me that

this insect ruins a great many cherries by

puncturing them with its beak and sucking out

their juices; but that it only attacks sweet

cherries. Say describes it as inhabiting

" Georgia, Florida, and Louisiana;" but I find

it everyAvhere common enough in Illinois, and

near Rock Island it is quite abundant. Like

almost all the other species of the family to

which it belongs, it stinks with a 40-bedbug

power.
Among the cannibal insects which commonly

fall into the " curculio catcher," and which

should be carefully preserved from destruction,

two deserve especial notice. The first is a large

stinking bug (Ai-ma spinosa, Dallas), which is

peculiarly savage throughout the State of

Illinois upon the larvse of the Colorado potato

bug, puncturing them with its beak and sucking

out their juices. Most of the family, it may be

observed, to which this bug belongs (Scutellera

family), are sap-suckers; but a few genera (in-

cluding Anna and <S^iVe<r«A), are blood-suckers,

and prey indiscriminately upon other insects.

This bug we shall subsequently figure and

illustrate in an article upon the Potato Bugs

and their Cannibal foes. The second insect is

also a true bug {Evagoras viridis, Uhler MS.),

but belongs to a very distinct family, wliich is

pretty numerous in species, and all the species

of which, without a single exception, are canni-

bals (Redui-ius family) . A figure of it will be

found in the margin, (Fig. 7) . Its larva, which

is very common upon various forest frees,

scarcely differs from the perfect [FiR. : ]

winged bug, except in being small-

er, in lacking wings, and in being

covered with a glutinous sub-

stance, to which little pieces of

dust and dirt are commonly seen

to adhere. A species of the same
family (Beduvius personalus),
which, in Europe, has the very „ ,

.... ^ '., „ .
•' Color— lelloi

gratifying propensity of preying ish grem, the

upon the bed bug, is cha

by the same peculiarity.
Even at this early date, I find many full-

grown larva; of the common curculio in peaches
and apricots, often as many as three or four
in a single fruit, and from about half a
dozen of them the larva had already eaten its

way out and gone under ground. On the other
hand, many of these larvx are still quite small.

I say nothing of the different insects found
here and elsewhere upon the grape vine, because
in a future article we propose to give a full

account, copiously illustrated by figures, of the

various species that infest this important plant.

Dr. Hull having kindly offered to drive me
round in his buggy to see some of the neighbor-

ing fruit growers, we conclude to start before

the morning is too far advanced. At Mr. Kings-
bury's I am shown a pear tree pretty badly
afflicted with the native or white bark louse,

(Aspidiotus Harribii). Here also we find

numerous full grown larvaj of the curculio,often

as many as two or three in a single fruit, in a

sweet early apple known to Downing as '' the

Red and Green Sweet." Dr. Hull was previous-

ly of the opinion that the larva of the curculio

never, under any circumstances, matured in the

apple ; but on comparing these larvaj with others

taken from the peach, he was satisfied that they

were genuine, full grown curculio larv», and
candidly confessed that he had been mistaken.

Indeed, Mr. Riley had previously published the

fact, that he had actually bred curculios from
the Early Harvest apple* Probably the truth of

the matter is, that both in early peaches and
in early apples, and perhaps in early pears also,

the curculio larva matures and thrives, while

in late peaches and in late apples, and in late

pears it fails to mature a«d perishes more or

less prematurely.
Hence we drive to Mr. D. E. Brown's and

Mr. S. B. Johnson's, at both of which places we
are unanimously appointed a committee of two
to pronounce on the merits of certain medicinal

fluids extracted from the fruit of the grape

vine. I pronounce them all exceedingly good;
but the manuscript of my journal being

here, from some unaccountable cause, strangely

blurred and blotted, I have only an indistinct

recollection that Dr. Hull thought one of

the beverages to taste decidedly of the cask.

Certainly this was a very safe verdict to bring

in, and not so risky a one as that of the two Cin-

cinnati wine tasters, one of whom was of opin-

ion tliat a certain wine tasted of leather, while

the other stoutly maintained that it tasted of

iron ; both verdicts being eventually justified by
a single leather-headed carpet tack being dis-

covered at the bottom of the cask from which
the wine had been drawn.

Thence we drive to the fine place owned by
the Messrs. Riehl, on the banks of the Missis-

sippi, some little distance above Alton. Here,

after taking dinner, we sally fortli to hunt up

•See his iKiiicr in Tnuis. 111. .State Ilort. Society, 1867,
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certain species of bugs, which Mr. Kiehl has as-

certained to prey upon the larva of f lie Colorado

potato bug. One of these proves to be a species

of true bug hitherto unknown to have this very

commendable propensity (the Stireirus Itetyrci]

/?w(6jvV?^(/.s- of Say), which will be subsequently
figured and illustrated in this journal. The
other is the largo stinking bug (Arma spitiosa),

already referred to as commonly throughout
Illinois preying upon these obnoxious larvas.

But alas! at Mr. Riehl's one individual, at the

very least, of this highly meritorious species

seems to have become demoralized and to have
acquired depraved tastes ; for I actually found
him with his beak immersed up to the hilt in

the body of a poor innocent ladybird (C'occi-

nella), which had probable only a few minutes
before been making its customary dinner ofl" a
batch of potato bugs' eggs.

[CONTINUED IN OUIi NEXT.]

A NEW BAKK LOUSE ON THE OSAdlE ORANGE.

At figure 8, b, wc have represented a new
species of bark louse {Lecanium maclnra',

n. sp.,) which has recently appeared in consid-

erable numbers on the twigs and leaves of the

Osage orange at Wilmington, Will county. 111.,

and also in the vicinity ofAlton, in South Illinois.

The dark part is the scale covering the insect,

and this scale, as usual in the genus to which
the insect belongs, is of a blood brown color.

The pale part is snowy white, and is composed
of a fine cottony down enveloping the eggs and

young larvEB. By the middle of July hosts of

the young larv.-e, which are remarkable for hav-

ing a longitudinal dark line along the back, had

strayed away from the parent scale, covering,

not only the bark of the twigs, but also the very

leaves. Fitch describes two closely allied bark

lice, infesting respectively the grape vine and
the pear (Lcc. vitis and Lee. jyyri), as having

white cottony matter protruding from the tip of

the scale, as in the species here figured. But,

in all the specimens of these last two species

which we have seen, there was nothing of the

kind externally visible, though the eggs under

the scale were partially enveloped in a delicate

white floss.

At figure 8, a, ^e also give a view of

another new species of this same genus, with

similar cottony matter at its tail {Lecanium

acericola, n. sp.,) which infests the bark and

the leaves of the common maple. It was re-

ceived by us June 26th, ISCj?, from Mr. B. W.
McLain, of Indiana, and in a few weeks after-

wards the young bark lice commenced hatching

out from the cottony matter. We have also re-

ceived the same bark louse from Mr. Tiffany

of Davenport, Iowa, who found them on his

soft maples.

None of the species belonging to this particu-

lar genus of bark lice {Ijecanium) have ever

been known to swarm, for any length of time, in

such numbers as to become permanently injuri-

ous to the plant upon which they feed. In the

case of another genus of bark lice (Aspidiot ns)

,

to which the common imported oyster shell

bark louse (Asp. conchiformis) and the native

American white bark louse (Asp. Ilarrisii) be-

long, a very difforent rule prevails, as most

fruitgrowers in Wisconsin and North Illinois

know to their cost. This last genus, by the

way, is readily distinguished from that now un-

der consideration by the egg-bearing scale, in-

stead of being in one single piece, being com-

posed of three distinct little scales, each larger

than the one that precedes it, counting from the

head end.

Reasoning from analogy, therefore, we should

infer that this Osage orange bark louse is not

likely to become so abundant, or so generally

distributed, as to cause any material damage.

Hedge-growers will please to make a note of

this, and govern themselves accordingly.

ENTOMOLOGICAL IGNORANCE IN THE SOUTH.

Suppose some ingenious person were to ad-

dress some such letter as the following to any

agricultural journal published in the United
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States; what would tlie Editor say to it? "Would

he not fling it incontinently into the waste-bas-

ket? "Would he not cry out: " Tliis fellow is

either a fool or a madman, or else he is trying

to poke fun at me?" At all events, the idea of

printing such a document in his journal would

be the very last thing that could possibly enter

his head:

HOW TO DESTROY RATS—A SUGGESTION,

Let any farmer examine those com cribs wlicre the
greatest quantity of corn is stored, and he will always
lind there the greatest number of fidl-grown rats, aiid

also quantities of young rats of all sizes. Now let him
closely inspect the ears of corn in such a corn crib, and
he will assuredly notice many kernels that are reduced
to nothing but an empty shell, just as a hen's egg be-
comes empty after the young chicken has burst its way
out of it.

I am no naturalist, consequently can not tell, but I

ask : Is it not possible , nay probable , that all the young
rats in the corn crib hatched out from these eniptv
shells? If so, the destruction of the whole brood of
rats throughout the length and breadtli of the United
States Is easy. All that will be required will be to
scald or kiln-dry the corn upon every farm, before it

is finally cribbed. By this means every rat's egg in the
whole country will be addled, and a final stop will be
put to the future propagation of this pernicious animal.
In former years tlie old-fashioned Sucker farmers of

Illinois used'to let their com stand out in the field all

through the winter, and never think of gathering it till

it was almost time to plant the land for a second crop.
Then we heard little of the brown Wliarf-rat or Nor-
way rat. Nowit has become a fixture with us. Doubt-

froze so hard that they could never afterwards hatch
out; while in these modem times the com is usually
gathered and cribbed early in the autumn , and by this
means the rats' eggs are protected from the severity of
the wintry blast. ;md hatch out with the utmost punc-
tuality and precision

It is well known, that several years ago, when corn
was worth only ten cents a bushel and coal was as higli

as fifteen cents', many Illinois famiers commonly burnt
corn in their stoves instead of coal. Ignqrant men
have often blamed them for so doing; but in reality
they should have been highly commended for such con-
duct, instead of being, so to speak, hauled over the
coals for it. Can any sane man believe that these patri-
otic fanners burnt corn instead of coal, for the sake of
saving the paltry difference of five cents a bushel
in their fuel? No such thing! They were burn-
ing UP THE rats' eggs!

Now let the reader observe the ridiculous

nonsense which several agi-icultural journals

in the South have recently printed and re-

printed on the subject of the propagation of the

Cotton worm—an insect which, on the aver-

age of years, destroys annually about fifty

million dollars' worth of cotton in the South.

The whole history of this species, be it observed,

is as well known to entomologists as that of the

Hog or the Sheep is to fanners, and has been
repeatedly explained and illustrated by Mr.
Glover, the Entomologist of the Agricultural

Department at "Washington, in official docu-

ments published by the Government for the ben-

efit of the southern cotton planter. To condense

the whole into a nutshell: The mother Moth
lives through the winter. Early in the summer

she lays her eggs upon the leaves of the young
and growing cotton plant. These eggs soon

hatch out into young caterpillars, which devour
the leaves with the greatest avidity till they

get their full growth, when they form a cocoon

among the leaves, and shortly afterwards trans-

form into the winged moth. The same process

is repeated twice over during the summer, thus

originating three distinct broods of Cotton

worms, each usually more numerous than the

preceding, and the last the most destructive of

the three. Finally, the last set of moths gener-

ated in this manner comes out late in the au-

tumn, and such of tliem as are not destroyed by

hungry insect-feeders in the dead of the year

live through the winter, and renew the same
old cycle of changes year after year and century

after century.

One would think that, in consideration

of the economic importance of knowing
something about the habits of this same Cotton

worm, every person connected in any way with

the agriculture of the South would be familiar

with its natural history. No such thing! Here
is the balderdash that leading agricultural jour-

nals in Tennessee and Louisiana have just pub-

lished on this most important of all subjects to

them

:

now TO destroy the cotton wor.m— a sug-
hestkjn.

Let planters examiin' the idttmi still remaining in the
fields where the ra\ ai;. s m tli. rati rpillar were greatest,
and they will find tin Ijuik in > punctured in many
pliices, resembling tlir '>rilic.- iiiadc by the passage of a
very small shot. Let tiiciii Imak or split the limo near
the"puncture, and tlnv will tiiid a small maggot or egg
imbedded in the pitli. not cxcicding an eighth of an
inch in length, and not lar-cr than a small needle.
They are nearly equally pointed at the ends, and so
hard as not to be easily broken, and when broken emit
a yellow, glutinous substance. They arc nearly white
in color.

I am no natui-alist, consequentiv can not tell, but I

ask: Is it not possible, nav prolialilc. that this is the
larvaof the fly? and if so, t'lirir iirs|nirii(,ii is easy. In
former years it was (•ustinnaiy w illi the planters to

bum the stalks instia.l of thrrsiiiii;.' tlicni, as has grown
in USQ of latp. Thin wc heard little of the caterpillar;

now it has luconir a tixtnre with us. Alter the stalks
.are threslicd thr liramlns are plowed in the ground,
where prohably tlu' la-oiess of incubation goes on until

the fly comes forth to subsist on what it can find, until

the cotton plant is in a condition to suit its rather fas-

tidious taste.
The time is at hand for clearing the field for another

crop, and certainly no harm will be done nor much time
lost, if, instead of threshing the stalks, the planters
would pull them up and burn them, thus in course of
time ridding us of a vulture which has for the past two
years been feeding on the vitals of our principal staple.

Now, what can be the reason that an absurd

speculation on the generative economy of the

common Brown'Kat, such as has been printed

above, would be laughed to scorn by every edi-

tor throughout; the land ;7while an equally ab-

surd speculation on the generative economy of

the Cotton Worm, has been actually printed in
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several of the leading agrioultural journals in

the Soutli, and seems to meet with general at-

tention and approval? The reason, we take it,

is simply this: that the natural history of quad-

rupeds is pretty well understood everywhere,

even by children, while the natural history of

insects, which in reality do the farmer far more

injury than all the quadrupeds in the country

put together, is a sealed book to almost every

one.

It is only necessary to add, that the "egg
imbedded in the pith of the branches of the cot-

ton plant " is manifestly, from the description

of the writer, that of some grasshopper belong-

ing to the Catydid family, or of some Flower

cricket (Genus (Ecanthus). Now the Cotton

worm is generated by a Moth (or Miller) , and

not by a Grasshopper or Cricket. Consequently

tlie mysterious egg, wliich has so powerfull)' ex-

ercised the imagination of this entomological

quidnunc, can no more produce the Cotton

Worm, alias Cotton Caterpillar, alias Army
Worm of the South, than a lot of mud turtles'

eggs can generate a brood of young chickens.

If any skeptical cotton planter doubts the

truth of the above statements, he has but to en-

close in any suitable vessel a lot of the wonder-
ful eggs spoken of above as imbedded in the

branches of the cotton plant ; and, our word for

it, he will find tliem to hatch out next spring

into lively young Grasshoppers or Crickets,

differing only from the full grown insect in

size, and in having no wings at all.

So much for the dense ignorance on entomo-

logical matters that prevails in the South. We
shall probably soon take occasion to show, that

the North is not one whit behindhand in this

respect. "Par nobilefratrum!" and this, when
translated into the vulgar tongue, means that it

is " which and 'tother between them " on the

Great Bug Question.

Since the above was in type, we have been

much pleased at seeing the following paragraph

in the Dixie Farmer for July 23, 1868. As will

be noticed, it completely confirms -what we
have asserted above, as to the parentage of the

supposed " Cotton worm eggs :"

COTTON WORMS—AN EUROlt COltRECTED.

I read an article iu the Dicie Furincr, last week,
on the preservation of the Cotton worm from one sea-

son to another. The writer seemed to think the eggs

were deposited in the old cotton stalk, but that has

been satisfactorily proven to be GrasshoiJper eggs.

Mr. S says ho has seen the Grasshoppers when they

were depositing their eggs. Last fall Dr. Bernhard

put the stalks up in glass jars, and in the spring there

were hosts of Grasshoppers came out of them.

GRASSHOPPERS.

The grasshoppers, in 18G8, are at least four or

five times as numerous, near Rock Island, 111.,

as they have ever been known to be ; and they

are eating there almost everything (h.at is green.

They consist in nearly equal numbers of tliree

species common in that region, {Caloptenus

femur-ruhrum, Dcgeer, ^^dipoda Carolina,

Linn., and Caloptenus differentiaUs, Uhler,

MS. Near Cliicago the last species seems to

be replaced by GaloiAenus bivittatus, Say.) Not
a specimen of the Hateful grasshopper from the

Rocky Mountains {Cal. spi-etus, Uliler, AValsh),

is to be met with among them.

To give some idea of the very serious amount
of damage done by these insects in Iowa, we
will now quote the following statement from the

pen of Judge Grant of Davenport, Iowa

:

On the 25th and 30th of June I cut a ten-acre clover

field on my farm on Duck Creek; just then the hop-
pers were hatching; before the new buds had grown
they attacked them and destroyed the ten acres ; and
they are at present working on a field of ten acres

which was cut June 19th and is now in bloom.

"Wliile we were attending the meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science, held at Chicago in the first week of

August, we noticed grasshoppers skipping about

in great numbers in the public streets, even in

the very heart of the city, and the ladies of the

palatial residences in the suburbs comi)lained

bitterly of their flower gardens being mined by
these little pests. Nor is the plienomcnon

peculiar to Illinois and Iowa, for we have our-

selves noticed the same state of things in Mis-

souri, and the agricultural papers report it as

almost universal throughout the West.

It is our intention to issue, each of us for his

own State, an official proclamation some time

in this present month of September, warning
these rebellious armies of grasshoppers that are

now ravaging the country, to disperse them-

selves and retire to their private homes on or

before January 1st, 18C9. We are Avilling to

stake our scientific reputations upon the fact of

these proclamations of ours being punctually

obejed. If, however, which we can not believe,

these rebels should refuse to obey us, we intend

to issue early iu Januarv', 1869, a second pro-

clamation, authorizing all farmers Avho may
have been aggrieved bj' grasshopper foragers or

grasshopper "bummers," to sally forth upon the

enemy, horse, foot, and artillery, and extenni-

iiate them without the least compunction from ofl

the face of this earth.
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THE OLD AND THEJJEW PHILOSOPHY.

Prof. Agassiz, in his popular little book on

the " Metliods of Study in Natural History,"

p. 24, has made tlie astounding assertion, that

"the man of science who follows his studies

into their practical application is false to his

calling." And yet nearly three hundred years

ago Bacon laid it down as one of the chief char-

acteristics of the new or Baconian philosophy,

that, unlike the old philosophical systems, it is

not a mere barren string of words, but is

adapted and intended to promote the comforts

and conveniences of human life; or, as he

phrases it in his terse and energetic Latin,

" humanis commodis inservire."

Now mark how hard it is, even for a philoso-

pher of such distinguished eminence as Prof.

Agassiz, to be consistent in adopting the ideas

of a bygone age. It is undoubtedly true that

all the ancient philosophers of Greece and Rome
thought without exception as Prof. Agassiz, in

the passage which has just been quoted, pro-

fesses to think. For example, the celebrated

Grecian geometrician, Archimedes, being a res-

ident of the city of Syracuse in Sicily when it

was besieged by the Romans, employed his op-

tical and mechanical knowledge in devising

enormous burning glasses to burn up some of

the ships of the enemy, and in constructing cer-

tain grappling hooks of such prodigious power,

that they seized other vessels belonging to

the besiegers, hoisted them up bodily in the

air, and then, letting them drop suddenly into

the water, sank them to the bottom and drowned
every soul that was on board. Any American
of the present day would be proud of such

achievements as those, and would think science

well employed in protecting his country from

hostile invasion. But instead of being proud of

what he had done, the old Greek philosopher,

Archimedes, actually thought it necessary to

apologize to the scientidc world for having de-

graded the dignity of science to such base prac-

tical purposes! Let us see now if Prof. Agassiz,

the man of the nineteenth century after Christ,

can be consistent with himself tliroughout in

holding the views of Archimedes, the man of
the third century before Christ.

In the very work which we just now referred

to, and only some 150 pages after the passage

quoted above, this very same author, Prof.

Agassiz, speaking of Prof. Bache, the late la-

mented Superintendent of the United States

Coast Survey, allows himself to discourse as

follows: "I can not deny myself the pleasure
of pa\iug a tribute here to the high scientific

character of the distinguished Superintendent

of this Survey, who has known so well how to

combine the most important scientiflc aims with

the most valuable practical results in his direc-

tion of it." (p. 181.) Surely, now, if " tlie

man of science that follows his studies into

their practical application is false to his call-

ing," then Prof. Bache, instead of being so

highly praised by Agassiz, ought to have been

severely condemned by him ; and if, on the other

hand. Prof. Bache, in the opinion of Agassiz,

deserved high commendation for the practical

results which he deduced from his scientific dis-

coveries, then Agassiz is grossly inconsistent

with himself in making the sweeping assertion

which has just been referred to.

For ourselves, we do not consider that the

scientific entomologist either degrades his favor-

ite science, or lowers his own scientiflc dignity,

by e-mploying his theoretical knowledge for the

attainment of objects of plain, practical, every

day utility. He may perhaps occupy a lower

position in the scientific world than the ingeni-

ous artists, who are every day grinding up vari-

eties into species, and flooding science with new
genera and new families, as uncalled for and

unnecessary as a flfth wheel in a coach. Still

he may perhaps be properly admitted within the

pale of the scientific hierarchy as a kind of sub-

ordinate and inferior officer, like the lay broth-

ers in a Roman Catholic monastery ; and cer-

tainly he ought not to be hounded forth into

outer darkness as a caput lupinum, with the

dreadful cry that he is " false to his calling,"

and has degraded the body of men to which he

once had the honor of belonging.

THE ANIMAL KINGDOM.

There are four grand branches of the Animal
Kingdom: 1st. Backbone animals (Vertebrata)

,

comprising the four respective classes of mam-
mals, birds, reptiles, and fislies ; normally all of

these have four limbs. 2d. Jointed animals

{Articulata) , or such as have their bodies com-

posed of a series of rings or joints, comprising

the class of insects wliich have, all of them, in

the perfect state, six legs ; the class of spiders,

etc. (vtracAniVZw), which have almost all of them

eight legs ; the class of Crastaceans (crabs,

lobsters, crawfish, etc.), which have from ten to

fourteen legs; the class of thousand-legged

worms {Myriapoda^ , which have verj' numer-

ous legs, and the class of worms wliich have no

legs at all. The 3d grand branch is the Mol-

lusks (MoUusca), which have soft bodies, not

composed of distinct rings or joints; of these
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tlie oyster, clam, and snail may be taken as ex-

amples. The 4tli grand branch is the Star ani-

mals (jRarfta^w), represented by the sea-urchins

and star fish found on the sea coasts, and hav-

ing bodies ai-ranged on the plan of an asterisk

or ().
Of these four grand branches, it is only with

the two first that the American Agriculturist is

brought into immediate contact. For, altliough

in Europe many snails and slugs are very

destructive in the garden and the field, yet none

of them are materially injurious to man in the

United States. As to the fourth branch, the

Star animals, they are peculiar to the water;

and with the exception of a few minute species

that inhabit fresh water, they are peculiar to the

salt waters of the ocean.

AD INTERIM COMMITTEES.

To the Ohio State Horticultural Societ}-, we
believe, is due the ci-edit of initiating the ap-

pointment of an ad interim committee. Tlie

Illinois State Horticultural Society, however,

has had the wisdom to follow her example, hav-

ing had such a committee for the past two years,

while the Missouri State Horticultural Society

also appointed one at its last session. It is the

duty of the gentlemen forming these committees

to visit during the year the dift'erent truit

regions of the State, and report the result of

their observations at the meeting of their

Society. The committee is i ivided into sub-

committees, and the time of meeting, in any

given locality, is specified by printed pro-

gramme. We have had the pleasure of meeting

•with these gentlemen on several occasions

while on their travels, and the good that they

are doing is incalculable. To discover the cause

of disease in fruit trees is one of their special

aims, and the present year has been a most

favorable one to make investigations. Hot,

mildew, parasitic fungus, and the work of in-

sects have met them at every turn, and no doubt

their reports will be fraught with good results

and new discoveries. "While it is the aim of our

little journal to clear up the mjsteries in which

many diseases of an insect nature are involved,

and to point out the remedy ; we wish also par-

ticularly to impress upon our readers, that, in

cdnsiilcrutiou of the intimate relation whicli the

cflict of insect work often bears to that of

parasitic utlacks of a vegetable nature, funguses,

etc., we shall, witli pleasure, publish any sci-

entific discoveries or observations with re-

gard to these rots or diseases, and also give any
information upon this subject that may be within
our power.

TO THE SUBSCRIBERS OP THE PRACTICAL
ENTOMOLOGIST.

The present number of the American Ento-

mologist will be sent to every subscriber, whose
name was on the books of the old Practical

Entomologist at the time of its demise. It is

sent thus as a sample, and will be discon-

continued unless the subscription price, $1.00,

be remitted before the appearance of our second

number. "VVe hope that every one of the old

subscribers will not only remit their own names,

but will show the paper to any of their neigh-

bors who are interested in this matter.

ON OURTABLE.

A New Work on Lepidopteka.—We ac-

knowledge the receipt of the first number of

" The Butterflies of ]Vorth America," by Wm.
n. Edwards. This work is to be issued in

numbers, and each number will contain five

plates, drawn on stone, life size, and carefully

colored from natui-e. Twelve or more numbers

will make a volume, and each volume will be

complete in itself.

If the future numbers shall bear the same

marks of care, correctness, and artistic skill, as

does this first number, we shall, without

hesitancy, declare it the finest work of the kind

ever published in this or any other country.

Argynnis Diana, A. Cyhele, A. Aphrodite, A.

Atlantis, and A. Nokomis arc figured in this

number. We regret that the author has been

unable to give with them their preparatory

stages. Price, $2.00 per number. Address E.

T. Cresson, No. 518 Soutli Thirteentli street,

Pliiladelphia.

Popular American ENXOMOLOca-, being a

Guide to the Study of Insects ; by A. S. Packard,

Jr., M.D., of Salem, Mass.—Another work now
being issued in parts, the second number of

which has just been received from the author.

Our space forbids a proper notice this month.

It fills a gap in American Entomological litera-

ture, is well written and amply illustrated, and

we hope will meet with the success it deserves.

But win' are the classifications of Kirby and

Spcnce, AVestwood, etc., omitted in the tabular

views of the diflereut systems? Subscriptions

received by the author. Each number 50 cents.

The "Canadian Entomologist."—A little

eight page monthly, published at Toronto, and

edited by the Rev. 0. J. S. Bethune, of Credit,

Ontario, Canada. The first number is just re-

ceived. We wish it success, and hope that our
Canadian friends are suflaciently awakened on
the subject to properly support it. It is pub-
lished at 50 cents per volume.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

eliborhood . and von dosirc to luarn something of
itsnuturalfiistovv. Tin- iii^^pct, whii-h liii.; Imiwnish black
wing-covers, nun-iiiiil \wth inilc \.ll.,«. mii.I a yellow
thoriix, with a <-,-ntral lihi.'k -|int

, ;,(mI ii |i:.i-li nT r,,s,- color
each side of it, uii.l wlii. 1, »,i- r. ..-,<.. A jn -

1 .-"luUtion,

is the PAo/inu» 7)yni/i» 111 l.inn.ii^, :.inl i~ kimu ri all iiver the
West by the naiui.' uf lliu

•

' i'uc-ilv." li i.^ luil, strictly

speaking, u tly, but a true beetle, bolongini; to the order
toLEOPTKHA, and the family Lampyhid-e.

[Fig. 0.:

bodied insects. At times these '
' lire-fly

sist almost entirely on yoimg carth-woriu>, i "i v\' ikim

found them abundantly in soil, on which im m ^( UiU hi lia.l

grown for at least one year, and where incon-i'iuiiic i- th. r.

was scarcely another animal to be found, besides these two
—the "flrc-fly" larva feeding upon the earth-worm, and
the latter subsisting on the earth itself.

Each segment of the larva has a homy, brown iilnte

above, with a straight white line runnini; knicritudinallv

through the midiUe, and another, s.iiii. whai i ih\. il .jm . ..ii

each side. The sides are soft ami i
i>-r-, nl<n > <1, ;ni>l ihr

spii-acles which are white, are ila.,;l ,,ii a -iiiawlni
elevated, and nearlvoval, dark brown |iairh. oii ili. uml.

a

side it is of a creain e.ol.n-, wiib lu.. bn.Hii ,iu:i< in iln-

centre of each M-^'in.iit, a- >li..\\ n . nlar-r.i at e. The head
(magnifled at /) i> iliMi,ai,^lih r.n a, lii, within the first

front, iut the

adhere to them after
amusing to watch one, as it tli

stretches this ^'houppe'* fan-like c

vedi
etractile

•ad.

ivashcs itself.

When full grown, or during the latter part of June, it

forms an oval cavity in the earth, throws oil' its larval skm,
and becomes a puna as represented at b. In tliis staj^e it is

white, with a tinge of crimson aluiitr tlie back and at tliu

sides, and after a rest of about ten da\s, it throws oU' its

skin once more and beeom.-s a beetle l["ke llie one v.ai have
sent. The light, which is of a )iln)splii>iescent nature, is

emitted from the tipof the under side ul the ubdunieu, two of
the segments being of a sulphur yellow color, in contrast
with the rest, which are dark brown. This light is emitted
both by the larva and pupa, though not so strongly as in the
perfect insect.
There are other species belonging to this laniilv which in-

habit North America, and whicli imii a IilIii ^n I these are
doubtless iwpularly known as in r several
districts. In some of them the li

wingless, with but very short
species both sexes are winged, a

quite

gigantic Fly,
examination, v
future article, i

its natural histi

Linnxus, and i

"Crawler," ai

;iU three of yon forwarded for
lustrate in"all its stages in a
t line to give a brief account of
lie name is CorydalU comulus,
me parts of the West called a
^ a '•Hellgramite."

A Hew Grape-root Borer.—W. D. F, Lummia, Makanda,
^f •—The gigantic borer, about two inches long, and six
times as long as wide, which you find boring the roots of
the gi-ape vine a little below the surface, and which in the
last two years has, as vou say, already destroyed two vines
for you, kiUiuKthem suddenly, one of them with ten bunches
uf grapes on it, has been also received by us from other

ith the same account of its habits.
1 e from two and a half to two and
, of a yellowish white color, with
iH 11 head, and with the front joints
» idcr than the rest, and the first
any of the others. No such larva

beetle, 1

so far as our d.'scrii.ticm •iocs, and whi
tember, 1807, in decaying pine wood, w
of June, l(i68, the Cylindrical Prioiiu.
dricum, Fabr.) We have also receiv
which was found by Mr. O. B. Galusha
in Southern Illinois, boring in the root <

in several l.avl^oltla- We-teni state- Mi

orange.
(.:. W. Sp
hope to b

oM.Minvr.i inaiiN \ines, this year, in Dr.
. vmriaiil in -t, I.oni, rounty. Mo. AVc
i.rlict brctb- iVoin this irrape-root borer,
tainly furnish ligures of tlie insect both

in the larva and in the beetle state, with a complete account
of its depredations

.

Bugs on Grape Vines Mistaken for Chinch-Bugs.—Co/

.

Fred. Herkcr, Lebanon, I//—You are quite ri-ht in ^^avin-
that the thmrli-bn- has. in i-iTtain conntios in Illinois'"

1 demon [the Chinch-bu
allets, but the bud of t

lauiier in which anott

wither an.

with, but .

'
' bite oir

iust tile >a

ring, which is very
is , and which lays
canes. Unless we
lies with its beak
ausing the stem to

ling out the sap so vigorously from the
ill a quick succession of drops from their
uticle we propose to give a short account,
d by figures, of all the diflerent insect

Leaf-Bugs. — CAas. H. Peck, Albany, N. r.— The very
much flattened, oval, whitish bug, about one-eighth of an
inch long, which jou find in such swarms on the leaves of
the bassw(M.d, in c.jiupanv with tlieir larvie and their
moulted skin-', are thi' l:lI-<^vn,„l T.raf-bnc (Tiuc/is [monan-
thMtilicr \\ .1 ':i \ -:nl,, ,,., til.. ^^,anlMl,. I,..al-
bUg(T,n,;. . . . - ,,|n:il , a .-.In- 1. .11 . .^,,v-

leaves'ofih >., -
I . -i. iii i..lk. .-.ill ii. the

wluch til

small Le
dcstructi

IS Erijllironeura) , which are s<

I'nioii to the leaves of the grape

Several answers to conespondcnts have been unavoidably
crowded out of this number, and will have to lie overtill our
next. Our readers will bear in mind that all queries lo bo
answered iu time must be received by the lOlli of Ihe month,
preceding publication.
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PROSPECTUS OP THE AMEUICAN ENTOM(tLO(ilST.

Although this publication is owned antl edited

exclusively by Western iiien, yet it is not intended

to be in any wise local or sectional in its scope.

Communications from all parts of the Union on the

history and habits of noxious or beneficial insects

are earnestly solicited, and the utmost attention will

be paid by the editors to answering all questions

from correspondents upon this subject, no matter

whether they come from the East, the West, the

, North or the South, and whenever possible the best

and most approved method of fighting the particu-

lar noxious insect will at the same time be briefly

indicated. We intend om- journal to be a medium
for the recording of facts from all parts of the

country, and not a mere vehicle for the views of

any one or two intUviduals, and that the Answers
TO Correspondents shall form one of its most in-

structive and entertaining featiu-es.

j

The scientific as well as the practical man wiU
need it, as descriptions and figures of new species

will also receive attention.

It will be profusely illustrated by original draw-
ings from the pencil of Mr. Riley, and at least

one colored lithographic plate will bo given with
each volume.

It will be the aim of the publishers to present to

subscribers a journal attractive in appearance, in

convenient form for binding, worthy the support of
aU who take an interest in entomology, and of
practical value to farmers, gardeners, fruit-growers,

and others.

The American Entomologist Is started as a
business enterprise, with an ample amount of capi-
tal to make it a success.

All business letters must be addressed to the
publishers, and entomological queries or articles

for publication to either one of the editors.

Subscription price $1 . 00 per year . An extra copy
sent free to any one sending us five names, and
favorable terms vnll be ofiered to parties desiring to

get up larger clubs. Sample copies and prospectus
will be sent free on application.

A limited number of advertisements will l)e in-

serted at the following rates

:

I. P. STUDLEY & CO., Publishers,

St. Louis, Mo.

WOTICE.
All U-lterB, desirlnp intonnation respecting noxious or other insects, sli'UilJ

iiicn« flhoulJ always be pat-ked'alona with a "it'tle "tt.ln, wool' nr son'ie Hucli
Bubstance. in any little imste-boardTjox that ia of convenient size, and uevc-
enrUigf,l (ooss in the. letter. Botttnista like their specimens pressed as tiat as a

naterpillirBj maReota. etc.) should be packeJ altve. 'iir^fllSme'"t?KK"tin

i~;^® *'?"^'' ""^ better—along with a supply of their appropriate food
flufficleut to last them on their journey ; otlierwise they Kenerally dit.' mi the
road and ihrivcl up to nothiua. Along with the speeiniena send as full au
account as possible of the habitfl of the insect, rcspeeting wliieh vuu desire
information

: for example, what plant or plants it infests : whetherlt dealrovs
the leavea, the buds, the twigs, or the mem : how long it has been known toyou

; what amount of damage it has done, etc. Such partii
not only of high scientific interest, but of great prflcUcal i

Neiv Advertisements.

WORKS ON ENTOMOLOGY.

THE FOLLOWING WORKS ON ENTOMOLOGY, PUB-
lishcil by the American Entomological Society,

shoulil be in the possession ol' every one interested in the
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POTATO BUGS.

"We often see paragraphs in the papers, stating

that "THE Potato Bug" has been very abund-
ant and destructive in such a month and at such

phxcc, "THE Potato Bug" may be checked and
controlled by such and such remedies.

Do the worthy men, who indite these notable

paragraphs, ever consider for one moment, that

there are no less than ten distinct species of

bugs, preying upon the potato plant within the

limits of the United States? That many of these

ten species are conflned within certain geograph-

ical limits? That the habits and liistory of sev-

eral of them differ as widely as those of a hog
and a horse? That some attack the potato both
in the larva state and in the perfect or winged
state ; others in the perfect or winged state alone

;

and others again in the larva state alone ? That

Colors— (j1) green and white; (B) mahogany brown; (C) black, gray and orange.

and such a place. Accompanying these state-

ments, remarks are frequently added, that

"THE Potato Bug" is preyed upon by such
and such insects, so that we may soon expect to

see it swept from ofl' the face of the earth ; and
that, even if this desirable event should not take

in the case of seven of these insects there is but
one single brood every year, while of the re-

maining three there are every year from two to

tlu-ee broods, each of them generated by females

belonging to the preceding brood? That eight

of the ten feed externally upon the leaves and
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tenderer stems of the potato, while two of them

burrow, like a borer, exclusively in the larger

stalks? Knally that almost every one of these

ten species has its peculiar insect enemies ; and

that a mode of attack, which will prove very

successful against one, two, or three of them,

will often turn out to be utterly worthless,

when employed against the remainder?

"We propose, in this article, in order to throw

some light upon a subject which appears to be

very generally enveloped in the dark clouds of

entomological ignorance,—to give a short ac-

count, illustrated by figures, of the above ten

foes of the potato. After this, if any Editor,

whether of a political or an agricultural journal,

shall persist in talking about "THE Potato

Bug," we shall have to turn him over to the

grammarians for deserved castigation, as an in-

veterate and incorrigible abuser of the defi-

nite article.

ColorB—(1) grayish t
; (2) Uvid brown and white.

TheStaxkBoeee ( Oortyna nitela,Gnenee)

.

—
This larva (Fig. 11, 2) commonly burrows in the

large stalks of the potato ; but is not peculiar to

that plant, as it occurs also in the stalks of the

tomato, and in those of the dahlia and aster and
other garden flowers. "We have likewise found
it boring through the cob of growing Indian

corn, and strangely confijiing itself to that por-

tion of the ear ; and we formerly received a sin-

gle specimen embedded in the stem of Indian

corn, ft-om which we subsequently bred the

winged insect. By way of compensation, we
suppose, it is particularly partial to the stem of

the common cocklebur (Xanthium strumari-

um) ; and if it would only confine itself to such

noxious weeds as this, it might be considered as

a friend instead of an enemy. In 1868 it has

been more numerous than usual, and we noticed

it to be particularly abundant along the Ii-on

Mountain and Pacific roads in Missom-i. In the

fore part of July, 1868, we ascertained that a po-

tato patch on land belonging to Mi\ D. B. Wier
of Lacon, 111., had about every tenth stem oc-

cupied by tliis borer. The common Spindle

worm {Gortyna zem, Han-is), found burrowing
in the heart of young Indian corn, is a distinct

but allied species, producing an entirely difier-

ent moth.

The larva of the Stalk Borer moth leaves

the stalk in which it has buiTowed about the

latter part of July, and descends a little below

the surface of the earth, where in about three

days it changes into the pupa or chrysalis state.

The winged insect (Fig. 11, 1), which belongs to

the same extensive group of moths {Noctua
family, or owlet moths) to which all the cut-

worm moths appertain, emerges from under

ground from the end of August to the middle of

September. Hence it is evident that some few,

at all events, of the female moths must live

thi'ough the vdnter in obscure holes and cor-

ners, and lay their eggs upon the plants which

they infest in the following spring. For

otherwise, as there are no young potato or to-

mato plants, or Indian corn, or dahlias, or

asters, or even cocklebur for them to lay their

eggs upon in the autumn, the whole breed of

them would die out in a single year.

Tins insect has long been known to en-

tomologists in the moth state, although until

the year 1867 nothing had been printed res-

pecting its larval history. The junior editor

of this journal was the fli-st to publish an

accurate histoi-y of the species in all the

stages, together with a full description of the

lai-va, which will be found in the Prairie Far-

mer for February 23d, 1867.

[Fig. 12.]

Colors— (a and b) white; (c) ash gray and black.

The Potato-stalk Weevh- {Baridius trino-

tatus, Say).—This insect is more peculiarly a

southern species, occurring abundantly in the

Middle States and in the more southei-ly parts of

Indiana and Illinois, and also in Missouri; but,

according to Dr. Harris, being totally unknown
in New England. The female beetle (Fig. 12, c)

deposits a single egg in an oblong slit about one-

eighth inch long, which it has previously formed

with its beak in the stalk of the potato. The

larva subsequently hatches out, and bores into

the heart of the stalk, always, according to Miss

Morris of Penusjdvania, who was the first to

notice it, proceeding downwards towards the

root. When fuU grown, it is a little over one-

fourth inch long (Fig. 12, a), and is a soft whit-

ish, legless grub, with a scaly head. Hence it

can always be readily distinguished from the

larva of the Stalk Borer, which has invaria-
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bly sixteen legs, no matter how small it may be.

Unlike this last insect, it becomes a pupa (Fig.

12, b) within the potato stalk which it inhab-

its ; and it comes out in the beetle state about

the last of August or the beginning of Septem-

ber. The stalk inliabited by the larva almost

always wilts and dies. The perfect beetle, like

many other snout-beetles, must of course live

tlu'ough the winter to reproduce its species in

the following spring.

Miss Morris found that "in many potato fields

in the neighborhood of Germantown, Penn.,

every stem was infested by these insects, caus-

ing the premature decay of the vines, and giv-

ing to them the appearance of having been

scalded.'' In the fore part of July, 1868, we
found a potato patch belonging to Mi". Holcomb
of Cobden, 111., utterly ruined by this snout-

beetle, many vines having a dozen larvje in

them ; and in the same year we have met with it

quite commonly in various jiarts of Missouri,

bo far as is at present known, it attacks no plant

but the potato.

The Potato-worm oe Tomato-worm,
{Sphinx 5

—

maculata, Haworth).—TMs well

known insect, the lai-va of which is illustrated

on our front page (Fig. 10, A), is usually called

the Potato-worm, but it is far commoner on the

closely allied tomato, the foUage of which it oft-

en clears off veiy completely in particular spots

in a single night. Many persons are afraid to

handle this worm, from an absurd idea that it

has the power of stinging with the horn on its

tail. We have handled hundreds of them with per-

fect impunity, and for the small sum of one cent,

will undertake to insure the Avhole population

of the United States against being stung by tJiis

insect, either with the conspicuous horn on its

tail or with any hidden weapon that it may have

concealed about its person. In fact, this di'eadful

looking horn is not peculiar to the Potato-worm,

but is met with in almost all the lai-vse of the

large and beautiful gi'oup to which it belongs

{Sphinx family) . It seems to have no special

use, but, like the bunch of hair on the breast of

the turkey cock, to be a mere ornamental ap-

pendage.

When full-fed, which is usually about the last

of August, the Potato-worm buiTows under
ground and shortly afterwards transforms into

the pupa state (Fig. 10, B). The pupa is often

dug up in the spi-ing from ground where toma-
toes or potatoes were gi-own in the preceding
season; and most persons that meet with it sup-

pose that the singular, jug-handled appendage
at one end of it is its tail. In reality, however,
it is the tongue-case, and contains the long plia-

ble tongue which the future moth will employ

in Japping up the nectar of the flowers, before

wliich, in the dusky gloom of some warm, balmy
summer's evening, it hangs for a few moments
suspended in the air, like the gloi-ified ghost of

some departed botanist.

The motli itself (Fig. 10, C) was formerly con-

founded with the Tobacco-worm moth {Sphinx

Carolina, Linnseus) , which indeed it very closely

resembles, having the same series of orange col-

ored spots on each side of the abdomen. The
gray and black nuirkiiigs, liowever, of the wings

differ perccplibly in tlie two species; and in the

Tobacco-worm niutli there is always a more or

less ftiint white spot or dot near the centre of

the front wing, which is never met -nith in the

other species. In Comiecticut and other north-

ern States where tobacco is grown, the Potato-

worm often feeds upon the leaves of the tobacco

plant, the true Tobacco-worm being unknown in

those latitudes. In the more southerly States,

on the other hand, and in Mexico and in the

West Indies, the trae Potato-worm is unknown,

and it is the Tobacco-worm that the tobacco

growers have to fight. While in the interme-

diate countiy both species may frequently be

captured on the wing in the same garden and

upon the same evening. In other words, the

Potato-worm is a northern species, the Tobacco-

worm a southern species ; but on the confines of

the two districts exclusively inhabited by each,

they intermingle in varying proportions, ac-

cording to the latitude.

The Striped Blister-beetle {Lyttavittata,)

Fabr.—The tlu-ee insects figured and described

above infest the potato plant in the larva state

only, the two first of them burrowing internally

in the stalk or stem, the third feeding upon its

leaves externally. Of these thi-ee the first and

third are moths or scaly-winged insects (order

Lepidoptera) , so called because the wings of all

the insects belonging to this large group are

covered with minute variously-colored scales,

which, on the slightest touch, rub ofl' and rob

the wing of all its brilUant coloring. The sec-

ond of the three, as well as the next four foes of

the potato, which we shall notice, are all of them
beetles or shelly-winged insects (order Goleop-

tera), so called because what would nor-

mally be the front wing is transformed

here into a more or less hard and shelly

veing-case, which, instead of being used

as an organ of fiight, is employed merely

to protect and cover the hind wings in re-

pose. To look at any beetle, indeed, almost

any inexperienced person would suppose that

it has got no wings at all ; but in reality nearly
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all beetles have fnll-sized wings snugly folded

up under their wing-cases, and, whenever they

choose it, can fly with the greatest ease. Tliis

is the case with the tour krads of beetles infest-

ing the potato, whose habits we are now about

to relate. As these four species all agi-ee with

one another in living under ground and feeding

upon various roots, during the larva state, and

in emerging to attack the foliage of the potato,

only when in the course of the summer they

have passed into the perfect or beetle state ; it

milbe quite unnecessary to repeat this statement

under the head of each of the four. In fact, the

four are so closely allied, that they all belong to

the same family of beetles, the blister-beetles

{Lytta family)—to which also the common im-

ported Spanish-fly or blister-beetle of the di-ug-

gists appertains—and all of them will raise just

as good a blister as that does, and are equally

poisonous when taken internally in large doses.
CFi!!. 13.: The Striped BUster-beetle (Fig.

' 13) is almost exclusively a southern

species, occurring in particular

years veiy abundantly on the potato

vine in Central and Southern Illi-

nois, and also in Missouri, but in

North Illinois being usually so rare,

that in the course of ten years col-

Coiois—Yei- lecting, we have scarcely met with
low au,i black,

j^j^jf ^ ^Q^gjj specimens of it there.

In 1868, however, it is reported by Mr. Gra-

ham Lee, of Mercer county, N. 111., and also by
Capt. Beebe, of Galena, N. 111., as occurring in

very large numbers upon theh- potatoes. And,
according to Dr. Harris, it is occasionally found

even in New England. In some specimens, the

broad outer black stripe on the vring-cases is

divided lengthways by a slender yellow line, so

that instead of two there are three black stripes

on each wing-case; and in the same field we
have noticed, on two separate occasions, that all

the intei'mediate grades between the two vari-

eties maybe met with; thus proving that the

four-striped individuals do not form a distinct

species, as was formerly supposed by the Euro-

pean entomologist, Fabricius, but are mere
varieties of the same species to which the six-

striped individuals appertain. In July, 1868,

we found the insect very abundant on the potato

in Champaign Co., Dl., and Mi-. Merton Dunlap
of Champaign told us, that he had succeeded in

di'iviug them with brush ofi" his potato-patch on
to some old hay which he had prepared to re-

ceive them, and then, setting fire to the hay,

consumed them bodily. Many such cases may be

found recorded in different agricultural journals.

Mr. M. S. Hill, of East Liverpool, Ohio,

states in the Practical Entomologist (vol. I, p.

197), that this species had swarmed on the potato

vines in his neighborhood in 1866, and that " the

most successful method of destrojing them yas
by placing between the furrows or rows, dry hay
or straw, and setting it on fire." " The bugs,"

lie adds, '• were thus nearly all destroyed, and
the straw burning very quickly did not injure

the vines. Might not this remedy be applied

with success in the destruction of your new and
highly-improved Colorado Potato-bug?" Per-

haps it might ; but the process would have to be

repeated a great many times. For, although

there is but one brood of any of these potato-

feeding Blister-beetles in a year, and they con-

sequently last comparatively but a short time

upon the vines, yet there are about three suc-

cessive generations of the Colorado Potato-bug

in one season, and they may often be met with,

in some one of their stages, upon the potato

plant all thi-ough the growing season. As to

driving Colorado potato-bugs with brush out of

a potato patch, that is entirely out of the ques-

tion. The larvsB have got no wings, and conse-

quently can not fly at all; and even in the

hottest time of the day and in the hottest season,

the perfect beetles can not be forced to take wing
and fiy off, as can be done without much diffi-

culty under such circumstances with any of the

potato-feeding Blister-beetles. The Colorado

bugs can fly, it is true, and they do fly when the

sun shines hot upon them ; but they are very
independent bugs, and will only fly just when
it suits them to do so.

Ml'. S. P. Boardman (" Wool-grower ") says

that he has discovered that this striped Blister-

beetle, like the Colorado bug, eats all other

potato tops in preference to Peach-blows. {N.
T. Sem. Tribune, July 13, 1868.) This is cer-

tainly a new fact, so far as regards the fonner
species, though it has long been ascertained to

be true of the latter.

CFig. ".]

Colors— (a) ash gray; (6) black.

The Ash-gray Blister-beetle,* (Lytta cin-

erea,Fabr.)—This species (Fig. 14 a, male)isthe

•In the male of this species, but not m the female, the

first two joints of the antennas are greatly elongated and
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one commonly found in the more northerly parts

of the Northern States, where it usually takes

the place of the Striped Blister-beetle figured

above. It is of a uniform ash-gray color ; but

tliis color is given it by the presence upou its

body of minute ash-gray scales or short hairs,

and whenever these are rubbed off, which hap-

pens almost as readily as on the wings of a but-

terfly, the original black color of its hide appears.

It attacks not only potato vines, but also honey-

locusts, and especially the English or Windsor
bean. In one particular year, we have known
them, in coujuuction with about equal numbers
of the common Rose-bug (Macrodactyius sub-

spinosus, Linn.), to swarm upon every apple

tree in a small orchard in Northern Illinois, not

only eating the foliage, but gnawing into the

young apples. In 1868 they have been quite

common in parts of Illinois, IVIissouri, Wiscon-
sin, and Iowa ; and the people there had got so

habituated to the presence of the Colorado bug,
that in many cases they thought the Ash-gray
gentleman was a fresh invader from the region
of the Rocky Mountains ; whereas it has existed

everywhere in the more northei'ly parts of the

United States for time immemorial.
The Black-kat Blister-beetle {Lytta

murina,* LeConte).—Of tliis species (Fig.

14 b), which is entirely black, we received num-
erous living specimens in July, 1867, from D.
W. Kauflinan, Esq., Pres. Iowa State Hort.

Society, with an account of its swarming in that

mouth upon the potato vines near Des Moines,
Iowa. There is a vei-y similar species, the

Black Blister-beetle {Lytta atrata, Fabr.),from
which the Black-i-at Blister-beetle is distinguish-

able only by having four raised lines placed
lengthways upon each wing-case, and by the

dilated; which Is also the case with the species next to be
refen-edto. (Fig. U d, represents the male antenna;, abore;
that of female below.) Hence, in splitting up the extensive
and unwieldy old genus [Lytta) , these and certain allied

species have been very properly placed in a genus by them-
selves [MacTobaaU) ; while the Striped Blister-beetle and the
Margined Blister-beetle, not possessing this peculiarity, are
gi-ouped together under a distinct genus (Epicauta) . Practi-
cal men, however, who do not desire to trouble theli- heads
with these niceties, will find it most convenient to class
them all together under the old genus (Lytta) ; and this we
have accordingly done.

• The Latin word '

' murina '
' properly means '

' mouse-
colored;" and it is not fvisy to nml.rstand, why a'black
insect should receive lli. -,„ , iiir ,k.i,i, ,,{'' mouse-colored."
We have got over the .liiliniin liy .u|. ],.„;„- that the author
of the name refei-red tu tin- r„]„r uf ilii- black rat—thi; mus
rattua of Linnajus—formerly the only rat that ti-oubled us in
America, but now almost completely driven out by another
imported species—the Brown or Norway ratHust as the im-
ported white man is at the present day graduaUy extii-pating
the Bed Indian, and the Red Indian formerly drove south-
wards his mound-building Aztec predecessors.

two first joints of the antennas being greatly

dilated and lengthened in the males, as above

in Fig. 14 c. Tliis latter species has been cur-

rently asserted by authors to infest the potato

vine. We believe that in many cases, at all

events, tliis is an error; and that the latter

species has been mistaken for the former. The
true Black Blister-beetle we have never met
with, except quite late in the year, namely
about the last of August or the fore part of

September ; and then always upon the flowers

of the Golden-rod, the Tliistle, etc. The experi-

ence of Ml-. Ulke, of Washington, D. C, to

whom we referred upon tliis subject, coincides

with ours ; and surely a beetle winch does not

make its appearance till so late a period in the

year as the last of August cau scarcely ever be

injurious to the potato-crop. It would be very

desirable that persons meeting with Blister-bee-

tles, of a black color and without any pale

markings whatever, upon potato vines, at any
period of the year, should forward specimens to

us. The question to be decided is certainly of

no very great practical importance ; but scien-

tifically considered, it is a curious and interest-

ing one, as tending to demonstrate that even the

very best entomologists are not universally

infallible.

The Margined Blister-beetle* {Lytta mar-
CFig. 15.] ginata, Fabr.)—This species (Fig. 15)

may be at once recognized by its

general black color, and the narrow
ash-gi-ay edging to i^ wing-cases. It

usually feeds on certain jvild plants

;

but Mr. Barber, of Wisconsin, found

it, but only in small numbers, oii his

potato vines in 1866 ; and in 1868 wc
were shown three specimens taken

and'a7"^y. ou potato viucs near Champaign,
Central Illinois, in company with the Striped

Blister-beetle. In the same year, 1868, it was
more abundant than any other species in a potato

field in Union county, Southern Illinois.

•This is the name formerly given by almost all entomolo-

gists to this species; and a mo.st appropriate one it is, in

view of the remarkable

cases {elytra) . But of la

that, as long ago as tlie

several years before Fabr
insect as the '

' Margined 1'

h-gr jf its black

1 Wk hist century, ami
iR-.l and described this

tlr" (Lytlamarginata)

,

it was named and d.-Miilii d a lli.> " A-h--ray Blister-bee-

tle" (Lytta cinerea) . l.\ l'<.ii-irr. Ibtici . in accordance

with tile inexui-alilr • law .il
| 1 ii nity , ' tlir (.bedieut scien-

tiflc world has been call, d iiimii i.. adwjit Fn, aster's name for

this species; and as two spi i-ir- b.-hiii-iii-,' to the same genus

Ash-gray Blister-beetle of Fabriiiiis (Lylla cinerea), which
is really ash-gray all over, has been re-christened by the

name of " I-abricius's Blister-beetle" (Lytta Fabricii).

Positively, this continual chopping and changing in soieutilic
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The TniiEE-LiNED Lkai'-beetle (Lenia tri-

lineata, Olivier).—The three first insects,

described aud figured above as infesting the

potato-plant, attack it only in the larva state.

The four next, namely the four Blister-beetles,

attack it exclusively in the perfect state. The
three that remain to be considered attack it both

in the lai-va and in the perfect state, but go

underground to pass into the pupa state; in

which state—like all other Beetles, without ex-

ception—they are quiescent, and eat nothing at

all.

The larva of the Three-lined Leaf-beetle may
be distinguished from all other insects that prey

upon the potato by its habit of covering itself

with its own excrement. In Figure 16 a, this

larva is shown in profile, botli full and halfgrown,

covered with the soft, greenish exoreraentitious

matter wliich from time to time it discharges.

Fig. 16 c gives a somewhat magnified view of

the pupa ; aud Fig. 16 b shows the last few joints

nomcuolatare is getting to be an imbearable nuisance, and
must be iiiit astoi) to. Otberwisc one-hiilf of the time of

stiiilyini,' "Uf sri.iitiiic, phrases. \Vr iir..|"i.-i', therefore, at

the wry next session of Coiifiress, to procure thi- passage of

a law, which shall inflict a fine of $li)(iu upon every entomo-
logieul writer who willfully, causelessly, maliciously, and
without any practical benefit tliereby reUnuntlin^^ to science,

shall ilisturb the established nonienclarure of any insects,

commonly called bugs; $999 of the aforesaid $1000 to be
always paid into the fiscal chest of the Amekicajj Entomo-
logist, and thi- remaining $1, after deducting legal expenses

and all the customary pickings and steel-filings, to be appro-

priated to the payment of the National debt.

Many writers, in giving the scientific designation of an
insect, neglect to add the name of the author %vho first

ribe oftel

Whereas, if we add the aulhor's name, all -ImuM- ui.nn i|,e

those wearisome and interminable disputes about the priority

of names and the law of priority, which take up so much
space in scientific papers, while they add absolutely nothing
to fuir knowledge of the facts recorded by the finger of God
in the great book of Nature.

of the abdomen of the larva, magnified, and
viewed, not in pi-ofile, but from above. The
vent of the lai-va, as will be seen fi-om this last

figure, is situated on the upper surface of the last

joint, so that its excrement naturally falls upon
its back, and by successive discharges is pushed
forward towards its head, till the whole upper

surface of the insect is covered with it. In other

insects, which do not indulge in this singular

practice, the vent is situated either at the ex-

. treme tip of the abdomen or on its lower surface.

There are several other larvae, feeding upon
other plants, wliich commonly wear cloaks of

this strange material, among wlvieh may be

mentioned one which is very common upon the

Sumach, and which produces a jumping, oval

Leaf-beetle {Blepharida rhois, Foerster) , about

a quarter of an inch long, and of a yellow color,

speckled with brick-red. The larvas of certain

Tortoise-beetles (Cassida), some of wliich feed

on the Morning Glorj' and the S^VQet Potato

vines, adopt the same inacticc-, luit in 11i('ir case

there is a fork (•'
I ].r."c.~, at the lail which curves

over their backs and i-ccci\cs llic i'c(|uisite sup-

ply of excrement. The ditt'ercnce between the

two modes adopted by these two groups of

lai-viP may be compared to the difference between

two savages, one of whom struts about with an

armful of manure on the top of his head, wliile

the other one, having become more delicate and

refined iu his notions, holds up a forkful of

manure, by way of parasol, over Iris head, as he

displays his chai-ms to the admiring world.

Many authors have supposed that the object of

the larva, in all these cases, is to protect its soft

aud tender body from the heat of the sun. This

can scarcely be the correct explanation, because

then they would throw away their parasols in

cold cloudy weather, which they do not do. In

all probability, the real aim of Nature, in the

case of all these lai-voe, is to defend them from

the attacks of birds and of cannibal and parasitic

insects.

There are two broods of this species every
year. The first brood of larvw may be found on
the potato vine towards the latter end of June,
and the second iu August. The Ihst In-ddd stays

underground about a fortnight Ijelure it emerges
in tlie perfect Beetle state ; and the second brood
stays there all vsdnter, and only emerges at the

beginning of the following June. The perfect

[Fig. 17.] Beetle (Fig. 17.) is of a pale yellow

color, with three black [Fig. is.:

stripes on its back, and

bears a general resem-

blance to the common Cu-

c 1 1 1 n I M •r-bug {Diabroticu,

filliita, Fabr., Fig. 18.)
ulors-I'ale vel- , . , . Colors-Yell<i

low aud blaci. From this last species, andWack.
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[Fig. 19.]
I

however, it may be readily distiuguished by the

remarkable pincliing iu of the sides of its thorax,

so as to make quite a lady-Uke waist there, or

what naturalists call a "constrictiou." It is also

oil the avei'age a somewhat larger insect, and

differs iu other less obvious i-espects. As iu the

case of the Colorado Potato-bug, the female,

after coupling iu the usual manner, lays her yel-

low eggs (Fig. 16 d) on the under surface of the

leaves of the Potato plant. The larvce hatching

from these require about the same time to de-

velop, and when full grown descend iu the same

manner into the ground, where they transform

to pupie (Fig. 16 c) within a small oval chamber,

from which in time the perfect beetle comes
forth.

The Thi-ee-lincd Leaf-beetle in certain seasons

is a great pest in the Eastern States ; but, so far

as we are aware, it has never yet occurred in the

Valley of the Mississippi in such numbers as to

be materially injurious.

The Cucdmbeu Flea-beetle (Haltica cu-
[Fig. 19.] cumeris,* Harris).—This minute Beetle

(Fig. 19) belongs to the Flea-beetles

(Haltica family), the same sub-group of

Leaf-beetles {Phytophaga) to

wliich also appertains the notorious

Steel-blue Flea-beetle (Haltica chalybea,I\]iger),

that is such a pest to the vineyardist. Like all

the rest of the Flea-beetles, it has its hind thighs

greatly enlarged, which enables it to jump with

much agility. It is not peculiar to the Potato,

but infests a great variety of plants, including

the Cucumber, from which it derives its name. It

operates by eating minute round holes into the

substance of the leaf wliich it attacks, but often

not so as to penetrate entirely through it. In

1868 the Potato leaves at Mi-. Kinney's nursery,

near Rock Island, Ills., were almost all of them
badly attacked in tliis manner ; but it did not

appear to injure the vines so materially as might
have been expected. In South Illinois whole
fields of Potatoes may often be observed looking

seared and yellow, and with their leaves riddled

with the round holes made by this insect. The
larva feeds internally upon the substance of the

leaf, like that of the closely-allied European
Flea-beetle of the Turnip (Haltica nemorum,
Linn.) ; and, from its near relationship to that

insect, we may infer that it goes underground
to assume the i^upa state, that it passes thi-ough

•Erroneously considered by some authors as identical

with the Haltica pubescens of Illiger. In this last species, a.s

n-ehare been informed by Dr. J. L. LeConte, the thorax,
instead of being shining, as in oui- insect, is opaque, with
large dense punctiu-es; and, if we have ourselves correctly
identified it, the elytra are covered with a much longer and
denser pubescence than is found in Harris's species

.

all its stages in about a month, and that there

are two or tlu-ee broods of them in the course of

the same season.

fro BE CONCLUDED DI OUR NmCT.]

" GRASSHOPPERS."

Their Devastations in Western Iowa and the Good

that has resulted from them.

Editors American Entomologist,

Dear Sirs : I had the pleasure of meeting with the

first number of your paper. For the general informa-

tion of those Into whose hands it may chance to fall , I

will commimicate the result of the visitation by the

flying grasshoppers that infested our country last and
this season . They fii'st made their appearance about

the last of August or first of September, 1867, but too

late to do much damage , though they laid their eggs in the

western tier of counties along the Missouri river, and
extending iuto Nebraska. This spring they made their

appearance in millions , destroying in many localities the

entu-e wheat crop and the late planted com. They
commenced flying about the 12th of June , and traveled

North. Many ploughed up their wheat and planted

corn or sowed buckwheat. About the 1st of August
they made their appearance again, and in two or three

days destroyed whole fields of buckwheat of twenty or

twenty-flve acres, and seriously threatened the entire

destruction of our corn crop ; but after remaining for

ten days or two weeks began moving South, and from

present appearances we are relieved from them for this

season. The whole of Western Iowa has suffered very

seriously from their destructive ravages. But in re-

turn for damages done they have left behind them a

grass hitherto unknown among us, a sample of which 1

send you. It is said, by those acquainted with the

buftalo grass growing in the mountains, or contiguous

to the Rocky Mountains, to be of that variety. The
whole surface of the country as far South as the south-

ern line of this State, and as far North as I have

traveled, is thickly seeded with this valuable gi-ass,

more highly prized by stock than any of our native

varieties. It is of quick gi'owth, growing iu little

tufts or bunches, stooUng thickly, and is heavily seeded.

It promises to be a very great acquisition to our coun-

try, as our native grasses are fast giving way by close

and continuous feeding. It has taken possession of all

barren spots, and in many locaUties already covers the

ground quite thickly. Let us give the hoppers credit

for a new variety of grass that is destined to be worth
miUions of dollars to this section of country. Although
I am among the heaviest losers in our section of coun-

try by this visitation, yet when I became acquainted

\vith these facts by actual observation of this new grass,

and of its extension to the southern boiuidarv of our
State, my heart was filled with gratitude to the all-vrise

disposer of our blessings for this great event.

With best wishes for the success of your valuable

paper. M. C. NICKERSON,
Little Sioux, Harrison co., Iowa.

[We are well acquainted with the buffalo

gi'ass, having seen it growing on our western
plains, and find that the specimen accompany-
ing this communication is of a difierent species.
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Having submitted it to Dr. T. C. Hilgard, of

St. Louis, who has made the study of our grasses

a specialty, he determined it to be the Vilfa

vaginceflora (Torrey), a species which delights

in barren and sandy fields, and is quite common
westward and southward. " Grasshoppers " are

voracious creatures, and pass their food very

rapidly, and from the construction of their

mandibles, would not be likely to masticate a

minute hard seed such as this produces. It is

therefore not impossible that the seed was
brought by them from the barren plains west of

the Missouri river, and passed with their ex-

creta, which, covering the land, would torm a

rich manure, and give the grass a vigorous

start.

—

Eds.]

AN APPLE GROWING ON A GRAPE VINE.

A Vegetable Phenomenon—In tlie garden of
Capt. David E. Moore, Lexington, Va. , there is grow-
ing on a grape vine a fully developed ;ipplc. On one
side of the apple is an appearance of v.-li:it ini_lit Vkivc
been a grape bloom . This interestin is.

as far as we know, without preiH' In,
, i i mse

has attracted marked attention uini .m •
'. in. liiile

speculation in the circle learned in >uAi muUci.- ahuut
Lexington. The prevailing opinion, we learn, is that
an apple bloom falling accidently upon a grape bloom
became incorporated with it and produced the result;
but, if so, is it not singular that such iin accident luid
never occurred before? And, if so. a-aiii, dms it not
teach that the grape and apple mav lir ji;iii,il on i-ich

other? We hope the pomologists "

'

ery carefully all the phenomena of
and that they will have the apple pi , .

portion of the vine, before its removal, for engraving
aphed

,

The above is finding its way into many of

our agricultural papers, and various are the

editorial surmises and explanations. We think

thata moderateknowledgeof Entomology would
have solved the mystery, and incline to believe

that the so-called apple is simply a gall,

caused by a little two-winged gnat belong-

ing to the same ftunily as the wheat midge ; or

what we technically call a cecidomyidous gall.

We are well acquainted with several large galls

of this character, which occur ou the grape-vine,

one of which bears a close resemblance to an
apple, and we shall soon take occasion to figure

and describe them. This is our explanation,

without having seen the curiosity. Meanwhile,
we await developments.

TICKS AND TEXAS FEVER.

There is a prevailing opinion amongst certain

classes, that the ticks which are found ou the

cattle which die of Texas fever are actually the

cause of the disease. In view of this fact, speci-

mens of these ticks have been sent us for exam-
ination, from different localities in Illinois, and

they are identical with those we have ourselves

examined upon diseased cattle in St. Louis, and

are but the common cattle tick. It is exceed-

ingly improbable that they have anything to do

with the disease, although it is barely possible

that they may communicate the infection from

the Texas cattle to our native herds.

SCIENTIFIC SYMBOLS.

The sign c? is used in natural history as

an abbreviation for the word male, the sign

? for female, and the sign 9 for neuter.

Since in insects the sexes of the same spe-

cies are often quite dissimilar, we shall ft-e-

quently use these signs with our illustrations,

as an index to the sex of the insect %ured. In

astronomy the first sign denotes the planet Mars,

and the second the planet Venus. The sign $

has been known for centuries by the name of

"crux ansata," or the cross with the handle to

it, and occurs profusely on old Egyptian mon-
uments.

A SWARM OF BUTTERFLIES.

About the 1st of Seiiteraber we received from
Mr. W. B. Davis, editor of the Wisconsin

Farmer, two specimens of the butterfly, here-

with illustrated. Accompanying the specimens

was a description of their sudden appearance in

vast swarms, in different parts of the city of

Madison, Wisconsin. We subsequently received

other specimens of the same species from Mr.
Milo Barnard, of Manteno, Illinois, with similar

accounts of its appearance in great multitudes.

I, giild I

under side of

The butterfly is the Danais
archippus of Fabricius, and
though one of our most com-
mon, is yet one of our most
beautiful species. The cater-

pillar (Fig. 20) feeds upon the

diff'erent kinds of milkweed
(^Asdepias) , and attains its full

growth about the end of Au-
gust, when, after suspending

itself by the hind legs to the

leaf, it soon transforms to a
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beautiful green cbiysalls, ornamented with black

and gold spots (Fig. 21.) Two weeks after-

wards the butterfly (Fig. 22) emerges, leaving

the transparent silvery clirj'salis skin still at-

tached to the leaf.

Vast flights of butterflies have often been

noticed passing over the country in different

parts of Europe, and as the following will show,

such flocks seem to appear almost every year

in some part or other of the United States:

A Hock of butterflies four miles Ion?, recently pas-
sed over one of the inland towns of California, for tlie

Xorth.—iV^. r. Semi-wetlVy Tribune , July la , 1865.

A friend informed us that,when traveling througli

a portion ot the county of York last summer, he met
witli immense swarms of these butterflies, all proceed-
ing westward, and forming a coliunn of three or four
miles in length. He estimated their number at some
millions.

—

Canada Farmer, March \st, 1866, speaking

of Cynthia cardui, a species whose lana/eeJs on the com-
mon thistle.

On the 19th of September, 1867, P. B. Sibley,

of St. Joseph, Mo., sent us a specimen of Danais

arcliippus, with a statement that he saw mil-

lions of them filling the air to the height of

Colors— Orange, red

three or four hundred feet, for several hours.

Hying from North to South, and quite as numer-
ous as the locusts (grasshoppers) had been the

year before.

The cause of their thus congregating in such

numbers has hitherto remained, and probably

ever will remain a mystery. Insects, otherwise

solitary in their habits, sometimes congregate

thus, for the purpose of emigration; but in

the present instance, their being seen in such

numbers may be accounted for by the weather
of July and August being fiivorable to the well-

being of the caterpillar.

No alarm need be felt at these hosts of butter-
flies, for they themselves are incapable of doing
any injury, while their caterpillars cannot be
considered injurious, feeding as they do on a
useless weed. We found them plentiful last
mouth on plants of the Asclepias curassavira
that were being cultivated in a flower garden,
but they were easily picked oft".

TUE BUGHUNTER IN EGYPT.

(CONCLUDED FROM NO. 1, PAGE 14.)

Ten Acres of Vineyard—Native Wines—More Vine-

yards and More Wines—The Bogns May-bug.

June 20tii.

On the preceding evening, after missing our

road through a perfect wilderness of heavy tim-

ber, we had at length reached the hospitablehome
of Mr. Jas. E. Starr, at Elsah, in Jersey county,

and taken up our quarters there for the night.

Early tliis morning we sally forth to see ten

acres of the most splendid vineyard that I ever

came across; and what is stranger still, this

vinej-ard of Mr. Starr's is located upon old up-

land ground, which has been in cultivation for

forty j-ears, without a single forkful of manure
ever having been put upon it. According to the

proprietor, who has almost all the leading varie-

ties of grape on trial hei'C, Norton's Virginia is

i nfested by the Leaf-hop

per, or so-called "Thrip,"

worse than any other vari-

ety ; and this insect does

lie most damage in those

portions of the vineyard

which adjoin the timber.

As to the other insects

found here, and they were

not many, tlioy will be

noticed hereafter.

This is certainly the land

of the grape-vine. Mr.

Starr has a large under-

ground cellar, piled up with cask upon cask

of the choicest vintages—Norton's Virginia,

Delaware, Catawba, &c.—and every sample

wliich the Committee on "Wines tastes seems

superior to that which preceded it. Finally

the Committee, having taken leave of its kind

host, mounts into its buggy, chairman Hull

taking the reius ; and, from some unaccountable

cause, we lose our way once more in making for

the residence of Messrs. A. and F.' Starr, some

five or six miles from Alton, where we propose

to take dinner. Here Ave have to inspect more

vineyards, and the Committee on Wines is again

called into active service. We have now tasted

in all some fifteen or sixteen difl'erent varieties

of wine, including a sample of Dr. Hull's brew-

ing before we left home ; and, as junior member
of the Committee, I can honestly say that there

is but one out of the whole lot, that would not

be pronounced a good light, dry wine by the

best judges in Europe.
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And now, aftei- partaking of an impromptu
dinner, Idudly prepared for us at a few minutes'

notice, we steer for home and tlie luxury of a

clean sliirt, after fifteen miles of dusty roads and
other fifteen miles of primitive wilderness that

never knew what dust was. In the evening we
drive over to Alton to see Mi-. Wm. E. Smith,

one of the millionaires of Alton, and an enthusi-

astic horticulturist. His grounds are kept in the

most beautiful order ; and in passing through
liis vineyard with us he picked up and handed
to me a species of Chafer (Endrosa quercus,

Knoch), wliicli is often mistaken for the com-
mon May-bug {Lachnosterna quercina, Kuoch).
This species I have never myself captured any-

where else in Illinois, though I had previously

received two specimens from Mr. Wier, of La-
cou, on the Illinois river.

Slandering the Locnsts—Midge Work Mistaken for

Locust Work—Jumping to Conclusions.

June 22nd.

On Monday morning I find myself on the road
to Alton, side by side witli Dr. Hull, in liis

Ijuggy. We call in to see a farmer, who has
complained that the Locusts have been injuring
Ills wheat. Upon inspecting specimens, I find

that a portion of the kernels in many of the ears

of wheat are blasted, and have shrunk up to

nothing. The farmer says that the Locusts were
upon his wheat in great numbers ; hence he de-

duces tlie conclusion that it was these insects

that did tlie miscliief. There is no insect now to

be found in the ears on the most careful inspec-

tion, and the mere fact of the Locusts having lit

upon the wheat certauily does not prove any-
thing against them; for, as the wheat field ad-
joined the timber, they would naturally do this

in any case. Subsequently, in Macoupin county,
I found just such ears in a field of wheat, grow-
ing upon natural prairie-laud, distant at least

two miles from the nearest timber, and where,
consequently, no Locusts could have been pre-

sent. Upon closer examination, "I came to the

conclusion tliat the damage in both these cases

must have been done by the common "Wheat-
midge {Cecidomyia tritici, lOrby), otherwise
known in the "West as the ""Weevil," or the

"Ecd "Weevil." In the latter case, indeed, I

observed many ears where the blasted portion
of the ear was roughed up in the very peculiar

style, that is characteristic of the work of the

Yellow-bird upon wheat infested by the Wheat-
midge. Hence the Locusts would clearly be
justified in suing the Alton farmer for defiima-

lion of character. This is a fair specimen of the

way in which persons, who are not conversant

with insects, oftenjump to conclusions respecting

their depredations. " Because the Locusts had
been on the wheat in great numbers, therefore

they must have caused the blasting of certain

ears." " Because the cat was in the barn where
the cow died, therefore the cat must liave killed

the cow."

Calling at the office, in Alton, of W. C. Flagg,

Esq., the popular Secretary of the State Horti-

cultural Society, I have a long and interesting

conversation with him on sundry Entomological

matters. In the afternoon he drives me over to

his splendid and extensive property at Moro,

some ten miles east of Alton, where I pass a most
agreeable evening.

Mocking-birds at Moro—Drive to Jonathan Hng-

gins's—Some of his Apple-trees dying from un-

known causes—"None of my funeral'—A Bug-

forsaken country—Tlie Robin.

June 23i!d.

On awaking early in the morning, my ears

are saluted from the surrounding shrubbery by
the weird notes of the mocking-bird, imitating

with the most perfect exactness the cry of the

whip-poor-will, and then suddenly breaking

away into its natural melody. After breakfast,

Mr. Flagg drives me over to the residence of

Mr. Jonathan Huggiiis, at Woodburn in Macou-
pin Co., a distance of some fifteen miles. Here

we all adjourn to the orchards, to inspect certain

apple-trees that have been dying in the most

exasperating manner from certain unknown
causes. It is not the work of borers ; for there

are no signs of borers ani,Tvliere in these trees.

Neither is it the common fire-blight ; for we are

all of us familiar with the very remarkable

diagnostics of that scourge of the Pear-growers.

And yet the trees arc certainly dying, first the

topmost boughs, then the centre of the head of

the tree, then the upper part of the trunk, then

the lower part of the trunk along with the

sprouts growing out of it. Can it be the work
of the Apple-root Plant-louse? Certainly the

trees near Cobdcn, killed by the Root-louse, that

I had myself seen, presented a very diff"erent ap-

pearance : they had evidently died all at once,

and not piecemeal and by degrees like these

trees. Still it is possible that the same insect

may work differently in difl'erent latitudes. So

I determine to solve the problem by ocular

demonstration, and request friend Iluggins to

lend me a sharp spade. It is the middle of the

afternoon and a broiling hot day—the thermo-

meter in the region of three figures—but I pull
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off my coat and set to work witli a will. After

digging among the roots of some eight or ten

trees, dead, dying, and about to die, I finally

come to the conclusion, that there is absolutely

no Root-louse work there at all—that is, no

clubbed and knotted roots such as we always

sec where these Root-lice have been operating

—

neither is there the least sign of the very pecu-

liar mouldy-looking flossiness emitted from the

bodies of these subterranean little foes of the

fruit-growers. What, then, can have caused

the death of all these trees? That is a nut for

the Botanists and the Vegetable Physiologists

to crack among themselves. It may be a simple

disease of the tree ; or it may be a disease of the

tree caused by some parasitic fungus ; or it may
be caused by the climate, or by the soil, or by

electricity. In any event, the death of these

unfortunate trees is most certainly not the work
of my little friends the Bugs ; and therefore

" it is none of my funeral."

After roaming over friend Huggins's place

for several hours with my fl^'-net, and capturing

absolutely nothing at all that was worth a red

cent, I finally come to the conclusion that this is

the most bug-forsaken country I was ever in.

So I adjourn to the house, to examine mine
host's collection of insects, where, amongst other

rarities, I find a specimen of the bogus Colorado

Potato-bug {Boryphorajuncta, Germar), which

so strikingly resembles the true Colorado Potato-

bug {Doryplwra 10-lineatci, Say), that even Dr.

Fitch, the State Entomologist of New York,

confounded the two species together. Mr. Hug-
gius is quite sure that he captured it in this

vicinity, but upon what plant it was found, he

has no recollection.

In justice to a bird, whose character for hon-

esty I fear that I have been somewhat instru-

mental in injuring, I ought to add here, that

Mr. Huggins declares that, during the height of

the locust season, when these insects were
swarming everywhere in his orchard, he once
saw a robin cafch a single locust!

The Rascal Leaf-cruiniiler— In tlio South half of

Illinois the Oyster-shell Bark-louse dies out when
imported.

June 2Itu.

I find that the Rascal Leaf-crumpler (rhycita
ncbulo, Walsh), which certainly does not exist

in the neighborhood of Cobdeu, in South Illi-

nois, occurs here in small numbers upon Mr.
Huggins's apple-trees. I had previously noticed
it near Alton ; and subsequently I met with a

few near Champaign. Hence wc may set it

down as found in Northern and Central Illinois,

but not in South Illinois. In the Eastern States,

so far as is known, this insect does not occur

at all.

After breakfast, Mr. Huggins drives me over

to Shipman, a distance of some six miles, to

inspect two apple-trees, imported eight years

ago from the State of New York, which had
become almost entirely covered by the scales of

the common Oyster-shell Bark-louse {Asindiotus

concMformis , Gmelin) . He had several months
before sent me specimens of Bark-lice taken

from these trees. These I had carefully exam-
ined and found to be very extensively depre-

dated on by the microscopic cannibal IVDte,

which I have shown to prey upon this insect

more or less extensively throughout the Northern

States. On our arrival at the orchard where the

infested trees had grown, we ascertained from

the owner that he had some little time before

followed Mr. Huggins's advice, and cut them

down and burnt them. The practical question

to be now ascertained was: "Had the Bark-

louse spread from the two trees imported from

New York on to the adjoining trees, and if so,

was it still alive and likely to spi-ead still fur-

ther?" To solve this problem satisfactorily,

would evidently require verj^ careful search and

examination. Mr. Huggins and myself, there-

fore, spent two or three hours in inspecting with

the most minute diligence all the trees sur-

rounding the two infected trees, wliich had

formerly stood wide apart from each other on

the two opposite sides of the orchard. The re-

sult was, that we found some few Bark-louse

scales, but only on a single apple-tree—a dwarf—
and only on three boughs of that tree. The
question now occurred: "Are these scales all

of them old, dead and dry scales, two or three

years old, or are they, some or all of them, last

year's scales, from which young Bark-lice hatch-

ed out this very spring, so that the breed is

likely to be propagated by them?" In the for-

mer contingency, there would evidently be no

young larval Bark-lice on the infested boughs;

in the latter contingency, there would be sure

to be plenty of them. For every one that is

fiimiliar with this insect knows, that where the

egg-beai-ing scales arc not very abundant, the

young laiTie that hatch out from them do not

stray far before they establish a permanent

lodgment on the bark. Having brought a good

lens with me for the express purpose of solving

such questions as these, I now examine the

three boughs that wc had ascertained to have a

few scales upon them. I turn them in all direc-

tions, and scrutinize under the lens every speck
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that lias the least appearance of being a larval

Bark-louse. Positivelj' there is no such thing

to be found on them ; and I am perfectly satis-

fied, so far as any one can be satisfied of a nega-

tive fact, that in this entire orchard there does

not exist a single living Oyster-shell Bark-louse.

Subsequently, at Mr. Menzo Duulap's, uear

Champaign, I carefully examiued four apple-

trees, which had been received eleven years ago

from a nursery iu Cook Co., North Illinois, aud

three of which were pretty thickly covered with

the scales of the Oyster-shell Bark-louse, the

other one not so thickly. After an hour's

search, I failed to find a single larval Bark-louse

upon any of these four trees. On some of the

adjoining trees there were a few scales to be

found, but no larvK. Mr. Duulap told me that

all these four trees looked quite yellow in 1867,

while this year their foliage was of a healthy,

dark-green color. It was quite evident, too,

upon inspection, that tlie growth made in 1868

was already twice as long as that made in 1867.

Hence I conclude that this whole generation of

Bark-lice imported from the North had, in this

Southern region, died out aud wasted away to

nothing. I have elsewhere shown that, upon
the authority of the Cobden fruit-growers,

this Bark-louse can not live iu South Illinois

when introduced there from more northerly

regions. Hence we may lay it down as a gen-

eral law, that IN THE Southern half of Illi-

nois THE Oyster-shell Bakk-louse can not
PERMANENTLY EXIST. The practical importance

of this law to the fruit-growers of Illinois cau

scarcely be over-estimated.

Cobden alias Sonth Pass—The 'Masonic IJag"—
Freaks of the Cnroulio—A Defect in its Instinct

—The Melancholy Chafer attacks Pears—Frnlt
spoiled by Honey Bees.

June 25th.

I reach Cobden alias South Pass (the first is

the railroad name for this headquarters of the

fruitgrowers, the second is the Post-ofiice name)
in the small hours of the morning, but in time
to get a good night's rest at the hotel. In the

course of the forenoon my headquarters are

agreeably established at the hospitable mansion
of Parker Earle, the President of the South Illi-

nois Fruit Growers' Association. On going out
with mj' net collecting, I capture sundi-y rari-

ties in the insect line, aud especially six speci-

mens of a beautiful little Chafer (Tnchius delta,

Forster) , with a distinct white triangle on its tho-

rax, which, so far as I am aware, has never liith-

erto been met with further north than Louisiana.
In allusion to the triangle on its thorax, I have

christened it " The Masonic Bug." It occurred

on the flowers of the New Jersey Tea-plant or

Red-root (Ceanothus Americanus) . Certainly

tliis region of country is the Bug-hunters' para-

dise, as Macoupin county is the Bug-hunters'

pandemonium.
Ml'. Earle informs me that iu 1868 he had

pears and peaches gTOwing side by side, and

that the pears were stung by the curculio as

badly as the peaches. Now, Dr. Hull of Al-

ton has found that, by intermixing plums
and peaches iu alternate rows, the peaches are

thereby protected from the attacks of the curcu-

lio. Hence it would seem to follow that, al-

though the curculio prefers the plum to the

peach, yet it does not prefer the peach to the

pear. This, if correct, is a clear case of defect-

ive instinct in the little world of bugs, showing

that the mother curculio can not tell the differ-

ence between one fruit—the peach—in which
her future larva will thi'ive, aud another fruit

—

the pear—in which her future larva is almost

certain to die in infancy. For, although the

curculio larva thrives about as well in early

peaches as iu plums, yet it has never yet been

proved to reach maturity in the pear ; eggs de-

posited ill that fruit either failing to hatch out,

or the larva that hatches out from them perish-

ing prematurely. All the pear growers, how-
ever, tell me that the spot in the pear where the

curculio has deposited its eggs, even when the

egg does not hatch out at all, forms a hard

woody depression iu the fruit, in which all fur-

ther vegetable growth ceases. Consequently,

although the stung pear does not fall from the

tree, it becomes gnarled, deformed, and un-

saleable.

Ml-. Earle has detected the Melancholy Chafer
[Fig. 23.] {Euryomia melancholica, G. and

\iM,} P-> Fig. 23)—a rather rare beetle,

\M^ which however occurs both iu North

JbHo). ^^^^ South Illinois—eating into the

'NBBV" '''^ossom end of his pears, and caus-

7^8^\ ing a clammy exudation therefrom.

We find quite a number ofpears upon

bro';vi°a"<r»S?i8h: Ills trees, that have been operated

upon iu tins manner ; and as he has deposited

a specimen caught in the very act in friend

Holcomb's collection, the species can be identi-

fied Avith certainty. If all farmers, gardeners,

and fruit growers would adopt the same wise

plan—i. e., preserve and label insects whose

habits they have personally obsei-ved—what a

valuable mass of materials for delineating the

lustoiy and habits of our noxious insects might

soou be gathered together ! Tliis Chafer, how-

ever, so far as cau be seen at present, does not
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appear to injure the fruit very materially; but

at some future day, it may perhaps swarm iu

sucli numbers as to become a great pest.

Mrs. Earlc, whom I And to be a very good

entomological observer, and who has also paid

considerable attention to Botany, informs me
that honey-bees often gnaw holes, the size of

half a pea, into pcaclies and quinces; and that

she has seen them actually commence tlie holes.

The lione)'-bee, therefore, can not defend itself

before a jury of frait growers, on the plea that

it only works upon fruit already spoilt by other

insects, and that "a slice oft" a cut loaf is never

missed."

Keiiciiig out the Curculio—Mccthig of the Soiitlu'rii

Fruit-Growers' AssochUion—Hot Water vs. Tlie

Applc-treo Koot-louse.

JCXE L'ClTII.

A joyous company of us, including some of

I lie Cobden ladies, drive over in friend Hol-

comb's treble-seated carriage, wliich lilce an om-
nibus can carry any assignable number of pei--

sons, from six up to twenty, to the fruil I'aiiu of

II. C. Freeman, four miles west of Cobden. On
the road we pass a large peach orchard, and I

notice tliat every peach tree there has got a band
of wool carefully wrapped round the trunk.

"AVhat on earth are these bands of wool for?"
'• Well, the owner of this orchard has got a no-

tion into liis head that curculios can not fly ; and
so lie proposes to fence them out from Ids

peaches by means of the wool-bands. He claims

tliat, in consequence of tliis conUivance, liis

peaches are less infested by curculios thau those

of his neighbors, but Ms neighbors are entirely

of a different opinion." " I wonder that he does

not build a tight board-fence round his corn-

licld, to fence out the crows and the blackbirds

;

or wrap a band of cotton wool round liis stove

pipe to lieep the flies out of his house."

On rcacliiug Mr. H. C. Freeman's, we sally

forth among liis fruit trees, where I sliould like to

wander all day ; but we are soon summoned to

iliimer, and after dinner we have to drive back

almost immediately to Cobden, to attend a meet-

ing of the Fruit Growers' Association.

At the meeting Mr. C. T. Farrell informs me,

that he lias tried pouring hot water round the

roots of apple trees infested by the Koot plant-

louse, but the plan is a failure, as it only an-

swers for a short time. Upon further inquiry,

however, I ascertain that he merely used a sin-

gle teakettleful of hot water to a particular

tree, the butt of wliioh was about one inch in

diameter. As the roots of such a tree probably

extend fourfeet in every ilirei'tinn from (he butt,

il ninst lie nKinil(-l lliiit. lo destmy all (he root-

liee upon the roots, u suflicieut quantity of hot

water should be applied to scald all the roots for

a circle eight feet in diameter. To effect this,

would probably require a whole barrelful of

hot water. Consequently, the experiment has

not been tried by IVIi-. Farrell upon a sulficientlj'

large scale.

E. Lemhig"s siileiulid Peach Croii—Seven different

Cannibal Bugs proying upon the Grub of the Cur-

eulio—Pignres and Descriptions of them—" Pitch

into your Foes, but spare yonr Friends '"—Con-

clusion.

June 27tii.

AVe have another pleasant drive in friend

Ilolconib's carry-all carriage to the splendid

fruit farm of E. Leming, a few miles west of

Cobden. Here we find the only full crop of

peaches that has been raised tliis year anywhere

in the neighborhood, and some of the earliest

varieties are already going to market. Mr.
Leming is an accurate obseiwer of the habits of

insects, and he shows me the larva of a Lace-

wing fly {Chrysopa), inside a peach wliich has

been badly bored up by the Curculio, actually

preying upon a Curculio larva, one halfof wliich

it has already sucked dry. He has since, as he

writes me word, found over a hundred of these

Lacewing larvfe occupied in the same good

work. Tliis is entirely a new fact ; and that our

readers may recognize their benefactor when
they sec liim, and cherish him as the very apple

of their eye, we give herewith ligures, first of

a Lacewing lai-va (Fig. 24 6), and second of the

Lacewing fly itself, with its left wings omitted

to save space (Fig. 2-1 d). Figure 24 c shows

the singularly small cocoon wliich is spun by the

larva wherein to pass into the pupa state, and

also the empty cocoon, witli the smootlily cut

lid, and the liole out of wliich this large fly

comes; although, to use Dr. Fitch's grapliic

illustration, tliis is just as if a full-sized

hen were to hatch out of a common-sized

hen's egg. In Figure 24 a may be seen

(he curious eggs, mounted upon long, slen-

der, thread-like stems, wliich are laid by the
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lemale fly. The partiuulur species of Lacewing

fly tliat preys in this savu.ue iiiuniier upon the

Cui-eulio hirva I was not alile to aseei-tain, as I

tailed to breed the larva to maturity. But there

is sueli a strong general resemblance between all

the diftercut species of this genus, both in tlie

larva and in the perfect slate, that scarcely any

one but a professional entomologist could dis-

tinguish one from anotlier when placed side by

side. All the Lacewing flics, it may be remarked

licrc, are cannibals, and they prey upon a great

variety of noxious insects, including botli Plant-

lice and Bark-lice.

But wonders will never cease. It has hitherto

been currently supposed that no insect, whether

cannibal or parasite, preys upon the Curculio

;

and, so far as regards the parasites, I believe

that this theory is correct. But now I discover

a second species, and tliis time not a Neuropter-

ous insect like the Lacewing fly, but a true

Beetle (order of Coleoptera), which has appa-

rently been engaged in the same ^(mhI work as

his remotely-allied cousin. Inside a peach, whirli

has been completely excavated by Curculio

larvffi, friend Holcomb shows me the rare little

Ground-beetle {Carabus family) figured in the

[Fig. 2.1.] margin {Aspidoglossa stihcmgu-

\ . Za^a,Chaud.,Fig. 25). What is

"VVW/^' he doing there? Clearly he has

« j^t J "O taste for vegetable food, for

\flAr all the North American species

3R^ of the very extensive family to

/B|H|F\ T which he belongs are, so far as

/ iH^HjN- J_ is known, cannibals. In all pro-

/ yKt \ bability he has been eating up

/ ^^ \ tlie miscliievous grubs that had
coioi-shiiiy black, hoiieycombed tills peach ! At

all events, he is to be strongly suspected of so do-

ing. To adopt Shakspearc's mode of reasoning

:

'
' Wlio (inds the heifer dead, and bleeding IVesh,

And sees fast by a butcher with an axe,

But will suspect 'twas he that made the slaughter?"

So far wc have discovered two distinct insects

depredating upon the Curculio lai-vie above

ground, and wliile it is still inside the fruit which
it attacks. Perhaps, when it has left the fruit

and gone underground, it is safe from its can-

nibal foes. No sucli tiling! Friend Leming,
after digging with a lioc for some time among
the loose earth under apcacli tree, finds at length

lor me a certain larva, which he has long ob-

served to prey upon the Curculio larvas under-

ground. It is now comparatively rare, as he

informs ine, but in the spring he had found
thousands of them in the earth under Ms peach
trees, and had tried in vain to breed them to the

perfect state. For, although they seemed to

relish Cureulio larvte that he had dug up under-

ground, yet he could not, he says, get them to

feed freely upon sucli as he took out of the fruit.

Annexed will be found a correct sketch of this

[Fig. 20.]

/,® l^ J^
Colurs—Brown and wliitlsh,

insect (Fig. 26 A). B represents the underside

of tlie head, showing at c the upper jaw (man-

dible), at g the lower jaw {maxil), with its

four-jointed feelers {palpi), at/ the lower lip

{labium), with its two-jointed feelers {palpi),

and at e the antenna.*

Clearly tliis is the larva of some Ground-beetle.

But of what particular species? That can onl)^

be satisfactorily proved by breeding the larva to

the perfect beetle state, which I hope to do, al-

though all these cannibal larvfe arc more or less

hard to breed. In the meantime, wliile Mr.

Leming has been digging under his peach trees,

I have discovered among the loose earth four dif-

ferent Idnds of Ground-beetles, two of wliich are

Coloi^Shioy blaclt.

represented in Figures 27 and 28, and to any one
of wliicli four my larva may possibly belong.

• Here follows the technical description of this larva,

taken ti-om the living insect: Shining browu-black and
horny above; thorax immaculate above ; sutures and sides

of the abdominal dorsimi, and all beneath, except the head,
pale dull greenish white; a narrow, horny, elongate, abbre-
viated lateral dark stripe on the dorsum of each of the ab-

dominal joints (4—12); joints!—10 beneath, each with seven
pale-brown horny spots, namely a large subquadrate spot

followed by two small dots in the middle, an elongate spot

on each side, and between that and the two medial small

dots a second elongate spot, only half the length and breadth
of the lateral one (Fig. 20, j); joint 11 beneath has only the

medial subquadrate spot and the lateral elongate one (Fig. 26,

i) ; and joint 12 beneath has nothing but the subquadrate spot

(Fig. 20, ft); legs six, of a pale rufous color; the usual

elongate cai-.ibidous proleg on joint 12, and on each side of

its tip an elongate exarticulate cei-cus, garnished with a few
haii-s; antennse four-jointed; labial palpi two-jointed;

maxillary palpi four-jointed. Length 1.25 inch.
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But us the first one of tlic four (Fig. 27) is

by far tlic most numerous, absolutely swarm-
ing in all directions under ground, and as

I met with this species in the perfect beetle state

among the roots of peach trees seven years ago
in South Illinois, I rather guess it to be the one
(hat appertains to my larva. Thei-e can be but
little doubt, however, that any one of the four,*

ivlu'ther in the larva or beetle state, would have
greedily devoured any curculio gnibs that they
came across in the course of their travels under
ground. For most of these Ground-beetles are

pretty general feeders ; and when I got my larva

home, I discovered that he would feed upon
grasshoppers just as readily as upon curculio-

lai-va;, though he was so dainty that he would not

touch either house-flies or apple-worms. It may
be as well to add, that the species shown in Fig.

27 swarms everjTvhere in the Northern States,

and that it very frequently, as well as many
other Ground-beetles, flics into houses by night,

attracted by the lights. Spare their lives, ye
iiithless haters of everytliing that you lump to-

gether under the general term of "Bugs;" for

they are your best friends, and even the old

lieathen philosophers, though they upheld the

practice of doing as much harm as possible to

one's foes, pronounced it to be a base and mean
thing to injure one's own friends.

Here, then, we have no less than six diflerent

species of insects, two of which demonstrably
feed upon Curculio larv», while the remaining
tour may be strongly suspected of so doing.
jVftcr I had got home, Mr. Leming was land
enough to send me six specimens of the larva of
another, and a very distinct Beetle, all six of
them taken on the ground under one and the
same peach tree. "Fourof them," he wrote tome,
" were taken out of peaches that had contained
the larva of the Curculio, the other two were
lurking under a peach. They take the grub, I
tliink, before it enters the earth. I had the satis-

faction of seeing one of them fasten his jaws upon
the larva of the Little Turk. The lai-va squirmed
dreadfully, but in vain, for his remorseless
foe held him tight, and he soon gave up the
ghost. My acquaintance with this cannibal is

but very slight, as it is only two or three days
since I first discovered hun." I may add here
that I saw with my own ejes one of these same
larvas, that Mr. Leming had sent me, fasten upon
a small Curculio grab, with which I had sup-

•Thesc four beetles urc Harpalus pennsytvanicw, DeGeer
(Fig. 27)

,
Harpalua faunus, Say, very closely allied to the

preceding; Evarlhrus orbatus, Newman (Fij;. 2S), and a
small species of Evarthrus that I had never hitherto met
with, the oliaoleltts of LeCoute.

plied him, and kill it in a very short time. Apple
worms and a variety of other insects, with which
I tried to tempt him, he would not touch.

Figure 29 a gives a

view of this seventh

benefactor of the

peach-grower drawn
I'om the living in- >

sect; 6 showing a

magnified figure of
reddish brown. the head and its .

members, /i the left upper jaw {mandible)
,f the

left lower jaw (maxil), c the under lip

(labium), d the upper lip (labrum), g the

antenna, and e one of the legs.* Adding tliis
•

species to the six referred to above, we get no
less than three cannibal larva? that are actually

known to devour Curculio grubs, and four other
species that we may reasonably believe to do so.

But for the beneficent operations of these little

insignificant creatures, which most people,

whenever they got a chance, would pitilessly

crush under their feet, there can be but little

doubt that not a single bushel of peaches would
have been grown in Egypt for the last five years.

"VVe may be quite sure, from its structural

peculiarities, that the first larva figured above
(Fig. 26) is that of some ground-beetle or other.

But to what group of Beetles does this second
larva belong? That is a far more difficult ques-
tion to answer. The study of the larvfe of almost
all insects, except Moths and Butterflies, has
been so very generally neglected by the ento-
mologists of the United States, that we know
comparatively but little about them. I think,

however, from the close analogy which this

larva bears to certain European ones, that it

will prove to be that of some species or other of
a group of soft-shelled beetles {Telepliorus
family), which is common everywhere in the

Northern States. But this point can only be clearly

proved by breeding the larva itself to maturity.

• I subjoin the technical desc

up from the living specimen: II

black patches behind, transv.

ti-actUe, dark colored, horny a

, with two
abrum re-

rginate with
a central tooth; maxillary palpi 4-joiuted; labial palpi
2-jointed; antenna 3-joiuted, the last joint very small;
body rather flattened, of an opaque velvety-brown color
above, with a somewhat darker subdorsal line, which is

widened on the three thoracic segments; a very distinct la-
teral spiracle to every segment of the body except the anal
one, making altogether eleven pairs of spiracles, all of them
exactly alike, and in range with each other. [See on this
mooted point my paper in Proc. Ent. Soo. Phil, iii., pp.
558-9. ] Body beneath suddenly very pale brown, the divid-
ing line between the darker and the paler shades of brown
upon each segment being a semicircular cur-ve, with its con-
cavity upwards

; legs six; a moder.ate anal proleg; length
O.G5inch.
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Unfortunately, out of the six larva; captured by
frieud Leming, only two reached me alive, he hav-

ing packed three together iu one box, and three in

another. The consequence Tvas that, when they

reached me, there was but a single one remain-

ing in each box, the survivor in either case hav-

ing devoured his unfortunate comrades. The
old poets tell us, that lion will not prey upon
lion, nor tiger upon tiger; but, for the credit of

the Bugs, I am sorry to be obliged to confess,

that almost all the cannibal species will, when-
ever they get a chance, eat one another up alive.

This, however, though certainly not a very

amiable propensity of theirs, we must, I sup-

pose, overlook and pardon, in consideration of

tlie great practical benefits which they confer

upon the human race, by keeping within some
reasonable bounds the multitudinous tribes of

plant-feeding insects.

This journal has already been extended to

such an exorbitant length, that 1 will only say

in conclusion that I left the pleasant regions of

South Illinois on June 30th, and on July 2d met
the ad interim Committee of the State Horti-

cultural Society at the house of Mr. D. B. Wier
at Lacon on the Illinois river. I subsequently

passed some very agreeable days at Champaign
with "Rural," and reached llock Island July
11th, having been absent from home 2.5 days, and
traveled altogether, by railroad and steamboat,

about 1.500 miles.

Nothing, in the course of this Southern tour,

surprised me more, than the wholesale manner
in which pip-fruit in the South is punctured and
ruined by various kinds of snout-beetles. In

the North it is quite unusual to see an apple

bearing the well-known crescent-cut of the com-

mon Curculio; but in the South I estimated

that, upon an average, every apple bore three

such cuts; and Dr. Hull, whom I consulted

on the subject, told me that he did not consider

this by any means an extravagant estimate.

When I got to Lacon, which lies but little to the

south of Rock Island, the comparative immunity
of the apple-crop from this grievous pest became
apparent at once ; but in Madison Co., in Jersey

Co., in Macoupin Co., in Union Co., in Pulaski

Co., and in Champaign Co., the apples seemed
to be almost universally crumpled and gnarled

by the punctures of fruit-borers. Nor must we
lay all the damage by any means at the door of
the Curculio; for, from about a quart of punc-
tured apples gathered principally at Champaign,
I have bred since I returned home, within the
space of a month, no less than seven specimens
of the four-humped curculio (Anthononuts i-gib-
bus, Say), and only two specimens of the genu-
ine Plum Curculio.

^ THE STING OF THE 17-YEAR CICADA.

Our remarks on pagOjS of No. 1, attributing

the reputed stinging ,of the 17-year cicada

(locust) to the Digger wasp, Stizus grandis of

Say, have elicited communications from two of

our correspondents. Mr. F. "VV. Collins, of

Rochester, N. Y., has witnessed four periodical

returns of the " locust," and on each occasion

has heard of individuals (generally boys) being

injured by them. After giving a description of

the method of ovipositing he says

:

In every c.ise of locust stinging that has come to

my knowledge it has Ijieen where they occupied the posi-
tion long enough to drill a hole with their long ovi-
positor.

If the locust can drill a hole in the limb of an oali

tree, it follows that if undisturbed, it might make a
hole in a boy's scalp, or through the flesh of a man, or
any otlier animal. Though this rarely occurs, it is not
impossiMi-. ;iiiil I :mi led to beUeve it more probable
than the iMiriiri tlii.,,iy.

Till' -ooiid cmumunication is from Richard

Richardson, of j22 Arch street, Philadelphia.

He says

:

I have received the tii'st number of the Amencan
Entomoloiiht. and enclose one dollar, the subscription
lor one yrar 1 am plcasid iliat you have taken in

hand t!ir'-\iliji'.'t ni' rnluiiMilnuy in a 'inipular form, and
hope yi 111 may -ur.-cr.l in ihr mt.-riiri^o. I have been
mui-h iii;i ri--l'il ill ImmUii^ (i\ ,! -N,!. I

," and am much
l)lea>r;l \, i;'i ilii- . -nil UN in - in i ::1 , l.iil wish to make
the I'liii "

'
,

'
• ' iiiitli il Tlie Bug

Huiiii I i ! II i"iiir.Utinging
ofpi r-i .1 '. i' I.

,, -.,.,. I,: , ,,ii ..1 Lin .asbeing
dour 1.

, , 11 In ._. 1 \\,>ii r.iit the

last

positur.
head, wi

I
i Ilia M'litemicriiii mav, under

II-. iiulii I a wound with the ovi-
Man- ,-miiinr,l in a lioy's hat on his
lii'al jn-iipiai-ilv -Irnim- in deposit the
..nerin- hut ilie l,M\~ >rali.. Ibrin-
her .similar iareuni>lanee.~. Certainly
it ean penetrate hard wuud, could
• He.sh, if so disposed.
iMins to be stung by the wasp with
lit, though more severe than from

frequently seen them dragging locusts into their holes
in the ground.

The following extract from a letter received

in 18G7 from Mr. Benj. Borden, of Norristown,

Montgomery county. Pa., also touches on this

point. Though ho has heard of severe suffering

being produced by their sting, he has never been

able to satisfactorily trace up a case

:

In the summer of 1866 my attention was called to a
colony of large wasps or honiets near this town. A
company of ns armed with pick and shovel paid them a
visit. They were located on the side of a stone pike:
they burrowed in towards the centre of the road. Hard
ground appeared to be no obstacle; when they encoun-
tered a stone, they turned and went around it. The
burrows were about three feet long, with two or three
galleries about one foot long. Each gallery terminated
m a chamber considerably enlarged. In each of these
chambers, they appeared to have reared one young.
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We found no larvEe but found several in the pupa state

.

Also in each chamber we found the remains of one of

our common summer locusts (cicada) . This locust is

considerably larger than the 17-year species The bur-
rows were just large enough to admit it. One person
witnessed the operation of taking in a locust The
wasp had it on the top of a fence; he flew off with it

but came to the ground before reaching the burrow;
then by means of a hook on each of his hind feet, he
dragged it in on its back. We captured a few of the

wasps . I endeavored to get its name . A friend fur-

nished the following: Locust Stinger—i'^i^Ks (/rant!is,

of Say; communicated to Wm. J. Buck, March 5th,

1861, by Isaac Lea, President of the Academy of

Natural Sciences, Philadelphia.

We reserve our own opinion till our next

number, in which we contemplate publishing a

thorough article on the 17-year cicada. If any

of our readers in the different parts of the coun-

try have reliable dates of its appearance in their

section, we shall be glad to receive them.

OUR CLUB RATES.

To all persons interesting themselves in the

American Entomologist we will allow twenty-

five cents on every dollar, on all over five names

which they send. This can either be retained

as a cash premium, when the names are sent, or

its equivalent be had in horticultural books at

publishers' rates.

To those Horticultural and Agricultural

journals tliat will offer the Entomologist in club

with theirs, our price is seventy-five cents per

copy.

We have already made arrangements to club

the Entomologist with the following periodi-

cals, . for the prices mentioned

:

for. .$3 (

St. L(.

The H

American Naturalist, Salem, Mass., (S3 00)
\

and the Entomologist, ($1) \

Amer. .lourniil of Horticulture, Boston. ($3 00) j f„. ^., ,„,
anil Il.r Kl.ln.l.nlnuist, (31) i

'" S'^*'
Ameri.-a.) A .

i
iruitu, ,-t. New York, ($1 50) j

, ., -
and Ihr 1- ni-l..^ist, ($1) (

'""^ *^ '^

..1 .u.jMU-.'ic^Uournal, ($3 00)
j
f„^ ^3 ^

an,l.l„.Knl:';n;,l^^t^'!*!^!?!'(^'"
Joui-n:iI c,f AL'ii.iilimc, St. Louis, (S2 00)

and the i;nt.,ui„l,,KL.t, ($1)
Prairie Farmer, Chicago, mw»

j ,.„,.

.... $2 75

S3 2.5

(*2(
for..

Gardeners' Monthly, Philadelphia, (S2 00) 1 r
and the Entoraolosist, ($1) }

'"^

Wisconsin Farmer, Madison, ($2 00) ( f
and the Entoraolngist, ($1) (

""^

Colman' 3 Rural World, St. Louis, (S2 00) j ,,,.
and the Entomologist, ($1) i

'"'•'

^ We heartily tender our thanks to the sub-

scribers to the old Practical Entomologist for

the manner in which they are sending in their

subscriptions, and for their kind words of en-

couragement. Also to the Agricultural and
Horticultural press for the many commenda-
tory notices they have given us. We hope that

our exchanges will call the attention of their

readers to this second number, as a proof of our
intention to improve with age.

ON OUR TABLE.

The publishers, D. Appleton & Co., of New
York, have sent us " The Insect World," from

the French of Louis Figuier, author of "The
World before the Deluge," " The "Vegetable

World," " The Ocean World," etc., etc., being

a popular account of insect life, illustrated by

564 wood cuts. Although this work will not

bear very strict criticism in a scientific sense, it

is exactly what it claims to be, namely, a popu-

lar work. It will be found most interesting to

the general reader, and should have a place in

every good library. The engravings, though of

a liigh order, are not so perfect as those in

" The Vegetable World."
.—-.^ ;»

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Sqiiasli-bii^; its Cliang^e of Color.—./. Periam,
i.:hanii„i iiiu .

///.v —The bugs you send for determination

,

aii.l whi.h \uu found on the Squash vines, are the larval

and iiU|ial >t;ites of the commou Sipiash-bug (Co/ras
tridis. DcC.iii. Tln-tni.'I.UL's (II EMII'lKi:.^) though
they uudri-^o Ijut -lijiii rli:iii_rv in innii IVoin tlic time
of leavin.i;- tli.- '^j- till iIm-n .wf lull l;i-.,\\ n, yrt liTiici-ally

exception to the rule, aod the colors ot the youiig dill'cr

so much from those of the ftiU grown bug, that the
former have often been sent to us for determination by
parties who were well acquainted with the sober brown
appearance of the latter. Our readers will therefore
bear in mind that the young bugs, when first they hatch
from the eggs, have the body green, with the head,
thorax, legs and antennte of a delicate pink color. In
about two days from the time of hatching, and before
the 1st moult, the »j«^- parts become Waci, and the green
hm\y ash-gray . Those colors are retained through the
•2d moult', the head and thorax becoming somewhat
lighter. After the od moult, or while the insect is in
the pupa state, the wing-sheaths, which have become
cousideralily ilcvcloii.-,!, together with the head and
thorax, arc /./«;,/,-.,/./'/. and the body of a lighter yel-

lowish-gruii. while th.- hus and antennse have a tinge of
brown. Alter a 4th imiult it acquires its wings and its

characteristic size and color. Throughout its growth
this bug is finely speckled with black, the speckled ap-
pearance becoming the more obvious as it matures.

TVbite Grub; immiuiity from it next fear
in Clinton County, Mo.—John P. McCartney,
Cameron, Mo.—You wish to know if the white grubs
will remain in the ground next year, in your section of
the country ; ami fear that, if they do, there will be little

u-r ill 1 v\ iii_ I,, I ;ii-(' a I loll of auy kind, as they have
ail 1. I a la! (if meadow. From the fiict

111 1: - I.I"
I there during the last of May,

l^'i'i. iiiai.iiij a laa- ilie trees "like the coming up
ol a siiirio ot wiinl and rain;" from the grubs having
been small and not having done much damage in 1867,
and from the fact that they are now "full-grown, tine
fat fellows," we can confidently assure you that the
grubs will not tronlile you next year In accordance
with their natural hahit. tliry will traiistorm to pupa;
late this tall, nr raiiv next -|iianu-. and i--iic in May as
beetles, as ilirv didin l.^i;r,; and ilic ,-nih> will not be
reahy trouljicsomc again till the summer <,( 1871.

Insect Enemies of tlie Colorado Potato
Beetle—i>r. ,S'. II. Kriedelhaugh , Clariiida, Page Co.,
Iowa.—The three insects which you .send, and which
have saved your potatoes the present season, by prey-
ing unmercifully on the larviB of the Colorado beetle,
are (1) Arma spinosa, Dallas; (2) Reduvius raptatorius.
Say; (3) Hippodamia conrergens, Guerin. As we shall
figure these three in our next issue we will not .speak
further of them at present. You have our sincere
thanks for the interest you manifest in our undertaking
and for the good words in the "National Platform."
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" Harvest-bues " in America, misnamed
"Jiggers."— />?. M^ ^fcA'en^ie. Cctr.rilU. Jft).—The
"microsc'niii.-, din^y, luiik-ird iiiM-rts. which," as

you say, ••.aiiM' a n-nulilr-inii.. .ni|Mioii <iii the human
skin in tlii> Miiiiiix . iHit .I..11..1 I.uitmw umlrritliliethe

minute .Mil.- i J, .(,/;-,-,„/,', ;. I.inn 1 ili:i! prmhiccs the
common itch," urc not lit;, in-. .

1 ,
ii;it miti^--. and

belong to the same class 1
i 'ii' -"i.ln-s.

They difler, however, from : i :! . m 1 i iliis

class by having, not eight . I 1
1

1
J _ , Miuo

insect. We have now bi-l"!. n- •\ ,,:ii,i- ..1 what is

apparently the -aiiir spcri, - a- \niii-. r.ii-ived some
time agu^VMiii ]ir. Carpriiin-. ,.t l<illr\ Island, Ohio,
with a stalriiiriil thai it •.aiiM- ihrrr iiithiincd itching
blotches on cliiMn'ti in llir stiiiiiiirf. l,tll•^ ing- itself un-
der the skin in a lew li.nirs;'' and wr were in-

formed last year, by Dr. Iltill, of.Vlton, Ills , thai a
currant patch of his swarmed soiirodigicnisly ^silh what,
from his description, must be the same spiairs. that it

was more than the fruit was wantli to -aihri- it The
correct English name of thi- litlli' riaaimr is the
American Harvest-bug." ,\ \ ci-n- .-IumIn alii.. I -|ica-ics,

"nai-Nr-i-him-." ,[,,!„:. .

k the

popular!

"ChigiK

\ rst-bugs are
H- "Jigger,"
- . the true
-is not a Mite

"Jigger.s" as it would be to call uur United Stat
Wild-cat a '

' Lion . '

'

Insects named—J. T. Smith, St. Paul, Minn.
1st . The Plant-lice are the common species {Aphis mali,
Linn.), that infests the lea

leaf

.

iple-tree in all

of cottony
und on the
ucoons of a
aster) , from
.11 the road.most of Whirh th.' Ilirs a.tllall\ (l,-vihi|Hal ,

In the larva stat.' lln-r llirs had Ird ll|.nl

bodyofsiiiiir Icaf-lrrdiim- .alrri'illar, alln- dcstroving
which tlii'V .nic'i'-.-d siniullaiicnii-ly. and spun up to

pass into the pupa state, ad Wliat you consider as
three pupa;, arranged side by side on aii apple leaf, are
the dried up bodies of three young larvae of a light
brown moth known as Nofnrfnvta concinna, Sm. & Ab-

I vi. Fig. 11, and the
•Injitrious Ih.sects."
ling of some 4-\vinged

. // family. From the
I arris, which feed on

bott. The moth is ti._-iirp.

caterpillar on p IJ:'"i II

Inside of each of ih. 1-

parasite belongin- 1 li:.

young larva; of /

the milkweed, and \\ hi. h 111 i\ mHih he found fastened
tightly to the leaf and .niitra.t.'d in a similar manner,
we have bred the ('./;///..././.,. ///.///////x ol' Say.

magnifying: Glassps l. a. FhA-, Diron, Ills.—
For ordinary purposes we would recommend the com-
mon treble lens, mounted in a horn case, convenient
for carrying in the pocket. With this instrument, you
may use either one, two^ or aU three lenses together,
according to the magnitymg power required . If a still

higher power is required, a Stanhope lensmU be found
very useful; the only objection to it being that the
focus is so very short, that it requires to be used very
carefully withan'crf specimens, for fear ofbreaking their
legs and antennae. The Coddington lens has a longer
focus than the Stanhope, and magnities very nearly as
much, but the price of it is very high—about $10. All
kinds of lenses may be procured from Jas. W. Queen &
Co. , 924 Chestnut street, Philadelphia.

[Fig. 30.]

Grapes cut oft by the Tree Cricket—J. H.
Tice, St. Louis, Mo.—You are quite right in supposing
that the tree cricket {(T.,;uitlius nieius) severs your
grapes from the bunclKs and snnii'tiines cuts oft an en-
tire bunch. We have cnuselves eaiight the httle ras-
cals at it, and have received speeinicns from B. L.
Kingsbury of Alton , 111., accompanied with the same
accusation. Other "hoppers," such as the so-called
Grasshoppers, and probably some of the Leaf-hoppers,
no doubt, share in this mischievous work, but until
we catch them in the act we must lay all the blame to
the Tree-cricket. The accompanying illustrations.
Fig. 30, representing the female, and Fig. 31 the

male, will enable
the grape grower
to recognize this

grape pruner. —
Though they have
been known to

"°'
destroy plant-lice

and thus ta some extent redeem
their character, we believe the
mischief greatly out-balances the
good which thev do , and therefore
advise their destruction. They
deposit their eggs in grape canes;
in raspberry and blackberry canes;
and in the twigs of a number of
trees and .shrubs, almost always
causing the death of th,. tui- i.r

ous twigs of the white willow .which
Color—Green. were most thoroughly punctured by

them, from Uriah Bruner, of Omaha, Nebraska, with
a statement that they had done much damage to this

"x..^^.baV„ \r.^o\U-pi^. kirt^l.
wauhr. ll'«.—The jumping graSs-green insects, about
one-third of an inch long, and shaped a good deal like

a heeih-nut, save that they have asharp thorn, or horn,
inoieetinu latersilly on each side of the thorax, like the
liorn ot an e.x or abufi'alo, are the Bufl'alo Tree-hopper
I

' ,,, '".''.ihis, Fabr.) This Tree-hopper is very com-
mon (ni a variety of trees, the sap of which it sucks with
its pointed beak; but, like aU the other true luigs, (or-

ders Beteroptera and Bomovta-a. to I he latter of which
the "Tree-hopper," orife?«fc™.A family, l.elongs,).it

has no jiiws to eat with . You say that it •injures your
grapevines and Japan lilies, by ringing the leaves, so

of tin

stalk arisis from thelimb . '
' You will find it figured by

this writir in the second volume of Reports on Nomous
Jiisids. plate ii. fig. 4. The best remedy against the
dcjiredations of this little foe of yours is to catch him
and kill him . Something, however, may be effected by
destroying their eggs, which are laid in a short, curved
row, in a series of punctures made by the ovipositor of
the female in the bark and s,apwood.

A Scavenger niistalccu for a Foe—Simmons <&

TilU,.,,. r;„e,/,n;/l..t.-:. .Sulphiiv Springs, jKb.—The large

balls ot I'artli and dung, measuring one and a halfinches
in diameti'r, and lontaiiiing a large white grub with six

legs and a hninped and swollen back, are the dung-balls
of a lar^je hlaek dung-beetle known as c.pris .-ar^.i:,,.:

.

During Ihe months of July and August these heetles

IVcaiinadlv lly into our rooms of an evening, with a
heavy Imzziiig lliglit. Y'ou say, "the sp. einieiis were
found ten incites" below the surface, imbedded in the
hard clay. They were five in number, m a row about
two inches apart . From its resemblance to the grape-
vine boi-er which has lately made its appearance, we
think it may be that larva in llie inqia slate," The'
pupa; of beetles may always la- di-iingiii-hed from lar-

vae by their incapacity to mo\e any oiler jiart but the
abdomen and by their liaving wing-sheaths. The balls

were placed where you found them by the parent bee-
tle, and similar ones are often to be found in the clay
ditches and clay banks around St. Louis. These bee-
tles are to be considered as beneficial rather than inju-

rious, as they simply clear away and bury offensive ex-
crement.
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Insect Foes o* thcBarlc-louse.—Dr. Jas. Weed,
Muscatine, /a.—The insect which you found preying
upon Harris's Bark-louse (Aspidiotus Harrisii, Walsh),
and which you think has effectually cleaned your trees

of that little pest, is the larva of the Twice-stabbed
Ladybird (CUlocorua Umlnemu, Muls). The middle
figure below gives a rough sketch of this very useftjl

larva, and the right hand figure an accurate drawing,
considerably magnified, of the beetle into which it

mg- 32.]

It liund figure is the Northern Lady-
(''", Thunb.), the larva of which
11 nf your Insect; but, instead of
iiM^cts, as thatdoes, isvery injuri-

1
-; uis to the fruit and foliage of the

X. A. L;L(Ivl.inl/s,. I';ir:is

been met with, and pcrli;

particularly a Northern >

year 1867, by wai? of cxi
dozen living specimens ni

upon an apple tree badly
Bark-louse {Aspidiotus <

June, 1868, we had the pi

increased lilh -fuld, ;ind

luauisim, nte., ami otners.—Beginners wno aesireto ac-
luire, without much trouble, ageneral knowledge ofour
Vortli American insects, and especially of those which

inded to pro-
's. (Boston,
plates, $fi.)

iarize thcm-

l'>iiluiiujlu.i,'y

,

',:ti,„i. (Lon-
l>locksof out-
lis last work

are of economic impDiiaiK''. arr r i

cure Dr. Harri.'- uu.k .„ ;

1862, one large <.i-1:um: |,,i, ::, .
.

Those who rei|uiiT. in i l.in i-n , m m
selves with the natural iii-iMiy i.i tlir

whole world, should getKiiiiy .iopriiic
(London, 1857, one stout duodi-.'iiiK.,

about $2.) For any one who .l.-iic^ i

mentsofa thorough scientific- kiiciwlcil^i'

the very best work is "Wesiwoud's ////,',

don, 1838-40, two large octinds. with PI

line woodcuts, .and colorc<l phit.-.)
'

iSj we believe, now out dl' piiiit. Iml iii

cheap ut :?;pi nr .-^ir) Aiiit prnci-i-.liim- sc

student IkmI Pol take up smiuc >iH-cial en

instead «!' l'rilli-]-iii- awav lii- lii ii tli

of all til.' unha>. 'I'lii' i;,Tllr> (nnln- i

always lin-ii iIh- la\uritr nrdcr Inr tjii- pi

best wiirk u] X..rlli Ainniran llia-ih-

is LeCi>iiP''s iNtrn.lu.tiui, . iSiiiiili.-iiiiia

Wasliinglun, D _C., IWJl; unu tbiu ucl

woodcuts, price $— .)

l.arvae in Plum-gum.—PM. Rickert, Milwaulcee,
Wis —The small larva; found by you in the gum oozing
out of the bark of your plum trees are most probably
those of some two-winged tlv (onlcr l>i)ilira), and have
nothing to do with the Curriili.i, wlii.h is a beetle (or-
der GoUaptera). Since, hnwrvi-r. vou send no speci-
mens, we can give you no more detinite infoi-mation

.

From small, white, thread-like worms, feeding upon
the gum and detritus of the peach tree, we have bred a
small two-winged fly, belonging to the genus Mycetn-
phila, an account of which was given in the Prairie
Farmer oi 3\xae\ot\i, 1807. Yours is possibly the same.

: lew

Insect Foes of the Hop Vine./—J/r«. S. C.
Freeman, South Puss, Ills.—The pale green caterpillar,
about one inch and a half long, with bunches of diverg-
ing green prickles on its back , which sting the tenderer
parts of the human body like a nettle, is the larva of
the lo-moth {Saturnia lo, Fabr.), a large and handsome
insect, with a great round eye in the middle of the hind
wing. You found it, as you say, on the hop vine, but
it feeds on a variety of other plants as well, though it

never occurs in such numbers as to be materially in-
jurious The smaller caterpillar, about one inch and a
(piaitcr loiiv- when full grown, with its body variegated
Willi iiiouii and yellow, and with long .sprangling
prirkh^ ut a I lark color on its back, which vou also
ronn.l .ill lh>' ho], vin,.-, is the larva of the S.'Uii.-olon

pii|.a ..r- s])ecies of
him .-ar.'liilij-, for he is

I.' Liii>loiiiiiio to possess
dur as the Bed-bug and

which go undergr.
Like aunost all cai

velocity; whereas
general rule, dull ;

the fori,

ty were deatl and
lis grub or worm.
i-t its rights, for it

' Your supposi-

to tlie pupa state,

nil with prodigious
lu' insects are, as a

all Ihei; stage

OaU Tree Caterpillars— TT. W. Daniells, Uni-
va-sHij, Madison, Wis.—The caterpillars of a bluish
white ground-color, marked longitudinally with yellow
bands and tine hl.i.k linrs, with the head and a hump
on till' 11th K. -111. nit .'ithir of a light coral or dark flesh
color: an. I w lii.h '^.n.i ally rarry the hinder portion of
the ho.ly .'K'NaP-.l in th.' air, are the larva: ot Edema
ulhi/njits, I'a. kar.l. a -lay moth characterized princl-
lialiy, as its nam.' iiii[.h.s. by a broad white mark on
the outer lialf.>t th.' ant. rior margin of the front wings

.

You say 'Mh.'-.' . at. rpillars have been quite destructive
to the leaves ol the white and burr oaks on our
grounds. '

' They have long been known to attack the
oak . Some that we reared the present season entered
the ground and changed to chrysalids during the last
days of September, and came out as moths about the
middle of April.
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Bark-lice on Apple Xrees.^. 0-. Flech, Dixon,
Ms.—The bark-lice you send are the common imported
or oyster-shell species; and there is not, so far as we
can see, a single living egg under any of the scales on
the twigs received. Some of these scales are the old

last year's ones, formed in August, 1867, only about
five per cent, of which you found, as you say, to con-
tain eggs in March, 1868; but many of them are appa-
rently this year's scales, perfected in August, 1868, and
which then must have contained, each of them, scores

of minute oval white eggs. The question now recurs,
<'What has killed 95 per cent, of last year's eggs in

March, 1868, and ahnost the entire crop of this year's
eggs in September, 1868?" Vfe answer, judging fi-om

the peculiar appearance of many of the scales sent, that

this must have been done by a minute microscopic Mite

,

which preys upon these eggs everywhere in the North-
em States from New York to Illinois , and the natural
history of which has been given in detail by the senior
editor of this journal, in his annual report, printed in

the Transactions of the Illinois State Horticultural So-
ciety for 1867 . It certainly cannot have been done , as

you suggest, by the cold winter of 1867-8; for, near
Eock Island, His., the thermometer was, during that

winter, once as low as 27" below zero, and yet no effect

was thereby produced upon the Bark-louse eggs in that
neighborhood . In a future article we propose to illus-

trate the natural history of the different kinds of Bark-
lice that trouble the farmer and the fruit grovcer

.

The " Saddle-baclt " CaterpillarSiml £ax-
ter, Nauvoo, 111.—The brown flattish caterpillar, armed
with prickly horns, and with a bright green saddle-
shaped patch over the middle of the body , which con-
tains a round brown mark on its back , is the larva of
Ein^retia stimiulea, Clemens. You say that you "found
similar ones three years ago on a common Morello
cherry tree, and having just touched the back of my
hand with one soon found their dangerous quality, but
stopped the pain by dipping my hand in lye water.
These I send were found to the number of ten on a wild
frost grapevine, and the finder's hand soon swelled up
with watery pustules, accompanied with intolerable

itching and a kind ot fainting of heart; happily a doc-
tor was at hand, and in four hours the patient was
better. '

' Their prickles have long been known to have
this stinging quality. They feed on various fruit trees,

and have also been found on the rose and on Indian
corn. They belong to an anomalous family oi moths

,

and as you may have observed , they have no legs , but
glide along with a snail-like motion.

0. A. Eenyon, MoCrregor, Iowa.—The caterpillar ta-

ken from an apple tree, "of a mud-turtle shape and ap-
pearance," which you send, is of the same "Saddle-
back" species spoken of above.

The Reg:al Walnut Caterpillar—J/. Copley,
Copley House, Bnghton, Ills.—The immense green cat-
erpillar, measuring five inches, partly covered with
long prickly horns, and having cream-colored patches
along the sid -s, reached us in tine condition. You say
you found i„ on a black walnut tree in your door yard,
and that it was kept for some time in a bird cage,
where it appeared contented, and was noticed at times
to drink water. It is the larva of the Regal Walnut
moth {atheroma regalis, Packard), a moth which
sometimes expands over six Inches, and whose colors
are rust-red, slate-color and yellow. The caterpillar
enters the ground and becomes a black chrysalis during
the month of September, and the moth makes Its ap-

ery, and it also occurs on the butternut and sumach.

Tlie Hessian ny—Fi-ed. D. Carson, '
' Northern

Farmer," Fond dm Lac, Wis.—The specimens of wheat
straw which you sent contained the "flaxseed" or
pupa state of the Hessian fly. You say that upon care-
ful search and inquiry you are convinced that much of
the wheat crop has been damaged by it the present sea-
son in your section . The fly appears during the fore
part of September, and generally disappears by the end
of the month . Wheat sown so late that it does not come
up till after its disappearance generally escapes its rav-
ages. We bred nothing but parasites from the speci-
mens you sent, and they will probably be less trouble-
some next year.

Red Cedar Caterpillar

—

Roht. Peter, Lexington,
Ey.—The troublesome caterpillar which has been spoil-

ing your red cedar trees, and which clothes itself with
a case made of the leaves of the cedar stuck together
with a kind of silk, :inil carries its case with it on Its

predatory travel- (ill il i^ lull irniwn. wlu-ii it hangs it-

self up by a >ilk >lnii- lo a twi- t.. pa-s the winter;
is the larva nf Tlnir;,h>jii, nj.r ,j,h, m, r^' f.u ,iu.->—ii. moth,
the male of which is l.hick,' with "hi.s.-y wings, and the
female of which is perfectly wingless and legless, and
never quits her case . The male escapes from his case
during the month of September. The eggs pass the
winter protected by and contained within the female
case. The nature of the insect forbids its spreading to

any great extent, and it can be readily checked by des-

troying the cases In winter tune

.

^I^heat-niidge Winter killed.—.7 P . Alexander,

Independence, Mo.—You say that tliis llv iia- lieretofore

iiiltiiic m your
I liiiM a single in-

i aiul vou ask if

that killed them.
I particular insect

very year , and depends

been the greatest enemy t(

neighborhood, but that you i

fested stalk during this yearS
it was not the open, snowless
The sudden increase or decre
is something which is observe*
on so very many contingencies , that it is always dil

cult to ascertain the true cause. It is assert

that the Chinch-bug is frequently killed by hard, bleak
winters, when there Is but little snow on the ground,
and we think It quite possible that the Midge is sus-

ceptible to the same severe weather.

Gra.Tfe-vlne'BoTeT-Alfred Barter, Mniil City, Mo.
The "grubs" which cut off y.nir main. viiirs three or
four inches below ground, are half uinwii specimens of
the same borer spoken of under the head (jf "Anew
Grape-root Borer," on page Ui of our tust number.
Since you set your vines last spring, "using green oak
stakes," these grubs are doubtless not yet a year old.

During the session of the "Mississippi VaUey Wine
Growers' Association," we ascertained that this in-

sect is far more common than we had supposed, and
that Mr. Husmann of Hermann, Mo., has been ac-

quainted with It since 1850.

Col. Jno. B. Hogan.—The root-borers which you
send, and which liave destroyed a great number of
your vines, are the same as the above.

Hair Lines.—Our readers will bear iii miiid

that all our illustrations which are enlarged for

the purpose of making their characters more ap-

parent, will have a hair-line accompanying them

to indicate the natural size. When no such line

appears, the illustration is supposed to be of the

true size, unless otherwise stated.

To OUR Subscribers in Canada.—Parties in

Canada, who wish to subscribe for the American

Entomologist, can obtain it, postage free, by

remitting one dollar to the Bev. C. J. 8. Bethune,

Secretary to the Entomological Society of Can-

ada, Credit, C. W.

Erratum.—In Number 1, on page 19, column

2, line six, for "joints" read "joint."

NOTICE.
respecting noxious or otlier insects, should

be accompanied by specimens, the more in number the better. Such speci-

mens should always be packed along with a little cotton, wool, or some such

substance, in any little paste-board box that is of convenient size, aiid Ticver

enclosed loose in the letter. Botaulats like their specimens pressed as flat aa a

pancake, but entomologists do not. Whenever poasible, larvie (i. e. grubs,

caterpillara, maggots, etc.) should be packed alive in some tight tin

r the better—along with a supply of their appropriate food

on their journey ; otherwue they generally^ die on theicn^t tS!al
vel up to nothing. Along with the specimens send i

•" " habit "' ""
what I

rigs, 01

you ; wnat amount oi aamagc it

not only of high scientific intetef
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POTATO BUGS.

Tlie Colorado Potato-lmg— Its past history anil

future progress.

(Doi-yphom IQ-Uneata, Say).—Up to the au-

tumn of 18G5, it was generally supposed by

Economic Entomologists, that tliis destructive

insect had existed for time immemorial iu the

Northwestern States, feeding upon some worth-
less weed or oth-

er; and that of

late jears, from

some unexplain-

ed cause, it had
all of a sudden
takcu to attack-

ing the Potato-

plant. In Octo-

ber, 1865, the se-

nior editorofthis

journal publish-

ed apaper,show-

ing that origin-

ally its exclusive

home was iu the

Kocky Moun-
aius, where it

Colors— (0) dcei
cream color aud black.

had been known to exist for at least forty-tive

years feeding upon a wild species of potato
peculiar to that region (Sokmitm rostratum,
Dunal)

; that when civilization marched up to

the Rocky Mountains and potatoes began to be
grown in that region, it gradually acquired llic

habit of feeding upon the cultivated potato;
that in 1859, spreading eastward from potato
patch to potato patch, it had reached a point

one hundred miles to the west of Omaha cit}',

in Nebraska; that iu 1861, it invaded Iowa,
gradually iu the next three or four years spread-

ing eastward over that State; that in 1864 and
1865, it crossed the Jlississippi, invading Illi-

nois on the western borders of that State, from

the eastern borders of North Missouri and Iowa,

upon at least five ditTcrent points on a line of two
huudrcd miles; and that in all probabilitj' it

would in future years " travel onwards to the

Atlantic, establishing a permanent colony wher-

ever it goes, and pusliing eastward at the rate

of about fifty miles a year.'' {Practical Ento-

mologist, Vol. I, No. 1.) A remarkable pecu-

liarity in the eastern progress of this insect was
subsequently pointed out by the same writer in

1866, namely, that "in marcliing through Illi-

nois iu many separate columns, just as Sherman

marched to the sea, the southern columns of the

grand army lagged far behind the northern col-

umns."' {Ibid, II. p, U.)

Now, let us see

^ how far the pre-

• dictions above,

have been veri-

fied. By the au-

^tumnofl866,the
Colorado Potato

bug, which ap-

pears to have in-

vaded the south-

west coi-ner of

Wisconsin at as

early a date as

1862 {Ibid, II, •

p. 101), had al-

ready occupied

and possessed a

large part of the

cultivated or sonthem parts of that State ; and

in Elinois, if we draw a straight line to connect

Chicago with St. Louis, nearly all the region

that lies to the north-west of that line was over-

run by it. It subsequently invaded parts of

South Illinois, occurring in Union, Marion, and

Eflingbam counties, iu 1868; and already in

1867 it had passed thi-ough the eastern borders of

north and central Illinois into western Indiana,

?; (6 and c) Venetian red inclining to cream color; (dand e)
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and the south-west corner of Michigan ; and final-

ly, in 1868, it has reached Danville, Ind., a point

wliich lies nearl.v in the centre of that State, as

we learned some time ago from Mr. A. Furnas,

of that city; and the agricultural papers have

since recorded its appearance in Marion county,

which lies in the geographical centre of the

State. Thus it appears that its average annual

progress towards the east has been about sixty-

two miles. At the same rate of progression it

will touch the Atlantic ocean in ten years from

now, or A. D. 1878.

"But,"' it will be asked, "how could any en-

tomologists make the mistake of supposing that

the Colorado Potato-bug had always existed in

the Northwestern States ?" The answer is, that,

as was proved three years ago in the article al-

ready referred to, they inadvertently confounded

together two entii-ely distinct, but very closely

allied species, the Bogus Colorado Potato-bug

(^Doryphora juncia, Germar), and the True
Colorado Potato-bug {Dorypliora W-h'neata,

Say). The former of those has existed in Illi-

nois from time immemorial ; and, as wc have re-

cently ascertained, through the kindness of Mrs.
H. C. Freeman, of Cobden, South Illinois,

feeds there in the larva state upon the horse-

nettle (Solanum caroUnense, Linn.), a wild
species of potato, which grows, according to

Dr. Asa Gray, "from Connecticut to Illinois

and southward."* The latter species, as has

been already stated, only emigrated into Illi-

nois in 1864, and in its native home, the

Eocky Mountains, feeds naturally upon an-

other wild species of potato, which is quite

distinct from the horse-nettle, and is peculiar

to the Rocky Mountain region. Again, the

former species has never yet been known to

attack the cultivated potato, and in all likelihood

never will do so ; for, as it has existed in Illinois

for at least 14 years, and in Georgia for at least

44 yeai-s, without ever having been known to

attack this plant, which has been growing all

• In 1803 Mr . Glover stated that he "had found an insect

similar to the Tea-striped Spearman [or true Colorado Po-
tato-bug] on the common horse-nettle in Georgia." (Agr.

Department Rep
. , p. 57!)). In 1867 he assured us that this

insect, found hy him on the horse-nettle in Georgia foiu'

years before, was the bogus Colorado Potato-bug (Z>. Juncia),

and that ' * a Ttli". Walter had also found it feeding upon tlie

Egg-plant in Montgomery, Alabama." We om-selves dis-

covered this same species in Kentucky in lS(i4, feeding in

conjunction with its larvae upon a plant, which we are now
satisfied could have been nothing else but the horse-nettle;

and in 1S6S we have met with it In Missouri in great nimi-

bers, feeding upon the same plant, in company with its

larvx; and in one instance the larvic of both the true and
tile bogu.s species occurred in comi)auy. Thus it appears to

iuhabitat least five southerly regions, namely South Illinois,

Missouri, Kentucky, Georgia and Alabama.

that time in these two States, it is not at all

probable that it will do so at any futui'e time.

The latter species, on the other hand, acquired

this habit, as was shown before, in the region of

the Eocky Mountains, when for the first time

the potato was introduced there, some twenty
j'ears ago ; and from that region the potato-feed-

ing race of tliis iHsect has since been spreading

further and further every year towards the east.

Finally the bogus Colorado Potato-bug is more
peculiai-ly a southern species, occurring in the

more southerly portion of Illinois, and in Mis-

souri, Kentucky, Georgia, and probably Ala-

bama, while the true Colorado Potato-bug is

originally an Alpine species, its native home
being the canons (kanyons) of the Eocky Moun-
tains, and it therefore thrives best and spreads

fastest in the more northerly regions, such as

Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota, "Wisconsin and
North Illinois; while in Southlllinois, Missouri,

and Kansas, it neither thrives so well nor spreads

so rapidly.

The question whether the true Colorado

Potato-bug has existed for an indefinitely long

time in the country that lies to the east of the

Mississippi river, or whether it is not the bogus

Colorado Potato-bug that has there been mis-

taken for it, wliile the true Colorado Potato-bug

has iu reality emigrated into that country from

theRooky Mountainregionwithinthe last fouror

five years, may seem to some ofmerely theoretical

interest. It is, however, ofgreat practical impor-

tance. On the first supposition it is not probable

that tliis bitter enemy of the potato will travel

onwards and onwards towards the Atlantic ; on

the second supposition it will most likely invade

Oliio within a year or two, spread like a devour-

ing flame through the great potato-growing

State of Michigan, and finally pass eastwards

into Pennsylvania, New York, and New Eng-

land. "We make no apology, therefore, to our

readers for presenting them with the complete

history of these two insects, copiously illustrated

by figures, and for pointing out the minute but

invariable characters winch distinguish them,

both iu the larva and in the perfect beetle state.

Tliis is the first time that the larva of the bogus

Colorado Potato-bug has ever been figured and
scientifically described ; and our readers have to

thank Mrs. Freeman for the opportunity of be-

coming acquainted with the points in which it

differs from the larva of the true Colorado

Potato-bug.

The Trae ami tlio Itogiis Colorado Potato-l)iig.

Figure 3;1 b, b, b, gives a view of the larva of

the true Colorado Potato-bug, in various posi-
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tious and stages of its existence; Fig-ure 34

b, b, of that of the bogus Colorado Potato-

bug. It will be seen at once that the head

of the former is black, that the first joint

behind the head is pale and edged with black

behind onl)', that there is a double row of

black spots along the side of the body, and that

the legs are black. In the other larva (Fig. 34 &),

on the contrary, the head is of a pale color, the

first joint behind the head is tinged with dusky
and edged all round with black, there is but a

single row of black spots along the side of the

body, and the legs are pale. Take a hundred
full-grown specimens of the former larva, and
you will find them all to present the above char-

acters. Take a hundred full grown sjoecimeus

of the latter larva, and precisely the same rule

will hold good.*

• We subjoin a teohnioal description of tlie larva otDorij-

phorajuncta. Tliat of the larva ot Boryphora 10-lineata will

be found in Dr. Fitch's N. T. Reports, Vol. lU, pp. 231-3.

According to Dr. Fitch, the ground-color of this last larva is

' 'pale yellow' ' in the mature state ; according to Dr. Shimer,
in his excellent article on the preparatory stages of this in-

sect, it is ' 'orange. '
' We ourselves should prefer to desig-

nate it as cream-color, more or less tinged with Venetian
red; and we think we have observed that the mature larva; of

the earlier broods are more sti'ongly tinged with this color

than the mature larvaj of the later broods . In the iimnature

state the ground-color of the larva is a dull Veneti.in red.

DOEYPHORA JUNCTA, Germar; matm-e larva .—General
color a pale yellowish flesh-color. Head, with the autennie

l)laced behind the base of the mandibles, short and very ro-

bustly conical, three-jointed, joints 2 and 3 black. Precisely

as in W-lineata, there are six small simple black eyes upon
each side, one pair longitudinally arranged and placed be-

low the antenna, the other two pairs arranged in a square
and placed a little above and behind the antenna ; tip of the

mandibles dusky. £ody, with the dorsum of joint 1 com-
posed of a, separate transverse horny plate, rounded at the

sides, tinged more or less with dusky, and broadly edged
all roiuid with black. .Joints 1—3 each with a lateral horny
black tubercle, that of joint 1 placed below and behind the

homy prothoracic plate, and enclosing a spiracle. Joints

4—11 each with a similar lateral tubercle enclosing a spiracle

;

but the row composed of these eight tubercles is placed a

little above the row of three tubercles on joints 1—3, and the

last four of the eight are gradually smaller iind sra.aller,

until that on joint S is reduced to a simple black spiracle

;

dorsum of joints 8 and 9 dusky. Legs pale yellow; cox.-e

exteriorly a little dusky, the two hinder pairs each more and
more so, with a geminate homy plate above each, which is

Now let us see what are the differences in the

perfect beetle state of these two insects, in which
state even a practised entomologist would, at

first sight, be apt to confound them together.

Indeed, so minute are the diflcrences, that in a
drawing ofthe natural size it is scarcely possible to

exhibit them, and in order to do so we have been
compelled to greatly magnify the wing-case and
the leg of each species. Figure 33 d, d exhibits the

Ti-ne Colorado Potato-bug ; Fig. 31 c the Bogus
Colorado Potato-bug, each of its natural size.

Fig. 33 e shows the left wing-case enlarged,'

and Fig. 33/au enlarged leg of the former ; Fig.

34 a the left wing-case enlarged, and Fig. 34

e an enlarged leg of the latter. On a close

inspection it will be perceived that in the for-

mer (Fig. 33 e) the boundary of each dark
stripe on the wing-cases, especially towards the

middle, is studded with confused and in-egular

punctures, partly inside and partly outside the

edge of the dark stripe ; that it is the third and
fourth dark stripes, counting from the outside,

that are united behind ; and that in the leg both

the knees and the feet are black. In the latter

(Fig. 31 cZ), on the contrary, the dark stripes are

accurately edged by a single regular row of

punctures placed in a groove (stria) ; it is the

second and tliird stripes—not the third and
fourth—counting from the outside, that are

united behind, the space between them being
almost always brown ; and the leg is entirely

pale, except a black spot on the middle of the

front of thetliigh.

The spots on the thorax, in either of the

above two species, are normally eighteen in

number, arranged in the same very peculiar

pattei-n which may be seen both in Fig. 33 d, d and
in Fig. 34 c ; and precisely the same variations in

this complicated pattern occur in either species.

These are certainly very remarkable and sug-

gestive facts ; and the reader who desires to see

them more fully tliscussed is referred to a passage

in a scientific paper, published in 1865, by the

senior editor.*

After all these statements, it will not be won-
dered at that several otherwise well qualified

observers have imagined that they had captured

the true Colorado Potato-bug in Illinois long

previously to the year 1864. Many such cases

have been carefully investigated, and in every
one of them it has turned out, upon examining

more .and more dusky in each successive pair . An exterior

dusky dot, or small spot, on the tip of the femur and of the

tibia. Tarsus small, onc-jointcd, dusky, and with a black

* Proceedings of the Entotnological Socielij of Philadelphia,

Vol. VI., pp,207-S,
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the specimens, that the supposed true Colorado

Potato-hugs simply helonged to the bogus

species. Hence it is but reasonable to infer that

in other cases, where it was not practicable to

examine the specimens, the same yery natural

error had been inadvertently committed.

Habits of tlic Colorado Potato-bng.

The Colorado Potato-bug, though it has ac-

quired a prescriptive title to the appellation of

"bug," is uot, entomologically spealdng, a Bug
(order IIete7vptera), but a Beetle (order Cole-

optera) . It might perhaps be desirable, if it

were possible, to get people to call it a " Potato-

beetle;" but as loug as we all of us continue to

talk every day of "shipping" goods by a rail-

road car, as well as by a ship, and as long

as everybody, including the Almanac-makers,

writes about "sunrise" and "sunset," while

in reality it is the earth, and uot the sun, that

rises and sets every day, we must be content to

smother our partiality for entomological purism,

and talk with the vulgar though we think with

the wise.

The wings of this insect, like those of sev-

eral allied species, are of a bright rose-color,

and with its cream-colored body, and the five

black stripes' upon each wing-case, it presents a

beautiful appearance as it flies abroad in the

clear light of the sun. The junior editor of this

l^aper was the first person in the United States

to breed tliis species from the egg to the beetle

state, and to ascertain that it required less than

a month to pass through all its changes. In the

Prairie Farmer for August 8, 1S63, will be

found the full account, by this wi-iter, of the

whole process, illustrated by a figure of the

larva. Subsequently, in 1866, Dr. Shimer added

some very interesting particulars bearing upon
this subject, in a paper wliich he published in

the Practical Entomologist (Vol. I, pp. 84-5).

There are about three broods of larvas every

year in North Illinois and Central Missouri, each

of which goes underground to pass into the pupa

state, the two first broods coming out of the

ground in the beetle state about ten or twelve

days afterwards, while the last one stays under-

ground all winter, and only emerges in the beetle

state in the following spring, just in time to lay

its eggs upon the young potato leaves. The eggs,

it may be added, are of a yellow color, and are

always laid upon the under side of the leaves in

patches of 20 or 30. At Fig. 33 a a the eggs are

sliown, and at Fig. 34 d d those of the Bogus

Colorado Potato-bug, which are of a liglilcr

color, are also shown, all ot (he natural size.

Unlike many other noxious insects, this larva

is not a general feeder, but is couflned to plants

belonging to the potato family (Solanaceoi)

,

and especially to the genus to which the potato

belongs (Solanum). Occasionally it feeds on
the tomato, and a few specimens have been
noticed by us on the ground-cherry (Physalis),

and on the imported Jamestown-weed, or gymp-
son-weed {Datura) . According to Mr. Terry,

of Iowa, it also occurred in that State, several

years ago, on the horse-nettle {Solaniim), upon
wliich plant we have ourselves noticed it in

great numbers in Missouri ; and it is certainly

far more destructive to the egg-plant than even

to tlje potato. Now, the egg-jilant, the horse-

nettle, and the potato, all three of them belong-

to the same genus {Solanum), as tlie wild plant

upon which the larva originally fed in the Rocky
Mountain region; but the egg-plant and the

horse-nettle are botanically more closely related

to the last than is the potato ; being, like the

Rocky Mountain potato, covered with thorny

prickles, wliile the cultivated potato is perfectly

smooth. On the other hand, the cultivated po-

tato is much more nearly related to the Rocky
Mountain species thau is the tomato; which last

has, by modern botanists, been removed from

the genus to which the other two appertain, and
placed in a genus by itself. It would seem,

therefore, that the closer a plant comes to the

natural food-plant of the insect, the better the

insect likes it.

It is undoubtedly a most singular and note-

worthy fact that, out of two such very closely

allied species as the bogus and the true Col-

orado Potato-bugs, feeding respectively in

in the first instance upon very closely allied

species of wild potato (Solanum rostratiom und

S. carolinense') , the former should have perti-

naciously refused, for about half a century, to

acquire a taste for the cultivated potato, with

whicli it was all the time in the closest and most
immediate contact, while the latter acquired that

taste as soon as ever it was brought into contact

with that plant. But, after all, tliis is not so

anomalous and inexplicable as the fact that the

Apple-maggot Fly (Trypetapomonella,AYals\\)

,

wliich exists both in Illinois, New York, and

New England, and the larva of which feeds in

Illinois upon the native haws, and has never

once been noticed to attack the imported apple

there, should, within the last few years, have

suddenly fallen upon the apple, both in New
York and New England, and in many localities

there, liave become a more grievous foe to that

fruit (Imu even (lie imported Apple-worm
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(CarjMcapsa pomoneUa, Liim.)* Thinking that

it might be possible that, althougli tlie bogus

Colorado Potato-bug has for about lialfa century

i-efused to feed upon the potato in a state of

nature, it might yet be compelled by starvation

to feed upon that plant in a state of confinement,

we placed two of the larvas received from Mrs.

Freeman in a vessel along with some potato

leaves; but, instead of feeding voraciously upon

them, as the larvas of the true Potato-bug would

certainly have done, they only nibbled a few

small holes in them about the size of a pin's

head, and then in a week's time died of starva-

tion. This, however, can scarcely be quoted as

a decisive experiment, because these larviB had

fasted for about a day befoi'e they reached us,

owing to the leaves in which they were packed

having dried up; and because no vegetable-

feeding animals can stand long fasting as well as

flesh-feeding animals do. But even if they had

actually fed upon potato leaves quite freely in a

state of confinement, it by no means follows that

the mother Beetle would deposit her eggs upon
the potato in a state of nature, and thereby com-

pel her future progeny to feed upon that plant.

That she will do so upon her natural food-plant,

the horse-nettle, we know; and, according to

Mr. Walter of Alabama, she will also do so upon
the egg-plant, which is thorny like the horse-

nettle. But apparently she is naturally indis-

posed to go one step further, and lay her eggs

upon a smooth species of the same botanical

genus, namely the potato.

We have experimentally ascertained that

neither ducks, geese, turkeys nor barndoor fowls

will touch the larva of the Colorado Potato-bug

when it is offered to them ; and there are numer-
ous authentic cases on record, where persons

who have scalded to death quantities of these

larva, and inhaled the fames fr9m their bodies,

have been taken seriously ill, and even been
confined to their beds for many days in conse-

quence. Still, these larvas are not near so

poisonous as the old fashioned Blister-beetles

already referred to as infesting the potato ; for

these last are, even in small doses, one of the

most powerful medicines, and therefore in larger

quantities one of the most virulent poisons
known to the medical profession.

Foes of the Colorado Potatu-lm-;.

Persons not fomiliar -with the economy of in-

sects are continually broaching the idea that,

because the Colorado Potato-bug is in certain

• See ou this subject the First Annual Report on the Noxious
Insects 0/ niinois, by Benj. D . Walsh, pp . 29-30, in the Trans-
actions of the niinois Stale Horticultural Societyfor 1867.

seasons comparatively quite scarce, therefore it

is about to disappear and trouble them no more.

This is a very fallacious mode of reasoning.

There are many insects—for instance, the no-

torious Army-worm of the North (LeitcSnia

nnipuncM, Ilaworth)—which only appear in

noticeable numbers in particular years, though

there are enough of them left over from the crop

of every year to keep up the breed for the suc-

ceeding year. There are other insects—for in-

stance the Cankerworm (Anisopteryx vernata,

Peck)—which ordinarily occur in about the

same numbers for a series of years, and then, in

a particular season and in a particular locality,

seem to be all at once swept from off the face of

the eartli. Tlicse phenomena ax-e due to several

dillVrent cau;^c>, but principally to the variation

and irregularity in the action of cannibal and

parasitic insects. "We are apt to forget that the

system of Nature is a very complicated one

—

parasite preying upon jjarasite, cannibal upon
cannibal, parasite upon cannibal, and cannibal

upon parasite—till there are often so many links

in the chain thatr an occasional irregularity be-

comes almost inevitable. Every collector of

insects knows, that scarcely a single season

elapses in which several insects, that are or-

dinarily quite rare, are not met with in pro-

digious abundance ; and this remark applies, not

only to the plant-feeding species, but also to the

cannibals and the parasites. Now, it must be

(]uite evident that if, in a particular season, the

eiieniios of a parlicular plant-feeder are unusu-

ally aliundant the plant-reeder will be greatly

diniinishcd in numbers, and will not be able to

expand to its ordinary proportions until the

check that has hitherto controlled it is weakened

in force. The same rule will hold with the ene-

mies that prey upon the plant-feeder, and also

with the enemies that prey upon those enemies,

and so on ad inflnitmn. The real wonder is,

not that there should be occasional irregularities

in the numbers of particular species of in-

sects from year to year, but that upon the whole

the scheme of creation should be so admirably

dove-tailed and fitted together, that tens of

thousands of distinct species of animals and

plants are able permanently to hold their ground,

5ear after year, upon a tract of land no larger

than an ordinary State.

To aftbrd some practical idea of the number
of enemies that often prey upon a single insect,

we will now give a brief account, illustrated by
figures, of a few of the various cannibal insects

that attack the Colorado Potato-bug, either in

the Qgg, larva or perfect state. The list might

be easily swelled to over a score, but to avoid
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entering upon a multiplicity of details we shall

enumerate only ten distinct species. Ilitherto

it has been supposed that there was no parasitic

insect whatever, that preyed internally upon the

larva of tliis Potato-bug ; but we have ourselves

bred from these lai-vae a parasitic two-winged

fly (Tachina family, Fig. 35), the peculiar habit

[Fig. 35.] of which is to

attach its egg

externally to

the body of its

- li\hiS victim;

^^ \\ lii( heggsub-
^( (|UC'utly hat-

clie-. out, bur-

row'' into the

body of the in-

fested lai-va,

and eventually

Colors—Grny, black, and sUveiy wliite. deStVOyS it, but

not until it has gone under ground in the usual

manner. The important and extensive family

to which this two-winged fly belongs has hith-

erto been so little attended to by North Ameri-

can Entomologists, that we can not satisfacto-

rily identify it with any of the few described

species, and for the same reason we prefer not

to name and describe it as a new species.*

In the egg state the Colorado Potato-bug is

preyed upon by no less than four distinct species

of Ladybirds—the spotted Ladybird (Ilipjioda-

cris.sc.]

Colors- FiDk Colors - Brick Colors - Brick

and black. '^'^i
black and red, black and

7nia maculata, DeGeer, Fig. 36), the nine-

marked Ladybird (Coccinella d-notata, Herbst,

Fig. 37), the thirteen-dotted Ladybird (Hippo-

daniia Vi-pimctata, Linn., Fig. 38), and the

convergent Ladybird {Hlppodaniia convergens,

[Fig. 39.] Guer.) TMs last species,

the three stages of which

are represented of the

natural size, in Fig. 39

(« the larva, b the pupa,

and c the beetle), is ra-

ther a rare insect in

North Illinois, though

•Dr. Wm. LeBaron, of Geneva, 111., who li.-is made the

study of this order a sijeciality, kindly informs us, that this

fly belongs to the genua (or sub-genus) Zydella, Macquart.

He says "it is very closely allied to Tachina proper, and
could properly be united with it, did not the great number
of species require a division as a matter of necessity."

it is common enough in South Illinois and Mis-

souri. Its pupa (Fig. 39 b), wliioli is attached

to the leaves of the x'lant upon wliich the lai-va

has lived, might be readily mistaken for that of

the Potato-bug larva. The larvaj of all these

Ladybirds are far more bloodthirsty in their

habits than the perfect beetles ; and as they all

have a strong general resemblance. Figs. 39 «

and 40 will give a sufficiently good idea of tliem

all. They run with considerable speed, and

may be found in great numbers

upon almost all kinds of herbage.

The larvaj of certain species that

prey upon the Hop Plant-louse in

the East are well known to the hop-

pickers as " black niggers " or " ser-

pents," and are carefully preserved

Coior^Biackand ^i' ^^^^^ "^ some of their most effi-

oranse. clcut fricuds.

The eggs of Ladybirds greatly resemble those

of the Colorado Potato-bug, and are scarcely

distinguishable except b)' their smaller size ami
by a much smaller number being usually col-

lected together in a single group. As these

eggs are often laid in the same situation as those

of the potato-feeding insect, care must be taken

by persons who undertake to destroy the latter,

not^to confound those of their best friends with

tho.se of their bitterest enemies.

In the larva state the Colorado Potato-bug is

extensively depredated on, both in Illinois,

Missouri and Iowa, by the Spined Soldier-bug

n
ownaudspeck-
ttnd yellow.

(Arma spinosa, Dallas, Fig. 41 b). Thi-usting

forwards his long and stout beak, he sticks it

into liis victim, and in a short time pumps out

all the juices of its body and throws away the

empty skin. He belongs to a rather extensive

group (Scutellera family) of the true bugs

{Ileteroptera) , distingviishable from all others

by the very large scutel, wliich in tliis genus is

triangular, and covers nearly half liis back.

Most of the genera belonging to tliis group are

plant-feeders, but there is a sub-group {Spissi-

rosires) to wliich our cannibal friend belongs,

characterized by the robustness of their beaks,

and all of these, so far as our experience ex-

tends, are caimibals. To illustrate to the eye
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the difference between the beaks of the cannibal

sub-group and the phint-feediug sub-groups of

this family, Fig. 41 a gives a magnified view
of the beak of our insect seen from beIo\r, and
Fig. 41 c a similarly magnified view of that of

a plant-feeder belonging to the same family

{Euschistus jninctipes, Say), which is so nearly

of the same size, shape and color as our canni-

bal friend, that at first sight many persons

would mistake cue for the other. The Spined
Soldier-bug, however, may be at once distin-

guished from all allied bugs, whether plant-

feeders or cannibals, by the opaque brown streak

at the transparent and glassy tip of its wing-
cases.

Two years ago we were informed by our or-

nithological friend, Dr. Velie, that a good obser-

ver in Henry county, 111., had discovered that
the large brown Squash-bug (Coreus tristis,

DeGeer), depredated extensively upon the larva
of the Colorado Potato-bug. "VVe said at the
time that this must be a mistake, because not a
single species of this group {Coreus family) is

known to be cannibal. We can now understand
how the mistake arose. No less than five per-
sons in South Illinois, to whom we showed a
specimen of the Spined Soldier-bug, said at

once: ""VVHiy, that is nothing but a Squash-
bug." And yet in the eyes of an entomologist
the Squash-bug looks as diflerent from the
Spined Soldier-bug as a cow does from a horse

!

That our readers may see the wide difference
between the two insects, we give by the side of
the wood-cut of the Spined Soldier-bug (Fig.
41 b) a correct drawing of the Squash-bug (Fig.

4-^0. and of its beak (Fig. 42 6).

The Spined Soldier-bug by no means preys
exclusively upon Potato-bugs. "We have caught
him ill the spring of the year sucking the juices
of a wild bee (Andrena) half an inch long, and
carefiilly holding it out at arm's length all the
time, so as to avoid its sting. He also attacks
the green larvas of the native-American Goose-
berry Saw-fly {Pristiphora grossiilarioi, "Walsh),
as we learn from a very good observer, Miss
Marian Hobart, of Port Byron, 111. And both
Dr. Hull and Mr. Jonathan Iluggins saw the
little hero with his beak plunged into the body
of a full sized Locust {Cicada), and draining
away its life-blood in spite of all its kicldngl
and strugglings. "We are sorry, however, to be
obliged to confess that in Mr. Riehl's potato
field near Alton, a single individual was seen in
June, 1868, bayoneting a poor Nine-marked La-
dybii-d (Fig. 37) with his blood-thirsty beak.
Perhaps, however, he was under the circum-

stances excusable ; for he and his comrades had
almost completely cleared the potatoes of the

Colorado gentlemen, and he probably concluded
that the services of the Ladybird were no longer

required there. The Spined Soldier-bug is very
common everywhere in Illinois, Iowa and Mis-
souri, but occurs more frequently on trees than
on herbaceous plants. "We caught eight or nine
of them in about half an hour off Dr. Hull's

fruit trees with his Curculio-catcher. Another
species of the same genus {Arma, near modesta,
Dallas) inhabits, in the larva and pupa states,

the nests of the Fall Web-worm {Hyphantna
textor, Harris), and slaughters the defenceless

inhabitants without mercy. We have bred it

from tlie larva to the perfect state, feeding it

upon caterpillars.

Another true Bug, that has been repeatedly
seen by Mr. Eiehl, of Alton, preying upon the

Colorado larva, is the Bordered Soldier-bug

{Stiretrus fimhriatus, Say, Fig.

43) . Unlike the Spined Soldier-

bug, this species is so conspicu-

ously and prettily marked that

it cannot easily be confounded
with any other. We once met
with seven or eight individuals

in the wcb-uest of a small social

caterpillar, that occurred on a

weed ; and we have seen it more than once with
its beak immersed in the body of the larva of the

Asterias butterfly. It belongs to the same sub-

group, and has the same short, robust beak, as

the Spined Soldier-bug ; but, unlike that species,

it is by no means common.
Another true Bug, still more elegantly marked

CFis. 44.] than the preceding,

the Many - banded
Pobber {Ilarpactor

cinctus, Fabr., Fig.

44 a), was obsei-ved

byDr.Shimcr, ofMt.
Carroll, 111., to attack

the Colorado larva?,

andwe have ourselves

found it attacking the

same larva in Mis-
souri the present year. Like the Spined Soldier-

bug, this species is common, and inhabits trees

more commonly than lierbaccous plants. But it

belongs to an entirely different group of the true

Bugs {Reduvius family) , all of which, without
exception, are cannibals, and are characterized

by a very short, robust, curved beak (Fig. 44 b,

profile view, magnified) . We have noticed this

species to prey upon a great variety of differ-

ent insects.

Colors—Yellow, white, and black.
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The above tlu-ee insects are all of them true

Bugs, and attack the larva; of the Colorado To-

tato-bug with the only offensive weapon that

they have—their beak. The four following

(Figs. 45 to 48) are all Beetles, and are conse-

quently provided with jaws, so that they are able

to eat up their victims bodily ; and all of them, ex-

cept the first which is confined to southerly lati-

tudes, are common throughout the Western
States. Most, if not all, ofthem prey iudiflferently

upon the Colorado larva and the perfect insect

produced from it; but, as tliis article has already

been extended to an undue length, we shall not

dilate upon tlie habits of each of them, but shall

content ourselves with giving figures, by wliich

Colors-Blai-k, cilucd with blue. Color—Dull black.

they may for the future be recognized without

much difficulty.* There are ten or twelve other

Beetles, mostly of small size, wliich have the

same habits as the above ; but, as they would not

be readily identified from an uncolored drawing,

we omit them for the present.

Remedies against the Colorado Potato-bug.

It only remains to say sometliing on the most

approved method offighting tlie Colorado Potato-

bug. Agreat deal maybe effected by raising your

potatoes at a point as remote as possible from

any ground, where potatoes were raised in the

•Fig. 45 is tlic Virginian Tiger-beetle {Tetracha virginica

Hope), Fig. 46 is tlie Fiery Ground-beetle (Calosoma calidum,

Fabr.), Fig. 47 is the Elongate Ground-beetle (Pasimachus

elongatus, Lcc), and Fig. 48 the Murky Ground-beetle

(Harpalus caliginosus. Say)

.

preceding year. A great deal may also be ac-

complished, where there are no other potato

patches in the immediate iieighborliood, by kill-

ing every bug found upon the vines in the

spring, as fast as they emerge from the ground.

By this means the evil is nipped in the bud, and

a pretty effectual stop is put to the further pro-

pagation of the insect. But if there are potato

patches near by, where no attention is paid to

destroying tlie bugs, the bugs will keep perpetu-

all}- flying in upon you in spite of all you can

do. In such a case the old remedy was hand-

picking and shaking the vines into a pan. It

costs much less to dust the vines over, when the

dew is on them, with "Wliite Hellebore powder,

which Ml-. Graham Lee, of Mercer county, Ills.,

found to be an effectual remedy, and not to cost

over $2 or $3 per acre {Prairie Farmer, March
14, 1868). This is the article which is sold all

over the country under various names, as

"Potato-bug Poison," &c. Care, however,

should be taken in using it not to allow any of

it to get into the eyes or nose, as it is a virulent

poison. Perhaps as good a mode as any, where

the bugs have not been permitted to get too great

a start on the vines, would be to introduce

among them a number of the Spined Soklier-bug

described and figured above (Fig. 41). By
beating forest trees into an inverted umbrella,

lai-ge numbers of these cannibal bugs may be

obtained in a short time, and temporarily de-

posited in any convenient vessel, along with a

quantity of leaves, to prevent tliem from fighting

and destroying one another. It must be recol-

lected, however, that many plant-feeding Bugs,

very much resembling our Soldier friend, occur

on trees along with him; and that, unless care is

taken to discriminate between your friends and

your foes, your experience may be as unfortunate

as that of the London cockney, who bought a

wolf, instead of a sheep-dog, to take care of liis

sheep.

rOSTSCKIl'T.

AVhile we were attending the Illinois State

Fair at the end of September, 1808, numerous

specimens of the true Black Blister-beetle {Lyt-

taatrata, Fabr.), which had been captured ou

the potato not far from Qniiicy, were handed to

us alive by two separate parties. It was, how-

ever, stated that they did not occur in such

swarms as to do any material damage, though

we were told that even at this advanced period

in the season, if in sufficiently large numbers,

they would greatly injure late, but not early

potatoes. Hence it results that the Black Blis-

ter-beetle may be added, without fear of contra-
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diction, to our list of Potato-bugs, thus swelling

the whole number from ten up to elevep.

Wlicnever Blister-beetles of a jet-black color

are found eating- jiotato vines in the latter part

of August or in September, they probabl}- be-

long to this species ; but whenever such insects

occur in July, or early in August, they will in

all likelihood be found to be the same Black-rat

Blister-beetle wliich we have illustrated on page
-'4 of No. 2, Fig. U b.

^Ye have heard from so many sources that

both the Striped and the Ash-gray Blister-bee-

tles prey not uufrequently upon the larvse of

the Colorado Potato-bug, that the fact may now
be considered as indisputable. As authorities

for those statements we would quote, among
many others, Abel Proctor of Jo Davies county,

111., and T. D. Plumb of MacUson, Wis.

' When dog eats dog, then comes the tng of war j
'

'

when rogues fall out, honest men come by their

own. And now that certain potato-bugs have

taken to feeding upon other potato bugs, the

American farmer may justly lift up his voice

and shout for joy.

POPUL.\R N.iMES AND SCIEXTIFIO NAMES.

While, to suit the taste of the general reader,

wc have adopted the plan of always giving the

popular name of an insect, as well as the scien-

tilic name, we are not insensible to the great

uncertainty in the application ofthe former, espe-

cially when unaccompanied by the corresponding

technical term. If, for instance, a person tells

us that his garden is ruined by "Wire-worms,"
how arc we to know whether he means a snake-

like kind ofthousand-legged worm (class J/yria-

pocla), belonging to the genus Juhis (Fig. 49),
[Fig.M.]

oj. the larva of a Click-beetle

{Elater family. Fig. 50), such as is

represented in Figure 51? For both
[Fig 51.]

these kinds of animals—the second

Color-Pitchy black, of wMch is a truo insect, while the

first is not—are popularly known in America as

"Wire-worms." To give a second example of
the wide difference in the meaning of the same
popular name : In the United States, a genus I

belonging to the class of Spiders (Arachnida)

,

with a small oval body and enormously long and
slender legs {Phalangium) , is popularly called

"Father Longlegs," or "Daddy Loiiglegs,"

while everywhere in England the very same
name is applied to a genus of large long-legged

Gnats (Tipula), wliicli are properly called in

English "Crane-flies," but which are some-

times in the United States dubbed "Galliuip-

pers," and absurdly supposed to have the same
power of drawing blood as the common Mos-
quito.

Among auimals more highl}- organized

than insects, we meet with the very same un-

certainty in the use of popular names. If, for

example, a sportsman chooses to tell us that he

has shot ten "partridges," before we can find

out what particular bird he has killed, we have

to enquire in what State he was raised. If he

learned the English language in one of the

Northern States, he means that he has killed ten

RuflTed Grouse or Pheasants ( Tctrao uynbellus)
;

if in one of the Middle or Western States, he

means that he has killed ten Quails {Ortyx vir-

(jiniana). As to the popular term "Gophei-,"

it is absolutely impossible even to guess, when
we hear that a hundred " Gophers " have been

trapped on a particular ftirm, whether the Thir-

teen-striped Ground-squirrel {Si:)ermophUus 13-

Uneatus), or the Pouched Gopher {Gcomys
hursarlus) is referred to; for these two widely

distinct auimals are both of them, in popular

American parlance, called indiscriminately

" Gophers."

The modern fashion of christening every

organic being by two diflerent and often very

distinct names—the one scientific, the other

popular—often leads to such inconveniences and
anomalies as these, not only in Zoology, but

also in Botany. For ex.ample, the Dyer's Oak
of botanists {Quercus linctoria) is pojjularly

called " the Black Oak," while the true Black

Oak of botanists (Que7-cus nigra) is known to

woodsmen under the name of " the Black Jack
Oak." Again, two entirely distinct plants

{Lachnnnthes tinctoria and Ceanofhiis ameri-

canus) are both called by the Englisli name of
•• Red-root;" .and two quite different trees, the
one a true Poplar (Fopulus), the other a Tulip-
tree (Lirlodendron)

,
go by the popular name of

Poplar, the one in the East theotheriu the West

:

while everywhere in the United States anotlicr
of the true Poplars is popularly dubbed, not
Poplar, but Cottonwood. On the whole, popu-
lar names, from the uncertainty and looseness
with which they are applied, are a far greater
nuisance to the priesthood of science, than the
most crabbed and crack-jaw scientific names can
possibly be to the laity.
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ENTOMOLOGICAL IGNORANCE IN THE NORTH.

The following paragraph, with a few altera-

tions or additions to suit tlio local market, is

row (June, 'CS) throughout the Northern States

going the rounds of tlie political and of the agri-

cultural press. AVe propose to show that it con-
tains the very quintessence of ignorance and
folly; and that what it asserts to have actually
taken place is simply a physical impossibility-

Colors—Bro™
The ',e\cntccn ^eii !nni<!t hi

pist nil l( tlidi apiK 11111(0 on

lions of them m the \ lunitj ot K itth u en and 1 auii„-
ildlc Ihey (leiour eiery thing qteen that comes m then
uay, and gieat fear is enteitained that the Lrowing
ciops will be dcstioyed

There is scarcely an entomologist in America
that has not at least once, and often for scores
of times, busied himself in explaining to the
people the wide and fundamental difference be-
tween tlie so-called "Locusts" of the United
States and the " True Locusts " of Scripture and

[Fig. 530 of modern Europe. The ^*
latter (Fig. 62) really do
often " devour evcrj' green
thing upon the face of the

earth;" while the former
(Fig. 68)* having no jaws
at all to eat with, and only

\ a beak (Pig. 53 «) to suck
sap with, are physically in-

capable of eating anything
at all. The two kinds of

insects do not even belong

,to the same order, or to
ai.aor^..Bc. ^^^ samc graud group of

orders. The former arc "Suckers"
{Haustellatd)

-^
i\\c \a,i[cY are "Biters"

(Mmidibulata) . The former belong to

the order Homoptera ; the latter to the

order Orthoptera. The former have their

front wings glassy and transparent; the lat-

ter have them more or less leathery and
opaque. The former have a mere apology
for antenu.T, which the general observer
would entirely overlook; the latter have

• In this figure the left wing is oroppecl off close to its
hase, to show the shape of .the bodj'.

Colors—Bl'k, brown

quite conspicuous and rather long antennte. In

one word, what we call "Locusts" in America
are called "Cicalas" or "Cicadas" in Europe;

and what in the old world are known as "Lo-
custs" are dubbed "Grasshoppers" in tlie

United States. Yet, in spite of all that we poor

despised bughunters can do and say on the sub-

ject, the people of America will probably, many
of them, persist until the end of time, in be-

lieving tliat a Locust is nothing but a Locust,

no matter what the local diflcrence in

the meaning of the term may be ; and

that an (American) Locust without any

jaws at all can and often does ravage the

vegetable kingdom as terribly as the

(European) Locust, that has got good
stoitt serviceable jaws of its own.
Shakspeare has poetically remarked,

that "a rose by any other name would
smell as sweet;" but there is a great deal

moie in a name than Sliakspeare seems to

ha\ e imagined. Suppose that roses were popu-

liily called " Slaink-cabbages " in America.

"What lover would dare to present to his mis-

tiess a bouquet composed of flowers bearing

'-ueh an unsavory appellation? Or what lady,

if she had such a bouquet actually presented to

her, would trust her nostrils within a foot of it?

It is just the same thing with insects. For ex-

ample: Because the groux^ of bugs, which an-

cient Scripture and modern European writers

call "Locusts," arc rechristcncd as " Grasshop-

pers" with us, people think comparatively but

little about them; although in parts of the wide

region of country that intervenes between the

Rocky Mountains and the Mississippi river,

they liave in particular seasons, for instance iu

18G6-7 and 1867-8, done fully as much damage

to the crops as the true " Locusts " of Europe

sometimes do in particular regions of the Old

World. If, on the other hand, these same bugs

were called "Locusts," people would be scared

to death when they heard of clouds of them so

prodigiously numerous, that they absolutely ob-

scured the light of the sun.

Conversely, because we in America liave cho-

sen to call what are properly speaking "Cica-

das" or "Cicalas" by the ominous name of

"Locusts," people have thoughtlessly jumped

to the conclusion, that they must necessarily

have the same voracious appetite as the " Lo-

custs," that as Scripture tells us formerly devour-

ed every green thing throughout the land of

Egypt. About a hundred years ago Morton in

New England described them as "eating iipthe

green things, and making such a constant yell-

ing noise as made the woods ring of them."
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And even in these more enlightened modern
days, the periodical press, as we saw just now,

asserts that they "devour evenj 'jreeii thing that

comes in their way!!"
In reality, almost the wliole amount of

damage that our American so-called "Locusts"

do to vegetation, is by the females depositing

their eggs in a double row in longitudinally ar-

ranged holes, which they bore for that vorj"^

purpose with their long ovipositors (Fig. 53 b)

in the twigs of various fruit trees and forest

trees, as in Fig. 54. Such twigs, in consequence

of the mechanical excavation of their substance,

very generally die, and eventually break off

and fall to the ground. When the trees arc of

any considerable size, this docs not produce any

injurious results, and may probably enough in

many cases be even beneficial to them by oper-

ating after the fashion of a summer prnning.

But small trees, of only an inch or two diame-

ter at their buts, are not unfrequcntly much
damaged by losing so many of their twigs

through the persevering industry of^he female

"Locusts" or Cicadas. As to the "growing
crops " of anything else but young fruit trees or

young forest trees being ever "destroyed" by
these insects, that is a pure fiction, due partly

to the popular ignorance on the subject of the

Natural History of Insects, and partly to the in-

extricable confusion between our bogus "Lo-
custs " and the true genuine " Locusts " of flie

Old World.

If the .cVmekican Entomologist did no other

good, than merely to disentangle the popular

jumble between the bogus Locnsts of the

United States and the veritable Locusts of the

ancient continents, it surely ought to be well

worth the subscription price to every one of its

readers. Suppose that a hostile army was
eveiy year invading a certain district in the

Union, sometimes marching against one State,

sometimes against another; surely in that case

the citizens of every State would be willing to

pay one dollar apiece, for the sake of being re-

liably guaranteed that the invading army would
never do them or their neighbors any damage
of any consequence. Now, every region in the

Union is in certain j'cars—the particular year

varying according to the particular region

—

invaded by prodigious swarms of our so-called

"Locusts;" and the popular belief is that these

terrible little creatures, whenever they appear,

are likely enough to devour bodily all the crops.

Surely then every citizen in this whole country

can alVord to pay a trillc, to have his mind dis-

abused Qf such ridiculous and unfounded ter-

rors, and to learn that a single swarm of Hate-

ful Grasshoppers, swooping down from the

Rocky Mountains on the wings of the west

wind upon the fertile plains of Kansas and

Nebraska, and the western parts of Missouri

and Iowa, is more to be dreaded by the farmer,

than all the "Locusts" or Cicadas that have

ever existed in America since the days of Chris-

topher Columbus.

A FRIEND UNMASKED.

BY THE SENIOR EDITOR.

In No. 2 of the American Entomologist I

took occasion to figure and describe a veiy in-

teresting larva, which had been found by Mr. E.

Lemiug, in South Illinois, preying in great

numbers on the larva of the Curculio. I there

stated tliat I thought that this larva would prove

to be that of some species or other of a group of

soft-shelled beetles (Telejjhorus family), which
is common everywhere in the Northern States.

I have since been fortunate enough to breed the

larva itself to maturity ; and it proves to be the

Pennsylvania Soldier-beetle (ChauUognatJius

23en')isi/lva7iicus, HcGeer; Fig. 55 1), a species be-

longing to the very same family to which I had
supposed that our larva rightfully appertained.

Colors— (rt) Rich reddish brown ; (i) yellow and black.

That our readers may catch at a glance tliis good

friend of theirs, both in- the preparatory larval

state and in the perfect beetle state, and thus be

prepared to protect and cherish him in whatever

dress they may find him, we repeat above the

drawing (Fig. 55 «) of the larva given in No. 2,

page 35. The scientific description of it will be

found in the second foot-note appended to that

page. Letters 6 to h in Fig. 2 show the parts

magnified.

The Soldier-beetles (^Telejjhorus family) all of

them have a strong general resemblance to the

Pennsylvania Soldier-beetle, and all of them

difler from the great mass of the order of Beetles

{Coleoptera) 1 with the exception of the Blister-

beetles {Lylta, family), and the Lightning-bugs

{Lumpyris family) , in being of a soft and parch-

ment-like, instead of a hard and shelly consist-

ence. According to LeConte's latest revision,

there arc 98 species of them found in North

America, only 7 of which belong to the same

genus as our little hero, the remaining 90 being
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distributed among 10 other genera, but being

most of them comprehended under the great

genus {Telephorus) , wliich gives its name to the

family. A large species of this latter genus

{T. Carolina, Fabr.) I know to prey in the larva

slate upon wood-feeding larva^. The transforma-

tions and lan'al habits of all the other genera

are, I believe, unpublished, as indeed were those

of the genus to wliich our Curculio-eating friend

belongs, until through the indefatigable exer-

tions of Mr. Leming they are now revealed to

the scientific world.

Although there is good reason to think that,

in the lai-va state, all, or almost all, the Soldier-

beetles are ferocious cannibals, yet in the perfect

state our Amei-ican species seem to feed almost

exclusively on the pollen and honey of flowers.

European authors, indeed, of undoubted autho-

rity, state that many Transatlantic species feed,

in the beetle state, voraciously upon other in-

sects ; but, although I was familiar with several

kinds of these insects in England, from the time

that I was seven years old up to the age of thirty,

yet I never saw any such thing myself, cither in

England or in the United States. Hence, I infer

that, with this group of beetles, cannibal pro-

pensities form the exception and not the rule

;

and I am the rather confirmed in this opinion,

because the distinguished British entomologist,

John Curtis, asserts {Farm Insects, p. 46, note)

that the Soldier-beetles are preyed upon by sev-

eral species of Sawflies (Tenthredo family)—in-
sects which, in the larva state, are universally

vegetable-feeders, and in the fly state ahnost uni-

versally so— whereas, if the Soldier-beetles

were normally and liabitually insect-eaters in

the perfect state, we should rather expect to see

a Soldier-beetle devouring a Sawfly than a Saw-
tly devouring a Soldier-beetle. It may appear
.strange to some that a group of organisms, which
in the larva state feed exclusively upon animal
matter, should in the perfect or beetle state feed

exclusively, or almost exclusively, upon vege-

table substances ; but we have many such cases

in the little world of Insects. For example, all

the known IcJmeumon-i\ies are, in the larva

state, parasitic in or" on the bodies of other in-

sects, or occasionally on those of spiders, &c.,

while in the fly state they notoriously feed upon
notliing but honey and pollen.

The genus of beetles to which our little friend

belongs is distinguished at once from all the
others comprised in the family, by the lower
jaws {)iiri.ri!!<) being each of them prolonged into

a long, slender, extensile tongue, the use of
which is evidently to lap up the honey of flowers.
Two other genera of Beetles {Nemoynaiha and

Macrosiagon) are remarkable] for the same
anomalous peculiarity, and all these tlu-ee genera
are found upon flowers. It is by means of these

three genera—all of which belong to different

and distinct families, the other genera of which
have lower jaws of the ordinary structure—that

we may form some faint idea of how Nature
slowly and gradually, in the course of indefinite

ages, developed a Beetle into a Bee. The fact

that the larva of our genus has lower jaws of the

structure usually found in the order of Beetles

tends, so far as it goes, to confirm the accepted

theory that laiwas are less liighly developed than

their imagos. The Pennsylvania Soldier-beetle

usually makes its appearance upon such flowers

as golden-rod, tliistle, &c., in the months of

August, September and October, and is a very

common and abundant species in North, and
also in South Illinois.

A very closely allied species, the Margined
Soldier-beetle (Ch. mnryinatus, Fabr.) swarms
ever\T\-hcre in South Illinois, in June and July,

on the flowers of the blackberry, the redroot,

&c., but is not met with in the more northerly

parts of the State. It might be readily mistaken

at first sight for the other one, but is distinguish-

able by being several sizes smaller, and by usu-

ally having its entire wing case, except a very

narrow yellow margin all round*, occupied by
the black color, which in the other species forms

a mei-e black patch near the tip. The habits of

the two are doubtless the same, or nearly the

same, in the laiTa state; and both should there-

fore be considered as among our best friends.

Spare their lives, I beg and pray of you for your

own sakes, ye pitiless haters of everything that

ye have chosen to label with the three ominous

letters—B U G ! Ye may not, perhaps, care

for Bugs, but I know that )e dearly love

peaches.

Hence comes the specific name, ' 'Tlie Murgincd Solclicr-

beatle . '
' The other species was ciiUed bj- the Sweilish cpto-

niologist, DeGeer, '"Hie Pennsylvania Soldier-beetle,"

becansc, although it is common everywhere in the Northern

States, his specimens originally came from Pennsylvania.

Many other common insects have, for similar reasons,

received local names from foreifin naturalists.

TIT FOR TAT.

It is a notorious foct with all entomologists, that one

grasshopper is capable of producing thousands of eggs,

which in turn produce the farmer's scourge—tfje cut-

worm .—AgvicuUiirn I Paper

.

It is an equally notorious fact with all stock-

raisers, that whenever a cow produces twin

calves, one of the calves is a lamb, and the other

is a roasted sucking pig.

lyThc article on tlic 17-year Cicada, which

was promised in our last, is deferred, for want
of space, till our next issue.
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GRASSHOPPERS.

"\V'e recently took occasion to state (p. lG),tliat

several species ofour common Grasshoppers have

been unusually abundant tliis year in various

parts of Illinois, Missouri, and Iowa. "We have

since received, from a correspondent, the same

statement with regard to Kentucky; and the

public papers record the same fact with regard

to most of the Northwestern States. In common
witli the Black Crickets (Acheta abbreviata,

Harris), which have swarmed this year through-

out the same region in similar profusion, these

insects have done a considerable amount of

damage, devouring indiscriminately all kinds of

vegetable food; wliile the crickets, whenever
they gained admission into houses, after eating

into apples and any other vegetable matter that

they found there, often concluded their repast by
gnawing holes into boots, shoes, and woolen
clothes..

It is very remarkable that in the State of New
York, as we learn from our ornithological friend.

Dr. Velie of that State, the Grasshoppers, in-

stead of being more numerous than usual, have
actually been so scarce in 1868 that it was almost

impossible to find a few individuals for fish-bait.

The following remarks by Mr. Jas. H. Parsons,

of Franklin, N. Y., point in the same direction:

I have not seen half a dozen grasshopijers this season

.

I have never known a year when hens could not Uve
without feeding, from the middle of July till October,
until the present. I have been obliged to feed daily;
for there has been nothing of the insect kind (or the
hens to eat but a few black crickets; and to find them
it was necessary for the hens to get into the wake of a
horse or a cow, as it was feeding in the pasture. Dur-
ing the months of August and September it is usual to
see a great many large brown grasshoppers ((Edipoda

' caivUna, Linn.) flying along dusty roads. I have not
seen one of this kind this summer.

TO KEEP SEED PEAS FROM BUGS.

Acorrespondeutofthei?«;aZ UyrW puts them , as soon
as dry, in bottles, and corks tht-m perfectly ti^'ht. A
better way is to grow a second crop of peas"iii a season
from the seed obtained from the lirst crop, and there
will bo no buggy peas, no matter where or how kept.

In tliis paragraph the good is sadly mixed with

the bad. The method proposed in the first sen-

tence, viz., corking the peas perfectly tight as

soon as they are dry, would avail nothing ; for the

Pea-weevil (Bruchusjnsi, Linn.) breeds in the pea

wliile it is green, and, passing the winter in the

ripened seed, does not leave it till the following

spring. Thus it would be like locking the stable

door to keep the horse out when he was alread}'

i)i. The advice in the second sentence is good
and thorough ; for, as the weevil in question is

single-brooded, a second crop of peas will be

entirely exempt from its attacks.

ELEPHANT BEETLES IN UTAH.

Utah is not only plagued with Locusts, but
with an insect called the "Elephant Beetle." A
credible person, who returned from the neigh-

borhood of Salt Lake recently, saw myriads of
them covering the earth with their shining

browuish-black bodies, and destroying every-
thing which they met in their path. Even small
animals, he wag. informed by the ill-fated resi-

dents, did not escape the voracity of these hordes.
Their bodies were crowded upon, and worried,
and wounded cruelly by the powerful antenna?

(???) until they fell down exhausted by their

struggles and loss of blood, when they were
fastened upon by thousands and devoured. The
entire carcass of a sheep was eaten, and the

bones picked clean, in 2 1-1 minutes, and it is

said that a dead ox would be gobbled up by them
in a quarter of an hour. So ferocious are these

giant beetles that mothers are afraid to let their

little children go out of the house unaltended by
a grown person. In their frequent bloody con-

tests, the wounded are devoured on the instant.

—iV. r. Tribune, Oct: 6, '68.

[We should like much to I'eceive specimens of
tills miraculous beetle from the land of the

Saints.—Eds.]

THE RAVAGES OP INSECTS.

[From the Proceedings of the American In.stitiite Farmers'
Club, New York Tribune, Aug. 2.5, ISGS.]

Wc may say positively that destructive insects arc

increasing every year, and that they destroy as great

.an amount of food as is saved To moot tliese scourges

will require our best cfl'ort-. The seieiiee of Entomo-
logy, by which inserts :ire ehi-itied ;iii,l their nature

studied, is becoming of national iniiiortaneo, and we
are sure that without its help little will be done. The
first step in every pursuit is analysis, by which we
separate a whole into parts, upon each of which .atten-

tion is to be fixed. Herepro.icresscommcnees. Oiienf

the first results in this study is to make ili-lin. liciii

between insects which are useful and iujiuiou,-, for un-

less this be done one will be as Ukcly to destroj his

friends as his enemies. At present tliis study is so far

fl.-om being popular, that the greater part of educated

men, so-called, are as ignorant as the unlettered. It is

manifest that the elements of this science should be
taught in our common schools, if it is to become of

much use; for the transmission of learning directly

from the learned few to the common people, without
the intervention of a teacher, is impossible. In fitting

teachers for their duties, a knowledge of this science

should be included among their qualifications, as much
as of arithmetic or grammar. At present, however,
we luave no colleges whore studies of this praetieal

nature are pursued, except incidentally; but when the

agricidtural universities shall be fairly established,.we
may expect that the need indicated will be fairly sup-

plied.—A'. C. MceTcei:
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ENTOMOLOGICAL ITEMS.

Leiler to the Senior Editorfrom Isaac Hicks, of North

Hempstead, L. I., If. I'.]

I have not seen a uest of the Tent Caterpillar

{CUsiocamim americana) tliis year, and only

one or two eg<; nests; at which we all rejoice

greatly. But the Apple-maggot ( Trypeta pomo-

iidla), the Codling Moth {Carpocapsa pomo-

nella) , and the Curculio, are as abundant as ever.

In your recent article, "Birds vs. Insects," in

tho Prairie Farmer, you expressed the opinion

that the Oriole, which I had seen last year de-

stroying hundreds of Tent Caterpillars, by pick-

ing "something out of their bellies, was simply

picliiug the smooth, fat, wliitc Ichneumon lai-vaj

out of°these hairy fellows; and that, conse-

quently, as he was destroying the enemy of our

encmv, he was doing harm instead of good. I

have no doubt now that he was really eating the

parasites in the Tent Caterpillars. My brother

tells me that the Oriole is the worst enemy that

he has in liis vineyard—not, like the Catbird,

eating a whole grape and flying off as soon as

he has satiated his appetite, but slyly pecking

holes in a large number of grapes, and spoiling

both the appearance and the sale of the fruit.

We planted some dozeu kinds of potatoes tliis

year, the Early Rose among them, and we found

that the Early Goodrich were nearly eaten up.

by the Three-lined Leaf-beetle, which is so com-

mon here [see Amer. Entomologist, I. p. 26],

while the other varieties were scarcely hurt by

it. In consequence of the vines of .the Early

Goodrich being so badly eaten, this variety was

not as good as formerly, and its value was greatly

impaired. Other men that grew the Goodi-ich

noticed the same tiling. It is curious that this

kind should swarm with the Beetles, wliile the

other kinds were nearly exempt.

The Apple-maggot (
Trypetapomonella, Walsh)

prevails with us in certain kinds of apples only.

Jersey Sweet and Porter are their favorites;

Gravenstein and Fall Pippin are so far exempt.

In one of wir orchards the hogs run, and the

fruit is but little infested; the other one, where

no hogs arc allowed to run, is full of Apple-

worms, Apple-maggots, &c.

sy As some of our exchanges may wish to

illustrate any article they may copy from the

American Entomologist, we have decided to

furnish electrotypes of our wood cuts, at one

half the cost of engraving.^

The Ants ascend the trees simply iu order

to 'milk their cows, the Plant-lice {Aplus).—

lAnnoivs.

MIND HOW YOU PACK INSECTS.

Irreparalile damage is sometimes done by

carelessness in handling, packing or othei-wise

disposing of noxious insects. There is an owlet

moth {Ilypot/ymna d!s2>ar) common on the con-

tinent of Europe, the larvas of wliich in particu-

lar years, for example in 1731 and in 1820,

swarmed there so prodigiously as to strip almost

entirely bare both fruit trees and forest trees,

especially the oak. A Massachusetts entomolo-

gist, Mr. Trouvelot, recently procured some of

the eggs of this moth from Europe, for the pur-

pose of studying tho natural history of the insect

in all its stages ; and having accidentally allowed

some of the winged moths to escape from liim,

he has thus introduced tliis most pernicious pest

into New England, where it is spreading rapid-

ly, and whence it will no doubt gradually make

its way into all the more northeriy States of the

Union. We find it stated that specimens of the

Colorado Potato-bug were recently received by

mail, at the office of the American Agriculturist,

iu New York, packed in a very insecure manner.

Had but a single impregnated female contrived

to escape from such a package, it might have

been the means of prematurely introducing tliis

mischievous pest into the State of New York.

We have ourselves received by Express several

scores of the living females of the Canker-worm

moth, packed in a quinine bottle, without any

external wrapper whatever. Had the Express

Agent accidentally broken the bottle on the road,

the moths would in all probability have escaped,

and might likely enough have introduced the

breed into somebody's orchard where they had

previously been entirely unknown. We repeat,

therefore, to all our readers, "mind how you

pack insects.''
_

THE APPLE GROWING ON A GRAPE VINE.

The "vegetable phenomenon" in the shape of

an apple growing on a grape vine, in the garden

of Capt. D. E. Moore, of Lexington, Va., and

wliich excited the curiosity of the savans in that

vicinity, turns out to be the very thing which

we surmised it would, namely, a Cecidomyid-

ous gall. (See p. 28 of No. 2.)

Mr. Jacob Fuller, of Lexington, Va., iu a

communication to the Southern Planter and

Farmer for October, demonstrates that it is too

high on the cane, and on the wrong side of the

stem for fruit ; and, after being taken from the

vine, it proved to be no fruit at all, but only a

woody excrescence, wliich upon dissection, was
found to contain orange maggots.

This gall has never been described, and, as we
intimated in our last, we shall soon take occa-

sion to ligurc it.
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THE LATE EXHIBITION OF USEFUL AND DE-

STKirCTIVE INSECTS AT PAKIS.

Au association under the name of the "Societc

d'lnsectologie Ar/ricole," was established in

Paris in 1867, for the special study of those

branches of entomology which are of practical

importance to the agricultural and industrial

l)ortions of the community. Its affairs arc con-

ducted by a committee of thirteen, with the

usual officers, and all persons desirous ofjoining,

are eligible for membership without distinction

of nationality or residence.

The Society held an exliibition in 1807, and a

second one in August of the present year. From
an account published in the Journal d'Agricul-

ture Pratique, of Paris, and from a communica-
tion received on the subject from Mr. Chas.

Dadant, of Hamilton, Ills., we learn that this

last exhibition far excelled the first. The very

existence of a society of this kind, shows how
thorougldy the French people are alive to the

great importance of tiie insect question ; and it

is to be hoped that the day is not far distant

when we shall have a similar organization in

this country. By association and by combina-

tion, we can always accomj)lish more than by
individual effort.

That our readers may get some idea of the

character of this exliibition, we make the follow-

ing extract from a report published by Mr.
R. T. Lewis, in the October number of Hard-
wiclce's (London) Science Gossip):

"The second division of the exliibition (/«-

sectes nuisibles) was subdivided into ten classes,

in which the insects were arranged according to

their habits, instead of in the scientific order of

their genera; a plan achnirably designed for

practically useful purposes. Here, at a glance,

a person interested in the cultivation of a

particular plant might sec specimens of every

insect known to attack it, and not only were
they shown in their perfect form and of both

sexes, but also in the larva and the pupa states,

with specimens of their eggs, and of dried por-

tions of plants which had suflcred from them.

To each series labels were affixed, upon which
were wi-ittcn the names of the insects, in Latin

and in French, with brief notices of their

ravages, and in some instances also the means
of their extermination. One exhibitor in tins

department showed a collection so remarkable

for its completeness and the care bestowed upon
it that I cannot pass it by without a special re-

ference; it consisted, in all, of eighteen glass-

covered trays, the first five of which contained

the destrovers of various kinds of fniit, an-anged

as described above. In the next three were
those injurious to potherbs and edible fungi,

and in the three following were ravagers of

meadow and field produce, and of the leaves of

forest trees. Two more were filled with insects

which make havoc in different kinds of dry or

growing timber, and another contained such as

trouble animals and men. Those persons who
are interested in the mosquito question may,
perhaps, be glad to know that of the two species

shown here, one was the common C'ulex jnpiens,

the other, a somewhat larger insect, being de-

signated Culex maculipennis. For the destruc-

tion of hurtful insects an extraordinaiy number
of devices were exhibited ; such as bottles, fly-

papers, jjoisons, and insecticide powders, to-

gether with a variety of apparatus for their

eflectual application.

"In the third division {Insectivora') there

was an excellent collection of stuffed birds, with

their nests and eggs, and many contrivances for

the fostering and preservation of their young.

The value to the agriculturist of these feathered

allies, especially in a country teeming with in-

sect life, was demonstrated by carefully tabu-

lated statements, and by the exhibition of up-

wards of 300 glass tubes, each of which con-

tained the debris of cockchafers and other de-

structive insects taken from the crops of little

birds. In the same class were also a number of

live tortoises, lizards, and other insect-feeders,

as well as of ichneumons, and such insects as

prey upon their fellows.''

DESTROYING BLACK ANTS IN GARDENS.

'Ma: W. S. Patten, of Providence, R. I., writes

:

I should lio willinu- to pay a iroocl many years sub-
scription to your iiapir if i( woiil.l tril nic liow to ex-
terminato I,/. hi- ,;„/.s iVmii iii>' ^:[i-.irii, witlinut destroy-
ing tlie shnil.-. liMX iMluiiij, rtr.. iiiidri-wiiirli they bur-
row. I ]ia\e wa,i;Ld a tun yi'ai>" unsuccessful war
agaiust them.

There are but two methods which we can

advise ; the one is to pour copiously ?iot water

down their burrows and over their hills; the

other, to entrap them by narrow sheets of stiff

paper or strips of board, covered with some

sweet, sticky substance. In the first operation

the water should be hot, well nigh to the boiling

point, and often applied. In the latter the refuse

skimmings of sorghum would be found elfect-

ual and economical. The ants are attracted to

these strips by their fondness for sweets, and

sticking fast, can be destroyed whenever a suf-

ficient number are entrapped.

tS^ If God takes pains to create an insect,

man may take pains to study it, without lower-
ing his dignity.
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ENTOMOLOGICAL QUACKERY.

We clip the following paragraph from the

loim Homestead of July 22, 1868:

The Curculio.—a correspondent of the Canada
Farmer wi'itiiis I'rom Sarnia, savs that he saveil his

Dlliiii-^ from tlic cHrculio in flii> fnllnwin;,' maniipr: He

111 du

raisini; a large crop of plums.

This reminds us of a letter to a noted quack

wliich we once came across, and which read as

follows:—"Dr. Ccreall, De.arSir, Iliad a pain

in my stomach yesterday; so first of all I took a

dose of your never-failing electric oil; then I

tried a dose of Dr. Humbug's infallible elixir of

lime ; and lastly I swallowed a dose ofcold-drawn

castor oil. In three hours' time my stomach was
all right again. Please let me know whether it

was the electric oil, or the elixir of lime, or the

castor oil that cured me. Yours truh-, Samuel
Simpleton."

We incline to believe that it was the "jarring

the trees " that saved the plums ; and that the

" tanner's oil " and the " chloride of lima" might

just as well have been daubed on to the roof of

the house, for any eflfect that they had towards

keeping ofi'thc cui-culio. Will people never find

out that curculios can fly, and that attempting

to head them off from crawling up the trunks

of plum trees by oily bandages is all a matter of

moonsliine I

THE CRUEL BCGHUN'TERS.

Entomologists are often accused of cruelty, for

sticking a pin through a living insect, and allow-

ing the insect to remain impaled alive till they

are ready to dispose of it. " Sec how it strug-

gles !" some humane person exclaims, who has

just been swallowing a few dozen raw oysters

in the agonies of death; "what dreadful tor-

ttires it must endure!"

In reality, however, it is the conflnemcnt, and

not the wound made by the pin, that the insect

objects to. You may take any iiight-fljiug

moth, and slyly transfix it by a pin to the object

on which it is silting in the daytime. It will

neither flutter nor struggle. Now watch it as

evening approaches. It begins to struggle most

violently, and most persons would believe it to

be in extreme agony. The truth of the matter,

however, is that it now wants to be flying

abroad, and is flitttering to get free from the

pin. If it is the pin that is hurting it, why did

it not flutter by daylight, wheu the pin was first

stuck into its body?
The British entomologist, Stephens, tells a

story of a dragon-fly that he once caught, which

upon his directing its tail to its mouth by way
of experiment, actually bit oft' and ate four

joints of its own abdomen, and then having

accidentally escaped from him, flew away as

briskly as ever. Many such facts as these are

known to every field entomologist, and the}'

arc utterly inconsistent with the hypothesis that

insects have auy nervous system, susceptible of

the feelings of paiu and pleasure, such as man
and the other higher animals are provided with.

HOXEY BEES E.\TING GRAPES.

It will have been observed that we adduced

satisfactory evidence in our last number (p. 33),

that the Honey-bees habitually gnaw holes into

peaches and quinces. The following letter,

wliicli we copy from the Ohio Farmer, seems to

prove that they also destroy grapes. We arc

sorry to impeach the character of an insect

whose reputation for honesty and industry has

been blazoned forth, from the days of Solomon

to those of Dr. Watts ; but truth is truth, and

must not be smothered up:
I Iiave Ijccn iiuu-li annoyed this fall liy the Honey-bees

taking my grapes. They eonnneneed abont two weeks
ago ou my Concords , and lo savi' tliiui from complete
destruction I was obli,-i-l in \,irk I m fore fuhy ripe.

"When the injury was lir.-l . li-. n\ nrd, I thought the
robins and blue jays wcrr tlic ;;uilty I'artics, but have
since learned that we had a worse foe than the birds

to deal with. The bees will puncture the skin of the
grape and extr.act the sugar, when the fi'uit immedi-
ately shrinks up, and soon rots unless used at once.
My Dianas, Tsracllas, Drlawarrs, and l!o-rrs' Hy-

bein; lain-, ar.- not uiurh di.-liiil.rd vrl , ahliough I
havenolir.al >r\ri-:d pla.T^ whvyr Ihr liri>arr at work
iin tliriii 1 Ihink. without duubl, they ha^ e destroyed
nil,' li\i-lirl lit Dianas, that grew upon three thrifty

\ ill. -. and iHol.alily as many Delawares. Several ofmy
iiri^liliiii'v lia\r siiilcred In the same way. I would
lil>i' to hrai- fioni those more extensively cnpged in

.urape culture, as tbis is the fii"st time I ever heard of

bees taking grapes.
Respectfully yours, T. W.

Kichmond, lud., Sept. 12th, 1S6S.

lyWe shall feel much obliged to our sub-

scribers, if, wheu sending their own or the

names of others, they will mention what num-
bers have already been received. Our forms

were not stereotyped, and we supposed we had

printed a sufficiently large edition of our first

issue to enable us to send back numbers, for at

least a year to come, to all subscribers who
should want them. The demand, however, has

been beyond our liighest expectations, and we
find it necessary to be sparing. In ordering the

Entomologist, therefore, please state whether

or not back numbers have already been received.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

X\vig:s aiuputatcd by soiuc uukuoivu aui-
mal.— Geo. BurnHde, South Fass, III.—It is ii iJcrfei't

mystery to us what animal has girdled the twigs which
you seud, so that they break entirely oft" and tail to the
ground, or for what purpose it should operate in this
sin^iilar manner. We had heard a good deal from
various fruit-growers In the South about twigs being
amputated in this way, and had always hitherto sup-
posed it was done by some lan'a allied to the well-
known Oak-pnmer, (Elaphidion pidntor. Peck), Which
cuts off the twig in which it i-csidc-s W.vp the part which
it inhabits, and thereby f:ills rviiituallv, twig and all,

to the ground, like the'lii~l]iii:iii tliat ^:iwed off close to
the trunk the limb on wliii li lir was sitting. But your
twgs are evidently, as you remark, girdled from the
outside, and not cut oSinside the bark, which is the
manner In which the Oak-pruner operates. And bo-
sides, one of the two twigs sent miinifestlv grew ahoee
the point wliere the sii'illini;- took plarr. anil vd it -

tains no larva ami no llolill^•s. a> it mi^iil |o",|
i n,,.

Oak-pruner tlieorv In nuinr|-nu- aiipl.-lwi- ml
off in tliesaiue manner as vour ,,..•, iiurn-, wliirli »

,

ourselves saw at .SuutU i'ass, there i» an eg^ e\rii
here and there inserted under the bark in e\civ
amputated portion. Hence it would seem that som',
insect first deposits its egg in the twig and tie n
cuts it off. It would be very desirable to deli, i

the culprit in the act of girdling the twig, and if it

really is an insect, to forward it for our inspection. If
really an insect, it is not improbably some kind of
large beetle, and in that event we can only (jucss that
itamputato-i the twii. in ordn- lo all'oi-.l a liion- suit-
able hat. -liin;.' |il;hr |li|- it^ r---. JUlt ^U.--illj- i- Unl
knowin-, aiel lailli i- umi ^, ],']!,: Aiiiilc iwie-. ap-
parently aui|iulalr.l u|ioh Ihr -.aiai' luiu.-ipl,' a^ j oui'
hickory twigs, weie sent to us two veals ago lioin the
State of Mississippi, by M. W. rhilips.

Twig's grirdled by some animal, — Judc/e

Brown, Villa Bidge, Hl.—Tlia pear twigs you send,
which have been amputated by some animal or other,
and most probably by some insect, are similar to the
hickoiy twig sent by Mr. Burnside and noticed in the
preceding answer. You say tliat vou have noticed
much larger l.nuiehrs on Hie piTsimiiion trie ampu-
tJitedintiirsamr inannrr, aiellhal \un liaM- -iipposeil
that this was iloiir l,v tlir opn~.inii. in onln- to 'ri at
the fruit, of whiili it is Miy ri.n.i. in almost all

the!
ur, hickory, or porsii

portion one or nior
ng, of an oval shape,
, imbedded between

bers, whether on tie

find on till' ainpuia
eggs, about u 1(1 ii„-l

3j times as long as w
and the wood." Usu
a bud, and on some speriiih n, lilnii-i . \ i iv Innl I'm-

a

considerable length is tlm- rinni-lh l. i )ii ilu- othi r

hand, on the portion of \h.- i-,\ij ihii n maiii^ on Ihr
tree, we liml no sUrll r— -. Ilcnrr \M. inlrl- II, al
whether flio work hr ilonr on ihr pn-iimiion. He' hirU-
ory, or tin- prar. ii i^ in r\ ,t\ .a-r iloiir l,v s'omr lar,.
insect, ami that llir ol.iiri ,,r ihai iii-rrt ill' ampulaliii"
the twig or braneh eontainiii-- its r--- i- to kr,-p ilaan
moist through the winter, iiy eaii-iiig tlir twig lliat

contains theiu to lie on thcgroiiml A\ .rxpi-it loliatrh
out some of the eggs ncxtsiiring, wlim wo shall In- al.l.-

to speak more positively as totiie s]Hrir> iliat p. iioiia^
this extraordinary work. The eg-- ih, iii-rl\ ,- lia\c
the character of those of certain rr/',,' -..iiu- c :,.

limum), some of which we know P. li. .!< po ip <| in ii,,

autumn, by the mother insect, in tho sPms of woo.ly
weeds. But the character of the aniputatioii is rather
such as we should e.\pect from some large beetle.

Parler Earle, South Pau, lU.—Xoui' pear twigs are
amputated by the same insect as are those sent by Mr
Burnside, and by Judge Brown.
Hop-vine Caterpillar—//. J. Vimlap, Cham-

paign, Ills.—Tlie worms which you send, and which
are eating the foliage of tlie hop-vines, are the larv.-e of
the Semicolon butterfly. It is spoken of under the
head of " Insect foes of the Hop-vine," in answer to
Mrs. H. C. Freeman, in number 2 of this journal,
page 39. 'I

"Galls" on leaves of Soft Itlaple.— Zir. A.
L. Child, GlendaU, Cass Co., Kehr.—The roundish,
peduncled , wart-like, green excrescences , mostly on the
upper surface of the leaf of the soft maple, and the
largest of them only 0.15 inch long, are galls pro-
duced by a minute and almost microscopic species of
Mite, (.'Imr«s family). There is amueh more elongate,
but otherwise very similar gall, that is . rinini.iiih i<iiinil

on the leaf of tlie sugar maple, audi- LI :;< iii. l '.'.x i.ii.-

tinct species of mite. To the fonm i l : :, ,. :\rn
themanuscriptnameofMapleroii.il .-i:

to the latter that of Maple i'ur.se (J ; ; .i u. ,.,:..i,. X
very similar one growing on the leaf of the \Viid riuin
has been illustrated and described by the senior editor
of this journal, in his First Annual EepoH (p. 43).
If you open your maple gall about the end of July or
the fore part of August, ami examine it under a high
magnifying power, vou h ill liml in it scores of minute,
whitish, or pale-rosy y..ung :Mit.s, very duU and slug-
gish in their movements wli.ii small, but always of an

llsori.ginatedbvMil
stationing herself o

f the leaf, and gr
le vegetable matter

oi-igin. III lea- wano.r- away through the half-open
lU'eiih i.t 111.- l.a.;- 1.. r..un.l n..\\- g.alls, or perishes of old
a.ge wheiT sho has lai.l lirr rggs. The rough and often
woolyscar, wlii-re these white galls lia\i. ..ri-imited,
may alwaj's be pLiinly seen on the oppi.-ii. -!.!. ..i the
leal' to that from which the gall its.li pi-..ji.i- riie
subject is a very curious one, but ha- hiili.ito been
illustrated Iw no other North American . nloinologists;
and but lor the fact of our having ouisel\es paid'par-
tieular attention to it, we eould not solve the enigma.

I iisisiilly jrall* on (In- t'otlouwood—/>r. A.
I. ''.''.'. /,'. ...',.'.. .V A - -Till- laig.. scraggj' coxcomb-
!'''' -'""",' "lii' .'"t:"ii\\ 1 in .'> which have so in-
'I'l-;!'.;' "I t.ii.- > .ar-. lliai i!ii- ii-i .'- begin to lan,a:uish

the former. The best mode of ridding your trees of
these galls is to pluck and burn them upon their first
appearance in the summer.

Insects named—J'. Baxter, JS'auvoo, /«.—What
\ .

.

1

1
all a • • green cicada '

' is the Slendermeadow Ka-
i\.li.l I iirrhiiimum aracile. Hams), and tlie strange
snal>.-hke .animal which came out of its abdomen is the

bodies of many other oiiTiiiifTi:Knrs in-...-, aii.l we
have often obtained it from dill'eiriii >p. . i. , .".r ., ,..-
hoppers. The 'Micw Ini" foiiml on ih.' -.'.p.' rin',.

•

is the Indian Cetonia {.iMo„ia ],„l,i. Ilaiiisj. It is
found, at the present time of year, on a number of
plants, and is quite p.artial to,sweet fVuits. Dr. War-
der mentions it as being very destructive to the peachm Ohio,
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Tlic Sticte-bug.—^c/w. F.

The long-bodied, long-legi?r.

greenisU-brown insects, abou
exclusive of tlicir long, skivl

eaehoftheia inarly :i> iiiaiiy ii

mon Stif1:-h''i I V"'
:'.' ', /. '/,..,

best and nm-i :i|i|inipii;iir V.n;

they have iW rriii:iiKalilr ha

their two front U'-> ami llinr

manner that the four loiin api.

gate limb projecting linni tlji-

and the whole insect. « liirli n
fectlv motionless, lo(.ks ixarti

ing from the tree on which tinlich thc^ creature happens to be
wever, a variety of other local

names for them: 1st, Prairie Alligators; 2nd, Devil's

Horses; ard, Uevil's Darning-needles; and, 4th, Wood
Horses. The tirst of these foiu- names is very inappro-

priate, because their home is. not the prairie but the

woods. The second is more prnpcrly given ti> the Rear-
horse, or Camel-cricket (i/«////s .,in'li,i,( . Linn.), found

so abundantly in South Illinois, Mi-oiui. ami other

southern regions, and wliirh i- a \n-.\~\ oiincy iicMdiar

to the .South, while iKir Stirl.-l,ii- i> .a.ninion .-vcry-

wherein the Western Stat.^s, an<l i< noi a .aunilial Imt

a leaf-eater. The third nann i- nioir |m niliaily ap-

proprhated by the little Dragon-llirs.,r-Mo>.inito-luiwks.

with bodies only the size of a stout pin. and often col-

ored with the most brilliant idtraniarine blue (./;///..//

fiuuily). that flit sluggishly among aquatic hcrliago ui

search of the various small tlh-. and gnals upon wliiili

theyprey. The fourth name'. • \\' l-lioi-,.' ' i-only

objectionable, because it niiglil l.r Ju-t a- a|>i>roiiria|rly

given to dozens of other largo in>r,ts lliat air rxcln-

sively found in the woods—the common ( aUilid, ioi-

example. As to the habits of the "Mirk-lni^," ' \\r

have already said that he is a vegetablo-lr,.l( i , ami.

therefore, to a certain extent injurious, liv ih \ oui ing

the leaves of the trees and shrulis wln.li lir inhalnls;

insects; am
every Cucui
lies in our \

kill this intc

to the popu
can still- li

error llo ,

did \\i- wantonly maim or
naloii^ lilllr laTa'turc. As
lliat 111' i- poi...nious, .and

are indistinguishable in color from the females.

IVoolly lice on the BcccU—i^. //. Guiwits,

Clintuii, Mich.—The curious woolly lice which are in-

festing the terminal twigs of the lifp.-b. ami which, as

you remark " have a -li-ano' 'I'l'li -iT o'lioinally wag-
ging their tails up and .loMi. !.; Ill I ill' wingless

state, belong to tlir umu- i liis spi'cies

s tL, ^ ,

both on the tvcigs and leaves of the

The Sliecp-bot or W.ca.A-vaa.^^ot.—'Ro'h. W.
Scott, Frankfm-t, .&.—You send us papers, in which,
as you remark , "the opinion is expressed bjr a veteran
observer, that the .Sheep-bot ((Edrus ovis, Linn.) pro-
duces its young .alive:" and. thinking that this is not
the noi-mal habit of tlio insect, vou ask our opinion on
the subject. KuroiM-aii entomologists, including
KoUar, who wrote >iMrially uixni injurious insects,

assert positively that the female .Sheep-botfly "lays her
eggs in the nostrils of the sheep , whence the larvie creep
up into the frontal sinus." (KoUar, p. 62.) On the
other hand, we have been personally assured by Mr.
Dan. Kelly, of Wheaton, DuPage co.. Ills., that he
reared these flies from the grub under a tumbler, and
that, when opened, the fly had, not eggs, but living

larvKln her body. Moreover, Mr. Cockrill, in the
very excellent article on wool-growing, which you have
cut out for us from the Pij-ie Fanner, asserts that he
"has opened thr^o tlii's. wlien after the sheep, and
found over 3IW livr, moving worms in ONE of them."
And we have al^o luin a^-^l•od by several intelligent

sheep-growers in the \\'c.-t, that all the female flies that
they had examined contained not eggs, but living

larva;. AVe think that these ai)parentry contradictory
statements may be easily reconciled. Many flesh-flies,

or blow-flies, as they are commonly called, if they can
not find any suitable iniat or carrion of any kind to lay
their cu^is on. rrtain tlio-o lu-gs so long in their bodies
that thoy actually liat.-h tln-mout into living larvae, as
wi' havc'inusrh r- iiiicatidiy remarked. Yet the nor-
mal habit oi' ihc-c -aiiic ilii'^'i^ to lav eggs. In thesame
way w iccivc thai tlir iiormal'liahit ot the Sheep-
lioi'il\ i^ to lay cuus, ami that it is (.nly when she can
noi liml am Vhccp at all to pivv on. lU- when by any
incaii^ Nhc is piTMiilrd from rcachin- Ihoii- no-trils, or
whrii >lic is coiilincil in a clo>.' \csm1 lor an umlue time

a^ ua- piohahly threat' in .Ml-. Kcliv ;- cxpn-inients—

ami arc soinciiincs dcpositcil afterwards in the form of
living larvie, or maggots, in the nostrils of any unfor-
tunate sheep that she can come across.

Licaf-mlncrs of the Iiocnst.—EoU. W. Scott,

Friuil-fiirt, 7u/.—The tawny orange beetles, about a

in August. With you
somewhat earlier, aiul it

as in the case of other
lar Spinner, (Vlnsfeni .

ids and a broad
ir bodies above,
k color, are the
///a/n; f.-utellari/i

prL i^uttitalis of

ibserved by Dr.
cs ot the locust,
in the latitude
luing to beetles
lid probably be
iiprobable that,
ample the Pop

-

n-is), you may
M ly year doWU
I- iheic is but a
He- lia\i' eaten
lion -o severely
miallv to injure
add tiiat "they
"' Inallproba-
d to a consider-
lincipal damage

killing them.
beating the beetles oU tin

to two distinct genera
Leaf-hoppers whidi y
Of one species \ ou -

other three; ami yon
by the very ditl'e

-Rich. Parnell, Queens
distinct species belonging
d up together in the lot of
il as infecting early celery.
nir siieiimens, and of the
eadilv distinguish the two
ii-s of the head. Both, so

far as we ai-e aware, are undescribed; as indeed are a
great many other small species belonging to this group,
(Teltigonia family, order Honwptera)

.
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Parsnip Caterpillars—Scorpions—/. Brewer,

Wa!jnemlle, Jfo —The green black and yellow caterpil-

lars found on your parsnip ptonts, are the larva; of our
common black Swallow-tail butterfly {I'apilio Anterias,

Cramer). They occur on the parsnip and carrot, as

well as on other umbellate plants, but seldom be-

come sufficiently numerous to get beyond our control

.

The butterflies are fond of hovering over and obtaining

honey ft-oni the flowers of the Phlox, and in extricat-

ing their tongues, they generally pull off the petal

and thus mar their beauty. The " crabbish looking
fcUows '

' that were '
' under a stone on a high dry hill

'^

are true scorpions. The species is the Butlius carolini-

anus of Beauvois, and you will find an account of it by
Dr. G. Lincecum, accompanied with a figure, on page
203 of the first voliuue of the American Naturalist.
It is described as a Texan species, but besides the four
you have sent, we have ourselves obtained two, the
past summer, from the Iron Mountain region in Mis-
souri. We were not a little sui-prised on opening the
box to find four o.f these '

' crabbish looking fcllo w.s
'

'

alive and coolly twisting their armed tails about, and
it required some steadiness of nerve to capture them
without getting stung. Their sting, however, is not
so venomous as that of certain tropical species, being
scarcely so bad as the sting of a bee.

Noxions Insects najaeA.—James U. Parsons,
Franklin, N. y.—1st. The vveb-splnning caterpillars

that make their appearance on apple trees in midsum-
mer and remain till frost, and which as j ou say are so
numerous with you this year that almost eviiy apiile

tree contains half a dozen of tlirir ih-n. iinii li. tlh

common Fall Webworm {Hypli u -
' 1 :

i

.
i i

.
I

:

occui's also on various forcst-tr. i
i

;

'

the Pignut Hickory. Its moth i~i i i ; i -

while that of the common Tent < ahipiiiir i- in.niiiisli

ochre-yellow. 2d. The other \\»vm iiii.-tin.:; :iijplu-

trees, with a red head and a rcl limiii> nu ilsbaek,
must be the Red-humped PromiiKiit (.\r /-./ '/,^/ i-nncin-

na, Sm. Abb). 3d. The wliite hairy cutcriiillar on
the same tree is probably the common ^V^ooly Bear
{Arctia virginica, Fabr.) which we have observed to
swarm occasionally on the apple . 4th . The large worm
in the core of your apples must be the common Apple
NVormorOodUng Moth Worm p /,,.//./.

L.) 5th. The small worm whic'li ii- i; liiilpor

the apple, makes long windin,;;- i> .
' i:i i.'i n. anil

appears to come out through till- -im. i- m ail prolia-

bility the Apple-maggot {Tnii«t„ /''„i,'„,u\,, \\iil,-,li),

which is such a pest in tlic IIihIm>ii Khir country and
in New England. Hcnic tin- inrniri.ius insect aiipears
to be gradually working il> \\ ay wt-tward.

Cut-nrorms destroying; recently soivn
Wheat.— r. A'. Allen, AUentun, Mo.—The dingy brown
worms, with a conspicuous yellowish gray band along
their sides, came safely to hand. They are a species
of cut-worm; but thouL'h we have ilcscriptions of at
least a dozen worms of llii- .1:,--. :nhl lia\c Ineilmany
to the moth state, yet lli. - i\ Ik. !i . i

' ihI ilillir from
themall. They are in all i: r: ili lai\a' ol'some
owlet moth or other (Kanii I \ A . I.ul tin- >pecies
cannot be determined until wc hrcod tlirni. Vou say
that they are destroying the wheat recently sown on
oats stubble, both iu vour own vicinity and in Franklin
county, and that they do not seem to attack any hut
that whicji is sotvn on out^ ^tahlJr AVi' can give no rea-
son for this singular pailialii\ . liui il' it proves to be
general, it may serve miu a- a \\ca]>on against this
enemy, for you will bi-aMc ti. rva.lc it by not plant-
ing on oats stubble. In tli.. pia-mt state of things,
lime or salt sown on the land would be apt to check

I'land, y. 3'.—The insect that was attacking the Fa
ia iextor, Harris) ononeo"
same Spijitd Soldier Bug

Webworm, (Ifyphantria textor, Harris) on one of your
apple trees, was the same Spijitd Soldier Bug illus-
trated by figure 41 in tills number of the A. E. It
however, not iu the perfect winged state, when you saw
it attack the worm, but in the pupa state. By the tinu'
it had reached us it had moulted into the perfect statr,
and by its side there lay the east skin or shell of tin-

pupa. The worm that you had so providently suiiplit-.l

it with, by way of provision on the long journev, was
dead and sucked as dry as a chip bv the beak of the
ferocious cannibal.

Xlie Preying- Iflantis, alias Devil's Riding:
Horse, etc.—Amelie Pettit, Jefferson City, Mo.—The
insect, which "the children eali Devil's riding-
horse ," and which you would like to know the scientific

name of, is the Mantis Carolina, of Linna;us. Its food
consists mainly of files, though it is a most voracious
cannibal and will devour its own kind as well as any
other living insect that comes within its grasp. It dis-

dains all dead food, and never makes chase for theliv-
imr, but warily, patiently, and motionless, it watches
till it.s victim is within tin- n-auli of its fore-arms, and
tlirn rlntrlu-- it witlL a su. Iil(-n and rapidmotion. Its

apiH-ai-am-r is i-,-all,\ f.n-niidalili-. and its attitude while
watc-hini;- lor its pr(-y, qnilr nn-naccous, and on this ac-
count it is held in a i-ry ;:inrral ami snpei-stitious dread.
It is, however, uttiilx in.apalil.- uf harniuig any one;
and, as one of our lir-t iVii-nMs. slicnildlii'cbtrisbedand

protected. The tVniali- allaclirs iK-r c^,;;s, in a solid
cnmpart mass, tn the twigs ot trees. This egg-mass is

(l.-pii-iti-.l wlinli-, and the operation of depositing re-
(jnir.-- \\ ( II ni jli an hour. Though soft at first, the mass
.sonn hanlrn-, and is readily transferred and introduced

The Pigeon Xremex—F. Brewer, Waynesville, Mo.
—The two four-winged files, each measuring about one
and a half inches in length, and each with a black and
rust-colored, cylindrical body of the size of a common
lead pencil, which has a stout piercer at the extremity;
are both of them females of t he I'i,i;-i-ou Trcmc-x

(
Tremex

coluniba, Linn.) Tou say they have- at least one suspi-
cious habit, and that you Ibimd them seeni-ely attached
\" an nak tree, apparently in llie act <il' depositing an

, ;:iid \u\i wi^li lo knuw wln-llier er not thev are
: ' niiuVi.ni- P. Irnit liv,-. ,n- wliellu-r they' arc
. -iiiMh .| lu iMir-i Her-. Tliey njay Ije eonsidcrcd as

qiieutly ean-eilie dealli nf tin- tree ili,-v in lest 'i'linn.^-li

they breed in -.-\eral diil'ei-eni l^inds i.i' idri'-i tree-, wc

of
Falirieins) wliieli pre\enl it- lH-eoinin;j- tunlnly uumer-
UU-. The- leniales of butli these lelmeiunon flies are
fnrni-hiMl with extreinely long ovipo.sitors, by aid of
w liieh they are enabled to reach and ovipositin the lar-

\a 111 the Pigeon Tremcx.
Flcsli-ivornis,—TV;'. W, J. Stuuii, Homtoit, Texas.

—Vou say that ei-hteen months a-u, you placed a can-
cer in a bottle .if rdenhnl, \vliere it lias remained undis-
turbed ever sinee: hut the eerli. hc-iii^' pornns, the alco-

hol had lelt the bottle, ' the cancer began to be con-
verted into worms , '

' and that now it is " a living mass
of worms. '

' Those which you send are evidently the
larvre of one of the numerous sjiecies of two-winged
flies, belonging to the great MUSCA family. The parent
fly, attracted to tin- bottle by the odor, deposited her
eggs on tlie eorls , and lln- young maggots which hatch-
ed from them, lindin- no difficulty in penetrating the

ininedialely commenced to fullil theirporous

tlii-x w
rbcd

Ulldh;

blance to the Texas Sci'cw-worm which breeds iu the
wounds of cattle and sheep, specimens of which had
been previously sent to us by Mr. Thos. Aflleck of
Brenham, in your State.

Fall Wcb-ivorm on Hicltory— /"/•«/. W. W.
Danielle, Madison, Wis.~^\\e brown hairy catei-pillars

,

rather more than an inch long, which are covering the
hickories ivith their webs in your vicinity, are popu-
larly kiio\Nn as tile Fall A\-e:'i-worni. They are the
lar\ a' of a -mall molli !

/,>,-.', .,„',/„ t..,tor, Harris) which is

ol'a -noxv wliite rolor, wiiliiMii marks of any other color
whalever, llnrin;; the mnnllis ol September and Octo-

tliev form sli-hl eoeouii- In iiiterweavin- the hails of
their own bodies with a few silken tlu'cads. In these
they are soon transformed to shiny mahogany-colored
chrysalids, and become moths the following June.
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Butterflies named—Z>;v W. W. Butterfidd, la-

lanapolis, Ind.—So. 1, (the sulpbur-yellow insect

, itli a black border to Its wings) is the male of the Phi-
Klin' Buttcrflv (Co?/«s P/«7orfic«, Godart); and No. 2,

ith a lu-nailor lilar-k liordor to its front winjs aiidsome

ei-y rrd in<rrt witli many black spnt. ainl ;i -li-lit

owdcrini; of sky-blue on the outer r>r -ii ii wini^-;.

i the Comma Butterfly (Vanessa .. ilm: no

lUcd because it has a silvery mark li i
;n nii

le lubliUe of the lower surface of its Inml wiii^-. No.
(ilii> \( rv lamr red insect with coarse black veins to

(/• , Fabr.), the same species which we
li-iiKil ill all lis three Stages in our last number (pp.
JS-;),, and -lated to have occurred in immense swarms
on three ditl'erent occasions and in three different local-

ities in the United States.

Museum Pest— 7. W. ffoit, Jr., St. Louis, Mo —
The insect which ent^ your enbinet specimens, we
should judge from your ilrsniiitinii, to be tlic-lai\aof

the conmion museum pi'-t i.l''./-"- ,.(..'/.;„, Linn.).

It is the dread of entninoln^i~i- in ilii- .,,iinir\ a- well

as in Europe, and has utbaiy cle<lrn\r,l a linr coller-

tion of beetles belonging to Mr. .\laurir,- s, Im-i. i. of

your eitv. The greatest precaution is iien-^.-arx in keep
these pests out of a coUection, and non.> bin ili.n i.ii-hly

tight boxes should be used for the ealiimt. i amiilior

should always be kept in the boxes, anil the insects

tlinr.ni'jhiv e'xaiiiiued from time to time. When a eol-

le.tinii is 'one,' attacked by them, a weak solution of
ciin-u^iM' sublimate in alcohol, poured oyer the bottom
of the boxes, will kill all that it touches. This little

beetle is aided in its <lestruettve work by several others

that are eloselv allied to it . and especially by the Larder
beetle (Iknii, '-.td^ l.inUtrhix, Linn.).
Insorts iiuinod.— /';, Jas. Weal. Muscatine, Jcnoa.

M>

{Papilio TurnuK. Linn ) 11 Ibe \\ ,,n llie wiiu

Locust (OV.fi/^f) predicted «•.//•, Ilic 1 ilir

of this insect probably predicted that tiie w:

last lor ten, years

.

Grupes spoiled l>r somctUing.- /as"
" You say that a good many o

spoiled something or othe

Wood,
f your

skin "of a sound urape. Thanks for the article from the

Ohio Fanner, wliich we shall duly make use of.

AVliitc Pine Worms—Jos. T. Little, Dixon., III.—
The worms which in October, and sometimes even as

late a- N.iMinbii-, Mill tin<l nn ,\.iur White I'ines, de-
\unriirr tiic Inlia'jc', liut, as usual, ncM r c.n any other

lund r.i' ri n-rcrn, wlicibn- .s^cnicli rinc. Austrian

following :May; and about two weeks afterwards the

perfect Saw-fly emerges from one cud of the cocoon.

Insects named—Stephen JSlanchard, Oregon, Holt

Co., J/b—The "grasshopper rather beyond the usual

size" is the A.xaa\-K3.u A.aviCi\\i.m(Acridiumaitiericam(.m,

Drury). The large gray moth is the very same species

(Sphinx 5--maculata, Haworth), which we figured on the

lir.stpage of No. 2.

The Tarantula of Texas—Jas. Jkll, EureTca, Mo.
The immense spider-like animal which you left at the
oflice of the pubUshers, and which was captured in
Missouri, is the Tarantula of Texas (Mygale Hentzii,

Marcy). It excited uo httlc curiosity aniougst those
who saw it for the fijst time . If you have access to the
American Naturalist you vriU find it figured on
page 139 of the first volume. Formidable as this animal
appears, yet it is attacked by a Large species of Dauber
wasp (Pompilus formoms. Say), known by the name of
the "Tarantula Killer." The female of this wasp
stings and Instantly paralyzes the Tarantula, in the
same manner as our smaller Mud-daubers par.alyze our
common spiders. She then excavates a Imle in the
earth, places the Tar,antula in it. ib iin-ii- mi c-l' under
its body, and then covers u]! tin IimIc \rr\ -ecurely.

In due time the larva of the ,i;icat w.i-i' bau bes from
the egg and commences to feed on its l.ieuumbed victim.

The sting of all the Mud-daubers has a most wouderlul
efl'ect on the caterpillars, spiders, and other insects
which are to serve as food for their young. It does not
kill, but paralyzing and suspending all animation,
I'enders them capable of resisting decomposition for a
long time.

neck, which you traced from the calyx to the seed of a
Rambo apple, is the common Apple-worm or larva of
the Codling moth (Carpocapsa po!»o«.«Zfo, Linn). The
head and neck of this worm are usually jet black when
young, though they are brown when it is full grown.
The caterpillar feeding upon the leaves of the apple
tree, is the larva of the Hand-maid mutli (Ihit.ina min-
istra, Drury). These worms, if left alone, s.imetimes
jirove quite injurious; but, as it is tlnir nature to con-
gregate together, they are readily ilestroyed. The
wooUy lice on the roots of the apple tree, lue the com-
mon Apple-root lice (Pemphigus pi/ri. Fitch). They
may be killed- by pouring a sufficient amotuitof hot
water on the roots.

Grape-leaf Folders eaten by Spiders—A. A.
Ililliard, Brighton, 111.—The "small spiderish -looking,
lively fellow '

' which you found in the fold of a grape-
leaf, and which you suspect to be the Grape-leaf fold-
er, is in reality a spider, Tliis spider hail evidently
destroyed the true occupant, which we judge from the
shape of the fold, to have been the Grape-leaf
folder (P.^mhi m„.-uhih:s. -West.) This last is a little

;-;lass-i;recn, active, wriu-Jinu' wnnii, and be.ars no re-
semblance In a spider. Airspidci's are more or less
bi iielicial lu llie Iruit-.muwcr, and instead of crushing
them as yuu have been doing, youshould cherish them.

Caterpillar of tlie Troilus Butterfly—^. S.
Fuller, Ridgewood, N. /.—The caterpillar which crawl-
ed into your oflice and fixed himself tliere for winter
quarters, is the larva of the large black Swallow-tsiil
biiitciily (///;.;/;.. /,•.,;?««, Linn.). It feeds on sassafras,
and wi b.iNc I his .iinnner found it on the prickly ash

;

bnl wc li:n, ncMi- l^ullvvnit to become sufliciently nu-

roiato Beetles— P. //. Foster, Balryloii, N. T.—
'I'lie two kinds of bUster beetles that were infesting
yinn- pntab.es of the Harrison variety, are the Striped
and the lilack bUster-beetles. The former was illus-

trated in No. 2 (Fig. 13), and the latter much resem-
bles the Black Rat blister-beetle , figured on the same
page, (Fig. 14 J), the difterenccs between the two be-
ing explained in the foot-note

.

c i^ursuj^y*

—

jsauu Jiii-Aj, ijunu ^svuriu, j.i, i.—
These are probably made by the large olack Rhinoceros
Beetle (Xyloi-ydes Satyrus, Fabr.), which you sometimes
find near them. Its- larva, which only differs from the
connniin While (irub liy being much bigger and by
liavin- a blackhead instead ol' a red one, lives under-

Locust Borers

—

rriali I'.niner. Omaha, Neh.—The
beetles which you found on the trunks of locust trees,

are the common Locust Imrer ( ( 7////(s rohiniie, Forster,)
You say you found them in ureal luinibers. They may
be found on the trunks of the Locust during the month
of September, and should invariably be destroyed.
Theu- larvaj have pretty nearly ruined the Locusts
thi'oughout the country.
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existence in large, raijidly-flowiiig rivers, and
generally in such as have a more or less rocky

bottom. Here it crawls and swims about upon
the bottom, preying upon the various aquatic

larvae found in great numbers in such situations,

such as May-flies {Ephemera family). Shad-flies

(Peritt family), and the singular Caddis-worms
{Phryganea family) . These last inhabit move-
able cases, constructed, according to the par-

ticular species, either of little bits of sticks and

5B.]

Coloi-s— (o) iliiv

THE HELLGRAMMITE FLY.
{Corydalis

riie gigantic larva (Pig. 56 a) of tlus gigantic

ly (Fig. 56 c) spends the earlier periods of its

li, (c and d) light brown.

straw, of grains of sand, or in some instances of

living water-snails, wliich, along with other

materials, they weave, by means of the silk

which they spin from their tails, into a comfoi-t-
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able tenement, to tlie great discomfort, as we
may readily imagine, of the poor water-snails.

Most aquatic Iarva3 spend the pupal period in

the water, and only emerge therefrom when
they are ready to pass into the perfect or winged
state. But the group to which our larva belongs

forms an exception to the general rule ; they leave

the water while they are still in the larva state,

and do not usually become pupte for several

days, or even weeks, thereafter. Nature, there-

fore, to meet the necessities of their varied

habitats, has given them a double system of

respiration—a set of gills to breathe with in the

water, and a set of brcatliing-hples, or spiracles,

to breathe with upon land. In our larva the

spiracles are placed in the usual manner along

the sides of the body, and the gills, which assume

the form of a pair of paddle-like appendages,

are placed one pair upon each of the seven front

joints of the belly. After it first leaves the

water, the larva crawls rapidly about iu the

night time to find a suitable place for its pupil

transformation, usually selecting for this, pur-

pose the under surface of a flat board or log, or

burrowing under some large stone. In pursuit

of this object they sometimes wander almost a

hundred feet from the water's edge ; and we
have known them to crawl iip the walls, and on

to the roof of a low one-stury frame building,

and then tumble accidentally down the chimney,

to the great dismay of tlic good woman of the

house. At this period of their existence they

are much sought after as fish-bait, having a very

tough integument, so that one" larva suffices to

catch several fish ; and they arc called by fisher-

men sometimes '" crawlers" and sometimes

'•hellgrammites." They can i>jii(.-li pretty sharply

with their strong jaws, though not sufficiently

hard to draw blood ;; aiid they also use the pro-

cesses at their tail as prehensile organs t<i aid

them in climbing.

After it has selected a suitable hiding place,

the larva forms a rude cell in tlic eartli, within

which it transforms into an inactive pupa (Fig.

56 6), with no moiith to receive food, and no
anus to discharge ftcces. It usually leaves the

water about the beginning of June, and by the

end of that month or the forepart of Jul)' tlie

winged fly bursts from the shell of the pupa.

It should be remarked that, iu Figure oG b, the

wing-cases of the pupa are slightly spread apart

from its body to show their shape and structure,

but that in nature they are closely appressed,

though not agglutinated, as is the case with the

pupa of all butterflies and moths, to the side of

the body.

The perfect Flics hide themselves in obscure

holes and comers during the day, and fly only

by night, which is the reason that, though by no

means uncommon, tliey are so seldom noticed.

The male Fly (Fig. 5G c), is remarkable for hav-

ing its jaws enormously prolonged, in the form

of the finger of a cradle, and devoid of any teeth

or sharp knobbed excrescences, whereas botli

the female fly (Fig. 56 (7) and the larva (Fig.

56 a) have short robust jaws, armed with the

customary teeth, and suited for offensive or de-

fensive measures. In the well-known Buck-bug

or Stag-beetle {Lucanus elaphus, Linn.), on the

contrary, the elongate jaws of the male are

armed with sharp thorns and prongs. In botli

insects one use of these enormously long jaws,

exclnsively found in the male sex, is to seize the

body of the female and thereby facilitate the re-

production of the species. But tlie body of the

Hellgrammite Fly being in both sexes of a veiy

soft consistence. Nature saw that it was neces-

sary that the male should have his jaws whittled

off perfectly smooth, so as not to give pain to

the female he was seeking to embrace ; whereas,

in the case of the Buck-bug, where both sexes

are of a very hard and shelly consistence, the

elongate jaws of the male Were allowed to retain

the normal teeth, one of which teeth will be

noticed, in this species, to be strangely length-

[Fig.57.] ened and beveled in such a manner as

to fit in exactly under tl^e thorax of

the female and hold her as if in a vice.

In so elaborate and diversified a man-
ner docs Nature atlapt her plans and

patterns to the ever-varying conditions

of animated exigence, and vyith such

consummate care/Jias she.provided that

the great fundamcittal Law shall every-

where be efficiently carried out—" In-

crease and multiply and rcplcnisli the

earth."'

The eggs of the llcllgranmiitc Fly

(Fig. 57) are oval, about the size of a

radish seed, and of a pale color, with

some dark markings. They arc usually deposited

in a squarish patch upon reeds or other aquatic

plants overhanging the water, whence, having

hatched out, the young larva finds a ready

passage into the element which it is destined to

inhabit until the end of tlic following spring.

\Vc liave known patches of eggs to be deposited

upon the windows of a floating daguerreotype

gallery on tlie Mississippi river.

iJW" There are probably ten times as many
species of insects in the whole world, as of all

other animals put together. Hence the Ento-

mologist has no sinecure office.
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THE PERIODICAL CICADA.

Seventeen and Thirteen Year liroods.

There is probubly no cue American insect

more intimatcl)- connected with the liistory of

the United States, and of whicli more has been

written, than the 17-year Cicada (Cicada sep-

temdccim, Linn.)* It is scarcely necessary to

tell ^Vmericaus that, as the name implies, this

insect generally requires 17 years to undergo

its transformations; remaining, with the excep-

tion of about three months, the whole of this

time under ground. There is not a parallel case,

that we know of, within the whole range of

Natural History; but though so much has been

written about tliis Cicada, yet some of the most

interesting facts relative to its history were un-

known till the present year.

We have discovered that besides the 17-year

broods, the appearance of one of which was re-

corded as long ago as 1633, there are also

13-year broods; and that, though both some-

times occur iu the same States, yet in general

terms, the 17-year broods may be said to belong

to the Northern, and the 13-year broods to the

Southern States. It so happened that one of the

largest 17-year broods, together with one of the

largest 13-year broods, appeared simultaneously

iu the summer of 1868. Such an event, so far

as regards these two particular broods, has not

taken place since the }'ear 1617, nor will it take

place again till the year 2080.

There are absolutely no perceptible specific

diflerences between the 17-year and the 13-year

broods, other than in the time of maturing ; but

whether or not, scientifically speaking, they arc

to be considered as specifically distinct, we
shall, for convenience sake, name the 13-year

brood Cicada tredecim, iu contradistinction to

Cicada septemdecim, the 17-year brood.

It is not a little singular, however, that

Two distinct forms

occur iu both broods— a large one and a small

one— the former, by fir more numerous than

the latter. This fact has been observed in

past years, and was noticed the present year by
independent obsei-vers in different parts of the

country .f Indeed, it was observed b}- Dr. Hil-

• On page 30 of our last numbex-, we have explained how
this insect is popularly but erroneously oallecl the li-year
locust.

t 1. Mr. V. T. Cliamljers, iu the Auirii-t numljer of the

dreth, of Marietta, Ohio, as far back as 1830

(Vide Silliman's Journal, XVIII, p. 47). The

true Cicada septemdecim of Linna;us (Fig. 57 A,

ventral view of male) , as described by Harris

and Fitch, as well as that which we have called

C. tredecim, will measure on an average one and a

half inches from the head to tip of the closed

wings, and almost always expands over three

inches. The whole underside of the abdomen

Culors—(.1) black, orange and orange-brown; {B) black and orange.

is more or less of a dull orange-brown color,

and in the male more especially, four or five

the segments are edged with the same color n,

the back.

The other form (Fig. 58 B, ventral view

male) is not, on an average, much more tha

two-thirds as large, and usually lacks eutirel

.

the dull orauge abdominal marks, though the

is sometimes a fixint trace of them on the ed^

of the segments beneath. This small form w-
described in 1851, by Dr. J. C. Fisher, in f.

Procecdiugs of the "Philadelphia Academy
Natural Sciences," Vol. V, pp. 272—3, as a nr

species of Cicada, hitherto confounded w
septemdecim, and was named Cicada cassin

His description was followed by a note froi

Mr. John Cassin, in which he states that the tw

forms show no disposition to associate togethe

and produce very diflereut cries. The fact

the very great diflerencc in the song of tl

males has been fully confirmed by the obseiT

tions of our esteemed correspondeut, M. C. Hi

of Northeast Ohio, who likewise assures us tha

the small form is very much less numerous thai

the large one.

Before we were aware that the small black

form had been described as a new species, we
had submitted specimens of both kinds to I..

3. The correspondent to the Department of Agricu}
(.July Kep.) from Hematite, Mo., says, "there are t>v<i

species, one (both male and female) about twice the size of

the other, and differing gi'eatly also in their cries and
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H. Hagen, of Cambridge, Mass., who very

kindly furnislied us "witli the drawings, c, d, c,

and /, in Fig. 58, which show the male genital

hooks of both. That oi septemdechn is repre-

sented on the outside at c. on the inside at d;

and that of cassinii on the outside at e, and on

the inside at/.

By these figures, it will be seen that there

are sutficient diflerences to separate the two

forms as distinct; but we have since ascer-

tained—and the fact had been previously

remarked by Mr. P. U. Uliler, of Baltimore—
that Avhilc the hooks of the large kind (sep-

femdechn) are quite constant in their appear-

ance, those of the smaller kind {cassinii) are

quite variable, and in some few specimens

are undistinguisliable Irom those of the large

kind. This circiunstancc, coupled with the fact

that the small kind regularly occurs with both

the 17 and 13-year broods, would indicate it to

be but a dimorphous form of the larger,

or true periodical species; especially when

we consider that dimorphism and hetero-

morphism are not uncommon among the true

Bugs. We also learn from Mr. Uhler, M'ho has

given this order particular attention, that he is

not fully satisfied of the specific distinctness of

C. cassinii; but as the consideration of tliis sub-

irr-t would involve the general problem of spe-

iharacter, and as the opposite sexes of the

^n-ms have ucver been seen in copulation,

all, for convenience sake, regard them as

t.
^ large species has been obsciwed to make

.pearance from eight to ten days earlier

he small species {cassinii), and there is

single specimen of the latter, among a

•;r of the 13-year brood (tredecim) that wc

I'-d

in May, though wc took a few spccl-

fterwards.

ason of tlioir Appearance antl Disap-

pearance

somewhat with the latitude, though not

rially as one might suppose. According

records, they appeared the past season

in the South than in the North; but the

if of May can be set down as the period

i
which they emerge from the ground, in

at of the country, while they generally

oy the 4th of July. As is the case with a

many other insects, the males make their

arauce several days before the females, and

disappear sooner. Hence in the latter part

.'.a Cicada season, though the woods are still

.ill of females, the song of but very few males

will be heard.
That circumstances favorable or otherwise

may accelerate or retard their development, was
accidentally proven, the past season, by Dr. E.

S. Hull, of Alton, Ills.; as by consti-ucting the

underground flues, spoked of on page 9 of our

first number, for the purpose of forcing vegeta-

bles, he also caused the Cicadas to issue as early

as the 20th of March, and at consecutive periods

afterwards, till May, though strange to say these

premature individuals did not sing. They fre-

quently appear in small numbers, and more
rarely in large numbers, the year before or the

year after their proper period. This is more es-

pecially the case with the 13-year brood. Thus
in Madison county in Illinois, and in Daviess

and Luray counties in Missouri, there were in

1854 a few precursors to the true 1855 brood.

They were also observed in Madison county, Il-

linois, in 1867; while "L. W.," writing from

Guntersville, Ala., to the Country Gentleman

of June 25, 1868, says, "some call them 14-year

locusts."' Other such cases will be noticed

hereafter.

Their Natural History and Transformations

have been sufficiently described in the standard

works of both Harris and Fitch, and we shall

simply mention a few facts not recorded by them.

[Fig. 59.]

Mr. S. S. Rathvon, of Lancaster, Pa., who

has himself witnessed four of their periodical

visits, at intervals of 17 years, has communi-

cated to us the following very ingenious provis-

ion, which the pupa (Fig. 69 a) made the past

season, in localities that were low or flat, and in

which the drainage was imperfect. He says:

" We had a series of heavy rains here about the

time of their first appearance, and in such places
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and under such circumstances, the pupas would
continue tlieir galleries from four to six inches

above ground (Fig. 60, a full view, b sectional

view), leaving an oritice of egress even with the

[FiR. m.]

Culor»-Clny-ycIlo»

.

surface (Fig. 60, e) . In the upper end of these

L-hambers the pupas would be found awaiting

tlieir approaching time of change (Fig. 60 c).

Tliey would then back dowu to below the level

of the earth, as at d, and issuing forth from the

oritice, would attach themselves to the first ob-

ject at hand and undergo their transformations

in the usual manner." Mr. Rathvou kindly

furnished us with one of these elevated chamb-
ers, from which the above drawings were taken.

It measured about four inches in length, with a

diameter on the inside of flve-eighths of an inchj

and on tlie outside of about one and a quarter

inches. It was slightly bent at the top and suf-

liciently hard to carry through the mail without

breaking. It bore a great resemblance to the

tube of the Masou bee, figured on p. 9 of our

tirst number, but the inside was less smooth and
covered with the imprints of the spines with
which the fore legs of the builder are armed. In

a field that was being ploughed, about the time

of their ascent, we found that single, straight

or bent chambers were the most common,
though there were sometimes several branching

near the surface from a main chamber below,

each of the branches containing a pupa. The
same obseiTations have been made by other

parties.

When ready to transform they invariably at-

tach themselves to some object, and, after the

fly has evolved, the pupa skin is left still adher-

ing, as shown at Fig. 69 b. The operation of

emerging from the pupa most generally takes

place between the hours of G and 9 r. jr.; and ten

minutes after the pupa skin bursts on the back
the Cicada will have entirely freed itself from it.

Immediately after leaving the pupa skin, the

body is soft and white, with the exception of a

black patch on the prothorax. The wings are

developed in less than an hour, but the natural

colors of the body are not acquired till several

hours have elapsed. These recently developed

Cicadas are somewhat dull for a day or so after

transforming, but soon become more active,

both in flight aud song, as their muscles harden.

For those who are not informed of the fact, we
will state that the males alone are capable of
" singing," and that they are true ventriloquists,

their rattling noise being produced by a system

of muscles in the lower part of the body, which
work on the drums under the wings, shown in

Fig. 58 at (/ g, by alternately tightening and
loosening them

.

After pairing, the frniales deposit their eggs
in the twigs of clifliivnt trees; aud though for
this purpose tlii'\ mchi to ]nvferthe oaks and the
hickories, they (ivi]«i>it in almost every kind of
deciduous tree, and even in herbaceous plants,
but never in evergreens. We have seen their
eggs in the Chestnut, Locust, Willow and Cotton-
wood, in peach twigs of not more than 1-8 inch
diameter, and also in the stems of the common
Aromatic Eupatorium.
Dr. Harris {Inj. Iiu. p. 212) has well described

the mode of depositiiii!-. and it is onlv necessary
to add tliat the fcniaic always saws with her
head upwai-ds, /. c. t(.iwar(ls the (crminal part of
the branch, except when she eumes in contact
witha side shoot, when, instead ofshifting a little

to one side, she reverses her position, and makes
two punctures in an opposite direction to the
rest, and- tlius tills up the straight row close to
the base of the si.l,. sh<M,t. 'Hie e-u's (Fig. 59 e)

are of a jieari wliit.' color, oiie-tweltthof aninch
long, and taper to an obtuse point at each cud.
They are deposited in pairs, but separated by a
strip of wood, which is wider—and thus causes
the eggs to be further apart—at the bottom of
the grooves than at their eommencement. The
[Fig, jii.] punctured twigs beai'^he ap- jFig. us.:

pearance of Fig. 61, aiid fre-

quently break offand die, tliougli

the great majority remain green

and recover from their wounds.
Indeed, our experience of the

past summer would indicate

that the eggs seldom hatch iu

those twigs which break off aud
become dry; but that the life

and moisture of the twig is es-

sential to the life and develop-

ment of the egg. We are

strengthened in this belief from

the fact that the eggs are notice-

ably larger just before hatchiui:

than when first deposited, show-

'

ing that the eggs are, to a certain extent,

nourished by the living wood, as is the case
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with those of many Saw-flics. Mr. Rathvoii has

also recorded the fact that the Cicada eggs are

alwaj's shriveled in twigs that are amputated by

the Oak-pruner {Stenocorus villosiia, Fabr.) In

the healing of the punctured parts a knot usually

forms over each puncture, and we represent, at

Fig. 62, a portion of an apple twig, sent to us by

Mr. Jno. P. McCartney, of Cameron, Clinton

county. Mo., and which was punctured in the

year 18G2. Though the wounds had so well

healed on the outside, tlie grooves inside were
not filled up, but still contained the minute

glistening egg-shells, from which tlic young
larva3 had escaped six years before.

The eggs hatch between the 20th of July and

the 1st of August, or in about six weeks after

being deposit- [Rg. cso

ed. The newly
hatched larva

(Fig. 63) differs

considerably
from the full

gl'OWn larva, Color-Pcavly wl.itL.

but principally in having much longer and dis-

tinctly 8-jointed antennse.* It is quite active,

and moves its antennse as dexterously and as

rapidly as does an ant. As soon as it has extri-

cated itself from an exceedingly fine membrane,
which still envelops it after it has left the egg,t
our little Cicada drops deliberately to the ground

;

its specific gravity being so insignificant, that it

falls through the air as gently and as softly as

does a feather.

Enemies of the Cicada.

Upon leaving the ground to transform, the

pupa' are attacked by different cjuadrapcds, by
birds, by cannibal insects, such as Ground-
beetles, DragoMies, Soldier-bugs, etc. ; while

hogs and poultryaf all kinds greedily feast upon
them. In the perfect fly state they are attacked

by at least one insect parasite; for dipterous

maggots (the larvse, probably, of some Tachina

fly—see Fig. 35, in No. 3) may occasionally be

found in their bodies. In this state they are also

often attacked by a peculiar fungus, Avhich was
first described by Dr. Leidy, in the Proceed-

ings of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural

Sciences for 1851. One of our correspondents.

Dr. W. D. Hartmau, of Westchester, Pa., speak-

ing of the occurrence of this fungus in 1851,

says: " The posterior part of the abdomen, in a

There is frequently a 9th joint partly developed,
t All young Gr:isslioppers and Katvilids that w have ..vi-r

liatc-hcrt wn-f invariiililv rnvc'lcipcl in n like ni-niln-anc after

large number of male Locusts, was filled by a
greenish fungus. * * * The abdomen of the

infected males was unusually inflated, dry and
brittle, and totally dead while the insect teas yet

Jlyincj about. Upon breaking off the hind part

of the abdomen, the dust-like spores would fly

as from a small puff-ball." One male specimen
which we received the present year from Penn-
sylvania was afl'ectcd by the same, or a similar

fungus, the internal parts of the abdomen being

converted into what appeared to be a brown
mould.

The Sting of the Periodical (licaila.

AVe shall dismiss this subject with as lew
words us possiljli'. for the reason that, from our
own ( \|i' ri( ih-r. wo can give nothing definite or
p(isili\('. Till re is scarcely a paper in the United
Stall's lait piilili-licdsome accountof a "Locust"
sting last summer, while unpublished accounts
were ci|u;illy numerous. We have endeavored
to Iraic up :i mniiber of these reports, but have
inviiiiulily fiiuiul that they were either false or
great!) cxagi^inaled; and we are convinced that
the great niajority of such accounts owe their

origin to the fertile imaginations of newspaper
reporters, who arc ever ready to create a sensa-

tion. Yet, to use a common metaphor, it is

strange there should be so much smoke and no
fire ; and we will therefore briefly review the
only three methods b)' which such stinging can
possibly be produced.
By lioRNETS.—On page 8 of No. 1 the senior

editor gave it as liis opinion that these stings

were perhaps caused by a large Digger wasp
(the Stizus r/randis of Say) , and described the

probable method. An allied species of Digger
wasp (the Stizus sjjeciosits of Say) has been ac-

tually observed, by Mr. Eathvon, to carry off a
few belated individuals of the Periodical Cicada,

though its usual prey isthc larger annual species

(C. pruinosa, Say). It is not unlikely, there-

fore that the large Digger wasp (S. 'grandis)

also attacks the Periodical Cicada in the same
maimer; though we have since become satisfied

that both of these species appear too late in the

season to be the cause of all the stinging we
hear of.

By the OvirosiTOu.—The ovipositor of the

female (Fig. 64, h) is certainly capable of in-

CFig. i'4.: flicting a wound, but the Cicada is

anything but pugnacious, andwhen
not in the act of ovipositing, this

instrument is securely enclosed in

its sheath. On page 36 of No. 2,

the views of two of our correspon-

dents are given, and they tend to

show that the ovipositor is really

the stinging instrument. But we
doubt it, for the following reasons.

1st. All the stinging we hear of has

been done suddenly, wliilc the in-

sertion of the ovipositor would

and orange.
'"

ucccssarily bc a gradual Operation,

•equiring at least one minute. 2nd. The real
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fanction of the ovipositor is to convey an egg

into the wound wliich it makes, and we liave

been unable to trace a single case wlierc eggs

were found in the flesh. All such accounts have

proved to be fiibrications, and Mr. V. T. C'liani-

bers, of Covington, Ky., writes to us, that the

straightforward account which he gave in the

August number of the American Naturalinf. of

a negro being stung on the foot by a Cicada,

proved, after all, to be a mistake, for "Mr.
Winston did not see the insect witli its instru-

ment in xitii." ;)rd. The three following facts,

whicli arc reliable, prove that stinging, in the

usual sense of the term, by this instrument is

almost impossible: First. Mr. Wui. Muir, asso-

ciate editor of Colmau's Rural World, carefully

lifted a female from off a tree, while she was yet

in the act of ovipositing, and as carefully placed

her on his little finger, holding it as near as pos-

sible in the same direction and position as the

branch grew from which she was taken. She

instinctively endeavored to continue ovipositing,

and, holding firmly to his finger, tried again

and again to insert the ovipositor, but without

the least success, for it could not make the least

impression on the soft and yielding flesh, but
continually slipped from one side to the other.

Second. It is recorded that Mr. Peter A. Brown,
of Philadelpliia, Pa., himself inflicted a pnncture

with the ovipositor, several times, upon his

hand, without experiencing- any more pain than

that produced by the prick of a pin or any other

pointed instrument, and that no swelling ensued.

Third. Dr. Hartmann, of Pennsylvania, intro-

duced some of the moisture from the ovipositor

into an open wound, and it caused no inflamma-

tion whatever.

Bv THE Beak, ok Halstelllji.—The beak
(Fig. 64, a) is an organ which both sexes of the

Cicada possess, and by which they take their

nourishment. We have ourselves .seen them in-

sert it into and extricate it from the branches of

different frees, and know that the operation is

quite rapid, and that the instrument must be

quite sharp and strong. All the authentic cases

of stinging that we know of, indicate this to be

the instrument,* and we incline to believe that,

•Mr. D. B. Wier, of Lacon, lUs., who well knows tliedif-
feience between the male and female Cicada, recollects dis-
tinctly, that when they were there in 1851, he was stung in
the Huger by the male, the sting not causing very severe

Mr. R. T. Parker, of .St. .Tamis, Phelps countv. Mo., an
intelligent fruit grower, who has given some "time to the
study of insects, informed us that he Was stung on the neck
by a male cicarla. evidently with the beak, and that the
sting w:l^ not -ill ]iiiLiiful as that of a bee.
Dr. M. M. K.n/ii

, .1 (inti-eville, Kevnolds countv, Mo.,
has connuiiiii, aic^l Im us the fact that f'rank Smith, aged 14
years. li\ hi;; ..ii 11. jiin-.k, in the lower part of Reynolds
county, w a- .^lini- Ijy a Cicada on tlie back of the left hand.
The wound healed by first intention, and the next morning
there was only a black clot, about the size of a jiin's head, to
mark its place, with scarcely any swelling.

just as the sting of a bee will affect some persons

nigh unto death, and have no effect whatever on
others, so the puncture of the beak of a Cicada
will be more serious with some than with oth-

ers. That there is no poison gland attached to

this beak, is no argument against its stinging

power, for several true Bugs are known to pro-

duce severe stings by their beaks, while the

hairs and spines of some caterpillars have a sim-

ilar power.

The Injury to Fruit Trees,

wliich the female causes by her punctures,

is often quite serious. This is especially

tlio case in a young orchard or in a nurse-

ry. When the wind is high the Cicadas

may, with its aid, be driven to some extent,

but without the aid of the wind they can not be

driven at all, as when you start them they are

just as likely to fly behind as before you. In-

deed, when they are once in tlie fly state, and as

numerous as we have seen them the past season,

we are obliged to confess, after experiments in-

volving about .$201), that there is no available

way of i)reventing their ruinous work. While
in their feeble and helpless condition, however,
as they leave the ground, they can be destroyed

with but little trouble. Hence the importance
of knowing beforehand when to expect them,

and the practical value of the following chrono-

logical table.

Their chronological History, with Predictions of

the future Appearance of all well ascertained

Broods throughout the Country.

As nothing had been published up to A. D.
18(18, as to the regular appearance of any 13-year

broods of Cicadas, it is not at all surprising that

errors were committed by forrifti«.jWriters on the

subject. In the following chronology of tliis in-

sect's periodical visits, we have endeavored to

revise everything heretofore published, and, as

far as possible, to complete our knowledge of all

known broods. The mass of facts from which
our generalizations are made, partly collected

from correspondents and partly from personal

observation, would flll the present number of

the Entomologist, if given in detail, and we
therefore for the most part omit them. Full}-

aware that this chronology is far from being-

complete, and that it may even contain errors,

we yet believe that it will remain as a founda-

tion for future work; and that befoi'e another

17 years shall have passed away, we shall pro-

bably have this part of the history of our curious

Cicadas completed and perfected.

In order to make the subject as clear as possi-
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ble, and to facilitate references, we have num-
bered the different broods of this insect in ac-

cordance with the date of their future appear-

ance from and after the present year. We shall

ever be glad to receive from any source reliable

dates of their past visits in any locality, and

gladly correct any errors that may be pointed

out in the following table. In writing to us on

this subject, it should, whenever possible, be

stated whether the insect appeared at intervals

of 13 or 17 years.

BROOD l.~Scpteindecim—lS5'i, 1860.

In the year 1869, and at intervals of 17 years

thereafter, they will probably appear in the val-

ley of the Connecticut river. According to Dr.

Asa Fitch (N. Y. Kep. I, p. 40), they appeared

there in 1818 and 1835 ; although, strange to say,

tliere seems to be no record of their having ap-

jjcared there in 18.52. Hence this may be con-

sidered as a somewhat problematical brood.

BROOD U.—Septemdccim—iah3, 1870.

In the year 1870, and at intervals of 17 years

thereafter, they will in all probability appear in

what is known as the "Krcitz Creek Valley" in

York county. Pa. This brood appears to be

quite local. Mr. S. S. Rathvou, of Lancaster,

Pa.,—our informant,—says :
" Lancaster county

is bounded on the Southwest by the Susquehan-

na river, dividing it from the county of York,
along the northeastern margin of which there is -

a mountain range, sloping down to flic river.

Along that slope Cicadas were abundant the

present season (1868—our Brood XVI). But on
the southwest side of the range, in what is

known as the Kreitz Creek Valley, there were
none. They appeared last in this valley in

1853, and previous to that year at intei-vals of

17 years irom^Hlho immemorial."

BROOD ni.—Scplcmdccim—lB5i, 1871.

In the year 1871, and at intervals of 17 years

thereafter, they will in all probability appear

around the head of Lake Michigan, extending

as far east as the middle of the State of Michi-

gan, and west an unknown distance into Iowa.

Also in Walworth county and other portions of

Southern Wisconsin, and southward into Illi-

nois. This brood is equal to Dr. Fitch's 6th. It

extends all over Northern Illinois, and as far

south as Edgar county, and its appearance in

1837 and 1864 is well and thoroughly recorded.

In Champaign county. Ills., it overlaps our

Brood XIII, or the Southern Illinois tredecim

brood, while it also interlocks with Brood IX
{septemdecim) in the same county.

They will also appear in the same years in tlio

southeast by eastern part of Lancaster county.

Pa., in what is called the " Pequea Valley," hav-

ing appeared there in vast numbers in 1854.

The earliest known record we have of the ap-

pearance of periodical Cicadas, is in Morton's
" Memorial," in which it is stated that they ap-

peared at Plymouth, Plymouth county, Mass.,

in the year 1633. Now, according to that date,

one might be led to suppose tliat this recorded

brood of Morton's belonged to our Brood III, as

exactly 14 periods of 17 years will have elapsed

between 1633 and 1871 ; but, strange to say, we
have no other records of this brood than that in

the "Memorial," whereas there are abundant

records of their appearing one year later in the

same locality, ever since 1787. We therefore

strongly incline to believe that the visit recorded

by Morton was a premature one, and that it was
properly due in 1634. We have therefore placed

it in Bi-ood VI, and have little doubt but that.if

records could be found, these would prove the

Cicadas to have appeared in 1651, 1668, 1685,

1702, 1719, 1736, 1763, and 1770, as they did in

1787, 1804, 1821, 18,38, and 1855.

BROOD IV.—TiTiJccini—1858, 1871.

In the year 1871, being the same year as

the preceding, and at intervals of 13 j-ears

thereafter, they will in all probability appear in

the extreme soutliwestern corner of Mississippi,

and in the adjoining part of Louisiana. Dr. D. L.

Phares of Newtonia (near Woodville) Miss.,

who informs us of this brood, says that in 1868

it extended over most of Wilkinson and part of

Amite counties, Mississippi, and East and West
Feliciana, La. He has himself witnessed the

appearance of this brood during the years 1832,

1846 and 1868, while it is distinctly remembered

by aged people in his neighborhood as having

also appeared there in the years 1806 and 1819.

BROOD v.—Tredecim -\&9, 1872.

In the year 1872, and at intervals of 13 years

thereafter, they will in all probability appear in

Jackson county and around Cobden and Jones-

boro, in Union county, South Illinois.

According to Mr. Paul Frick of Jonesboro,

they were in Union county. Ills., in 18.58, and he

also tliinks it was a great year for them about

1832. Those of 1858 were probably premature

stragglers of the 1869 brood, while Mr. Frick is

most likely mist.aken as to the year 1832, since

the Rev. George AV. Fcrrell of Cobden, Union

county , witnessed their appearance at that place

in 1833, and also in 1846 and 1869 ; and Cyrus

Thomas has also recorded their appearance in

1859 in the 6th Rep. of the Ills. State Agr. Soc,

p. 468.* This brood not improbably extends
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westward into Missouri, for several of the old

settlers around Eureka, in St. Louis county,

Mo., recollect it being -'locust year'' about the

time of its last appearance, while Mr. L. D.

Votaw of Kureka, and AVm. Muir of Fox Creek,

Mo., both believe it was exactly 9 years ago, or

in the year 1850.

By referring to our Brood XI, it will be seen

that in IStG or during tlie first year of the Mexi-

can war, this lo-year brood appeared in South

Illinois simultaneously witli a 17-ycar brood in

"Western Pennsylvania and Ohio.

BROOU Vl.—Svplcmdccim—iSrtj, lS7i.

In the year 1872, being the same year as the

preceding, and at intervals of 17 years thereaf-

ter, they Avlll in all probability appear in the

southeastern part of Massachusetts ; across Long
Island ; along the Atlantic coast to Cliesapeake

Bay, and up the Susquehanna at least as far as

to Carlisle in Pennsylvania. Also at Kanawha
in Virginia, and Gallipolis, Ohio, on the Ohio

river. This is the brood which we i-eferred to in

Brood III, and which there is every reason to be-

lieve is the one recorded by Morton in his •'Me-

morial," as occurring in IGoo.

Dr. Fitch in the account of his od brood (N.

Y. Hep. I, p. :!!)), says: "The third brood ap-

pears to have the most extensive geographical

range. From the southeastern part of Massa-

chusetts, it extends across Long Island, and

along the Atlantic coast to Chesapeak Bay, and

up the Susquehanna at least as far as to Carlisle

in Penusj'lvania. And it pi'obably reaches con-

tinuously west to the Ohio, for it occupies the

valley of that river at Kanawha in "Virginia, and

onwards to its mouth, and down the valley of

the Mississippi probably to its mouth, and up
its tributaries, west, into the Indian Territory.

This brood has appeared the present year, 185.5,

and I have received specimens from Long
Island, from South Illinois, and the Creek Indi-

an country west of Arkansas," etc.

There is every reason to believe that Dr.

Fitch, in this account, has confounded this se^j-

temdeciiii Brood VI with our gvea,t .tredecim

Brood XIII, for it so happened that they both oc-

curred simultaneously in 18oo, but the exact

dividing line of these two broods is not so easily

ascertained. Certainly, after reaching tlie Ohio

river, the septemdecim brood extends as fsir

south as Gallipolis, Ohio ; for Prof. Potter, in

his " Notes on the Cicada decem scptima,"' re-

cords their appearance at that place in 1821.

But we incline to believe that well nigh the rest

of the territory mentioned by Dr. Fitch was oc-

cupied by the tredecim brood, and our reasons

for this belief are given in the account of our

Brood XIII.

BKOOU VIl.—Seyy/o«irffC///l—1SJ7, 1S74-

in the year 1874, and at intervals of 17 year*

tliereafter, they will probably occur in southeast

Nebraska.

Mr. Clarke Irvine, of Oregon, Holt county,

INIissouri, has communicated to us the fact that

they appeared in Nebriiska in 1857. The brood

is most probably confined to the eastern, or tim-

bered part of the .State. We liave no means of

ascertaining whether it be septemdecim or tre-

decim:, but, from the fact that the latitude is

rather more nortlierly than tredecim is kno^^'n to

occur, Ave strongly suspect it to haseptcmdccitn,

and liave placed it accordingly.

BROOD \m.—SeptcmdecU)i-~\mf, 1S77.

In the year 1877, and at intervals of 17 \ ears

thereafter, they will, in all probability, appear

in the vicinity of Schuylerville and Fort Miller,

in New York. From thence along both sides of

the Hudson to its mouth, where they extend, at

least, to New Haven in Connecticut, and west

across tlie noi'tli part of New Jersey and into

Pennsylvania.

This brood is recorded by Prof. Potter as liav-

ing occurred at North Haven, Conu., in 172f

,

1741, 1758, 17IJ2, 180y; and 182G. It was also

recorded by the same writer as having occurred

in 1826 in Middlesex county, N. J., and by Dr.

Fitch as having occurred in 181o througliout the

whole country mentioned above. In 18G0, again,

it was spoken of in the old series of the Prairie

Farmer (Vol. 22, p. ll'J) as having occurred

that year in New Jersey, and our correspondent,

Jas. Angus, of West Farms, AVestoliester county,

N. Y., has himself witnessed its recurrence in

the years 18t;j and 18G0. It probably extends

but a short distance into Pennsylvania, as Mr.

S. S. Kathvon found but a few straggling speci-

mens in Lancaster county in 1860.

BilOOD iyi.—Scptemdecim—\m\, 1S7S.

In tlie year 1878, and at intervals of 17 years

tliereafter, they will, in all probability, apjiuar

along the centre of the State ot Illinois, all along

the southern part of Iowa, and around St.

.Joseph, in Buchanan county, in north Missouri.

"We have good records of their appearance in

1844 and 1861 all along the southern border ot

Iowa, and in Mason, Fulton, McDonough, and

Champaign counties, in Central Illinois. In 18G1

they also occurred in Chami)aign county, central

Ohio, and in Buchanan county, northwest Jlis-
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8ouri; aud this brood not unlikely occupies,

more or less, tlie whole strip of country between

these two points. Tlie tacts wliich we liave

gleaned as to its appearance in 18G1 we deem
reliable, as the date was associated with tiic (irst

year of the rebellion.

B«0OD X.—Septcmiccim—lSi>2, 187J.

In the year 1879, and at intervals of 17 years

thereafter, they will, in all probability, appear in

the whole of nortliwcstern Missouri, coniinonc-

ing south about the lino of Ileury and Jolinson

counties, and extending in a northwesterly di-

rection to Lawrence aud above, in Kansas ; also,

in central Ohio.

The occurrence of this brood in 1845 aud 1862

is well remembered by several of our corres-

pondents. At St. Joseph, in Buchanan county,

Mo., Cicadas were not so thick in 1862 as in 1861.

Had it been the reverse, or, in other words, Iiad

they been more numerous in 1862 than in 1861,

we should liave been inclined to record tlie visit

of 1861 as but a precursor to this Brood X; but
as it is, we believe tlic two broods are distinct,

and that they occur for two consecutive years

both in central Ohio and in portions of north-

west Missouri.

We cannot trace this brood further east, in

Missouri, than Grand River, and yet a detach-

ment of it certainly occurs in Ohio, for Mr.
Clarke Irvine, of Oregon, Holt county. Mo.,
well remembers their occurrence in central Ohio
in 181.5 and 1862. Though we have no knowl-
edge of the appearance of this Brood X in Illinois,

yet tlic fact of its occurring both in Ohio and in

uortli Missouri, and that, too, but one year after

Brood IX, would indicate that there may have
been in times past, at all events, if not at the

present day, a geographical connection between
these two broods.

BBOOD Xl.—SeptcmdcciM—lSiJS, 1S3J.

In the year 1880, and at intervals of 17 >ears
thereafter, they will, in all probability, appear
in Central Ohio; also, from western I'enn-
sylvania down tlie valley of the Ohio river, and
possibly au undetermined distance down the

Mississippi.

This brood is recorded in Ohio as far back as

the year 1812, by "A.M. B.," writing to the

Ciiicago 'Tribune, under date of June' 22, 1868.

Harris also records its appearance in Ohio in
1829, and we have been informed tliatthey were
quite uumerous in Coles county, in the centre of
tlie same State, in 1846, or during the first year
of the Mexican war. As we liave betbre re-

marked, this brood occurred in Oliio in 1846,

simultaneously witli onr tredecim hrooH V in

south Illinois. Dr. Fitch, in his account of Iiis

6th brood, also records its appearance, and states

that it reached to Louisiana. But just as our

septenidecim Brood VI was confounded with the

great tredecim Brood XIU in 1855, so we believe

that this septemdecim Brood XI was also con-

founded with it in 1829, for they both occurred

that year. Had the Western country been as

thickly settled in 1829 as it Avas in 1855, the tre-

decim Brood XIII could undoubtedly have been

traced in southern Illinois and Missouri, etc., in

the former as it Avas in the latter year. We are

further borne out in this belief from having no

other record of the appearance of this septem-

decim brood, in Louisiana, than Prof. Potter's

statement that they appeared there in 1829,

whereas they have occurred tliere since 1829 at

intervals, not of 17, but of 13 years ; and were
there the present year, 1868, as we shall show in

Brood XIII. The dividing line of these two
broods (XI and XIII) is probably the same as

with broods VI and XIII.

UKOOD Xa.—Septemdecim—laU, 1S81.

In 1881, and at intervals of 17 years therealter,

they will, in all probability, appear in Marquette

aud Green Lake counties, iu Wisconsin, and
may also appear in the western part of North

Carolina, in northeast Ohio, and a few in Lan-

caster county, Pa., and Westchester county,

New York.

There is abundant evidence that they appeared

in tlie counties named in Wisconsin in 1864, aud
fair evidence that they appeared that year in

Summit county, northeast Ohio, while straggling

specimens were found iu the same year, by Mr.

S. S. Rathvon, in Lam a-ti r cMmity, Pa., and by
Mr. James Angus, iu \\'i-trlirvt(r county, N. Y.
Dr. Fitch also records their :ii)pcarance in 1847,

or 17 years previou.sly, in the western part of

North Carolina. The distance betAveen the

localities given is \'ery great, and we consider

this as a very doubtful brood, and one wliicli

requires more working up.

BROOD xm.—Tredecim—ms, 1881.

In the year 1881, and at intervals of 13 years

thereafter, they will, in all probability, appear

in southern Illinois, throughout Missouri, with

the exception of the northwestern corner, in

Louisiana, Arkansas, Indian Territory, Ken-

tucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, and

Georgia.

The junior editor of this paper published the

first account ever given of the existence of a

13-year brood*, and yet tliis brood has been

thoroughly traced since, as having occurred in

the years 1816, 1829, 1842, 1855, and 1868; and

' Journal of Agriculture, St. Louis'. June 13,

1
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Mr. L. ^Y. Lyon, at the July (18(58) mooting of

the Alton (Ills.) Horticultural Society, ovon

nientionod its appearance in ISOf!.

In Illinois it occurs more or less throug-hout

the whole southern half of the State, but more
especially occupies the counties from the south

part of Adams county along the Mississippi to

the Ohio, up the Ohio and "Wabash rivers to

Edgar county, and then across the center of the

State, leaving some of the central counties in

soutli Illinois unoccupied. To be more explicit,

we enumerate all the counties in wliich it un-

doubtedly occurred during the present year

(18G8): Adams (south part, back of Quincy),

Clinton (northwest corner, adjacent to Madison),

Champaign, Coles, Crawford, Cumberland, Clay,

Clark, Edwards, Edgar* (especially in the east-

ern part), Franklin, Gallatin, Hardin. Hamilton,

Johnson, Jaspei'. Jersey, Jott'erson, Lawrence,

McLean (east end), Macon, Madison, Marion,

Ma.ssac, Pike, Perry, Piatt, Pope, Richland,

Sangamon, Saline, St. Clair, Union (northeast

corner), Washington, Wayne, Wabash, "William-

son, and White. There were none the present

year, either at Decatur in Macon county, at Cen-

tralia in Marion county, or at Pana in Christian

county ; nor were there any at Bloomington or

Normal, in McLean ; nor in Dewitt county,

which lies soutli ofMcLean ; nor in Spring Creek,

Iroquois county, whicli is northeast of Cham-

the whole State, with the exception of the north-

west part, extending east to Grand river and
south to a little below the Missouri river. We
enumerate those counties in which we have un-

doubted evidence of their appearance during the

present yef?r (1808) viz.: Audrain, Bollinger,

Benton, Clark, Chariton, Callaway, Cooper,

Cole, Franklin, Gasconade, Iron, Jefferson,

Knox, Lewis, Marion, Macon, Morgan, Moni-

teau, Pike, Phelps, Pulaski, Polk, Pettis, Schuy-

ler, St. Chai-les, St. Louis, St. Francois, St.

Clair, Warren, and Washington.

It is not improbable that this brood overlaps

some of the territory occupied by the septem-

decim Brood X. Whether it extends into Kan-
sas or not, we have not ascertained 4 but, east of

the Mississippi, it occupies more or less terri-

tory in the States of Kentucky, Tennessee, Mis-

sissippi, Alabama and Georgia; while, west of

that river, it occurs in Louisiana, Arkansas, and
Indian Territory. In the country west of the

Mississippi, and in Louisiana, Tennesseet, Mis-

• Edgar county also has our septemdccim Brood III.

t Though they occurred in large numbers in Davidson
county and other portions of Tennessee in 1855, and also the
present year, yet in Lawrence county they appeared in 1856,
instead of 1855^auother instance of a belated lirood

.

sissippi, Alabama, and Kentucky, we have good
evidence of the iredecim character of the brood
which has appeared in those States the present

year, while we have nothing to prove that a

septemdecim brood ever occurs in those States.

But it is quite different in Ohio, Indiana, and
Georgia. In Ohio alone they have no less than

SIX undoubted broods of septemdecim, namely,

our Broods YI. IX, X, XI, XIV, and XVI;
w^hile, as we shall show in Brood XVI there

is no evidence of a iredecim brood there.

So iu Indiana there is no evidence of a

iredecim brood, though one man '^e discov-

ered in future. In Georgia, on the other hand,

they in all probability have both our tredecim

Brood XIII, and our septemdecim Brood XVI;
for, while Fitch records their appearance

there in 1851, the correspondent to the Depart-

ment of Agriculture from Atlanta, in the

monthly report for July, 1868, says of their ap-

pearance there the present year: "The 13-year

locust appeared in May, and disappeared the

first week in June.''

BROOD XW .—Septemdecim—\xru lS8:i.

Ill the year 1883, and at intervals of 17 years

tlicrcafter, they will, in all probability, appear

in western New York, western Pennsylvania,

and eastern Oliio.

This is the 2nd brood of Dr. Fitch, and has

been recorded in 1832, 1849, and 18(50; and wo
have ourselves many records of its appearance

iu 18G6. In some partsof New York there must
have been precursors to this, as there have been

to other broods, forT. T. Southwick, of Manlius,

Livingston county, in western New York, re-

cords their appearance there in 180.5; while they

appeared during the same year near Cayuga
Lake, New York, as will be seen by referring to

the Prairie Farmer, vol. 10, p. 2.

BUOOD W .—Septemdecim—\im , 1SS4

In the year 1884, and at intervals of 17 years

thereafter, they will in all probability appear in

certain parts of North Carolina and Central Vil--

ginia. In 18.50 and 1867 they appeared near

Wilkesboro, N. C, and were also in Central

Virginia' during the last mentioned year.

Dr. Harris (Inj. Insects, p. 210) records their

appearance atMartha's Vineyard, Massachusetts,

in 1833. AVe have made some inquiry, but have

not yet learned that they were there either in

18.50 or in 1867. Hence we should rather infer

that Dr. Harris's infVirmant must have been

mistaken.

BROOD XVI.—Sf^j/emdec-im—ISGS, 188j.

In the year 1885, and at intervals of 17 years

thereaftei-, they Avillin all probability appear on
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Long Island ; at Brooklyn in Ivings countj', and

at Rochester in Monroe county. New York ; at

FaU River, and in the southeastern portion ot

Massachusetts; at Oakland, (Rutland?) A't.

;

from Pennsylvania and Maryland to South

Carolina and Georgia ; in northwestern Ohio

;

in southern Michigan, and in Indiana.

This brood has been well recorded in the

(" East in 1715, 1732. 1740, 17G6, 1783, ISOO. 1817,

183-1, 1851, and 18C8. It is spoken of in "Ilaz-

/.ard"s Register" for 183-t, published in Phila-

delphia, while Mr. Rathvon has himself wit-

nessed its occurrence during the four latter

years iu Lancaster county. Pa.

It is the 4th brood of Dr. Fitch, who only says

tliat it '• reaches from Pennsylvania and :Mary-

land to South Carolina and Georgia, and what
appears to be a detached branch of it occurs in

tlie sontheasteru part of Massachusetts." It is

strange that he does not mention its appenrauco

in New York, for Mr. F. W. Collins of Roches-

ter, in that State, infonns us that lie lias wit-

nessed four returns of it there, namely, in 1817,

'34, "51 and "08, while the Brooklyn papers re-

<;ord its appearance there the present season.

As these two points in the State are about as far

apart as they well can be, the intervening coun-

try is probably more or less occupied with this

brood.

Mr. II. Rutherford of Oakland,* Vermont,
records their appearance in that neighborliood

in 1851 and 1868. (N. Y. Semi-Weekly Tribime,

June 27). He also witnessed them in the same

place iu 1855, and as will be seen by referring to

Brood XIII, they also occurred on Long Island

and in southeastern Massachusetts in that same

year, 1855. Exactly 13 years intervening be-

tween 1855 and 1808, one might be led to sup-

l>ose that they had a tredecim brood in the East.

But did such a brood exist, it would certainly

liave been discovered ere tliis, in such old set-

lled parts of the country, and we are forced to

conclude tliat tliey have nothing but septemde-

rini there. By referring to Brood VI, the mys-

tery is readily solved, for we find that in that

part of tlie countr>' there are two septemdeclm

broods—the one having last appeared in 1855

—

I lie other the present year, 18G8.

in Ohio, this brood occurred more or less

tliroughout the whole western portion of the

State, for our correspondents record them as

liaving appeared in 18(J8 in Lucas and Hamilton
and several intervening counties; and all the

evidence we can get tends to prove that they

• We can And no such post office m Oakland in Vermont,
imd incline to believe that the Tribune compositor made
< lakland out of Rutland, and more espeQiallv us Rutland 13

uu the Neft' York border.

belong to this Brood XVI. Mr. Franklin ('. Hill

of Yellow Springs, in Green county, southwest

Ohio, has witnessed their appearance in 1834,

1851 and 1868, and they occurred in the north-

western part of the State during the three same

years ; while the correspondent to the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, from Toledo, northwest

Ohio (.July. l«(;.s, :M(nithly Rep.), says it istlieir

iHli recorded visit there.

In Indiana we have reliable evidence of their

appearance iu iscs in (he southern part of tlie

State; iu Tippecanoe, Delaware, Vigo. Switzer-

land, Hendricks, Marion. Dearborn, Wayne and
Richmond counties. The evidence seems to

show that, as in Ohio, tliroughout the State they

belong to this septemdecitn Brood XVI, for Mr.
F. Guy of Sulphur Springs, Mo., has personally

informed us that tlie)- were in southern Indiana

in 1851, and even in Tippecanoe county, on the

Wabash river, where from their proximity to

Brood XIII, we should have inferred them to be

tredecim. they are recorded as appearing

iu 1851.

^ In Pennsylvania they were to be seen the

present year from Pittsburg to Ilarrisburg. and
from Lancaster to Philadelpliia. They swarmed
ill the Cumberland valley, and occurred very

generally throughout the State in belts of from
two to five miles wide, running north to south.

From the above synoptical view it results

that there will, during the next 17 years, be
broods of the Periodical Cicada somewliere or
otherinthe United States in A. D. "6!). 70, "71,

'72, 74, 77, 78, 7!». "Sd, •«]. -.s;!, "si and S5,but
none, so far as we air at present advised, in A.
D. 73, 75, 76, or 's-j. It further apjiears that
the number of distinct broods appearing in dis-

tinct years within the following geographical
districts, are as follows : In soutlicrii New Eng-
land 4 broods, years '(j!!, 72. 77 and "85; in
New York 4 bn.li.l-. \cais 72, 77, ".s;! and .S5:

iuNew Jersey!' 1,i(mhU, years 72 and 77; in
Pennsylvania 1 lirocul-. vears 7(t, 71. 72. 77,
'80, "83 and 'S5; in Ohio 7 broods, years '72, 78,
'79, '80, '81, "83 and 'S5; in Indiana 2 broods,
years 71 and '85; in Illinois 4 broods, years '71,

'72*, 78 and "81*; in Wisconsin 2 broods, years
71 and '82; in Michigan 2 broods, years
'71 and '85; in Iowa 2 broods, years '71 and '78;

in Nebraska 1 brood, jear 74; in Ivan.sas 1

brood, year 79; in Missouri 4 broods, years
72*, 78, 7'.i and "81*; in Louisiana and I^l'issis-

sippi 2 broods, years 71* and '81*
; iu Arkansas,

Indian Territory, Alabama. T<>nnessee and Ken-
tucky 1 brood, year "si* ; iu (ieorgia 2 broods,
years '81* and "x'l : in South Carolina 1 brood,

^
year '85 ; in North ( arolina 3 broods, years "81 ?,

' '84 and '85; in East and West Virginia 3 broods,
years '72, "80 and 84; in IMaryland 2 Iiroods,
years '72 and '85; and in Delaware 1 brood,
vear '72.
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THE HATEFUL OR COLORADO GRASSHOPPER.

(Calnptenus xpretna. lliler ami Walsh.)

We have frequent euquiries from corres-

pondents, whetlier the frrasshoppers that have,

for the last three years, done so much damage

iu Kansas and Nebraska, in western Missouri,

and in western Iowa, are not likely to spread

gradually eastward, just as the Colorado Potato-

bug- lias done. In the following paragraphs we
shall give, as briefly as possible, our views upon

this most important subject. Tliose wlio desire

to see the subject discussed at full length, in all

its bearings, are referred to the Uth chapter of

the Annual Report upon Xoxious Insects, by the

senior editor of tliis journal.

At first sight the Hateful (irasshoijpcr (Fig.

05, a) may be

readily coii-

fouuded with

the common
Ked-legged
Grasshopper,

(Caloptenw.

femurnihnim
"DeGeer, Fig.

05, b), whicli

swarms every-

where from
""'"

' hindsliaiiks'Wood-uHi.

Maine to Minnesota, and from Pennsylvania to

Kansas and Nebraska. In reality the two species

only differ by the wings of the former being from

a fourth to a tiftli longer, so as to enable it to

fly miles at a stretcli, while our Eastern species

cannot fly more than a rod or two at a single

flight. Trivial and unimportant as this ditt'er-

ence may seem to some, it is yet sufficient to

separate the two forms as distinct species, see-

ing that, so far as regards this character, the two

forms do not graduate imperceptibly the one

into tlie other.

As is also the case with tlxe Colorado Potato-

bug, the native home of the Colorado Grass-

hopper is in the canons (kanyons) of the Kocky

Mountains. But the two insects difi'er in one

most important particular. The former can,

and does, breed freely, generation after genera-

tion, in the lowland country into which circum-

stances have, within the last ten or twelve years,

allowed it to effect an entrance. Tlie former

cannot, and does not, so breed; but, on the

contrary, the very first generation that hatches

out there in the spring, from eggs laid in the

])receding autumn, by an invading swarm from

the Rocky Mountains, commences to waste away
and die out from the vevv first dav of their

hatching. Even the comparatively few indi-

viduals of this brood that attain the perfect or

winged state, never lay any eggs at all. but rise

up in the air and fly ofl' in a southeast, east,

northeast, or northerly direction, after which

they gradually die out and perish from oft' the

face of the earth, without reproducing tlicir

species.

"But," it will be objected, '-surely these

winged individuals can not fly for ever; they

must light down somewhere for food, and wher-

ever they light down the females will doubtless

lay eggs, from which, in the succeeding season,

a fresh generation of Colorado Grasshoppers

will take its origin." Strange as it may appear,

this is not the case. They do light down occa-

sionally for food, but their systems are so dis-

eased that even then they eat comparatively but

very little—certainly not a thousandth part of

what an equally numerous swann of the same

species, fresh from the alpine regions of the

Pocky Mountains, would eat—and in no one

instance have they ever been known to lay any

eggs at all. Neither do they stay any length of

time in the particular spot upon which they

ight down ; but, after a few hours' stay, rise up

again into the air, and leave for parts unknown.

In all these particulars they differ most remark-

ably from the swarms that are raised in the Rocky

Mountains, and wing their way thence, by

one almost continuous flight, into the fertile

valley of the Mississippi. For, wherever these

last light down, they soon make a clear sweep

of every green thing, occupying aud possessing

the whole country as thev slowly proceed from

point to point ; and all accounts agree that, as

they progress, they fill the earth full of their

eggs.

As the history of these lowland-bred Grass-

hoppers, after they take flight and disappear

from the place of their nativity, has never

hitherto been published, we shall make no

apology for presenting it in some detail to our

readers. We must flrst observe, however, that,

owing to the influence of the comparatively hot

climate of the valley of the Mississippi, as con-

trasted with that of tlie cold and bleak regions

of the Rocky Mountains, the Hateful Grasshopper

attains maturity a full month sooner in the for-

mer than in the latter region. For examjile, in

Kansas, Nebraska, west Missouri, and west

Iowa, all that reach maturity of the spring hatch

of Grasshoppers take wing and disapjiear from

the i-lthof June to the 14th of July ; whereas the

usual period for the Rocky Mountain swarms to

invade that region ofcountry ranges from the 27th

(if August to the forepart of October, as ascer-
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taincd from the records of the numerous inva-

sions which have talfeu i)lace from A. D. 1820

up to A. D. 1867. In the year 1868, however,
proljably in consequence of the unusually hot

summer, the Hateful Grasshopper must have

matured in the Rocky jSIountains about half a

month sooner than usual ; for in that year it in-

vaded Kansas in the foi-epart of August.
Dry as these details may appear to some, it is

important to attend to them ; because it is chietly

by the date of their appearance, that we are en-

abled to distinguish accurately between a swarm
of healthy and -vigorous Grasshoppers, freshly

arrived from the Rocky Mountains, and another

swarm of diseased and barren Grasshoppers,

reared in the lowlands of the Mississippi valley.

And now, without further preface, we shall

proceed to show what becomes of these last,

after they have taken wing and disappeared
from the land of their nativity during tlie latter

part of June and the forepart of July.

Mr. 1). W. KauflTman. of Des Moines, Iowa,
President of the Iowa State Horticultural So-

ciety, who certainly ought to know sometliing

about the spring hatch of 1867-8, as it damaged
his nursery stock in 1868 to tlie extent of $l().(iO(),

informs us that it took wing and disappeared

from his neighborhood from the M to the 5th of

July. Some of them, he s.iys, flew through the

air as far as Davenport, Iowa, a place on the

Mississippi river, lying about li)0 miles to tlie

eastof Des Moines, but did no nwderkd amount
ofdamaije there.

"On July 9th, 1868, the people of Jackson

county, Minnesota, were surprised to see the

sun nearly darkened by immense clouds of

Grasshoppers (probably Caloptemis Sjjretiis)

passing over that country. Some of the farmers

report that they lit on their wheat fields, and
completely loaded the straw to the ground ; but

they soon raised again, and passed by in a

northerly direction with the wind, doing little

or no daninye. They continued to pass over

occasionally for several days afterwards—all

going north, as the wind was south."—II. A.
Munger, in farmers' Union (Minn.), August,

1868.

Mr. Henry Hilvers, of Lafayette countx , in

the southwest corner of "Wisconsin, personally

informed us, at Galena, Ills., that in the middle
of August, 1868, he witnessed the migration

southwards of what, from his description, must
have been a vast swarm of these same barren

and diseased Cirasshoppers, wandering wildly

from region to region, and destined to perish

eventually, without reproducing their species.

According to his account, millions upon millions

of them flew high in the air over his fann,
traveling from north to south, and presenting

the same resemblance to a heavy snow-storm,
which has been remarked by so many in the

case of the true Hateful Grasshopper, when it

descends from the Rocky Mountains upon the

lowlands of the Mississippi valley. Only a few
of them, as he told us, descended to the earth,

and these only for a short time, after which the\-

rose up again in the air, and rejoined tlieir com-
panions. These few were examined, both by
Mr. Hilvers and by his daughter, and, in the

opinion of both these two parties, they cor-

responded in size with specimens of the true

Hateful Grasshopper, which wo had on exhibi-

tion at Galena.

It may be asked, " How can we tell that this

swarm of Grasshoppers seen by Mr. Hilvers was
not a fresli arrival from the Rocky Mountains?"
"We answer : First, that, upon such a supposition

(inasmuch as, when seen by Mr. Hilvers, they

were flying southwards), we should certainly

have heard of them afterwards descending some-
where in north Illinois, and commencing their

usual course of devastation and egg-laying,

whereas nobody near Galena seems to have
heard of any such thing ; and. Secondly, that the

date of their arrival in southwest "Wisconsin will

not correspond with any such hypothesis. It is

very true that, in 1868, the Hateful Grasshopper
invaded the cultivated, or eastern, parts of Kan-
sas at the unusually early date of August 12th

;

but, at the customary rate at which these insects

])rogress, after they reach a fertile country (from
live to ten miles a day, according to Mr. Goble
of Kansas) , they could not possibly have reached

the southwest corner of "Wisconsin in less than

a month and a qunrter after their arrival in

Kansas, or say from the middle to the last of

September; whereas, the actual date of their

arrival in southwest AVisconsin was the middle
of August.

One more such case and we have done. In

1867, about the last of July or the tirst of August,
an immense swarm of night-flying insects—as

we were informed by Capt. Beebe, of Galena

—

lit upon Soulard's place, which lies upon the

Mississippi river, west of Galena, and stripped

the forest tn^es there of their foliage, for a space

about a quarter to half a mile long and about
twenty rods wide. They were heard in the

night, by several observers, to come through

the air Avith a roaring and rushing noise, such

as has been commonly noticed to be produced

by flights of the true Hateful Grasshopper; but
in the morning nothing was to be seen of them
but the devastation they had caused, neither had
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they laid any eggs, so far as could be seen at the

time or ascertained from subsequent observa-

tions. Their next lighting i)lace was in l)u-

biKjue county, Iowa, seven miles to tlie north-

west of Soulard's farm. There they stripped the

woods of their foliage to about the same extent,

and disapijeared in the same hurried manner.

.Vlthougli there is no direct proofof tlie identity

of this insect with tlie Hateful (irasshopper, yet

it is difficult to refer it satisfactorily to any oilier

species. None of the Grasshoppers indigenous

to Iowa, Wisconsin, and Illinois, are physically

capable of flying great distances through tlie air,

and the only other insect that ever preys in

large swarms upon the leaves of trees in that

region is the common May-bug {Lachnostenia

i/i(ercina. Kuoch), Avhich occurs in May and

.Tune, and not in July and August.

The above facts, andotliers which it would be

tedious to particularize, sulficiently show that

the Hateful Grasshopper, when suddenly trans-

ferred from its native alpine home in the Rocky

Mountains, some eight thousand feet above the

level of the sea, to the warm regions of the val-

ley of the Mississippi, less than a thousand feet

above the sea level, gradually becomes diseased,

and barren, and loses more or less its natural

appetites and instincts. "Why we do not observe

the same phenomena, in the case of the Colorado

Potato-bug, which was originally a denizen of

the same cold, alpine country, is not difficult to

(explain. The former insect reaches the Missis-

sippi lowlands at one sudden flight, and in one

season ; it has therefore no opportunity to be-

come gradually acclimatized and inured to the

new " conditions of life " under which it is called

upon to exist. Consequently, it becomes dis-

eased and barren, and Anally perishes. The

latter insect, on the other hand, has reached the

Mississippi lowlands only by slow and gradual

approaches, breeding at every way-station on

the road, and thus becoming—generation after

generation—more and more acclimatized to a

higher temperature, as indicated by the thermo-

meter, and to a greater atmospheric pressure, as

indicated by the barometer. Consequently, it

may now be considered as a permanently accli-

matized resident of our great Western valley;

thougli even here it thrives much better, and ex-

tends eastward much faster, in a cold northerly

than in a warm southerly latitude. If the good

people of Missouri and Illinois are particularly

anxious that the Colorado Grasshopper should,

like the Colorado Potato-bug, be pcniiaiiciitly

colonized among them, we think that this might

probably be ett"ected by gradually acclimatizing

the insect at various points along the road that

leads from Colorado to these States. But, as

this would be a very slow, expensive, and labo-

rious process, we do not intend to try the experi-

ment, until a few thousand dollars have been

ajipropriated for this express object by the

legislatures of those two great and enterprising

States.

"But," it may be objected, "allowing that

Die Colorado (Grasshopper cannot breed in the

^Mississippi valley, what security have we that,

at some future time, it may not fly all the way
from the Kooky Mountains to the eastern bor-

ders of Missouri and Iowa?" We answer, that

we have traced back the history of this insect as

far as the year 1820; that in all these forty-eight

years, although no less than seven invasions of

the country to the east of the Rocky Mountains

have taken place, namely in 1820, 18,^6*, 1857t,

18Wt, 18G6, 1867, and 1868, it has never yet got

within 112 miles of the Mississippi river; and

that there is no reason to suj)pose that it will

ever do so for the future. There .must neces-

sarily be some limit or other to the powers of

flight of this insect. It would be absurd, for

example, to suppose that it could fly in one sea-

son as far eastward as Kiigland or France, or

even as far as the Atlantic ocean. Consequently,

as it can be proved by historical records that it

has never, within the'last half century, reached

within 112 miles of the Mississippi, the fair and

reasonable inference is that it never will do so

in the future. Because an insect can fly 5.50

miles, it would be ridiculous to argue that,

therefore, it can fly 700 miles. We might as

well argue that, because a man can jump a ditch

twenty feet wide, therefore he can jump another

ditch which is thirty feet wide ; or that, because

a man can easily carry a young calf upon his

back, therefore, if he practises daily, he will

be able to carry the same calf upon his back

when it has grown up to be a cow.

It will be seen at once, from what has been

stated above, that we do not consider the Colo-

rado Grasshopper as a permanent denizen either

of Kansas, Nebraska, western Missouri, or

western Iowa. It is certainly a very remarkable

fact that it has invaded these countries from the

Rocky Mountain region for three successive

autumns, namely those of 1866. 1867, and 1868;

and no doubt the young larvaj that hatch out iu

the spring of 1869, from eggs laid in the autumn

•111 is.-,i;. accN.rdm^' to yw J. s McnHl, of Onawa City,

raimcr, April 2S, ISUS.

J 111 1864, according to Mr. Mvrrill,
SiDiix City,
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of 1868, will do the usual amount of damage.

But, as in the last fifteen years there have been

only six Grasshopper invasions, the chances are

three to two against any fresh invasion occurring

in the autumn of 18C'J; and the same mode of

reasoning will equally apply to any subsequent

autumn.

THE TWIU-GIRDLER,

{t)nrii/rr/\'i ciu(/itlfftits, S'tif.)

We have been puzzled for a long time, as our

readers may see from the Answers to Correspon-

dents on page 57 of our last number, to know
what insect it is that girdles and occasionally am-

putates the twigs of various trees in the manner
shown in the following engrav-

ing (Fig. 66 c). The mystery

las at length been solved by one

of our correspondents, Mr. Geo.

Hurnside of South Pass, 111.,

detecting the culprit in the very

ait. Ui)on examining two spe-

cimens kindly sent to us by that

griitleman, the girdling insect

lovcs to be one of the rarest of

our Capricorn or Long-horn

Itcctles (the Oncideres cimjula-

/»sof Say, Fig. 66 a). And now
that we have been thus enabled

to recognize the species, we
find that, so far as regards the girdling of

hickory twigs by this beetle, the discovery was
made and published more than thirty years ago

by Prof. Haldeman*. Possibly the amputation
of pear-twigs, and especially of persimmon-
twigs, which we have ourselves noticed to

be so very connnon in South Illinois, in con-

sequence of such girdling, may be etfected

by a distinct species ; but, as Mr. Burn-
side says, that he discovered the very same
insect, which he had seen actually girdling

hickory-twigs, "under very suspicious circum-

stances" upon a pear-tree, the probability is

that it is the same species that operates upon
all these three trees.

The Twig-girdler, according to Prof. Halde-

man, "may be seen in Pennsylvania during the

two last weeks in August and the first week in

September, feeding upon the bark of the tender

branches of the young hickories. Both sexes

are rather rare, particularly the male, which is

rather smaller than the female, but with longer

* See his ftrticles on the Histoi-v of the Longiconi beetles
2, and in the

I Journal for 1851,

ngic
Philoa. Transactlom for 1837, 1). 52,

851, p. U.
Parker Earle, ot South Pass, III., has since infoi-med

> that he found the same beetle on an amputated pear twig.

antennae. The female makes perforations (Fig.

66 b) in the branches of the tree upon which
she lives, which are from half an inch to a

quarter of an inch thick, iu which she deposits

her eggs, (one of which is represented of the

natural size at Fig. 66 e.). She then proceeds

to gnaw a groove, of about a tenth of an inch

wide and deep, around the branch and below
the place where the eggs are deposited, so that

the exterior portion dies and the larva feeds

upon the dead wood."

In all the cases noticed by Prof. Haldeman,

the tree attacked was the Shagbark Hickory ( Crt-

rya cilb(t) and the twig was girdled so shal-

lowly, as not to fall oft' until after the lar-

va had matured within it, or nearly a year

after the girdling. " Then", as he subjoins,

"the decaying portion which is not eaten

by the larva is apt from its tender attach-

ment and the rapidity of decay to drop oft'." The
evidence of Mr. Benj. II. Smith, of Upper Dar-

by, Penn., who has kindly sent us specimens

both of the insect and of its work, is to the same

eft'ect. For he says tliat it does not attack any

tree but the hickory, and that it never cuts deep

enough to cause the limbs to fall oft'. But

in most of the cases which we have ourselves no-

ticed upon pear and persimmon trees, the twig

was girdled so deeply that it broke oft' and fell

to the ground with the first wind, and while the

eggs that had been laid in it by the mother-beetle

were still unhatched. Even in a girdled hickory

twig thirty-five hundredths of an inch in diame-

ter, which we have now lying before us. but a

third part of its diameter is left in the middle

ungnawed away ; so that in spite of the superior

toughness of this timber the twig could scarcely

have stood a high wind without breaking ott

and falling to the ground.

It is worthy of remark that a European species

belonging to the same genus (Oncklerex ampii-

iator) has the same remarkable habit of ampu-
tating small branches; although European ob-

servers failed to discover the eggs in the ampu-
tated parts, and were thus unable to explain the

object of the proceeding.

Nothing surprises us more in the natural his-

tory of the American Twig-girdler than the

great number of eggs that may sometimes be

found in one amputated branch. In a persim-

mon branch not more than two feet long, we
have counted as many as eight, eggs, placed one

under each successive side-shoot ; and we have

found seven eggs all crowded together in a small

hickory branch only three inches long. Now,
judging from the amount of timber consumed

by the larva) of other boring beetles before they
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arrive at maturity,*such a branch could scarcely

nourish seven larva?._^How then can we account

for such a phenomenon? Is It an exceptional

case of mistaken instinct? Or does the mother-

beetle, in order to guarantee the success of her

handiwork, habitually lay a superabundance of

oggs, just as the Tacliina-fly (Exoiista militaris,

Walsh), that is parasitic upon onr'northern Ar-

mj-'Worm (Leitcania unipi(ncta, Haw.), lays

upon an average three eggs upon each worm,

although each worm is only large enough to feed

a single Tachina-fly?* Upon cither hypothesis

some of the young larvae that hatch out.must,

either occasionally or normally, be starved out

or destroyed by their more robust or fortunate

brethren, just as many kinds of spiders, when

they first hatch out from the egg, prey merciless-

ly upon one another, until only a few overgrown

individuals are left from the original brood.

After the above article was iu type, we re-

ceived a communication on this subject from

our esteemed correspondent, Mr. S. S. Rathvon,

of Lancaster, Pa. After mentioning some of

the facts already given above, Mr. R. says

:

" O. cingiilatus has hitherto been regarded as

a rare insect in this locality, and indeed I have
not taken a half dozen specimens in thrice that

number of years ; but my entomological friends,

Messrs. S. Auxer and H. G. Bruckart, succeeded
in capturing, during the past season, some
seveuty-tive or eighty specimens in a single day,
at Silver Springs, about six miles west of this

city. These insects appear here in the imayo
state from the middle of August to the middle
of September, the females outnumbering the

males five or six to one.

The girdling of the apple, the pear, and the

persimmon, spoken of by your correspondents,
may be by the same insect, or by an allied

species. I believe I have never seen these latter

trees girdled iu this manner in this locality ; but
iu the case of the hickory, very frequently."

AN ICHNEUMON FLY MISTAKEN FOR A WASP.

Some time ago, as we learn from Dr. D. L.

riiares, of the State of Mississippi, there ap-

peared in the New Orleans Christian Advocate

an article entitled '• The Stiletto ,Wasp." The
article was from the pen of the editor, who with

several professors in the College in Jackson, La.,

had examined two of these insects. It states

that " the wasp was about about one and a half

inches long, black and yellow, with a sting three

and a half inches[,long, and as large as a small

needle ; there were also ^two hair-like append-

ages of similar length.^One of the insects had

struck,at a boy several times. Finally, making

a desperate effort, the boy dodged behind a tree

just at the moment that the insect, throwing up

its tail to strike, lost sight of him and thus

plunged the sting a full inch into a sweet gum
tree, from which it could not withdraw it. The
father of the boy being near with an axe, cut out

a chip, and the sting was found to have gone

through it to the depth already stated."

From the three-fold structure of the supposed
" sting," this insect was clearly not a Wasp but

an Ichneumon-fly, and iu all pi-obability the

Pimpla atrata of Fabricius. This species is

well known to penetrate the timber of growing

trees to a considerable depth with its long ovi-

positor, in order to reach the larvie of the Horn-

tails ( Urocerus) that burrow therein and deposit

an Qgg in them. In performing this operation

it often gets stuck fast, and is unable to with-

draw its ovipositor. The story of its " striking

at a boy," is all moonshine. All Ichneumon-

flies are parasitic insects, and have no stings;

although some few of them will, when roughly

handled, occasionally penetrate the human flesh

with their ovipositor. This however produces

no more pain than the puncture of a pin, as they

have no poison-bag at their tails, like the Wasps
and Bees.

A PLANT GROWING OUT OF AN INSECT.

W. B. Porter, of this county, has left at our office a

specimen of the White Grub, so formidable as a corn,
potato, and grass destroyer. There are two sprouts of

grceu, vegetable growth, irn.uini,' out of the head ot

the gi-uh, one on cither >iilr, ..i ii.inh Indian inch in

length, resembling a huu's / .>! in -liapc Mr. Porter
informs us that the one iin>.ntrcl i- by no means an
isolated example, but that niyriads oi them can be
found which present the same anomalous combination
of animal and vegetable life. AVho will explain this

aberration from the well settled laws of organic life?—
—SeJalia (Pettis Co., Mo.) P/««.

In the second volume of the late Practical

Entomologist, page 16, an account was given of a

plant growing from the head of the " White

Grub." Great numbers of the grubs on Mr.

Paulding's place at Tipton, Iowa, were affected

in this peculiar manner, and the " aberration

from the well settled laws of organic life " spo-

ken of above, is veiy likely the same thing. It

can be explained, either on the supposition that

some peculiar kind of seed is poisonous to the

grub, although its instinct does not prompt it to

reject such seed as food; or that the plant is a

vegetable parasite peculiar to the grub. On the

former supposition, if we could ascertain what

plant the sprouts were produced from, we might

turn such knowledge to practical account by

sowing the seed of that plant, in places infested

by the White Grub. We should be glad to re-

ceive specimens of this vegetative larva.
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PLAGIARISM.

Since the Am. ExTOMOLOciLST was started, the

JSforthwestern Farmer of Indianapolis, Ind., has

editorially treated its readers to a deal of nsefnl

entomological matter. By some strange coinci-

donce, however, these editorials arc stolen piece-

meal from the Entomolocist, and patched to-

gether with snch inferior matcrinl that the cheat

is seen tliroiiyh at once. Tlic nuctor is so very

Bhmd also as not to send u- hi- iti mlhly concern

in exchange, in the hope, il mli lr>-. (hat his pla-

giarisms will be nniiolici'd. Sucli wholesale

pilfering usually brings its due reward, and will

not be noticed by ns in future. Men who lack

brains themselves are very apt to use the brains

of others.

SyNow is the (ime to form clubs for the

ExTOMOLociiST. AVc tender our thanks to the

numerous friends who are getting up clubs, and
arc thus interesting themselves in our behalf,

and we hope that before the 1st of January
every one of our present readers will send us at

least one name. Present the claims of the En-

tomologist to your neighbors.

To OUR Subscribers ix Canada.—Parlies in

Canada, who wish to subscribe for the American
Entomologist, should bear in mind, that they

can obtain it. postage free, by remitting one

dollar to the Rev. C. J. S. Bethiine. i^ecretdri/

to the Entomological Society of Canada, Credit,

C. W.

lyThe greater part of our present number
is occupied with an article on the " Periodical

Cicada." Wc trust that the very general inter-

est manifested in this subject will serve as a

plea for its unusual length.

S^°Onr subscribers will bear in niiud that we
do not send receipts for subscriptions, except

where they are specially requested. The receipt

of the paper is a guarantee that the subscription

money has been received.

!Ey Should a number of the ENTOMOLuia.ST,

through whatever cause, fail to reach'any of our

subscribers, we will cheerfully send another

one upon being informed of the fact.

ly In ordering the Entomologist, don't for-

get to state whether or not back numbers have

been sent.

Errata.—On page .j'J, column 2, line 14, for

"mcnaccous"" read "menacing." On page Oo,

column -', line '.), for "Dauber" read Digger."

ON OUR TABLE.

TlIU Bl TTKUl'LIES OF NORTH AjIERICA, by
Wm. II. Edwards, published by the American
Entomological Society of Philadelphia. Part 2

of this most excellent work has been received.

In beauty, correctness, and artistic skill, it is

fully equal to Part 1, which we have already

noticed. We congratulate the author on being

.able to procure such a fiiithful delineator as

Mary Peart, and such skillful lithographers and
colorists asBowen & Co., of Philadelphia. The
part before us contains figures and descriptions

of ArgiHtnis Callippe, A.Hesperis, Colias Alex-

andra, C. Helena, C. Christina, C. Behrii, and
Ajiutura alicia. This work is being published

in parts; 12 or more parts to form a volume,

and each volume to be coujplete in itself. "With

Part 3 will commence a synopsis of North Amer-
ican species, to be completed with the volume.

The price of each part is $2.00, and orders should

be addressed to E. T. Cresson, 518 South 13th

street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Canadlvx Extomolouist.—The Septem-

ber and October numbers of this little neighbor

of ours, came duly to hand. It is an excellent

medium of intercommunication between ento-

mologists, and these two numbers are full of

interesting notes. In the last number, Mr. "Wm.

Saunders, of London, Out., gives the descrip-

tion of a larva which is found to infest the seed

of the grape, and to cause the berry to shrivel

up. It appears to be the larva of some curculio,

and has considerably damaged the grapes at

London, Paris, and Hamilton, in Canada. It

seems partial to the Clinton, and also infests the

Delaware, but the Concord and Hartford Pro-

lific are exempt from it. May the Canadian
Entomologist succeed, is our hearty wish!

Poi'ULAR American Entomology; being a

Guide to the Study of Insects, by A. S. Pack-

ard, Jr., M.D., Salem, Mass. Parts II and III

of this work have been received. In Part II a

valuable catalogue of entomological works was
given, and Part III gives interesting accounts

of our bees, wasps, ants, and other Hvmenop-
TERA. Th^ work increases in interest with each

number, and will be found an invaluable guide

to the study of insects. Subscriptions received

by the author. Each part 50 cents.

S^F° We have endeavored for this present num-
ber to get a better sizing on the paper used, and

we hope in the future to present still better

impressions of our wood-cuts than we liave done

in the past, and thus to do greater Justice to the

artists.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPOXDEXTS.

ESffs of tlic Wliitc-HarUcd Tiissork MotU—
.1. M. Ihinnal,. S„!em. X. J.—T\u' o-^' m:iss which you
Hiul Khieit fast to youv fruit trees. mikI whi.li is enm-
posod of numerous perfectly rouml. iieiiin-cdlund i^js.

partly covered \\ith glistening white. I'mth-like iiiLittei-.

and attached to a gi-ay cocoon, are llie iirmhirt of the

above nauieil moth. Thev prdilmr miv iinltv .:it<r-

r..lor<-Bl!ick, Hhilf, yellow, mid iv.l.

pillars, the most striking featiu'es being a vermilUon red
head and neck; four cream-colored brushes on the

back, and two long plumes at the head and one at the

tail . Fig. G7 is a correct likeness of the full gro\vn

female worm. It is not often that we can guess the sex of

an insect in the larval state, but with this caterpillar we
can invariably do so after the ad moult. We bred a

great number of these worms during the past summer,
and discovered that the male never gets to be more than
half the size of the female, and that he undergoes but
three moults before spinning up, while she goes through
her fourth before making her cocoon. This insect seems
to have a wide range, but it is mostly confined to par-
ticular orckirds or localities. Indeed, since the female
is wingless and invariably attaches her eggs to the out-
side of her own cocoon, it follows that this insect can
only travel in the catennllar state, .ind that it is scat-

tered through the country, principally by being carried

in the egg state on nursery stock. It multiplies rapidly,

for there are two broods a

ehecki
oursel

; but, luckily for us, it

:

M-ous parasites. We have
•is flies from it, and also

. belonging to the genus
Pimrihi. Ill -iiilKiiii^ ihr r.i.-.jons in the winter time,
all those wliieh have iiu eggs uu the outside should be
left untouched, as they either contain the empty chry-
salis skin of the male, or else some parasite which w'ill

help to diminish their numbers another year.

Currant Borers—5. N. McKinstry, East Sumner,
Jll.—Tbe borers in the cuiTant stems, which were first

noticed in your neighborhood in 1867, and which are

causing the death of the bushes, are, we have little

doubt, the common Imported Currant-bush Borer—the
lan-a of a little moth (TrocUlium tipuliforme, Linn.),

which has transparent wings and a blue-black body.
We have in this country a native currant-borer, belong-
ing to the very same genus (Trochilium caudatum, Harr,)
the larwa of w'hich could scarcely be distinguished from
those vou have sent. But this native species seems to

be confined to the indigenous or native currant. The
real American curnant-borer, which attacks our culti-

vated currant bushes, is the larva of a beetle (Psenoceme
eupenwtaius, Say) , and may always be distinguished from
the other two by having no legs whatsoever. As is the
case with many other imported insects, the European
currant-borer is far more destructive than the natives.

All dead branches, and all such as contain borers, should
be cut down to the ground in early spring and burnt.
In answer to your query as to whether the currant worm
has ever done any damage in the Western States, we
will state that there are three distinct worms which
attack the currant in this country, and that we shall

shortly publish an illustrated article on these insects.

Beecb-t'wig' Plant-lice— Geo. Burnside and J. T.
WhelpUy, South, Pass, Y«.—The woolly Plant-lice from
the twigs of a beech, are the same species spoken of in

the answer to F. H. Guiwits, on page 58 of the last num-
ber of the Entomologist. They belong not only to
a dificrent species, but to a diflerent genus from the
Woolly Root-lice that infest your apple-trees. Owing
to your excellent packing, the specimens |rcaclied us in
first-rate order.

Insect intestine: tirapo Seed—.4. S. Fzillei;

Ridgeieood, N. J.—lthr j:v:i\<i'> v,\w\\ you received from
Canada came safely \« IkumI I'lie maggot which in-
fests most of the seed-, an. I raii-r- tlie berry to shrivel
up, was first described by >Ir W" Snundefs. of Lon-
don. Ont. The head is Jif tli.' -;une tran-lm-ent. milk-
while rolor as the body, but the .jaw^, wbi.li ari' finely

IKiiutr.l. are light brown, and llieri' is a pul.'li "fhrowii
at tliiir base. It has exactly lliiilei'ii >ri;niints exi'lii-

-i\enl'thc head, and every'-iuiiinit \n\< a IVw white.
lle-li\ hairs, these hairs beiiiu lliirl<( -t nrar tlir lieail

ami hmu'est on the under part ni ili,' ih-t tlinr -,i.Miiriits.

tliiis imitating leet, as is ofti n tlir ca-r wiih l'...,iless

larya> of this character Flu iisju.-:, niii^iiili.Mi \ icw-

1 the spi-in-oniie year.and
have, at several diflerent

Color, miiii-Khitc. times, reeeiyed it from cor-
respondents wiio found it in the same situation. It is

the Anthonomus sutumlis of Le Conte (eiythropterus of
Say) , and it may possibly be the parent of this seed-
larva . You say truly that this will prove a formidable
enemy to those who are endeavoring to raise new
varieties from the seed, and we advise the burning of
all the shriveled berries. In order to make sure of
breeding this larva to the perfect state , we should be
glad to receive further specimens of the infested grapes

.

museum Pests, asa.iia—Jonathan ITaggins, Wood-
iwr«, 7/?«.—You say : "Duiing the appearanee of the
locusts (Cii-a.lasi. I , nil, rlrd some half dozen speeimens.
andsetthein:i\\a\ in a .!,-,• jiajier liox. In the innlti-

plicitvof ear. -. til. \wri-,. ncirle.'ted till to-dav (Nov
2d), On examining tin in 1 ilis.over ins.a-ts in tlie worm
state, which have e\ i.lmllv Ihm'ii tenliiii;' mi tin- l..i-iists

I send them for yoiir ..liti.ati.ni,' ' it.'. 'I'lii' insects
are in all probability tli.' larxa' nf tin' .Mii>.iiiii pest
(Aiithi-enus museorum, Liiini Tli.y are nut p.aailiar to
the Cicada, but attack alike, all dried insects. We
noticed this pest in your collection while at your house
last June. On p.a™ GO of No. 3, in answer to T. W.
Holt, Jr., of St. Louis, Mo., we have suggested the
meiins of preserving a collection from its ravages. When
a collection is badly attacked we should advvse the use
of benzine with carbolic acid in it, for although we have
had no occasion to use it ourselves, we have the author-
ity of Mr. G. C. Rye, of Park Field. London. Mr. R.
is the leading coleopterist in England, and in a private
letter he strongly recommends this mixture, and further
states that, if a box is very badly infested with these
marauders, he pours benzine into it bodily, so as to
cover the bottom, and then shuts it up quickly. It
soon evaporates and leaves no stain. There is an-
other species (A. varius, Fabr), with the same
habit, and so closely resembling the one we have
been speaking of, that we doubt whether it could be
distinguished in the larva state. The hairs on these
Ian :c are of very singular forms, and make interesting
objects for the microscope.

Grape-vine I.eaf-lioppers—P. C. Holmef, Gar-
diner, Maine.—There are eight or nine distinct species
of the small Leaf-hoppers, that have for a long time been
popularly kno'ivn as the " Thrip," common on the
grape-vine in various parts of Canada and the United
States. All of them belong to the same genus (Fn/-
throneura) and are of nearly the same size, but difler from
one another by marked and constant peculiarities of
coloration. Tlie sjMcies which you send, of a pale vel-
low color, witli tran-vir-e blood-brown bands, is "the
Grape-killin- L.al-li..i.|..r (Etylhroneura vitifex. Fitch).
You say that tli. -. in-, .is entirely de.stroy tlie foliage^of
your grape-Nines, tli.n'liy preventing the Iruit from
ripening, and that they will always atta.k tin' D.Iaware
before any other variety. A torch cani.-.l tliii.iiL:li the
vineyard at night has been found to b.' tin m..-t citi, ici.t

means of destroying the common Grap<-\ in.- Leat-hop-
per (Tettigoniii 'Erythroneura ritis, Harris), and would
undoubtedly prove as cfiectual for the species under
consideration. The operation should be repeated sev-
eral times through the summer.
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fruit trees .iust above
many of them to bi

Borer (Bostrichus hica

[Fig. 090 represrii

a bud or fni I

eak and fall, i

1,1at us. Has-) 'I

1*

seuui to be- madf lor tnoil ami lUMlrrtioii , Ihr they are

made by both sexes alike, and we have founcl the
beetles in them, head downwards, in the middle of

winter.
C. JI Soheiis. Pmiqhl-tfpsie, N. Y.—'Wa sliould judge

fniiii your ilr-rii]ili.m that the holes near the buds of

llii- |i'ir-riii Mil'- growth of your peach trcis, were
ni:Ml.- l.\ tli.'-aiii. iii-nt. We have never belniv heard
or ils work ill New York, however, and can not speak
detinitely wilhoul reeeixing specimens. Try and send
us a few.

C. B. BaliMtt, Carroll City, Iowa.—The drilled apple
tvrig contained the very same species of beetle spoken of

above

.

The murky ground Beetle— A". T. /ii!,.J.i.i/i,!r.

Jfo.—Thethreelar-e l.la.'k I lie- are. :i- y.iii ri-htly

conclude, the Murky (;i-..uiid J'.eetle (//,/,/..//,., ,,///,/-„.

osus. Say) which xve illu-trati'd at Fi^ 1^. .Mr .'^ay

states that, when irritated, this lie.ile imi!- a \ejy

strong vinegar-like odor; but as yoiii- i.l.-n \ .ni.in- arc

interesting, we quote your own wonl- ini lie Keneiii ni

our readers. Speakin.g of tins beetle, v'n ~iv: "'
1

have (.l,-..rved thai it is n vegetable fee.lei- to -oiiie e.'c-

uVi'oii lhe>!M.'l-'!.r'-oin'e\\;l.l plant, the naii'ie ,,'r whi'eh 1

tinned to 1,111-11 lor tv, ur- all-ru ir.l-. alllion-h I

washed the pari in eold w.ater inline Hair! v "
furculios anil Biii-kli<-e -.". A. i

'
.„,„/„n, Haw-

le;/. Pa —The Cni-eiilio dee- noi pa-- ihe winter under
ground in tlie larva -tale, hut aho\e i;rieiiid in tlie per-

fect beetle state "I'oii -ay lliat \ ou • appln-.l -oH -oap

earlv last sprin-- to I'Very tni- of -eviral a|.pl.' trees,

but it ha<l no ellVel up.,n the r,arkl.ei-e • .lu-l so;

yon probalily applied it J„t'.<i; tlii' e-'^- halelieil (Hit,^

A^ to the la-t larva wliieh vou desenlie. it mav uot im-
prohahlv he that uX Laan.i '..pfn-ulariK, ,Sni. Abb.
Vouus P<M-an Irrcs air.lled— -!/.(//// <f- 7.V.7«e/»/.

,
(,,•...'.. /.,.. Yoii-avlhal in a Noiin-nur-erv nl-pecMiis

Insc-rts nameA—E. T. Dale, Jasper, Jasper county,
.1/".- 'I'lie iii-< .1- which you sent us for identification
reaehed us in exeelleiit condition. They areas follows:
111 Not '^.' L,iH,( airata as you suppose, but both ^ and
Jot //.„.„. ,„„/.,/«,,. S.ay CM. wliieh vou think anoak
lionT. I- ;' •..'

. ; .,;,.•„„.
. sa^. ,:;, ,'.:„,Ida sex-

!' e.ill.ili-llkr r US fOUnd
-talk, is formed bv the para-
liieky potato worm"such as we
i-e of No. 2. The flies that
eloiiu'to thegeiuis yrkrogaster,
hey JKive ever l.e.n described
Wo kiinl-. niiieli resembling
In- ''onii 1 jHiiato or tomato
-ni'Miili ( oini which is gen-
lo the ii.Hiy of the worm, the
- ni ill < onipany, and thus

' I Tlie soldier beetles
'

' ^ pennsyhanicus

,

I "I "ill- la-t number.
-^. '

'. Thondon, Mooresiown,
I a dark purple color, with a
up|)er end of each egg, and

Detieer

X J —
hulf-eol

attached endwise to
I'by forcibly re-
1 I'ly some true
hii-;,'c-r than any
likely to some

Ilie-.

/uJui-ius family. These eggs
aiks of minute four-winged

I eiitually issue from them in
'hi' Pki. I tlie youni:- hu-s. 1)0 not destroy them;
they will proline.' tVieiiils Tlic Water containing the
aniiii ilriile- ,uri\eil safely. It contains several different
-pi'ii-. hni ^M hi\e not sufficiently studied tliese mi-
erii-ei.|ii • aiiiinil-. to be able to identity them. The
lar-er -].ieii— ihat which can even be seen mth the

:tIu-.('uiu pvit oucp more— V;. Jf. Z., huUanap-
..//,.. ///./.— The small hairy larva' which you find bor-
iin^-iiito wjialel.one. aiel also iiilestiiii;- woolen goods,

. anil like ihaf iii-er| a terrible pest
II

'
'" 1.

' \:il lira! Ili-lnry . 'I'ou -ay that you
lia\ ' a! -'I I' cue I i! mii 1 1 iroon- which Vol! have hung
up in your oilice i,,r hatehiiiL.', but that, "so l;ir as you
have observed, the Hie- hatch just as well as when not
disturbed. Ymi will tiinl out your mistake when these
larva; have bcconie a little m"ore numerous with you

.

We referred to this subject in the last number of the
Amer. E.\t().moi.ouist, p. 60, and again in our an-
swer to J. lluggins, on p. 79 of this number.
The Tarantula of Texas ag-ain

—

Chas. Peabody,
Gleiiinnrul , M„ —The specimen which you send, and
which is eallecl a Tarantula in your neighborhood though
it c.ioc- not look like' that which is found in Italy, is really
a Tarantula an. I the \.ry -ame species (Mygale Hentzu,
Matey), which we spoke of in our last number on
page 00, in answer to James Bell of Eureka, Mo.
At the November meeting of the Meramec Horticultu-
ral Society we learned that this species had in past
years been found in your State, but it must be more
common than usual the present year, for Dr. C. W.
Spalding, of Kirkwood, Mo., has also sent to us a
specimen that was captured this fall.

The Hessian Fly on Seed Wheat— 77. Scott,
•U OHm^rp sfrfft. Knit imore —\n\\ say that you believe
that the Ile-sian Klv lavs its c'l^s upon the seed wheat,
and that it can tli.a-efcre b.. de-troyecl by a pickle. There
ar.' tw.c br...i.|- .if tlii- in-.Tt every y c-ai"-, one coming out
in the' ily -lai.' ill May. the oiln-V late in August, and

How th.n i- il 1 ibl.' I.ir the feiiiah' tly to lay her eggs
upon >rv\ x\li.ai in liar\e-l time, when there are no
Hessian Ilie- alM.iii in har\e-t timey You might as well

been robbed by swal-
iiid.ll.'

ropiii Ml
iiite

-/'. B. Waite, Spri/mioater,
that of the Cecropia Moth—
-t insect in the U. S. The
after spinning up, witllOUt
.

'1 liu xsilllind figures of this-
llarri--- /,,/. /;iD., pp. 387-9.
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two other such sijecies that infest respectively

the Hickory and the Oak. Whether any or all

of these species likewise infest the roots of the

trees upon which they occur, remains to be

ascertained. But certainly they can never emi-

grate on to the Apple ; for the Apple, the Elm,
the Ash, the Dogwood, the Hickory, and the

Oak, all belong to difi'erent botanical fiimilies

;

and no Plant-louse that lives upon a plant be-

longing to one botanical family, can live when
transfen-ed to a plant that belongs to a diffcreut

botanical family. Even when two plants belong

to diflerent genera of the same botanical family,

it is not often that the same Plant-louse will live

indifferently upon either; and frequently the

same Plant-louse will not even live indifferently

upon two plants that belong to the very same
botanical genus. We have a I'emarkable exam-
ple of this last fact in the common Currant
Plant-louse, which swarms in almost every gar-

den upon the Currant, and yet was never known
to shift its quarters on to the Goosebcny—

a

species that belongs to the very same genus
(Bibes) as the Currant. Indeed so far is this

from being the case, that nobody ever saw
Plant-lice of any kind whatever infesting the

Gooseberry.
[Fig. 70.]

e
y

Colors— (6) dull lead color; (c) black.

Fig. 70, b, shows the Apple-root Plant-louse in

the larva state, with the usual wooly matter

attached to its back. Fig. 70, c, shows the same
iusect in the perfect or winged state, with the

wooly matter all removed.* On comparing

* We annex the technical description of this Plaut-lousc,
Irawn up from the neent specimen.
Thf. Ai-i-i.i;-ii...,t l'L.\XT-i,.,r-r. (Knosoma pyri. Fitch.)

(lack, Antrn.Ke --.-.Ihs a.^ lun- a> tlu- ImkIt, joints 1 and 2 al-

l black; .stiRm^t nale brown, 2} to 3 times as lomias wide,
ntcd at botli ends, but more acutely so on the basal end,
vein bonnding it behind robust and black. Discoidal

as .anil stignial vein slender .and black, the 33 or forked

this last with Fig. 71, which represents a Plant-

louse that inhabits a large gall on the Cotton-

wood, it will be ob.scrved at once that the vein-

[Fig. 71.]

Color—Black.

ingofthe front wingisvcry different. InFig.7(t,

c, the third branch-vein is very distinctly forked

;

in Fig. 71 it is simple. Nor is this a mere acci-

dental variation, but a peculiarity of the genus

to which either insect belongs. (Fig. 70, c, genus

Eriosoma ; Fig. 71, genus Pemphigus) . Now Dr.

Fitch describes and names the Apple-root Plant-

louse as belonging to the latter genus (Pemjjhi-

l/vs) ; whereas out of 10 winged specimens ob-

tained by ourselves at Duquoin, S. 111., in the

middle of October, 18G8, upon apple roots and
suckers swarming with larvpe, and 3 other

winged specimens actually bred October 21 and

22 from larvte obtained from Dr. Weed, Musca-

tine, Iowa, all without exception belong to the

former genus {Eriosoma). And moreover, Dr.

Fitch's insect is described as being nearly twice

as large as ours. How does this come about?

We can only account for it in the following way

:

Dr. Fitch's winged specimens wei-e but two in

number, and they were found by him, the one

living the other dead, upon the roots of an in-

fested young apple-tree, which had been brought

liim from au adjoining county. Hence he verj'

naturally, but as we think erroneously, inferred

that these two winged Plant-lice belonged to the

same species as the minute wingless larva? with

which the infested roots were swarming. The
truth of the matter probably was, that the two
winged plant-lice got upon the infested apple-

root by accident, on their road from the nursery

to Dr. Fitch's orchard. Indeed we can almost

say with certainty to what species they be-

longed ; for on comparing Dr. Fitch's very

minute and elaborate description with the Beech-

twig Plant-louse {Pemphigus imbricator, Pitch),

which comes out in the winged state in the very

same time of the year as he met with liis two

specimens, it agrees sufficiently well to apply to

that species. It, on the other hand, we compare

di.-icnidiil hy.'iliii' ,i;, 1 mi: m1< Ii "ii its b.asal 1. Length to

Nine .-pefiiii. i: , ; I
rr.m Iowa bred October 21-

2.;, G dried oiu^ 1; ..^ I-- , raptured at Duquoiu Octo-
ber K;. In uiie Willi; "1 ,' -11, jli -iiecimcn there are two stig-

mal veins, one incloseil by the other, and the inner one
springing from near the tip of the stigma . No apparent vari-
^i— „.u„...— ;.. .1— ^ «*,...« of the 3d or forked discoidal
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his description with our specimens, it not only

disagrees generically, as ah-cady explained, but

neither tlie size nor the markings will corres-

pond at all.

We consider it, therefore, to be sufficiently

(ertain that the Apple-root Plant-louse docs not

belong to the genus (Peniphi(/us), to which all

subsequent authors, in deference to Dr. Fitch's

authority, have hitherto referred it, but to the

very distinct genus {Erlosoma) to which the

notorious Wooly Plant-louse of Europe belongs

(Eriosoma lanigera, Hausm.) And here arises

a very interesting question : Is our American

Apple-root Plant-louse identical with the Euro-

pean Wooly Plant-louse? "\Ve think that it is

not, for the three following reasons: 1st, The

descriptions of the latter do not agree very well

with our insect. 2d, The European species can

not stand a hot climate, but is confined to Bel-

gium, the north of France, Germany and Eng-

land ; whereas our species thrives and flourishes

best in a hot southeru latitude. 3d, The Euro-

pean species exclusively infests the trunk and

branches of the apple-tree, and it is recorded

that Sir Joseph Banks "long ago extirpated it

from his own apple-trees by the simple method

of taking off all the rugged and dead old bark,

and then scrubbing the trunk and branches

with a hard brush" (Kirby and Spence, letter

G) ; whereas our American Root-louse normally

inhabits the roots, and is only occasionally and

in small numbers found upon the trunk and

branches, so that scrubbing and scraping the

bark would have little or no effect towards ex-

tirpating it.

It has been said by ses'eral authors that the

true "W'ooly Plant-louse of Europe exists iu the

Eastern States. We incline to believe that this is

a mistake, and that iu every such case the few

individuals of our American Root-louse, that are

often found upon the trunk and branches and

suckers, have beeu mistaken for the transatlan-

tic species. Mr. iBnel, upon whose statements

Dr. Harris chiefly relied to prove the existence

of the Wooly Plant-louse in New England, ex-

pressly says that " numbers of the insects har-

bored on the roots." (Harris, Inj. Ins., p. 244.)

Dr. Fitch describes the "Wooly Plant-louse as

" situated near the root, particularly around the

base of twigs and suckers growing from the

trunk, and where any wound in the bark is

healing;" which are the precise localities pre-

ferred by our Root-louse whenever it lives above

ground. (Fitch, JV'. Y. Eep., II, § 17.) And
tinalli' Prof. Haldeman, in an article upon this

insect, asserts that it not only attacks " suckers

aiul small branches," but also "descends to the

roots." {Farm Journal, 1851, Vol. I, p. 130.)

As to the winged specimens, which Mr. A. E.

Verrill discovered upon apple-twigs in Connec-

ticut iu the month of October, they might pos-

sibly have belonged to the exotic species. (Pract.

Entom., I, p. 21.) But as that species is de-

scribed as swarming in Europe in such prodigi-

ous numbers as to cover whole trees like a coat

of cotton, it seems incredible that, if it had been

really introduced into such a suitable climate as

that of New England, it should not have become

a great pest there. Instead of this, however,

all authors describe it as occurring above ground

in comparatively quite small numbers, wherever

it was supposed to exist iu the Eastern States.

Fi'om the enormous rate at wliich all Plant-

lice multiply, it is plain that, if there were no

check upon the increase of the Apple-root Plant-

louse, it would in a few years' time sweep away
whole orchards, especially in southern latitudes.

Luckily for the fruit-growers and fruit-lovers,

there exist one at all events, and probably two

such checks. The first is a very minute para-

sitic fly, which Prof. Haldeman figured and de-

scribed in 1851 as infesting in the larva state his /
supposed Wooly Plant-louse.* The second is a

[Fig. -2,]

footless maggot (Fig. 72 a) , about 4 an inch long, .

which preys upon the Root-lice under ground, /
and changes in the autumn into the pupa state

(Fig. 72 6), from which in the following spring

there emerges the perfect Fly (Fig. 72 c), which /

we may call the Root-louse Sy rphus-fly .f We have •

* This flv bclouss to the Chalcis family in the Order Hijmc- I

voptera, and was named EfVlpWus mali by Prof. Haldeman. /
The liffure and di'scrilition will be found in the Farm Joitrnal

for 18.ll, pp. 13I1-1

t Thi.s i> til.- ~:imi- i;i-.'c,' irlVriT'l lo ill n^ A :-,t:ii.i} Report
ofthclSMiinr l,,ln,,r n <;-.'). :v.,.\ Mm-iv .„|,|i, .-..I I,, proy on
theKoot-li.T :(:p1 Im 1m1..ii- t.i 111.' .s.;,7,;,,/.v i;uiiil> , ihnu-h the
perfect llv Hill. -h ii,- ~Ml.,,,|ll,.nll^ Wnil irniii ii w:i- not then
known. 'Wc ^u;;juiu ik^uiipliuu.-, of llii= iii::t:cl iu :iU its

stage.s.

The Root-locse SyRpnus-Fi.Y (Pipiza radicum, n. .sp.) $
Shining broNvn black. Head clothed with short, rather
.si.ii IM-, White hairs, especi.illv the low.-r part of the anterior
..'•';• :i:r! til" Mith-p -;.:! -fill P.-,vT)v- "ntrnnrr Vrv.lh dark
i-'ii' !- 'Mil r.,i.i,,r 1 1. III! 1],,. ;..i.,i- i.r..:... -tinned
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found this cannibal larva pretty commonly
among the roots of apple trees infested by the

Root-louse, not only near Cobden, but also at

Duquoin, S. 111. "Wonderful indeed must be

that instinct, which enables the mother-fly to

perceive which particular trees in an orchard

have their roots swarming with lice, so as to

know exactly whei'e to deposit her eggs!

The best mode to get rid of the Apple-root

Plant-louse is to drench the roots of the infested

tree with hot water. But to render this process

effectual, the water must be ai^plied in quanti-

ties large enough to penetrate to every part of

the infested roots. There need be no fear of any
injurious result from such an application of hot

water ; for it is a very general rule tliat veget-

able orgausims can, for a short time, stand a

much higher temperature than animal organ-

isms, without any injury to their tissues. For
example, hot water has been from time imme-
morial employed to scald the borer in peach-

trees ; and there is good evidence that it will

kill the onion-maggot without injuring the

young growing onions.

rior middle, and also all the 6 tarsi c.\cei)t theii- extreme tips,
and except in the hind legs the basal } of the lirst tarsal

ANTS' XESTS 1\ GARDENS.

A correspondent informs us that by burying

a few sliced onions in ants' nests he has caused

them to abandon their quarters. We learn from

an experienced horticulturist, that two or three

tablespoonsfuls of kerosene poured into the holes

in their nests will pi'oduce the same effect.

THE PARASITES OF THE HUMAN ANIMAL.

"We have had frequent occasion to dwell upon
the fact, that one kind of insect is often parasitic

upon another, either living within the body of

the species which it infests, or attacliiug itself

to that body externally. But insects are not the

only animals which operate or are operated

upon in this manner. Throughout the great

group of the backbone animals ( VertehruUt)

scarcely a single species can be named, that is

not attacked by one or more parasites: and
although no known mammal, or bird, or reptile

is, strictly speaking, parasitic, we yet find

certain genera of lowly-organized fishes,

Ojjhidhim and Echeneis, that are so. It is,

however, among the ringed animals {ArticiiJata)

that the greatest number of parasitic species

are found ; while, on the other hand, such species

of them as arc not themselves parasitic are very

generally infested by others that are so. In the

great class of Insects, for example, almost every

known species is inhabited by one or more
parasites; and even among the parasitic insects

many species are themselves inhabited by other

parasitic insects, thus presenting the singular

spectacle of three living animals, each located

inside another one, and only the third and last

emerging alive and victorious from the two-fold

living envelope, in which nature has appointed

it to take up its dwelling.

Some naturalists have supposed that man
forms a group in the Animal Kingdom entirely

distinct and isiila'vd fniiii uU the rest. But the

more generally rciiMvcl opinion now is, that he

is more or less closely allied through the tailless

or " anthropoid " apes, such as the gorilla, the

chimpanzee, and the ouraug-outang, to the

short-tailed baboons and the long-tailed mon-
keys. "We propose, in the following paragraphs

to show that, so fiir as regards any fancied im-

munity from parasitic enemies, the human
animal forms no exception to the general rule,

but that, on the contrary, an unusually largo

number of parasites mark him out for their

exclusive prey. Up to a very recent date it was
almost universally believed, that the whole
animal kingdom was created for the sole benefit

and pleasure of man. No doubt each of the

various parasitic species that prey upon man
thinks—if he ever thinks at all with the gang-

lions that serve him instead of a brain—that

the human animal was created for his special

behoof, and that any attempt to get rid of him
on the part of that animal is a grievous viola-

tion of the great fundamental laws of nature.

This subject will perhaps be considered b>-
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some fastidious persons as offensive and dis-

gusting, and beneath the dig-uity of us great

Lords of the Creation. But, as the all-wise

Autlior of nature has taken the pains to create

these little animals, and organized them in so

l)erlect a manner, that life is to them as much a

source of happiness as it is (o us, we can see no

good reason why it should be degrading to the

Creature to study even these, the humblest and

lowliest works of the great Creator.

Among the vast aud extensive class of insects

tiicre are no less than eight distinct species that

luey exclusively, or almost exclusively, upon

num. Of each of these—which come more im-

mediately within the scope of this joiinial—we
shall now give a short account, and we shall

then brietly refer to some ten or twelve other

species which are known to inhabit the human
body. These last are not true insects, though

they belong to the same great group of ringed

animals as insects do, and we shall therefore

pass them over with comparative brevity. On
the whole, we may- safely affirm that man is in-

fested by neai'ly a score of dift'erent parasites.

Tlie Eight True Iiiset'ts that are Parasitic on Man.

The IIkad-i.olse ( I'edicHlits Inuminus, Linn.)

is seldom found upon adults, but inhabits almost

exclusively the heads of children. Its eggs,

which are popularly known as "nits," arc

glued to the hairs among which it dwells, and it

is solely by means of these eggs that the species

is propagated. The vulgar belief that dirt and
tiltli breed lice is a vulgar error; although, of

course, these creatures increase with greater

rapidity on a dirty head than on a clean one,

because, on the former they meet with a more
abundant supply of their appropriate food.

Stephens, a British entomologist of no very

high standing, has classified the louse of the negro

{I'eiUciilns nigritarnm) as a distinct species

from that of the'white man ; whence it might be

riasonably inferred that the negro and the

white man sprang from a different origin. But
we are informed by a gentleman who formerly

owned slaves in KeutucUy, that the little negro

boys iu that State used commonly to communi-
cate the vermin in tlieir heads to their white
playmates, and that when thus communicated,
the race increased and multiplied with great

rapidity, which fact pretty effectually demolishes

Stephens's hypothesis. For it is a very general

law, that the same species of louse cannot thrive

upon the bodies of two distinct species of

animals.

The Body-louse {Pediculus cercicalis,lAim.)

inhabits more peculiarly the nape of the human
nock, whence is derived its scientific appellation,

which, when translated, means ' neck-louse."

It very commonly, however, is found upon any
part of the body which is not covered with a

dense growth of hair, attaching its "nits" or

eggs to the short scattering hairs which grow
upon such parts. This is the species, which, dur-

ing the late war, infested so grievously both

Union aud Eebel soldiers, ft-om whom it received

the characteristic name of"gray-back." It differs

IVom the Head-louse in having a distinct

blackish stripe, commencing between the hind

legs and reaching about two-thirds of the way
to the tip of the abdomen. The male is dis-

tinguishable at once from the female by having at

the tip of the front shank {tibia) a very robust

blunt-pointed spur, which is almost as long as

the shank itself. As this species attaches itself

very commonly to the linen of the individual

man whom it inhabits, it is manifest that those

who change their linen with reasonable fre-

quency, and have that linen washed in scalding

hot Avater, cannot be long infested by it. The
reason that it was so prevalent in the late Avar

was, that the soldiers, from the necessities of the

service, were unable to wash their clothing as

often as they would have done at home, and
nineteen times out of twenty had nothing but

cold water to wash it in. Now, almost every

species of insect will revive after an immersion
of several hours iu cold water, whereas water of

such a temperature, that you cannot bear your
finger in it for one second, will immediately

destroy any insect whatever that is immersed
in it.

"We have ourselves carefully compared Body-

lice taken from the person of a negro with others

taken from the person of a white man, and can

perceive no difference whatever between the

two forms.

The Crab-louse {Pediculus jnibis, Linn.) is

of a much more rounded and flattened shape

than the two preceding, from which it also

ditfers in sundry structural details, so that, since

the time of Linnteus, it has been referred by
some authors to a distinct genus {Phthirus).

It differs likewise very remarkably, not only

from the two preceding, but from all the true

lice that inhabit other species of mammals, so

far as they are known to us, in the following

respect: Like the other members of the family

to which it belongs, it attaches its eggs or "nits"

to the hair; but the young larvffi that hatch out

from these eggs, instead of living on the surface

of the skin, burrow under the scarf-skin or

epidermis, and remain there, feeding on the
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juices of the body and causing an intolerable

itcliing-, until tliey reach maturity, when they

come forth out of their burrows to copulate and

lay eggs for tlio future propagation of their

species.

The favorite liome of the Head-louse, as be-

fore stated, is the head ; that of the Body-louse

tlic more naked parts of the body; the Crab-

louse, on the otlier hand, peculiarly affects the

human pubes, thougli it occasionally strays off

into the whiskers and the eyebrows.*

All the above tlirop insects, as well as their

eggs, may be readily killi'd by the apijlication to

the infested portions of the l)<id.\- of a small

quantity of any kind of mercurial ointment

—

whether white, red or black is immaterial,

though the white is preferable on account of its

not soiling the linen. In the case of the Body-
louse, however, as already stated, a frequent

change of linen is all that is required to rid one's

self of the enemy; and, moreover, the applica-

tion of any mercurial ointment to the whole

surliice of the body, inhabited by this insect,

would be injurious to delicate constitutions.

The Human Bot-Fly {CEstrushominis, Gme-
lin).—Most persons are aware that there is a

two-winged fly (CEstrus bovis, Linn.), the larvffi

(ifwliich, both in Europe and America, hatch

out from eggs deposited by the mother-fly in the

hide of the living ox, and cause therein ulcers

which are popularly known as "Wormals"
(worm holes). There is another species of the

same family (C'literebra cunicnli, Clark), the

larviB of Avhicli inhabit similar ulcers in the

neck of American rabbits ; and still another

( Cuterebra emasculator, Fitch) , wMch in tlie lar-

raiiged the

'

orcU'i- (Hefc
ilv of the or

If buga

lid not aiiio be placed iu a seijarate
'o-ncuroptera should be annexed to
le Neuroptera is another and a very

va state mutilates the generative organs of

American squirrels, so as to cause that very
general emasculation of these animals, which
has been erroneously attributed, by many, to

battles between the old and the young males.

In several parts of South America a larva be-

longing to this same family of insects, inhabits

" wormals" in the human body, tlie parent fly

liaving every facility for depositing its eggs in

the naked bodies of the natives, and being
enabled to attack civilized foreigners whenever
they .strip to bathe. Since, however, this fly ia

not found in North America it will not be ne-

cessary to say anything further about it.*

The Comsiox Flea {Pulex irritans, Linn.)

—

Most of us are so well acquainted with this in-

sect in its perfect state, that it is not worth while

to dwell upon its peculiarities. It is not, how-
ever, so generally known that its larva is an

elongate, wriggling worm, totally unlike the

mother insect, and that it feeds upon particles

of clotted blood deposited along with the egg

upon the floor of apartments by the mother flea.

Hence fleas cannot multiply in a room where the

floor is continually scoured and swept; and

hence, also, we may deduce the practically im-

portant corollary, that the modern practice of

laying down a permanent carpet iu bed-rooms,

instead of the old-fashioned bedside carpets,

which used to be taken up every few days and

shaken in the open air, atfords decided facilities

for the propagation of the flea.

Entomologists differ as to whether the fleas

ought to be placed in a small order by them-

selves (ApJianiptei-a) , or whether they should

form an abnormal family of the order of two-

winged flics (Dipicra). As they agree in almost

every respect with the two-winged flies, except

in having but the merest rudiments of wings,

the latter seems the preferable course. After all,

these questions are questions rather ofwords than

of things, and of taste rather than of science.

It is commonly supposed that the flea that in-

fests the dog is the same species as that which

infests man ; and that, consequently, dog-fleas

can exist, flourish, and multiply in bed-chambers

where there arc no dogs. All entomologists,

liowever, are agreed that each species of flea is

peculiar to a distinct species, or at all events to

a disliiict genus, of animals; and we have de-

sirijiiioiisdf some ten distinct fleas, inhabiting

respectively man, the dog, the cat, the squirrel,

the hedgehog, the mole, the mouse, the bat, the

Australian porcupine {Echidna), and the do-

mestic fowl. We have ourselves found a small

species upon the young of the common raccoon.

• See on this curious subject Say's works, II.
,
pages 32-38
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No doubt dog-fleas, if they shift their quarters

f.iom dog to man, may cause considerable irrita-

tion upon tlie linnian skin for a few days, or even

weclcs, just as chicken-lice, under similar cir-

cumstances, will sometimes do ; but that they

can increase and multiply upon such unnatural

food as human blood is an entomological im-

possibility.

The Chigoe, on Jkjceu {Ptilex penetrans,

Linn.).—This is a true flea, but diflers from the

commou flea in burrowing into the human skin,

usually under the toe-nails, where it propagate*

its species, and thereby causes ulcerated swell-

ings, and in some cases, if neglected, even death.

It occurs in profusion in Cuba, Hayti, and other

parts of Central America, but is not found in the

United States. The minute and almost mici-o-

scopic creature, which often goes by the name of

"jigger" in the more southerly parts of the

Union, is not a true flea, nor even a true insect,

but a harvest-bug {Leptus), belonging to the

same class as the spiders and mites. [See

Amesican En-tomologist, vol. 1, p. 38.]

The Bed-Bug {Acanthia lectularin, Linn.)

—

We presume that but few of our readers would
require a ligure of this insect, iu order to enable

them to recognize it. It belongs to the true

Bugs {Hetei'optera) , but, like certain other

species of that order, is remarkable for having

only rudimentary wings and wing-cases. Its

habits are unfortunately but too well known to

almost everybody in the United States, and
especially to those who travel upon AV'estern

steamboats. Ordinarily the Bed-bug is confined

to the dwelling places of man, and lives on the

blood of us great Lords of the Creation ; but we
have known it to swarm in prodigious numbers
in a chicken-house, where it must have fed ex-

clusively upon cliickens' blood ; and it is said to

occur also iu European pigeon-houses. In the

whole course of our collecting we have never

met with a single specimen in the woods or the

fields, though many persons have assured us

that it abounds under loose bark in the woods.
Such persons, however, not being familiar with
entomology, have most probably been deceived

by the strong general resemblance to the Bed-
bug borne by a beetle which is commonly found

under bark (Prometopia O-maculala, Say), but

which, unlike the bed-bug, always has complete

Avings and complete shelly wing-cases.

Like almost all other insects, the Bed-bug has

its insect foes. We have been informed by an
old experienced steamboat captain, Edw. H.
Beebe, of Galena, Ills., that whenever steam-

boats on the lower Mississippi become infested

by Cockroaches {Blatta family), tlie Bed-bugs

are very soon exterminated. Unfortunately,

however, in this case the remedy is worse than

the disease.

[Fig. 73.]

Colors— (a) black .and tawny yellow; (ii) brown-black;

(c) brown

It was long ago ascertained by the best Euro-

pean entomologists, such as LinntEus,Fabricius,

and DeGeer, that a cannibal bug {Beduviusper-

sonafus, Linn., Fig. 73, b) commonly haunts

houses in Europe for the sake of preying upon the

Bed-bug, and that its larva (Fig. 73, c) , which is

remarkable for being covered with a glutinous

substance to which little pieces of dust and dirt

usually adhere,* inhabits beds in Europe with

the same object in view. No insect having these

very commendable propensities has hitherto

been discovered in America. But we have our-

selves found the Two-spotted Corsair (Pirates

biguttatus, Say, Fig. 73, a) alive and kicking be-

tween the mattresses of a bug-infested bed in

South Illinois ; and, as this species is closely al-

lied to that which notoriously preys upon Bed-

bugs iu Europe, we infer that it has the same

very gratifying habits. At all events, we know

from its structure that it is a cannibal, and not a

vegetable-feeding insect; and a very similar

species of the same genus, but of a uniform

black color (Pirates picipes, H. Sch.), is com-

mon in the West under stones and prostrate logs,

and feeds there upon various subterranean in-

sects.

The Two-spotted Corsair, as we are informed

by Mr. Uhler, is commou iu Mexico, and is also

found in Louisiana, Texas, and California.

Hitherto it has never been met with so far north

as Illinois, and we may therefore consider it as

a Southern species. Housewives in the South,

and other parties concerned, if they And this

prettily marked bug among their bed-clothes,

will now know what he is there for, and will

exercise their own discretion as to whether or

not he ought to be slain.

The Br.oOD-sucKiNG Coxe-nose, or Big Bed-

bug (Fig. 74 «, Conorhinus sanguisuga, Le

•The larva of another species belonging to the same family,

which inhabits trees (Evagoras viridis, ligured in the Amek.
Entosi., No. 1, p. 18), has the same peculiarity.
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Colois— (a and b) lilack ami blooil-reil.

Coiite*) —Tliis specie's belongs to tlie same ex-

tensive group (lieduuus family) as tlie Two-
spotted Corsair, but to a very difierent division

of it. Like tliat insect, it insinuates itself into

beds, but instead of having the same commend-
able habits, it sucks human blood at first hand.
'•While taking his meal," as we are informed,
"he fairly spraddles himself out, and seems to

enjoy it hugely." In the more southerly parts

of Illinois, namely iu Madison, Jersey, and
Union counties, we know of no less than eight

specimens having been found in beds, and it

must also occur as far north as Adams county,
for we saw it in a collection of insects made at

Quincy and exhibited at the State Fair in 1868.

Mr. Uliler, as he informs us, " formerly received

a specimen from southern Ohio, near Marietta,

at which place it was said to be occasionally

found in beds and to cause severe inflammation
by its puncturing." Dr. E, S. Hull, of Alton,

Ills., was once, as he tells us, bitten in three

places in the arm by one of these creatures;

and the arm became so inflamed in conse-

quence, that for three days afterwards he al-

most lost the use of it. In the more northerly

parts of the United States, so far as we are

aware, it does not occur. Like many of its al-

lies it passes the winter in the perfect state ; for

we have ourselves captured it in South Illinois

under loose bark in November, in company with

its pupa (Fig. 7i, 6)

.

All the species of this genus, most of wliich

are South American, fly into houses bj"^ night,

according to Burmeister, and live upon the

blood of mammals, the puncture of their beaks

causing great pain. In the larval and pupal

states they probably suck the juices of insects;

for being wingless in those states, they would
have no means of reaching the larger animals.

The single pupa that we found under bark in

the winter time occurred in a place that was
about half a mile from the nearest house : so

that at all events it certainly could have had no

chance there to suck human blood by night.

•Weave indebted to Mr. I'hler for the siiecillc detereii-

Other ringed Animals that are parasitic on Man.

The Itch Mite {Acarus scahiei, Linn.)—This

almost microscopic little creature, like the

American Harvest-bug, previously referred to,

belongs to the class of Spiders (Arachnida), and

is consequently not a true insect. The itching

sores which it produces on the human skin are

easily cured by the application of sulphur oint-

ment, which kills the Mites that cause the sores,

and aflbrds immediate and permanent relief.

Since, as has been known since the days of Lin-

naeus, the itch is caused by the presence of a

Mite, we can readily understand how one per-

son communicates it by the touch to another,

and how Robinson Crusoe, if he had lived alone

on his solitary ishmd for a thousand years, never

could have been afflicted with this so-called dis-

ease, unless he had brought it there with him.

Intestinal AYokms (JEntozoa)

.

—Some ten or

a dozen distinct species of these lowly organized

creatures are known to inhabit various parts of

the human body. We shall not dwell here upon

their natural history, interesting and instnjct-

ive as it is, further than to caution our readers

against the fatal practice of eating uncooked

pork, in any of its forms, and whether smoked

or unsmoked. It is now satisfactorily proved

that the Tape-worm originates from the passage

into the human intestines of little bladder-like

creatures {Cystadids) , which inhabit the liver

and other parts of the hog, and when abundant

cause the meat of that animal to be technically

known as " measly pork." And the notorious

Trichina spimlis, which is a very minute worm,
also found in the flesh of the hog, eflects an en-

trance into the human body in the same insidi-

ous manner, and when in excessive numbers

causes excruciating pains in the muscles, and

sometimes even death. In both these cases,

cooking destroys the worms, and prevents them

from finding their way alive into the body of

the living and breathing man, and there increas-

ing and multiplying. When cooked, these lit-

tle animals are no more unwholesome than Lob-

sters or Crabs, which, although they live in the

sea, are not fishes, as is popularly imagined, but

belong to the same great Branch of Ringed An-
imals as do Insects, Spiders, Thousand-legged

Worms, and the multifarious Families of the

True AVorms, whether parasitic or otherwise.

The Coffee Borer.

The coffee trees in Madras and that part of

the East Indies are greatly troubled with the

coffee borer, an insect similar to the borers we
have had in the acacias.
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A MEASLY WILD DUCK.

It is wull kuoAVii that, under certain eircum-

stanccs, the ttcsli of the hog becomes full of

white bladder-like substances, about the size of

a large pea, and that the pork is then said to be

•measly." These little bladders are in reality

living animals, belonging to the same order

{Kntozoa) of the great class of "Worms, as the

various species of worms found in the bowels of

man. Formerly they were called cystadids, and
supposed to be perfect animals, and how they

got into the Hesh of the hog was a mystery. Of
late years, however, it has been clearly ascer-

tained that they are merely the larva state of the

well known Tape-worm; and that, when measly

pork is eaten raw, the bladder-like creature

sometimes passes alive into the human intestines,

and there gradually develops into the tape-

worm. Knowing what we do of the filthy habits

of the hog, it is not difficult for us to understand

how the minute eggs of the tape-worm may oc-

casionally pass, in considerable numbers, fi'om

the human body into the body of a hog, and
tliere generate a large stock of the bladder-like

substances spoken of above.

A\'e have recently been shown the body of a

male wild duck, or Mallard, which was so full

of a new and undescribed kind of cystadid, that

\ t)u could not put your finger upon any portion

(if the flesh without touching some. At first sight

they had the appearance of a number of very

elongate kernels of wheat imbedded in the

muscles. But on a closer examination they

proved to be bladder-like sacks, without any ex-

ternal articulations whatever, from one-fifth to

one-fourth of an inch long, about four times as

long as wide, of a cylindrical shape, tapered a

little at each end, and filled internally with a

viscid yellowish substance. If introduced, along

with a portion of the raw flesh of the duck, into

the human stomach, they would probably have

developed into some kind or otiier of intestinal

worm ; but we were by no means desirous of

ascertaining the particular species of worm, by
personally experimenting on this very interest-

ing, but rather ticklish, subject.

In all sxrch cases as these, perfect security from
infection is attained by thoroughly cooking the

measly meat before it is eaten. This kills the

obnoxious cystadids, and of course prevents

them from subsequently developing into their

ulterior stages within the human body.

The history of the notorious Trichina spiralis

—an almost microscopic worm which is some-

times found in the muscles of the hog—diflfers

somewhat from that of the above creatures, inas-

much as this species does not pass through two
distinct stages of existence. But the same law
prevails in all such cases as these, namely, that

there is no fear whatever of any of these animals

being introduced alive into the human body,

except through the dangerous and every way
exceptionable practice of eating raw meat.

Neither, as is plainly shown from the example

quoted above, are we safe by simply abstaining

altogether from pork. The flesh of the wild

duck, and probably that of many other animals

hitherto unsuspected, and supposed to be pecu-

liarly cleanly, may prove to be as dangerous as

that of the hog, provided it be eaten raw or only

partially cooked.

"We repeat once more to all our readers

—

COOK ALL KINDS OF FLESH BEFORE YOU EAT IT.

Of the many scores of persons who have died of

Trichina spiralis in this country, every one had

eaten either raw ham, or raw sausage, or some

other uncooked or partially cooked preparation

of pork. Accum, the English chemist, wrote a

book long ago wliich he entitled "Death in the

Pot." But the death that he spoke of arose

from the adulteration of culinary articles before

they went into the pot. "We say most emphati-

cally that there is "life in the pot."

STRAWBERRY WORMS.

The biu v^^ isi ititY li vi -hoi i i u {AnUiyloiKra

frayarice, X. Sp.)-—For nearly two years, we
have been acquainted with a little greenish leaf-

roller, measuring about one-tliird of an inch,

(See Fig. 75 «), which in certain parts of North

Illinois and Indiana, has been ruining the Straw-

berry fields in a most wholesale manner; and

which also occurs in Canada, judging from an

account in the Canada Farmer of Aug. 1, 1807.

It crumples and folds the leaves, feeding on their

pulpy substance, and causing them to appear

dry and seared, and most usually lines the inside

of the fold with silk. There are two broods of

this leaf-roller during the year, and the worms

of the first brood . which appear during the month

of June, change to the pupa state within the

rolled-up leaf, and become minute reddish brown

moths (Fig. 75 c) during the fore part of July.

After pairing in the usual manner, the females
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deposit their eggs on the plauts, from which eggs

in due time, liatches a second brood of worms.
These last come to their growth towards the end

of September, and, changing to pupse, pass the

winter in that state.*

We first heard of this leaf-roller in the summer
of 1866, when it did considerable damage at Val-

l)araiso, Indiana, and we were informed by Mr.
]Sr. R. Strong, of that place, that in 1867 they

continued their depredations with him, and des-

troyed 10 acres so completely as not to leave

plants enough to set half an acre, and that in

consequence of this little pest in conjunction

with the "VVhitc-grub, he has had to abandon

Stra^vberry culture.

When we met the ad interim committee of the

Illinois State Horticultural Society at Lacon, in

the beginning of July, 1868, we received from

these gentlemen a quantity of infested straw-

berry leaves, from which in the course of the

next two or three weeks we bred many of the

moths. These specimens had been collected at

Mr. Bubaugh's place, near Princeton, Illinois,

where they were said to be very abundant, and

to have completely destroyed one strawberry

patch containing several acres.

Subsequently wo recoivedanother lot of speci-

mens fromMr.W. K. Luknis, of Sterling, "White-

side Co., 111., Willi the Iblluwiiig remarks upon

this very important subject

:

"Where these insects are thick I would never

think of raising strawberries. It is strange that

I have not noticed any of them work upon this

side the river ; while on the south side for a mile

up and down they are ruining the crops of ber-

ries. Removing the plants does not take with

them the moth nor the eggs, so far as has been

it riophetstOTvn,hadh)sciop ifew\eai^ igoen

•Wo ai m\ hiief rtesciiptious of tin lu cot 1 otl 1 1 the

tirely destroyed by this insect, though it amoun-
ted in all to two or three acres. I hear of a great

many men in other places having their crops

burnt up with the sun, and have no doubt that

it was this leaf-roller, and not the sun, that was
the real author of the damage. As for myself,

I have on this account entirely quit the business

of growing strawberries."

The only modes of fighting this new and very

destructive foe of the Strawberrj—which how-
ever seems to be confined to northerly regions

—

are, 1st, to plough up either in the spring or in

(he fall, such patches as are badly infested by it,

by which means the pupa3 will probably be
destroyed; and 2nd, not to procure any plants

from an infested region, so as to run the risk of

introducing the plague upon your own farm.

The Strawberry False-worm.

(Emphytus maculatus, Norton.)

9, enlarged egg.

This IS a \voim quite ditFerent in appearance

and belouf,ing to the order of four-winged flies

{Hymenoptcut) and not to that of the scaly-

wingcd moths md butterflies (Lejndojitem) , as

dots tlie iieccdiiig species. It is a soft, dirty-

^ ( How 2 looted worm* that feeds externally on

the leif of th( strawberry, and is illustrated in

ill its stages in the above Figure 76.

«\\ ill account of the larva and puya tor

I 1 . 0.65 when full grown, having chang-
I

I ance from time of birth. Somewhat
I nlor liftht dirty yellow with aglau-

I
mill ^nl"i.'V!H( n-frions, inclining in
--I'Mi ";i rin itmracic segments.

—

\ 1' I- light glaucous.
. n„l!il-of the same1:1 M tli:in body, with

londed
, while
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The transfoi-mations of this insect were first

recorded by the junior editor of tliis paper, iu

the Prairie Farmer of May 25th, 1808. Tlie pa-

rent flies (Fig-. 76, o) may be seen hanoing to and

flying around strawberry vines about the begin-

ning of May, in North Illinois, Iowa and Mich-

igan ; iu all three of which Stat-es we know tliem

to occur. They are dull and inactive in the cool

of the morning and evening, and at these hours

are seldom noticed. They are of a piteliy bhick

color with two rows of large transverse, dull

whitish spots upon the abdomen. The female,

with the saw-like instrument peculiar to tlie in-

sects of the great family {Tenthredinidw) , to

which slie belongs, deposits her eggs, by a most

curious and interesting process, in the stems of

tlie plant, clinging tlie wliile to the hairy sub-

stance witli whicli these stems are covered. The
eggs are white, opaque, and 0.03 of an incli long,

and may be readily perceived upon splitting the

stalk, though the outside orifice at which they

were introduced is scarcely visible. They soon

increase somewhat in bulk, causing a swelling

of the stalk, and hatch in two weeks—more or

less according to the temperature—and from the

middle of May to the beginning of June the

worms attract attention by the innumerable small

holes which they make in the leaves. The colors

of these worms are dirty yellow aiid gray-green,

and when not feeding, they rest ou the under

side of the leaf, curled up in a spiral manner,
the tail occupying the centre, and fall to the

ground at the slightest disturbance. After

changing their skin four times they become full

grown, when they measure about 3 of an inch.

At this season they descend into the ground,

and form a very weak cocoon of earth, the inside

being made smooth by a sort of gum. In this

they soon change to pupoe, from which are pro-

duced a second brood of flies by the end of June

and beginning of July. Under the influence of

July weather, the whole progress of egg-depos-

iting, etc., is rapidly repeated, and the second

brood of worms descend into the earth, during

the fore part of August, and form their cocoons,

in which they remain in the c>atcrpillar state,

through the fall, winter and early spring nioiiths,

till the middle of April following, when they

become pupa^ and flies again as related. This

fly has received the name of Emphytus macu-
latus by Norton, in allusion, doubtless, to the

whitish transverse lines on the abdomen.
With the facts here given, it will be no difii-

eult matter for any one interested to make war
in his own way. The worm's habit of falling to

the ground enables us to destroy them with a

solution of cresylic acid soap, or any other de-

coction, without necessarily sprinkling the vines

;

while, knowing that they are in the earth during

the fall and early spring, when there is no fruit,

the ground may be stirred and poultry turned

in to good advantage.

FUNGOID GROWTHS.

The popular idea used to be that mushrooms,

toadstools, funguses and the like, can grow only

from decaying matter whether animal or veget-

able. But it is now clearly established that va-

rious fungoid growths take their origin from

living plants and from living animals. For

example, the notorious Black-knot is a fungus,

although like a variety of other such plants it is

inhabited by the larvai of many insects; and

moreover, in all probability tlie Black-kuot that

infests Cherry trees is distinct from that which

infests Plum trees. Again, the well known Cedar

apples on the Bed Cedar are funguses, and not as

Dr.Fitch supposed,galls produced by gall-making

insects. Lastly we occasionally find certain Pig-

nut Hickories, with their twigs swelling out into

gnarled blackish excrescences often as big as a

hen's egg; and these excrescences, as we have

expe'rimeutally ascertained, are not caused by

any insect, but arc most probably of fuTigoid

origin.

In the above three cases, the fungoid

growth is developed from the twig of the

infested tree. In other cases it is developed

from the leaf. For instance, the common Mildew

on the Grape-viue is notliing but a microscopic

fungus ; and upon the leaves of the wild Crab

orange-colored patches are in certain seasons

very abundant, with the lower surface of the patch

exhibiting a curious ring of dark projecting dots,

each of which is hollow, and crowned with

a fringe of minute hairs at tip. This last is a

true fungoid growth, and was described as such

more than 30 years ago by Scliweinilz under the

name oi CEcidium pyrafAtm. An excellent fig-

ure of it will be found in the American Agricul-

turist for December, 18C8, where it is stated to

be so abundant in an apple orchard in Teiiucs-

see as to have killed several trees. "We our-

selves formerly received from Ohio apple-leaves

attacked by this fungus, with a statement that it

was quite common there upon certain trees.

According to the Agriculturist, the English

name for fungoid growths presenting the gen-

eral appearance of the above is •' cluster-cups."

Many other such cases migJit be readily enu-

merated, but we forbear.

It is well known that in Europe the common
silk worm has, for a long series of years, been
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terribly afflicted by a parasitic fungus. Accord-

ing- to Dr. Carpenter, it is not at all unusual in

the West Indies to see wasps (genus PoUstes)

Hying about with plants of their own length

projecting from their bodies. In our last num-
ber (page 77) we referred to a parasitic plant

growing from the mouth of the common "White

Grub, ^^'llich is apparently the same fungoid

growth spoken of three years ago by Dr. Kirt-

land of Ohio as being well known to science.*

In further illustration of this very curious sub-

ject, we annex here a communication from a

Virginian gentleman, Mr. Sam. H. Y. Early,

with which we have been favored thi'ough the

good offices of that distinguished entomologist,

Wm. H. Edwards.

"There is a white mushroom known in the

region in which I was raised, as iioisonous and
fatal to the hogs that feed on it. I believe it is

common inall localities in which I have been. In

the spring of 1842 I observed in what is called

a "new ground" in Virginia a great quantity

of these mushrooms, and in reply to some re-

mark I made about them, some of my father's

negroes, v.iio were then making hills with hoes

for planting tobacco, inquired of me if I knew
what produced these mushrooms. On my re-

plying in the negative, I v.-as infoi-mcd that they

grew from the white grub worm. I think there

were some twelve or fifteen negroes present, all

of whom concurred in the statement, and said it

was no new thing to them. They had no difficulty

in establisliing the truth of what they stated, be-

cause they dug them up in all their stages of

germination and growth before my own eyes.

In a very short time they had furnished me with

a large number of the worms in their original

shape features and size, and as distinct to the

eye as if they had been alive, but having the

consistency, color and smell of a mushroom ; and

I actually broke them up, just as a mushroom
breaks in one's hands, snapping them crosswise

and squai-ely off. Many others I found to be en-

larged before germinating, and many just germ-

inating, but with the shape of the worm pre-

served. And in some I noticed that the features

of the worm were preserved in the root, even

after the mushroom had grown up through the

earth and attained some size. I gathered a

good many specimens in their various stages

into my handkerchief, and carried them to my
father's house, where they lay on the mantel for

some time. They seemed, however, to be no

novelty to many to whom I exhibited them. In

fact they were familiar to almost all who had

opportunities of investigation, and to whom I

mentioned them at the time.'*

In the Missouri specimen referred to in our

last number, there were said to be " two sprouii

of green vegetable growth, growing out of the

head of the grub, one on either side, of nearly

half an inch in length, and resembling a hog's

tusk in shape." In the Iowa specimen referred

to in the second volume of the Practical Entom-

oloffist, page IIG*, which is now lying before us,

one sprout is over an inch long, and the other is

scarcely one-tenth of an inch long, and both, as

in the Missouri specimen, were when fresh of a

green color and took their origin one from each

corner of the mouth. The most remarkable

thing is that in Iowa, according to Mr. Gilbert

who forwarded the specimen, " there were large

numbers of such specimens turned up by the

plow, and the root came from the worm in ex-

actly the same part of the body in all." Hence

it is reasonable to infer that the mushroom ori-

ginates inside the body of the insect, and being

unable to make its way through the skin pushes

a path for itself through the aperture of the

mouth. We presume there can be little doubt

as to the identity of tlie Iowa and Missouri

spec-inicn^. and the la-obable identity with these

of the iiiuii('rou> ^iicciiiicns in Virginia so gra-

phically dc-nibcd ],y Mr. Early.

* Pi-iiiua by mistake ai ' 'jiage 16'
' in A. K. p. 77.

PLUMS FOR THE MILLION.

We have shown, in preceding articles, how
professional fruit-growers may raise good crops

of plums, of any desirable variety suited to their

locality: first, by frequently jarring their trees

and destroying the Curculios that fall therefrom

;

and, secondh', by allowing hogs the range of

their orchards, so as to get rid of all the wormy
fruit as fast as it falls, and thus nip the evil in

the bud.

But for the unprofessional cultivator, who has

only a few fruit trees growing in his garden,

both the above methods are, as a general rule,

impracticable. It is as much trouble to prepare

for jari'ing a single plum-tree as for jarring a

hundred, and as to allowing hogs the run of a

garden, that of course is out of the question.

Luckily, however, for those who wish to cul-

tivate plums on a small scale, there are two

varieties which, though not of the finest quality,

may yet be successfully grown without any

special attention to fighting the curculio. The

first of these is the Columbia plum, a variety of

the European species {Prunus domestica) . The

second is the Miner plum, otherwise known as
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the Hinckley plum, Isabel pluin, Gillett plum,

Townseud plum, Robinson plum, &c., which is

a cultivated variety of one of our American wild

plums, distinguished by botanists as the Chick-

asaw or wild-goose plum (Prunus chicasa) . The
native home of this wild sjiecies seems to be the

Southwestern States ; but Dr. Latham quotes it

as occasionally found in Illinois. It is altogether

ditfereut from the common wild plum of the

West (Prunus americana), which has a much
less elongate leaf, and dift'ers in various other

respects.

1st. The Columbia Pluji.—According to Dr.

E. S. Hull, who has grown this variety for many
years near Alton, in South Illinois, this plum is

round, fully two inches in diameter, and, near

Alton, ripens in August. It is only of the sec-

ond quality, cither for cooking or for eating,

fetching $10 or $12 per bushel when the best

varieties command $16. Near Albany, Ni Y.,

it is extensively raised, but throughout tlic

Western States it is comparatively unknown.
According to the same authority, although the

Curculio oviposits in this plum as freely as in

others, yet the larva that hatches out from its

egg is almost invariably drowned out by the

exuberant flow of juice that is peculiar to this

variety.

2.\d; The Miner or Hinoklev Pi.uii.—This
has been very extensively grown near Galena,
III., for the last thirty-four years, and has lately

been introduced into Wisconsin. It is a deep-

red, round plum, about one and a half inches in

diameter, of a firm texture, and with a rather

tough and thick skin. In those regions it ripens

from the last of September to the beginning of

October; and we were informed at Galena that

it can be kept through the winter by simply
scalding it with hot water, placing it in any con-

venient open vessel, and then covering it with
the liquor with which it had been scalded. Ow-
ing to the firmness of the flesh, it bears trans-

portation remarkabl)' well, and it is said to meet
with a ready sale in the Galena market. Accord-
ing to an article in the Gardeners' Jlonth/i/,

(Sept. 186S), Louisville buyers had paid from
$1 to $6 per bushel for all that they could meet
with near Murfreesboro, Tenn.; and Dr. Hull
informs us that it commands this price in the

Chicago market, when the best cultivated varie-

ties fetch from $12 to $16. Hence, it must be
quite obvious that the Miner plum cannot even
be considered second-rate in quality. Still, on
the. principle that '• half a loaf is better than no
bread at all," it may be safely recommended to

those who have neither the time nor the oppor-
tunity to grow finer fruit.

As to the nearly complete exemption of the

Miner plum from (he attacks of the Curculio,

there can be no doubt whatever upon tliis point.

All authorities agree here. Dr. Hull writes us

word tliat he has grown this plum for many
years, and that " every year a part of the young
plums are punctured by the Curculio, but the

larva in them is but rarely perfected, and 'the

fruit ripened up finely in 1868, and does so every

year." Mr. Joel Barber, of Lancaster, Wis.,

informs us that "the Curculio marks the fruit

and deposits its eggs as readily upon the Miner
plum as upon any other variety ; but the eggs
never hatch out, and when the crop is abundant,
a large portion of the plums escape being stung
at all."' Finally, the universal testimony of all

the Jo Davies county fruit-growers, whom we
had the pleasure of conversing with at a meeting
of their local Horticultural Society in 18G8, was
to the same eflect. Although, however, the

Miner plum is almost Curculio-proof, it is at-

tacked, to a limited extent, by the Pluni-gouger

{Anthonomus prunicida, Walsh). The larva of

this last insect may be readily distinguished

from that of the true plum Curculio by its habit

of boring at once into the kernel, and there stay-

ing until it transforms into the perfect beetle

;

whereas the true Curculio lives exclusively in

the flesh of the plum, and goes underground to

pass into the perfect beetle state.

We repeat, therefore, that the Columbia plum
is probably, and the Miner or Hinckley plum is

certainly, the plum for the million, on account
of its hardiness, productiveness, and almost

complete exemption from the attacks of the

Curculio. Whether in the case of the latter this

exemption is due to the drowning out of the

larva, as with the Columbia plum, or to the late

period at which the fruit matures, rendering it

an unsuitable food for the "Little Turk," or

finally to the fact of its belonging to a distinct

botanical species from all the other cultivated

plums, is a question of no practical moment,
though theoretically of the highest interest. Pos-

sibly all these three causes may contribute

towards the desired result. We ourselves, from
among a bushel of Miner plums that were on
exhibition at the Fair of the Jo Davies County
Agricultural Society, picked out a perfectly ripe

specimen that bore the unmistakable crescent-cut

of the Curculio. Yet it was not otherwise

damaged than by the slight disfigurement; and,

like the rest in the basket, was, for eating, a fair

third-rate plum, if it be allowable for bug-men
to express a decided opinion on a question which
moi-e immediately concerns the fruit-men.
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THE "COLORADO GRASSHOPPER.'

Kditovs Amevicaii Eidomologiit :

You have, perhaps very naturally, arrived at

some quite erroneous conclusions respecting

the peculiarities of the above named insect.

First, impliedly, that its origin is confined to

Colorado ; second, that its " native home is in

the canons of the Rockj' Mountains;"' and,

third, that it deposits its eggs at various points

in its flight.

The "Hatefnl'' (new title to ns) Grasshop-

per—by some said to be identical with tlie

Egyptian Locust in appearance and habits— is

common to all this western or rainless region,

one-third of the United States, but its breeding

place is upon the hot, parched plains and

table lands', from four to six thousand feet

above the sea, instead of in the canons of the

mountains. The greater the heat, the more

they flourish. Though they endure consider-

able cold and live, they are at the same time

exceedingly sensitive to its efiects; becoming

torpid in frosty nights or in snow storms, and

reviving to active life in the succeeding hot

sunshine. The swarms that devastate the

country in their flights are invariably natives of

sandy plains or basins, comparatively destitute

of vegetation, where the direct and reflected

heat of the sun's rays in summer are more in-

tense than you ever experience in the vernal

valley of the Mississippi. The humidity, how-

ever, is very much less ; the air being like that

of a furnace. In such places, and on the hottest

days, the Grasshopper is the most active, and

then it attains its greatest perfection. AVlien it

has reached a certain stage in its existence, it

takes to flight. Those hatched in the same lo-

cality, and necessarily under the same climatic

Influences, rise iu the air about the same

time, but they do not move in concert. Their

course is directed by the prevailing winds more

than by any other influence. Consequently, in

this country, it is generally from northwest to

southeast. They alight or move forward at

pleasure, each individual upon its own account.

Many of them fly at an immense height. When
on the liighest peaks of the snowy range, four-

teen to fifteen thousand feet above the sea, I

have seen them filling the air as much higher as

they could be distinguished with a good field

glass, glistening in the sunlight like snowflakes.

In crossing the snowy ranges countless myriads

of them perish. Nearly all that alight for food

become so chilled that they arc unable to rise

again, and in a few days they die. On the great

snow fields it is notliing uucommcui to see the

dead so plentiful that they might be shoveled up

by wagon loads.

AYlien the season comes for depositing their

eggs, the swarms which happen to be in favor-

able localities, proceed to do so, after which

most of them soon die and the pest disappears.

Some doubtless continue their flight. If the

succeeding winter is mild, young Grasshoppers

may be found upon sandy, sunny hillsides

long before spring, but the great swarms appear

with the earliest vegetation. Then it is they

are most destructive. It is a common belief

that a young Grasshopper eats more than half a

dozen full grown ones. They feed and grow,

and in due time take flight, as did the genera-

tion before them. But few Grasshoppers are

hatched in the mountains, properly speaking.

It is true they do iu some of the valleys, up to

an altitude of seven or eight thousand feet

—

possibly sometimes to nine thousand—but they

usually come out so late that the frosts of the

following fall catch them before they take

flight. As an illustration, the J\Iiddle Park of

the Rocky Mountains is a great basin, bowl-

shaped, Avith a single notch broken out of its

western rim. Otherwise, it is surrounded by

suowy mountains. In 1867, it was invaded by

swarms of Grasshoppers from the direction of

Utah, which deposited their eggs all over it. In

its lower portion the young began hatching

about the first of July. They attained maturity

and took flight in August. Their hatching

ground was from six to seven and a half thou-

sand feet above the sea. Further up toward the

rim they came out later, and at nine thousand

feet they did not appear until the last of Au-

gust. September frosts and snows caught them,

and they never left their native ground. About

the same time these latter hatched, immense

swarms of full grown insects came again from

the west, but instead of alighting in the Park

they drifted up against and upon the snowy
range east of it, where they perished in count-

less millions.

In August, 18G4, this country had its worst

visitation of "Hatefnl Grasshoppers." They

had hatched iu the valleys of the Upper Mis-

souri, from six hundred to eight Imndred miles

distant, and swept over Colorado with a solid

front. They ate up late crops and then depos-

ited their eggs and died. In the spring of I860,

their progeny came out of the ground with the

early crops, which tliey devoured. When about

one-third grown they were attacked by an Ich-

neumon Fly, which stung them in the back, de-

positing one or more eggs. The product of

these destroyed probably one-half or two-thii-ds
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of the Grasshoppers, and the balance in due

time took flight and left us. With the excep-

tion of those two j'cars, Colorado has not been

generally nor severely scourged by that pest.

They have done damage in certain restricted lo-

calities, and have passed over in greater or less

swarms almost every year since the settlement

of the country, but the prevalent idea that they

are a yearly plague is all a mistake.

In New Mexico, which has been settled by

the same people for two hundred years, genera-

tion after generation of the same family, culti-

vating the same fields, they say they expect to

lose about one crop in seven by Grasshoppers.

The experience of the people in Utah, Montana,

Idaho and Nevada, is about the same as ours. I

think you are right in the supposition that they

will not propagate in great numbers in the Mis-

sissippi valley—not because it is too hot or too

low, but because it is too damp.

Now, why is it that Colorado has been given

the unenviable distinction of supplying names

to two of the pests of agriculture—the " Colo-

orado Potato Bug " and the "Colorado Grass-

hopper?" Neither is peculiar to Colorado. The
Potato Bug is hardly known liere, and has never

done any damage worth mentioning. Both
were well known before Colorado was named,

and yet both have been renamed after Colorado.

Why are things thusly?

Respectfully, your ob't scrv't,

W5[. X. BVEUS.
Denvkr, Col., Dec G, 1368.

Editors American Entvmologid :

In the last number of your excellent journal

appears an article under the title " The Hateful

or Colorado Grasshopper." Now permit me to

object most seriously in behalf of this Territory

against attaching the odium of the nativity of

this pest to this country, when Utah, Montana,

Oregon, Nevada and New Mexico, all have them
equally numerous with Colorado. The Colo-

rado Potato Bug is enough; we want no more
fame of that kind. The Eocky Mountain Grass-

hopper is the Eocky Mountain Grasshopper.

Now, having pen in hand, I feel impelled to

write a few thoughts, which are the result of

my knowledge of this Eocky Mountain Grass-

hopper. Though I may difler in opinion from

the article referred to, I do so for the sake of

truth and the public good. The (rrasshoppers

are distinguished here as the Spring and Fall

Grasshopper. Those of the Spring are those

that hatch out here, make wings, and fly oft'

generally about the last of June or first of

July, never remaining to lay eggs. The Fall

Grasshopper flies here from the west in Septem-
ber, and sometimes in August. They rest, feed,

and sail oft' if the wind suits their course for it:

and, as is well known, they fly with the wind,
and more generally when it is in an easterly di-

rection. A sudden change in the wind will

cause them to fall to the ground in myriads,
when if it rights itself, soon they immediately
rise and fly ofi" again. They come in swarms
varying from a half mile to many miles In ex-

tent. Those that come here late pair oft', and in

two weeks after begin to deposit their eggs,

which is generally from the fifteenth to the last

of September. The eggs hatch in a week of

suitable warmth and moisture. After a fall of

snow, succeeded by ten days of warm weather,
young Grasshoppers may be seen here on hill-

sides and warm places in the fall. This is the

history and nature of the Grasshopper as exhib-

ited here. That they can live in a warmclim ite

and become adapted to it, is proven in New
Mexico, where they did much damage this year,

as well as in California. But the question may
be asked why have they not propagated them-
selves in Iowa and Missouri? The reason is

obvious, they came there too early and deposit-

ed their eggs too soon. The eggs having been
laid so early, the hatching process began in the

fall, the eggs were chilled and debilitated by
frost, and when spring's warmth completed the

work, there came forth a brood of sickly, dying
Grasshoppers, incapable of propagating them-
selves. Now, should we have a late cold spring
in the Rocky Mountain region, retarding the
hatching of the Grasshoppers that they may
reach Iowa and Missouri October 15th, and de-
posit their eggs after that time; there will be such
a swarm of Grasshoppers in those States as was
never before seen, but will be seen often
thereafter. V. Devixny.

De.vver, Col Tit., 18i)S

[There are hundreds of insects that take their
name from some particular district where they
were first discovered, though they are equally
common in many other districts. The Pennsyl-
vania Soldier-beetle, for example, takes its name
from Pennsylvania, yet is just as common in
all the other northern States. (See Amekican
ENTO.MOLOGIST, p. .52, note). Again, the New
York Weevil takes its name from the State of
New York, where it was first met with. Yet in
that State it is exceedingly scarce, while in the
valley of the Upper Missis.eippi it is very com-
mon and very destructive to fruit trees. If ^^,^

are to ciiange the name of the Colorado Potato-
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bug, and the Colorado Grasshopper, because

these insects occUr iu other districts as well,

we must also change the name of the New
York AVeevil, to avoid hurting tlic feelings of

tlic great State of New York; and so on ad in-

flnititm. The correct scientific rule is, that spe-

cific names, when once validly established, can-

not bf" changed—Ens.]

THE NINE-PUONGED WHEEL-BUG.

Editors American Eiitviiivlv<jld :

The "Eggs of true Bugs," fromMoorestown,

N. J., referred to on page 80, 2d column, of the

Ento.mologist, arc, Avithout a doubt, iu my
mind, those otlieduvius(Prionotus) novenarius^

Say, a large species, which is becoming very

common in this locality, but not more so than

is desirable, from its known predaceous habits-

This insect has long been common iu and about

Philadelphia, but it is only during the last ten

years that it has been observed in the county of

Ijaucaster, except on very rare occasions. In a

residence of many years at ^Marietta, only twelve

miles west of Li/ncaster City, and during eight

years of active exploration in that neighbor-

hood, I never saw a single specimen of this in-

sect, although various other species of Rkdu-

viiDjI; wore very common. I have often obtained

the eggs and the young by confining the adult

female in a box. The color, the form, and the

manner of agglutination of the eggs, agrees

very well with the statement of your corres-

pondent S. C. T. The subsequent hatching of

the eggs, and the progressive development of

the young, has furnished some very interesting

•episodes in insect life." On one occasion a

mass of about fifty of these eggs, which were at-

tached to the side of a box, hatched out prema-

tureh". in a warm room, early in March, and a

few of the young survived until the first week

in April, puzzling me very much to know how
life was sustained with nothing but air to feed

upon. Every week, however, the number of

living subjects seemed to diminish, but those

that did survive seemed to be healthy, active,

and growing. One day, however, I detected

one of the large individuals seizing one of the

smaller ones, and in about ten minutes ho had

him sucked out as dry as an empty chestnut

shell; and on examining the skeletons on the

bottom of the box I found them all hollow. The

subsequent observations of Mr. Jacob Stauifer,

of this city, upon a colony which he had in his

garden, confirmed those which I had made, and

seem to imply that in a state of nature the hab-

its of this insocf, in tliis respect, arc the =amc.

These insects, when quite young, and for some
weeks thereafter, are gregarious, the stronger

feeding upon the weaker, and after the colony

has been reduced to eight or teniu number, and

these have acquired sufiicient strength aud art

to capture other prey, they separate and become
solitary. Witnessing the gradual development

of tact, cunning, assault and evasion, practiced

by these insects, it would appear that the lessons

learned in youth were necessary to carry them
through their afterlife. S. S. \\.

Lancastek, Pa., Dec, ISOS.

[Our correspondent is notimproljably riglit, in

referring these eggs to the Nine-pronged Wheel-

bug {Reduvius novenarius, Say). Wehad this in-

sect in view, iu referring the eggs to some spe-

cies in this genus, but it is always uuwise to

refer the eggs or any of the preparatory states of

an insect to a definite species, unless we know
positively of what we are speaking.—Ei>s.]

Grasshoppers in the State of Xew York.

Eih'tors American- Entomologid

:

In your November number (page o3), you

give authority for saying that grasshoppers were

scarce in this State (New York), this season.

This may have been the fact where Dr. Velie

resides, but here in the exti-eme western part,

they were more numerous than usual. Many
fields of corn were badly injured by having the

" silk " eaten from the ears before the pollen had

fallen. Carrots and buckwheat also suflFered

badly. They ate all the carrots in my own
garden, and also the onions (seed onions, not

" sets"), and left the parsnips untouched. Many
gardens were entirely cleaned of cabbages, and

vineyards suftered materially ; not from loss of

foliage, but the grasshoppers ate holes in the

berries, and, unless disturbed, would not leave

a bunch till all the berries were spoiled. Some
Delaware vineyards also suftered from the de-

predations of bees. My own Delawares suffered

from what are called here " yellow jackets," and

"black hornets," or wasps (?). Both build

"paper" nests on trees, and always trouble

sweet apples, but this year they injured the

grapes. I think that if the grasshoppers had

left the grapes alone these "hornets" never

would have troubled them. No other varieties

of grapes were injured much, only occasionally

an lona or Diana.

Black crickets were remarkably plenty here

this season, also the tent caterpillar. The "flea

beetle " (ITaHica), was unusually destructive to

young cabbages and turnips.

Yours, etc., D. A. A. Nicnor.s.

WiisiTiELn, Niw YoitK
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UNIVERSAL REMEDIES.

"We have received from Mr. J. Cochrane, nur-

seryman, of Havana, III., a copy of a circular

strongly recommending Best's Patent Fruit

Tkee and Vine iNViuoRATon, from which we
cut the following elegant extrafts

:

This Fruit Tree andVinelnvi- ii:it i i- iln iii..st use-

ful combination of ingredients i\. i Miirir^l t.. aiiv peo-

ple, in any country, forthepurpoM- .Ir-igii,.!. Tothe
healthful tree its use can be producti\ e of uo harm; its

only effect when the system of the tree is in order being
an increase ofsap or growth ofthe tree. * * In order to

cause a tree or branch to produce fruit, all that is ne-
cessary is to check in some manner the too fre« circula-

tion of its sap. This can l.c .Imi.- i>v using Best's IN-
VIGORATOE. » * When appln.! intlir tree it penetrates

every pore—destroyin;; tlir wuim in the heart, and by
connecting with tlie mim ral >uli^taiirfs of the earth
destroys the cause aii.l i.iv\riii~ th.' nvati.m ofaiiy de-
structive insert . It uill |ii-.\ rill I iiiTiiliii tVniii Slinging

the Plum. It will kill llir rra.'li-i;i-ii!'; an. I if used
early in the Spring will piinml tlir nialiun dI t lie grub.

It wiU destroy every insect tlial trees or \ ines maybe
effected with, in any cUmatc. It will increase the
growth oftrees and vines one-third yearly. It will pre-
vent mildew on berries. It prevents mildew and dry-
rot on grapes, and invariably matures them large In
connection with the mineral siilistames t,l' the eaitli. it

produces a healthy sap that -well- the ti-ee. eaii-ini.' the

old bark to peel off Irinii the ImmIv, while a heaulilnl

It from
lie and
here of

the branches:an.l the tulia-e. It uivi-

strength to the tl-ei' that the -e\ere-t

winter -svill unt etl'eet the liianelie-. It pi.Hiuees a vig-
orous hud, and Willi siieh -treii,i;ih that im tVnst can
effect it. A/n.lr., ,ri!l ,„./,<./ ,r':,n ,.,it ,nra,l L^ Irq,. It

will kill ,...tato I.,,qs a„.l /."'">" :ui.l l.^^ents p„tato
rot. It will prevent w.'exii ,,i- iii-t in win at. and also

prevent lly from touehiiiLr il. It |ire\ents nieles from
taking corn, and destroys the .ul-w onnand . liiiitz bug.
It has been used by thousand- ..r tie' he-t in-ii in the
country, .and they are ullli\ in- and iraiiy tnt. -tily lo the
truth of the above statements, in eiuht ea-e- out of
ten it gives health to trees, so they will hear perfect
fruit. By using the Invigorator in the spring, it never
fails in any instance. By using it in the fall and spring,
or two successive springs, so as to give health to the
tree, the fruit will be perfect, smooth, without specks,
very large and free from worms. Single "Individual
Rights," with full instructions for mixing and using,
sent free by mail, on receipt of price, $5 00 each.

To all which we reply as follows :

1. This remedy is warranted to destroy Bor-

ers, Curculio, Peach-grub, Potato bugs. Weevil,

Hessian fly, Cutworm, Cliinch bug and general-

ly every insect that trees or vines may be effect-

ed [aft'ected?] with." Now, the insects actually

named here belong to no less than four difTerent

orders, and are, many of them, as distinct from

one another as a Mole is from a Monkey or a Bear

from an Opossum. Is it likely then that the

same combination of drugs can be equally ob-

noxious and deleterious to all of them? Does
not every fanner know that, even in the case of

two such clo.sely allied animals as the cow and
the sheep, the sheep will eat scores of weeds that

the cow will not touch? But in.sects are not

the only animals that this wonderful Panacea
operates upon! It also "prevents moles from

taking corn!" "Why not say that by pouring a

barrel of the Invigorator into the Upper Missis-

sippi, it will cure all the citizens of New Or-

leans of the vile habit of chewing tobacco?

2. Animals, however, are not the only organ-

isms that the Invigorator is death upon. It is

also death upon four distinct kinds of plants,

namely, mildew and dry-rot on grapes, rot in

the potato and rust in wheat; for all those four

so-called diseases are now known to be nothinji-

but invasions of certain parasitic funguses ; and

yet upon the grape vine itself, the potato ilsclf,

and the wheat itself, instead of exerci.sing any

deleterious influence, thi.s miraculous panacea

showers down life and health in the most pro-

fuse abundance ! Strange that the same remedy
should discriminate so nicely between different

plants, and yet slay all bugs whatever without

any discrimination. For it will be observed that

this wonderful mixture is warranted to kill, not

only the potato bugs that are our enemies, but also

the " parasite " that preys upon the potato-bug,

and is consequently one of our best friends.

3. "W^e learn that if we apply the Invigorator,

the severest frost will not " efTect" [aflfect?] the

bud or the branches. Then according to Mr.
Best they can go to work and grow flgs and
oranges in Maine! Only "invigorate" them
sufficiently, and even forty degrees below /.ero

won't hurt them.

f .
" Apples," we are told, " will not rot when

put away to keep." "Will not rot for how long?

Does the Invigorator change summer apples in-

to winter apples? "Why not say at once that

rotten apples, by toucliing them with the In-

vigorator, become in three minutes" time tis

sound as they ever were?
'). "We have heard of blowing hot and cold

with the same breath. But how the .same in-

vigorator can, as is claimed, both increase the

flow of sap and at the same time check the flow

of sap " so as to produce fruit " is more than we
can explain.

And yet, in spite of all these and a hundred
other such absurdities, plenty of men who think

one dollar too much for the American Ento-
MOLOia.sT will cheerfully pay five dollars for an

"individual right" to mix and use the new-

Patent Liquid Manure. Like almost any other

manure, this secret composition may likely

enough stimulate the growth of their trees, but

in no other way can it pos.sibly, as is claimed,

protect those trees against the attacks of all in-

sects and all diseases without exception.

fSyA flock of ants, ten miles in width, is said to

have recently crossed the Shasta "Valley, in Cali-

fornia. Can any of our California exchanges

confirm this statement ?
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COMPLIMENTARY.

At the late meeting of the Missouri State Hor-

ticultural Society, held at Columbia, a resolu-

tion was ofFered, strongly recommending the

American Entomologist to the horticulturists

throughout the country.

A similar resolution was afterwards offered by

Dr. Warder of Ohio, at the meeting of the Illinois

State Horticultural Society, at Bunker Hill, and

it was warmly supported by Prof. Turner of

Jacksonville, and unanimously adopted. We
ask for no higher commendation of our work
than these good words of encouragement from

bodies of such intelligence, and composed of

me)i so well able to judge of its merits.

Anijng the very many excellent and flatter-

ing notices which the Entomologist has re-

ceived, we make room for the two following on

account of their brevity. The Bound Table

says

:

" St Louis has recently produced a monthly

with whose appearance and evident thorough-

ness we are greatly pleased. Tliis is The
Ameuican Entomologist, of which we shall

take pleasure in speaking at greater length

when our acquaintance with it shall have be-

come longer. Meanwhile we may say tliat its

twenty well-tilled and admirably illustrated

pages of reading matter are chiefly devoted to

tlie insects whose habits affect agriculturists;

particularly throughout the Mississippi Valley,

and that about the neat little i)amphlet there is

an unmistakable assurance of honest work by ac-

complished naturalists."

The American Farmer, of Kochcster, N. V.,

says

:

"This capital new monthly has readied its

fourth number, and seems to be just tlie thing

needed in these days of insects. AVhile emi-

nently scientific, it is thoroughly practical

without a vestige of quackery. It is beautifully

printed and illustrated, containing just the kind

of matter, it seems to us, the most needed by

farmers and fruit growers."'

PAPER-MAKERS.

It is only within the last few years that man
lias succeeded in making paper out of wood, and

even now the process is not practically a suc-

cessful one. Yet the hornets—those "natui'al

paper-makers from the beginning of time," as

Harris felicitously called them—^liave been mak-

ing a kind of tough, gray waterproof paper out

of wood every summer from the most remote

antiquity.

OX OUR TABLE.

L' Insectologie Agricole—A monthly paper
of 32 pages, E. Donnaud, editor, Paris, France.

The October number of this journal has been
received. We had supposed the American
Entomologist to be the only paper in the world
devoted entirely to economic entomology, and
there probably is no other paper of the kind

in the English language; but "L' Insectologie

Agricole," is devoted to the same interests, and
treats of useful insects and their products,

noxious insects and their ravages, and of prac-

tical methods of combating them. The number
before us contains a colored plate of the com-

mon Itch-mite {Acarus scabiei, Linn.), ac-

companied with an interesting account of that

minute pest. A table, showing the number of

caterpillars, chrysalids, and cockchafers, which

seventy-six pupils, in a common school at

Phalerapin, destroyed between the 1st of Feb-

ruary and the 14tli of July, gives the aggregate

as 23,003. A revue of the market, with prices

for all kinds of insect produce is also given.

Cecil's Books of Natural History, in three

volumes. Cecil's Book of Beasts; Cecil's

Book of Birds ; Cecil's Book of Insects.

16mo, 200 pages each. Handsomely illustrated.

Retail price, $1.25 per volume; in sets, $3.50.

Published by Clarke & Co., No. 8 Custom House
Place, Chicago, Ills.

These books are gotten up in a very neat and

popular style. They contain interesting read-

ing for young folks, and will make an admira-

ble Christmas present.

^=The American Xaturalist, published at

Salem, Mass., has the following announcement
in the December number

:

The approaching close of the second volume of the
Xatiiraliist, while exhibiting the gratifying fact that the
subscription list litis liccn "I'liiistnntlv incTpnsing from
the start ..ttln' iin.l.Tt:iliin-. :il-.. I.rin-- ,M.iirliiM\c ovi-
llencc tli;il tlir .Mauaziii- :,niM.| l.r n,:,i ,it:,iiir,| . with
the pi-csi-iil riiviiliiiii.ii. :a i|v pi.'-.iii |.ix\- prir,-. The
Editors aiT Ihri'i-ion' nm-i nluiituilly i..i-i>.'(l i.. increase

coninu'ii.iiii; ^^illl ilir iliird volume, March, 1869.
Aflir ilii l-i oi' .Maicli, isr.i), our regular price for

Vols. I and 11 uill hr SI. oil rach, unbound, and $5.00
each, bimml. po^lau.' ]iaiil. siii;;lo numlicrs ii( all three

Chill rato for \ol. Ill to |iir..iaii siili-cTili.a-s i-onew-
ingfor\'ol. Ill Hiin.r as|,,ll..\v-, iinlil .Manli 1st. 1869:
For a club of live, ;>17.iiii: of i.n. s:;-.i.iii); ,,r twenty,
$60.0U, and a free copy lo ih,. |m i-mi -, lolinu llic inoni-y.

The club price of till MMnMdMn.i-r with llir

Naturalist vi'iW therefurc be .Sl.uu in future, and

we cannot wish our friends at Salem better suc-

cess than that every one of our subscribers

should, in sending their names, send also for

the JVafuralist.
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look Out for the Eggs of the Apple-tree Plant-louse.

^Vhile at Columbia, Mo., at the meetiug of

the State Horticultiual Society, wc noticed that

the little, .shiny, black bead-like eggs of the

common Apple tree plant-louse (Ajihis mali,

Fabr.) were very numerous on almost all the

trees in the neighborhood. In many of the

50uug trees on Mr. James Stephens's place, there

was not a twig which was not studded with

them in every crevice and crack, and around

every bud. At the December meeting of the

Alton Horticultural Society, twigs covered in a

similar manner were presented for identifica-

tion. The punctures made by the Periodical

Cicada form a good shelter for these eggs, and

are generally lined with them. "We judge there-

fore that this plant-louse will be more common
tlitm usual in these localities next .spring, though

wo are glad to state that the few warm days

wlijch occurred during the latter part of Novem-
ber caused about one-third of the eggs to hatch

;

and that those lice have since been killed by the

frost. Still we advise every one owning an ap-

ple tree to look out for them next spring, about

the time the buds begin to burst, and syringe

them with a weak solution of lye, or a still

weaker solution of cresylic acid soap.

A Substitute for the Poisonous Substauces some-

times used for Preserving Insetts.

The learned French chemist, T. Kaspail, in

his Manuel de la sante, gives a solution of

aloes and black pepper, as a good substitute for

the compounds of arseuic, mercury, etc., which

are made use of to presei-ve insects. He says

that if a small quantity of this solution be put

into the paste used in lining boxes, it will form

a sufficient and lasting protection agaiust insect

marauders. The plan is simple, and I strongly

urge its trial by Entomologists.

Ciis. Dadant.
Hamilton-, Ills.

Greenhouse Plants.

The Moally-bug and the Kcd Spider, as we
hear from the best authority, will stand any

amount of tobacco smoke, while Plant-lice

(Aphis) are easily killed by tobacco smoke.

The Red Spider, however, may be got rid of by
exposing the infested plants to the rain, and the

Meally-bug by a wash of cresylic soap, suffi-

ciently diluted not to injure vegetation.

Eruata.—On page 7i), column 2, par. 2, line

11), for "G. C. Rye," read '-E. C. Rye." On
page 73, column 1, line 7 from bottom, for

former," read ••latter."

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

How to hatcli Vupx—Daniel Porier Smith, IIa,l-

ilain Xeck, Cun-n.—You siiy you have collected ii quan-
tity of pupa% and enquire "how von can most i

fully I •

"

to keep them as near as possible i

in which thcv are found in natin-r

the winter in tlie ..-round slinuld 1

is l<c

state vvheu you dig the box up in the sj^rin^'. All but-
terfly chrysiilids that transform above ground are easily
bred by keeping them in a room of a low, even, ancl
sufficiently moist teinperatui-i>

, "We have ox<-i-Ilcnt sue-

keepin;? i

both it ai

for all in-

\\\h-

I '.. liile thepupa'of bee-
! u wood , or in what-

I. The tltree chrys-
; - i'' as follows: No.'l,

ilul on the wild cherry, is the
.1 moth (Attaoua Fromethea.
i- ofthe great Yellow Swallow-
i,i,s. Linn), and No. 'A is the
ty --^ .-lirv-nlis. nf the White-

thereforc can not tell to «
belons, until we breed tj]

leave the hull entire, a

brown weevil. Amongst
many of the perfect wec\ i

distinct species. One is thr ,

If „ . w,.' .•,•; .. "'. l.illlK.'ll-,. ;
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Ilk, Ml .1 ;it

gi'ouiul.

Mr. Jlicl-iium, Cohimhia, Mo.—The wonns you found
at the root of a decaying apple tree, are the larva; of the
Three banded crane tly (Tipula tricittata, Say), a large

species wliiili we liave lired from larva; found in similar
situatiiins. Ymi mcd nut fear they will trouble you.
Tlicv c/:ui lianllv bo loiisiilcred injurious.

pel ti Cane L Klnrishiiij

,

liirc-s oh your
iid of an inch
a ratlier large

iiiLc species of
t'U t(. IVdintcii

always burn the wood which lie primes,
these and other eggs that thev contain.

us, all.l ilricd ali.l >lin\,lr,| ^| i,^ ..) ;Im !: ^uii.l-

hcud.'d Applc-tlrr-l,..lir ,
V. . . -,,, ,. Ill

sending iiLsccts you .^llouUl lanrpal Unui l.H,.-,.h into

a box, and it will be to your advantage in futiu-e to

number each specimen you send, and retain duplicates
that are numbered correspondingly.

Cresylic Soap—Jiio. A. Fettingill, Bunker Hill,

llls.~\on can obtain this soap of the St. Louis Coal
Tar Company, 324 North Third street, St. Louis, Mo.

I. Ml uilh tlii.s ailedi.^case;
it scarcely seems possible
be cause of the ' yellows

'

111 of such a close observer
\vs '

' of the peach tree is,

lity, and ac-.(,nling to our
nr\r-cl;il.lr ..ri-ill, tllOUgh
f- atlrrii,! \\iili it are more
rt- tluin !iiv hralthy trees.

That our readers may
appcar.ance of a tree ati

the above cut [Fig. 77

ood idea of the
s, we introduce
ts, iibove, a dis-

lures in

iiiado by
ily) long
i within

Ililliard, JirigUon,
]ilaccdin two 'rows.

. "11 the canes of Tour
III.' ICiifv.lid (Platii-

4i>i>!<->t\vi^ Itn

and I i.i.ilirr. ..ji h.iili i.car. .Iin

two or three year old tree . The
ually break off by the wind."
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tULLS AND THEIR .\RCHITECTS.

In llic liuiguaiie ol X;itiirallsti=, '-galls"' lire

all such (lelonnutioii.s of living and growing

phiiits. as arc produced by one or more insects

or other allied animals residing therein, and

deriving their nourishment therefrom. For ex-

ample, the common •nut-galls'' of commerce,

to be found in every druggist's store, and which

are such an indispensable ingi-edient in all our

writing-inks, are caused by an exotic species of

Gall-fly (Ci/nips) attacking an exotic species of

oak, as our common oak-applos (Fig. 78) arc

caused by an American (Jail-fly, very .similar

to that shown in figure si, but smaller, attack-

ing an American oak. In the language of

surgeons and butchers, the word "gaH" has a

very dift'erent meaning, being applied to the

fluid otherwise known as bile which is contained

in the gall-bladder. But with this use of the

term we have now nothing to do.

Galls are of various sizes and colors, and of

almost every conceivable shape. Some resemble

a large rose, some have the appearance of a

pine-cone (Fig. 82). some imitate the sprouts

from a cabbage-stalk (Fig. 8i), some look like a

tomato (Fig. 8!)). some like a potato, some like

an apple (Figs. 78 and Fig. 85 «), some like

smallerfruits (Figs. 7'J, and Fig. 80 «)> some like

the garden flower known as Cockscomb (Fig.

87), and some like the veritable comb of a

cock (Fig. iio) . Some again are smooth, some
wrinkled, some downy or hairy, a few so trans-

])areut that the living insect can be seen inside

them, hut most of them impervious to light.

Some on the other hand are so fragile that they

<au be readily crushed in a child's fingers, some

so hard and woody that itreciuires a sharp knife

to cut into them. Finally in color they are of

various shades of green, yellow, crimson and

brown, often prettily speckled and mottled, and

in many cases they have as rosy a cheek as a

peach.

•'As bitter as gall"' is a very common ex-

pression, but galls are by no means generally

bitter. The nut-galls, indeed, of commerce arc

well-known to be so, and the Oak-plum Gall

(Fig. 80, n), when green, seems to contain the

very concentrated essence of quinine. But the

great majority of these vegetable excrescences

scarcely ditt'er in flavor from the plant upon

which they grow. This is the case, for example,

with some fifty dift'erent kinds of galls that grow

upon difl'erent species of oak. And yet the

very same species of oak which when punctured

by "the Oak-plum Gall-fly (Fig. 81) produces

from the cup of the acorn this inten.sely bitter

gall, when i)unctured by a very similar fly be-

longing to the same genus (Cyiilps q. .scu/pla.

Bassett) generates from the leaf a gall which

looks for all the world like a grape, and which

is as fleshy and juicy and as pleasantly acid

as a partially ripe grape. Strange that two such

closely allied insects should cause upon the

very same plant such very dift'erent products I

Almost every part of a plant is specially at-

tacked by gall-makers. Some confine them-

selves to the flower, some to the woody parts

such as the twigs and larger branches, some to

the roots, and a great number to the leaves.

As a general rule, each gall-maker confines it-

self to its special part of the infested plant ; but

we have noticed several remarkable specimens

where a certain gall-maker which habitually

attacks the twig, forming thereon a closely-

compacted series of galls, each of them about

the size of a pea (the oak-fig gall of Fitch).

•• slopped over," so to speak, when it arrived at

the terminal bud of the twig, so as to cause

several galls to develop next year, not from the

twig itself, but from one of the leaves at the

tip of the twig. And yet, strange to say. these

abnormal galls, generated by mistake upon a

pari of the plant where tlioy had no business to
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be, namely upon the leaf instead of ujion the

twig, diflered in no respect from those that

occurred upon the adjoining twig- ! So definitely

are the form, size, color and texture of these sin-

gular i)roduction8 determined by the insect that

cause the abnormal growth on the infested plant,

so little does it matter from what parlicular part

of the plant the abnormal growth is developed!

Neither does it make any difteronce, as a general

rule, if the same species of gall-making insect

operates upon distinct species of plants belong-

ing to the same botanical genus. We have col-

lected, for example, numeroiis instances where
the same Gall-fly (C'//Hi^«) attacks distinct but

allied species of oak, and yet produces^ galls

that are entirely uudistinguishable, no matter

upon what species of oak they occur.*

AVe are all of us so familiarized wilh one or

more of the wonderful processes by which ani-

mal and vegetable organisms i-eprodiice them-

selves, that it seems in no wise astonishing that

a sheep, for example, should generate a sheep,

a honey-bee a honey-bee, an oak an oak, and a

cabbage a cabbage. In all such cases, however,

an animal rcpi'oduces an animal, or a vegetable

reproduces a vegetable, and the same species,

whether animal or vegetable, reproduces an

almost exact image of itself either iu the next or

in some subsequent generation. But in the case

of galls, we have the \ery astonishing and
otherwise unparalleled fact of two organisms,

the one animal the other vegetable, cooperating

together to generate a third organism, entirely

different in all its characters from any thing that

either of the two parent organisms is capable

by itself of producing, and just as definite and
invariable in shape, size, texture and color, as

animal and vegetable productions that belong

to the same species usually are. Take, for in-

stance, a thousand "oak-apples"' (Fig. 78)

off black oak, and a tliousand apples from

an apple-tree. You will find that the former

resemble each other, both externally and inter-

nally, quite as closely as do the latter. Yet to

produce an apple all that is required is a living

and growing apple-tree of sufficient age; while

•See Proc Ent. Soc. Phila. Ill, jk |-,39, u.jI.-, TIu' ruU
ri-sembling the oali-bullet gall (Q. globulu-i, Fitrh; «h;rV i»

there mcutioued aa occurring ouBuiToak, hiis Ixrn iiiicc
ascertained by us to be produced bv a di-linct ^p.i-ies of
Gall-fly from that which produces the oak-hulhi ^'all. The
sail it>rlr hu- Ihi- same very reniarliable iiitirnal ^Irurture,

to produce au •• oak-apple " there is necessarily

required the joint co-operation of a gall-fly and
an oak, the first an animal, the second a veget-

able organism : and if either the gall-fly or the

oak were swept out of existence to-raorrow, the

oak-apple tliat they unite to produce would at

the very same time cease to exist in this world.

The insects whicli are known to be the archi-

tects of galls are by no means an isolated group,

but belong to several different Families in no
less than five different Orders. They may be

enumerated as follows : The Snout-beetles and
the Long-honicd Beetles {Coleoptera) , the Saw-
flies and the Gall-flies (Ilymenoplera), the

Tinea and Tortiix Families {Lepidoptem) , the

Flea-lice {F^njUa). Plant-lice and Baik-lice (7/o-

mnptera), and the Gall-gnats and certain groups

belonging to the great Musca Family {Diptera).

In none of these Families is the gall-making

faculty universal, and in not many of them is it

general, but is on the contrary confined to par-

ticular species, the very same genus often con-

taining certain species that make galls and cer-

tain others that do not.* Besides the above

gall-making Families, all of which are true

Insects, many of the Mites {Acarus family),

which ai-e not true insects, construct upon vari-

ous trees galN ni' no very conspicuous size,

shape or striuiuic. (See Ameu. Extom., p. 57).

Galls originate in two distinct modes, either

first, by the mother insect depositing one or

more eggs in or on the part of the plant which

she attacks, or second, by a young larva station-

ing itself upon a leaf or other part of a plant,

and iiTitating its surface with the organs of its

mouth, until a hollow is gradually formed which
eventually becomes a more or less tightly closed

sack, inside which the larva develops to matur-

ity and propagates its species. In this latter

case, which is peculiar to the Plant-lice, the

Bark-lice and the Mites, young larvse born

within the gall frequently stray away through

the partially open nuiuth of the enclosing sack,

and found new galls the same season either

upon the same or upon adjoining leaves. This is

the rule with gall-making Bark-lice and Mites.

But in galls made by Plant-lice, the entire brood

of larvae reared within the gall remain therein

till they have most of them reached maturity

and acquired wings. The gall then, by a beau-

tiful provision of nature, gapes open to allow of

their escape, usually at the month of the sack

formed by the mother insect, but in certain

cases in some other part of the sack.

It will thus be seen that this second mode of

•As, for example, the genus Xetnatm among the SBW-flieH
and the genus Cecidomi/w among the (iatl-gnuts
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the formation of galls is tlie exception, and tliat

I ho first mode, niimcly liiat wlien tlie mother

iii<ei-t deposits one or more ei;gs on or in the

iiil'ostod phuit, Is the rule. Ju tlie latter case,

when hut a single o>ijX is deposited in one place,

the larva that develoiis from that egg- forms but

a siiijjle cell, inside which it resides, as in Fig.

7.S (I, The gall is then technically said to be
' monothalamous," i. e. one-celled. But wlien-

rver several eggs are deposited in one place, the

hirvie developing therefrom inhabit several cells

enclosed in a common envelope, as in Fig. 80, b.

'I'iie gall is then said to be '• polythahunous,"

i. e. many-celled. In the second group of galls,

namely those made by Plant-lice, Mites, etc.,

the inhabitants of the gall, however numerous

ihey may be, always reside promiscuously in

the same large cell or hollow.

The number of galls formed by distinct spe-

cies of insects or mites upon various plants in

America is very gre.nt, and a large proportion

of them are as yet nndescribed and unknown to

science. Of those that occur upon trees and
-hrubs, exclusively of herbaceous plants, we are

ourselves acquainted with nearly two hundred
ilitTerent species, about a third part of which are

iiiuleseribed. In the following paragraphs, we
[iropose to give a brief account, illustrated by
ligure's, of some of the more conspicuous ones

out of tlie whole number, made by three dif-

lereiit Families of insects, namely the Gall-flies,

the Gall-gnats, and the Plant-lice.

(Jails made by (iall-tJies. (Cy«/>a.)

Tiii:Tklk •Oak Aii'le," as it is popularly

termed, (Qtiercus spomjijica, Osten Sacken,

Fig. 78) occurs exclusively upon the Black oak
(Quercus tinctoria). It commences its growth
ill May. or as soon as the young leaves jint forth,

[Vis- 7B.1

sides becomes eventually hard and woody, but

the space between that cell and the external

skin or rind of the gall is always completely

tilled by soft, drab, spongy matter. By the fore-

part or middle of June both male and female

gall-tlies (C^/((iw '/. /poti'iijlca O. 8.) eat their

way out of a certain number—say about a fourth

part—of these galls, having developed into the

winged state from the larva in the central cell.

I

The hole by which the fly makes its exit is

I

shown at Fig. 78 b. The remaining larvte lie

! dormant for more than two months, when tlie\

j
change into the pupa state, and subsequently

I about October eat their way out in the form ot

' (iiill-flies (Ci/nipi< q. aciculala, O. S.) closely

allied to and yet quite distinct from those pro-

duced in June. Out of thousands of these

autumnal flies examined by us, all wore females

with not a single male among them; and we
! have experimentally ascertained, by colonizing

i a number of these females upon isolated black

!
oaks known to be not previously infested with

oak-apples, that they cause oak-apples to be gen-

erated in the following sijringupon such isolated

Black Oaks. From Oak-apples produced in this

manner we have bred two specimens of the

spring form of Gall-fly (</. sponyifica) which

exists in botli sexes, and five specimens of the

autumnal form {q. ucicuhda) which exists ex-

clusively in the female sex. Finally, treating

these tive autumnal specimens in the same man-

ner, i. e. placing them upon another isolated

Black Oak, we obtained galls in the following

spring which produced two specimens of the

spring form (spongifica), thns showing that the

autumnal form sooner or later reverts to the

spring form. Hence, as well as from other con-

siderations, we may infer that the former is not

a distinct species but a mere '-dimorphous"

female form of the latter; for otherwise, one

form could not generate the other form. As to

the supposed impossibility of females generating

without anv sexual intercourse with males,

theie are man> species ot in-ects ^\ here no m,de>

at all are known to exibt.*

iiid H-idic 11-, lull -i/e m a lew weeks. The
(iiti.iliell (1 ig '"<

11) in whith the larva re

-

lliulL UIMJII^' liu:>

thousand feniJi ~

podagia, W«Nli) u
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The Bastard Oak-apple' (Q. inanis, Osten

Sacken, Fig. 79), matures like tlie preceding; in

June, but is found exclusively upon the Rod

Oak(qt(ercn)i riilji-a). It differs from the pre-

ceding in never reaching so larjiO a size, in the

central cell not being •\voody, but consisting of

a mere shell which can be readily l)rokon with

the thumb-nail, and in its being only connected

with the external rind by slender radiating- (ila-

nicnts. Males and females {Cynipsij. itmnis.

(). S.) absolutely undistinguishable from the

(.oloi—Drill)

spring form of the preceding arc adaiuablc from

this gall in .June: but after repeated trials we
have never succeeded in breeding from it a single

autumnal female, and wc do not believe that

any such form exists in this species. Hence,
and also in consequence of the very great dis-

similarity of the galls, and their always grow-
ing upon distinct species of oak, we are com-
pelled to consider these two gall-flies as distinct

species, although when placed side by side the

forms generated in the spring ari' exact h like

each other.

TiiK Oak-i-i.i.m (iALL* (Fig. SO «) is rciuark-

It-iK SO]

•First described liy the sonior Editor under tli.. nimi.^
luercm piunui in Proc. F.nt. Sor. Phil. Ill p. tiSli, ii..l( . |

'

able for beisig the only American gall that is

known to grow out of the acorn. It occurs in-

discriminately upon Black and Red Oak. reach-

ing maturity in August and September. At
that period it is solid but fleshy, and when cut

into is of a pink color inside ^hading into yellow

towards the middle. '^nl)se(|uently, as it dries,

it becomes ^o Innl ,is to In- i ut witli difhcultv,

its color inside changing, first to blood-red and

afterwards to brown. The insect that produces

this gall {Ci/nips q. prunux. uew species. Fig.

81), makes its appearance in April, and is

remarkable for lying two _\cars in the gall

before it eats its way out. remaining in the larva

state for over a year ; indeed some of them re-

main in the larva state for over two years, and

do not eat their way out until the end of the

third year.* Figure Hu. h, shows this same gall

when cut open, and figure 8tt, c, the central cell

inhabited bv the larva.

iiivit and in luige iium-
. Ill Deit-niber, l*>i,
si;.-,, thr ilv^nct «-:ls .•^till

-hiiwing tliat tlu'l:

iLlescriptioiiofth
species is new to s

CV.MPS Q. PKLN
iO-pU
IS lor

joints

2 niack. Head rather coarsel3-

,cent; antennie rather more than
iointeil, joint 1.1 equiil in lenffth

ns..|y

r"in ^ilv^'r Th'- w liolt- of joints 3-7 sculptured like
(•'^

ti-rnun;il om-lourth of ioint 2. Legs rufous, the

\;i- irochantfis and tarsal tips black, jrings subhyalinc,
irli a dark brow n cloiid exttndinc from the first transverse

in over the areoiel and the radial area to the tip of the

iiiit Veins all brown and distinct, but neither the subcos-

1, radial, cubital, nor anal veins attaining the exterior

argin. Length $ 0.2lt—0.30inch. Expanse!).47—0.85 inch.

Dci-ribed from 11 $ specimens; f^ unknown. Differs

jni all described N. A. species by the beautifully opaque
initnation, eiitirelv unaccomp.anied by any inibesceHce,

Ihetiporthea' '
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growth slioitl> iiftcrwiird

Galls maile by fiall-snats (Crridomyia).

TllK I'lXK-COMO AVii.i.ow-<;.\Li,

{Sfroliiloides, Ostun Sacken),

Fig'. 82.—Tliis gall grows, often

in the most profuse abundance,

on the tip of the twig of the

Ileuit-leaveil AVillow (Salix ror-

(lata). single bushes sometimes

bearing over a hundred galls,

but never more than one gall be-

ing found upon one twig. The

gall-gnat that produces it (Fig.

So) appears in April or early in

Max, and the gall commences its

1 is full sized by

the middle ofJu-

ly. AVhen young

and immature it

is spherical and

enveloped in a

dense ma.ss of

foliage, which

gradually falls

off towards the

autumn, and by
November the

( oini— i!:.i. kisii twig on which

it grows, il >.mall, is already killed for an inch

or two downwards. At this date the larva may
be found embedded in the very heart of the gall,

and enclosed in a delicate membranous cocoon,

somewhat of the texture of gold-beaters" skin.

and tlu-ice as long as the larva itself. In tliis

cocoon it reposes without eating anything until

the following spring, when it changes into the

pupa, and shortly afterwards bursts the pupa-

shell and escapes in the perfect or winged state.

The gall itself is manifestly nothing but a de-

formed and enlarged bud : tor leaf after leafmay
be peeled away from it any time in the winter,

as you would strip the leaves from a cabbage

one after the other, until finally the larva that is

quietly reposing in the very heart of the bud
becomes exposed to view. It is remarkable

that, although the leaves of the Heart-leaved

Willow arc always sharply toothed on their

edges, those of the gall tluit grows upon it are

never toothed at all.

Thei-e is a species of green C'atydid inliabiting

"Willows, -which is peculiarly addicted to depos-

iting its elongate cylindrical eggs, for safe keep-

ing through the winter, under the scales of this

gall, as many as seventy-one of its eggs having

been counted in a single gall. In the spring

these eggs hatch out, and the young larvie leave

the dry galls, and disperse themselves in various

directions for the purpose of obtaining gi-een

food. There is also a very minute Guest (iall-

gnat {Cecidonu/ia alborittata,y\'a\sh), scarcely

one-third as large as the species (Fig. 83) that

makes the gall, but otherwise very much of the

same appearance, which deposits its eggs in the

'same situation. The larvie, however, that hatch

out from these eggs, instead of leaving the gall,

as do those of the Catydid just now referred to,

remain in it till they have reached maturity, de-

riving their entire subsistence from the sap that

they manage to extract from its leaves, lu two

galls, each containing of course but a single gall-

making larva, we have counted as many as

forty-one of these guest larvic full fed and ma-

ture; and what is singular, numerous as the

guests often are, they never sccni to interfere in

any degree with the health and prosperity of

their host, by cutting oft' his due supply ofsap or.

otherwise interfering with his domestic arrange-

ments. With such exuberant profusion has

Nature provided for the multiplication of life

and happiness, and so carefully has she man-

aged that, whether in the animal or in the vege-

table kingdom, nothing shall go to waste, nothing

1)0 lost, nothing be created in vain I

The C.\BBAtiE-.si>uouT Wii.i.ow-GAi.i, {HuUvix

hnissicoides, Walsh). Fig.. 84. Unlike the pre-

ceding, this gall is social in its location, as many
as a dozen of them some-

times growing from a

single twig, like the

spi'onts on ;i cabbage-

stalk. It differs from

that species also in not

being coiitiiied to the ex-

treme tip of a twig, but

more usually taking its

origin from the side of a

twig or sma'l branch.

Furthermore, it is always

bund exclusively upon
Long-leaved Willow

{Sfili'x kinijifdlla). and
wc have several times

noticed bushes of this and

of the Heart-leaved AVil-

( „i,,i_(iivi)i
j^j^^y (.[jjij jg inhabited by

the Pine-cone (iall, promiscuously intermingled

and each bearing its peculiar gall alone, and

never that which is appropriate to its neighbor.

Fundamentally, the structure of the Cabbage-

sprout (rail is the same as that of the Pine-cone

Gall, but, as will be seen at once from the figure,

it ditters from that species in the leaves being

more open and less deformed from their normal

shape, and also in their retaining their natural

green color instead of being covered with glau-
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cous-white pubescence. The larva ret^ides in

the very heart of the gall, as with the other spe-

cies, but instead of the cocoon beinof thrice as

long as the body of the larva, it is scarcely at all

longer, and fits so closely that it is not a very easj;

matter to remove it. In these two species, the

larva and pupa of one are absolutely undistin-

guishable from those of the other, and the perfect

flies resemble one another so closely that the

same figure answers equally well for both.

Their transformations also take place in the same
manner and very nearly at the same time; and
the galls attain tlicir full growth in tlic same
month of July.

The Gu,u-e-Vine Ai-i'i.k-g.u.l, (Vitii po-
mum, new species.) Fig. 8.3 a.—In No. 2, page

28, and Xo. .'!, page 64, of the American E\to-
MOLOGIST, we referred to a "vegetable phenom-
enon" said to be found in Virginia, in the form
ofan applee-like growth from a grape-vine. The
prevailing opinion in that State seemed to be,

that it was a kind of hybrid fruit formed by the

union of a grape blossom with an apple

blossom. But we intimated our opinion at

the time, that it was no fruit at all, but

simply a gall produced by some nnknown
species of gall gnat. "We have since received

specimens of what is undoubtedly the same
tiling, from two dift'erent .sources, first from Mr.
I>. L. Kingsbury of Alton, Illinois, and second

through the kindness of Mr. Stauflfer, of Penn-
sylvania, from Thos. Median, the well known
editor of the Gardeners' Monthly. Mr. StanfTer

has also favored us with a good colored figure of
one that he cut from the wild Frost Grape ( Vitis

rordifoUa) , August 0th, 1850, which agrees per-

fectly well with the tv.-o specimens in our pos-

session. Hence, after carefully examining these

specimens, we can now announce with certainty

that this "vegetable phenomenon" is really what
wi' originally inferred it to be—namely, a g.all

made by a gall gnat. P'ig. 85 «, will give the reader

been treating of, h.ave been what are technically

termed "monatlialamous" or "one-celled" galls,

inhabited by a single gall-making larva. But
this, as will be seen at once, is a "polythala-

mous" or many-celled gall, inhabited by a great

number of gall-making larvw.

As the fly that generates this gall will, in all

probability, not make its appearance until next

spring or summer, and as we have consequently

had, as yet, no opportunity to breed it; it may
be very reasonably asked, how we know forcer-

tain that it will turn out to be some kind of Gall-

gnat {Cecidomyla)'i We answer thatthelarva?of

all Gall-gnats are distinguishable at once from
other larvic by a peculiar process known as

the "breast-bone," and located on thelower sur-

face of the first joint of the breast. (See Fig. 86,

c.) Usually this "breast-bone" is of so dark a

color that it can be readily seen, even in a very

small larva, and its use apparently is to abrade

the surface upon which the larva lives and there-

by cause an abnoi-nial flow of sap, which forms

the food of the little insect that is thus working
for its living. In Figure 86, r, the head of the lar-

va is shown protruded ; but all this group of larva^

have the power of retracting the head within the

body, so as to bring the "breast-bone" well into

play. In shape, this organ differs greatly, being

sometimes what we have called "clove-shaped,"

as in Fig. 86, c, sometimes Y-shaped, as with

the larvaj of the two Willow-galls figured above,

and sometimes of other allied shapes. But in

cver>- case there arc several sharp prongs in front

of it, adapted for wounding and piercing. As
a general rule, allied gall-gnats iidrabiting the

same genus of plants have larva" with "breast-

bones" of the same, or a very similar shape.

For example, that of the larva to be next des-

cribed is absolutely undistinguishablc from that

of our larva; and so is that of the larva of the

Pine-cone gall from lluii of Ihc hirvii nf (lie C-ih-

bage-sprout g.all.*

TiTi- r:>7ii-f.i-ivr 1,'ir U1.I/T..;*! 1 ( t7/;.< r-r,)W/.

/ —^\^ h ^e n t \Mth int oi

a very good idea of this gall, and Fig. 85, b, ( f

its internal structure, showing the larvic that in

habit its numerous cells, a single larva in a sin

gle cell. All the galls that wo have hitherto

9 li e

mo tl
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two small specimens of thi* ^all growing upon

(he cane of the wild Frost Grape in Illinois; and

we were presented w-ith two very large speci-

mens by Mr. Mills of Hocli Islimd, 111., which

had grown upon a Frost Grape planted in his

dooryard, from one of which the annexed draw-

ing is copied (Fig. 80). Tlie whole nui~s of

galls springs from a common ceniii'

[Fig. si;.!

where a bud would normally be, ami is evi-

dently a mere deformution of a bud. Occasion-

ally an uudeformed leaf witli its peduncle still

entire puts forth from the common centre, some-

times bearing a couple of galls at the junction

of the peduncle with the loaf. Each gall is one-

celled, the cell being about a quarter of an inch

long and one-fourth as wide as long, and con-

taining a single larva. (Sec Fig. 86,6). Tlic

larva closely resembles that of the (Trapc-viiie

Apple-gall, and is tiierefore no doubt tliat of

some Gall-gnat. Large sized specimens of this

gall bear a general resemblance to a bunch of

lilbert or hazel nuts, as they grow on the bush:

hence the name that we have given it. Vnller

details will be found in the foot-note.*

of from 10 to .50 opaque, woolv-pubescent. fusifonn, or
sometimes nattish-oval, Ki-een Rail*, lach from 30 to O.V.'i

inch long, the whole springinu- lr..in the |i..iiit n here normal-
ly a bull wouhl he l.ieate.l . IJriiiriilh il i-onlv the terniiual
Jof each sail that i- imlieseeni. i;e- lia-al ', iicin;.' smooth.
The interior of each Rail Ulle^hi

,
iiii.-v ;ni.t -ui.a.-hl, with a

Erie longituilinally eentral eell n.i". iie-li l"n':; and n.iji; inch

(Jails made by Plant-lice (Aphid(c].

The galls hitherto referred to have been those

whicli arc formed by the mother insect depositing

one or more eggs in or on the tissues of the plant

which she infests. Those to be now treated of

belong to the second or exceptional group,

which are formed by a young larva stationing

itself externally upon some particular part of the

infested plant, usually the leaf, and causing that

part to bulge out into a sack, which finally closes

at its mouth and shuts up the larva in a kind of

prison of its own making. "We see the abortive

beginnings of this process in the case of many
species of Plant-lice and of Mites ; for example
the common Currant Plant-louse {Aphis ribis)

,

and sundry Mites that attack tlie leaves of oaks.

For here, although the leaf bulges out into a ca-

pacious lioUow inhabited by the leaf-feeders, yet

the Iiollow never, under any circumstances,

closes at its mouth into a true sack-like gall.

i
L̂iARVA.—Uranpe-venov

paler Breast-bone as
U inch.

\i;(jNi) (tai.i. {Fopitli vayabunda,

Walsh), Fig. 87.—This gall occurs iu particular

years in prodigious abundance on the tips of the

twigs of certain Cottonwoods, but in other

years tlicre is not one to be found in the same
district. The old blackened galls, however,

hang on to the twigs for several seasons, giving

the tree a singular appearance when tlie leaves

are off in the winter time. The fly was discov-

ered and described before it was known to in-

habit any gall, and received its name from the

habit that it has of wandering to very great dis-

tances in its native forests.* It may be called

the Vagabond Plant-louse {Pemphigus vagct-

bundus, Walsh), and is represented in Fig. 88.

•See Proc. Enl. Soc, Phil., I, p .IM. where the fly is de-
scribed, andll, p. 462, where the s«ll is described. As to
the generic determin.ition of thia Plant-louse, see JbitI VI.,
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-Black.

It makes its appearance in the winged state in

September, and early in tiie following sum-

mer the green and shining hollow gall, with its

skin as thin as tjiat of a capsicum, may be dis-

covered almost full grown upon cottonwoods,

and occasionally upon balsam poplars. At this

l)eriod there is always found a single wingless

Plant-louse inside it, which has by her sole ex-

ertions caused the growth of the gall, and which

will subsequently give birth inside it to a very

large and flourishing family of young Plant-

lice, all of which will eventually acquire wings

and leave the gall in the ensuing September.

TiiK Sumac-gall (liliois, Fitch), Fig. »9.—

This tomato-like gall occurs on the leaves both of

the Smooth Sumac (lihiis (jlnhra) and the Stag-

liorn Sumac (Blius tiipliinu), and in the States

both of Illinois and New York. Like the preced-

ing, its shell or skin is quite thin, and the

winged flies arc found inside it in prodigious

[Fife'. SO.)

(nloi-—Givi'iii-sh yt'Uow, with a rosy

numbers in September. Early in the spring, as

we have been informed by Dr. "\Vm. Manlius

Smith, of Manlius, N. Y., each gall contains but

a single wingless mother-louse in company

with numerous larvae. The winged fly has the

veins of its wings arranged in the same pattern

as those of the preceding species (Fig. 88), but

differs in having four-jointed instead of six-

jointed antenna'. It is also a very much sra.aller

insect.

It is remarkable that there are two Chinese,

one .Japanese, and one Indian gall, growing

upon different species of exotic Sumacs, and ap-

parently analogous in their structure to our

American Sumac-gall. They are described as

being, some of them like a radish-pod, some

like an ox-horn and over two inches long, and

some branched like a stag's horn. One of these

Chinese Sumac-galls, which is not uncommonly
to be met with in drug stores, is shaped much
like ours, but has a much tougher and thicker

rind. On breaking a specimen open, we found

it to be filled with infinite numbers of plant lice,

having wings exactly like those of our insect,

being of the very same size, and apparently be-

longing to the very same genus. Thus we sec,

that even on the opposite sides of the globe,

analogous galls are made on analogous plants by
analogous insects.*

The Cockscomb Elm-oall {Ulmicola, Fitch),

Fig. 00.—This species has a much thicker and

more fleshy rind than the two preceding.

Young "White Elms often have their leaves so

densely covered by these galls that you can

searcelv see the leaf for the galls. After trees

I'olor—(irccii, ofk'liwitli ;i nci rlu-i k

get to be about twenty-five feet high the gall-

making insect ceases to trouble them; and the

younger the trees the more apt the\' are to be

infested. The Plant-louse that produces these

galls is exceedingly minute, and diflers iu the

veining of its wings from figure 70, c, (p. 82), in

the hind wing having but a single branch vein,

the front wings corresponding in every respect.

It is, however, remarkable for holding its wings,

when in repose, horizontally on its back, instead

of carrying them steeply roofed, as is tlie case

with almost all the other genera of Plant-lice.

Early in the spring but a single wingless mother-

louse is to be found iu a single gall ; but iu a

short time she gives birth to hundreds of very

minute and wingless young larvie. By the

end of June or the beginning of July, the

gall becomes full of winged plant lice, when the

slit on the under side of the leaf, through which

the mother plant-louse built up the gall early in

flivtller details <
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tlir spriuj;, <;.ii)es opi'ii and allows the iii'^octs to

o-.-apc into the open air. Wlieii White ElniSMic

|)l;iiitecl :h shade trees in large nuinljrrs in llir

neighhorliood of liou^es. and heeonie hadly in-

fested by tlie>o galls, (lie winged ilios tlial are

generated in sncli myriads intlie middle of snni-

mer often become a very serious miisance. Ileneo
;

il is \vorth while lor us to learn, that when sueli

trees bceome large tliey will cease to be attack- 1

ed in such manner.*

There may probably be some i>f our readers wlio

niu> be desirous of breeding the gall-making in-

seds from the galls figured above, or I'roiu sucli i

(ithcr gall-as they may have tliomselves discover-

ed upon other plants. We would caution allsucli ,

liersons not to bo deceived by a very common
i

pliein)menon. Ucsidcs the true gall-makcr, they

will obtain from almost every gall, one or two,

md sometimes out oi t\\o d /en ])eitecll\ di->

tin tin-C(t- lln ( \m11 Uloii^ to Iwodilki

int^ioups ind It \m11 oiiiclinies u (juiio -ouil

nsilii djle ku<mkd„( ot tnt(jmolog\ to dis-

m^iii li them liom the \nilabk lulhoi- ol the

^ dl tint 1 b \uj; ( \p iimcntdt mon I li(

,i(nip> lb \ I I II ll in i\ 1 ltd ,ii(d i-

I 11 )^^

1 t (UR 1 111 t I oiniliniL MM do eh il

hit) the j(\\\ nnkti, sometimes i dillLitnt t-

II I- po—ibit to conceiM A\ e Iiim ilii id\

mil 1 the In id ot tin I'lm lu n illou _ ill

I 1 1 ltd to i-iiullOuctdtll gint will hdwdls
niid I tli( l<.i\( olthetidl \Mtli )iit intiiliiuu

III iii\ w t\ with fill lit ilth (I ]jio-i(iil\ ot lh<

iiitKh lii„ti (ol' ^ml tlutnnkc tin ^illiiid

li\c-iii tin \ii\ I ntn 1 I 11 s,o i_iin in the

(I ot theOik 1] pk oftlii l.h kOik (.1 V ^)

III n is inmiiiti ( ill Ih (S,/ , , /,ni /, m
() ten >si(k(ii) whidi 1- 0( i ion ilh loiiiid m
>ii-id(i ibh niimbus iii litih (ill- loLilidim

iiKdiitih undci (lie l\I(1ih1 mid ol this Oik

q pie wIkk it 1i\c in flit 1 ii\ i s( uc upon the

nb tantc ot (he ., ill ^Mth1lll li nibliii, in ui\

wise, the much larger tenant of the central cell

ili.il is the real gall-maker. From these little

cilU it escapes early in the summer through

small pin-holes, each of which opens into one of

the external cells; whereas the large hole (Fig.

7s. I)), through which the gall-maker escapes,

may be always traced to the central cell. Tii

both the above two cases the Guest-liy does not

molest the Gall-maker; and this is the more gen-

eral rule. But in certain other cases the larva

of the (iuest-fly, instead of living in a lioii-c of

his own, makes his way to the house ot the gall-

mukiiig larva, and after having destroyed him.

takes possession of his tenement. For example,

there is a large undescribed Guest (iall-gnat*

which, as we have clearly ascertained, treats the

author of the Oak-plum gall (Fig. 8ii, a), in this

scurvy manner; and an allied species (iSi/ner-

/ii-ii/j)ti((li(i,) operates in the same way upon the

( ill makiii^ larva of the Oak-bullet gall (Q.
// f)(ilt"t litch). Still, even in such extreme

t i-i '5 a'> tlicst the Guest-fly does not cease to be

I \ tgetable Iteder and a true Guest: for it is

oiih incidtnt illy, ami for the sake of monopoli-

zing tin upply of vegetable food, that he des-

ti \ the gall maker. Whereas, parasitic larvie

It ( d L\clusi\ ely upon the botlies of their victims,

mil make no use whatever of vegetable food.

Jiid P 1 I itic insects. These are usually

piite di tiiKt from the insects they infest, and

II niu< h mine luimerous, both in the number
ol tli-lintt jiecies and in the number of individ-

u lis beloiigm > to each species, than the (iuest-

iii-i tts iheie are certain species that i>ecnliarly

ittitk lh( Guest insects, and certain others that

I nliiu th( 111 elves to the Gall-makers, and it is

)l((iidith lilt lotlecidetowhichofthetwogroups

till > slionld l)L' properly referred. Parasites he-

Ion^ lo a git it variety of difterent Families; but

those th It inlt st galls maile by Gall-flies (Cynips)

iiid Gall gn its {CecidoiiHjid) most of them ap-

p it nil to II e great Chalets family. For in-

-I met tlicie are three very distinct C'/frtfcjs-flies,

till hn I of ivhich prey intlitt'erently upon the

_ ill miking 1 irvse of the two kinds of Oak-ap-

phsfignied ibove (Figs. 78 ami 79), antl may
lien be touud in the central cell of the gall.

1 he fiist ot these lives inside the body of its vic-

I nil is i„ tilt moi-e usual practice with parasites,

iiid pioduif s a black and yellow fly (Deca(oma)

w ith I laigc black pat:;h on its glassy wings.

I 111 tiond dtaches itself externally to the body

I ll \i I mi. and produces a beautiful bright

tilli ^1 n ny (('al/i,„<,„ir) with uniformly
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•rlassy wings, and the female with a tail-like

ovipositor almost as long as her body. The

third is much smaller than the other two, and in-

stead of a single parasite attacking a single vic-

tim, as is the rule with those two, eight or ten

of them may often be found inside the almost

empty skin of the poor gall-making larva. Tliis

last parasitic larva produces a small uniformly

black fly with unitormly glassy ^frillgs {Pteronia-

/it.s); and what is remarkable, they lie in a little

bunch in the larva state inside the central celt of

the gall all through the winter, and do not

cnicrni' in the winged form until the following
|

spi-iiiL:: wlirica^. the other two species make
I

tlicir apiicavaiicf in the winged state the very
[

same summer that the gall is generated. Be-

>ides the above three Chaki's-Hie--, which occnr

in large number.-, we have also bred from Ihe

Oak-apple of the Black Oak, a single small Tck-

/leiimoii-ay (Bracon), which is probably para-

sitic on the larva of a small moth {Gelechiu ;/al-

kvrjenitella, Clemens) occasionally found as a

fTuestin that as well asiu two other galls.

As to the other galls figured above, \vc have

only space to say that the Plant-lice of the p:im-

gall arc extensively preyed upon by a

small six-legged larva, with Avhite cottony lila-

Tncnts growing out of his back, which produces

a brown Lady-bird with a red tail {Scymaus
iHHiiorrhons, Lee.) ; and that the Plant-lice of

Ihe Sumac gall are, in the State of Xew
York, infested by the larva of a Syrphus fly,

-omewhat similar to that figured on page 83, of

which we have succeeded in breeding two indi-

viduals to the perfect fly state. For specimens

of these larva^ we have been indebted to Dr. "\V.

M. Smith, of Xew York; and according to Dr.

Le Baron, the fly belongs to the same genus

(Pipiza) as that just now referred to. and is

also like that insect, a new and hitherto iinde-

scribed species.

THE BOGUS COLORADO POTATO-Blt;.

(
Donjphora jimcta . Gcrniar.

)

In a recent article we expressed our opinion

that this insect could not live upon the potato

vine, although it feeds naturally upon the close-

ly allied horse-nettle. Mr. W. Julich, of Xew
York, writes us word that at Xewport Xews,
in the neighborhood of Fortress Monroe, Va.,

he has seen thousands of this insect upon the

horse-nettle, but never seen a single larva upon
j

certain potato vines which grew in the imme-
diate neighborhood, though he had occasionally

!

observed the perfect beetle sitting upon, but
j

not feeding on, these potato vines.
i

ANTS AND APHIDES.

We oliiii Ml- it stated in the papers tliat tlii re is a

species of iiiseet e:illed A/fkie, tliat produces u honey-
like siil)st;iiire, uliieli is fed upon by ants.

Also, tliut :iiic>tlier familv of these ApJiidtt are domes-
lie^ited liv tile lints, and li\ e with them in the ground.

If tliei'e is :iin tiuili in tliese .stories will you please

inform me tlir.iu-li your puper, and also whether this*

honey-like -ul.^Miire i~ tlje excrement, or some pecu-
liar provision ul n;iluie. .\i~o. whether the Aphides axv

common anion- all -perie- of ants. \\. B.tTCUEI.OR.
\Vaverly, fa.

The Plant-lice belonging lo certain gen-

era, almost invariably secrete a fluid resemb-

ling honey in sweetness. It issues in limpid

drops not only from the end of the abdomen,

but from two •• honey tubes" wliich are placed,

one on each side, just above it. The beaks of

these Piant-lice are continually employed to

pump np the jnices of the plants which they

attack, and the.ee juices, after passing through

their systems, are exuded as described above,

ami bear therefore some relation to excrement,

being in fact little else but the faeces of the lice.

Ants are very fond of tliis sweet liquid, and

may always be found amongst tho.se aphides

which secrete it. though the latter are not neces-

sarily •• common among all species of ants."

For example, it has been shown by Dr. Fitch

thai no ants ever haunt the Grain Plant-louse

{Aphis avenw, Fabr.), which in certain years

and certain districts does so much damage to

our crops (jf small grain. But although this

s|)ecies of I'lant-louse has full-sized honey-

tnbes. it does not appear that it ever exudes

any honey-dew; which Inlly accounts for the

ants not visiting them. As to those species of

Plant-lice that, as you correctly phrase it, " are

domesticated by the ants and live with them in

the ground," they mostly belong to a genus

{Pemphigus) which yon will find figured on

page 82 (Fig. 71), and which, unlike the genus

Aphis, has no honey-tubes at all. AVhy, then,

you will ask. should the ants domesticate them,

seeing that these Plant-lice secrete no honej--

dew? They do it for -the sake of the sugary

matter which is exuded from the bodies of these

Plant-lice in the form of a whitish cottony sub-

stance; and we have ascertained that they often

bring these sugar-producing lice home to their

nests from the roots of certain plants, and keep

the sugar-producers there till after a few hours

a sufficient crop of the coveted dainty has been

elaborated and harvested. After which they

carry the Plant-lice back to the roots whence the

due supply of sap is derived, just as a dairyman,

after milking his cows, drives them back to

pasture to elaborate a fresh supply of milk from

the herbage that they find there.

—

Eds.]
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We have lately re-

ceived several speci-

mens of this large

Ground Spider from

some of our subscrib-

ersin ]\Iissouri, and wt
therefore present hcrc-

with (Fig. 91) a lif.

si/p portrait of i^

Large and formidable

as it appears, it yet ha*,

a deadly enemy iu a

large species of Dig-

ger-wasp {Pumpilus

1'ormosus. Say), which

ftingsand paralyzes it

\Ve quote from the

American XaturalUt

of May, 1867, the fol-

lowing interesting ob-

Kcrvations on this wa
which were made b\

Dr. G. Lincecum

:

"This large and con

spieuous insect i* eve

rywhere iu Texas call

cd the Tarantula K
Icr, and is over tv.(

inches in length; ihf

head, thorax, abdo

men, and long spiny (\,\m-

li'gs arc all black, while the wings arc

sometimes of a bright brown, with black

spots at the tips. It is armed witli a formi-

dable sting, which it invariably uses in tak-

ing its prey. * * * It takes its prey by

stinging, thus instantly paralyzing every limb

of its victim. The effect of the introduc-

tion of its venom is as sudden as the snap of

the electric spark. The wasp then drags it,

going b.ackwards, to some suitable place, exca-

vates a hole five inches deep in the earth, places

its great spider in it, deposits an egg under one

of its legs, near the body, and then covers the

liole very securely. A young Tarantula Killer

will be produced from this egg, if no accident

befalls it, about the first of .Tune of the ensuing

year. * * *

'• The Tarantula Killers have severe fights

with each other. It occasionally happens, when

one of them succeeds in capturing a Tarantula,

I hat another one, or more, flying around in that

vicinity, and smelling the odor that arises from

the Tarantula Killer when she uses her sting,

which resembles the odor of the paper-making

wasp (Vespa), only much stronger, takes the

THE TAU.\XTULA OP TE.\AS.

I My 111' Ihnt-U Giraul)

scent like a dog, tracks

the Tarantula, follow-

ing it up clo^eh , and

mak(s a Molent elloit

lo get po-.M.m ot

the p.>i.il\ /('d -pidei

A light en'-u( ^, \vhi< h

cMni^i(>nalh teimin-

•Llcs in the death of

both parties; at olhei

times the contest lasts

but a little while, as

the stronger party

lives olT the weaker,

lid takes possession

• It is siiiiirising lo

lie who has been

lucated to believe

lat the faculty of

reason belongs alone

to man, to contem-

plate the consummate
ingenuity which is

displayed liy these in-

sects in their efforts

to secure their eggs

from the observation

ot their own thiev-

ing sisters, and to

ide the food they

c provided for their young during the ])eriod

"fits existence underground."

THK MELA.VfUOLY CHAKEli.

In number .', page :W, we slated on the excel-

lent authority of Mr. Parker Earle, that the Mel-
ancholy rhafer(Fig. ft2)eats into the blossom end

of pears and causes a clammy exu-

dation therefrom. Mr. (iloverloug

ago found these very same insects in

cotton-bolls inside the holes pierced

by the boll worm, and in one in.

stance as many as five in a single

boll. {Patent Office Report, 18.5-1,

bro^i^lid^tV.h. ;). 01). They appear, he says, to

frequent such places merely for the sake of the

cxtravasated sap. If this opinion be correct, it

is possible that these Chafers may attack only

such pears as have been already bored up by the

Apple-worm. In the blossom end of one pear

that had been attacked we distinctly recollect

having observed the usual Apple-worm castings,

or " frass," as it is technically termed.
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APPLE WORMS.

(('(irpocupsn jiomoiidhi, Linn.)

Almost every one who is in the habit of eating

raw apples must have repeatedly noticed the

little whitish worm, which is so often found bur-

rowing at tlie core of the fruit, and filling it Avith

its disgusting excrement. Hut probably not one

fruit-grower out of a hundred has ever seen the

little moth which is produced from this worm , and

which, in its turu, gives birth to a fresh geuera-

1 ion of such worms. In the annexed tio-uro, a

li w till luuowmgs ot thi- \\nini 111 < lu\i

/ iIk point ^\lltlell tfltcts it- cnti m c r the
j

lii\Mt>fll ol lli( ntfui d -i/c when lull ^lown
j

/ 111 Ik lit 1 lit ol Its bod\ m i^nufied rl the
j

I
111 I til ) 111 iiid / mill / the ])( lift! moth !

will hi li iiii_m-,h iblcliom ill otliei motli-> b\ ;

I 1 ii 1 M uiiii h d loppei (. iks at tin lip of
i

II h 111 \Mii_ In J n.,liMi this moth I- \aii \

11 1 1 11 \Mi 1- till \pplt woim "Moth, 01 the

t 11 11, woim Moth but tlKK i-onU (111 ncn 1

titi ui i.ittin nunc Un it Like most ot oiii i

woi>t insect toes, it wa- oii_,inilh ideni/(nof !

the OldAVorld, having been introduced into this

country only about the beginning of the present

century. Twenty years ago it Avas unknown in

Illinois; and it is only within the last eight or
;

ten years that it has penetrated into Iowa.

The Apple-worm Moth make's its first appear-

ance in North Illinois from the last of iMay to the

forepart of June, and a little earlier or later ac-

cording to the season and the latitude. Usually,

at the time it appears, the young apples are
j

already set, and beginning to be about as large I

as a liazel-nut. After coupling in the usual

manner, the female moth then proceeds to de-

posit a single egg in the blossom end (h) of the

fruit, flying from fruit to fruit until licr stock of

eggs (amounting to probably two or three

hundred) is exhausted. Not long after accom-

plishing this process she dies of old age and

exhaustion. In a very few cases the egg is do-

posited in the hollow at the stalk end of the

fruit, or simply glued on to the smooth surface

of its check. In a short time afterwards the egg,

no matter where it is located, hatches out, and

the young larva forthwith proceeds to burrow
into the flesh of the apple, feeding as he goes.

but making his head-quarters in the core. Jn

three or four weeks time it is full grown, and

>hortly before this the infested apple generally

falls to the ground. The lan'a tlien crawls out

of the fruit through a large hole in the cheek,

which it has bored several days beforehand for

that express purpose (as shown in the figure),

and usually makes for the ti-unk of the tree, up

which it climbs, and spins around itself a silken

cocoon of a dirty white color, in any convenient

crevice it can find, the crotch of the tree being a

favorite spot. Here it transforms into the pupa

state; and, towards the latter end of July or the

forejiart of August, bursts forth in tlie Moth
state. We hav(^ noticed that a larva will occa-

sionally spin its cocoon on the under surface of

some board lying flat on the ground, instead of

climbing the tree in the usual manner.

The whole of the above process is now I'C-

peated by this second generation of Moths; but,

the ajiples being now very much larger, not near

so many of them fall to the ground thifiugh the

internal injury inflicted by the insidious little

Apple-worms. A large part of them, in fact,

bang on the trees till they are ready to be har-

vested, and in many of them the worms may
still be found even up to the begiuning of the

winter. Those larv.'e that leave the apples be-

fore they arc harvested dispose of themselves in

the same manner as the larv;r belonging to the

first or spring brood. Those that remain in the

apples till they are barreled up almost invariably

make their way out in the course of the autumn,

and spin their cocoons under the hoops of the

barrel, or in any suitable cracks they can find in

the .staves. In a single apple-barrel, which we
broke up in the spring for this express purpose,

we once found about two hundred such cocoons.

But wherever this second brood of larva; spins

its cocoon—whether on the tree, under some

loose board, or under the hoops of a barrel—it

always lies in its cocoon, in the larva state, all

through the winter without eating anything, ami

never transforms into the pupa state till the be-

ginning or middle of the following May. It is

from this generation of pupa^ that the early brood
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of !Moths takes its ori<fin, wliicli la\'thcir eggs

upon the j'ouug apples when they are about (he

si/.p of hazel-nuts, as already explained.

It is remarkable that both Harris and Fitch

seem to doubt tlie faet of there being two dis-

liiict broods of this insect every year, the one

generated by tlie other, although Kollar (p. 231)

:iiid Other European writers expressly assert

that it is so in Europe. 'We have elsewhere

shown that there are certainly two broods in

Xortliern Illinois, and surely there must be two

broods likewise in Xew York and New England

;

for Mr. ^y. Saunders has recently proved that the

species is double-brooded in Upper Canada.

{CiinruJa Farmer, Oct. 1, 18G8.)

Ordinarily this insect, as with other noxious

species that have been introduced iiito America
from Europe, is much, more destructive in this

country tlian on the other side of the Atlantic.

Kollar, however, records that in Germany, in

the year 1822, '•more than the half, particularly

of the choice fruit, was eaten into by the Apple-

worm, and Moths were still seen laying their

eggs at the end of September." And in Eng-
land, in 1868, it appears to have l)een still more
destructive, at least in the neighborhood of Lon-

don. For we have been personally informed

by the English entomologist, Stainlon, that in

that year, and in that locality, "although there

was an abundant api)le crop, it was yet scarcely

possible to find a single apple uninfesfed by the

larvii ol'tlie ('(idling moth (( 'nrpnivipsn pumon-

I'ears. lis well as apples, arc attacked by this

insect, not only in America but also in Europe.

Indeed, Mr. Parker Earle, President of the

Fruit Growers" Association of Southern Illinois,

and who is himself a very extensive grower of

pears, informs us, in his annual address to that

society in 1807, that "in many sections of coun-

try nine-tenths of the pears are reported as ruined

by the Godling-moth." Wc have ourselves bred

several specimens of the Moth from wild crabs

;

but, luckily for the plum growers and the peach

growers, it is restricted to pip fruit, and never

attacks any kind of stone fruit whatever, whether

peaeli, nectarine, plum, cherry, or apricot.

It has long been known tliat, by placing an

old cloth, or anything of that nature, in _the

crotch of an apple tree, the Apple-worms may
be decoyed into building their cocoons under-

neath it, and thus be destroyed wholesale. Dr.

Trimble's method—which amounts to the same
thing, and has been found to be practically very

beneticial—is to fasten two or three turns of a

hay-band round the trunk of the apple tree, and
everv few davs. from the middle of Julv to the

middle of September, to slip the hay-band up
and destroy the cocoons that have from time to

time been formed on the bark underneath it.

All authors are agreed as to the practical im-

portance ofpicking up and destroying the wormy
apples as fast as they fall, either by hog-power,

or, when tiiat is inconvenient and impracticable,

by man-power. In the first number of this jour-

nal (pp. 4 and 5) we quoted several cases, prov-

ing the practical utility of allowing a gang of

hogs the riinge of the apple orchard throughout

the sunmier: and we could now, if necessary,

add several more such cases to the list. When
we consider that every female Moth that hatches

out in July or August, from tlie first brood of

Apple-worms, Avill ijrobably deposit an egg in

some two or three hundred nearly matured ap-

ples, thereby rendering them more or less irnsale-

able, the importance of destroying the wormy
wind-falls—in the forepart of the season at all

events—becomes at once apparent. The larva'

that leave tliese early wind-falls lie so short a

time in the cocoon before they come out iu the

Moth state, that there is not much chance for

birds and other insect-devouring animals to get

hold of them ; more particularly as insects of

various other kinds are always to be met with

abundantly in the summer time. I5ut witli the

second brood of larv.if, -which have to lie for six

months in a torpid stale, all through the long

and dreary winter, when wood-peckers, and

such other liirds as do not migrate to warmer
climates in the I'old season, are often hard put to

it for food, we are satisfied that the case is very

ditlcrent. From the careful inspection of several

large orchards iu the early spring months, we
are convinced that almost all the cocoons of the

Apple-worm Moth, that have been constructed

in the autumn on the trunks and limbs of apple

trees, are gutted of their living tenants by hungry

birds, long before the spring opens. How then

is the breed propagated in the ensuing spring?

Partly, perhaps, from such few cocoons as have

been placed under boards lying flat on the

ground, under logs, etc., but in a great measure,

as we believe, from the cocoons contained in

such vast numbers, as has been already shown,

in empty apple-barrels. To these, situated as

they generally are in cellars, or in barns or other

out-buildings, bii'ds have no access; consequent-

ly, as the spring ojiens, the Moths mature from

them in great flocks, without let or hindrance,

and, flying forth into the apple orchards, im-

mediately commence their evil works. We have

ourselves noticed the Moth in early spring, in the

windows of a house in the cellar of which a few

bushels of apples had been stored tin-ough the
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winter. Suppose that from one such infested bar-

rel there are generatecloue hundred female Apple-

worm Moths, and that each Motli, on escaping

into the orchard, lays only two hundred eggs,

thereby spoiling two hundred apples ; it follows

that twenty thousand apples, or, allowing a

hundred apples to the bushel, two hundred
bushels of fruit may be ruined by the product of

a single old barrel, worth perhaps some <juarter

of a dollar!

We would, therefore, earnestly impress upon
our fruit-growing readers the practical import-

ance of examining all barrels or other vessels, in

which apples have been stored through the

winter; and if, as will generally be the case,

they are found to be swarming witli Apple-

worm cocoons in the spring, let them be either

burnt up at once, or thoroughly scalded by im-

mersing them ill boiling liot wafer for ;i few

niinutes.

THE ASPARAUUS BEETLE

There is scarcely a vegetable iiiixii in our

gardens that is not preyed upon by one or more
grubs, caterpillars, or maggots, so that, when
we oat it, we have positi\ely no security that we
are not mingling aninuil with vegetable food.

Two distinct kinds of maggol-i, proiliicing two
distinct species of tw<>wiiig<(l l"l\. Imirow in

the bulb of the onion. Scaliby potatoes are

inhabited by a more eloiigalcd maggot, produc-

ing a very difl'ercut kind of two-winged Fly,

and also by several minute species of ^[ites.

Turnips, beets, carrots and parsnips are each

attacked by peculiar larvaj. And as to the mul-
tifarious varieties of the cabbage, not only arc

they often grievously infested b.\- the Cabbage
T'lant-louse—a species which has been intro-

duced from Europe into this country—Ijut also

by an imported caterpillar producing a small

moth, and by several indigenous rateii)illars

producing mucli larger moths, some of which
caterpillars, wlien full-grown, iirc over one inch

long.

Up to about eight years ago asparagus formed
a notable exception to the above general rule.

There was no grub caterpillar or maggot peculiar

to America that would touch it, and although
there are several such that have long been
known in Europe, none of them had hitherto

found their way into tliis country. About 18C0,

however, the Asparagus Beetle was accidentally

introduced into Long Island, X. Y., from the

other side of the Atlantic ; and in a very few
years it had increased and multiplied, among

•) are

the extensive asparagus plantations in that

locality, to such an extent, as to occasion a dead

loss of some fifty thousand dollars in a single

county. In the year 18G8, as we have ascer-

tained through specimens ofthis beetle obligingly

furnished to us by A. Hance & Son, nurserymen,

of Monmouth county, N. J., it had already

crossed over from Long Island on to the adjoin-

ing main land; and thence there can be little

doubt that it will gradually overspread the

whole country, working westward at the prob-

able rate of some twenty miles a year.

That our readers may recognize at once this

pernicious insect as soon as they see it, we an-

nex figures of it in its various stages. The per-

(i"ift »*] feet beetle (Fig. 94,

\\y_ ff)isofadeepblue-

,

black color, with

jix the thorax brick-

///Q red, and some^ markings of very

variable shape and
size on the side of

its wing-cases. The

c. eggs (6 and mag-
lly attached to the leaves

of the growing asparagus, and are of a blackish

color. The larva (d and e, and magnilied at/)
is of a dull ash color, with a black head and six

black legs placed at the forward end of the

body, the tail end being used as a pro-leg in

walking, as with the larvae of most of the allied

beetles. The species passes the winter under
loose bark and in other such sheltered situations,

in the perfect or beetle state: and in May, or

soon after the season for cutting the asparagus

for table use has commenced, it comes forth

from its winter quarters and lays the fii-st brood

of eggs. These hatch out in about eight days,

and by the middle of June the first brood of

laiwie arc large enough to be noticed, eating the

bark of!" the more tender part of the young stems

first, and in default of this consuming the

tougher and hai'der bark ofl" the main stalks.

About the end of June they descend to the

ground, and either going under the surface of

the ei'.rth or hiding under any rubbish that may
have accumulated there, form slight cocoon?

and pass into the pupa stale. From these pupa^

there bursts forth the same season a second

brood of beetles which lays its eggs as before,

and produces about the middle of August a

second brood of larv.-e or grubs, whence in the

same manner as before there comes forth in

September the brood of beetles which is destined

to pass the winter in the beetle state and repro-

duce the species in the following spring. Thus.
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as will be seen, the economy of this species is

nearly the same as that of the Three-lined Leaf

Beetle (Fig. 17, p. 26), wliich preys so exten-

sively on the potato plant in the Eastern States,

except that onr larva does not cover itself with

its own dung, and instead of the Asparagus

Hc'otle passing the winter under ground in the

larva state, it passes the winter above ground

in tlic perfect or beetle state. Entoniologically.

till' two species are closely allied, belonging to

dilTerent genera of the same small sub-group of

ilie great gi-oup of Leef-foeding Beetles (^Phyto-

pliiKjri), and both arc what are commonly called

•double-brooded" insects; that is, there are

two distinct broods every year, the one gener-

ated by the other.

According to Dr. Fitch, who published an ex-

cellent account of the depredations of tliis insect

on Long Island up to the year 186:^, one aspara-

gus grower there had three acres out of seven

' almost ruined;"' and four others had aspara-

gus beds so badly injured tJiat tliey plowed them
up. Throughout this entire region the general

idea up to 1802 seems to have been, that if this

beetle was not soon destroyed, the asparagus
would be: for every year the insect appeared to

spread further and further, extending already

for a distance of at least forty miles along the

northern side of Long Island, and every year it

got to be more numerous and more destructive.

Lime, salt, potash, and a variety of other such
applications, had all been tried and found inef-

fectual as remedies ; domestic fowls, which as

Dr. Fitch ascertained, feed greedily upon the

beetles, could scarcely be used in snlHcient num-
bers to clear fields of ten and twenty acres in

extent; and as to hand-picking twenty acre
fields, especially where the insect is so small,

that would be too discouraging an idea to be en-

tertained for a moment by any one.

But in the year 1863, as we learn from Isaac

1 licks of Long Island, a deliverer appeared in
the form of a small sliining black parasitic fly,

probably belonging either to the Chalets or to

the Pi-octotrupes Family. A^iether this Fly
lays its eggs in the eggs of the Asparagus Beetle,

or in the larva of that insect, does not seem to

be at present clearly ascertained; but if the ac-

counts that we have received of it be correct, it

must do either one or the other. In the former
case, the larva that hatches out from the para-
sitic egg will consume the egg of the Asparagus
Beetle and entirely prevent it from hatching;
in the latter case it will destroy the larva before
it has time to pass into the perfect state. The
result, in either event, will be equally destruct-
ive to the bug and beneficial to the gardener.

Thus, as we are told, "although the Asparagus
Beetle has not entirely ceased to trouble them
upon Long Island since ISO;), it yet has never
sinto that \ ear been of any very material dam-
age there. I'pon a few farms it still strips the

plants in llic latter part of summer, but not to

nuicli extent or so as to entail any very serious
loss." On this very interesting and important
siibjeel, we hope before long to be able to give
our readers some more precise and detiiiile in-

formation.

lint the diniinutiuu in the numbers of the

Asparagus Beetle is probably due in part to ar-

tificial, as well as to natural causes. The Aspar-
agus growers upon Long Island have introduced
a method of fighting the insect, which is founded
upon correct principles, and seems to be followed
by very gratifying results. Early in the spring,

when Ihc Beetle has made its appearance and is

ready to lay its eggs, •' they destroy," as we are
informed, •• all the plants upon the farm except
the large plants for market, hoeing up all the
young seedlings that, as is well known, start

from the last year's seed every spring upon the
beds.'' Thus the mother-beetle is forced to lay

her eggs upon the large shoots from the old

stools; and as these are cut and sent to market
every few da>s, there are no eggs left to hatch
out into larva; for the second brood of beetles.

At first sight we ndght suppose that it would
be possible, by carrying out the above system
rigidly to its utmost extent, to extirpate the in-

sect entirely. But unfortunately this can not be
done. Asparagus, according to Dr. Fitch, has
run wild to a considerable extent upon Long
Island, "and .slender spindling stalks of it may
be seen growing in all situations there, by the
roadsides, in the fields and in the woods. Thus
the Asparagus Beetle has such an abundance ot

food everywhere presented to it, .and the insect

is alread\- occupying such an extent of territon",

that there seems to be no mode by which it is

now possible for us to eft'ect its exk-rmination."
To many persons, perhaps, such a crop as As-

paragus may seem of but very trifling import-
ance, in a pecuniary point of view. But avc

have already seen upon how large a scale it is

cultivated on Long Island, in the Slate of New
York; and a writer in the American Journal of
Horticulture, who hails from New Jersey, re-

marks as follows: ""We plant Asparagus in

great fields of ten to twenty acres. "Well plant-

ed, it will cost a hundred dollars to set an acre;
but it will continue productive for twenty years

:

and if properly cared for each acre will clear
two hundred dollars ainniallv. There are men
all around me who have made ^mall fortunes
out of this single article."
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A POPLLAR DELUSION.

This is a vulgar error. There is no known
insect tliat passes through all the stages ol' its

existence, from the egg to tlie perfect state,

in less than several weeks. The dilferent sj)e-

cies of flesh-tiies and hlow-Hies are familiar ex-

amples of such a rapiil development of life: and

we ean readily see why it should he so with

creatures snbsistingr upon substances that decay

so quickly as carrion. Even with Icaf-feedinu;

l;irv:c. ii lias been slinwn that the Colorado Po-

lalo-liug arri\('s at llic mature state in about a

month IVom the laying of the egg. But the

great majority of insects require nearly a year

to pass through all their stages; .several require

I wo or three years; and the Seventeen-year Lo-

cust {CiiMidu) actually requires tlie full period

of seventeen years to elapse before it becomes a

winged lly.

There are, indeed. .-r\rrul Hies knciwn as

May-flies or Kphemcra—one of which will be

tound ligiircd in our tlrst number (page 0, Fig.

1 /,)_(!, at Ii\<> but a very short time, and a few

iif them only for ten or twelve hours, in the

winged slate. F.ut the larva- of llicsc very same

Hies have lived in the walcr for nearly a year,

before they left Ihcir native clcmcul and became

denizens of the air. 'I'lic proof of Ibi- fact,

which is notorious to all cnlonioloiii-l-. can be

at once made manife>t to every one. All these

May-flies drop their eggs in tlic water shortly

after they have assumed the winged state; and

of none ol them is there more than a single

brood in a single year. Now if it were possible

for any of them " to be born, live merrily, grow

old. and die. within the compass of twenty-four

hoiu-." a- we are told above, llien from these

eggs thus dropped in the water there would

surely sjiring np in a da.\ or two a M'cond brood

of winged :\Liy-tlies, and iVoiii the-i' in (he same

))eriodof time there would lie generated a third

brood, and so on indelinitely all through the

summer, for at least a hundred successive gen-

erations. AVliereas the real truth of the matter

is, that there is but a single brood of each spe-

cies of May-tly in a single year, appearing in a

particular month, and not to be met with at any

other season of the year. For example, it is

recorded by European authors that a particular

kind {Ephemem Sirammerdiriwi} swarms regu-

larly every year at the mouth of the Rhine, but

only during lliree successive days, which usually

occiir about the feast of Olopbius and St. John.

Itiuav perhaps be argued that, although the

winged May-fly that flutters round in the air for

a few brief hours is developed from the body of

the larva that has been swimming about for

months ill ilie water, yet that the May-fly is a

distinct animal from the larva. But no such

hypothesis is tenable. Every frog is developed

from a tadpole, or " poUywog," as it is popu-

larly called; and the tadpole is as unlike the

frog in every respect as the larva of the May-fly

is unlike the May-fly itself. Shall we then ven-

ture to assert tliat the frog and tlie tadpole arc

distinct animals? Or that calves, lambs and

colts, arc distinct beings from cows, sheep and

horses? If so, then it w-ill also follow that

babies do not belong to the same species as

grown men and women ; although in reality the

baby is as much the larva of the full grown hu-

man being, as the tadpole is of the frog, the calf

of the eou. tlie lamb of the shee].. and the colt

of the hoi-e.

Many \ ears ago Dr. Franklin i.nbli.-hed an

address, full of very instructive i)hilo.sophy,

which lie put into the mouth of an " ancient

Epiiemera," that had lived to the extreme old

age of four hundred and twenty minutes. As

with much of the popular literature of the day.

his moral reflections are admirable, but his

enlomology is naught.

THE SqUIRUEL BOT.

In regard to the mutilation of the generative

organs of American squirrels, alluded to in the

January numberofyour paper (p. 80), allow mc
to make a few remarks. The emasculation of

the (;i:iy Si|iiiiiel (Sciitrus raroluieiiKin) by our

common lied Squirrel (.S'. /(«<?.w»/».s-) has been

almost universally advocated by old hunters in

this regitm from my earliest boyhood. But they

always alleged that it was confined to the (irays,

and was perpetrated by the Beds. My intelli-

gent friend, Judge Libliart, of Marietta, Pa.,

however, although he had shot emasculated

sijecimens of these, was not prepared to unite

with other Inniters as to the cause.

About fifteen years ago, I captured a large,

short, thick-bodied, two-winged fly, sitting on a

I fence stake about half a mile from a wood. As
1 dipterous insects were not my specialty, this

j

individual renniinedalong time in my collection

i unnamed. About seven years ago, ^Iv. fJeo.

I Hcnsel, a naturalist o(* this city, captured an

I

apparently sickly Striped Squirrel (Sclurus

\
sfrialus), which he brought home and confined

in a cage. For some time this animal refused to

iiarlukeof its usual food; indeed il did iiol seem
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able to eat: and, consequently, he thought it

must inevitably soon die. One day, liowcver,

tlu-ee large, dark, pear-shaped larvie emerged

from its body, from the region of the kidneys,

and dropped on the bottom of the cage. These

Mr. II. placed on a pot of earth, and the next

morning one of them liad gone into the ground,

and the other two had changed into blunt, oval-

shaped pup:e on the surface of the earth. After

this the Squirrel recovered its health, ate, and
became as lively as usual, and in due time was
set at liberty. One of these pupa; died, and re-

mains a pupa still, and from the other a fly only

partially emerged, and died in the eflbrt, and it

also remains so still. From the one which bnried

itself, however, a perfect fly in a few days

evolved, which in every respect corresponded

with the one in my collection. I afterwards

sent my specimen to Baron Osten Sackeii, whilst

lie yet resided in "Washington, and he pro-

iionnced it Cuferel/ra biiccata, Fabr.

So you see here was a case where these bots

were not found in the scrotum of the animal at

all. The coincidence is also singular, that both

those that came under the observation of Dr.

Fitch, as well as of my own, were always in tlic

Striped Squirrel, a species wliicli our hunters

never pretended were emasculated by other

species. Tlie matter does not seem to be quite

c'lear yet. S. S. I!.

Lancaster, Pa.

[It appears to us that, if tlic above facts prove

anything at all, they ratiier lend to confirm Dr.

Fitch"s tlicory than otherwise. It is not stated

that the sick Squirrel was a female, or that if a

male, it was unmutilated when it recovered its

health and was set at liberty. As to the para-

sitic larvae emerging "from the region of the

kidneys,"' it is not difficult to understand that

three such large lai-vie as must be those of this

Fly, which is llie size of a humble-bee, would
soon entirely consume the testicles—supposing

them to have been originally located there—and
be compelled to stray off for foo<l into the ad-

joining regions of the body of so small an ani-

mal as a Striped Squirrel. In one of the two
cases recorded by Dr. Fitch, a single grub was
actually found alive inside the scrotum of a

Squirrel caught by a cat, and from this grub the

fly was bred the next summer. In the second

case two apparently immature grubs were
found, considerably torn and injured, in the

scrotum of a Squirrel that had been shot; audit
is expressly stated that, even by these two
partly-grown grubs, the testicles appeared to be

entirely consumed. Hence we may safely infer

lliat as manv as three such grubs could not

reach maturity in the body of a single Striped

Squirrel, without consuming otlier parts besides

tlic testicles.

—

Eds.]

Notes on the Periodical Cicada— It does ovijiosit

in Evergreens.

f:,l!tori> American Eiiiomologi^i :

In the interesting account of the Cicada sep-

femdecim. in No. 4 of the Amkhican Entomolo-
gist, on page 65, you say that " the females

deposit their eggs in the twigs of diflferent trees,

but never in evergreens.'" I had noticed them
with some attention during the past season hei-e,

and enclose you these specimens of their w^ork

in tln-ee of our commonest evergreens—Thuja
occideutalis, Juniperus virginiana and Abies

canadensis. I have so far been unable to find

any traces of their work in either of our common
pines—Finns Austriaca, P. strobus or P. sylves-

tris. Should I succeed in finding them in these

pines I shall seiul you a sample.

Your reference, page (36,- to the fungus found

in the posterior part of the abdomen of the

Cicada sejjtemdcriiii. confirms my observations

here, except that the ''mould"" seemed to be a

drying up of the contents and membranes of

the abdomen, generally of a brown color, and
dry and brittle. I found that in manj- cases the

male organs of generation remained so firmly

attached to the female during copulation that

the male could only disengage himselfby break-

ing away, leaving one or two posterior joints

attaclied to the female, and it is these mutilated

males which I found aflected by the peculiar

fungus mentioned, and therefore concluded tliat

the " dry rot "" might be the result of tlic broken

membranes. I never found one thus atl'ected

in the very early part of their season, and I

never found a perfect male thus att'ected. But
(his is not positive proof.

Their ravages on jmrts of the young orchards

in this vicinity were very severe—some young
pear and apple trees being very much injured.

Allow me to thank you for the clear and pop-

ular manner and style of your paper. I hope it

ma\- be as successful as it deserves to be.

Truly, K. H. Wakdki!.
(LKVES, Ohio. .Jan. 2>. IMi'.i

[We examined the twigs with a good deal of

interest, and found that the eggs had hatched in

all but one specimen of Abiejt canadensis. Will

our correspondent make still further investiga-

tions and report whether the eggs in this tree

have generally failed thus to hatch? Those eggs

whicli failed to hatch are solid and discolored,

while the shells of those that hatched are ex-

tremely fine and silveiy.

—

Eds.]
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COLORADO POTATO Bl «S POISONOUS.

KiUtor, Ameri.ii,, Enlvmoloaut :

A friend of mine from Pierce coiinly, AVi-icon-

Kin, where these bugs liave enhanced the vaUie

of potatoes to one dollar per busliel, tells me
that the prairie chickens eat them readily, but

tliat it sickeus tlieni, and some of them die iu

cousequence ; and people liave quit hunting and

eating- the fowls. Domestic chickens seem

to be aflectcd in the same way, but turkeys

will not touch them, though curious as it

may seem, geese cat and thrive on them. A
family within liis knowledge, all ate of prai-

rie chickens, and all wei-e taken ill. His

own son burned a lot of the bugs, and the

fumes made him very sick. These things serve

to confirm the poisonous nature of these bugs,

and warn us to handle them cai'cfully.

J. G. h.-wiN.
IlASNinAl.. Mo.

F.NTOMOLOCilCAL ANNUAL.

We have received the following prospectus

from our friend A. S. Packard. ,Ii-.. of Sjdem,

Mass.

:

ExTOMoLoiiicAi- AxMAi, n iR 1868 —It is pro-
posfil. slioii'.il ^uttiri.ni in.-ouiam-ment be given, to

l)iil.li-h a \iM- I'.nnk nf I'lM-i'. - ill Amerlcaii Kntoiuol-
..irv. I., l.c.'litr.l l,v III- A. ^. ra.-kard, Jr. Dr. J.

l,.'l.r(„ntr Uilll Ilil.UIra
"

" '

Mr. .s. II. .^omlil.T..l,,,|.lri-^

tliontcni; Baron K. ii-i.n

l.tiptcra: Mr. P. H. ilil. r. :.

anil Neuroptoi-a: aii'l lin Ivii

from otlicr cntonioloLiist^

a u.-^eful han.l-l k |m .\.

-tiKiyof in-..i,. 11 xMll !.,

Ilic sprinsof l^ii''. \ii 'liii'

printeil, prnviilr.l ihi-n' Inin.

Will all (•Mt..lll..l,.i;-i-l,,lrMn,l

TRAXSI'ORM.ATIONS OF INSECTS.

It is commonly and correctly said that there

are four stages in the life of every insect: 1st,

the egg; 2d, the larva: 3d, the pupa, and 4th,

the perfect or imago stale. In most insects the

dividing line between these stage.= is well

marked, the larva and imago being active loco-

motive creatures, capable both of eating and dis-

charging f(P.ces, and the pupa lying still all the

time and neither eating nor discharging fceces

But in certain great groups, for instance the

true Bugs and (he Grasshoppers, the pupa is as

iiotive and locomotive and ravenous as either the

larva or the imago, and sometimes can not be

readily distinguished by the inexperienced eitli-

er from the former or the latter.

DO BEES INJURE RASPBERRIES ?

CFr-jiii the Procpedlngs of the New York Fruit Gnawers" Club.]

A correspondent writes : I am informed by an
extensive berry grower that one who keeps bees

must not expect to grow raspberries. The bees

meddling with the pollen of the flowers is de-

cidedly injurious to this fruit, whatever may be
the case in regard to apples, pears, etc. Can this

be so? Such a question ought to be settled be-

fore the opening of .spring, so that choice could

be knowingly made between the bees and the

berries.

J. Crane—It is certainly a mistake that bees

are injurious to the raspberry, or any other fruit.

A. S. Fuller—I supposed that this question

had been fully, satisfactorily, and scientifically

settled years ago, in favor of the honey bee.

We are greatly indebted to these little friends

for the assistance they give us in producing

fruits, by distributing the pollen from one flower

to another, or upon the stigmas of the one In

which it is produced. Bees are very partial to

the flowers of the raspberry, because it yields a

large quantity of lioney, but I am quite positive

that they do no injury, even if they ;ire not

beneficial.

Dr. J. E. Snodgras.s—If bees were injurious

to any plant, it seems to me that the buckwheat
would be the first to suffer, for as every one

knows, bees will work continually on it from the

time the first flower opens, until the last is gone.

But 1 never heard of any one complaining of

bees injuring this grain, and I am inclined to

believe that nature is a much better guide in

these matters, thau any of our correspondents.

[It is undoubtedly true that bees and many
other flower-hunting insects are very beneficial

by carrying the pollen from blossom to blossom,

and it has been proved by Chas. Darwin and
others that many plants, when secluded from

the visits of insects by artificial means, always

fail to set any fruit. But, on the other hand, it

has been also proved by the most undeniable

evidence, that honey-bees occasionally destroy

quinces, peaches and grapes, and probably other

fruits as well, for the sake of the sugary matter

contained in tliem. See the Amkripan Ento-

MOLOfiiST. No. •'!, page 50.

—

Eds.]

Erk.vt.v.—On page 00, column I, note, liiiel),

for "AncJii/lojierw.'' read " Jnchi/lopera";sa,me

page, column 2, line 12, for '• too " read " two."

On page 99, column 1, 3d paragraph, for

'• Greenhouse Plants," read " Greenhouse
Pests" ; same page, column 2, line 2o from

bottom, for ''wing, covers," read ''wing-

covers.'"
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BKSTS KRIIT TREE IXVIGORATOR AGAIN.

Ahis lliat we should s^ay so! there i« trouble

ill the camp of this great benefactor of tlie fruit-

gro^ver^. ,\. Baltimore firm bought out Mr.

Hi's!"« old patent right some time ago. and has

nilvcrtiscd it extensively, and now Mr. Best has

taken out a new patent right (dated June 2d,

IM'i.S), for a new and highly improved Invigor-

aior, and threatens to prosecute all who buy the

old i)atent right. The beauty of it is, that most

of the certifleates that Mr. Best prints to prove

the excellence of the new Invigorator, are dated

lung before that Invigorator was patented, and

must consequently apply to the old Invigorator,

which he sold out to the unfortunate Baltimore

lirni, and every buyer of which he threatens to

l>rosecute.

Some of our readers nniy perhaps think that

this is a joke, and that as there Is said to bo al-

ways honor even among thieves, so there must

iii'cessarily be common decency oven among
t|uaoks and charlatans. But this is what Mr.

Henj. Best says himself, of his neic Invigorator

in his latest circular: "Improved from eight

years' experience of the use of the old Invigo-

rator, it is far superior to it. Patented June 2,

IxiW. The public are notilied to purchase no

(tight of John Aiieakn, (di'as Geoi'ge W. Jack-

-1111, of Baltimore, as I wir.i, ritosKf itk am,

WHO BLV KKOM HIM TO SELL OK VSt:.'

Shabby, isn't it? Sell a man a jaeknss aMd

then iiro>eeute him for riding njioii ii I

I>| sr's Thkk IwiGouvToli.—()ure\iriel tmni

I lie J-JiitOJiloIofti'-f two week^ .mo -hawed ihe

ilieoretieal absuidity of thi> i>atent articli . J.

1!. of ToloiKi, 111., states thai (his Im igorator

«a-ii-edb.\ certain partie-, theie. and that the

burei'^ increased rapidh after is- apiilicalimi

and that one man look fourteen borei- iiiuii .i

jiciih tree -oine time after u-ing the -tnlV. and

ill hi- <i|iMiii>M it 1- I'l 111) nioie u-e than an appli-

I ilioii III wmil .\- to potato bim-, he sa\- it

The Insect Extixgulsher, by Joseph Treat,

X. J. This is a small duodecimo pamphlet of

some lij pages, containing many useful sugges-

tions for the destruction of insects, most of

which, however, are as old as the Mj'^- The

fundamental error of the author is t)^all bugs,

without exception, arc injurious, ^TTd should

therefore be ruthlessly exterminated.* For ex-

ample, children are to be set to work to kill off

all the butterflies. •' whether in the street, the

garden, tlie field, or wherever found."' And
yet the commonest butterfly that we have in the

United States is our friend rather than our foe

:

for its larva feeds exclusively upon milkweed

(Asclepkis) . Upon the same principle all the

birds, without exception, are to be cherished

because, as we are told, they all of them prey

upon bugs. And yet western horticulturists

are now almost unanimously of opinion, that

there are about half a dozen birds that must be

destroyed by every fruit grower, if he would

raise a crop that will pay for the harvesting.

MORE GOOD WORDS,
in the course of the lectures lately delivered

at the Industrial Colleges of the States of Illinois

and Kansas, the American Entomologist Avas

often very l^ivorably spoken of: while every

mail brings good words and compliments from

our readers. The manner in which our little

paper has been received throughout the country

atiords us much satisfaction , and we can only reit-

erate our promise (o improve it with age. so far

as it is in our power, and again thank our many
friends for their kind support.

~IUtK*NnnJER.S.

Vie iciriet 10 ha\e lo announce that we can no

longer fnrni-h back nunibei- of eitherof our tir-t

thiee number-, th" unexpectedh large cail lor

Ihi'i'i ha^inir entircl\ c\hau-ted tho-e edition''.

\^s^^EKs to corrim-ondents.

I >.,•..wins ri> .- ^ 7a^"' -.If' ''""> /"• -•''"
11 >l,i 1, M.. ,1.11-1.1., 1,1, -1 i.,l -I nl |,„.kiiuin-e.i

lie etriiln.; .1- it kill- th.

ti.;ill th.' MM.- tli- Imu-

d II

: -• A- -onii ol oni I \i-liiii2. - 111 n '

illii-tuite an\ aitide the\ ei.iv e m^ t'

AMUiif w Entomoi.im.i-t. we lia\e dee

liirnish electrot) pes of our A\ood cut-.

Ii.df the cost of engraving: the-e eleetioi

1)P retained b\ the juilie- ii.eei\iiig ll

Ihev desire it.

11, if
.iiij; I,. ,11, ,...„ , ,..)I1K1!\. Liki'

Pannly to which it helons-, it fenl- upi>iithe re>t of the famnv i>j nm, n lu ,jii^..s^, ...

aquaiieiii^ecis, an J not upon \tf,'etable food
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The 'White-marked Tussock nioth, again.—
A . S. Fuller, liidqewood , i\'. J.—The seven specimens
which you gatliered from your apple trees readied us in
good condition. They all belong to the above named
insect, and its parasites. On p:ige 79, of number 4,

you will find a fifture and description of the citer-
piUar IVom^hich they were all produced . No. 1 is a
piece of^FBankjBttlie female chrysalis, and the butt'

colored ^^W'"^!^ are not e»g:s, but minute hair
masses, re^pseuting in a rpilncpil form the brushes
which adoijldthe caterpilUir X..- _> an. I .'l, wcrp both
of them SWhrysalids, ea<-li iMiitainini:- [.ujia' of some
two-winged fly, belonging iim^t likrh to Ilif Tmhina
family (sec Fig. m. No. i i- "in- m1 thr .Iried upciitcr-

Eggs of the Apple-tree Plant-louse.-J/'. W. Sra-
shipman. JIU.—The little oval black eggs that are

salted so thickly over the biirk of your apple-tree,
those of the common Apple-tree Plant-louse (Aphii

tl!) . If there should be a warm spell in your neigh-
borhood early next spring, followed by a frost, most of
them will likely enough hatch out and be killed by the
frost; for though the eggs can stand almost any degree of
cold.tlie young larva cannot. Evenif they all hatch out and
survivf, they will be :ittaiked shortly afterwards by so
many rMiiiiilial and iiara^itic insects, that they will prob-
ably'il" Hci Ml \ niatriial amount of damage. But for
tills \\i~i- |nu\M. r nature, they would soon increase
Willi >U(h fiiulillul ia]iiility as to make it impossible to
urou any ai.]il' -. As it is, nobody ever knew an Apple
til,' to Im- kill,-.l l.y ilicse insects, 'and possiblj' in small
iiuiiiIhis tlir\ nia\ tiroduce the same beneficial results

"in,- Willie, lie-

w hi.li vou send,
ulii.h attack this

-iMaiing cocoons,
lasitessothat they
will undoubtedly

Grassiiopper Efjs^n
—

"'ll'ill t

Tones, Troy. Donipha,, (... K.,„..

Colorado Grasshopi" rs (ir]iM~iir(

neighborhood early in tin till >Ai

and that upon cxaiiiiiiiiij the i

,?</, Zfcv-

ly E. Em-
• • Natural

the copyright being secured to tlie autlie

possibly Ije had by addressing the (Jones]
t.iry of the State Agricultural Society, :Mi

son, of Albany, N^. Y. though we uiulei
first two volumes are out of print. Jlr.

Report can probalily lie obtained from

borer
I

' /..

.

siblc, and kil

tree should.
We advise oi

company tin

al their lower margin, is llicAtalanlaButlcrrty
iilaiita, Linn.) Its caterpillar is also prickly,
so black as that of the other species. Both
lertlies are common alike to Europe and

the minute account of tlieir
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THE POLYPHEMUS MOTH.

(Atl"C"S I'ohlpheuiKs, Linn.)

Wo in-escut herewith a life-size sketch (Fig. i>u)

111' this iiiagnifieciit moth, which has been re-

silk cannot bo readily reeled off, as with the

old-fashioned Silkworm (Bombi/x mori), ft-om

the cocoons. Another trouble is that, as we
learn from Dr. Ilagen of the Musenm of Com-
parative Zoology at Cambridge, Mass., a certain

parasitic fungus has been recently introduced

into New-England from Europe, wiiich is mak-
ing great havoc among the larvoe of this and
other large moths belonging to the same group,

just as another parasitic fungus has for many
years back decimated the old-fashioned Silk-

worms in Europe.

The larva of the Polyphemus Moth is a large

fleshy apple-green caterpillar as big as the thumb
of a stout man. We have ourselves found it

upon oaks and hickories, and it is said to

occur sometimes on elm, basswood, walnut.

ceutly dubbed the " American Silkworm," from

the fact that Mr. Trouvelot, of Massachusetts,

succeeded in rearing it in very large numbers,
so as to obtain whole wagon-loads of its cocoons.

The practical difficulty, however, with this, as

with a closely allied species from Asia, the Ail-

anthus Silkworm (A/lnc/ts t-ynlhi'a) is. that the

butternut and thoru. It attains its full growth

in August and September, and thereupon spins

among the twigs of the tree which it inhabits a

tough pod-like oval cocoon, enveloped in leaves

and composed of a brownish white silk. The
moth usually bursts forth from the cocoon in the

following Mav or June, shortlv after which the
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eggs are deposited singly by the female upon

the leaves of the tree which she selects for

this purpose. No case is on record of the

larva; ever swarming in such numbers, as

to do any material amount of damage to the

foliage irf%ny tree ; but wc regret to say

that thoSnpf another noble moth which is

closely ^I^Pl to it, and which is a slill more

general tOTJei', tbe Cecropia moth (Attacus ce-

cropia) sometimes inflict considerable injnry

upon apple-trees, and, according to Mr. Perkins,

of Onarga, 111., upon one occasion stripped his

young tulip-trees {Liriodendron ttilijiifera),

eiTOueously called " poplars " iu many parts of

the West, completely bare of their leaves.

The antennffi of the Polyphemus Moth are

feathered in both sexes, but much more widely

iu the males than in the females. Our ligure

represents the male sex ; and as jyill be seen at

once, the antennaj might in this sex be readily

mistaken by an inexperienced person for a ijair

of little bastard wings growing out of the head.

In that excellent new French periodical, Le
Naturaliste Canadien, (p. 22) will be found an

amusing account from the pen of the Editor, of

such a mistake having been actually made by a

certain Canuck. We cannot resist the tempta-

tion of translating here the whole story from

the original French, for the benefit of the Ameri-

can reader.

We must ?ooi in oraer to w ; iiml in N;i(ni;il lli-lmy
perhaps, more than in any oilni- l(]iaiiiiM ni i.l Iviimv-

ledge, we must kuow/toio to Im.K. in oiUi i- noi lo lir de-
ceived in our observations. ( inr dav on,' (.idnr « ..rtliy

niM-libours .anio to rail upon u, with a n ory M'ir-ali>lied

finedl.^'l'oh.^ilr-.'jiiral'n'Ml''

still more coniploli'. Hut in

«ieehowyour^is,i-.v,l..ot
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liaiulled witliout fear; but, unfortunately, in

order to dii^tinguish tlie sex, we arc generally

obliged to catch the little animal tirst; for, as a

general rule, which, however, admits of ex-

ceptions, the male wasp is scarcely distinguish-

able from the female, except by having, with a

very few exceptions, thirteen-jointed (not

twelve-jointed) antennie, and a seven-jointed

(not six-jointed) abdomen. So that, practi-

cally, this criterion is not of much value; aud

to ascertain whether a wasp can sting, we must

first take it iu our hands, and give it a fair

chance to do so if it is able. It is remarkable

that the very same distinctions between the

sexes, as those which have been detailed above

as generally found among the wasps, prevail

almost universally among the ants and bees.

The Digger Wasps and the True Wasps.

The wasps are divisible into two grand groups,

I ho first of which is two or three times as

numerous in species as the second; namely,

y/csY, the Digger AVasps, or Fossorial Wasps

( Fosaores) , and second!//, the True Wasps, or

wasps with folded wings {Diploptevyya.) There

i-^ no one obvious universal character by which,

witliout a solitary exception, these two groups

are distingnishable; but, with the exceptions

liercafter to be noted, they may be distinguished

by the following easily-observed criterions

:

1. None of the Digger Wasps have their

wings folded up iu repose. All the True AVasps,

on the coutrar)-—with the single exception of

an exotic genus (6'er«»i/».s), which has not as

yet been found in North America, and to a

l)artial extent, of another exotic genus {Ma-

aaris), found in this country exclusively in the

Kocky Mountain region—have their wings folded

in repose, in the singular manner shown in

Fignre li'!, where c represents the upper surface

(if the hind wing, witli lis front edge hooked

[Kis '.iii
1

on as usual to the

^-—s^-Tirr^^^^ hind edge of the

/a y i^: (^~^^*=ss=^g^^^_^ front wing; a, all

^^- .--:---. -:^'~7:—.=^
1

""-^
tliat is visible from

above of the upper surface of the front

wing, and h, the lower surface of the front

wing doubled over upon itself. Westwood
has remarked that this peculiar folding of

ilie wings "is so constant and character-

istic, that we look in vain throughout the

whole order {Hymenopteru) for any other in-

stance."' But, Westwood forgot that, in a

single genus of Chcdris Flies (Leiicospis), the

wings are folded in precisely the same manner,

as had been partly stated by himself in a

311, as

es, but not in the fc^^yes, of Ivvi

{Mutilla and J/;/.'//(^ On (In

le True Wasps, with the singh

previous page of the same volume.* With this

exception, his remark appears to be correct.

2. The eyes of the Digger Wasps are generally

oval, rarely round, as in the female of one

genus (Mutilla), or kidney-shaped^

sexes of two genera {Trypoxylon^

and in the males,

other genera {2

contrary, all the True Wasps, witiTthc single

exception of one Australian genus {Parof/iii)-

have their eyes kidney-shaped, the hollow, or

scooped-out part of the kidney l'a<-ing the base

of the antenna.

3. Most of the Digger Wasps, especially in

llie female sex, have their legs thickly set with

long stiff bristles or slender thorns, tlie use of

which we shall presently see. Certain excep-

tions which occur will be noticed hereafter, aud

the reason thereof explained. The.True AVasps.

on the other hand, always have their legs free

from bristles or thorns, although the joints of

their paws (irn'si) are often prolonged on each

side in an acute angle at their tips, so as at first

sight to somewhat resemble small thorns.

Having thus enabled the reader to tell I he

difi'erence between a Digger AVasp and a Tiue

AVas)), we will take up each group in its (uin

and explain and illustrate its pecniliar habit-.

The Digger Wasps.

Eveiy (ine knows that Blow-tlies or Meat-flies

will deposit their eggs, which are commonly

called •'fl3--blows,"' upon meat ; and that these

eggs soon afterwards hatch out into whitish

meat-feeding maggots, destined in the course of

a few weeks to reproduce the mother-fly ; after

which the same old cycle of phenomena is re-

peated again and again. In the same manner,

the thousands of different species of Moths and

Butterflies, the larva? of which feed upon the

leaves or the buds or the stems of ditlercnt

herbs, shrubs and trees, deposit their eggs in or

on, or at all events close to, the substance upon

which their future larviB are destined to subsist.

And to these might be added a host of other

insects, such as the various Clothes-moths and

Fur-moths, the Cheese-fly, the dittereut Bacon-

beetles and Cheese-beetles, the Apple-worm

Moth, &c., &c., all of which have the same re-

markable habits in this respect. We call them

remarkable, because many of these insects can

not feed in the perfect state—iu which state

alone they are capable of laying eggs—upon the

substances that they lay their eggs on. For in-

stance, all tlie Butterflies and Moths feed in (he

perfect state upon the nectar of flowers or other

**ec Westwood's Inlruthiction, II
, p. iSs, niul p. 1114,
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such liquid matter, if they take anj- food n( all

:

while most of their larvfB feed upon the tis-snes

of various plants, a few upon woolen rlolhes, a

a few upon furs, and a few even upon fatty

substances. Yet nobody ever found one of these

IJutterfllcs 01- JEoths depositino- its eggs upon
the nectary of flowers, where the honey which
they themselves love so dearly is to he found;
but. on the contrary, they each of them uni-

formly lay (heir eg-gs upon that particular sub-

stance which they are instinctively aware that

their future larva? will relish, but for which they
themselves have no taste whatever.

Certain dung--foeding- beetles—for c\aiii|ili', a

species {Llgyrus rcUctuH, Say), vilii-li i- (i!ien

mistaken both in the larva and in the pcifect

state for the common May-bug or Slay-beetle

{Larhnoslerna querdna, Kuoch)—follow the

same wondej-ful plan which has been detailed

above; that is, they deposit their eggs In any
mass of dung thai they can lind. lint far more
commonly among those beetle^, the Inrv.c of
>vhich feed upon dung, we find an improvement
upon the usual system. Instead of de]jo>iling

their eggs in the dung, wherever it lies, they
bore deep holes in the ground underneath it,

and carry down little pellets of it into these

holes, in which pellets they lay tlieir eggs; thus
securing the savory morsels from the various
other insects that adopt the more i)riniilive cus-

tom referred to above. On precisely the same
Ijrinciple the Burying-bectles (JS^eci'opIionis)

lay their eggs in small pieces of carrion, such
as dead rats, dead birds, &c., having previously

buried the carrion completely underground to

prevent Meat-flies from "fly-blowing" it, and
having by this means eflTectnally monopolized
it for their future oftspring. On one particular

occasion, having deposited a full-grown dead
rat upon newly-moved earth in a particular

spot, as a trap for these Burying-bectles, we
found thai in twelve hours' time the carcass had
been coiiiiilclrly buried, all but the tip of the
tail, by a siiii;lc individual of our lai-gest and
handsomest species (iV. ameriramis, 01iv.),a
beetle which is only IJ inch long. It would
puzzle an Irish laborer to bury a full-grown
whale in the same length of time; yet propor-
tionally this would be a task of precisely the

same magnitude.

In the case of the Burying-beetles and certain

Dung-beetles, we caught the first iidding of an
improvement upon the usual habits of insect

life; for these, as we have seen, bury the sub-

stance upon which their future families are des-

tined to subsist, a few inches under ground. In
the case of the common Tumble-dung Beetles

((iiiitliiin). \\f rind a >till further development
of useful and intelligent industry; for these, as

every Amiiican must have noticed, not satisfied

with burying the pellets of dung, destined each
of them to feed to maturity the laiwaof a future

Tumble-dung, on the spot where that dung has

been dropi)cd—a-, for example, is the universal

practice of an allied genus (Geu/ri/peii) of about
the same size and shape— roll them over and
over for .several \aid<, till they have reached a

snug retired spot, anil Ihcn. and not till then, pro-

ceed to bury them. Andior^ have been much
puzzled to account tor lliis extraordinary pro-

ceeding: but, to our mind, the reason otitis

obvious. 'Dwvf are a great number of rather

small Cannibal r; round-beet le-^(rVoY(/v/^A' family),

the larvse of which pi-ey upon the larv;i> of such
dung-feeding beetles as buiy the dung on the

spot where it falls, the niother-beetlo.s being di-

rected to the spot, so as to know exactly where
to lay their eggs, by the presence of the unsa-

vory substance itself. By removing the precious

pellet to a .-uitable distance and then carefully

burying it, the provident Tumble-dung guai'ds

against such a liiishap; though, even with such

careful forethought, she does not in all probabil-

itv entirelv elude the attacks of other insect

haliits of the Tumble-dung, il may be observed

tliat, although we have in lUinois at least four

distinct species of the dung-burying genus {Gco-

tvypim) just now referred to as closely allied to

the Tumble-dung, and only one species of Tum-
ble-dung(Crt;(//io« kvris, Drury) knowntohave
the remarkable habits refer.-ed to above, * yet

the latter are at least 100 ti]nes as numerous in

individuals as the former. Why should this be

so? These beetles are nearly all of the same

size, shape and strength. They all breed in pel-

lets of dung buried pretty deeply in the earth

by the parent-beetle. The only difference in the

habits of the two genera is, that the first buries

its dung on the spot where that dung is drop-

ped, and its larvie are consequently more easily

detected by their insect foes : while, taught by a

wise Providence, the more careful Tumble-dung

removes its odorous pellets to a safe distance

fi-otn the dangerous spot, and thus escapes with

comparative immunity from the attacks of its

Cannibal enemies. Consequently the Tumble-

dungs beat their less skillful antagonists in the

struggle for existence, and out-breed and out-

number them, just as the Caucasian White man
out-breeds and outnumbers the uncivilized Red

• A siugle »peuim?u of Canthon viridis, Beuuv ,
has lieeii

fipuiul near Kock Island by tile Senior EiUtor; 1>ii I tlii- lialnts

nC this minute species are not known.
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Indian iu the great evcr-rccurring struggle foi-

superiority on the Coiitiuent of America.

This curious propensity to roll balls of dung
to a considerable distance was observed, lliou-

sauds of years ngo, with mysterious awe by the

ancient Egyptians and by tlie ancient Greeks,

and all sorts of superstitious and transcendental

notions were founded thereupon. But up to the

present day, no one has satisfactorily explained

the phenomenon. Verily, under every stone,

under every clod, and even under such despised

substances as it almost offends the fastidious ear

to name, there lies a whole volume of Natural

History written by the finger of the great Com-
mon Father of us all.

It is always in the order Hipnenoptera (Bees,

Wasps, Ants, Ichneumon-flics, &c.), that we
must look for the most exalted and widely spread

developments of the instinct of insects. Among
the Beetles (order Cnlenptera) we flud but a

single genus, the Tumble-dungs, that remove the

food of their future larvas to a considerable dis-

tance from its natural locality; and this, too,

they effect with their legs, and not with their

wings. Yet they have fully develoiied wings,

and, on a hot summer's day, fly with the great-

est vigor; and by sub-dividing the dung-pellet

into small portions, and carrying them one after

another through the air to a suitable spot, they

could effect in Ave minulc-s as much work as

(hey now effect iu five hours. Among the Hy-
menoptcro, on the other hand, wo find whole
hosts of groups, namely our friends the Digger-

AVasps, that do every day what, with all his

wonderful intelligence, the Tumble-dung or

".•^acrcd Beetle'" of the Egyptians, has never
yet been able to accomplish. Taught by the

mysterious promptings of nature, the female

Digger Wasps first of all fly )-<>uud diligently

till they have found a suitable si)()(, and then

having found i( proceed to consiruct a iicst for

that future offspring of theirs which they are

destined never (o behold; some of thorn for this .

purpose boring holes in timber, some excavating
the stem of a dead weed, but the giealer portion

of them forming holes in (he level ground or in

clayey banks. The house is now built. It re-

mains (o furnish il with food, as well as lodging
for the young larva that is soon to" come into the
world. For lh!s purpose the wings of (he fe-

nuile are again called into requisition; for we
are almost ashamed to say that in the case of
these Digger Wasps, as with nearly all other in-

sects, it is the female only that works, the male
being an idle gentleman who occupies his time
entirely with sipping honey and pollen and gal-
lanting the ladies. Flying forth among the trees

and bushes, and eagerly scanning the hidden

n'cesses of tlie most tangled herbage, the female

Digger Wasp soon discovers a specimen of the

particular kind or kinds of insect or spider,

which it is the habit of the species to which she

belongs to select. Seizing it and pricking it

with her sting just sufficiently to paralyze it for

ever, but not so as to deprive it of life, she then

flies off with it in triumph to the already con-

structed nest, and returns for additional speci-

mens, till she has accumulated a sufficient supply
of meat to feed one of her own larvjc to matur-
ity. She next deposits a single Q^g among the

still living but paralyzed animals that she lias

collected, seals up the mouth of her nest or cell,

usually with earth or tempered clay or fragments
of wood, and is oft' once more to build and pro-

vision new nests and repeat the same process

over and over again, until her stock of eggs is

exhausted. The larvse that afterwards hatch out

from these eggs are in every case soft legless

whitish maggots, with a somewhat horny head
and a strong pair of jaws, but no other weapons
whatever, whether offensive or defensive. Yet,

strange to relate, they live at their ease among
the prey collected for them by maternal fore-

thought; and this prey is often a lot of bees

that, if in full vigor, would sting them (o death
in a moment, or a mass of ravenous spiders that,

but for the fatal poison infused into their vitals,

would like no better sport than to gobble them
up at a single mouthful.

" But," it will be asked, " why this unneces-
sary cruelty? "Why not at once sting the poor
bees or caterpillars or spiders to death, and put
them out of their misery?"' The answer is, that

the larvae of these Digger Wasps live several

weeks before they are full-fed and ready to form
(heir cocoons; that during all this period they

rcipiire fresh meat; that the (ime of the year

when these operations take place is during the

heats of the summer; and that, throughout that

sea-ion, insects or spiders that were stung to

death would putrify and become unfit for food

in a '-ingle week. There are seldom any mis-

(ak('> in Nature. The Power that created the

Digger Wasp knew what kind of food its larva

requii-cd; and—whether by direct or indirect

means it matters not—He has so organized

the mother-insect, that she is enabled and im-

loellcd to provide for her offspring the right kind
of (bud, in the right quantity, at the right time,

and in the right place. AVith a vast apparatus

of steam-boilers and hermetically sealed cans,

man has at length succeeded in preserving meat,

fresh and untainted, for an indefinite time.

\Vith nothing but her good sharp sting and her
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litllo bag of poison attached to it, the female

Digger Wasp, even since the creation of the

world, has been doing the verj' same thing in its

own dcparlnient of life. Yet, because the ani-

iiKil U ciinipanilively a small one, we overlook

and despise the beauty and simplicity of the

process by which it works. In reality, however,
this process is just as wonderfully ingenious, as

if a ship-owner liad the power of provisioning

liis ship with living sheep and living oxen, man-
ipulated in such a manner that they could be
liiickcd in the ship's hold like so many hogs-
lioads ; that they should require no food oratten-

daiKi' llicre, and neither Icick nor struggle nor
hollow nor bleat, but lie perfectly still; and yet
that, whenever wanted for food, they could be
hauled up out of the ship's hold and converted
at pleasure into good fresh juicy beef and
mutton.

In some cases, a single caterpillar, or sjiider,

lornis suflicient food for a single larva ; and then
the nest is provisioned with only a single indi-

vidual. Sometimes, when such an animal is too

large and heavy to be transported throngh the

ail-, certain Digger Wasps (genera Ammophila.
iSjihex, and Pompllus) have been obser\'cd to

di-ag it along the surface of the earth, after tlie

manner in which the tumble-dungs work; but
lliis is the exception, and not the rule. In other
i-.iscs, as with several species of Wood AVasps
(Crabfo family), that bore nests for themselves
in timber, and provision them with plant-lice;

nearly a hundred individuals are stored up for

a single larva. The more usual number is from
half a dozen to a dozen. In no known case

does any Digger Wasp attempt to rear more
than a single larva in a single nest. As already
hinted, each species of Digger Wasp usually
selects a particular species, or, at all events a
particular group, either of insects, or of spiders,

as food for its young; but there are several ex-

ceptions to this rule, owing, do doubt, in part,

to I he occasional inability of the mother insects

to prooui-e the appropriate kind of food in-

sufBcient (piantities.

Willi the single exception of one small order
(Xettroptcrn), no order of insects is exempt
from the attacks of these all-devouring wasps.
Sojne provision their nests with grasshoppers,
some with cockroaches, some with snout-beetles

of various kinds, some with ants, bees, and in

EuroiH' e\on with honc)-bees; a few with
ditlerent kinds of bugs, frog-spittle insects, and
phint-lice; a great number of them with various
kinds of two-winged flies, and a still greater
nninber, perhaps, with the larv.-e of various
mollis; and, besides all these, manv distinct

species, belonging to widely distinct genera,

prey upon spiders. St. Fargeau, however, has

correctly remarked, that in no known case,

does any Digger A\''asp provision its nest with

other Digger AVasps, either belonging to its

own species, or to any other species.* The
habits of comparatively but few North Ameri-
can species have been hitherto obsei'ved ; but
it was long ago recorded by Catesby that a

[Fig. ii7 ] common Blue Dig-

ger AA^asp {Chlori-

on caruleutn.'Drn-

ry. Fig. 97), makes
its nest in the

earth, and provis-

ions it with a spi.

der greatly larger

than itself;t and

we h.ave ourselves

observed a very

common Digger
' "'"'-""liK" ''I'"' AVasp {Bemhex

fiisci(i/fi. Fabr.), a tigure of which will be

lound below, burrowing in a sandy spot of

ground, and provisioning the nests which it has

[Fis. 98 ]
thus constructed, with the

common shining, green

blow-fly {Musca Ccesar,

Linn). AVc have obsei-ved,

too, on passing over sandy

plains frequented by these

last insects, that they will

pale grteuish-white. often fly rouud and round

one's person in rather an alarming manner,

though we have never known (heiu to sting

under such circumstances. Their object, no

doubt, is to distract the attention of the

intruder, and prevent him from noticing or dis-

turbing their nests. St. Fargeau observed

similar facts with i-egard (o a European species

{B. ros(rala)—which, like our common species,

provisions its nest with two-winged flies—and

states that, as soon as he set himself down a

little way off, and remained perfectly still, the

insects took no further notice of him.J It is a

good illustration of what has been called the

?-«//.(/ o/' 7/r^6(7.s- in insects, that all the species

of this genus, the habits of which arc known,
whether in Europe, or in America, provision

their nests with two-winged flies (Dipld-fi).

and exclusively with such as belong to the Sec-

ond Grand Division (Bntcliycera) of the order.

The rapidity with which the Digger AVasps

•St. Fargo.au, Hymenopt, II, p. r>48.

^History of Carolina, Vol. II., paiti' ito, i|U(ilcil liy

Wfstwood, Introduction, II, p 207 lii-spcctinK Hi'' no-

menclature of this insect, sec the Appcnilix nt tlK- eml ol

this article.

tSt. Fargeau, Hymenoptercs, II, p SGO

dIois—Black brown and
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dig llieir holes is very remarkable, aucl they

disappear under ground in a very short time.

Audubon has commented with wonder upon

the foct, that our Ameiicau badger can bury

liimself in the earth in one minute;'^ but wo
once saw the female of one of our commone'-t

Digger Wasps (Jfi/zine 6-citicta, Fabr.) bury

herself in about half a minute in the -and.N

loam of a wagon-road.

In illustration of the liabits of the ^ame I'.lue

Digger AYasp, whicli was referri'd to a few

Hues above, we will now quote a Aery graphic

account, furnished to us by Mr. George AV.

Smith, of Grand Rapids, Michigan, of the mode

in which this insect effaces all traces of the

hole or nest which it has just provisioned-

Unfortunately, Mr. Smith was prevented from

seeing the Wasp actually carrying the doomed
spider underground; but, judging from analogy,

the nest had been dug beforehand, and the spider

was carried in, the egg laid, and the entrance to

the nest effectually closed up during his brief

absence. On such a subject as this, we prefer,

whenever possible, quoting the evidence of non-

l)rofessionaI observers to stating facts observed

by ourselves; because, in the latter case, it

might be supposed by some that we were palm,

ing off '• travelers' tales "' upon the reader.

On the afternoon of tli.

a wi

.riasl

heap
eolor and the size of a Imnu I . « illi a >iii.l.'i a~ larm- a~

itself in its mouth, aliyht on on.; of the w i'liIs ami Ironi

that to the ground, 1 watered my pony and hurried
back, in time to see the curious antics performed by tbe
wasp.
I saw it scraping away a small pile of dirt, wliii-h

appeared to be sand neulv ihm up. It scraped with
its front pair of feet and then puslird llie dirt it hiid

scraped with them lurtlur on witli its other p.airs of
feet. Then it commcnii-d paltiiiLr iliis dirt with its .ili-

domeu, in the !-:mu- nuinn r a- «. wnul.l ram a niwh

-

set post. It would Mi-apr a lilllc and i.ound aicaiii,

and then tlirow on inoiT ilirl Ii |ioundi-d (|uiir ioiTi-

blv and vorvfa>l. It krpi iiii tlir^r ariion- until thr
pot 1

Whontho «aV|. ^^ a~ -oiir, 1 ..pcnrd ihc jilar.. wluTr
it had poundfil-o niiirli, and in a lio!r alioul an iiirli

speck, which I supjiose was an ej;g. Tlic spider did
not appear to be entirely dead.

There is another and a much handsomer species

of an allied genus of Wasps, the Ichneumon-
like Digger Wasp, {Sphex irhneiimonea, TAini.),

of which we herewith present a drawing,
at Figure 99.

Unlike the BlueDiggcr Wasp, which is ralhor

a southern than a northern species, it is common
everywhere in the northern States, but instead

of lighting chiefly upon the ground, as does its

indigo-blue compeer, it occurs more frequently

upon flowers. Dr. Packard, in his Guide to

•Audubon and Baehman, Ilislonj of Qu

Colors—Rust-red, with dense golden iiubescence.

the Study of Insects, (pp. 1C7—S), has published

the following very interesting and original obser-

vations on the habits of this species, which with

his permission we reprint:

In the last week of July, and during August and early

in S(>ptember. we noticed" nearly a dozen of these wasps
busily engaged in digging their holes in a gravely walk.
In ])revious seasons tliey"were more numerous, burrow-
ing into grassy bank ~ near tin- walk. 'I'lic liolo were
fotu-to si.'c inchesdrrii. In l..--iiniin- tla- hole, tlio wasp
dragged away willi il> t.. tb a -ton i.-hall a- larp' as

itsi-tr toa distaiii-i' of , i-ht inrln- rmni tin' bole, while

alk

in with tooth and nail was marvelou>.

There is another genus of Digger Wasps
(Ammophlla), closely allied to the preceding,

but distinguishable at once from it by the abdo-

men being much slenderer and attached by a

much longer stem or peduncle. Of this genus

there are about forty diflerent species found in

North America, some of which resemble each

other so closely that it is not always easy to tell

one from another. All those that are known to

us are peculiarly fond of alighting upon flowers,

where on a hot summer's day dozens of them

may often be observed in copulation, the amor-

ous males firmly embracing the females round
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their necks, with their long sickle-shaped jaws.
The females may generally be handled with (he
naked fingers with perfect impnnity ; for, like

those of most of the Wood "Wasps {Crahro
family), it is not one time in five hundred that

they will use their stings, though they will gen-
erally make ineffectual attempts to wound with
their long slender sharp-pointed jaws. The spe-

[Fis. 100] cies sketched herewith,

the Painted-wing Digger

Wasp, (Ammopfiila pic-

' tipennis, n. sp. Fig. 100),

is new to science, and a

full description of it will

be found in the Appen-
dix. It is tolerably com-

/f V inon in South Illinois,

(•oIo,4-Blacka,ulblood-rert;^"f ^^'"^ ''"^^ "^ver cap-
wings nist-red ami iiiisky. tured it in the more

northerly parts of the State, and do not be-
lieve that it is to be met with there. Some
of our common species greatly exceed it in
size and beauty, many of them being elegant-
ly marked in various patterns with patches of
silvery white pubescence. All of them, however,
have the same general shape and make, and no
doubt have the same general habits. We figure
this species here, though it is comparatively
small and inconspicuously colored, because we
have received the following very interesting ac-
count of its habits from the mouth of Mr.
T. A. E. Holcomb, of South Pass, in South
Illinois.

,
On June 10th, 1868, I saw this wasp carrviiiff a good-Mzed cutworm aloug the surface of the eroiind lor a

distaucc of about six rods. She held the iitwnrm

I :-ubsi. fluently due: into the spot wliere the cutworm
had been buried, and found the worm about two and a
lialf Indies below the surface of the .ground, with an
e^'^' attaeluLl lo it near its middle. This cutworm I
placed, e-- and all, in a small jar al<.>." with <.«„„.

damp earth; and on .nii.ivin- mil ilic

jar eighteen davs aftrrw ;ir,l.; I i,,iin.l

•pun
I shall succeed in
larva iu 1869, renia

nteius of the
af the woiTM
larva of the
leiher or not
isp from this

Almost all the iiiiiucrdus .s|>(cies belonging to

the above genus {Jnunojihiia), the habits of
which are known, i)rovision their nests, like our
new species, with caterpillars; only one or two
species employing spiders, either normally or
occasionally, for tliis purpose. We might quote
many similar cases in other genera of Digger
Wasps; and iu all of them we may see interest-

ing examples of llie great law (if the Uxrrv of
Habits.

In No. I) of the Amekican Entomologist,
page 111, we gave a figure of the Tarantula of
Texas (Jfi/yale Hentzil, Girard), and an account
from the pen of Dr. Liuceeum of Texas of the

mode in which it is caiitured, and stung so as to

completely pnralyze it, by a gigantic Digger
Wasp {I'epsis \_pompilus]formosa, Say); after

which it is deposited, as provision for the future

hirva of the mother-Avasp, in a hole which she

digs fort linl purpose in the ground. Wo pre-

that no in>r>-i in, i,,i iit i

sheliad lakrn -m nmr], ,,;

Jii»t as Hie operation was completed,^! caught the wa'sn

Loloi-s—Mulsh-gi-eeu; wings rufous aud dusky.

sent herewith a figure of this Tarantula-killer,

as it is commonly called in Texas; and we
append an account of its mode of preying upon
the Tarantula, by jNIr. S. B. Buckley of Texas,
which was printed in the Proceedings of (he

Philadelphia Entomological Society six years

before Dr. Liuceeum wrote on the subject.* This
account embodies several particulars, which have
not previously appeared in our columns.
•Vol. I, pp. 138-9,
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The TarantuIa-killiM- is u Imstlin;; iiii.|uiit in>crt, :il-

ways in motion, flyiiiK imw Inn', imw llnrr, miil w Inn
running on the ground its \\ iii-s an- in ii ronM:iiii -i:ii.'

of vibration. ShouM it dis.-i.vcr a Taranliila, it L.-^in-.

instantly to tly in ian-li>> in thr air aiciunl ii~ \i.iiin.

The spider, as if knowinu' il> lair. iniiilili« \i..lriiilv.

standing up and niakini; a -liuw ..f li-hl . I,nt tlir iv-Ki-

auceis very fci-l.lr anil m|' nn ;,\ :mI ri:r -i.idi r'- fn,' ~,,,in

discovers a tavora Mr i iml and .l.iil- .iiinii thr fiian-
tula whom it wciun.U uilli il- -tin-, and a^ain rMnninii-

ces flying in I'irrlr- Thr injin-. d -pi.lii' i- l In-.iw n inlo

a tremor and oft I ai liccimir. |.ai-al\ /--!. Hhm^li ih-' intlir-

tiou of a second and r\ ,ai a iliir.i x\ nnnd i- -Miii,-iiinrs

necessary. Sooner ur lain- tin- ^pidrt- lirmnH'^ jM.wrr-

less, when tlie victor aiiin-oacln--. i-arrruIlN iVc 11)1- ii-

way to see if its work lias ln-nn .dl. i-tnally innr.iii 1

It then begins to drag the Taranlula iiitu a liol.' whi.li

it has previously dug in the ground, where, after tin-

deposition of its egg by the wasp, the spider is eovi-red

up and allowed to remain.
I once met with one of these wasps that had just killed

a large Tarantula . This was in central Texas, in mid-
summer, when 11" rain hail faih-n tdr a Imi;; time and
the prairie soil \\a- lill.-.l with nuniriou- -iin-c-racks.

The weiglit of tin- -|iidri- u :i~ ai l.-a-l iliire linies that

of the wasp, yet lin- \\a-p ninniii- li.irkuard- drairged

it along through the dry i;aa-> Hliirli ntlei-<-d (-(Hisiiior-

able resistance, overeotninj; every (l.-lael.- Iiy c-arin-st

perseverance. The route was r.-ndi-n-d >till iii'jn- ililli-

cult by thecracks in the s,.il. down uliieli l.nih a^inn-

.lUy tumbled; and several tinier 1 iliun-4lil tlia' the Tar-
antula was lost at the bellnm cif a i-iaek. Km kuih would

watched lor 1

wasp (

.Ufa

rop til

weed
to see tlir iv-idt. altlHui^li ii

distant tmin uur (-iK-aiiiime

distance, the wasp ami spide
was then sure that the sjiidei

tie I bent down to see what
was much surprised at sei-in^

der from the crack. At sm-ii

I inadvertently exclainn-d a

low! " This exclamation e;

spider and gaze at me for a n

first time noticed me. It then tlew three or four times
around the spider, as if to mark its locality, and went
away. Sorry for its departure, I took the spider to our
tent and preserved it in alcohol

.

In the first number of the American Ento-
mologist (pages 8 and 9) we referred briefly,

on the authority of Benj. Borden, a rcsi)eftrtble

[Fis."

called to
i town. .

1 paid thei

few of 1

but he I

coarse
rnienflv

upon it, and lie i

got stung in the 1

puncture was so

and the pain wa
without any seri

Mr. Borden was the first person to discover

that the Gigantic Digger Wasp (Stizus grandis)

provisions Its nest with a Cicada; but an allied

species, whicli is much commoner, the Handsome

Digger AVtisn (Sfizua spfciosiis. Drnry), Figure

[FiK

Qualier farmer of Xorristown, Pennsylvania, to

the Gigantic Digger-wasp (Slizus yrandis, Say)

Figure 102, provisioning its nest with a Cicada

(Locust), We repeat here the figure given in

our first number, and quote at full length what
Mr. Borden told us on the subject

:

(.'olors—iilack i

lii:i,hasl)ueupublisiiedby many diflerent writers

during tlie last century, as liaving tlie very

same liabits.' This'species we know to occur in

South Illinois; the fine female specimen, from

which the above figure was drawn, having

been captured in 1808, in Union county, by Mr.

T. A. E. Holcomb, and obligingly presented to

us. Whetlier Dr. Hull's observations npou cer-

tain gigantic wasps, of which •' he and his sons,

and his hired men, see one or two every year,

flying along with considerable difliculty with a

locust (Cicada) in their grasp,"* apply to this

last species, or to the other one, is for the pres-

ent uncertain. Of the large ami superbly

See American Entomologist, I, page y.
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colored genus to which both insects belong

(Stisiis), but three species have hitherto been

discovered in North America. "We give in the

Appendix a description of a fourth species of

this same genus, the " Short-winged Digger

A7asp" {Stizushrevipennis, n. sp.), of which
but a single specimen exists in the cabinet of

the Senior Editor, and none at all, so far as is

known, in any other collection of insects.

The holes or nests dug in the earth by Digger
Wasps arc, for the most part—especially in

loose, sandy soils—^dug in the same manner as

Mr. Smith's Blue Wasp effaced all traces of its

nest, namely, by scratching with their front

legs, and scrabbling the loose dirt backward
with their four hind legs, the motions being

performed with the rapidity of lightning But,

as we saw above in the case of Dr. Packard's

and Mr. Holcomb's wasps, certain species occa-

sionally use their jaws in digging, and more
especially, perhaps, when the soil is hard and
solid; but, as a rule, they dig with their front

legs, and not with Iheir jaws, and scrabble the

loosened dirt backward with their hind legs.

Hence, we can see at once, why most species of

Digger "Wasps, and more particularly the

females, whicli have the actual work to do, have

their legs garnished plentifully—as has been

already stated, and as will be seen at once in

the wasps that are figured above—with long,

stiff bristles, or slender thorns. On the

other hand, the True "Wasps, which, M'hen

they dig at all, dig with their powerful jaws,

and not with their legs, have perfectlj' smootii

legs, as may be seen from the species figured

below (Figures 110, 111, 112). A European Dig-

ger Wasp, however, {Ammophila sabulosa)—
belonging to the same genus as our Painted-

wing Digger AVasp, (Fig. 100), which as we saw,

digs with its jaws and not with its legs

—

although it has very bristly legs, is recorded as

using the long, sickle-shaped jaws, which arc

characteristic of the genus, both in burrowing

and in carrying the sand out of its burrow;
thus approximating the habits of the Digger

Wasps to those of the True Wasps.* So true

is it, that in Entomology there is scarcely a

single general rule without its exception, and

that, wherever we open the great Book of

Nature, and whether we study the structure of

insects, or their habits, we find almost every-

where intermediate grades, and connecting

links.

The comparatively few Digger AVasps that

make their nests in timber, also have legs more

or less densely armed with the usual bristles and

•See Westwood, Trmis. Entom. Soc. London, J, \i 200.

thorns, because it is necessary for them to be

able to scrabble the minute fragments of wood
out of the holes, which they gnaw in the sub-

stance of the wood to serve as nests for their

larva?. In a single stick of partially decayed

firewood, we once found in the winter several

dozen of the nests of a small species of Wood
AVasp ( Crabro) . from which in the ensuing sum-
mer we bred about a dozen of the perfect

wasps.

And now we approach a great mystery. The
genus of Digger Wasps linown as Pelopcpwf

(in English '•mud-maker''), to which appertains

the common Mud-dauber (Pe/ojm'us hniatux.

Fabr.) shown in Figure 104, and well known to

make the so-called •• nmd-dabs" so often found in

outbuildings, does not dig at all either in earth or

in wood." On the contrary, it constructs its

nests of tempered clay, affixing them to the in-

terior of any buildings to which it has free

access, or to overhanging clifl's. In search of

moist clay for this purpose, it may often be seen,

during a long diy spell of summer weather,

perched on the ground

in the neighborhood of

wells and other places

where water is habit-

ually slopped upon
clayey ground. We
should naturally ex-

pect, therefore, that,

as it has the same hab-

its as many of the

True AVasps, it would

have tlic .-mooth legs of a True AV"asp and not

those of a Digger AVasp. No such thing. The

legs of the female ilud-dauber arc obviously

bristly, though not so strongly as in the two

most nearly allied genera {Sphex and Ammoph-
ila), both of which arc known to burrow in the

earth. But why should they be so. when the

bristles arc of no manner of use to her, any

more than they would be to a True AA'asp? One

school of philosophers will reply, that its legs

arc bristly, because ages and ages ago, in the

dim far-away vista of bygone geological years,

the genus took its gradual origin from some

species that did really dig holes in the ground,

and had bristly legs to enable it to do so; and

that, in consequence of the disuse of its bristles

for generation after generation through myriads

of geological ages, the bristles themselves have

•Tlu-i carulciis,

Ni.rthi-

iul>l.s at lirst sight the Blue Uig-

r Wasn liftiii-iit iiI)(im>, (Fii.'. '.i7). It may be readily distiu-

li.ihed, however Irom the latter, by the diffei-ent veining of

i front wings and by its smooth legs Respecting the mter-

inable coniusion among our different N. A. Blue Wasps,

e the Appendix.
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gradually become shorter weaker and less inun-

eroii.s. Another school of philosophers will

maintain, that its legs are bristly, in older to

complete the Plan of the Creation, and carry

out the System of Nature,' and give full and free

expression to the Thoughts of the Creator.

AVhich explanation be the more rational and in-

telligible, the reader must judge for himself.

Two other such cases, which may be explained

upon similar jjrinciples, have been brietly re-

ferred to by Dr. Packard in his Guide to the

Study of Insects {^^. 165 and 169). In these

cases two species, belonging respectively to two

genera of Digger Wasps {Larrada and Sphex),

all the other known species of which burrow in

the ground to form their nests and have legs

covered with thorns and bristles, have been as-

certained to make their nests above ground in

the fold of a leaf. "We might consequently ex-

pect them both, if they were both primordially

created with such abnormal instincts, to have

perfectly smooth legs like the True AVasp

(iJ?<jHe?ies)flgured below (Fig. 1 10, ly),which gen-

erally attaches its nest to the stem of some weed
or to a leaf in the open air. It is pretty nearly

but not exactly so ; for it is recorded that one of

these insects has its front legs perfectly smooth,

and that the other one (the Sphex) has its front

legs almost but not quite destitute of spines and

bristles. AVc have but to refer to the sketch

of a difl'erent species of this latter genus {Sphex)

given above in Figure 09, the Ichneumon-like

Digger AVasp, which species is known to be a

burrower in the ground, to see how very dif-

ferently its front legs are armed. The difference

can be explained in the mode that best suits

the reader.

But, from discoveries of our own, we are

enabled to point out still another link in the

chain which connects the Digger "VVasps with

the True Wasjis, and still another thread in the

complicated web which binds together all

living organisms, whether animal or vegetable.

There is a genus, or, as !Mr. C'resson considers

it, a sub-genus (v((/c»u'«) of the Spider Wasps
{Pompihis sub-family)—a very extensive group
of the Digger Wasps, all the other genera of

which, with a single exception, to be hereafter

noticed, burrow in the ground to form their

nests, and have thorny and bristly legs. This

genus (Ar/enia), however, has perfectly smooth

legs, with the exception of a very few species,

which have the merest rudiments of bristles or

thorns, on their thighs or shanks. Singular to

relate, although the French entomologist, St.

Fargeau, has described thirty-five species of

these smooth-legged Spider AVasps, found in

various parts of the world, and although our

countryman, Cresson, has described as many as

twenty-eight species, found in Xorth America,

yet, up to tills day, nobody can tell for certain

what are the general habits of the genus, from

anything that has as yet been published,

Shuckard, judging from the structure of its

legs, guesses that it must bore into wood to

make its nest,* St. Fargeau, for the same
reason, guesses that these smooth-legged Spider

"Wasps must be what may be called " Guest

Wasps," building no nests of their own, but

depositingtheir eggs, like the European Cuckoo
and our American Cow-bird, in the well-pro-

visioned uests of allied nest-building species.

f

The real truth of the matter is, that they are nei-

ther "Wood-borers nor "Guest "Wasps ;" but make
little " mud-dabs " of their own, usually under

the bark of standing trees, or under prostrate

logs, ill which, precisely as does the well-

known Mud-dauber, figured above (Fig. 104),

they rear their young. Hence, we see at once

why, like this last-named wasp, they have

smooth, or very nearly smooth, legs. The
reason is simple. Thorns and bristles on their

legs, though of great service for digging nests

in the ground, or in decayed wood, would be

of no manner of use to them in building nests

with mud; and therefore, they either have

none at all, or mere rudimental ones.

Why certain species have ruiliinental thorns

on their legs, may be explained in either of the

two modes referred to above. Why, on the

other hand, certain other species have perfectly

smooth legs, we can readily understand if we
adopt the former of these two hypotheses ; but,

if we adopt the latter hypothesis, this fact be-

comes an insoluble and nnintelligiblfe enigma.

AVe present herewith sketches drawn from

nature, of the " mud-cells " made by four dis-

tinct species of this very remarkable genus,

which, hitherto, has been such a puzzle to the

entomological student. All four kinds of cells

are occasionally connected together, end to end,

[KiK in.-)
1 like a string

of beads, as

shown in the

figures of three

of them. These

three, «, 6, and
c, are given in

coior-ciaj -yciinw. Figure 105,and

the fourth in Figure 106, a, all of them of

the natural size; and along with the fourth

mud-cell, we give an enlarged drawing of

•Quoted by Westwood, Introduction,

tSt. Fargeau, Hijmenopleres , III. p +
p 20S.
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iie female of the wasp {Agenia hombijcina,

ifssoii). Figure lOfi, 6, that constructs it. From

[Fig. lOG.]

( ciliirs— (a) clay-yellow; (b) dingy black

,

these four diflferent kinds of mud-cells, we have
bred specimens of the four different species of

Spider "Wasp (Ar/enia) that build them, three of
which are described species, and oue (Ag. siib-

corticalix), a new and hitherto undescribcd
species. This last is considerably the smallest
of the four, and its nest, which we have always
found exclusively under the loose bark of
standing trees, is shown in Figure 105, c. The
next largest species is one which was described
thirty-two years ago by Thos. Say (Agenia
Ipompiliis] architectHs)\ and it is very remark-
able that, although he gives a very elaborate
description of the mud-cells from which he bred
it, he says not a single word about the smooth-
ness of its legs, and refers it to the same genus
(Pompiliis), to which belong the closely allied

species with strongly-armed legs. We may
add that Say found the mud-cells, from which
he bred his specimens of this insect, " under
prostrate logs and stones," while we found
our two mud-cells under the loose bark of
standing trees. The largest species but one
(Ag. meUipex), was described by Say at the
same time as the other one, merely from cap-
tured specimens, and without any knowledge
of its habits, or any notice of its legs being
smooth. This species we have also bred from
mud-cells found exclusively under the bark of
standing trees. Finally, the largest species of
the four {Ag. bombycina), Figure 106, 6, was de-
scribed only two years ago by Mr. Cresson,
without any knowledge whatever of its habits.

This last we have bred iu large numbers
from mud-cells found under prostrate logs in

North Illinois, and four specimens from similar

mud-cells found under the bark of a standing
tree in South Illinois. Unlike the other three,

il has very small rudimental spines—scarcely

perceptible except under the lens—on its legs.

In the Appendix will be found a full descrip-

tion of the new species of smooth-legged Dig-
ger Wasps referred to above, and a few other

dc'ails relative to this singular genus {Agenia),

which would not interest the general reader.

It may be objected perhaps by the entomologi-

cal purist that, as all these builders of mu-dcells,

including the common Mud-dauber (Fig. 104)

never dig at all, either in the ground or in de-

cayed timber, or anj^ where else, it is incorrect

to call them " Digger AVasps." But a general

name must not be changed because it is inap-

plicable to particular species. Many Bark-lice,

for example, do not inhabit the bark but the

leaves of plants ; for instance the Scale-insect

of the Oleander {Asjiidiottis nen'i, Bouche).

Yet this last is none the less a true Bark-louse

{Coccus family). Again, we have seen with

our own eyes the common Bed-bug {Acanthia

lectularin, Linn) actually swanning, not in beds

frequented by Christians, but in a chicken-

house. Yet any precisian Avho should insist

that, when it infested a cliicken-house, it ceased

to be a "bed-bug"' and became a "chicken-

bug," would be simply ridiculous. Upon the

same principle, a smooth-legged Spider Wasp
does not cease to be a true Digger Wasp, because

it never digs.

Not being aware of the habits of these small

smooth-legged Digger Wasps, any more than

anybody else, and being misled by certain mis-

statements as to the origin of our common
American "mud-dabs," Westwood has advanced

the erroneous opinion, that "it is only among the

Bees and (True) Wasps that we find the habit

of constructing nests with materials brought

from a distance."* This habit, it is true, is the

exception and not the rule among the Digger

Wasps. AYe find it more common among such

of the True Wasps as are solitary in their hab-

its. But when we come to the most intelligent

and highly-developed of the whole group

—

namely, such of the True Wasps as arc social

and live in largo communities—we find it uni-

versal. Undoubtedly this practice displays

great intelligence, and is as wonderful as the

proceedings of most birds in building their

nests with materials fetched from a distance.

It is interesting, therefore, to observe here and

there the first developments of this curious in-

stinct among the lower Wasps—its gradually

becoming moi-e common among such Wasps as

approximate in their organization to the Social

WaspS—and its full and complete culmination

among the latter, which are universally con-

sidered as the highest and most intelligent of all

the Wasps.
The mud-daubing Spider Wasps {Agenia) are

not exempt from the attacks of p.arnsites any

•Intn.diu-linii, II I) 2UT,
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more tli:m any other group of insects. From a

lot of the kinil of mud-cells sketched in Figure

1(1."), c, we long ago bred great numbers of a mi-

nute Chalci!i6y {I'teromalus) only one-twentieth

of an inch long; and from a lot of those shown

in Figure 105, a, about a dozen specimens of a

beautiful undescribed Ichneumon-fly, about one-

Ihird of an inch long, banded with black and

white, and with a white horse-shoe on the hind

part of its thorax, to which we have given the

manuscript name of the Horse-shoe Ichneunion-

fl y {Mesosten usferrum-equinum)

.

It is well known to entomologists that among

the solitary Bees—whos^e habit it is to provision

their nests with pollen, and not, after the fashion

of the Digger AVasps and solitary True Wasps,

with living insects— there are many genera,

physically incapacitated from collecting pollen,

xvhirh lay their eggs surreptitiously in the nests

of the true pollen-collecting Bees, and thus ap-

propriate for their own ofl'spring (he rich stores

laid up for another's. Not only in the case of

the group of Spider Wasps just now referred to

(Ai/enia), but in that of several other genera of

Digger Wasps {Tnjpoxylon, relojxeus and

Sapyga) , has a. similar habit been inferred by

several authors to prevail. ^Vo suspect that, in

these particular cases, erroneous inferences have

been drawn from seeing the supposed Guest

Wasps entering old last year's nests made by

true Digger Wasps, or by Bees, which nests

they afterwards appropriate for their own use,

having first in many instances repaired and re-

modeled them. As regards the first of the three

genera enumerated above {Trypoxylon), West-

wood has shown this to be so;* and, at the risk

of being tedious, we will give some additional

proofs of this and certain other analogous fiicts.

which have been observed by ourselves for a

long series of years.

Almost every American knows the so-called

" mud-dabs," constructed by the common Mud-
dauber (Fig. 104), to be composed of one or more

layers or tiers of clay tubes, arranged side by

side like a set of " Pan's pipes," and cemented

on to some surface pretty well protected from

the weather. In a particular locality—the rocky

clifts near Black Hawk's Watch-tower, in Rock
Island county. Ills.—we liave always, for many
years back, found these '• mud-dabs" to contain

in the winter months the cocoons of the wasp that

makes them, and those of another Digger Wasp
of a uniform black color, and belonging to a very

distinct family {Trypoxylon albitarse, Fuhr)

.

Figure 107, promiscuously intermixed in about

equal proportions. There ran be no mistake

•• Inlroduclion, &c.. II., p. 194.

Culc.i-s—l'oli.slK-il.,ljhick, with till, hin.l p.iws wliiti^h.

here, because the cocoon of the former, after

stripping off the thin semi-opaque flossy outer

membrane, characteristic of all those made by
Digger-wasps, is about eight-tenths of an inch

long, elongate oval, five times as long as wide,

of a shining transparent taAviiy color, as thin

almost as gold-beater's skin, and with the tail

end docked, tliickened and blackened ; while

the cocoon of the latter has a mere vestige of

outer membrane, and is only about half an

inch long, only thrice as long as wide, cylindri-

cal but often with the head end expanding, like

a cooper's rivet, into a more or loss wide flange,

of a dnll opaque black color except the head
end, which is ash gray, with the tail end docked

but not otherwise ditt'ering from the rest of the

cocoon, and the whole of a pretty firm and solid

consistence. lu most cases the elongate mud-
cell of the Mud-dauber, when it has been ten-

anted by the Black Wasp spoken of above, is

partitioned off by a clay diaphragm in the mid-

dle into two cells, each of which contains a dis-

tinct cocoon ; but occasionally such a cell con-

tains but a single cocoon, especially wheu the

cell is rather shorter than usual. It is well

known that the Mud-dauber provisions its nest

with spiders, and fragments more or less com-
plete of spiders may often be found in the cells

occupied by its cocoons. Precisely the same
thing occurs iu the cells tenanted by the cocoons

of the Black Wasp, showing that its larva must
have fed upon spiders just as does that of the

Mud-dauber. Lastly, from the cocoons shaped
like a cooper's rivet, isolated in a separate ves-

sel, we have i-epeatedly bred, not the Mud-
dauber (Fig. 104) , but the Black Wasp (Fig. 107)

.

Now, here is a mass of evidence amounting
to what lawyers would call prima facie proof,

that this Black Wasp is really a Guest-wasp,

not building and provisioning any nest for itself,

but laying its eggs in the nest built and provis-

ioned by the Mud-dauber, and thus fraudulently

appropriating for its own future progeny, the

provision of spiders, laid up for the progeny of

the Mud-dauber, by that poor hard-working in-

dustrious insect. Otherwise, whv should the
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two kinds of L'ocoon b3 promiscuously inter-

mixed? Wliy should both kinds of larv.-e be

led upon spiders? Why should th? claj'-cell, in

which the Black Wasp rears its young, be so

manifestly the work of the Mud-dauber, that no
difforenco whatever can be perceived between
those tenanted by the two dilferent kinds of
cocoon, save the clay partition in the middle,
usually found, when the cell contains tlio co-

coons of the Black Wasp, but never found
when it contains the cocoon of the Mud-dauber?
Most naturalists are tolerably well satisfied willi

evidence as strong as this; and for many years

it staggered and puzzled us.

In the spring of 1867, we determined, if pos-

sible, to solve the enigma. We procured a very
large quantity of the "Mud-dabs," containing

both kinds of cocoons, and examined them at

home, at our leisure. Thus we arrived at the

ibllowing results, each of which will be accom-
panied by the proofs that establish it.

1st. The 3Tud-dauber, as xvell as the Black
Ifusp, must often make use of the old last year's

mud-cells constructed by the former.—\n two
"mud-dabs" where there was a double tier of

cells—the outer one of course not built ])io-

viously to the inner one, for the simple reason

that the inner one formed th:; foundation-wall

for it—we found on March 9th, 18(;7, in the outer

tier, dead and dry Digger Arasji^ in tlio perfect

or winged state. Hence it )oll(.i\\ <
i !ial llir outer

tier must have been constructed at least as early

as the summer of 1805; for if constructed in the

summer of 186G its cells would necessarily, on
March 0th, 18G7, have contained larvaj nearly

ready to change to pupas, or at all events pup«,
and not living winged wasps, and still less dead
and dried up wasps. Consequently, the inner
tier, having been built before the outer tier as

already shown, must also have been constructed
at least as early as the summer of 186.5. But
that inner tier on March 9th, 1807, contained
at least one fresh cocoon of the Mud-dauber, as

well as numerous fresh cocoons of the Black
Wasp, intermixed together; and therefore both
kinds of cocoon must have taken their origin

from eggs deposited in the summer of 1866 in

old cells which, as has been already proved,
were built at least as early as the summer of
186-j and perhaps a year or two sooner. Thus,
as both the Mud-dauber and the Black Wasp are
proved to make use, occasionally at all evcnt.s,

of the old last year's cells of the former, the

promiscuous occurrence of their cocoons is easily

explained.

2nd. The Black Was}) provisions its nest with
different genera of spiders fro7n those used by

the Mud-Dauber.—It occasionally happens with
most Digger Wasps, that the egg fails to hatch

out ; or the larva, having hatched out, perishes

from unknown causes at an early age. In these

cases, therefore, the food stored up for the larva

remains uneaten, or mostly uneaten. By dili-

gent search, we found two such cells, which

had manifestly been provisioned by the Black

Wasp, because each formed the inner portion of

a full-sized cell, divided in two by the usual

partition, and the outer portion of it contained

the cocoon ol a Black Wasp. Emptying out

into hot water the dead spiders contained in

these two cells, which were in a fair state of

preservation, and also, a few in tolerably good

order, found at the bottom of .some cells tenanted

by the cocoons of the Black AVasp, we found

them to bo seventeen in number, and all of

them to belong to one genus and species,

except two, which, apparently, belonged to a

different species of the same genus. It re-

mained to ascertain wliat species of spiders

were u-ed by the Mud-Dauber. For this pur-

pose, it evidently would not answer to examine

the contents of a cell without any partition in

the middle, and in which the egg or young

larva had perished prematurely, provided it

was found in the same locality as the abore.

For, as the Black Wasp occasionally erects no

partition-wall in the cell whicii it occupies,

there would then have been no certainty which

insect of the two had provisioned it with

spiders. Consequently, we examined " mud-

dabs"' Irom a locality where they are never

tenanted by the Black Wasp; and having found

several cells in them full of nothing but spiders,

from causes already explained, we ascertained

tint those spiders, which were thirty in num-

ber, apparently belonged to, at least, four

different genera, the number of individ-

uals belonging to each genus, being respec-

tively, 1, 6, 6, and 17; and that they were

all, not only specifically, but generically, distinct

from those found in the cells tenanted by the

Black Wasp. We may add further, that some

seven or eight more or less imperfect speci-

mens, found in cells occupied by the cocoons of

the Mud-Dauber in the first lot of " mud-dabs,"

all apparently belonged to the genus most

numerously represented in the second lot of

" mud-dabs.''

ord. Other genera of wasps, besides the Black

Wasp referred to above, occasionally use the

second-hand cells of the Mud-dauber as a nestfor

theirlarvn;. Inalarge masscontainingnumerous

cells, occupied partly by cocoons of the Mud-
dauber and partly by those of the Black Wasp,
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we found a single large cell divided by a parti-

lition into two small cells, each of which con-

tained what was evidently the cocoon, not of a

Digger Wasp but of a True Wasp. Now, the

larva of this wasp had manifestly been provi-

sioned with calerpillars and not with spiders ; for

each cell contained eight or ten of the empty sliins

of some moth-larva or other upon which the

wasp-larva had fed. Consequently, as the Mud-
dauber pro\ ixions ii-; nest, not with caterpillars

but with ^i)idcrs. the wasp that provisioned these

two cells must evidently have catered for its own
offspring. It was probably from some such case

as this that Talisot de Beauvois, as quoted by

West\\iMHl. wa- deceived into stating that the

]\tu(l-(lauli( r -1' limes provisions its nest with

sjiiders. sonidiiiics with caterpillars.* We have

opened hundreds and hundreds of their nests,

and we are sure that they invariably use spiders

for this purpose.

It may be added that, iu all probability, the

two larva^ of True "Wasps, just now stated to

have been discovered by us in Mud-dauber cells,

would have developed into the Fraternal "Wasp

(Eioneiies fralerna, Say) which will be found

figured below(Fig. 1 10, «) ; for wehadlongbefore

this period bred from common '-mud-dabs"

three males of this very same species. AVe can-

not, however, speak positively as to this ques-

tion; for we liad to strip the cocoon off oue of

these two larva? in order to examine it, after

which it of course perished; and from the other

larva there subsequently hatched out on May
tilth, not the wasp itself, but a pretty blue para-

sitic fly (Chrysis hetla. C'resson) common iu

North Illinois, which had preyed upon the larva

of the Wasp. Not improbably, it was from ssmc
sucli occurrence as the above, that Mr. Saunders

led ProfessorWestwood into the erroneous belief,

that " mud-dabs '' were really made by the same
genus of True Wasps {Eumcnes) to which the

Fraternal Wasp actually bred by us from " mud-
dabs "' appertains; and that the veritable Mud-
daubers (I'cfopaiis) M-ere merely parasites, or

rather (iucst-AVasps, sponging upon True Wasps
for food and lodging.

f

In illustration of the curious propensity of the

BlaclcAVasp<Fig. 107), spoken of above, to habit-

ually build and provision its nest in tlie old de-

serted nests of the Mud-dauber, we may quote
here a very similar case observed in South
America with regard to another species of the

very same genus {TrypoAtjlun). For calling

our attention to this case we, are indebted to the

kindness of Baron Osten Sackcn, of New York

city: "Mr. Ulark found in Brazil, tliat Trypox-

ylon fugax closed with clay the cells of a nest

of PoUstes, thus using them for its progeny." *

FoUstes, we may add iiere, is a genus of social

True Wasps, wliicli will be found figured below

along with its nest. (Fig. 112, «). Accord-

ing to Linnieus, whose assertions were subse-

quently confirmed by the reseai-ches of West-

wood, the common practice in Europe of this ge-

nus of Digger Wasps (Trypo.vylon)—the name
of which is most unfortunately derived from

two Greek words signifying " timber-borer"

—

is, not to bore into timber at all, but to fake

possession of lioles in wood that have been pre-

viously made by other insects, and occasionally

hollow straws, and therein to construct its

nests, t

Seeing, therefore, that it seems to be a well-

established fact, that the habits of this ge-

nus of Digger Wasps are, neither to burrow

in the ground nor in wood, but to seek out

ready-made holes or the old nests of other Dig-

ger Wasps for its nest, finishing them ofl' with a

little mud that it fetches there itself; we might

naturally expect to find its legs either perfectly

smooth or very nearly so. Now, what are the

tacts? They are actually quite smooth, and this

character has been duly recorded by St. Fargeau,

who, liowever, draws the erroneous inference

therefrom that the genus has the habits of a

Guest-wasp.t

On the whole, therefore, as we have shown

that at least two distinct genera of wasps

(
Trypoxylon, and Eumenes,) sometimes use the

old second-hand cells of the Mud-dauber to

build their own nests in, under circumstances

which would mislead most naturalists into sup-

posing that they were true Guest-wasps ; and as

all the recorded cases of so-called Guest-wasps

that we have met with, are explainable upon

similar suppositions, we incline to believe that

no author has yet made out a clear and satisfac-

tory case of the existence of such a thing as a

true Guest-wasp, though undoubtedly there are

many true Guest^bees, Guest-gallflies, Guest-

sawflies, Guest-beetles and Guest-gallgnats. A
true Guest-insect—or " Inquiline." as it is tech-

nically termed—deposits its egg in the recent

nest of another insect, and appropriates for the

use of the larva, that afterwards hatches out

from that Qgg, the supply of nourishment pro-

vided by the mother-insect that makes the nest;

the egg or the very young larva of this last

mother-insect being afterwards often starved out

* From a iiapfi" bv Mr. Smith in Th'oc. London Kntom Sac
'.p. 77, IsriS.

\ Westwood, Introduction etc., n, pp. tM-.l.

; St. Fargeau, Hijmenoptacs. Ill, p. 225.
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or otherwise destroyed by the intruder, liut

this is a very different thing—as will be seen at

oiioe—from making use of au old second-hand

abandoned and unprovisioned nest, constructed

years ago bj- some other insect, and provision-

ing it afresh. Our American Cowbird always

deposits its eggs in the recent nests of other

birds, leaving its future offspring to be cared for

by another. But it would be a very different

thing, if it merely took the old abandoned last

year's nests of those birds, and provided its own
self for its own family therein.

But, although we do not believe that any of

the genera of Digger Wasjjs ( Trypoxylon, Pelo-

poeus, Ayenid, and Sapyga), hitherto inferred

by certain authors to liave the habits of Guest-

wasps, do really have those habits, yet there is

one remarkable genus {Ceropalex) , belonging

to the Spider-wasp {Pompihts) family among
the Digger "Wasps, which most certainly has.

Hitherto nothing whatever has been positively

known as to the habits of this genus, although

St. Fargeau long ago asserted with regard to it,

that he had often observed females enter back-

wards into nests constructed by true Digger

Wasps, whence he inferred that it had the habits

of a Guest-wasp.* But St. Fargeau is so flighty

and fanciful an author, and he has told so many
similar tales about other Digger Wasps,f which
we now know to be not Guest-wasps, but to

build nests of their own, that his evidence would
not amount to much, if there were any reliable

facts to controvert his opinion. And indeed,

even if the facts that he fancied that he witness-

ed were just as he represented them to have

been, they scarcely justify^his inference. Luck-
ily, however, for the scientific reputation of the

French entomologist, we have a fact to bring

forward whicli demonstrates that—in this in-

stance, at all events—he was a good guesser.

The fact is this : We have already mentioned

having bred four specimens of a little Mud-
dauber {AgcTiia bombycina, Cresson), sketched

in Figure 106, b, from clay cells obtained in South

Illinois. Of these clay-eells we obtained inNov-
ember, 1867, tive specimens, all alike, and all of

them found in company under the bark of the

same tree, near South Pass in South Illinois.

From these five cells there hatched out, about

the end of .June, 1868, the four little Mud-daubers
just now referred to, and a single male specimen
of a beautiful and hitherto undescribed species

of the remarkable genus of Spider-wasps (C'ero-

•St.Fargt'an.Bi.W. Meth. X, n, 183, (luoteilby Wi'sUvooil,
j7ilrocl. etc , H ,

p."2a9.

t For example, aliout the penns Age7ua, or as he names ii,

Anoplius, Ilymenopt. III., \i\). HI-'J; ahniit the genus T ij-

poxyton^ ibid p. 22.'); etc.

pales), already asserted by us to have the habit^

of a Guest-wasp. The inference is unavoidable

—more especially as we had previously bred
very numerous specimens of the same little

Mud-dauber from the same kind of mud-cells

obtained in North Illinois— that this gaily

dressed Spider wasp (Cerojiales) had, some time

in the summer of 1867, laid an egg in one of the

five mud-cells found in South Illinois, and thus

appropriated to the uve of its future larva the sup-

ply of food laid up by the providentcare of the un-

fortunate, dingy-looking little Mud-dauber forits

own offspring. Otherwise it is impossible to ac-

count for two distinct kinds ofWasp hatching out

from the same lot of mud-cells. Several years be-

fore this, we had captured at large, in North Illi-

nois three females of this very same Spider Wasp,
which are if possible still more beautiful than

the male. From one of these the annexed highly

magnified sketch (Fig. 108), has been drawn,
in {(reference to drawing from the male; for the

[FiK. 1('8.]

.-^

Colors-Jtlack, red auU yellow.

females of the Digger Wasps, as stated before,

always have their legs more bristly and spinous

than the males of the same species, and it is

desirable that f lie reader should see with his own
eyes the armature of these important organs, in

the sex where it is most highly developed. This

genus, we may add, is especially remarkable

—as may be seen in the engraving—for having

hind legs of the most extravagant and dispropor-

tionate length. Ill the Appendix will be found

a full description of our new species—which

we have named the Iled-bellied Spider Wasp
( Ceropalvs nijirentris)--a.nd a few other scientific

details in regard to this interesting group, the

true habits of which may now be considered as

for the first time definitively settled.

Some authors have supposed that certain spe-

cies of Digger Wasps open their nests from time

to time, to furnish their young larv;f with fresh

supplies of the appropriate food. But both St.

Fargeau and Westwood discredit such state-
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lueiits, the latter correctly remarking that "none

but social insects feed their larvre periodically.*

Strictly speaking, the Digger Wasps do not feed

their larvje at all. They collect suitable food

into a suitable nest, lay an egg therein, close up

the nest, and then leave it forever. As a general

rule, it is only the higher animals that feed aiul

tend their young after they are born. All mam-
mals, and almost all birds do this, while it is done

by but very few reptiles and by still fewer fishes.

Consequently, as the Social Insects (Honey-bees,

Hornets, Yellow-jackets, Auts and White Ants)

have this propensity, and, as any one may see

by disturbing an Ant's nest, are as much attached

to tlieir larvie as a mother is to her child, we
may justly, so far an t/iis character goes, consider

them as superior to other insects. But any mode
ol classification, founded exclusively upon this

one single character, would be open to the same

objection as certain modern Systems of Classifi-

cation broached of late years in this country, and

founded exclusively upon a single character;

namely, that they are artificial and not natural

systems.

It may not be amiss to remark here, tliat

there is a samll group of Digger AVasps (Mutilla

^ub-fanlily ), the females of which have not even

the slightest vestiges of wings, and strongly re-

semble ants, for which they are often mistaken

by youug entomologists. They may be distin-

guished, however, at once from any of the Ants

by their antennre not being flail-shaped, or''geni-

culate " as it is tcehiiicallj^ termed. From the

great dissimilarity of the females to the males,

some excellent entomologists were formerly in

certain cases deceived into referring the two
sexes, not only to distinct species but to distinct

genera ; and the very same thing has occurred

with another genus {Myzine) belonging to an

allied group {Scoliu family), where the sexes

are indeed both of them winged, but difl'er

widely from each other in certain structural

peculiarities. Through the kindness of Dr.

I'lummer, of Rock Island, Ills., who served in

the medical corps of our army during the late

war, we received several years ago from the

State of Jlississippi a large scarlet and black

species of this sub-family, about three-quarters

of an inch long (Mutilla coccinea, Fabr.), the

sting of which is said to be peculiarly powerful

and virulent in its eftects. The females of those

species, which have been seen by us when alive,

are always found in sandy localities running

about like ants; and such is said to be the gen-

eral habit of the whole group. The males

occur on flowers and shrubbery, and are very

difficult to identify with their appropriate fe-

males, uidess actually taken in copulation.

Although so snugly secluded from the world

—each in his own i)rivate and peculiar cell, and

with an abundant supply of delicious insect-

meat close to his very mouth—the larvffi of the

Digger Wasps do not escape the attacks of those

universal marauders, the Ichneumon-flies and

their allies. For example, besides the two
parasites already referred to above as infesting

the little mud-daubers (Agenia), a beautiful

Ichneumon-fly {Cryptiis jinicens. Cresson)

—

represented in Figure 109 ( $ ) and remarkable

for having when alive the peculiar and to us very

[Fig. 1(19.

r^
agreeable smell

of a Humble-bee
(J9omJi«s)—oft-

en pierces with
its long tail-like

ovipositor our

common large

" mud - dabs,
"'

and deposits an

egg in the car-

cass of the un-

fortunate larva

of the Mud-dau-
Colors—Black ;iml yellow ber. From this

egg the larva very soon afterwards hatches out

and finally, as usual, consumes the vitals of its

victim, and subsequently spins itself up in a co-

coon. We have ourselves bred the above Iclmeu-

mon-fly from these "mud-dabs," and have repeat-

edly found its thin white silken cocoon, with the

larva inside it, in the clay-cell of the Mud-dauber.
Thus the spider preys upon flies, the mud-dau-
ber upon the spider, and the ichneumon-fly upon
the mud-dauber. " Kill atid be killed ; eat and
be eaten." This is tlie great universal law" of

Nature. Every insect is checked and controlled

by the attacks of others. None, as a general

rule, except when man by his artificial processes

interferes with the wise arrangements of

Nature, is ever allowed to become unduly nu-

merous. Every being in the world, not exclud-

ing even the human species, exists, not only for

its own pleasure and benefit, but for the plea-

sure and benefit of other and often very inferior

animals. Nothing in nature exists for itself

alone; nothing is wasted. Even the dried uj)

remains of the doomed spiders, upon which the

larva of the Mud-dauber has fed, are not allowed

to goto waste; but are preyed upon quite ex-

tensively by the larva of a small beetle {Tro
goderma ornatum, Say), belonging to a

Family (Dermestes), several species of which
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often infest badly kepi collections of in-

sects.

It is very leniarliablc thai, althoujili all llie

Digger AV^asps feed in the larva state upon liv-

ing animal matter, tliey all of them in the per-

fect or winged state feed exclusively upon veg-

etable substances, such as the honey and pollen

of flowers. Hence it is the more wonderful,

tliat they should be impelled by nature to store

up for their future oflspring a supply of such

food, as would be utterly distasteful to them-

selves.

The True Wasps—Solitary Species.

The solitary True Wasps scarcely difier in their

habits from the Digger "Wasps, except that such

genera (Otii/nertis, etc.) as construct their nests

in sandy banks, in the interstices of stone walls,

in holes bored by other insects in wood, etc.,

never dig with tlieir two front legs, or scrabble

out the excavated fragments with their four

hind legs, after the usual fashion of the Digger

Wasps. On the contrary, they always excavate

their holes solely with their powerful jaws,

having first, when they are boring into hard

eartli, softened it with their saliva; and they

always carry the excavated fragments out with

their mouths, instead of scrabbling Ihem out

Avith their legs.* The reason is obvious: their

legs, as stated above, arc smooth, and, there-

fore, not adapted for digging, scratching and

scrabbling. Many genera, however, construct

mud-nests in the open air, and we present here-

with a sketch from nature (Figure llo, 6), of

[Fig.

( .,l,.l-6-(,.) Ijlark ;unl yellow; (i/) nuul-roli.r; (c) juml-
t'nlor and grt't-n.

ihat built by a common North American

species, belonging to such a genus—the Frater-

nal Wasp {Eumenesfmterna, Say, Fig. 110, a).

Figure 110, c, shows the same nest cut open

shortly after it was built, so as to display the

close and compact manner in which the small

green caterpillars, with which it was stored, arc

1 than St. Fargcau.

arranged by the mother-wasp. According to

Harris,* the Fraternal Wasp employs the

pei'nicious cankerworms (Aniso2}tert/x vernata,

Peck) for this purpose; but it certainly can

never do so near Rock Island, Ills., for there

are no cankerworms in that neighborhood, and
yet this wasp is very abundant there. The nest

itself is sometimes firmly cemented under the

loose bark of a tree, sometimes attached to the

stem of a large weed in the open air, and some-

times to a leaf. We possess the leaf of some
deciduous plant sent us by a correspondent,

which exhibits no less than five of these nests,

all placed close together on its lower surface,

and from one of these the perfect insect was ac-

tually bred. So that, in this latter case, it would
seem that the nests would necessarily all fall to

the ground iu the winter, and the larva—which

does not hatch out into the perfect wasp state

until the summer after that in which the west

was built—would be exposed all through the

inclement season of the year to lie soaking on

the ground after every storm of rain or snow.

Possibly, however—as we know that the larvie

of many moths will, under such circumstances,

fasten the leaf, or leaves, to which their cocoous

arc attached, by silken cords to the twig—the

mother-wasp, in this case, might have taken the

precaution to cement the leaf to the twig by the

same clay mortar of which it constructs its nest.

The True Masps—Social Species

The Bald-faced Hornet ( Ves2Ja maculata,

Linn, Fig. Ill), is so well known throughout the

Northern States, that it may be taken as a

familiar example of the habits of this group.

[Fig. ni.] "Natural paper

-

makei-s from the

beginning of time,'?

as Harris has felici-

tously called them,

these insects have,

for ages immemo-
rial, done what
man, with all his

boasted pre-emi-

nence in intellectual power, has only succeeded in

doing within the last few years ; that is. they man-
ufacture paper, not out of rags, but out of wood.
Alighting upon some wooden surface exposed

to the weather, they gnaw off with their strong

jaws the minute filaments of wood, which have

become partly detached by the action of the ele-

ments, and chew them up into a fine pulp,which
Ihoy afterwards spread out into the thin sheets of

'Injurioua Imccli, r. 271.
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siroiig gray weather-proof paper that form tlie

material of their nests. Generally these nests

are suspended from the branches of trees, and

some of tliem when completed are much larger

than a man's head; but we have occasionally

seen small nests attached to the lower surface of

the rail of a tight board-fence, and we once met

with a single full-sized one which was built in

a weedy place so that it touched the surface of

the ground. Each nest, whatever be its location,

is suspended from some object above it by a sin-

gle st)'ong pillar, its external shape being globu-

lar or oval, and is covered by an outer envelop of

many irregular layers of paper. Inside this en-

velop the combs or la\ers of hexagonal cells are

placed—each suspended from the one above it by
numerous little pillars of the f^amc pajner mach£
tliat the insect employs in all its architecture

—

thus leaving an open passage-way between the

diflerent tiers. These combs, constructed of the

same paper-like substance, and not as in the case

of the honey-bee of wax, differ further from
those of the honey-bee in their horizontal posi-

tion, and in containing each of them but a single

layer of hexagonal cells, with their mouths
opening downwards ; whereas those of the

honey-bee are well known to all bee-keepers to

contain a double layer, with their mouths open-

ing sideways, and each comb suspended in a

perpendicular direction from the roof of the

hive. In the case of the Bald-faced Hornet, the

cells are used exclusively for rearing their larv»

in, each cell containing a single lai'va ; while the

honey-bee, as is notorious to every bee-man,
uses some of its cells for this purpose, and some
of them for the storage of honey to supply its

necessities during the cold inclement winter
months when no flowers are to be found. The
two insects, it m.ay be remarked, agree with
each other in the singular habit of beginning at

the top and bnilding downwards; aud the
Laputan philosopher, mentioned in Gulliver's

Travels, ingeniously proposed to imitate this

peculiar feature in their architecture, by build-

ing the garrets of every house first of all, and
then gradually working downwards to the low-
er stories and the cellar.

With the Social "VVasps, as with all other so-

cial insects, there are no less than three distinct

kinds of individuals, namely. Males, Females,
and what used to be called "Neuters" or some-
times ''AVorkers," In the case of the hone}--

bee, it was long ago conclusively proved that
the workers, when deprived of their queen, take
an egg which would oHierwise develop under
ordinary treatment into a common worker, and
liy placing it in a cell that is much larger and

has its mouth opening downwards instead of

sideways, and is alw.ays pear-shaped instead of

hexagonally prismatic, and by feeding the young
larva that hatches ont from the egg with a pecu-

liar food, develop that larva into a fertile female,

or, as it is commonly called, a queeu-bee. Hence
it necessarily follows that, with the honey-bee,

the workers are merely a peculiar kind of fe-

males, though they difler by certain invariable

structural characters from the other kind, and
there are no intermediate grades between the

two. For tliis latter reason the two forms can-

not be considered as mere varieties, the one of

the other, but are cle.arly what naturalists now
call " dimorphous forms," Of late years it has
been further established by indisputable evi-

dence, that certain workers among the honey-
bees, witliont any sexual intercourse so far us

is known with the males or drones, sometimes
lay eggs whicli afterwards develop into com-
plete males. Here, however, it is exclusively

males that are thus generated ; and as it has been
shown by Siebold, a German naturalist, that the

ordiuai-y males of every hive proceed from un-
fertilized eggs laid by the queen-bee, -we may
infer by analogy that the males thus abnormally
produced by w'orkor-bees also proceed from un-
fertilized eggs. From all these facts, it follows

that, in the case of the honey-bee at all events,

the term '-neuter," as applied to the worker,
is clearly a misnomer.

So far as regards the Social Wasps, it has
within the last few years been demonstrated in

England, that Worker-wasps can and do gen-
erate other Worker-wasps, without any inter-

course with the male sex.* Whether they can
also generate, in the same manner, the so-called

female wasps or queen wasps, and the male or
drone wasps, remains to be proved; but we
should not be surprised if it turns out that they
can. For with many distinct Families of insects

—for example, the Gall-flies, the Plant-lice, and
certain Families of moths—it has been shown
that several consecutive generations of fertile

females may successively come into the world
without anv sexual connection whiti\ti f Be
this as It ma\ it is quite clcai that, both in the

case ol the hnne\ -bee and in th it of tin ^oml

^ „

peumuilb w nil some ot our Miitucin socinl Wasps
ton tins rccoiulite subject so the note in >o ( ot
«H IC VS 1 NTOMOI OC I«T p lOJ
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Wasps, the term ''neuters" must be abandoned,

as leading to utterly erroneous and untenable

ideas.

With all the Social Wasps, the males make

tlieir appearance only towards the autumn—say
the latter end of August and during the month

of September in North Illinois—as we know
ourselves from long continued observations.

The same fact was long ago noticed in Europe

with regard to the species i)eculiar to that

country. Shortly after the appearance of the

males the large individuals called queen-wasps,

which are destined to continue tlie race for an-

other season, come all at once into the world.

Copulation then takes place in the usual man-

ner; but as soon as the cold weather commences

the males and the workers all perish, while the

qneen-wasps retire to some secure spot and pass

(he winter in the torpid state, common at that

season with almost all insects. In the ease ofour

American Bald-fiiced Hornet, the queen-wasp

excavates for herself a cell under some very

rotten half-buried log, from which situation we
have repeatedly disinterred her, in good robust

vigorous health, in the early spring months.

As soon as spring opens she sallies forth from

her hiding-place, and each individual becomes

the founder of a distinct nest, rearing nothing

but workers at first, which, as soon as tliey are

hatched out from their cells, unite with her in

carrying on the labor of the community. Later

in the season, the queen-wasps seldom, if ever,

are seen abroad, and probably confine them-

selves to the nest like the queen-bee. Thus, as

will be seen, every colony of Social Wasps is

dissolved at the approach of winter, and every

colony in the succeeding year takes its origin

from a single female, that after being fertilized

has passed the winter in a torpid state. The
same rule holds good with the Humble-bees

(Bombiis). With the honey-bee, on tlie contrary,

and with the various species of Ants (Formica
family), there is no definite limit to the duration

of a colony, the entire brood of workers surviv-

ing through the rigors of winter. We recol-

lect disinterring in March a nest of one of our

commonest black ants (Mi/rmiat liiieolata, Say).

in which we found a mass of the workei's clust-

ered together in a round ball as big us a hen's egg,

and enclosing in the midst of them quite a num-
ber of their ]arv^e, evidently with the view of

protecting their soft white delicate bodies from

the cold.

The more usual food of our Bald-faced Hornet

seems to be the honey and pollen of flowers;

but we have repeatedly observed them catching

Two-winged Flies upon umbelliferous flower.«,

and chewing them up on the spot. Reasoning

from the analogy of the Digger Wasps, which

live themselves upon vegetable matter and rear

their larva? uiwn half-paralyzed insects and
spiders, we may infer that insects chewed up in

this manner are alterwards disgorged and fed

out to the young larvie in the nest at home ; but it

would be rather a difllcult undertaking to prove

the fact by direct evidence. Some persons in

America have turned this insect-devouring

propensity of the Hornets to good purpose, by

suspending one of their nests in a house much
infested by the common house-fly. In such a

situation, we have been told that they soon make
a clearance of the obnoxious flies; and so long

as you do not meddle with them, they will not

meddle with you. But woe to any one who—as

we have sometimes ourselves accidentally done

in beating trees for insects—strikes against the

sacred home of the hitherto contented and

peaceful family I Better for him that he had

been subjected to the surgical process of acu-

puncture ! for the needles of the surgeon are not

envenomed, and the sting of the infuriated Hor-

net, is bathed in liquid fire.

In no case, as authors have observed, even

when, as in the instance of certain European

species, Social Wasps catch and devour honey-

bees, do they sting the insects that they catch,

after the fashion of the Digger Wasps, and of

such of the True Wasps as are solitary, aiul not

social in their habits.* The two latter groups

stiug captured bees, not because they are afraid

of being stung in return by them, but in order

to make them lie quiet while the soft, white,

helpless larva of the wasp is eating slowly and

gradually into their vitals, perhaps three or

four weeks after their capture. The Social

Wasps, on the contrary, have no occasion to

follow this practice, for they feed their larvx

personally from day to day, until those larvie

have matured; and therefore, they have no

occasion to lay up a store of living meat for

their helpless oftspring, in the manner already

described as practised by the Digger Wasps.

In fact, all insects that capture bees and wasps,

know perfectly well how to hold their prisoners

in such a position that the sting cannot be used

with effect. AVe have more than once seen one

of the gigantic, soft-bodied, buzzing, two-

winged ^li(7«s flies (Ovdcv JJipient), that prey

so ravenously on other insects, grasping a large

Social AVasp (Po/istes), or a good-sized Hum-
ble-bee bv tlie head end, as if at arm's

•This assertion is coiuiniii

Kuropenn species, Ihjmcriopt
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length, by means of its own front legs and stout

beak, while the end that contained the sting

was vainly beating the air away out ahead, and

the AsUiis Fly was gradually sucking out the

vitals of flic doomed insect with grim and silent

satisfaction. "We have also seeu tlie same

skillful tactics often practiced by a small, robust

black and yellow bug, about one-third of an

inch long (Phi/inata erosa, Fabr.)—common
everywhere in the northern States, and found

even in the streets of New York City—which

haunts flowers, and preys liabitually upon small

bees and wasps. On the other hand, when an

Asilus Fly captures a common grasshopper, we
have remarked with astonishment, tnat it takes

no such precautions as the above, but holds the

grasshopper underneath its own l)ody, belly to

belly, in such a way that it would be sure to get

stung if its prey had any sting at all. Evi-

dently these insects know the difference

between a wasp and a grasshopper, and are well

aware that one has got a sting and the other

has not. And yet certain two-legged animals

without feathers, who do not know the differ-

ence between a bee and a beetle, and who could

not for the life of them hold a bee or a wasp in

their fingers for one second, without getting

badly stung, consider that all " Bugs," as they

are facetiously pleased to call them, have got no

sense at all, and are but little superior, in the

scale of the creation, to the herbs of the field

and the frees of the forest

!

The insects commonly known as •' Yellow-

jackets" in the United States belong to the same

genus ( T esjJfl) as the Bald-faced Hornet, and of

course like that species are social in their habits

and have the same general characteristics. We
haveagreat many species of them in this country,

difiering by slight but invariable peculiarities of

size shape and coloration, and there are two

( T'. I'lilcfciris and T'. germanica) which are sup-

posed by Saussure to be identical with European

species. We ourselves know but little of then-

economy, save that all the species with which

we are acquainted build their nests under-

ground likethe Common Wasp ( Vespa ni/r/ctris),

of Europe, and none of them attach their nests

to trees, as do certain European species. As
we should naturally expect, from their belong-

ing to the same genus, their nests are built upon
the same principle as those of their ally, the

Bald-taced Hornet. St. Fargeau records the

fact that—as we should anticipate from the

smoothness of their legs and the robustness of

their jaws (maiulihles)—such European species

as burrow in the ground use their jaws, and not

their legs, in burrowing and in carrying out the

excavated material.*

There is another genus of Social Wasps in

North America (Po/fVes), about as numerous in

species as that to which the Bald-faced Hornet
and the various kinds of Yellow-jackets belong,

and distinguishable at once from that genus by
being much slenderer, and by having the first

segment of the abdomen separated by a slight

"constriction" from the second segment, as if

a thread had been tied tightly round the con-

necting suture. They build combs, precisely

similar to those of the Bald-faced Hornet, in

some spot partially sheltered from the weather,

but always without any paper envelope, and
usually with but a single comb to a nest. AV'hat

is very remarkable, and does not appear to have

been hitherto animadverted on by any author,

whether European or American, all known Eu-

ropean species construct these combs in a

vertical direction, like the honey-bee.
attaching them laterally by their central

point to some weed or shrub or building.

f

In Figure 112. h, mav be seen a sketch of such

t_olMr3

—

\a) riisi-ivtl; yir} jfrny.

a European nest, copied from Westwood. On
the contrary, all our American species seem, as

a rule, to build horizontal combs, just as does

our Bald-faced Hornet, and all the European

wasps and hornets tliat belong to the same
genus as that insect. For example, the only

American species of which we have personally

observed the economy (P. amen'ratum, Fabr.)

builds a horizontal comb ; in one case that

came under our notice suspending it from the

lintel of the doorway of an old ruinous house,

and in the other case elevating it on the upper

surface of the rail of a tight board fence. Thus,

by the way, it results that, with this particular

species, the cells must in one case have been

built with their mouths downwards, and in the

other case with their mouths upwards. Again,

eight years ago we became aware that a large spe-

• Hymenopteres , I. pp. 488-9.

t As authorities for this assertion \vi- miiv quote Westwooil
Introduclion, IF., p '25-2: St Fargeiui, Hymraop/ I. , p. 492.
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cies, the Rnst-red Social Wasp (Polistes rubigin-

ostis, St. Farg.jFig. T12,«), thestingofwhichwe

know by painful expei-ience to resemble closely a

large darning-needle heated to a white heat, built

great numbers of nests in barns and other out-

buildings in the town of Jonesboro in South

Illinois. We therefore wrote to our good friend,

Mr. Paul Frick of that town, to ask him to ex-

amine tlie timbers of his barn and report the

results. In reply he informed us that he found

great numbers of the Wasp's combs there, and

that, as a general rule, tliey were suspended in a

horizontal position from the lower surface of

the beams of the building; "though," as he

adds, " he has sometimes seen the comb attached

to a rafter and placed obliquely, so as to corres-

pond with the slant of the rafter from whicli it

hangs." Thirdly, Mr. X. C. McLean, of Coles

county. Ills., informs us that a species (proba-

from his description P. paUipes, St. Farg.),

which commonly builds nests under the eaves

of his house, always builds horizontal combs,

with the cells opening downwards. Lastly,

Dr. Packard states, that three different species

of this genus, with the economy of which he

became personally very familiar iu Virginia, all

of them built their combs " with the mouths*

of the cells pointing downwards."*

It would be interesting to know whether

most of the other North American species of this

genus {FoUstes) besides the five or sis just now
referred to, and most of the South American spe-

cies likewise, adopt the same style of architec-

ture. In that event, as the animals and plants

of the New World are now generally allowed

by naturalists to belong to a more ancient and

oid-fashioned type than those of the so-called

Old World, we might assume that the American

style of building is the normal and primordial

one, and that the European style is a modern

improvement upon it. Perhaps, in the course

of indefinite ages, the Yellow-jackets and Hor-

nets of Europe may improve iu the same man-

ner upon the antediluvian horizontal style of

architecture, which is still universally followed

on both sides of the Atlantic by all the species

of the genus ( Vespa) to which they belong, and

may take to building vertical combs, like those

highly civilized and highly developed Cauca-

sians among the social insects—the honey-bees.

As to the diet of this genus {PoUstes), it ap-

pears, like that of the Hornets and Yellow-

jackets ( Vespa), io be partly vegetable and partly

animal. AVe once observed the same large rust-

red species, wliich has been figured above, chew-

• Guide to the Study ol Insects
, p. 131

.

ing up a green caterpillar some three-quarters

of an inch long, as the wasp itself sate perched

upon one of the limbs of a tree; but ordinarily

these insects, like most other kinds of wasps,

may be found flying from flower to flower in

search of honey and pollen, and occasionally

perhaps gobbling up some peculiarly sweet-

scented and sweet-flavored " bug" or " worm."
As in the case of the Bald-f\iced Hornet, the

probability is that they catch insects as food for

their young larvse, first chewing them up into

a kind of pap or pulp, and live themselves upon

honey and pollen.

The females of the only two species of this

genus (Polisies), that we have met with in

North Illinois (P. americanus, Fa.hr., and P.fits-

catus, Fabr.), we have noticed repeatedly to

hybernate under the loose bark of standing

trees ; and in neither can we perceive any

marked difTereuce in the respective size or color-

ing of the bybernating females and the so-called

workers found at large in profuse abundance in

the middle of the summer. So that the distinc-

tion between these two forms seems to be here

inappreciable to the eye, although, judging from

the analogy of allied species carefully observed

iu Europe, it must have a real existence.

The following paragraphs from the pen of Mr-

A. Fendler of Missouri, woich appeared about

two years ago iu the Gardeners' 2Ionthly, prove

that wasps ai-e occasionally very beneficial to

the farmer by carrying oft" caterpillars on a

wholesale scale. From the circumstance that

the wasps observed by him are stated to have

'•worked up their prey into a small ball," it is

quite clear that they must have belonged to some

of the social species ; for none of the Solitary

Wasps ever do this, for reasons which have been

already explained. But to which of the two

genera illustrated by us ( Vespa and Polistes)

they really appertained, is left uncertain. Per-

haps species belonging to both genera may have

united in the good work. Certainly these

wasps must have belonged to one or the other

genus referred to above ; for, with the exception

of a single species found exclusively in Califor-

nia (Po^y6/« /arrt«ms Sauss.), they are tlie

only genera of Social Wasps that occur in the

United States.

One of the most tedious kinds ofwork in raising a crop
of tobacco is the turning over of every leafin Bearcn of the

caterpillar, known by the name of horn-worm or to-

bacco-worm, so very 'destructive to thatcrop.* These
worms can be found of all sizes, from that of a sewing-
needle's point to that of a man's linger * * * * *

•Jlost probably Ihe larva of the Tobacco-worm moth
(Sphinx Carolina Liun) . The Potato-wonu , which is the
larva of a very closely allied species
founded with 'the other one. but qu

itK, long
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L:i5t Summer, although these catevpillars were hatched
ill unusually large numbers and to an alarming extent,
yet, rapid as their growth is, they never reached the
size of more than one inch in length. The cause of
this singular plienomeuou 1 soon found to be a number
of liornets, and oranije-roLind \va>p^. ili-iMi>nil over
the Held, and busy from lunniiim (ill iiIlI.! .Imin-the
months of July and Auuii-t . in -i:ii-.liin.; lui- inliucco-

him •ir nian-
a small hall, and then carried
wasps check the developmenthim ciir. In Ihi-

of tlUMMl.T|.lll.ir

Later in tlic jimmjh, iu September, whcMi the nights
turn eool, the wasps are busy only during llir warmer
part of the day; hence many of tli' .ai. i iiilhu s ijave a
chance of growing to full size, I'lrii ii \]n- i^l.arro is

being wormedby hand. When tli.y li:i\ . irailicil the
length of somewhat over an incli. tlicy become too
heavy for the wasp, and are rejected.

AVhetlier the latter render their services toman from
motives of self-interest or otherwise is quite immaterial

. to me These little creatureSj by their etlicient and
voluntary aid, inipi>scd upou me a duty of gratitude
which will nut all.iw me to pry into their motives.
They will always lind in me a friend ready to protect
them, no matin- wlicthcr they meant to benefit me or
tliemschi-. ,M(.-t likrlv tlicv liad lln- preservation of
their own .)|V-|,ilii- in \iVw. a'n.l ilni- work for the hor-
ticulturist'- rutlllT li.llrlit.

Some years the w a-p- -ci in In be h -- numerous than
in other'years. In this iiail of ibr roininy i<nr acre of
tobacco, in order to be pru|iri h udiim ,|, n ,|iiii',-- most
of one person's time ami ait. 11111,11 tlir,,ii-lioiit the
growing season , if he ba^ no a-sisiancc. l.asi suiinner,
assisted by wasps, tlic a. re ..1 tohacco i planted didnot
require more than tlncr wcuiuings, leaving me i)lentv
of time for other u 01k
An article on tlu hahHs an.! ii.itural ludoi-y of this trilie

of insects, hy one of our chtuMoloijists, could not fail to he

of mvi-h interest to tie horticulturist.

CONCLUSIOX.
After this very imperfect sketch of the habits

of the difteroit groups of wasps foinicl in this

country, it only remains to recommend the sub-

ject to tlie furtlier attention of careful obseiTcrs.

Since there are at least 500 species of wasps to

be met with iu the Ujiited States, the field is of

course a pretty extensive one; and it will richly

repay the toils of the laborer in curious facts

and instructive deductions therefrom. We
could have easily swelled this Paper to thiice

its present somewhat unwieldy dimensions, hy
copying blindluld whtit 1ms been said by Euro-

pean authors risiieciing the habits of European
species; but wo iirelcrrod to lay nothing before

the reader that was not based upon personal ob-

servations by resident Americans of American
species of Wasps, with the exception of a few
incidental remarks and illustrations, all of which
have been duly credited to the sources from
which they were derived.

Most people abhor the very name of a Wasp,
and considering them all as an unmiligated

nuisance, destroy them without mercy wherever
they can be found. Certain species—wc arc not

accurately informed which, but, judging from

{Sphinx, quinque-maculata. Haw.), and figured in all its

stages in this Jourual, page 21, sometimes infests tobacco,
but more usuallv in the northern than in the southern States.

the experience of our European brethren, we
should infer them to be some kind or other

of Social Wasps — do undoubtedly injure

fruit iu certain seasons, by boring holes in the

pulp to gratify their natural taste for sugary

substances. But even these catch a great many
noxious insects; and the great bulk of the

Wasps—that is to say, the Digger-wasps and the

solitary True Wasps—have, we belive, no such

mischievous propensity for attacking fruit, and,

as a general rule, arc beneficial to mankind by
checking the undue increase of other insects,

and more especially of Plant-lice, Grasshop-

pers, and leaf-feeding Caterpillars. By what
has been said above, the reader will be enabled

to distinguish the former group from the two
latter groups; and when we know that the two
latter groups are generally our friends and
never our enemies, instead of being ruthlessly

destroyed they should always be cherished antl

encouraged.

Owing to the great length of this article,

the scientific appendix is deferred to num-
ber 8.

[Note.—We regret to have to apologize for the

inferior character of some of the figures, illus-

trating this article. About a month ago our

engraver was sitddenlycalledaway to the sick bed
of a son, and we consequently sent ourilrawings

to Philadelphia. The firm to which they were
sent has done excelleirt work for us on previous

occasions, and after finishing the drawings with

great care, and giving full instructions, we felt

assured of being satisfied. When the proofs

came, however, we were much mortified at find-

ing that all instructions had been ignored, and
that much of the work had evidently been done

by novices in their calling. It was then too late

to have them re-engraved, and the best wc
could do was to have them worked over and
corrected. We say this iu no derogatory spirit,

because our Philadelphia friends have an excel-

lent reputation, and can do good work; and it

is quite probable, that iu their endeavors to

please us, they hurried the work too much.
But we have their own word for it, that the

wood was good and the drawings excellent, and
they justly deserve a word of censure. Please

recollect, gentlemen, that the readers of the

Entomologist are abundantly capable of dis-

criminating between a good and a bad engrav-

ing, and that in their eyes, •' bugs are not crea-

tures of such hideous mien,"' that any kind of

botch-work will do for them. Give ns in future

your very best talent.
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DO TOADS EAT WORKER BEES

, we uncovered more tliiiii a dozen
nails wliich had alreadj' retired to winter quar-
Ijiit if I encounter any this year I shall destroy

\\ itliout mercy. I advise otiier bee keepers to do
llli>. Ch. Dadant.
ii.ToN. III. , Sept. .'i, ItiiiS.

To the above remark.s upon Mr. Dadaiifs let-

ter, by tlie Editors of the Bee Journal, the Edi-

tors of the AjtEuiCAX Ekto.mologist have to

add, that toads are upon the whole decidedly

beneficial to the cultivator of the soil, and should
be protected. If, however, as the Bee Journal
and Mr. Dadant assert, they devour spiders,

they are, so far as that propensity goes, injuri-

ous ; for all spiders without exception are canni-

bals and prey largely upon insects, and chiefly

upon the i)lant-feoding or injurious species.

Again: the millipedes properly so called are

some few of them, (genus lulus), injurious by
feeding upon the roots of plants, the rest of

them living upon dead organic matter. There-
fore, if toads eat millipedes {Chilognathu)

they arc blameless. Bnt all the centipedes,

{Synynatha) which may be distinguished from
the true millipedes by running very fast, in-

stead of crawling along like a fly in a glue-

pot—are cannibals; and as thej- live under-

ground and prey upon those most unmanageable
of all the multitudinous foes of the farmer, the

subterranean root-feeding larvae, should be sed-

ulously cherished and protected. Therefore, if

toads should eat centipedes, they do wrong. On
the other hand—for there are no perfect and an-

gelic reptiles, any more than there arc perfect and
angelic men and women—toads are particularly

fond of strawbprrie.<. Even T)r.Triml>l('. the State

Entomologist ofXew Jersey, who cannot find it

in his benevolent heart to make war upon any

living animal possessed of a backbone ( Verte-

brnta), and who even pleads the cause of those

unmitigated pests of the fruit-grower, the Cedar-

bird and the Baltimore Oriole, candidly owns
up that a toad may sometimes be seen devour-

ing a strawberry.* But even if toads swept

away whole acres of strawberries and depopu-

lated entire apiaries, that is no reason why those,

wlio grow neither strawberries nor bees, should

exterminate them in the usual unmerciful man-
ner.

We confess to a sneaking kindness for the

Toad. lie is a sober quiet philosophical gentle-

man, not disturbing our nervous systems by

jumping wildly with a noisy splurge into the near-

est pond or pool, but pursuing the even tenor of

his way at that slow and decorous and moderate

pace, which Cicero thought to be the only one

that became the fine old Roman gentleman. Be-

sides, like every other animal when it is healthy

and in the pi'imeoflite,thetoadisreallyhandsome.

Take him up with your thumb and finger, raad-

aiii. grasping him just behind the head—you

need not be afraid of him—he cannot hurt you,

even if he was so inclined. Xow examine his

eye ; and if you have a jewel about your person

that is more brilliant and displays a more taste-

ful arrangement of colors, you are a fortunate

woman. Beyond all doubt it must have been
to the eye of the Toad, and not to any supposed

internal mineral, that Shakspeare referred when
he asserted of that reptile that

He bears a precious jeweUn his liead.

On(^e more we repeat that the Toad, as a gen-

eral rule, should be protected and spared, and
when possible purpo.sely introduced into gar-

dens. Make his acquaintance; and you will

find that, as with certain classes of men popu-

larly known as "rough diamonds," (he more
you get to know of him the better you will like

him.

Eiut.vTA IX Xo. G.—On page KU, line 20 of

note, for •• one-third of tlie way," read "two-
thirds of the way." On page 108, column 1,

line l.'i from bottom, for ''Early in the spring,"

read " Early in June." Same page, column 2,

line 8 from bottom, for "Early in the spring"
read '• Towards the end of May." On page 1 U,
column 2, line 20, for " Some markings" read
" Some yellowish markings." On page 118,

column 2. line 20 from bottom, for " flower-

hunting." read " flower-haunting."
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BEST'S LVVIGORATOR ONCE AGAIN.

In No. :> of tlie Asikkican En'tomolooist,

luigo 07, wc offered some criticisms on the liigh-

llowii pretensions of Mr. Bcnj. Best's wonder-
ful panacea for all the ills of frnitdom, stating

that we had received from Mr. J. Cochrane,

luu•^eryman, of Havana, Ills., a copy of a circu-

lar strongly recommending this patent humbug.
We observe that some of our agricultural con-

temporaries have inferred, from what we then

and there said, that the Invigorator was recom-

mended and endorsed by the gentleman who
sent us the eircular. This is an entire mistake.

:Mr. t'ochranc, in a letter which accompanied

the circular, compared the influence of the In-

vigorator upon the hundred and one noxious

insects, which it is warranted to destroy, to the

impotent attempt of an angry bull to stop a

railroad train in full career; and otherwise

spoke of it in as disparaging a manner as we
ourselves have done. In justice to Mr. Cochrane

in particular, and in justice to the nurserymen
of Ib.c United States in general, we feel bound
to make this correction. Men belonging to so

intelligent a profession cannot easily be fooled

by such transparent ciuackery, as that with which
:Mr. Benj. Best is now flooding the whole coun-

try through the mail, by thousands of tons at a

single stroke, to the great discomfort of all the

Post-oflice clerks and the intense delight of all

the mauuracturers of Bailroad iron.

We are informed by Mr. Thos. Britainham, one
of the most respectable citizens of Rock Island,

Ills., that he was supplied gratis by a traveling

agent with a quantity of the Invlgomto)- in the

summer of l.si'.s, on the condition that he should
try it upon his fruit trees, and if he thought fa-

vorably of it, -'blow" for it all ]!c could at the

ensuing County Fair in the autumn. Having,
he says, two or three very choice grape-vines,

he poured a quantity of the hell-broth over Die

buts of them, thinking to "invigorate"' them
thoroughly, and also over the buts of two or
three grape-vines that he set no great store by.
The former were killed dead by the application

;

the latter still survive. Under tlie circumstan-
ces, he thought he was not justiiicd in doing
any "blowing" at the Fair; although, if the
preparation had killed the worthless vines and
'•invigorated"' the valuable ones, ho might
perhaps have acted ditt'erentlv.

U^ We repeat once more that the symbol S
means " male,"' and the symbol $ " female."
By the use of these symbols we economize space

;

and there is no reason why they should not bo-
come as familiar to the popular, as they already
are to the scientific eye.

::#" Wc recently disinterred from the columns
of an old volume of the Prairie Farmer* the

following curious specimen of entomological

poetry:

A cruel man a iK'etle took,
And to tlie wall liim pinueil, oli !

Then said the beetle to the crowd,
'• Tliough I'm duck vp, I am not proud !

"

'

And his soul flew out of the window.

Whether or not M. Provanclier has, within the

last few weeks, been "stuck up" like this beetle

by some cruel assassin, we cannot say, but we
sincerely hope not. At all events he most cer-

tainly is not "proud;"" for he never thinks it

beneath the dignity, cither of his cloth or of his

scientific standing, to enliven the monotony of

scientific details by an occasional touch of genial

humor, such as would have delighted the heart

of Addison, and thrown William Makepeace
Thackeray into convulsions of laughter. May
it be many, many years before his soul takes

flight out of the windov.s of that earthly tene-

ment, which it now inhabits with so much
credit to the writer himself and so much plea-

sure and benefit to the Canadian imblicl

' Vi 23,1

E'^'We present our readers, (his month, with

an additional eight pages of reading matter,

which enables us to publish entire, the article

on "AVasps and their Habits." This article is

necessarily somewhat lengthy, as it covers afield

hitherto but little explored in America. The in-

crease of matter has necessitated a slight delay

in the issuing of the number.

:jf" Several of our subscribers having lately

requested information about the Chinch-bug,

we shall shortly publish an article on this in-

sect. It last year proved very destructixo in

many parts of the West, and especially in South-

west Missouri.

IW Wc cheerfully acknowledge the receipt of

a package of choice seeds from Wm. II. Lyman,
of LoA-erett, Mass., whose advertisement appears

in another column, and shall take great pleasure

in testing their merits in the vicinity of Saint

Loiris during the coming summer.

ES^^AVe also acknowledge the receipt of a

package of the •• Farmers' Club Sweet Corn "'

from Jas. B. Olcutt of Buckland, Conn. This

corn is very highly recommended, and we shall

likewise give it a fair trial.

'.W We intended to have briefly noticed some
of those of our exchanges which wc most highly

prize, but want of space obliges us to defer sucli

notices till the next issue.
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OJr OUR TABLE.

Lk Natuiialiste Canadiex.*—Tliis excellent

new Monthly Journal is printed at Quebec, iu

what used to be denominated Lower Canada^

Init now, we suppose, forms part of the so-call-

ed "Dominion of Can.ada." By and by per-

haps,' after passing through the caterpillar stage

I if liritisli Provinces and the chrysalis stage of

an American Dominion, our uorlliern brethren

will fling ott' the empty pupa-shell,and wing their

way into the glorious light of liberty and inde-

pendence, in the perfect or imago stage of States

ot the Great American Union.

But two nuiubers of this periodical have as

yet appeared, but already it shows signs of ro-

bust life and manly energy. Each iium'ier con-

tains ii-t octavo pages, illustrated by wood cuts

and protected by a handsome cover. Tlie Edi-

tor is the Rev. L. Provancher, cure of the vil-

lage of Portneuf near (Quebec; and as our

readers will sec at once from the title, the work
is written in the French language. As it is pub-

lished in Canada and edited by a Canadian cler-

gyman, we carefully scanned its pages for some

specimens of Canuck j^ctois; but our searcli

was in vain. It is written ex('lusively in elegant

modern French, such as would not disgrace the

pen of Eugene Sue or Victor Hugo. ISIany citi-

zens of St. Louis and New Orleans are of French

descent, and still retain their fondness for the

literature of their primordial country. To all

such we can recommend Le NaturaUMe Cann-
(lien, as a work which they need not fear to in-

troduce into their families, under the apprehen-

sion of its infecting the elegant Parisian lan-

guage, spoken by their children, with impure

liln-aseology aud vulgar provincialisms.

Besides a quantity of other interesting matter,

the first number of this Journal contains the

commencement of an admirable article on the

natural history of the boavor, which is conclud-

ed in the second numl)er. This article is illus-

I rated by a figure of tlie animal, showing the

mode in whicli it fells small trees with its long

^liarp incisors. Among many other new and
original facts, relative to the habits of this most
singular creature, we leara that there is a beaver

dam upon (Irass Lake, west of Lake Superior,

iif the astonishing dimensions of 2G0 feet in

longtli, with a vertical height in its central por-
tion of G feet. Tliere are also several instruct-
ive articles on Insects, Entomology being the
favorite speciality of the Editor. And the
whole is I'onclicd in thtit cli'ar. lively and inter-
esting style, which none but Frencli authors
know how to wield snccessfnUv.

COMPLIMENT.\RY.

We recently noticed the favorable manner in

which our little Journal is being received all

over the country; (Amer. Extoji. pp. 98 and

119.) It is of course ex'ceedingly distressing to

our modesty to dwell upon such a subject as this

;

but we cannot avoid remarking that, at the re-

cent meeting of the Central Illinois Horticultu-

ral Society, without any solicitation on our part,

it was unanimously voted by the Society thai

the American Extomologjst was worthy tlic

support of its members.

E;y\V'c continue to receive orders for the

American Entomologist and American Kahi-
ralist, with enclosures of but $:!.00. The present

subsci-iptiou price of the ^atiiralisf is $4.0a.

and by referring to our club rates on another

page, it will be seen tliat the club price for the

two monthlies is $4.00, atid not .§8.00 Much
of this inconvenience arises from the fact that

the editors of the last named Journal, in raising

their subscription price, two months ago, failed

to make a corresponding increase in the flgures

which appear in their advertisement to club

witli the Entomologist. AVill onr Salem friends

see to it, that this change is made.

£y As some of our exchanges may wish to

illustrate any article they may copy from the

American Entomologist, we have decided to

furnish electrotypes of our wood cuts, at one-

half the cost of engraving; these electrotypes to

be retained by Die parties receiving them, if

thev desire it.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPOXDENTS.

8u^ar-tree Borer—^. Shnms, Atiroi-a, 111—The
borer of tlie hard maple or siigar-trce is a handsomo
beetle (Arhrjpahis sp'\-l,,siix , S:iv), nearlv ;iii inch lone and
banded like y.r.xw x. .:-,. ,, Ii'i'l,- ,, ;, ;m"| x, ,.,u It l.e-

lon.US to lile -,ii- _.
:

- -
',,

i
. ,, ;

' ..:
, ;i,l imlcll

resemli!.^ y\\:.i •

; ,
, ,

,,.. mitiu
July, mimI l.\ >M.,|Mi,. iiHiiiihi.. Ml i,.>ii Miv:,i-ii'eestho
latter cud ul .luu.- y.n ,,iil |pi,>l..il.l) i,i,\,iii it from
layiugits egss tlienupun, ami tlmsaave vour tree.s.

No eggs, uo boroi-s.

Swelling-s on Apple Scions— William Colwdl

,

Sparta. PI- -'Vh.i- • -in:i!l liiiiiii-' "' nr swellings on the
.ipille >.!.. IH ^\\,^.^^ . .

.
1

1
.,,,,1. ,vc l.rlieve tO 1)6 galls,

now\;e,iiii, I.- .1 i.iir.ii.ysoinesmallA'p-
^.-n.i/K l:ii\:i. \i i,'i. ih Irciiii soniewliat sim-
il'"'''l'l lar^Ml':i.i

'

:i 1m--.>
1 l«i;r^.

WliHe <;riib Fiiuaus- r, ( . IhoJIwa.l , Ple.tH-
ant hill. J/.i.—The W hite (;nil. willi the two tusk-
lilvC pr..ee^>e-; ulMwili- IV,.i!l e:uh >hh' of tlie mouth—is

attocted with the same fungus whieh we spolie of on
page 77 of No. i, and again on page 91 of No. 5,

Butterflies named—Z). P. Smith, HaddamXfcl-.
Conn.—No 1 is Vanessa Aniiopa, Linn.; Nos. 2 & 4,
Papilin Aderias, Fabr. ; No. 3, Arqynnis idalia, Fabr.

;

id No. 5 Cynthia Atalania, I.iiiiV The specimens
reached us iu verv bad order.
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-al I

das-AVastc vs. Ciirculio—//. 0/ Centnilia, Ilh.—
You say that Mr. Wells of Troy, N. Y., in the Jiri-
euUiiral Rtpm-t of the Patent Office for 1860, p. l20,

'< shows lliat the Ammonia water or Gas-waste, wliich

is iieniiittccl to ko to loss at nearly all Gas-works, if

proporlv apiilicil, will ilr-tniv ai.i. iupxiou,- i'lM'i-t- in

the.£ri-'>uii.l:" «li.'iviiiioii vou l,a~

klet'lii- (;:i-wa-.tr u|...n .arlh wh
larvip, an. I liiii- -d.-liMV ai mi.'

crop lit till' l.illl' Tin
1

,'
' \\'i

paprry.iu .|ii..!. . 1

'
: ,, !

;' ,;

makes aii> mi ':
:

him. but tliai ih I,,. .
,,.,_.

in" l"''-li |Hil !,.;;;i : . 1:,, ,i_. 1,;

3Iassa.-liii-.li-: |1,:-, v.-..i.inr.

Iferencc > if ...iir-.'. . \ . i\ ua- ...

timlaK'""! inark.i l.iiMli.ii- (.a--

hlimau iialurc i- liiiniaii iialur.',

virtues of whatever they are an
this interested party, however,
Gas-waste will "destroy all ii.

ground,
a conip.

soda , (
i

'

tode^tr.'

tailor i., ~

nosed ..l.|

whieh N\a-.

as an lii-i .

trust t.) .Mi-

Egg^ ol

eomnii.ii appli'-

99 of X.. a V'l
nuniliers ar..iii

them .111 pai;.' 1

nfShii.iiiaii. Ill-

trees a nuiiili. T

whether an i 1111

We think il w
used hot. lh..nj

ment on a l.-w

withiiut iniui-\

he-hnl l..'l.ar

siu-est ni.i.l.- ..|-

the seions IV.i- .-i

hear vour linj;.-;

Wm. L. i'l,

hut only tha

pip-tree f'lani-iouse, ag-ain
uh;,i, J/o —The apple twigs which
nith the little hiaek e-'s of the

1, insects" seat-
tli.' -ame as those

a, -M.i. See above,

dccayiiiti^ ItarU — -f 7'.

lered over yciui

sent by Mr. WW
Funguses amoug <

Whelplnj, South Pau, Jlh.—lh.
as you say, were found among dci/a\ini; ..ak-liaik. :.j.-

pear to u"s to be fuugiuses of some kin.i ..r ..tliir: Uni
Ihcy may possibly be tubers on the root of some plant.
Hot heiiig specially learned in Botany, wo seut your
specimens to a good botanist for his opinion, but as yet
have received no answer to our inquiries. Most botan-
ists are as i^'mn-ant as «. .-an.li.llv ai-knnwledge our-
selvestn 1..- ..f th.- natiiial lii-t..i-v \,( lliat very difficult

group, till- luni;ii-i'«. wli.tli.i- lar-,-. ni.-<lium-sizcd or
microsc-i.i>i.-al!x -mall.

»rus-slore Fesis- ' I/. .- '. ^'. r-^-''. \r.,—

iug «pI1s —

water, by devouring the dead organic ma
it contains. They seem to thrive best in unc
and we noticeil miieh woody fibre and sediniei
the speciinen> which vnu s.-iif A f'niu- iir :

thing else iind sel.l.

G. Brodhead, /•

find in your well. :

Small (;all>.

are quite new to

tenth incli long, .

. lla>

of:la I Score
in the bark of the
I'lease send us, if

I time to time dur-
ay watch their de-

Yuynesmlle^ Wartr/t.

a uumbi 1

bug—ha \ I

long to th.

but that w,- .-..uM 11.,

I

to which thevl.il..n-.-

beetle state. We ha
leading N. A. auth..i-i

J. Ii. i^econte. thai a

same family (/'
attacks capsii-iiin. :

t

therefore, this i- 1

Synonyms—. .

/mis Archipptts, .--julili

•>a of No. 2—is the sa
the latter 1

, 1 r.), commonly
111 all probability,

.: I- •;...il.lingyou.

II ,. l>. C.—Da-
Inuiiril.v ligured on page
Iiiuiais ph'.cippvs, Linn.

,

wouiuled bark ot the peach-tree, the row of
pecuKar appearance when located upon this

: being but a synonym of the former.

Flat-headed Apple
Manhattan^ A'aiata.^ — I'll.- li.n-.-r^ \\ h
which you found in tli.. l..\vii- l.n

tree, as high as five I'.-.l IV.na the r.

above named. The Ijc^t nut hud of
tacks, is by thoroughly soaping your
of the year.

Borer— 7;. /: ,l/,„/„
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SpCUCC s

fStaintan'-

in 1855. [I

the baiU i

«;r:H>o-bcrrs :»I<:

Inttrcts Xaiiird— /v. W. W. BittkrflclJ , Indianu-
r.li,_ I,„l.—U\ 'I'll- M;i,-U :iM(l wliitc butterfly is Pierh
,v/',j;re,2 l'"l\' >'"! ''''• ''''"^'

''j li:i^_iiuu-li less blacK

y i> (,„:'/;.;„ ,•,,,,/..;. I.iiiu . ...mmoii in :ill the four

II : ; I ! . . r , ,
!

•

.

'
I )rurv

,

\;,Mi, i.. !,, -i ..-'v.i-s with
I , , '

, 1
'-! /. "'' : i- ..•.!;.! -I <' - iim'iiished

•olll ill, II i,,~rr\ \,\ IIh -. iii,.] I ,,;..: .
i , ,

- .IciUmal.

'hr Iwo >|.rci.'- :i|V :iliMillll,l;, Ml, p ,
ii: .^ii .',],• iU the

- iiiii'ii ioii.^-er and
' rluia tapered

. ' 3^ liaii antenna!
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Its tlperalions upon small (irain.

Ill certain years and in particular Slates the

iroiis of wheat, of barley, or of rye are ob-

served to be greatly injured by a minute mag-

got, popularly known as the " Joint-worm."

. Tliis maggot is but little more than one-eijrlith

of an inch long, and of a pale yellow color with
• the exception of the jaw-s, which are dark

\

brown. It inhabits a little coll, whieli is situa-

ted in the internal substance of the .stem of

.. t lie afiected plant, usually a short distance above 1

;the first or second knot from the root, the outer

..surface of the stem being elevated in a corres- <

,
londing elongate blister-like swelling; and

( vhen, as i.s generally the case, from three to

ten of these cells lie close together in the same
spot, the whole forms a woody enlargement '

yioucy-combed by cells, aud is in reality a many-
j

jcelled or " polythalamous '" gall, analogous in i

its nature aud structure to those which we hav(;
' described in a preceding article. (No. 6 of the

^.Vmek. Estom.) In Figure 113, «, will be seen

\\ sketch of one of these galls, the little pin-

-holes being the oritices through which the tlies

n-oduced from the joint-worms have escaped.
Vt first sight, these knotty swellings of the

;
cm are apP to elude observation, because,

I
eing almost always situated just above the

joint or knot on that stem—whence comes the

popular name "Joint-worms'"—they ai-e en-
[

wrapped and hidden by the sheath of the blade

;

liiit on stripping ofi" the shoath, as is supposed :

Colors— (o) strinv-y<'ll.«v: (//) lilark

to have been done in the engraving, they be-

come at once very conspicuous objects. AVe

have obsyved that the '• interuodes," as bota-

nists call them, or the spaces between the knots,

in infested straws are always much I'ontracted

in length, none out of a lot of over filly speci-

mens examined by us exceeding six inches in

length, and many being reduced to only one and

a half inches. A similar phenomenon occurs in

two "i)oIythalamous galls formed liy certain

Gall-guats {(Jecklomyia) upon the tips of the

twigs of certain species of AVillow.* There

were only three straws in this lot of over fifty

straws, where tw'O Joint-worm galls were found

in the same straw ; and in all those three cases

they were found in two adjoining interuodes.

In a very few instances the galls were situated

in the middle of the internode, or even close to

the upper knot, instead of being situated as

usual immediately above the lower knot.

Amount of Uamage doue by the Juiiif-wonii.

The damage occasioned by the .Joint-worm is.

in certain seasons and in certain localities,

ruinously great. In the year ISJl. throughout

a large part of Virginia, according to the Editor

of the Southern Planter. " many crops of wheat

were hardly worth cutting on account of its

•The Willcnv Wlieat-gaU {Salicis trilicoides, Walsh) aiul

the Willow BarlfV-gall {Salicia hordeoides, Walsh) , ?rowiii|.'

rcspcetiTely on the Heart-Uavcd Willow (S. cordata) and
the Humble Willow (S. humili-), and described in Proc.
Ent. Soc. Philad. III. pp. iJ98-9. Thoy reoeiTed these n.iincs

from their resemblance ivspectivclv to ears of wlieat and
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to the differences in the mode of breeding

adopted by each of these three parties; and that

Dr. Fitch's four different species of Joint-worm

Flies are not true species, but mere varieties, so

far at least as can be establlslied from their

coloratioual differences.

Unity of Habits in Insects and other Animals.

If we consider for a moment the habits of the

larger animals, with which most of us are better

acquainted than with those of insects, we shall

find that the same genus of animals always has

the same general habits. For example, the

species of the Horse genus—the Horse, the

Quagga, the two species of Zebra, and two

or more species of wild Ass—all of them feed

upon herbage, live in the plain and not in the

forest, feed in the day time and not in the night,

gather together in large herds led by the old

males, and when attacked defend themselves

by the hoofs of their hind legs. On the other

hand, the multifarious species of the Cat

genns—the Lion, the Bengal Tiger, the various

Leopards and Panthers of the Old World, and

the Puma (Couguar) and Panther (Jaguar) of

the New World—all of them feed upon flesh,

haunt the forest rather than the plain, seek for

their prey in the night rather than in the day-

time, never gatlicr together in herds but live

either solitary or in pairs, and fight with their

mouths and their front paws rather than with

their hind paws. Look where we will among the

larger animals, whether among the Bear genus,

the Dog genus, the Owl genus, the Hawk genus,

the Pigeon genus, or the Sparrow genus, we
shall find the same law to hold good. And
the reason of it, upon a little consideration, be-

comes at once manifest to our minds. Different

species are classified under the same genus, be-

cause they have very nearly the same structure.

Now, it is the structure that determines what
the habits of the species are to be. For exam-
ple, a bird with a hooked bill like that of an
Eagle is necessarily debarred from pecking
vegetable food like a Sparrow, and is compelled

by tliat and the other corresponding parts of its

organization to live by tearing and rending
living animals. Conversely, a Si)arrow is

physically incapacitated from preying upon
animals of its own size, as does the Eagle, and
is driven by its structural peculiarities to peck
at small insects, fruits and seeds. Conse-
quently, as the Genus and the Habits of any
particular species of animal are both of them
determined by the Structure, when the Genus
of two species is the same, the Habits also must
of necessity be the same or very nearly the same.

To this great and universal law has been give

the name of the Unity or Habits ; and it may L

recognized everywhere, not only among thi"

higher animals, but also among Insects.

Prof. Agassiz has used language which would
seem to imply that he extends to a certain de-

gree the operation of this law, not only to all the

species belonging to the same genus, but also

to all the genera belonging to the same Family.
" The more I learn upon this subject," he says,

"the more am I struck with the similarity in

the very movements, the General Habits, and
even the intonation of the voices of animals,

belonging to the same Family."* But there

are several cases among the liigher animals,

where genera classified by all authors in the sarr

Family have very widely distinct habits ; and v,

find many such examples among the great Class

of Insects. For instance, most of the multi-

farious genera of the Ground-beetles (Carabus

family) are cannibals and prey upon other in

sects; but there is a particular genus of then.

{Zahrus), found in Europe but not in America

which feeds upon living and growing vegeta-

bles. Again, most goiera of the above-named

Family of Beetles are terrestrial in their habits

;

but there is a particular genus of them (Oiides)

which habitually in the perfect beetle state

lives under water, and when endeavoring to

escape generally makes for the water, and

as soon as it has reached it immediately

crawls under any floating rubbish and disap-

pears from view.f Lastly, the genera Arma
andStiretrus (Fig. 41, p. 46 and fig. 43, p. 47 of the

Amek. Entom.), both of which have very stout

robust beaks suitable for piercing the bodies of

other insects, are cannibal in their habits, as we
showed in the pages just now referred to;

while all the genera of the same group {Scutel-

lera family) of the True Bugs {Ileteroptera)

,

which have slender beaks adapted only foi

piercing vegetation, are almost exclusively veg-

etable-feeders.

The law then, as we assume it to exist, ma\
be briefly stated as follows: In the case of all

known animals, species belonging to the same

genus have the same, or nearly the same habits;

and this is also partially true of genera belong-

ing to the same Family; but not uufrequentlj

genera belonging to the same I^imily have vei-y

widely distinct habits.

'Essay on Classification, p.m. \

tFor the habits of Oodes flmialis Lee , sec a I'aper by thi

Senior Eilitor in Ptoc. Ent. Soc. Phil. HI p. «43. We have

kept this insect in an aquarinm and know the facts to be as

stated. Ml-. H. Hike, of Washington, D. C. , has since in-

formed ns that lie has detected the same habits in Oodes

amaroides Dejean,
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Generic Classification of the .loint-worm Fly,

It will be withia the knowledge of most
American entomologists, that the Joint-worm
Fly has always been referred by all writers,

from Harris and Fitch down to the times of

(Hover and Packard, to a genus of C7irtfct« Flies

[Etu-i/toma) known to be generally parasitic

in its habits. But—as has been shown above from

the examination of its larval history in Its earlier

and immature stage as well as in its mature
stage, and as was long ago asserted, both by Dr.
Fitch and by Dr. Harris, from the examination
of its larval history, solely in its mature stage

—the Joint-worm Fly is a true gall-maker and
therefore a true vegetable feeder. Here, then,

;is it seems at tirst sight, we have at once a

glaring exception to the law of the Uxrrv op
Haiuts, which has been laid down above as

universally prevalent in the Animal Kingdom

;

for we have one species, the Joint-worm Fly, of

a particular genus {Eurytoma) , which is a

vegetable feeder, and a great number of other

species of the very same genus which arc para-

sitic upon other insects. Indeed it was prin-

cipally from his unwillingness to believe in the

violation of the above great Law, that the

Senior Editor of this journal formerly dis-

credited the theory, that the so-called Joint-

worm Fly was a gall-maker and a vegetable
feeder, and strongly inclined to suspect that

these galls were in reality made by some
unknown species, probably a Gall-gnat, upon
which the so-called Joint-worm Fly was
parasitic.

In reality, however, there is here no real vio-

lation of the law of the Unitv of Haiuts; for

—as we shall now proceed to show—the Joint-

worm Fly does not belong by any manner of
means to the parasitic genus (Eurylomi), to
which all preceding authors have been in the
habit of referring it; but to an entirely distinct

genus {Isosoma), none of the species belonging
to which have ever, so far as we arc aware, been
shown to be parasitic in their habits.

Below will be found magnilied iigures (Fig.
115, a?, 6 J) of both sexes of the true genus
-Euri/toma, all the species of which are closely
alike iu shape and structure, though they dift'er

very greatly in size, and occasionally iu colora-
tion, and at least five species of which are
personally known to us to be one or more of
them parasitic on the insects of twenty-four
different kirtfls of galls, growing respectively
on Oak, Blackberry, Rose, ^Villow. Hickory,
(loklearod, and Ironweed. Of these twenty-
four galls, ten are made by Gall-flies (C^Hi>«)
upon Oak, one by a Gall-fly upon Blackberrv.

C.ilor—Black.

one by a Gall-fly upon Rose, three by Gall-gnats

(Cecidomi/ia) upon Willow, five by Saw-flies

(Tenihredo) upon Willow, one by a Gall-gnat

upon Goldenrod and Ironweed indiscriminately,

one by a Plant-louse {Aphis) upon Hickory,
one by a Bark-louse (Coccus) upon Hickory,
and one by a small Moth (Tinea) upon Golden-
rod; and in addition, a few specimens of the

very same parasitic genus have been bred by
us from certain large black woody funguses,

growing respectively upon Oak and Hickory and
inhabited by other insects. The whole number
of specimens of this parasitic genus (Eury-
<omrt)> bred from the above galls and funguses
and now contained in the colleotion of the

Senior Editor, is 279.

There is another closely allied parasitic genus
(Decatoma), the sexes of which are represented
in the annexed drawings (Fig. IIG, a '^ , b ^),
and of which four different species, all closely

[v\e 116 ]

alike except in size and color, arc personally

known to us to be parasitic on the insects of

eleven different galls. Of these eleven galls,

no less than ten are made by Gall-flies on Oak,
and but a single one is made by a Gall-gnat on
AVillow. The whole number of specimens of
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fly which came forth thus was the true Joint-

worm Fly.* As ah'eady shown, the flies that

emerged from these Canada galls iu the suc-

ceeding summer, came out from Jnne 0th to

June IGtIi and subsequently.

Parasites of the Joint-worm.

On cutting open a great number of the cells

of the dry barley-galls, obtained from Canada

in September, we found in one of them a small

stout parasitic larva, of a pale glaucous color,

attached externally, in the manner common
with the larva? of many Chalcis flies, to the

half-dead and blackened and partially shrunken

carcass of one of the true gall-making Joint-

worms. In another cell we found a much larger

parasitic larva, evidently belonging to the same

species, which had apparently devoured entirely

the body of its victim. And from the body of

.still another Joint-worm, wounded by accident

in opening the cell, but which was neither

shrunken nor discolored, there emerged under

our very eyes a third parasitic lan-a, of medium
size, and apparently belonging to the same spe-

cies as the two just now referred to. Thus it

would seem that in the earlier stages of its ex-

istence this parasite is an external feeder, but

subsequently penetrates inside the body of its

victim after the more usual fashion in such

cases. In the summer of the succeeding year,

we bred 1^1 sjiecimens of what is evidently the

perfect fly of this same parasitic larva, from the

same lot of barley-galls in which we found the

above throe parasitic laiTW, and from which we
reared such hosts of the true Joint-worm Fly.

Out of this lot of galls, 17 male parasites came
out from June 11th to 22nd, and 14 female para-

sites from June 1-ith to 28th, thus showing that

in this species also the males appear several

days on the average before the females. Below
we give figures of both sexes of this insect,

which is an entirely new and undescribed spe-

cies, and which we have called " The Chalcis-

114 ]

Colors—Bliie-ljlaik; alMlomen coiipeiy.

eating Clialcis-f[y" {Semiotellus chalcidiplai-

gm). It is a true Cha7cis-&y like the Joint-

Quoted by Fitch, .V. r. Rep. IU. p. Ii9.

worm Fly, but belongs to an entirely different

group of that extensive and much neglected

I

family. The female (Fig. lU, a,) is distin-

' gulshable at the first glance from the male (Fig_

114, b,) by the front wings having a large dark

smoky cloud on their middle. Those that de-

sire a fuller description of this species iu its

diflerent stages, are referred to an article upon
certain groups of Clialch flics, from the pen of

the Senior Editor, which will probably appear

before long in the I'raitmciious of the American
Entomological Society.

Two other Chalcis- flies, quite distinct from

the above, were found by Dr. Harris and Dr.

Fitch to be parasitic upon (he Joint-worms that

infest Avheat in Virginia. But as we have no

personal knowledge of these insects, and the

descriptions given of them are very brief and

imperfect, we shall say nothing fiirlhcr on tlii>^

subject.

.4re there different Species of Joint-worm V

It will have been long ago noticed by the

entomological reader that, in .all that we have

said .above respecting the Joint-worm and its

habits, we have assumed the r.ace that infests

barley to belong to the same species as that

which infests wheat, and both of them to the

same species as that which infests rye. Such

was also the opinion of Dr. Harris, who had

bred very numerous specimens of the perfect

Fly, botli from Massachusetts barley-galls and

from Virginia wheat-galls. •• The only apparent

ditterencc," he observes, "between them con-

sists in the color of the front shanks ; these, in

the wheat-insects, being pale yellow, and faintly

tinged with black only on the outer edges in a

few individuals:"' whereas the same author

describes the barley-insects as having their front

shanks "blackish."* Dr. Fitch, however, has

manufactured four species out of the Joint-worm

Fly, two of them infesting barley, one wheat

and one rye, to each of which he has given dis-

tinctive names. These four so-called species he

.acknowledges to difler only in the coloration of

their shanks, and—so far as regards the fourth

species—in the antenna; of the males being less

profusely surrounded by whorls of hairs than in

the other three species. The colorational difler-

euces specified by Dr. Fitch may be concisely

expressed in the following tabular form, copying

as near as may be Dr. Fitch's own languagcf

The number of males examined by this author

was so limited—iu some of his so-called species

but one or two—that the assumed ditt'crcnce in
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-. . iu;iitiye a character as the hairs on the male

antenn* is scarcely worth talking about. "We

have ourselves, by immersing a male in hot

water, caused the conspicuous whorls of hairs

on the antenme to disappear thereafter almost
j

entirely from view.

Joixr-'WoRM FtY (Eurytomn trilia. Fitch). On
Wheat.—Front shanks dull pale tbIIow; middle and
hind shanks blac-k.

'

Rve-FlV ( Eur^oma ticalit. Fitch). On Kye.—Front
and hind shanks ilull pale rellow: middle shanks black.

Black-lecgew BiKLEV-fly (Eorytoma AorJei. Har-
ri>|. On Barley—Front shanks of the same dusky or

i

)>laL'kish i-olor with the middle and hind ones.

YEU.OW-I.EGGED B-iRLEY-FLY {Eurytoma fulr^ipet.

Fitch). On Barley —Legs, ineludins all the shanks,

liright tawny yello'w.

In order to test this question, we mounted I

and preserved 70 specimens of the Joint-worm

dies, bred by us in June from Canada barley-
\

galls all received from the same quarter, 23 of
\

these specimens being males and 47 females.

On carefully examining all these specimens
'

time after time tinder the lens, we find that

most of them have the pale yellow front shanks

stated by Fitch to be peculiar to the Joint-worm i

Fly that infests wheat : that not a single speci-

men has the distinctly black front shanks stated
\

by Fitch to be peculiar to the Black-legged
|

Barley-fly, although a very few have the front
'

shanks slightly clouded outside with black : that

two female specimens have the shanks colored in

the style which Fitch asserts to be characteristic

of the Rye-fly: and that but seven female speci-

mens have, with the exception of the front thighs

being black, the yellow legs which Fitch assigns

as the peculiar character of the Yellow-legged

Barley-fly. "We also find numerous intermediate

grades between these difterent forms: so that it

would be utterly impossible for any rational ento-

mologist to separate the 70 specimens into four, .

three, or even two parcels, and to consider each

parcel as a distinct species, for the simple reiison

that it would be impossible for him to draw a

distinctive line anywhere. Hence we incline to

consider Dr. Fitch's four species of .Toint-worm

Fly—as several other species which he has pub-

lished are now generally considered—to be

mere varieties of one and the same species, and
not four distinct species. At all events the

coloratioual characters of the shanks, as laid

down by Dr. Fitch, do not coincide with the

particular i>lauts to which he assigns each
coloratioual form. For the majority of our
barley-feeding flies correspond exactly in their

coloration with his wheat-feeding flies ; and two
of them correspond with his rye-feeding flies.

In further confirmation of the fact, that the

Joint-worm Fly which infests barley is the same
species as that which infests rye, Dr. Fitch's

own evidence may be adduced. For he says

himself that he captured off the growing rye of

a rye-field, at the end of May and beginning of

June, three males and several females of what

he identified as being the genuine Black-legged

Barley-fly. (-V. Y.^Rep. lU. p. 159.) Xow. if

these insects did not want to lay their eggs ou

the rye. what business did they have there?

It is true that Dr. Fitch observes that, out of

about 1-5 males]and 45 female- bred l>y him from

a single lot of Xew York barley-galls, all the

specimens without exception had yellow leg-.

But we have ourselves remarked, that peculiari-

ties of treatment in the breoling of gall-in.sect>

sometimes afl'ect their coloration in a most re-

markable and hitherto unprecedented manner.

For example, from a certain lot of (")ak-galls

gathered in the autumn and kept through the

winter in a warm room until the following

spiing. we bred April Sth-2Sth no less than 47

female gall-flies {Ci/nips q. podagr(e.'\Xs\}\i).

all of which without exception proved to have

perfectl.v black abdomens, ou being carefully

examined when recent. The same year, from

another lot of the same galls gathereil oft" the

same tree about April 1st. aul therefore only

retained in the breeding-jar for a few weeks in-

stead of six months, and not subjected to an

nnuaturally warm temperature through the

winter like the first lot. we bred April ISth-

24th about 426 females of the same species, fully

one-third part of which, when recent, had the

abdomen decidedly rufous, pitchy-rufous, or with

the base of the segments rufous, the remaining

part of them having black abdomens. Think-

ing that this rufous color of the abdomen might

be due to the immaturity of the specimens, we
kept four of those that had rufous abdomens
alive in a vial for four days : but at the end of

that period their abdomens were still as red .is

ever. We may add that the 2:> females fi-om

which the above species of gall-fly was origin-

ally described by the Senior Editor, and which

had_been bred in the same manner as the first

lot referred to above, all of them had abdomens
of the same uniform black color as the first lot,

as is particularly specified in the published de-

scription. Thus it results that 70 gall-flies, bred

in a particular manner, all of them had black

abdomens ; and that about 420 gall-flies, belong-

ing to the same species, but bred in a different

manner, had, at least one-third part of them,

rufous or partly rufous abdomens. Hence we
infer that the great difference in the coloration

of the legs of Joint-worm Flies, bred respec-

tively from similar barley-galls by Harris, by
Fitch, and by ourselves, is yery probably due
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attacks, and all that we bave seen or heard of,

except one, were badly hurt by it." It first

began to be observed in that region in 1848. and

in subsequent years it increastd gradually in

numbers. According to Prof. Cabell, of the

University of Virginia, the loss occasioned by

this insect often amounts to one-third of the

average crop, and is sometimes much greater;

and in 18.J1 "some farmers did not reap as

much as they sowed* In 18G0 the rye crop was

considerably injured by this little pest in Lyco-

ming Co., Pennsylvania; and according to our

entomological friend, Mr. ]S^ortou, the species

is very common upon rye "in Connecticut and

probably the other New England States. f As
long ago as 1829, it had been noticed in various

parts of the New England States to attack the

barley, causing it in some places ' to yield only

a very small crop, and on some farms not much
more than the seed sown ;"t although since that

date it does not appear to have been materially

troublesome in that region. But in Central

New York, formerly the great barley-growing

district of America, it has been ruinously de-

structive to the barley since about 18.")(). In the

words of Mr. George Geddes, the late Presi-

dent of the N. Y. State Agricultural Society—

"Formerly we expected forty bushels of barley

to the acre ; now we cannot rely on more than

twenty. "il And he goes on to state that this

falling off is principally due to the depredations

of the Joint-worm ; and that, unless some relief

from it is found, the farmers of Central New
York will have to discontinue raising this crop.

Lastly, in Canada West, in the neighborhood

of Grimsby, it was very abundant upon barley

in the years 1866 and '67, as we learn from our

esteemed correspondent, Mr. J. Pettit, of that

town.

It is a curious fact that—so far as can be at

present ascertained—this destructive insect does

not seem to have reached the Valley of the Missis-

sippi. At all events, no complaints from the West
of any such attacks as those described above,

either upon wheat, rye or barley, have hitherto

been made public. It is very possible, however,
that the Joint-worm may liave been confounded
i.i the West with the Hessian Dy (Cecido-

niyia destructor, Say), the larva of which in-

fests precisely the same part of the wlieat plant,

namely the space immediately above one of the

lowermost knots in the straw. But this last

Rep. HI,
Jllunis,
WTi-ans.

may be distinguished from the Joint-worm
by living in the open space between the stem

and the sheath of the blade, although it occa-

sionally imbeds itself pretty deeply in the

external surface of the stem; whereas, the true

Joint-worm always inhabits a smooth egg-

shaped icll ill I ho internal substance of that

stem

.

It may also seem a strange thing that—so far

as is known—the Joint-worm should in Virginia

attack wheat exclusively, and in New England

and New York barley exclusively. This, how-

ever, may be partly due to the fact that but

very little barley is grown in Virginia, and but

very little wheat in New England ; and partly,

perhaps, to the very limited extent to which the

depredations of our vai'ions noxious insects

have hitherto been observed and recorded. Up
to quite a recent period, even otherwise intelli-

gent men have been in the habit of considering

all ''bugs" and "bug-hunters" as beneath

their notice. And the consequence is that,

when we search the back numbers of our

Agricultural Journals for information on the

past history of any particular " bug," we
often lind nothing but a mass of error and con-

fusion, and are almost always utterly incapable

of ascertaining of which particular " bug," out

of the thirty thousand "bugs" found within

the limits of the United States, the few ento-

mological articles that we meet with, are

intended to (loat.

Natural History of the Joint-worm.

The mode in which the Joint-worm produces

its destructive ett'ects upon small grain, may be

readily explained. Not only is the sap of the

l)lant abstracted on its road to the ear, in order

to form the abnormal woody enlargement or gall,

in which the larvae are imbedded, each in Ms
own private and peculiar cell, but a very large

supply of sap must be wasted in feeding the

larvse themselves. Hence the ear that would

otherwise be fully developed becomes more or

less blasted and shriveled; although we are

told that, in the case of barley more particu-

larly, the plant tillers out laterally, so as

partially to supply the loss of the main crop of

ears. A similar phenomenon occurs with

-tilraost all galls that grow upon a slender stem

or twig, that is, the stem or twig is more or

less killed or blasted thereby ; but wheu a twig

is quite large, this result often fails to be de-

veloped.

The Joint-worm Fly (Fig. 11:3, 6, ?) makes

its appearance in the North in the fore part and
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middle of Jnue, and in southern latitudes in

the middle of May. From a large lot of galls

that had been found upon barley, obligingly

furnished to us by Mr. J. Pettit, of Grimsby,

Canada West, the first flies came out June 9th,

and they continued coming out in very large

numbers till June IGth and subsequently. As
is usual with most insects, the males came out

first, and not a single female appeared until

June nth; whereas from and after Juno l.Jth

there were nothing but females to bo met with,

the whole number of females, however, greatly

exceeding that of the males. Tlie cause of tliis

singular phenomenon of the males preceding

the females by several days—which has been

noticed by other writers in the case of other

insects, and which we believe to be a very

general law—has never been explained. -But it

i.s probably due to the desire of nature, that the

males may have time to gain their full strength

and vigor, before the females come into the

world and require their ininicdiatc attentions.

He this question as it may, after coupling in the

usual manner, the female Joint-worm Fly

proceeds to lay her eggs in the stems of the

growing grain. The following excellent ac-

count of this operation, from the pen of Mr.

Pettit, we extract from the Canada Fanner for

18G7, page 268:

About the 8th of June of the l)lc^sellt year the
pertect insects began to make their way out of the galls.
e s- * a s ijcing desirous of knowing more of their
habibi, I watehed the growing barley, and on the luth
of June found them actively at work ovipositing in the
Iketi health;! slaUs of the plant. Before commencing
operationsthey walk leisurely up one side of the plant
as far as the last leaf, anil then down the other, appa-
rently to make sure that it lias not alrt-aily been
oviposited in. Head downwaiil. tln'v lli'ii lH"j;in by
bending the abdomen downward 1. and iiln in- i In- tip of
the ovipositor on the straw at li.ulit aiiLii - with the
body, when the abdomen rusuinrs it^ mtuial iMisiiiou,

and the ovipositor is^radually worked into the plant to

its full e.xtent. With the aid of a good lens, and by
pulling up the plants on which they were at work
(which did not appear to disconcert them in the least)

,

I could view the whole operation, which, in some
cases, was accomplished in a few minutes, and in others
was the work of an hour or two. When a puncture
was completed, they usually backed up a little and
viewed it for a few seconds, and then apparently satis-

fled, moved to one side and commenced another.

Very shortly after this time, the egg must

hatch out. For, upon July 3rd, wc examined

a large lot of the green barley-galls, which had
been obligingly forwarded to us by Mr. Pettit,

and found the larva of the Joint-worm Fly

almost half-grown, that is from 0.004 to O.OOG

inch long, and about Ave times as long as wide.

In these green galls, upon the most careful

search, we could And no Gall-gnat larvte, nor

any vestiges of any such larvse. So that we are

now fully persuaded, that the idea originally

entertained by Dr. Haiuls and Dr. Fitch, and

subsequently favored by the Senior Editor of

this JouRXAL, namely, that those galls are in

reality made by some undiscovered Gall-gnat,

upon which the so-called Joint-worm Fly that

has been ligured above is a parasite, is a false

and fallacious one. Otherwise, if the so-called

Joint-worm Fly were really a parasite, we must
certainly have discovered, at this early period

in the year, a few specimens of the larva; upon
which it was parasitic, or at all events some
traces of their handiwork. Both Harris and

Fitch afterwards became of opinion, that the

Joint-worm Fly was the rdal author of these

galls; and we think it right to bear this public

testimony to the correctness of their entomo-

logical inferences. AVe w'rite for truth, and not

for victory, and have never claimed to be

infallible.*

By the beginning of September, the iut'ostcd

grain having ripened long before this period,

the galls arc already dry and hard, and the lar-

v;e contained in them full grown, measuring

now about 0.13 inch in length. The great ma-

jorit)' of these larvre are destined to remain in

that state, enclosed in their little cells, until the

succeeding spring; but—as happens with many
difl'i'i-pnt insects—a small percentage of them

stem to pass into the pupa, and thence into the

period state, the same summer that the eggs are

deposited. For, out of a lot of 124 barley-galls,

received September lOth from Mr. Pettit of

Upper Canada, 39 galls, or very nearly one-

thud part, were already bored with the same

kind of small round holes as are made in the

succeeding spring by the escaping Joint-worm

Flies, some galls containing six such holes, but

most of them about three. It is true that wo
are not personally cognizant of the fact, that

those holes arc bored ty the same Joint-worm

Fly, that escapes from similar holes in such

profuse abundance in the following June ; but

Prof. Cabell, of Virginia, stated to Dr. Harris

with reference to the wheat-inhabiting -Joint-

worm, that he had known a few flics to leave

the straw the first year, but in each instance the

•The Senior Ertitur of this Journal inibHslicd in (hi' Caiinda

ski-micisni l.i- -ivai Im ll,. \\ nrM ia tin- I'raelicnl Knlomolo-

to the genus Eurytoma, although
I the Euriitoma srouo . '

'

the Eurijtoma group
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(liis genus {Becatoma) , bred from the above

oalls and now in the collection of the Senior

Kditor, is 217. Those that require further in-

formation on this somewhat dry subject are

referred to the forthcoming Scientific Article by

I lie Senior Editor, in which will be found de-

scriptions of about a dozen new species belong-

ing to these two parasitic genera {Enrytojna

and Decuionvt).

AVe will now give lateral or profile views of

the same Joint-worm Fly, the female of which

has been drawn as viewed from above in Figure

Wo. h. Compare these profile views with those

[Fife in.]

(olor—Black.

of the two true parasitic genera (I^iiri/toma and
/>era/oma) given in figures llo and 116, and it

will be seen at once, even by the unscientific rea-

der, that the last insect is totally unlike eitherof

the two first, and manifestly can not be referred

to the same genus. ISTot to dwell upon structu-

ral mimitia' which will be explained elsewhere, it

will be seen at once that in the Joint-worm Fly
(Fig. 117, a $, 6(5") the abdomen in both sexes,

lint especially in the female, is shaped quite dif-

ferently from that of either of the two parasitic

genera (Figs. 115 and IIG), and that the body
is nearly straight in repose, instead of being
curled into a semicircle as in the two first

genera. This latter peculiarity is not a mere
fortuitous riri'umstance, happening to particu-

lar individuals, but is universal in all specimens
belonging to the two genera first figured {Eiiry-
tnmn and Decdtomn) ; so that it is with great
difticulty that their bodies can be sufliciently

straightened out in death, to admit of their

heiiig nionntod upon card in the comparatively
straight posture shown in the figures (115 and
UG), their heads being usually found stifHy

doubled up downwards upon their tails. Even
ill lile. they frequently assume this posture,
when they wish to "play opossum" and escape

the attention of the observer. On the other

hand, the Joint-worm Fly has no such peculi-

arity either in life or in death, or at all events

but to a very limited extent.

A very curious chapter might be written on

the diflerent modes in which difterent insects

—

upon the same principle as that just now ex-

plained—form themselves into the similitude of

a round ball-like seed or pellet of dung, and

thereby escape the attention of their enemies.

To refer to but a few of such cases: Among
the Beetles, one genus {Byrrlms) has separate

cavities on the lower surface of its plump oval

body to receive each leg, the leg doubling up

and fitting into the cavity as smoothly, as does

each particle of the finest piece of mosaic work
into its appropriate position. In other genera

{Agathidium, Leiodes, Clamhns and Siiharo-

morphiis)the body itself is rolled up downwards,

head and tail together, into a more or less com-

plete and smooth ball. In the well known Cur-

culio (Conotrachelus nenuphar, Ilcrbst) and

I many other Snout-beetles, the beak in repose

]

is laid along the breast between the front legs,

I

certain genera having a deep groove there to

i

receive it; and the legs being then crumpled

up close to the body, the whole creature looks

exactly like the dead bud of a tree. In other gen-

era of beetles {Odamya and Exema), belonging

to the same great Family {Chrysomela) as the

Colorado Potato Bug, the whole upper surface

of the body is rough, dark-colored and opaque

;

and when the legs are retracted, even good ento-

mologists have been often deceived into mistak-

iug the insect for a pellet of dung voided by

some large caterpillar. Lastly, among the

Golden-tail Flies (Clirysis family) in the Order

Hymenoptera, all the genera, when threatened

with danger, roll themselves up head and tail

together, leaving their wings exposed. In this

case, as indeed in all other such cases hitherto

recorded in any Order of Insects, the little

creature curls itself up downwards, and the back

forms the convex and the breast the concave

side of the ball into which it contracts itself.

The same thing holds good with certain genera

of Sow-bugs {Onisrus family) belonging to the

Crustaceans, which roll themselves up into a

more or less complete ball. But there is a re-

markable and hitherto undescribed genus of

Chain's flies, a single sjieeies of which (Anti-

gaster mirabiUs, n. sp.) exists in the Cabinet

of the Senior Editor, and which will be found

figured below, 1st in Figure 118, a, as viewed

from above with the wings and legs expanded,

2nd in Figure 118, b, in profile when preparing

to curl up, and 3rd in Figure 118, e, in profile,
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when iilmost completely curled up. Ami in

this geuus—wonderful to relate—the insect rolls

itself up iu an upward instead of a downward
direction, like a clown turning a back sum-
merset, so that the breast becomes the convex
side of the curve, and the back the concave side.*

Xo such example, so far as we are aware, has

hitherto been recorded by authors as found

in any Order of Insects; and we may learn

from this and other such oases what pains Na-
ture has taken, and how many various devices

she has adopted, to enable these poor despised

little '• bugs," that are considered by many as

beneath the notice even of children, to escape

the observation of the rajriads of foes that are

constantly seeking to devour them.

For the reasons stated above, and otliers to

be enumerated elsewhere, we have referred

the Joint-worm Fly, as will be seen at once
from the lieading of this Article, to the genus
Isosoma, instead of the genus Eurytoma, which
consists exclusively of parasitic insects. Thus,
as the reader will perceive, the seeming viola-

tion of the great law of the llNrrv of Habits, iu

the case of the Joint-worm, is shown to be no
violation at all, and to have been based upon
pure ignorance of the true classification of that

very extensive and interesting and important,

but too much neglected group—the great ChnT-

I'raitiial Results.

" But," it will be perhaps objected by the

utilitarians, "of what practical benefit is all

A full notice of this most remarkable aiul anomalous

Edit

I this discussion? "Wliat possible odds can it

I

make to the farmer, for example, whether it is

the so-called Joint-worm Fly that produces the

I
galls on wheat, rye and barley, or whether this

ily is in reality a parasite, and the galls are

caused by some unknown gall-gnat never yet

seen by mortal entomologist ? What odds again

is it to the farmer, whether the same fly pro-

duces the knotty galls on wheat, rye and barley,

or whether there is a distinct species infesting

each of these three plants, and even, as Dr.

Fitch maintains, two distinct species producing

galls upon barley straws? Lastly, what odds

is it to the plain practical farmer, whether or

not this fine law of the Unity of Habits,

about which you have been making such a

pother, has any real existence in nature?"

Men and brethren! it makes all the odds iu

the world! If the Joint-worm galls are pro-

duced by a gall-gnat, that gall-gnat must neces-

sarily come out long before the autumn; for

otherwise—so many thousands of these galls as

have been handled by entomologists in the

autumn—somebody or other would have cer-

tainly bred the supposed gall-making gall-gnat

therefrom, or at all events found some traces of

it. I'pon this hypothesis, therefore, namely,

that Joint-worm galls are made by a (iall-gnat,

it would be utterly useless to burn up and

destroy the infested straw in the autumn or

subsequently; for tlie culprit gall-gnat will

have left it long ago in the summer. Nay, it

will even be a positive injury to do this; for

the straw is then swarming with the so-called

Joint-worm Flies in the larva state, which, on

the hypothesis of the galls being caused by some

unknown Gall-gnat, must necessarily be para-

sitic upon that Gall-gnat and therefore be our

friends iiistead of our foes. If, on the other

hand, the joint-worm galls are really caused by

the .Joint-worm Fly—as we have shown above-
then it must 1)0 highly beneticial to burn up the

infested straw in the autumn or subsequently;

for almost all the .Toiiit-worins lie in the straw

until the following summer, and of P(nirso, if

you burn the straw, you bnni llie culiirir .loiiil-

worras at the same time.

Again: If the very same Ily that causes-

Joint-worm galls upon Wheat can also cause

similar galls, as we incline to believe, npon
Barley and upon Rye, then the farmer cannot

escape from the damage inflicted upon him

by this little pest, by ceasing to grow Wheat and

seeding down his fields to Barley or Rye. If,

on the other hand, the converse proposition,

which is that maintained by Dr. Fitch, be the

true one, then the veniedy jn-l now indicated,
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namely, shifting from one kind of small grain

to another, would be a perfectly ett'ectual one.

Lastly, if the law of the Unity oi^ Haiups be

a, false and fallacious law, then no American

farmer can of himself find out anything about

Ihe habits of any new insect that is infesting

his crops, without studying out those habits in

detail—which is often a good twelvemonths" job

of work. AVe hope it is not now necessary to

add, for the information of our regular readers

at all events, that, without becoming acquainted

with the habits of any particular noxious in-

sect, it is folly to attempt to light him. If, on
Mic contrary, as we maintain and firmly believe,

the great Law of the Unity of Habits be uni-

versally true throughout the Animal Kingdom,
then a moderate knowledge of Entomology will

enable the farmer to tell, at a glance, to what
particular group of insects the new species that is

in testing his crops belongs ; and he may then infer

the habits of the stranger, with a close approxi-

mation to accuracy, from the habits of species

which arc already well known and are closely

allied to that stranger.

Messieurs the Utilitarians, are yon answored?

The Remedy.

\Ve repeat, however, for the benefit of those

who like to -'go it blind" and adopt a prescription

without knowing the why and the wherefore,
that, whenever you discover the stems of your
small grain to be badly aft'ected near the root,

in the manner shown in Figure 113, a, then you
(inght to burn oft" your stubble ground any time
before the following summer, and burn ui) all

Ihe tailings and refuse straw after threshing.
II' you do this, and can persuade your neighbors
lo do the same, you will soon kill out the .loiut-

worm; if you neglect it, the parasites sent by a
kind Providence may perhaps do the work for

you; and again it may be possible that, in spite

of the parasites, the Joint^worm may increase
upon you year after year, as it did in Central
Virginia from 1848 to IH.'il, till at length it be-

comes an nlinosf unbcai'ablc nuisance.

Postscript.

We have only (o say in conclusion, that we
shall be greatly obliged by specimens of Joint-
worm work either on Wheat, Kye or IJarley,

but especially on the two former plants, from
any State in the Uinon, or from any part of the
British Provinces to the North of us. There
are slill several interesting problems respecting
this insect that remain to be definitively solved.
I'or example, docs .Joint-worm work ever occur
upon Oats":-

THE WAYY-STRIPED FLE.\-BEETLE.

(lUdfli-a [Plii/llofivtd] striohtfa. Illi.u'er.)

This insect appears quite early in the spring,

and proves very destructive to many of the

garden plants and flowers belonging to the natu-

ral order Cuucii'eu.k, and is especially hard on

mustard and all kinds of cresses. Common a.s

is this Flea-beetle, its transformations had never

been observed, in this country, till quite re-

cently. A closely allied and very similarly

marked species (JIaltica nemoruni, Linn.),

occurs in Europe, whore it is known 'as the

Turnip Flea-beetle. This last species lives in

the larva state, above ground, by mining the

leaves of the same kinds of plauts upon which
the beetle feeds ; and its transformations were
first made known by Mr. H. Le Keux in a valu-

able paper published in the Transactions of the

Entomological ."Society of London. XtA. II.

page 24.

Our xVmerican species, being so closely allied

to that of Europe, Dr. Fitch inferred its habits

to be the same, and in his eleventh New York
Report, he quotes Le Keux's observations as

applying to our insect, and reproduces from

Curtis's '-Farm Insects" the figure of a mined
turnip leaf, in illustration. In the December
(18G8) number of the American Naturalist,

however. Dr. Henry Shimer of Mt. Carroll,

Ills., shows that our American insect lives in

the larva state underground, where it subsists

on the roots of plants, iu the same manner as

does the larva of the common ('ucumber-beetle

(Diii/irofica vittata, Fabr.) ; and we thus see

that it is not always safe to judge of an insect's

habits by those of its nearest allies. "We have

ourselves frequently searched in vain for the

larvae on the leaves of both mustard, cre.ss, rad-

isli, and lettuce plants that were thickly cov-

ered with the perfect beetles, and as Dr. .'^him-

er'.s observations arc of interest, we quDtc Ihcm
in i)art:

"The Striped Turnip-bccllo (l'"ig. Ill*") is less

than one-tenth of an inch in length. Its gen-

eral appearance is bkick, with a broad wavy
[Fig. 110] yellowish, or bnft'-colorcd

^v y a stripe, on each wing-

\^/ & ^j^v cover. The larva (Fig.ll!)

rtBv \ ^^W^^ b) is white, with a faint

/^^K '

I
^ darkened or dusky mc-

j \ dian line on the anterior
" ''

.

' half of the bodv, being
Colors— (<i) black miii buff- , , , ^,

"
/ ^ ^.

color; (6 iiuu c) whitisb. probably the contents ot

the alimentary canal seen through the semi-

translucent skin. The head is horny and lighl

brown. On the posterior extremity is a brown
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spot ccjiial to tlie head in size; and there are six

tiMie legs and one proleg. In its form and gen-

oral appearance it somewhat resembles the larva

of the Ciicunibcr-beetle. but it is much smaller,

its motion is slow, arching up the abdomen
slightly, on paper or any smooth surface, in

such a position that its motions are necessarily

awkward and unnatural, because in a state of

nature it never crawls over the surface, but digs

and burrows among the roots in the ground. Its

length is O.oo of an inch, and breadth O.OtJ of an

inch. It feeds upon roots beneath the ground.

•The pupa (Fig. Hi) c) is naked, white, and

Iransforms in a little earthen cocoon, pressed

and prepared by the larva, in the ground near its

feeding place. This period is short.

" From my notes I see that on June 14, l(<().i,

I put a number of the larvie into a breeding-box

with a supi)ly of their natural food. June 17,

some of the larvie had disappeared beneath the

ground. July f , I found in the box the beetle.

This gives us seventeen days from the time the

larva entered the ground, having ceased eating,

until I obtained the perfect insect. I did not

open tlic breeding-box every day, but as the in-

sect was yet (jnilo pale and soft, conclnde that

it was not more than a day or so out of tlie

ground. The actual time, however, in the

pupa state, was less than seventeen days, for,

like the larva of the Cucnmber-beetle and other

lieetles, these worms pass a kind of intermediate
state, in a quiet, motionless condition, in their

little dirt-tombs beneath the ground. During
tliis time they decrease in length very much,
becoming a shorter, thicker 'grub.' This pe-

riod is a peculiar part of the larval state, and
nuiy be called the quiescent or 'shortening pe-

riod,' in contrast with the feeding period. At
the end of this preparatory, shortening period,
tlie little larva casts its skin and becomes a pupa.

•' During the past summer I bred a good num-
ber of these beetles from the larva and pupa,
taken from their breeding places beneath the
ground; but as I took no precise notes of the
date, I can say no more regarding the time of
the pupa state, except that it is shart, onlv a lew
days.

"Every gardener knows that these insects
are very injurious to young cabbages and tur-
nips as soon as they appear above tlie ground,
by eating otf the seed-leaves; he also almost
universally imagines that when the second,
or true-plant leaves appear, then the young
plant is safe from their depredations: then
tlie stem is so hard that the insect will not
bite it, and the leaves grow out so rapidly as not
n-nally to bo injured by them. But if we would

gain much true knowledge of what is going on

around us, even among these most sinii>lo and

common things, we must learii to observe inoro

closely than most men do.

" Tlic gardener sees his. young cabbage plants

growing well for a time, but at length they be-

come pale or sickly, wither and die in some dry

period that usually occurs about that time, and

attributes their death to the dry weather; but if

he will take the pains to examine the roots of

the plants, he will find them eaten away by

some insect, and by searching closely about the

roots will find the larva, grub, worm, or what-

ever else he may choose to call it ; from tliis ho

can breed the Striped Tnrnip-boollo. as 1 have

often done.

''I have observed the depredations of these

larv* for ten years, and most of that time had

a coiivincing knowledge of theirorigin. but only

proved it in 1865; since that tinio 1 liavo made

yearly verifications of this fact.

•' Every year the young cabbage plants and

turnips in this region receive great damage from

these larvae, and oft&u when we have dry

weather, in the latter part of May and early in

.Tune, the cabbage plants are ruined. A large

proportion of the plants arc killed outright in

June, and the balance rendered scarcely tit for

planting; but when the ground is wet to the

surface all the time by freciuent rains, the

young plant is able to defend itself much more

etl'ectually, by throwing out roots at the surface

of the ground, when the main or centre root is

devoured by the larva; but in dry weather those

surface roots find no nourishment and tlio plant

must perish.

"This year I saw these beetles most numer-

ous in early spring, but have often seen them in

August and September, so abundant on cab-

bages, that the leaves were eaten full of holes,

and all speckled from their presence, hundreds

often being on a leaf; and at,this time the entire

turnip crop is sometimes destroyed by them,

and seldom a year passes without their doing

great injury.''
******

As the Cucumber-beetle exclusively raises

its yonng on the roots of the Cucurbitaceous

(gourd) family, so from these observations I

am led to believe from analogy, that the Striped

Turnip-beetle raises its young always on the

roots of the Cruciferous (nmstard) family.

[25^ As some of our exchanges may wish to

illustrate any article they may copy from the

Amkuicax Entomologist, we have decided to

furnish electrotypes of our wood cuts, at ono-

half the cost of engraving; these electrotypes to

be retained by the parties receiving them, it'

tliey desire it.
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CONCERNING CERTAIX SMART BUGS.

U \< very remarkable that many insects will

fiercely attack certain varieties of a particular

species of plant, and either leave certain others

entirely alone or attack them bnt to a limited

extent. For e.xaraple, the roundish green leaf-

galls about the size of a small pea ( Vitifolice,

Fitch), that in certain seasons and in certain

localities swarm so profusely on the under side

of the leaves of the Clinton grape-vine, and in a

less degree on those of the Taylor and the Dela-

ware, are never found on the Catawba, the Isa-

bella, or any other cultivated variety of the wild

Fox grape. Again, the common Rose-bug (J/«-

crodactylus subspinosus) will often gather in

swarms on the Clinton vine, and almost entirely

neglect other cultivated varieties of grape. In

all probability, however, most of these are rather

cases of a particular insect preferring particular

species of plants, than of its preferring particu-

lar varieties of one and the same species ; for the

Clinton and the Taylor—whatever may be the

case with the Delaware-^are most likely culti-

vated varieties of the Frost Grape ( Vilh cordi-

/o/«rt), and not, like tlie Catawba group, of the

northern Fox Grape ( Vitis lahrusca). But we
know that in the West the Colorado Potato-bug

will almost always leave Peachblow Potatoes

alone, when it has a chance to fall foul of other

varieties of the potato: and we recently showed
that, in the East, the Three-lined Leaf-beetle

nearly ruined the Early Goodrich in a certain

locality, while other varieties of the Potato grow-
ing in the same neighborhood were scarcely

hurt by it. (Amkiihw Fmiimolouist, p. .j-t).

Tpo" similar priuciiil,-, uur ( •) ster-shell Bark-
louse, which is a spcic^ iijiiMut,.,! from Europe,
is said by reliable European authors never to be
found upon a particular variety of apple grown
ill the Old W'orld-the Winter Majetin apple
unless our memory has deceived us. Hence we
may see that insects are not by any means such
mere machines as most people suppose them to

be ; for while it would generally puzzle every-
body but an experienced horticulturist to dis-

tinguish one variety of plant from another, ex-
cept by the flower or the fruit, insects often dis-

tinguish them without difficulty at any period
of their growth.

It would seem from information that we gath-
ered together at the recent meeting of the Cen-
tral Illinois Horticultural Society, that the

Apple-worm iMoth {Carjjocapm pomondhi),
the history of which we illustrated in a recent
article (Amf.iiicvx Entomologist, pj). n-2-l!4),

is in the same way jierfectly able to discrimi-

nate between different varieties of apples. Ac-
cording to Mr. E. E. Perkins, of Onarga, 111.,

the Carolina Ked June is much worse infested

with the larva of this moth than any other vari-

ety ; and the same thing has been observed of

the Milam by Mr. M. C. McLean of Coles

county, Ills. On the other hand, ISIr. McLean,
Mr. Cochran of Calumet, Ills., and Mr. Ham-
mond of AVarsaw all agree, that the Maiden's

Blush is entirely exempt from Apple-worms

;

and the same thing is asserted of the (iilpin by
Mr. McLean, Mr. Cochran, and-Mr. L. C. Fran-

cis, of Springfield, Illinois.

Subsequeutly, on our attending the arniual

Meeting of the North Illinois Horticultural So-

ciety, the above good character of the Maiden's

Blush was fully confirmed by Messrs. D. F.

Kinney, .1. W. Kobson. D. B. AVier and J. 8.

Shearman of N. Ills, and Suel Foster of Iowa;

and that of the Gilpin by Messrs. Kinney,

Kobson and Foster. AVe further learnt from

Mr. E. E. Bacon of Ogle Co.; and Mr. J. W.
Ilobson of Jo. Davies Co., in N. Ills., that they

found the Bcnoni apple to be entirely exempt
from apple-worms; while on the other hand the

AVillow-twig was reported by Mr. D. F. Kinney,

and the Carolina Red June by Mr. Suel

Foster, as peculiarly subject to the attacks

of this little pest. Moreover, according to Hon.

Elmer Baldwin of La Salle Co., and Mr. J. S.

Seely of Kendall (Jo.. JT. Ills., the Early Harvest

apple is more infested by Bark-lice than any

other variety ; and it sceined to be a pretty gen-

eral idea, that sweet apples are generally more
subject to the attacks of bark-lice than sour ones.

Practically, such observations as these are of

great value, and should be multiplied and

recorded as extensively as possible. The Gil-

pin apple, for instance, is but a poor fruit; but

it is so good a bearer and so late a keeper, and
withal has so tempting an appearance from its

bright red I'olor, that—as the phrase goes—"there

is money in it." And when we add to these

recommendations the fact of its entire exemp-
tion from apple-worms, it nniy perhaps be advis-

able to plant largely of it, in spite of its com-

paratively poor quality either for eating or for

cooking.

Miti;

Alt
in the

occas
the sinii.l(-l \va\ lo

fresh Ik, 11.- aioiuiil

leavccv,T>lliiui;-cl>r

accunuilalcil. ihcy (

dipping in hot wa
Pnirtlral FInriciiItii

ASTS.

not generally to be feared
flower-garden, yet we have
liy them, and have found
ilcsinn' fhem to be to lay
ihiir haunts. They will
I" attack these; when thus
an easily be destroyed by
Icr.

—

Peter Ifenderson, !ii
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CURCULIO REMEDIES.

(I dclbllsiv.". h:

Fii-st ill till' ollV'u-ivc (leiiartuu'iit. 1 will givo

the Xeic York O/t.scrrcr'.s great cuR-ulio remedy.

To one pound of whale oil soap add tour oun-

ces of sulphur; mix thoroughly and dissolve in

twelve gallons of water. Take half a peck of

(|uiek lime, and. when well slacked, add four

gallons of water and stir well together. "When

well settled and clear, pour off the transparent

liiiuid and add it to the soap and water mix-

iiiiT. To this mixture add four gallons of

strong tobacco water. Apply this compouud,

when thus incorporated, with a garden syringe

to your plum or other fruit trees, so as to drench

all parts of the foliage. If no rain succeeds lor

three weeks, one application will be sufficient.

If washed by rains it should be renewed.

The receipt was effectual in raising, not plums,

but the price of whale oil soap from one dollar

and fifty cents i)er hundred pounds one year, to

six dollars the next. [Laughter]. "\Ve tried it

faithfully upon u portion of our orchard, and

linding thecurciilic) had misunderstood the ob-

ject of the syringing [laugliter], or was obsti-

nate and wouldn't take the hint, we fitted up a

curculio-catclicr, similar to Dr. Hull's, and iu-

vai-iably caught as many curculios from the trees

tliat were syringed as from those that were not.

< Jas tar has been recommended, but it is utter-

ly worthless for this purpose. Indeed, a gentle-

man informed me that he had tried the strongest

smelling substance to be obtained at the gas-

works—so strong that his neighbors complained

of it as a nui?ance—but without any effect.

Coal oil is also recommended, but as it will not

drive off lice from cattle, it is doubtful whether

it will drive the curculio from the plum trees.

[Mr. P. L. Cable—one of the wealthiest and

most intelligent citizens of Kock Island, Ills.

—

informed us in the spring of 1807 that, having

always hitherto had his plums destroyed by Cur-

culio, he was now going to try an effectual rem-

edy, "lie intended," he said, "to have a num-
ber of large swabs, Jborougbly saturated with

coal-oil, bung up among the branches of his plum-

trees.'' We told him that he miglit just as well

hang them up in his stable, for any good that they

were likely to do: and that he had better have

his plum-trees regularly jarred, after the approv-

ed old fashion. But no. He had seen the coal-

oil remedy highly recommended, and he was
going to trv it. ISesides, biior-men of course

know nothing abont bugs. Sliortly afterwards,

ou passing by his grounds, we noticed a plum-
tree garnished with a great variety of old rags,

and a very loud smell of coal-oil saluted oiir

nostrils. In the following autumn, we asked Mr.
Cable how many bushels of plums he had raised.

"Ah," he replied, ''the Ct'.rculio took every plum
for me, audi am not going to try the (iieat

Coal Oil Specific any more."

—

Eds.]

Among the defensive remedies cotton batting

tied around the trunk of the tree has been recom-

mended; in entire ignorance of the fiict that the

curculio has wings and flies readily.

Common salt has been suggested. After

smoothing the ground and packing hard, the

salt is to be spread a quarter of an inch thick as

far as the branches extend. I have seen no re-

port from any one who has tried it, but would
suppose, from the fact that the curculio will fly

lurif a mile or more, that the remedy would have

to be extensively applied to be anything more
than partially successful.

Hogs running in an orchard while the plums

are falling is, from the fact above mentioned,

also only a partial remedy.

But after all that has been said, the only reli-

able plan of fighting the " little Turk " is the

jarring plan. Knock the rascals down on a

sheet spread under the tree, and pinch their

heads oft". Dr. Hull's curculio-catcher is an ad-

mirable contrivance for doing this splendidly

and effectually. It has been suggested that, if

the " umbrella plan " was carried out more
closely, it might be an advantage. A jointed

handle, a handle that could be inserted so as to

fold up tlie sheet from the barrow, would make
it more convenient for passing through gates,

and also storing away when not needed. In

conclusion, I would say, whoever would be a

successful plum grower must exercise the perse-

vering unconditional-surrender spirit of our

President elect, and fight it out on this line (the

jarring and sheet process) if it takes all summer.

HOW GRE.VT WITS JUMP TOGETHER.

A correspondent says that, after twenty years' experi-
ence, he has found tliat the most effectual remedy for the
borer is stopping up the holes with liard soap'.—Aijri-
c'lliural Papei'.

A correspondent of the Police Gazette says that,

having had fifty years' experience among horse

thieves, he has at length discovered, after a num-
ber of laborious and very troublesome experi-

ments, that the only eftectual mode to prevent

your horses from being stolen is, to put one of

Chubb's Patent Burglar-proof Padlocks upon
the stable door, after the horses have been stolen

ahcadv.
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Nouratiou as in Crcsson's Figure 8, Trans.
Sve.. I. p. 1-Jl.—Length c? 0.20—O.-J-i inch

1, except 2 captured (f,
cells (Fig. 105, c). Of

sex, 4—

\

our

ly and
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nndith, ;„.''. I : i
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neatll ami \n all -i \ I -j- '

imniai-ulaic. 1 in ih-i,

about twice a~ lai-. a- '

'

described l)y the same aut

varipen, romjrua and accepts

half as large, and also in othe

fltth Aqenia described by him
two foilnwiiij; paragraphs

.

AiiKNiA AKCiUTEirrs, Sa\

//««(/ opaque. \erv liiicly and rlu

the face and .lypru., c-iic,iall\

C.encc. .V lunl-CMl- l^^- .li>lillrl

ivntenna' (ntlir aiilniMr nrrllii-.

widely tniiii-alr; ^ weli-ly laiii

very iinely aiul rhi-rly inueia
cence lieliralh ami IhIiiimL

and shap.M a~ in

^ 2 a.,n, inn .,;:-;. m„-,
abdnini-ii. / • n nl, liu n

tinged uilh liln. II -ni.

tinged Willi 'lu-k\ lliaii -" X
?;«.-Len-il, o.-iT in. -Ik 2 0.

Two . l.iv.l lr..ni llu'eluv-.

ft,-4caplni-.-.| ^. Til.' -. wlii.'l

is at Ii~iin^ni-I,.M In.n

black la..' an. I .aiuai-aii.! ilnl

2 can ..a,v,.|v 1... ,li-ii„.n,-l.

Withiiul lakin'j anx 1

space on it- npi..!- -II

formed in.'. ....Ill'- il

thcSnml) ,.\.','|,l ,,

A(iKM v la rii.A,

thissperi.-. Wlli.ll i-

ing $. II iliir.a- a

brown, ami .nlii-.'lx .

rather limU |m nir..

This last ehara.ter Ik

de.scri|ition. luit only,

an oversight.

AoEM.i liOMBYCiNA.Cressoii—(Fig. 106, i.)—Out of 10

$ of this .sjiceies, the clay-cell of whidi is sketched in
Figure ini;, ,i,~ ^^ lia\e I'li.' liuiit win;;> a- d.-.iilied by
Mr. (']-e-..ll. \i/, ll>alill.', .Ili-kx al li|i-.-- lie- diisky
part (it 111.' "ill- \ar\imj- ...ii-i.|, laM v in .M.ail, and
:{ $ havr 111, an . iiliniy .lii-ky \ . ix nnim i..ns .pcci-

Nor(h'dlli^i..i-' iiml.a' pr..Mral.' I..-'-

;'

'ai'n'l lr..'i'ii such

informed liy him, through

of astandiin; i...- 1 I, re. I
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following year, ami als., tlie'r,,

described. Of the H § with di

came from the latter lot of cells

former lot.

GENUS CEROPALES.

the

Mack.
IKique
aute-

upon each a large basal longitudinally oblong black
patch not quite attaining the anterior edge, and the
mandibles except tlieir exii. m. li|.-, all sAu.w. Palpi
pale rufoiiv Aiitiaina- t\\ ..-i ', :. .!• -i..:. ,.- ih.' Ii.i.lv.

with joints 1 ami - ea.'li in, - ,!. . . ,.,,i ^.U..,^ be-
neath ami at Illei|-Iip>. / ,, .i - .n.i p.,li.|ied.

Inn. I r..x:v. ami a small Iran-Mi-.' -p.. I iinmediatclv
l..liiiid the >.aitel. all yellnw. .!/»/.. „„« pnlishcd anil

glabrous; rnfo-ferrugiiious with the tip of the ven-
tral valve and the sting blackish, legs pale rufo-
ferruginous; the front of the anterior coxa; and
a small spot on the posterior tip of the anterior

The tj" 'li

face below
is yellow in

the Up ot the niiddl.

wings are almost hya
nimal edges fnscous
0..iO inch.
One r?. three 9

:

Mllilli (.\lexie.

/•. „//,;,./... /•.

one-half that of the abdomen.
CEROPALES LONGIPES Smith(=r«r. fasciata Say.)—

The (5" ol this rare species is hitherto lindescribcd . It
differs from $ only in having an additional pale fiiscia

on its additional abdominal joint. Length c? 0.33 inch.
Two fj, three 2, all taken on umbelliferous tlowers near
Rock Island, Ills.

SPHEX FAMILY.
For the benefit of young entomologists, I append the

following table, by which the different modem genera
of the Sphcc familv, that have hitherto oecurrcHl in

North Anieiiea niav l.e ,li>tiimnisli. ,1 Tlie -mei-a
not hithcrt.. l..iiml ili.r.' ar.' in. !..-.. I in l.ra.k.l-

|
].

All the g.li.l-a ..r llii- laliiih ar.' .Iiara.i.a i/.'.l l.x hav-
ing tile alp.l.iiniiial iie.luml. ..f i'..n-i.l. i-al.l.' l.ii:;lli.

Rnt the old Liuiuean geiiu> >/"'. "''i'l' li-'« I"''"

split up into all these modern genera, included also the
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GENEKA OF THE SPUEX FAMILY.
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GENUS CHLORION.
CCERULEUM Drurv (Fii;. 97
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Wliat the N. Y. Farmers" Clul) lliinks of Best's

liivigorator.

An Atiiiitii.TL'RAi. IIiMiitK; —Sidney Keitli

wiitcs to Horace Greeley, asking what lie think.s

about "Be.st's Tree Invigorator." Mr. Greeley

refer.* the letter to the Club, and wo advise Sid-

ney Keith and all others to have nothing what-

ever to do with the ' Tree Invigorator," or any
other patent manure, or lotion, or swab, or

drench. You may as well buy pills to cause

cows to give cream, or stutl" in a vial to fatten

hogs, or a patent hen persuader to get eggs

without roosters or grain.

—

Proceedings of fhe

..V. }'. Farmers' Club, h'eh. -'o. 18(i!l.

Kkua'itm in No. 7.—I'agc 1

tigure, for "'Black and ilull

" lilackand bright vellow."

under th,
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ON OUR TABLE.

1 1 arris's Insects Injurious to \'Ki;t;TATioN.—

Orange Judd & Co., of New York, have just

issued a new edition of tliis popular and most

excellent work. It is a perfect fac-simile of the

last edition, corresponding page for page, and
obviating the unpleasant necessity, in quoting

from the work, of referring to it by the edition,

as is too often the case with works which run

through difterent editions. At the same time

it has the advantage of being compressed into a

smaller volume, while, as we are pleased to find

from the uncolored copy on our table, the press-

work is fully as good as in the former editions.

Price, uncolored, .S4.00; colored, .^6.00.

Practical Floriculture, by Peter Hender-
son.—The "Western News Company, Chicago,

send us this little work, which is a fitting com-
panion to (iardening for Profit, the first very

popular work of the author. It contains many
radical views, and we read it with a good deal

of pleasure and profit. It is not our province,

even if we had the space, to review any other

than entomological works, but we can safely

recommend this little book as invaluable to those

who wish to cultivate flowers successfully.

Price .«1..')0.

The American Horticultural .vnd the
American- Agricultural Annuals for 1869.

—

«y Orange Judd & Co., of New York. Two
elegantly gotten up and valuable year books,

each giving a record of what has been accom-

plished during the year, and each containing

practical essays by men who are known to be

well qualified in their special departments.

Price of each, -"lO cents, paper cover; 75 cents

cloth.

Gray's School and Field Book of Botany.—
A valuable class book added to Gray's Botanical

Series, just issued by Ivison Phinney, Blakeman
& Co., of New York. The woi-k supplies a great

desideratum to the Botanist and Botanical

Teacher, there being no similar class book pub-
lished in this country. Price $2..50.

L'Insectologie Agricole, Paris, France.

—

AVe have already noticed this neat little monthly
(seep. 98 of No. 5), and need only say that it

increases in utility and interest. It is the only

other periodical in the world besides the Ameri-
can Entojiologist, which is devoted primarily

to economic entomology.

Scientific OriNiox.—A Weekly Record of

Scientific Progress at Home and Abroad. Lon-
don, England. A most welcome addition to

the truly able publications of the day. It shows

!
great editorial ability, and promptl}- reports tlic

proceedings of all prominent Scientific Socie-

ties. We heartily wi^li it success and pros-

perity.

Hardwicke's Science Gossip : Loudon,
England—Is exactly what it purports to be,

viz: a monthly medium of interchange and
gossip for students and lovers of Nature. It is

well edited, beautifully illustrated, and devotes

more space to the wonders of the microscope

than any other of our exchanges. It is now in

its fifth year.

NOTE FROM THE JUXIOU EDITOR.

Having recently received numerous letters in-

quiring as to how and where my " First Annual
Report"' can be obtained, I will state in answer to

these inquiries, and for the benefit of the general
reader, that 6,000 copies of the report are pi iiitcd

by the State, and that they are bound uji with.

and form a part of, the Missouri Agricultural

Report. Mr. Chas. W. Murtfeldt, Secretary of
the State Board of Agriculture, has charge of the

distribution of a certain portion of these Agri-
cultural Reports, and residents of Missouri can
doubtless obtain copies by addressing him at 612
N. Fifth St., St. Louis, and by enclosing the re-

quisite postage—50 cents. A few extra copies of
the Entomological Report were printed at my
own expense, on somewhat better paper than the
State furnishes, and I can, to a limited extent,

supply those of my entomological friends who
desire them, with separate copies fully indexed
and covered in paper, at .^LOO with plain, and
.*i2.00 with colored plates.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

The Rev. A. Matthews, well known to all

students of Coleoptera for liis valuable contri-

butions to science, has completed his MMS. of
a Monograph of TRiCHorTERY(;iD.-K, and the
work is about going to press. The volume will
be illustrated by figures of all the species, and
careful dissections of all the genera, and will be
indispensable to the library of every Coleopter-
ologist who does not wish to depend entirely on
the labors of others to identify his specimens.
Subscriptions to the work may be made through
any importing bookseller, but subscribers are
requested to send their names as soon as possi-
ble to Dr. John L. LeConte, 1325 Spruce Street,
Philadelphia, in order that he may inform the
author how many copies will be required to sup-
ply the American demand for this very interest-
ing work. The price will be £1 English money.
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Journal of Agriculture,

in'IJLISllEl) WEEKLY BV

R. p. STITDI.EY A CO.,

No. 104 OLIVE STREET,

AT TWO DOLLARS A YEAR.

What <lie Press say of it.

" One of the best agricultural papers of our AVest-

ern country."—[Clark County (Mo.) Press.

" This popular farmers' paper * * * is one of

tlie best publications of its class, » * * andean
not fail to please the live farmer who seeks for

tlie best methods in agriculture and its cognate

briinc!ies."—[Quincy (III.) Whig.

"No better paper, as an advocate of the .igricul-

tural and horticultural interests of this latitude, is

published."—[Randolph (111.) Plaindealer.

" In its columns we can always find valuable arti-

cles."—[Manhattan (Kan.) Standard.

" It is printed in neat form, suitable for binding,

on good paper, is ably edited, finely illustrated, *
* and is especially adapted to the West—Missou-
rians particularly."—[Weekly Dispatch, Commerce,
Mo.

" It is a home paper, well conducted, large, and
well illustrated."—[BloomfieUl (Mo.) Argus.

'•It is an able advocate of the general agricultural

and horticultural interests of the West. Every
farmer should have a copy of this p.aper on his ta-

ble."—[Nemaha Valley (Neb.) Journal.

"Its writers understand the wants of the West."

—

Union Appeal, Franklin county. Mo.
" The JouRN.\L OF Aguiculture is undoubtedly

among the best journals of agriculture and horticul-

ture published in the world."—[Washington county
( Mo. ) Journal.

" It is conducted with marked abilitv and candor
» * adapted to Western wants. All matters of
agriculture and horticulture are treated practically."

—[Independent, Oskaloosa, Kansas.

" It is practical as well as theoretical, containing
the experience of the most successful farmers of
Missouri.—[Monroe City (Mo.) Appeal.

" Published by L. D. Morse, who is well known iis

a zealous horticulturist and fruit grower. His suc-
cess and experience have long since become the
common property of the go-ahead farming popula-
tion of the West."—[New World, (German paper,)
St. Louis.

The Journal of Agriculture is one of the very best papers
inilili.-ilieil tn the West, and we think no fai-mer m this
latitM.li- can afford to do without it, as it is free from all
|)artisan.ship, and its columns devoted exclusively to the
iuterists ot agilcnUme .—IVarremburg Standard.

WORKS ON ENTOMOLOGY.
; KOLI,(>\VJ.\ei WORKS ox ENTOMOLOGY, I'L'B-

ished by the American Entomological Society,
be in the possossiou of every cue intere.stcd in the

Proceedings the Entomological Society of

PMladelphia.

Transactions of the American Entomological
Society.

The Butterflies of North America.

y Wm. H. Edwards. Quarto. Published in Quarterly
parts, each containing 5 h:ind.soniely colored jdates.
Per part, $2.

The Practical Entomologist.

!Cr Address E. T. CRESSON, Secretary,
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THE CHINCH BUG.

{Micropiis Icucopterux, Saj'.)

If wc ask the Western Friiit-<^rower, what
particular iusect is the mo.st diflicult for him to

loiiibat and the most destructive to his crops,

he will i>robably ansAver " The Curculio." If

we put the same (juestion to the "Western Grain-

grower, lie will infallibly reply "The Chinch
Bug.' And he will be in (he right. The
AVheat-midge—popularly known iii the "West as

the "Weevil"' or the "lied Weevil"—does a

considerable amount of damage there, in par-

ticular years and in particular localities, by its

little legless orange-colored larva sucking away
the sap from the growing kernel of the wheat.

The Hessian Fly— often called simply "the
Fly "—injures the wheat by the maggot that

produces it living between the stem and the

sheath of the blade, and intercepting the sap

before that sap can reach the ear. The Grain

Plant-louse, easily distinguished from the above

two little pests by its long sprawling legs, has

in certain year.s somewhat injured the small

grain in the West, by accumulating, first on the

gi-owing stem and afterwards on the ear, and
abstracting the sap with its long pointed beak.

The Joint-worm—which we illustrated in a

recent article— may likely enough exist in the

West, torming unnatural galls on the stem not

far from the ground. There are also in all

probiibility several minute Two-winged Flies,

the Natural History of which has not yet been
fully developed, and which do more or less

injury to the growing grain by their larvae

breeding in the stem. We are ourselves

acquainted with the larva of sonic unknown

mo'h, which burrows upwards and downwards
in the stem of oats and as we suspect of wheat
also, causing the ear to become prematurely

white and the kernel to be entirely blasted.

The White Grub, the Wire-worm, and certain

Cut-worms take a certain per centage of the

young grain, almost as soon as it peeps out of the

ground. But undoubtedly the meanest bug, out

of the whole crowd of the multifarious insect-

foes of the grain-growing farmer, is the Chinch
Bug. He is not satisfied with taking a field here

and a field there, and sparing the remainder.

But when his time comes—and in mercy to the

Western Farmer we arc not cursed every year

with this little savage— he sweeps the whole
country with the besom of destruction. The
Wheat-midge, the Hessian Fly, the Grain Plant-

louse and the Joint-worm, destructive as they

are to small grain, yet spare our corn. If they

take the good white wheaten bread out of our

mouths, they yet leave us an ample supply of

corn-dodgers. But the Chinch Bug makes a

clean sweep, whenever he gets the upper hand
of us. He " goes the entire hog." Nothing in

the way of grain comes amiss to him. He is not

dainty, not he! Wlicnever he gets a chance to

spread himself, he first of all at one fell swoop
destroys the small grain, and then fastens his

li(luorish beak upon the corn and takes that

also.

For two successive years— 18CG and "07—
we were entirely, or almost entirely, exempt

from this most pei'uicious insect in the West.

In 1864 it had been more destructive than usual

;

and again in 1868 it did considerable damage in

certain counties in Southern Illinois and espe-

cially in South-west Missouri. Hence it is

apprehended by many that it is likely to be as

destructive as ever in 1869. We propose, in

this article, to show upon what contingencies

that event depends — under what particular

circumstances the insect is likely to be as destruc-

tive as ever, and under what other particular

circumstances it will be certain to do us no

damage of any consequence. Surely, if we
could do no more than this, the information

would be worth our subscription-money ten

times over, to every grain-grower who does not
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live from hand to mouth. Suppose, for exam-

ple, that a certain grain-grower is holding over

a thousand bushels of good phimp wheat,

uncertain whether or not to throw that amount

into market in the spring of "09; and snp-

poso, from wluit he reads in the A:«krican

Entomolo(;i.st, he becomes aware that tlic

wheat crop of '09 is likely to be badly shrunken

by the Chinch Bug, so that a good article of

wheat will command a much higher price in

the autumn of '69 than in the spring of "69—say

fifty cents per bushel more. If this grain-

grower holds over his wheat and realizes the

additional price upon it, he then clears .S">00,

less six months' interest on what the price would

have been in the spring and deducting also for

the wastage in the granary ; and so in propor-

tion for any smaller amount of wheat that he

holds on to. Surely, then — assuming the state

of things to be as represented above—lie ought

not to grudge the paltry dollar, that he pays for

the information upon wliich liis successful

speculation is based.

But, besides enabling the West(^rii wheat-

grower to tell beforehand wliether the Chinch

Bug is, or is not, likely to be destructive in the

ensuing season, we shall point out tlic most
effective means to prevent its undue multipli-

cation, and shall moreover give a few hints as

the best mode of fighting it when it is already

in great force upon the farmer's crops. A\'e do
not profess to offer any new and original inven-

tion for these two very important olijects. (Juife

the contrary. Almost everything that we have
to say upon this subject lias already appeared
in print. But, seeing that such a vast mass of
contradictory and impossible absurdities has
been put forth about this insect, surely it is

something considerable gained, if we can suc-

ceed in winnowing away the chaff from the

wheat, and present our readers with the pure
truth unalloyed by misstatement and error.

In investigating the Natural History of this

insect—which is in every case the first step to

be taken before we can begin to talk about any
rational remedy—we shall be compelled to cri-

ticize, perhaps with undue severity, some of
those who have criticized us. As for ourselves,

we have never claimed to be infallible, and
have never felt in the least offended or annoyed,
at having our statements corrected and our in-

ferences called in question, by authors who have
thought tit to do either the one or the other.
We hope, therefore, that these authors will not
begrudge us the privilege which they haye so
freely exercised themselves.

Past History of the Chincb Bug.

The first record we have of the prevalence of

the Chinch Bug was in the old Eevolutionary

times in North Carolina, where it was con-

founded with the Hessian Fly, au insect Just

then imported from Europe into the United

States. Ever since these times it has been an

epidemic pest, in particular years, in North and
South Carolina and in Virginia. The great

American entomologist, Thomas Say, in 1831,

when he had been residing in Indiana for six

years, was the first to naine and describe it sci-

entifically. He states that he " took a single

specimen on the Eastern shore of Virginia;"

whence we may reasonably infer that it was
then either unknown or very rare in Indiana,

and probably also in the other "Western States.

In Illinois it was first noticed in the year 1840

in Hancock county, which lies on the extreme

western border of Central Illinois; and being

absurdly supposed to have been introduced by

the Mormons of Nauvoo was called the " Mor-
mon louse." In Mercer Co., which lies

about 00 miles to the North-east of Hancock, it

was not observed by the farmers, as we learn

from Mr. Win. R. Itiggs of that county, till the

year 184J. In Winnebago Co., which lies

about 110 miles still further to the North-east,
•' the first year of Chinch bug,'" according to

Mr. D. S. Pardee of that county, was 1849.*

In DeKalb Co., which lies immediately to the

South-cast of Winnebago, it was first noticed

ill 1850, according to Wm. Patten, of Sand-

wich, in that county. In LaSalle Co., which

lies immediately South of DeKalb, accord-

ing to Charles Hastings of that county, it

was not observed by farmers till the year

1854, and even then it did but little damage,

though in '55 it was very destructive there.

f

But, according to the more reliable testimony

of Dr. LeBaron, of Geneva, Kane county, it

prevailed in 1850 throughout Kane and the ad-

joining counties [DeKalb, Kendall, DuPage,

Cook and McIIenry] in ruinous profusion.!

Putting all these facts together, we may con-

clude, cither that the Chinch Bug gradually

spread into Illinois and the other AVesteru

States from North and South Carolina ai>d Vir-

ginia—just as the Hessian Fly, the Wheat
Midge, the Locust-borer, and the Imported or

Oyster-shell Bark-louse have spread there from

the Eastern States—or else, which we rather

incline to believe, tliat it has always existed in

Farmer, Sept., 1850, p.
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the "West in very small numbers, but that it was
for a long time prevented by certain causes from

multiplying to the injurious extent that it now
does. At all events, we know from the evi-

dence of Dr. Harris and Dr. Fitch, that it existed

long ago in exceedingly small numbers in New
York, and even in Massachusetts. What the

causes may have been, that thinned out the

ntimbers of this insect in former times in the

West, is another question. AVe strongly suspect

that, in former times, the great bulk of these

bugs were destroyed every winter by the prairie

fires, and that, as cultivation has extended in

consequence of the country being gradually

settled up, and less and less prairie has been

annually burnt over, the inimber that has sur-

vived through the winter to start tlie next year's

broods has annually become greater. If these

views be correct, we may expect them, unless

more jiains be taken to counterwork and de-

stroy them, to become, on the average of years,

slill more abundant than they now are, when-
ever prairic-tires shall have become an obsolete

institution; until at last Western farmers will

be compelled, as those of North Carolina have

already several times been compelled, to quit

growing wheat altogether for a term of years.

It may be very reasonably asked, why the

t'hiuch Bug does not increase and multiply in

Massachusetts and New York, seeing that it

existed there long ago, and that there are, of

course, no prairie-lires in those States to keep it

in check. The answer is, that the Chinch Bug
is a Southern, not a Northern species; and that

hundreds of Southern species of insects, which
on the Atlantic seaboard only occur in southerly

latitudes, are found in profusion in quite a high

latitude in the Valley of the Mississippi. The
same law, as has been observed by Prof. Baird
holds good both with Birds and with Fishes.*

Natural History of the CLiuch Bag.

In the four great and extensive Orders of In-

sects, namely, the Beetles {Coleoptera), the

Clear-winged Flies (Ili/nienoptera) , the Scaly-

winged Flies (Lepidoptera) , and the Two-
winged Flics (Diptem), and in one of the four

small Orders in its restricted sense, namely, the

Net-winged Flies {Xeuroptera), the insect

usually lies still throughout the pupa state,

and is always so far from being able to

eat or to evacuate, that both mouth and
anus are closed up liy membrane. In the

remaining three small Orders, on the

contrary, namely, that of the Straight-

' SiUiman's Journal, XLI, p. S7.

winged Flies in its most extensive sense (Or-

thoptera including Pseudo-neuroptera) , the

Ilalf-winged Bugs (^llel.eroptera) and the

Whole-winged Bugs (//o?iioj3^er«), the pupa is

Just as active and just as ravenous as either the

larva or the perfect insect, and the little crea-

ture never quits eating as long as the warm
weather lasts, except for a day or so while

it is accomplishing each of its successive three,

four or five moults. As the Chinch Bug belongs

to the Half-winged Bugs, it therefore continues

to take food, with a few short intermissions,

from tlie day when it hatches out from the egg

to the day of its unlamented death.

Most insects—irrespective of the Order to

which they belong—require 12 months to go

through the complete circle of their changes,

from the day that the egg is laid to the day

when the perfect insect perishes of old age and

decrepitude. A few require 3 years, as for

example the Round-headed Apple-tree Borer

{Saperda biviltata, Say) and the White Grub
which produces the May-bug {Lachnosterna

quercina, Knoch.) One species, the Thirteen-

year Locust {Cicada tredecim, Riley), actually

requires 13 years to pass from the egg to the

winged state ; and another, the Seventeen-year

Locust {Cicada septemdecim, Linn.), the still

longer period of 17 years. On the other hand

tliere are not a few that pass through all their

tliree states in a few months, or even in a few

weeks: so that in one and the same year there

may be 2, 3 or even 4 or .5 broods, one generated

by the other and one succeeding another. For

example, the Hessian Fly {Cecidomyia destruc-

tor, Say), the common Slug-worm of the Pear

{Selandria cerasi, I'eck), the Slug-worm of the

Rose {Selandria rosce, Harris), the Apple-worm
and a few others, jiroduce exactly two genei-a-

tions in one year, and hence may be termed

"two-brooded." Again, the Colorado Potato-

bug in North Illinois is three-brooded, and not

improbably in more southerly regions is four-

brooded. L.astly, the common House-fly, the

Cheese-fly, the various species of Blow-flies

and Meat-flies, and the multifarious species of

Plant-lice {Aphis) produce an indefinite num-
ber of successive broods in a single year, some-

times amounting in the case of the last-named

genus, as has been proved by actual experi-

ment, to as many as nine. So far as regards the

Chinch Bug, we know from the very valuable

and pains-taking observations of Dr. II. Shimer,

that in North Illinois it produces just two gen-

erations or broods in one year. But it is quite

agreeable to analogy, that iu more southerly

latitudes it may be three-brooded or possibly
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even foui--brooded. For instance, the moth

known as the Poplar Spinner, (Clostera ameri-

cana, Harris), is stated by Dr. Harris and Dr.

Fitch to be only single-brooded in Massachusetts

and New York, the insect spinning up in Sep-

tember or October, passing the winter in the

pupa state, and coming out in the winged form

iu the following June. But Dr. Harris—no

doubt on the authority of Abbott—states that

"in Georgia this insect breeds twice a year;"*

and we ourselves reared numerous specimens

of the moth, July 19th and subsequently, from

larviB obtained at Champaign in Central Illinois

at the beginning of the same month of the same

year. Wlieuce it necessarily follows, that in

Central Illinois, as well as in Georgia, this spe-

cies must be double-brooded ; for otherwise the

majority, at all events, of our larva; would have

remained in their cocoons till the following

spring; whereas every cocoon that we obtained

produced a moth the same season, and iu ample

time for a second brood of caterpillars to ma-

ture from the eggs laid by this brood of moths.

If, therefore, the Poplar Spinner can be single-

brooded iu Massachusetts and New York, and

double-brooded in Central Illinois and in Geor-

gia, it is quite reasonable to infer that an insect

such as the Chinch Bug, which in North Illinois

is only allowed by the shortness of the summer
to mature two broods, may be enabled in re-

gions where tlie summer is so much longer to

mature three or possibly even four broods.

It is these two peculiarities in the habits of

the Chinch Bug, namely, first, its continuing to

take food from the day of its birth to the day of

its death, and secondly its being eitlier two-

brooded or many-brooded, that renders it so

destructive and so difficult to combat. vSuch as

survive the autumn, when the plants on the sap

of which they feed are mostly dried up so as to

afford them little or no nourishment, pass the

winter in the usual torpid state, and always in

the perfect or winged form, under dead leaves,

under sticks of wood, under flat stones, in moss,

in bunches of old dead grass or weeds or straw,

and often in corn-stalks and corn-shucks. In

the winter all kinds of insect-devouring

animals, such as birds, shrew-mice, etc., are

hard put to it for food, and have to search every

hole and corner for their appropriate prey. But
no matter how closely they may thin out the

Cliinch Bugs, or how generally these insects

may have been starved out by the autumnal
droughts, there will always be a few left for

seed next year. Suppose that there are only

2,000 Chinch Bugs remaining in the spring
*Injuriou» Insects, \i. 434

in a certain field, and that each female of the

2,000, as vegetation starts, raises a family of only

200, which is a low calculation. Then—allow-

ing the sexes to be equal in number, whereas in

reality the females are always far more numer-
ous than the males—the first or spring brood

will consist of 200,000, of which number 100,000

will be females. Here, if the species were single-

brooded, the process would stop for the current

year; and 200,000 Chinch Bugs in one field

would be thought nothing of by the AVestern

farmer. But the species is not single-brooded

and the process does not stop here. Each
successive brood increases in numbers in Geo-

metrical Progression, unless there be something

to check their increase; until the second brood

amounts to tv/enty millions, and the third brood

to two thousand millions. We may form some
idea of the meaning of two thousand millions

of Chinch Bugs, when it is stated that that

number of Lheni, placed in a straight line head

and tail together, would just about reach from

the surface of the earth to its central point—

a

distance of four thousand miles.

Dr. Shimer states that "on May IG, 1865, a

bright, sunny, summer-like day, the atmosphere

was swarming with Chinch Bugs on the wing
at Mt. Carroll, in North Illinois." "They were

so numerous," he adds, " alighting on the pave-

ments in the village, that scarcely a step could

be taken without crushing many of them under

foot. In a few days they had all disappeared."

He had, as he tells us, witnessed the same

phenomenon in their "autumnal love-season"

in the year 18C1, and again in the year 18C4 ; and

it appears from the context that by " autumnal "

he means a period in the year at least as early

as August.* In the course of an entomological

experience of eleven years in North Illinois, we
have ourselves witnessed one such fiight of

Chinch Bugs—not however by any means as

copious a one as that described by Dr. Shimer

—

and this occurred near Rock Island on July

26lli, 18C4. Dr. Shimer deduces from the facts

observed by liini what seems to us rather a

strained inference, namely, that it is the normal

habit of these insects to take wing in vast

droves every spring and summer, or as he would

call it " autumn ;
" that these occasions form

their only "love-seasons;" and that "these

remarkable little creatures prefer to conduct

their courtshii)s under the searching gaze of the

noonday sun." If his theory were correct, and

Chinch Bugs regularly took wing in North Illi-

nois iu vast swarms twice every year, it seems

•Sep Dr. Shimev's I'aiier in Trans. N 111 II.>rl. Soc. Rmt
compm-e pages 98 and 99
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to US that we must ourselves liave iioticeil more

than one such flight in the course of eleven

years' careful observation. Our own private

opinion is, that it is only when Chinch Bii^s

have become so unduly numerous, as to be

instinctively aware that they must either

emigrate or starve, that they take wing in I lie

manner occasionally observed both by Dr.

Shimer and by ourselves. This is strictly

analogous to the habits of the Army
worm, and the diflerent migratory Grass-

lioppers, whether European or American

;

all of which insects, and many others which

might be mentioned, do not emigrate regularly

every year, but only in those particular years

wheu their numbers happen to have become

very large and food begins to run scarce. Be

this as it may. Dr. Shimer's concluding remarks

are correct, so far as our observations extend

:

" At no other time save their love-season, twice

a year, have I ever seen one Chinch Bug Hying.

It is quite remarkable that the winged insect,

under no other circumstances, will even attempt

to use its ample wings. No threatening danger,

however imminent, whether of being driven

over by grain-reapers' wagons, or of being

trodden under foot, etc., will prompt it to use

its wings to escape. I have tiled all imagin-

able ways to induce them to fly, as by thresh-

ing among them with bundles of rods or grass,

by gathering them up and letting them fall

from a height, etc., but they invariably refuse

entirely to attempt to use their wings in escap-

ing from danger." Mr. D. K. Emerson, how-

ever, of Stoughton, Dane county. Wis., is

reported in the Proceedings of the Neic York

Farmers' Club as saying that " after they com-

mence flying, corn is too far advanced for them

to damage, as it is too ripe to roast;" which

would bring the period of their flying well on

into September, instead of the orthodox " love-

season " of July. And Dan. F. Kogers, of

Waltham, LaSalle county. North Illinois, gives

the following graphic account of their vagaries,

from which it follows that, at the very period

of the year when, according to Dr. Shimer's

theory, the insect ought to be in the air and

using its wings, it was crawling rapidly along

the earth in vast crowds in the most heterodox

manner, and without paying any attention to

Dr. Shimer's so-called " love-season," was actu-

ally traveling a-foot in a provokingly irregular

way in the very midst of harvest.

Tliere never was a belter "show" for wheat auil

barley than we had here the 10th of June, and no more
paltry crop has been hai'vested since we were a town.
Many fanners did not get their seed. In passing
bv a tield of barley where the Cliineh Bugs had

been at work for a

iin 111.- i.|i|H,-iir -i.ir. i)> Mi.h mimbers that I felt
ahihi-i aiVanl lo ml. my li..i..- among thera. The
i-uail ami Till. IS wi-rr ali\.' wiiii tliem. 8onie teams
w.'iv at woik iiiriHlinu- llic i-oa.l at tl]issi)ot, and the
liUL'^ .MIX, IV. I 1,1.11, l,..r-.s aii.l >.-i-apci-s till they were
(u,v..| I., ,|i,ii u,,rk lor 111.' .lav 'nie bii-s took ten
a.T-- ..filial ...111, .'l-aii t.. 111.' -n.iiiid, b.-l'ore its liard-
riiiii- -talk>~ l.iiiiy t<..i mii.-li lor their tools—checked
till II pro^^ress Another lot ofthem came fromawhcat
tiiKl adjoining my farm into a piece of com, stopping
now and then for a bite, but not long. Then they
crossed a meadow .30 rods into a lU-acre lot of sorgo',
and swept it lik<' a lire, tlimisjli lli.- ran.- wastli.ii M-arce
in tassel. Fi-..iii \\ ln-at l.i -or-.. «a- al I. a-l Ni\lv rods.
Their mar.'li «aN -..m-iih'.I 1.\ ih. .l^...^ .lal.l.' lau. .'X-
cept that Ih.v w. n- iiilcriialU' luiii-rx . an. I \\ru\ \s lion-

there was m.l.~l to cat. lltlpunj a „.nii,:~'r li„rr.,i ,,|icof

hers that tliey bid fair to drive out
crib, stable,' well-curb, trees, garden fences— one
(vei/./«;/ mass of .stinking life. lu the hoitse as well as
outside, like the lice ot Egypt, they were everywhere;
but ill a single day they were gone.*

It has long beeu known that the Chinch Bug
deposits its eggs underground and upon the

roots of the plants which it infests, and that the

young larvie remain underground for some con-

siderable time after they hatch out, sucking the

sap from the roots. If, in the spring of the

year, you pull up a wheat plant in a field badly

infested by this insect, you will find hundreds
of the eggs attached to the roots; and at a

somewhat later period the young larvie may be

found clustering upon the roots and looking like

so many moving little red atoms. According to

Dr. Shimer, the egg is so small as to be scarcely

visible to the naked eye, of au oval shape, about

four times as long as wide, of a pale amber
white color when first laid, but subsequently

assuming a reddish color from the young larva

showing through the transparent shell. t As
the mother Chinch Bug has to work her way
underground in the spring of the year, in order

to get at the roots upon which she proposes to

lay her eggs, it becomes evident at once, that

the looser the soil is at this time of the year the

greater the facilities which are ofl'ered for the

operation. Hence the great advantage of

plonghing land for spring grain in the preceding

autumn, or, if ploughed in the spring, rolling it

repeatedly with a heavy roller alter seeding.

And hence the remark frequently made by

farmers, that wheat harrowed in upon old corn-

ground, without any ploughing at all, is far less

neij' Cluh, printed

tin Dr. Shhner's Paiar th.- .liiiuiisions of the egg, as
"determined with tine iiiutluiuaticul instruments," are
said to be "0.04 inch long and u.ui inch wide," (p. 99.)

We never measured the egg ourselves, but we suspect that
this is either a clerical or a typogi-aphical eiTor for "0 004

inch long and 0.001 inch wide. '

' Otherwise the egg would
l)e nearl>- one-third as long us the insect itself; and as Dr.
Shimer thinks that every female lays about 500 eggs, this

would be somethiug like getting a bushel of wheat out of a
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infested by Chinch Bug than wlieat put in upon
land tliat has been ploughed. There is another

fact which has been i-epeatedly noticed by prac-

tical men. This insect cannot live and thrive

and multiply in land that is sopping with

water; and it generally commences its opera-

tions in early spring upon those particular parts

of every field where the soil is the loosest and

the driest.

There are, as is well known to Entomologists,

many genera of the Half-winged Bugs, which in

Europe occur in two distinct or " dimorphous"
forms, with no intermediate grades between
the two; namely, a short-winged or sometimes

even a completely wingless type and a long-

winged type. Frequently the two occur pro-

miscuously together, and are found promis-

cuously copulating so that they cannot possibly

be distinct species. Sometimes the short-

winged type occurs only in particular seasons

and especially in very hot seasons. More
rarely the short-winged type occurs in a diflfer-

ent locality from the long-winged type, and
usually in that case in a more northerly locality.

We have a good illustration of this latter

peculiarity in the case of the Chinch Bug, of

which we received eleven specimens (Fig. 122)

[Fig. ii!2.] some years ago from Can-

ada West, that unques-

tionably are a dimorph-

ous short-winged form of

the normal long-winged

form found so abundantly

in the Western States.

So far as we are advised,

it has never occurred in

such numbers in Canada
as to do any damage tliere

;

neither is such an event
probable, because, as al-

white. ' ready stated, the Chinch
Bug is decidedly a Southern species and does
not flourish even in NewEngland and New
York.

Natural Checks to the Miiltiiiiication of the

Chintli Bug.

It will be asked why Chinch Bugs do not in-
crease every season, with the same frightful
rapidity and at the same terrific rate of Geomet-
rical Progression, that has been referred to
above. The answer i« simple. They are checked
in their increase in certain years by two causes,
first, the prevalence of frequent heavy show-
CFS, and second, by being themselves preyed on
by several carnivorous or cannibal insects and

to a certain extent by birds. We will now dis-

cuss the first branch of this subject, and after-

wards take up tlie second. As to the popular

idea, that cold winters kill this and other nox-

ious insects, we do not believe that tliere is any
truth in it. You may take any large wood-
boring larva and expose it to a temperature of

many degrees below zero, till it freezes as solid

as an icicle ; and you may then take it into a

warm room and thaw it out, and it will be as

brisk and as lively as ever. It is very true that

it requires a verx- low temperature to freeze such

a larva—probably for tlie same reason that gum-
water will not freeze at any ordinary tempera-

ture—but still freezing, even if repeated several

times, does not seem to injure its vitality in the

least. As a general rule, we believe that it is

only extremes of drought and moisture, and not

extremes of heat and cold, that aflect insects in-

iuriously. Some of the very worst summers for

noxious insects have followed very cold winters.

Heavy Rains ilestriictive to the Chinch Hug.

As the Chinch Bug, unlike most other true

Bugs, deposits its eggs underground, and as the

young larvffi live there for a considerable time,

it must be manifest that heavy soaking rains

will have a tendency to drown them out. The
simple fact, long ago observed and recorded by
practical men, such as Mr. B. E. Fleharty of

North Prairie, Knox county. Ills., that this in-

sect scrupulously avoids wet land, proves that

moisture is naturally injurious to its constitu-

tion. Hence it was many years ago remarked
by intelligent farmers, and we have ourselves

repeatedly observed the same thing, that very

often when the spring opens dry Chinch Bugs
will begin to increase and multiply in an alarm-

ing manner; but that the very first heavy
shower checks them up immediately, and re-

peated heavy rains put an almost entire stop to

their operations. It is very true that nearly all

insects will bear immersion under water for

many hours, and frequently for a whole day,

without sufiering death therefrom ; for although

animation is apparently suspended in such cases,

they yet, as the phrase is, " come to life again."

But no insect, except the few that arc provided

with gills like fishes and extract the air out of

the water, instead of breathing it at first hand,

can stand a prolonged immersion in water with-

out drowning. And it must be obvious to the

meanest capacity, that an insect, such as the

Chinch Bug, whose natural home is the driest

soil it can find, will have its health injuriously

affected by a prolonged residence in a wet soil.
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Here we might stop. The thing is so plain

that even a child can understand it. It is no

new tiieory of ours. It is simply the result of

the experience of all the intelligent farmers of

the West for a long series of years. It may be

expressed in these words: In a hot, dry season

Chinch Bugs are always the worst; in a wet sen-

son it is impossible for them to do any consid-

erable amount of damage. But Dr. Henry 8hi-

mer is not satisfied with a theory so simple and

clear, that it scarcely deserves the name of

theory. He has gotten up and expounded to

the world a uew and recondite theory of his

own, namely, that in the terribly wet season of

180"), when the Chinch Bug, although in early

spring it had appeared in very great numbers,

was almost annihilated in the course of the

summer, it perished, not as others had foolishly

sujjposed, from the direct operation of the rain,

but indirectly through a certain mysterious epi-

demic disease, analogous to the Cholera or the

Yellow Fever among human beings. lie fully

allows that the mortality among the Chinch

Bugs was conteraporaneons with the wet
weather; but he will have it that it was not the

wot weather that killed the Bug, as wo common
folks have always hitherto believed, but that it

was his newly-discovered Epidemic Disease.

He gives no name to this disease ; but we think

that those who may still believe in its existence

should, for convenience' sake and for the sake of

additional scientific display, call it for the future

" Febris Shimerana."
In science, when a new theory is broached,

we always ask, '""Where are the proofs of it?"

Here follows all the proof, that we have bcefi

able to find of this hypothesis of Dr. Shimer's,

after repeatedly perusing his own Paper on the

subject.* As in common fairness bound, we
quote his own language at full length. The
italics are ours, not his.

Pkoof 1st (p. 101).—' ' There can be iio doubt about
this beuig an epidemic disease, iecaime the inxeds died
'rithout attahiintf their viattwity. '

'

Proof 2nd (p. lOl).—•This dKeaso iinion-' the
CliindiUu-. u-a<as>oriat.>awitI, • ' ,- ,,;,„.J„w.
doudii. .:.,.) ,r..,tl,.r tliat prevail, d 'i: i;:.

i _. - iln- por-
tion of thr prri.Ml of tliLii- ,1,-\,>|,,|,:,, ir ,

, ) lauMli-ss
was in a iiiiM-iu-i- pDMlii,-,-,! /.y '

. :-/'-/«./

fledricitij, lunibiUfd with i.'xct.--i\ . liiHni.lii\ ot thi'

atmosplieri', whereby an iMipuilVrt piivsiral ('bu^'")
organization was developed. Thi- (li<i'ase was at its

maximum (iKr»ny(/j« nwni^t irarm. uyath, /-that followed the
cold rains of June and the first part of .July . Thr young
Chiucli Bug spent a great portion of its tiine on or near
the ground, where its lodij was colder than the atmospJwre;
heihcef upon, plt-ilosophi-cal prin-ciples , therf must have been
an excessive precipitation of watery vapor in the hronrhial
tiilies. These are thefacts in. the case.

'

'

AVe are no physicians ourselves; but in all

humility we should like to ask the following

most unprofessional questions of Dr. Shimer,
before we can consent to believe that the above
two quotations demonstrate the existence of

Febris Shimerana.

As TO HIS Proof 1st.—Half the children that

are born die before they are one year old. Does
it follow therefore that they all die of •' epidemic
disease?" And if not, why not? Surely this

would be Just as legitimate an inference as Dr.
Shimer's. Again, we have ourselves repeatedly

had whole broods of Iarv«, that we were endeav-
oring to rear to the perfect winged form, per-

ish "without attaining maturity." Hitherto

we had always supposed that they died because
we had kept them too dry or too moist, given
them the wrong food, etc., etc. Did they in

reality die of Febris Shimerana F Certainly

such an inference would be just as legitimate as

the inference quoted above, namely, that the

Chinch Bugs in 1865 must have died of epidemic

disease, simply because they " died without
attaining their maturity."

As TO HIS Proof 2nd.—If Febris Shimerana
is produced by "an excessive precipitation of

watery vapor in the bronchial tubes " of the

Chinch Bng, in consequence of" its body being
colder than the atmosphere ;" how does it come
about that, according to Dr. Shimer himself,

this dreadful epidemic disease commenced with
the " cool weather " and was only at its " maxi-
mum during the moist warm weather?" Or is

the body of the Chinch Bug naturally so cold,

when it is " on or near the ground," that even
in ••' cool weather " it is so much colder than the

atmosphere, as to cause the " precipitation of
watery vapor in its bronchial tubes?" If so,

we should like to know what prevents this "pre-
cipitation of watery vapor " every year, and
why the dreadful epidemic only prevailed in

18i>;j? The whole thing from beginning to end
is pure assumption. Neither Dr. Shimer nor
any other mortal man ever inserted the bulb of
a thermometer into the " bronchial tubes " of a

Chinch Bug, so as to ascertain what the temper-
ature there was. Besides, the theory contra-

dicts itself. First, we are told that Febris
Shimerana is " doubtless in a measure produced
by deficient heat " in the atmosphere, and then

immediately afterwards it is accounted for on
the hypothesis of the " body of the Chinch Bug
being colder than the atmosphere,'" which im-
plies a superabundance ofheat in the atmosphere.
And such gratuitous assumptions as these are

called " facts,'" and such untenable principles are

put forth with a gretit parade of learning as "phi-

losophical I" Verily, if this is philosophy, we
do not know where wo can go to C.nd charlatan-
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ism. And all this from an author who sees fit

to read his entomological brethren a severe lec-

ture for " filling their pages with the unreliable

and worthless sayings of incorrect observers,

chiefly correspondents;"' for "speaking from

conjecture and comparisons and hearsay ;'' and

for being " all of them one-idea men, who get

the BUG so close up to their eyes, that there is

danger that it may obscure even the light of the

sun!" And who finally, after depreciating the

labors of all his predecessors, complacently

blows his own trumpet, at the end of his

precious jumble of false physiology, illogical

inferences, and gratuitous assumption, by as-

serting that his Article is " the most complete

Natural History of the Chinch Bug upon record."

AVe do not now deny, and never have denied,

that Dr. Shinier is a good observer; and so long

as he confines himself to telling us what he has

seen with liis own eyes, we are always glad to

hear from him. But it is really too bad to be

dosed with gaseous speculations, about " the

precipitation of watery vapor in the bronchial

tubes " of a Chinch Bug, by a writer who tells

us in the same breath, that he "has long ago

come to the conclusion, that we have no right

to know anything by mere conjecture, unsup-

ported by observation."'

Prophecies Aboat the Chinch Bug.

One of the most dangerous things for a Natu-

ralist to attempt is to prophecy. "VVe have our-

selves in bygone years put forth two prophecies

as to the future progress of certain insects ; 1st,

in the year 18G5, one year after the Colorado

Potato Bug had invaded the western limits of

Illinois, that it would subsequently sweep west-

ward at the rate of some fifty miles a year till it

touched the Atlantic Ocean; 2d, in the year

18GG, that the Colorado Grasshopper would not

progress westward in that manner, but that on
the contrary it would never get farther east

than the western half of Iowa and of Missouri.

We leave others to say how far these prophecies

of ours have been verified by subsequent events.

Now let us see what success Dr. Shimer has had

in prophecying as to the future doings of the

Chinch Bug in Illinois. On February lUh,

1868, at Freeport in North Illinois, he thus dis-

courses before the North Illinois Horticultural

Society

:

Even our State Entomologist, Mr. Walsh, believes
tiKil Chincli r.ims are manv-broodeJ, and strangely,
alhi- llir -iv;ii .piilcmie of 1805, that almost swept the
la^l M vij-,. ,,r iiiiin awav, teaches (lecture before the
H.ini.ultiiral >,.,icty, Mt". Carroll, Dec. 19, 1807.) that
when we liavc a wet spring we will [shall] not have
many Chinch bugs, but that whenever we have a dry
spring we will [shall] be troubled again with them as

heretofore. Where is the seed of them? I uebe stake
MY REPUTATION AS A NATURALIST On the declaration,
that for our region of country it will require many years
of warm dry summers and mild or snowy winters for
protection , to develop such a numerous host of Chinch
Bugs as we had in 1863, '4 and '5.

Assuming that the above prophecy of Dr.
Shiiner's was intended to apply only to the State

of Illinois, and not to the wliole Western region

which is subject to the attacks of the Chinch
Bug, let us see how far, in that one single

State, his prediction has been verified by facts.

Of course, if it was really an Epidemic Disease,

like the Cholera, and not merely the direct

operation of the wet weather, that caused the

great mortality among the Chinch Bugs in 18Go,

it is unreasonable to suppose that this Epidemic
Disease could only have spread through a single

township, or a single county, or any very limited

extent of territory. We think, therefore, that we
are safe in inferring, that Dr. Shimer intended

his observations to apply to a district of land at

least as large as the whole State of Illinois.

Now, if we search the valuable " Records of the

Season" which appeared weekly in the year

1868, in the Prairie Farmer, we shall find the

following paragraphs, dated from several coun-

ties in South Illinois some six months after Dr.

Shimer had discoursed as quoted above

:

Clinton Co., Jlh., Aug. 1, 1808—I think I mightsay
with safety, that one-tenth of the corn planted in this

neighborhood was entirely killed by the Chinch Bugs
in ten days aftir win at liarvc~t, at which time we had
a good ra'intlial -rcinc! t-. -tnp operations. The ground
is now gettiii;: 'i"ii' 'li> '"d i> fi'esh crop of Chinch
Bugs an- liatcliiiii; l^.v llir uiyiiad. It does not appear
to make aiiv lirlrn inr imw wli.thrr it i^ near wheat-
stubble oi- not , lor I -aw In-, lav. .11 iir\vl:ni.lju-t. cleared
of timlii'i- la-t winliTiluU so mil- iiniii w lim- wheat
ever grew) stalks that weiv I.Inh u down, aliiio-t i-ovcrcd,

and the ground uikUt tlivm letl with the little pests,

scarce able to crawl. Unless we ha-\e a great deal of
rain this month and next, I think our corn must be very
light. C. T. S.
Kandolph Co., Ills., Sept. 3, 1868.—On account ot

the repeated very dry season and the ravages of Chinch
Bugs, corn-raising in this county is nearly abandoned.
In addition to the general e.vtreme heat, we have had
no rain here so as to wet the ground half an inch dur-
ing the months of .June, Julv and August initil August
•28th.

"

W. A.
Clinton. Co., Jlls., Sept. 19, 1868.—It was quite dry

here the last half of July and up to the 20tl) of August.
As I expected when I wrote to you last, the bugs sucked
our corn very hard, so that a great deal of it will be
quite light and chaffy. Had a good rain on Aug. iOth,

which cleared the bugs from the corn. C. T. 8.

Effingham Co., Jlh., Oct. 4, 1868.—We should have
had a good crop of corn this year, had it not been for
the ravages of that most detestable of all insects , the
Chinch Bug, which nas been working on our own corn
since the 1st of July. K. G. E.

The following appeared iu the Western Rural

of Aug. 1, 1868, from the pen ofa correspondent

:

Effiaqham Co., Ills., July 20, 1868.-Owing to tlie dry
we.ither from June 8th till harvest, the Chincli Bug has
Injured the wheat crop very much-almost, if not quite

On July 18, 18C8, Col. Heckcr, of Lebanon,

St. Clair Co., Ills., wrote to us as follows:
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The Chinch Bus thw ^eu h i^ iiiiiud t _uitmuiy
licUIsof coin 111 tin luuhldli 1 in I 1 iiti ilmte the
fiiihire of onr \\ li it i

i
t lli mi in I Ihccais

became do id |u t wli ii th I i h 1 lli I mil wis
forming, th it i \\li ii th 1 m 1 \\ i m tli llulk^

stiite. As the < hiiu li Jin, « is m oni %\ hi it hclds 1>\

millions, I suppoae that iii conspqueiu e ot its absti vet

ing the sip ot the phnt the c us could not till

Tims It appeals tint tluoughoiit a lii^cdis

tiii-t of Southern Illinois whcie thcie wis

lonjr-coiitiniied cli ought duiuy the suinimi of

ISIJS, the Chinch Bu^ was vci\ nitmeious and

vei-y destructive that summer. On the con-

trary, in Northern Illinois, which did not expe-

rience any scarcity of seasonable rains in the

summer of 1SG8, there was no complaint what-

ever of tlie Cliineb Bug, although a few solitary

specimens were noticed there that summer even

on the extreme northern verge of the State,

as, for example, by Mr. Elisha Gridley, at

Half Day, Lake Co.

The above quoted cases will probably

be enough to satisfy the reader, as to the

truth of the common old-fashioned theory,

the fallaciousness of Dr. Shimor's new-fangled

notion, and the unreliability of that genlleman's

entomological prophecies. But, if necessary,

it would be easy to multiply such communica-

tions as these from other sources; and we have

ourselves, in the course of our peregiiuations

through Southern and Central Illinois, heard of

other such cases in other counties. It is cer-

tainly most unfortunate for the scientific repu-

tation of a naturalist, that after he had pledged

that reputation in February upon (he assertion,

that the Chinch Bug could never swarm as it

used to do in Illinois for many years to come,

(he little rascal should be provoking enough to

do so only six months afterwards ! We fear,

however, that, in spile of the notorious falsiti-

cation of his prophecies, the prophet will blame

us greatly for " tilling our pages with the unre-

liable and worthless sayings of incorrect ob-

servers, chiefly correspondents." But, for our

own part, we must say th.at we set much more
store by ten Hues of plain facts from the pen of a

practical farmer than by a whole printed volume
of physiological speculations from a Doctor of

Medicine, about " the precipitation of walery

vapor in the bronchial tubes of a Chinch Bug."'

[TO I!E COXCLDDED IS OUK NttXT XUMHEI1 ]

Ey As some of our exchuhges may wish to

illustrate any article they may copy from the

Amkuican Entomologist, wc have decided to

furnish electrotypes of our wood cuts, at one-

half the cost of engraving; these electrotypes to

be retained by the parties receiving them, if

thev desire it."

THE GR\PK BERRY MOTH
{Pentkma vitivorana 1 icl u 1 )

[Fi^ 1 ]

It is surprising to notice what a great change

sometimes takes place in the fauna and tiora of

a newly settled country like our own, in the

short space, even, of a single decade of years.

It is a well known fact among botanists that a

great many of our indigenous North American
plants have already become almost, if

not quite extinct, while other species and

varieties have taken their places; and the

entomologist who collects, for a dozen years,

in one and the same locality—no matter how
limited that locality may be— is pretty sure to

tind new species every year, while many
of those which he first found in abundance

either become rare or disappear entirely.

The late Dr. Harris, writing to Mr.
Edward Newman, in 1844, remarked: "Were
I to be required to say in one word
What is the System of Nature ? I should say.

Variety;" and if a second word were to be

added, we think that word should be, Change

!

Scarcely a year passes but some new iusect

foe suddenly makes its appearance amongst

us ; and were it not for the fact that the rav-

ages of others are at the same time abating,

the destruction which they unitedly would
cause would be intolerable.

The insect which forms the suliji'ct of this

article may be cited as an illustiation of such a

sudden appearance in many diflerent parts of

the country, for until last year no account of it

had ever been published, and it was entirely

uuknowu to science. It had, however, been

observed at Hudson, Oliio, for three or four

years past, by Mr. M. C. Read, of that place,

and several gentlemen Avho live in dill'erent

parts of Missouri and South Illinois have

informed us that they have also been acquainteil

with it for about that number of years, though

they all testify that it has gadually been on the

increase, and that it was never so numerous as

last year. Last summer we rocoived specimens
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of it from Mr. Read, and likewise from Mr.

Huron Burt, ofWilliamsburg, Missouri, and wc

found it universal in the vineyards along the

Pacific and Iron Mountain railroads, in tlic last

named State. It was equally common around

Alton, in Illinois, and we were informed by

Dr. Hull, of that place, that it ruined fifty per

cent, of the grapes around Cleveland, Ohio. It

also occurs in Pennsylvania, judging from

articles which appeared in the November and

December numbers of the Practical Farmer,

where Mr. S. 8. Kathvon gives an account, with

description, of some worms which were sent to

liim by the editors, and which answer in every

respect to the Grape-berry moth.

Its Natural History

may be given as follows : About the 1st of July,

the grapes that are attacked by the worm begin

lo show a discolored spot at the point where the

worm entered. (See Fig. 123 c.) Upon opening

sucli a grape, the inmate, which is at this time

very small and white, with a cinnamon-colored

head, will be found at the end of a winding
cliaunel. It continues to feed on the pulp of the

fruit, and upon reaching the seeds, generally cats

out their interior. As it matures it becomes
darker, being either of an olive-green or dark

brown color, with a honey-yellow head, and if

one grape is not sufficient, it fastens the already

ruined grape to an adjoining one, by means of

silken tlireads, and proceeds to burrow in it as

it did in the first. AVlien full grown it presents

the appearance of Figure 123 b, and is exceed-

ingly active. As soon as the grape is touched
the worm will wriggle out of it, and rapidly let

itself to the ground, by means of its evei'-ready

silken thread, unless care be taken to prevent
its so doing. The cocoon is often formed on the

leaves of the vino, in a manner essentially

cliaracteristic. After covering a given spot with
silk, the worm cuts out a clean oval flap, leaving
it hinged on one side, and, rolling this flap

over, fastens it to the leaf, and thus forms for

itself a cozy little house. One of these cocoons
is represented at Figure 12-1 b, and though the

m. nt is sometimes less regular
llian shown in the figure, it

is undoubtedly the normal
lKil.it of the insect to make
Jusi such a cocoon as repre-

.-•ciiled. Sometimes, how-
ever, it cuts two crescent-

shaped slits, and, rolling up
1 wo pieces, fastens tliem up in the middle as

i\vn a I, Figure IlTj. And Irequenfly it rolls

rTa]iicr('(,filieed.!i(M)lllio|,..af, inlhemamier

i
[Fij;. li-.j^ commonly adopted by leaf-rolling

larvas, while we have had them spin

up in a silk handkerchief, where they

made no cut at all.

In two days after completing the

loi'onn, the worm changes to a chrysalis.

In this state (Fig. 124 a), it measures about

one-fifth of an inch, and is quite variable

in color, being generally of a honey-yellow,

with a green shade on the .abdomen. In

about ten days after this last change takes

place, the chrysalis works itself almost entirely

out of the cocoon, and the little moth rei)re-

sentcd at Figure 123 a, makes its escape.

The first moths appear in Southern Illinois

and Central Missouri about the 1st of August,

and as the worms are found in the grapes during

the months of August and September, or even

later, and as Mr. Read has kept the cocoons

through the greater part of the winter, there is

every reason to believe that a second brood of

worms is generated from these moths, and that

this second brood of worms, as in the case of

the Codling moth of the apple, passes the winter

in the cocoon, and produces the moth the

following spring, in time to lay the eggs on the

grapes while tliej' are forming.

Specimens of tliC moth were sent by us, last

summer, to the English Lepidopterist, Mr. H.

T. Stainton, for identification, but Mr. S. could

not very well refer it to any known genus. Mr.

A. 8. Packard, jr., of Salem, Mass., however,

has referred it to the genus Penthina, and has

given it the specific name of vitivorana, on

page 33G of his "Guide to the Study of

Insects ;
" and from advanced sheets which

were furnished him by the author, the Junior

Editor of this Journal adopted this name in his

"First Annual Report" (p. 135), where the

insect was first described.

In the accounts abovc^ referred to, Mr. Read
is quoted as authority for the statement tliatthe

first woims which appear, roll up the leaves

and feed upon them; but we learn from that

gentleman that this is a gross mistake, which

was made by some misconstruction which Mr.

Packard jnil upon his (Mr. Read's) communi-

Tlie Remedy.

From information obtained at the late meeting

of tlie '• Mississippi Valley Grape (irowcrs"

Association," recently held at Alton, 111., wc

learn that tliis worm is found in greatest num-

bers on such grapes as the Herbemont, or those

varieties which have tender skins, and close,

compact bunches ; though it has also been known
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10 occiu- on almost every variety grown. As
already stated, there can be little donbt but that

the greater part of the second brood of worms
passes the winter in the cocoon on the fallen

leaves; and, in such an event, many of them

may be destroyed by raking up and burning the

leaves at any time during the winter. The
berries attacked by the worm may easily be

detected, providing there is no "grape rot" in

the vineyard, either by a discolored spot as

shoAvn at Figure 12o c, or by the entire discolor-

ation and shrinking of the berry, as shown at

Figure 121) d. When the vineyard is attacked

liy the " rot," the wormy berries arc not so

easily distinguished, as they bear a close resem-

blance to the rotting ones.

Many wine makers are in the habit of picking

up all fallen berries, and of coinwting them into

vi\ui2. The wine made from such berries is but

third-rate, it is true; but we strongly recom-

mend the practice, as upon racking otf the

juice obtained from them, countless numbers of

these worms are found in the sediment, while

unseen hosts of them ai-e also, most likely,

crushed with the hnsks. Those who do not

make wine should pick up and destroy all fallen

POISONOUS FLOUR.

The Dlack Snout-beetle, {SitojMlusyrandriitu,

Linn.), about one-fifth of an inch long, which is

lomraonly found in granaries preying upon
small grain, and which was introduced into this

conntry a long time ago from Europe, is the only

grain-feeding insect properly called " the Wee-
vil." The orange-colored larva, indeed, of the

Wheat-midge {Diplosis tritici, Kirby), which
infests small grain, not in the granary, but in

llie field, is frequently designated by this name
"f "Weevil;" and in the West is otherwise

known as the " Red Weevil," and in the East
as the " Milk Weevil." But this is a mere pop-
ular misnomer; for this last insect belongs in

reality to the Two-winged Flics (Order Dij)-

/cra), and all the true AVeevils belong to the

Beetles (Order Coleoptera)

.

We have recently been informed by Dr. W.
1). llartman, of West Chester, Pcnn., that "in
the South this beetle has been used successfully

as a substitute for the Spanish Blister-beelle

(Canlliuride.s), and with this advantage over

the foreign insect, that it docs not cause stran-

gury, to escape from which," as Dr. Hartman
further observes, "is a very great and impor-
tant item in the action of a blister." We are

not informed how the above discovery came to

l)c niade in the Southern States; but infer that

it was probably from the great scarcity there of

the imported Spanish fly, during the late war,

in consequence of the rigid stringency of the

blockade of their sea-ports. Dr. Hartman goes

on to suggest, that it would be a very good idea

to ascertain experimentally, whether the Colo-

rado Potato-bug may not possess the same medi-

cinal powers as the Grain Weevil, and the true

Blister-beetles {Lyita) both native and exotic

;

and that, in that event, we might turn the hate-

ful pest to some practical account.

There can be no doubt that great numbers of

this Grain Weevil are often ground up into

flour; and that, although the coarser and harder

parts of them, such as the legs, snouts and wing-

cases, would probabh' be for the most part re-

tained by the bolting-cloth, yet that a consider-

able portion of the body Avill be gronnd up fine

enough to be incorporated with the Extra Su-

perfine Family Flour, of which most of us par-

take every day. In that event, if the number of

Weevils should be large, the flour would un-

doubtedly be poisonous; for we know now that

these Weevils have nearly the same medicinal

properties as Spanish flies, and Spanish flies, as is

notorious, are, even in comparatively very small

doses, a most violent and dangerous drug to

take internally, and when swallowed in larger

doses are a deadly poison.

That this is not a purely speculative view of

the subject is proved by the following passage

from the Transactions of the London Entomo-
loijical Society;* which, be it remembered, was
written a great many years ago, and long before

it was discovered in our Southern States that

the Grain Weevil raised as good a blister as the

true Blister-beetles or Cantliarides of the shops

:

" A medical man in Madeira assured Mr. Mills,

that he considered the wings and the crustaceous

parts of the Weevil so heating to the system, as

to be almost as injurious as Cantharides, taken

internally, on a slow scale."

May not a remarkable case, which occurred in

1.HG8 in the State of New York, of a particular

lilt of flour from a particular mill having pois-

oned all those who used it, and which was ac-

counted for at the time on the hypothesis of a

small quantity of lead having been ground up

along with the flour, be in reality explicable on

the theory of this flour having been manufac-

tured from old buggy wheat, full of this par-

ticular species of Weevil? At all events, no

flour made from wheat, containing any consid-

erable percentage of these Weevils, ought ever

to be employed for human food. Such an arti-

cle is only fit for the starch-makers.

' VoJiujie I, p. 343; quoted in Cuitis's Farm Insects, p.
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MOUNDING PEACH-TREES.

Tlicic is a considerable .imouiit of evidence

that, by maintaining a permanent mound of

eartli—say a foot and a half or two feet high

—

round the but of full-grown, good-sized pcacli-

trees, the peach-borer can be entirely or al-

most entirely excluded from trees of this size,

although not from young trees—say under four

years old. "Without ourselves oftering any deli-

nite opinion on tliis practically important ques-

tion, we propose to furnish our readers Avith the

facts and arguments tliat have been adduced on

either side of the question.

In common with the rest of the Fruit-growers'

Excursion Party, we Avere enabled, through the

liberality of the I. C. R. E., to visit in October,

1868, the extensive peach orchard of the Messrs.

"Winter Brothers at Duquoiu, in South Illinois.

They have 0,000 large, full-grown trees in their

orchard, and in 18Go commenced mounding them
up about two feet high, the crotch in such of

them as are low-headed being now completely

covered Avith earth. Before mounding they

Avormed their trees ; and in such as are moun-
ded they now find no Avorms to signify, .although,

as they informed us, in certain trees near the

house that have never been mounded there are

plenty. "We ourselves could see no signs of any
Avorms ill any mounded trees, although scA'eral

genuine peach-borers Avere dug in our presence

out of two unmounded trees, that immediately

adjoined the part of the orchard that had been
mounded, and exhibited at the first glance the

usual gummy exudation indicative of Avorm-

Avork. It is proper to add, that the Messrs.

Winter Brothers keep about one hog to the acre

in their orchard to pick up the fiillen fruit, by
Avay of heading ofl' the Curciilio ; but that, ac-

cording to them, it is but very seldom that these

animals root into the mounds round the buts
of the trees.

At the meeting of the Illinois State Horticul-

tural Society in December, 186S, Mr. B. Piilleu

of Centralia, Illinois, personally informed us
that he finds the mounding system .an effectual

remedy against the Peach-borer; but that it is

no use until the trees are about four years old.

Up to that age, he depends upon the knife. He
b.anks up his trees about ten inches high, and
packs the earth tightly against the but Avith the

toot. He once mounded up some A'ery wormy
trees—so Avormy indeed that a few of them con-

tained each from forty to seventy larvas, so that

he was afraid of girdling and killing them if he
wont to Avork at them with the knife. Contrary
toAvhat might have been expected, hoAvever,

these trees did Avell ; and there have been no

AVOrms to be found in them since.

As, in cases of this practical importanrc, it is

often necessary to add line upon line and pre-

cept upon precept, Ave shall subjoin here Avhat

has been said upon this same subject by Mr.
Pullcn. ill tho (•o!uiiiii,< of t lie Wcsfa-n lUi'nil:

As Spi'in- wm - 1 l.r w]Miii ii~. I v,-i>li lo a.1.1 mv trs-
timonv ill lavcri.r lli.- • I'.aukin- S\-I,'m" as a \n-c-

venthc auMin-t llir ]„ a.'h-li.MTr A- to ii> officai-v

11"! :i.|
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iliM^ troiiloil tlicy should be first severely cut back, when
IIhv will iii;ik(_':i growth of young woocl.

E. A. Thompson.

It (i}i!y romaiiis now, after giving' all the cvi-

(li'iuc tliat wc have space for in favor of the

iiioiiuding sj'steni, as an effectual remedy a<fainst

I he reach-borer, to adduce what has been said

oil iIjc other sidooftlic question. The reader can

tluii make up his mind for himself, and govern

his own practice by the conclusions that he him-

self arrives at. It is to be hoped that he will not

be as much plagued and annoyed as the apocr}--

plial Justice of the Peace, who complained that,

alter the Plaintitrs counsel had made out a plain

case on his cnvn side of the question, the coun-

sel for the Defendant made out just as plain a

case on the other side ; and yet it was utterly

impossible for the poor man to decide in favor of

both of them

!

It is allowed on all hands, among the peach

growers in South Illinois, that of late years, for

some unexplained reason, the peach-borer has

not been near as destructive or common as for-

merly. Hence it is contended by many good

practical observers, and among others we believe

by Dr. Hull of Alton, that the almost complete

exemption from borers in mounded peach-or-

chards is due, not to any special effect produced

by tlic mounds, but to the general rarity of the

insect. In confirmation t)f this theory, it may
be remarked that Mr. A. Jlitchell has ten acres

of peach-trees that arc not mounded immediately

adjoining the mounded peach-orchard at Du-
quoin, belonging to the Winter Brothers; but

that, although he has paid no attention to worm-
ing his trees, he finds no worms in them of any

consecpience. As, however, he has had from

fifteen to twenty hogs running in this 10-acre lot

for the last two years, it may be supposed by
some that the worms are more or less com-

pletely destroyed by these hogs. But we heard

that Mr. E. A. Blauchardof Cobden, S. Illinois,

lias a lot of unmounded peach-trees six years old,

which he Jias not wormed for three years, and

among which no hogs have been suffered to run;

and yi't that he finds no borers of any conse-

quence in these trees. So, that in this case at all

events, we cannot attribute the paucity of peach-

borers to the multitude of prairie-rooters.

Finally wc have been assured by Dr. Hul 1, that

several years ago he placed heaps of lime or of

ashes round the buts of all his orchard trees

;

and that it produced no effect whatever towards

heading off the peach-borer. And we were told

by Mr Ransom of St. Joseph, Michigan, that he

has given the mounding system a fair trial upon
his own peach-trees in that State; and that his

experience is that it produces no beneficial cfloct

whatever.

A single suggestion from ourselves, and wc will

then leave this case to be decided by iho Jury:

The mounded trees belonging to the Winter
Brothers and to Mr. Thompson, and also, if we
mistake not, those owned by Mr. Pullen, were
all low-headed trees, so that the mound reached,

or sometimes even covered, the crotch. On the

contrary. Dr. Hull's peach-trees have a clear

trunk of some four feet, so that the mound
would not here come any where near the crotch.

!May not this diflcronce in the growth of flic

different trees respectively experimented upon
by these gentlemen, explain the otherwise inex-

plicable fact of the diametrically opiiosite re-

sults arrived at in either case? The Peach-

borer prefers especially the but of the trunk.

By mounding np a low-headed tree, you leave

it—strictly speaking—without any trunk at all,

and consequently without any but to the trunk

;

and you thus annihilate what is more especially

the favorite spot for the Moth of this insect to

deposit her eggs upon.

As many fruit-growers, who arc familiar

with the Peach-borer, have never seen the moth
that it produces, Ave subjoin here figures of the

two sexes (Fig. 126) of this insect by way of tail-

[Fis 120.]

piece, that to the left (1) representing the fe-

male, and that to the right (2) the male.

Note.—Since the above was in type, we have

received the following very interesting state-

ment, in confirmation of the fact that the Peach

Borer is becoming exceedingly scarce in South

Illinois, from Judge Brown, of Villa Ridge:
" The Peach Borer has almost entirely dis-

appeared from these parts. In digging into

more than fifty trees of two and three years'

growth, I found not more than two worms.
Tliej' were scarce last fall. Evidently llicy

have fallen a prey to some cannibal insect."

O^The Empress of Austria appeared at the

last State ball at Vienna, in a new dress com-

posed of the green and golden wings of South

American Beetles, sewn with gold thread on

a tissue of white silk. A splendid suite of

diamong and emerald completed this costume.
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GOING IT BLIND.

U is jistonisiliiiig- liow thc3 gi-o;it majority of

iiiankiud go tlimugli the world witli their eyes

shut. Bearcely a single day passes iu the sum-

mer season, but some ingenious person or other

fetches us, as a great and stupendous rarity,

some eommon butterfly or other, of wliicti all

but those, who wilfully keep their eyes sluit, may
sec dozens flying about everywhere in the open
air. Farmers wlio have lost thousands of dol-

lars worth of corn and grain through the rav-

ages of the Chinch Bug, can scai'cely ever fell a

Chim-li Bug when they see it iu a collectiou of

insects. And nuany otherwise well-informed men
are so blind to what is passing under tlieir very

noses everyday of their lipes, that they are not

aware that every fly that Goi ever made has got
exactly six legs, nevermore and never less ; and
will inform you, by way of describing any par-

ticnhir species that (hey wish to identify, out of

Ilic tluiusands of different species of flics that

arc found in (he United States, that it is re-

mai-kable for having six legs ! They might just

as well, by way of putting a detective on the

track of some thief that had stolen tlicir horses,

gravely tell that ofliecr, that they were ((uite

certain that the guilty person had a head upon
his shoulders, and had got two arms and two

But it is not only so far as regards insects that

people usually keep their eyes diligently shut.

They do (he very same (hingwith the larger an-

invils. and e\'eii with that paiMiciilar one which
is more cspei-ially tlir peculiar favorite, of man-
kind—the Horse. Everybody is supposed to

have seen ahorse gallop time and again. Paint-

ers, engravers, and artists of all kinds, whose
special business it ought to be to copy correctly

from nature, are supposed to have seen thou-

sands of horses gallop. And yet, out of thou-
sands of difl'erent pictures and engravings, that

we have examined in the course of a reasonably
long life, all of them evidently intended to de-

lineate one or more horses at full gallop, not a
single one represents the legs in the natural and
normal position, that is necessarily assumed by
the galloping horse. Nay, farther. Every such
picture and engraving places the legs in such an
unnatiual and impossible attitude, that, if it

wrvr ;i--ui:i mI lor one single second, it would in-

cvita!i!\ ( iii-i- the animal to fall to the ground
like a sack of wheat. This assertion will per-
haps astound the reader; but we think that we
can demonstrate the truth of what we assert.

And even if the mind fails to recognize the valid-

i(y of our arguments, let but the eye be for once '

opened, when the next runaway team passes

along the street, and it will then be found that

" seeing is believing." The chief trouble is

that most people will persist in resolutely keep-

ing their eyes shut, from the time that they get

up in the morning to the time that they go to

bed at night.

AVhen a horse gallops, he " leads,'' as (he jock-

eys call it, at discretion either with the right or

with the left front leg. if he " leads " with the

right front leg, that Icg.when the animal is begin-

ning to come to the earth after his leap through

the air, touches the ground lirst. Immediately

afterwards the loft front leg and the right hind

leg touch the earth simultaneously; and then in

very quick succession the left hind leg. If, on
the other hand, the horse -'leads " with the left

frout leg, the only dilFcrence in the above oper-

.ation is, that "left" is throughout to be substi-

tuted for "right," and the reverse. The ca.

dence made by this peculiar foot-fall is well

represented to the ear by the words "Potato,

potato, potato," etc., so familiar to every horse-

man. And nearly two thousand years ago the

Koman poet Virgil, imitated to perfection this

peculiar cadence, by the sonorous mimicry of

the often-quoted line

" Qundrupedantc putrom soiiitu (]untit un;;ula caniitmn."

The sound, but not the sense of which may
be faithfully translated \>y the words

Gallop, and gallop, aud gallop, and gallop, and gallop, and gallop.

Now, at the time that each leg strikes tlie

earth, it is necessarily, iu order to take its

due share in elevating and propelling forwards

the l)ody for a fresh stride, thrown forwaf-dx;

for if it was thrown backwards at the moment
when it touched thi earth, it would be power-

less for any such purpose. Consequently, u.s

all the four legs strike tiie earth nearly at the

same moment of time, they are all thrown for-

wards nearly at the same moment of time ; and
when they leave the earth, after taking another

stride in that succession of leaps through the

air which we call a "gallop," they are all

thrown backwards nearly at the same moment
of time. And yet—strange to say—all (he gal-

loping horses, that wc see in pictures, have the

two front legs thrown forwards and the two
hind legs thrown backwards ! Whereas in re-

ality, as stated above, one front leg and one
hind leg move forwards simuKaneously and
move backwards simultaneously, and the other

two legs respectively precede and follow those

movements by so very short an interval, that

for all practical purposes all four legs may be
said to move forwards together and to move
backwards together.
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Snppoise now—for tlio sake of argument—that

a galloping liorse wore to strike the earth in the

posture in which such an animal is invariably

represented in pictures, that is, with the two
front legs tin-own forwards and the two hind

leg:s thrown backwards. What would be the

inevitable result? The front legs would be in

tlip proper posture for propelling the body of

the animal forwards and upwards, but the hind

legs would be absolutely incapable of any mus-
• cular efl'ort; and the necessary result would be,

that the fore-quarters of the poor beast would

be thrown feel)ly upwards, and the liind-quarters

would tumble to the ground with two long use-

less appendages trailing along behind.

An old Greek philosopher was once arguing

to a large crowd, that in reality there was no

such thing in the world as motion. One of his

audience, finding that the philosopher was argu-

ment-proof and could not anyhow be theoretic-

ally convinced of his error, succeeded at last in

practically refuting liis ingenious sophistry, by

mounting on to the stage on which the old gen-

tleman was delivering his learned lecture, seiz-

ing him by the waist, and hurling him bodily

among the laughing assembly. Upon the same

pi'inciple, if any one of our numerous readers

should fail to see the force of our arguments, we
can only beg of him to open his eye^, for once

iu his life, the very next time that he hears a

horse gallop past him ; and we pledge our word
for it, that he will by this practical test be as

thoroughly convinced of the truth of our theory,

as the old Greek philosopher was convinced that

there really was such a thing as motion, by mov-
ing in his own proper person with very great

velocity through the air some two thousand

years ago.

But is it not a shame for the "boss"' men of

America to have to come to a bug-man, to find

out how a horse gallops? And is it not a most
wonderful thing, that so many thousand pic-

tures of galloping horses should have been

drawn by men with their eyes shut? And is it

not the strangest thing of all, that so many mil-

lions of people should day after day have pre-

tended to look at all these thousands of pictures,

and yet that not one single person, out of all this

cuoi-mous crowd, ever up to this day opened

his eyes wide euough for him to be able to tell

the world, how ridiculously absurd every one of

these pictures was?
Note.—Since the above remarks on the gal-

loping horse were written, we have noticed that

the very same position is taken by a brother of

the Senior Editor, iu an English work on the

Horse, which has recently been reprinted in

America.* It seems, however, that we were
mistaken in supposing that artists were not

aware of their error. '-These facts," says Mr.
J. II. Walsh, "are well known to artists, and
some of them, including the celebrated Leech,
have tried the experiment of drawing the gal-

loping horse properly. But their entire want
of success shows the impossibility of the per-

formance." Perhaps the only impossibility

consists in this, that our eyes are so used
to error, that they would be shocked at the

siglit of truth. So the eye accepts with compla-
cency mammalian angels with two Avings and
two arms, all growing out of one pair of should-

ers, cherubs Hying about without either legs or

body, and many other such impossible absurd-

ities.

ANOTHER NEW OURCULK) lIll.MIJlIfi.

A citizen of Morristown, N. J., spoke ot a German
gartlener of his acquaintanoe, whose plum trees bear,
notwitlistaiidiug the Curculio. He puis under his trees
a tub partly tilled witli potaA water, or very strong
soap-suds;"oii the water floats a small caudle tasteuei^l

to a block. The light is near t!ie water, and as the in-
sects fly near it, many of them dip their wings aii<l

periih.—AijricvUarul Fafier.

Wonder if the " German gardener " doesn't

grow all his plum trees in a green-house under

glass, where the Curculio would have no chance

at all to get at his plums? Because, if he grows
them in the open air, like other folks, and if the

wind ever blows at all in his " diggings," it

seems to us that his " small lighted candle

fastened to a block and floating in a tub half

full of soap-suds," would be apt to blow out

semi-occasionally. We are confident that it

would do so iu Illinois or Missouri, but perhaps

in New Jersey the soil is so poor that the wind
can not get strength enough to blow there

.

AVonder if the New Jersey Curculios fly by
niglit, so as to be attracted by a lighted caudle?

Because out West Curculios will not fly, even

in the day time, except when the sun is shining-

very hot upon them. But probably that is in

consequence of all our Western bugs, whether

big ones with two legs or little ones with six

legs, being afflicted with that terrible complaint

known iu the West as the " Illinois disease,"

and in the East as " laziness."

"Dearl dear!" says Falstafl', "how all we
old men" (except of course certain ancient

Teutonic horticulturists) " arc addicted (o

lying!"
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( nlor.s-(<i) yivcii; (6)

REAIMIOUSES vs. GRASSHOPPERS.

General Engelmami of St. Clair county,

Southern Illinois, has found by experience, that

the best way to get rid of the grasshoppers in a

vineyard is to raise Rear-horses tlicre, which

[Fig. i.!8.] are also known as Devil's-

horscs, alias Praying Nuns,

alias Intelligence Bugs, alias

Devil's Kiding-liorscs, but the

correct English name of which

is "Camel-cricket." Figure 127

gives a very good view of the

sexes of this insect, b repre-

senting the male and a the

female. The female has such

short wings that she is incap-

able of fliglit ; but tlie male flies

as readily and as strongly as an

ordinary grasshopper. The

General's mode of colonizing

this insect in liis vineyard is,

to collect the masses of eggs

in the dead of the year and

place them upon his grape-

vines. Figure 128 will enable

the reader to recognize these

singular egg-masses whenever
lie may happen to meet with

them. Persons are very gener-

ally ignorant of their real na-

ture, and ontlic principle that "Everything that

is unknown must be something hateful .and des-

tructive," are .apt to cut them ofl'and throw them

into the fire. They should under no circum-

stances be destroyed. As a general rule Camel-

crickets are only found in the central and south-

ern parts of Missouri, in the southern p.art of

Illinois, and in oth-

er southerly re-

gions. But Mr. D.

B. Wicr is domesti-

cating them at La-

con on the Illinois

river, and on one

occasion one oftlicir

egg -masses was
found as far north

as Lee county, nor-

thern Illinois. We
are inclined to be-

lieve that, with a

little care and at-

tention they may be

.acclimated at points

farther North tlian

APPLE-TREE PLANT-LICE.

{AphU mall, Linn.)

From Georgetown in Ohio; from Columbia.

Kirkwood and Eureka in Missouri ; and from

Bunker Hill and Alton in Illinois, we have

received apple buds covered with the .above

named plant-louse, accompanied with queries

as to what they are, and how to destroy them.

We have ourselves scarcely been able to find an

apple tree in the vicinity of either St. Lonis,

Mo., or of Alton, 111., that was not teeming

with tliesc lice, and they are in all jn'obability

quite numerous throughout the West. Our
subscribers will recollect that wc repeatedly

received the little oval black shiny eggs of this

insect during the past winter, and that we
predicted tliat under favorable circumstances

the lice would sw.arm on the trees in the spring.

We have also suggested the jiroper remedy,

namely, tluat of drenching the trees with strong

so.ap siuls or tobacco water.

We .are of opinion that no great .alarm need be '

felt on .account of the great numbers of these

lice. They swarm in like manner .almost every

year in some part or other of the country, but

they have so many enemies in the form

of the diflerent cannibal insects and of

the small birds, that their numbers arc

soon reduced. They .are also susceptible

to the influence of the weather, and a

good sharp frost would clean them ofl" as with

a besom. On the nights of the 12th and 13th of

April there was frost in the Mississippi Valley,

but .as we proved from observation, it was not
severe enough to destroy them. Their numbers,
however, arc now (April 19th) fast waning,
which may be attributed to the late heavy rains,

and to the perseverance of the birds.
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ON OUR TABLE.

From T. L. Ilarison, Secretary — Transac-

tions of the New York State Agricultural Soci-

ety, Volume XXVIII, 1867. In two parts, and
containing the Twelfth Annual Report of the

State Entomologist, Dr. Fitch.

From the author—Revision of the Lai'ge Sty-

lated Fossorlal Crickets, by Saml. H. Scudder.

Published by the Peabody Academy of Science.

From the same—the Entomological Corres-

pondence of Thaddeus William Harris, M. D.,

edited by Samuel II. Scudder. Published by
the Boston Society of Natural History. We
shall notice this work at greater length in our

next number.

CRACK-JAW NAMES.

AV'e repeat once more, that such scientific

names as we are compelled to use, in order to

make our meaning clear to the scientific stu-

dent as well as to the popular reader, arc en-

closed in a parenthesis and printed in italics,

the common English names being inserted before

thera. Those that do not care about the scientific

or Latin names, have nothing to do but to skip

every parenthesis (printed in italics), and they

will find the sense just as complete without, as

with, the parenthesis that is skipped. By this

contrivance we aim to accommodate all parties

;

and while we attain the necessary degree of sci-

entific accuracy, to avoid jarring harshly upon
the ear of the plain practical man.

A NKw Work on the Buttekflies ok Neav
England.—We are glad to learn that Mr.
Samuel II. Scudder has in preparation a work
on the Butterflies of New England. AVe have
not room for a proper notice of it in our edito-

rial columns, but make room in our advertising

pages for a circular which we have received

from Mr. Scudder, and to which we call the

attention of our readers. We wish Mr. S.

success, and hope he will get all the assistance

he desires.

To OUK Subscribers in Canada.—Parties in

Canada, who wish to subscribe for the Amer-
ican Entomologist, should bear in mind that

they can obtain it, postage free, by remitting

one dollar to the Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, Secre-

tary to the Entomological Society of Canada,
Credit, C. W.

E^°Communicatious from S. S. R., and from
D. A. A. Nichols, are unavoidably crowded out

of the present number, but will appear in Num-
ber 10.

SEND PLENTY OF SPECIMENS.

Correspondents often wonder why we so often

ask them to send us plenty of specimens of the

same kind or species of insect. Let us explain

why we do so.

1st. In certain groups of insects, the classifi-

cation depends upon characters peculiar to one
sex, generally to the male sex. Hence, in order

to give us a fair chance of seeing both sexes, it

is necessary to send a number of specimens. In

many species of insects the males greatly out-

number the females or the reverse; and even
where this is not so, it might and often does

accidentally happen that, out of half a dozen
specimens taken at random, there will not be a

single male, or perhaps not a single female.

yd. It often happens, when only one or two
specimens are sent, that one or both happen to

have lost the very organs—say the antennte, or

the front legs—upon which their classification

depends. Or, if they are moths, that all the

scales are rubbed otT their wings in the particu-

lar part of the wing which governs the classifi-

cation.

;kl. Suppose it is living larva; that are sent us,

and they happen to be unknown to us and we
have to breed the perfect insect to ascertain the

species. It often happens that out of twenty
larva; all but one or two are infested by para-

sites which eventually destroy them, and it

very generally happens that about one-half of a

lot of larva? are so destroyed. This reduces the

original stock of twenty larviF to ten. I'rob-

ably, even with the most careful treatment, one-

half of this remaining number will die of dis-

ease before they attain the winged state, owing
to the unnatural conditions to which we are of

necessity compelled to subject them. This i-e-

duces the stock to five; and five is the very
smallest number which is sufficient to give us a

reasonable chance of breeding both sexes, for

the reasons explained above.

We repeat therefore to all our correspond-
ents, that the more specimens they send the

better it will be both for them and for us.

Where an insect is abundant, it is no more
trouble to collect a score of them than to collect

one ; and even where it is not so very abundant,
the trouble does not by any means increase in

proportion to the number gathered. In such
matters as these, we cannot calculate by the

Rule of Three.

Erratum in No. 8 —Page 151, column 1, line

7 from bottom, for " from O.OUl to 0.006, " read
" from 0.04 to 0.06."
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

with the peculiar sprouts at tlieirlii'

tlic same fungus which we spok.' <

uiul 91 of the present vohuiir

[Fig. 12S).]

Colors—gi-eeu and ou on
whitish. quite

quite dry when it arrives,

when out ot tlie earth. (

stroyed corn, potatoes, in

made to

specimiii
earth, sn

T. J. 1

the :ll)o\

viirw tlieiu lialf

nie persons
kain of the

ell are being
111 to receive
1 with moist
:ciiil green.
i\ Icani ft'om

•lU-d uTubs"

>, liayand .laclison

Jhon, Hh.—Yon
moth, whicli you

Lis vicinitv. and Is

I5iuk Fly'.'- You
to lav tlieir eggs in
< they crawl, after

1 cannot speak
of

Worms in Osagre Orange SeeA—A!/red Plant, St

.

Lmis. i/o.—We have never succeeded in breeding the

dark l.r.«Mi objects which you find among your Osage
(»i;iiii.'i' Mill, and which look not unUke small speci-

nii n- 11/ till- seed, though they are more pointed at one
(lid, and are found to be divided transversely into

thiiti. II -cmiient^. wlicn carofuUy examined. They
in- r\ii|.iitlv llic larva- of some two-win^'od flv, and
Ur l„lirvr tllCV dn IIO iKinil tO tllC SCcd ItSClf. WC
lia\r :ilu:i\- no'ticed tliat tliey wen- most iiuinerous in

l.adh rl(-ali(-d si-.-d. and piei-.'-s- of the dried ]>ulp of the
i.i-iir-T ar.- -ji-iic-ralh- miwdrd willi tle-iii There are

mam- l\\.i-wiii-j.-d nir- iM-loii-iii- lo rrrlaiu genera,
whi.-li l-rrrd in drr, .1111, ..Mil- \ ' get al iL - matt, -r. and we
.sn-lieet that while lhe(l>ase Uraiiges are lieing piled

into licaps, in order that tlioy may rot and tlie seeds be
more readily separated from the glutinous pulp, some
species of "fly that is perhaps peculiar to Texas,
delights to deposit its eggs on this rotting mass. The
larva- hatehiiiu- IVi.m the.^e e-L'- revel in the pulp, and
wlii-ii tie- ^r^d- arr wa-lied i.iil. niaiiv Mieli larvie will

iii.-\ilaMv pa- tlir"Ui;h lie- -i.-ve with tlieiii. These
are ..r eoui-se di-pii\ i d ot tie ir m-ee^sary food and
nioisiiire, and reai-h you in tin- dried-up condition of

those vouseud. It i> I.e. aii-r tlu-\ arc thus dried up
that we have ahv.ivs faili-d to l.ii-i-d the perfect fly from
them. Thev have pn.l. al.lv 1" . ii railed the "Screw-
worm" because in their fresh ^tate they must greatly

resemble the true "Screw-worm' ' which attacks cattle

in Texas, and which Is likewise the larva of some two-
winged flv. We shall be glad if any of our Texas sub-
scribers will send us, during the coming summer, living

specimens of ritlier the Osage Orange larvite or of the
true rattle • .'^i iiw-worm. " We may thus be enabled
to rear tle-iii to the perfect state, and dispel the dark-
ness in whi.-h the natural history of these curious in-

sects is now eiu eloped.

Insects to be named

—

X. Q. Z., hiAlanapolu,
Jnd.—We cannot undertake to return specimens of in-

sects that iire sent us to be named, and you are the
first person that ever asked us to do so. Least of all,

can we return them prepaying the postage thereon
out of our own pockets. It adds at least nine hundred
per cent to the cash value of a collection of insects to

get it eorreetlv named. Now, tnname insects correctly
and eoiisei,-iit'ioii-lv. involves .-onMdi-ral.le labor. It is

only lair, ihi-r.-l'or.-, thai tlio-,- who p,-rlorin this labor
sbo'nld ha\etie- ehaiirr of l.oin- ri-c-oinpi-n.-L-d lor their
time and Iroul.l.-. I.y o,-,-a>ioiially lindiiij;- a rare species
amom; the hiiii.lri-d'> ofroinnion >pi-.-ies that .are sent on
to l.e iianiril If w ,- \M're lo r.-tnni all specimens, after

namiiiu' Ih.ni, aiel in a.Miiioii i.iejiay the postage
tli.-n-on. H.- -hoiiM not oiil\- 1..- « orking for nothing,

company

.

variegate-

body, am

iM-om th.-.,-

Tliclar\a-a
their priekl

never stiiiiL

head of a d
fly ((E.tn..

known to ii

the larva- of no sraly-win,i;ed insect lorTler LkI'IDOP-

Sivarnis of minute Flies in Itoonis—S". S.
BatAmn.—T\\e minute dipterous insects which yon
send belong to the genus Sciara, as kindly refened foi

us by Baron Osten Sacken. Their larva; coinmonh
occur ill flower-pots, and hence the occurrence of tin-

flies in your friend's room. The species is doubtless
undcscribed

.

lames ; olheru i>e we cannot even do this.

The Spotted Jyadybird—7i'(»kr^ &-fiw«, OshiloosU,
'oii'i.—Thv beetles uhi.-h you send, of which you find

[FiB- I «.] Iiii,-e iininl.er- a'hout the roots of your Apple
-^, and wliieli were "lying in piles
I. r till l.iMs and grass, and always on
M.iitli -nil- of the tree," are specimens

lh(- S|i(.Iii-il l.advbird {Ifippoilamiamacu-
., ]>.(;. -I 1.1 whii-h is n-iiresentedatFig-

i:;ii .-^pan rMi\ 1' th(-iii. for they
your l.r-t Irh nd-l "lour ol.servations
nt tli.-ir il.-\onriii- tin- i-i;i;s of the potato

adv

Wh.—Tha mass ol eggs which
egray cocoon, the latter being
whi'.le attached to the twig of

.. loim, to the White-marked

e ol the lar\a whirh tiny imiduce, and a fuller

.Hit ul it , w c refer \ ou to « hat was said, under the
head, on page 7U of the present volume.
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harder portions of partly digestecfinsects , " as you very
justly remark, and tound by yourself early last autumn
on the top of a fence In one of your fields , is not, as you
suspected, the excrement ol some aninint or other.

Birds of prey, such as Hawks and Owls, liavc the luiliit

of disgorging from their mouths the indiiristilile ]Kut-i

of their food, such as the hairy skins ul inici', tin'

feathers of birds, and the hard shelly parts of Injects,

in the form of an oval or round wad or pellet, and the
specimen you send is undoubtedly of this nature . Upon
soaking it'in hot water it came readily to pieces, scarcely

discoloring the water and exlialin^ no offensive odor
whatever as excrement would have done. On carefully

examining the fragments of which it was composed, we
find no less than tilteen complete specimens of the egg-
laying apparatus situated at the extremity of the tail of
a certain Grasshopper (Calopiemts differenUalis, Uhler
MS.), which is intermediate in size between oiir com-
mon Red-legged Grasshopper (Fig. 65, i, p. 73) and the
large European species represented on page 50 of our
.Tournal (Fig. 52). Hence to compose this one pellet the
lives of as many as tiftcfii lemalcs nf this Grasshopper
must have been sacrificed, he side.-i those of an unknown
number of males, the tails of wliicli are not hard and
shelly like those of the females, and are consequently
more completely digested. In this same pellet we also

tound eleven jaws and a great number of the front legs
of this same insect; besides three of its large and very
conspicuous hind thighs, prettily twilled outside with
black and yellow, and inside of a yellow eolor with two
large black patches. To one of tluje ihr. , liind thighs
the prickly shank was still attaeln-.l. Tlie miire re-
mainder of the pellet was composed ol' diffeieut parts of
the shelly orust of this grasshopper; and wo could not,
on the nio<t dilitreiit search, find a single fragment be-
longini; to any other insect.

We eaiinot ^ay lor certain what particular bird it was
that disehargeil this pellet ft-om its craw, but strongly
inchne to believe that it was some .species of Owl. We
will endeavorto aseertaiufrom our ornithological friend.
Dr. Velie, what particular species ofOwls or other birds
are known to him to prey upon grasshoppers, and report
the result of our enquiries in the next number of the

Insects named—£*. T. Dale, Yellow Sprinqs, Ohio.—
No. 1, Ebiiria, quadrigeminata, Say. No. 2, Labidomera
trimaculata, Fabr. No. 3, G/iri/somela piddtra, Fabr.
No. 4, Copris anaglypticus. Say. No. 6, Tenebrio\Sea-
tus\ ienehnoides, Lee. No. 7, Agonoderuepallipes, Fabr.
No. 8, Anisodactijlu-a St. Criicis, Lee. No. 9, Meracan-
tha, contracta, Beauv. No. 10, Cionua, ? No. 11,
Saridius/arctue, Lee. No. 12, Trox ccqualis. Say. No. 13,
Pterostichus femoralis, Kirby. No. 14, Eleodes trkos-
tala. Say. No. 15, Lepiura pi-oxiiiui. Say. No. 16,
ApKonus tridentatus. Lee. No. 19, PiiaUs picipes, H.
Sch. No. 20,
Lggotus recliea

23, Chriisovieh

Say. No. 25,

narcys

To'.

iNo.

'eiii/idus. Fabr.
. Ipsfaseiatus, Say. No
No. 24, Melaiuirya striata,

, Burm. No. 26, ffyme-
Fhymata erosa, Fabr.

There are a great number of species belonging to the
CURCULIONID.E which are not yet descnbed. The
Cionus, No. 10, we sent to Dr. Le Conte, and he kindly
informs us that it is not yet investigated.

Crab Apple Borers—/. JTuffgins, WooJhwn, Ills.—The two borers which you took from the trunk of a
Crab apple tree are, as you rightly suppose, not the
common apple tree borer

—

Saper'dn hiriftatu. Say.
They h.ave sixteen legs, and are, beyond all doubt, the
larvie of some large moth. They ai^ne \ er\ well with
a figure and description which' wo have, 'of a borer
which is found both in the Locust and in the Kcd Oak,

le Locust-
. , We have

never before known of a borer of this kind inhabiting
the Crab, and cannot say, till we succeed in breeding
those whieli you have sent, whether it is the same as the
Oak and Locust boring species, or whether it is distinct.

Nine-prongred 'IVheel-bug— A'. C. Thornton,
Moorestown, If. J.—The eggs you formerly sent were
really those of the Nine-pronged Wheel Bug (Reduvius
novetMriua, Say), as we have lately obtained from them
a number of the yoimg of that species.

musqaltoes—J. M. Abbott, Union Grove, His.—The
eggs of the Musquito are laid in a bowl-shaped mass
tipon the surfiice of stagnant water by the mother-fly.
After hatching out they finally becoi"ne the "wiggl'e-
tails" or wriggling worms that may be seen in the
summer in any barrel of water, that is exposed to the
atmosphere for any length of time. Finally, the "wig-
gle-tails" come to the surface, and the full-fledged
musquito bursts out of them, at first with verv short
limp wings, wdiich in a short time grow both in'length
and in stittness. The sexes then couple, and the above
process is repeated again and again, probably several
times in the course of one season. It is a curious fact
that the male musquito, whicli may be known by its

feathered aiilci]ii;r, i~ |'i;\ -i<,hl\ iiMaimlilc of sucking
blood. The inn-sH!:.. i- i,-, ,:i. ,i .omt 1-..1 r,l |M..t .S.1-

though in tin- w iiu. ii -1
I

i ij i!^ -u,k- n;ii' l.lood

anddisturl- mir r. -1. 11, m.. ; ,r.,, -i:itr tl... iiiMTt i> .le-

cidedlv beiiciicial ii\ |iurii\iim >iaunaiit water, that
would" otherwise l,rce.l malarial discaso. Linuaais long
ago showoil. that if you [ilace two Ijarrcls of stai.'Uaii't

and impure water iide l)y ^i.le. neither ol theiu'^con-
taining any " wiyu'IelaiN" ^r •tii.i- |i\ iiiL' :iriiinals, and
cover one of them o\ri- ^\illl . m , 1. ^\iirs \]ir other
one uncovered, so that it wc- .;! ... 1:, lull ot'--\vig-

glctails" hatched mit irMiiMi;
.

: ;.--iir.l ky Iho
female Musquito ; then the (ii\ri, ,1 i,:!ii> 1 uili in a few
weeks become very ofl'ensivc, and the uneo\ered barrel
will emit no impure and uns.avory vapors

.

Larg-e silken Cocoon—Z>)'. W. W. ButterMd, In-
dianapolis. 1ml.—The empty cocoon which you send
is that of the /'/. • il. . i

^ /•' .",.,;,

Drury). These c -
. . 1

.
,

imm!
i

- i,-a-

fras, and occasional I

•. n' •.•
^

.

.•!'',
.

-..- ,i;.|, pinU
{Azalea), buttoii-lm-li . \...Am ," • '„>).

snow-drop'/.''' . .

• "> ou ^,ix- tliai vou
found
does li

liut

Cd Ul

aiidolti-

ng upon
maturity
upon ail

his premise
deserted the
adjoining lil

the leaves of this lilac. As, however, all the larvie

belonging to this ^enus are pretty general feeders, it

is likely enough that yours fed upon ironwood leaves,
although, until it is actually seen to do so, the fact
cannot be considered as firmly established.

Bugrs in AIcoliol—/^. P. Smith, Haddam Keel:,

Cr—The least troublesome mode of preserving bugs,
which you do not intend to study lor three or four
y,.ars, i"> t,. do as yoii Ina e alreadv .lone^-piil tliem in
aleoll,,] Tllr alrnh,.! InO-l l.e replrni-llr, 1 a- it u a-tcs

It also ruins irice(.\ cralily many li:iir\ in-.cN. sn.'ii as

bumble-bee-, rp-., and it stitVeii- Hi. nihMiiim ni.aii-

branes of the jniut- "( all insert-, -o thai i-\,u the

ber^astiio'-Zer:, ,
l

ii,,..,.i ran l.r rraJih iiia.re. As
to Two-will - ill,.- e ,1, ami in..ili. ami Inill.'r-

flieS (LfJ>: l j.rli.ll.c.l rollrrPn' r\,r pufS
them into alri-lni . i„r:iii-r it render- tliein ainio-t en-
tirely worthless as specimens. On the whole, we con-
sider alcohol as a kind ot entomological make shift, or
what the French call apis-aller.

Borer in Plum Xwigr— Wm. Colnell,.Sparta, Ills.—
AVe have since bred the Plum t wig lioreruhiih you sent
some time ago. It is the EhipliiJi.'n [Hiipennalhif]
parallelum, Newman, as kindly dotermine'd by Dr.
Le Conte. This beetle greatly reseiiii)les hoih in size,

coloration and general markiiies, the common Oak
Pruncr, (Sia /',,• [I-:hti<lii.li"i,] n'l/osus, Fabr,) and we
should expect Irom analoiry that this Plum borer also
pruned the twig whiih it inhabited. The fact there-
fore, which you meutiou, that it docs not so prune the
plum twig is'interesting.

Animals infesting^ "Wells—//. C. Edrimfton,
Bryan City, Tacas.-We cannot tell you, without seeing
specimens, what the minute animals are, which infest
your wells; nor can we recommend any other remedy
than that suggested on page 147 under the same head-
ing as the above.
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Egga of Cat-irarin jnottis—Gustrmis Pauls,
Eureha, Mo.—The belt of miuute eggs, of a tiesh-color,
and all fastened closely together on the twig of one of
your Peach trees, we have figured in the annexed cut
(Fig. 131) , a showing the belt , natural size , and i giving

[Fig. 131 2"! "v.!r„°r"°_'"r!!r.iT_T-'^
out after we received them. It

is not often that we ean tell all

about an insect from its egg,
but the moment we saw those
which you sent, we knew from
their curious pattern what they
were. They are in fact the eggs
of the Unarmed Rustic (Agrotis

inermis, Uarr.), anil the worms
which hatch from thorn are
among the most di'strui-tivo of
th(

has bet

produces it are figured (PI. I,

Figs 1 and 2). It has heretofore
been supposed that all cut-

Coior-(a and J) flesh-color, womi moths deposit their eggs
on or near the surface of the ground, but here we
have a clear case of their being depositetl far away
from the ground, and we have seen these same eggs
deposited on both Apple and Cherry twigs and on
Mulberry leaves. The shells of these eggs are ex-
tremely thin, and of a delicate glistening pink color,

and they are always devoured by the young larviB

soon after the latter hatch. These larva; are at first

of a dirty yellow color, covered with black shiny
elevated spots. They have the full complement of 16
legs, but the two hindermost pair of abdominal prolegs
are much longer than the two foremost pair, and the
worms have at this time the peculiarity of looping up
the back when in motion, in the same manner as does
the notorious Canker-worm, while tln^y cuii nNo let

themselves down by a web. For a whilr iIh y li\ .. for

the most part, in company on llir lra\i~, l.ui altri- the
first moult, strange to sayl liny luv, ilnii- hiujiiiig

habit, the legs havinir liecDiiu- of n.aily . .jiial >izc.

They can no longer let tliciii-clvrv down tiy a web, and
they now disperse and lic^rin to v]i,,w the tiiie Cut-worm
characteristic of hidinu' during' tho liay lime ju.st under
the surface of the ground, anil of t iittiiiu' olf our vege-
tables.

T. A. Throp, Troy, 7Z?s.—The belt of eggs which you
found attached to one side of a Mulberry tree are of
exaetlv the same kind as those sent bv Mr. Pauls. We
I'arefuilv counftMl them and fou:,(l then' were no less

than ri42. 'I'brsc wcrr. Ihv'IkI a donl.t. di-posited by
a sin^'le moth A\itli Midi rrriindily. N it to be won-
deri'd at, that I'Ut-wornis ajipiar >o .^uiliiiiily and plen-
tifully in our fields and gankiis, when wo rollect that,

as we have experimentally proved, each egg will pro-
duce a fat. greasy worm, two inches long, in the in-

credibly short space of three weeks!

Emory S. Foster, Bushhurg. Mn —The e--s which vou
find attached to your Conoonl -rai"- \in.-~, lnlonC'- to

the same species of moth. 'IIm > -!h,ii|,| ii, il,.-troved

wherever found. Your noi-hliMi-. \\v. \, iinsh. was
last year troubled with the woiin- uliioli iln y pi-o-

duce".

AVorlcs on Natural History—Byron Carson,
FinJluy. Hancock Co., O/iio.—Yon ask what works we
would "recommend to an); one "desiring a thorough
knowledge of Natural History." AVc reply that to
enumerate the works necessary to such a thorough
knowledge would require awhole number of the Ento-
mologist. First and foremost we advise you to com-
mence to read carefully the Great Book of Nature, and
as you have subscribed to us for the American Naturalist,

you will find at the end of each number of that period-
ical a tolerably ftilUist ofworks on Natural History, and
the proper information as to how^ they can be obtained.
We have already advised as to the best works for the
beginner in the study of Entomology. (8ee pp. 39 and
120 of present vol.)

Snow Fleas—iT". JI. G. Bradt, Eureka, Tfw.—The
minute black insects which you send, and which you
found in countless myriads on the surface of the thaw-
ing snow, are known by the name of Snow Fleas.
They are the Podura nickola of Dr. Fitch, and may be
found at almost any time during the winter at the foot
of trees, under the bark of which they live . In such
situations they are not readily noticed, but as
soon as the sun becomes sufficiently warm to rouse
them into activity, they issue forth and seem to be at-
tracted by the snow, upon which, congregating by
millions, they become at once conspicuous and cause us
to wonder at their sudden appearance. They jump by
means of a forked " spring tail '

' placed on the under
side, near the extremity of the body. Their food
consists of decaying vegetable matter.

Fuzzy Galls on Blackberry Vwisa—Jonathan
!!

:

. ir, .,,''-,.., //^^-The .'lobular, reddish, seed-
'il.' . !i

-!'-,' IhhIi,.- v.iiirli vnii timl iil;ii'od close together
;i in '

^iii.-i I.I 'I I. .iriiiiiKl lii.' raiir^ n I' your blackberries,
' I'll ..;ii 1111,1-111111- .iliMiit oiir-irnih of an inch in
UiaiULiUi-, and oaoU fc'i\iiiy ri»o lu one or more long
.spines, are in reality Cynips -galls peculiar to the
blackberry, and caused l)y a four-winged fly—the
Diastrophus cuscutaiformis of Osten Sacken—of a pitchy
browner black eolor with red feet and antennae. As
you rightly remark, many of them have been gutted by
the birds, but if you open those which are not thus
gutted you will find, at the present time, the pupa of
the future fly lying snugly within the hollow gall.

Pithy Galls on Blackberry Twigs— 7". IK.

Gvrihin, i;, i,rijflon-n, Ohio.—'V\\e large, dark red, pithy
swelliiii; wliioh you find on your blackberry twigs, anil
which looks not luilike a dried and crinkled apple,
is a polythalamous gall, prodiuoil by a Miiall four-
winged fly belonging to the vi i\ -aim -i nu-; and of
much the same appearance as tliai -pok, n of above, in
answer to Mr. Uuggins. This lly \sas nanud Dias-
trophus nehulosus by Osten Sacken, and together with
the other species referred to, was described in the
" Proceedings of the Entomological Society of Phila-
delphia," vol, II., pp, 36-39. By making a trans-
verse section of the gall, you will find near the centre a
number of oblong cells which are at present occupied
by pupie. Both these blackberry gall-makers are
attacked by parasites which doubtless serve to prevent
their untlue i

ITIoth Egffs—.4. M. Shults, Iroy, Lincoln Co.,

Mo.—The belt of pale, cream-colored eg»s encircling a
twig (of what tree?) apparently are those of some
moth, but of what particular species we cannot tell

unli-- V.I Iiiv, a 111 111. The o-u- of the Tent Caterpil-
lar iinii' i I

III'
:

-
I
illiT, ar.' fa-inii'il closer together,

and .11 I
III a -"11 "I \aniish. We have

lorni'iii i'liii'i iii-i -iicli t-u- a- \ oil now send, from
C. U. IJal.bui. ol L.inoU City, low a, who found them,
encircling the twig of a Honey Locust.

/. Huggins, Woodhurn, Ills.—The circle of eggs which
you took'from an Apple tree are of the same kind as

the above.

Horse-bair Snakes—A. M. Abbott, Union Grove,
Jlls.—The popular notion that these animals are ani-

mated horse-hairs is nothing but a superstition. Like
every other living creature, including ourselves, they
spring from an egg in the first instance. They are not
true insects, but belong to the Class of Worms; and
just as man h.as intestinal worms that live and thrive in

his body, so many insects are infested internally by
these .so-called horse-hair snakes. We have ourselves
seen living specimens six inches long, that came out of

the gigantic caterpillar of the Cecropia mojji; and have
often seen smaller ones come out of grasshoppers

.

Viii. Calwell, Sparta,
the root of the Dor-

chester blackTjerry is o\iilontly MOiie kind of ftingoid

growth and not the result of in-oct work.

SPECIAL. IirOTICE.

D. n. BRIGGS, Norton, Mass.
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I.MSTATIVE liUTTRKFLlES.

Tlii-re is a particular group of Butterflies,

which is kuown to entomologists as the Danais
iaiiiily, and of wliicli the very common N. A.
species, represented on page 11)1 (Fig. 132) may
be tatcen as an example. The different species

belonging to this group are most of them
remarkable for occurring in very great numbers
in those countries which they inhabit. Their

wings are rather longer than usual, but their

flight, compared with that of many other Butter-

flies, is slow, and they do not dodge and zig-zag

about, with many snddeu skips and jerks in

their travels through the air, as do the little

butterflies known as Skippers {Resperia

family). Hence we cannot assume that they

are enabled, by their peculiar mode of flying, to

escape to a great extent those cannibal animals

that would otherwise catch and devour them;
and if we propose to account for their prodigious

abundance at all, we are driven to have recourse

to some other liypothesis. Indeed, so far is it

from being the case that it is their mode of

flight which enables them to escape from their

.iiunibal foes, that Mr. 11. W. Bates, the Eng-
lisli naturalist, who spent eleven years in the

N'alley of the Amazon Kiver, studying the

Natural History of the insects of that region,

where this particular group of Butterflies is

very copiously represented, declares that he

never saw a single one of them attacked by any
cannibal foe whatever, whether Bird, or Dragon-
fly, or Lizard, or Asilus-fly. Hence he infers,

with great appearance of reason, that they

must be from some cause or other unpalatable

to animals of prey ; and in coidirmation of tliis

idea, he remarks that they all of them without

exception have a peculiar smell.* So far as

regards the single species belonging to this

group which is found in the Northern States,

namely that shown on page 191 (Fig. 132) we
ourselves have never noticed any peculiar smell

about it ; but we can add our testimony to the

negative fact of its never being attacked by any
carnivorous animal, so far as our experience has

gone.

There is another grouji of Butterflies, the

Pieris family, to wliicli appertain the two com-

mon white butterflies (Pieris oleracea and P.

Protoclice) found respectivel}' in the Northern

and in the more Southerly States. This group
is also represented by many species, as we learn

from Mr. Bates, in the Vailey of the Amazon;
but instead of the species being exceedingly

abundant iii individuals, as in the case of those

belonging to the Danais family, it is quite the

contrary ; the proportion between the number
of individuals belonging respectively to two of

the commonest genera of either group {LcptiiUs

and Ithomia) being, according 16 that author,

only as 1 to 1000.f Hence it is reasonable to

infer that this group must be much persecuted

by cannibal foes, as was found by Mr. Bates to

be generally the case, although from the great

rarity of the particular genus named above

(Leptalis) the fact could not be established so

far as regarded that one geiiust.

It must be observed that the usual colors found

in the difterent species of the Danais family are

rod, yellow, orange, white and black; and

those found in the different species of the Pieris

family are white and black, the white sometimes

more or less tinged with greenish yellow. Some
persons, perhaps, may consider that it is a vain

and fanciful notion thus to deflne what are the

colors of a whole group of insects; but it is

none the less true that, not only in Insects, but-

throughout the whole Animal IvJngdom each

group wears a peculiar livery, not only as

regards the shades of coloration, but as regards

the pattern of coloration. This livery indeed

•s*s I'upei- in Trans. Linnccan Sociehj, Vol.
x\il!., p.

:

t ibid, p
\ lbU.,\>.

511.).
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varies more or less in different species belong-ing

to the same group—as we see ladies who are all

of them dressed in one and the same fashion

differ slightlj' from each other in the cut and in

the color of their garments—but still it is one

and the same livery. To the above remarkable

generalization has been recently given the name
of the Law of the Unity of Coloratiox. We
may add here that while the different species of

the Danais family have wings that are some-

what longer than usual, in proportion to their

breadth (see Fig. 132), those of the Piei-is

family usually have wings of rather less than

medium length.

So far so good. AVe see flitting about in the

great Valley of the Amazon vast swarms of long-

winged butterflies, gorgeously dressed in red,

orange, yellow, white and black; and certain

short-winged butterflies, in very much smaller

numbers, whose proper livery is but the plain

black and white that befits a funeral. We see

the former enjoy an entire immunity from the

attacks of all prcdaceous animals, and the latter

snapped up by every hungry Dragon-fly or

Asilus-^y that happens to come across them.

"Will it be believed, now, that there are certain

particular species of the homely, much perse-

cuted, short-winged group, that assume the

livery worn by certain particular species of
their gaily-dressed compatriots, and actually

even copy their elongated wings? Yet such is

the indubitable fact. In the Memoir by Mr.
Bates, which has been already referred to in a

foot-note, will be found beautiful colored fig-

ures, in the highest style of art, both of the

species that mimick and of those that arc mim-
icked; and no one that looks at those figures

with an unprejudiced eye can believe for a

moment that tlie resemblance is merely acci-

dental. "We might as well suppose that it was
only by accident, and not with any deliberate

design of following a prevailing fashion, that

the ladies, throughout the whole civilized world,

have within the last few years taken to wearing
hoop-skirts and long trailing dresses. "What is

still more remaikable, although most of these

species are quite local, the mimickers are always
found in the same district with the mimicked,
and usually fly in company with them. The
number of such cases met with in the "Valley of

the Amazon amounts to many scores, besides

several analogous instances quoted by Mr. Bates

as occurring not only in South America, but also

in the Old World. Even the practised glance

of the experienced bug-hunter is deceived by
the close resemblance, when the imitators and
the imitated are ou the wing, and fails tg distin-

guish the one from the other ; although, as soon
as they are captured, the eye perceives at once

that there are structural differences between the

two, which separate them as widely from each

other as a camel is separated from a buffalo.

On this subject, we cannot do better than to

quote Mr. Bates's own language

:

These imitative resemblances, of which hundreds of
instances could be cited, are full ol interest, and fill us
with the greater astonishment the closer we investigate
them; forsnm
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be more liable than the rest to be devoured

in early life by Cannibals, and would therefore

be less likely than the rest to propagate tlieir

oAvn image in succeeding generations. The
whole process, indeed, is so beautifully simple

and intelligible, tliat, but for certain pre-

possessions and prejudices, it would at once

command the assent of every logical miiid.

In fact, it is strictly analogous to the com-

mon opei'ation of •' rogiiing" a bed of seed-

lings, which every gardener is familiar with.

The only dill'crenco is that, when the gardener

jmlls up what he calls the "rogues" out of a

thousand seedling tulips, i. e., those which de-

viate from the standard of i)erlection which ho

is aiming to attain, ho acts with the dclinitc

object of preventing the

further propagation of

those so-called "rognc^;"

whereas, when cannibal

animals destroy the

" rogues" among the im-

itative butterllies, they are

of course perfectly igno-

rant of the consequences

likely to follow, and act

wholly and solely for tlie

gratification of their o\\ n

carnal appetites.

The great objection, in

the minds of many men,
to this solution of what '^^

otherwise seems to be an almost insoluble
enigma is, that it proceeds upon Darwinian
principles; and Darwin, in their opinion,
is a horrible and pernicious monster who
holds that Man is nothing but a Gorilla. They
might perhaps see the error of tliis belief of
theirs, if they would only condescend to
read a book before they condemn it. Tn
the meantime, if they refuse to accept the
explanation of the mystery which has been
given above, they are driven to believe that
each of these species of imitative butterflies—
which usually only extend over a district of
country a few hundred miles long and broad, and
are then replaced by other species with similar
peculiarities—was originally created in the
complete possession of all its present abnormal
peculiarities of shape and coloration, and placed
by the Creator in the very limited district which
it now occupies, there to propagate its like for
indefinite ages. In other words, instead of one
grand general primordial creation, we are com-
pelled to believe that there must have been tons
of thousands of distinct local creations. For
there is not au island in the vast jllinutablc

ocean, that does not contain certain species of
animals and plants that are peculiar to that

island, and are found nowhere else upon the

face of the globe; and even in so small a district

as the United States the fauna and flora of the

Pacific States are, as a general rule, specifically

distinct from those of the Atlantic States ; and
there are actually wide differences between
those of the Eastern States and those of the

great Valley of the Slississippi ; even when the

districts that are compared lie in the same lati-

tude and enjoy nearly the same climate.

But imitative butterflies are not confined to

Soutii America, nor to the districts of the Old
World specilied by Mr. Bates. On the conti-

nent of North America we have but two poor
I,'

]

solitary species of the Danais family—one of

which {Danais berenice, Cram.), is confiued to

the more southerly regions and the other {D.

archippus, Fabr.), being the species represented

above in Figure 132, is common almost every-

where in the United States. Here, then, there

are but two species to be mimicked. Let us

see if they find any mimickers. There is a large

group of butterflies, known as the j\^i/mpfialis

Family, wliich agrees with the Damns Family
in the front pair of legs being more or less

aborted and functionally impotent, but difters

very remarkably in the large cell in the centre

of each wing never being closed externally by
a distinct tubular vein, and in its being gener-

ally altogether open towards the outer margin
of the wing. The typical genus {Nymphalis)

in this family is normally for the most part of a

blue-black or black color, often with a wide
white band across the middle of each wing. But
there is a single species, the Disippus butterfly,

{Xjimphalis disijjjjiis, GoAt .) , of which we here-

with present a drawing (Fig. 133), wliich dif-

fi/rs widely from the rest in its coloration, and

both in the shades of color and in the colora-
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tional pattern is an almost exact connterpart of

the Danais that is figured above.* So servilely

indeed does it mock the other species, that

[Pis 133 ]

t olol'to—Copptiy-iol, bUck ami ^Ii'tc

Prof. Jaeger, in his Life of JSforth American
Insects, has actually favored his readers with a

wood-cut of it, and gravely informs them that

its scientific name is Danais arcMppus! And
yet - close as the resemblance is, and common
as both species are—no author seems hitherto

to have observed, that we have here a clear case

in North America of that very same curious

imitative process, which eight years ago was
so beautifully expounded and explained by Mr.
Bates, so far as regards the butterflies of the

Valley of the Amazon!
The larva of this Disippus butterfly, of which a

drawing will be found below (Fig. 134 «,),occurs

[Fig. 134.]

most commonly on dilTcrent species of willow,

but is often found on the closely allied poplar

and Cottonwood (pojnilus) and occasionally on
the plum. There is another larva, which
resembles it so closely that the two can scarcely

be distinguished, and which normally, like most
species of the genus NymphaUs, inhabits. the

willow, bnt is occasionally mr( wilb on scrul)-

* In Figure 133, the left wings repvf.^.iii ili, nil" r .uii'aci
,

and the right wings, whicli arc di-larh. il ii,,ni ihr Ijm.Iv,

represent the lower surfciee. The dincr.-m-r in tlir colorii-
tion of the two surfaces is but slight in this sjiecies, ncitlicr
does it amount to much in the Archippui buttcrlly ; bnt iu
oome butterflies it is very oonsiderablB.

oak (QttercAis ilicifolia), on whortleberry, on

cherry, and on plum, fi-om which last tree we
have ourselves bred a single specimen. This

second larva produces the Ursula butterfly

{Nym'jjhaUs Ursula, Fabr.), a species belonging

to the same genus as the ZJmyj/JW* butterfly, but

differing widely therefrom in being of a sombre

blue-black color, witli its wings bordered both

above and below with blue, and below with a

scries of dull orange spots inside the blue

border. Place this insect side by side with (he

ArcMppus l)Utterfly, and everybody would say

at once that no two species could possibly be

nioie unlike in the general style of their colora-

tion. Clearly, therefore, it cannot be considered

as in any wise mimicking tlie latter. Now, the

Ursula butterfly is found every whei-e through-

out the Northern States wherever (he Disippus

butterfly is met with; and yet, while the latter

is a common and abundant species, the former

is everywhere quite i-are.* To what are we to

attribute this fact? It can scarcely be owing to

structural differences in tlie external organiza-

tion of the two species ; for the two belong to

one and the same genus. Tt surely cannot be

because the larvas of the former are more
exposed to the attacks of predaceous animals

than those of the latter; for they inhabit the

same, or very'nearly the same trees, and in size,

shape and general coloration the two are almost

exactly alike. Certainly it can not be because

tlie pupic of one species are more subject to be

devoured by birds, insects, etc., tlian those of

the other i-pecies; for it is Impossible to tell one

jiupa from another, when ])laced side by side.

The only cause to which we can reasonably

uUribute the great abundance of the Disijypus

butterfly and the compai'ative rarity of tlie

Urt.ula butterfly is, that the former mimicks the

Archlppiis butterfly, as has been shown above,

and isi consequently often mistaken by tree-fi'ogs,

dragon-flies, Asilus flies and other beasts of prey

for its unsavory prototype and allowed to escape

with impunity ; while the latter, being too hon-

est a bug to assume a fraudulent and deceptive

disguise, is ruthlessly devoured by every insect-

eating animal that can get hold of him.

Figure i;U h, sho-wstha Disippus butterfly in

the pupa state, with Ihc strange knife-edged

.\i-conlin^'li> .Mr. liilliniis, w Ik. iii.e& iii>t >eiiii tii liave met
with any ursula at all, disipiiusU '

' very commuu Irom July

to October" in Canada West. {Canad. Entovi., I., p. 45.)
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projection, which has sometimes been likened

to a Roman nose, growing ont of the middle of

its back. This projection, however, is not a

peculiarity of this particular species, but oc-

curs in the pupa; of all the species belonging to

this genus (2\^i/mph(dis) , the transformations of

which are known.
The I)isi2)2nis butterfly, as is correctly stated

by Harris, is double-brooded; but that author

is entirely wrong in asserting that the second

brood passes the winter in the pujja state.* He
probably jumped to this conclusion from finding

the butterfly flying about so early in the spring-

(but it could not have had sufficient time to

hatch out from the egg and acquire its full

larval growth the same season; and with its

wings so bright and unworn, that it could not

have hybernated in the butterfly form, as do

certain allied species (Vanessa Antiopa and

several species of Grapta) . The real truth of

the matter is, that the autumnal brood of larvfe

have only attained about one-third their full

size when the winter sets in, and hybernatc in

a singular house (Fig. 134 c), which they con-

struct for this purpose out of the leaf of the

willow. First and foremost— with wise fore-

thought, and being well aware through its natu-

ral instincts, that the leaf which it has selected

for its house will fall to the ground when the

cold weather sets in, unless it takes measures to

prevent this—the larva fastens the stem of the

leaf with silken cables securely to the twig from

which it grows. It then gnaws off the blade of

the leaf at its tip end, leaving nothing but the

mid-rib, as shown in Figure 134 d. Finally, it

rolls the remaining part of the blade of the leaf

into a cylinder, sewing the edges together with

silk, the gnawed portion of the leaf forming a

long flap which is bent down and fastened by

silken cords so as to act as a door to the house.

The basal portion of the cylinder is of course

tapered to a point, as the edges of the leaf are

merely drawn together, not overlapped; and
invariably the lower side of the leaf forms the

outside of the house, so as to have its projecting

mid-rib out of the way of the larva, as it re-

poses snugly in the inside. The whole when
finished (Fig. 134 c), has somewhat the appear-

ance of the leaf of a miniature pilcher-plant

(Sarracenia'), its length being 0.50—0.U.3 inch,

and its diameter 0.11—0.14 inch.

We liave found these winter-houses in the

summer time, old, dry and empty, on the

Heart-leaved Willow (iSa/ix cordata) ; and on
April 18th, ISii.i, and for a week or two subse-

quently we found great numbers of recent ones

• Injurious Insects, p. iS-2.

on the Humble Willow (S. Ilumilis), some few
of them still containing the larva, but most of

them empty and with the larva in the immedi-
ate neighborhood, crawling sluggishly about

and nibbling the catkins of this willow, which
were then in full flower but not yet in leaf. We
placed a lot of these larvae in a breeding-cage

and fed them upon willow; and from this lot

we bred one pupa on May .Oth, and four others

between that date and May loth. The first but-

terfly appeared May 21st, and two afterwards

on May 24th. We have also bred the butterfly

on August loth, from a pupa found in the open
air suspended from the stem of a grass-plant in

the woods, and of course belonging to the first

brood of larvie.*

No other American butterfly has hitherto been
recorded as hybernating in the larva state, and
this is the first complete account that has yet
been published of the singular mode in which
tliis process is accomplished by the larva of the

Disippus butterfly.f Not the least wonderful
part of the phenomenon is, that it is only the

autumnal brood of larvte that form pitcher-like

houses to live in during the inclement season of

the year, the summer brood having no occasion

to shelter themselves from the cold. We thus
have an instance of a curious architectural in-

stinct being only developed in alternate genera-
tions ; which is much the same thing as if, with
a certain race of men, the great-grandfathers,

the fathers and the grandchildren ran wild in

the woods, and the grandfathers, the sons and
the great-grandchildren lived in houses and led

the life of civilized human beings.

Society of ^'alulat History/, Stiv -JT,

(tildes \v eknuwji both tu -Mi". Tiini
Ijoiii at least as early as the year 1807.
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THE CHINCH BUG.

(Micropus leucopterus, Say.)

[ OOKOLUnm FEOM KCMBEB KINK. ]

Cannibal Foes of the Chinch Bng.

As long ago as 1861, the Senior Editor, in his

Essay upon the Injurious Insects of Illinois,

publislied facts which tended to show tliat four

distinct species of Ladybirds preyed upon the

Chinch Bug.* The first of these four is the

Spotted Ladybird {Hijipodamia maculata,

DeGeer, Fig. 135), which also preys upon a

great variety of other insects, attacking both the

[Fig. 135.] eggs of the Colorado [Pi^. ,3,.,^

Potato Bug and those

of certain Bark lice

;

and which is further -f

remarkable for being
,

Hipp, maculata. Ol\B Of the f3W IHSeCtS '"»« '"""J"-

Colors, Pink and f0""fl ^oth iu EurOpC '^"j™
' ^.'f

J^''™^
'''"'''• and in North America. ^^'''^

The second is the Trim Ladybird {Coccinella

munda, Say, Fig. 13G), which is distinguishable

at once from a great variety of its bi-ethren by

having no black spots upon its i-ed wing-cases.

The other two are much smaller insects, belong-

ing to a genus (Scymnus) of Ladybirds, most

of the species of which are quite small and of

obscure brown colors, and hard to be distin-

guished by the popular eye from other beetles,

the structure of which is very diflercnt, and
which therefore belong to very diflerent groups

and have very diflerent habits. Of these last

we present no ligures ; as the scientific reader

knows perfectly well by what characters they

can be recognized, and no mere flgures would
enable the ])opuLar reader to recognize them at

a glance

,

In the autumn of ISOi Dr. Shimer ascertained,

apparently by actual observation, that the very

same Ladybird which has been sketched .above

(Fig. 135) preys extensively upon the Chinch

Bug. In a particular field of corn, which had
been sown thick for fodder, and which was
swanning with Chinch Bugs, he found, .as he

says, that this Ladybird " could be counted by
hundreds upon every square yard of ground
after shaking the corn ; but the Chinch Bugs
were so numerous, that these hosts of enemies

made very little perceptible impression among
them."' On the general subject of Ladybirds

and their lizard-like larva;, we must refer the

reader to what we have said in our article on

Potato Bugs (No. 3, p. 46), whei-e flgures of

several species in their difl"ercnt stages will be

found.

* See Tram. III. St. Agile. Society, IV, iip. 341;-!).

In the same autumn the same observer made
the additional and entirely original discovei'y,

that in the very same field of fodder-corn the

Chinch Bugs were preyed upon by the larva of

a very common species of Lacewing Fly— the

Weeping Lacewing {Chrysopa plorabunda,

Fitch.)* With the exception of the Eyed Lace-

wing (C7i?-. oculata. Say), and perhaps the Red-
lipped Lacewing {Chr. rujflabris, Burm.), this

is our commonest species in Illinois ; and Dr.

Fitch says that he met with it in abundance in

the very months, September and October, in

which Dr. Shimer noticed it iu such profusion

in a corn-field, and not only in his own State,

New York, but also in the State of Illinois. All

the Lacewing Flics, however, resemble one
another so closely both in size, shape and color,

that the ordinary observer would suppose them
all to belong to the same species; and the same
may be said of their larvffi. Hence we shall

merely repeat here from page 33 the flgures

there given of one of them, where a represents

Fife'. i:!7.]

the eggs, b the larva with its long sickle-shaped

jaws, by which it may be readily distinguished

from all the Ladybird larva;, c the ridiculously

small cocoon, and d the enormous fly that comes
out of this very small cocoon, as the Bottle-

» Di- Shiinpi- has ve-tle-scviliprt plorabunda. as a new species

^."::

111- ,;;,,..-,,„,s,s,lillVi-s fnini llarrisii. Kiteh, '

!:.. k Hi iMiivs," (p.ai2). Now, Harriaii is '

III li\
I iiili to have the nervures

111 ::n\ 1 1 ai us of dark gi-cen or black at their
1 Rep . I, p. 90) . Uow then is it possible for

:o ilifler from Harrisii by having no black ner-
i neither species has black nervures?
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conjurer promised to come out of the quart

bottle and fooled the London cockneys so stu-

pendously in the last century.

According to Dr. Sbimer, this Lacewing Fly

was not quite as abundant as the Spotted Lady-

bird among the fodder-corn, but still there were

so many of them, that be thought that " there

was one or more of them for every stalk of that

tliickly sown corn." " Every stroke of the cut-

ter," he adds, "would raise three or four dozen

of tbeni, presenting quite au interesting specta-

cle as they staggered along in their awkward,
unsteady flight." And he uot only actually ob-

served the larvre preying very voraciously on

the Chinch Bugs in the tield, but he reared great

numbers of them to the mature Fly by feeding

them upon Chiunli Bugs. His account of the

operations of the larva wlien in captivity is so

interesting that we give it here in full:

I iilacecl one of tlie larvie in a vial, after having cap-
tured it in tlie tield in the vcrv act of devouriiiff Chinch
Bugs of all sizc«, and stil,-pquenlly intn.diirpil into the
vial a immher ..i ( Inn. li Hn.-v. 11, ry had hanlly
reached the liutinm, iiriuiv it M-i/.cd .,iir ,,r tlir l.n-.-i

less for about a iiiiinit.- wliilr il wa^Mirkin- tin- jiu.vs

from the lH"h ..i ii~ \irtiin. ami tli.n Ihivw down tlie

lifeless -hell. In llii- ua\ , I -aw it desli-ov in iiuick

Its:'

! in sii roiu the lioily of one bug.
remained liiotiouless for
ep. Never for a single
d it pause in the work.
bug, it was on the search

After this bouiililul

an hour or nioie.

moment, during' the

When not in pn-e-
for. or in lie ]iiir-uit of others. It manifested much
eagenie-- in the |.iii-nit of its prey, yet notwith a lion-
like liolliie--; 111 oil several occasions I observed a
manihst tiniorousness, a halting in the attack, m if

conscious of danger in its hunting expeditions, although
here there was none. Sometimes, when two or more
bugs were approaching rapidly, it would shrink back
Irom the attack, and turning aside go in the pursuit of
others. At length, awakening, it would renew the
assault as before. On one occasion, when it was on the
side of the vial, two inches up, with a large bug in its

mouth, I jarred the vial, so that it fell to the bottom
and rolled over and over across the bottom; but holding
on to its prey, it regained its footing and mounted up
to its former position . Occasionally the Chinch Bugs
would hasten to escape when pursued, as if in some
degree conscious of danger.*

"We will now give a drawing of the true veri-

table Chinch Bug (Fig. 138 a), and by the side

of it one of a common species of the Half-winged

Bugs, the Insidious Flower Bug {Anthocoris

msidiosi(s,Sa.y, Fig. 138 b). This last was re-

described and re-named by Dr. Fitch as the

False Chinch Bug {Anthocoris pseudo-chinche,

Fitcli), a quarter of a century after it had been
originally described and named by Thos. Say

;

but according to the received rules of scientific

etiquette, Say's name must take precedence of

Fitch's. t It is so often found in compauy with

Paper in Proc. Ent. Soc, Phii•From Dr. Shii
I\' lip 20U--ilO.

t for a further account of this insect, see a Paper by
Senior Editor iu Pruc. Ent. Soc. Phil., VI, p. iH.

« I
Colors— (a and b) blaek and white.

Chinch Bugs, that Dr. Fitch states that it had

upon one occasion been sent to him by a cor-

respondent by mistake as the veritable Chinch

Bug;* and he adds that it may be frequently

met with upou the same flowers and leaves with

the Chinch Bug, iu Illinois and AVisconsin, from

the forepart of July until the close of the sea-

sou. We have ourselves repeatedly found it iu

compauy with Chinch Bugs under the husks of

ears of com in the latter part of the season ; and
the fact was stated as long ago as 18U1 in au

Essay upon the Noxious Insects of Illinois by
the Senior Editor,j Once in the mouth of Sep-

tember, when we were examining the corn-

husks in a piece of sweet-corn belonging to one

of the most extensive growers of market vege-

tables near Rock Island, Ills., we showed the

Market-gardener himself a coru-husk with sev-

eral genuine Chinch Bugs, and also several of

these False, or Bogus Chinch Bugs upou it. We
had previously asked him if he knew a Chinch

Bug when he saw it. " I guess I do," was his

reply. "Well, then," we rejoined, "tell us

which are the true Chinch Bugs upon this

husk." To our great amusement, he poiuted

out the False Chinch Bugs as the genuine article.

And yet this man, who could not tell a Chinch
Bug when he saw it, probably had his pocket

annually picked of some hundred dollars on the

average of years, by this rapacious little savage

!

Now, in the eyes of an entomologist, the two
insects look as ditferent one from another

as a Cow does from a Horse. And yet the

popular eye is, up to the present day, so un-

educated iu appreciating even the most glaring

difl'erences in shape and structure among these

almost infinitesimally small creatures, that be-

cause the two are each of them colored black

and white, though the Bogus Chinch Bug is

only about half the size of the Genuine Chinch
Bug, and is also shaped quite ditferently from
that insect, the two are very generally con-

p. in.
Society, IV, p. 347.
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founded together! And the strangest thing of

all is, that the very same persons who confound

together these very dissimilar insects, will yet

have no difficulty whatever in distinguishing

between a pie-bald horse and a pic-bald cow,

and are uot at all likely to undertake to milk the

horse or to yoke up the cow in their buggy

!

From the fact that the Insidious Flower-bug

never occurs in large numbers in any particular

location, although it is very generally to be met

with on a great variety of plants, we have for

several years back been inclined to suspect, that

it is not a vegetable-feeder but a cannibal. This

opinion was strengthened by the structure of its

[Fig. 139 ]beak (Fig. :;!'J, 6),

which like that of

the great JiCihiviits

family of the Ilalf-

winged Bugs (see

Fig. 44, b, p. 47),

all of which family

are cannibals, is

short and three-jointed; whereas that of the

Great Capsus family, to which our insect

bears a strong general resemblance and which

arc almost universally vegetable-feeders, is long

and four-jointed. This last remark also applies

to the beak of the closely-allied Lygceus family

among the Half-winged Bugs, which is likewise,

as may be seen from examining the beak of the

Chinch Bug (Fig. 139, «); ^ species belonging

to this same Lygceus family, not short and three-

jointed but long and four-jointed. The opinion

that the Insidious Flower-bug, and two other

species belonging to the same genus {Antho-

coris muscxdus, Say and Anth. n. sp.?), which

like the first arc never met with in any consid-

erable numbers, are in reality Cannibals, has

been further coiilirmed by sundry observations

which it would be tedious to parliiularize liere.

And we have been linally convinced that this is

the case, by ascertaining that two European

species of this genus {Anth. nemorum, Linn,

and Anth. minutus Linn.) have been well known
in Europe for a long time to prey upon plant-

lice, " the perfect insects," as Curtis says, "in-

habiting flowers and the immature ones running

.about in search of the plant-lice, which they

transfix with their sharp beak." * The second

of these two Transatlantic species so closely

resembles our Insidious Flower-bug, that it

might be a question with some whether they

are not identically the same ; still there arc, in

our opinion, sufficient characters to distinguish

them as separate species.

The figures given above will, we think, be

'CuTtis's Farm Insects,

amply sufficient to enable the intelligent farmer

to tell the difference between the Insidious

Flower-bug, which doubtless preys upon the

Chinch bug and upon a variety of other plant-

feeding insects, and which is consequently one

of the best friends the farmer has got, and that

miserable little skunk in the world of insects,

the true Chinch Bug, which as every one

knows is one of the very bitterest enemies

of the grain-growing farmer. It is very trne

that, practically, it will be found almost

impossible to separate the sheep from tlie

goats, and spare the lives of the former while

condemning to destruction the unsavory little

carcases of the latter. Still, it will be some
comfort to the grain grower, when at some
future day he may discover his small grain or

his corn to be alive with Chinch Bugs, to perceive

the bright orange-colored larvte of the Insi-

dious Flower-bug dodging about among the

blood-red or blood-brown larvie of his bitter

foes, and sucking out their life-blood with

ravenous avidity ; or to discover the little sIoav-

going larvas of the Scymnus group of Ladybirds,

with such dense and evenly-shorn masses of

short milk-white cottony threads growing out

of their entire bodies that they look like little

animated flakes of cotton avooI, crawling about

among the stinking crowd and making many a

hearty meal ofl' them, stink they never so badly

;

or, finally, to watch the lizard-like black and

yellow larvaj of the Spotted Ladybird, and the

Trim Ladybird, with their short, robust jaws, or

the greenish-brown larvae of the Lacewing
Fly, with their long slender sickle-shaped

jaws, running rapidly about among the hosts of

his enemies, and smiting them hip and thigh

without any more mercy than the Amalekites of

old experienced at the hands of avenging

Israel. He will then know that, even if he is

himself powerless to make head against a host

of minute foes, as numerous as the sand on the

seashore, and as destructive and irresistible as

the waves of the great ocean itself, Providence

has provided a check upon the unlimited in-

crease of his enemies; and that a Power which

is above us all and provides for us all, and which

alloweth not even a sparrow to fall to the

ground unless by His especial permission, has

said to every vegetable-feeding insect, through

the mouths of the various Cannibal and Parasitic

species which He has appointed to do His work:
"Thus far shalt thou go, and no farther; and

here shall thy proud hosts be stayed."

"We suppose that there can be no reasonable

doubt that the common Quail of the Middle and

Western States {Ortyx Viryiniana), otherwise
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known as the Partridge in the Northern States,

feeds habitually upon Chinch Bugs, whenever

it can get a chance. Tl>e tact was long ago

published to the world; and assuming the

(rntii of it, this bird ought to be protected from

the gun of the sportsman, and the not of the

"pot-hunter" in every State where the Chinch

T)Ug has ever been known to run riot. We were

informed, indeed, in the autumn of 180S, by

yW. Joseph Conet, of llock Island, 111., that in

order to test this question, he purposely exam-

ined the contents of the stomachs of about

twenty Quails, and at least ten of the whole

number in the summer, and found no insects

therein, but only corn and seeds. But as these

observations must have been made in some of

the years when Chinch bugs were very rare,

owing to the long-continued rainy season of

18G.5, and the seasonable showers of the years

"OG and '07, we do not think that they prove

much either one way or the other.

'• The Chinch Bug," said Dr. Fitch in the

year 18uG, " so far as we yet know, is exempt

from any molestation by prcdaceous insects and

otlier animals. No bird probably has a relish

for such an unsavory morsel as one of these

fetid insects."* But it seems to be a tolerably

well established fact that tlic Quail is not too

dainty to prey ravenously upon them, which

possibly may be one cause of the line "game
flavor," which makes this bird so acceptable a

dish at the table of every epicure. And we
liave already enumerated no less than six in-

sects, four of which are Beetles, one a True

llalf-winged Bug {Heteroptera) and one a

species belonging to the Net-winged Flies

{jSfeiiroptern) , a.nA 9.\\ of which probably prey

upon Chinch Bugs, while two of them un-

(luestionably do so. Whatever croakers and

grumblers may chuse to say, the Entomologi-

cal World, as well as the Moral and the Politi-

cal World, does undoubtedly move. If we have

not yet discovered any Universal and Infallible

Ilemedy for the Chinch Bug disease, we are yet

on the high road towards that desirable con-

summation. For the more we know of the

habits and the Natural History of any noxious

insect, the more likely we are to discover some
efficient means of counterworking its depreda-

tions, or at all events some palliation of the evil.

Ainonnt of Damage done by the Chinch ling.

According to Dr. Shimer's estimate, which
we consider a reasonable one, in the year 18G4

" three-fourths of the wheat and one-half of the

corn-crop were destroyed by the rhincli Bug

'New York Re/iorls, 1. p. i'.l.j.

throughout many extensive districts, compris-

ing almost the entire North-west." At the av-

erage annual rate of increase, according to the

U. S. Census, in the State of Illinois, the wheat-

crop of 18G4 ought to have been about thirty

millions of bushels, and tlie corn-crop about

one hundred and thirty-eight million bushels.

Putting the cash value of wheat at $1.25 and
that of corn at 50 cents, the cash value of the ^
corn and wheat destroyed by this insignificant

little bug no bigger than a grain of rice, in one

single State aad in one single year, will there-

fore, according to the above figures, foot up to

the astounding total of over sevekty-thrkf.

Jirr.Lioxs OF dollars! Put it as low as we
chuse, it is still "a big thing;" and it is unne-

cessary to argue a question any further, when
facts and figures speak so plainly.

Remedies against the Chinch Bug.

It has long been noticed that the Chinch Bug
commences its ravages in the spring from the

edges of a piece of grain, or occasionally from

one or more small patches, scattered at random
in the more central portions of it, and usually

drier than the rest of the field. From these par-

ticular parts it subsequently spreads by degrees

over the whole field, multiplying as it goes and
finally taking the entire crop unless checked up
by seasonable rains. In newly-broken land,

where the fences are new and consequently no

old stiiffhas had time to accumulate along them,

the Chinch Bug is never heard of. These facts

indicate that the mother insects must very gen-

erally pass the winter iu the old dead stufl" that

usually gathers along fences. Hence, by way
of precaution, it is advisable, whenever pos-

sible, to burn up such dead stufl' in the winter

or early in the spring, and i)articularly to rake

together and burn up the old corn-stalks, in-

stead of ploughing them in, or allowing them,

as is often done, to lie littering, about on some
piece of waste ground. It is true, agriculturally

speaking, this is bad fiirraing; but it is better

to lose the manure contained in the corn-stalks

than to have one's crop destroyed by insects.

Whenever such small infected patches in a grain-

field are noticed early in the season, the rest of

the field may often be saved by carting dry straw

on to them and burning the sti-aw on the spot.

Chinch Bugs, green wheat and all ; and this will

be still easier to do when the bugs start along

the edge of the field. If, as frequently happens,

a piece of small grain is found about harvest-

time to be so badly shrunken up by the bug, as

not to bo worth cutting, the owner of it ought

always to set fire to it and burn it np along with
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its ill-!5avored inhabitants. Tims, uot only will

the insect be prevented from migrating on to

the adjacent corn-fields, but its future multipli-

cation will be considerably checked.

A very simple, cheap and easy method of pre-

vention was recommended seven years ago by

Mr. Wilson Phelps, of Crete, Ills., which we
give for what it is worth. It may very probably

be effectual when the bugs are not too numerous,

andcoH.'iiiily ran do iKriianii.

Willi \-l l.ii-lirK (if -jiriin;- wlirat mix one bushel of

lirinliim nut . lull >|ir.M(lin'j ..ul (l..-i' to tlic srrouiul, the
I UN will

willol nniv.i- Ik. im ilaii-n- ,il Ihrxvmlri- ryr mixing
«illi tlic spiiii-nli. Ml.— /;,(///, J-urmrr, Apriilli, 1S02.

When Chinch IJugs arc likely to march, as

they often do, after the fashion of Army-worms
{Leucania unlpuncta, Haw.), from an infected

to an uninfected licld, Mr. H. J. Everest, of

Stoughton, Dane county. Wis., recommends
the following plan, which is stated to have been

tried by several persons and found to be per-

fectly effectual

:

' T:ikc c'oinmuM Iriio-bonnls, six inclics m- less wide,

Finally, wlicii tlic CUincli lings are already in

tlie lield which it is proposed to rescue from tlieir

clutches, 'My. ]\Iichacl IIopps, of Lyousville,

Cook county. 111., says that he saved a piece

of wheat by soM'ing gas-lime broadcast over it,

at the rate of si.x or seven bushels to the acre;

and that tlie effect was that the bugs immedi-
ately loft his field, and his crop was saved, while

tlie wheat of his neighbors was nearly ruined

by them. He further states that "a neighbor
had a field of wheat adjoining his (ifr. IIopps's)

cornfield, in which the bugs worked badly.

Thiidving that, as soon as tlie wlieat was cut,

they would emigrate to his corn, he dropped a

handful of tiie gas-lime upon each hill of corn,

in the same manner as plaster is often dropped
niion com in the East. The consequence was
that the bugs did not attack the com i}i the

least."

—

Prairie Farmer.
But, if gas lime keeps oiT Chinch Bugs, which

may or may not be the case, it appears that

coal-tar most certainly will not do so, as the

following oxperinient of Dr. Shimer'.s proves:

May iWi, 1864—1 saturated some saw-dust with coal
tar, aud mixed some qiiick-lime among it, so that it

might be in a fiood coiulilicm tor handling, and sowed
it thickly broadeast o\er a purtiou of mv wheat-field,
where the bu^cs wiir very numerous.

JIai/2~tJi—-l'.it!i. 1.SI14.—The bugs refuse to leave the
part of till licld wliere I sowed the tarred saw-dtist, »o
there is hut litilc lioiie of driving them from their once
chosen yiouuds, by the seasonable application of
strong-.simdling drugs.

We have selected the above remedies from a

vast mass floating around in the various Agri-

cultural Journals, some of them utterly absurd

and irrational and others of very doubtful val-

idity, not because we have any personal know-
ledge of their efficiency, but because they appear

the most in accordance with analogy and the

most likely to prove practically successful. As
to a ridiculous proposal, put forth in the year

18Gi), with a great flourish of trumpets, by a

gentleman in the North-east corner of Illinois,

namely to destroy the Chinch Bug in the egg
state by pickling all the seed-wheat; it is suffi-

cient to observe that this insect does uot lay its

eggs upon the kernel of the ripe wheat, but

upon the roots of the young green wheat. Con-
sequently, to attempt to kill Chinch Bug eggs,

by doctoring the seed wheat, would be pretty

much like trying to kill the nits in a boy's head,

by applying a piece of sticking-iilaster to his

great toe.

Recapitulation.

W'c consider the following important points

to be firmly established:

1st. Chinch Bugs hyberuate iii the perfect or

winged state in any old dry rubbi.sh, under dead
leaves, in old straw, in corn-shucks and corn-

stalks, among weeds in fence-corners, etc., etc.

Therefore all such substances should be bunted
up, as far as jiossible, in the spring.

2ud. The earlier small grain can be sowed in

the spring, the more likely it is to escape the

Chinch Bug; for it will then get ripe before the

spring brooil of bugs has had time to become
fully developed at the expense of the grain.

3d. The harder the ground is where the grain

is sowed, the less chance there is for the Chinch

Bug to penetrate to the roots of the grain and

lay its eggs thereon. Hence the importance of

fall-ploughing and using the roller upon land

that is loose and friable. And hence, if old

corn-ground is suflficienlly clean, it is a good

plan to harrow in a crop of small grain upon it

witliout ploughing it at all.

•1th. A single heavy rain immediately checks

up the propagation of the Chinch Bugs. Con-

tinued heavy rains diminish their numbers most

materially. A long-continued wet season, such

as tlint of 18C5, almost sweeps the whole brood
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of them from oft' the face of the earth ; but from

the rapid rate at which tlicy multiply tliere will

always be enough left for seed for another year.

It may be laid down, not only as a general, but

as a universal rule, that this insect is never

ruinously destructive, except in those sections

of country where there is continued hot dry

weather; and that if, in two adjoining districts,

there has been a dry summer in one and much
wet weather during the summer season in the

other, however plentiful and destructive the

bug may be in the lirst district, it will scarcely

be heard of in the second. Certainly this state

of facts is not exactly tlmt from which any rea-

sonable man would infer, that the paucity of

Chincli Bugs in a wet season is caused by an

Kpidemic Disease taking them oft". We might as

well maintain that, although there was no Epi-

demic Disease among the children of Israel that

had just crossed the Kcd Sea, or among the

Egyptians that staid at home, it was simply and

solely an Epidemic Disease (hat slew the pur-

suing hosts of the Egyptians and covered the

boltom of the Red Sea with their carcases.

CABBAGE-WORMS UPON GILLY-FLOWEIIS.

There i> a small green worm, alxmt one-tliird

of an inch long, which commonly infests cab-

bage leaves in the West, eating holes through

their substance, and when very numerous

riddling them like a sieve. When full-fed this

larva spins a very slight cocoon of white net-

work upon the cabbage-leaf, inside which it

transforms into the pupa, and subsequently into

the perfect moth state. The moth—which may
be recognized by the white hind margin of its

gray i'ront wings, aiid which scarcely measures

half an inch across its expanded wings—has
been imported into this country from Europe,

and according to Stainton, into all the four quar-

ters of the globe, wherever cabbages arc grown.

In this country, and probably in Europe also,

lliero arc two broods of them every year, one

coining out in the middle of the sunnner and

the other in October. (The proper name of this

insect is Plntella cruciferarum; but the late Dr.

Clemens, not being aware of its identity with

the European species, re-described it as Plntella

limbipenudla, and under the same circum-

stances Dr. Fitch gave it the name of Cerostoma

hntsskellu .)

We have received specimens of this moth

from Capt. Edw. H. Beebe, of Galena, Ills.,

along with some of its cocoons. lie says that

the larva is very destructive to giUy-flowers, and

some other plants in green-houses, and that in

green-houses it hatches out into the moth state

as late as the end of November. This hatching

out as late as November, instead of in October,

is no doubt due, as Capt. Beebe suggests, to

artiticial warmth. The gilly-tiowers upon which

the insect occurred belong to the same botanical

family (Criicifenr) as Iho cabbage; and wc
loarn from its European name, that the larva

feeds in Europe u^ion a variety of species be-

longing to this great group of plants.

PRACTU'AL IMPORTANCE OF SCIENCE.

[•r™i,>l:.lia IVullI hv Sutm-.,U>U- IMliil.lini , .No. 1.]

We lately met a friend who, lliinking that it

was necessary to apologize to us for not having

subscribed to our Journal, told us that he had

paid no attention whatever to Natural History.

" I care but very little," he added, " to know
whether a butterfly has a yellow tail or a red

one, and I willingly let that question alone

without troubling my head about il." "It is

fortunate,"' wc replied, " that there arc other

people who do not think as you do, for the thing

is- of more importance than you suppose. If all

the world had reasoned as you do, steam, elec-

tricity, magnetism, etc., would have never re-

ceived from man those practical applications

which astonish the intellect to-day, and consti-

tute the wonder of the age. A butterfly's tail

being yellow or red contains nothing which

ought intrinsically to interest us; but if by that

character one is enabled to distinguish a friend

from an enemy-a beneficial being from a dan-

gerous animal capable of causing considerable

damage—then this character acquires a very

special importance. And you ought to think

yourself fortunate,"' wc added, '• that others

have done for you what you do not feci the

courage to undertake for yourself, and have given

you the power, by means of such publications

as ours, to jump to results without having been

subjected to the toilsome labor of the demonstra-

tion—that is to say, to draw your interest with-

out having deposited any capital in the great

Bank of science."'

The majority of our readers will, we think, be

of our opinion. They will proclaim Avitli us,

that progress among men demands the concur-

rent action of every intellectual power, and that

in working, each of us in the speciality which

has fixed our choice, we promote the general

good of the community, and engineer ett'ectively

for the grent cause <)f yeritablo progress.
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"WASPS AND THEIR HABITS.'

Editors American. Eiitomolo\fist

:

In reading the very interesting pupir on
" "Wasps and their Habits," in the March num-

ber of the Entomologist, on page 1-11, iirst col-

umn, I notice the following- paragrapli, in refer-

ence to those species belonging to the genus

Vespa, commonly called '' Yellow-Jackets."

" Wc ourselves know but little of their econ-

omy, save that all the species with wliich we are

uci]uainted, build their nests under ground like

the common wasp ( Ves^xt vulyaris), of Europe,

and none of them attach their nests to trees, as

do certain European species."'

As nothing is said in the paper about any

other species attaching their nests to the

branches of trees, except the Bald-faced Hornet

( Vesjm maculata) , and as the general reader

might be led to suppose that no other species in

this country does build such a nest ; allow nic to

say that in Pennsylvania, or at least in Lancas-

ter county, we h.ave a species of " Yellow-

Jacket" or '• Yellow Hornet "'
( Vesjm vulgaris,

American variety) which builds such nest, and
which is almost as common as the maculafa.

This insect is about the size of the common Yel-

low-Jacket {Vespa (jcrmanicd) , and the nest is

globular and about the size of an ordinary

man's list, and usually is attached to twigs,

about three or four feet from the ground. I se-

cured a nest and captured the whole family of

wasps that occupied it, last summer, in the

north part of this county, and liave taken (hem
frequently, as much as twenty years ago. It

however requires some adroit reconuoitering to

elude the watchful vigilance of these little

wasps, for I always found one of them at the

door, head outward, apparently " smelling dan-
ger." But I at length suddenly " charged on
their works" with two or three plies of soft wet
paper, about the size of my hand, which I clap-

ped over the hole, before the sentry could come
forth. I however soon found that it would not

take them long to work their way through the

paper, therefore I held a wide-mouthed collect-

ing bottle, containing a quantity of alcohol,

over the hole, which is at the lower end of the

nest, when the whole colony, very spitefully

and very hastily, precipitated themselves into

the alcohol, and thus were secured.

Although Mr. Smith of the British Museum,
and M. De Saussuro contend that our vuhjaris

and (/ermanim are identical with the European
species, yet Mr. Norton thinks differently, or
did in 1862. U seetHs to me that the European

species, which nests underground, and ours of

the same name which nests on branches of

trees, must be two distinct species. S. S. 11.

EuiTOKiAL Hemakks.—Wc fully agree in the

opinion of Messrs. Norton and S. S. K., as to

our so-called vithjctn's being a distinct species

from the European wasp bearing that name,

provided that its habits are essentially different,

as appears to be tlie ease. It is immaterial, ac-

cording to our views, whether or not these two
wasps be externally uudistinguishablo. If their

habits be essentially different, then either their

external or else their internal organization must

be essentially diflerent; and upon either of

these two suppositions even the most rigid sys-

tematists would concede them to be specifically

distinct. Upon the same principle, we consider

the Seventeen-year Cicada and the Thirteen-

year Cicada to be specifically distinct, although

externally these two forms cannot be dis-

tinguished from one another.

THE SOCIAL WASPS.

In the March mimber of the Amekican Ento-

MOLOdisT is a valuable and nearly exhaustive

article on the " AVasps." I would like to add a

little information in regard to the Bald-faced

Hornet. The article in question mentions but

one species, but here we had two .at least, (he

past summer. I saw many of the nests of the

common species, and in a hollow log there was
a nest, the builders of which were about half the

size of the ordinary Bald-faced Hornet. Their

markings were the same, at least to the naked

eye, but they were no larger around the abdo-

men and thorax than the Yellow-Jacket, and
they wore much shorter. They were the only

ones of the kind I ever saw. I called the atten-

tion of several persons to the nest and its in-

mates, and no one had ever seen the species be-

fore. Their habits were apparently the same as

their larger relatives, except that I never saw
them try to catch the common liouso-fly as the

large Bald-faced Hornet will often do.

On page 141 of the same number, you say the

Yellow-Jacket always builds under grouiul.

Here nearly all the nests we find are on (roes or

bushes. 1 found as many as twenty on this

farm, and but one of them was in the ground.

One nest was built near the roof of the granary,

on the inside of the building, about twelve feet

from the ground. It was sixteen inches in di-

ameter and twenty inches in length. This col-

ony was as large as a good swarm of beea, but
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made a poor choice for a liomc, as tlicy got

Imnied out.

KiHTouiAL Kkmai;ki~.—The Hornets, resciub-

liiigour eoiunion Bakl-faccd species, of which

yiv. Nichols noticed a single nest in a hollow

log, were probably the common European Hor-

net ( Vespa crabi-o, Linn.), which according to

that excellent observer, Mr. Angus of Long
island, N. Y., has become domesticated in the

neighborhood of the City of Xew York.* This

species has the head and thorax mostly of a dull

rufous color, without any wliitc face such as our

native Hornet has; but the abdomen is marked

and colored in almost exactly the same manner

as in our species. Its habit iu Europe is to

build in hollow trees, so that iu this respect it

agrees very well with the wasp observed by Mr.

Nichols. In Europe, however, instead of being
' about half the size of the ordinary Bald-faced

Hornet,"' it is one or two sizes larger; audit

does not seem at all agreeable to analogy that,

when imported into America, it should degen-

erate in size. How the European Hornet came

to be introduced into this country, unless some

mischievous person brought a nest of them over

with him in a steamship by way of "devilry,"

is diffi(;ult to explain; but we suppose that the

tact is indisputable. With the exception of the

Itald-faccd Hornet, all the American species of

this social genus ( Vespa), i\v\i we are acquainted

with, are colored yellow and black and not

greenish-white and black. Mr. Nichols's re-

mark that his wasp was ''much shorter than

the Yellow-Jacket," excludes the idea of its

having been some species of the other genus

{PoUstes) of Social Wasps found in the Atlantic

States. The question can only be iinally solved

by the actual examination of specimens by some
competent entomologist. AVe hope to receive

such from ^Ir. Nichols in the course of the com-

ing season, and also specimens of the genuine

European Hornet from Mr. Angus or any other

citizen of New York who may meet with them.

They will form an interesting accession to our

Cabinet.

^Ir. Nichols is misfakeu in (quoting us as

asserting that " the Yellow-Jacket always builds

underground." What we really did say (p. lil),

was, that "all the species it'iY/t which we are

acquainted build their nests underground;''

and so far as we are at present advised, none of

the species that build upon trees and bushes

occur in Illinois or Missouri. We shall be glad

to receive from any of our correspondents,

whether in the East or the AVest, Yellow-Jack-

•Scc Packard's Guide,

ets taken from nests built in the open air, that

we may compare them with the different species

captured by us in the West. The best way to

transmit such specimens is, to kill the insects by
immersing the bottle or vial in which they are

confined, nearly up to the cork, in water so hot

that you cannot bear your linger in it for a shigle

second, and then without suffering them to get

dry to pack them immediately, along with a

little moistened paper to fill up the empty space,

in any small stout pasteboard box.

MOUNDING PEACH TREES.

JiJiti'/v Amcriom Fiifuiniilo(/ht :

Your article in last issue leads me to give my
experience with the Peach borer. In I8O0, when
I purchased my present farm, I knew nothing
of the borer. In the spring of 18G6 I found
from ten to thirty in each tree of all sizes. I

thought that would never do ; by enquiry and
reading I found the moth laid the egg for the

future borer during the suuiincr months. I

thought then to head it off, and in 1867, I

mounded the trees about a foot above the gen-

eral level, and iu October I scattered the mound
away. In 1868 I did not find one borer to fifty

trees. I was pleased with my experiment, and
again mounded the trees ; but iu the summer I

thought to see if the mound was the remedy,

and so hood it away in July. This spring I

found from ten to thirty (more or less) in nearly

every tree, all of them about the size of a

needle, and from oue-sixtecuth to one-eighth of

an inch long; and all of them on the exterior

bark, sliowing that they were produced from

eggs laid last summer.
I shall continue to mound my trees in the

spring and hoe away the mound iu the fall, for

the reason that my experience shows that, to

mound the tree in the spring leaves a place for

the fly to lay the egg, the same as though on

level ground, and hoeing the mound away in

the fall scatters the eggs not hatched, and
freezes or dries up the youn* grub before it can

penetrate the exterior bark.

I may be all wrong, but I prefer this to hav-

ing an unsightly mound of two or three feet in

height and the same in diameter iu my orchard.

Respectfully, U. L. AVells.
Sr. Joseph, Michigan, ISli'J.

[The above experience of Mr. AV'ells, speaks

well for the mounding system. So long as he

kept the mound around the tree till into the

month of October, he found no borers the fol-

lowing spring. When he scattered the mound
away as early as July, ho aftei'Wavds found
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plenty of borers. This last result might h.ave

been expected, since the period of egg-deposit-

ing was not yet over, and the moths had ample
time during July, August and September, to

furnish the trees with a good stock of eggs.

The practice of leveling the mound late in the

fall is a good one, as it exposes those young
worms that may chance to be on the trunk, to

the action of frost, and to the attacks of birds.

We are always glad to get facts from i)ractical

men. Let us hear from those who have had
experience in the nuitter of mounding peach

trees.—Eus.]

\ \OUT OF EIILfTHERE COJIETU (JO(II).

It seems that the prfcspcct for an abniulant

fruit crop was never greater, in the AV'est, than

at present. During recent trii)s in South Illinois

and in various parts of Missouri, almost every
orchardist whom we ()uestioncd, declared that

he had never seen more profuse blossoming or

better setting of the finil, iind our iiwii obser-

vations tally Avilh llicsc (licliiriilions. These
remarks do not apjily lo pemli tires, which, in

many sections, lost tlicir IVuil l.y frost. \Vc

arc greatly inclined to believe IIkiI niiich of iliis

excessive fruitfnlness may be attributed to the

puncturing of the limbs, last summer, by the

Periodical Cicada, which acted as a good sum-
mer pruning, coming as it did, at the very time
when such pruning should be done. AW> .arc

strengthened in this belief, from having ob-
served that many two and three-year old trees

have been thrown preniatniely into bearing
from the same cause. Tims we have a i)resent

good, resulting from what was at the time an
evident evil, though whether or not excessive

fruilfnlness from such a cause will be of any
ultimate benefit is matter of doubt.

. \ . , THE PERI01)1C.4L CICADA.

In the chronologicaU history of this insect

Avhich we gave in ourM)ecember issue, occurs

the following paragi'aph (p. CS)

:

Hl!(.(il. I.--.V/./. ///./,. /m-lsM, 1869.
In tlic vc:ir ISIIii. ami at intervals of seventeen years

Ihci-oaftrr, tliry will piohably aiipcar in the v.allVy of
tin; Cmiiccticut viuv. Acc.nlin;;- to Dr. Asa Fitch
(N. Y. licii I. p. 40). tlnv a|.|Mar.-.l th.ir in ISIS and

this may Iju oonsick'n-d as a soiacuhat probkinatical
brooil

.

We hope that our Connecticut or Massachu-

setts subscribers, will duly inform us whether
or not they .appear there during the summer,
and thus either confirm or disprove the gen-

uineness of this brood. "We shall also be glad to

learn of the appearance of tliis insect in any

other part or parts of tjje Ujiitcd States,

THE CURCULIO SCARCER THAN LAST YEAR.

Judge A. 51. IJrown of Villa Kidge, writing

under date of May lUh, says:
Curculios are very much scarcer than ever before. I

have never caught, at one catching, more than two and
one-half to the tree. Even the plum trees in the vard,
since the lirst three or four days, are almost entirely
free (rom their attacks. Indeed, they seem to like
peaches belter than iilums. Can it be that their taste
is ch.inginj.' ?

I am inclined to think that somethinj,' is destroying
their e;;;;,- a- tli.\ arc d. posited. I have cut a muill>cr
of plum- ,ind pcrlh-. I.earin- tln-ir mark, and in none
of them ran I Iind a Ira,-.' of e.-i.' or worm. Cm it be
that the Lailyliird- an- iloin;;' this ? They swarm on the
trees in x'cal mimlnrs. If the warm r'ain now falling
does not bnn;;- i>id a swarm ..f the little savages, 1 shall
conclude tiiat tin' rr..p i> very ^hort.

Last year .Mr. I'ark.r Earle, of South Pass,

Ills., thirty miles north of Villa Kidge, captured
(jjOOO Curculios from one hundred peach trees

during the first six days of May, and if the same
diminution occurs at South Pass, which Mr.
Brown has noticed at Villa Kidge, they will

have but little trouble from Curculios this year,

in that region. The comparative scarcity of

this insect is not, however, confined to South

Illinois, for, we have noticed the same state of

things in Jlissouri since the date of Mr. Brown's
communication. Elsewhere wchavc stated our

opinion, in contradiction to those who claim

that tliis little pest will destroy the peaches in

South Illinois for all time to come, that, so far as

insects tire concerned, the i)rospect for a good
crop the year succeeding an entire failure, is

greater than at any other period. AVc arc in-

clined to think that the present year will prove

the truth of the st.atement, so far as the Curculio

is concerned ; at least wc hope so for the good of

the peach-raiser. It is poor logic to argue that,

because an insect is numerous one year, there-

fore it must necessarily be so the next. Nature

is ever endeavoring to bring about a balance.

STINKING OUT THE CURCULIO.

[from a Letter IVoni Luclu-i C. Francis, Spriiiglleld, Ills ]

It seems to be a very fallacious way of reason-

ing, that because Whale-oil Soap, Coal-oil, Gas-

tar and a host of other things are stinks to us,

of course they are so to the Curculio and to any

other noxious insect. The Dung-beetle delights

to work in manure. The, to us, stinking carcass

swarms with thousands of happy maggots, fairly

reveling in corruption. Even as clean an in-

sect as the honey-bee is often found fre-

quenting places which our nasal organs are not

very well pleased with. In like manner, the

Curculio, as we know from sad experience, does

not intend to be stunk away, and the knock-

down argument is the only thing that he will

p.ay any attention to.
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THE AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Oil the 22d of February, 1859, some iifteeii

persons met at No. 728 Eric street, Philadelpliia,

I'or tlie ostensible purpose of founding an Ento-

molog^ical Society, and during the remainder of

that year, they met regularly for mutual im-

iJiovemcnt in Entomological knowledge, for the

exhibition of specimens and for the formation

of private collections. After a hospitable accom-

modation of two years and a half in the room
of Mr. Chas. Wilt, i;UO South street, the Society

moved to the hall which it now occupies. No.
;')18 South U!th street, which was built for the

Society's use, by Mr. Jas. Ridings, and afforded

at a moderate rent. On the l!»th of April, 18(J2,

the Society was chartered by the Legislature,

as the "Entomological Society of Philadelphia,"

but on the Uth of March, 1867, this title was
changed to the "American Entomological So-

ciety." This change was a wise one, as the pre-

vious name couveyed the erroneous idea that the

institution was local, whereas it had ever relied

on the country at large for support, and had ac-

quired an essentially national cli.iracter and a

world-wide reputation as the only Society of

the kind in America.

The seven volumes of the Proceedings which

have been published contain an immense amount
of useful information, and Americans may well

be proud of the typography of these volumes

and of the scientific value of their contents. In

October, 18G.'i, the Society commenced the pub-

lication of a little monthly bulletin entitled the

Fractical Enlomolotjist ; a journal whicli dis-

seminated over the country a vast amount of

valuable information of a practical nature, and

which was suspended after an existence of two

years, principally on account of the liberality of

its publishers in charging but a most trivial and

unpaying sidjscription price. This little monthly

was solely edited the second year by the Senior

Editor (and was really the forerunner) of the

American Estomoi.ouist. But it is not our

inirpose, nor is it necessary to state to our scien-

tific readers all that this Society has accom-

plished. It has been the means of stimulating

research in this most interesting and fascinating

department of science; of recording many of

the secrets contained in that book which is

" printed, paged, collated and bound by the

fingers of Omnipotence," and of thus adding to

our font of true knowledge. It has in fact

given American Entomologists a standing which
they never before held in the eyes of the world.

AVe recently learned, therefore, with much
regret, that the Secretary and Curator, Mr. Ezra

T. Cresson, had been obliged to secure another

situation iii consequence of the failure to raise

the required amount to hire his services. lu our
minds the success of the Society hitherto has

depended, in a very great measure, on the effi-

cient and indefatigable efforts of this gentleman,

and that it requires the constant services of one
person to attend to tlie large correspondence, to

the publication of the proceedings, and to prop-

erly care for and preserve the large collections

—

needs no argument. The Society has a publi-

cation fund of 811,000, which was. generously
donated by the late Thomas B. Wilson, and
which cannot be used for anything but the pub-
lication of the proceedings. It has also a gen-

eral fund of .$5,000, tlie income from which about

pays the general expenses, such as light, fuel,

rent, etc., etc. But there is nothing secured lor

a Curator. During the life of Mr. Wilson, he

most generously paid for the services of the

Curator, but since that time the amount has

been annually raised by subscription. People

grow tired of subscribing so often however, and
the finance committee failed to raise the requisite

amount the present year.

Will the entomologists of this vast country

stand by and sec this national collection go to

ruin and the Society degenerate, or will they put

their shoulders to thewheel and rescue it from its

present strait? If a Permanent Fund of !!il5,000

or $20,000 conid be raised for the Curator, the

Society would forever be independent, and re-

lieved of the unpleasant necessity of demanding
annual subscriptions. Are there not o<io or lnO

persons in North America, who would each sub-

scribe, once for all, the sum of .$50; or perhaps

150 or 200 who would each subscribe .$100? It

seems to us there must be, and we would sug-

gest the formation of a committee of five or

seven of our most wealthy and influential ento-

mologists, to take charge of the matter. If such

gentlemen as Coleman T. Robinson, Baron R.

Osten Sacken, Dr. J. L. LeCoute, Wm. II. Ed-

wards, Edward Norton, Samuel H. Scudder,

and Dr. H. Ilagen were to lend their influence,

and if the proper steps were taken at some
future meeting of the Society, we doubt not but

the desired end could be accomplished !

t5^ As some of our exchaiiges may wish to

illustrate any article they mny copy from the

American ENXOMOi.or.isT, we have decided to

furnish electrotypes of our wood cuts, at one-

half the cost of engraving ; these electrotypes to

be retained by the parties receiving them, if

thev desire it.
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Orange-colored Fnngns on Blackberry and Rasp-

berry.

We have received from Charles Parry, of Ihe

Pomona Nursery, Ciniiamiuson, N. J., and
from AViliiam Muir of Fox Creek, !Mo., speci-

mens of an orange colored fungus, abouE the

size of the head of a common pin, whicli to-

wards the middle of May is found by them in

great numbers on the lower surface of black-

l)orry and raspberry leaves. As it ripens it

.eoms to burst open and discharge an orange-

colored dust, which consists no doubt of the

"spores" or microscopically minute seeds by
wliich tlie fungus propagates itself. The speci-

mens sent occurred on the wild dewberry leaves,

on which plant we have ourselves noticed it in

Illinois, and Mr. Parry gives the following ac-

count of the way in which it has been gradually

spreading on to the cultivated Blackberry and
Raspberry, both which plants, as is well known
to botanists, belong to (he same genus (/iii!,iis)

as the dewberry (liuliKs cniii/ih'ii.si.^:) :

I think but .im not sure Unit tlii> i- :i runnoul
growth: ;inil if its rava<;-os (Miiiiot lir iIhtUiiI. it'will
prevont tlii- ciilturo of Hlac-kl.rn-ii-. au.l lUark.-aii Itasp-

ilfllM

anil HasphiMiii-; liax . im .imhh iluit 1 know of th.lt
tlu-fatcns to hf a^ ^.ri(iu~ ;i. tlii-. We have not suc-
oooiieilinarrc>tin,i.'l|]i- M-..U1-. I.\ anv me-ins that we
liavc yet tricil. .Siipp..>r, f,,i- in-tance. all the leaf-
licanng portion of all Hit- plants atlVi-tcd were cutawav
and burned. AVoukl the now shoots that sprang up be
diseased?

This last remedy might possibly be effectual,

if applied before the fungus had burst and shed
its spores; otherwise not. In any case it would
be a very troublesome and expensive one. We
should rather recommend dusting the infested

bushes with sulphur, which seems to be a spe-

cilic against most of these leaf funguses. In
the meantime we shall be glad to hear from any
correspondents on lliis practically very impor-
tant subject.

Remarkable Peculiarity in the Insect World.

All the higher animals, such as Mammals or
what are commonly called "Quadrupeds,"'
Birds, Reptiles and Fishes, breed an indefinite

number of times in the course of their lives.

For example, nobody expects that, because a
heifer has raised one calf, she is going to die as

a matter of course ; neither does a hen necessa-
rily die, because she has already reared one
'brood of chickens. But with insects the case is

quite different. Every female insect, with the
single exception of a few social species, such as

Honey-bees and perhaps Ants and White Ants
{Termites) perish in the course of Ihe same sea-

son, after laying their first and only batcli of

eggs. Their race is then run — the goal is

reached— and they retire from the course, to

give place to that new generation of the same
species, which, although it proceeds from their

loins, they are yet in the great majority of eases

destined never to behold.

OJf OUR TABLE.

The IIauuis CoiatKsroxPENCR.—W<' referred

briefly (o this most interesting book in our last

nuniljer. From the miscellaneous nature of

such a work it is, of course, impossible to give

anytl.ing like a complete abstract of it. We
think, therefore, that we shall best subserve the

interests of our entomological readers, by indi-

cating the modern names of such insects as strc

from time to time referred to therein, either by
manuscript and unpublished name?, or with-

out any names at all. Generally the Editor lias

suiiiilied tliis deficiency; but it is impossible for

any one man to be equally conversant in all

departments of entomology, and it is only by

handing it from one to another that the torch of

science can be made to burn its brightest.

P. 22. Lamia amputalor probably refers to

Oncideres cingulotus Say, which we figured A.

E. p. 76. It is an interesting fiict that Ilentz

found this insect to have sawed vast numbers of

the hickory twigs ofl" the tree, while they still

contained the eggs, and that the eggs in a single

twig w«re "half a dozen or more in number.'"

Ilentz wrote this letter ten years before Prof.

Ilaldeman published on the subject.

P. 48. Fig. 5 is Elasmocerus terminatiis Say.

P. 64. Opiliis? coccineus, Harris !MS. is Than-

eroclerus sanguineus Say.

P. 79. Boryphora lO-Uneata? Say is D.jtinchi

Germar.

P. 80. Fig. 13 is Phymaphora indchelki Xewm.
= No. 776 on p. 107.

.P. 97. Vig.Xbii Anthoiihagus i-erlieuUs Say.

P. 169. The "army-worm" of the cotton

States is Anomis xylina Say.

P. 175 (Plate II. Fig. 10), also pp. 247 and .'ioi

.

Limacodes ephipipiatun Ilarr. IMS. is Emprelia

stimulea, Clemens.

P. 290. The larva described under the head

ot Lopihocampa macidata and figured Plate III.

Fig. 9, evidently does not belong to that insect;

for it is distinctly said thtit " the perfect insect

was not obtained."" It is in reality the true

larva of tessellavis, Sm. Abb., having black pen-

cils; wliilc that described on this same page

under the head of L. tenseJ/aris has orange-
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colored pencils, and as Harris himself allows

does not agree with Abbott's figure of the larva

of tesRellaris, although, as he very candidly re-

marks, ''the moth is the same " (p. 291). To
the moth produced from the larva with orange-

colored pencils that feeds exclusively on the

buttonwood or sycamore, whereas the other one

feeds on a great variety of different trees, the

name oi Ilarrisii has been given by the Senior

Editor. Singular to relate, different as the larvffi

are, and different as are their foodplants, the

moths are absolutely undistinguishable.

P. 298. Two very distinct larvae are here de-

scribed xmAer Bri/ocampa pellucida. The first

is probably that of Dr. rubicunda, which feeds

oil maple. The second is the same as that de-

scribed under the name of Dr. bicolori in Proe.

Ent. Soc. Phila., III. pp. 425-6, and may or may
net be the true pellucida.

V. 299. Oiketicus coniferarum, Ilarr. MS.
(Plate III. Fig. 4) is Thyridopteryx ejihemerw-

formis, Ilaw. See p. 122 and pp. 242-4.

P. 307. Astasia = Paraihyris= Apatelodes

Packard.

"We notice one error of the press Avhich it may
be as well to correct here. On p. 224 " the

cabinet of Sir Jos. Blake " should be " the

cabinet of Sir Jos. Banks," as is manifest at

once from the last paragraph but one on page

1G4.

The Butterflies of North America, witli

colored drawings and descriptions, by Wm. TI.

Edwards, published by the American Entomo-
logical Society of Philadelphia. Part 3; price

$2 50. We have on previous occasions out-

lined the design of the author, to issue this

beautiful work in numbers at intervals of three

months. "VYith Part 3, now before us, is com-
menced a synopsis of North American spe-

cies to be completed with the volume. This
part also contains descriptions of and notes on
Aj-gynnis monticola, A. Halcyone, Limenitia
Proserpiina, Lycmna violacea, L. Lygdamits,
Thecla Iwta, and T. acadica. The colored

plates illustrating these species are unsurpassed
in splendor, naturalness of color and correct-

ness of detail, while the typography and press-

work are such that Americans may feel

justly proud of the work. Orders should be
addressed to E. T. Cresson, ol8 South Thirteenth

street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Popular American Entomology; being a

Guide to the Study of Insects, by A. S. Pack-
ard, Jr., M.D., Salem, Mass. Parts IV, V, and
VI of this valuable work have been duly re-

ceived. Part IV concludes the Hymenoptera.
Beginning the account of the Lepidoptera, it

describes the more common Butterflies, giving

in full the transformations of several species.

Part V continues the Lepidoptera and contains

two full-page illustrations on wood. Part VI
concludes tlie Lepidoptera and commences the

Diptera, and contains a beautiful steel plate

illustrating the transformations of many of our

moths. The press work is fully equal to that

of the preceding Parts, and the work, when
completed, will prove a valuable addition to

American Entomological literature. Subscrip-

tions received by the author. Each part 50c.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Cannibal Mites— C. S. Davis, Decatur, Jlh.—The
elongate-ov.il eggs found under the surface of the
earth are those of some hirge CJnisshopper—perhaps the
Carolina r.nis^hop|i-r I. /."', ;, ..,/,,,. ;i ,,,•. -p,-
cies with tlu- hin.l • ii.j-

''

' i. ;, v.:->,
,

. in . '..ivd

border. The vrhr: : i;, ^ ., ;h of

^.•l^ lilt,!-, -till- one withal. The allied genus {£ri/-
tL.fN,:), tn whi.'h the .so-called "Red Spider" of the
gardeners and greenhouse men belongs. Is not a canni-
bal, but a plant feeding group.

Gnats - TK 0. Hhley, Minneapolis, Minn.— The,
vp,.,.i„„.„ s.-iit is. as ynu supposed, not a Mosquito
(' '

' '
I'lii

I i.iKit ( r'/;/v./?-.„,/,,o, 'I'll,, latter may lie

•Jir f.

MlH.i butli

enormous clouds tliat

tanee for smoke issu
supposed to be on liri

Cut-^rornis severing- Cabbaffc Plants—X C.
Burch, Jefferson <Jity, Mo.—Tin .i:ii k jk i-\ -looking cut-
worms with a dull llesh-colo,

,

.|
,

,
i, ii;ive sev-

ered so many of your cabl. a. ; just above
aud others just below tlic - :: round—are
thclarvsof theLaiirr i:ii-iic

, . . IlaiTis).
This worm has been call.. I ; ai-uoiaii bv
the Junior Editor, and ail i

. iili it- ti'aiis"-

formationsmay be fouiul ill 111- ; u-, \ iiiiuai K.-iiort,"

'

pp. 80—81, aceompauicd with li^iiics oi lUt- uioih.

Beetle named—./. M. Sliaffer, Fairfield, Iowa.—
The beetles which you send and which were flying
about in great numbers on the 4th of May, are the
AnisoJacti/las baliiiiwriensis, Say.

Tigrer Beetles—/. M. Shaffer, Fairfield, Iowa.—
The second lot of beetles which you send, and which
you found "flying and lighting on the low dry soil in a
ravine, through which a small creek p.assed, and which
was much frequented by cows, '

' are the common Tiger
Beetle, Cicindela iidgaria. Say.

Gigantic Water Bus-/;. A. A. X;,-J,„l.., ir....N

field, A\ r.—The large bi-o\Mi ilaii-ia -I in-ri \\ hirli
'you "found erawUng on tli< :. ,.;-.-

barn," is the Gigantic lirl

Linn.) spoken of on page llwin m.-.n in --. i:. Muii-
ford of Princeton, Ind.

note CricUcts—T/Mtnas IV. Gordon, Georgetown.
Oliio.—The Mole Cricket which you send is one of i

)f these insects describes tlu-ee N. A. species of which
e. borealis has the most extended range.
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Cocoons and Cbrysalids na.meA—A. S. Fuller,

EiJgewood, N. ^.—The large black chrysalis, measur-
ing nearly two inches in length, and one inch in

difinictcr," belongs to that large and beautiful moth
known as tlie Regal Walnut Moth (Ceralommpa regalig,

Ilarr.) The front wings of thi* moth are ]ialo olive,

adorned with yellow spots and vcinrd witli n.ldisli,

while the hind wings are or:ingi' i-'d. Il^ rali i |ull;ir

feeds on Black Walnut,Butternut, llirkMij . l'riHi]iiii..n,

and Sumach, and is, wlien full grown, :ni immense
j,'i-eeii ii-.:iiiii'e, with 10 long orange horn-like and
liri kly -piiH- neai- llii' liead, and other shorter black
our- nil ih( II -I oi ilie linily. The Smaller, mahogany-
eoldi', il ilirvsalid^ talvcn IVom the earth belong, doubt-
less, to some species of Owlet :Motli {Xodna family),
lint it is impossible to identity the >iie, ie- until the per-
fect insect escapes. The f;ray. silkm (.inions, woven
within a leaf and attached to the t\\ i^ by a lung silken

cord, belong to the Promethca Moth (AUucus Protne-

thea, Drury). The larger looser cocoons of the same
color, attached lengthwise to difl'erent kinds of twigs,
and among others to that of a blackberry , are those of
the Cecropia Moth (.J«a(!«« Cecropia, Linn) The co-
coons which are more tightly woven, rounder, lighter

colored, and usually spun within leaves, are those of
the Polyphemus Moth (Att.icus r.^hijihanus, Linn.)
Finally the eases which hang pemlant trom a inimber of
different .shrubs and trees, both deciduous and ever-
green, aiul which are generally covered with pieces of
leaves or stems, belong to the Bag-worm (Thyridopteryx
tphemera/onnis , Haw.)

TTbite-Iined IHorningr Sphinx—Stephen Blan-
chard, Oregon, Holt Co., Mo —The beautiful hawk
moth which you send, distinguished principally by Its

roseate under-wings and by a broad pale band running
from the apex lo the base of the <l:irk olive upper-
wings, is the White-lineil Moniin- Sjihinx (DeUepIdla
lineuta, Falir.) II is a l.ileial.ly i-ommnii insect, and
may quite IVeqiiently be sem, at twiliiflit and even
during the day , hovering, hiimmin^-liinl-rashion. over
Verbenas and other Howers. Its laiva feeds upon
pur.slane, turnip, buckwheat, wati rmelnus and even
apple leaves, upon any of wliirh it may lie Imind in
the month of July. It descends into the ground, and
within a smooth cavity, changes to a light brown chry-
salis, from which the moth emerges during the month
of September. The most common color of this larva

spots, each spot consisting of two curved bin
enclosing superiorly a bright crimson spot and interiorly
a pale yellow line—the whole row of spots connected
by a pale yellow line, edged above with black. Such
is the accepted larva of this moth, and it is not gener-
ally known that a black vaiieiv iM.iii<, di tiering totally
in Its markings from ilie meiii \ariity Thi's insect
has a wide range , as it i.rriir- in \\ r^t linlia. Mexico,
and Canada, as well as in all part- ol the I iiited States.

Insectsnamed—£>/. ir. W. Butttrrhhl, !„J;,

hid.—No. 1. Coptotonnisinten-ogatus, Fabf. No, 2

dolus 12-punvtatus, Say. No. :i. Corin, n,,t de
No. i. Laccophilus nmculom.<. Say, All tlie al

very common species. No. 'Jo. the wiiiL'les!

louse found on a Keraninni, mn-l i

.,p.A!.

ss I'laut-

from the
the .senus

suppose, Vanessa Antiopa : the female, a- in tie ra-e oi

most butterflies, can be distin^'iii-linl imm He mil,- bv
the abdomen being stouter, ami taiienil in a pi.ini in'-

stead of truncate at tip. Nov. -.i-j ami -i.; ate l^r^ixiiri.i

erechthea, Guence, a very eommon owlet moth. We
have observed that the sjirin- Inood of this insect are
always several sizes smaller tlian the autumuaf brood,
and at one time wc snpposed the two forms to belong
to distinct species. The three small larvae '

' found
feeding upon the younger leaves and unopened Howers
of the woodbine,'' belong to some owlet moth, and
apparently to some of the climbing cut-worm moths

;

but we cannot identify the species with auv certainty.
The two-winged Hv, banded with blaek amfvellow like
a wasp, whigh you iiotieed ilvini,' round v.'iur honey-
suckles, is a Syrphns FIv, bilon-in- to 'th,. parasitic
genus Scmm, and should therefore he eareliillv inntei-ted
instead of being destroyed. Its larva is a legless mag-
got, and feeds most ravenously upou Plant-liee.

Feacb Twig Borer— Wm. Muir, Fox Creek, Mo.—
The livid brown worm, with whitish longitudinal

stripes, which Is boring into and ruining great num-

t*'S' ""' "buds" and shoots,
is evidently the com-
mon Stalk Borer
{Goiiyna nttela, Gue-

i;-si ,

'

- - tf'v^^ nee), which we fig-

>^*T' '' ^i? ured and described
on page 82 of our sec-

CoIor-Llvid-hrown and whitish. -[{^^l^^^
rin" to that page, it Inhabits the stems of a number of
different plants, though the fact of its also boring into
peach stems is an entirely new one. At Figure 140 this

borer is represented as 'it appears when full grown.
Those you send are but one-third grown, and as the
point oi' entrance is always discernable by a slight dis-

colored spot on the stem ."you might save many of your
"buds" which show this sign, by carefully cutting out
the borer. In this way we have often saved plants of
the Dahlia, to which this borer is very partial.

The Apple-t\wig' Borer— ^. BincTclen, DuBoia,
Ill.-The beetle that you tiud boring in the stems of.

your young apple-trees is the Apple-twig Borer {Boa-
trichus lieaudatus. Say, Fig. 141). Unlike the two com-

[FiR. Hi.] "1"" Horcrs of the Apple-tree, it i> only in

the perfect beetle state that Ibi- iii-nt at-

~\J|^/ taeks the Apple, and usually it i- the iwi-s
, JBr of -ood-sized trees that it prr\ - mi. bonnq

I jmt\ in just above a bud and workin- duwnward
r>B*.^ through the pith In a evlin.hiral burrow
1JMl for the space of one or two inelies. TheW m^il'' is distin.guished IVmn Hie female by
Color-Dark ba\ing two little tlionis pro.iretiim- fi-nni the

state. Neither can they Imre tlie-r bobs a- a breeding-
jilace for their future laiva: lor nn lai\:e lia\e ever been
found therein. Evidently theieime ibey must bore
them as a means of suppl.^ ini; tliem-i'lves with food,
which we should also inter from the fact of both sexes
occurring therein in about equal numbers. With in-

sects, as a general rule, it is only the female tluat labors

for the well-being of her future family.

Apple-tree Borers on South Side of Xrees—
Jno. F. Wh'laiuhi, Jefferson City, Mo.—It has long been
known that the Flat-headed Apple-tree Borer (C/iryso-

hothris femoriifn , Fabr.) prefers what are known as
"sun-seaMed"' iri'e^. nnd that it is almost invariably
fOUII.I nil lllr snillll n I' - ll 1 t i

I
-.\ . - I -illC Of tllO trCC .

Thisii- I-,. .,.!.
I

. .,M -.
,

.; IMitor inthelate
Pr./n, \

i 1 ;
Si and was cjuite

receiitiN i liimainii |.\ Klimr I'.aMw ni of Farm Ridge,
Ills., who states, ( IlVWfrw, Ji'ural, Apr 29, '09) that '• he
has never known it to occur in a healthy tree, but al-

ways in those partially killed by sun-scald." Your
exi^erieuce confirms the fact.

Cocoons of the Cecropia Moth— Thos. W.
Gordon, Georgetown, Ohio.—'ihe large cocoons taken
from various trees are not those of the Polyphemus,
but of the Cecropia Moth. The cocoons of the former
spi lie- are viry closely woven, tough and hard, bluntly
n\al ill tniin lind of a pale butt' color. Those of the
latii 1 all nt an ashy-brown color, much more loosely
wnMii anil invariably more or less attenuated at each
end.
Flea-beetles— Co?. Fred. Uecker, Lebanon, St. Clair

Co., 111.—The minute brassy-brown flea-beetle that, as

you say. covered your wheat-fields and meadows, but
hot yoiir vineyard, by millions towards the latter part

doubt ])rcys upon living vegetation.

Grape-vine Caterpillar—E. S. Foster, Bush-
hurg. Mo—The caterpillar which is eating out the ter-

minal buds of your grape vines is entirely new to us.
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Strafrberry ngs—Jao. M. Pearson, Godfrey,
Jlle—The highly polished black insects, about one-
teuth of an Inch in length and three-fourths as broad
as they are long, which have lately swarmed on the
strawberries around Alton, are the Corimelana pulicaria

of Gcrmar. , and may be known in English by the name
of the Flea-like Corimelrena. They are not Chinch
Bugs as some of the members of j'our society supposed.
At Figure 1-jS of our present number, a good cut of the
Chinrh lUi- i- 'Swm. ami VdU will at once perceive the
diflerfih- upun r.niiparin- that liuiirc with yoiu- Straw-
berry in~i ri Till- la-l, likr the i liiiirh l!ug, is a true
bug'cMMrr //..'., y. /,,,/, Ilia lirlunu- ill a vcrv different

family i::m_ i_ ri;LLEi;ii-ij.j. all thu insects of which are
distinguished by the great size of the scutel. In the
Chlneu Bug the' scutel forms that little triangular piece
(seethe Figure) immediately behind the thorax, while
in the Strawberry bug it covers the whole body, the
hemelytra forming but a pale dirty yellow stripe along
each side. We ourselves found these bugs quite abun-
dant on strawberries last spring, puncturing the stem
and thus causing either blossom or fruit to wilt. It is

likewise destructive to that plant in Canada, judging
from a description given in the Canada Farmer for
August 1st, 1867. A year or two ago, it^was sent us
with an account of its having ruined a crop of raspber-
ries; and this year we receive it from Mr. G. Wilgus
of Richview, 111. , with an account of its infesting both
cherry and quince. "On cherry," as hejnformsus,
"it occurs in very large numbers, causing the stems
of the young flHiit to wilt and shrivel. It also attacks
the blossoms and leaves, but seems to do most dam-
age on stems." Hence it may be considered as a
pretty general feeder. In the summer time it may be
found in very large numbers upon a variety of wild
flowers, and' it is also very injurious to certain gar-
den flowers, and especially to the Coreopsis. Never
having made experiments with a view to its destruc-
tion, we can not give a remedy. They might be cap-
tured by hand or ^vith a sweeping net, or kept away
from the vines by an application of cresylic soap.

Eg^es on Apple-trees—IT. Compton, Wells Corners,
Erie County, Pa.—The eggs about the size of a common
pins' head, laid in t

and each egg bonl
of short prickles, ai

upon trees, of wh

on apple limbs,

P end with a fringe
lUig very common
ju'csent a sketch.

iii.L's to the Retinitis

worms. Consequently ft should
be encouraged and protected, in-
stead of bemg persecuted and de-
stroyed . The eggs of the Soldier-
bugs (senus Anna), another can-
nilial -roup of tlic tnic line's {H.t-

-Einnry S, Foster, Bushlmrg,
ects, marked with blue, black

ad orange, which you And in such great numbers on
our grape vines, are the lame of the Convergent Lady-

[Fic. !«.] bird (Hippodamia conrerqens,
Guer). It is represented at
Figure 143 a, together with the
pupa i and the beetle c. They
should be protected. Fortu-
nately for the farmer and fruit-
grower. Ladybirds are very
abundant this spring, espe-

(Fi< 130), and the Nine-

They are , indeed , so very abun-
dant, not only in your vicinity but in other parts of
St, Louis county. Mo., and Southern Illinois, that a
reasonable immunity from such injurious insects as
they are known to prey upon, may be expected in
those sections.

WUite Grub Fungus, again— W^m . C. Holmes,
Plattsburg, Mo.—You semi specimens of the AVhite
Grub which, as you say, did a great deal of damage in
your neighborhood last year. You also enclose a num-
ber of brown beetles which you rightly infer to be the

CFiR. i«.] perfect state of these grubs. And
Anally you send some of the grubs
with lon^ sprouts arising from the
neighborhood of the head , and wish
to know what these sprouts will ul-
timately turn to. These grubs are
attacked by the same kind of fungus
spoken of and figured on page 186
of our last number. We present
herewith another cut (Fig. 144) rep-
resenting the sprouts of the length
which they have now usually at-
tained. These vegetative grubs are
still a good deal of a mystery to us

,

but as we now have tliem growing
in our garden, we may soon be able
to give our readers some definite in-
formation as to the mode in which
the fungus reproduces itself. Botan-
ists woidd evidently call it a Sjyhmria,
but as cryptogams of tliis group bear
tlicir spores "and reprndiice theni-

Me;

bow much territory this fungus ex-
tends, we shall be glad to hear from
any of our subscribers who have
noticed it this spring.

Rotten rear Root— TTot. P.
Pierson, Onarga, Ills.—The pear
roots which you send are, to all ap-
pearances, a'tl'ected with the "rot-

Al all.

say ••the roots of nearly two hun-
dred of your finest looking trees are
thus affected," we can assure you
that you must not lay the blame to
insects, for there is no insect work
about it. We almost re-ret that it

is not the worlc ni iii-r.i-, 1 ause,
as they are sornrtliin- lan-ilile we
could in allprolialiilitv iiven-oiiii' the
difficulty, or at least clieek its

s|iriailiim-. But these fim-oid dis-

-iiiiis that tliey are beyond our con-
trol, and as a general rule, we have
to see tile best of our trees smitten
by tlieni. withoutthe least power to
avoid the calamity. We do not
know that this root disease has yet
received any distinctive name, but

Colors-Dirty white and it will probably receive due consid-
broM-n. eration, during the vear, from your

State Horticulturist, Dr. Hull. The "doctor will not
want for material, forwe w. i r latM'. > allr.l to the apple
orchard of Mr. Groshen oi' w .

' i -. 'I , where some
thirty of what were last yi m -^ ween, mostly

of the early varieties, wcri _ ,, i,, ;,,is same root
rot, and it is in like maiuier liLeiiii.ilin- many other
orchards in South Illinois and Jlissouri.

Since the above was written, we have conversed with
Dr. Hull, and find that he has likewise received speci-
mens of these dead roots, lie does not think thev are
attacked by the fungus howcM I. Km Im lirM-ibey have
simply died. from having 1"

.
i i> ihe action of

frost while the trees were i
i

i
: ,

i
-

; I

.

Bag-worms— Chas. Pan i;. ' -. X.J.—'V\w
"worm that carries its cocoon on us back, and torraerly

fed on the Arborvita;, but now relishes nearly all our
nursery evergreens and many deciduous trees," is

doubtless the common Bagworm, alias Basketworm,
alias Dropworni {Thyridopteryx ephemerceformis). It can
be readily got rid of by gathering its cocoons off the in-
fested trees in the winter; for it is in tliese cocoons that
the eggs are deposited.
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Tent-CatcrpHla' — Stephen SlancTiard , Oregon,

Mo.—The "worms" infesting your trees whieli "cover
the limljs witli a wel),' ' are the common Tent Ciuer-

[Fig. 143]

I I'U, white anrl riifoHS.

'/,(, Harr.) For the benefit
iMiswe give tlie above illus-

. .( representing it from a side
irw. c showing the cgss from
./ the cocoon wliicli it spins.
r^ lliem is known by the name

drsti-uyi'd during the winter,

i pellets— rVws. n. G., Central, Mo.— In
niibiT (p. iNT) we expressed the opinion
lift fompiisc.l of the hard shelly parts of
,)f -iMs.-hoppi'i- was certainly discharged
[oinaili of .-uUK! Bird of Prey, and prob-
that of siiiiic species of Owl. From
avi' >inrc licMnl from our oniitholodcal

lious Birds eject these pel-
cstible portions of (juadru-

we could iiud no winys Wf c.ca ih.i d-il suu lo wliat
particular genus they belong. A good syiiugiug with
•strong soap suds will doubtless clear your trees of them.

trees^ piirtieul

[Fig. HC.]

s '%

Tent-Caterpillar of tlie Forest— (?«o. Whit-
oml, Cl'itltrl'-n . J/A.i. Co., Mo.—We copy your letter
f inc|iiiiv I iitirr, a< it is short, and well describes the
atci|iilhir~ uliirl] vdu send: "Enclosed I send you
pcciiiirii- lit a I a'u rpillar which is devastating our

rly apple, plum and oak. There are
none on my peach trees yet. They do
not make webs like the old-fashioned
Caterpillar, and Mr. Miller, an experi-
enced ^farmer, says they are a different
species . Will you please let me know
what they are, and what remedy, if

for their ravages?'

'

his insect is known as the Tent-
caterpill.ir of the forest, so called be-
cau-c it o<'curs more generally in our
fiin^ts than does the common Tent-
caterpillar which is represented on
the Irii hand ••oluinn of this page
(Fig-. I

[.I- Ih--.' r«-o caterpillars
eloscl> ill I h lidhL- ill colors
andgvi, :;..!!

I . and have been
frecpnanl) r.inn.iind. -I The markings
of the l>ack, in tlic two kinds, are very
dissimilar, however, as may at once be
seen by comparing Figure 14C which
gives a dorsal view of the Tent-cater-
pillar of the forest, \\itli Fi-ure 145 h
which gives a similar view ,,C the com-
mon Tent-catci-ialhn- m the orchard.
The moth produce J hy tlc' .|m cicsnow
under consideratiuu wa> naincil riix!-

whiic and rufuus. ocampa syUatica by Dr. ilanis, ami
difters only from C. -!,«.//.,„,, i,,

the space between the two oblique lines on tlie lore
wings liciu.i;- usually darker than the rest of the wing,

a deeper ^hade. ( inod lii^iice- ot hoih nioili^ may be
found on I'l. \'ll il-'i;j-. 1, and is, ,,: |larri<' - Injurious
Insects. • • The For,-si caterpillar doe. m.t sheltor under
a tent as docs tlie true Tent-caterpillar, but it often spins
a conspicuous web, upon the outside of which it con-
gregates. It is therefoi'e about as easily destroyed, as
that species, in the manner suggested in answer to Mr.
Blauchard. We have found it fpiite I'ommon this
spruig, not 01

you yourself
peach tree.

ilisieadol si.

du^^nwards.
destructive i

)n which
lice, on a
e-g-mass
ni Judge
. These

cyhn-

respondence tu t:ie C ,..., u. ,.,.. „.,o,, iiv twopai'a.-ilic
insects which are kuowu'to attack it, the one a Two-
winged fly (Tachina), the other a Four-winged flv
(Pimpla).
Gurrtcu Mite— C. //. Gill, ArJlniiton. I'helps Co ,

.I/..-rie' li,;,!|' -eal-ha animal v,l,i.-h ^oli loinMlon the
groini ill',. ... :^, • I,,. ,

, .ifSav.
It i-^' 'r

•
'• .ai u,; 1,. !,.. auie clais

{-lr,t,', ... a- ll;.' -peler, and n'>l 1-, l\:r li'Me insects

103, Vol, XXXIII, p.

NOTICE.
All letters, desiring information respecting noxious or other insects, shouli]

be accompanied by specimens, the more in number tlie better. Such speci-

mens should always be packed along with a little cotton, wool, or some such

substance, in any little paste-board box that is of convenient size, and never

encloted loose in the tetter. Botanists like their specimens pressed as flat as a

paucAke, but entomologists do not. Whenever possible, larvie (i. e. grubs,

caterpillars, maggots, etc.) should be packed alive, in some tight tin

box—the tighter the better—along with a supply of their appropriate food

snllificnt to last them on their journey ; otlierwi=e they generally die on the

roail and shrivel up to nothing. Along with the specimens send as full an
aci-uunt as possible of tlie habits of the insect, respecting which you desire

information ; for example, what plant or plants it infests ; whether it destroys

you; what amount of damage it has done, etc. Such particulars are oflcn

not ouly of high scientific interest, but of great practical importance.
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COTTON INSECTS.

The Cotton Army-worm.

{N'octua lAnomis] xylina, Say.)

Editors American Entomologist :

As the Sotitiioni cotton planter^ arr il.. |,lv intercstcil
inlearnin;; soiiii-tliinLr al>oiit tin' in-. -ci^ that ]>rry upon
their cropv wljjili tluy do not alica.lv kn(.^^ . I w'rito to
request noii. in lic-lialiot tlio-,. wh,, i\\r in tlii- |iarticu-
larsci-lion, to mli-lifn llicin nimii ilic rolln»iii- ,|iies-

tlie wiiitrr M-a-ony II you an>\v.T, in tlir ilirv>alis
state, at wliat porioil in the sprint' or suninu'r does it

emerge in the I'orm of a flv? It" in the spring or early
summer, on wliat does it" subsist until it attack.s the
cotton plant ?

"We think if thi'<o point- n;-vr d<-tinitplv -otflcd. some
plau i-oiild l..> drvi-rd l,y ^^lli,ll thi< in-iTt comUI be

havof'\\ il!i oni- .nitun ,-r..|i. riir->- .|Uc-tion.- have
been di>cii-sr,l l,v :,n A^rirnltiii-al ( lul, oi-ainzed in
this county, and, although a good deal of information
has been elicited, still there remains much to be learned
before we can attain to a practical knowledge ot the
subject, and we lia\ e no mean.s at hand bv which this
knowledge can be accjuired.

I have SI rii -c\cial numbers of tlie AMERICAN Ento-
MOLoci.sT. \\l,icli have been sent to the office of the
LiUrttj A.:<,„,,:,, hut liave found nothing in elucidation
of the questions propounded.
We desire also to know something about the Boll-

worm, which I believe is universal in the cotton region,
and which attacks the fruit of tlie cotton plant from the
time it is first formed until it arrives nearly to the stage
of maturity. Please give its history and mode of pro-
pagation ; and tell us, if yon can, how it may be destroyed
or its ravages prevented.

Yours, &e., .7. K. GALLNEY.
Bloomfield, Amite Co., Miss.

In answer to the above letter anil to a pub-
lished request made iu the Southern Uuralist,
wc will at present briefly illustrate the natural
history of two of the worst insect enemies of
the cotton plant, namely the Cotton Caterpillar,
(ilias Cotton Army-worm, and the Boll-worm.
As we have ourselves never spent sufficient time

in the cotton-growing- sections of the South to

make any personal observations on these insects,

we lean for much of our information on the

observations of the Entomologist to the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Mr. Townend Glover.

Snys this gentleman*—.speaking of the difficul-

ties under which these observations were fre-

quently pursued—" I have encountered many
hardships, difficulties and dangers, in exposing

myself to unhealthy regions, in sickly seasons,

where I necessarily perforined tedious journeys,

in which I was steamed or scorched by the hot

sun during the day, and drenched by heavy

rains or chilled by clammy dews at night, ac-

companied more or less by hunger and thirst,

lussitude and disease. In the course of my
wanderings I was annoyed by gnats and flies,

which regaled themselves on m\ blood ; irritated

by ants, chigas and ticks, that filled my skin or

flesh with eruptions and sores; assailed with

fury by bees and wasps that tortured me with

their stings; and I was warned of my danger

by the hiss and rattle of serpents that lay con-

cealed along ray path. Tiiese dangers and an-

noyances, troubles and trials, were alternated

by pleasures, joys and sudden delights, which

110 one can realize except the lover of science."

Such is a sample of the trials which sometimes

attend the proper study of a single insect, espe-

cially in the more southern States.

Whether or not corn be king in the North,

cotton is undoubtedly king in the South, for it

there absorbs almost universal attention. No
policy which the General Government might

pursue could so increase the prosperity of the

Southern States as would two successive good

cotton crops. A thorough knowledge, then, of

these insects, which on the average of years

destroy fifty million dollars' worth of cotton in

the South, is of the utmost importance. Such a

knowledge becomes still more necessary, when

we find such advice going the rounds of the

papers ds that which we commented upon on

page 15 of our first number.

There arc four distinct caterpillars, producing

four perfectly distinct moths, which have been

designated in various parts of the United States

• Department Report for 1S57, pp. \i\-'l.
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as "Army-worms." The real Army-worm (Leu-

cania imipunctata, Haw.) feeds upon grasses

and cereals, and received its pojjular name from

its habit of marching from field to field in im-

mense armies. That this species may at once

be recognized and distinguished from the insects

presently to be described, we publish an account

of it, with illustrations, in another part of the

present number of our Journal, to which the

reader cau refer.

In the northwest corner of the State of New
York, the Tent-caterpillar of the forest (CHsio-

irtg. H70 campa sylvatica, Harr.) has also

been erroneously known by the

name of "Army-worm." We
briefly sketched the history of

this species on page 208 of our

last number, and reproduce

herewith the figure of the worm
(Fig. 147). Though it may some-

times be found crawling along

roads in great nnmbers, and we
recently saw a great many run-

ning along a railroad track in the

lieat of the sun, yet this Tent-

caterpillar of the forest cannot

with propriety be called an

Army-worm, and our Eastern

frieiuls had best drop the title

white and rufuu.. ' ^nd avoid confusion lu tlu iutuie

Again, the Cotton-worm { \nomi^ ii/bna,

Say), which we are now considciing, i^ ^clv

generally known by the name ot the "( otton

Army-worm," and often simph as "tin Aini\-

worm," in the South. The ti im as applud to

this species is not altogether inappio')iiat( , is

the worm frequently appeals in immense
armies, and when moved by ncceesitj wjII

travel over the ground in "solid phalanx ,
' and

so long as the word "Cotton'' is atticliid—its

ravages being strictly confined to this plant-
there is no danger of its being confounded with

the true Army-worm. The term has further-

more received the sanction of custom in the

Soutiieru States, and of Mr. Glover in his De-
partment Keports. But there is in the South a

fourth insect {Laphnjijmt friigiperda, Sm. &
Abb.?) which is liciiULMilly known by this omin-
ous name; an insect which also will attack

cotton, though it prefers grass and weeds. This
last species in its habits resembles the true

Army-worm of the Middle States, more closely

perhaps than docs the Cotton Army-worm
under consideration, and Mr. Jos(^ph 15. Lyman,
in his recent work on "Cotton culture*"' (p. 92),

calls it the "Army-worm ;" yet, to prevent con-

fusion, the cognomen should be discontinued,

and the term "Southern Grass-worm" (by

which term it is already very generally known)
should be strictly applied to this fourth species

of the so-called "Army-worms."
The Cotton-worm was first scientifically de-

scribed by Mr. Thomas Say, in the year 1827.

In 1800, according to Dr. Capers,* it was first

noticed as a destroyer of cotton, and was like-

wise very destructive in 1804, 1825, and 1826.

Since the last date, as wc learn from old volumes
of the American Farmer, of Baltimore, Md., and.

from the Patent Office lleports, it has done more
or less damage to the crop almost annually, in

some part or other of the cotton-growing dis-

trict. As with the real grass-feeding Army-
worm of the Middle States, it swarms in par-

ticular years to such an extent as to utterly ruin

the crop, while in other years it is scarcely

noticed. This fact has led many to infer that

there is a stated periodicity in its returns in

such immense numbers; but the natural history

of the worm confutes such an idea, while the

records give no foundation for the inference.

The sudden increase or decrease of 'this, as of

other species of noxious insects, depends on

climatic, as well as on other equally potent in-

fluences.

[f>. H-]

o^#®^
\ //"^^

The egg (Fig. 148 a) which produces the Cot-

ton-worm is round, flat, and of a translucent

pale green color, and when viewed under a lens

appears regularly ribbed. Tliesc eggs arc de-

posited upon till! under side of the leaves, and,

from their small size, are naturally difficult (^f

detection. Each female moth deposits frour400

to COO, and according to the late Thos. Affleck,

of Breiihani, Texas, they hatch two days after

being deposited, if the weather be moist and
warm. The worms (Fig. 148 b, i grown) at
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first feed npoii the pareiichj'nica or soft fleshy

parts of the leaves, but afiei-wards devour in-

differentlj', not only any portion of the leaves,'

but also the blossoin-bud and blossom, together

with the calyx leaves at the base of the boll, tluis

causing the lobes which hold the cotton to fall

entirely back and allow the cotton to fall at the

slightest touch. "While young these worms
readily let themselves down by a web when
disturbed, but when older they make less use of

this web, and jerk themselves away to a con-

siderable distance when suddenly touched. They
cast their skins at five successive periods, and

come to their growth in the incredibly short

space of fifteen or twenty days. Mr. Affleck

even states that they usually enter the chrysalis

state on the eleventh day after hatching; but we
incline to believe that such a brief larval exist-

ence is extremely exceptional, and the length of

time required for them to mature will not only

diflTer in difl"erent individuals of the same brood,

but will vary with the state of the atmosphere.

At Figure 148 c is given a side view, and at d a

back view of a full-grown worm. It has the

normal complementof legs—namely IC—buttlie
two foremost pair of abdominals, or those under

segments 6 and 7, are so reduced in size that

they are scarcely used in motion, and it conse-

quently loops when walking.

AVe have upon two occasions received full-

grown specimens of this worm, and they differ

materially, both in depth of shade, coloration

and markings, as indeed do almost all the larva;

ofmothsbelonging to the same {Noctua) family.

The most common color is light green, though

they arc frequently quite dark, with a purplish

hue at the sides, and with black backs. Whether
light or dark colored, however, they are more or

less distinctly marked with pale longitudinal

lines and black spots, as in the above figures.

Mr. Lyman, in his "Cotton Culture," says of

this insect: "The first moths that visit a crop

deposit their eggs and die. These eggs in ten

days become little worms, which fall to eating

the leaf on which they were hatched, and as

they grow consume the plant and pass to another.

But age comes on apace with these ephemeral
creatures; the worm presently grows weary of

devouring, selects a leaf, rolls himself in a little

cocoon and dies:'' Of course this is a serious

mistake to think that the worm dies, else how
could it produce the moth wliich, as Mr. Lyman
himself shows, afterwards issues from the co-

coon. It is astonishing to find such gross errors

creeping into our popular works, but then, the

study of these contemptible little Bugs, eyen

if they do sometimes totally destroy the crop, is

of course beneath the dignity of the man who
can write a work on cotton culture ! ! The truth

of the matter is that, when they have completed

their growth, the worms fold over the edge of a

loaf (Fig. 148 e), and, after lining the inside

with silk, change to chrysalids (Fig. 1-18 f),
which are at first green, but soon acquire a

chestnut-brown color; after remaining iu this

last state (in which, though the insect is inac-

tive, it is yet full of life, and undergoing won-
derful development) from seven to fourteen

days, or even longer, the moth escapes, the

chrysalis being held fast within the cocoon by

means of several very minute hooks with wliich

I lie tail is furnished.

[Fig. 1411

( ..loi»-(a ,1 1.1 b) ^nlileii-bull « ilh lil:ic-col..ri-tl markings.

At Figure U9 «, this moth is represented with

the wings expanded, and at b, with the wings

closed. The general color of the upper surface

is a goldoii-> ellow inclining to bufl', with a faint

olive tint near the outer or posterior margin.

The fore wings are crossed, as in the above fig-

ures, by more or less distinct, irregular, lilac-

colored lines. But the chief characteristic is a

dark slate-colored, or black spot on the fore

wings, in which spot there are paler scales

forming almost a double pupil as represented in

the figures, while between this spot and the ba.'c

of the wings there is a much smaller pure white

dot. In general color and in the position of the

larger spot, this moth bears a remarkable re-

semblance to that of the true Army-worm,
{L. imijiunctaia. Fig. 154) . Mr. Aflieck inform-

ed us that the Cotton-moth invariably rests in

the position in which we have placed it (Fig. 14',i,

b), namely, with the head downwards, and that

if perchance, it settles in any other position, it

instantly " wheels around head down."

Remedies.

It must be admitted that very little satisfac-

tion is given in the literature which we have ot

this insect, so far as regards an effectual remedy

against its depredations, and, as we arc our-

selves unable to make observations or experi-

ments, we shall be glad to publish for the gene-

ral good, the e.xpericnces of any of our cotton-
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{^rowing subscribers. According to tlic best

authority, there arc three diflerent broods of

worms during the year, the first appearing iu

June or July, and the last, which does the most

damage, appearing in August or September, or

even later. Mr. Lyman, in the little work al-

ready referred to, says: "That nature has made

no provision by which either the fly, the worm,

the chrysalis, or the eggs, can survive the win-

ter or exist for any length of time where the cot-

ton plant is not a perennial." But this is surely

an error, which Mr. Lyman would never liave

made, had he possessed a better knowledge of

insect life; and as Mr. Glover found that the

chrysalis was killed by the slightest frost, the

insect evidently winters over in the motli state,

as do many others belonging to the same tribe.

Indeed, Mr. W. B. Seabrook gives strong evi-

dence that this is the case, in a " Memoir on the

Cotton Plant," read in 1843, before the State Ag-

ricultural Society of South Cai'olina, wherein

he says: "That the Cottou Moth survives the

winter, is nearly certain. An examination of

the neighboring woods, especially after a mild

winter, has often been successfully made for that

purpose." We notice that this question of the

hybernation of the cotton-worm is now being

discussed at great length in late numbers of the

Southern Herald, of Liberty, Miss., and the

writer apparently concludes that the "caterpillar,

while in the chrysalis state, burrows in the earth

and there finds a home—a sure retreat from win-

ter'schillingblasts." Bnt we have already shown

that the chrysalis is formed above ground, within

a cocoon built by the worm, of cotton leaves and

silk ; and it is contrary to all analogy, that an

insect should both spin a cocoon above ground

to transform, and likewise enter into the ground

for the same object.

The two principal remedies which have hith-

erto been relied upon are, 1st, hand-picking;

2ud, destroying the moths by fires, to which they

are naturally attracted . The first method is sure,

but tedious and somewhat impracticable on a

very large scale. The second is most effectual

if carried out when the first moths appear,

whence we may readily see the importance of

ascertaining the exact time in which they first

appear in a particular district. If those two
methods were persistently carried out through-

out any given cotton-growing county, in the

early part of the season they would of them-

selves be sufficient to save the crop; but the

efforts of individuals are of no avail, where
there are slovenly neiglibors who neglect (o jier-

form these lal)ors. It would thereibre be of in-

calculable advantage, if something could be ap-

plied to the plants which would prevent the

moths from depositing their eggs upon them, as

the industrious planter could then set at defiance

his more slovenly neighbor. Mr. Affleck was
enthusiastic in his praise of cresylic soap as

such a plant protector, and we have a long let-

ter written a few weeks previous to liis death,

showing how he had found that no cotton moth
had ever deposited an egg on any plant that had
been sprinkled with a solution of this soap. In

view of this fact, we hope that this solution will

be thoroughly tested during the present sum-
mer. Caution must be bad, not to use it so

strong as to kill the plant, and its application

should be repeated as often as is found neces-

sary, for at least a month during the season of

the first appearance of the moth.

The Boll-worm.

{lleliothis armiijera, Ililbiier.)

We are more familiar with this insect than

with the true Cotton-worm described above, for,

iu order to make its acquaintance, it is not neces-

sary to reside in the South. It has, indeed, a

very wide range, and a Mr. Bond, at the meet-

ing of the London, (England,) Entomological

Society, on March 1st, 18G9, exhibited specimens

of the moth from the Isle of Wight, from Japan,

and from Australia ; and, as might be expected

from its extended habitat, the insect is a very gen-

eral feeder. The "Boll-worm" has become a by-

word in all the Southern cotton-growing States,

and the " Corn-worm" is a like familiar term in

those States, as well as in many other parts of the

Union ; but few persons suspect that these two
worms—the one feeding on the corn, the other

on the cotton-boll—are identically the same in-

sect, producing exactly the same species of

moth. But such is the fact! It attacks corn in

the ear, at first feeding on the "silk," but after-

wards devouring the kernels at the terminal

end; being securely sheltered the while within

the husk. We have seen whole fields of corn

nearly ruined in this way, iu the State of Ken-

tucky, but nowhere have we known it to be so

very destructive as in Southern Illinois. Here
there are two broods of the worms during the

year, and very early and very late corn fare the

worst; moderately late and moderately early

varieties usually escaping. The worm cannot

live on hard corn, and it is usually full grown
when the kernels are in the" milk" state.

But this gUitton is not even satisfied with rav-

iiging these two great staples of the country

—

lOtloii and corn—but voraciously attacks the
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tomato in South Illinois, eating into the green

fniiS (F!jr 1"'il^ n,„1 fhevpl.vr.nisinjrsiirh fruit

to lot In thi^ ni umci it often c ui'<(s ^ciiou=! loss

to the toinito-giowLi, .md it nia\ justiv be con-

sideied the woist encmv to tlie tomato in that

section of the country. Mr. Glover also found

it feeding in a young pumpkin. But at present

we shall consider it only in its role of Cotton

I5oll-worm ; and sliall recount its habits as such.

The egg from which the worm hatches (Fig.

l."»l a, side view; b, top view niagnilied.) is rib-

[Fig. IM.)

bed in a somewhat similar manner to that of the

Cottou-worm, but may readily bo distinguished

by being less flattened, and of a pale-straw

color instead of green. It is usually deposited

singly on the outside of the involucel or outer

calyx of the flower or young boll, and each fe-

male moth is capable of thus consigning to their

proper places, upwards of iive hundred eggs.

Mr. Glover, in his account of the Boll-worm, pub-

lished ill the Monthly Report of the Department
of Agriculture for July, 1866, says: "Some
eggs of the Boll-worm motli hatched in three or

four days after being brought in from the field,

the enclosed worms gnawing a hole through the

shell of the egg and then escaping. They soon

commenced feeding upon the tender fleshy sub-

stance of the calyx, near the place where the

egg had been deposited. AV'hcn they had gained

strength, some of the worms pierced through the

calyx, and others through tlie petals of the closed

flower-bud, or even penetrated into the young

aiidtcnder boll itself. Tlic pistils andstamens of

the open flower, are frequently found to be dis-

torted and injured witliout any apparent cause.

This has been done by the young Boll-worm;

when hidden in the unopened bud, it has eaten one

side only of the pistil and stamens, so that when
the flower is open the parts injured are distorted

and maimed, and very frequently the flower falls

without forming any boll whatever. In many
cases, however, the young worm bores through

the bottom of tlie flower into the immature boll

before the old flower falls, thus leaving the boll

and involucel or envelope still adhering to the

foot-stalk, with tlie worm safely lodged in the

growing boll. The number of buds destroyed

by this worm is very great, as they fall off when
quite small, and are scarcely observed as they

lie brown and withering on the ground beneath

the plant. The instinct of the Boll-worm, how-
ever, teaches it to forsalce a bud or boll about to

fall, and either to seek anotlier healthy boll, or

to fasten itself to a leaf, on which it remains

until at length it acquires size and strength suf-

ficient to enable it to bore into the nearly ma-

tured bolls, the interior of which is nearly

destroyed by its attacks, as, should it not be

completely devoured, rain penetrates through

the hole made by the worm, and the cotton soon

becomes rotten and will not ripen. * * One
tiling is worthy of observation, and that is,

whenever a young boll or bud is seen with the

involucre spread open, and of a sickly yellow

color, it may be safely concluded that it has been

attacked by the Boll-worm, and will soon perish

and fall to the ground. * * * The buds in-

jured by the worm may readily be distinguished

by a minute hole where it has entered; and

which, when cut open, will be found partially

filled with small black grains, something like

coarse gun powder, which is nothing but the

digested food after having passed through the

body of the worm."'

Like the Cotton-worm, this insect is very vari-

iible in the larva state, the young worms vary-
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ing in color from pale green to dark brown.

Wlien full grown there Is more uniformity in

lliis respect, though the diflference is often suffi-

ciently great to cause them to look like distinct

insects. Yet the same pattern is observable, no

matter wliat may be the general color; the body

being mai-kcd as in the above figures with lon-

gitudinal light and dark lines, and covered with

black spots which give rise to soft hairs. In

moving, the worm creeps with a steady gradual

motion, very unlike the looping of the Cotton-

worm. Our Figure 150 may be taken as a speci-

men of the light variety, and Figure 151 c, as illus-

trating the dark variety. "When full grown, the

worm descends into the ground, aud there forms

an oval cocoon of earth interwoven with silk,

wherein it changes to a bright chestnut brown
cln-ysalis (Fig. 151, d), with four Jhorns at the

extremity of its body, the two middle ones be-

ing stouter than the others. After remaining in

the chrysalis state from three to four weeks, the

moth makes its escape. In this last and pei-fect

stage, this insect is also quite variable in depth

of shading, but the more common color of the

fore wings is pale clay-yellow, with a faint

greenish tint, and they are marked and varie-

gated with pale olive and rufous, as in Figure 151,

(e showing the wings expanded, and/ represent-

ing them closed) , a dark spot near the middle of

each wing being very conspicuous. The hind

wings are paler tiian tlie fore wings, and iuvai-ia-

bly have along the outer margin a dark brown
band, interrupted about the middle by a large

pale spot. Though there are but two broods of

worms in the Middle States each year, there are,

according to Mr. Glover, at least three broods

in Georgia, the last brood issuing as moths as

late as November, though some specimens re-

main under ground in the chrysalis state, aud
do not issue till the following spring. Those

which we have bred have always issued as moths,

in the fall, and would necessarily winter over

in this last state.

Remedies.

Not being able to speak from experience, we
have little to say under this head. Indeed, our
principal object in touching on tliese Cotton

insects, and in giving a clear and simple account

of tlieir habits and transformations, is to pre-

vent our Southern readers from being confound-

ed by tlie absurd accounts which are ever and
anon appearing in their different journals. It

is obvious from the nature of its work, that pre-

vention is even more imperative witli the Boll-

worm tlian witli tlie Cotton-worm. For this

purpose, fires are again recommended. We give

the following experiment with vinegar and
molasses, made by B. A. Sorsby, of Columbus,

Ga., as quoted by Glover.

"We procured eighteen common-sized dinner plates,
into each of whicli we put half a gill of vinegar and
molasses, previously prepared in the proportion of four
l)arts of the former to one of the latter. These plates
were set on small states or poles driven into the ground
in the cotton field, one to about each three acres, and
reaching a little above the cotton plant, with a six-inch
square board tacked on the top to receive the plate.
These arrangements were made in the evening, soon
after the flies had mside their appearance; the next
morning we found eighteen to thirty-five moths to each
plate. The experiment was continued for five or six
days , distributing the plates over the entire field ; each
day's success Increasing, until the numbers were re-
duced to two or three moths to each plate, when it was
abandoned as being no longer worthy of the trouble.
The cioji tli;it year was but very little injured by the
boll-w.uni. Till- Hies were caught in their ca;;i-nu"ss to

feed ii|Miii till- iiii.\tin-e by alighting into it and ]<r\uii

?ere probably attracted by tlie

odo the-
Hie iiy ai

ling,nigiit, thr puiti's >ii<iuiii he- yi>it.Mi uac every evening,
the inscMts taki'ii ..ut, :iik1 tlir vessels replenished as cir-
cumstances may re(iuii-e. I have tried the experiment
with results equally satisfactory, and shall continue it

until a better one is adopted. '
'

"

Mr. J. M. Heard, of Monroe County, Miss.,

patented in 18C0, a device for trapping the moth,

which consists of a tin plate placed on an in-

verted cone, and connected by a tube with a bait-

pan made of the same material, which is to be

partially filled with molasses mixed with a little

anise, fennel or other essential oil. On account

of the late war, this trap has not been properly

tested, and is not now being manufactured. Mr.

Heard has sent us one, and we shall certainly

give it a trial ; but it seems to us, that should it

be even as good a trap as is claimed, it will be

altogether too expensive an arrangement, when
the great number required to properly protect

a large cotton field is taken into consideration.

To destroy this insect in the corn-field or

tomato patch, there is certainly no more eflfectual

method than hand-picking.

THE TRUE ARMY-WORM
(Leucania unipunctata, Haworth)

.

Editors American Entomologist:

I inclose a match-box with grass and two worms,
which we think are Ai-my-worms. They are here in

myriads destroying the grass. Destroyed a hundred
acres of blue grass meadow in five days, and are now
advancing on me. What are they and their habits?
Carbolic acid (one part acid 20 parts water) kills them

ifthey get a good drench with it, but is too expensive at

that rate. They will cross a trail of it without iiyury

,

though they evidently dislike the smell. Have sent to

town for coal tar to see if they will cross it when the
ground is soaked with it. The advancing column is a
half mile wide.
The hogs are very fond of them; will not notice corn

when they can get Army-worms, but we have more of
the latter than they can dispose of. A. E. TRABUE.
Hannibal, Mo., June 8, 18C9.

Since the above communication was received

from Mr. Trabue, we visited Hannibal and
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vicinity, and we found tliat tlie Anny-worin was
even more numerous around New London, Mo.,

and especially on Mr. A. McPike's farm, which is

live miles north of that town. "VYe have also heard

of its appearance in other parts of Missouri, es-

pecially in Cooper and St. Louis counties, as

well as in St. Clair county, and in Coles and
Franklin counties, in Illinois, and we there-

fore take this opportunity of giving' a condensed

account of it, by which it may tlie more easily bo

distinguished from the Southern Cotton Army-
worm, which formed the subject of our leading

article. It will be well remembered by the

people of the West, and especially of Illinois

and Missouri, that the Army-worm was exceed-

ingly abundant and injurious in the year 1801.

Since that time it has never appeared so gener-

ally over such a vast extent of country, though in

1865 it appeared in considerable numbers around

St. Joseph, in Missouri, and in 18GG did some
damage near Quincy, 111., as we learned from
the Quincy W/ii;/. But in most of the locali-

ti('s where it so abounded in 1S61 it has scarcely

been heard ofsince, ami the unobserving resident

in such localities would naturally conclude that

it had vanished from the faceof the country, and
would be not a little puzzled to divine from

whence it so suddenly came, in such immense
armies, the present summer.
The truth of the matter is, that there arc a

few Army-worms in some part or other of

the country every year, and Ave have for the

past four or five years captuied one or more
specimens of the moth every fall. The worms
very possibly occur by preference, as has been

suggested by Dr. Fitch, in low swampy lands,

where they would be little likely to be noticed.

Occasionally circumstances are favorable to their

multiplication, and whenever such is the case,

their enormous fecuudity enables them to

appear as if by magic. The eggs hatch dur-

ing the early part of May, in the latitude of

South Illinois and Missouri, and the young
worms may feed by millions in a meadow with-

out attracting attention; but when they have

become nearly full grown and have stripped

bare the tields in which they were born, they are

forced from necessity to travel in search of fresh

fields, and it is at such times that they first at-

tract general attention. A curious instinct leads

them to travel in vast armies , and as they are

now exceedingly voracious, devouring more
during the last three or four days of their worm-
life than they had done during the whole of

their previous existence, they are very apt to

strip the leaves from every blade of grass or

grain on their way. On the other hand, they

ai-e attacked by at least five different parasites,

and when we understand how persistent tliese

last are in their attacks, and how thoroughly

they accomplish their murderous work, we cease

to wonder at the almost total annihilation ol the

Army-worm the year following its appearance

in such hosts. Furthermore there may be influ-

ences at work, other than parasitic, which cause

an increase or deci-ease in the numbers of this

pest. It is a significant fact that almost all great

Army-worm years have been unusually wet,

with the preceding year unusually dry, as Dr.

Fitch has proved by record. The present year,

wherever they have so far appeared, forms no
exception, for the summer of 18C8 was unusually

dry and hot, while the present year has been

decidedly wet.

The Army-worm, like all other insects,

hatches from an egg, and this egg is evidently

deposited by the parent moth at the base of pe-

rennial grass stalks. The worm varies but little

from the time it hatches to the time when it is

full grown. Some specimens are a shade darker

than others, but on many thousands of speci-

mens examined, we have found the markings

veiy uniform, as represented in the annexed

[Fig. 152] cut (Fig. 152). When full

fed, which is generally about

four weeks after hatching,

it descends into the ground
where it forms an oval cham-
lier and changes to a shiny

mahogany-colored chrysalis

(Figure 15:1). [fi... u:.]

Sometimes

scarcely pene-

trates beneath ^"""umi',"''^'"'

the surface, but forms a rude

cocoon under what dry herb-

age there hapyens to be

on the ground. Thus, the

pink. very suddenly, and this

sudden disappearance is as mysterious to

those who have no knowledge of natural his-

tory, as was their abrupt advent. We doubt

very much if a single one, of the hosts which so

recently animated the meadows, can be found

in any of the localities above mentioned, by the

time this reaches the eyes of our readers.

After remaining in the chrysalis state about

two weeks, the perfect moth appears. The gen-

eral color of the moth is light reddish-brown or

fawn color, and It is principally characterized by,

and receives its name from, a white sjiot near the

centre of its fore wings, there being also a dusky

oblique line running inwardly from their tips.
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The accompayiiig illustration (Fig. 154), though

i„ ].^
]

darker tliau it

should be, will

show -wherein it

differs from the

Southern Cotton

Arm y- worm,
*-# iiotw'itlistand-

1 ^ J'" ill-- I lie colors of

Ty the two moths

Color.s-Li„lituciaisli lpio\\n,\\liiti-;uidare SO nearly
'iiisi-\ alike.

In the foui til volume of the "Transactions ofthe

Illinois State Agricultural Society" (IsiJO), will

be found a very complete account by the Senior

Editor, of tlie Army-worm with four of its para-

sites, to which account we refer those of our
readers who desire to learn more of this singu-

lar insect.

During our visit to Hannibal we ascertained

that the worms originated in a large 100-acre

tield of very rich blue-grass, belonging to Mr.
^Y. R. Flowerree. This gentleman makes a busi-

ness of fattening cattle, and intended feeding oflf

the grass in the fall ; but that same field had
neither beenpastured nor 2}lowed the year before,

which in our minds was the very reason why the

worms originated there. The Army-worm, like

our cut-worms and almost all the insects of the

great group of Owlet-moths (JSToctua family) to

which it belongs, is single brooded, and though
a few of the pupte may remain in the ground
through the winter and not issue as moths till

the following spring, yet the great bulk of them
issue, as above stated, in about a fortnight after

becoming pnpas, or during the month of July.

These moths pair and the female deposits her

eggs where nature teaches her that those eggs
will have a chance to live and hatch; namely at

the base of perennial grass-stalks, or on the

stubble left by the mower. Consequently you
effectually destroy the eggs and thus check the
further multiplication of this insect, either by
burning your meadow stubble in the dead of

winter or by plowing it under in the fall. It

were useless to enumerate the many facts which
distinctly lead us to this conclusion ; suffice it to

say that they are numerous, and that the one
mentioned above is corroborative.

Mr. Trabue has large meadows, separated
only by a road from the blue-grass field of Mr.
Flowerree ; and he thought he could keep out
the worms by simply making a V-shaped ditch;

believing that they could not crawl over, so long
as the earth crumbled. The first evening after

it was dug, this ditch seemed to be effectual, and
the bottom was covered with one seething,

twisting mass of the worms; but a heavy rain

came on in the night following, after which they

crossed without difficulty. Mr. Jas. Dimmitt
however, who had 80 acres of wheat adjoining

the fatal blue-grass field, etTectually protected it

by surrounding it with a ditch which had the

inner side slanting under, towards the field it was
intended to protect. .It was indeed most fortu-

nate that Mr. Dimmitt had hit upon the true

method in the beginning, for his Avheat was yet in

that soft state, in which even the ear would have

been devoured, and friend Trabue was not long

in profiting by his example. "We noticed that

though the worms would nibble at clover, they

did not relish it, and always passed it by un-

touched, whenever blue-grass or timothy were
at hand. A large gang of hogs were making
commendatory eflforts to gobble up all those

worms that were crossing the road in a particu-

lar place ; but they utterly failed to check the

onward march of this living, and to them,

luscious food.

To one who has never before seen this insect

in its might, the sight of the myriads as they

return thwarted in their endeavors to cross, or

of the living, moving and twisting mass which
sometimes fills the ditch to the depth of several

inches,; is truly interesting. Wo were much
surprised to find that, wherever we went, fully

nine worms out of every ten had upon the tho-

racic segments, just behind the he.ad, from one to

four minute, narrow, oval white eggs, about

0.04 long, attached firmly to the skin; and our

companions were as much surprised when we
informed them that these were the eggs of a

parasite, aud that every one of the worms which

had such eggs attached to them, would event-

ually succomb to one of the maggots these eggs

produced. The large two-winged parasitic flies

which deposited these eggs, were wonderfully

numerous, buzzing around us and about the

worms like so many bees, aiid the moment we
caught one, we recognized it as the lled-tailed

Tachina Fly {Exorista miUtaris, "Walsh),
which in 18G1 was first reared and described by
the Senior Editor. As this fly is one of the
most abundant Army-worm parasites, and con-

sequently one of

its most eft'ectual

checks, we repre-

sent it at Fig.

155. There have

been men foolish

enough, in the
past, t o believe

that, because this

fly issued from the
bodyofthe Army-
worm, therefore it
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must be the real mother insect, anil should be

destroyed ! No reader of the Entomologist will

be apt to make such a grave blunder, for they

Hill know when they observe this large buzzing

lly, tliat it is doing them good service. This fly

is of a dark gray color veith a satiny lustre, and

the last abdominal joint is brick red or reddisli-

ycUow. Wlicn we recollect that besides this

Tachinu Fly which had provided foi- the des-

truction of nine-tenths of the worms, there are

live other distinct parasites which are known
to attack them, by depositing tlieir eggs in the

body of their victim, where these eggs cannot

bo seen; we shall have no cause to wonder if

I here sliould be no vestige of the Army-worm
around lliiniiilinl next year.

The Foe ISoiiietimes proves to lie the Frieiul.

We have heard of the Army-worm, some-

times passing throngli a wheat field when the

wlioat was nearly ripe, and doing good service

by devouring all llie chess and leaving nii-

toiiclied the wheat; but the following item from

CoHinsvilli', Illinois, which we clip from the

Jlisnoiiri Democrat, contains slill more start-

ling facts:

'• Hauvkst ani> Cuoi-s.—Notwitlistanding the
unfavorable weather, many farmers have com-
menced the wheat harvest. The yield in this
immediate vicinily will be superabundant. Some
fields were struck with rust a few days since,
but the Army-wtniu making its appearance
simultaneously, stripped the straw entirely bare
of blades and saved the berry from injury. These
disgusting pests have saved" thousands of dollars
to farmers in this neighborhood. A few fields

of corn and grass have been partially destroyed,
but by ditching around fields, the worms' rav-
ages have been confined within comparatively
narrow limits.''

BELATED INDIVIDUALS of the PERIODICAL CICADA.

On page Gl of the pre^nt volume of the Ex-
TOMOLUGisT, wc Stated that scattering individuals

of the Periodical Cicada, and more especially of
the 13-year brood (C. tredecim), frequently ap-

pear the year before or the year after their

proper period. It was our good fortune to meet
with two of the empty pupa shells of this insect,

oil the 7th of June, while Major E. S. Foster ot

Bushburg, Mo., caught a single perfect (^ insect.

Their song- has also been heard in 1809 by sevci-al

persons who are well able to distinguish it from
that of any of the other species which make their

advent among us each year. Yel (he woods
seem strangely quiet, when we recall the loud
resonance of tlie 13-year Cicada, which animated
llicm a year ago.

IS THE CURCULIO SCARCER THAN IT WAS
LAST YEAR?

On page 202 of our last number we published
a letter from Judge A. M. Brown of Mlla
Ridge, Ills., stating that he found the Curculio
much scarcer than it was a year ago; and wc
gave our own experience as corroborative of
the fact in Missouri. We liave been informed
tliat at the June meeting of the Alton (Ills.)

Horticultural Society, Dr. Hull gave it as his

conviction that this conclusion was hastily

drawn, and that tlie Curculio was more
abundant than ever before, and that it was
utterly impossible for them to obtain a crop
of peaches in Southern Illinois. Now wo care
little for opinions, for we write for truth and
are ever ready to stand corrected when there is

occasion, but we are not in the habit of forming
hasty conclusions, and though, as a general rule,

we highly esteem the Doctor's opinions, we are
'

unwilling that the ipse dixit of any oue indi-
vidual shall stand as record for all future. Wc
know not how much territory the Doctor in-

tended to embrace in his assertion, but as no
qualification is given we suppose he refers to

the whole AVestern country. As to the last

statement, that it is impossible for them to have
any peaches the present year in South Illinois,

we leave the result to confirm or disprove it.

We have ourselves made personal observations
in Missouri, at various points along the Iron
Jlountain and along the Pacific IJail Roads, as

well as at Hannibal, and can truly say that wc
have often had difficulty to find any trace of
this little pest, especially where there was a
failure of the crop a year ago. We have also

made observations in Illinois, both at Alton
and at Warsaw with the same results. And
surely if the conclusion we formed a month ago
had been as false and hasty as the Doctor
claims, it would have been contradicted by a

number of our readers. Now what are the ex-

periences of others?

To commence with, near Rock Island, Ills.,

the plums have been punctured by the Plum
Gouger about as extensively as we ever saw
this insect work; but there are very few Cur-
culio crescents on the same trees to be met with.

Mr. G. Wilgus of Warsaw, Ills., writes as

follows upon this very important subject :

" Most of my peach-trees are loaded with fruit.

Only a few peaches appear to have been stung

by the Curculio, and but a very small number
indeed of those which bear the crescent mark
have fallen from the tree, or contain either egg
or wpriii, The >younds appear to have healed
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over and the fruit remains sound, as you will

see by the specimens sent herewith. I have

examined scores of them in a large orchard,

and from several varieties, and have found one

worm only."

Mr. Wilgus sent us four peaches, containing

in all eight Curculio cuts more or less grown

over. In one of the eight tlie egg had hatched

and the larva after burrowing a short dislancc

had perislicd ; in another one there was a fine

healthy Curculio larva, about one-third grown;
but in all the remaining six the egg had failed

to hatch out.

T)r. Hull attributes the failure of the eggs to

hatch out to the cokl weather which lias pre-

vailed so generally this spring; and so far as

this failure to hatch is concerned, we believe

that he has assigned the true cause. Manifestly,

however, the failuro to hatch is one thing, and
the paucity of eggs another thing; and we do
not conceive that the cold snaps that prevailed

this spring would prevent the mother-Curculios

from laying their eggs as soon as the weather

turned warm. Probably this mischievous little

pest has been extensively preyed on during the

season of 1868-9 by some one or more of those

cannibal insects, which we showed in our second

number to have this very desirable propensity;

and thus the paucity of egg-layers necessarily

led to a corresponding paucity of eggs.

Judge Brown of Villa Ridge, Ills., writes:

•'Curculios continue scarce."

Mr. J. II. Tice of St. Louis county. Mo., in-

lorms us that he had a plum tree, from which
heretofore it has been impossible to get any
fruit, and that it is this year so loaded that the

limbs bid fair to break; the Curculio has not

molested them.

Mr. C. W. Spanlding of Kirkwood, Mo., re-

lates a similar experience to that of Mr. Tice;

he says, however, that a few Curculio marks
were noticed early in the season, but that the

eggs failed to batch.

ISIr. A. Dean from Otto, Indiana, writes:
" The prospect in this vicinity for a peach crop

was never better than at this time. Insects

of all kinds seem to be less numerous than
usual."

The Rev. Chas. Pcabody of Sulphur Springs,

Mo., informs us that he has scarcely been able to

catch a Curculio, and has long since abandoned
the jarring of his peach-trees; the trees are

loaded with fruit and the prospect good. The
experience of Mr. T. W. Guy and of others in

tlie same neigliborhood is of a similar nature.

Mr. Saml. Wright of Hillsboro, Mo., who uses

a Curculio-catcher, says the Curculio is very

scarce compared with last year, as he can hardly

find one to a tree.

Mr. Jas. Waite of Hannibal, Mo., finds that

there are altogether fewer Curculios in his

neighborhood than there were last year.

Mr. W. J. AVinters of DuQuoin, Ills., writes

that they have no peaches in that immediate

vicinity for the Curculio to work on, " though

other fruits seem to be clearer from their sting

this season than common."
Mr. W. C. Flagg of Alton, Ills., writes "I

am of your and Judge Brown's impression, that

the Curculio is out in smaller force this year."

On Mr. H. G. McPike's place at Alton, Ills.,

we found an abundant crop of plums and cher-

ries, with no fallen fruit, and scarcely any of

that on the trees exhibiting the well-known

Curculio mark, though no precautions whatever

had been taken to guard against its attacks.

Though satisfied with our own observations,

we give the above evidence of a few competent

fruit-growers in corroboration of our statement.

Still, this general scarcity of the Curculio does

not preclude its being abundant in certain

localities, and for aught we know it may abound
in the Eastern States. Indeed, if we are

rightly informed, it is quite plentiful in some
parts of Michigan. As a general rule, it

will be found scarce only where stone-fruit

was scarce a year ago, and as Dr. Hull had a

fair crop of peaches in 1868 we should naturally

have given this as the reason for the unusual
numbers of the Curculio which he finds this

year, had he not declared that none of them
were bred on his place—a declaration which
reflects no great credit on his neighbors. His
peach crop is a failure this year, owing to frost

in the early part of the season, and of course
the Curculios concentrate on the plum trees;

and as they have been so numerous as to enable
him to catch " from two to five thousand" in a
single morning, wo pay him a high compliment
for industry and perseverance; for surely wc
never saw plums hang more thickly or more
free from stings than those on his trees. More-
over, if we had not been informed of what had
been, and were left to make a decision from
what was while we wei-e there, we should have
been still more thorouo'hly convinced of the

comparative scarcity of this insect, for upon
carefully overhauling a large bag-full of plums
" the result of that morning's catch " we
popped every Curculio into a bottle of alcohol,

and aflorwiinls found by count that there were
just t\vcnl>-six, aiiil after using the catcher on
a number of (liosc ]ihiui-lrcrs wliich the Doctor
had found were most frequented by the Little

Turk we succeeded in capturing but three

specimens.
Admitting that his place forms an exception

to the general rule, we most good-humpredly
cast home again the Doctor's accusation of
" hasty," and leave the verdict with the people

!
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INSECT EXTERIIIXATIOX.

AVe clip the following from the Yindaml
(N. J.) Weekly of May lo, 18C0. Mr. Laiulis

evidently means business. He is taking the

liglit step and if his advice is followed, and he

snccceds in producing unanimity of action, the

Vinelauders will soon obtain cdiitrol over (heir

lilipntian foes.

To the Citizens of Vineland:

I am convinced that Fruit cannot be success-

fully raised in this community, or any otlier,

without waging systematic and successful war-
fare against the insect enemies. This success
involves a vast amount of present property and
more in the future. With this success V^ineland
becomes pre-eminently the most valuable place
in the Union for fruit culture.

To encourage success in this direction I there-

fore offer the following premiums, to be awarded
under the auspices of the Agricultural Society

:

Ten Dollars for the best Half Acre of Friiit

Trees kept the cleanest from Tree CJrubs, Cur-
culios and Apple Moths.
Ten Dollars for the best Acre ditto.

Ten Dollars for the best Two acres ditto.

Ten Dollars for the best Four Acres ditto.

Ten Dollars for the best Five Acres ditto.

Ton Dollars for the best Six Acres ditto.

Ten Dollars for the best Seven Acres ditto.

Ten Dollars for the best Eight Acres ditto.

Ten Dollars for the best Nine Acres ditto.

Ten Dollars for the best Ten Acres ditto.

Togetlier with a Certificate of Merit, hand-
somely framed.
The points to which it appears most necessary

for people to direct their attention are the fol-

lowing :

First—Borers. Peach Trees—Dig them ont
with a knife—depend upon nothing else. Nec-
tarine—Dig out the borers. Apple Trees—Dig
out the borers. The first year they can be found
with a knife; the second and third years require
an aunealed wire.
Second

—

Curculio. Only to be destroyed by
jarring the trees and letting them fall upon a
sheet, and burning them. Do not shake but jar

the trees. This Is to be done early iu the morn-
ing, and as often during the day as necessary.
They infest the Apilcot, the Peach, the Nectar-
ine, the Plum, the Apple, the Pear, the Quince
and Cherry. Also gather all the fruit that falls

to the ground immediately, as tliis fruit contains
their eggs. They appear from the middle of
May until July, but have to be looked for before
and after these periods.
Third— T/ie Apple Tree Moth. The great

enemy of the Apple, the Pear and the (inince.
The remedy for the apple moth is

:

1st—(lalheriiig the fniil as it falls to the
ground, and biiniiiig it or Ici'diiig it to stock.

2d—Trapping them Ijv coiled rope nnide of hay
or rags (not straw) coiled three times around
apple, pear and quince trees. These bands
should be put upon the trees about the 2i)lh of
June and examined every two weeks and the
caterpillars destroyed. They should be kept on
until the middle of October.

The amount of labor this requires when done
regularly and with system, is very small in pro-
portion (o the immense profit to be obtained.
It ensures a full and certain crop of fruit. By
this means apricots and plums can be as readily
raised as anything else.

I respectfully recommend tliat associations be
tornied in all the school districts of people who
will agree to keep tlicir orchards clear of insects;

wlio will meet together once a week, or oftener,
for mutual understanding and information, and
to take measures concerning the cleaningof those
orchards that are neglected. This is of para-
mount importance until a proper law is obtained
upon the subject. These meetings should be
held at once, without any delay.

Citizens, fruit culture means painstaking la-

bor. It requires the destruction of insects, and
for this labor it will return you a thousand fold.

This necessity is a blessing in disguise, as it ele-

vates the business to an art, removing many
farmers, also careless people, from competition,
making the profits to the careful and industrious
proportionately large. Chas. K. Landis.
VixEi.ASD, May 10, ISG9.

Tl» DESTROY OOhOKADi) I'llTATO l!Uf;S.

Faiiu-lay, Wis., May Sr,, ls«!l,

FuiKXO Bkown—I noticed in your last issue

an article about the potato bug. Now, as the

season is approaching tor tliis enemy of the
jiotato to make its annual raid ui)on our fields,

1 thought I would send you a cure wliicli \\\\\

most certainly put a stop' to their (le]>r(Mlnii«in>.

We tried it last year, and destro\ cd millions of

them, and consequently had a first rate crop of

jiotatoes. It is this : Take one pound of Paris
(ireen (cost 60 cents) and mix with two pounds
of flour. Sift the mixture through a coarse
muslin cloth, upon the potato tops, early in the
morning, when the dew is on the tops. The
bugs will drop to the ground by thousands,
never to rise again. The above quantity of in-

gredients will answer for an acre of potatoes.

Please tell everybody of it, so that they can all

raise good potatoes, "as I did.

—

Gko. Liddlk, Sr.,

in Galena (Ills.) Gazette.

[We can confidently recommend the above

remedy as the most effectual and probably the

cheapest yet known. Last year we tried Paris

Green and ashes—one part of the green to five

of ashes—and though it killed most of the larva^

it did not seem to affect the parent beetles. But

we are inclined to believe that the Paris Green

we used was not of good quality ; for experi-

ments the present year according to the above

directions have been highly satisfactory. When
first applied in the morning it seems to have but

little effect, as the bugs continue feeding for

some time as ravenously as ever, but as night

approaches the ground becomes, by degrees,

strewn with tlie dead carcasses of both the larvm

and beetles, and by the day following not a live

bug will be found on the vines, if the applica-

tion has been thoroughly made.—Ei>s.]
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DR. HULL'S CURCULIO CATCHER.

We recently paid a visit to Dr. Hull's fruit

I'arin, which is situated on the bluffs of the Mis-

sissippi, about Ave miles above Alton, Ills. Wo
went there with the ostensible purpose of feast-

ing our eyes on his noted cherry orchard, which

contains nineteen varieties ; and to tickle our

palate with some of the fruit which hung in

such rich clusters from all the branches of the

different trees. The Doctor, b)' a judicious

thinning out of the fruit spurs, early in the sea-

son, produces immense size of berry, and we
never before witnessed such a handsome cherry

crop, either in this country or in Europe, as lie

had the pi-fesent year. But while there, we
amused ourselves by sketching his celebrated

Curculio-catcher, by the aid of which he lias

been enabled to etlectually protect tliat large

cherry crop from the ravages of the Curculio.

Of course we could not make a comely picture

of such an ugly and cumbersome machine, with-
out introducing the Doctor's handsome phiz as

an offset; and if there beany merit in the story
of tlie old Egyptian Magician wlio portrayed so
vividly that he exhausted the life of his subject,

then we must have obtained a good portrait of
the Doctor; for those present will bear witness
that he turned wonderfully pale and all but
fainted, when he discovered that he was being
transferred to paper. But we will leave this mat-

ter to those few of our readers who were pres-

ent, and who alone Avill appreciate the joke,

while we give a description of the machine in

the Doctor's own words, for the general benefit

:

" To make a Curculio-catcher we first obtain
a light wheel, not to exceed three feet in diame-
ter, the axlctree of which should be about ten
inches long. We next construct a pair of lian-

dles, similar to those ofa whcflburrow, l)utmuch
more depressed at the point ilosi^ncd to receive
the bearings of the axlctree. ami extending for-

ward of the wheel just I'iir ciiongli to admit a
cross-beam to coniirct (lie handles at this point;
one-and-a-half iiu-hcs in the rear of the wheel a
second cross-bi am is framed into the handles,
and eighteen to twenty-four inches further back,
a third. The two last named cross-beams have
framed to their under-sides a fourth piece, cen-
trally, between tiie handles, and pointing in the
direction of the wheel. To the handles and to

the three last named pieces, the arras or ribs to

support the canvass are to be fastened. To the
front part of the beam connecting the handles
in front of the wlieel, the ram is attached ; this

should be covered with leather stufledwith fur-

niture moss, a dozen or more thicknesses of old
hat, leather or other substance, being careful to
use no more than necessary to protect the tree
from bruising. Ascertain the elevation the han-
dles should have in driving, and support them
in tliat position. AVe now put in place tlie

stretchers or arms, six for each side, which are
to receive and support the canvas. We put the
front arms in position. These extend back to

near the centre of the wheel on each side, and
in front of the wheel (for large machines) say
six feet, are far enough apart to receive the

largest tree between them on which it is in-
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tondcrl to operate. Tlio romniiiiiin- arms ai-e sup-
l)orted on the handli'>, and I'asloiied to them and
III the two cross and iniiallcl [licres in the rear
of the wheel. TIicm- arc sn )ilaccd as to divide
tlic space at tlioir outer ends equally between
(hem and tlic tirst mentioned stretchers and
fastened to the ends of the handles. Next we
have ready a strip of half-inch board two and
a halt' wide. One end of this is secured to tlie

forward end of one of the front arms, and in

like manner to all the others on one side of the
machine, and fastened to the handles. Both
sides are made alike. The office of these strips

is to hold the outside ends of the arms in posi-
tion ; they also hold the front arms from closing.
These outside strips also receive the outside
edge of the canvas, which is fastened to them
as well as the several arm supports.

" It will be seen that the wheel is nearly in
the lentre of the machine. To cover the open-
iiiy: at this point, a tramc is raised overit, which
is also covered with canvas. The arms, or
stretchers, are so curved that the motion of the
machine, in moving from one tree to another,
should bring everything falling on the canvas
U> deiiri'ssed points, one on each side of the
whcMl, when- iiiicnings are made into funnels
emptxiuii into imckets or bags, for the reception
of insects and fallen fruit. The whole machine
should not exceed ten or eleven feet in breadth,
by twelve or thirteen in length. These are for
large orchard trees ; smaller ones could be pro-
tected with a raucli smaller machine. If the
frame work has been properly balanced, the
machine will require but little lifting, and will
be nearly propelled by its own weight.

" The" Cureulio-catcher, or machine, is run
against the tree three or four times, with suffi-

cient force to impart a jarring motion to all its

pai-ts. The operator then backs far enough to
bring the maciiine to the centre of the space be-
tween the rows, turns round and in like man-
ner butts the tree in the opposite row. In this
way a man may operate on three hundred trees
per hour."'

To run this machine successfully, three

things are necessary: 1st, that the land be de-

cently clean, and not ovei-grown with rank
weeds ; 2d, that the orchard be sufficiently large

to pay the interest on the prime cost of the ma-
chine; 3d, that the trees have a clean trunk of
some three or four feet.

There are various modifications of the ma-
chine, and Dr. Hull has himself cheapened and
simplified the one he has now in nse, by doing
away with the funnels and pockets for receiving

Iho insects and fallen fruit. He now carries

with the machine a bag and a broom, and as oc-

casion requires, sweeps the contents of the

catcher into the bag, which is afterwards dip-

ped in boiling water in order to kill the inmates.
This arrangement admits of separating and set-

ting at liberty those friends which are knocked
down with thje foes; whereas, by the former
method the righteous bngs were ignominionsly

slaughtered with the unrighteous. As may also

be seen from the above sketch, the frame cov-

ering the wheel is made of pine board, while

the handles for propelling the machine are riv-

eted aboi-e the canvas instead of being fastened

heloie it, and the Doctor finds that this last

arrangement gives him better leverage and
greater control of the machine.

THE NEW YOUK WEEVIL.
[Jlhycenis norchoniceiistti, Forstcr.]

During the last eight

or nine years wo have re-

peatedly received speci-

mens of this large snout-

beetle, with accounts of

its injuries to fruit trees,

and it seems to have been

uncommonly numerous
the past spring. It kills

the twigs by gnawing oft

the tender bark, in the

early part of the season

before the buds have put

out, and later in the year

it destroys the tender

shoots which start out

from old wood, by en-

tirely devouring them. It attacks, by prefer-

ence, the tender growth of the apple, though it

will also make free with that of the peach, plum
and pear, and probably of other fruit as well

as forest trees.

This beetle belongs to the same great Curculio

f^xmily as does the Plum Curculio ( Conotrachelus

nenuphar, Herbst), but, with the rest of the

species belonging to the same genus {Ithycerns=

straight-horn) it is distinguished from most

of the other snout-beetles by the antenn£e or

liorns being straight instead of elbowed or

llail-sbaped as they are in the common
Plum Curculio, for instance. The specific

name noveboracensis which means "of New
York" was given to this beetle 98 years ago by
Forster, doubtless because he received his speci-

mens from New York. But like many other in-

sects which have been honored with the name
of some Eastern State, it is far more common
in the Mississippi Valley than it is in the State

of New York, it being scarcely known as an in-

jurious insect in the East. The general color of

the beetle is ash-gray, marked with black as in

the cut (Fig. 157 c), and with the scutel or small

semi-circular space immediately behind the

thorax, between the wings, of a yellowish color.

Its larval habits were for a long time unknown,
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but we last year ascertained that it breeds in the

twigs and tender branches of the Bur Oak, and

wc liave g-ood reason to believe that it also breeds

ill tliose of tlie Pignut hickory. The female, in

depositing, first makes a longitudinal excavation

with her jaws (Fig. 157 a) eating upwards under

Die bark towards the end of the branch, and

afterwards turns round to thrust her egg in

the excavation. The larva (Fig. 157 b) hatching

from the egg is of the usual pale yellow color

with a tav/ny head. We have watched the

whole operation of depositing, and, returning

to the punctured twig a few days after the ope-

ration was performed, have cut out the young

larva; but we do not yet know how long ii time

the larva needs to come to its growth, nor

whether it undergoes its transformations within

the branch, or leaves it tor this purpose, to enter

the ground ; though the former hypothesis is the

more likely.

This beetle is a real " hard-shell," and there is

no other way of diminishing its numbers than

by catching and killing; but as it has the same

habit as the " Little Turk," of falling to the

ground when alarmed, the same metliods of

catching may be employed in the one case as in

the other.

MOUNDING PEACH-TREES AGAIN.

EiJitors American Entuinoloijist :

Mr. R. L. "Wells, in the Entomolo(jist for

June, recommends mounding the peach-tree as

a remedy against the Borer. While I agree

with him as to the benefits of that system, I

have found by experience that there is danger

in it if practiced as he recommends.

In 1856 I began peach-growing as a business.

On setting my first lot of trees I was advised to

cover the stock ow deeper than it stood in the

nursery, as trees had often been killed, it was
said, for want of this precaution. So I had the

trees set in that way. During the fore part of

(he summer I set a boy to hoeing the crop among
the trees, and much to my annoyance I found

that he had heaped the dirt up several inches

iironnd each tree. I immediately removed the

earth from around a portion of the trees, intend-

ing to do so with all, but neglected to have it

done. So, from ignorance in the first place,

and neglect afterwards, the experiment was tried

of mounding a portion and leaving the balance

unmounded, in the absence of any thought
of the ctfect it would have on the Borer. On
worming the trees the next spring, to my sur-

prise there was scarcely a worm to be found in

the monnded trees, while the others were badly

affected.

AVe are slow to learn, and slow to put in

practice what we do know, for before I made
this, to me accidental discovery, it had been

recommended by Downing and others, but to

this day it is practiced to but a very limited

extent.

The danger from this system will be found in

where your correspondent says: "I shall con-

tinue to mound my trees in the spring and hoe

away the ipound in the fall." For the same
reason that he gives I did the same thing, until a

cold winter killed or badly injured all the trees

so treated. The bark that had been covered up
through the growing season for several years,

had become as tender to the cold of winter as

the real root bark, and furthermore it suited the

instinct of the fly just as well, and the agg

would be deposited accordingly, as near tiie

tender thick bark as the earth would admit. So

it has been my practice, since that second but

more unpleasant discovery, to remove the earth

and destroy the worms in the spring, leaving

the bark exposed as long as it was safe to do so

;

that is, to heap it up again before the appear-

ance of the moth, near midsummer. About
two inches should be added to the mound each

year, treading the earth well down close to the

tree, for it suits the winged insect when a

crevice can be found, to go below the surface,

in search of the soft bark of the root. I have

watched them going from tree to tree, seeking

such an opportunity, which is often found in

small trees that have been swayed about by the

the wind. But when she is compelled to use

the wood-bark the worm works in a way the

least injurious, not so as to girdle the tree, but

in a narrow channel towards the root.

The advantages of this sj'stem-are, first, that

a less number of eggs are deposited; second, a

greater proportion perish, the wood-bark not

being congenial to them; third, what do sur-

vive do less damage, and are more easily

reached by the knife than when down among
the roots.

I think Mr. Wells is mistaken in supposing

that the small worms found in such large num-
bers "on the exterior bark," arc the Peach-

borer. The natural food of the Peach-borer is

the inner bark of the root, but the worms he

describes seem to subsist on the gum that ex-

udes from the wound in the bark, and are the

eflfect and not the cause of the wound. Accord-
ing to my experience, the Peach-borer, like the

Curculio, never deposits but one egg near the
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same place, and seldom more than one by the

same insect in the same individnal frnit or tree.

A. Dkax.
Dtto, lii.l., June Btli

[Wo cheerfully insert the above experience

IVom Mr. Dean, and hope that our readers will

protit by it. We are a little suspicious ourselves

that the worms spoken of by Mr. Wells (p. 201)

were in reality, not true Peach-borers, but the

huv;c of a little two-winged gnat (Mycetophila

jjcrsicw, Riley's MS.) which live on the gum and

detritus of the peach-tree, and which we have

bred to the fly state. These little worms do no

liarm to the tree, and can always be distin-

guished from the young Peach-borer, by the

greater relative length in proportion to the

width of their bodies, and by being entirely

destitute of legs ; whereas the Peach-borer, no

matter how small it may be, has always sixteen

legs.—Eds.]

OVERCROWDED.

Wc have received such a deluge of letters and

in<iuiries, during the past month, that, what with

our many other duties, it has been impossible to

answer them all in the present number. A great

many of these letters are of sucli trivial import-

ance that it is necessary to answer them by

private letter; but all such as are not thus at-

tended to, will in time be answered through the

Ento.-iiologist. But few persons duly compre-

hend the arduous duties of a State Entomolo-

gist. Called hither and thither; with hundreds

of insects at home whose transformations and
habits must he watched, he often receives in a

single mail, enough letters of inquiry, and
specimens to name, to occupy him a full week.

Oh that in this active, busy month ofJune, while

Nature's pulses beat so audibly, we could multi-

ply ourselves and be here and there and every-

where, and at the same time attend to all duties

!

but as we are but poor mortals, our readers will

bear with us for any shortcomings

!

NO AIR-HOLES KEEDED IN SENDING INSECTS.

Most persons who send us insects are in the

habit of punching holes in the boxes in which

such insects are packed; and sometimes these

'lioles are large enough to allow the inmates to

escape, and we are thus mortified at receiving

only empty boxes. Not unfrequently the senders

go to the trouble of punching these holes through

thick tin boxes. Now we wishwe could make our

readers understand, that the punching of these

holes not only involves entirely useless and super-

fluous labor, but that it is actually detrimental to

most living specimens. Insects do not smother
as readily as do we human beings; many of

them live at their ease deep down in the ground

;

some hide themselves in the hearts of trees, and
others again swim in the water, or dwell in

jilaces where we should instantly suflbcate. In-

deed, moisture is far more essential than air to

most insects, and we advise our readers to use

as tight vessels as possible in sending them

—

especially if they are living specimens. We
also advise the use of tin wherever practicable,

tor if the insect to be sent has strong mandibles,

it is apt to gnaw through a pasteboard box and
to escape; besides the tin keeps them, as well as

the food on which tliey live, in much the fresh-

est condition.

THE (JILPIN NOT WORM-PROOF.

Mr. B. L. Kingsbury, of Alton, Ills., sends us

the following: " Tliere is a statement in the

ExTOJiOLOGLST (p. IGO) that the Gilpin or Little

Komanite apple is not troubled with the Codling

^loth. A great mistake, so far as it applies to

this section. I keep some over every year, and
wc have trouble to find sound ones enough to

bake. It may be more exempt than some other

sorts, but not enough so to be worthy of

mention."

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Plum-leat' WoriiiN— 17. D. Ilhley, Mii,r„.,i„.j;>.

Mhm.—'l'hv minute >ix-legged green' worms, uitli

l;ii-<'e likiik Iliads and a blark thorn trrowiim- nut ul'

cacli sidi- of tliidr taiK. which vou tinXl cn.-l.isrd in a
kind of web on a |iluiii-l.;d'. aii'tlic- iai-\a' .>! a -in'rics

o( Jji/da—a very intriT-iini; and an..iiiMluus i;(.nii~ nl'tlic

SiiWmss (TeiUhr,,l„ laiiiiU lin the nnln- ..t ( Irar-w in^fil

Flies. A .similar l.iit ''1-1111,1 -|ir,ir- ..rnii-- ..n Wikl
(.'herry i

'" ... •
; Lm ,, iN-u^li 1,m|1i kind- wrnl

underKrniiiid in . . . :., ]i:,\.- al\Mi\- lailrd

tn rear c-itlni' Im lii. ,
- .l,. Wli.n liiil 'jn.wn

cniarka

' the niidiil

Small AVIiitc Mollis- ir. D. J/iShi/, Vinneapo-
/;», i///in -Thrliltl.- wliitr inidlis whi.li vnn rnclose
along with llir Saully \A\^.^. tliinkiiii:- lli.x i,ku pos-
sibly be tlini- an. .-(..!-, ,an li:i\.' in, ii.i--ililr .niinL-c-

tion with thrsr lai\ a- whii-li lirl.ni^ In a di-iiihi order
oflnsects. 'J'hev an- the (.„„.,„ ,,/,,/;„/,. ,.| (.u.-n.'c.

.Singularly enough, tiny Ikim- N.rii -, nt n- In.ni aiiuihrr

(lUarter, under tile idea that lliev |. induce .rilaiii -mall
green worms upon Apple-lreex'. Hhi.h innn the de-
seiaption of them gi\eii liv nm- enrie-i...iidenl are
jirobably generated by an entirely dillereiu moth It

is ahvays ibe male moth that lia- iln Imnk- at ihe lip ot

liis abdomen; and as in otlnr male iii-e.i- tlu-e Imoks
are, as vour friend inlVrs, ii-ed In

Insects named I -',/, it Jno. P. Jcnes,
(7,ariton, Mo.S-. '. ,,,<,,</,. Jlelsh. No. 6,

AUagcnus {Mnf.il. ' . -ay. No. 7, Jphcdius
1 1ntnarius .'iAmi. liini.uiied imm Europe). So. 8,

'rioplocepl'ala viridipfiiriis, Fabr. No !(, broken to pieces.

No. 10, Agonoderuspallq:ea, Fabr.
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Seed-corn ITla^^ot —Q. Pauls, F.urelca, Mo.~
The whit.sl, m;v_'..'..t<. 1/ in.-li Ion.-, nn.! tnporin- :,t one

'ii'l Miiil lilunf Mt tliiMiihor,

A-.m
targe Green Worm in a PeacU— r;. Wilms,

Richnew , 111^. - Thr |kiI,'--i-,-,ii. 11;. |, ,.,| ^v(.]"ii
specked witli wliilr ,iimI willi a l.iirnil w liih'-iriipi' iiii'l

about 1111 inch Imi- w lii.h \ ,,11 ImiihiI rn ,.,'!
, ii'ii

inside of :i iiiarl,. i- n,,. 1,,^., „r .„,„,. |.,r..-,.',,„.i . 'A'

lie "nak-Mpi)!

Icluicunion Flics

—

H(nni hlinekaiis . A't/ees. P,t

.

th..M^.hlKT,„,l,|„,„ ,li-,.,,^,,. ,1,,.,,,,.,.
M'OdlM.rur,. p|a,,ii„.,i„,-a..|.„n,-,.„|,i„.

* Sec llis Fil-st AiniiuU Reyoit, pp. 154-0.

lta.-ktlirTiiiii:ito-\vniiii

l|-rnursctllrsr.-.l,-(M,n lil

Raspberry X'ini:!!.

in Mr

lars in Illin'..

speciineii.s

.

l!iipi,.-t!.-< family, and is inu.^l likeiv tl'iu cunniiun Fl-it'-
lieailed Apple-trt^_ borer

(, CkvyBoUthHs femorata, Falir.)
( ompare it with Figure 10 of tlic Missouri Entomnl,..

•MlsMsMppi.

W. 1). Tiirril. Ma,
s:iinc as tliat relerrt
Kaiiflinan.

1 .viiur .-laiic MHOS, are
.Ir.in.yi.i. -I'licyare
'II' (iai'iriT.I Plume
ii.hi. a jiivny little

ol llie upper Willis
1 of the losver wiiikx
or plumes. You will
in tlio Missouri Eiito-

Roiv ot Kggs in maple 'Swigs—Jabez Bouei,
Florence, lorra.—The double row of elongate eggs, each
egg about 's iiirfi i" Ien.Kth. deposited in a series about
IH in.-li Inn- in tlip twi-s of tlir Asli-lcaved Maple, and
also, a- .\nu tliiiik. in IIm.si' of tin- Suit Maple, arc those
of unc nrilic urmi ui ;,,-|i,,|,|„.|-v l.rl.uminy t,, the Caty-
did Falllil.^. 'I'UM ,,r ihrni lial.lird nut n.i the road.
From tbr -ivat siinihirily both of tlie eggs and of the
vouug larva' in this group {Orchelimmn and A'iphidium)

,

we cannot determine to what particular species they
belong.

rl- In Mr

IIollow Plums-C. /,-. Edwards, Bowling Gieen.
1 .v.—Midi pulted-up liolkny plums as you .sonil. we

year or two ago.

of the works
sketch; is the

^'apilio marceUus, Cram). Its

(rl/^'lx «/',,, /.,./aTValsln'.'ynu\vilM'iiTd'an'V^^^
this gall, with illustratinn, on page Ids nfXo. (i.

Orassliopix-r's i:s«-s—E /'. /:„, /;„,/ani,-. Mrlh,/-
''"•. M- 'rhn .-iMll-al,' palr-NrlhiXx . 'Lig's fOUUd IH

'

11

''"'I I" '' '"'ii-ii';l'l :ii'- Ml !-. i.r -niiir 'jia-^hopper. We
'''"""' '" ''i'"" ^i~ I" ihr .|irrh,. |,||( tlieyarcjust
i''"iit thr vj/r ni I h. .-r n|

1
1,,. ,., i..ii ( aroHna Grass-

Iini.|.er(i7.,„y..-,/.,. i;,.',,.„„„i, uhi.li iia^ black hind wings
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A!iilus Fir
[Fig.iCl]

Ureen Grapc-viiir ^Vorm— ff. Pauls, Eureka,
Mo.—Tbe large dcliiiitc l'iicii worm, covered with pale

-colored sput^ ami lia\ in- a lateral yellow line, we
I tlir mar-ill I'i-, l(i3). You say you

Color— l>ai'b. anil w a- lui ^1

WhilisluTo givi- \a.u a -
1

sent, (Fig. V,i). rn.iii Ha
«mce««, Say). Wlieiioiice

tUeso insects attain the fly

state, they no longer rel-

ish the vegetalile di.'t

which sati-lud tliem as

larva'. Init tiny
raciouslv on othc
One of tln-o lar

known in tl,.' W

vara. Fii.li .
.

thcpcrniriMll^haiiil Uhirh
ithasofs.-izin-an.lMU'k-
ing out the vitals of the

Honey-bee, and you will

find an account of it on
page 168 of the Missouri
Entomological Report.

IVeir Insect-foe of tbe Blackberry— Chas.
Parry, Ciniiaminson, If. J.—Tbe little 4-winged flies,

about }Xj' inch long when their wings are dosed, and
with their wings steeply roofed Uke those of most I'lant-

liee {.IjJiix fainilv), belong to the closely allied Flea-lice
{P^!//la taiuil.M and to the genus Psi/lla. The Flea-liee
are'di>tinguislialile from the Plant-lice, 1st by the very
dittereut veiuing of their wings, 2nd by the antenn;e
being knobbed at tip like those of a biitterrty, .".d by
their jumping as briskly as anyflca,*to which imlrrd
they owe their scientific name, Pet/lla being the elassi-

cally pure Greek word for a Flea. As with the I'lant-

lice, the Flea-lice are usiiall\ nsirictial |,, .aTtaJM
groups of pliints, as,

the Tear, &c. Only
described as found i

louse {P.si/U.i piiri)^

met Willi in the lOast.

Color—Broiiiiish y

NettL

heel . Vol,

(/-v//a
find it to inhabit the eoiniaon DIarkli.i i y. For llir Im ii-

efit of our otlier readers, we eoii\ Inio what \ uu >a\ a>

to the habits and the mode in whnh il ..p. ratr, upon
the infested plant: "The suekeis upon uPirli this

insect occurs in the spring conniirnre to twiil i-oinnl,

and when not interfered with iiiLiko a complete revolu-
tion before thi> rr~nnii' tieii- iimuiI lamrse. The leaves
curl up and brronn niatiid aiounil tlie curl, so as to
make a safe liarhor tor the li. e-like larvM which during
summer appear on the under surface of the leaves. 1
presume we can get rid of this insect, after the larva;
are produced, by cutting olf the curls and burning
them."
We can ofler no certain exphmatioii of the many-

stllked fruit-spurs on the l!laekli.rr.\ , which some-
times blossom but never bear an\ liuit. 'I'lierc is

no appearance of this phcnonicnoii having l.ccn caused
by any insect; and we iiiclim- to attribute it mi'relv to
the exuberant vigor of the plant, more particularly as
you say that the flowers on these multiple fruit-spurs
" are sometimes double like a rose." The few Bark-
liee (Lecanium) found on these fruit-spurs can have
nothing to do with the unnatural growth; for, as vou
yourself observe, they are found on other stalks as well.

Army-worm-V/M. H. Buttt, M. D. , Clinton. Mo.—
The worms which are doing such an immense amount
of damage to the Timothy meadow and oats, in your
neighboi-hood, is the veritable Army-worm, ot wliieh
you will find an account in this number.

^000m
Colors—tirecii

found it injuring your g
blossoms and leaves, ami t

ford Israella and lona lir-

Carolina next. It has tlii

grajie-vine by ;\Ir, .s. U. .A

and we have' outmUcs lo

gray

berrv, and upon the K.al IJinl ^ ' .

isi;(j"we bred the moth IVoiii a Mn_,.
i

worm of the same kind, but tlii- nciii,

rubbed in its endeavors to escape, iliai '

to identify it. All we can tell you i- I iiai

color and belongs to the great Owlcl-niotii laiiniy < ivoc-
lui'.Jw), some of the characteristics of this family being
yet discernable on its injured wings.

Rose Slng.—ffeo. W. Cophij, Alton, Ills.—the
yellow slug-like worms which abound on your rose
bushes, and whicli cause the leaves to wear a seared
and yellow appcaiaiic'c. arc ilic lar\a' of the Kos,- Saw-
fly («SW««d«« ro.vw, ilan-.., a -mall sliinv-l.lack four-
winged fly. A g 1 iloucheini; uilh sti'ong toliacco-
water, or a sprinkling willi w liite In llilioi e. woul.i have
killed them. Thev have now all l.li llie Puhes and
entered the grounil, IVi nil which tic \ will i"Ui a> flies

next August, and these flies will deposit ci;g- to pro-
duce a second brood of worms. Be on tjic look-out for
their second advent! The species seems to be spread-
ing fast in Illinois. Never until 1869 have we met with
specimens near Rock Island, Ills., and this year it is

ijuite abundant.

Beulah H. Morris, Olneij, Pa.—We refer you to the
above answer for the information you desire about the
Rose slug. We cannot tell precisely what the white
skipping insect is, unless you send specimens.

Insects named—Dr. Jas. Weed, Muscatine, Iowa.—
The elongate snout-beetle in the large quill is a common
species of Lints, and fpiite distinct from the New York
Weevil which has done so much damage to fruit-trees

this year. Of the two lacflcs in the small quill, the
large gray one is /.././.,( ,//„,. ,(, ,////', rii^ Say—one of the
Capriconi or Long-hoini'il Hectics, the larva of which

apricots wlueli you semi ace -in li a~ we know cxjieri-

mentally to be niade for the salve oi inml l,y the common
Curculio, There were three Cuivuli., , le-ccnts in the
specimens sent, and in ime of tlie-e the larva had
hatched out and commenced boring into the fruit.

Chrysalis of the Virgin Xiirer jnoth— Conrad
Mallinekrodt, Augusta, Mo.—The chrysalis which you
found on a corn-hill, has, since its receipt, jiroduced
the Virgin Tiger Moth (.(,'. . . -iii \- .\l.l,.). a

beautiful insect, with Hc-li.i-; > ->lii.li are cov-
ered with stripes ami laiiee-.l I

i

,. ,i • -.r l,|:„-k The
brown bunch at the e.vtivinin .ii ih, inniy ,,| ihc i-hry-

salis, which you supposed to lie a fungus, was the
shrunken skin of the caterpillar, and this caterpillar

had doubtless fed on your young corn, as a closely

allied species is known to do

.

Chrysalis of the Ursula Kuttc
ler, Allenion, ifo.—The curious clir\

that figured on page l'J-2 (Fig l.U / ,
i

on the leaf of a (Trape-vim-, belong
butterfly (Xymphalis vrsiila, Fabr j wl
in the article on "Imitative Butterfl
bred the butterfly from it.

rkl) A. F.„d-
-eml.ling
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Clover-worms—£. P. FUnilers, Galeshur./, Mich.—
Tlic liirva; sent, which arrived in excellent oWler, and
which, as you say, "were found in myriads in the
bciltom of a stack consisting partly of clover-hay," • are

vorms, of which we herewith jire-
r stages. Figures 1 and 2 repre-
le cocoon, 4 the- pupa, 5 and 6
' white weh in which the worm
iM-. The moth is scientifically
-((//.. l''ahr. We copy your de-
i 111 wliicli this worm operated,
:illy Id tlie other instances in
iiHi wifl). "Tlio hiiv close to

llliy w:i- :.!-.

after III.' l:i.
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Sweet-potato Beetles—Suhscriher. Bunler Hill,

Ills.—The pretty goldcu and sfiipcil l.ectlt-> which in-

fest your sweet-potato vines are Tnrtoi-. l.. .ties (Cas-
SIDAD^). That with the beautiliil i;ni,l,ii iridescence

is commonly called the " GoUl lii.tl,•• [Cuptocycla

aurkhalcea, Fabr) and its larva ahuust eutinly eovers

itself with its black excrement, by means of a forked

tail with which it is furnished, in comuioii witli tlie

other species of the same genus. The striped blaek and
yellow species may be known as the Two-striped Sweet
Potato ^eet\el^Coptoc)jcla Umttata^ Say) and in the larva

state ditters from the other species of the genus, with
which we are acquainted. In not shielding itself with
its excrement; its pronged tail being ever enveloped
after the first moult in the prickly cast-off skin, and
being furthermore, generally held at an angle from the

body. Both these beetles feed in the larva as well as

the perfect states on the leaves of the sweet potato, but
while the former is likewise very commonly found on
the morning-glory and the bitter-sweet {Solamim
dulcamara), we have never found the latter on any-
thing but the sweet-potato . We shall in a future num-
ber give an illustrated account of these curious beetles

.

A. E. Trahie, JIannihal, Mo.—The sweet potato
beetles which you send are the same two species spoken
of in answer to " Subscriber."

Beetle named— TAo*. W. Gordon, Gforgetnwn.

Ohio.—'' The small sample of animated nature ' wliieli

you suppose would naturally be called the Gold Bug. is

in reality known by that name, it being the same speeies

(Coptooijcla aurichalcea, Fabr,) as the first spoken of in

the above answer to '
' Subscriber. '

'

Injured Strawrberry and Grapevines— ITm.
P. Piersoa, Omrga, Jlls.—We are of your opinion, that
the diseased and blackened appearance of the straw-
berry vines, and of the grape vines which you send, is

caused by an insect. We are furthermore of opinion
that the culprit is a little olive-gray bug scarcely 1-5 inch
long, the Capsus oUineatus of Say. At all events we
know this mischievous bug has been very numerous
this year, and that its puncture has a peculiarly poison-
ous effect on most plants which it attacks ; for we have
seen pear twigs, grape canes, and potato stems totally

killed by it, and looking exactly as though they had
been burnt. If the vines which you send were not
killed by this bug we can offer no solution of the pro"b-

lem. We shall endeavor to figure this Insect in some
future number.

Plum Tree Insects— J. F. Wafers, Sprinqjield,

Mo.—The black plant-lice on your plum trees are the
Cherry Aphis (Aphis cerasi. Fitch). See answer to
T. W. Gordon . The black flies which hang on these trees
in great quantities, and which are about ^ inch long,
witli the wings white, and having prominent black veins
and a stigmal black spot, are the White-winged Bibio
(Bibio aDdpennis, Say). In the larva state it feeds ou
damp dead leaves, and has also been found feeding
on oak galls by (' " ' " '"' "

'
'

sidcred injurious.

Apple-tree Bug:s— W. L. Yov.se, Hannibal, Mo.—
The two insects you send, and which you found on your
apple trees, are both enemies and not friends. The
beetle is the New York Weevil which we illustrate in

this number (p. 221), and the large angular bug, very
much of the same color as the beetle, i. e brown
speckled with grayish-yellow, and with the edges of the
body protruding "from the half-wings and the legs

marked transversely with black bars, is the Brochimeni
annulata of Fabrieius, and may be known in English as
the Annular Plant Bug.

Hickory-stem Gall-louse—^cn/ . F. Lon<i—The
large roundish galls on the leaf-stems of the Black
Hickory, and which open fl'om above with cross slits,

are produced by plaut-lice {Phylloxera carymauUs,
Kitcli) . The red insects found in tlie gall were a species
of Thrips in the larval or pupal state, and were prey-
jug on the true Gall-maker. ^

^

\/ Grapevine L.eaf-hopper—It. M. ^Oppeland, West
Castleton, Vt.—The jiunping Insects whicu are so de-
structive to the Virginia Creeper are the common Grape-
vine Leaf-hopper ( Tettigonia [Erythroneura] vitis, Harr).
Syringe the vines thorouglily with strong tobacco water.

Colurs-V

XwelTe-spotted Diabrotica—E. S. Foster, Svsh-
hurn. Mo.—The vellow beetle with twelve Mark .spots

whieli we herewitli illiKtnite I'i- m,
[Fig.lGS.] nviee nuturul MZr.iiiid whirli 1k,~ Im in so

destmetive to vi.ui- « aK i-ni. l..ns and
Hulibard squashes, i.s llie l:;-spolled Dia-
brotica {ZHabrotica Vl-puiidata, Fabr.)
^ou say you have '

' noticed that water
melons, Hubbard squashes and cucuiu-
Ijers. planted as much as two hundred
yards from where such things were ever

iij black planted before, are entirely untouched by
any kind of insect. Those that have suf-

fered so severely are planted where such things have
been grown two years in succession, immediately pre-
ceding." This is a most suggestive fact, and we
advise our readers to profit by it. The same
remedies that apply to the common Striped Cucumber
beetle {D. mttata, Fabr), apply equally to this species.

The large green wonii you found at the foot of a
hickory tree is the larva of the Polyphemus moth.
(See Fig. 95).

It. D. Parker, Manhattan, Kans.—The beetles which
are on your squash vines, '

' among almost innumerable
Striped Cucumber bugs," are the same as sent by Mr.
Foster, and of course are foes and should be destroyed.

M. McKenzie,
se some cater-

jiillars'which are' causing some uneasiness in this part
of the State . They are in countless numbers , stripping
the timber of its leaves. Black oak and Post oak arc

their favorite trees, and where these trees are plenty,
as on the ridges and heads of hollows, the appearan<'e
is truly 'Winter in the lap of Summer.' J«othingl)ut
black trunks rising from the gi'een earth, the mid rib

alone of the leaf being left. White oak in bodies, they
give the go-by, but if it is scattering among the other
oaks, they attack it also. Most of the people here
depend ou mast to fatten their pork, and it is a great
item." The caterpillar is the Tent Caterpillar of the
Forest, as you will discover by referring to Figure 14«

drieal roU of leaves on the trees which they fed
upon, these cocoons are easily perceived and shouhl
be immediately destroyed as far as possible, for

the moths will have begun to issue by the time this

number reaches you. The probabilities are. i since you
ask our opinion) that in your neigliborliood the-e eater- .

pillars are preyed upon by parasili > ;i~ mm il. --l.\ a>

they are known to have been in the lOa-t. Ic.i all time-

of those which you sent were attacked: and in sueli a

case they will not be likely to trouble you as much next
year as they have this.

W. -Copley, Alton,
'As anything new

will be of interest, I would ask you for some informa-
tion in regard to the freaks of some (as yet) unknown
strawberry destroyers. So far as I know they have con-
fined themselves to the strawberries of Jlr. James God-
frey of Monticello, and threaten to make sad liavoe. He
finds the herriea piled -up in small piles, from a dozen to

a pint in a place. Do you know what do( s this strange
work? I have thought it might be tln' work cd' a field

mouse. It can hardly be an insect or bug. Whatever
it may be, it does not discriminate between green or ripe

ones, all share the same fate. Any light on this subject
will be gladly received. '

' We can give no explanation
of this curious procedure, and if any of our readers are

better posted, we shall be glad to hear from them.

Egrgs of Bn§^s on Strawberry— A. S. Fuller,

Uidgewood, N. J —The gray eggs vi'hieh you lound on a

strawberry, with a delicate fringe, visible oidy under a

lens, around their upper border, are tl i;-> of some
friend in the shape of a cannibal bn.i;

i A. ./','/",. lamily).

They were all attacked by a minute para-Hi.' 1. lin.umon-
fly however, and instead of obtaiiiin.gthe y.)iin,g Ipii.gswe

obtained these parasitic tlies.

"Galls" on L.eaves of Soft maple—/. M.
Shaffer, Fairfield, Iowa.—The peduncled wart-like ex-
crescences, on the leaves of your Solt Maples are not of

fungoid origin, but are produced by a minute species of

mite. See page 57 under the same head.
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scots—/, r,. Ifartwell, Will-!. Breeding: Cages.—-/T. S. Redney, Potsdam, N. J.—
AVe must refer you to what was said on page 99, in
answer to D. P. Smith, on tlie subject of breeuing in-
sects. The In-ceJin.^' cage there deseribed answers
r\ I TV imiiiu-.'. Tlir 1' MMl-i.kiiit 111' tile insert vou intend
tu l.ivr.l. .an 1,.. k.'iit iVr-li in ilir l,.,ttl,. ,,i w.iter, and
I lie iii^.Mi iii:i\ citli. r .nt,T 111.' -round to Iriin^I'dnn, or
~pi)i iip in -nnir ."rnri- nf \]\v I'a-r, a.-c-..i-.lini,' as its

nature- )ii-oin|il- it \\C -cinTall) liaw tin- tiii_tube

M/ctnhnlda «idc-ninnlli,Ml ,|uininr iM.ttl.- T.i laeili-

tale tlir lir.a'.lin^- nT i liilnani v[i,.,ic-, tu .. vniall cages

inrllr.M|Ualv; ami l.s inch.- liiulT IrilM' ^tcuis'nf tlio

I'lanl-d I lill III. 111. . mil ..r th.. I. ..III.-, it >ljouldbe
-I .-.I ii|. ^MIll ...II..H-\v...il, M, a> t.. i.r.'\ent the

liliii-lrce Korcr—WilUe M. Gregory. Jkfea, OMo—
We Inn e lirnl tu tlie perfect state, several of the borers
wliiili >iiu (iiuncl in dry elm wood, and which we
inl'..niii-.i v.. II ' \>. Ii'.^<i would prodiiec some long-horned

i Ground Beetle.—X J. Jyres, riUa. Eldge,
mass of yellowisli-whitP eggs deposited in

rgi-..iind;

ft his ..Teat

..ur Xorth

o* tlie I'otato—Isuac lliekt,

Jshi,,,}. lY. r.—The flat turtlc-
1, incli ill diameter, found in such

«ilk-\voriii ^Sollis.— /. Z-

Tli..ni..lli-ulii.-!i i-Mi.alfi-., in .'... - ui.i.-li

lithe h..llM. all «inl.l.ali.|«lii.-h\v.a-.Mals<-n

..II >p'.a-i.-,iri'iat'iv.' >ilk-w..i'in M..tlis."Nn. 1

.pia .M..lh I. (//„,„« Ceeropia. Linn, i, iinil No.
..in..lh.-a .M..lh (Attavus Promethm, Linn.)
siariily cm r beeoine sufficiently numerous

lenal injurii.us.

.Stalk Itoror.— yr. •/. -I..- . T..'.' ;V ,,,

and have three white short lines about the middle. It
breeds in live a.s well as dead elm , but usually only in
such trees as are jiartly dead.

Peacli-twisr Borers

—

Geo. Fisher, East Lixerpool,
OJitii—V,'i- are eiitinly unacquainted with the mniute
brown ln.r.is whi. li are infesting your peach twigs.
They will pr.i.hi.-.- some small moth. AVe hope you

P6riadical Cicada in Sairin Twig,
:i/i^ Iroidon. Mo

(r„„!n,rv!: «ah;,ul^ distigu

the l'eri...ri.-aU'i.a.hi.;ui(l whi
that has, li.'.l in. Ill lli.-e iniuri,

AVe received the Savin
pimctures of

117, that were

X:iin-tree Sawr.fljr.—A. P. Whitney, Franldin'
Grove, J/ls—The large smoky-winged fly. which you
ftmnd on an elm tree, and whieh lias the head, thorax,
andtirsi tw,. s..uiii..nt-..f till' al..l..ni..n l.lack. with the
rest of 111.' al.. I. .111. '11 re.l.li>li-l.r..wii. i> the rC Elm-tree
Saw-lly ii;-,„l<..r L,ij'.',l.i. Jlarri>i The kirva of this

insect is a pale gni'ii J'2-f'ooti'il worm and feeds upon
the leaves both of Elm and AVillow.

Beetles named— 6'. parhr, Washington, D. C.—
No. 1 is Prachinus Americaniis, Lee. No. 2, Bewhidium
nipestre. Dej. No. 3, Tachys pulchellns, Perte. No.
4, broken all to jiieces. No. 5, Endrosa, i-ulvula ,'Jjec.

No. (i, too much injured to identify.

Snout -beetle—//. Kleiiihaus, Xyces, Pa.—The large
l.rowii Sn..iiNI.,etle, speekli'd with dirty white, of
whi.h ^..11 .l.-ire the nam,., is th.' Uiih.hius eonfusus ot
Kirl,\. W . kii..H II. .thill- ol its habits; but all the
-|.c.ii- .if ilii- -I iiii> are tinilier-lior.rs, and usually in

t'auiiibxil Beetle— Mrs. Mary Treat, Vineland,
y. ./.— Ihr >avage green beetle whicli you describe, was
d.iulitless M>ine species of Culosoma. (See Fig. 40.)
.•Send specimens.

Wbitc Grub l-ungus again.—^. W. Peale, Sa-
vanna, Mo.—The AVhite Grubs with sprouts are attacked
by the same fungus whieh we have several times spoken
of. (Sec pp. 180 and 207.)

While Grub

—

Geo. S. Grorer. Warrenshurg, Mo.—
The -lull which has injured a great many fields of corn
ill yiiiir nei'^hborhood is the common AVhite Grub.

Cut-worms

—

O. C. Prodhead, Pleasant Pill, Mo.—
A our cut-worm is the "Greasy Cut-worm," the larva
of the Laiiee Itustic {Agrotis telifera, Ilarr).
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THE BOTAl HORMlD-CATERPnJiAK.

{Geraiocampa [Cithronia]regalis, Fabr.'i

This iiitiect. which is the subject of our color-

ed plate, and which is there illustrated in its

three ditl'erent stages of larva (a), chrysalis (6)

and noth (c), is one of the largest and most

beauii 'ul of its order, and its splendor is scarcely

equaled by any other North American species.

It was oviginally described in 1793 by Fabricius,

under t ic name of Bombyx regalis, and was
afterwa lis placed in a new genus (Citheronia)

ei'ected by Hiibner. Dr. Harris,* who made it

the type of a family (CERATOCAMP.ujyE), and

who describes and figures it under the name of

Ceratoriuiij)a regalis, called it in popular lan-

guage the ''Regal Walnut Moth;" but as it is

found ii; well nigh equal abundance on the

I'.ia'-l ^V'alnut, Butternut, and Persimmon, and
mes on the Hickories and Sumachs, and

. much oftener seen in the caterpillar than

.ae moth state, we prefer that it shall be
• lularly known by the above translation of its

ientitic name.

Harris's engraving of the caterpillar scarcely

•'ves a just conception of it, and was evidently

iken from an alcoholic specimen. Our figure

•as taken from a living specimen whicli was
ji id feeding on the leaves of the Persimmon

' Union County, in South Illinois, and it mea-
ired over five inches when crawling. Full

;-own specimens were also sent to us last year

om Bushberg, Mo., and from Brighton, Ills.,

id we found one in the neighborhood of St.

<»uis,JHo ; but the insect is quite scarce even
•s far south as the above mentioned points, and
'cours still more rarely farther North.

It is single-brooded, and sometimes remains
the ground, in the chrysalis state, fully eleven

• mths of the year. The moths, in the latitude

St. Louis, usually issue during the last half

June, and the caterpillars are found full-

;own from the middle of August to tlie middle
September. We have never seen the joung
terpillars, but in 1828, Dr. Harris found three
the eggs of this fine insect on the Black Wal-

.it, speakhtg of which he says: "They were
-st hatched at the time and the caterpillars

ere near to them resting on a leaf. The posi-
on of these young insects was so peculiar as
I attract att(iution, independently of the long
i-anching spines with which the fore part of
loir body was armed. They were not stretched
ut in a straight line, neither were they hunched
1> like the caterpillars of tlie Luna and Poly-

•Iiir bisects, 1,,,. 3W-9,

phemus moths ; but, when at rest, they bent the

fore part of the body sideways, so that the head

nearly touched the middle of the side, and their

long horn-like spines were stretched forward,

in a slanting direction, over the head. When
disturbed, they raised their heads and horns,

and shook thera from side to side in a menacing

manner. These little caterpillars were nearly

black ; on each of the rings, except the last

two, there were six straight yellow thorns or

spines, which were furnished on all sides with

little sharp points like short branches. Of these

branched spines, two on the top of the first

ring, and four on the second and the third rings,

or ten in sill, were very much longer than the

rest, and were tipped with little knobs, ending

in two points; they were also movable, the

insect h.aving the power of dropping them al-

most horizontally over the head, and of raising

them up again perpendicularly. On the ele-

venth ring there were seven spines, the middle
one being long and knobbed like those on the

fore part of the body ; on the last ring there

were eleven short and branched spines. After

casting its skin two or three times, the cater-

pillar becomes lighter-colored, and gradually

changes to green ; the knobs on tl e long spines

disappear, their little points or branches do not

increase in size, and finally these spines l)ecome

cui-ved, turning backwards at their points, and
resemble horns."

The full grown caterpillar,* with its immense
green body and its horn-like spines looks truly

formidable, while a peculiar habit which it has of

spitefully wriggling from side to side, very un-

*As no comprehensive description of either the larva or
chrysalis has been published, and as the horns of the larva
are not quite correctly represented in our flgiu-e, we annex
the following descriptions which were drawn up from three
living specimens.
Description of full grown larva.—Average length when at

rest, 4.90; diameter, 0.60 inch. General color, green with a
yellow c;ist. Smooth and pcjlished. Thoracic segments

;
I !>-. -1 "|- ;ill, with

> h ' II ^. r l.huk |.;iti'hes in
inn 111 _' 4, ."). H, 7, 8, i) and
M nil M.\ .short black back-
irati-il spines, which spring
Uil-blui- gi-ound, which in
iilui- tiMnsverse ridge: H,
twr.ilnrsal ones being sup-
mi 1;iiki.'i-: 12, with seven
li a lateral posteriorly and
.nil hand, which is abrupt
li siiii.kv-lilack, but which
rn iiii.inh.ilv- .stigmata
Mk\ liiir riiiiiini;;' from eachM -mall, Mllin\isli-brown
-11, ii- liriwr.ri ilif larger
anal iirol,--s niil wardly, of
IS laiL,'!- hiiins; the caudal
LCh side, and the anals each
Thoracic It-gs also of the

merges gradually into thi- -i-

large, oval and black, with a -n
to me lower horn Cerviial -hi

and with two cuneiform hla.l

horns. Head, caudal pluti- ami
the same orange-brown color
plate with a minute black wai-t e
with one at their lower edge.
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like the up-and-down movement of the Sphinx

tribe of caterpillars, gives it a still more menac-

ing appearance
;
yet it is entirely harmless and

cannot possibly hurt any one, for as we have

proved by experiment, the prick of its spines has

no poisonous etfect whatever. Mr. Abbot tells

us that this caterpillar is called in Virginia the

Hickory Horned Devil, and that when disturbed

it draws up its head, shaking or striking it from

side to side; which attitude gives it so formid-

able an aspect, that no one, he affirms, will ven-

ture to handle it, people in general dreading it

as much as a rattle-snake. When to convince

the negroes that it was harmless he himself took

hold of this animal in their presence, they used

to reply that it could not sting him but would

them.* How many more intelligent white folks

are there who have the same superstitious fear

of this caterpillar! It is solitary in its habits,

and after acquiring its growth, descends

from the tree on which it lived and enters into

the ground. Here it forms an oval chamber,

and within five days works off its prickly skin

and becomes a chrysalis. The chrysalis is

pitchy-black, short, thick, and with protuber-

ances and ridges as in the figure. It remains

in this last state through the fall, wintei md
spring months, and the moth escapes fiom it at

the time above specified, leaving a

strong thick shell behind, which re id

ily retains its proper form. The m ile 5.

moth is readily distinguished from ^

the female by his smaller body, but -

more especially by his antennas bem^
1

larger, and strongly pectinate or tooth

ed along their basal half, while heis

are impectinate and of a uniform thickness

throughout.

Both the chrysalis and the moth have a char-

acteristic strong odor which cannot easily be

described for the lack of comparison, though it

reminds us forcibly of the peculiar odor of the

English Broad Bean.

Though a great feeder, this insect is altogether

too rare to be classed with those that are injuri-

ous, especially as its food-plants are abundant.

same color with black extremities. Abdominal prolegs
orange with black pads and a distinct black outer mark ex-
tending upwarils somewhat on to body. Venter of the same
green aji tergiim, except between prolegs, where it inclines

to orange

.

ChrijaalU —Xengfb. nearly two inches; greatest diameter,
0.75 inch. Thick.comparatively short; black, with four eleva-
tions anteriorly, two of which are roxmded and on top of
thorax, iinrtthH other two bluntly oblong and run transverse-
ly aero.-^> \\v>\ alMtdUiiiuil .segment. There are also two slight
Ibngitiiiliiiiil iiiirirn|.ir(l ridges along the back of the
three 6u,(r(.|iii- -c- uinits. The larger abdominal seg-
ments .-aiU «iih a narrow transverse ridge near both the
anterior and pu.^turiui' udge. The teeth on these ridges en-
tirely obsolete in some, and but partly so in others. A slight
anal projection terminating in two small dull points

.

•Sm. & Abb. Ins. of Georgia I, 121—Quoted by Kirby &
Spence.

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE GRAPE-TINE.

The Grape has been cultivated from the very

earliest dawn of civilization, and has justly been

esteemed as one of the most delicious of fruits. Its

culture in the United States assumes vaster pro-

portions from year to year, and as our people are

fast learning the luxury and the health-giving

properties of good grapes, and as our native wines

are fast taking the place of the imported kinds.

Grape culture has scarcely begun to assume that

importance which will soon attach to it. Of all

the evils with which the Grape-grower has to

contend, none are greater or more difficult to

overcome than are the injuries of insects ; and

this is especially the case in the Missis.sippi

Valley, where the number of species destractive

to the Grape in one way or another, seems to be

greater than in other parts of the country. In

view of these facts we give in this number the

first of a series of articles under the above head-

ing. In these articles we intend to treat of, and
illustrate most of the more injurious species,

and to suggest the means for their prevention

or destruction.

The Gigantic Root Borer.

[Pnonus lattcolhs, Diun)

[FiEC 169 ]

[Fig. r

Color—Tellowish-white.

It will be remembered by most of our readers

that on page 19 of our first number, we gave a

description of a new
Grape root Borer, which

had been received from

W. D. F. Lummis of

Makauda, Ills. This was
the first account ever

published ofsuch a borer,

and it was impossible to

state definitely what par-

ticular insect it would
prove to be in the perfect

state. We inferred, how-

ever, that it was the larva

of the Cylindrical Ortho-

soma (Orthosoma cylin-

dricum, Fabr.), which is

Coior-Mahogany-brown. represented in the an-

nexed cut, (Fig. 170) for the reason that we
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had bred this beetle from a larva found in decay-

ing- pine wood, and which resembled in every

respect, so far as our description went, the one

sent by Mr. Lummis. "We have lately bred to

the perfect state three of these Grape-root bor-

ing larvie, and one which was found in an

Apple-root, and they all four of them prove to

belong- to a differ-

ent though a very

closely allied spe-

cies to the one we
suggested by in-

ference. The bee-

tle we have bred

from these larvas

is the Bi-oad-iieck-

ed Prionus (Prio-

nus laticoUis, Dru-

ry), of which we
herewith present a

likeness(Fig. 171.)

It is usually of a

darker color than
oior-Maiio-anj-brown, verging ^^e Cylindrical Or-

ou black. ^, ,
thosoraa, and as

may be seen upon comparing the figures, it differs

materially from that species by its larger size and
broader form. Our figure represents the female,

which differs from the male in having shorter

and narrower antennas, though her body is usu-

ally larger.

There is auother species, the Tile-horned Pri

onus {Prionus imbricornis, Linn.,) so called

from the joints of the male antenuse lapping ovei

one auother like the tiles or shingles of a root

—

which very closely resembles the Broad-necked

Prionus, and in Illinois is much commoner. It

may be distinguished at once from this last b\

the autennie of the male being about 19-jointed

and those of the female about Ki-jointed;

whereas both sexes of the Itroatl-ncTked Prio

luis luive 12-joiuted antenn;!-. In ciilicr lespects

these two beetles are almost cxuc-lly alike, so

that, if the autennie happeu to be broken, it i

not very easy to tell one from another. So fai

as we are aware, it is not known upon what
kiud of tree the Tile-horned Prionus feeds; and
from the very great similarity of these two
bcetk-., then laivi ^vdl piohibh Kscmbh each

othei vei> clo-ich

The Pnonus Itnnh to \\\\\c\\ ill tlu^c in

sects belong is distinguished from the more ex-

tensive Cerumbyx family of the Long-horned
beetles, by sundry peculiarities, but principally

by the broad flat thorax and the large robustjaws,

and by tlie upper lip being nearly or quite obso-

lete. It has generally been supposed that their

larvae were equally well characterized by having
the first segment of the body smaller than the sec-

ond, but although RiJsel described and figured

the larva of an European species (P. coriariiis)

with the first segment smaller than the second,*

Mon. E. Perris has figured the larva of another

European species (P. obscurus, Oliv.), which
has the first and not the second segment largest,!

while the two N, A. representatives of the

family which we have herewith figured likewise

have the first segment largest in the larva state.

Above at Figure 169 we have represented, of

the natural size, one of the immense Grape-root

boring larvre of this Broad-necked Prionus,

and belowt will be found a technical descrip-

tion of it drawn up from several living speci-

mens. Though uoacconnt of this insect's injuries

to the Grape-vine had been published up to the

summer of 1868, we find that its work has been
known for several years amongst the practical

vineyardists ofthe Western, or to speak more cor-

rectly, of the Middle States, and Mr. George Hus-
mann, of Bluff'ton, Mo., has known it since 1850.

Last summer, while visiting certain orchards

and vineyards in company with the ud interim

c—^"-;**"cs "*
t'^c I"'"ro" a"d i*!:-"—

j-i S'atc

II )iti(.ultui il Societies -ne disco\eicd it in the

/if
'4"^
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vineyard of Dr. C. W. Spanieling, of Kirkwood,
Mo., and we have since received specimens

from several Grape-growers, and have fre-

quently met with it ourselves. In June, 1867,

Mr. O. B. Galusha, of Kendall county, Ills.,

sent a worm in all respects similar to it, which
was found boring into the root of an apple tree.

In June, 1866—as recorded in the Practical En-
tomologist, Vol. I., p. !)0—a single specimen of

what, jiidgingfrom our description, was probably

the same larva, was received from Dr. Trimble,

of New Jersey, with a statement that it was
destroying many dwarf pear-trees near Ham-
monton, N. J., by boring them close to the

ground. Unfortunately this larva died before

completing its transformations. We have
also received Osage orange roots from Kan-
sas which were being bored by the same
insect, and it is apparently partial to rotten oak
stumps, for not only have several persons who
are well able to judge, assured us that they have
found it in such stumps, but Mr. A. Bolter of
Chicago, also found it in such stumps in Ken-
tucky, and sent us the specimens for identifica-

tion. At the meeting of the Missouri State

Horticultural Society at Columbia last fall, Mr.
I. N. Stuart even avowed that he had found it

partly grown, not only in seedling apple trees

but in the roots of corn stalks.

Last March we received a long letter from
Mr liobert S. Munford, of Munfordsville, Ky.,
minutely describing this borer, and the manner
in which it destroyed three hundred dollars'

worth of his apple trees; while Mr. C. R. Ed-
wards, of Bowling Green, Ky., writes that they
have been quite injurious to his grape-vines of
all varieties, though his lonas sufiered most
from their attacks. The following paragraph
by A. J. H., of Vineland, N. J., which appeared
in the Gardener's Monthly of January last,

would indicate that it has the same pernicious
habit in the East as well as in the West:
" On page 3.54 October number of Agricvltv-

rist, reference is made to a ' vine borer ' in
Missouri that cuts ott' vines below the surface.
It is also mentioned and partially described in
the last Gardeners Jfontlili/. This ' borer' is an
old friend (? ) of iniiio. It is found principally
in old rotten oiik -tiiiii|i>: 1 hardlv ever dig one
out without lliidiiii; M'Miul of these worms.
They are about two inchrs long, tapering from
head to tail, white bodies and black heads. I
lose on an average about fif'ty vines and dwarf
pear trees annually by these little villains;
probably twice as many pears as vines. I have
had several apple trees cut ofl" bv them, and one
standard pear. The tree roots s"eem often to be
eaten entirely up, but the vine roots are only
cut through as if they had obstructed the line
of travel. This is no new insect, but will I

think be found troublesome whenever dwarf
pear and vines are planted among decayed oak
stumps."

As already stated, we have proved that the
Apple boring specimens are identical with those
found in the Grape, and there can be little doubt
but the various accounts given above, refer to

the same species, or at all events to one of the
two allied species mentioned at the beginning
of this paper; and when we consider that
Dr. Hariis gives the Lombardy poplar and the
Balm of Gilead as the food-plants of the Broad-
necked Prionus, we may justly conclude that
this species is not at all particular in its

clioice of diet. In view of this fact it may
be known as the Gigantic Root Borer, by
which name it will at once be distinguished
from the old Grape-root Borer {^geria polis-

tiformis, Harris,) which has long been known
to attack the roots of the Grape in the more
Southern States, and which is a IG-footed worm,
of almost the exact appearance of the common
Peach Borer.

Ill all the instances that have come under our
notice, this Gigantic Root Borer had cut for it-

self a perfectly cylindrical hole straight up
through the heart of the root, and in those in-

stances where the root was barely large enough
to contain the worm, nothing was left but a thin

shell of bark, which however was always en-

tire, so that the culprit could not easily be seen.

Ill one instance we found that a vine had been
entirely severed at the surface of the ground
after the leaves had "fallen, and that the borer
had afterwards descended some six inches fur-

ther down and entered the main root, where he
formed for himself very comfortable winter
quarters. The specimen which we bred from
the apple was found on the place of Mrs. Dr.
J. B. H. Beall, near Eureka, Mo., and it had en-

tirely hollowed out every root of a young tree,

and had finished by severing it at the butt. Speci-
mens which we have had feeding in a large

earthen jar have invariably burrowed into the
roots of both Delaware and Concord grape roots

with which they were furnished, and never
touched them from the outside.

In all probability it lives nearly three years in

the larva state, for three distinct sizes may be
found. Those we have bred left the roots they
were inhabiting when about to become pupse,

and formed for themselves smooth oval cham-
bers in the earth, wherein they eventually cast

their larval skins and assumed the form repre-

sented at Figure 173, but in all probability they

transform within the root, when in more natu-

ral conditions. This change takes place towards
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Color—Whitish.

orange roots,

sible that the

the end of June, and the per-

fect beetle appears in about

three weeks afterwards.

From what has been said

above, it is quite certain that

the Broad -necked Prionus

bores in the larva state indis-

criminately in the roots of

grape-vine and apple, and no

doubt also in those of the

closely allied pear. According

to Harris, it also infests the

roots of different kinds of pop-

lar, and specimens received by

us from Kansas inhabited Osage

May it not, however, be pos-

larvje found in New Jersey

in old rotten oak stumps by A. J. H., of

Viueland, N. J., and in oak stumps in Ken-

tucky by Mr. Bolter, belonged, not to this

species, but to the Cylindrical Orthosoma which

we have sketched above (Fig. 170), and which

we have ourselves actually bred from decaying

pinewood? As a general rule, to which at

present we do not remember a single exception,

the larvai of the Long-horned Boring Beetles

either inhabit green and living wood or else

decaying and dead wood, the same species never

attacking both kinds of wood indiscriminately;

and we know that the larva of the Cylindrical

Orthosoma so closely resembles that of the

Broad-necked Prionus, that A. J. H. as well as

ourselves might possibly have confounded the

two together. At all events, it is quite certain

that the Cylindrical Orthosoma must thrive

upon other kinds of timber besides pine ; for we
found this species very abundant in 1861 in

Union county, South Illinois, where there are

no pine trees growing, and where at that period

the so-called "poplar" or whitewood was uni-

versally used in buildings in place of pine im-

ported from the North. To sum up the whole

in few words, until larvie found in decaying oak

wood are bred to maturity, we cannot be certain

that they will produce the same beetle that in-

fests living grape-vines and living pear and

apple trees. And unless this be so, there is no

danger to be apprehended from growing grape-

vines and fruit trees among decaying oak

stumps.

Little can be done in the way of extirpating

these underground borers, when, as in the

present instance, their presence is only indi-

cated by the approaching deatli of the vine.

Still, every vine-grower should make it a rule to

search for them whenever he finds vines sud-

denly dying from any unknown cause, and

upon finding such a borer should at once

put an end to his existence. The beetle, which
may often be found during the summer and
fall months, and which not unfrequenlly rushes

with heavy, noisy flight into our lighted

rooms, should also be ruthlessly sacrificed

whenever met with. In order to be on the safe

side, we also advise not to plant a vineyard on
land covered with old oak stumps, and not to

use oak stakes where those of cedar can be had
as conveniently. AVhether, in reality, the vine-

grower will run any risk by not following this

advice, depends upon the considerations enu-

merated in the preceding paragraph.

INSECTS INFESTINi; THE SWEET-POTATO.

Toi-toise-beetles.

{Cassidas.)

[Fig. m.]

Colors— (2) dirty-cream; (3) brown; (4) black and yellow.

The insects which attack the Sweet-potato

plant are few in species, and belong almost en-

tirely to that group of beetles popularly K.-jown

as Tortoise-beetles. With the exception of the

Cucumber Flea-beetle {JBaltica cucumeris,

Harr.), figured and described on page 27, and a

few solitary caterpillars, we have never found

any other insects on this plant ; but we regret

to say that these Tortoise-beetles are of them-

selves sufficiently numerous in individuals and

species to ofteu entirely destroy whole fields of

this esculent, and they are especially severe on

the plants when newly transferred from the

hot-bed.

These insects are at present included in the

great Chrysomela family of beetles, though

they were formerly placed in a separate family

(Cassiuid^) by themselves, and there certainly

are few groups more strongly characterized.

They are almost all of a broad sub-depressed

form, eitheroval ororbicular, with the thorax and
wing-covers so thoroughly dilated at the sides

into a broad and flat margin, as to forcibly recall

the appearance of a turtle, whence the popular

name. Many have the singular power, in a

greater or less degree, of changing their color

when alive, and as we shall show further on,

some of them shine at will with the most bril-

liant metallic tints.
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Insects, as with the higher animals, usually

void their excrement in such a manner that

they efl'ectually get rid of it, and in some cases

they take pains to fling it as far from them as

possible, by means of their hind legs. We have

esiiecially noticed this cleanly habit in the Ob-

long-winged Katydid {Phylloptera oblongifoUa,

DeGeer), of which we have had numbers breed-

ing in confinement during the past two sum-

mers. They almost always fling their excrement

straiglit from them, so that if they are in a

horizontal position, it adheres to the sides of

their cages instead of falling to the bottom.

In the great majority of insects the anus is situ-

ated at, or near the last ring, and usually

on the ventral side, so that the fasces are easily

left behind; but the larv£e of several species

of beetles that have the peculiar habit of cover-

ing themselves with their own excrement, have

the anus not on their bellies, but on their backs.

We have already shown, on page 26, how the

larva of the Three-lined Leaf-beetle {Lema triU-

neiitn, Oliv.) which sometimes proves quite in-

jurious to the Potato in the East, has tlds habit,

and how it is enabled to thus cover itself by the

singular position of the anal vent which is on
the back of the last segment. A closely allied

European species, but belonging to a diSerent

genus {Criocens merdigera) has the same habit.

In this country there is also another yellowish

ovaljumping beetle {Blepliarida rhois, Forster),

which in the larva state covers itself with its

excrement. In this instance the anus is at the

end of the last segment, but it is sufficiently ex-

tensile at the will of the insect, to allow of the

accomplishment of the feat. This last larva is a

disgusting looking thing, and is very abundant
on all three of the Sumachs

—

Bhus ai-omatica

glabra and co^aZma—preferring them in tlie

order of their naming.

But the larvffi of the Tortoise-beetles are pa/'

excellence the true dung-carriers, for they excel

all others in this merdigerous art. lu the in-

stances related above, the load is carried imme-
diately ou the back, but our Tortoise-beetles are

altogether more refined in their tastes, and do
not allow the dung to rest on the body, but
simply shade themselves with a sort of sterco-

raceous parasol.

The larvae of all the species that have been ob-

served are broad and flattened like the beetles,

and have the margins of the body furnished

with spines which are often barbed, (Fig. 169, 2).

Usually there are thirty-two of these spines, or

sixteen ou each side of the body.* Four of these

are situated on the prothorax, which forms two
anterior projections beyond the common margin:

four of them—the two anterior ones longer than

the othei's—are on each of the two following tho-

racic segments, and each of the abdominal seg-

ments is furnished with but two. Tliere are

nine elevated spiracles each side superiorly,

namely, one immediately behind the prothorax

and eight on the abdominal segments. The fore

part of the body is projected shield-like over the

head, which is retractile and small. Almost all

the larvae of the beetles belonging to the great

CiiuYSOMELA family, of which the Colorado Po-

tato Bug may serve as an example, have, be-

sides the six legs at the anterior end of the body,

an additional proleg, or protuberance which

serves as such, at the posterior end; but the

larvre of our Tortoise beetles have no such pro-

log, and the six anterior legs are short, thick

and fleshy, and with the relractile head, give

these larvie, from a side view, as great a resem-

blance to a turtle as have the beetles.

Though lacking an anal proleg, however, they

are characterized by having a movable forked

tail, in the shape of two long prong-like horny

filaments which both spring from a broad neck

situated immediately above the anus. The
anus projects and curves over the back at the

will of the insect, and by the aid of this fork

and of some of the lateral spines, it forms the

parasol of dung which so nicely protects it.

When we read of those Hottentots who cover

diflerent portions of their bodies with the un-

cleaned intestincb of sheep and oxen, we feel

shocked at such barbarism, and can scarcely

comprehend how human beings can defile them-

selves with the like disgusting materials. Such
men must be pitiable indeed, for they can have

no other object than the gratification of their

filthy and beastly pleasures. There is nothing

so repulsive about our insect Hottentots, for the

dung parasol of our Tortoise-beetles has neither

oflensive odor or appearance, and its true char-

acter is generally sufficiently disguised by being

intermixed with the cast-ofl" skin and prickly

spines; and though those species, first referred

to, which immediately cover their backs, often

look sufficiently unclean, we know that they thus

act at Nature's bidding and for a useful purpose.

All the Tortoise-beetle larvie which we have

iiK^teud of oulyl, aud which we may thei-etbre call Cass,
quinquepunclata, has only 20 of these spines, or 10 upon each
side, all of them simple and not spranirlinj;, and no abdo-
niiual joint bearing more tli;i , :i -m-:. Ii;w;il -j.im This
new species differs lllrther in M: i .

' ., _ ! ,i din^y
olive color, liuely frecklr^l ki. one
large round yellow spot a li; .1 ..-ich.

It was taken abundantly .soiu' \ .n - ;i-m iiv ih. ^< nh.i i;(idor
in a particular locality near Kuk IshnnI, 111. In thi- larva,
also, of Chelymorpha cribi-aria Fabr. the spines, accortling
to Packard, are simple. (GKtrfc, etc., p. ,W1.)
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[Fig. 175.]

bred, have come to their growth in about three

weeks after hatching. They cast their skins at

three successive periods, and these skins are

slipped on to the fork, where in most instances

they remain. On carefully detacliing troni a full

grown larva the dung with which tliese skins are

mixed, these three successive skins are easily

recognized, the smallest being at the extremity

and the largest at the base of the fork. They are

especially recognizable iu the mottled species

(Cassida guttata, Oliv., Fig. 179) mentioned be-

low, which removes most of its dung before

each moult.

The eggs from which these larvie hatili, ;iud

which we do not recollect to have seen any-

where described, are deposited singly upon the

leaves, to which they are fastened by some ad-

hesive substance. They are

of irregular angular torm;

flat, and somewhat narrower

at one end than the other;

ridged above and at the

sides, but smooth and obo-

vate below. They are usu-

ally furnished with spiiie-

//^^ ^j^ iike appendages, which how-
//" ^\\ \ ever are sometimes entirely
^ lacking. Those of C. auri-

I chalcea (Fig. 176) are 0.04

Color—Diity-white. inch long, and of a dull

dirty-white color.

When full grown the larvre fasten the last

two or three joints of the body to the underside

of a leaf, by means of a sticky secretion, and in

about two days change to pupje. The pupa is

also flat with usually four or Ave broad but thin

and transparent serrated leaf-like appendages on
each side of the abdomen, and the prothorax

which is greatly dilated and covers the head, is

furnished around the edge with smaller barbed
spines. The broad leaf-like spines at the edges
of the body are beut under while the transfor-

mation is being efiected. but are soon afterwards

stretched stitfly out with a forward slant. The
pupa loses the pronged tail, but as the old larval

skin is left adhering to the terminal segments
the prong of dung still protects it in most cases.

The logs and antennse are not free in this, as iu

the pupie of most other beetles, but are soldered
together as in the chrysalis of a butterfly, and
yet it has the power of raising itself up jjerpeu-

dicularly upon the tail end by which it is fas-

tened. The pupa state lasts about a week.
Having thus spoken in general terms of this

anomalous group of beetles, we shall now refer

more particularly to a few of the species. Most
of those mentioned below inlest the Sweet-po-

tato both in the larva and perfect beetle states.

They gnaw irregular holes and when sufiiciently

numerous entirely riddle the leaves. They
usually dwell on the underside of the leaves,

and are found most abundant during the months
of May and June. There must be several

broods during the year, and the same species is

often found in all stages, and of all sizes at one

and the same time. In all probability they

hybernate in the beetle state.

We have already proved by experiment that

Paris green—one part of the green to two of

flour—when sprinkled under the vines, will

kill these insects, though not near so readily as

it does the Colorado Potato Bug. Moreover, as

these Tortoise-beetles usually hide on the under

side of the leaves, and as the vines trail on the

ground, it is very difiicult to apply the powder
without running some risk from its poisonous

qualities. We therefore strongly recommend
vigilance when the plants are first planted, and

by the figures and descriptions given below our

readers will be enabled to recognize and kill

the few beetles which at that time make their

appearance, and thus nip the evil in the bud.

The Two-striped Sweet-potato Beetle.

( Cassida hivittata. Say.)

This is the most common species found upon
the Sweet-potato, and

[Fig. 176.]

3ems to be confined to

that plant, as we have
never found it on any
"thcr kind. Its trans-

it Tinations were first

(li scribed by the Junior

l^ilitor in the Prairie

J'armer Annual, for

1S68, (p. 53.) The
larva (Fig. 174, 2 enlarged; Fig. 176, natural

size), is dirty-white or yellowish-white, with a

more or less intense neutral-colored longitudinal

line along the back, usually relieved by an extra

light band each side. It differs from the larvae

of all other known species in not using its fork

for merdigerous purposes. Indeed, this fork is

rendered useless as a shield to the body, by

being ever enveloped, after the first moult, in

the cast-ofl' prickly skins, which are kept free

from excrement. Moreover, this fork is seldom

held close down to the back, as in the other

species, but more usually at an angle of 45° over

or from the body, thus suggesting the idea of a

handle. In Ivirby & Spence's Introduction (p.

426), may be found tiie following passage in

reference to the positions in which the fork

of the larviB of these Tortoise-beetles is car-

ried. "The instrument by which they effect
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this is an anal fork, upon which they deposit

their excrement, and which in some is turned

up and lies flat upon their backs; and in others

forms different angles, from very acute to very

obtuse, with their body; and occasionally is

unbent and in the same direction with it."

Reaumur is referred to as authority for these

statements, and the language would lead us to

suppose that the forks were thus variously car-

ried by different species; but Reaumur never

said anything of the sort. His language has

been poorly rendered, for he distinctly referred

to the different positions which the same insect

could give to the fork, and we believe that the

peculiarity mejitioned above has never been
observed in the larvse of any other species of the

genus.

When full fed, this larva attaches itself to the

underside of the leaf, and in two days the skin

bursts open on the back, and is worked down
towards the tail ; when the pupa, at first pale,

soon acquires a dull brownish color, the narrow
whitish tail, which still adheres posteriorly,

being significant of the species. (See Fig. 174:,

3.)

The beetle (Fig. 174, 4) is of a pale yellow,

striped with black, and though broader and
vastly different scientifically, still bears a gen-
eral resemblance to the common Cucumber
beetle {Diabrotica vittata, Fabr.)

The Golden Tortoise-beetle

(Cassida aunchukta Pabi
)

[Fig 177 ]

Coloi-s— ((f) brown and liliick; (b) browii.

Next to the preceding species, the Golden
Tortoise-beetle is the most numerous on our
sweet-potatoes; but it does not confine its inju-

ries to that plant, for it is found in equal abund-
ance on the leaves of tlie Bitter-sweet and on
the different kinds of Convolvulus or Morning
Glory. The larva (Fig. 177 a, natural size; b,

enlarged with the dung taken from the fork), is

of a dark brown color, with a pale shade upon
the back. It carries its frecifork immediately
over the back, and the excrement is arranged in

a more or less regular trilobed pattern. The
loaded fork still lies close to the back in the

pupa, which is brown like the larva, and chieffy

characterized by three dark shades on the trans-

parent prothorax, one being in the middle and
one at each side, as represented at Fig. 178, c.

The perfect beetle (Fig. 178, d), when seen in

all its splendor, is one of the most beautiful

[Pig. 178 ] objects that can well

be imagined. It exact-

ly resembles a piece of

golden tinsel, and with
its legs withdrawn and
body lying flat to a

leaf, the uninitiated

^ o would scarcely sup-

(iiiors— (c) brown; (rf) golden, pose it to be an insect,

did it not suddenly take wing while being ob-

served. At first these beetles are of a dull deep

orange color, which strongly relieves the trans-

parent edges of the wing-covers and helmet, and
gives conspicuousness to six black spots, two
(indicated in our figure) above, and two on each

side. But in about a week after they have left

the pupa shell, or as soon as they begin to copu-

late, they shine in all their splendor, and these

black spots are scarcely noticed.

The Pale-tliig'Iied Tortoise-beetle.

{Cassida palUdaf Herbst.)

Tliis species can scarcely be distinguished from
the preceding. It is of a somewhat broader,

rounder form, and differs in lacking the black

spots on the wing-covers, and in having the

thighs entirely pale yellow, while in aurichalcen

they are black at the base. It likewise feeds

upon the Sweet-potato, and its larva differs only
from that of the former, in its spines being
brighter and lighter colored, and in having a

dull orange head, and a halo of the same color

on the anterior portion of the body.

The Mottled Tortoise-beetle.

(Cassida guttata, Oliv.*)

[Pig. 179.]

cl

Colois-((7, and b) gri-en; (d) gold and black.

This species (Fig. 179 d), which is the next

•rhis species, as we are informed by Dr. Le Contu, is
rcl'errcd by Boheman to the genus Coptocijcia, which .lifl'ers
from Cassida by more slender, not distinctly clavate and
nearly filifomi antenna;. Dr. Le Conte has kindlv promised
to furnish us a synopsis of our cassicb, which we hope to
publish m either the first or second number of the next
volume.
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most common of those found ou the Sweet-

potato iu the latitude of St. Louis, is at once

distinguislied from all the others here described

by being usually black, with the shoulders

black to the extreme edge of the transparent

wing-covers. It is a very variable species, and

is frequently more or less speckled or mottled

Willi gold, while more rarely it has a uniform

golden appearance.*

The larva, which is represented enlarged and

with the dung removed at Figure 179, a, is of a

uniform green color, with a bluish shade along

the back, which shade disappears however

whenever the insect has fasted for a few hours.

It carries its dung in irregular broad masses,

often branching- as in the species next to be de-

scribed. The pupa (Fig. 179, b), is also of a

uniform green color, with a conspicuous black

ring around the base of the first abdominal pair

of spiracles. Before changing to pupa and pre-

vious to each moult, this larva is in the habit of

removing the dung from its fork.

The Black-legged Tortoise-beetle.

(Canshlii niijripes, Oliv.)

[FiK 180]

Ciilors— (II amli-) while imd black; (i) blown

This species, which is likewise found on the

Sweet-potato, is a little the largest of those we
have mentioned. The beetle (Fig. 181) has the

power, when alive, of putting on agolden hue, but

[Fig 181.] is not so brilliant as C. ai/rJc/iaZ-

{, from which species it is at

once distinguished by its larger

^^^^ size, and by its black legs and
>HHK|Ui^ tlirce large conspicuous black

i I^HIkI / *P°'® '^^ ''^^'h wing-cover. The
larva (Fig. 180, 6). is of a pale

straw-color with the spines,

low and black which are long, tipped with

black ; and besides a dusky shade along each

~ide of the back, it has two dusky spots

.1 mediately behind the head, and below these

'rhii^ rtpicics ha* very probablv been described under dif-
1.1 int uames. It is C. cruciata, Fabr.; C. signifer, Herbst,
and linm 'arva! found on the same batch of plants, and
differing in no respect whatever, we have bred i

which were determined by Le Conte as C. trabeata, l.ec.

iluh-yL-

specimens

last, two larger crescent marks of the same

color. The dung is spread in a characteristic

manner, extending laterally in long shreds or

ramifications. (See Fig. 180, a). The pupa
(Fig. 180, c), is dark brown, variegated with

paler brown as in the figure, while the spines

around the edges are transparent and white.

THE BLACKBERRY FUNUUS.

( Hi-edo ruhortiin. )

The current number of the Amkrioan Ento-

mologist has just brought me the first notice

which I have seen of the Blackberry fungus at-

tacking the cultivated blackberry. The inquiry

is now fairly started, and I hope that those who
possess the knowledge and experience will tes-

tify what they know in relation to the subject.

This fungus has been long and familiarly

known to mycologists by the name of Uredo

rubormn, Link. It is not unfrequent ou some
species of the blackberry (Bubus of the botan-

ists), especially the dewberry, or Ruhus cana-

densis. The specific name, ruborum, was de-

rived from the generic name, rubus, of the

plants on which the fungus is found. As we
become better acquainted with this enemy of

good fruit, we shall find more cause for grati-

tude thau surprise, that the cultivated black-

berry has so long escaped its pestiferous in-

fluence.

As just stated, the native dewberry seems to

be the home of this Uredo; but the indication

now is, that it may soon become a cosmopolite

among the blackberi-ies. I have seldom found

it on the common blackberry {Rubus rillosus),

except iu cultivation, and never on the rasp-

berry {R. occidentalis—idceus, etc.) It makes

its appearance on the under surface of the young

leaves, in the form of a reddish-yellow incrus-

tation, paler, at first, and becoming more red

from age. It consists of small, flattened tuber-

cles, densely crowded together. As these de-

velop they become more prominent, and soon

burst, discharging a yellow dust, which is the

proper seed, or spores, of the plant. The spores

are of microscopic dimensions—too small for

the unassisted eye to distinguish ; and, conse-

quently, may be dispersed to a great distance

by the winds.

My experience in the cultivation of this de-

structive fungus commenced some sixteen years

ago. 1 then selected some choice native black-

berry plants, when iu fruit, and transplanted

them into my grounds. The ensuing summer,

a single plant exhibited the Uredo. The second
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year there were several ; and the third, still more
infected with it. They were taken up ; those

that appeared healthj' were replanted in another

enclosure, and the tare>i carefully gathered, and

cast into the fire.

The next season, one plant in the new planta-

tion proved to be infested with the fungus.

From this initial point, the infection i-apidly

spread, until the whole row of fifty feet was
completely ruined, and committed to the flames.

Nor did my misfortune end here : I had, in tlie

meantime, planted a row of the Lawton black-

berry parallel with it, and thirty feet distant

Irom the native row. The second season, the

fungus appeared upon them also, and spread so

rapidly that in the space of four years they too

were wholly consigned to the flames.

After that, I obtained sets from a healthy

plantation, and planted them in a locality re-

mote from the affected ground ; and have thus

escaped further trouble from the Uredo for a

number of years.

Tliree years ago I planted Wilsoir's Early in

the ground from which the infected plants had

been removed some six or eight years before;

and they have continued healthy.

These are the facts of my experience in culti-

vating the Blackberry fungus; but what is the

theory? As lias been remarked, the very minute

spores can be carried far and wide, by the

winds; but where is the place of their nidiflca-

tion? Where do they vegetate, take root, and

grow? Is it in the root, the stem, or the leaf?

on the surface, or in the interior? These are

difficult questions to answer, without more ob-

servation and scrutiny than have yet been made.
Even analogy does not aflbrd us much assist-

ance—for there seems to be something sui gene-

ris in the character of this parasite; and in its

morbific efiects upon the whole plant, not usu-

ally pertaining to the fungi peculiar to leaves.

The young leaves present a discolored and sickly

appearance, before the fungus is visibly devel-

oped on their interior surface. In the first sea-

son the injury may be confined to the leaf and

the young shoot which sustains it ; but the sec-

ond year the root sends up numerous slender,

feeble canes, which are manifestlj' diseased be-

fore there is or can be any development of the

fungus on the leaves.

The probable inference, from the facts pre-

sented, is that the disease is at first localized in

the leaves, from which the whole plant becomes

contaminated, producing a constitutional mal-

ady. Or, what is scarcely less probable, and

perhaps more in accordance with recent devel-

opments in mycology—the disease may be pri-

marily seated in the organism of the plant—the

visible growth upon the leaves being little more
than the fructification of the fungus.

The increased number, the diminished size,

the feeble, sickly appearance of the infected

canes, forcibly remind us of the somewhat anal-

ogous effects of the yellows upon the peach tree.

The remedy—perhaps the only available rem-
edy—for this formidable fungoid disease is, the

one which I have employed and found effectual

:

the complete destrtiction of the infected plants,

and the avoidance of infection for thefuture.
The conclusion of the last sentence looks to

some prophylactic means, whereby the spread
of the disease may be prevented. In the kitchen

garden or farm fruit-patch the remedy which I

have proposed can be applied, without great
detriment to the owner. But when large nur-

series become infected, which annually send
out hundreds of thousands of plants, sowing the

mischief broadcast over the whole laud, who
can estimate the injury which they inflict? It

is impossible. It has been said that "eternal
vigilance is the price of liberty." It is equally

so in this case. The utmost vigilance and care

must be taken by nurserymen to cleanse their

stock from this vegetable leprosy ; and purcha-
sers must be equally vigilant in selecting plants

from healthy nurseries. This is their only safety.

Experience teaches further, that those who
cultivate the blackberry should keep a watch-

ful eye upon any native intruder, which might
introduce the insidious disease into their fruit-

grounds.

[The above excellent article from Dr. Michener,

of New Garden, Pa., which we clip from the

Practical Farmer of that State, will be read

with interest by those who have been, or who
are likely to be, troubled with this fungus,

which we have referred to on previous occa-

sions.

—

Eds.]

CURCDLIO NOTES.

Eiiiiors American EntomologUt:

There are two questions connected with the

habits of the Curculio, of great practical as well

as scientific interest, about which there appears

to be considerable difference of opinion. The
first of these is. Does the Curculio produce

more than one brood in one and the same season?

The other is, "What agency, if any, has this in-

sect in producing or promoting the rot in

peaches and plums?

Having fought the " Little Turk " with some

diligence the current season, I have had an op-
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portunity of making- observations that may
tlirow some light upon both these questions.

The females began to deposit tlieir eggs to-

wards the latter part of April, some two weeks

later than usual in this latitude, the season be-

ing backward and unusually cold; and about

the first of June the full-fed larvse were ob-

served to be leaving the fallen fruit and going

into the ground. By this time, the Curculio

Catcher having been kept running every day

when the weather would permit, there was a

very marked diminution in the numbers of the

insects, and very soon after there were very few

to be found. But about the last week in June

there was a sudden and large increase in the

numbers caught, and the supply was well kept

up until within two weeks past when they

seemed to be again pretty nearly caught out.

That tills fresh supply was composed of young

Curcnlios, the product of the eggs deposited in

April and June, and not of old ones or immi-

grants from other orchards, is proven, if proof

were needed, by the suddenness of the increase,

by the fact that many of them were found copu-

lating, and by the further fact that most of them

were so soft from their recent emergence from

the earlh as to be readily crushed between the

thumb and finger. Finding many of them in

the act of pairing, as I often found them in their

first appearance in the spring, I supposed them

to be preparing for the production of another

generation the present year. But tlie closest ob-

servation has not enabled me to find a single in-

stance of their depositing an egg. I cannot find,

on peach or plum, a single recent crescent-

shaped cut. To satisfy myself more fully, I im-

prisoned about fifty of them in a box with a

glass cover, and gave them a daily supply of

green j)lums and peaches ; but, though they fed

voraciously upon the fruit, not a single egg was
deposited. Hence, I conclude that the Curculio

does not, usually at least, produce more than

one brood in the same year.

With regard to the second question. I pre-

sume that all who are at all familiar witii the

habits of the Curculio know that it feeds upon
the fruit, preferring that which is approaching

maturity. Very few know, however, how rav-

enous its appetite is. Tlie peaches and jilums

given to those I had imprisoned, were literally

peppered all over with holes, some no larger than

a small pin's head, and some large enough for

the insect to bury itself bodily in the flesh of

the fruit. Even a handful of peach leaves

thrown in with the fruit, were perforated in a

hundred places. Now, that a wound in the

skin of a peach just swelling to maturity with

its abundant juices, should produce rot, is in

accordance with both reason and observation.

In every instance where I could detect the rot

in its incipient stages, and before the surface

had become so much disorganized as to destroy

all trace of it, I could distinctly see the abrasion

of the skin from which, as a center, the decay

had proceeded. I caught a Curculio feeding

upon a peach. It had made a hole half as large

as a grain of wheat. I marked the place, and

in a few days found a rotten spot with the hole

in the centre.

Let me give you further proof. 1 have five

trees of tlie Hale's Early peach which have pro-

duced two crops of fruit before the present

year, not a single specimen of which ever

ripened. They rotted before maturity to the

last peach. This season, one of the very worst

for rot that I have ever known, these trees have

ripened a full crop of sound fruit. I kept the

Curculio caught oft' them as completely as was

possible, and pulled off' all decaying fruit as

soon as it made its appearance. Those fruits that

were eaten into rotted, the rest remained sound.

I have several other trees of the same variety

in another orchard that were well loaded with

fruit. These were neglected, except that they

were well cultivated. The result was that not

a single peach ripened. My neighbors who
failed to fight the Curculio but trusted to luck,

lost their crops of this variety entirely, or saved

them in part only by gathering the fruit so

green that it was more fit for grapeshot than

human food. At South Pass, as I am informed,

those only who persistently caught the Curcu-

lio had any decent Hale's Early peaches.

I do not wish to be understood as maintain-

ing that a peach never rots unless the skin is

first broken. On the contrary, I believe that, if

the decaying fruit is permitted to hang upon

the tree or to lie festering in the damp weeds

and grass on the ground beneath, it will breed

a pestilence that even the soundest fruit may
not resist. Every decaying peach is covered by

a forest of fungi, each one of which, in a single

day, perhaps, ripens and scatters its myriads of

invisible sporules. These, in their turn, vege-

tate and produce other forests, and so the rapid

reproduction proceeds until the orchard is foul

with the seeds of a disease, whose contagion

none but the liardiest fruits can escrgje.

It seems to me clear, therefore, that the rot of

peaches and plums is caused, in most cases at

least, by the punctures in the skin of the fruit

made by the Curculio in taking its food, and

that this mischief is done by the young brood,

the old ones having perished.
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It is possible that the rot in apples may be

caust'd ill this same way. Certainly, the small

black specks, (mostly near the stem) that de-

form so many of our apples, are the result of

Curi-ulio bites. A. M. Bkowx.

Villa Ridge, 111., July.!2, 1869.

THE SCARCITY OF THE CUKCILIO.

/L'litorf A/n^ncau Ent07iiologi$t

:

I have read your article in the July number
of the Entomologist, headed " Is the Ourculio

scarcer than it was last year?" I do not wish

to have this matter lost sight of, but at this time

desire only to stale that at the end of the fruit

season, say in the October number of the Ento-
mologist, with your permission, 1 will reply to

your strictures. "We are always ready to go
back on our statements when found to be incor-

rect, or stand by them if true. E. S. Hull.
Vltos, III , JiUy 11, 1869.

I'OMrARATIVE SCARCITY OF THE CURCILIO AGAIN

Our remarks on the comparative scarcity of

the Curculio, which appeared in the last num-
ber, have not, thus far, elicited any conflicting

experience, except that Mr. H. H. McAfee,
of Xorth Illinois, writes us word, July 17th,

that the little Turk is plentier there this

year than ever before, making almost a clean

sweep of plums, both wild and tame. On
the contrary, Mr. F. K. Elliott of Cleveland,

Ohio, writes as follows: '"Adding to your
records of the scarcity of the Curculio this

season, you may set down the whole of north-

ern Ohio. At least my own observation and
correspondence confirm its comparative ab-

sence as well as the fact that many egg deposits

failed to mature to the injury of the fruit. Cher-
ries have been quite free. Peaches are nearly

so, while plum trees that for years have given
no fruit, are this season loaded down, and with
only an occasional case of Curculio." We also

find the following resolution touching on tliis

matter in the report of the July meeting of the

Meramec (Mo.) Horticnltural Society:

Resolved, That the Meramec Horticultural
Society finds that the Curculio is this year de-
cidedly less abundant and destructive than last
year in their neighborhood.

Alter a very full expression of opinion, the

resolution was unanimously adopted.

The personal experience of the Senior Editor
is, that a solitary plum-tree in his garden, which
had never previously retained a single plum be-

> ond the month of June, was loaded down with
plums up to the middle of July ; but very few

plums ha\'ing been up to that time stung by the

Curculio. Since the middle of July, however,

the new brood of Curculio have made their ap-

pearance in great force, and plums arc being

stung by them every day up to July 28th, so

that it is very doubtful if any fruit will be

allowed by them to ripen. Possibly it might
be to the operations of this new brood that Mr.
McAfee, writing on July 17th, either especially

or exclusively referred. This new brood seems
to have also been remarkably abundant near

Alton, in South Illinois. For Dr. Hull has sent

us no less than 158 Curculios, all captured by
him July 21st from 19 late plum-trees; whereas
in 1868 he estimated the number of Curculios to

be met with ou jarring fruit-trees in the month
of July, at about one specimen only to every ten

trees.* If they had been in this same propor-

tion in 1869, he would only have met with about
•2 Curculios instead of 1.58, on his 19 plum-trees.

Lest any one should suppose that the Alton
Curculios haunt plum-trees towards the end of
July just for fun, and not for mischief, Dr. Hull
has been obliging enough to send us in addition

four plums, in each of which he actually saw
the Curculio deposit an egg on July 21st.

•See AsiEIt. EXTOMOLOGIST, I., ji. 11.

A POSSIBLE CAUSE OK THE BEE DISEASE.

Mr. Editor:—I am :i i(;i<h 1 m| III,. /„. ./,,(„««?. ami
iilso a beekeeper and very mu li in;, i

,

-t.-d in bee-i-ul-
tiu-.:. I see bv the Join;',:r i!i:m :i ai-r;i.,j yr somethiiij,'
• I-' I- .Ir-ii., Mil-- till' li.M-- ill many parts of tlie couu-
I! ml ' ! .,"111 111- I'riiriiary number that in many
" ii!'-i:i'

'
. ii-tmiMii Irt- 1 II very great. I made

vhicU 1

•lUyect. V
tell; but this is eer-

>iil)ject. Whether

tain, iliat 1 liaM- not rra^l an M hi nu' Written on the sub-
ji,; a>>..L tliat tiiriii-li.~ aii.\ >aii.stactory explanation.
11 \uu M'e proper to pnljli>li what I have to say vouare
welcome to do so. and let it go lor what it is worth.

I have not suffered matoriallv trom the mysterious
malady hitherto, but last summer and fall I noticed a
.icood many dead bees around my hives, especially in
the morning. I went to examining some of them, and,
to my surprise, in the abdomen of almost evei-y bee
that I examined, I found a UHng worm or maggot,
nearly or quite an eighth ot an inch long. The head
portion or that part which I took to be the head, was
much lai^er than the rest of the worm. From the
head it gradually tapered back to a point. On the
largest end, or head, of this maggot there were two
very minute black dots, resembling eyes. This maggot
is found in the upper part of the bee's abdomen, and
by taking the bee in my lingers, and drawing it apart,
the worm can be readily detected. AVheu taken out
and laid on the hand, it could be seen to expand and
contract in a very lively manner.
A bee-keeping (Mend of mine put some of the dead

bees in a glass bottle, and in a short time this masr^'ot
hatched, producing a flv nearlv as large as what is called
the Hessian tly—a perfect insect.
Now, does this worm destroy the bee, and if it does,

will it not destroy a whole colony, as well as a few
bees? In some localities I could not find anv of fl.em
' the fell, after it became cool enoueli ro nnvonl
the bees from tlv ng.
kill a few bees, it might destroy a whole s^M-m just i

" • incline to believe that the waste of a swan
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during the summer months, is occasioned by this mag-
got, more than bv all other causes combined.
WiU not the readers of the £ee Journal investigate

this matter next season, to ascertain whether this mag-
got prevails to anv considerable extent in the apiaries

of the country? 1 would like to know whether any
one else has observed anything ol this kind among his

bees.—P. ff. Philhrooh tf East Sanhornton, N. H.,
in American Bee Journal for May.

[The larva described above as infesting the

bees, is evidently that of some two-winged fly

(Dipfera) belonging probably to the Tachina

family. The larger end which Mr. Philbrook

took to be the head, Is in reality the tail end,

and the " two very minute black dots, resemb-

ling eyes" are the spiracles or breathing holes

of the insect. The larvfe of nearly all the two-

winged flies that appertain to the great 3fusea

family, are attenuated towards the head

and blunt and larger posteriorly, that of the

common House-fly afibrding a capital illustra-

tion. That this parasite was the cause of the

death of the bees in this particular instance

there can be little doubt, but we scarcely think

that it can be the cause of the "mysterious bee

exodus " of which so much has recently been

written. Yet the matter is well worthy of in-

vestigation, and we hope that every apiarian

who suffers from the "bee disease" will ex-

amine the dead bees with a view to finding

such a parasite. We should also feel under ob-

ligations to Mr. Philbrook if he will send us a

number of the dead bees containing the maggot,

or of the flies bred from such maggots, so that

we may be enabled to determine the species.

In Europe the most formidable foe of the

hive-bee is a similar maggot, which sometimes

produces the well-known disease called "foul-

brood." It is the larva of a small black fly

belonging to the genus Phora, and known as

the Bee-rty {Phora incrassata, Meigen). The
larvffi of this genus of flies, so far as known,
are all parasitic, and Bouche found them attack-

ing a large European hawk-moth. As the

European bee-fly attacks and kills the young
bee while the latter is yet in the cell, and as

Mr. Philbrook found his maggots in full-grown

bees, the chances are, that this American bee-

fly will belong to a difterent genus.—Eds. Am.
Entomologist.]

THE COTTON *ARMY-WOK.M

.

(An&mis xylina, Say.)

[Fn.iii a Letter from Dr. D. L. Phabeb, of Wooitville, >li»..]

This insect hybernates as a moth in piles of

cotton seed under shelter, under bark and in

crevices of trees in dense forests and other se-

cure places. It may often be seen on pleasant

days in winter. It seems to carry but few eggs

tliroiigb the winter, and these it deposits in this

latitude (31° 3') in June, rarely in May with

very warm spring.

Mr. Capers is mistaken as to date of its first

appearance as a cotton-destroyer. In 1788 it

" destroyed, at a low estimate, 200 tons of cotton

in the Baliamas." In Georgia in 1793, it so

completely destroyed the crop, that from 400

acres, Major Butler gathered only 18 bags.

The egg, I think, has never been correctly

described. Examined by myself, and others in

my presence, it appears when magnified as if

moulded in a very deep saucer—shaped pre-

cisely like a scull-cap ^vith rows of piu heads

from base to apex as thickly set as possible.

The egg of the boll-worm yon give very cor-

rectly Fig. 151, a.

Preventives.—The two methods you name
have both been successful on a small scale ; and
could planters be induced to act in concert,

would be wholly successful on any scale. Gen.

W. L. Brandon, of this county, in 1846, when
the caterpillars appeared in such vast numbers,

gathered by hand-picking thirteen jfork barrels

full of them, thus destroying all on his farm.

But a storm occurring some weeks later brought

in millions of the moths from other farms where

the caterpillars had not been destroyed. I could

mention many other proofs of the success of this

and other methods of destroying this as well as

the boll-worm.
The carbolic acid has been pretty thoroughly

tried, and has proved a failure, as will cresylic

soap, for obvious reasons, whether applied as

here last j-ear by steam atomizer or otherwise.

The time to use fire or traps is May and June,

for both these insects. If we have none in any
stage the first of July, we cannot possibly have

any later.

The character of the season determines their

numbers, and in this locality we cannot be in-

jured by them this season.

CUT-WORM TRiVP.

We have been much interested in a suggestion

of D. N.Brown (who, by the way. is one of the

practical men, and not a hobby-riding theorist),

for the prevention of injury to grape vines, and
especially young ones, and" also of young black-

berry plants. He simply digs a hoie on one side

of the plant, close to it, and as the cut-worm is

a very clumsy insect, in his effort to reach the

plant" he falls into this hole. He has found in

the morning as many as twenty in one hole. In

setting out the grape vine, he "makes a hole the

witith of a spade and six inches deep. This
method he has practiced two years, with good
success. He says that recently he has found cut-

worms lodged in the rags he had placed in the

forks of his apple trees as a protection from the

Codling Moth.

—

St. Joseph (Mich.) Herald.
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ItESTRUOTIVE FUNGUS ON THE AUSTRIAN PINE.

Some mouths ago we were iuiormed by Mr.

Edwards, of the Kvergreens, La Moille, N. Ills.,

that his Austrian Pines were suffering griev-

ously from the attacks of some insect or other.

Not being able to And any signs of insect-work

in the specimens of the twigs and leaves sent

us, and suspecling the presence of some insect

enemy on the roots, we personally visited the

locality. On a close and careful examination,

it proved to be, not a bug, but a fungus, that

was the author of all the mischief.

In the Austrian Pine, in its normal and

healthy condition, wood that is four or five years

old still retains its leaves in a green and living

state. In trees that are badly infested by this

fungus scarcely any green leaves can be found

on wood that is more than two years old, those

few that still hang on being dead and brown ; and

in addition a good portion of the leaves of less

than two years growth is dead and brown,

especially towards their tips. On a close exam-

ination about the last of May, such dead leaves

will be found to be banded in many places with

a thin white film— the Ilycelmm of the Botan-

ists; and already from many of them there will

have burst forth a roundish dark-brown fungus

about the size of the head of an ordinary pin.

A month or two afterwards almost every leaf

will exhibit several such funguses, which finish

by bursting open above and showing the un-

palpable black-brown dust which performs the

function of the true seed, and is known to botan-

ists as ''spores." Of course it is through the

instrumentality of these spores that the disease

is propagated from free to tree, and from bough
to bough.

Mr. Edwards informed us that he first noticed

this disease of the Austrian Pine six years ago

;

that it has been gradually spreading with him

;

and that now fully three-fourths of his nursery
trees are more or less affected by it. Several

that he showed us looked as if they had been
scorched by a big prairie-fire ; and a large num-
ber, as we were informed, were annually i-end-

ered unsaleable and had to be dug up and des-

troyed. He thought that large trees thirty or

forty feet high—of which he had six or eight on
his premises— were never attacked by this

fungus ; but on careful inspection we discovered

one such tree which bore a single limb that was
infested. Strange to say, the closely allied Nor-
way pine, which grew intermixed with the Aus-
trian, showed not the least sign of this peculiar

disease ; and Mr. Edwards states that, so far as

he is aware, the Austrian Pine is the only

species that is ever attacked in this manner.
Dr. Hull, in the Transactions of the State

Horticultural Society (1868, p. 36) speaks of
•' one of the blossom-like fungoid plants, grow-
ing out of the pores of the leaves of the Norway
fir,'" having opened out under the microscope

and discharged a minute powder. Hence we
infer that a fungus analogous to this of the Aus-
tiiiiu Pine attacks the Norway fir; and that, as

only one species of Evergreen was attacked at

Mr. Edwards's place, each species of Evergreen
is, as a general rule, restricted to its own fungus.

Sulphur is so generally effective against these

fungoid diseases of living plants, that we
strongly recommended Mr. Edwards to experi-

ment with it. At some future time we hope to

be able to chronicle the i-esult, whether success-

ful or otherwise, of any experiments that he

may have made in this direction.

ASH AND MOUNTAIN ASH,

Every botanist and almost every nurseryman
knows that there is no botanical affinity whatev-
er between the tree commonly called "Mountain
Ash ' and the true "Ash." The former belongs

to the Family Bosacem and to the same genus
(Pi/rus) as the Pear, the Crab and the Apple:
the latter belongs to the Family Oleacece and to

the genus Fraxinus. The former bears a flesh)-

fruit {pome) ; the latter a key (samara) . In
many other respects the two trees are as differ-

ent as chalk is from cheese; and if we are to

group them together simply because they are

both popularly suruamed "Ash," then we ought
also to group together the Horsechestnut and
the Chestnut, because both are popularly sur-

uamed "Chestuut."

In a recent Paper on the Bark louse, Dr. Shi-
nier has taken leave to inform us, that he found
the true Imported or Oyster shell Bark louse
of the Apple not only on the Plum, but also "on
the Mountain Ash (Pyrun americana) .''* So
far so good. We do not doubt these tacts ; be-
cause we ourselves published them long ago,

and there is nothing anomalous or extraordinary
in them.

But Dr. Shimer is not satisfied with register-

ing facts, whether old or new, which as a gen-
eral rule he is perfectly capable of doing. He
has a great propensity for philosophizing upon
his facts; and this is where he often breaks
down most miserably. For example, after

showing that this Bark louse occurs on Apple,
Plum, and Mountain Ash, all three of which

'Tram. 111. SI. Horl. Soc, 1868, p. 228.
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trees belong in reality to the very same natural

Family (Rosacea'), and two of them to the very

same genus (PyrMs), he appends the t'ollowing

preeious corollary, evidently supposing that a

Mountain Ash is an Ash:

In these cases the affected trees, Phun and
Ash, stonrt rloso to aiijile frcos rovorpd with
barlvlicc s.-;ilcs. 'I'liis i- \rvv inli'ivsling, as

proving t(i ni\ iiiiii.l lli;il the :\\>]Ar ii.iiklouse is

capable ot living- cm Ivrv^. lu.l mih of ditl'orent

genera, biff a/so on those, of n-nlvlii .lljfrrent

families. Alter seeing tliis we ran iiaiiily aj)-

preciate the cdrrectm^s of the (Irclaralioiis of

jNlr. C'tirli^. that lhi-< iii-cct is idenlic-al witli the

(JdiU'ds <irli<n-iiiii till, (iris 111' Ihe Ehn—a thing
whiili aii|ii'ar- inriiii^i-n'iil \\ ilh the modern no-

ti(.n> (.niir iKiliiN ..r|,laiitli.-i. [barklice?]

Whether or not it be possible for the very

same species of barklouse to live and thrive upon

species of plants belonging to distinct botanical

families, is another and a very difl'erent ques-

tion, which partly depends upon tlie meaning

which we may choose to attach to the term

•species." But most certainly the facts, (juoted

Avith such a flourish of trumpets by Dr. Sliimer,

so far as they go, prove the exact opposite of

what he wants them to prove. For Mountain

Ash is not "Ash," neither is Horsechestnut

"Chestnut," nor is Buckwheat " AVheat," nor is

Fool's Parslev "Parsley."

HOW THE CURCULK) FLIES BY NKUIT.

•'The Ourculio is a winged insect, aiul will tty by
iii.nht as well iis ill Mie day tiine The Doctor had tested

in some <lungeon alung with a few dozen other

mortals, and if, while there conlined, he and his

companious should be wakefnl and restless dur-

ing the night; wonder whether it would prove

that man is by nature a nocturnal biped, and

further that he flies as well as walks in the

night time!

THE PBltlODKUL CICADA—OUR FIUST BKOOD ES-

\i>U^ ^ TABLISHED,

We learn from several of our exchanges that

the 17-year "Locusts" liave made their appear-

ance in Connecticut. Thus the genuineness of

this 17-year Brood of the Periodical Cicada (our

Brood 1st) which Dr. Fitch recorded as having

appeared in 1818 and 1835, is established be-

yond all doubt. Look out for these insects next

year in the " Kreitz Creek Valley" in Vork

county, Pa.

!

BE ON THE GUARD:

In an article entitled " Mind how you pack

Insects "'
(p. 54) we have already warned our

readers of the evil that might result from the

careless packing of live insects which are to be

sent from one part of the country to another.

The following item from the August number
of the American AgricuUitrist, would indicate

that the dreaded Colorado Potato Bug has been

introduced into some of the Eastei-n States by
just such careless packing:

CoLoiiADO Potato Beetle.—That which we
feared has been done. The Colorado Potato
Beetle has been scattered along our Eastern
States. A friend in Paulding. Ohio, sent speci-
mens in a thin

i
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ON OUR TABLE.

Krom W. C. Flagg, Secretary—Transactions

of the Illinois State Horticultural Society for

isf>s, being the Proceedings of the Thirteenth

Ainuial Meeting at Bunker Hill, Dec. 15th,

Kith. 17th and 18th, with Proceedings of the

l^ocal Societies, etc. This is a Kcport of 3.50

pages, with an appendix of 21 pages giving the

tables of fruits recommended by the Society

;uid by individuals. It is published by the

I'niirie Farmer Company, is gotten up in neat

style and well bound; and altogether forms a

most valuable Record of Illinois Horticulture

for the year 1868. Full of interest, it evidences

caro in its make-up, and reflects great credit on

Mr. Flagg, as have done all the previous He-

IKii-ts of the Society.

From Wra. Gossip, Secretary—Proceedings

and Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute

of Natural Science, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Krom K. W. Furnas, President—Second An-
nual Report of the State Board of Agriculture

of Nebraska, Omaha, 1869.

From the Publishers—Cotton Culture, by

.(os. B. Lyman, late of Louisiana, with an addi-

tional chapter on Cotton Seed and its Uses, by

,1. K. Syphcr, New York, Orange Judd & Co.

A POISONOUS WORM.

"In an exchange we find mention made of the

case of a young girl being stung by a tomato
worm, anil dying from its effect. They are

quite frequently found on the vines. They are

about tlie size of a man's finger, and two or

three inches long, and of a green color."

Paragraphs like this are just now as abund-

ant as is usual at this time of the year, both in

the Political and in the Agricultural Press. As
we have already explained, they are sheer hum-

bug and delusion, manufactured out of whole

cloth. It is as impossible for a tomato-worm to

sting with the hoi'u that grows out of the hind

end of its body, as it is for a dog to sting with

its tail or a ben to sting with her wings.

JE^The .Junior Editor having changed his

place of residence, begs that all letters be ad-

dressed to him. hereafter, at 2l'1 North Main

street, St. Louis, Mo.

^p On account of the delay in engraving our

cover, the mailing of this number has been re-

tarded fully one week.

ly The publishers of those papers which ad-

vertise to club with ours, will please take notice

of our change of subscription price.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Wheat Midg-e, alias ITIillc WeeTil, alias Red
Weevil— CT«s. Corhit, St. George's, Delaware.—Tha
orange colored maggots in the heads of your wheat were
undoubtedly the larvae of the common "Wheat-midge.

We found a single belated si)"cimen in the wheat which
you sent us. We cannot explain the heads in your field

all turning brown, except on the supposition of certain

peculiar weather producing this effect on tlie variety

you cultivate under the name of '
' California Wlieat. '

'

If the brownness of the ears had been caused liy the

Wheat-midge, then the uninfected ears would not have

turned brown; whereas you say that tlie heads changed

color "all over the field." Neither can we see any

trace of fungoid action , as in the case of what has been

generally termed "Blight" in the West this season,

but is more properly known as "Mildew." In true

Mildew, it is only a portion of every ear that is affected,

and even with the naked eye. the powdery structure of

this black fungus can be distinguished. In your ears,

on the contrary, the entire chaff is of a nearly uniform

jiale brown coloi', without any indication of fungoid

structure, even when greatly magnified. As to the

" small black insect" on the heads of your whe.it,

which you suppose to have been a true Thrips, your

conjecture is a very probable one; but without speci-

mens before us we can ofter no positive opinion.

I^arge Fish-ny—4. B- McCutchen, Lafayette, Wal-

hr Go., Ga.—The large fly bearing a resemblance to the

Hellgrammite Fly (Fig. .i6, <;) in color and general appear-

ance, but differing from that insect in having shorter,

darkerand toothed or pectinate antenme c? § , and in hav-

ing the black veins of the fore wings interrupted with

whitish spots, is the ChauUodes pectiaiiwnis of Lmruens.

You say it flew into your room at night and '
' made a

noise similar to that of a bat." Its larva doubtless

lives in the water and has similar habits to that of the

Hellgrammite Fly. That of an allied species, {Ch. ras-

trlairnU, Kamb.), the male only of which has pectinate

antennae, has been described by the Senior Editor as

living under the bark of floating logs, and as destitute of

the remarkable paddle-like gills or branchiae on the

belly, which enable the larva of the Hellgrammite Fly

to live permanently under water. No other larva be-

longing to this genus is known to science. (See Froc.

Eiit. Soc, Phil., n, pp. 263-5.)

Cottonwood leaf-sralls— J/>s. J. B. Taylor,

SeMca, N. r.—The h.ill.iw r..un.lish galls, about the

size of a hazel luit. on thr -inii of so many cotton-

woods leaves arc iirodiirid by the Poplar-stem Gall-

louse {Pemphigus popalicaulis. Fitch). Early in the

year a single wingless louse punctures the stem of the

nascent leaf, till the irritation causes this hollow growth,

inside which the mother-louse brings up a large family

of descendants, most of which by the middle of the

summer acquire wings. The gall then gapes open and

the insects escape.

Insects Named

—

J. G. Goodrich, Smith Pass, Ills.—

The cinnamon-brown beetle with two longitudinal

white stripes, which fell on your paper (July 7,) while

you were writing, is the perfect form of the noted

Round-headed Apple-tree borer {Saperda Mvittata,

Say.) The spotted Lady-bird is a light variety of the

15-spotted species (Mysia 15-pimctata, Oliv.)
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Four-lined Ijea.f-bng' on Cnrrant^i/ B. Bate-

,11,111. ]>ahuKmlU, Ohw.—The yellow bugs which you

lorwaiik'il by Mr. Meehan, and which are about J^inch

lonj;, with four bl.iik loi.sfitudinal lines, the two outer

ones of which 'each tcniiinatc in a black dot, are

the Four-lined Leaf-bug (CajKiis i-rittatus, .Say.) You
>;iy "this insect is found to be quite iDJurious to the

, leaves of flic Ciirr.'iiit biislies and various kinds of

Miiul.s. -ihli a- W'.i-.lia. Dietzia, etc., in some gar-

ain~ ill ( I. \. I l-lli..in;li not at all common as yet

—

and lia> (iilv Itch siiii there for the past year and the

present. It commences leeding in May and continues

tor several months, and evidently breeds on the bushes,

as young ones are seen now half grown along with the

old ones ' Wc think the jilants iiii-lit l.c |irotccled

against tlicii- atta.'ks l,\- a piniH-r use ..(' ,'it-) H.- acid

soap. The ('.71.//V lainily, \i> wliicli tlii- in>cct l>cl(iiij;-s,

is one of the must exteii.sivc families in the Urilcr of

Half-winged Bugs {HitnvpUra).

Bee moth—stqihm Blanclard, Oregon, Ihlt Co.,

Vo.—The large mass of white silken cocoons which you

[Fig. 1820

CoIor8~(a) Kray; (?>) whitish: (c) brown; (t? and c) gray and Ijrowii.

took from your bee-hives, and which have greatly in-

jured your bees, destroying fully half your swarms, are

the euco.in- of tlie lice ^h<{\\ [tl.ill, r;,i .,,,«««, Fabr.)

Tliej coiituiiicil the pupa> and we ne\er saw such im-

mense fat specimens before. At Figure 18'2 we illustrate

this insect in all its stages (« worm, h cocoon, c pupa,

(1 5 moth, and « g moth,) and quote the following par-

agraph from the :Missoiiri Entomological Kciioi t, where

you will tind a lull accniiiil of tlii> lice jiest.

It shoiihl iii\,nial.l> lie iM.iaic in mind that a strong

led Iliat each r.'liiair i- calialilc uf liifnishing a hive with

Iiiinninity I'luni the ia\agc> iif this worm can only be

guaranteed wherw a thorough control is had of both

hive and bees . Hence the great importance of the mov-
able frame hive.

IVIute Grub Vnngns—L.M. S. , Boone Co. , Mo.—
You win find by referring to back numbers of our paper
that it is a fact that the White Grub actually sprouts,

i. e. a living fungus actually grows at times from the

sides of its mouth.

Canker-trorm Parasites—J. Petit, Grinwbi/, 0.

W.—Thc white oval cocoons attached to the body of

a Canker-worm produced on the road a species of

Microijastir. which is a genus of Ichneumon flies.

What seemed at first sight to be two clusters of eggs

attached to the bodies of two Canker-worms proved

to be net-work cocoons inclo.«ing each of them a i)ara-

sitlc larva. Both cocoon and larva arc new to us, but

in all probability belong to some genus or other of Ich-

neumon fly, which in the larva state had i)reyed upon
the Canker-worm. The dead Canker-worm was .se-

cured to the leaf upon which it rested by this cocoon.

Beetles Swarniing around tlie lianrn—>SV»n7.

Thompson, M. rf, A!l,i,„i. Bis. — The deep, rich,

velvety-green beetles, about % inch long, with the

wing-covers bordered and sometimes marked above

with fulvous, while the underside of the body is ol a

brilliant metallic green with puri)le reflections, is the

Trim Flower-chafer (rw/w/zc^A a;V /./</. Linn.) You say

you found these beetles i-luly Kii flying in great num-
bers over the lawn near the ground and especially

round a Weigelia bush, and that they appeared so ac-

tive and excited, that you at first thought they

were Bumble-bees. In tlie larva state they feed

on the roots of plants, and arc sometimes qiute

injurious to the Strawberry. The larva bears

a strong resemblance to that commonly known
as the White ("inili. but, ill coiiiiiiou with that

of tli.^ (..il.lsiiiith l.ectlr [l,.)„/j„i lannjwa,

Linn,)—a l.rilliani yrlluw inseet—it has the

curious habit of invariably traveling on its back
*"'

notwithstanding it has six legs on the underside

.

While the common Wbite Grub or May-beetle larva

travels clumsily with its legs, this grub by turning on
its back travels as easily and as rapidly as an ordinary

caterpillar. The species does not occur in North Illi-

nois, but is sufficiently abundant in the south part ot

the State and in central Missouri.

Tiger-beetle Larva— 7i'. </. Dodtje, BrooTclijK., S. Y.

—The singular larva, about %, inch long, witli a gigan-

tic head and strong hooked jaws, and with two re-

markable hooks on the middle of its back, is that of a

Tiger-beetle (CkiiuleU.) You say that "it lives in a

vertical hole in the ground, about three inches deep and
iif the diaiiiciej- of its head, and remains at thesurlice,

ils head jiisi lr\rl with the carth, ready to catch any
small insect I hat may come along." These are the gen-
eral haliiis of all the known species of this genus; and
as iioi I -iii;;le species found in America has been bred,

so far as is on record, from the larva state, it is im-

possible to say to what iiarticiilar species your larva be-

longs. Acconlini; to the late-l re\i>ion, there are no

less than 64 di>lin. I speri.> fouiel in North America,

most of which arc to be mot with within the Umits of

the United States.

Not Bark liice— (V. McCray, Black Oal; CaldwM
Go., Mo.—We can assure you that your trees have not

died from Bark-lice, for the numerous specimens of the

bark which you send have no trace of this pernicious

insect upon Uiem. The minute round elevations on

these specimens of bark are very often to be seen on

dead limbs and twigs of fruit trees . We can ofier no

explanation of the death of these trees, unless, as you

yourself suggest, they were killed by '
' the severe cold

weather that came early last winter, '

'
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liarg:e compound Gall on Grape-vine—A. S.

Fnlhr. llhlq.imo,!. N. J —The nms< of irrc-ular succu-

lent swellings on the stem and leaf stalks of the grape-

vine (jou do not mention the \ariety). eaeli swelling

rt-.R IS,.]

Colorg—Pale-greeii and

about the size of a large pea and often having a rosy
cheek, is produced by a pale reddish Gall-gnat, the

Lasioptera litis of Osten Sieken, At Figure 183,

we represent the gall you sent, and at « a section of one
of the swellings, showing the cavities which contain the
orange-yellow larva; which are the authors of th(^ work.
Tliese larvc-e leave the galls and enter the earth to trans-

form . Baron Osten Sacken observes th.at many of these

cavities are abandoned by their inmates and invaded by
numerous Thrips, and we noticed the same state of

tilings with your gall, the Thrips being cannibal and
preying upon the gall maker.

D. W. Kaufman,, Des Moines, Iowa.—'the series of

fleshy bulb-like swellings on the terminal shoot of a

grape-vine, are the same as figured above in answer to

A. S. Fuller. The only two cells that were not empty
in the specimens sent by you (July 11th), contained

each ofthem a parasitic larva spun up in its cocoon and
belonging apparently to the Proctotrypes family. Of
course this parasitic larva must have preyed upon the

gall-making larva, which would otherwise have vacated

the cell. On pages 106 and 107 we have figured and
described two other kinds nf stalls nia<le by gall-,gnats

upon gi-apc-vine.

Insects Named— J//'.«. -I/,

1st. The elongate shiny-grein I

long, that has " devoured alivr

7,„ J.llnl. X. J.—
"lul halfan inch

nliersof insects,

hu-vu' as well as perfect ins.V !s, wijiiuafew weeks," is

/
-'

' nx, Oliv. The other genera of the group
1" n hh li iiii- Ill-ret belongs {Tmyosita family) feed upon
M J, iihi, iiijiirr. either living or dead, certain Euro-
]ii III -peril-. Iniiiu- \ rry ilcstruotive in granaries; but

\\ . -I rt ,111.1 .\|iir--l\ -i;iies that no insect belonging to

llii- l;iouip allele ks liih.T living or dead animal matter,

llciiee it would seem Dial the fa,-ts which you have oil-

men which you sent II-. aii.l \\ lii.'h reacheil us in \ ig-

orous health, had led mot lirailily on tlie road on the

bodies of the moths wliieli you sniipiii'd as food

lor him. 2d. Tlie " funny lilllr .ateii-illars, feeding

both upon the fruits and upnn llie haves of the rasp-

lierry, and decorating thpir bodies with bits of leaves,

dried anthers of flowers, or any small light substance

I hey can get, such as bits of paper or of thread," must
l.r the AjJiJ..-: iiihiroru of tlu'. .Junior Editor, first des-

irihiil ill llie Missouri Report. They produce a small

|iali-^recii miith. od. The large black larva that

sii/r^ rut-WDi'iiis by the throat and preys upon them
111..-! .\t.ii-i\.ly, is probably that of Calos,,,,,,: nilhhnn.

I'al.r :i liaii.l-.iine black beetle with copper-coh>red

dots w hicli w.- tigured on page i8, Fig. 4(i. This larva

—

which as you say has a general resemblance to that of

a Ladybird, except that it is so much larger—is des-

cribed by Fitch as seizing cutworms by the throat and

"clinging thereto with the .grij) and pe-tinacity of a

bulldog."

Destructive l,arvse— /.' /'. Ziv, MarslifieW , Mo.—
The larva; you sent arrived in -ii.li ill--lia|ied and eon-

fused masses that we emiM mak.' m.thing of them.

You say " they not only d.'-tni> .mI th.- .aliliage, po-

tatoes and other vegetables, liiil Ili.I th.' iinpiKleni'e to

enter the nursery by thcui-an. I- aii.l .h-ii-.iv'.l .very

leaf of about 6,000 quinc.' .iitlini;-. an, I I. i.ear

grafts; then began on the a[iiil.' giaft-. hut .li-aii|a'ared

before doing them much damage." AVe regret that

you did not pack them better, or give a description of

their appearance. We hope you will do so another

year. The bristly black worm, covered with what
seems to be eggs, is the larva of the Buck Moth (.Satui-

nia maia, Hiib.), for a fuller .account of which, see page

186 in answer to G. W. Copley. What you take for

eggs on Its body are the cocoons of a parasitic ichneu-

mon fly

.

Eggs of Tree CricKet on Grape-vine— .1. .S.

Funei-.— Vhti vow of ...nli-imiis h.iles. wliich eatise the

Grape cane t.i partly split, aii.l which l.i.ik us though

they had been made by a stout pin, are caused by the

Snowy Tree-cricket {(Ecanihus menus), and had for-

merly contained its eggs. You will find this insect

figured on page 38. We hatched a number of them this

spring, but reared but one female to the full grown

state . They led entirely on plant lice at first, but when
these were denied them, they fell to devouring one

another, practically carrying out the tloctrine of "might

is right," until the strongest individual was left alone,

the conqueror of the field

,

New York -Weevil- Char?es Waters, SprinffviVe,

I17.S-.—The snout-beetles are the same N. Y'. Weevil

of which the history was given in Number 11, page 221.
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Grape-Tine I,eaf-gall—.4. A. Hilliard.. BrigUon,

His.—The numerous green fleshy excrescences on the un-

derside of the leaves of your Cliuton Grape-vine which

we represent herewith, (Fig. 184,) are galls caused by the

C lor—Green

Ciape k if ( ill lou e The best w ly of getting iid of

the I di c I td le i\ts is to pluck them a soon as the^

show 1,11 ol the galls but their im lease is midi very

1111 ciliiii l)^ numeious ^,^nmbal insect whuli prey

upon tlu ,ill mikei There weie pieMiig upon the

spumuiib \ou s( ut mimeious woolj laivv ot i genus

(s ,„„ , ) of small dull colored I id\ bud two Lice

wuip, Imi numeious whitish m ingots whuli hi\(

suneconti i 1 II
i
iq \Mtli tw Ml [U ]t it

the tul 111 I Ml I vMii h I I II I III nil /

( p/s ot til I \\ \\ 111. Ill] 111 I 1 I I \ r

sural puK I / i
iiidlith tu J lull ,1 \M1 pill

men 1 tin In i li lUs Howei bu^.i^lio 13b b) miptlur

lilt wliuli I mill 111 the opinion given on pi^e IK) that

till bu„ IS V I uiiubil This gall occuis mo t ibun

dmtlvontlK Clinton grape vine, but i hkewi eionudon
othci V uieties of the I rost Grape such is thi 1 lyloi,

Huntington and Delaw ue on dl three of which vi

iieties we have fouii 1 ii ili |i iit \ ii J li 1 u i

which foims the ,, ill » i in i I iil I i / // m
iili/ohmhyDi Fit h 1 N w "i 1 1 lli ii hit 1 not

belon, t( tl It (1111 Ui shuiKi t Ml 1 1 II

mid n ml i tiii^, obseivations nil I ' i llii

ill I Ml I ill 1 1 it the type of i, in \\ l i

lut A\

1)1 Mumer
U11U-, point

lopr

pliti uioiiiil il till li u L UI 1111 iLiliiiL utiues oil

( I ipi 111 ects but we will siy heie thit Di
sliuiui 1 unfoitunite in gnnding out new geneiaand
111 w timilns toi he has pioposed i new fimilv and

^mus {Lpih aphis) foi the lommon Apple tree Bark
louse ( Upih tiis [Myt>ltt<ip)s] concAtformis Gmel )

b isi d upon siiml ii ipptudages which he found on its

U , whereas if he liad been better posted he would have

I luiwn that these ippendages are chaiacteiistn of al

Pii I \cnil \ftt Si Phil January 18h7

most all Bark -lice, t There has lately appeared a new
Grape-vine disease in Europe which has attracted very
general attention and has done great damage to the

vineyards in many sections. This disease is in the form
of little cankerous spots which cut oflf the supply of

nourishment and cause the roots to rot. These spots

are produced by the punctures of a louse [P/ii/Um-era

radatrix, Planchou,) in all respects resembling that

which there produces a gall on the leaf very similar to

the gall of this country which we have figured; and ac-

cording to an article by " J. 0. W," (a signature that

indicates good authority ,) which appeared in the Jan.

30th number of the Gardener's Chronicle of England,

the insect which occurs on the root is actually identical

with that which produces the gall on the leaf. 8omc
authors, and among them J. Llchtenstein. who first

drew attention to this disease, even contend that this

European Leaf-gall is identical with ours, and that it

has been imported from North America.

t See Figui-es by V. Signoret of feet of Lccaui,
L. Co/rc(C, etc , PI. XI, ~ ""
de France, 4e Serle

.

XI, Toni. Vin, Ai

nsects— (r. FaithGrape-Tine Insects^^(". Pauls, Eureka, J/o.—The
large pale-yellow 8-spotted beetle which has so badly

eaten the foliage of your grape vines, is tlie Spotted

Pelidnota {Pelidnota. punctata, Linn). It feeds in the

larva state on old rotten stumps and roots of such trees

as the Pear and the Hickory, and comes out as a beetle

about the first of July, in your latitude. The brown
insect with a prolongation like the beak of a bird in

front, and two yellowish spots on the edge of the back,

which has punctured your tender grape steins, and in

many instances caused them to turn brown and /yilt, is

a U-QO-\\n\^yin^^(Enchophyllum hiiwtatmn), which occurs

.|uitc' eniiiinoiily on the Red-bud and other trees. Its

laMiriic liuiue, however, is the Hop-trea or Tree-tre-

foil [PI, I,. I iiifidiata), on the twigs of which it Is very

abundant in all its stages, from the smallest larva to the

fnll-grown bug. We have sometimes seen them ranged

longitudinally on such a twig, like a' file of soldiers in

close military order; and under such circumstances a

white waxy matter exudes copiously from the bark,

which attracts tree-ants like the hoiieydew of the Plant-

lice. In English this species may Be called the Two-
spotted Tree-hopper.

T. W. (}., Georgetown, ft—The spotted heelle sent b\

you is the same species {Pelidnota pimrtatii) iiii'iitioned

above.

JHuseum Pests— CAa«. P. Faulkner, JSrnl(/e/>oH,

Conn.—The beetle infesting your collection of insects is

not the Anihrenus varius nor A. museorum, but the com-

mon Bacon-beetle (Dermestes lardarms), which has the

same misi'liievous propensities as the other two. Its

larva, however, is much more easily captured than that

of the Antlirrnu.t, not having the same peculiar gliding

and dodging motions . In the present number we pub-

lish a letter tVom Dr. Le Conte, on the best means of

preserving a collection from these pests.

Wbeat inag:g'ot8—«. K. /'au^wr.—The pale green

slender maggot, one-fourth of an inch long, which

blighted about one in fifteen of the heads of your

wheat, by devouring the substance immediately above

the upper joint, was undoubtedly the larva of the

American Meromyza (Meromyza Americana, Fitch), a

full account of which, with figures, you will find in the

Missouri Entomological Report, pp. 153-61.
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Parasites on "Hateful Grasshopper"— A.

A". FiniH-in-r. WhitesriUe, Andi-ew county, Jfo.—The deep

searlet-rod parasites wliich you find attiickiuj,' the grass-

hoppers ( Ciiloptenus spretus) , and which, as you say , are

causing said grasshoppers to rapidly die off, are mites

belonging to the same class {Arachnida), of articulate

animals as the spider. They have evidently but six legs,

and we have found parasites under the wings of the

common house fly in this country, which scarcely dif-

fered from them. We believe these parasites have

never been described, but as similar six-leu'jred red

mites belonging to LatreiUe's gniiis .(,</,,„,(. ai.- known

to atlai'k the house-fly and other jommI- in Kunipr.

ours in all probability belong to the same -enus, anil the

Senior Editor has suggested the name ol Adoma locus-

tarum for the species in question. (See Practical Ento-

mologist, yoX. 1, p. 126). These mites liave been very

.ciiiniion the present year ou the Uatefiil or Colorado

(;la^sl^opper, and we have received specimens of the

latter irom Holt county, Mo., so thickly covered

« ith the mites, that we have no doul)t that they seri-

ously aflfected the health of the '
' hoppers,

'

'

Crippled Moths— (7/»as. P. Faulhier, Bn^hjeport.

Conft.—The wings of almost all moths will liiil to ex-

pand to their proper proportions , if, ou bursting forth

fl-om the pupH state, the moths have no facilities for

climbing so as to allow their wings to hang down, wliile

the fluids of the body are gradually being disseminated

throu^'h the appropriate channels. A large heavy moth,

like the Poli/phemus, would probably be unable to climb

the sides of a glass jar, but almost all small insects will do

so with ease . The popular idea»Orat house-flies have

.lir-pumps in their paws, to enable them to walk up
glass window-, i- a myth! It has been proved that

they 1 "allv u|' ilie sides of an exhausted receiver;

andbe-el'-. nian\ iu-^eets without any pad (onychium)

between llieii' laisal claws walk upon glass ijs readily as

a house-lly In all such eases, the tarsal claws seize

hold of the small roughnesses in the glass, which arc im-

perceptible to the naked eye.

Insects on the Oleander— 7". W. Gordon.—The
flattened ov.al scales attached so thickly to the leaves of

CFig- 185.] your Oleander, are a foreign species of« bark-louse. A little diluted kerosene

T —say one part water and one of kero-

1 sene—would perhaps be the best thing

to kill them and thus cleanse your plants.

The black beetle of form and siz(^ of a

*^°'T^.dS
""*

split pea, with two blood-red spotson the

wing-covers, is the Twice-stabbed Lady bird. (Sec

Fig. 185). It was undoubtedly preying on the bark-lice,

and if unmolested would soon have cleared the plant.

Insects found on Apple Tree—/. W. Waters,

Springfield, Mo.—No. 1 are the eggs of the Rapacious

Soldier Bug (Reduvius raptatorius. Say,) which you will

Hiid illustrated on page 207, Figure 142. No. 2 is the

Twice-stabbed Lady-bird {Chilocorm himlnerm, Muls.)

which is figured above, (Fig. 18.i). They are both ben-

etteial insects, and were doubtless preying on the plant-

lice on your trees.

Beetles Named^/. M. Shaffer, Fairfield, Iowa.—
The beetle that comes into your house in great numbers
is Agonoderus palUpes, Fabr. The black blister beetles

caught last fall on '-Rag-weed" are Liffta ntrata,

Fabr.

Ctigrantic Wat
IF/.V.—The large

Bugr—E. M. Downing, Beloit,

of which you can find neither

description or name,and

which would eat no-

thing that was given to

it. i.s'thc Gigantic Water
VM'j^{r..lo.'<lo,,ui',ir,indie.)

It lives in th<- water 'nd

feeds Ol

sm
aquatic

mats. As we are i

and anon receiving

insect for detenu

tion . we reproi

herewith its photogr

(Fig. 186.) by whic

may at once be rei

nized by the rest of

readers

.

W^ormeatingri
green Tomato*
D. L. Hall. Alton.

—The worm eating

yovir green tomatoei

not as you suggest

Coior-LiKiii-brovvn; BoU-worm describf

last number, but that rascally Stalk-borer {Got

nitela , Guen
. ) , which bores into such a variety of p

and which we have on several occasions referred

(See especially Figs. 11 and 140.) It has long been kn

to bore into the stalk of the Tomato, but now you

to its crimes that of attacking the fruit, and we 1

this summer found it even boring into the fruit of

Strawberry

.

miscellaneous- ^T^t^o. W. Copley, Alton, llh'.-

golden green •
' bugs with the Fenian uniform , '

' v

you found quite plenty amongst your standing w
iire Chrymchus auratus, Fabr., or the Gilded' Chtj»

chus. These beetles belong to the great Chrysom

family and feed on the leaves of the Dog's-rar'

(Apocyaum androsmmifolium) , but their larval habits«
we believe, unknovra. The black prickly cateriM|

found on a rose bush is the larva of the Buck MnV;
heretofore referred to. The yellow louse which

badly crumpling the leaves of the Red currant, i^ '

Currant Plant-louse {ApUs rihis, Linn.), lougknovn
thus attack the Currant both in this country and w
Europe, but never known to occur on the closely allied

Gooseberry. The apples you send were aflfected with

the common apple rust. The common form of this rust

is caused by a microscopic plant of fungoid growth,

but a very similar appearance is caused, as we know
from experience, by the shallow guawings of a small

grass-green worm which produces a yellowish-brown

moth (Zoxotmma rosaceana, Harr) . It is the normal habit

of this worm to fold up and devour the leaf, but it is also

very fond of gnawing off the rind of green apples, and

such gnawed places soon become brown and rusty and

sometimes crack.

A mixed mess— Z'. F. F., Hamilton . —The insects

you sent presented a most heterogeneous and broken

appearance on their arrival, the inevitable result of the

loose manner of packing. We cannot undertake to

name or say anything about dried specimens of insects

that are not well packed and numbered

.
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Insocts Named—H. A. itungfr. Lone Cuhir.

Xo. \. Platyims ciiipripemdsfi3.y . No. 2, Cassi'hi

llrrl)st. (Gold-bettle ; common on Moniing-;;]

Potato vines. See artl

Forsti-r.f^o . 4, tlir .-tri|;

OaU— .(. .V. FuUf,

Ibiind on tlic twi.sf:

lalsaml th

il: ami til

tiinlii

of wooay
1 not exist in the lar\a stat« on i)raiiic laml. cxicpt

there are liazel-ronglis, ctf_,

ain^-hoppers— 7%o«. W. Gordon, Geonjetown..

Ibwny p-eenisli-white '-hoppers'' wliich you
phiiu trees, are the larva; of the Frosty Tree-

Pijeeilapwia pruino-ia. Say), an insect which
.aso on a great variety of other plants, and
ii the mature state is of a dull lead-color,

1 i-i- witli a line wliitr powder. The group
ilii~ iii-<.i IiiImitj, /J,i,,i;i family) may

' .' family '-Leaf-hoppers;"' hut hithei-to the

l,i-ljliiin;,'-lioppers'' have had no EngUsh name. In

iralitN iliey do leap Uke a flash of lightning.

Bag-ivornis— 7*. W. Gordon.—-The '- small moving
cocoons," which have hterally stripped many of Mr,
Wilson's quince trees, are the common Bag-worm,
idiu.i Di-oiJ-wcjrin, aliat Basket-worm {Therldopteryx

eplifnura/urmls, Ilaw.), to which we have often allu-

did. The si)eeimens were hut oue-third grown, and
had eati'ii and gnawed I'very thing in the box in which
lliey were packed; tlieir liags looking;- more like bags of
papc-r than of leaves, wlj.n the\ arrived. The Larger
"eoi'oon" was an old ^J-I'ag of th.- same species.

.Saml. Thumimun. il. />.. AU.h,,,. y//».—The cases con-
taining worms wliich are injuring Blr. Jos. Sheaving-
tim'.s cedar trees are the old and young bags of the
same species spoken of above. We shall slioi-|ly pulilish

an illustrated article on this insect.

—The
of the

White Dak, is the

AVool-sower Gall,

caused by the

Sower Gall-fly

( ('unipA jffmi/iatof,

Harris.) We here-

with represent

(Fig. 1S7 «). a

el-OSS section of

• me of these galls,

-howing howit is

romposed oi lui-

nieroiis seed-like

liodies each of

which is attaeheil

to the central

liortionof thegall

c-..i..r-r.igiit-i.un-- by a black point,

ami at h we give one of these pip-like bodies separated

and .showing where the fly escapes from it. Osten

Sacken has recorded the very singular fact, that in old,

but not in recent specimens, the two sexes sometimes

diftcr considerably in their color. (/'/--«-, JCnl. .V",-., P/n'l..

IV.. p. .•!.">].) This is a good illustration of a polylhala-

nious gall.

Cabbag-e pests—Jokii A. WiUiums, HurrmhJmrg.

A//.—The elongate cylindrical mahogany-colored horny

worms, about % inch long, which you .state to -'feed on

the roots of the. cabbage, sometimes destroying the en-

tire crop," are the lar\a of .some .species of Click-

%eetle (Elater family). From their shape and hard-

ness, these larvie arc called " Wire-worms." We
cannot determine the particular species, as, from

the fact of this family remaining many years In

the larva state, but very few Indeed have been

bred to maturity. In all probability your species

feeds, ifot exclusively upon cabbage, but gener-

ally upon all garden crops. We have several such

species in the North, but lluy all differ from yours.

Alderman Jlechi, one of ili. m.i-i m iriitifie farmers in

England, claims to ha\e de^irowil tin- wireworms in

his fields for many sucee.s.si\c \cai.s by sowing salt at

the rate oi about six bushels per acre, just as the small

grain was coming up. The Flea-beetle which you state

to "prey on the leaf of the young cabbage -plant," Is

the same wavy-striped Flea-beetle which you will find

figured and iUustrated in A. E. , pp. 15.S-9.

Bug^s g^atbering- on Pear Sboots—H. J. Ayres,

Villa Ridge, 111.—The black shiny insects, about one-

jtenth of an inch long, which you " at first noticed

swarming on the ground and collecting on the ends of

the Rosin-weed" but which have lately "collected in

great numbers on the shoots of the young peai- trees,"

are the same Flea-like Corimeliena ( Oorimelxnapulicana ,

Germ.), spoken of on page '207 in answer to Jiio. M.
Pearson.

Potato-bng— ./^. />'. GaHwell, Wilhinsomille , Mass.

—The Potato-bugs which you have '- frequently found

feeding on the leaves of Potatoes and Tomatoes, but
not in sufficient numbers to be seriously injurious,"

are the same .species of Tortoise-beetle ( (7a»«?y« duvata)

rcfcrn^d to in our last No. (p. -228), as found on potatoes

iiofh in New York and in Massachusetts.
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Iii!>ect!> uained— //. T.

y,u„w spriiHji:. ohi:j—-Ai^. 1, r

Ki-. 111.) No. 2, l\ill!,l!„,„

Fabr. No. 3, Pwi^^

.;.,/ iii.iniliita, Linn. (See

I'lninnilnilcs ) cariulnle,

Say. No. 4, Voinj>-

xidna lateralis, Fabr. No, o, Enqidops cteruhus, Say.

No. (!, Upturn spharkollis. Say. (var.) No. 7, Grapki-

xiiriis J'asHatlie, De Over. No S, Xtniriptenm samivm!-

collis, Say (var.) No. ii. i/ - '
i //- l^^'inaim) Umam-

latiis, Say. No.lO, C»/-- li I,.,,. No. 11, Cuio-

KOma lon{fipfnne, Dej. ,\ 1

1
, ii iitu .

- :\ Xo.1'2, Ihmaciit

Kiihiil. Lcc. =- IIf" -. Kill. .\
,

i. i:;, i ,, in.ltla ciipmnctiu,

Lcc. -N'o. 14. — No. 1.5, Lahidomtm
ti-iiiiatiiUilK, l'':il I \" \'-. il'liroiuichus relictue. Say.

No. 17, l'hijll,'i.!';<n: .;,,,;,,,. Kiioch. No. 18, Chari-

tlhint. ctipixti-atuin, I'abr. No. 19, Antlinphatjas latelrrosus,

V:iUr.=^lucat(, Panzer. Nos. %) and 21, Phanaiia

nin,l/,.r. I.inn., both 55. No. ii, a,„lri/p,.<.</i7e,Hli<hM,

(Jli\ \m. _m, /• ,,
, , , , w , i-h N,, ji. bred

froiM.M:i|.:, .;.
, .i:i,_ i,u-i,r, ; .

'

. l.^m. No.

-i5,.V.' . -,n. .\.i. -li;. .
. , . ,. Fabr.

No. -JT, Ji,.„.,i„( ;„-,..v.v„, Fubi". .No. 2S, t_ali;,irap!ia

scalai-i.K. Lcc. No. 2!t, Podahrus tomeittoKus, Say. No.

30, 1[arpithii'/uiinii8, Say = ladini, Dej. No. 31, Saperda

piiHct/iydl ix. Say = trirjemmuta, RanUal). No. 32, To.rutns

Scha'nnH. Lee, No. 33, Pynjota uitdata, Wlrd. No.
'S.'i. I>!phn-h,!lii major, Lee. No. 36, Conjmhitex (tthiopn,

l.iT. Wo are indebted to Dr. Le Coiite for tlie proper

; determination of Nos. 2, 6, 12, 31, and 32.

I
Apple-tree IVorms— Charity Wntrrx. Spr!,i,j-

\

e!>h, WUc,ins;n.—'T\\c small wliitc nioth.s, whicli,

a> you -:.y. .am.' by uiilli.ni- tl].' last of May
an. I 1:10 1 lli.ir ru-- ,.n tin' liii- .il' lb.' n.'W slioots of tile

apiil.' Ir.'.-., Cr, lui ^\ lii.li c^i;-.^ llorc li.ilclied out maggots
with a bl,iL-k Iliad, .-u Ibat hi a lew woc'k.'* the tops of

;
the apple trees were alive with worms," are too much

[
toni and rubbed to identify the species with any cer-

tainty. No such moths are at present known to infest

apple trees in the manner you describe. So fiir as we
can judge from the very poor specimens sent, v think

your moths are the Cori/cia oestaliata ol Guenee, the

habits of which insect are, we believe, unknown to

-liiiicc. The • •maggots witli a black head' ' cannot be
idintitied from ycmr brief notice of them.

It eould .scarcely have been the canker-worm that

stripped tbc a\<\Av tc. .> la-t year oil li,.ii- leaves in Jidy,
tor that iiiscci app.ai-^ 111.- rn.l ..1 .May and in June.
The I'anker-w.irm i< a measuriuy'-worm. You give no
description whatever of those which you speak of.

Oak>l'ig: eall— .'/. Fendler, Alleiitoii, J^o. — The
dense cluster of yellowish galls, spongy and bladder-
liUc. an.l all el. .<.•!> iir.-^-|,.i to each other, which you
found on tli.' i\vi-~ ..I ih.- W liite Oak, are caused by the

Stmil-boni.'d (.allil> '//-..,,'.'.„//«,/««, Walsh)—a small

ant-likc wingless >ii.cies which exists only in the fem.-ile

sex, like many other gall-flies. Dr. Fitch supposed
this gall to 1h- proihiced by what he called the Oak-fig

(iall-fly (Cyiiips y. ficus, Fitch,) " a small black fly

with the lower half of Its head, its antenuic and legs

pale dull yellow, its hind shanks dusky and its abdo-
men beneath reddish-brown." But it was long iigo

proved by the Senior Editor that Fitch's supposed gall-

maker is a mere Guest-fly, inhabiting a gall which is in

reality made by the Stout-horned Gall-fly. (See Osten
.Sacken's Paper on Gall-flies, Proc. Eut. Soc, Phil.,
IV. pp. 353,368-0).

Insects iianied- . /,. P/<«A.«, WvodcilU,

Mii^s.—Ist. Tlie Uawk-moth is Vhmrocampa tersa. a not

very common species. 2d. The Cicada captured May
10, 1869, in a grove where the Periodical brood comes

out 1858, 1871, etc.. is a genuine C. tredecim. Its occur-

ring two years before the regular time is very remark-
able and unusual. Still, many analogous irregularities

through sMcli irrc:

tliat distinct broo

ever have been

larva ' 'found in 1

by the parent insect

,

hues cfiuld

3d. The
tc, cilt/tiflf

most probably, judging tfinw

your drawing, that of the Twlg-girdler ( t^rtf/i/f

ijidatiia) which we figured and described in a fonne

number.

Small Applo-leal Worms— //,//«.(« ( 'i',pt ,.

W.lh Cnrufx. Pa.—'r\w |iale-brown worms abor' i

an inch long, with shining black head and neck a

believe, the larva' of the Eye-spotted l?ud-n^oth ,

loTKita oailana, Harris). If so, they will clian'j-.'

the pupa state within the folded leaves, and wi"

out in July in the form of a small dark ji n

The oidy available mode of fighting them i~ i-

the infested leaves which they have tied tog, 1;,,' -

silken cables, and destroy them. We notice lb it .si>u.

specimens have already spun their cocoons among I.

leaves. So far as we are aware, this worm does -

occur in the AVest.

Rose-bug^ on Apples—A. Dean, Otto, Indiiuiil.-

The yellowish beetles, about yi inch long, which • • ge»

erally infest the Persimmon tree, but have left it an

are eating the young apple trees that are near by

,

a single one having escaped," are the common Ri.

lA/,

on the .\pple anil Persimmon. As it lives undergr*

in the larva state, feeding upon the roots of plantiv

injuries cannot easily be warded ofl'. The only wa
to shake down the beetles and destroy them.

Unicorn Apple-tree Caterpillar— (/. ('. /

/««(/. --The reddish-brown caterpillar with the se

and third segments green , and a prominent horn

behind them, which has the habit of holding up the

is known to feed on the Apple, Dog-wood, Plum
iler and Winterberry . It is the larva of a moth wit

fore wings light brown, variegated with greenish--

and dark -brown, and the hind wings ^ whitish"

dusky spot on the inner hind angle, and t)

dusky. This moth is the Notodonta unicorn

and Abb
.

, and may be called in English th

Notodonta.

Large Water Beetle— .S. E. ilunfor,

7/1,/.—The large flattened shiny blackish bee.

dull orange border, and the wing-covers thickly co ^

with numerous minute longitudinal impressed'liUMjUL^

a large species of water beetle, (Cyhister fi>nbHi.!mut,

Say,) and your finding itflying around a barrel of raif.-

water is in accordance with its habits. Thanks for your

flattering encomium

.

'
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Beetles around Peacb Trees—^. HolUster, Jr. ,

Alton.. Mh.—The deep brown or blackisli shiny beetles,

about one-third of an inch long, which you find around

the roots of your peach trees, are the JTehps pullus,

.Say, and may be known in English as the MournftU He-

lops. We have found them very common the present

year around both apple and peach trees, and especially

around s\ich as have been troubled with borers. We
believe they only seek the decaying wood, ami they are

consequently not injurious.

A <luick Xraveler— (?. C. Bwdhtad, Pleaxant Hill,

•tfo—The blue-gray animal with .Wloi.glegs, the last

; Mir prolonged ba^-kwards like antenna;, which ran so

rapidly along the wall of your room at iiijlit. i^ not a

true insect, but belongs to the Myri:!!"!.!-. :iii.l i- kunwu
as Vennatia foireps. Though thesi- ircMiur.^ iiisiiiic

' dread in the hearts of housekeepers, \vr litliL\ c they arc

iierfectly harmless, having freipiently handled them and

1 them crawl over us.

akno-wn Moth— IK. '>. /'-/'/. ^'. >. ^f.l.^.f.~--

do not recognize from }
• ili-> ri|iii"ii ihr Muiill

Ji that you captured in \i;ji;-!
I h l.ultn-ily

licU Harris calls t>«M/" /. -. Fal.i. , l.ui \vhi,-li

more commonly known as JumouUi au,la. Bd^ . and

I'C , is very common in South Illinois; and in one par-

ular year it was met with in tolerable abundance near

ick Island, in North Illinois, altliough before and since

at ye.ar we have never seen there a single specimen.

form Sorer—F. M. If., Fanniiujtnn. (',,««.— The
•er which is doing such damage to the corn in your
igUborhood is evidently the larva of the Stalk-borer,

iTtyna nitela, Guen,) previously referred to. It was

y and shrunken upon arrival and we thought at first

night be the !Spindle-worm of Harris, {G. ;ftc) but

wn soaking it in water, it proved to be the first named
MKXt beyond a doubt.

tforns of Stag: Beetle— G. K. Edwards, Jiowling

• J'Tian. Sy.—The chestnut-brown horns belong to the

j^e Stag-beetle, or, as it is sometimes called in your
te, the Buck-beetle (Lucanus elaphus, Fabr.) It

« in the larva state in rotten logs of the Sweet fJum,

: cannot be considered injurious. The $ has not

iwy means such Immense horns as the (^. Properly

iking, they are not in cither sex horns, but jaws.

mported Gooseberry IVorms— C. P. Faulkner,

lyeport, Ct.—White hellebore powder is the best

g to destroy these worms when large; but the evil

be nipped in the bud by hand-pickin,g the leaves

uich the young larva; have hatched out. Such
^ may be readily recognized by their being full of

Mindish holes.

• on Bark of Walnut Tree—FranTc S.

rdner, Johnson Co., Kansas .—The worm
i found on the bark of a Walnut tree, and
••as spiteful as a rattle-snake," was en-

11 and unrecognizable when it arrived,

ipparentlv belonged to the Jfofodonta family of

Ai.«>tten Root—tA M. JSeecher, Newport, Mo.—The
Early Harvest Apple-tree, planted in spring of 1867,

evidently died from some kind of Rotten root, and the

minute white twisting worms were feeding on the dead

roots and acting as scavengers.

liarg-e Dragon-fly— Geo. S. Grover, St. LowU.—
The large Dragon-fly which was sent to you by a friend in

Warrensburg, Mo,, and which has a brown body
marked with pale blue, is the ./EscTina constricta (^ of

Say. In the $ the blue color is always replaced by
green. It is a very common species, and like all the other

Dragon-flies—known likewise as '
' Darning-needles,

'

'

Mosquito-hawks, etc.—is beneficial to man, devouring

great numbers of smaller and injurious insects.

Stinging- larvse—F. H. King, West Liberty, Mus-

catine Co., Iowa.—The small blackish lai'vje with long

sprangling prickles, which you find on Black Walnut,
are those of a large and handsome moth, Satiirnia maia.

Wbi'ii of Inrun- si/r. Wvm- larvx will stiu- the- back of

1> rcachbluw potu

1 much as possible

Raspberry Worvas—E. H. /iWle, GaUna. 111.—

'I'lic little green '2-2-footed worms, smooth when they

:iir \oiiii^. but covered with two-fold sprangling

liirkl. V irtcr the last moult, which you found preying

iilion \\v Raspberry in Kane county. Ills. , arc the lar-

vx of the same Raspberry Saw-fly (Selandria mhi,

Harris,) ahready referred to in the answer to Beiy . Bor-

den, on page •224 of No, 11.

Plum Curculio— Uenrij Dulzer, St, Cliarlis, Mn.—
You wish to learn to identify the common Plum Curcu-

lio {Conolrai-hehis utnuphar, Herbst.) We can assure you

that you took thi; right steps and that the beetles you
bred (July 16,) from •• so-called German Prunes " that

were injured, and which four weeks previously you

placed in a glass jar with sand and loose esirth, are the

genuine article.

lieaf Oalls and Caterpillars on tbe Sngar-
Iterry—S. L. Scofield, Sew To/'i.-The tree you found

while visiting in Fairfield county, Conn., and of which

none of tbe residents could give the name, is the Sugar

berry or Hack berry CW'/.-' <.'vvV/f'«/«;/.» ^ The flat galls

upon the l0ll\r^ ;i1T ,Mll-rr| 1„ ,Ml,,r -prrir- of Gall-

gnat, and tin- rairriiillai- iVnlinu Mi"in ilir~<' leaves

were half grown larva' of ihr Whit, -mark, d Tussock

Moth, (Seep. 7!l, Fig. 67.

J

Hellgrammite Fly— .y. Jmn«, Lebanon, Ohio.—

The gigantic fly which you never saw in your section

of country before, is the above named insect (Carydalis

cornutus, Linn.), which we figured on the front page of

number 4. As you perhaps have not that number,

we send you a copy.

Dark Grape-^rorm—T. W. G., Georgetown, 0.—
The largi; dark caterpillar, found under a grape arbor, is

the larva of Thi/reus ahhottii, Swainson, a dark brown

moth, with the edges of the vrings deeply scalloped ami

the inner half of hind wings yellow, it has long been

known to attack the Grape-vine.

Too fond of Honey— T. W. Gordon,—The long

legged animal which your wife found in a jar of honey

is Cermatia forceps, spoken of in this number in answer

to G. 0. Brodhcad,

Caterpillar of Polyphemus OTotii---1. DeWyl,

M. D., Jefferson City, J/o.—The large green caterpillar

found on a plum tree in your orchard is the larva of the

above named moth, which we figured on page 1^21

.
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Page 5, col. 1, line 11, omit the second "of." Page
6, col. 1, line 2, for ? read ! Page 8, col. 1, line 1, for

"thirty" read "twenty." Page 27, eol. 2, line 13 from

bottom, for "Gold Gilt-beetle" read "Gilt Gold-beetle."

Page 31, col. 1, line 30, for " Culopteron^ ^ read "Calop-

teron." Page 31, col. 1, line 41, for "No. 8 pin" read

"No. 18 pin." Page 32, col. 2, line 10, for ''Gastera-

cautha" read " Oasteracantlia." Page 45, col. 1, line

17 from bottom, for "35" read "47;" line 12 Irom bot>

tom, for "33" read "45," and for "34" read "46."

Page 85, col. 1, line 23, for "last" read "this." Page

97, over the illustration, for "Fig. 59" read "Fig. 59J."

Page 101, col. 2, line 25, for ^'Gecropia" read ^'Cecropi<E;"

same column, note, for "Chalets maria" read "Ohalcie

marim." Page 111, col. 1, line 2 from bottom, for

"Peirie' ' read "Pieris.' ' Page 131, col. 1, line 10 from

bottom, for "oval" read "oblong-oval." Page 152,

col. 1, line 21, for "one" read "our." Page 163, col.

2, line 6, for "results" read "result." Page 168, col. 1,

lines 15 from top and 6 from bottom, for "Alanda" read

"Alauda." Page 1.59, col. 2,Unel3, for "S. C." read

"C. 'W." Page 183, col. 2, line 21 from bottom, for

"Fig. 113" read "Fig. 115." Page 188, col. 1, line

16, for ^^ Cersu" read "Cercis.^^ Page 211, col. 1, line

20 from bottom, for " as" read " and . '
' Page 244, col

.

2, line 24, for "(C. thymdes)" lead "(G. disticha, Linn.)"

Page 271, col. 1, line 3 from bottom, add a comma after

"left." Page 276, col. 1, line 8 from bottom, for

^^quifiqu£macalata^^ Tend •^quinqueinaculata^^^ same page,

col. 2. line 16 from bottom, for "Shafl'er" read "Safl'er."

Page 302, col. 2, line 25 from bottom, for "in" read

"and." Page 339, col. 1, line 22 from bottom, for

"Colandra" read ^•Calaiidra.''' On page 126, note, we
referred all the drawings of Figiu-e 85 to Bruchus gra-

narius: in reality a, e and/ only, represent that i

while I, c, d and g represent £ruchue pisi.
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WHY NOXIOUS INSECTS INCREASE UPON US.

It is an old and a very true remark, that the

various insects tliat afflict the Gardener and the

Fruit-grower are jear by year becomingmore nu-

merous and more destructive. One principal rea-

son for this result is sufficiently obvious. The con-

tinual tendency ol'modern improvement is to con-

centrate vegetable gardens and fruit farms in

certain peculiarly fiivorable localities, instead of

scattering them evenly and uniformly over the

whole country. Hence every injurious insect

that troubles the Gardener and the Fruit-grower

has an abundant supply of such vegetation, as

forms a suitable nidus for its future offspring,

close at hand, instead of having to search for it

with much labor over an extensive surface of

country. Such insects are therefore enabled by
this means to increase and multiply with greater

case and greater rapidity. Upon precisely the

same i)rinciple, if you scatter over the surface

of a whole county the amount of shelled corn

that is just sufficient to feed a certain gang of

hogs, and compel them to seek it out and pick

it up every day of the year, they will not thrive

so well nor multiply so fast, as if you feed out

the very same amount of corn to them in a ten-

acre lot, day after day for a whole year.

To a gentleman in Arkansas, who had ex-

pressed the opinion that that State was the

best iu the Union for the peach and the grape,

and that Illinois was not naturally adapted to

the culture of fruit. Dr. E. S. Hull recently re-

plied in the following masterly manner. We
copy from the Journal of Agriculture for Au-
gust 14, 18G9

:

Siu—Your confidence in the superior adapta-

bility of your soil and climate will probably not
be maintained after a few years' experience.
Just iu proportion as you increase improved
fruits, just in that proportion will fruit insects

and fruit and fruit tree diseases increase with
you. A recognition of this fact will each year,
as you multiply your orchards, hncnmc more
and more apparent. Your Hale's l':.irl\ inadios,
at first, will be free from rot. your |ic:n- Ireos

measurably exempt from pear tree liliiilit. your
vines free from vine hoppers, the grapes free

from grape codlings and rot, etc., etc. From
.some cause, not yet well undei'stood, all or
nearly all young vineyards are for the first few
years of fruitage, free from rot, and then ever
afterwards subject to it. The same is true of
cherry, peach, and plum rot. Therefore to

those engaging in hoiticiiliiual pursuits, a
knowledge of the several ditliruKics likely to

be encountered should lie iiMdnniziMl, and so

far as knowu the remedies for cacli difficulty

must be pi-ompth' applied.

In this State, "or in certain portions of it,

many persons believe that horlicullnre is un-
dergoing a great revolution, and ultimately
that the business will be mainly in the hands
only of the well-informed — those who under-
stand and promptly apply the proper means.
In view of known facts and observations, made
during the past twenty-three years in this part
of the West, and further South, I am convinced
that all sections alike must recognize as facts

these statements.

Here the matter seems to have dropped. No-

body has thought of accusing Dr. Hull of being

an atheist and a blasphemer, because he has said

that the more you multiply your orchards, and

the more you increase improved fruits, the more

will bugs and other kinds of destructive organ-

isms multiply and increase upon you. Nobody,

in fact, has even gone so far as to insinuate that,

simply because he has written tiie letter which

we have printed above, he leans towards Socini-

anism, or Arianism, or Erastianism, or any o(

the other fine sbedes of isvi, whereby hetero-

doxy Cwhatever that inav be) differs from

orthodoxy.

Now, mark how one man is allowed to steal

a horse with impunity, and another man may
not even look over the hedge without being

thrown into jail for it. Henry Ward Beecher,

in one of his contributions to the Ledger, re-

cently expressed the following sentiments ; and

turn them which way you will, they merely
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amount to the very same doctrine i-ecently pro-

mulgated by Dr. Hull, and—we are almost

afraid now to avow it—firmly believed in by

ourselves; namely, that the larger the masses

may be in which you grow any crop, the more

will destructive organisms prey upon it:

Tiie only way to exterminate the Canada this-

tle is to plant it for a crop, and propose to make
money out of it. Then worms will gnaw it,

bugs will bite it, beetles will bore it, aphides
will suck it, birds will peck it, heat will scorch
it, rains will drown it, and mildew and blight

will cover it.

But does Henry Ward Beccher, aftei- publish-

ing such shocking sentiments, escape with as

much impunity as his more fortunate compeer,

Dr. E. S. Hull, of Alton, Ills.? Quite the con-

trary! Forthwith a writer in the Christian In-

telligencer, signing liimself " Puritan," is down
upon the reverend gentleman like a thunderbolt,

accusing the poor man of "veiled profanity,"

and arguing the question in the following lucid

and certainly most original manner:

These bugs, beetles, aphides, heat, rain, and
mildew, are the messengers of God. If they
are sent—they are on an errandfor God! Now,
if the above extract has a point, it is that when
mankind plant a crop of any kind of grain or
seed, God takes a malicious pleasure in defeat-

ing such schemes.

Excellent ! Most admirable logician ! But

wliy not attack the Illinois layman as well as

the New York clergyman? "Just in propor-

tion," says Dr. Hull, " as you increase improved

fruits and multiply your orchards, just in that

proportion will fruit insects and fruit and fruit-

tree diseases increase with yon." What is that

but saying, that when mankind try to grow
large quantities of extra fine fruit, " God takes

a malicious 2>leasure in defeating such schemes?"

At him, "Puritan!" Seize him by the throat

and worry him to death! The Illinois State

Horticulturist is clearlyguilty of the most abom-
inable " veiled profanity."

But it seems that " circumstances alter case*,"

and " the case being altered alters the case,"

and to parod)' the language of Shakspearc

—

Whrtt ill the layman's scieiititic trutli

Tliat in tlie parsou is ranlc blasphemy.

For up to this day, though we always read the

Christian Intelligencer and all the other reli-

gious newspapers with the most commendable
perseverance, we have not noticed any attack

in any of their columns upon the Alton philos-

opher—whether from the pen of " Puritan " or

of any other anonymous scribbler—such as

that which has been recently hurled upon the

devoted head of Henry Ward Beecher.

That our readers may not suppose that Mr.
Beecher is unable to fight his own theological

battles and has hired us, in default of a better

ally, to defend him against the murderous
thrusts of "Puritan," we shall close this article

by quoting his most conclusive and logical reply

to this most absurd and irrational attack:

Tliis is exquisite! If mildew attacks my
grapevine, it is on an errand for God, and if I
sprinkle it with sulphur as a remedy, I put
brimstone into the very face of God's messen-
ger! AVhen it rains—is not rain, too, God's
messenger?—does "Puritan" dare to open ablas-
phemous umbrella, and push it up in the very
face of this divine messenger? AVhen a child is

attacked by one of " God's messengers "—mea-
sles, canker-rash, dysentery, scarlet fever

—

would it be a very great sin to send for a doctor
on purpose that" he might resist these divine
messengers? There are insects which attack
man, against one of which we set up combs, and
against another sulphur. "Nay," says "Puri-
tan." " If they are sent, they are on an errand
for God," and it is profanity to have recourse to

fine tooth combs and sulphurous ointments in

order to defeat the expressed will of God.

TORTOISE-BEETLES.

"Tortoise-beetles!" the reader will perhaps

exclaim, "Why, this picture that you give us

in the margin is not a beetle at all, but a true

veritable mud-turtle! Beetles, as you have told

[Ki^r. 1] us time and again, have gotsjx legs,

and this fellow has got only four,

two on each side of his body, which,

as with other mud-turtles, are evi-

dently used as swimming-paws."
Nevertheless, kind reader, this is

a true beetle, and if you were to

turn him upside down, you would
black antl vcl- ,i , , i , ,, i

lowish.
" see that he has got, on the lower

surface of his flattened body, six very dis-

tinct pale-colored legs, though they are so

short that they scarcely project when stretched

out at full length beyond the thin ciust which,

as with a mud-turtle, projects from his body

all round him. What you take for swim-

ming-paws are not paws at all, but mere

patches of dark opaque color on the thin pro-

jecting semi-transparent shell. If you refer to

the drawing which we gave in our last num-

ber ot the Mottled Tortoise-beetle (Fig. 179),

you will see that that species has two such

patches of dark color, representing the front

swinniaing-paws, while those which represent

the hind paws are entirely absent. Nor is this a

mere fortuitous circumstance, dependent upon

variation and what gardeners call " sports."

You may take a thousand specimens of either

species, and you will find that our species,

which is termed the Clubbed Tortoise-beetle

{Deloyala clavata, Oliv.), always seems to have
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four paws, while the Mottled Tortoise-beetle

always confines himself to two. And what is

very remarkable, there is a species found in

Hindostan which is marked almost exactly like

our insect.*

Of course, in such a case as this, the re-

semblance must be purely fortuitous ; for the

discrepancy in size is so enormously great, that

it is impossible to believe that any, even the

stupidest animal, could mistake this Tortoise-

beetle for a real tortoise. In several other cases,

however, of entomological mimicry, where a

nest-building insect and its parasite have a

strong general resemblance, it has been sup-

posed by authors that this is a beautiful pro-

vision of nature, in order to enable the parasite

to penetrate without danger into the nest of the

other insect, and deposit its eggs there without

interruption on the part of the uest-builder. It

is coutended, in fact, that, from the great resem-

blance between the two, the nest-builder mis-

takes the parasite for an individual belonging

to its own species. So far as regards social in-

sects, such as Yellow Jackets and Humble-bees,

this theory will do very well; for as there are

here a great number of individuals owning a

nest in common, it is reasonable to suppose

that a parasite, that strongly resembled the

members of the community, might occasionally

slip in unobserved by any one of them. But
with solitai-y nest-building insects the case is

very different. Here there is but a single in-

dividual—the female—that constructs the nest,

the male taking no part whatever in this pro-

cess; and even if she mistook the parasite for

an individual belonging to her own species, she

would be just as unwilling for the stranger to

enter her own private and peculiar nest, as a

heu robin would be for another hen robin to

make herself at home in the nest which she has

herself labored to construct. Indeed, the num-
ber of parasites that resemble the insects upon
which they are parasitic is so exceedingly small

—certainly not exceeding the one hundredth

l)art of the whole number of parasites—that

here we are compelled, as in the case of our

tortoise-beetle, to attribute the seeming mimicry
to chance.

There are, however, very numerous instances

of mimicry among insects, where the mimicker
gains a manifest advantage by wearing the liv-

ery of some other organism, and where conse-

quently the imitation must be attributed, not

to chance, but to design. Such are those well-

known cases among the span-worms or mcasur

•Westw. Introd., I, p. 379 and p. 377, Fig.

ing-worms, where the larva is of the same dingy
brown color as the twig upon which it rests,

and where it habitually stretches itself out in a

straight line at angles with the twig, remaining
all the time perfectly stiff and immovable, so

that even the acute eyes ot the practised ento-

mologist are sometimes deceived by the ma-
noeuvre, and mistake the living and breathing

worm for a bit of dead and dry stick. Such

also is the case of the Stick-bug, otherwise

known as " Walking-stick," which we referred

to on page 58 of our First Volume, and wliich

has the singular habit of projecting forwards its

two front legs and its antennte all in a straight

line, so that the whole insect, remaining immov-
able in this posture, looks like a straight stick,

as represented in the middle of the right hand
margin of the cover to our Magazine. Such

again are those other cases, where insects, for

instance our common Catydid, habitually living

among green leaves, imitate those leaves, not

only in the general coloring of their bodies, but

in the very shape and even in the style of vein-

ing of their wings. The very peculiar and re-

markable case of the Imitative Butterflies, we
have already treated of in a separate article.*

Unlike the four or five species of Tortoise-

beetles, which we figured and described in our

recent article on the Insects infesting the Sweet

Potato, the Clubbed Tortoise-beetle (Fig. 1)

infests, not the Sweet, but the common Irish

Potato. In the West it is rather a rare insect;

for in the conr.se of twelve years' collecting we
have only met with some half dozen specimens,

and we arc entirely unacquainted with the

larva. Mr. J. B. Ilartwell, however, of Wilkin-

sonville, Massachusetts, frequently finds the

perfect beetle feeding on the leaves of Potatoes

and Tomatoes, though not in sufficient numbers

to be seriously injurious; and Mr. Blanchard,

of the same State, meets with it quite commonly

both on the cultivated Potato and on the Bitter-

sweet, a weed belonging to the same genus

(Solanum) as the Potato. Moreover, Isaac

Hicks, of Long Island, N. Y., has transmitted

to us no less than twenty-six specimens, all

found upon potato-stalks in his neighborhood.

Thus, as the Tortoise-beetles previously figured

by us mostly infest plants belonging to the

Convolvulus 'Famih', such as Sweet Potato and

Morning Glory, the species that we have now
to do with seems to be confined to plants be-

longing to the closely allied Solanum Family,

such as the Potato, the Bitter-sweet and the

Tomato. It is remarkable that the East Indian

•AsiEK. Entomologist, Vol. I, pp. 189-193.
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species, just now referred to as beiiij;: almost

the exact counterpart in coloring of our Clubbed

Tortoise-beetle, occurred in tlie Botanic Garden

at Calcutta upon a convolvulus ; but to what

genus this insect belongs, authors do not in-

form us.

The larva? of all the Tortoise-beetles, belong-

ing to the genera with the body greatly flat-

tened (CdsKiila and

Coptocycla), always

have the prickles that

project from their bo-

dies sprangled or bar-

bed, as will be re-

marked from our fig-

ures 174, 177, 179 iind

180. In the genus " "

( Chclymorpha ) , to
''"i"'-'*-!'') i^iiok-i-.a mui hv.u-k.

which belongs a brick-red insect with black

spots (C7(. cribraria, Fabr., Fig. 2 a, pupa;
b beetle) found upon Milkweed (Asciepias),

and which has (he body greatly rounded above

with scarcely any lateral flange, the larva,

as observed by Dr. Packard, has the prickles

smooth and not sprangling. Tn the gcimsPAys-
oHo^tt, to which belongs a new species tigured

licn'widi, the Five-dotted Tortoisp-ln'cllc (I'll.

>linn<iii,'pimriata.\\.^\^., [!,;„. ...

,

I'ig. '!, b), and which

is intermediate in Ibrni

between the last named
genus {('helymorpha)

,

and those with the body
greatly flattened {Cas-

sida, Coptocycla, De-

loyala), the prickles of
" "

the larva arc also Coiors-(i) sreenisi.-.vdiow.

smooth, as may be seen by referi-ing (o Figure

3 a. Thus it results that structura] differ-

ences in the perfect beetle arc accompanied
by corresponding struclural (lifrciciici's in thi'

larva.*

As a general rule, to which as usual IIhtc arc

tural differences in this group of plant-feeding

insects are acctompanied by structural differences

in the groups of plants upon which they ordi-

narily occur. We have seen that certain genera
(drissida and Coptocycla) are peculiarly at-

tached to the Convolndns Family; that another

genus {Beloyala) haunts the Solanum Family;
and that a tourlh genus {< 'hehimorpha) is gen-
erally Ibund on Milkweed. The genus to which
the Five-spotted Tortoise-beetle belongs {Phys-
onota) seems to be confined to the botanical

Family Composita-; for although we have not

Ix'cn able to ascertain the food-plant of this par-

ticular species, we have observed the One-dot-
ted Tortoise-beetle (Pkysonola nni^ninctata,

Say), feeding in the larva state upon a Sow-
Ihi.stle (Sonchvs); and as the name denotes, the

.Sunllowei Tortoise-beetle (Phys. helianthi,

Kandall), which we were assured by Dr. Le
Conle in 18G5 is rightfully referred to this genus
must feed upon Sunflower (Helianihus).

Tn the second and third number of our first vol-

ume we gave an account of eleven distinct spe-

cies df insects, including the Black Blister-beetle

(Li///" <i/r(i/(i). that attack the potato. The
Bla.'k-ial r.lisici--beetle (Lyita murlna), which

is (Vc(|ucnll\ conl'ininded with the Black Blis-

tcr-l'ici'lli. ili<Mi;:h the former appears early in

.Inly and the lallernot till the middle of Au-
gust and forepart of September, has since been

received by us from Mr. Mungerof Lone Cedar,

Minnesota, with the statement that it nearly ru-

ined some fields of potatoes there in the fore-

part of July. To this formidable list of eleven

distinct kinds of Potato Bugs, we must now
add the Clubbed Tortoise-beetle, which no

doubt works upon the potato in the larva, as

well as in the perfect beetle state, though there

is ,as yet no direct evidence to that effect.

It thus turns out that there are no less than a

do/.cn different kinds of Potato Bugs, differing

IVdui each (ilher in size, in shape, in coloring,

in haliils. in llie number of broods produced in

a siii;;le year, ill (lieir.i;eographical distribution,

and wh.'il is (if ninst iiraclical importance, in the

bcsl and iiiosl available metliod of fighting

I hem. And yet we can scarcely take up a

paiier. \v I lel her political or agricultural, without

stnnililing upon some paragraph informing us

that "THE Potato Bug'" is behaving thus and

fs and i
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so in such and such a locality. The Editors

nii^'ht just as well toll us, by way of important

and interesting news, that " THE man " was

elected to the United States Senate IVoni Mich

:iMd such a State, and that immediately upon

his election he married • TllK woman."

St'IENTII'Mr NOJl KNCLATUUE.

A correspondent from California, JMr. C 1*.

Faulkner, puts the following questions to us,

(he answers to which we propose to give in (he

following article, inasmuch as (Iiose answers

cannot be comprised in any very limited com-

pass, and will perhaps be in(eres(iiig to many
o(l]<>rs of onr readers:

1. How is il ihal (he Striped Cneiinilier Bug
is called ' DluliiuiUr,! rlllitta- in the Prdrl iriil

Unfomologist, iuxd •' (idlcnirn rillatn" in Har-
ris's Injurious Insects .'

•2. Should "Li/tta ril/dlft" be called - A'/ii-

cautn viltuta.'''

:;. Should • l.nil't riite,;;i" be called - M<i-
eniliasls [•,il,ri<-ii

.'"

1. Sbc.nld Liitta ,n,>r<jiiial<i" be called
•• Kiiiauitu ciiien'U.'"

Every scieutitic name lor every species, whe-

(her of animals or of plan(s, consists of two

words either simple or compound, the first of

which is the generic and the second the spe(;ille

designation of the particular species treated of.

In popular language the order of these two
words is alwiiys reversed; for we say " White

Oak,'" •• Burr Oak,'" " Live Oak," etc., in Bot-

any ; and in Zoology '•Cinnamon Bear," "Griz-

zly Bear," " Black Bear,"' etc., instead of -'Oak

White," etc., and "Bear Cinnamon," etc., as

these same words would be arranged according

to scieutitic rule. This is because scieutitic

names are always Latin or what passes for

Latin, and in Latin, as in French, the adjective

nsnally follows instead ol preceding the sub-

stantive. In English, on the contrary, the ad-

jective must almost invariably come before the

substantive to which it belongs.

S|iecific Xanu's.

As regards (he specihe name, the general rule

in science is, that when once given and estab-

lished by a suitable published description it

must not be changed, uidess it is manifestly in-

correct and ungraminatical, or unless the same
name has previously been applied, by some other

author, to some other species belonging to the

same genus, or, technically speaking, when (he

uame is " i)re-occupied." For example, a very

large number of our North American Insects

received specific names a hundred years ago
i'rom LiunseuS; and retaiu those very same

names to the present day. The only disputable

l)oint here is, what is to be done when a species

has been named and described by B in some

work of scientific anthenlicity, and when the

name given to this species by B has been uni-

versally received by the whole scientific world

for ten, twenty, or perhaps even fifty years,

provided it should subsceiucntly be discovered

by C (hat several years before B wrote and pub-

lished, A gave to this very same species, in some

ob.scurc publication of perhaps of but little or

no value, another and a very dift'ercnt name,

along with some kind of brief description. Ac-

cording to what is known as the " Law of Pri-

ori(y,"' interpreted in its utmost rigor, A's

nanu! (akes precedence of B's, and all the labels

in Mil the Cabinets in Christendom have to be

changed so far as regards this particular species.

Why? Because it is held that A, who is sup-

posed to have established a kiiul of scientific

pre-emption to his new species, will be unjustly

treated and dishonored, if his scientific name is

iHit adopted, although perhaps the description

iil)on which that name is based is so brief, ob-

scure, incorrect and unsatisfactory, that it i.s

very doubtful whether it really applies to B's

species, which may have been described by B
fnliy, clearly and correctly. And yet, in the

majority of such cases as these, A is in his

grave, and perhaps it would have been a posi-

tive benefit to science if he had never been born.

So (hat the practical result is, that, for the sake

of appeasing the indignant ghost of .some ob-

scure and long-forgotten naturalist of the last

century, all the naturalists of the present day

are to be inconvenienced, and a great deal of

valuable time is to be expended in studying

out mere scientific j^hrases, which time might be

employed to much better advantage in studying

out new scientific /ac^s.

The popular reader can form no notion of

what a luiisance this perpetual disinterment of

old buried names has become in the scientific

W(jrld, but by putting an analogous case in

common life. Suppose a set of industrious an-

(iipiaries were to busy themselves in investigat-

ing the genealogies of all the leading business

men in the Uiuted States, and were to prove by

the most satisfactory documents from the diflfer-

eiit Heralds' Colleges in Europe, that Smith's

correct name was Jones, and Thompson's pro-

l)er appellation was Johnson, and Cook's real

tide was Taylor; and suppose it was the estab-

lished law that all these unfortunate men had

to give up their old names and take up with the

new-fangled ones. "What confusion there would

then be between the old firms of Smith &
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Thompson or Cook & Smith, aucl the new firms

of Jones & Johnson, or Taylor & Jones? How
everybody wonld be bothered and tormented,

for no earthly purpose, except for the special

gratification of the very learned antiquaries

who, by toiling without pay or reward for a

long series of years, and by covering themselves

with the dust of all the libraries in Europe, had
made these most valuable and important discov-

eries ! It is just so in Science. This year an

insect bears the specific name which it has borne

for the last ten or twelve years. Next year

some entomological archaeologist, who knows a

great deal more about books than about bugs,

insists upon its receiving a new name, being an
old name which he is of opinion was given to

this same insect fifty years ago by some ancient

author. Well, the obedient scientific world
submits to his dictum—relabels its cabinets—

and begins gradually to acquire the habit of

addressing Mr. Smith as "Mr. Jones." But

—

lo and behold!—the very next year there comes
a still more recondite antiquary, covered three

inches deeper with learned dust than his prede-

cessor, and insists upon it that tliis very same
bug was named and described one hundred
years ago by an old forgotten autlior, whose
writings are now completely ont of date I Alas

for the poor helpless victims of the inexorable
" Law of Priority !" Everybody lias to adopt

the newly-discovered name; and while nineteen

naturalists out of every twenty curse these arch-

reologists, in their hearts, as the greatest of all

possible scientific nuisances, they yet laud them
most vigorously in public, as ornaments of sci-

ence and discoverers of the most important

truths. But we have not yet arrived at the last

scene in this scientific farce. After our two an.

tiquaries have succes.sively covered themselves

with glory by rebaptizing twice over the very
same insect, some ingenious person comes along
who has access to some European Cabinet of

Insects, in which original specimens of several

of the species named by old authors are pre-

served. Upon carefully examining these speci-

mens, he discovers that the two antiquaries are

both of them mistaken, and that the two species

described by the two old authors are quite dif-

ferent from that which has given rise to all this

wilderness of assertions and argument. The
result of course is, that we have to return to the

original name, and all the cabinets in the world
have for the third time to I'eceive new labels.

To recur once moic to our homely illustration

from popular life—we are first compelled to

call Mr. Smith "Mr. Jones," and then just as

we are getting used to calling him " Jones,"

we have to give up " Jones" and take perforce

to "Thompson" or "Cook." And finally, af-

ter all this useless and wearisome chopping and
changing, we have to return like a dog to his

vomit and call Mr. Smith by his original appel-

lation of " Smith."

Certain scientific associations and certain au-

thors—Dr. Schaum for example—have endeav-

ored to limit and restrict the above abuse of the
" Law of Priority." For ourselves, we must
confess that we agree with Dr. Schaum and the

rest of that school; but at present the fashion

tends in the contrary direction, and naturalists

are now, many of them, as busily occupied in

discovering new names as ladies are in invent-

ing new bonnets, and perhaps with much the

same benefits to the cause of science. To us, it

appears that a single new fact about the habits

of an insect, or a single new idea upon its cor-

rect position in the scale of classification, are of

far more importance than the knowledge of

what particular name it bore some fifty or a

hundred years ago. Of course such inquiries

as these last are to a certain extent interesting

and instructive; and so it is just as well for us

to know that New York was formerly called

" New Amsterdam," and that Loudon was
known to the ancient IJomaus, not as Loudon,

but as " Londiuinm." Nobody, however, but

a fool or a madman would try to persuade the

modern Gothamites (o call their great city

"New Amsterdam," or the English cockneys to

have their letters addressed to "Loudinium,"
because these were the old original names. And
yet what men of the world would never dream

of doing, certain scientific men are busily en-

gaged in doing every day. For unfortunately

the entomological antiquaries are never satisfied

with simply proving to their own satisfaction

that certain species, now universally known by

certain specific names, were known a long time

ago under other names. But they will insist

upon having the privilege of forcing these old-

fashioned names down the throats of their

neighbors, by virtue of this tremendous •• Law
of Priority."

To apply the above remarks to the third and

fourth questions of our correspondent : About
the middle of the last century a German author

called Foei'ster, is thought to have named and

described as the "Ash-gray Blister-beetle"

(cinerea) the very same species of insects,

which Fabricius several years afterwards named
and described as the " Margined Blister-beetle"

{marginata), and which was for a long series of

subsequent years known iu the scientific world

exclusively by this latter specific name. As
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both Harris and Fitch malce use of this name,

ami it lias tlms become familiarized to the popu-

hirearin America, we ourselves adopted itin our

first volume (page 25). And thinking as we do

of the necessity of not pushing the " Law of

Priority " to its extreraest point, we maintain

that this name, the "Margined Blister-beetle,"

having been once firmly established and receiv-

ed in science, ought never to be changed. Of
course, the ultra advocates of the " Law of Pri-

ority " will be of the contrary opinion ; and this

being a free country, everybody can think and

act for himself. After all, it is a mere question

of icords and not oi things; and even those that

maintain such changes as these to be necessary

will allow that they are an unmitigated nui-

sance.

On the whole, such scientific reconstructions

strike us very much like those heraldic anoma-

lies of the British aristocracy, according to

which the man whom we read of in history

as Danby, subsequently becomes Marquis Car-

marthen, and finally Duke of Leeds. Or we
may compare them to the ancient law of the

Sandwich Islanders, that, on the death of every

King of those islands, so many score words in

their language should be radically changed, so

tliat, instead of " bread" and "stone" for ex-

ample, being called "whang" and "choch,"

they should, in commemoration of the deceased

monarch, be forever thereafter known as

"chum" and " fum."

If the reader adopts the views expressed by

us above, " the Ash-gray Blister-beetle" {cme-

rca) is the correct specific name for the species

which was designated bj' this appellation by

Fabricius after Focrster published his work. If,

however, the Margined Blister-beetle is to be

rechristeued as " the Ash-gray Blister-beetle,"

in accordance with the strict Law of Priority,

then the specific name of " Ash-gray " (cinerea)

is preoccupied, provided we refer both insects

to the same genus. And in tliat event no new
specific name can be more appropriate and in

accordance with rule than Fabricii. We can-

not understand, however, why both insects

should not bear the same specific name (_cinerea),

provided they are referred to dilTerent and dis-

tinct genera, as is now generally done in purely

scientific works.

In any case, if we are careful to add to the

specific name the name of its author, there can

practically be no confusion or mistake. Every-

body, for example, will understand at once,

that " Lyita cinerea, Foerster," means the

Blister-beetle described under the name of

cinerea by Foerster and " Lytta cinerea, Fabri-

cius" means the very different Blister-beetle

subsequently described under the very same
name of cinerea by Fabricius.

Generic Names.

As a general rnle, species may be considered

as having a real existence in nature, and as cre-

ations which, however much they may become

changed and modified in a long series of indefi-

nite ages, are yet practically unchangeable

within the very limited times to which the

knowledge of the present generation extends.

Take, for example, the magnificent group of

Moths formerly comprised by Linnteus under

bis extensive genus Attacus, to which the Poly-

phemus Moth, figured on page 121 of our first

volume, belongs. In the United States there

are four species of this group commonly met

with, besides two or three others which are

more or less rare. Thousands of specimens of

each of these four species pass annually through

the hands of American Entomologists ; and yet

nobody ever met with a single specimen, which

could not be referred at a glance to its appro-

priate species. With genera the case is very

ditferent. It will be allowed on all hands that

a genus is not a definite and unchangeable crea-

tion—the same in the days of our grandfathers

as it is now, and likely to remain the same till

the days of our grandchildren. On the con-

trary, genera in the scientific world are in a

constant state of fluctuation, two or three old

genera being sometimes amalgamated together

to form a new one, but the more usual tendency

being for one old genus to be split up into sev-

eral new ones. For instance, the four splendid

Moths referred to above, which in the times of

Linufeus and his immediate followers were all

considered as belonging to the same genus, are

now referred by almost all scientific entomolo-

gists to three distinct genera, and iu the opinion

of some few are divided among no less than

four—or a genus for every single species. No
doubt, in the great majority of cases, this sub-

division of one old genus into several new ones

is a benefit to science and a great practical con-

venience to the student. When, for example,

an old genus contains a very great number of

species—say fifty or a hundred—and we wish to

ascertain whether a species that belongs to it

has been already described, we then have to

compare our species with no less than fifty or a

hundred different descriptions before we can

decide the question one way or the other.

Whereas if this unwieldy old genus had been

separated by well-marked characters into four

or five new genera, each containing some twen-
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ty-flve or thirty species, we should manifestly

then have a much smaller number of descrip-

tions to refer to. It must be confessed, how-
ever, that in many instances small genera, con-

taining but a very few species, are unnecessa-

rily cut up into a number of new genera each

containing but one or two species, while on the

other hand large unwieldy genera are rendered

still more unwieldy by amalgamating them
with other large genera. Usually this latter

process is had recourse to, because one or more
species are discovered, which form a sort of

transitional stage or intermediate grade between
the two large genera. Such species are gener-

ally called " aberrant;" and probably, if all the

species that ever existed in the world in all geo-

logical time were placed side by side, there

would be no two genera in Nature, that would
not then graduate into one another impercepti-

bly hy such aberrant forms. In such a case as

the above, therefore, instead of uniting two
large genera, and thereby making the rich

richer still, as by splitting up small genera the

poor are made poorer still, the appropriate

course seems to be indicated by Audubon and
Bachman in the following passage:

In every department of Natui-al Ilislory, a
species is occasionally found which forms the
connecting link between two genera, rendering
it doubtful under which genus it should pro-
perly be arranged. Under such circumstances,
the Naturalist is obliged to ascertain, by careful
examination, the various predominating char-
acteristics, and finally place it under the genus
to which it bears the closest aflSnity in all its

details.

—

History N. A. Quadrupeds, Vol. 11,

page 21.5.

Up to a comparatively recent date, the general

opinion has been that generic characters should

be founded exclusively upon structural peculi-

arities, and that color is not a generic but a spe-

cific distinction. It is now, however, beginning

to be recognized in science, that there are cer-

tain colors and colorational patterns peculiar

to almost every genus, and which are therefore

as truly generic chai'acters as the minutia; of

structure usually employed for that purpose.

Take, for example, a few of our largest and best

known genera of Butterflies. We shall find

that Argynnis is usually some shade of tawney-
red with zigzag lines running across its wings
in a very remarkable pattern ; while Ilippar-

cMa and its allies are brown with eye-like spots

transversing its wings near their tips; and
Colias ranges from white through sulphur-yel-

low to orange, with the tips of its wings black

and a small silvery spot in the middle of each

wing below. It is on this account, as well as

for other reasons, that we believe those authors
to be in error, who have referred our N. A.
Cecropia and Promeihea moths and the Asiatic

Cynthia moth to three distinct genera; for in

all three may be found very nearly the same
coloi'ing and the same very peculiar colorational

pattern.

To return to the questions asked by our cor-

respondent: The old and verj' extensive genus
Lytta has been very satisfactorily divided by
Dr. Le Conte into a number of new genera,

such as Sfacrobasis, Pomphopa;a, etc. If we
were writing a purely scientific Paper for the

Proceedings of some learned Society, we should

certainly name the insects specified by Mr.
Faulkner as Hpicauta vittata, Fabr., Macroba-
sis cinerea, Fabr., and Epicauta marginata,

Fabr., instead of referring them all three to the

old genus Lytta. But writing as we do for the

popular eye, and endeavoring to simplify as

much as possible that technical nomenclature,

wliich in spite of all the sauce we can serve it

up with is still so distasteful to many palates,

we have preferred to follow Dr. Harris's exam-

ple and use the more generally known gen-

eric appellation for all these three insects.

For similar reasons, Harris called the Striped

Cucumber Beetle Galeruca vittata, instead of

Diabrotica vittata, Galeruca being the old

genus, which included a great number of the

less extensive modern genera, such as Dia-

brotica.

One word more and we have done with this

somewhat dry subject. It should never be for-

gotten that scientific nomenclature is a means
and not an end. It is necessary to be able to

name with accuracy and precision each organ-

ized being, before we can record any knowledge
that we may have acquired concerning it, or

understand such knowledge when recorded by
others. And as Law is said to be " the perfec-

tion of human reason," so Science may be per-

haps sufficiently well characterized as the per-

fection of human accuracy. But to learn by

rote the names of a great number of organisms,

without any intention of applying what we
have learned to any ulterior purpose, and with,

out troubling our head one particle about the

grand system upon which all scientific classifi-

cation is based; is about as unprofitable a task

as the human mind can be employed in.

i^° Should a number of the Entomologist,

through whatever cause, fail to reach any of our

subscribers, wc will cheerfully send another one

upon being informed of the fact.
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0?f THE PRESERVATION OK EXTOMOLO(U('A[,

CABINETS.

[ Fruiii :lic Am

I luivc tried at various times many exiicri-

inciits for tlic |ii-cs(.'r\;itioii iil' collections of in-

sects, bill with" sni'li limited Mireess that I did

not tliiuk the re>idls olilained worth publishing:-.

For the sake of dcleirini; oibcvs IVoiu pursuin.u'

these dilVerei

would be u>

eount of ni\

iii-Hrrc->iul attempts, it

i|i-. lo ,i;ive a brief ac-

i loic (leMribing a pro-
ihieh seems to be botli

C'oiio-iM' -uMiinalc and various preparations
of iirsiiii. h-nc liccn recommended by several

bij;h autiioiitifs. The former, even wlien most
diluted, will tiiially render the pin brittle by tlie

anialfjuni developed; the latter, wlicn used in a
very weak aleoholie solution so as to leave no
cffloi'csence on tlie -pi' inun-. will preserve
them well, but it is ti onMc-ouic to apply, as the

insects must bo tllo^oll^lll\ -i.aked witb the

fluid before beiii;;- i.jarcd in llii' laliinet. Binar-
Seniatc ol' pola— a brim;- ili'li(|Ur-rrllt, sug'-

gested il^rll lo nir a- a material ihal miglit be
applieil in !4icai(r -t rciii^i li, and many xcars atro

I prepared two ho\i'- ol -iiccimcn- with it.

Tlievhadauoo.l aii|i.'aianr,. lor-ome lime, and
have never lieni allark,,!. l,ui rvcntually a ron-
siderablf (li|in-i( or ( illoiv-cciice came on the
surface, -o I hat the -iMcimen- na|uired cleaning

Paintini; the iuierior uf the boxes witli arsen-
ious arid «aN al<o only partially successful ; I

have seen, ihouuli not often, living larv;e of
Trof/inlcniii! in boxes thus prepared.
Having thus failed in iinding any satisfactory

mineral " poison I then tried the vegetable
alkaloids.

I soaked specimens in moderately strong al-

coholic solutions of strychnia and picrotoxia,
dried tliera, and put them into pill boxes with
Troyoderma larv:r. After some weeks the
specimens were iiarlly eaten, and the larvas

transformed into ]ierferi insects.

The etlects of benzini' and carbolic acid are
powerful, but only (emporary. The former is

preferable on account of its "less disagreeable
odor, and may be used by pouring about a tea-
spoonful In each box ; it must be renewed every
four or five months.
Packing the collection in chests painted Avith

coal-tar has been also recommended, and would
certainly be efficient, but troublesome, and ren-
ders the eolleetion, inactieally, nearly useless
for study, on aeeonni ol' the difficulty of access
to the boxes. Sm ei,al art has, however, given
to us an instrnnjenl iiy w liii-h a jioisonou* lic|nid

the entire surlariMitlarne iiiinilier< (if -|ieeimen-
as they stand in the cahiin'i boxe^. without the
trouble of niovini^- them. 1 reler to tlic .l/«;;i/.:t/-.

Opinionsniay var>- as i(. ihe nature of the liipiid

poison to be u<e(l, but afier several trials I havi.'

tound the following forniuia to be quite satis-

factory; it produces no efflorescence, even on
the most highly polished species, while the odor

is (juite strong, and persistent enough to destroy
any larvae or eggs that may be already in the
box:

Saturated alcoholic solution of arsenious acid,
i'ii;ht lluid ounces; Sirychniuc, twelve grains;
Crx slallized eaibolie acid, one drachm ; Mineral
naiihliia (or heavy ben/.ine) and Strong alcohol.

>li-lil exielil. The.,, -hoiil.l not l,e n>ed.' The
lleaviel- oils whiel, mi\ i m ie li 1 1 i I e 1 ^ W i I ll alcohol

mixlinv ten to twelve llnid onm-e> of the miphtha
will bo sufficient.

Care should be taken to test the naphtha on a
piece of paper. If it leaves a greasy stain
which does not disappear after a few hours, it is

not suitable for this purpose.
The best form of atomizer is the long, plated,

reversible tube; it should bo w<H-ked with a
gum elastic pi]ie. Iiavini; two bulbs to socure
nniforinit) in the em leni . 'Ihe atomizing glass
tubes and the Imiile whieh n-ually accompany
the appaialit- aic iiiine'cessary : a common nar-
row-necked two ounce bottle will serve per-
fectly to hold the lluid.

T trust thai the u-e of the moans here indicated
ma\ i-endcf the luc-efvation of insect collec-

li..n> le- ti-..ulile-..me ilian hereiolore, and thus
inei-ea-e the inti'ic-l of .ainaleiifs who fre-

iliicjUly become disj;iislc(l with the science
of entomology, by seeing the results of years
ot active and intelligent labor destroyed by
a few months of iinittention, or by careless-

ness in introducing infected specimens.

KIbLIXG APPLE-WORMS BY jMAOHISERY.

The world certainly moves! Men are con-

stantly making discoveries, which though trivial

in themselves, greatly benefit their fellow-men.

The hay-band remedy against the Apple-worm
(Carpocapsa pomoneUa, Linn.) is an excellent

one, but we arc obliged to seek for the worms
which spin up under it, and crush each one
separately. Mr. D. N. Brown, an enterprising

fruit-grower of St. Joseph, Mich., has however
devised a plan of slaughtering them bv whole-
sale, which commends itt;elf to the good sense

of every apple-grower. Here it is, as given in

a late number of the St. Joseph Herald, by our
friend and correspondent, L. P. Haskell of that

place

:

nt an or.-lianl .l,„vs tlie -aine tlini-. Tlinv imi-f I,,, runted
effort. Let every man (eel it liis ihUvto ur-e jiis iu-i?li-
lior to .act at once and persisteatly, remembering that,
'eternal vigilance is the price oC^—good fruit.'''
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A POTTER-WASP.

(Oihjnenis flai'ipcx? Fabr.)

Ill out' ai-ticle on " Wasps and their Habits,"

in Vol. I, No. 7, of tlie Americ.vn E>fTO.itoLo-

ciST, we showed how the various kinds of soli-

tary Wasps provisioned their nests with differ-

ent kinds of insects and spiders—how they first

stnng- these little creatures so as to paralyze but
not lo kill them—and how the egg deposited by
the mother-wasp, along with this living butdor-
maut prey, subsequently hatched out into a soft

defenseless larva, which fed at its ease upon the

living provisions accumulated and stored up
with such provident care by the author of its

being. On page 138 we cursorily referred to

the genus Odi/iierus—a very extensive group of
the Solitary True Wasps, of which there are no
less than ninety-nine described species found in

North America. Several European species be-

longing to this genus are known to provision

their nests with green lepidopterous larvie, some
of them excavating holes in sandy banks, some
building their nests in the interstices of stone
walls, and some selecting for that purpose wood
that had been honey-combed by boring larvte.

We have a small North American species in our
collection, which had made two nests in the

central hole of a common wooden spool upon
which cotton had been wound, closing up each
end of the hole with tempered clay and separa-

ting one nest from the other by a partition of

Colors— (() black .nnd yellow.

the same material. (See Fig. -i, a, b.) For this

specimen and the spool in which the nests had
been constructed we arc indebted to Miss Ma-
rion Hobart, of Port Byron, N. Ills. Quite re-

cently we have received a much larger species,

which we figure herewith {Odynerus flaoipes?
Fabr., Fig. 4, c), from Mr. E. Daggy, of"Tuscola,
Central Illinois, with the following account of
its operations

:

Enclosed I send you five small worms, one
brown and four green ones. They came to my
notice as follows: I was sitting iii the sanctum
of the Journal oflice this morning, and saw a

yellow jacket or wasp deposit one of these
worms in a hole in the top of a common black
wooden ink-stand which was upon the table
just before me. After the wasp had coiled it

down nicely it left, and I of course examined to
see what was done. I saw there were more than
the single worm, so I left it, to await results.

Presenl;ly the wasp returned, but not with a
worm, and worked some little time with its

head in the hole where the worms were. After
it left, I noticed that the hole was sealed over
with mud; pre-ently it returned with still more
mud. and thrice this operation was performed.
On examining the contents of the hole in the
ink-stand, I fouud, to my astonishment, thirty-

five worms in it, doubtless the work of the same
wasp. I send you five of these, wasp and all,

as I have just captured it since I commenced
writing to yon.

It has been supposed by some entomologists

that Wasps always provision the same nest with

the same species of insect. But the five worms
forwarded to ue by Mr. Daggy, which averaged

about one-third of an inch in length, although

they were all the larvte of .small moths, mostly

leaf-rollers, yet belonged to at least three dis-

tinct species. Along with them was sent a

Wasp-larva which had attained matuiity and
already spun its cocoon, showing that there

must have been more than one nest built by the

mother wasp in the hole in the ink-stand, and

that the tenant of the bottommost nest had al-

ready consumed its private and peculiar stock

of larvoB and was preparing to lie up for the

winter. In the cotton-spool, which was less

than one and a half inches long, there were, as

we have seen, no less than two distinct nests,

although both ends of the central hole had to be

filled up with clay to fit it for the purpose for

which it was employed.

In the drawing which we have given above

of this Potter Wasp (Fig. 4 c), the wings are

represented as fully expanded. In repose, how-
ever, they are always doubled over upon them-

selves in the singular manner shown in figure

96, page 123 of our First Volume. This is a

remarkable peculiarity of the True Wasps
iDiploptevyga) , not to be met with in a single

species of the Digger Wasps {Fossores) , although

these last have precisely the same general habits

as the Solitary True Wasps, to which our spe-

cies appertains. The habits of the Social True
Wasps, such as the Yellow Jackets, the Bald-

faced Hornet, etc., are entirely different from
those of the Solitary True Wasps ; and yet their

wings are folded in repose in exactly the same
manner.

1^° The publishers of those papers which ad-

vertise to club with ours, will please take notice

of our change of subscription price.
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TOMATO-WORMS NOT POISONOUS.

For some unaccountable cause there arc cer-

tain of God's creatures, that everybody seems to

take a pleasure in vilifying and slandering',

while on the other hand there are others that

arc almost worshiped in the popular mind.

For instance, Toads and Snakes are considered

by most persons as all of them equally poison-

ous and dangerous ; whereas in reality the num-
ber of venomous snakes to be found in the

United States may be counted on the fingers of

one hand; and as to Toads, they may be freely

handled with the most perfect impunity, and
they prove themselves to be one of the very best

friends to the gardener and the farmer by prey-

ing to a great extent upon noxious insects. On
the other hand our small birds are considered

by many as a kind of Sacred Animal, that it

would be as impious for us to shoot when they

arc destroying our grapes and our cherries, as

it would be for a Hindoo to drive away the

holy Brachmau Bull when that Bull is devour-

ing his rice-crop before his very eyes. Among
onr insect friends, however, we find but very

few that are popular favorites, the only instance

that occurs to us at present being that of the

Lady-birds {Coccinella family), which are the

children's pets all over Europe, and are known
in France as " the Virgin's Cattle," and " God's

Cows." With this exception, perhaps, all other

insects are commonly devoted to destruction as

ugly and hateful abominations, which it is dan-

gerous to touch and ridiculous to admire. More
especially are the different kinds of Caterpillars,

or " worms" as they are often called, which are

the larvas of our multifarious species of Butter-

flies and Moths, objects of the most unmiti-

gated disgust. And perhaps of all these none
is in worse repute than the common Tomato-
worm.
This larva belongs to an extensive group (the

Sphinx Family), almost all of which have a stifT

pointed horn growing out of their tails—

a

merely ornamental appendage, such as those

which are distributed in considerable numbers
over the body of the magniliceut larva, which
we illustrated in the Frontispiece to our first

volume. "Why or wherefore it is impossible to

say, but this poor unfortunate Tomato-worm
has been selected by the popular voice, out of

about fifty others belonging to the same Family
and found within the limits of the United States

—all of which have a similar horn growing out
of their tails—to be falsely accused of using this

horn as a sting. The Tomato-worm and the

Tobacco-worm are as like as two peas, and pro-
duce moths which resemble each other .so closely,

that entomologists for a long time confounded
them together. Each has exactly the same kind
of horn growing on the hinder extremity of its

body; yet while the Tomato-worm is generally

accused of stinging folks with this horn, nobody,
so tar as we are aware, ever yet said that the

Tobacco-worm would or could do so. The real

truth of the matter is that neither of them can
sting, either with its tail, or with its head, or
with any part of its body. Yet not a season
elapses but the newspapers publish horrible

accounts of people being stung to death by To-
mato-worms, and earnestly recommend those

that gather tomatoes to wear heavy buckskin
gloves. These stories, however, have been con-

tradicted so flatly and so often, that latterly

the penny-a-liners have struck oft' upon another
tack. Tomato-worms, it appears, do not sting

with the horn that grows on their tails, but they
"eject with great violence a green caustic fluid

from their mouths to a distance of from three

to fifteen inches " ! ! Now what is the real truth

about this matter? Tomato-worms do really

discharge from their mouths, ^vhen roughly
handled, a greenish fluid, and so do the larvie

of almost all moths, and so does every species of
grasshopper with which we are acquainted, and
so do many different kinds of beetles. But it

is not true that they can spit out this fluid even
to the distance of a quarter of an inch, much
less to the distance of fifteen or even of three

inches; and especially it is not true that the

fluid is poisonous. If it were so, we thould
have been in our graves long ago ; for we have
had it repeatedly daubed over our fingers, but
without the least ill effects therefrom, and so

have scores of other entomologists in this coun-
try. The strangest thing of all is, that of two
worms almost exactly alike, one of which cats

tomato leaves, and the other eats tobacco leaves,

the tomato-chewer should be accused of spitting,

and the tobacco-chewer should be held to be
guiltless of this offensive practice.

Now then. Gentlemen of the Public Press, if

Tomato-worms neither sting nor spit, what is

the next charge that you arc going to bring
against them? Why not assert that they can
leap a distance of from ten to twenty feet, hav-
ing taken deadly aim at the human eyes, which
they forthwith proceed to gouge out with their

rough rasp-like pro-legs ? Of course you would
follow this up by recommending everybody
never to go near a tomato patch, without a large

pair of green goggles to protect the eyes from
being destroyed.
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aOOSEBEURY AND CI'lilJAKT -WOIOIS.

We caiiilidly confess tbut we are (iiscounigcd.

Nearly a year ago we pnblishccl a full acoonnt

of the cliflercnt Potato Bugs to be found in the

United States, sliowing that there arc about a

round dozen of perfectly distinct species attack-

ing the Potato plant—some burrowing in the

stalk, but most of them devouring the leaves-

some infesting the plant botli in the larva and

in the perfect state, others in the perfect state

exclusively-and most of them to be found all

over the Union, while one of tliem is almost en-

tirely contined to the Eastern States, and an-

other is at present only to be met with in the

AVest, though it is gradually advancing with

giant strides towards the devoted East. In that

article we further pointed out the practically

very important tiict, that diflcrent Potato Bugs

having dilTerent habits must be attacked in dif-

ferent modes ; and that what is excellent sauce

for the goose will often turn out to be very poor

sauce indeed for the gander. Yet— wonderful

to relate!—in spite of all our etl'orts to dissemi-

nate correct knowledge on this subject, several

newspapers have continued to publish para-

graphs through the summer of ISO'J, showing

how " THE Potato Bug" has done thus and so

in such and such a neighborhood ! They might

Just as well publish as interesting and satisfac-

tory news, that "THE sheep" took the first pre-

mium at such and such a AVool-growors" Conven-

tion, or that ' THE horse " won the race at the

last meeting of the Honorable Jockey Club of

Swindleton.

AVhat then, under the circumstances, are we
to do? Shall we give up in despair and discon-

tinue the Entomologist, simply because it is

demonstrated by hard dry facts, that such a

paper is urgently needed, and that the popular

ignorance on the subject of insects urgently re-

(juires to be enlightened? Far from us be such

faint-heartedness! AVe acknowledge that we
lind a great many very "hard cases'" among
our adult population — men who niaiulain

stoutly, that it is beneath the dignity of the

human species to pay any attention to these ia-

tinitesimally minute little creatures, which are

every day picking our pockets of untold mil-

lions of dollars. But we have great faith in the

rising generation. School Superintendents are

now beginning to recognize the fact, that Natu-

ral History is not only a very pleasing, but

practically a most important study ; and that as

insects ontnumber tenfold all the other animals

in the world put together, so they annually in-

flict upon ns ten times as much pecuniary dam-

age as all the other animals in the world put to-

gether. Hence the very legitimate inference is

drawn, that of all the various departments of

Natural History, Entomology, viewed in the

light of dollars and cents, is of the greatest

practical iniporiance; and but for the want of

competent teacliers and suitable text books, it

would no doubt be introduced at once, as a reg-

ular branch of study, into all our best schools.

AVe would suggest, however, to those who have

such matters under their oflicial charge, tha',

whore there is a demand there will always sooner

or later be a supply; and that the very best way
to create a demand for good Entomological Text-

books, suited to the comprehension of children,

is to disseminate among children a taste for the

more pleasing and popular branches of Ento-

mology. It is for the express purpose of creat-

ing such a taste in the public mind, that our

Magazine has been set on foot; and in spite of

our w.ell-known modesty, we cannot help

throwing out a hint here, that worse text-books

than the AMEnrcAN Entomolooist might on a

diligent search be found in some of our public

schools. But we must stop here. The pub-

lisher gravely admonishes us, that if our little

work were generally introduced into all our

Public Schools, or even into all our High

Schools, it would be utterly impossible for him,

with his present typographical facilities, to sup-

ply the demand for it. Such an idea, if practi-

cally carried out, would certainly ruin him; for

he would then have to purchase, at a vast ex-

pense, one of the Patent Forty-Cylinder Print-

ing-presses, that throw oft" 1,539.141 impressions

every five minutes.

AVe have determined, therefore, upon a cool

consideration of the state of the case, not to be

daunted or discouraged, because a few benighted

individuals will still persist in talking about
" THE Potato Bug," instead of telling us in so

many words whether they mean the Colorado

Potato Bug, or the Ash-gray Blister-beetle,

or the Three-lined Leaf-beetle, or whatever

the particular species of Potato Bug may
be that is destroying their potato-vines.

AVe have thrown our bread upon the waters;

we hope and believe that, after many days, or

at all events after many years, it will be found

and appreciated by the world. In the mean-

time, with unflagging resolution and unabated

confidence, we shall proceed with our task. AVe

have already given a complete history, illus-

trated by figures, of the diflcrent bugs that afilict

the Irish Potato. AV'e have done the same thing
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with those that infest the Sweet Potato. We
liiive commenced a series of articles, throwing

li^'ht upon tlic mnltifarious species that destroy

the liealth and vigor of the Grape-vine. In the

present Paper we propose to give the Natural

History of three pei-fectly clistiuct kinds of

worms, or larva; as they would be more pro-

perly termed, that devour the foliage of the

Currant and the Gooseberry. There are other

larva^ that bore into the stems or twigs of one

or both of these plants, and should ratlicr be

called "Borers'" than "Worms;" but with

these we have at present nothing to do. In a

future Paper we shall perhaps treat of these Last

by themselves.

The Currant and the Gooseberry, althougli

tiie general appearance of the two plants is very

ditlereut, and although almost all the species of

(loosebcrry arc thorny and bear each fruit upon
a separate stem, while all the species of Currant

are devoid of thorns and bear their fruit in a

peculiar kind of bunch technically known as a
" raceme," are yet referred by Botanists to the

same genus (Rihes). Our common (4arden

Gooseberry (lii'bes i/rossiihiria) has been intro-

duced among us from Europe; but we have

four wild species commonly found in the Xorth-

crn States ; and besides these four there is a Cal-

ifornian species, the Showy (Tooseberry (7?. speci-

osum), which is sometimes cultivated as an orna-

mental plant in our gardens, for the sake of its fine

deep-red hanging flowers and red stamens. On
the contrary, our common Garden IJed Currant
{R. ruhrutn). of which the AVhite Currant is a

mere variety, is indigenous in the more north-

erly of the Northern States fi-om New Hamp-
shire to Wisconsin, although it is also a native

of Europe; while on the other hand the Black
Currant of our gardens {Ji. nu/rum) is a Euro-
pean plant, and is thought by the best authors

to be distinct from our American Wild Black
Currant (B. floridum). Besides the above we
have three other Currants peculiar to America.
One of these, the Missouri or Buffalo Currant
{R.aureum), gvows wild in the Far West and
is often cultivated in gardens, where its small,

bright-yellow, spicy-scented flowers are very
conspicuous in the early spring. Another of

them, peculiar to Oregon and California, the

Red-flowered Currant {R. srmfjuineum), is also

occasionally grown as an ornamental plant on
this side of the Rocky Mountains.

We have entered into these botanical details,

because it is a remarkable fact that the three

diflerent Currant and Gooseberry Worms, now
to be brought under our notice, all of them attack

almost indiscriminately in our gardens the Red

Currant and the Gooseberry, while they arc

none of them ever found upon our cultivated

Black Currant or, so far as is known, upon our
wild Black Curiaiit. On the other hand our
common inipoited Curiant Borer {'^JSyerin

tipuh'formis) infests the Red or White Currant,

but is never found in the twigs of the cultivated

Black Currant or in those of the Gooseberry,

whether wild or tame : while our wild Black

Currant has a peculiar borer of its own {^^geria
caudaia), belonging to the very same genus as

the imported species which attacks the Red
Currant; and we ourselves recently noticed, in

the grounds of Mr. D. F. Kinney at Rock Island,

111., that the tips of the rank vigorously grow-
ing twigs of the tame Black Currant were ex-

tensively bored on the last of June by that very

general feeder the Stalk Worm ( Gortyna
vi/ela).* Finally, the common Currant Plant-

louse (Aphis ribis)—a species introduced among
us from Europe—may be noticed almost every

spring in every patch of Red Currants, curling

up the leaves in great numbers into blister-like

elevations, on the inferior surface of which it

resides; while neither this particular species of

I'lanl-lousc, nor any oilier species so far as we
are aware, is ever met with either upon the

(loosoberry, whether wild or tame, or upon the

Black Currant, whether wild or tame. These
facts may serve to show us how unsafe it is to

infer that, because one insect can thrive upon a

number of diflerent species of a particular genus
of jilants. therefore another insect can do the

The Gooseberry Span-worm.

(K/lojtia [Abraxas} rihearia, Fitch.)

This may be at once distinguished from any
other worm, found either on Gooseberry or Cur-
rant, by its being what is popularly called a
• iniasurinu-worm" or span-worm. The an-

luxrd -kc(rli (Fig. 5) shews this larva in three

iliilrrciii ]iii>iti(>ns,No.lrepresentingit in profile

in the looping attitude, and No. 2 giving a dor-

sal view of it as it hangs suspended by a thread.

When full-grown it measures about an inch,

and is of a bright yellow color, with lateral

white lines and numerous black spots and round
dots. The head is white, with two large black

eye-like spots on the outer sides above and two
smaller ones beneath. The six true legs arc

black and the four pro-legs yellow. It attains

its growth about the middle of June, when it

descends to the ground and either burrows a

• Figurcil ^
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little below the surface or liides under any rub-

bish that may be Iving there; but in neither

case does it form any cocoon. Shortly after this

it changes to a chrysalis (Fig. 5, No. 3), of the

usual shape and shining mahogany brown color.

After remaining in the pupa state about four-

teen days, it bursts the pupa shell and in the

forepart of July appears as a moth (Fig. 6), of

a pale nankin yellow color, the wings shaded

with faint dnsky leaden-colored spots arranged

soasnot to present any [Fig. u]

definite pattern. The
sexes then couple as

usual, and the female

lays her eggs on the

branches and twigs ol

the bushes. Owing to

this peculiarity, the
, , 1,

, ,,
"

, ,. ,' '

'

Colurs—rule jtUow mid laiut

species is frequently lead-color

carried in the egg state upon transplanted bushes

from one neighborhood to another; which ac-

counts for its sudden appearance in parts where

it was before unknown. For there is but one

brood of this insect in one year, and the eggs

must consequently, like those of the Tent-worm

of the Apple-tree, be exposed, on the twigs and

limbs to which they are attached, to all the heats

of July and August without hatching out, and

to all the frosts of December and January with-

out freezing out. At length, when the proper

time arrives, and the gooseberry and currant

bushes are out in full leaf so as to aflbrd plenty

of food, the tiny but tough little egg hatches

out about the latter end of May, and in a little

more than three weeks the worms attain their

full larval development.

This Gooseberry Span-worm was first noticed

near Chicago in 1862 or '63; and for two or

three years afterwards it increased rapidl}^, so

as in most gardens not to leave a single leaf on

the gooseberry, and in many instances to en-

tirely strip the currant bushes. It is quite

common also in St. Louis and Jefferson counties

in Missouri, and for the past two seasons has

entirely stripped the Gooseberry bushes on

many famis in these counties. Elsewhere in

the Western States it is not by any means com-

mon; but in many localities in the East it has

been a severe pest for a great number of years,

especially in the States of New York and Penn-

sylvania. Near Rock Island, 111., in the course

of twelve years collecting, we only met with

one solitary specimen of the moth, although

there are plenty of wild gooseberries growing
in the woods there, which plant was in all

probability its original home, before the intro-

duction into this country of the cultivated

gooseberry. We have observed that the species

shows a decided preference for the goosebeny,

always attacking that plant first when growing

side by side with the currant. Hence we have

given it the English name of the " Gooseberry

Span-worm," to distinguish it from the Imported

Currant Worm next to be treated of, which con-

versely prefers the Currant to the Gooseberry.

In reality, however, as we hinted before, the

" Gooseberry Span-worm " frequently becomes
a Currant Span-worm, and the "Imported
Currant Worm" is often to be met with per-

forming the part of an Imported Gooseberry

Worm.
It should be carefully observed that the Goose-

berry Span-worm is a native American insect,

not to be found on the other side of the Atlantic.

In Europe, indeed, there is an allied span-worm
(Abraxas grossulariatd) , which infests their

gooseberry and currant bushes much in the same

way as our indigenous species infests our

bushes ; but the larva and especially the perfect

moth are marked very differently.* We men-
tion this fact, because it was erroneously stated

four years ago in an Article in the Prairie

i^a>7«e?', that the two were identical; and be-

cause, as we shall show in a future article, the

truth is here of some considerable scientific in-

terest and involves some very curious conse-

quences.

'Figures of both will be found iu Westw. Inlioi.ll. p.

, Figs. 1 and 3.
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The Imported Curraut-wonn.

{Nemalus I'entrieoms, Klug.)*

It is only about a dozen years since this most

pernicious enemy to the Currant and Goose-

berry was introduced from Europe into tlie

United States. So far as can be ascertained, it

made its lirst appearance among us in the neigh-

borhood of Rochester, N. Y., and is supposed

to liave been imported along with some goose-

berry bushes from Europe by the celebrated

Rochester nurserymen, Messrs. Ellwanger &
Barry. In nine years time, besides colonizing

in otiier directions, it had gradually spread to

"Washington Co., N. Y., on the east side of the

Hudson River—a total distance of about 225

miles. Thus, as it appears, it traveled at the

average rate of some 25 miles a year, establish-

ing a permanent colony wherever it went, and

not. passing throiigh the country as a mere

•hi tliL- l-iiACTiiAi, Ent..moL(.c.ist for S.^j.^miIrt, 1SG6,
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moveable column of invaders. In 1860 or '61

it appeared at Erie in the N. W. corner of Penn-

sylvania. In 1864 Prof. Wiuchell found it at

Ann Arbor, Michigan. In 18G6 it was generally

distributed over the N. E. counties of Pcuusyl-

vania. And judging from a conversation which

we had in October, 18G8, with Mark Carley, of

Champaign, in Central Illinois, this gentleman

must have had it in great numbers upon his

currant bushes in the summer of that year. At
all events he described the worm which had

infested his bushes as being green with many
black spots and as not being a looper.

But besides (he principal centre of distribu-

tion at Rochester, N. Y., this Currant-worm

seems to have been imported from Europe at

one or two other points in the Eastern States, and

as at Rochester to have spread therefrom as from

a focus. Unless our memory greatly deceives

us, Mr. Geo. Brackett, of Maine, described this

same insect many years ago, as existing in that

State, though he gave it a different specific name,

and was not at all aware that it had been intro-

duced from the other side of the Atlantic. AVe

also heard of it in the summer of 1867, from Mr.

A. n. Mills, of Vermont, as being very destruc-

tive in his neighborhood. Not improbably, it

was independently imported at other points in

the East. Wherever it is introduced it spreads

with great rapidity, and as there are two broods

every year, it soon multiplies so as to strip all

the currant and gooseberry bushes bare and

utterly ruin the crop, besides eventually destroy-

ing the bushes, unless proper measures be taken

to counteract it. Throughout the western parts

of New York, as we have been informed by our

ornithological friend Dr. Velie, the cultivation

of currants and gooseberries has been almost

entirely given up, on account of the depreda-

tions of this seemingly insignificant little sav-

age. And, according to Dr. Fitch, at Water-

town, N. Y., " it kept the bushes so destitute

of leaves in most of the gardens, that in three

years they were nearly or quite dead."

The Imported Currant-worm Fly (Fig. 7, a

male, b female, both enlarged), belongs to the

Sawflies {Tenthredo Family)—a group of the

Order of Clear-winged Flies {Hymenojitera),

which is remarkable for having most of its larvffi

with the same plant-feeding propensities as those

of the great bulk of the larvie of the Moths, and

with very much their general appearance. Saw-
fly larvse, however, may be readily distinguished

from moth larva;, in the majority of cases, by

having either 22, 20 or 18 legs ; whereas the

greatest number of legs that any moth larva has

is 16. The species that we now have to do with
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eoincs out of the ground soon after the leaves

of llic currant and gooseberry bushes, npon

wliicli it feeds, \n\t forth in tlic spring, or from

Colors—IJhick ami yellow

tiie latter part of April to the forepart of !May.

The sexes tlien couple, and the female proceeds

lo lay Iier eggs along tlie principal veins on the

iiniler si<li' of llic leaf. From these eggs shortly

utlcrwanls hatch out niinnte green L'O-leggcd

larva' or worms, which at llrst have black heads

and many black dots on their bodies, but after

monlting for the last time are entirely of a grass-

green color, except the large dai-k eye spots on

ca(Oi side of the head found in all larvas belong-

ing to this genus, and except that the Joint next

the head and the two hindmost joints are of a yel-

low color, as is also the case in the less mature

larva, which bears so many black markings. In

the annexed Figure 8, a, a, a, a shows larva; of

diflerent sizes in diflTerent positions : aud.6 gives

ms- s.]

Colors—Green, yellow and black.

an enlarged view of one of the abdominal joints

in profile, so as to exhibit the position of the

black spots. When full-grown the Inrvro arc

about lhree-(inarl<'rs of an inch long, and from

their greatly increa,sed size, make their presence

readily known by the sudden disappearance of

the leaves from the infested bushes. Shortly

afterwards, having attained a length of fully

three-fjnarters of an inch, they burrow under-

ground, generally beneath the infested bushes,

or, if there are many leaves lying on the ground,
simply hide under those leaves. In either case

they spin around themselves a thin oval cocoon

of brown silk, within which they assume the

pupa state. Hut frecincntly, as we arc assured by
Mr. Saunders of Canada West, and as European
observers have noticed, they spin their cocoons

in the open air upon the bushes. About the

last week in .Tune or the first part of July, or

oc<'asionally not until the beginning of .\ugust,

the winged insect bursts forth from the cocoon

and emerges lo the light of day ; when the same
process of coupling and laying eggs is repeated.

The Iarv» hatch out from this second laying of

eggs as before , feed on the leaves as before, and

spin their cocoons as before; but the perfect fly

from this second brood does not come out of the

cocoon till the following spring, when the same
old .series of phenomena is repeated.

From the drawings of the J[ale and Female
Fly given above (Fig. 7), the reader will see

at once that the two sexes differ very widely.

This is very generally the case among the .Saw-

flies, and it is a remarkable and most suggestive

fact that, when this takes place, the body of the

male is almost invariably darker than that of

the female. Xor does our species, as will be

observed at the first glance, form any exception

to the rule. Indeed, as with two other Sawflies

that devour the foliage of our Pines and Firs

{Loplnjrus Abbottii and L. abicth), the body of

the male is almost entirely black and tiiat of the

female almost entirely yellow; so that at first

sight we should suppo.se the two to belong to

different species. Since, from some unaccount-

able oversight. Dr. Fitch has overlooked this

fact, and described both sexes as being colored

in the manner which is exclusively to be met
with in tlic female, it will be as well to add here

full descriptions, first of the female fly and

secondly of the male fly. These descriptions

were, indeed, published by the Senior Editor

two years before Dr. Fitch's appeared; bnt the

writings of that gentleman circulate so exten-

sively that, when he makes an important mistake

such as this, it is proper that it should be cor-

rected in our columns in detail.

Fejiai.e Fly,—Ociioral color of body bright lioncy-
yellow. Head black, willi all the paru l)otwci'n ami
below the origui of the antenna', except tlic tip of tlic
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mandibles, dulllioiiej--ycllow. Antenna;brown-bIack,

oltcn tinged with rufous above, except towards tlie

base, and beneatli entirely dull rufous except the two
basal joints; Ibui'-tifths as long as the body, joint 3,

when viewed laterally, four times as long as wide,

joints 3-5 equal in length, G-9 very slowly shorter and
shorter. In two females the. antennae are 10-jointed,

joint 10 slender and % as long as 9. Tkorax with the

anterior lobe above, a wide stripe on the disk of each

lateral lobe which is verv rarely reduced to a mere dot,

or very rarely the whole of each lateral lobe, a spot at

the base and at the tip of the scutel, the two spots

sometimes confluent and very rarely subobsolete, a

small spot at the outer end ot each cenchrus and a

geminate small spot transversely arranged between the

cenchri, the tip of the metathoracic scutel, the front

and hind edge above of what seems the 1st abdominal
joint, but is in leulitv the hind part of the metathorax,
or verv rarelv it> uholr >uif;ii"e above, and also the

whole iowers"\ul;n . ii ih. im :i»t between the front and
middle legs, or \. r\ rmvlv iwo large spots arranged
crossways on lb;il -unMrr, all blaek. Cenchri whitish.

Abdomen with joiui> 1 iiiul :i very rnrely ed.ied at tip

with black. Sheaths of the ovipo-itnr fi\iyr:\ more or

less with black, the surrounding jin t- >..nirtiiiies more
or less tinged witli dusky. The ti ian-nlar inmilirane

at the base of the abdomen above, wliiii-h /./.sbright

honey-yellowj all the coxae and troelianters whitish;

the extreme tip of the hind shanks and the whole of the
hind tarsi, brown-black. Win(is glassy; veins and
stigma brown-black, the latter" as well as the costa
obscurely marked with lUiU lionrv-yollow. In a single

$ all three submarginiil .r m in- arc absent in one
wing, and onlv llie ba^al nw i- pn-mt iu the other
wing. In another v ;ill tlir.a- arr iicli-tiiictly present
in one wing, and in the other oiiU ilt^ I'l-al "ne and a
rudiment of the terminal one. In -ij " "/oftwo
other g , the terminal submargin I

;

:ili?ent.

And iu a single $ there are but lln i; n; i _inal cells

in either wing, precisely as in the g^nn- —Length
2 0.22—0.28 inch. Front wing § il 27—ll.o3 inch.
Kxpanse of wings ? 0.53—0.64 inch, (wings depressed).

Male Fly.—General color of body black. Bead
with the clypeus and the entire mouth, except the tip

of the mandibles, dullhoniy-> .How Antenna; brown-
black, often more or Ins- liimnd wiili rufous beneath
except towards the base: a- li.ng.i- ihc body, the joints
proportioned as in $, but tin' whole antenna, as usual
in this sex, vertically much more dilated, so that joint
3 is only 2)^ times as long as wide wh-en viewed in pro-
file. Thorax with the wiug-scales and the entire coUare
honey-yellow. Cenchri whitish. ^Mom«a with more
or less of its side«, the extreme tip above, audits entire
inferior sur;aee lioney-yr-llow. Legs as in $. Wings
asiu$. In two -" tlir moMle sub'margiual cross-vein
is absent in Inuli win--, >o iliat if captured at large
they would natuially !.. rclcrrcd to the aenns Eimra.
In two .ilhrr - thi-

other -' ha- hut 1

reniaiiiinu in .Mrh u

Length c? 0,20-0.2
cir. Expanse of

iieh. Front wing <$ 0.23-0.25
ngs ^ 0.44—0.51 inch, (wings

depressed.)

Described from 22 c? antl 13 ¥ , 3 c? and 1 ?
of the spring brood. The fact of two $ , con-

trary to the established character of the genns
Xematus, having 10-joiiited instead of 'J-jointed

antenna; is a variation of a kind of which no
other example in the whole Family of Sawflies

is on record. Had such a specimen been cap-

tured at large, instead of being bred, along with

a lot of normal ? , from the same lot of javvte

taken from the same lot of bushes, it would pro-

bably liavc been made tlte basis for a new genus
and a new speciesby some of our genus-grinding

closet-entomologists.

The mode in which this Currant Worm has

been transmitted, first from the European nur-

sery to the American nursery, and afterwards

all over several States of the Union, can be

easily explained. As has been stated just now,

it usually passes the autumn and winter in the

ground under the buslies, where it has fed,

housed in a little oval cocoon from i to i inch

long. Hence if, as often happens, infested

bushes are taken up in the autumn or early in

the spring, with a little dirt adhering to their

roots, and sent off to a distance, that dirt will

likely enough inclose a cocoon or two. A single

pair of cocoons, if they happen to contain indi-

viduals of opposite sexes, will be sufHcient to

start a new colony. The first and probably the

second year the larvse will not be noticed; but

increasing, as almost all insects do, unless

checked from some extraneous source, in a fear-

fully rapid geometric progression, by the third

or fourth year they will swarm, strip the bushes

completely bare of their leaves, and ruin the

prospect for a good crop of fruit. Cf course,

like other winged insects, they can fly from

garden to garden in search of a suitable spot

whereon to deposit their eggs ; so that any point

where they have been once imported becomes,

in a few years, a new centre of distribution for

the immediate neighborhood.

Nurserymen and all others, importing Goose-

berry and Currantbushes from a distance, should

be particularly careful, before they plant them,

to trash the roots thoroughly in a tub of icaler,

and burn, or scald ichatever comes off them.

Any cocoons, that may happen to be hidden

among the dirt attached to the roots, will then

be destroyed. By attending to this precaution

the dissemination of tliis mischievous little pest,

throughout the United States, may be greatly

retarded for many years to come.

For those who are already cursed with it, the

same hellebore which we shall recommend at the

end of this Article, as universally efficient against

all three kinds of Gooseberry and Currant

Worms, is the best, the cheape.st and the most

available remedy. Where this cannot be con-

veniently obtained, the Imported Currant Worm,
owing to a peculiarity in its habits, can be pretty

successfully fought upon a system, which is inap-

plicable to the other two species on account of

the difference in their habits. Unlike the other

two, the Imported Currant Worm, as has been

already stated, lays its eggs in large groups on

the under side of the leaf, and upon the princi-

pal veins, as shown at No. 1 in Figure 9, instead

of attaching them in comparatively small patches

to the twigs and branches. Hence, when the

eggs hatch out, the miiuite little larvte can find
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pleuly of food without wandering: oft", and they

have the habit when very young of boring small

holes through the leaf as shown at IS'o. 2 in Fig-

ure 0, and when they become a little older,

holes that are a little larger as shown at No. 3.

It is evident that such holes as these may be

readily recognized, and the leaf be carried larvae

and all far away from any currant or gooseberry

bushes and left to wither there, or— to make
assurance doubly sure—thrown into the fire.

If, however, the young larvas are removed a few

rods away from any plant belonging to the

botanical genus Eibes ( Currant and Goose-

berry), they will be sure to die of starvation.

For they cannot feed on anything else, any more
than the common Locust-borer can live on an

Apple-tree. As the eggs are laid in such large

groups, there will be but a few leaves bearing

these newly hatched larvje to remove from every

bush.

Wherever this Currant Worm has been in-

troduced, there has prevailed from some cause

or other a popular superstition, that the currants

grown upon the infested bushes are poisonous.

This is a mere delusion. They may be, and

very probably are, unwholesome, just as any

other fruit would be perhaps more or less

unwholesome, if grown under such unnatural

conditions as to seriously aflect the health of

the tree; but we have the authority of Dr.

Fitch, himself a physician, for believing that

the common notion on this subject is entirely

erroneous.

Entomologists have often speculated, whether

the same parasite will attack several distinct

species of insects, and whether any European

species, which has been introduced into America

without its peculiar parasites, will ever be

attacked by the indigenous parasites of this

country. So far as regards our Imported Cur-

rant Worm, both these questions can be an-

swered in the aifirmative. Three years ago the

Senior Editor published the fact, that this worm
was parasitically infested by the larva of a small

Ichneumon-fly ( Brachyjiterus micropterus,

Say), which has such short and rudimentary

wings, that it has very much the appearance

of an Ant; and more recently it has been dis-

covered by that excellent observer, J. A. Lintner

of Schoharie, N. Y., that the eggs of this Currant

AVorm Fly are so generally inhabited by the

larva of a minute Hymenopterous Parasite,

that among fifty eggs he only found four or five

which hatched out into Currant Worms.
As these pages were going through the press,

we received trom the Editor of the Canadian

Entomologist a third parasite, which he had

himself ascertained to prey, not on the egg of

the imported Currant Worm Fly, but on the

larva. This parasite is a small four-winged fly

belonging to the great Ichneumon Family, and

scarcely one-fifth of an inch long, with its front

wings very prettily ornamented each of them

with two dusky bands. A full description of it

(under the name ofJlemitelesnemativorus, n . sp.)

will probably appear before long, from the pen

of the Senior Editor, in the columns of the ex-

cellent Periodical just now referred to. This

very same species of Ichneumon-fly had been

captured near Rock Island, 111., several years

ago by the Senior Editor; and as the Imported

Currant Worm has not as yet been introduced

into that region, we must conclude that this

Ichneumon-fly could not have been imported

into America from Europe along with this Cur-

rant AVorm, but that in all probability it is an

indigenous species. Hence Ave have additional

proof that, uuder certain circumstances, native

American parasites can, and actually do, ac-

quire the habit of preying upon Eui'opean in-

sects when the latter are imported into America.

It is certain, however, that they will not do so

in all cases without exception ; for although the

AA''lieat Midge, or Red AA^eevil as it is incorrectly

termed in the AVest, invaded our shores some

forty or fifty years ago, not a single parasite has

yet been discovered to prey upon it in this

country, although there are no less than three

that prey upon it in Europe.

The Sawfly Family {Tenthredo), to which

both this and the next species to be noticed

belong, derives its name from the "ovipositor"

or egg-laying instrument being modified so as

to inimick the blade of a saw. Under the mi-

croscope—and in the larger species even under

a good lens—it will be seen that the lower edge

of each of the two horny blades, of which this

iustrumcut is composed, is furnished with very
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fine teeth, the fhape of which diflers in diflferent

species. "With this tool the female l3y saws into

the texture of the leaf or of the twig, in which

the instinct of each particular species teaches it

to deposit its egg'; and—wonderful to relate

—

it was demonstrated long ago that the eggs thus

deposited inside the substance of the plant,

which is to supply the future food to the young

larva as soon as it hatches out, actually grow

and derive nourishment from the sap of that

plant, so as often to attain double their original

size. Hence we may see at once why the eggs

are deposited by this group of insects in such

situations as these, and why Nature has provided

the female Sawflies with saws iu their tails.

But—as the thoughtful reader will perhaps have

already observed—our Currant "Worm Fly lays

its eggs upon the surface, and not in the interior,

of the leaf, glueing them thereto by some adhe-

sive tiuid which it secretes for that purpose.

And we may add that there are a few other

Sawflies—such for example as the Rosebush
Sawfly (Selandria rosa)—which do the very

same thing, and consequently, as well as our

species, can have uo use for any saws at their

tails. If, therefore, as was formerly the almost

universal belief of the scientific world, each

species whether of animals or of plants was
independently created, with all its present

organs and instincts, and not derived, as is the

more modern doctrine, from the gradual modi-
fication of pre-existing species through a long-

series of geological ages, we might naturally

expect our Currant Worm Fly, and the Kose-

bush Sawfly and such few other Sawflies as

practice similar modes of laying their eggs, to

have no saws at all. For why should nature,

when she is creating new species, bestow an

instrument upon a particular species which has

no occasion whatever to use that instrument ?

In point of fact, however, all female Sawflies,

no matter what their habits may be, possess

these saws, though in one genus (Xi/ela) the

saws, instead of being hard and horny through-

out, are said to be soft and membranous above
and below;* and in certain other Sawflies,

though they are as hard and horny as usual,

they are degraded and—to use the technical

term—"defuuctionated." This will be seen at

once from an inspection of the following draw-
ing (Fig. 10) copied by ourselves from
nature and very highly magnified. Here a

represents the two saws of the female of

the AVillow-apple Sawfly ( Nematus salicis-

2)omum, "Walsh), which belongs to the very

• See Westwood s U, p. 05.

same genus as our Currant "Worm Fly. Now,
we know that the female of the Willow-apple

Sawfly deposits a single egg inside the leaf of

the Heart-shaped Willow (SaUx cordatn) about

the end of April, probably accompanying the

egg by a drop of some peculiar poisonous fluid.

Shortly afterwards there gradually develops

from the wound a round fleshy gall, about half

an inch in diameter, and with a cheek as smooth
and as rosy as that of a miniature apple ; inside

which the larva hatches out and upon the flesh

of which it feeds. Of this gall we propose to

Ijresent a figure to our readers in the next num-
ber of our Magazine, in illustration of a Second
Article on " Galls and their architects." In

this particular case, therefore, as the female

Fly requires a complete saw with which to cut

into the Willow leaf, nature has supplied her

with such saws, as is seen at once from Figure

10, a. Now look at Figure 10, b, which is an
accurate representation under the microscope

of the two saws of our Currant Worm Fly.

It will be noticed at the very first glance, that

although the blade of the saw is there, the teeth

of the saw are almost entirely absent.

What, then, are we to make of these and many
other such facts? Manifestly the teeth of the

saw are in this last species degraded or reduced

to almost nothing, because the female Fly,

laying her eggs upon the surface of the leaf, and
not cutting into the substance of that leaf as

does the female of the Willow-apple Sawfly,

has no occasion to perform any sawing process.

But why, it will be asked, is the blade of the

saw there iu its normal size and, with the excep-

tion of the degradation of the saw-teeth, as com-
pletely developed as in the other species, when
such a tool can not be necessary for the simple

process of glueing an egg on to the surface of a

leaf ? The modern school of philosophers will

reply, that this is so, because the primordial

Sawfly, in the dim far-away vista of bygone
geological ages, had a complete pair of saws,

and our insect is the lineal descendant of that

species, slowly and gradually modified through

a long series of years, so as to conform more or

less to the change in its habits. On the other
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hand the old school of philosophers, who believe

that every species was iudepeudently created,

will argue that this is so, in order to " complete

the System of Nature," and " carry out the Plan

of the Creation," and " give full aud free expres-

sion to tlic Thoughts of the Creator." Possibly

this may be the true solution of tlic difficulty

;

but—aud we say it in no irreverent spirit—what
should wc think of a Potter, who made all his

teacups without exception with handles ; those

for which handles were required with complete

ones such as you could put your finger through,

and such cups as were not wanted to have any
handles at all, with solid unperforated ones,

such as would be nearly useless? And what
should we say, if the Potter's friends were to

gravely argue, that he took all this unnecessary

trouble in order "to complete the System of

Art," and "carry out the Plan of the Tea-

drinker," and " give full and free expression to

the Thoughts of the Potter'"?

The Native Currant Worm.

(Pn'stij)7iOia grossularioi, Walsh.)

Like the Imported Currant "Worm, this worm
produces a Sawfly, which, however, belongs to

a ditfercnt genus (Pristiphora), chiefly distin-

guishable from the other one (JVematus) by the

front wing lacking what is technically termed
the "first submarginal cross-vein." In Figure

11, b, we give a magnified drawing of the female

of this fly, and if the reader will look at this

drawing and compare it with that ofthe Imported

IFig. 11.]

('i)lors— (n) green and black; (i) black and honey-yellow.

Currant Worm Fly (Fig. 7, a and />), ho will

see that there is in each of them but one cell, or
" pane " as it might be termed, on the upper
edge of the front wing towards its tip. This is

technically called "the marginal (or radial)

cell." Now let the reader look a second time
at these two figures, and he will see that, under-

neath this " marginal cell," there is a tier of

four cells in the one genus (Wematus) and a tier

of only three cells in the other genus (Pristi-

phora), the first or basal cross-vein being absent

or "obsolete" in the latter, so as to leave the

first or basal cell extravagantly large. These

three or four cells, as they underlie the "mar-
ginal cell," are technically known as "the
submarginal (or cubital) cells;" and upon the

difference in the number and arrangement of

these marginal and submarginal cells depends

to a considerable extent the generic classifica-

tion of the Sawflies. For example, in another

genus {Euura) , v/\A<ih is closely allied to tlie

two of which we present drawings, there are,

as in the second of these two, one marginal and
three submarginal cells; but here it is the sec-

ond, not iha first (or basal) submarginal cross-

vein that is obsolete; so that here it is the

second, not the first (or basal) submarginal cell

that is extravagantly large, being formed in this

last case by throwing the typical second and

third cells into one, and in the other case by
throwing the typical first and second cells into

one, just as by removing the folding doors two
rooms are thrown into one.

Persons who are not familiar with this sub-

ject are apt to suppose, that the pattern of the

curious network on every fly's wing varies

indefinitely in different individuals belonging

to the same species. As a general rule, there

is scarcely any variation at all in this matter,

each species and even each genus having its

peculiar pattern, and all the individuals belong-

ing to a particular species having the network

of their wings as exactly similar as the difl'erent

photographs executed by a Daguerreotypist from

the same negative plate. You may take, for

instance, a thousand honey-bees, aud you will

find that in the front wing of every one of them

there are exactly one marginal and three sub-

marginal cells, which however are all of them

shaped vei'y diff'erently from the corresponding

cells in any Sawfly, though all the thousand

honey-bees will be found to have them shaped

exactly alike, cell corresponding to cell, as in

any particular issue of i|.") Bank notes, vignette

corresponds to vignette and medallion die to

medallion die. Among the Sawflies, indeed,

as was noticed in the description of the Im-

ported Currant Worm Fly, the pattern of the

wing-veins in difi"erent specimens of the same

species varies occasionally a little ; but this is

the exception and not the rule, and is philoso-

phically of high interest, as showing how one

genus may in the course of indefinite ages change

gradually into another genus.

The Native Currant "Worm Fly difl"ers in an-

other remarkable point from the Imported Cur-

rant Worm Fly. The sexes are here almost

exactly alike in their coloration, and with the

exception of the legs of the male beiug a little
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more marked with black than those of the

female, it would not be very easy to distinguish

one from the oilier, but by the usual sexual

characters. Hence we have not thought it

necessary to give a figure of the male as well

as of the female ; whereas in the imported

species the two sexes ditt'er so essentially in

their coloration that, as already observed, a fig-

ure of one would give scarcely any idea of the

other.

The larva of the J^ative Currant Worm Fly

(Fig. 11, a) is of a uniform pale green color,

without those black dottings which are always

found except after the last moult in the imported

species. Before the last moult, indeed, the head

is of a uniform black color, though it afterwards

has a good deal of green in front; but the body
remains throughout of the same immaculate
green shade. It diftcrs also in its habits from
the imported species, never, so far as we can

find out, going- underground to spin its cocoon,

but always spinning that cocoon among the

twigs and leaves of the bushes upon which it

feeds.

This species agrees with the other one in being

double-brooded, the first brood of larvsB appear-

ing about the end of June and the beginning of

July, and the second brood from the middle of

August to the forepart of September. But in-

stead of the larvas of the second brood lying

underground iu their cocoons all winter, they

burst forth in the fly state from the beginning

to the middle of .September. Hence the female

fly is compelled to lay her eggs upon the twigs

instead of on the leaves; for if she laid them
upon the leaves, as is tlie habit of the imported
species, the second laying of eggs, which has to

pass the winter in that state, would fall to the

ground along with the leaves in the autumn,
and tlie young larvaj would starve when they

hatched out next spring before they could find

their appropriate food. Consequently, in the

case of this species, we cannot apply the method
of counterworking the other species which has

been already referred to. For we have parti-

cularly remarked that the very young larvas

were not gathered in great numbers upon one
particular leaf—as with the imported species

—

but were distributed pretty evenly over the

whole bush. Neither did they bore the singular

holes through the leaf (Fig. 9), which render
the other species so easy of detection when
young.

As will have been observed from the figures

given above, the Native species, besides the dif-

ferences already noticed, is only about two-
thirds the size of the other in all its states. Like

the otlier, it infests both Currant and Goose-
berry bushes, but appears rather to prefer the

Gooseberry. Indeed there can be little doubt
that our native gooseberries formed its original

food-plant; for many years ago we captured a

single specimen in the neighborhood of Rock
Island, 111., in woods remote from houses, where
the wikl gooseberry was pretty abundant, and
there was no wild Red Currant. The species

was described in 18G6 by the Senior Editor*

from numerous specimens found stripping the

gooseberry and currant bushes in Davenport,

Iowa ; and it has since been reported to us by
Miss Marion Hobart, of Port Byron, N. Ills., as

so abundant in her neighborhood in 18C8 on the

gooseberries as to completely defoliate them
three times over, so that slie inferred—but we
think erroneously^that there were three dis-

tinct broods of them, one generated by another.

Mr. Jas. H. Parsons, of Franklin, N. Y., has in

a letter to us expressed the same opinion with

regard to the imported species. Probably both

parties have been deceived by what is a very

common occurrence with many leaf-feeding

larvEB. There is often a warm spell early iu the

year which causes a moiety of the eggs of a par-

ticular brood to hatch out. This is taken for

the first brood. Then follows a long scries of

cold weather, which prevents the other moiety
of the same batch of eggs from hatching out

till perhaps a month or six weeks afterwards.

When at last this moiety does hatch out, it is

considered by inexperienced persons as a dis-

tinct second brood. There is also very fre-

quently a very great variation, probably from

similar causes, in the time at which the same
batch of pupte burst forth into the perfect winged
state.' For example, out of a lot of 31 cocoons

of the second brood of the Imported Currant
Fly, all received by us at the same time from

Dr. Wm. M. Smitli of Manlius, N. Y., most of

the flies came out between June 26th and July

11th, but a few did not appear till tow\irds the

latter end of July and one linjfored on till

August 13tb.

On Sept. nth, ISGO, we captured a single

female of the Native American species at large

in the City of Rock Island ; but the species has

not yet prevailed there to any noticeable extent,

so far as we have heard. In August, 18G7, A .H.

Mills, of Vermont, wrote to us about " a small

green worm " infesting the leaves of his Currant
bushes, which, as he was well acquainted with

the Imported species, was moMt probably the

Native American worm. And as long ago as

1858, a species of Sawfly was described in the

* Practical Entomologist , I, pp. 122-4.
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Ohio Farmer, by an aiiouymous correspondent,

as infesting the gooseberry and red cnrrant

buslies in the vicinity of Cleveland, Ohio. This

last species seems to agree in every material

respect with our insect, except in going under-

ground to spin up, and in (lie last brood lying

underground in their cocoons all (hrough the

winter. Now, we particularly experimented

with our species, by counting off a large num-
ber of larvjie and putting them into a separate

vessel half full of earth ; and we found subse-

quently just as many cocoons attached to the

twigs in this vessel as we had put larvte into

the vessel. Hence, if the species ever goes

underground to spin up—which is perfectly

possible, as there is a similar variation in habits

in the Imported Currant Worm—it must be only

occasionally. Moreover, we raised fifty-three

flies in all (4 (J, 49 $), from larviB which spun
up the last week of August, and none of these

flies came out later than Sept. 12th of the same
year. Hence—unless the Ohio insect be a dis-

tinct species, which we can scarcely believe

—

we suspect some error in the statements put

forth in the Ohio Farmer.*

Kemedies.

In the case of the multifarious species of

Potato Bugs, we showed that different groups
must be attacked upon difl'erent systems. In

the case of the three Currant and Gooseberry

worms, that we have here treated of, there is a

single remedy which, like Dr. Cureall's Never-
failing Pills, is a universal specific. That rem-

edy is powdered White Hellebore, which can

be bought at any drug-store at quite a low price.

All that is required is to dust it lightly over the

infested bushes, taking care to stand to wind-
ward during the operation, as if taken into the

nostrils it excites violent sneezing. For this

purpose, the best plan is to put the powder into

a common tin cup, tying a piece of very fine

muslin over the mouth of the cup ; or the pow-
der may be simply enclosed in a bag of musliu
of convenient size. In either case, the appara-

tus must be fastened to the end of a short stick,

so as to avoid coming to too close quarters with
it. It is best to select a moderately still day
for the operation ; as the powder is so exceed-

ingly tine that on a windy day it is apt to get
wasted.

To test the genuineness of the article, a very

• The .\r Ohio Far

1 r 0111- kiiowlidsc' of it—to have been written bv Dr. J. 1".

Kii-tlaiiil Dr. l-'itch, wlio entirely ignores Pr. ijrossulaiia:,
Walsh, snpposes that the Ohio insect mar perha])S be the
liuropean species, Pr. rufipes, St. Fargeau, which is not
liuowu to feed on gooseberry or currant.

small pinch of it should be applied to the nose.

If it is good and has not lost its strength by
keeping too long, it will immediately produce

a tingling sensation in the nostrils; if it does

not produce this effect, it is worthless and should

not be used. There is every reason to believe

that in those cases where men have used White
Hellebore to kill Currant Worms without any

perceptible effect, that they had been deceived

into buying an adulterated or worthless drug.

Although, like almost all our medicines, Helle-

bore, in large doses, is poisonous, yet in minute

doses there is no reason to be afraid of it; for,

according to Dr. Fitch, it has long been in use

as the basis of those snuffs, which are designed

to excite violent and continued sneezing.

We might easily fill two or three columns,

and distract the minds of our readers, by enu-

merating two or three dozen other remedies,

which are highly recommended on good au-

thority, and which may, or may not be as efii-

cient as White Hellebore, but we prefer to " let

well enough alone."

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE GRAPE-TINE : No. 2.

The Hog-caterpillar of the Vine.

(Charocampa pampinatrir, Smith & Abbott, alias Sphinx

[Darapsa'] myron, Cramer, aliai Otuscnotus, Hiibner).®

Of the large, solitary caterpillars that attack

the Grape-vine, this is by far the most common
and injurious in the Mississippi valley. We
have frequently found the egg of this insect

glued singly to the underside of a leaf. It is

0.05 inch in diameter, perfectly round, and of a

uniform delicate yellowish-green color. The
young worm which hatches from it, is pale-

green, with a long straight horu at its tail ; and
after feeding from four to five weeks it acquires

its full growth, when it presents the appearance

of Figure 12, the horn having become compara-
tively shorter and acquired a posterior curve.

This worm is readily distinguished from other

•Of the four different generic names under which this
species h,is been classitied, " Sphinx" is a general teiTO for
all the Hawk-moths and refers to the sphinx-like attitude
often assumed by their larva;; " Charocampa " is derived
from two Greek words which mean "Hog-caterpillar;"
and "Darapsa" and " Olus" are gibberish. Of the three
different .specific names, " .1/;/>on " rifors to an ancient
Greek wbn hore this ap])fll:itinn. "r??o/",?" is pure unadul-

siguili.-.-T-- ii uiiialr M,],--|,iiiii. r " l;,,ili ll;iiTis ami Fitch

Irix; aii.lihi-, a- T 1
ir iipi -1 1 .1 :

:

"ii Im-i i,,,,,\vii t.i ..ur grape-
groWL-rs, ami ilir ii.u-i . \rt: :,.', -

I iiii; habits of the
species, we slutuld pi.iu i.- m;i

, 1; ii imii no doubt, ac-
cording to the Miirt l.::\\ . ! 1 1 -|n-ciflc name of
Myron ought to b.' iiii|i|.. . >i w iLrr, Dr. Clemens
and Dr. Morris cmII tlii^ >|h ,

1
- • /),::; ,; Ui/ron," and Mr.

Grote calls it " uius M.jm,,. y,\ iii.ymji the changes with
sufficient ingenuity upon the four ^'eneric and the three speci-
flo names, we may obtain no less than twelve different names
for this one insect!
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Colors—Pea-green, lilac, and j'ellow.

grape-feediug species by having the third and

fourth rings itninensely swollen, while the first

and second rings are quite small and retractile.

It is from this peculiar appearance of the fore

part of the body, which strikingly suggests the fat

cheeks and shoulders and small head of a blooded

hog, that it miy best be known as the Ilog-cat-

erpillar of the vine. The color of this Avorm

when full grown is pea-green, and it is wrink-

led transversely and covered with numerous

pale-yellow dots, placed in irregular transverse

rows. An oblique cream-colored lateral band,

bordered below with a darker green and most

distinct on the middle segments, connects with

a cream-colored subdorsal line, which is bor-

dered above with darker green, and which ex-

tends from the head to the horn at the tail. There

are five and often six somewhat pale yellow tri-

angular patches along the back, each contain-

ing a lozenge-shaped lilac-colored spot. The

head is small, with yellow granulations, and

four perpendicular yellow lines, and the stig-

mata or spiracles are orange-brown. When
about to transform, the color of this worm usu-

ally changes to a piukish-brown, the darker

parts being of a beautiful mixture of crimson

and brown. Previous to this change of color

Mr. J. A. Lintuer, of Schoharie, N. Y., has ob-

served the worm to pass its mouth over the

entire surface of its body, even to the tip of its

horn, covering it with a coating of apparently

glutinous matter—the operation lasting about

two hours.* Before transforming into the pupa

or chrysalis state, it descends from the vine, and

within some fallen leaf or under any other rub-

bish that may be lying on the ground, forms a

mesh of strong brown silk, within which it soon

changes to a chrysalis (Fig. 13) of a pale, warm

• Proc. Eut. Soc . Phil., HE, ijp. GG3.

Colors—1 ellowish and br.nvn

yellow, speckled and spotted with brown, but

characterized chiefly by the conspicuous dark

brown spiracles and broad brown incisures of

the three larger abdominal segments.

The moth (Fig. 14) which in time bur.?ts from

this chrysalis, has the body and front wing.s of a

fleshy-gray, marked and shaded with olivc-

[Fig. li.]

Colors—Gray, olive-green and rust color.

green as in the figure, while the hind wings are

of a deep rust-color, with a small shade of gray

near their inner angle.

Thisinsectisin northerly regionsoiie-broodcd,

but towards the south two-brooded, the first

worms appearing, in the latitude of St. Louis,

during June and July, and giving out the moths

about two weeks after they become chrysalids,

or from the middle of July to the first of August.

The second brood of worms are full grown in

September and, passing the winter in the chrys-

alis state, give out the moths the folio wiiig\May.

On one occasion we found at South Pass, 111., a

worm but. J grown and still feeding as late

as October 20th, a circumstance which would

lead to the belief that at points where the win-

ters are mild they may even hybernate in the

larva state.

This worm is a most voracious feeder, and a

single one will sometimes strip a small vine of

its leaves in a few nights. According to Harris

it does not even confine its attacks to the leaves,

but in its progress from leaf to leaf, s-to)).^ at

every cluster of fruit, and either from stupidity

or disappointment, nips off the stalks of the

half-grown grapes and allows them to fall to the

ground untasted. It is fortunale for the grape-

grower therefore that Nature has furnished the

ready means to prevent its ever becoming ex-
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cessively numerous, for iu all our entomological

experience, we have never known it to swarm
in very great numbers. The obvious reason is,

that it is so freely attacked by a small parasitic

Ichneumon fl.v—belonging to a genus {Mirro-

giister) exceedingly numerous in species—that

three out of every four worms that we meet with

will generally be found to be thus victimized.

The eggs of the parasite are deposited within

the body of the worm, while it is yet young, and

the young maggots hatching from tiiem feed on

the fatty parts of their victim. After the last

moult of a worm that has been thus attacked,

numerous little heads may be seen gradually

pushing through different parts of its body ; and

as soon as they have worked themselves so far

out that they are held only by the last joint of

the body, they commence forming their small

snow-white cocoons, which stand on ends and

present the appearance l^'^s- ^s]

ofFigure 15. In about

a week the fly (Fig. 16.

a, magnified; b, natu-

ral size), pushes open Color—white.

a little lid which it had previously cut with its

jaws, and soars away to fulfil its mission. It

is one of those remarkable [i'''S- ^''1

and not easily explained facts,

which often confront the stu-

dent of Nature, that, while

one of these Hog-caterpillars

in its normal and healthy con-

dition may be starved to death

iu two or three days, another that is writhing

with its body full of parasites will live without

food for as many weeks. Indeed we have known
one to rest for three weeks without food in a

semi-paralyzed condition, and after the parasitic

flies had all escaped from tlieir cocoons, it would
rouse itself and make a desperate effort to regain

strength by nibbling at a leaf which was offered

to it. But all worms thus attacked >nccnnib iu

the end, and we cannot conclude this article to

better advantage thau by reminding the Grape-

grower, that he should let alone all such as are

found to be covered with the white cocoons we
have illustrated, and not, as has been often done,

destroy Ihem under the false impression that

the cocoons are the eggs of the worm.

To OUK Subscribers in Canada.—Parties iu

Canada, who wish to subscribe for the Ameri-
can Entojiologist, can obtaiu it, postage free,

by remitting $2.00 to the Rev. C. J. S. Bethune,
Secretary to the Entomological Society of Can-
ada, Credit, C. W.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Notice.—Such of our correspondeuts as have alrpuily
sent, or may hereafter send, sm;dl collcctinns of insed's
to be named, will please to inform u< if :uiy of the
species sent are from other Stafr- il];iii lin ir own.
Lists of insects found in any ii:ii linil,!- |,i. -ility are of
especial interest, as throwing li^lii upf.ii tlir j;(M')graph-

ical (listviliiition of species, liul to make tUum of re.al

valiir, il i< iiNinisito that we know for certain,
wlicUirr ..! 11"! :ill ilie insects in any particular list come
fi-om tliiit |.:iitirnl:ir locality, and if not, from what
locality tliry, I, ,,(.1110.

Striped Cucumber Beetle—J/. M. Gray, Car-

dington, 01i.io.—^>i quote your letter iu full, as it well

describes the larva about which you desire iniormation

:

riiir. \-,^ I inclose a specimen
ofbug which we call the
Cucumber or Squash
bug, and also a small
worm or larva which
has destroyed many of
my melon and cucum-
ber vines. My object
in part is to learn if

this woi-m or larva is

the product of the bug

I or something different
and foreign to it. In
the early part of the
season the small striped
bug commenced work-
ing on my vines, and
they began to wilt and
die. I used sulphur
and plaster, quassia,
tobacco, etc, to pre-
vent or chock their rav-
ages, but with little ef-

Lui..r-.>,i,i„n.
ip^.t_ Finally I hunted

out ami killi'il a good many, and .sliortly they seemed to
disapiirar. aiiil my \ini~ l.ruaii to revive and grow.
Abmil lliiTc wrclv- lalri- ilir \ iiM'N l,(.-iin to wilt and die
wor^i' ilian l"l(iic: I'.iit ihi- liiiir tliiTe were no bugs to

be C.iiiii.l I ["iM .xaniinalion of iIk^ roots, however, I

di.sr.iNriv.l 11, i- liitlr ul,il,--u-onn u-ith a l>lack li.-ad,

(rom l-liali lo I- llh of an inrli in Irn-tli, ralin- into an.l

inlV-t,M iIh' nio-l woit tli- >amr tlial tlirlm^. y\v\,\\

upon til.' « or-t , I nmj.rUirc.l tlim- mu-t U- -omc nla-
tion between them.

The larva referred to which attacks the roots, and of

which we present highly magnified figures (Fig, 17, 1,

dorsal view, 2 side view), is in reality the young of the

very same Striped Cucumber Beetle (Diahrotica vitiata,

[Fig. 18.] Fig. 19), which is so injurious to'

the leaves; for we have ourselves

bred the beetle from this larva,

T and iu 1865 Dr. H. Shimcr. of

Mt. Carroll, III., first published

an account of its transforma-

-, 2 tions.* After boring into and

Color—wiiiiisii. around the roots for upwards of

a month, the larva; enter the surrounding earth, and

within a smooth oval cavity soon change to i.upa; (Fig.

18, 1, ventral view; 2, dorsal view), which are trans-

formed to beetles about two weeks after-

wards. There are two or three broods du-

ring the year. By getting rid of the beetles

in the early part of the season, you of

course prevent the injuries of the larva,

and the most effective agents for this pur-

"oml 'yellow.'''' pose, or at least those iu which we hiivethe

mo.st confidence, are Paris green and white hellebore.

This insect has been very injurious the present year.
* Prairie Farmer, Aug. 12, 1805.

[Fig. 10.]
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l.eafy Oak-gall—5. E. JB., PicTcens' Sia.. Miss.—

The cone-like leafy oak-gall which you semi, and whicli

we herewith illustrate (Fig. 20, a), is apparently the

gall named (?««rf«s/ra«.?o«obyBassett, meaning literally

'
' full of green leaves. '

' You do not mention the kind

of oak on which it occurred, but from the fact that Sir.

Bassett described his as occurring on the Chinquapin,

yours might have been taken from this species, though

we have found the same gall both on White and on Bur
Oak. Thisgall is developed after the summer growth of

the tree is completed, and the axillary bud, which other-

wise would not burst till the spring following, is made,
by the puncture of the gall-fly, to develop prematurely

in the singular manner illustrated above. The cell

(Fig. 20, h, section showing larva) containing the larva

is half immersed in the apex of the cone, and though

the perfect fly is unknown, the character of the larva

indicates it to be Cynijiiclous. (See article on Galls,

Vol. I, No. (i.)

Brop of Gold— 7?. //. M
.

, Pii-l-tns' Sta., Hiss.—
The • • drop of gold in shape of a French loaf" attached

to a leaf of the Shellbark-Hickory, is in reality the

vacated egg-shell of some large moth, and not impro-
bably of that large species which produces the Koyal
Horned Caterpillar. The smooth short-oval eggs of the

same large Stinking Bug, which we figured on page 12

of our first Volume [Metapodius tiasalus, Fig. 6,i), have,

even when vacated by the young bug, just the same
lustre of burnished gold. In July, 18C8, at Lacon, 111.

,

we found a row of nine of these eggs, all arranged in

regular order, like the beads of a necklace, upon a leaf

of White Pine; and from these eggs we subsequently
hatched out the young bugs.

The Luna OToth— (?eo. W. Einncij, Snow Ilin,Mo.
—The inuuense green moth with an eye-spot in each
wing and with each of the hind wings prolonged into a

tail, is the Luna Moth {Aliacus tuna, Linn.) The speci-

men was $ and we were glad to get the eggs which she
had deposited. The larva feeds on Walnut and Hickory.

T. W. Hmjt., J)-.-The large pale green swallow-tail
moth which you describe is the Luna Moth referred to

above

.

Blag'-inotli l.arva— />;-. C. T. Farrell, South Pass,

m.-Tha curiou.s brown slug-like larva found on Sibe-

rian Crab, of which a better idea can be formed by the

accompanying illustration (Fig. 21) than by any des-

[Fig. 21.]
criptivc words of ours, is the

^^ ^^» larva of the Hag-moth {Lima-

^^yl^^B^g^\^ oodes piiJteeium,, Sm. & Abb.)
^^^^HBr When received, it had already

^I^SflH^^^L -^ moulted its long fleshy nppend-

^^^^^^^K^^^ ^S^^ "»(' attached them to the

/V^^^^^^ ^_ outside of its round compact

^Sn^B/^^^f^ cocoon, and ten days subse-

^^r^jSr quently the moth made its ap-
Coior-Brown. pearance. This moth is of a

diHlcv lirnwn color, the front wiiiir;^ v.iricaiilcrl with li"hl

ihi-i

on Blackberries is the pnpa of the Mauy-banded Bob-
ber {Harpactoi- cinctus, Fabr., see Vol. I, Fig. 44.)

M. B. Baldwin, Elgin, III.—The specimen you found
on a spear of grass, and from which you detached, in

handling, some of the appendages, is the same Hag-
moth larva . At the time you found it, it was evidently

in search of some cozy nook in which to form its

cocoon, for it had already commenced the operation

when it reached us, and the species has never been
known to feed on grass.

Stinging Bug— ^. M. Shaffer, Fairfield, Iowa —
The singular craggy-looking bug, aboutO.38 inch long,

of a yellowish color variegated with brown, with the legs

green and a transverse deep-brown band running supe-
riorly across from one side to the other of the dilated

abdomen, is Phymata erosa, Linn. The genus is

characterized by the iimuenscly swollen front thighs,

and by the last joint of the .intennic being .also swollen,

this last character being a remarkable one, as Amyot
and Serville well remark, in bugs of such carnivorous

propensities. Your statemei.t that one of these bugs
stung you severely, does not greatly surprise us, though
we never heard of their stinging before, and have hand-
led hundreds of them with impunity. The stinging

was of course done by the beak, which is 3-jointed

and somewhat resembles that of Harpactor cinctus. Fabr.

(Vol. I, Fig, 44, l.) The plant upon which you found
these bugs we take to be Parthenium integrifoUum, and
Mr. A. Fender, of Allenton, Mo., is of the same
opinion. We have noticed them ourselves in the latter

part of the summer lying quietly in wait for their prey
upon a great variety of wild flowers, but mostly on
such as like themselves are of a yellowish color so as to

conceal them from view. We have also often seen this

Bug with its beak inserted into a small bee or a small

wasp, which it is wide awake enough to hold at arm's
length with its prehensile front legs, so that the poor
luifortunate captive has no chance to sting it.

Pear-tree wrorms—B. Huthaicay, Little Prairie

Ronde, Mich.—The worms found on pear-tree leaves

are the same Red-humped Prominent noticed in the

answer to D. W. Kaufl'man of Des Moines, Iowa.

Fisherman

.

—We cannot tell without
seeing specimens, what it is that the disciples of the

"gentle art" call "Dobson." It may be the larva

either of some May-fly (Ephemera), or of some Dragon-
fly {Liiellula), or of a dozen other insects.
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IFbite Pine 'Weevil—,4 . S. Fuller, liidgewood, N.

J.—The borers which have been attacking the leading

shoots of your Pines, gradually spreading to the

branches, have produced the perfect beetle since their

receipt, and as we anticipated, they turn out to be the

White Pine 'Weevil {Pissodes stroli, Peck.) At Figure

Colors—(a and 6) whitish; (c) nist-browii and wliitc.

•22 it is illustrated in its three stages of larva (a), pupa
(A), and beetle (c). We have not known this insect to

occur in the West, but it has long been known to be
common in tlie Eastern States. The only practical way
of counter-working the injurious work of this weevil,

is to cut oil the infested shoots and consign them to the

flames, while they yet contain the larva; and before the

beetles have escaped. Dr. Fitch, » under the impres-
sion that most of the beetles are perfected in the spring,

recommends that this -work be done in August and
September; but as all the beetles had issued from the
shoots you sent, by the end of August, we should
advise you, so as to be on the safe side, to do such work
in July.

•TrODs. JI. Y. Slate Agr. Soc. 1«57, p. 7S,5.

Unnatural Secretion of Wax— /'. Bnuei-,
Wai/ncsrille, Mo.—The honey bee which has such a pro-
fuse waxy formation exuding apparently from the rings

of tlic- abdomen, and which you took alive from the
eutrance of one of your hives, presents a very unusual
appearance, and a most remarkable case of wax forma-
tion. Mr. J. T. Langstroth, to whom we sent the

specimen, suggests that the bee " had a kind of wax
dr psyl" The specimen is interesting, and beautifully

ill trates the manner in which the ordinary wax of

our hives is secreted from the belly ol the worker bee,

as explained by Hilbner, Reaumur, and other writers

on the subject.

Raspberry Borer—F. A. Gates, Massillon, Iowa.

—The borer you describe as having nearly ruined your
patch of raspberry bushes, is apparently the common
Blackberry and Raspberry borer (Oherea pcnp-icillata,

Hald.) which in the perfect state is a beetle. The large

ochre-yellow moth, with a conspicuous white spot on
the front wings, and each of the wings tinged with
purple and crossed near the tip by a purplish line, which
moth had deposited a large number of eggs on one of

the raspberry leaves, -was not, as you inferred, the
parent of the borer. It is the Senatorial Dryocanipa
(Drijocampa senatoria, Fabr.) The young worms hatch-
ing from those eggs would have fed upon the leaves,

though the more common food-plant of the .species is

Oak.

Cocoon of Horn-bug:—.^. S. McClutclten, Lafay-
ette, Ga.—The egg-shaped cocoon formed of excrement
and rotten wood glued together, contained the large

white larva of some Horn-bug, probably Lucanus dama,
Fabr.j

Insects named.- <7. F. Muhleman, Woodhim,
nU.— 'ihQ moth, with the front -nings variegated

with light and dark brown with a conspicuous

dark zigzag line running across the outer third, and
with the hind wings ofa lustrous coppery reddish brown,
is the Pyramidal Amphipyra {Amplnpyra pi/ramidoides,

Giieu). You say you bred it from a grape-feeding larva

Colors—Light and dark Brown.

like the one illustrated on page 22.) (Fig. 163). AVc have
also the present summer bred the same species of moth
from a similar lar\a feeding on Ked Bud, and have

found the lar^a on the Poplar, «hich makes three

distinct plants that it is known to attack. The specific

name of the moth probably refers to the pyramidal
hump on the 11th segment of the larva. You say you
'

' recollect a similar larva in Europe on apricots, prune
trees, etc.

,
producing an analogous moth. '

' Not atall

unlikely, for tliere is a very similar worm common to

the whole of Europe, and which feeds on Oak, Willow
and Elm, as well as on fruit trees, and produces a

\evy closely allied moth, the Amphypyi-a pyramidea of

Liuna:us. The other moth of which you send

a pencil sketch, and which is of a uniform deep

brown, with two oblique white lines running—the inner

line entirely, and the outer one but partially—across

the fore wings, i.s Agnomonia anilie of Drury , who states

that the caterpillar is violet-white with longitudinal

rose-colored lines and an elevated brown ridge across

segments 4 and 11, and that it feeds on plants of the

genus Chironia. The chrysalis is enclosed within a

few leaves and is covered with a rosy eflloresceuee.

The other pencil figure which you send seems to repre-

sent limacodes cipjius, Fabr. (See Harris, Inj. Ins., p. 420).

Cecropia niotli Caterpillar— II. G. LewtlUng,

Hiyhllill, ifo.—The gigantic green caterpillar, covered

with beautiful yellow, blue and coral-red tubercles,

which you tind on the leaves of an apple tree, is the

larva of the Cecropia Moth {Attacus cecropia, Linn.)

It is an immense feeder, and we have known it to be so

abundant as to greatly injure young Apple and Soft

Maple trees, but its occurrence in very large luimbers

is extremely rare. We shall figure this caterpillar in

a future number.

Saml. n. I. Gree-n, Ellart City, 7?Z.—The large worm
found by you descending from an apple tiee is the same

as the above.

Ho-nr Cut-worms originate- 77<(i«. W. Gordm,

Georgetown, Ohio.—YoM ask how our common cut-

worms originate. They are produced from eggs depo-

sited by obscure colored owlet moths belonging to sev-

eral different genera, and for fuller information on the

subject we refer you to the First Annual Keport of the

Junior Editor, where the history of twelve different

species is detailed.
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Red-bumped Caterpillars on Apple and
Pear—jO. W. Kaufman, Des Moines, Iowa.—What you

are irreverently pleased to term "a lot of ugly disgust-

ing worms," but what we consider as one of tlie most

gorgeously dressed caterpillars that God has created,

is known as the "Ked-humped Prominent" and pro-

duces a brownish yellow moth, called in English "the

Trim Prominent" (scientifically Notodonta concinna).

Do pray, Mr. Kaufiman, for the future take a careful

look at the wonderful "Works of the Great Author of

Nature, before you again slander and malign them, and

call that "ugly and disgusting" which is in reality a

perfect gem ot insect beauty. Look at the brilliant

coral-red head of your larva, and the hump on the

middle of its back of the same lovely color! Did you

ever see a string of coral beads, on the fair white neck

of a young lady, show to greater perfection than do these

bright red parts, among tlio delicate black, yellow and

white linos traced li'iiL;th\viiys by the finger of Almighty

God along the rust ot it> Imdy? Surely such artistically

arranged colors can nut bo "disgusting" to any pro-

perly trained eye! But these worms are "ugly" for-

sooth ! 'They are at most only about \}{ inch long—
they have no sting—no irritating hairs or prickles such

as have the larviE of a very few of our rarer moths

—

and they will not even bite, however much you may
please to irritate and torment them. Surely a grown
man ought not to fancy that so harmless a creature as

this is hatel'ul or formidable! But they ale all the

leaves off one of your young pear-trees! Very well!

They had just as good a right to do so as you have to

sit down to your dinner, consuming vegetables and
fruits that would otherwise have fed a host of beauti-

ful creations which the vulgar denominate "bugs."
God made this lovely green world for the pleasure and
benefit not of man alone, but of the multitudinous

hosts of the inferior animals. True, we have a right

to destroy these inferior animals, when they interfere

with our wants and wishes; and so we have a right to

take the life e^en of our brother man, when our own
life, and even in certain eases when our property

merely, is jeoparded by him. "Kill and be killed"

is the great law of Nature, from one*nd of the Animal
Kingdom to the other. But when we arc compelled to

kill, let us always do it in a merciful and not in a wan-
ton and cruel spirit; and especially, even when we are

obliged in self-defence, or for purely scientific purposes,

to take the life of some of these little miracles of per-

fection that the poet calls "winged flowers," let us

not add insult to injury and slander them as "disgust-

ing," ' when even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed

like the very meanest of them

!

The Red-humped Prominent—of which we herewith

represent the thiee stages (l'l^^ 2i 1 u\ i 2d pupi, and

2G moth)—his lilt 1 1 ii 1 n i ui} 1 uh m lose, thorn,

chiir\, plum md \\\)V md i-pn_iill} on the last.

Your hndmg it on pen, •\\hich is •\ery closel) aUied

Coloi^Brownish-yellow.

to the apple, and yet is inimical to the life of several

insects commonly found on apple, is a new fact. The
species is not very common in the Valley of the Mis-

sissippi; but when it does occur, it occurs in great

numbers, because the mother-moth deposits a very

large number of eggs upon a single leaf. As these

\M\x are gregarious throughout their entire e.xistencc,

and do not scatter over the whole tree, as do many
CFiK. 25.] others that occur on our fruit trees—some

of which wander oil' from the very earliest

stage in their larval life, and others, as for

example the common Tent Caterpillar

{Clisiocampa americana) , only toward the

latter part of their existence in the larval

state— they can always be easily destroyed. Ft
ourselves, we never feel the least fear or scruple

at crushing hundreds ol any of these caterpillars in our

naked hands; any one, however, that is more nice thar.'

[Fig ;g ]
we are can put on a i-;

'-

of stout buckskin glo\

.

before he commences tlii-

squashing process. But
although we do not hesi-

tate to squash any kind '

caterpillar bare-handi d,

we by no means advise any
one to try this operaticHi,

either upon the Colorado Potato Bug or upon any of Ui.

Blister-beetles. For all these last-named insects are "ijiy

or less poisonous, and we have known a young girl miO; c

her hands very sore by crushing with her naked •ins'^ri

a lot of the Ash-gray Blister-beetles, that were infesting

some English beans. <» irt L

Insects named— T. W. G., Georgetown, Ohio.—
The yellowish-green worm with an immense reddisi:

brown head with two yellow spots upon it, is the lari i

of the Tityrus Skipper (Eadamus tityns, Fabr.) abrown
butterfly with a semi-transparent yellow band across

,

the front wings, and the hind wings each produced into

a short rounded tail behind. This worm is most ctj>-

mouly found on Honey Locust, though it also (.I'll

the common Black Locust, on the Wistaria :iiiil ni

False Indigo, (Amorphafi-uticosa.) The du>ky-i'.

tree-hopper with a long yellow spot each side an'' a

horn-like projection from the fore part of its body is

the Two-spotted Tree-hovpe'RTheliahimai.-ulata, Fabr.)

which likewise occurs on Locust. The pale yellow and

black worms all huddled together on the leaf of a Grape-

vine are the larva of the American Procris (Procris

Auuricana, Boisd.) If you have Harris's work on

Injurious Insects you can liud in it figures of all three

of these species.

«old Gilt-beetle— Z;c. 11'. //. M.iithi, Pinel-ney,

J/w7i.—The brilliant beetle, resplendent in a full suit

of green and gold and about half an inch long, which

you find devouring the leaves of the common Dogs-

banc (.1/- -/,. , ,h .nnlfvUum), is the Gilt Gold-

bcclle(t''/, I, It is very common every-

where in lip W •: II!. II ihis plant in the perfect beetle

state, but a.^ il.- l;u \a i.^ iii-ver met with there, it most

probably during the larval state feeds underground

upon the roots either of this or of some other plant.

Your finding the beetle upon another species of the

same genus of plants (Ap. cannahinum) is, we believe,

a new fact.

I
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The Trumpet Grape-§ra11—Z>. McClaine, Pier-

mont, N. r.—The retlilish-brown, elongate-conical

galls about one-third of an inch long, growing in con-

siderable numbers from the leaf of a \\'ild grape-vine,

and wiiich we represent at Figure 27, have long been
[Fig. £7 ]

Color—Crimson.

.I'.nwu to US, aiul are described in our manuscripts

iiider the name of the Trumpet Grape-gall (Vitis

• ms) . Like the other three grape-galls which we have

;,,' ired, one of them in number 12 and the other two
in number 6 of our tirst Volume, (pages lOG, 107 and

2t',} .i. is made by a Gall-gn.at (Ceciilomijia)— thus

furiher exemplifying the truth of the general law,

iiiat when one species of any particular gall-making

•nus of Insects is found to inhabit a particular genus

I plants, many more species of the same gall-making

.i.nus can generally be met with ou the same genus of

mts. Specimens of this same Trumpet Grape-gall,

.1 to occur on the Isabella grape-vine, were received

.J us three years ago from J. II. Foster, of Pennsyl-

. ;i!ua, as noticed in the Practical Entomohigist, I. p. 101.

Ve have seen very similar galls on a w ild grape which
'. c took for the Frost Grape ( V. cordifulia). Two years

., a very similar kind of gall, said to grow on the

i; \:is Mustang Grape-vine," were received by us

11 M W. Phillips, of Mississippi. These last, how-
1-, iliffored in beitig green (not brown), and in grow-

ing' in bunches of three or four (not promiscuously) on

the leaf. (See Prad. Eidom. II. p. 102). Several galls

resembling yours and made like yours by Gall-gnats,

one of which has been described by Osten Sacken as

the Blood-red Hickory Gall {Sanguimlentu), and is of

nearly the same crimson color as the Trumpet Grape-

gall, occur on the leaves of different species of Hickory;

and we are acquainted with two such galls thatgrow on

Ilackberry leaves.

Grape-berrjr moth—H. C. Barnard, il. D., Charles-

ton, ni.—Tha worms which you sent, and which are

injuring your grapes by boring into the berries, are the

larvic of the Grape-berry Moth {Penthina vi'tivorana,

Pack.) of which we gave an illustrated account, with

suggestions for its prevention, in our first volume, pp.

177-9.

Oali Pruner—r. /. Pluml, Madison, Wis.—Your
insect is the common Oak Pruner [Elaphidion, ptdatoi',

Peck), of which you will find an account iu Harris's

'J'reatise on Injurious Insects, p. 98.

Potato 'Bngs—Wm. R. Shelmire, Tonghhinamort

,

Pa.—The blister-beetle which infests your potatoes so

grievously and also your tomato vines, is, as you sup-
pose, the very same Striped Blister-beetle {Lytta tittata)

which we gave an account of in No. 2 of our 1st vol-

ume, page 24, where a figure of the insect will be found.

In Central Illinois, in the year 18C8, we heard of an
entire field of potatoes being utterly destroyed by this

species iu a single day. The tomato being so closely

allied to the potato, it is not at all strange that you find

this little pest to like it abotit as well as the potato,

seeing that most of the Blister-beetles arc pretty

miscellaneous feeders. Your statement that it prefers

otli.u- \arittii> ..r |M)taio to the Mercer, or Neshaunock
as Wf i-all it mil W r-t, corresponds with the lact which
we pulili^lir.! ill [\)v passage just now referred to,

namely, thai it prelrrs other varieties of potato to the

Peachblow. It would be a curious enquiry wliich of

the two it would take, if it were absolutely restricted to

Mercers and Peachblow;s. The only approved remedy
against all the ditt'erent kinds of potato-eating Blister-

beetles, which are no less than five in number—namely,
the Striped, the Ash-gray, the Black-rat, the Black,

and the Margined Blister-beetle—is to drive them to

leeward with brush into some dry hay or straw previ-

ously prepared for their reception, and then to set fire

to the dry stufl" and burn them all up.
The whitish IG-legged larva, nearly an inch in length

and with its head and the first ring of its body mahogany
brown, which you fotmd burrowing in a potato stalk,

is unknown to us. All that we can at present say is,

that it would have produced some kind of moth if it

had lived to maturity. As you suggest, it is <iuitc

difl'crent from the common Stalk Borer infesting the

potato, which we figured and described on page 22 of

our first volume, this hast larva being distinctly striped

lengthwise with black. If you had packed this lar\a

of yours according to our printed directions, in a small

tight tin box along with a little of its natural food, it

would have doubtless reached us in good health, and we
could have probably bred it sooner or later to the moth
state. As it wa«, you packed it along with a small

morsel of ijotato ^alk and a very large allowance of

cotton wool, in a pasteboard box. Consequently, long

before the three days expired, which it takes Uncle

Sam to travel from Pennsylvania to Illinois, the poor

unfortunate larva had perished, partly of starvation

but principally of drought. If you had replaced the

cotton wool by pieces of potato stalks, retaining the

pasteboard box, the insect might perhaps have reached

us alive; but the cotton wool effectually did its business.

You might as well pack a trout in dry sand and expect

it to live and flourish, as pack the inhabitant of a juicy

potato stalk in dry cotton wool, and believe that it will

not give up the ghost in a very short time.

Blood-sucking Cone-nose— tf. W. C, Alton,

m.—Yes, the bug which by its
'

' bite " caused your

nephew's arm to swell so badly, is the above insect,

which was figured in Ajiekican Entomologist, Vol.

I. p. 88, (Fig. 74.) The fact that for a year after the bite

the child's arm would swell in the same place, whenever

he was unwell, is lingular. Y'our observations about

the perfect winged Bug preying ou the common Bed-

bug are new, but corroborate our inference that, in the

larval and pupal states, this species probably sucks the

juices of other insects.
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TFooly slugr>lil£e irorni on Apple—11. A. Green,

Afio, A'. </.—The slug-like worm found on a young
apple tree, and wliich is covered above witli thickly

set, long, but evenly shorn light-brown hairs, these

hairs generally meeting and lorining a sort of ridge

along the bacic and along each side, is the larva of the

llabbit Moth (Za<7oa opercularis, Sm. and Abb.) This

moth is cream-colored with thick wooly body and legs,

and with the basal portion of its front wings covered

uitli curly wool which is marked more or less with

rusty black. The generic name which comes from the

trreek, signifies of, or belonging to, a rabbit, and was
given by Dr. Harris on account of the short, squat

form and smooth fur of the larva. The species is not

likely to be troublesome, for it has long been considered

a rare insect; though we received it last year from a

correspondent in the East, wlio stated that he bad met
with it iu very considerable numbers on one of his apple-

trees.

And now Mr. Green, you deserve a good scoldingl

As often as we have remonstrated against sending

insects folded loose in a letter, you persist iu com-
mitting the same offense. Here is a choice and rare

larva, which we should have been much pleased to

have reared, and you send it all the way from Kew
Jersey to St. Louis, folded loose in a letter, in the

vain hope that it would reach us alive. Well, by some
miracle or other it was not entirely squelched by Uncle

Sam's canceling stamps, but it had been so effectually

squeezed in the mail bags that life was past recovei'y.

And when we ponder, Sir, over the torture and linger-

in.;,' death which you caused the poor creature by your
careless packing, we feel strongly inclined to report

you to the '

' Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals '
' and have you suffer the highest penalty of

the law. Tlic only way we can think of, for you to

exonerate yourself from prosecution for such a heinous

crime, is to bribe us to keep •
' mum '

' by sending us

another specimen properly packed!

A Water-Bug.— ir. V. SmUh, Broolhja, X. }'.—

The brown-colored and very slender Bug, almost three

inches long, including the slender bristle-like tail that

projects from its hinder extremity, and with long slen-

der legs, is the Ilunatrafusca of Keauvois. An almost

exactly Identical species occurs in Europe, which is

known as Satiatra linearis. This insect belongs to the

same Kepa Family of the Half-winged Bugs [Heteroptera)

as the Gigantic Belostoma, of which we gave a figure

on page 249 of our last number. This entire Family
inhabits the water, though they are all provided with
wings by means of which they are enabled to fly from
pond to pond; and they are all of them Cannibals, their

(ront legs being metamorphosed into arms to seize their

prey with. Your insect is very common out "West in

shallow sluggish pieces of water. We have never met
with any in running brooks, which, as you say, is the

situation in which your specimen was found.

Goldenrod Galls— (;. W. C, Alton, iZZ.-The round,

pithy galls which you find on the stems of the Goldenrod
(Solidago,) each containiug a maggot in the centre, are

formed by a two-winged fly Tnjptta (Acinia) solidaginis.

Fitch. The ' 'busby bunch of leaves' ' at the extremity of

iliesame plant is, as you rightly suppose, agall; butitis

made by a Gall-gnat {Cecidomyia solidaginis, La'W),and

not by the same Gall-fly which produces the round gall.

Oak>leaf Gall—^. E. Broadnox, Picl-ens' Sta.,

Miss.—You send us a spherical but somewhat depressed
gall on the leaf of the Black Jack Oak

(
Quercus nigra),

about the size ol a small pea, but several of them often

running together into an liregular mass; its under sur-

face pale green and flattened, with a central nipple, its

upper surface dark blood-red or crimson, much rounded,
and often divided by slender trninvrs into ft-om 12 to 20

four-five-or sLx-sided conii.nrtnh m-. lik,. the back of
a tortoise. This gall was ilr.nii.r.l in isijl under the

name of the Oak-pill Gall iv- ;"'/-/; l.y the Senior
Editor. The specimens you sent coutaiued the larva ot

a Gall-fly {Cynips), and the Senior Editor, from the
fact of his having actually bred certain Guest Gall-flies

from this gall, when he published his description, sup-
posed the gall to be the work of some unknown gall-

making Gall-fly. Subsequently, however, he became
aware that the real gall-maker was not a (iall-fly

{Cynips), but a Gall-gnat {Cecidomyia), and that the

very same gall had been briefly described, but not >.

named, by Osten Sacken in the year 1802 as the pro- i

duction of a Gall-gnat. Up to this period this was the
first published case of a Gall-fly living as a guest in a

gall made by a Gall-gnat; but several olher such cases

have since been discovered. The true gall-making
larva of this Oak -pill Gall, which larva, as ah-eady

stated, produces not a Gall-fly, but a Gall-gnat, is

orange-colored, with a very small pointed head and a

clove-shaped "breast-bone;" (see our figure 86 a, A'ol.

I, No. 6;) on the other hand, the larva of the Gall-fly

that inhabits this gall as a guest is whitish, sometimes
with a dark stomach, and has a large round whitish

head with long robust horny black jaws, which in

the living insect may often be seen to open and shut in

a vicious manner. The former does not develop to its

full size till about the time of the fall of the leaf; when
it leaves the gall and is supposed to go under ground
and come out the next summer in the perfect fly state,

ready to deposit its eggs upon the next year's crop of

oak-leaves. On the other hand, the larva of the Guest
Gall-fly does not leave this gall till it assumes the perfect

or winged state.

Hitherto, this gall has only been met with upon Black
Oak (Q. iincforia), and Red Oak {Q. rubra), upon whicli

trees in certain seasons it swarms so prodigiously, that

almost every leaf bears at least half a dozen of them,
and some leaves are studded all over with them. Y'our

finding it upon the Black Jack Oak is a new fact, but it

is quite in accordance with the general rule, because

that Oak belongs to the same great group of the genus
Qufrcus as the Red and Black Oaks, and because there

is no known Oak-gall tlfat occurs indiscriminately upon
certain species belonging to the White Oak group and
upon certain other species belonging to the group
of the Red and Black Oaks. Botanically, these two
groups of Oaks differ in this very notable character,

that while it requires two years to perfect the acorn of

the Red and Black Oak group, the acorn of the White
Oak group is perfected from the blossom in a single

season . There is a very closely allied gall, the Symmet-
rical Oak-leaf Gall of Osten Sacken, also produced by
a Gall-gnat, which scarcely differs from yours except
in the lower surface being as much rounded and of the
same crimson color as the upper surface. It is very
satisfactory that this gall also occurs on a species be-
longing to the Red and Black Oaks—namely, the Spanish
Oak{Q./a?M<a).
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Humble Bees— C'AaWe* S. Davis, Decatur, 111.—

There are about fifty distinct species ofBumble or Hum-
ble Bees found in North America, ofwhich rather more
than half the number occur in the United States, includ-

ing our new possessions in Alaska. In the immediate

neighborhood of Rock Island we have taken about ten

different species. The species differ notably in the

.amount of yellow markings, but have all of them the

same general appearance; they differ also in size.

AS with all other social insects, there are three dis-

tinct forms in every species of Humble Bee, like the

drones (or males), the queens (or perfectly fertile fe-

males) and the workers (or partially fertile females)

among the honey-bees. Among the Humble-bees, it is

only the queens or large females that live through the

winter and start fresh nests in the spring; the workers

or small females always diy_in the fall. These last, ft

the most part, only differ ft-om the queens in being

about two-thirds their size . It is the queens alone that

are seen in early spring 'lying round apple blossoms,

etc. , the workers not l.eing born till later in the year.

The specimens you send are genuine Humble-bees

—

workers—and belong all of them to our commonest spe-

cies in the U. S., the Peimsylvania Humble-bee (Bom-
htis pennsyloanicus . De Geer). This kind makes its nest

in the ground; and there were probably several of their

nests in your hay-field, which your hay-making opera-

tions distiu'bed. Hence they attacked your teams, as a

hive of honey-bees will fight if you disturb them. You
state yourself that they troubled you a good deal while

m.iking hay, and say nothing about their disturbing

your teams at any other time or in any other place. No
doubt if you had let them alone, they would have let

you and your horses alone. You must not blame them
forfightingfortheirfamilies. AYeijresumeyou woulddo
the same if our Indian friends were to make an on-

slaught upon your household gods.

With the exception of a few solitary bees (belonging

to the genera Ealktus and Andrena), which are known
as " Sweat-bees," and having a taste for human sweat

often get under folks's shirts in the hot summer weather
and sting if roughly handled, there is no kind of Bee or

Wasp that does not let man severely alone, if man will

be good enough to do the same by him. And what is

true of man, is equally true of the different animals do-

mesticated by man.

As with all Bees and Wasps , Including the Honey-bee,

the males of all the Humble-bees have got no sting at

all. In the case of certain species, the male Humble-
bee haunts flowers for the sake of the honey and pollen

found therein; in the case of other species, they fly idly

about till they die of starvation , as we have observed to

be the practice of the male of your species. In no case,

however, does any male Humble-bee, or indeed any
male Bee or Wasp belonging to any species, gather up
provisions for the nest. Like the red Indians, the males

are too chivalrous to work themselves, and it is upon
the females that all the labor of providing for the family

dbvolves.

Insects for sale—//. M. &., Chicago, 111.—Yes, we
understand that the extensive collection of N. A.
Lepidoptera, belonging to Mr. Geo. M. Peck, Is for

sale as a whole, or in part. It has been represented to

us as being one of the flnest private collections in the

country. Mr. Peck's address Is 129 Maiden Lane, New
York.

Can Land be insured agrainst Cnt-wrorms
and other Insects \—A. Willis, Columhia, Mo.—In
answer to your queries, we regret to say that we know
of no kind of preparation which you can apply to your

clover land, so as to insure the nursery stock you
intend planting upon it next spring, ag.iinstthe depre-

dations of insects. The habits of these lilliputian Iocs

are so diverse, and we have to fight them in so many
different ways, that it is Impossible to apply any par-

ticular remedy or preventive that will affect them all.

We think that the best thing you can do, is to keep the

land plowed clean until you wish to use it. It was for-

merly supposed that a clean summer and fall fallow

would insure the crops planted the following spring,

against the attacks of Cut-worms. But since we have

shown that some of these worms, which are so injuri-

rious in May and June, are produced from eggs depos-

ited the same spring,* and that all Cut-worms do not

hatch the year before they attain their growth, it fol-

lows that this clean fivllow will be hut a partial preven-

tion of their attacks.
* See Missouri Ent. Rep., pp. 72-3, nnd Amer. Enlomologisl, Vol. I, p. 188*

Beetles named— 7". W. Hoyt. //-.—Your golden

beetles are Cassida aurichalcea, Fabr. (See Vol. I, Fig.

177 ) The beetle with blue-black wing-covers and
rufous head, thorax, legs and antenna, which "made
a sort of crackling noise and emitted smoke which
smelt like sulphur from the hind part of his body," is

one of our common Bombardier beetles, Brachinus

Amen'caniis,'Lec. Upon one occasion, when we were
collecting insects and—as often happens—saw at the

same moment two rapidly running beetles, both of

which we were desirous to capture, we thoughtlessly

put one of the two, which happened to be a Bombar-
dier, between our lips, so as to hold him securely while

we caught and disposed of the other one. Forthwith

he fired away the customary discharge of blue smoke
from his tail; and the next instant our lips felt as if a

bottle of the strongest Aquafortis had been emptied

upon them. But we were not to be fooled thus. The
more he blazed away the tighter we held him; and after

a copious discharge of saliva from our mouth, the dis-

agreeable sensation passed off in some five minutes,

without any further unpleasant results.

Royal Horned-Caterpillar— W. C. Holmes,

Plattslurg, Mo.—The immense horned worm you send,

is the species which was illustrated in the colored plate

to our first volume.

M. G. Kern, Supt. Lafayette Pari, St. Louis, Mo.—
The worm you found on Lilac is the same Royal

Horned-Caterpillar. The fiict of its occurring on

Lilac is, we believe, entirely new to science.

Parsnip Caterpillar— T. W. Boyt, Jr., Ht. Louis,

Mo.—The worms found on Parsnip, which arc green,

marked with transverse black stripes and yellow dots,

and which protrude from the first segment, when dis-

turbed, two orange-colored strong-smelling processes,

are the larvae of our most common black swallow-tall

butteifly, Papilio asterias. Cram.

Bad packing— />/•. W. W. Butterfeld, Indianapolis,

Ind.—Owing to your bad packing, the glass vial, con-

taining the •' aquatic insects," broke in Uncle Sam's

mail-bags, and not a solitary bug of the whole lot

reached us. We only hope that none of them crawled

into some young Udy's love-letters, while they were

I'ampaging round among the postal matter.
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Insects named— 0. P. Faulkner, Bridgeport, Conn.

—>>o. 1 isnol Kecroplionis americanvs, Ollv., which is

a much larger and handsomer iusect with the elevated

middle part of the thorax looking like i-ed sealing-wax,

but i\1 marginalus, Fabr. Both have similar burying

hiibits. No. 2 is Creophilus vtllosvs, Gray.—usually found
luuler small pieces of carrion, where it preys upon car-

rion-eating insects. We have noticed the allied Zitto-

irophus cingulafvs, Gmv.jV/hich haunts cowduugs, fly

off from its favorite abode with a large Huter in its

mouth. 'So. Sis CoccineUa Upunctata, Uxm. No. 4 is

not Melanotus communis, Schonh, but M. inccHm, Lee.

The two are very closely allied, but incertiis is on the

average a considerably larger species . No . 5 is Scarites

sulterraneus , Fabr. "VVe have dug up many of this spe-

cies from the burrow.s of the large southern Dung-bee-
tle, Copris Carolina, Linn., .ind believe th.at it lays its

eggs there and in other such situations, and that its

larva lives upon dung-feeding larva;. No. 6 is Vloma
impressa, Melsh. , very abundant in all its stages under
decaying bark in the woods. This species was for-

merly confounded with U. culinaris of Europe, which,

as the name denotes, haunts kitchcn.s. No. TisV/i*

fasciafuf, Oliv.—The Slater family is a very difficult

one, very numerously represented in the U. S.; and it

is impossible to identify your species from your descrip-

tion, which neither specifies the size nor includes a

single generic character.

Beetle named— Wade Keyes. Florence, Ala.—YoviT
Beetle is Culopteron [I.yeus] ierminale, Say, and is tolera-

bly common, occurring on a variety of diiiercnt plants.

Tlie larva, which is cUiy-ytlluw jiirtlily spotted with
black, and very closely n m mlil, ,< tli.' wingless female of

the European genus 7v //(,,. a- li;.iirra by Westwood
(lutrod. I, p. 247, fig. 1^}, occurs under prostrate logs,

where it no doubt feeds upon tlje numerous larvje that

arc found in such situations We have bred this beetle

through all its stages, and upon one occasion, having de-
termined to preserve a pupa of this species as a cabinet
specimen, we pinned it throvigh the thorax with a very
fine No. 8 pin. Directly after we had done this, we
changed our mind, removed the pin, and replaced
the pupa in the breeding-jar. A week or two after-

wards this very same pupa developed into a perfect

specimen of the beetle; thus showing how tenacious of

life some insects are. If a lamb was run through the
breast with a sword, and then left to shift for itself, it

would not be very apt to develop into a perfect full-

grown sheep. LeConte in his Catalogue, but not in his
edition of Say's Entomology, considers ierminaU Say
as a mere variety of retiwlatum Fabr., which has
across the middle of its wing-cases an additional black
band, but is otherwise undistinguishable. We have
captured hundreds of both forms, and as we have never
met with any intermediate grade, we incline with Say
to think ierminale a true species. It would be interesting
to know whether or not reticulatum differs in its larval

and pup-al stages from terminale.

moth named— IF. G. Barton, Salem i/a««.—The
moth which you describe as having the front wings
pink edged at tip with yellow, is probably Alariaflor-
idii, Guen. This insect expands about one and a quar-
ter inches, and you will find an account of its larva by
Mr. W. Saunders in the Canadian Eutomologiit, Vol".

II, page 6, or in Dr. Fitch's twelfth Report. It feeds
on the Evening Primrose {(Enotlura.)

boring into Cucumber— &. W. C, Alton,

III.—The pale worm which enters and bores into your
cucumbers, and which is nearly of the same color .is

the inside of that vegetable, produces a very strikingly

marked moth of a yellowish-brown color, with an iris-

colored reflection , the front wings h.aving an irregular

semi-transparent dull yellow spot, not reaching their

front edge, and constricted at their lower edge, ^nd the

hind wings having their inner two-thirds of this same
semi-transparent yellow. The moth is new to us, and
during a recent trip E.ast we found no Entomologist who
could identify it. It belongs to the genus PJiahllura,

and is evidently Cramer's nitidalis, though the larva is

said by Guenee to feed on potatoes. We have found
this worm quite common in southerly latitudes the

present year, boring into melons, both musk and water.

A very similar worm, which however we have not yet

bred to the moth state, has been this autumn exceed-

ingly destructive to the cucumbers near Eock Island, iu

Northern Illinois. In company with this, but in

smaller numbers, we have also met with a rather

smaller worm, of a pale light yellow color and dotted

with black very much like the lar\a of the Cuirant
Worm Moth. (See Figures, aa in this Number). We
have not yet reared this last to the moth state, but hope
to do so before long. Of course, in a northerly latitude

,

insects do not develop as eariy in the ye-ar as they do
further South.

0. L. Barler, Alton, III.—The worms which have

ruined so many of your Nutmeg Melons by boring into

them, and causing them to rot, are the same species

spoken of above.

E. .s. Smith, Petely, ifo.—The worm boringinto your
Crook-neck and Hubbard squashes is the same species.

Caterpillar of tbe lo Moth— if™. Tihhsley,

Wtst Baden Springs, Orange Co., Ind.—The grass- green

worm found on Locust, with a conspicuous white and
lilac-colored line along each side, and covered with

numerous tufts of yellowish-green prickles, is the larva

of the lo Moth (Saturnia lo, .Sm. .lud Abb.) The moth
receives its name from two conspicuous eye-spots on

the hind wings, in allusion lo the ancient Greek hero-

ine lo, who, as the fable went, was jealously guarded

by the hundred-eyed Argus. The sexes difler very

greatly from each other, the general color of the jf

being deep yellow, while that of the $ is purple-brown;
though the same pattern is observable in both. The
caterpillar is capable of stinging with its spines.

TVorms on Clierry and on AVbitc Beecli—Zl.

B. Waite, Springwater, J\'. Y.—The worm that is "play-

ing foul with your cherry trees '
' had spun himself up

before he reached us; but from a peep that we got at

him through a rent in the cocoon, he appears to be
different from anything known to us. The other larva

that usually feeds on beech, but will .also eat grape

leaves, was also spun up; and as we ha\e no beech near

us and are almost entirely unacquainted with the insects

that infest that tree, we thought it useless to disturb

him; more especially as, if the cocoon was cut open,

the larva would most probably die, and by nursing the

cocoon carefully through the winter we hope to breed

the moth from it next summer. If we succeed next

year in rearing the moths from cither or both of your

two cocoons, we will take care to advise you immedi-

ately what they are.
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Apple-tree Trorms—^. K. Vichroij, Champaiijn,

III.—The small green 16-legged larvse, nearly half an

inch long and with a broad dark brown stripe on each

side extending the whole length of their backs, which

you find doing considerable damage to the Apple-tree,

belong to a new and hitherto undescribed species.

These larsie were first communicated to us by A. C.

Hammond of Warsaw, III., early in Sept. 1868; and

subsequently at the Illinois State Fair specimens were

shown to us by W. T. Nelson, of Wilmington, III.

At the latter end of Jlay, 1869, we bred the moth from

them; and u full account of the species, illustrated by

figures, will be published iu the Second Annual Report

of the Senior Editor. The mode in which this laiTa

operates on the apple-tree is by tying together the

leaves with silken cords, forming a mass of considerable

size inside which it lives gregariously, skeletonizing

the leaves that it has thus appropriated and filling them

w ith its gunpowder-like excrement. It was so abun-

dant in 1868 near Warsaw and Quincy as nearly to

strip many trees, especially in young orchards that were

in an unthrifty contatiou. It is quite different from the

Rascal Leaf-Crumpler (Phycita ntltilo, Walsh), which

lives all the time in a little black horn-like case, whereas

this larva carries no house on its back. And moreover

the Leaf-Crumpler is solitary in its habits, whereas this

species lives in communities of several dozen during

its entire larval life. As to the moths produced from

these two larva;, they are as different from each other

as a goat is from a sheep, To distinguish our species

from the Rascal Lcaf-crumpler, we may call it in Eng-

lish "Hammond's Leaf-tyer " (Aerolasis Hammondi,

u. sp.)

Stinging larvse—J. C. Falls, Ktw Alhatiy, Ind —
The lepidopterous larva> which you send arc those of the

iaAii\(ibacV.-molh (Emprttia tthnvUa, Clemens), a spe-

cies which has derived its Englii-h name from the sad-

dle-like dark spot on the middle of its back. The two

scientific names are derived respectively from a Greek

word which means "to burn," and a Latin word which

signifies '
' a goad." We shall shortly publish an arti-

cle on " Slinging Larvre," giving figures and descrip-

tions of the \ei-y few that possess this peculiar power,

so that our readers—and especially our fair readers,

whose hands may be presumed to be more delicate and

susceptible than those of us rough bearish men-fellowi—
may take due warning and govern themselves accord-

ingly . Our own experience is that these larvae produce

no efl'ect whatever on the palm of the hand, but if any

of their sprangling prickles touch the back of the hand,

or any other part of the body where the skin is not

hardened and horny, then the result is about the same

as if the same part had been stung by nettles.

Lappet Caterpillar on Avp\e-tree— William

Stall-. LotiiMana, J/o.—We regret to say that the first

caterpillar you sent was so rotten and stank so badly,

that we were glad to fling it away the moment the box

containing it was opened. The second '

' ugly wooly

worm '
' found high up on a Rome Beauty Apple-tree

,

and which was broad and perfectly flat below, with

fleshy, lappet-like appendages at its sides, was the larva

of the American Lappet 'Hloth {Gastropacha Americana.

Sm. & Abb.) which you may find figured on page 377

of Harris's Injurious Insects. The species is rather

rare, and there is but little risk of its undue muUipli-

Spined Spider— (?. W. Kiuncy, Snow Bill, Mo.—
The odd-looking angular spider, of a shiny mahogany
brown, with the upper part of the abdomen yellow,

and with two immense spines or thorns projecting from

behind, and other smaller ones from above, is Epeira

spinea, Hentz. It was subsequently described as found

sparingly near Murphysboro, in South Illinois, by

Vefpa (Cyrus Thomas?) in the Prairie Farmer for 18(il

(A'ol. m, page 169) , inidcr the name of Epdra ( Gastera-

caytha) fpiiiicanla. Near Rock Island, in North Illinois,

it is by no means uncommon.

T. W. Gortlon, Georgetown, OAio.—The spider sent by

you is the same species .spoken of above in answer to

Mr. Kinney.

Dangerous looking—Dr. M. M. Kenzie, Centie-

lillc, J/o.—The "dangerous looking" hairy ant-like

insect of a Ijlack color with the forehead, upper pju-t

of thorax and two broad bands on the abdomen of a

deep rufous, is § M-utilla cocciiiea, Linn. The ^ is

somewhat smaller and has wings. This insect belongs

to the Digger Wasps, and the sting of § is said to be

exceedingly severe.

Bag-worms again—T. V. Tipton, WilliamnpoH,

Ohiv.—'ihe worms wiiich are literally eating up your

Cedar trees are the common Bag-worm, which we have

already frequently referred to under this head. We
shall publi&h an article on this insect in our next num-

ber. Tlie Tvmato-toorm cannot sting! The common
House-fly breeds in stable manure. We shall give its

natural history whenever we can spare the space.

Large water beetle—S. E. Munfm-d, Princeton,

jriJ.—\n our answer to you last month, we should have

mentioned that the water-beetle you sent was § , and

that in the i^ the w inii-covcrs, instead of having longi-

tudinal inipii--'.! linr-. aiv i.iTfectly smooth, with the

exception ul ihr uiiriual i"«s of fine punctures. Thos.

Say, who w:i^ tin- lir>t t.i .Irscribe this species, was not

acquainted with the (^

.

Beetles under dead Fisli— T. Ferrell, Frankfort,

Ohio.—The large beetles with round, tieep brown wing-

cases and yellow thorax with a central dark spot,

which you found under a dead lish, are Silpha (A'ecro-

philu) pdtttta. Catesby. They feed on all kinds of

carrion.

Err.\t.\ is Vol. 1, No. 12.—Page III, coluiun

2, line 36, for " Brachyrynchus" read "Brachy-

rhyncus." Page VII, column 2, line 1, i'oi-

"Stinging "read "Stinking." Page 235, col-

umn I, line 3 from bottom, for " IG9, =" read

" 174, -." Page 242, column 1, line 18, for

"i»/wsea" read " Musca." Page 250, column

1, line 12 from bottom, for " Therydopleryx"

read •' Thyridopteryx." Same page, column 2,

line 7 from bottom, for "CartweU" read

" Hartwell." Page 251, column 1, line 18, for

" Welsh " read " Melsli."

ly Several answers that should have apiK ...cd

in the present number, must unavoidably lie

over till our next issue.

S^" Our acknowledgements and notices of

new works have also been crowded out of this

number.
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UXIVERSAIi REMEDIES.

We Iiave received several circulars from the
'• I'liiou Fertilizer Company of New York,"
crying up the merits of a miraculous panacea
ol'tlioirs, which they kindly offer to the public

it the low price of $45 per ton, packed in bar-

rels ready for shipment. The Secretary of this

Company rejoices in the very appropiiate and
suggestive name of A. S. Quackenbosh, and
he assures us that the arlicle which he offers for

sale, besides being an excellent Fertilizer, is

" sure death and extermination to the Canker-
worm, the Curculio, the Apple Moth, the Potato

Bug, the Cotton Worm, the Tobacco Worm, the

Hop Louse, the Army Worm, the Currant Bug,
and all descriptions of insect and vermicular
Ufe which infest and devastate the Orchard, the

Garden, or the Farm." Of course, as with all

other QUACK remedies blazened forth with such
a vast parade of bosh, there is a host of certi-

Icates appended to the printed Circular,

howiug how " the Insect and AYorm Extermi-
.i.itor" was applied by Mr. Jones to his currant

bushes, and how not long afterwards Mr.
Jones's curraut bushes were entirely free from
worms, though they had previously been
swarming with "vermicular life;" how Mr.
Smith, who had manured his potato patch with
the Patent Exterminator, raised a much better
crop of potatoes than his neighbor Thompson,
who had tried to grow potatoes without any
manure at all ; and how a dozen different men,
whose orchards were formerly much troubled
with canker-worms, and who have, for the last

.ear or two, been drenching their apple trees

with heroic doses of this never-failing Bug-des-

troyer, have scarcely seen a single canker-worm
on their trees, ever since they invested their

money in the Great Miraculous Insect-killing

Exterminator. But who docs not know that,

whether the "Exterminator" be applied or

not, all currant-worms after they have got their

growth disappear from among the leaves in or-

der to form their cocoons? Who denies that ev-

ery Fertilizer, that contains no other ingredients

than clean sand, must necessarily be more or less

beneficial to some crop or other; and that

though it may be positively injurious to wheat,

to corn, to hops and to fruit trees, it may yet

be an advantageous preparation to apply to

potatoes? Lastly, what well informed Orchard-

ist is not aware that, for the last year or two,

the Canker-worm in several widely-remote

regions in the United States has ceased to

swarm as it used to do—most probably from
the action of the different parasites that prey

upon it, either when it is in the egg or when it

is in the larva state? The trouble with all such
panaceas as this vaunted New York "Extermi-
nator" is, that we hear nothing of the ninety

and nine cases where the Universal Remedy
was applied and found to do no good, while in

the one case where the medicine worked well,

or was supposed to work well, the happy exper-

imenter lauds it to the skies iu a flaming adver-

tisement. In the words of the veteran sports-

man, when his juvenile companions were brag-

ging of their achievements with the fowling-

piece

—

What is Uit is history

,

But what is missed is mystery.

Of course, for all such interesting and instruct-

ive advertisements as those above referred to,

the eloquent inditer of them may, or may not,

get " value received " from this Right Honor-
able Company, which has apparently been born
under the most felicitous auspices in Wall
street, N. Y., and after being carefully nursed
through a rickety childhood in the Gold Room
of the Great City of Gotham, is now in its ma-
ture manhood flooding the whole country with
its elegantly printed Circulars, in praise of

"the only sure Remedy for destroying Worms
and Insects injurious to Vegetation."
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" But," it will be said, " these are mere vague

generalities." Well, then, let us come to close

quarters with A. S. Quackenbosh, Esq. You
assert roundly, friend Quackenbosh, that your

Patent Nostrum is " sure death and extermina-

tion " to all descriptions of insect life. Ot
course, then, you have experimented with the

different noxious insects that afflict the Fanner,

the Fruit-grower and tlie Gardener, and are tol-

erably familiar with the natural history of each

of them. Of course you are well acquainted

with the twelve very distinct bugs that attack

the Potato, as long ago catalogued in this Maga-
zine, and the two different worms 'that infest

the Cotton Plant, namely, the Cotton Caterpil-

lar and the Boll AVorm. Of course you are

thoroughly aware that the Tobacco Worm,
which troubles the Connecticut Tobacco-farmei",

is a very distinct species from that other Tobacco
AVorm, which is found in Kentucky and Mary-
land and Virginia. Of course you arc completely

posted as to the well-ascertained fact, that the

Cotton Caterpillar of the South, the true Army
AVorm of the Northern States, and in the North
AVest corner of New York the Tent Caterpillar

of the Forest, are all three of them, in certain

localities, popularly designated by the same
name of " Army AVorm." Of course you your-
self pei-fectly understand what you mean by the

term "Currant Bug;" but, for our own part,

we must candidly confess that we never heard
any particular insect called by this name, though
we have in our time listened to a great deal of

talk about "Currant Borers," and "Currant
AVorms," and " Currant Plant-lice." Since,

then, Mr. Secretary Quackenbosh, you know
so much on all these different entomological

points—which after all are the mere A, B, C of

the science—howin heaven's name docs it come
about tliat, on the very Title-page of your Great

Braggadocio Circular, you warrant your Patent

"Fertilizer" to be sure death and extermina-

tion to '• THE Potato Bug, THE Cotton AVorm,
THE Tobacco AVorm, THE Army AVorm, and
THE Currant Bug?" Are you actually green

enough to suppose, that there is only one kind
of Potato Bug, when in realitythere are twelve?
That there is only one AVorm that infests the

cotton plant, when in point of fact there are

TWO? That there is but one Tobacco AVorm,
and one so-called Army AVorm, when every
entomologist knows that there are two insects

which pass by the former, and three which
pass by the latter name? And lastly do you
expect us poor ignorant country folks to under-
stand, at the very first glance, what you mean
by your recondite and learned disquisition

about " THE Currant Bug?" Quackenbosh!
we are really sorr>- for you ! AVe fear greatly

that, instead of being a decently good entomo-
logist, tolerably well acquainted with the Nox-
ious Insects of the United States, you are a mere
entomological Quack; and that, instead of talk-

ing good common horse-sense to us, you are

uttering all the time nothing but Bosh!
In sober serious earnest, what Stock-grower

would trust a fick horse or a sick cow to a vet-

erinary surgeon, who actually did not know the

difference between a horse and a cow? And
yet thousands of farmers are trusting every day
to the delusive humbng, which is broached by
this New York Company, about the hundreds
of different kinds of Noxious Insects that swarm
among us in the country, when it is demon-
strable from the very circulars, which this pre-

cious Company puts forth with such brazen

effrontery, that it cannot tell the difference be-

tween a Bee and a Beetle; and that the only

insects with which it is practically familiar are

the insects of city life, namely, Cockroaches,

House-flies, Mosquitoes, Fleas and Bedbugs,
with perhaps a small infusion of Head-lice and
Body-lice. Farmers of the United States! how
many more times are you going to be fooled by
a set of men, who live in a wilderness of brick

walls and brown-stone palaces; and know no

more about you and your thousand and one

insect enemies, than a Scotch Highlander does

about knee-breeches?

In one word, we would earnestly advise our

readers, whenever they meet with a preparation

which is warranted to destroy all bugs without

exception—no matter whether it be labeled as

" Best's Invigorator " or as the " Insect Exter-

minator" of some Eastern Company—to set

down the authors of that preparation as quacks,

charlatans and humbugs. Different insects dif-

fer far more widely from each other, than does

a Horse from a Hog or a Sheep from a Rabbit;

and as we know that food that would poison a

horse may often be eaten with impunity by a

hog, and that a sheep can thrive upon a great

variety of weeds which would be deadly poison

to almost any other plant-feeding quadruped,

we may reasonably infer a 2»'io7-i—evcn if wo
have no special experience on the subject—that

a particular chemical preparation may some-

times be destructive to one particular torm of

insect life, and yet prove to be entirely innocu-

ous or even salutai-y when employed against

every other species of insects. Nothing is more

certain than that there is no Royal Road to the

destruction of the Bad Bugs ; and that the only

way in which we can fight them satisfactorily;
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is by carefully studying out the habits of each

species, anil adapting the mode of attack to the

pcculiai'ities of the fortiflcation, which we
are about to besiege. The tactics that took

Sevastopol would have failed at Vicksburg ; and
Richmond would never have fallen, if the opera-

tions which proved so successful against the

Mississippi fortress had been exclusively em-
ployed against the capital city of the Southern

Confederation.

TIIK l!.\(;-W(fi;M. alias lUSKET-WOKM. alias DROP-
WOl.'M.

( Tlnjiidoptcryx ephenienvfonnis, Haw.)

[F'S

Mrs. Mary Treat, of Vine-land, N. J., sent us last

Juno great numbers of the newly-hatched larvae

of this Bag-worm, and expressed a desire to learn

something of their natural history. As we are

continually receiving specimens of this peculiar

insect, for detei'mination, we have coucluded to

give an account of it, by aid of the above illus-

trations. (Fig. 28.)

Tl'ie Bag-worm may be regarded as a Southern
rather than a Northern insect, though it is found
as fiir North as the northern part of New Jersey.

It may even occur at points above this; but
specimens which Dr. Harris hatched on his

place, at Cambridge, Mass., from eggs obtained
from Philadelphia, had not yet acquired their

full growth by the 25th of September; and he
expressed the opinion, that the greater portion

of them would be arrested by frost before com-
pleting their growth.* Mr. C. J. S. Bethune
also informs us that it is not met with in Canada.

It is known to occur on Long Island, N. Y., in

New Jersey, Massachusetts,New York, Pennsy 1-

Kutoraological Con-espoiultnce, Kan-is, \t 2-14.

vania, Oliio, Maryland, District of Columbia, the
Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama, Kentucky, South
Illinois, and South Missouri. Like the Canker-
worm, the Tussock-moth, and all other insects

in which the perfect female is wingless, the

Bag-worm is extremely local in character, often

abounding in a particular neighborhood, and
being totally unknown a few miles away.
The clothing made by different solitary in-

.sects, for protection either against the inclem-

encies of the weather or against their enemies,

is even more varied in cut and make-up, than
are the divers costumes of the diflereiit peoples,

I

civilized and barbarous, which inhabit our globe.

Some insects live in the interior of leaves, using
the upper and under cuticles as protection ; some

make their coats out of the leaves them-
selves ; some make cases of a sort ofgummy
cement, while others use cases of spun
^ilk; but by far the greater number, of

those which protect themselves at all,

employ silken cases which they cover and
disguise with some other material. Thus,
lichens, grass, rushes, stones, shells, sand,

wool, cotton, hair, wax, and the bark,

twigs and leaves of trees, are all used for

this purpose, while a few worms actually

use their own excrement arranged on the

outside of their cases with mathematical
precision. Unlike us mortals, however,
these insects do not change the fashion of

their dress with every change of season,

but follow strictly the pattern used by their an-

cestors, who cut, spun and wove, ages before

our primordial mother sewed fig-leaves together

to hide hel nakedness. The follicle of our Bag-
worm is covered by the leaves and stems of

those trees or shrubs upon which it subsists;

and when evergreen leaves are used they are

often very regularlv and prettily arranged after

the fashion of thatching.

Throughout the winter, the weather-beaten

bags of this insect may be seen hanging from
almost every kind of tree. Upon plucking them
at that season many will be found empty, but the

greater proportion of them will, on being cut

open, present the appearance given at Figure 28,

e; being in fact partly full of soft yellow eggs.

Those wliich do not contain eggs are the niale

bags, and his empty chrysalis skin is generally

found protruding from the lower end. From
the middle to the end of May, in the latitude of

St. Louis, these eggs hatch into little active

brown worms, which, from the first moment of

their lives, commence to form for themselves

coverings. They crawl on to a tender leaf, and.
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attached by the auterior legs, with their tails

hoisted in the air, they each spin around them-

selves a ring of silk, to which they soon fasten

hits of leaf. They continue adding to the lower

edge of the ring, pushing it up as it increases iu

depth, till it reaches the tail, and forms a sort

of cone, as represented in Figure 28, g. As

the worms grow, they continue to increase their

bags from the bottom, until the latter become

so large and heavy that the worms allow them

to hang, instead of holding them upright, as

they did while they were young. By the end of

July, the worms acquire their full growth, when

tlicy present the appearance of Figure 28, f.

At this stage, on being pulled out of its bag or

follicle, the worm appears as at Figure 28, a,

that portion of the body which is always covered

by the bag. being soft, and of a dull, smoky

brown, inclining to reddish at the sides; while

the three anterior, or thoracic segments, which

are exposed when the insect is feeding or march-

ing, are horny, and mottled with black and

white. The prolegs, on the hidden part of the

body are but poorly developed, and consist of but

slight wart-like projections ; they are furnished,

however, with numerous small hooks, which

answer an admirable purpose, in enabling the

bearer to cling to his home-spun coat, which

shelters him from the weather, and defends him

from his enemies, and which is even more essen-

tial to his existence than are the clothes we wear

to ours. The worms do not arrive at their full-

grown condition without passing through criti-

cal periods. At four different times during their

growth they close up the mouths of their bags,

and retire for two days to cast tlieir skins or

moult, as is the nature of their kind, and they

push their old skins through a passage which

is always left open at the extremity of the bag,

and which also allows the passing of the excre-

ment.

During their growth they arc very slow trav-

elers, and seldom leave the tree on which they

were born; but when fall grown they become

(piite restless; and it is at this time that they

wander by the day, dropping on to persons by

their silken threads, and crossing the sidewalks

of our cities in all directions. It is from this

habit of dropping on to persons that they have

been called " Drop-worms." A wise instinct

urges them to thus wander from place to place,

for, did they remain on one tree, they would
soon multiply beyond the power of that tree to

sustain them, and would in consequence become
extinct. When they have lost their migratory

desires, they fasten their bags very securely by
a strong band of silk to the twigs of the tree on

which they happen to be. Here again, a

strange instinct leads them to thus fasten their

cocoons to (he twigs only of the tree they

inhabit, so that these cocoons will remain

throngli the winter; and not to the leaf-stalk,

where they would be blown down with the

leaf. After thus fastening their bags, they line

them with a good thickness of soft white silk,

and after turning around iu the bag so as

to have the head towards (he lower orifice, they

rest awhile from their labors, and at last cast

their skins and become oJirysalids. Hitherto

the worms had all been alike in appearance, but

now the sexes are distinguishable, the male

chrysalis (Fig 28, b) being but half the size of

that of the female, and exhibiting the encased

wings, legs and antennas as in all ordinary

chrysalids, while hers shows no signs of any

such members. (See inside of bag at e). Three

weeks afterwards a still greater change takes

place the sexes differentiating still more. The

male chrysalis works himself down to the end of

his bag, and, hanging half-way out, the skin

bursts, and the moth (Fig. 28, d,) with a black

body and glassy wings, escapes, and, when his

wings are dry, soars through the air to seek his

mate, who is not blessed with wings, but is an

abortive aflEair with the head and general ap-

pearance of the larva, but still more degraded,

since she has not even the legs which it pos-

sessed : she is in fact a naked yellowish bag of

eggs, with a ring of soft light brown silky hair

near the tail. (See Fig. 28, c).

Dr. Harris wrote to Edward Doubleday, on

the 29th of October, 1849,* as follows:

"The males are disclosed in September and
the early part of October, and immediately
afterwards the females will be found to be im-
pregnated. I cxaniiiica about fifty foniale folli-

cles on the L'.'ih oi' ( )>-iiilii'i-. ami found all the

females escaiicd, ami their puiiaria half lull of
fertilized egg.'>. It is nut true that the females

remain in their puparia or in their follioles.

Among all those examined as above mentioned,
not a single female was discovered; they had
come out of their jiupa skins, and Iiad also left

their follicles. It i^ only at an early period, or

in some rare ia<e> \\ hen the females have re-

mained unini]>rcgnalcd till this time, that any
females are to be found witliin their pupa skins.

But they do not leave their pupa skins until

they have been impregnated, and liave laid their

eggs.
"How the male contrives to get at the female

is a mystery that I have not yet solved. The
pupa skin of the female splits "in the middle of

the little carinated ridge found on the top and
fore part of the thorax, ;uid also laterally, so as

to admit of a kind of T-shaped opening. It is

through this that the male organ must be intro-

»Eiitomolojrical Corrcspomlence, ji. IT'.i
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diiced, and, passintf between the back skin of

the pnpa and tlie body of the female, reach her

hinder cxtromitv in the bottom of the pnpa
skin. Bnt. in addilion to this extent to be pen-
etrated, the male has to penetrate the whole
lengtli of tlie lower oritice of the follicle,

say half an inch, before he can reach the head
of' the puparium. The female lays her eg-gs iu

the puparium or pupa shell, reccdinjr from it

as she does so, and filling the shell half or two-
thirds full of eggs. The rest of the shell she

tills with a fawn-colored down, rubbed off her
own body."

In order to elucidate and forever settle these

two points in the natural history of our Bag-

worm, we have closely studied the habits of

this insect, and have not only examined hun-

dreds of .specimens in the open air, but have

reared great numbers within dooi-s from the

egg to the perfect state, watching their opera-

tions day by day. The females of several in-

sects wliich inhabit similar follicles (genera

CEceticus Psyche, etc.), are perfectly wingless.

They are, indeed, the most degraded and im-

perfect of moths, and afford a marked excep-

tion to that very general, but not universal

rule as laid down by Agassiz, viz: that the

earliest condition of an animal cannot be its

highest. It is well known that certain Euro-

pean species never quit their follicles, and that

the shrunken body not only lies near the ori-

fice and protects her eggs, but that it forms the

first food of the young larvse, who play the car-

nivorous role for the first moments of their

lives, by subsisting on this remnant of their

niother's body. It is consequently stated by

most European authors, as a characteristic of

the group, that the females never quit their

cases. But as Harris well remarked in the

above extract, the insect of which we now
write, forms an exception to this rule.

The manner in which fertilization takes place

is easily explained, though we are not one

bit surprised that to Dr. Harris, and to all

who have not given close attention to the mat-

ter, the modus operayidi should be involved in

such mystery.

The males of most insects mature before the

females, but if we take a given number of our

Bag-worm cocoons, one-half of which are males

and the other half females, and cut them open
at the time that the first male makes his appear-

ance from the lot, we shall find that many of

the females have already hurst open the pupa
shell at its anterior or lower end, and have

worked themselves through the aforementioned

T-shaped opening, to the lower end of the fol-

licle. The puparium is held tenaciously to the

upper part of the follicle by the abundance of

soft but tough silk with which the follicle is

lined, but it is extenuated to nearly double its

natural length by the efforts which the female

makes in emerging. The female never with-

draws herself entirely from the pupa shell, but

holds on to it by her terminal segments, being

evidently assisted by the ring of wooly hair

already referred to. Thus, with the pupa shell

extended to its utmost capacity, and the addi-

tional length of her whole body, she is enabled

to reach to the lower orifice of the follicle,

where she patiently awaits the male, and

after meeting him, works herself back into the

pupa shell. Here she deposits her eggs in the

upper part, intermingling them, and crowding

the lower part of the puparium with the pecu-

liar fawn-colored down already referred to.

After having thus cosily secured her eggs

against the winter's blasts she works herself out

and drops exhausted to the ground.

The eggs are very soft opaque ob-ovatc bodies

about 0.05 inch long, and each is surrounded

by more or less of the down, which cannot well

be detached from it, and seems to be part and

parcel of the external surface. The fulvous or

fawn-colored down is iu reality extruded trom

the abdomen, and not rubbed off the body as

stated by Harris. This fact becomes apparent

when we consider the nakedness of the body,

and may be proved by dissecting an impreg-

nated female just before the laying of the eggs,

or by a microscopic examination of the down
itself. It is in reality a very fine silk and not

hair. Not only are the eggs mixed with it, and
the lower third of the puparium tightly crowded
with it, but there is always an abundance of it

mixed in with the white silk at the lower end

of the follicle, and evidently scattered by the

emaciated female iu her exit.

Follicles iu which the female is waiting for

the male may be distinguished even without

cutting into them, for her body entirely fills up
their lower third which is otherwise contracted

and empty. In a state of nature the females

scarcely ever fail to get impregnated, but in

confinement a majority of them thus fail, and in

such an event they remain at the lower part of

the follicle uutil death. Out of 82 ? follicles

that were set apart by us last September, in a

separate cage, so that no males could reach them,

every one of them died in this manner, and we
could not find a single attempt at virginal re-

production, though very closely allied species

have been known t6 produce impregnated eggs
without fecundation.

The males emerge during the warm morning
hours. They are very active, and in confine-
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inent generally batter tliemselves to death

within two days. The penis is telesi;oi)icall5'

extensile to about twice the length of liis body,

and he is thus enabled to reach the female

without diflSculty.

This insect is essentially polyphagous, for it

occurs alike on evergreen and deciduous trees.

We have found it on the red and white elms,

the common black and honey locusts, Lombardy
poplar, catalpa, Norway spruce, arbor-vitse,

osage orange, soft and silver maples, sycamore,
apple, plum, cherry, quince, pear, linden, and,

above all, on the red cedar, while Mr. Glover
has also found it on the cotton plant in Georgia.

We have even seen the bags attached to rasp-

berry canes; but the Ailanthus, which is now
extensively grown in our large cities for shade
and ornamental purposes, will be found entirely

exempt from its attacks. There seems to be a

very general prejudice against this tree on ac-

count of the rather unpleasant and fetid odor
of the nnile blossoms, and we were much sur-

prised at the wholesale tirade against it, that

was made by the editor of the IlorticuUnrist in

18G'J in the August number of that journal. In
view of the fact that it is so free from the attacks

of injurious insects, we deem it well worthy of
cultivation ; and those who do not like the odor
of the male blossoms, ought to know enough,
cither to cut them otf at the proper time, or to

grow only the female tree which produces no
unpleasant effluvium, and which, with its large
cluster of seed-pods—now yellow, now assum-
ing almost every tint from fiesh-color to crim-
son—forms, in our eyes, a most graceful and
pleasing sight. In 1868 we had noticed that

this tree when surrounded by other kinds,
would have a few isolated bags hanging from
its twigs, and it became a question in our
minds whether the Bag-worm actually disliked
the leaves, or whether the leaves being com-
pound, its usual instinct failed i(, insomuch that
it fastened its case to the mid-stalk, which falls

to the ground. But after ample experiment the
past summer, with worms newly hatched and
with others of various ages, we have concluded
that they cannot live on Ailanthus leaves, and
that such few bags as are found upon this tree
in winter, have been fastened there by worms
which had traveled from other kinds of trees.

This insect is also exceedingly hardy and vig-
orous, and the young worms will at (irst make
their bags of almost any substance upon which
they happen to rest when newly hatched. Thus,
they will construct them of leather, paper, straw,
cork, wood, or of any other material which is

sufliciently soft to allow of their gnawing it,

and it is quite amusing to watch their oper-
ations.

Remedies.

How often does the simple knowledge ot an
insect's habits and transformations, give the clue

to its easy destruction! Trom the foregoing
account of the Bag-worm, it becomes obvious,
that by plucking and burning the cases in the

winter time, the trees can be easily rid of them.
If this is done whenever the first few bags are

observed, the task of plucking is light; but
where it is not so done, the worms will continue
to increase, and partly defoliating the tree each
year, slowly, but surely, sap its life.

Tor many years this insect had been multi-

plying in the city of St. Louis, until in 1SG8 it

had become exceedingly abundant and destruc-

tive, especially in the older portions of the city.

So man)' trees were unhealthy, and dwindled
or died, that tree planters frequently became
discouraged. Very few persons, however, sus-

pected that the Bag-worm was the cause, and
still fewer were aware how easily its ravages
were checked, until last winter, the Junior Edi-
tor called attention to the matter through the col-

umns of one of the daily papers, and urged the

destruction of the bags and their contents before

the trees again put forth their leaves. This
appeal, we are glad to say, was duly responded
to by the citizens; for in less than a month,
the trees in the public parks and around the

court-house, and also along many of the streets,

were entirely cleared of the bags. Indeed, we
have seldom known entomological informalion

to be fraught with such immediate and bene-
licial results ! It even opened up a new field of

employment for certain enterprising youths,

who, with a dirty copy of the daily already

referred to in hand, might have been seen trot-

ting up some of the principal avenues, and
shrieking out, newsboy fashion: "Clean your
Bag-worms off, ma'am." " Clean your trees,

sir?—take 'em all oft' for a dollar! "

Though the very first efforts of the newly-
hatched worm are directed to building for ilself

a covering, and though, throughout its larval

life, it is always covered and protected by this

covering, this insect is yet subject to the attacks

of parasites, two of which are already known
to assist us in subduing it.*

'Cryptusinquisi, i thiiiidoptcnj.v, Kil

|^° The publishers of those, papers which ad-

vertise to club with ours, will please take notice

of our change of subscription price.
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TENT-CATERPILLARS AND FALL WEB-WORMS.

The following appears in the Western Biiral

of August 2G, 1869, from the pen of a corres-

pondent:

The Tent Caterpillar has taken possession of

many line young trees, and spread his web from
" pole to pole," for many are stripped of foliage

and resemble bare poles.

The true Tent Caterpillar, or as it is often

briefly called, "The Caterpillar,"' hatches out in

the spring almost before the leaves of our apple

trees put forth. Early iu June they spin up,

and the moths, which are of a reddish brown

color, make their appearance early in July,

shortly after which they deposit their eggs in

the well-known rings on the twigs, of which

we gave a drawing (Fig. 145 c) on page 208 of

our first volume. The Fall Web Worm, on the

contrary, does not hatch out till August, and

although it makes a very similar web-like nest

to tliat constructed by the preceding species, it

is yet a much smaller insect and somewhat dif-

ferently colored. Towards the end of the sum-

mer this worm spins up like the true Tent Cat-

erpillar; but instead of the Moth bursting forth

from the cocoon the same season, it does not

make its appearance till the middle of the fol-

lowing season. Moreover this moth, instead

ot being reddish brown, is of a pure milk-

white color, and it does not lay its eggs in a

ring upon the twigs, but deposits them in an

irregular mass upon a loaf. Thus it will be

seen that one insect hybcrnates in the egg state,

the other in the puiJi state: one larva appears

iu May, the other in August; one moth is

brown, the other is white; and one lays its eggs

ou the twigs, because if it laid them on a leaf

they would fall off the tree and be lost iu the

winter, whereas the other species lays its eggs

on a leaf, because it is instinctively aware that

those eggs will hatcli out long before the leaf

falls to the ground.

No two insects are more frequently con-

founded than the true Tent Caterpillar (C/isio-

cam2m americana, Harris), and the Fall Web
Worm {Hyphantria textor, Harris) ; so that the

correspondent of the Western Bural will find

plenty of company in the mistake that he has

made, in speaking of Tent Caterpillars in Au-
gust. Both species are very general feeders,

the nests of the Teat Cate.'-pillar being found on
the Wild Black Clierry, the Apple, the Crab,

the Choke Cherry, the cultivated Cherry, the

Plum both wild and tame, the Thorn, and the

Shad bush, but scarcely ever on the Pear or on

the Peach ; while those of the Fall Web Worm
occur in the greatest abundance ou Hickories,

especially the Pignut Hickory, and also ou Wild

Black Cherry, Apple, Crab, Ash, Elm, Willow,

Oak, Birch, and Sycamore or Buttonwood.

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE JAPANESE SILK-WOKM.

{Aniherca Yama-mai.)

In the year 1868 I made some experiments in

rearing the Ailanthus Silk-worm {Samia Cyn-

thia), 9.n account of which appeared in the Ainer-

ican N'aturalist, iu the August number of that

year. I was of opinion then, and am now, that

Cynthia is the moth best adapted to our north-

ern climate as a silk-producer. My reasons

need not be repeated here, but I may say that,

since writing the article above adverted to, I

have received from Dr. Wallace, of England, a

specimen of sewing silk made from the cocoon

of the Cynthia, and its appearance and quality

have strengthened ray previous favorable

opinion.

By way, however, of ascertaining the species

of silk-worm moth most suitable to the climate

of North America, I obtained from Dr. Wal-

lace a iramber of the eggs of the Japanese silk-

vvrorm known as Yama-mai, which is said to

produce a most beautiful silk, of a greenish

color, and the cocoons of which are as easily

reeled as are those of the ordinary silk-worm

{Bombyx mori) . These eggs were sold to per-

I

sons residing iu widely distant localities, while

' I reserved a considerable number for my own
use.

I propose in this paper to give the readers of

the EsTOMOLOGiST not only au account of my
own experiments with this insect, but also a

synopsis of the results of the experiments of my
correspondents, so far as I have been able to

ascertain them.

The whole of the eggs I received from Eng-

land arrived in New York iu the nionlhs of

March and April. lam inclined tolhiuk lliatthis

is a bad time to receive them here, and that in

future it will be better to receive them in the

fall, so that they may be forwarded to their res-

pective destinations before the severe cold sets

in, thus enabling parlies living in widely dis-

tant latitudes to keep their eggs at a tempera-

ture which, without injuring the egg, will re-

I tard the hatching till such time as vegetation

iu their respective localities shall be so far ad-

! vauced as to afford the caterpillars a good sup-

ply of food. If the eggs be kept in England till

early spring, it is clear that they will be some-

what developed by the warmth of the climate,
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which development may be seriously checked if

the temperature here should be, as it probably

would be, much lower than the temperature of

England. Disease maybe thus induced; and my
opinion is that most of the failures occurring

here this last season may be attributed to this

cause.

It will be perhaps remembered that the spring

of 1809, at least on the Atlantic coast, was very

backward. The consequence was that, when

on April 20th some of the Yama-mai eggs began

to hatch out, there was nothing worthy of be-

ing called an oak-leaf to be found for them.

The few warm days occurring at this time were

sufficient to complete the development of the

caterpillar, but not sufficient to make the neces-

sary advance in the growth of its food-plant.

Buds, rather than leaves, of Qiiercus coccinea

were however obtained, and upon these the

larvae fed a little. Still they were very sluggish

and inert, and the weather again becoming very

cold, most of this first lot died within the first

two days. Dr. Wallace recommends that the

larva; be removed, as they hatch out, to strips

of glass moistened with water so that they may
drink. A better plan is, I think, to remove

them at once to branches, the leaves of which

have been well sprinkled. Moisture in some
way should, I have no doubt, be furnished

them.

By May 3d nearlj- all the caterpillars, amount-

ing to over a hundred, had died from the preva-

lence of cold. I was obliged to keep them
within doors, and they appeared to eat a little

during the day ; but they became torpid during

the night, and in the morning were all but in-

animate. The temperature had ranged from
too on April 2Gth to 58° on the 27th, and by

May 3d had gone down again to 35".

By May 12th more eggs had ari-ived IVom

England, and the weather having become some-
what warmer, hatched out almost immediately.

These I fed on Q. coccinea and Q. tinctoria

indiflerently, the larva evincing, I think, a little

preference for the former, but doing well on
both. The branches were placed in water, un-

der a verandah facing the northeast, so that the

rays of the morning sun had access to them, the

larva; appearing to enjoy the warmth. I kept
them out night and day, unless the night threat-

cued to be very cold. In warm dry days I

sprinkled the branches two or three times with
Clearwater. A short description of tlio larvae

may not be out of place here.

On hatching out they are brimstone \ ellow

;

the body sparsely covered with strong hairs.

After the second moult they become greenish,

with black spots. After the third moult the

color is a beautiful apple-green, with yellow

tubercles on each segment, and a few black

hairs emerging from each tubercle. The head

and legs are chocolate brown, the pro-legs red-

dish. On the anal legs there is a dark brown
or nearly black patch. The first segment is

edged with deep pink. In some lights a silver

spangle appears on some of the tubercles. The
markings do not greatly differ during the re-

mainder of their growth, but the apple-green

color becomes, if possible, still more beautiful.

It is almost impossible to imagine weather

more unfavorable for the rearing of any foreign

insects, than that which prevailed in New York
during the months of April and May. I have

already noticed this, but it may bo well to quote

from the record a little farther. On April 26tli

the thermometer at 6 a. m. stood, as I said be-

fore, at 48"; at 3 p. m. it was 71°. On the 27th

it was 58'' in the morning and 72" in the after-

noon, while on the Suth the mercury scarcely

reached S.'i" in the hottest part of the day. On
the 2d of May it reached no higher than -11"',

keeping quite cold up to about the 22d, when it

ranged from 49" at 6 p. m. to 02" at 3 r. m. On
the 31st it reached as high as 79". Dr. AVallace

tells us that the temperature most favorable to

the welfare of the larvse is from 50" to GO" in

May and 05" to 75" in June, and thinks that a

higher temperature "endangers the safety of

the worm." Now, in June we had a series of

hot days, in which the mercury reached over

8(j". The consequence of all this was, that on

June 26th, out of about 200 larvre which had

been a few days before apparently thriving,

having reached their last moult, all but six

were dead. A few may have wandered, and

about three died of diarrhea, but the majority

died of a disease acting very rapidly, which

showed itself first in brown patches, generally

on the second and third segments, but which

soon afterwards extended over the whole body.

Dr. Wallace informs me that in England, this

year, Yama-mai has generally failed ; the larvae

dying of a disease displaying symptoms similar

to those above named. In some cases the larva

eats a little after the disease becomes manifest,

then suddenly stops, and a few hours after-

wards it is seen hanging down from its anal

legs a flaccid mass of corruption. A pale green

fluid has by this time escaped, generally from

between the first and second segments; and all

that remains of the once beautiful caterpillar is

an empty skin.

Most of my correspondents have also beenuu-

forlunatc. In some cases the eggs hatched out
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all right, but the larvce were so weak that they

were unable to feed. On the other hand, indi-

viduals who had obtained eggs out of the same

lot found no difficulty in getting their larvfe to

eat, and for a time to thrive well. So it should

seem that, as I hinted before, the temperature

at which the eggs are kept may have a good

deal to do with the health of the future cater-

pillar.

Most of us who have been in the habit of rais-

ing caterpillars have doubtless met with similar

instances wliere they have refused to eat. Eveu
this year I have seen such in the case of a brood

of the Royal Horned-Caterpillar that refused to

cat a particle, and of course all died. But even

here it is possible that the eggs may have been

kept too cool or too hot; and it must be borne in

mind that, although I attribute the failure of

my Yama-mai to the unfavorable weather, I

have by uo means forgotten that disease may
have been superinduced by the maltreatment of

the eggs. Illustrative of this point are two re-

markable cases involving one exception to the

general failure of the Yama-mai crop to which

1 have already alluded.

A friend of mine, in Brooklyn, wishing to

make sure that his eggs should not hatch out

prematurely, placed them in an ice-house where
the temperature was about 40"; and the conse-

quence was that not a single caterpillar ajjpeared.

Yet a quantity of B. mori eggs, placed in the

same situation, hatched out, thus showing that

Yama-mai eggs cannot be exposed with impu-
nity to a degree of cold that may be harmless to

species duly acclimated.

On the other hand, a correspondent in Massa-
,

chusetts, being also desirous of shielding his I

eggs from harm, placed them in a glass in his
\

bed-room. The servant, however, objected to

this " littering up," aud look down the glass to

wash it out, throwing the whole of the eggs

into very hot water. My friend was just in time

to rescue two eggs, both of which hatched out;

the caterpillars gi-ew and flourished, and in due
time formed beautiful cocoons; and, strange to

say, this is the only instance, with an exception

to be noticed presently, in which any of ray cor-

respondents have this year been successful in

rearing Yama-mai. An extract from his letter

may be of interest:

" The eggs hatched out May 21st, and on the

14th of July I had one cocoon fully formed, and
on the 21st the other. One of the larva3 was
much larger than the other, aud had five silvery

spots on each side, while the other had only two

;

so I think I have a male and female. The worms
were kept in a room facing the south, with

doors and windows open, night and day.

!
Highest temperature 98'^ ; lowest o5", Fahr.'"*

j

The other successful instance occurred with
the young ladies of the Academy of the Sacred

j

Heart, at Manhattanville, New York, who have

j

had the good sense to introduce the study of en-

I

tomology, and I believe the other natural sci-

!
ences, into their admirably conducted school.

One would infer from these facts that, as the

I

time for hatching out approaches, the egg should
be exposed, not to direct sunshine, but to a good
degree of heat; aud this treatment would seem
to be the more necessary if, as is generally sup-
posed, the caterpillar is fully formed in the egg
shortly after laying, and one can also see why
any great or sudden change to a low tempera-
ture is injurious to the egg.

A word now as to the food-plant and manner
of feeding.

1 have little doubt that Yama-mai will feed

on any kind of oak, and it is stated in Dr. Wal-
lace's report that they will feed on apple tree.

Nay more, that some larvaj which refused " ever
green and other fancy oaks," did well on apple.

More experiments are required in this direc-

tion, for it is quite possible that a change of cli-

1 mate may necessitate a change of food.

One thing struck me during the feeding of
my larvEB, and that was that they seemed to be
very lazy, inert fellows, preferring to feed on a
half-dead leaf to taking the trouble to crawl to

a fresh one near at hand. I believe that this

eating of half-dry food is injurious, and gener-
ally removed the caterpillar, dry leaf and all, to

pastures new. But it must not be forgotten that

,
in Dr. Wallace's report it is asserted, that moist

I
succulent leaves do not appear to agree so well

\

with the caterpillar as well grown, fully devel-
oped leaves, even if they should be a little dry.
More experience is required here.

It Is perhaps not worth while to go more fully

into details in this paper, when the experiments
of another season may be productive of very
ditlerent results ; but I may say that, notwith-
standing these almost complete failures, I have
no doubt that both Yama-mai and Pernyi will
in due time be acclimated in this country, and
form auother source of wealth for our energetic
and enterprising people. If a number of indi-

viduals could succeed in raising a few cocoons
each, we may, by making a collection from
each, succeed in bringing together a number of
males and females sufficient to secure a few lots

* A subsequent letter from this correspondent informs me
that his moths hare come out male and ftmale, and that tliu
lanic \rere ted on Red Oak (Q. rubra) . Food changed twice
a week, liranches sprinkled daily ; and that they were kept
at an open wmdow facing the southeast, with a curtain
placed so that the e.^rly morningsun only, could fall on them.
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of fertile eggs, aud doubtless caterpillars from

these would be healthier, and consequently

would feed better, and be less predisposed to dis-

ease than those produced from imported eggs.

The great objection hitherto to the cultiva-

tion of Cynthia is the difficulty of reeling oif the

cocoons. As I said before, no difficulty of this

kind occurs with Yama-mai; for Mr. J. P.

Murray of England, to whom I am indebted for

a valuable pamphlet on silk-worms, has suc-

ceeded in reeling 2o0 yards in one continuous

thread from this cocoon, and is of opinion that

360 yards may be obtained. This is encourag-

ing, and it would seem very strange if none of

our silk manufacturers can discover a plan by

which large quantities of this silk may either

alone or mixed with other staples, be profitably

made up into at least coarse goods for ordinary

wear, for umbrella covering, or foi- a variety of

other articles of that nature.

For those intending to make experiments

next season with Yama-mai, it is desirable that

they should this fall house some young oak

trees, so as to be prepared with early food in

case of premature hatching of the egg. They

should also ascertain the localities of the earliest

budding oaks, there being doubtless a consider-

able difference in the time of early vegetation.

It was stated before the Royal Dublin Society

in November last, by Messrs. Moore and An-

drews, that at Killarney Q. sessiliflora came into

leaf full a month earlier than any other species.

Over our widely extended country it is

scarcely possible that any one species of oak

has the advantage universally over all others

;

but it would be of service to amateur silk-

growers, if the botanists would help us on this

point by stating what species are earliest in dif-

ferent latitudes.

[Our own experience the past summer with

this Japanese Silkworm was very unsatisfac-

tory, and we learn from Dr. Wallace that ex-

perimenters met with but poor success in Eng-

land in 1809, though an Austrian Baron suc-

ceeded in rearing 20,000 cocoons.

—

Eds.]

Nkw Food for Silk-worms.—The Illustra-

ted iSidney Neios (Australia), says that a native

shrub has just been discovered both on Phillip

Island and the shores of the western port bay,

which has proved far better for feeding silk-

worms than the Mulberry.

To all persons interesting themselves in the

American Entomologist we will allow twenty-

five cents on every dollar, on all over five names
which they send.

THE BOLL-WORM OR CORN-WORM.— 2(1 ARTICLE.

(Heliothis armigera, Ilubner).

In number 11 of our first Volume we gave an

account of this insect, illustrated by figures. In

this Article we stated that it fed in the larva

state on the bolls of the cotton plant, on the silk

and the soft kernels of roasting ears of corn,

and also on green tomatoes and young pump-

kins. From the following passage in an Ad-

dress on Insects, delivered at Vineland, N. J.,

by that excellent observer, Mrs. Mary Treat of

that place, and published in the Vineland

Weekly of August 21, 1869, it appears that this

very same larva also feeds upon the unde-

veloped tassels of corn and upon green peas;

and, as will be subsequently shown, it likewise

bores into the stems of the garden-flower known
as Gladiolus ; and in confinement will even eat

ripe tomatoes. Thus it seems to be almost as

promiscuous in its tastes as the Stalk-borer

{Gortyna nitela, Guen.), which burrows in the

stalks of the Potato, of the Tomato, of the Dah-

lia, of the Aster and other garden flowers, of

the common Cocklebur and of Indian corn, be-

sides boring into green corn-cobs and eating

into green tomatoes and ripe strawberries, and

in a single instance in Missouri eating into

peach twigs, and in Illinois inhabiting the

twigs of the Black Currant.*

This year green peas have been eaten into by
a hateful looking worm, and a similar one ate
into the staminate flowers of the corn before it

tasseled out, commencing their depredations
while the tassels were still enfolded in the
leaves. I have examined considerable corn,
and in some gardens this worm has done much
damage. While feeding it is of a green color;
but when it comes to full size it turns brown,
and goes into the ground to assume the chrysa-
lis form. I already have the moths of the cater-
pillars that lived upon the peas, and am waiting
for those that lived upon the corn to make their
appearance, so that I may decide whether they
are distinct species. It is a query with me what
the second brood of caterpillars will live upon,
as green peas and untasseled corn will be out
of their reach.

There can be no doubt about the identity of

the moth, the larva of which fed upon peas, be-

cause Mrs. Treat obligingly forwarded to us in

the middle of August specimens actually bred

by her from green peas, which differ in no res-

pect from the common type of the Corn-worm
moth. Unfortunately, she has mi.xed together

promiscuously the moths bred by her from

green peas and those which she subsequently

bred from corn-tassels ; but at our express de-

*Sl'C AMElt. ESTOM., I, p. 200111. p, l:t.
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sire she has examined the mixed lot, and in-

forms us that she can detect no diflerence of

any consequence among them. It is very true

tliat this does not amount to a definitive proof

that the Corn-worm sometimes feeds on unde-

veloped corn-tassels as well as on peas; but we
liave such confidence in Mrs. Treat's perceptive

powers as an entomological observer, that we
consider it as morally certain that the Corn-

woini docs so feed.

The fact that the early brood of larvas, feeding

upon green peas and apparently also upon imde-

veloped corn-tassels,always has the longitudinal

stripes so obscurely represented, that in Mrs.

Treat's eyes they seemed to be of a uniform

green or brown color, is especially interesting

and remarkable. Several other such cases are

known to entomologists, where one brood of a

two-brooded insect ditfers constantly in color-

ation from the other brood; and philosophic-

ally such observations as these are of the very

highest importance, as throwing light upon

that mysterious question of the Origin of Spe-

cies, which is now puzzling so many brains.

It has always been said by entomologists that

the Corn-worm or Boll-worm is two-brooded;

and in Georgia, according to Mr. Glover, even

three-brooded; and moreover we all know that

it cannot feed upon hard corn, but only upon

such as is in a soft or milky state. Since in our

hot summers the (j^rs of corn are developed and

matured with most surprising rapidity in the

northern States, it always seemed a mystery to

us, how two successive broods of the same
Owlet-moth could be matured there from green

com in one and the same season. We can now
better understand how the corn plant can in

northerly regions mature in one summer two
broods of corn-worms, and in southerly regions

even three ; for it would seem that the first

brood occasionally feeds upon the green tassel

or male flower, and the next broods upon the

ear and its silk, which is the female flower.

This point is elaborated more fully in the fol-

lowing extract from a letter of Mrs. Treat's to

us, dated iiugust 25th, 1869, or four days after

the publication of her Address on Insects:

I did not think that this green larva, that eats
into the peas and the stalks of corn before the
latter are half grown, was, as you inform me,
this same striped boll-worm, that eats into the
soft ears of corn. I never found one of these
pea-eating, stalk-eating fellows striped ofl' like

the one that eats into the ears of corn. The
other day I passed through a large field of corn,
where the depredations of this worm were vis-

ible upon almost every stalk. They had done
the work weeks before, eating through the
leaves while they were folded around the stam-

inate flowers, before the ears had begun to

make their appearance. So I suppose this sec-

ond brood was just then read}' to take the ears.

At any rate it is difficult to find an ear free from
their depredations. I have several chrysalids
of this last crop, and noticed that they looked
precisely like those of the first, although the
caterpillars were marked so difterently. This
last brood confines its diet more strictly to corn
than the first did, which ate into the stalks and
flower-buds of the Gladiolus as well as other
things; and when confined they would leave
the Gladiolus stalks for r-ipe tomatoes which
they specially liked.

It was formerly supposed that there was but

a single larva that burrowed in the young stem

of corn, namely the notorious Spindle-worm

{Gortynazew, Harris). "We know now that,

at a somewhat later period perhaps in the

growth of the corn-plant, the Stalk Borer often

bores into the stem of the same corn-plant.

And it results from Mrs. Treat's valuable obser-

vations, that the first brood of the common Corn-

worm most probably does the same, or very near-

ly the same thing. AVe have also on hand an un-

described species of Owlet-moth {Prodeniu

near commelincv, Sm. Abb.), the striped larva

of which is of nearly the same size and general

appearance as that of the Corn-worm, and

eats into the heart of the young corn-plant in

Central Illinois, besides feeding externally on

the leaves. Of this larva we received very nu-

merous specimens from Mr. E. Daggy, of Tus-

cola, 111., in July, 18G8, with a full account of

its habits, and the moths made their appearance

towards the end of the same month. In a future

article we shall describe and illustrate this new
species. There can be but little doubt that, in

very many cases, these four larv», namely the

Spindle-worm, the Stalk Borer, the Corn-worm,

and our new species, which we shall take leave

to call Daggy 's Coru-worm {ProdeniaDagc/yi),

have been confounded together; more particu-

larly as the larva? of almost all Owlet-moths,

including the multifarious species of Cut-worms

CAgrotis and allies), present the same colora-

tional patterns, are very variable in their colora-

tion, and afibrd but very few strongly marked

and reliable distinctive characters.

In those southerly districts, such as South

Illinois and Kentucky, where the Corn-worm is

a grievous pest to the farmer—since it is uow
probable that the first brood of this mischievous

insect occasionally matures in the undevel-

oped tassel of the corn-plant—it would possi-

bly pay to go through a field in July and break

otf and destroy the tops of all corn-plants that

appeared to contain one of these borers. If the

toppings were fed out immediately to stock.
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l)efore the worm inside had had time to escape,

(he forage thus gained would probably pay

in good part tlie expenses of the operation ; and

by this means the propagation of the 2d and 3d

l)roods, which ai-e the ones that do the real

damage to the crop by attacking the roasting

ears, would be pretty effectually checked, espe-

cially if this system were adopted by a whole

neighborhood. We do not profess to more than

a general knowledge of Botany ; but we strongly

incline to believe, that topping a certain per-

centage of the corn-plants in a field would not

in any wise diminish the product of corn ; inas-

much as with all plants, such as hemp, cucum-
bers, pumpkins, etc., which bear the male and

female reproductive organs in distinct, flowers,

a single male flower is sufficient to fertilize a

great many females. To northern men, per-

haps, topping corn might seem to be very '-slow

business ;" but to Southerners, who are in the

habit of plucliing off all their corn-blades for

fodder every year, it would come quite natni'al.

In any event, we throw out the hint for what

it is worth. "Try all things, and hold fast to

that wliich is good.""

In 1860— the year of the great drought in

Kansas— the corn crop in that State was almost

entirely ruined by the Corn-worm. According

to the Prairie Farmer of January 81, 1861, one

county there which raised 436,000 bushels of

corn in 1859 only produced 5,000 bushels of

poor wormy stuff in 18G0; and this, we are told,

was a fair sample of most of the counties in

Kansas. The damage done was not by any

means confined to the grain actually eaten by
the worm; but, as we are informed in the same
excellent article just now referred to, "the
ends of the ears of corn, when partially de-

voured and left by this worm, afforded a secure

retreat for hundreds of small insects, which,

under cover of the husk, finished the work of

destruction commenced by the worm eating

holes in the grain or loosening them from the

cob. A species of greenish-brown mould or

fungus grew likewise in such situations, it ap-

pearing that the dampness from the exuded sap

favored such a growth. Thus decay and des-

truction rapidly progressed, hidden by the husk
from the eye of the unsuspecting farmer." We
reproduce here, by way of representing the op-

erations of this insect more vividly to the eye,

the graphic though somewhat rough figure

which illustrated the above Paper in the col-

umns of the Prairie Farmer; and we may add
that many horses in Kansas subsequently died

from disease, occasioned by having this half-

rotten wormv corn fed out to them. Of course

it will be readily understood, that the insect

here figured in its three stages is the same
which we ourselves illustrated in the same three

stages on page 213 of our first volume, besides

giving two sketches of the egg.

A Long Sleeper.—I had a caterpillar of the

Puss Moth brought me by a friend twelve

months ago last August : it formed its cocoon a

few days after I received it, and has been lying

in that state for twenty-one months. This

morning the moth made its appearance.

—

H.
Chalwin in Hardwicke's Science Gossip.

ty Should a number of the Entomologist,
through whatever cause, fail to reach any of our
subscribers, we will cheerfully send another one
upon being informed of the fact.
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OALLS AND THEIR AR.0mTE(:TS-2(l ARTICLE.

In our forinei- Article upon tliis very inter-

esting and instrnctive subject*, we shoTved that,

in the language of Naturalists, " Galls" are all

such deformations of living and growing plants,

as are produced by one or more insects or other

allied animals residing therein, and deriving

their nourishment therefrom. We further

showed that galls were of the most various

sizes, shapes and colors; that the same gall

almost invariably grows upon the same part of

the same plant, whether that part be the flower,

the twig, the branch, the root or the leaf; that

for the formation of a gall the combined action

of an animal and vegetable organism is abso-

lutely necessary; that the insects which are

known to be the architects of galls are by no

means an isolated group, but belong to several

diflereiit Families in no less thau five different

Orders; that in none of these Families is the

gall-making facnlty universal, the very same

genus often containing certain species that

make galls and certain others that do uot; and

finally that, besides the true Insects, many of

the Mites, which are uot true Insects, construct

galls of no very conspicuous size, shape or

structure.

We then went on to state that Galls originate

in two distinct modes, either first, by the mother

>lisect depositing one or more eggs in or ou the

part of the plant which she attacks, or secondly,

oy a young larva stationing itself upon a leaf or

father part of a plant and irritating its surface

with its beak, until a hollow sack is gradually

. formed, inside which the larva finally develops

and j)ropagates. In the former case, when but

a single egg is deposited in one place, the larva

that develops from that egg forms but a single cell,

as in Figures 30, 31, 32 and 35 of this Article, and

the gall is then technically said to be "monotha-
lamous," i. e. one-celled; but wherever several

eggs are deposited in one place, the larvas devel-

oping therefrom inhabit several cells enclosed in

a common envelop, as in Figures 83 and 3i of this

Article, and the gall is then technically said to

be " polythalamous," i. e. many-celled. In the

second group of galls, namely those originated

by young larvre, the inhabitants of the gall,

however numerous they may be, always reside

promiscuously in the same large cell or hollow.

In addition to the history of the difTerent

Galls treated of in our former Article, we will

now give a brief account, illustrated by Figures

drawn from nature, of several others of our

commoner galls, grouping them according to

the different Families to which the diflerent

gall-makers belong.

Galls made l)y Sawflies.

(Order Ilymenoptera , Tenthredo F.imily.)

The Willow-apple Gall (Salicis pomum,
Walsh), repi'csented in Figure 30 is of a green-

ish yellow color, usually with a bright rosy

cheek, and has very much the look of a miuia-

tui-e apple. It makes its first appearance early

[Fig. 30.]

'Amkeican Entomologist, Vo

Colors—Piilc-gi-een and rosy,

in the spring, on the leaf of the Heart-leaved

Willow (Sallx cordata)—nearly attains its full

size by the last of May, when the rosy cheek is

already very conspicuous—and is fully matured

by the last of July. Internally it is of a fleshy

consistence and whitish color like any ordinary

apple. But appearances are sometimes very

deceptive. Though this gall looks as tempting

to the eye as a cherry, it is tasteless and insipid

when taken into the mouth. That is, it is taste-

less and insipid to us human beings ; but no

doubt, to the little larva that bores into its sub-

stance and feeds throughout its entire larval

existence upon its pulp, it offers as relishing a

flavor as would a basin of the best Turtle Soup
to a hungry Alderman.
The four-winged fly that originates this gall

{Neniatus s. iwmum, Walsh) presents very

much the appearance of the Imported Currant
Worm Fly which we figured ou page 16 (Fig.

7, a ^,b ?), except that it is about ouc-third

smaller. We have reared hundreds of them
from the gall, and so variable are they both in

size and in coloration, tliat a suite of specimens
which by way of experiment we sent to Mr.
Noi-ton of Connecticut—an Entomologist who
has devoted years of his life to the special study
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of this particular Family of Insects—were pro-

nounced by him to belong to two distinct spe-

cies*. Yet they were all bred from the same
lot of galls, gathered oil" the same group of wil-

low bushes, and preserved in the same breed-

ing-vase. Hence we may see how impossible

it sometimes is to distinguish species, from the

mere comparison of dried cabinet specimens by
the closet-entomologist.

The perfect Fly makes its appearance about

the middle or latter end of April, when the sexes

couple as usual, and the female shortly after-

ward deposits a single egg in the loaf of the

Heart-leaved Willow, or occasionally in that of

the Glaucous Willow (S. discolor). For cut-

ting the tiny slit, which is to receive the egg,

into the substance of the leaf, she employs the

small pair of saws which are found at the tail

of all female Sawflies, and which we figured

from a microscopic inspection of those of this

particular species on page 10 (Fig. 10, a).

Along with the egg she deposits a minute drop
of a peculiar poison, through the action of which
upon the vegetable tissues of the plant, com-
bined after the lapse of a fe^v days with the

hungry guawings of the young larva that hatches

out from the egg, the apple-like gall is called

gradually into existence. By the end of July

the larva is full-grown, and is then about one-

fifth of an inch long, the body of a pale green-

ish white color and the head pale brown, with
the usual lateral eye-spots blackish. Besides

the six true or jointed legs in front, it has seven

pairs of sham legs (pro-legs) behind, as usual

in larvi-e belonging to this genus. It generall3'

passes into the pupa state inside the gall, and in

the April of the succeeding year the pupa-shell

bursts open and the winged fly appears, to re-

iterate the same old cycle of operations year
after year.

If we cut into a great number of these Wil-
low-apple galls early in July, we shall often

find a good many of them to contain, not
the 20-legged larva of the Sawfly that makes
the gall, but a small whitish legless grub very
similar to the grub of the common Curculio,
but of a much smaller size. In August there
is produced from this grub a small Snout-beetle,
which we may call the Sycophant Curculio
{Anthonomus sycophanta, Walsh), about half
the size of the common Curculio, and nearly ol

the same general shape, but of a uniform brown-
black color, except that the wing-cases are
almost entirely blood-red. This Suont-beetle,
is what we have denominated a "Guest-beetle,"

*See the Paper on Willow Galls by the Senior Eilitor in
Proc. Ent. Soc. PMl.YI. p. 254.

that is, it docs not make a gall for its own future

progeny like the AVillow-apple Sawfly, but it

lays its egg in tlie immature gall of that unfor-

tunate insect, thus sponging upon the labors of

its more industrious compeer for food and lodg-

ing for its own offspring. The intrusive egg
then hatches out into a minute larva, which has

the wonderful instinct to destroy the rightful

tenant of the gall, either in the egg or in the

early larva state ; thereby monopolizing for its

lazy self the delicious gall, which the provident

Mother Sawfly had intended for her own oflf-

spring. The larva of the Sycophant Curculio,

when fully fed, changes into the pupa state in-

side the gall, and in August, as already stated,

the winged beetle emerges, destined to pass the

winter in the perfect state, and in the ensuing

spring to rob another brood of the poor ill-used

Willow-apple Sawflies of their own rightful

tenements.
" But," it will be asked, "how do you know

ftU this? How do you know that it is not the

Sycophant Curculio that is the veritable archi-

tect of this gall, and that the Willow-apple

Sawfly does not in reality sponge npon the

Snout-beetle for food and lodgings, instead of

the Snout-beetle, as you assert, sponging upon
the Sawfly?" We answer that we have reared

numbers of this same Sycophant Curculio, not

only from the Willow-apple gall, but from two
perfectly distinct galls (S. desmodioides, Walsh,

and S. nodus, Walsh), one of which is peculia;-

to the Humble Willow (S. humilis) and the

other to the Long-leaved Willow {8. longifoUa)

.

Both these two galls produce Sawflies, one ot

which belongs to the same genus (Nematus) as

the Willow-apple Sawfly but to a distinct spe-

cies, while the other one is not only specifically

distinct but belongs to a distinct genus {Eimra)

.

Now, if it is the Snout-beetle, and not the Saw-

fly, that makes the Willow-apple gall, it must
be this same identical Snout-beetle that makes
these other two galls on two other species of

Willow. But, upon that supposition, we
should have the same insect generating three

entirely distinct galls, which is physically as

impossible as for the same cow to produce in-

difi'erently either a calf, a lamb or a pig. Thei-e-

fore it necessarily follows that our Snout-beetle

cannot be a gall-maker, and as we find numbers

of them in all their stages in three perfectly dis-

tinct Willow-galls, it must be a Guest in each

of them. For, as it feeds upon the substance of

the gall, and not except incidentally upon the

larva that in reality generates the gall, it cannot

be a mere Parasite.

Besides the 20-legged larva of the Gall-making
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Sawfly, and the legless larva of the iutniding

Snout-bcetle, we shall often find in July in the

Willow-apple galls a small lively wriggling 16-

legged caterpillar, cross-barred with alternate

bauds of brown-black and milk white, so as to

present quite a harlequin-like appearance. This

is another intruder or Guest upon the tenement

which rightfully appertains to the Sawfly larva;

and it behaves in the same outrageous manner

as the Snout-beetlc larva, for it is mean and

selfish enough to murder its Host either before

that Host is born or shortly after he is born. In

the May of the succeeding year this pretty

banded larva, after having passed through the

usual pupal stage, emerges in the form of a

small dull-gray moth, with very narrow elon-

gate wings, known as the Willow-apple Tinea

(Brttrachedra salicipomonclla, Clemens) ; and

the female moth, after coupling, is then ready

to operate upon another crop of Willow-apple

galls, and destroy through the instrumentality

of its reckless and unprincipled olTspring a sec-

ond generation of poor honest hard-working

Sawfly larvae. This very same moth we have

also bred from two perfectly distinct Willow-

galls {8. desmoiUoides, Walsh, and S. rhodoides,

Walsh), both of which grow on the Humble
Willow, and the first of which produces a Saw-
fly while the second produces a Gall-gnat.

Hence, precisely in the same manner as we
proved that the Sycophant Curculio must be a

Guest and not a Gall-maker, we may prove

the same thing of the Willow-apple Tinea.

In our first Article on "Galls and their Arch-

itects," speaking of the dift'erent Guest-insects

that are found in galls, we stated (page 109)

that some of them were very closely allied to

the gall-maker, and some were as difierent as it

is possible to conceive. The two Guest-larvae

that we have already referred to, as found in

profusion in the Willow-apple Gall, belong to

the latter group ; for while the larva of the Wil-

low-apple Sawfly is 20-legged, that of the Syco-

j^hant Curculio is entirely legless, and that of

the Willow-apple Tinea is IG-legged; and both

of these last produce winged insects, which are

as different from the Sawfly as a Hawk is from

a Pigeon. There is still a third Guest-insect

which infests this gall ; but this, instead of being

widely distinct in all its stages from the true

gall-maker, actually belongs to the same genus
{JSTematus) and is of about the same size, though

its general color is pale grass-green instead of

honey-yellow, and its dark markings are much
fewer in number and are very difTorently ar-

ranged. This is the Beggar Sawfly (jVematus

mcndicus, Walsh) ; and what we took to be its

larvas were 20-legged like the true gall-makers,

but differed from these last in being of a pale

ash-color with some pale dusky markings on
the body, instead of pale greenish-white with

no dark markings at all on the body. Wc also

bred another specimen of this same Beggar
Sawfly from the same Willow-cabbage gall

(.v. bvassicoides, Walsh), that we figured in the

First Volume of our Magazine (page 105, Fig.

84). Now, this last gall is the work, not of a

Sawfly, but of a Gall-gnat; so that it follows—
as in the case of the Willow Tinea and in sev-

eral other instances which we have pnt on
record—-that the very same Guest-insect some-

times infests galls made by insects belong-

ing to the most widely distinct Orders. Of
course, it further follows from the fact just

stated—asinthecaSo of .our other two Guest-

insects—that this Beggar Sawfly, being bred
from widely distinct galls, cannot be a gall-

maker; and as no known Sawfly is parasitic in

its habits, it cannot be a Parasite, and must con-

sequently be a true Guest in both the galls

which it is known to inhabit.

Besides the above three Guest-insects, there

are several Parasites which we have bred from
the Willow-apple gall, some of which appear

to infest the architect of the gall, while others

attack the Guest-insects. But, as our readers

are by this time tolerably familiar with the

mode in which Parasites attack the various

kinds of plant-feeding insects, and as there is

nothing at all remarkable in the mode in which
these particular parasites operate, we will not

occupy unnecessarily the space, which we have
to devote to the history of our different Gall-

insects, by dwelling further upon this stale

subject.

Let us now pause for a moment and consider

how complicated is the great tangled web, in

which evei'y Animal organism is enveloped, as

exemplified in the Natural History of this one
apparently insignificant little Sawfly, which is

the Architect of the Willow-apple gall. How
many millions of men have cast their eyes upon
these rosy little apples, that are in certain sea-

sons found in such prodigious abundance on
the leaves of the Heart-leaved Willow, without
even giving a passing thought to the very inter-

esting questions—"What makes these apples?
Why are they so abundant in certain seasons
and so scarce in others ? What prevents them
from increasing to such an extent, a? to entirely

eat up all the leaves on every Willow bush be-

longing to this particular species upon which
they occur, and thereby killing the entire bush?
What prevents them from swarming to this ex-
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tent upon every such willow-busli throughout

the length and breadth of North America, and

thereby anniliilating the species from off the

face of tlie earth? Female Sawflics usnally lay

at least two or three hundred eggs. What pre-

vents this Sawfly from increasing a hundred

fold every year, till, at this rapid geometrical

rate of progression, it becomes as numerous as

the house-flies in a grocer's store in the latter

part of the summer?" Our readers can, we
think, now answer all these questions without

difficulty. Truly says Charles Darwin, that

with every organism on the face of this earth

there is a perpetual Struggle for Existence.

The Willow-apple Sawfly is striving every year

to fulfil the great law of Nature—" Increase and

multiply and replenish the earth." In its

efforts in this direction it is more or less checked

and controlled every year by the three distinct

Guest-insects that, in order to occupy for their

own greedy purposes the snug little house and

home of the poor gall-making larva, and feed

on the delicate pulp provided with such careful

forethought for its use, put it ruthlessly to

death. The Guest-insects, as well as the Gall-

maker, are in their turn checked and controlled

by different Parasites. And all of them,

whether Gall-makers, Guest-insects, or Para-

sites, are preyed upon to a very considerable

extent—especially alter they have left the gall

and are flying around for purposes of love, or

food, or enjoyment, or the search of suitable

homes for their future progeny—by Cannibal

Insects, by various Birds, and by diflerent kinds

of insect-devouring reptiles, such as Snakes,

Frogs and Toads, or insect-devouring Mammals
such as Skunks, Shrew-mice and Bats. Can
any one wonder that, in so complicated a sys-

tem as this, the balance occasionally oscillates

a little one way or the other? To us, instead of

our being astonished at the fact that certain in^

sects—such for example as our Northern Army
Worm—occur in certain years in exorbitant

profusion, it seems like a perpetual miracle that

so very few disturbances occur in the great

System of Nature ; and that species do not con-

tinually eat up and annihilate species, year after

year and century after century, till at length

there remains nothing but one vast Bloated

Bug, who will finally .die of starvation, because

all his compatriots have been already swept

from ofi" the face of this green earth, and not a

single bug now remains for him to prey on.

It is very true that, in the case of Insects, we
do not know for certain that many distinct spe-

cies may not have been annihilated by natural

causes within the last few centuries ; for ento-

mology, as a science, dates only from the days

of Linnffius or about a hundred years ago; and,

even at the present day, what we know about

the Natural History of Insects is but as a drop

in the ocean when compared with the vast illim-

itable unknown. But let us recur to those

larger animals, such as Birds, which are only

about one-fiftieth a? numerous in species as In-

sects, and consequently do not cover so extensive

a field
; and which, from their far larger size, have

been studied mucli more carefully than Insects,

and for a very much longer time. So far as we
are aware, there arc but two Birds—the Dodo
of the Mauritius and the Great Auk of the

Arctic Regions—which within the memory of

man have become extinct; and even these, as

there is every reason to believe, have perished

from off the fiice of this earth, not through the

attacks of any of the inferior animals, but

through the unintermitting persecutions of

Man. Reasoning, therefore, from analogy we
may infer that scarcely any insects have become
extinct within historic times ; for, from their

generally very minute size and their occurring

usually in such immense swarms, it is impossi-

ble for Man, with all his boasted pre-eminence

as the King of the Creation, to AVage a war of ex-

termination against them. So true is it that

—

within the very limited epoch reached by human
records—although the individual is annually dy-

ing, the species maintains a permanent foothold.

The Great Author of Nature took as much
pains—and we desire to be understood here as

speaking in no irreverent spirit—in making the

apparently insignificant little Sawfly whose his-

tory we have been tracing, as in building up a

Whale or an Elephant. Its habits are to the

full as interesting and instructive as those

of any of the larger animals. Its structure,

when examined with the aid of proper glasses,

is seen to be as complicated and wonderful even

as that of Man himself. And yet the majority of

mankind go through life with their eyes shut to

this little microscopic world ofwonders, and look

down with contempt, forsooth, upon those who
have devoted half their years to the study of such

trifling little objects! Why? Simply because

a Bug is smaller than a Bear ! As if it could

ever be beneath the dignity of the Creature to

study those organisms, which it did not dero-

gate from the power and majesty of the Creator

to call into life by the fiat of his almighty will

!

As if, because a whale is a thousand times as

bulky as a man, therefore its history is a thou-

sand times more worthy to be carefully investi-

gated than that of man himself ! As if, because

Daniel Lambert weighed one thousand pounds,
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therefore he was philosophically a far more in-

teresting object than the poet Pope, who
weiglied only about a hundred pounds! As if

a sunflower was more deserving of our admira-

tion than an orange blossom ! As if we ought

to make a pet of a vulture rather than of a

mocking-bird!

The Willow-et'iT (fall,

{Salkh otum, AValsh).

On examining particular bushes of the Heart-

leaved Willow in the middle of the summer,

and especially such as seem to be in a diseased

and stunted condition, it will be noticed that

many of the twigs have one or more round or

oval swellings, from one-third to one-half an

inch in length, projecting from their sides, such

as are shown in Figure 31. If we cut into these

swellings in the summer, their internal sub-

stance will be found to be whitish and flesliy

like that of an apple; but [Fig. 31 ]

by the autumn the apple-

like pulp is converted into

a reddish-brown sponge

with many transverse tis-

surcs at right angles to the

axis of the twig. By dis-

secting down at any time

to the original surface of

the twig, a longitudinal

slit will be discovered,

about one-lifth of an inch

long, manifestly produced

by the saws of the female

Sawfly that generates this

gall. This species of Saw-
^

fly comes out in the mid- "
'°W\v""c:iies.'

''' '''

die of the preceding April, and produces

the future gall by depositing in the slit which
she has cut with her saws a single egg, ac-

companied by a drop of the peculiar poison

secreted by each species of gall-producing

Saw-flies. If one of these swellings, known
as the Willow-egg gall, is cut into about the last

of August, the larva that has hatched out from
the egg will often be found imbedded in the slit,

and already more thau one-tenth of an inch

long, of a pale-yellowish color, with three pairs

of true legs and seven pairs of pro-legs, and a

very pale dusky head having the usual lateral

dark eye-spots. At this date, and even as late

as the first week in the succeeding March, many
full-sized galls will be found to be still solid

and uneaten by any larva, no doubt from the

egg having failed to hatch out; thus proving

that it is the drop of poison deposited along

^-'^v^ww-ri'O'V

with the egg by the mother Sawfly, and not the

action of the jaws of the young larva produced
from the egg, that generates the gall. About
the middle or latter end of the April of the fol-

lowing year after the formation of the gall, the ;

perfect Fly, after passing through the usual i

pupal stage, bursts forth from the interior, which
'

by this time has been reduced to an irregular

hollow filled with the larval excrement or
" frass," as it is technically termed. This fly

belongs neither to the genus {Nematus) which
has four submarginal cells (Fig. 7, page 16),

nor to the genus (^PrisUphora) which has three

submarginal cells with the cell next the body
very long (Fig. 11, page 20), but to another

genus {JSuura) which has three submarginal

cells with the cell next but one to the body very

long. But as we have dwelt at considerable

length upon this somewhat dry subject on page
I'O of this volume, we need not repeat here what
we have already said. AVilh the exception of

this curious ditference in the structure of the

wing-veins, the figure of the Native Currant

Worm Fly, given on j)age 20, will represent

with sujficient accuracy the Willow-egg Sawfly

(Euiira S. ovum, Walsh), except that the gen-

eral color of the latter is honey-yellow in the

female and greenish white in the male, instead

of black in both sexes, and except that the size

is a little smaller and the bodv much less robust.

The AVillow-l)iul Gall.

[Salicis gemmaj "Walsh)

,

For a long time, in the course of the winter

and early in the spring, we had noticed here and
there on particular twigs of the Humble Willow
{Salix humills)—a dwarf sjiecies which grows

on the driest uplands—particular buds preter-

naturally enlarged in the manner shown in

Figure 32 at b 6, buds of the natural size being-

represented at a a a. On examining into such

enlarged buds, we found most of them reduced

to a mere hollow shell, with a round pin-hole in

it, through which some lai-va must have made
its exit. A few such buds, however, which

had evidently not been depredated on by any

insect, instead of being filled by the normal

downy embryo leaves, contained a homogene-

ous grass-green fleshy matter. Here then was

a riddle to be solved! What made these buds

swell so prodigiously? What converted the

organized downy leaves into a mass of green

pulp showing no signs of any organization?

What insect had disappeared through the pin-

hole, probably in order to transform under the

surface of the earth? For several years the
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ctiigiiia remained without solution. At length

wo came across several of tliese Willow-bud

ffiills early in October, and discovered that at

that period they contained many l^"'S' -i]

of them a single 20-footed worm
(Fig. 32 c, enlarged), of a green-

isli-white color, the head tinged

with dnsky and with the usual

dusky eye-spots. From other

galls the worm had already es-

caped to go underground ; and in

a few, in which the egg had ap-

parently failed to hatch out, the

whole interior was a solid mass
of grass-green pulp; while in all

the others the gall itself was a

mere hollow shell containing

more or less "frass." Manifestly,

therefore, from the characters

of the gall-inhabiting larva, it

would produce some kind or

other of Sawfly. But to what
species and to what genus would
this Sawfly belong? Here was tfTC:iXU!.'>i.$

another riddle to be solved ! AVe ^. ,
^,'" ,

,, „ , -
,

Color: That of the
therefore placed several of the natural buU.

unbored galls in a breeding-vase, with some
moist earth at the bottom of it. Shortly af-

terwards the larv£B bored their way out, and
burrowed a few inches underground, where
they spun a thin whitish silken cocoon, to
which many particles of dirt were externally
attached. In tlie succeeding May there came
forth from under the earth of the breeding-vase
both sexes of the Willow-bud Sawfly (Euura
.s. gemma, Walsh), which proved to belong to

the same genus as the Willow-egg Sawfly, but
to differ from that species by the size being
considerably smaller and by the general color
being black instead of pale.*
shwo, n.. iio= i.nen already stated, a frw Wil-

low budiralKnm bo found in Octobei nid in

the lollowing \vintei and spung, unboud b\

1 until the daj of judgment

any larva, but of the full natural size, we may
draw the same conclusion as to this gall being

caused exclusively by the drop of poison depos-

ited along with the egg by the Mother Sawfly,

as we previously drew in the case of the Wil-

low-egg gall. Philosophically, this is an im-
portant point to be cleared up; because certain

authors have supposed that it is nothing but the

hungry gnawings of the gall-making larva

which in all cases originate the gall. It may
be so, and we ourselves believe that it is so,

with certain groups of gall-makers, such for

example as the (Jail-moths; but with these two
species of Sawflics, and probably with all gall-

making Sawtlies and Gallflies, it most certainly

is not so.

There is a Guest Gall-gnat {Cecidomyia orbi-

talis? Walsli) which infests the Willow-bud
gall; but we know but little of its Natural His-

tory, and prol)ably the reader has already heard

as much as he cares for about the habits of that

very remark;iblc group—the Guest-insects.

TOADS IN (URDEXS.

The Journal des Connaissances J/edica/es

states that of late years French horticulturists

have followed the example of the English ones,

and peopled their gardens with toads. These
reptiles are determined enemies of all kinds of

snails and slugs, which it is well known can, in

a single night, destroy vast quantities of lettuce,

carrots, asparagus, etc. In Paris toads are sold

at the rate of two francs fifty centimes a dozen.

The dealers in this uninviting article keep it in

large tubs, into which they plunge their bare

hands and arras, without anj' fear of the poison-

ous bite to which they are supposed to expose

themselves. Toads are also kept in vineyards

where they devour during the night millions of

insects, which escape the pursuit of nocturnal

birds and might otherwise commit incalculable

(liniigeontlK l)iuK indyoungshootsof the vine.

St IhNTIFIC SYMBOLS.

W 1
1 " foi tliebencflt of our now subscri-

1 1 iliii Mi( vign ^ is used in natural history

I- in (I In Midon for the word male, the sign

^ loi h ui lU iinl the sign 9 foi" neuter. Since

in m^nt^ tlio ^cxcn of (he same species are often

ciuilc di'.simil u, we shall frequently use these

signs witli oui illustrations, as an index to the

se\ of the insect figured. In astronomy the first

sign denotes the planet Mars, and the second

the planet Venus The sign ? has been known
foi ccntuues b\ the nanie of "crux ansata,'' or

tliL ( loss -w i(li the li uidle»to it, and occurs pvo-

liisch on old J.g\pliaii monuments.
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ENTOMOLOGICAL JOTTIXft;

ities of wliicli are.

IS alons in order
ed.]

OxiON Ma(^i;()t.s—Frfuikllii, X. Y., Aiiij. (i,

1809.—In April I sowed in my garden twenty-

iivo square rods to onions. In June I discov-

ered that the onion maggots were working

liiidly in this patch, and threatened to destroy

the wliole crop. I determined to fight them,

and accordingly I provided myself with a

trowel and two convenient vessels which I

could carry in one hand ; and having filled one

vessel with young onions (thinnings), I passed

over the whole patch, digging out every aBccted

onion and setting a sound one in its place. The

alTccted onions were put into tlie empty vessel,

and afterwards destroyed by burning. This

work was twice repeated, though the first trans-

planting was much more onerous than tlie sec-

ond ana third. I have reason to believe that

the maggots travel from one onion to the next

in the row, especially in the early part of the

season; fori have observed that if an affected

onion is left iu the ground, the next one to it

will soon be destroyed, and so on. Later in the

season, when tlie onions become larger, there is

no necessity for the maggots to travel from one

to another, and consequently at that period

they do less mischief than in June when the

onions are small. J.vs. H. Paksons.

ChincuBucs—SummerJieUL Sl.Clairrounlij,

TIL, June 0th, 1801).—If our farmers would
only take your paper, they would in six months'

time make one thousand per cent, on the in-

vestment. Just as you predicted in No. !) of

the Entomologist, the recent heavy rains tliat

we have had, from tlie oOth of May to the -ith

of June, have operated splendidly upon the

Chinch Bugs. A few days before these rains,

if you kneeled down and looked near the roots

of the wheat, every particle of root seemed to

be full of life. Now it is quite a different thing.

Last year I had a piece of corn adjoining a

wheat-field. As soon as the wheat was cut, the

great army of Chinch Bugs immediately com-
menced moving upon the corn-field. In spite

of ploughing and ditching, I lost three acres of

corn out of the fifteen that there was in the

whole i)ieL-c. Coi,. Fhkd. IIkckeh.

Cicada NoTKS—Za?ica*<er, Pa., Aug. 14, 1869

—(iuite a number of Periodical Cicadas wen
both seen and heard round here the preseni

season. A single specimen dropped from- an

oak tree on a gentleman's coat-sleeve, in Duf-
icy's Park, near Marietta, in this county, on i\\v

•1th of June, but it made its escape before I

could secure it. In this city quite a number
were seen and heard, and also a few seciuzpcf in

localities where they were most abundant kiM

year. One gentleman dug up quite a numb"r
of tlic pupa3 in the early part of May, whi>'h

he used for fishing-bait, and they did not difll-i-

in any respect from those that were dug up, mi

came up of their own accord, last season.' !

regret that I had not an opportunity to qbsnrvc

whether the two kinds, that appeared la-i

season, made their appearance this scaSoii.

The prunings which some fruit trees received

last season, on the wliole, were much more
beneficial than injurious. With all my 'effjiet-.

I have not yet been able to learn of a singic

well-authenticated case of Cicadas stinging^Wny

Olio in this county, although there had been

some idle, irresponsible reports to that eftect.

So the whole subject, so fiir as this localitj' is

concerned, will, I suppose, have to be postponed

for sixteen years at least. Let others meet the

question then, for in all human probability I

shall have run out all my sands of life before

that period arrives. S. S. R.

GKiANTic TiooT-QoiivAi—Plattaburg, Mo., Oct.

13, 18G9.—The Gigantic Root-borer, as described

on page 231 of your first volume, is destroying

a good many of our apple grafts, set last spring.

The root not being large enough for them to

work inside of it, they eat out about one-third

of tlie bark and hollow out the rest of the root.

Our nursery is on prairie, broken in the fall of

1807. I am told there are a great many of them
plowed up in breaking prairie. I cannot, I

think, be mistaken about the identity of the

species, for your figure is so good that I recog-

nized it immediately, and they diS'er greatly

from the common White Grub so called—the
larva of the May Beetle. Wm. C. IIolme.s.

[We have an article already written which
will throw some light on this matter, but which
will perhaps be crowded out of this number.

—

Eus.]

Tent-C.vteupii.laks—OW Wtstbiiry, L.I.,K.

Y., June Uh, ISOD.—How we do enjoy the im-

munity from caterpillars' nests this spring ! We
have only seen five of them this year; in other

years we have often destroyed more than five

hundred. Isaac Hicks.
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.Notes on the Tarantula-killer— Glen-

. /, l/b., Sept. 25, 1869.—I send you liorewith

' iiiieu of an immense blue wasp with gol-

\j<iy wings, which I found a few days
ill my vineyard at Glenwood, and which

.1 ils unusual size attracted my attention,

jilew quite sluggishly, and after alighting on a

lister of grapes, immediately proceeded to

it into a berry with its enormous nippers,

nkiug its liead well into the fruit. It would
ii attack another berry, and, if left unmo-
Icd, would soon destroy an entire bunch of

nit. What was to me most remarkable, I

observed that the wasp was attended or fol-

lowed by a bevy of four or five honey bees,

who seemed to understand that the wasp made
au incision for their benefit into the delicious

fruit. Chas. Peauodt.

[Tlie wasp is a specimen of the Tarantula-

killer (Pepsis formosa, Say), which we illus-

trated at Figure 101 of our First Volume. It

will be remembered by most of our readers, that

tlie Tarantula of Texas (Vol. 1, Fig. 91) was
last year found in several different parts of
Jeff'erson County, Missouri, and it is gratifying

to know that it is there accompanied by the same
enemy which attacks it in Texas. We have
lately obtained two additional specimens of

this Tarantula-killer, the one captured at Hema-
tite and the other at Eureka in Missouri ; and it

is an interesting and suggestive fact that, while
the Tarantula was captured in 1868, its deadly
Digger-wasp enemy should be found the year
following; for they are both of very rare occur-

rence so far North.

—

Eds.]

GKASssnorPEns

—

Franklin, iV. T., Aug. 6(h,

1869.—As to grasshoppers, we have fewer this

season tlian last. After five weeks in the hay-

licld, I noticed at length during the last week
one small green grasshopper, and perhaps half

a dozen small brown ones not over half an inch

in length; I also found in my garden a single

rusty-brown road grasshopper. The scarcity of

this scourge of the West, and of other common
insects, makes it somewhat expensive raising

poultry here this year. But " it is an ill wind
that blows nobody any good." The haymakers
find it a great relief this season not to be obliged
to pull off their shoes every five minutes in

order to pick out the smashed grasshoppers.

Jas. H. Parsons.

lIoiisE-HAiR S^AKEsl— Washington, J). C—
Horse-hair worms arc often found attached to

aquai£-c plants in brooks or ponds in the North-
ern **•! Middle Slates, and probublv also in all

Grape Curculio—i7«w Hill, near Spring-

field, III., Sept. 13, 1869.—A great manj of our
grapes were, destroyed this year by a curcu-
lio. In the latter part of July I gathered a
handful— mostly Concords—which had been
punctured, and placed them in a glass tumbler,

with some sandy soil in the bottom. In about
a week I found in the glass several small white
larvae. On the 27th of August I found in the

soil two small beetles, which I send you.

You professional entomologists must not

think too hard of the farmers and fruit-growers,

for paying so little attention to the study of

insects and the making of collections ; for my
experience is that, with all my conveniences in

the way of collecting-apparatus and preserving-

cases and the like, I can make very few addi-

tions to my cabinet; and as for noting habits,

&c., with any great degree of accuracy, it is

almost impossible for any one whose time and
mind are otherwise much employed, to watch
and record an insect through its most important

changes.

That the circulation of the American Ento-
mologist may be extended, until it is known and
appreciated in every reading farmer's house-

hold, is the sincere wish of

Phil. M. Springer.

[The beetle sent was the Grape Curculio

(Caliodes inaiqaalis, Say), described and fig-

ured by the Senior Editor in his First Annual

Report.—Eds.]

Army Worsi—Hannibal, 3fo., Sept. 29, 1869.

—The Army-worm disappeared from this sec-

tion of country in five days after you left (June

12th) . Ill the corner where we saw them thick-

est, being oppressed with famine behind and

our entrenchment in front, they turned on and

devoured each other, the larger eating the

smaller, and sometimes two making a meal ofl'

one and the same unfortunate. I did not see

them kill each other. It may be that the living

attacked only those already dead. I saw live

ones carrying about dead ones in their jaws

like a pig with an ear of corn, as though to

avoid the others and to enjoy their meal alone.

There were a gallon or two of heads left in that

corner. A. E. Trabue.

EOYAL Horned-caterpillar— Washington,

1). C, Sept. 30, 1869.—This remarkable cater-

pillar, figured in No. 12 of your first volume,

was found this season, and has been found

lieretofore, in the District of Columbia; while

the perfect insect has been secured by Dr. East-

man—the Physician of the Government Hospital

for the Army and Navy. D. L. Dix.
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The Skunk as a Tomato-AVorm Destroyer
St. Joseph, Mich., Oct. 14, 18C9.—I want to

speak a word for the much abused animal we
all so much dislike to come in contact with,

known sometimes as the "Essence-pedlar,"

but more commonly as the Skunk. My tomato

vines (some four hundred) and potato vines,

with the exception of the "Peach Blows,"

were covered this year with the Tomato Worms.
The tomatoes, although repeatedly cleared of

them, were linally completely stripped of

foliage ; but yet the worms held on. All at

once the worms began to disappear, and soon

there was not one to be seen. At the same
time, tliere were found numerous holes among
the plants, and fresh ones every day, about

6 inches deep, dug by some animal. I had
often noticed in the evening the odor of a

skunk, and the tracks of that animal were dis-

tinctly seen. Now I am satisfied that the skunk
has proved himself a valuable friend, for by his

well known habit of feeding on worms, grubs,

etCT, he has completely rid my grounds of

this nuisance, even burrowing in the earth for

the worms that had goue into winter quarters.

AVe say most emphatically, don't kill the skunks.

L. P. Haskell.

Bad Blcs— Charlestmi, Coles county, 111.,

June 8, 18GSI.—The prospect for a large crop of

apples is growing beautifully less every day.

Trees that were loaded with young fruit two
weeks ago, are now in many instances almost

stripped by the Codling Moth. The Cut "Worm
[White Grub?

—

Eds.] is doing much mischief

in our county ; especially is this the case in

fields that have recently been meadows. One
man had eighty acres of corn cut smooth by this

insect last week ; in other cases the amount
destroyed ranges from five acres up to forty.

The Army Worm (genuine) and the Chinch
Bug walk through our meadows and our fields

of corn and of spring wheat, as if they owned
the soil, making clean work as they go.

M. C. McLain.

White Gruh Funcjus— Vineland, iV. J., Aug.
11, 1869.—In the spring of 186.5, when I was
botanizing in Benton county, Iowa, I saw great

numbers of the common White Grub with the

curious fungus growing out of their mouths.
There were literally thousands of them scat-

tered over quite a tract; yet in no instance did
I ever see one of these " sprouts " with tlie

least shade of green color; they were all of

them white at the base, gradually deepening
into a purple color at the tip.

Mrs. Mauv Treat.

Armv Worms— Benton, Franklin county,

111., June 10, 1869.—The Army Worms ar

destroying about all the pastures in this vicin-

ity, but confine themselves chiefly to rcdtop

grass; they have also destroyed considerable

corn. I have myself twenty acres of redtois
and unless they stop working upon it inside cl

two weeks, it will be entirely ruined for hay.
)

There are a few stalks of timothy and clover

among ray redtop ; but the worms have eaten

all the redtop from around them, and left t\w

timothy and clover scarcely touched. Tlie

worms confine themselves to the lowest part ot

my pasture, where the grass is the largest. They
work upon the grass along the edge of the field

of winter wheat, but the wheat itself they have
not up to this time touched. A. A. Hvatt.

The Plum Curcvi.io— Grayson, Ky., Sept.

27, 1869.—Touching the Plum Curculio, I may
state tliat, having occasion to build a hen-house
where a plum tree stood, instead of removing
the tree I enclosed the trunk and trimmed ofl"

the branches to the roof. Result: I have for

two years past gathered perfect fruit from the

tree, and have not found one specimen stung
by any insect. A temporary hen-coop con-

structed under another plum tree the past sea-

son partially succeeded, whilst the trees not so

protected lost all their fruit by the curculio.

.TonN C. Bavler.

Asi-AUAcus Beetles—OW Westbury, L. I

,

N. T., June Gth, 1869.—I learn from the aspar-

agus-growers of Oyster Bay, that the Aspara-
gus Beetle—owing to their carelessness in not

cutting everything down and making clean

work last year—is becoming more plentiful

again. But I believe they can keep the insect

under control, if they are not too careless. The
culture of asparagus is largely increasing in the

vicinity of New York, and large quantities are

again reshipped to Boston and neighboring
cities. Isaac Hicks.

Scarcity of the Corn-worm and Boll-
vfonyi—Pickens' Station, 3fiss., Aug. 1, 1869.—
The Corn-worm—the species which eats the

silk and the end of the ear, and which you say

is the same as the Boll-worm—is quite scarce

this year, and singulaj-ly enough the Cotton
Boll-worm is also very scarce. A very warm
dry spell, about the time corn silked out last

year, is supposed to have killed them. Last
year the ravages of the Boll-worm were fearful

in this section. This year we hope for a litJe

rest, and exemption from the scourge.

B. H. Brodnox.
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INSECTS INJrKIOlIS TO THE GRAPE-VINE : No. 3.

The Achemon Spliiux.

(I'hilampdns achemon, Drury.*J

AVc herewith represent another large Grape-

vine-feeding' insect, belonging to tlie great

Sjil/iii.r faniily, :uul wliich may be popularly

[Fig. 33]

Culois- Green, yellow and brown

known a.< tlie Achemon Sphinx. It has been

found in almost every State where the Grape is

cultivated, and also occurs in Canada. It feeds

on the American Ivy {Ampelopsis quinqutfoUa)
witli as much relish as on the Grape-vine, and

seems to show no preference for any of the

ditfercTit varieties of the latter. It is, however,
worthy of remark, that both its food-plants be-

long to the same botanical Family.

The full grown larva (Fig. 33 a) is usually

^Afsk,

V

( olors—Piuk, giay and brown,

found (Inriiiu- the latter part of August and fore

I'Mii "f -,iii,iiiii<i'. li iiir.i-nres about 84 inches
' '-' rhinJc Crantor, Cramer

;" II, i
, -enus Phitampelus—

cted by Hi
Philan

ich aUo feeds on the

best known to the American reader.

when crawling, which operation is effected by

a series of sudden jerks. The third segment is

the largest, the second but half its size and the

iirst still smaller, and when at i-est the two last

mentioned segments are partly withdrawn into

the third as shown in our figure. The young
larva is green, with a long slender reddish horn

rising from the eleventh seg-

ment and curving over the

back, and though we have
found full grown specimens

that were equally as green

as the younger ones, they

more generally assume a pale

straw or reddish-browni col-

or, and the long recurved

horn is invariably replaced by a highly pol-

ished lenticular tubercle. The descriptions

extant of this worm are quite brief and in-

complete. The specimen from which our draw-
ing was made, was of a pale straw color

which deepened at the sides and finally merged
into a rich vandyke-brown. A line of Afeuille-

mofte brown, deep and distinct on the anterior

part, but indistinct and almost cflaced on the

posterior part of each segment, ran along the

back, and another line of the same color con-

tinuous, and with its upper edge fading gradu-

ally, extended along each .side. The six scol-

loped spots were cream-colored; the head,

thoracic segments and breathing-holes inclined

to flesh-color, and the prolegs and caudal plate

were deep brown. The worm is covered more

or less with minute sj^ots

which are dark on the back

but light and annulatcd at

the sides, w'hile there are from

six to eight transverse wrink-

les on all but the thoracic and

caudal segments.
The color of the W'orm,

when about to transform, is

often of a most beautiful

pink or crimson. The chrys-

alis (Fig. 34 b) is formed

within a smooth cavity under

ground. It is of a dark shiny

mahogany-brown color, sha-

greened or roughened, espe-

cially at the anterior edge of

the segments on the back.

Unlike the Ilog-caterpillarof the Vine, describ-

ed in our last, this insect is everywhere single-

brooded, the chrysalis remaining in the ground

through the fall, winter and spring months, and

producing the moth towards the latter part of

June. We rather incline to believe however that

^-/
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there may be exceptions to the rule in southerly

latitudes, and that in such latitudes it may some-

times be double-brooded ; for we have known the

moth to issue near St. Louis during the first

days of August, and have this very year found

two worms in the same locality as late as the

_'olh of October, neither of which was quite

full grown, though the leaves on the vines upon

which they were found had almost all fallen.

In llock Island county, iu North Illinois, out

of three larva; that we had in our breeding-

cages in 1868, every one of them developed into

the moth state in the tirst few weeks of the Au-

gust of the same year; and we heard several

years ago of one larva developing the same sea-

son in the adjoining county of Henry. Appa-

rently such premature development of Sphinx

moths is a well-known occurrence among the

different European species. For Chas. Darwin
remarks that " a number of moths, especially

Sphinx moths, when hatched in the autumn out

of their proper season, are completely barren;

though the fact of their barrenness is still in-

V(>lved iu some obscurity."*

The moth (Fig. 3.5 c) is of a brown-gray color

variegated with light brown, and with the dark

spots, shown in our figure, deep brown. The
hind wings are pink with a dark shade across

the middle, still darker spots below this shade,

and a broad gray border behind. "We once had

an excellent opportunity of observing how it

bursts open the chrysalis shell, for while we
were examining a chrysalis, the moth emerged.

By a few sudden jerks of the head, but more
especially by friction with the knees of the

middle pair of legs, it severed and ruptured the

thin chrysalis shell, and the very moment the

anus touched the ruptured end, the creamy fluid

usually voided by newly-hatched moths was
discharged.

"We have never found any parasite attacking

this species, but its solitary habit and large size

make it a conspicuous object, and it is easily

controlled by hand, whenever it becomes unduly

numerous upon the grape-viue.

CuRCULios AND Rose Bugs.— The "S^ineland

(N. J.) Horticultural Society, having deter-

mined, if possible, to rid their place of these

pests, offered eiglit prizes to those who should

destroy the greatest number during the season.

It appears by the reports of the committees to

award the prizes, that the parties applying for

them had destroyed 9,289 curculios and 1l'o,000

rose hngs.—Country Gentleman.

SWARMS OP LADIBIRnS.

"We learn from English exchanges, that count-

less millions of Ladybirds liave a])pearcd in

Kent and Sussex, and have even extended their

flight to London. Streets, roads, buildings and

dresses of persons moving in the open air were
covered with them. AtRamsgate, Broadstairs,

and surrounding country, they were so thick

tliat the ground seemed covered with red sand;

and cliildren, for amusement, gathered them in

paper bags in large quantities, and in one place

men were found shoveling them througli tlie

gratings into the sewer. These insects appeared

to bo moving westward, and they presented a

front of several miles. It is currently believed

that tliese immense swarms came from the Con-
tinent across the channel; but Mr. T. Soulh-

well, of Norwich, in the October number of

Hardwicke's Science Oossi2}, argues (and we
think rightly) that they could not possibly have
crossed the channel. It appears that bolh llie

beetles and their larvje had been unusually nu-

merous in England in gardens, and more espe-

cially in hqp-yards, where they saved tlie crop

which was once threatened by the Hop-louse,

and it is easy to understand (hat their onward
movement in search of food, would cause them
to congregate on the sea shore. Strangely

enough, we cannot glean from any of the ac-

counts that we have seen, what particular spe-

cies it is that has thus swarmed, or whether
more than one species is concerned.

THE SQUASH BUG DOES NOT TOUCH THE WIHTIi

BUSH SCOLLOP.

Our friend, Major E. S. Foster of Bushberg,
Mo., planted, last spring, side by side, two long

rows of squash vines, the one row consisting

entirely of the "Hubbard," and the other of the

"White Bush Scollop" variety. We were much
surprised to find, that while the common Squash
Bug (Coreiis tristis, DeGeer) l:ad almost en-

tirely ruined t"nc plants of the former variety,

and had furnished almost every leaf with a balcli

of eggs, it had left untouched those of the latter

sort. Should further experience prove that this

immunity is general, the knowledge of the fact

will be invaluable to the squash-grower, for the

Squash Bug is one of his very worst enemies.

We will state right here, for the benefit of

those who are troubled with this pest, that one
of the most effectual methods of destroying it, is

to lay down pieces of board along the rows.

During the night time the bugs congregate

underneath the boards, and in the early morning
they may be killed by wholesale.
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SCIENTIFIC PHRASEOLOGY.

[lYaiisUitiMl IViim Le Naluraliste Canadien , No. 4 ]

Every day we hear formal complaints made
against the iionieuclatnre adopted in science ; and
yet this nomenclature is a necessity. Doubtless,

we ought not to misuse it, and make a silly dis-

play of words which will be understood by but

very few persons, especially if we are writing

to popularize science. For above all things,

a writer ought to express himself so as to be

understood. Every time, therefore, that we are

treating of a jilant or an animal that has a popular

iiaini', we iiiiist not hesitate to make use of that

name, liecause we may be sure that it will be un-

derstood more surely and more readily than any

other. But we wish that the scieutilic name like-

wise should be always mentioned along with the

popular name, iu order to avoid mistakes. For it

will sometimes happen that such and sucli a

plant, or such and such an animal, bears such

and such a popular name in one place, aud
such and such another popular name in another

place. Thus, in the district of Trois-Uivieres,

humble-bees (bombus) are "humble-bees," and
horse-flies, (labanus) are "horse-flies." The
people there know perfectly well how to distin-

guish the one from the other. They know that

the humble-bee has got four wings and a sting

in its tail, and that the horse-fly has only got

two wings, and has no sting in its tail. On
the other hand, in the district of Quebec,

people do not know how to distinguish between
these two genera. No matter whether the in-

sects have but two wings, or whether tliey have

as many as four wings, they are called indis-

criminately "horse-flies." "We may Judge then

if it is easy to understand folks when they talk of

the manners and habits of one animal, and use

the uame that properly belongs to another ani-

mal. For instance, if a Quebec man proceeds

to say atTrois-Rivieresthat "he has found a nest

of horse-flies" iu the ground, and that there was
a good deal of honey in it, theTrois-Eiveres folks

will laugh in his face, because there they know
very well that horse-flies do not make any nests,

and that they never produce any honey. Just

such a mistake as this was actually made not long

ago by the Gazette dcs Campagnes. Speaking of

the Flca-bectles (Haltica) that infest cabbages,

turnips, etc., and intending to say that, when
spent a.shes were thrown upon thera, they might
be seen jumping in all directions, instead of

calling them " Flea-beetles," which would have

been correct and would have been understood

by the whole world, it called them " Plant-lice "

(iijihis) .' AVhat an absurd blunder! the idea of

plant-lice jumping I Why, there is still more
difl"erence between a flea-beetle and a plant-louse

than there is between a dog and a turkey.
Now, if iu speaking of this bird, whatever name
we chose to give it, we were to say that, as it

walked about, it lifted up one leg and wetted
every post that it came across, judge what
astonishment we should produce! Both iu the
district of Quebec and in that of Trois-Rivieres,

they commonly call the little yellow beetles with
black stripes(Z)ta6ro<ica iv'««to) which infest the

leaves of melons, cucumbers, pumpkins, etc., by
the name of "plant-lice," aud the flea-beetles by
the name of "earth-fleas." In fact, in Canada
we are almost completely bare of recognized

popular names for animals, especially so far as

regards insects, of which there are scarcely a

score that have special names appropriated to

them. Our compatriots who speak the English
language are scarcely better ott' iu this respect

than we are. Amongst them, almost all insects

are called either "flies "or "bugs; it is " the

cucumber-BUG," " the potato-BUG," " the rose-

iu(;," etc., and a man that hunts after all kinds

of insects is nothing but a " BUG-huntcr."

HOGS vs. CURCULIO.

[From the Rural Xew Yorker, Aug. 28, 1S(>9.]

In the Rural of July 31, L. L. Fairchild calls

for experience and facts under the above
heading.
Here is my experience, which satisfies me

that hogs are the best plum cultivators:—

I

bought a fiirm that had some twenty very fine

plum trees on it. In spring they would bloom
full, and when the truit was about half grown
all would fall oft', which was really vexing. I

threatened to grub them up as cumberers of tlie

ground ; but this was protested against, saying
may be they will ripen next year.

I wanted a lot to feed hogs in, and the plum
orchard was right where I wanted them, but I

was persuaded to fence in only a part of the
trees, which was done in early spring. All the
trees blossomed full, and when the fruit was
about half grown the trees out of the hog lot

played their old tricks; all the fruit fell ofl'; but
the" trees in the hog lot did not shed their fruit,

though the hogs had almost dug them up by the
roots. The trees grew well and the fruit also,

and every tree had to be propped up. The fruit

ripened, and was excellent.

The next season the fence was changed, and
run around all the rest of the trees in the orch-
ard, and all included in the hog lot without a
protest. All produced ripe fruit for years.
This was only accidental; but it is experi-

ence, aud to me is proof enough. I advise all,

in setting plum trees, to set them where they
can have their hogs run. Others have tried the

experiment, and can testify to the same results.

Hogs will save plums. G. G.
Union City, lud., 18G9.
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|^°The popular reader, who generally ob-

jects to the long crack-jaw scientiflu names of

insects, will lind that we always when possible

give the plain English names of such insects as

we have occasion to refer to, adding in a paren-

thesis (printed in italics) the Latin or scientific

names. To the entomologist, these last names

are an absolute necessity, because it is only

through the use of them that he is enabled to

know, with the requisite scientific precision,

what particular species we are talking about.

To the general reader, they need not be any

stumbling-block ; for he will always find that in

our columns he can skip over (he parenthesis

that contains them, without interfering iu any

wise with the full and complete meaning of the

sentence. By adopting this plan wo aim to

suit as far as possible both parties; namely, the

scientific man who is never satisfied unless he

knows the scientific appellation of the insect

that we are treating of, and the popular stu-

dent, who is generally annoyed and disgusted

by stumbling upon Latin phraseology which he

neither understands nor cares .about.

liEllBl'OS.

In New York, the other evening, there was a
learned dissertation on the subject :

" Bedbugs,
and their remarkable tomiciiy of life." One
asserted of his own knowledge" that they could
be boiled and come to life. "Sonie had "soaked
them for hours in turpentine without any fatal

consequences. Old Hanks, who had been list-

ening as an outsider, here gave in his experi-
ence in corroboration of the tacts. Says he:
" Some years ago I took a bedbug to an iron
foundry, and dropping it into a ladle where the
melted iron was, had it run into a skillet. "Well,
my old woman used that skillet pretty constant
for the last six years, and here the other day she
broke it all to smash; and what do you think,
gentlemen, that 'ere insect just walked out of
his hole, where he'd been layin' like a frog iu a
rock, and made tracks for bis old roost up stairs.
But," added he, byway of parenthesis, " bv
George, gentlemen, he looked inightv pale."—
Neuy York Republic.

LNSECT DESTKOmC. ASSOCIATION.
Associations of this kind are being started in

New .Jersey, with a view to the more success-
ful cultivation of apples, pears, peaches, etc.
The object is to adopt a plan Avhich will work
to clear orchards of injurious insects of everv
kind. It is held that it" ev ry fruit-grower will
adopt some established means to rid bis or-
chards of these insects, and sedulously and hon-
estly attend to it, the culture of friiit will be
made a certainty and the profitableness of it will
satisfy the reasonable demands of every one.
It is farther held that all farmers and cultiva-
tors of fruit will be forced to come into the
measure on the principle of self-interest: that

|

is, they must either destrov the insects or fail of
|

Buccess.

—

Germantoum Telegraph.

m OUR TABLE.

Besides our regular exchanges we find on our
table the following publications, which we are

obliged to notice in the most curt manner, on
account of our limited space

:

! Eecouu of American Entomology fok thk
Year 1808, Edited by A. S. Packard, Jr., M. D.,

Salem, Mass.—Naturalists' Book Agency.—

A

I

work that has been greatly needed by American

j

Entomologists. This initiatory number is gotten

I

up in good style, and is just what it purports to

be, namely, a Y'ear Book of the Progress in

American Entomology during 1868. Dr. Pack-
: ard has made a good beginning, and we hope
he will keep the ball rolling from year to year.

No one interested iu the study of insects can

afl'ord to do without this Eecord. Price $1.00.

The Canadian Entomologist.— "We are

i

pleased to learn of the success of this little con-

temporary. It will be found of great interest

' and value, to the American as well as to the

Canadian entomologist. The number of pages

of reading matter has lately been doubled, and
each issue is embellished by a cover. As with

' our own journal, the second volume of the

Canadian Entomologist is to end with the year

1870. Subscriptions received by the editor,

\

Rev. C. J. S.Bethune, Credit, Ontario, Canada.

\ Price .«1.00.

Transactions of the American Entomologi-
cal SoriETV, "Vol. 2, No. .S.—This number has

been unexpectedly delayed by difficulties in

preparing the plates. It is freighted with inter-

esting and invaluable matter, and we only wisli

that the Entomologists of this country would
support it more liberally. (See advertisement on

the inside of cover.)

Seventh Annual Report of the State
Board of Agriculture of the State of
Michigan.—Lansing, Mich, 1868. From San-

ford Howard, Secretary.

The American Exchange and Review.—
A monthly Miscellany of Useful Knowledge
and fieneral Literature. Philadelphia. .$3.00

a year.

The Occidental. — A monthly Journal of

Popular Homreopathy. St. Louis, Mo. .fl.OO

per annum.

Annual Report of the Board of Regents
OF the Smithsonian Institution for the year
1868.—"Washington, D. C. From the Secretary.

Proceedings and Transactions of the
Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Sci-

ence, Vol. II, Part II. Halifax, N. S.
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The Butterflies of North America—with
Colored Drawings and Descriptions, by

AVm. H. Edwards. Piiblislied by the American

Entomological Society, Philadelphia.—Part 4 of

this magiiiticeiit work has been received. It

contains descriptions and plates of Argynnis

Icto, Behr., C'olias Eurytheme, Boisd., Colias

Keeu-aydin, n. sp. Theda Ontario, Edwards,

and Limenitis Weidemeyen'i, Edwards; to-

gether with the continuation of the Synopsis.

Price $2.50. Orders should be sent to E. T.

Cresson, .518 S. Thirteenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Annals OF Bee Culture for 18G9—Being

a Bee-keeper's Year Book—From D. L. Adair,

Editor, llawTSville, Ky. This is a very neat

little pamphlet of C-t pages, and treats of many
subjects that are of vital importance to the Bee-

keeper. As the editor well remarks, a publica-

tion of this kind is needed to collect in small and
convenient compass the advancements now
being made each year in the art of Apicul-

ture. We wish Mr. Adair success, and would
suggest that a full index of the subjects treated

of, would add value to the next number. Sub-

scriptions received by the editor. Price 50c.

Illustrated Catalogue of Grape Vines—
Isidor Bush & Sons, Bnshberg, Mo.—The best

catalogue of the kind that we ever knew to be

published in the AVest. It is well illustrated

and full of practical information. The authors

have evidently endeavored to make it valuable

and interesting regardless of cost. They clearly

have no special axe to grind, and in their etforts

to establish a reputation as Grape growers and
propagators, we wish them every success.

Good Health—A monthly Journal of

Physical and Mental Culture. Boston, Mass.
i?2.00.

The Rural Carolinian, Charleston, S. C.

—

A new monthly agricultural Journal of excel-

lent appearance. $2.00 a year.

Missouri Dental Journal—A monthly de-

voted to the specialty of Dentistry. St. Louis,

Mo. $3.00 a year.

Second Annual Eeport of the State
Board of Agriculture of Nebraska.—From
R. W. Furnas, President.

The Minnesota Monthly.—D. A. Robert-
son, Editor and Proprietor, St. Paul, Minn.
$2.00 a year.

Condition and Doings of the Boston
Society of Natural History. Boston, 18G9.

Grape List of the Cliff C.we Wine Co. of
St. Louis, Mo., C. AV. Spaulding, President.

A Guide to the Study of Insects—By A.
S. Packard, Jr., M. D., Salem, Mass. Parts

VII, VlII and IX of this work have been

received, and are equal in value to those parts

which have preceded them. Part VII concludes

the Diptera and commences the Coleoptera.

Part VlII coulinues the Coleoptera, and Part

IX contains the llemiptera and commences the

Orthoptera. Each Part 50 cents. We shall

probably notice this work at greater length

when once completed.

Illinois IIortici'ltural Society.—AVe have

received from the Secretary, AV. C. Flagg, a

circular calling attention to the Fourteenth

Annual Meeting of this Society, which will be

held at the Court House in Ottawa, on Tues-

day, AVednesday, Thursday and Friday, De-
cember 14th, loth, IGth and 17th, 1869, com-
mencing at 9 o'clock A. M. on Tuesday.

The Cukonicle—L'nivcrsity of Michigan.

$2.50 a year.

American .Joukn'al ov HoMtEOPATiiic Ma-
teria Medica—Philadelphia. $2.00 a year.

Beloit College Monthly—Beloit, AVisc.

$1.50 a year.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

sent are frt

Lists of iii-ftts fouii.I ill nnr particular locality are of
cspci-i:il intiiT-t. a- ihiowiiiLr li.L'ht upon the geograph-
ical ai>tiiliiin"ii oi >|i ,i.-- r.iit In make Ihcm of real
value, it i.> rr.|;ii>ih ihat «.• kii.iw for certain,

from that particular locality, and if nut, from what
locality they do corae.

Liocust Borer

—

Julian Baijly, Cedar Furl;, Mo.—
The prettily handed hlaclc and yellow beetle, found on

your Locust trees, is the common Locust Morev {Arho-

palnf r-'f-hi:,'
. I''ner-tcr ) Itisa $ specimen, and as the 9

of tlii^ -iM rir. i- alisolutely iindistinguishable from the

§ 111 I. ' , liniry, which attacks Hickory, and
come-' out in lunr. wc arc guided simply, in our decis-

ion, by the fact of your finding it on Locust in the

mouth of September. (See on this point our answer to

W. AV^ Buttertield on piige 148 of Vol. 1.)

Cocoon found on Carpet— A. A. Ililliard,

Brighton, Jlh.—The cocoou found embedded in your

parlor carpet, was that ofsome unknown moth. The larva

was doubtless a.vegetable-feeder, and had simply crawl-

ed into your room and made use of the carpet to help

build its cocoon. All manner of material is used by
ditl'crent caterpillars for the external covering of their

cocoons, not excepting hard wood.

Directions for makings boxes for prescr-rinif

insects.—If " Subscriber," St. Louis, Mo., will send

us his name and address we will send him printed

directions.
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Saddle-back l,a.rva— Geo. T. Cost, Fairfield,

Gmii Co., Ohio.—The womis you found ou Indian

I'orii, devouring tlie blades and silk, are the larvte of

the Saddle-back Moth {Empi-ttia xtimiiha, Clem.)—the

as that spoken of on page 32 of our last number

under the head of SxiNCilNG lauv.e. As we are ever

and anon receiving this species, we jjreseut herewith

figures of it for future reference. (Fig. Z6, a, back

view; h, side view.)

Silk Spiders— &<o. Tlowe, M. D., Ponh- a la Hache,

/,«.—The two spiders whose habits you so well des-

cribe, are not sexes of the same species, but are very
distinct one from the other. The very dark brown spe-

cies with the upper part of the head-thorax and sun-

di-\ sputs on the abdomen silvery white, and the tliree

hiiid pairs of thighs lor the most part of a very light

brown, is Epeirariparia, Ileutz. The liglit brown spe-

cies, chiefly characterized by the long uarrovv abdomen
ant! the two tufts or whorls of sliort dark stiff hairs on
each of the .six larger legs; but which also has the

head-thorax more or less silvery-gray above, and the

abdomen regularly spotted and speckled witii the same
color, is the A\pkila jjlnm/jnx of Knoch. It is the spe-

cies on which I'rof. B. G. Wilder made some experi-

ments .with a view to olitain te.\lile material from its

spinnerets, and you will find it figured in the Proceed-
ings of the Boston Society of Natural History, Volume
X, page 210.

6'. W. Sjyauldirif/, Kirhwood, Mo.—The spider sent by
you is the same Epeira riparia , Heutz, spoken of above.

Entomological AVorks—5. W. Cowlcs, Olisco,

-V. }'.—There is no work that we know of, either pub-
lished or in course of preparation, which gives the spe-

cific characters of svU our N. A. beetles. 'I'lie ile^c ii]iii .ii~

of very many will be found in Say's J?«/",„ /. ;w. a woik
in twovolumes, containing the Entomological writings

of Thomas Say, and published in 1859 by Balliere Bros,

of New York. Very many other descriptions are scat-

tered through the Proceedings of the Boston Society of

Natural History, of the Philadelphia Academy of Nat-
ural Science, and of the American Entomological So-

ciety, while still others have been published by Euro-
pean authors. Neither Mclslieimer's catalogue, nor
Ijc Conte's which is yet untiiii-lie^l. will lelp you to

identify the species. MorrisS v;,.,- . ~" far as it

goes, will help you to determine many of your Le-
pidoptera. The Eiidryas larva which feeds on Epilo-

hiiiiii, coloralum, or Purple-veined Willow-herb, is in

all probability E. unio Hilbner, though we cannot
tell positively ludc.ss you semi si)ceimens, either living

or in alcohol

.

Insects named—.1. H. li. Bryant, Clarkmille

,

Taas.—The two largo brown cocoons formed by im-
mense green worms which you found on your apple
tree, but which afterwards fed on '•Ilcdllaw," are

the cocoons of the Cecropia Moth {.Utacas Gecropia,

Linn.) The large hairy ant-like insect of a black color,

with the forehead, upper part of thorax, and two
broad bands on the abduiiu n. i.f a diap blood-red, is

Mutilla coccinea, Linn. 'i'lrii wiiii win-s is the (j' 'ind

tliat without wings the ^. 'Imm ^:l^ ili.it "the former
appears to be nearly ahvay.> u:i the wing, and the latter

as much so on the run, stopping ever and anon to

grabble for food." You further remark that they are

commonly called "Cow-killers," but do not give any
reason. Have they ever been known to kill cows? The
sting of the $ is said to be very severe; but as with all

AVasps, Bees and Ants, the cf has no sting at all!

A new Bee Enemy—/'. Brewer, Waynesville, Mb.
— Tlie flattened larva which you caught in the act of

eating a bee near a hive is the larva of some Ground-
beetle. Tlic pitchy black horny plates above, the

softer whitish lower surface with various sized shiny

black spots, the 4-jointed antenna; and maxillarti palpi,

the 2-jointed lahial palpi, the exarticulate cercus spring-

ing from each upper side of the terminal segment, the

stiff .anal proleg, but above all, the 2-jointed lobe of

the maxillary palpi—all indicate its carauidous na-

ture. We suspect it will produce some species

of Jhirpalus, and if wo succeed in breeding it we
will inform you of the fact, and at the same time

illustrate this larva. AVe doubt whether it would
show any preference for the honey-bee over other in-

sects. The Ground-beetles are voracious and general

feeders, anil will cat almost any soft-bodied insects they

c^u get hold of.

Xkousand-lcgrg^ed Worms—/. W. Mirchant, Car-

thage, .l/(ss.—None of the Thousand-legged Worms are

known to be poisonous, though there is an enormous
Hundred-legged Worm (Scolopmdra castaiie!i'fp.f), which
is (ound in the southerly regions of N. A. and may pos-

sibly occur in your State, the bite of which is very

l)oisonous. I'his last species is 6 or 7 inches long, of a

dark green color with a chestnut-colored head; and it

has 42 legs, or 21 on each side. We have handled with

impunity hundreds of times all the dilferent kinds,

whether of the Thousand-legged or of the Hundred-
legged Worms, whicli we meet with out North; and
one of the former group {Jalus mar/iinatu.i, Say), is over

three inches long. We have this summer found two dis-

tinct tli.i:i-iii'l-I---' I \>. -rm- i.',,/'- <r /•'., ,.,,.) bur-

rowing : It I I; . 1
- ;,'.[.-. but

only in
.

'"• '•
<'

i' i
'

" ' I'li" i'l • .: ir lieing

"poisuuuu. 1. .n;ir. !> v,i[li>u.t l.jun,i.aiun. We
shoidd have no more objection to eat a .stravvl^erry witli

one of them inside it. than we have to eat a cherry

with a Curculio larva inside it. And yet those that we
found in strawberries were as long as those that

your neighbors met with in the same situation.

namely, one inch.

Caterpillar of Cecropia Moth— .(. Ji. Mowman,
Kirhwood, Mo.—The gigantic green caterpillar sent by

you, was the larva of the (Jccropia Mcrth {.illafiin Ce-

cropia, Linn.). Seepage 2G oflast number under the

I

same head.
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Cabbage 'Worms— Ifm. C. Ilolmts, Ptattshmj, ilo.

—Tlic green worm which has been destroying the cab-

bage's lu your neighborliood, is in all probability the

larva of the Southern Cabbage butterfly {Pieris protu-

..'i\r. Boisd.) At least we know that this is the most

common insect found on the cabbage in your locality;

liut as you describe it simply as a " green worm," we
cannot decide positively, because there are several other

worms of a green color which also attack that plant.

At Figure 37 a, wc represent the larva of the South-

Cr»lur6—(«) Grecnisli-bluc, yellow and black; (t) lif^ht bluioh-gniy,

ern Cabbage butterfly; at // the chrysalis, and at Fig-
ure 38 the $ butterfly. The (j" difl'ers remarkably
from the ? , and in our next number we shall present

tl.- •-.

his portrait, together with an illustrated account of the

two other common butterflies belonging to the same
genus {Piei'ie], which at present attack the Cabbage in

dift'ercut parts of the United States One ot these,

knuwii as the Kape Butterfly {P/«« rajxe, Schrank), has

nf lale years been introduced from Europe, and has
he ill iaj)idly spreading westward from the Atlantic sea-

board, while the armies of the Colorado Potato Bug
have been marching in the opposite direction, towards
tfic sea

.
Thus, while there is every reason to believe

that we shall, in a few years' time, give to our Eastern
liretliroii the greatest and most destructive insect foe of

thf I'otato; they seem determined to pay us back in our
own coin , by sending forth into the West the greatest of

cabbage pests. The only known way to destroy these

Cabbage worms is to pick and kill them either by hand or

chicken-power, and to catch and kill the butterflies

which are constantly hovering over the plants during the
sinishiny days of summer and autumn

.

The Rape Butterfly—/o«. E. t7t«*< , flali/ol-e,

Miss.—The two white butterflies which were taken in

Bangor, Maine, are (^ and § of the Rape Butterfly
{Piii-is rapa; Schrank), a recent importation from
Europe. We shall illustrate this insect in our next

Bad pacUing—y/. C. Beanhlee, PairusmlU, Ohio.—
The green larva, marked with brown at each end of its

body, and with a large round brown patch on the

middle of its back, and also with sprangling horns at

each extremity which sting like a nettle, is the Saddle-

back caterpillar (£'/H/);W;a j/iVwaZea, Fig. 30). It feeds

on a great variety of trees, besides Indian corn on
which you found it, and last year ue nul with it on
Sumac. The .s),/,//,., larva found mi i;r:i|ie.\ iin' is pro-

b.ably C%iirrocin,i}ni /iai,ipiiinh<y.t>thi ]\\ i-e lvn..wii jsj^ar-

iipaa mi/ron, a full aceouul of wliicli appealed ill the last

No. of our Magazine; l)ut when it leaelied us, owiugto
your bad packing, it was dead, dried uj) and rotten. Lar-

v:e ought by rights to be packed in a tight tin box, along

with some of their ajjpropriate food, whicli as well as

the lana; will then keep moist. But if you are obliged

to pack them in a pasteboard box, which always sufl'ers

the moisture to evaporate from it, it is making matters

ten times worse to put in dry paper to till up the empty
If eorresi)ondents only

i aildeil to our labor in

tal^^ :i little more pains

1-. wliieli have been rc-

oi.iiiiisr. Torccognizc

ill which they frequently

IS to recognize a corpse.

space instead of moist leaves

knew how much bad ]iaekini

identifying in.seets, they w.,nM

to follow th(^ liriiited dirertici

peatedly inserted in the Knth.-m

insects, when in the condition

reach us. is as difficult a task i

after it has been afloat for three long summer months in

the witers of the Mississippi

" Grand Daddy I.,oiig-L,egs "— JfHi R Ilowaul,

liisi/tli, Mo — Ihe lonj, kgged '>])i(l(i, winch is tom-
monh known in \(>ui Miiiiit\ b\ the lbo^t nune, is

doulnh— (iiiK »piciL-n| / ,,

,

i,ut i- then ue
M.iiu tiltd iiicii di-. 1\ \ ~]i..io W( tould

not pi(i]iiil\ Mill tin ~p.in> Mill vpi ik of without

»n in. -Ill I inn 11 lln -i loiig-liggi d spiders ue hke-

wi»( pi|iuliil\ liiiwn IS 11 ii\tst-mei." ind 'Giuid-

litlui (.1 l^ i 1 iiiN 111 ^omep•utsof the countij Ihev
iIlhiM -mill II hiljit-, being carnivoious and sci/ing

•heii pie\ vtn nuuh i- i t it seizes a mouse, butthcv

dittei fioin othei s])idcis m that they bodih de\oui-

their victims, instead of sucking out their juices. The
fact then, of your one night noticing a '

' Daddy Long-

legs " pounce upon a Honey-bee, which happened to

come near it, is not to be wondered at. Yet it may be

considered as an exceptional occurrence, and we should

advise you to encourage, rather than destroy these long-

legged spiders, because they are known to devour great

numbers of Plant-lice, and Mr. Arthur Bryant, of

Princeton, Ills., has found them devouring the larva

of the Colorado Potato-bug,

Borer in Apple Twig— ff. 0. Bracl-eU, Luwrtncf.

Katuas.—The borer in the apple twig sent is not, as you

suppose, the larva of the .Vpple-twig Borer (Bostrichue

hkamlatus, Say), which bores into the twigs in the

beetle state only ; but is evidently the larva of some long-

horned beetle. It resembles in every respect the larva

ofthe Parallel Loughorn[ElaphidionparalUlum, Newni.),

which we have bred from both apple and plum twigs, and

it will in all probability produce that beetle. The hole

at the axis of the leaf-bud, which connects by a bur-

row through a side-shoot, with the main chamber in

the twig where rests the larva, was evidently made by

that larva while younger. The Parallel Longhorn

bears a very close resemblance to the Oak Pruner [E.

r/llosum, Fabr.), which you will find figured on page OS

of Harris's Injurious Insects.
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Grape-Tine I,eaf-galls— fV. T. JhiUh-up, harru-

hiirg, Pu.—The grape-galls you tciiil are Ibe same as

tliose which we figmcd on page 248 of our first volume.

In each freshly-formed gall you will find from one to

four or;ii)"e-i(ii(ire(l iiio(lier-lii r, a luuiilier of i-hiliiiig

eggs, ami of the tame whitish color. Almost as soon

as the larvit hatch out, they stray off through the partly

open mouth of the gall on the upper surface of the leaf,

anil found new galls either on the same or on a younger

leaf. After a time, and when their stock of eggs is cx-

hausted, the mother-liec die; and the galls inhabited

by them then gape widely open at their months and be-

come gradually flattened and obliterated. Thus, upon

a .ijrape-cane, the .i^alls upon the oldest leaves will be

empty, while those on the young thrifty ones will be

swarining with iuhabilants; and as fresh leaves put out,

these arc succissivcly '• oi-cupied and possessed " by

tlie enemy. The gall is forincd. as with all those eon-.

structed by I'lant-liic, by BarK-lice. or by Mites, by

one or more yoinig lar\a,' slationiug themselves on the

upper surface of the leaf, and irritating it with their

pointed beaks until it bulges out in an unnatural hollow,

inside which the larvw remain. Finally, as the larx;e

grow to maturity, the hollow becomes a fleshy green

sack, the mouth of which is almost closed up. The

mother-lice then lay eggs, and the same old cycle of

phenomena Is repeated again and ag.tin, till winter

sets in.

These galls are peculiar to the wild Krost (ini\ie(V!tis

mi-iUfolia) of which the Clinton is a cultivated variety,

and a-e not found upon the ^'orthern Fox Grape (
VHis

?«;v««ca) from which our tame Catawba, Isabella and

Concord are derived. This accounts for the latter va-

rieties not being infested by these galLs. Perhaps Ihe

mo.st effi-ctual remedy would b<' to give up growing

Clintons for a crop; but il yoti do grow them there is no

kuonn remedy but to pluck ofl' the infested leaves and

bum them. The old leaves, with empty galls, may just

as well be left on the vines.

maple-worms—II. K. Viokroy, Chumjiaiijn, III.—
It is often said that the foliage of our maples is entirely

exempt from the depredations of worms. To a certain

e.Ktent this is true, but it is not universally true. We
have known maples badly stripped by the striped green

larva of one of our most beautiful moths (Dn/ocumpa ru-

hkunda), and there is a large larva covered with silky

yellow hair and with five slender pencils of black hairs

projecting from among the yellow ones, which gener-

ally feeds on maple leaves and produces a fine gray

moth {Jcroiii/c/a americana). The gigantic apple-green

larva, as big as a man's thumb, which you found feed-

ing on Silver 31aple [Acfr dasycai-pum) is that of the

same Pohjjilumus moth, which we figured in So. T of our

first volume; and we have received it from a variety of

other quarters as infesting difi'erent kinds of maple,

though the books do not record the fact of Its inhab-

iting this genus of trees. You remark that you have

also tound the larva of the Cecropia moth feeding on

maples; and this larva too we have lately received from

several other sources as feeding on the same trees upon
which it occurred with you, and in some instances strip-

ping them bare when of small size. It is remarkable

that, in the case of this larva also, the books are equally

silent on the subject of its being ever found on maples.

IHelaucboly Chafer in AppIes^/oA/j F. Fulton,

Pthi-shiinj, Ills.—The beetle which you find quite fre-

[liK. ai] (piently boring a hole in your apples is

^ t the Melancholy Chafer, (Euryomia melun-

^CSLJ rhvlka, (.J. &' I".) herewith illustrated

/mSP^s Worms borings in Cucumbers— IK

iwS\ li- Ra„8om. St. JomjA, J/A/i.—The worms
' ^^ > which suddenly made their appearance

e'ji''^s-Biack- the forepart of September, boring into

wiiiUsh. your cucumbers and musk-melons frotn

the outside, are eviilently—judging from your descrip-

tion—the same species mentioned on page 31 of our last

number under the same heading. As stated in that

paragraph, they produce the Neat Cucumber Moth

(Phactlliira niiijalif, Cram.)

Lilac Borer— 7". /. Fnemuii, BMamj, J/</.—The

iU-footed yellowish-white worm, which has been boring

into and destroying your lilac bushes, was dead when

it reached us, but we have little doubt that it was

the larva of a moth which is well known to attack the

Lilac, and which was named Ajjeria [Tivchilmni] Mji-in-

t/a' by Harris. We have ourselves never bred this

inoth, but a $ specimen is in our possession which

was bred from Lilac by our friend Charles Sonne, of

Chicago, and which had bored through the heart of a

branch over an inch through. This insect is closely

allied to the common Peach-borer and still more closely

to the old-fashioned Grape-borer. We should recom-

menil the application of soft soap to the trunks and

larger limbs of your lilac bushes in the early part of the

season, to prevent the § moth from depositing her eggs.

Still, we have but faint hopes that soap would produce

this MM-y desirable result; for although this substance,

when applied about the last ot May, aflbrds perfect

se.urity against our two common Apple Borers, which

are lieetles, we have experimentally ascertained that it

attords no protection whatever against the common
Peach Hcncr, which is a Moth, not a Beetle, and as wc
said just now is closely allied to your Lilac Borer.

Burying Beetles—./</«. II. Ushorn, Oshkosk, Wi's.

—Your boys *' having killed a striped snake about two

feet long, were surprised on looking for it the next day

to find half its length in the earth. Upon pulling it

out they noticed two of these bugs, which had evidently

dug the hole and drawn the snake in. The snake was

left about a foot from the hole, and the next day was

found drawn back into the hole its whole length, the

hole having been extended so a^i to admit ot it.
'

' The
two beetles sent were ^ and $ of the Margined Bury-

ing-beetle {NecropTiorus marginatns, Fabr.) which is one

of our most common species. The burying-beetles all

have the habit of burying dead animals, such as birds,

mice, snakes, etc., and two or three of them will often

accomplish prodigious feats of this kind in a given time,

when their small size is taken into consideration . Their

direct object in thus burying such carrion is the multi-

plication of their kind, by providing food for their

young; but indirectly, in their character of scavengers,

they are of great benefit to man by ridding the atmos-

phere of that which would pollute his nostrils and

threaten his health. They should never be ruthlessly

destroyed

.

The large brown snout-beetles, speckled with white,

which you shake from your plum trees along with the

common Curculio, are Hyldhius stupidus, Sch.
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Wireworins in Potatoes— n'. R. S/ielmire,

Tuuti/ikiiinmon, Fenii.—The elongate, cyliiKli-ical. horny,

nialiiigaiiy-ciiloivil worms nearly an inch long, that

linrc.riip'M, liailly your crop of Mcr.'cr Tolatoes, area

very coniinoii>iif.-irs .,r\\iicw.inn>. \\\- lKi\e reason

(O believe ll,;ll tl,i- |.,,l-lirul:n- Kill. I ].n..lllres a Click-

licctle kiiMNMi ;,^ J/, /,..,,. . ;„,,,:'-/.. I.e I. .iile. There

are M-ore.- ..f ililVeiciU kiiuls of ( lielv-i.cellcs, and on

l)a.:;e 411 i>r our tinst volume you will tinil omc of them

( Fi-. .'nil, anil by the side of il the larva from which we
liieil it , l-'i;.'. M). Most of them breed in rotten wood:

Ipul llure are :i lew Ihat devour living vegetable matter

ami are u'le it |le^l^ lo ilio tanner, especially in newly-

broken land. In suili land we have known them to

destroy the yonng corn-plants to a grievous extent,

inlawing' laterally into the .stem just under the surface

the

I'or these wire-worms live several years in the larva

state, and having six good legs of their own they

would readily migrate from the infected potato-sets on
to the young growing potatoes. You must not sup-

pose, howe\er, that wire-worms could bri'eil wire-

worms; for it is not till the larva has developed into the

Click-beetle that it lie.omes i-MieiMe of jiropagaling its

species. Sowing si\ bu-l.el- ..i -all to the acre is said

l)y oneof thehe.stfaiiiiri> in Iji^laD.i. .\ldernian Mechi,

to destroy all the wire-wonn- in the salted ground.

There are no doubt plenty of youis remaining in your
old potato grouud; for this species does not by any

means feed exclusively on potatoes. On the contrary,

it is a very general feeder, and we have met with it in

all kinds of situations, for example, iu an asjiaragus

bed, with no potatoes growing within ten rods distance.

\Ve know of no mode but baii(l-i)iekii)i; to de-trov the

wire-worms in your iioiai..i>, -oiliat ilir |n,iai..e- ran lie

used for seed. It is, as \ ou remark, a -iiijuiai' inil Wy no

means an unprecedented lai-t, that these insects took

the Mercers and did not touch the Goodrich potatoes

that were growing alongside. The Colorado Potato

Bug and the striped Blister-beetle are equally select in

tlieir tastes. Other such cases were collected by us on

page 160 of our first volume.

Insects named—/. F. Watirs, SprinyfielJ, Mv —
The insects found on apple are as follows: No. 1 is the

larva of some small moth. It closely resembles that of

the Rascal Leaf-crumpler (Phijcita nchulo, M'alsh), but is

evidently distinct. No. 2 is a species of Lhnacodas or

slng-eatcrpillar, totidly unknown to us. If we breed

the perfect moth we will report further. No. 3 is the

lar\a of chnri .t. mx antinnator. Kabr. , n bug chiefly

(li>lin^iii-inal l,y the terminal half of tlie lliiial joint of

il- aiiti on r lirin;.; somewhat OViUly dilate.! ami flatten-

ed. 'I'iie iiKiline hug looks very much like ibe larva yon
.sent, except that it has wings.

CiiraicA Pear Xwigs— 7'. .(. Thmp. Tro,/, Jlh-.—

'I'he nine |)ear I wi'^s were, as you rightly suppo.se, am-
p'.llah-.l -.. lie ill\ li\-

I Ik- liii'lie w liirli youscud. This
Il 'Il i- lie— ^ !i I r i! 'i. ! i! n-:> \ ariety of thccom-
m " r»i^- ir.ll-L- ", : . '..'//x. Say), of which

\ oinmc.

Insects named— .ff. T. Bale, yellow Sprimje, Ohio.
—The insects came in fair condition. No. 1 is Duxdug
iHlatatun, Say. No. 2, Pterostichut adoxus, Say.
No. 3, BraihjciUvK dichrous, Dej. No. 4, (3 specimens)
are .ill different forras ot Aiiomala varians , Fabr. No.
5, Anomalahinotata, Schon. No. 6, Chrynochmauratue,

K;ibr. No. 7, Hippodamia rjlacialU, Fabr. "We have
foiuid this species the present year preying on the eggs

of the Colorado Potato Bug, and in consider.ation of its

good services, we honor it by adding its "photo"
(Fig. 40) to our albiun of friendly bugs. No. 8,

[Fi-. 4.1] li;i.i..;l,iinm parentJiesu, Say. No. 9,
L,i,,;i /iotaia,Fahr. No. 10 same as

|\ 4 &:>. No. 11, AUndria eyUndrica,GeoS.
'\ No. 12, f/oma»'»y>rf««a. Melsh. No. 13,

c.>ior»-Oran«o, Which you Say "is from Georgia, where

;.rram-''cSor'."' it is called the 'Cabbage bug, ' and where

it is found b> llion-aml- on cabbage and turnip

plants," is si: /. Ilahn, an account of

which with li^iin- 'm -Ii .11 shortly publish. No.

W, Eiiryomia ju,ia^,J,;uo-i (;. A: P. (See Volume 1,

Figure 23). No. 16, which "feeds and deposits its

eggs on the leaves and young twigs of Sumach (Khm
glabra) " is Blepharida rhois, Forstcr, whicli we re-

ferred to in our first volume, page 235. No. 16,

ritnittkliufi.culptiis, Lcc. No. 17, Toj-otvs cylindricollit

,

Say. No. 18, Harpalun enjlhropmf Dej. No. 19, IlarpaluH

pennxylraiiicuii, De Geer. No. 20, Anoniala Ivcicola,

Fabr. (Darkvar.) No. 21, same as No 5. No. 22,

same as No. 4. No. 23, Serica retipertina . Say. No.

24, Strangalia h'neula, Say. No. 2o, Strangalia fmneliea,

Newm No. 26, HetoemU cinerea, Oliv. No. 27,

Stenooorus viUosus, Fabv. No. 28, taken on Rhue

toncodendron , is Saperdapuncticollis. Say ^iHgenimata,

Randall. No. 29, Acnrnodem puldieUa, Hbst.' No. 30,

I.iptum riittiis. Forst.

Tomato-Feeding Worni— .1. V. Davis, Farina,

nu.—Tha greasy grayish worm, char.tcterized chiefly

by a series of triangular black spots along the back,

cueh segment with two spots, both of which are

[ii-. 41.1 edi;.'<l on til.' outside with a white line,

ile tli.T.' i- an indistinct light linebe-

..11 til. in iKi;;. 41) and a much more
liii. t "iii^ il.mu' the breathing-holes at

li -i.il - I- I lie larva of a moth which
may be knoH n '•\ ih p [nilii name of the Spider-wort

owlet Moth I,/'. , . ,, ,„, ,.';«,!, Sm. and Abb.) This

moth has the front wings variegated with gray, brown
and yellowish -white, and the hind wings pure while

with the extremities of the nerves and the outer border

dark brown. We have bred this moth from worms
which fed with e<iual relish on Cabbage and Tomato,

while Mr. Abbot found it on Liver-wort and Pea. It

may therefore be considered a very general feeder. The
speii.- \aiii- L:i rally in appearance both in the larva

and |i. J 1. ( I -tat. -. The worms are found full-grown as

early as the for.' [lart of July, and the moths issue from

the latter part of that month to the latter part of Sep-

tember.

Cocoons of Icliucumou IMcs—Carrii MitcliM,

South Pans, 7Z;«.—The mass of little white cocoons on

the large Tomato worm which you send are formed by

the larva: of a small parasitic Ichneumon Fly (genus

MicrogasUr), and the ilies had mostly issued on the way
hither. (See Figure 15 in our last number)

.
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Gall on Spotted Touch-me-not—Pro/. A. A'.

Prentiss, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. }'.—The succu-

lent green globular galls, which you find on the

Spotted Touch-me-not (Impatiens /aha), and which

contain numerous deep orange colored larvie, have been

briefly described {Cecidomyiaimjyatient/s, O.fi.) by Os-

ten Sacken, but the gall-gnat is as yet unknown. The

larviB went into the ground soon after their receipt, and

we hope to obtain the fly from them in due time. Succu-

lent galls perish so easily that they cannot well be pre-

served, so we have made the accompanying drawing

(Fig. 42) of this Touch-me-not gall, u showing the

entire gall, h a cross-section, with the cavities in which

lie the larva;, and c the breast-bone of the larva highly

magnified. This breast-bone is almost clove-shaped,

as shown in the figure. For the benefit of the rest of

our readers we c£uote that part of your letter which re-

fers to the color and growth of the gall

:

I have examined a number of galls very carefully, in-

cluding some in their fresh state some time ago, and
always find some touches of color, orange usually—in
some" instances quite bright—on the end of the gall op-
posite the stem, but the prevailing color is green. I

judge the greater ]<:\yt of tin- ;.':ill'i~ r(.iiiiici>rd of the
stem immcdiatflv miilii- ilir ili.wcr. I In- |iM-iiion of
the bract would iniliiMtr tlii-. I'.iir I lind dii tlie end
of the gall wlicri- tlic Huwir >lioiil(l ]r.nv lirni. a num-
ber of /o/wcevus /itof«, which are not ea>y to account
for except they be regarded as aljorlive remains of the
flower. These plates are the colored part ol the gall.

Unknown Ijarvx—J. M. Harrold, Salem, jS'. J.—
The small white wooly worms which " in proportion

to their size will afford a larger 'staple' than either a

Cotswold or a Southdown," are the larviK of some
moth. They were dead when they reached us, and we
shall not be able, in consequence, to breed the perfect

insect. They may possibly be the young larvic of the

Kabbit Moth {Lagoa opercularis, Sm. & Abb.) spoken of

on page 29 of our last number, in answer to H. A.
Green of your State; but we incline to believe that

they belong to a closely allied species {Liujoa pyi-idifera,

Sm. & Abb.)

Blood-suckingr Cone-nose— /> B. Watson, St.

Lmiin, J/b.—Tire bug sent by you is the Blood-sucking
Cone-nose (Coftw*!n«s mnn'iimum, Le Conte.) See Vol.

I, Fig. 74.

Eg^g^s on a Grape-cane— J. Cochrane, Harunna,

/««.-Inno one of tli.ir Iniii- M:i-r~ :iif iiiM'.-i^ so <liili,'ult

to identify as in thr i-- -la-r, Thr i-,mm,ii i- -iinpli'.

There arc so few cliara.'tri-., t,. .li-iin^iii-li ..nr .-^ ironi

another; and mon-uvci-, but mtv lew >i)ri-ii> aic

known and described in the e,gg state. Wc can often

identify a squashcil beetle or a squ.ashcd moth; but a

s(iuashed egg is almo.st always beyond oiu- abilities.

Hence the row of eggs attached to a grape-cane, which

you send us wrapped up in paper and enclosed in

your letter, without any other protection from the

heavy hands of Uncle Sam's P. O. clerks, might .just as

well have been kept at home. AVe really arc liiiil to

death of continually repeating to our comsiioiKlLiits

—besides our standing "Notice" to that elln-t—that

siHMiniens should be enclosed in .some kind ot box or

otbiT, in order that they may reach u.s in recognizable

order. Is there no drug-store at Havanna? Arc there no

gun-cai)3 for sale there? or do the druggi.sts there retail

their pills, and the gunsmiths their gun-caps, loose over

the counter and without any package to hold them? Do
pray, Jlr. Cochrane, try and do better for the future!

Gregarious "Willo^v AVorms— G. C. Brachtt,

Lairnnce, Kansas.—The pale yellow wonns—marked
with three slender black lines along the back, and three

other black lines each side, but charactcrizi'd chiefly by

two black warts close together on the top rcspllti^ ely

of the fourth and eleventh y<-ji;i<nl-- :vliic!i you found

feeding on your "New Am.! i m W
i

r.
'

' an' the lar-

vie of the American Spiniin ' .'«./, llarr.)

These worms are gregarimis. li in lining closely hud-

dled together, in swarms of twenty or more, within a sort

of coi-oon formed of leaves. They are found on poplars

as well as on willows, and seem to be i^specially i)artial

to the common cottonwood. You will find an illus-

trated account of this insect in Harris's Iiijuiious Iii-

Catcrpillars named— G. W. Cdphi/. Alton, Hh:
—The worms that h.avc been so common, folding up the

lea\ cs of the Black Locust, are the larvie of the Tityrus

Skipper (Eudamus tityrus, Fabr.), spoken of on page

27 of our last number in answer to T. W . Ci. of

Georgetown, Ohio. The worm, which you call the

"Mock-eyed worm," is the larva of the Troilus

Sw.allow-tail (Papilio frcilus, Limi .) . It feeds on Sassa-

fras and Prickly Ash.

U'. D, Butter, Wehster, Mo.—Your worm on Sassafras

is the larva of the same Troilus Swallow-tail, spoken ol

above.

Insects Named—Z«'/ G. Safer, ElizaUth, Jnd.—
The large hairy wingless insect known in your locality

as the "Stinging Ant," and which h.as only been
known tliere for about ten years, is the same Mutilla

,'n,;-ii,e,i, Linn., ($) which was spoken of on jiage :12 of

our last number in answer to Dr. M. M. Kciizie. of

Ccnlrcvillc, Mo. The large "hornet" with palo rust-

colored wings and black abdomen marked with pale yel-

low, and which you say is quite rare in your part of the

country, is the Handsome Digger AVasp {Stizua spe-

ciosus, Drury), figured on page 12!) of our First Volume.

Rang-e of the Rear-Horse— F. T. C/mmhirs,

Coeirifftoii, Ky. — The Kear-horse {ifantis Carolina,

Linn. J, is known to range as far North as Lat. to". AVe

have no doubt but they woidd live in your iiart of the

country.
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Beetles nameH.—Fdw. P. Allis, M!lwmil-fe, Wis.—

No. I Ap/wdiiis fimetarius Fabr. (Europe). No. oJ A.

i/ranarius (Europe). No. 2 Onthophague liemte. Panzer

(f" $ . No. 3 Dimutes near amerieanus, F&hv . No, 4

Amam olem, Hay. 'Sfo. SI A. impunct-icoUis, Say . No.

;W A. near impuncticollis. No. 6 Aciliue fralemus §,
Harris. No. 6 Agonoderus paUipes, Fabr. No. 7 iTor-

palui faunux. Say. Nos. 10 .fe 12 Z/.?;-;). . No. 23

II. ,;-iithropiis. Pej. No. 24 /A ;-. ;,n,.y;v,„/,7,,v, Dej.

No. ril //. h.rh!rn,n,s. Say. No .Ml //. iic:ir h. rh;,;i,n,x.

So.H An;sod,U'/i/l:is c„rh.„.n;.,s,i<:iy. No 22 J /wW-
morfiim'x, Say. No. .')8 ,1. ruslims. Say. No 3 IJister

. No. 13 //. amrkanus, Paykull." No. .38 //. ah-

hrfriatus, Fuhr. No. 11 Btjtiscus /ii/lridu/!, Aube. No.

14 Plati/nux plaeidus. Say. No. 15 PI. ?nelanarms Dej.

No. 18 PI. mpripeniiis, Say. No. 19 PI. . No.
le Bfiiihidhim lucidum, Lee. No. 17 Merinns Im-is, Oliv.

No. 20 Chlneiti'i/n pennsylvanicvft, Dej. No. 21 Elaphrus

riiscariuR, Say. No. 25 Diplochila ohtima ? Lee. No. 28

D. imprexxicoUii!, Dej. No. 29 D. laticuUis, Lee. No.
26 Pfrnstichus sfi/fficiis, Say. No. 47 /'^ jhwi'v*, Say. No.

54 Pt. desidiosus^iee. No. 21 P,wili,sc7>a/cites, Say. No.
32 CT^TOs nigripes, Say. No. 33 TriAivK affliiis, G. & P.
No. 34 MordcUa lineata f Melsh, No. X^ XotiopUliis

scmiMHalus, S.ay. No. 36 i\'./." / - -. Il.iitz. No.
'.il CM,!asn-icm, Say. No. In., ..^:iy. No.

30 Dark variety of 40. No. II ' ",,/,/, Doj.

No. 42 r. 12-."".'/. Dri. .\,.,. i;;,^ i,s r. ..;./.„./;./„

,

Uenlz. No. II ,' .S:,v. N,.> 4:. A: r,;l 7; ».?.//..

«»,///„;•, L. iljir..,. .. N.. 4r, y„r,n„/,v A,v„„„„. Kul,,-.

No. 40 .ly,,;.;,--. „,,/i,.,„ ,„„,^ Kno.'li. No. :.2 rialijcen,,

dipi-esgim, IjUC. No. jj Ccidroidpii.^ calcaratus,Vahv . No.
s6 Diaperis hydiU, Fabr. No. 59. A'l/ctobiites jieimsi/hanicits,

Dej. Several of tlie above arrived in very bad
order. If you will send good >ii(Mii]i(ii> of Xos. 9, 10,

19, 30 & 50, we willtry anddclrniiiii. ilnni specifically.

In a difficult genu.s, it is often ini|ic.--ililc lo determine
tlie species with the re(iiiisitc |nr.-i>i..ii IV.iui niie or two
poor mutilated .<pecinieiis.

The Royal Horiicd-ratcriiillaT— y^i . I>. L.

Pharex. Womh;Ue. Miss .—In Vol. I, No. 12. (p. 230)

wc said that this insect "is quite scarce even as far

snutli as BushlM 1^. Mo., Brighton, 111., and St. Louis,
3Io. ' AVe intended it to be inferred from this state-

ment, that still further south it was by no means so

scarce. You understand us to mean exactly the con-

trary, and inform us that it is not uncommonly met
with in your neighborhood in latitude 31o 30'. As
others may possibly make the same mistake, we think
it best to say here in so many words, what it was that

we really intended to be inferred from our language,
namely, that this insect is nuich more abundant in

southern than in northern latitudes within th(^ limits of

the United States.

Aquatic eggs—W. 0. Hisley, .Viiinmpnlh, Mf».~
The round white semi-transparent eggs, about 0.03
inch in diameter, which you found attached to a stick

of wood that had been underwater, are most probably
those of some air-breathing Water-snail, belonging to

such genera as Planoi-his etc. They bear a striking re-

semblance, except in size, to those of the large brown
snail commonly met with in English gardens, which
last in the days of our boyhood we used often to find

in masses a little below the surface of the earth. We
know of no aquatic insect that lays sueh eggs.

Insects named—S. V. Summers, M. D., St. Louis,

Mo.—Your insects are as follows: No. 1, Mantis Caro-

lina, Linn. g. No. 2, Conorhinvs sangvisuga, Le
Conte. (See Vol. l,*Fig. 74). No. 3, CUceniiis seri-

ceiis, Say. No. i, Scarites suUerraneus, Fahr . No. 5,

Galerita janiis, Fabr. No. 6, Patrohus longicornis,

Say. No. 7, Pterosiiclms sailptus, Xec. No. 8,

amuliognall'iR 7^.:'iv?i-7., .•..,-.•, lie Geer. (See Vol. 1,

Fig 55). No. n. ./„,, Germ. No. 10, Oodes

c«/j>C(«<«, Chan! II N- II. {.mnoderiis palIipes,'Fahv.

No. 12, j5./»/ /.., ,//.;, /-,m, Dej. No. 13, i>/a-

tyims S-piiiifiaius, Lee. No. 14, lan'a of No. 20.

No. 15, Dii'drocephala vwlUpes , Say. No. 16, Aretia

[Spilosoma] rirginica, Fabr. No. 17, Jlippodamia maeu-

lata, DeGeer. (See Vol. I, Fig. 36.) No. 18. Dia-

IroHca vittata, Fabr. (See Vol. II, Fig. 19). No. 19,

Dialrotica VL-puMtata, Fabr. (See Vol. I, Fig. 168.)

No. 20, Rippodamia coiivergeiis , Guer! (See Vol. I,

Fig. 39.) No. 21, larva of ..4™« «;«nosffi, Dallas. No.
22, Tackys pulchellus, Ferte. No. 23, Pemhidiiim near

i-mactdatum, Linn. No. 24, cf of No. 1. No. 25,

Ualtifa ciiciwieris, Harr. (See Vol. I, Fig. 19). No.

26, Tetligonia, [Erythronmra] mtis, Ilarr. A\'e shouUl

like further specimens of No. 23.

Hair-irorm or Hair-snake

—

jE". //. lung, W>'st

Lilnrfii, Iiiirii.—The insect you send is the i)upa of one

fif oin- finen Meadow Catydids—perhaps flrehilimiim

i"/;/.(;. . ll:in'is, ]HTli:i|.-. (',,/, ,:l.ih, irJjtiu ,h . liurmeis-

ler: but :is in llii- uiini- iImi,' are .[ i;rrat many closely

alliril >|irrir.. ni'^-l "!' u liiili arr .illn-i- enlin ly undes-

cribed, or so Ini. il\ (l.-,iili( .1 tlial tlje .sani(! descrip-

tion will apply e.|uailx well In lialfa dozen distinct

species, we slnnild in.f like to sjieak positively as to the

species to whi.li xanu- pnpa lielonics. "The long

thread-like appendage '
' issuing from the upper sur-

face of its abdomen, is a Hair-worm {Gordfus), re-

specting which parasitic genus see the Answer to E.

Baxter on page 57 of our First Volume. In a future

article we shall illustrate this remarkable group of in-

testinal worms, which has long been known to infest

dift'crent kinds of Catydids and Grasshoppers. The
popular belief that these worms are animated horse-

hairs is, of course, a simple delusion. Thanks to your

(•areful packing, the specimen reached us in excellent

order

Dahlia Stallt Borer— (P. C. Jlrnadii.,i.l. r/,,i.<„nl

IIUl, JT".—The two worms which were found in Dahlia

Stalks, and which " seem to have entered when quite

vovmgand passed up, eating the pith out of the main

stem," arc the common Stalk Borer (Gortyna luteUi,

Guen.), which we have so often referred to antl which

we figured twice in our first volume (Figs. U and 140.)

Parsnip IVorni—Jno. Adams, Gray Corner, Maine.

—The worms found by you on Parsnip la>t .luly, were

the larv.T? of the common Asterias Swallou-fnil ( A//i////>

Asterias, Cram.)

EKRAT,\ IN VOL. 2. XO, 1.

On page 2", foUunu 2, line 13 from bottom , for • MJoId

Ciilt-beetle" read "Gilt Gold-beetle." On page 31,

column 1, lino 30, for " Ciilopferon" read " Calop-

ieron." On p.age 31, column 1, line41, for "No. 8

pin' ' read ' 'No. 18 pin. " On page 32, column 2, line

10, for " Gastfracauiha'' read " Gaeteracantha."
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probably in throwing himself so violently away

from the engine. He lingered but a few days,

and finally expired on Thanksgiving Day, the

18th of Xovember. His mind was remarkably

clear up to within a few hours of his death,

and when the physicians informed him that his

life was rapidly drawing to a close, he became

perfectly calm and resigned to his fate ; thank-

ing his numerous friends over and over again

for their kind attention, aud declaring that he

was ready to die—that he had lived beyond the

average lot of mortal man, and that he ought to

be, and was contented. Indeed, though not a

church member, nor professing any religious

faitli, he met his t\ite with the calm dignity

which befits one who has honestly labored to

leave the world better for his having lived in it.

During his last moments he dwelt wanderingly

on entomological subjects, and finally expired

so quietly that considei-able time elapsed before

those around him could feel assured that his

spirit had really departed. On account of the

severe storm which was sweeping over the

Xorthwest at the time, and which precluded

telegraphic communication, we were not per-

mitted to be at his death bed, but those friends

who were present declare that they never knew
any one wlio bore a more pei'fect expression of

life in death.

The funeral services took place on Sunday,

the 20th, at the Baptist church in Kock Island,

and the large congregation there assembled, and

the unusual interest manifested, evidenced the

very general respect in which Mr. Walsh was

held, and the sincere regret that was felt at his

loss. In the course of some appropriate and

impressive remarks that were made on this

occasion by Dr. Davis, he paid the following

well merited compliment to the deceased:

Mr. "Walsh was the friend of social progress
and of law and order; believing that all men
are born free and equal, ami, areiall entitled to

certain inalienable rights, among which are life,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness. He was a
strictly temperate man, himself abstaining to-

tally iVdin ardent spirits, and was decidedly
opi)ose(l to their unrestrained sale or use. Clear
iiud distiiKt ill the formation of his sentiments,
he was bold and fearless in declaring and in
defending them. He has left behind him a
name and a reputation that will long beremem-
liercd and respected. We shall no more behold
his rapid walk along our streets, nor hear the
well known tap of his staflF upon our sidewalks.
No longer will his vigorous motions among us
bear testhiKniy to the activity and energy of an
intellect tliat tired not by age or was ever
fatigued by constant employment. * * *

Mr. Walsh came to this country a stranger
from Old England—England, which, wHh all

- her faults, and faults she has, \ye still should

respect aud love. Here his alien birth and edu-
cation presented no obstacle to his progress.

He asked for no peculiar privileges, he sought
for no special favors. Entering the arena of

life, he relied upon what he was and what an
acquaintance with him would prove to others

he possessed, for success and distinction.

He has not toiled in vain. Success and repu-
tation attended him, and he has been and will

be no less respected and distinguished because
Old England instead of Young America, was
his birth-place. * * * *

AVhen the calamity that befel Mr. Walsh was
known around, the people of this city and vicin-

ity united in one general lamentation; and
when the intelligence of his death was spread
abroad, all felt that a great public loss had been
sustained, a iDublic calamity had befallen this

city and land. And though he is to be borne to

the grave with none but his beloved and res-

pected wife to attend him as chief mourner

—

all, all our hearts are dressed in the habiliments
of mourning. Better, far better than to beat-
tended to the grave by a community in mourn-
ing, though but few relations aud kindred unite

in the solemnities, than to be followed to the

tomb with hosts of kindred and relations, en-

shrouded in all the pomp and circumstance of

mourning, and none but they, and hardly they,

to feel any loss.

This city, this community, sympathize with
the bereaved, the afflicted widow, and with one
heart commend her to the support and grace of

that compassionate God, who has said, " Leave
thy widows with me."

And thus has this truly great man in his spe-

cial department of science, been abruptly takeu

from our midst! Inscrutable, indeed, the ways

of Providence must seem, when such a man is

called away at the very time of his greatest

glory—the moment of his greatest success! In

the prime of his intellectual vigor, and not yet

beyond the age from which much might have

been expected, he would doubtless, had his life

been spared, have accomplished more for the

good of the world, would have achieved far

greater fame, aud would have attained a much
more exalted position during the ten years to

come, than he had done in the whole past coui'SC

of his Rfe. We are not stepping beyond the

bounds of truth in asserting that Mr. Walsh
was one of the ablest and most thorough Ento-

mologists of our time ; and wheu wc consider

his isolation from any of the large libraries of

the country, and the many other disadvantages

under which he labored, we are the more aston-

ished at the work he accomplished. He was

essentially original and siii generis; everything

about him was Walshian, and though he had

some of those eccentricities which frequently

belong to true genius, aud though he made many
enemies by his bold, outspoken manner, aud his

hatred of all forms of charlatanism
;
yet those

best acquainted with him know what n deep-
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feeling', tender and generous heart lay hidden

beneath the rough and uncouth exterior. Mr.
Walsu leaves no offspring, nor has he any

relatives in this country; but fortunately his

bereaved vr-idow, who has our heartfelt sympa-
lliies in her distress, has connections near Rock
Island.

Benjamin Damn Walsh was born in Frome,
Worcestershire, England, on the 2l8t of Septem-

ber, 180S, and was therefore in his sixty-second

year. He graduated at Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, and his parents intended that he should

enter the ministry ; but he was not theologically

disposed, and naturally had such a strong hatred

of hypocrisy and of everything that had the

semblance of wrong, that—judging from what
liel^as told us—the inconsistent conduct of some
of the collegiates who were studying for the

ministry, in all probability prejudiced him
ayainst the church. At all events liis tastes and
inclinations were of an entirely different char-

acter from those which are necessary to make a

minister of the gospel. We can learn but Itttle,

even from his wife, of his career in England,

but we know that he there published a bulky
pamphlet on University refoims, almost all the

suggestions in which he lived to see practically

carried out. He also wrote for Blackwood and
otlier English periodicals, besides newspaper
articles without end, and in 1837 published a large

octavo volume in Loudon, entitled "Walsh's
Comedies of Aristophanes.'" This volume is in

many respects remarkable, embracing as it

does the "Acharians,"' the "Knights" and the

"Clouds," translated into corresponding Eng-
lish metres. There are many passages in this

work illustrative of that same forcible style and
utilitarian logic, which so characterized his En-
tomological writings.

This work was to have been completed in

three volumes, but, owing to some difllculty

with the publishers, we believe none but this

one volume was ever issued.

Mr. Walsh married in England, and came to

America iu 1838. All his relatives are in Eng-
land, and he has yet living Jive sisters and
three brothers. Of the latter, Thomas Wm.
Walsh, M. D., still resides at AVorcester ; J. H.
Walsh (" Stonehcuge ") is the present editor

of the Loudon Field, and the well-known author

of one of the best works on the horse in the

English language ; while the third brother, F.

AV. Walsh, is a clergyman and schoolmaster.

Upon arriving in this country, he went into

Henry county, in Illinois, and purchased a farm
of three hundred acres, near Cambridge, the

couuty seat, where he determined to retire

in great part from the world, and lead the

life ofa philosopher. He soon became thorough-

ly devoted to this country, and never once re-

turned to England or expressed any desire to

do so. He remained on the farm for upwards
of thirteen years, leading a very secluded life,

and associating but little with his neighbors, from
the fact that there were few, if any of them, who
were his equal in intellect, or could appreciate

his learning. Yet he was thoroughly Demo-
cratic in his ideas, and had no false pride what-
ever: he did, as far as possible, all his own work,
even to making his own shoes and mending his

own harness. Finally, a colony of Swedes
settled in his neighborhood, and, by damming
up the waler at Bishop Hill, produced so much
miasma iu the vicinity, that very much sickness

prevailed there. His own health in time be-

came impaired, and at the suggestion of M. B.

Osborn, of Rock Island, he removed to that city

in 1851, and entered into the lumber business.

He carried on this business about seven years,

during which he found time to publish much
tugitive matter in newspapers, principally on

political topics, always affixing his signature,

and scorning even the appearance of deceit.

In politics he was a Radical Republican, hat-

ing all forms of slavery and oppression. As late

as Grant's campaign he was a member of the

Tanner's club of Rock Island; and we shall

never forget the enjoyable "hours we spent with

him at some of the meetings of the club, where

one forgot his real age iu contemplating his un-

usual good spirits, activity aud vigor. In

1858 he suspected that the City Council was
cheating the city, and though no politician, he

ran for Alderman for the express purpose of

getting at the books, and of thus being enabled

to investigate the matter and publish the facts.

Such a course naturally made him many ene-

mies, aud he was wayjaid and his life threatened

;

but he succeeded ii getting elected, and after

exposing the frauds, aud thus accomplishing his

purpose, he resigned. In the same year he

retired from the lumber business with some-

thing of a competency, and built a row of

buildings on Orleans and Exchange streets,

known as "AValsh's Row."
Up to this time, though lie had formerly made

a small collection of insects in England, he had

paid no attention to Entomology iu this country.

But as soon as the buildings were erected, he

devoted himself entirely to this, his favorite

science. Thus his Entomological career dates

back scarcely a dozen years, but how faithfully

and Mrseveringly he labored, the record of

thosp years abundantly testifies. The first pub-
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lished account that we can flud of Mr. Walsh
as an Entomologist is in the report of a lecture

which he delivered before the Illinois State Hor-

ticultural Society at the Bloomington Conven-

tion, in January, 18G0. He there spoke extem-

pore for two hours, displaying that rare faculty

which he possessed of communicating his ideas

in such a manner as to please and hold the popu-

lar ear. The reporter of this lecture, whom we
take lo be Mr. C. D. Bragdon, at the present time

one of the editors of Moore's literal New Yorker,

states that he became so intensely interested, that

his hand refused to move his pencil. After this

time he became a regular contributor to the Prni-

rie Farmer, of Chicago, Ills., and also wrote for

a few other agricultural journals, such as the

Illinois Farmer of Springfield, Ills., the Valley

Farmer of St. Louis, Mo., etc., etc., his aim

throughout being to rouse the agriculturists to

a sense of the immense losses they sustain from

the depredations of injurious insects, and to

impress upon them the necessity of a more
general knowledge of the habits of these little

foes. From 1862 to 18G6 we find abont a dozen

scientific papers from his prolific pen, scattered

through the Proceedings of the Boston Society

of Natural History, and through those of the

Philadelphia Entomological Society. These

papers are all characterized by great freshness,

originality and accuracy, and they will forever

redound to his honor, "and in our minds will be

more and more appreciated as the true workings

of Nature are better understood. Mr. Walsh
was a school-mate with Darwin, and though he

took up the latter's work on the Origin of Species

with great prejudices against the development
hypothesis, yet he became a thorough convert

to Darwinism after he had once studied it.

Throughout these papers he consequently brings

forward a great number of facts in support of

this theory, and his remarks on Phytophagic

Vai-ieties and Phytophagic Species bear directly

on this subject and have done much to help us

to a clear understanding of the term species.

In October, 1805, the Entomological Society

of Philadelphia commenced the publication of

a monthly bulletin entitled the Practical Ento-
moloyist. This little journal was edited by the

publication committee of tlie Society, consisting

of E. T. Cresson, Aug. R. Grote and J. W. Mc-
Allister. Very soon, however, Mr. Walsh was
added to the list, as Associate Editor from the

West, and he finally became sole Editor of the
second volume, the publication being discon-

tinued in September, 1867. So well had he
succeeded in opening the eyes of the people of
his own State to the vast importance of Eco-

nomic Entomology that the State Horticultural

Society at last petitioned the Legislature to ap-

point a State Entomologist, and accordingly at

the biennial session of 186G-7 a bill was passed

authorizing the appointment of such an officer

with a salary of $2,000 per annum, the appoint-

ment being vested in the Governor, by and

with the consent of the Senate. At the special

session held in June, 1867, the Governor sent

in, on the 11th of that month, the name of Mr.

AValsh for confirmation, but the Senate post-

poned all action upon it till the next regular

biennial session in the winter of 1868-9. Mr.

Walsh, however, at the earnest solicitation of

many of the leading Agriculturists and Horti-

culturists ot the State, went on and discharged

the duties of the office, and trusted to the future

liberality of the Legislature to reimburse him
for his work. As Acting State Entomologist

he issued his First Annual Report for 1867,

which was published as an appendix to the

State Horticultural Transactions for that year.

In September, 1868, in conjunction with the

writer, he started the Amekican Entomologist.

We shall so miss his ripe experience, and his

help, that the task of continuing this journal will

be trebly hard. Indeed, so well satisfied are

we that his place can never be entirely filled,

that did we consult our own pleasure we should

not undertake the task alone, for we have other

pressing duties. But in memory of our departed

friend, and in justice to our numerous readers,

we shall continue our labors, and tliough the

Entomologist may never be edited so ably, yet

with the assistance and sympathy of its patrons,

we may liopc to make it as useful in the future

as it has been in the past.

We had hoped to accompany this number with

a steel plate of Mr. Walsh, but could not very

well wait till it was finished. We shall present

it in our next number, accompanied with sev-

eral resolutions that have been passed by differ-

ent societies. Mr. Walsh was rather sparing

of his own portraits, and we know of but one

good one in existence: this liberality on our

part, will therefore be appreciated by our read-

ers, and especially by those who were most

intimate with the deceased.

I^=For the benefit of our new subscribers

who did not receive the August number, we
will state, that the second volume of the Amer-
ican Entomologist is to end with the year

1870. This fact will explain the apparent in-

consistency of making one number cover two

months.
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APPLE-LEAP " CLUSTER-CUPS."

There is a peculiar kind of orange-colored

fiiiigiis, which we have noticed for a long time

to be exceedingly abundant in particular sea-

sons on the leaves of [Fis. 43.]

the wild crab (Fyrus

coronaria). On the

upper surface of the

leaf it appears early

in the season as a

large orange-colored

blotch ; and sonie-

wliat later in the

yeai', if the under

surface of the leaf is

examined, it pre-

sents the appear- . , 1j^ 1/ 7

ance of Figure 4r>.* ^ \ \ -^^^fe / /
If we apply a moder-

ately powerful lens

to tlie little circle of

dots exhibited in

this drawing, we
shall see that each
, . , n- . , Ciiloi-s—Orange, the ring blackish.
dot, when sufficient-

ly magnified, is ajittle miracle of vegetable struc-

ture, and looks very much like one of those Sea

Anemones (Actinia), with which the popular eye

has now become sutBciently familiarized through

sucli elegant little works as the Seaside Studies.-f

In Figure -14 we give a view ot one of these

magnified dots, several scores of wliich go to

compose the complete circle shown in Figure 43

It will thus be seen that each

dot forms a regular cylinder

of great beauty, with an ap-

erture at its summit fringed

with long transparent hairs,

which are very sensitive to

moisture and curl up when
wetted so as to close the ap-

erture. Inside the cylinder, coiur—Oranse, vari.d

under a good microscope, we "'"' iJ'own-biack

may discover a mass of minute brownish
grains, which are technically termed " spores,"

and though they are much simpler in tlieir

structure than the true seeds of Flowering
riants, they yet perform precisely the same func-

tion in nature, that is, the reproduction of the

species. This particular group of parasitic fun-

guses are known in English as " Cluster-cups,"

and ttie particular species that we now have

•We reproduce this, as well as the following figure, from
an excellent Article on this subject in the American Aijricul-
luriat for December, 18G8, to which we are also indebted :or
several of the details given herewith

.

tSee Seaside Studies in Natural Hiatonj, by Mrs. E. C.
Agassiz and A, Agassiz, page S, figures 3, 4 and .t.

to deal with may be called the "Apple-leaf

Cluster-cup" {(Ecidium pyratum, Schweinitz).

As we have already said, the native home of

our Apple-leaf Cluster-cup is on the indigenous

crab of North America; but like many such

parasitic growths it has acquired the habit of

attacking one or more imported plants, which

are closely allied to the species which in the

first instance it must have exclusively infested.

Four or five years ago we received from J.

Wood, of^Marietta, Ohio, specimens that had

been found on the leaves of the common Apple-

tree; and the American Agriculturist lately

received such from T. W. Sparkman, of Clifton,

Tenn., with the following statement: "This

disease has prevailed among some trees in this

vicinity several years ; it gradually gets worse,

and the trees fail until they at length die. One
of the worst trees is a wild Crab Apple. There

are a great many limbs attacked and some of

the apples." Lastly, we have been informed

by Mr. McLane, of Charleston, Central Illinois,

that in 18G9 his Fall Rainbos were so full of these

Cluster-cups, that more than one-half the leaves

were infested by them ; and that in consequence,

although the fruit was partially perfected, it

dropped off" prematurely in a more or less de-

fective condition.

From the recorded history of Noxious Fun-
guses and Noxibus Insects, we may consider it

as by no means an improbable event, now that

this indigenous fungus has acquired the habit

of attacking an imported plant, that it will

transmit that habit, by the Laws of Inheritance,

to its descendants, and thus eventually, by the

multiplication ol individuals possessing the

newly-acquired taste, become a great pest to

the Fruit-grower. It is well, therefore, to put

our readers on their guard against this little

pest; for although, strictly speaking, such mat-
ters belong to the Botanist rather than to the

Entomologist, yet by a kind of tacit consent the

study of our Funguses has been bandied about
"from pillar to post" among the different

Specialists in Natural History, till like Noah's
dove it can scarcely find any resting place for

the sole of its foot.
'

As to remedies against this Parasitic Dis-

ease: Whenever an enti?'e apple-tree has be-

come badly infested, it would be advisable to

cut it down and burn it, before the infection

becomes widely disseminated. If only a few
leaves or a few boughs are attacked, they should

for the same reason be gathered by hand and
burnt; but in doing this, care must be taken to

perform the operation before the little cups,

from which these " Cluster^cnps " take their
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uame, have perfected their spores so as to dis-

seminate the evil. "We have made no notes of

the precise time of the year at wliic.h the Apple-

leaf Cluster-cups attain maturity; but, so far

as we recollect, it is some time in the month of

July. The best practical rule will be to destroy

them as soon as ever the rings begin to develop

on the lower surface of the leaf; and if there

are any infected Crab-trees growing in the

vicinity of the Orchard, they should be cut up

root and branch without the least compunction,

and unceremoniously subjected to the purgation

by lire.

GALLS AND THEIR ARCHITECTS— 2(1 ARTICLE.

[OOSTDIUED FROM PAGE FI KTY. ]

[In our last number we commenced a second

article on '• Galls and their Architects," des-

cribing some of the galls made by .Saw-flies. It

was our intention to continue this article

through several numbers, so as to embrace cer-

tain galls made respectively by Gall-flies, Bee-

tles, Moths, Psyllas or jumping Plant-lice, Gall-

giiats and Mites, and thus give our readers

an idea of all the different groups of gall-making

insects. Mr. "Walsh had already written the

article which appears below, and at the time of

his fatal accident was working at, and had
nearly completed, another on "Galls made by
Beetles," which will appear in our next. "We
shall endeavor, to the best of our ability, to

complete the series, as nearly as possible in the

same manner intended by Mr. "Walsh.]

Galls made by Gall-flies.

[Order Ilnmeiioptem, Cynipx Family.)

In our former Article, we described and illus-

trated three different galls made by insects be-

longing to a genus (Cynips) which peculiarly

infests the different kinds of Oak. "We propose
in this chapter to give the history of two other

oak-galls produced by this genus of Gall-flies.

There is a distinct genus (lihoditcs) belonging
to this same Family, which exclusively attacks

the Rose; and another (Diastrophus) which
confines itself almost entirely to the Bramble;
besides a fourth (Tribalia) which originates a
very curious many-celled gall on the tubers of
the common Potato. Indeod, with the excep-
tion of the Gallgnats (Cecidomyia), which are
quite cosmopolitan in their tastes, almost every
genus of gall-making insects peculiarly affects

some particular genus of plants; or—to express
the same fact in different language—every group
of gall-makers found upon a particular group

of plants has certain structural peculiarities

which distinguish it from allied groups found
on other groups of plants. In illustration of

this general law, we shall towards the close of

this chapter describe and illustrate a new and
perfectly distinct genus of Gall-flies, a single

species of which we have discovered to generate

a " monothalamous " or one-celled gall on a

plant {Lygodesniia juiicea) peculiar to the

Northwest.

Upon the old-fashioned theory of every spe-

cies, whether of animals or of plants, having

been created at the beginning of some geological

epoch, with exactly the same organization and
coloration and habits that it retains to the last

day of its existence upon this earth, it seems dif-

ficult to account for such a state of things as the

above. For example, there are already about 60

described N. A. species of the genus of Gall-flies

(Cytiips) that aft'ects our different Oaks. Every

one of these forms galls upon some kind or other

of Oak, while not one solitary species attacks

any other plant. Similarly in Europe there are

about 100 species belonging to this genus, every

one of which with perhaps a single exception is

exclusively confined to the Oak. AVhy should

this be so? "Why should not at least a few of

these 160 gall-makers be found upon other plants

besides the Oak ? The old school of philosophers

can only reply, that it is so because Nature has

seen fit that it should be so. To parody the

language of Shakspeare,

Thpy liave no reason but a woman's reason;
They thinlc that it is so, because it is so.

On the other hand the new school of philoso-

phers will reply that it is so, because myriads

of ages ago a single primordial Gall-fly took

to forming galls upon some species or other of

antediluvian Oak; and that from this one spe-

cies have gradually and slowly originated by

hereditary descent, through the instrumentality

of continual slight changes in their organization

and consequently in their habits, the 160 distinct

kinds of Gall-flies that at the present day form

distinct galls upon the many distinct kinds of

Oak that exist on either side of the Atlantic.

Upon this hypothesis we can see at once why
these 160 Gall-flies all inhabit the Oak, and are

not distributed with some approximation to

uniformity among our Beeches, Birches, Pop-

lars, "Willows, Ashes, Elms, Hickories, "Walnuts,

Hackberries, Hazels, Witch-hazels, Sumacs,

Dogwoods, Pines, Grape-vines, False Indigos,

Roses, Brambles, Thorns, Plums, Cherries,

Basswoods, Maples, and Box-elders— all of

which twenty-four genera of woody plants arc

to our personal knowledge infested by some
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kind or othei' of gall-makers, and cannot there-

fore be physically incapable of bearing galls.

The reason is simple. Their ancestors inhabited

some kind or other of Oak in some old Palxozoic

epoch millions of years ago, and by the Laws
of Inheritance transmitted the same habit to

most of their descendants. Upon the same

principle the progeny of the ancient black race

of men that inhabited Ethiopia in the days of

the Pharaohs, is found in that very same region

up to the present day.

Which of the above two explanations of a

most curious and interesting phenomenon be

the more rational or intelligible, onr readers

must judge for themselves.

The Wool-sofl-er (iall.

{Qiiercus seminator, Harris.)

The three "Willow galls produced by Saw-
flies, that we have already treated of in this

Article, are all " monothalamous." The two
Oak-galls that we are now about to describe are

both of them " polythalamous " or manj-celled

;

that is, each gall contains an indefinite number
of distinct cells, each of which is inhabited by
a single gall-making larva. In the "Wool-sower

gall (Fig. 4.5 CI. sectional view), these cells

[Fig. i:,.]

1
may bo seeu in the middle of the gall, and
are little pip -like bodies having much the ap-

pearance of a canary-seed, one of which wc
represent enlarged at b, so as to show the hole

through which the perfect fly has made its exit.

The reader can form a tolerably good idea of

the shape and make of this fly, by referring to

the drawing given in our first "Volume (page

10-i, fig. 81) of an allied gall-fly, which however
is thrice as large and which difters further from
the "\Yool-sower Gall-fly by the wings being

much marked with brown-black.
The "Wool-sower gall is met with exclusively

on the "White Oak, and like the Oak-fig Gall to

which we formerly referred ("Vol. I. p. 101) is,

not a bud-gall, but a true twig-gall, growing
early in the spring out of the bark of the twig

itself. Mr. Bassett (Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil., II,

p. 331) broaches the theory that the "Wool-sower

gall and Osten Sackcn's Q. operator gall arc

not twig-galls, but true bud-galls, and that

" their cells arc modified leaves, the silky fibres

covering them being only a monstrous develop-

ment of the pubescence always observable on

young leaves." But 1st: As to the Oak-fig

gall, wc have already recorded the fact that

" this mass of subglobular galls about tlie size

of peas is clustered densely around the infested

twig, toithout in any wise interfering with the

normal development of the buck.'' {Ibid. VI.

p. 27.5.) "We may remark by the way that we
have recently found the Oik-fig gall upon un-

doubted Bur Oak {Q. macrocarpd), although

it had been previously supposed that it never

occurred except on White Oak {Q. alba). 2d:

As to the Q. operator gall, we ascertained

long ago that it is a deformation, not of the

twig, nor of the leaf-buds, but of the male

flower of the species of Oak, upon which alone

we have hitherto met with it, namely the Black

Oak {Q. tinctoria) ; for the Black-jack Oak
(Q. nigrci), upon which Osten Sackeu first dis-

covered it, does not grow in North Illinois.

Even on this last oak Osten Sacken records the

fact that his gall occurred exclusively ''on

young flowering branches."' {Ibid. I. p. 2.56).

3d: As to our Wool-sower gall, if the cells

were a deformation of the buds, we should

surely find them gathered into two distinct

groups around the bud on each side of the oak-

twig that gave origin to them, as in the gall

which is next to be noticed; whereas they are

always evenly distributed around tlie'axis of

the twig. Besides the pip-like cells to which

we have already referred, it is composed of little

else but a mass of whitish, spongy wooly mat-

ter, the external surface of which is of a pretty

rose-color early in the season, but towards the

middle of the summer assumes a rusty brown
shade. At every period of the j car the outside

of the gall is invariably studded with numerous
conical projections or teeth, which are voiy

characteristic, though our engraving scarcely

shows them as pointed as they are in nature,

and Dr. Fitch's figure omits them entirely. The
perfect Gall-fly comes forth about the end of

July, and the female must then, after coupling

with the males, puncture such White-oak twigs

as she judges to be suitable for her purpose in

a very great number of adjoining points, drop-
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ping an egg along with a minute drop of poison

into eacli puncture. Until the following spring

these eggs always lie dormant, as in many other

such cases; for Dr. Fitch is altogether wrong in

asserting that there are two distinct broods of

Wool-sower Gall-flies every year, generating

two distinct sets of galls.* Wo have examined

hundreds of these galls at all seasons of the

year; and never yet did we find one at a later

period than the end of July, that was not bored

up, empty and untenanted. In fact, it is not

often that they remain on the twigs through the

winter ; for when ripe they are attached so very

slightly to the twig upon which they grow, that

they can readily be slipped up and down like

the beads of a rosary, and the least lateral jerk

displaces them entirely.

The Leafy Oak-sail.

(
Qiiercus fnniosa ? Biissett. )t

This gall, the immature stage of which we
herewith present a drawing (Fig. 4G a), has

[Fig.

eUjlor—Green

.

for many years been a puzzle to us; and even

now its history is not yet completely developed,
S"iV.-M^Trnt" R-'/x.r/s, \.'\. II, r:;l-.

-iciwill-oiit ol II Thili.st. that 1

iistances, is to m'ESS ttiut lie is sa
lid meauing auother tbiug. Uut as we are i

though we have examined hundreds of speci-

mens of it. When mature it often attains a

diameter of two and a quarter inches, and the

modified leaves of which it is composed are then

much longer and jiroportionally much wider

than they are at first, so that instead of being

what the botanists term "lanceolate" they be-

come " oval," with their tips usually acute, and

occasionally with a more or less well-developed

acute tooth projecting from one side of the leaf.

Just as, in the case of the Pine-cone Willow-

gall,* although the leaves of the willow upon

which it grows are always sharply toothed upon

their edges, those of (he gall itself are never

toothed at all, so in the case of this Leafy Oak-

gall the leaves of which it is composed are

never roundly many-lobed, as are those of the

different oaks upon which it occurs. They are

further anomalous by very generally lacking

the rib vein found in the normal leaves of all

oaks. So singular very frequently is the influ-

ence of the gall-making insect upon the vegeta-

tion of the plant which it attacks

!

In a mature Leafy Oak-gall which we now
have before us, some of the leaves of which it is

composed are nearly one and a half inch long

by half an inch wide; and those that are smaller

are proportioned nearly in the same way. The
gall is developed after the summer growth of

the tree is completed; and the axillary bud,

which otherwise would not burst until the

spring following, is forced, by the punctures of

the Gall-fly, to develop prematurely in the re-

markable manner illustrated above. Such galls

as are of small size contain but a single cell

(Fig. 40 6), which though its shell is thin is tol-

erably hard and diflScult to crush—but the larger

ones often cover three, four or five such cells;

inside this cell reposes the larva, as shown in

the figure, and the characters of the lai-va indi-

cate it unmistakably to be that of some Gall-fly

or other, although it has not as yet been reared

by any one to the perfect fly state. By parting

the leaves of the gall, the tip of the greenish

white cell may be seen imbedded among them;

and singular to relate, about the middle of the

autumn, when the gall becomes mature, the

cells are gradually disengaged from their leafy

matrix and drop to the ground, where no doubt

the larva will pass the winter more agreeably

among the masses of dead leaves which accu-

mulate in such situations, than it would do if

it were exposed aloft to the stormy blasts and the

cold driving sleets of the dead season of the

year. In all probability the future Gall-fly bursts

forth from its snug retreat some time in the fol-

• See Amkk. Ent. I, p. 105, Fig.
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lowing spring or summer; but on this matter we
can at present only judge from analogy. We may
add that we are acquainted with an undescribed

Ilackberry-gall, formed by a gall-gnat, where

the cells drop to the ground when mature pre-

cisely as in this gall which is formed by a Gall-

fly.

So rapid is the development of the Leafy

Oak-gall, from the time when it first begins to

appear to the time when the cells that contain

the larva drop to the ground, that up to 18G9

we had never seen anything but the empty gall.

We have ourselves met with it in Northern Illi-

nois both on Bur Oak and on White Oak ; and

Mr. Bassett of Waterbury, Conn., found it upon
the Chinquapin Oak (<?. ^jmio/rfe,?). We have

also received specimens from Mr. McAfee of

Freeport iu North Illinois, and others from B.

H. Brodnox of Pickens' Station, Miss.; so that

it would seem to be pretty generally distributed

throughout the Union. Oak-bushes that have

been badly infested by this gall present a sin-

gular appearance iu tiie following winter and
spring; the empty galls turning black, losing

tlio tips of many of their leaves, and looking

then more like an army of great hairy black

caterpillars, curled up in repose all over the

naked twigs, than anything else to which we
can compare them. In 1866, from ignorance of

the true history of this gall, speaking of it as

the Oak-cabbage gall {Q. brassica, Walsh MS.),
we erroneously assumed it to be the work of

some unknown Gall-gnat, many species of which
group of insects originate galls on different kinds

of oak.* At that period we had bred from it

nine specimens of a Guest-sawfly {Nematus
quercicola, Walsh), which like certain other

guest-flies is remarkable for being to all exter-

nal appearance absolutely undistinguishable
from a true gall-making insect {Nematus s. jn-

sum, Walsh), that produces a leaf-gall on a spe-

cies of Willow. And yet, though externally

undistinguishable, these two Saw-flies differ

notably in their habits, the Gall-maker always
leaving its gall and going underground to pass

into the pupa state, and the Guest-fly remaining
in the Leafy Oak-gall all through the winter,

and not coming out in the fly state till May or

June of the following year. So little depen-
dence can we place upon the decisions of mere
closet-naturalists, relative to the identity or dis-

tinctness of species ! For in this, as in several

other such cases enumerated by us, it is impos-

sible for any one to tell the difference between
the Gall-maker and the Guest-fly; and yet it

•See a Paper on Willow Galls in Proc. Enl . Soc. Phil. VI.

would be as absurd to suppose that the two
form but one species, and that one and the same
species is sometimes the architect of its own gall

and sometimes spungos upon true gall-making
insects for a nidus for its future offspring, as it

would be to imagine that the European Cuckoo,
or our North American Cowbird, sometimes
builds a nest for itself and sometimes surrepti-

tiously deposits its eggs in the nests of other
birds.

The Lygodesmia Pea-gall.

(Lijgodesmice pisum, new species.)

There is a rush-like plant about a foot high,
with slender sprangllng stems and a few rigid

lance-shaped leaves, which inhabits Nebraska
and the regions to the east and north of that
territory, and is known to botanists as Lygo-
desmia juncea. On the stems of this plant there
often grows a profusion of round or oval pea-
like galls, ranging in diameter from } to 4 an
inch, such as are represented in the annexed
Figure 47. In the autumn each of these galls

contains, in a central cavity about
one-tenth of an inch in diameter, a
fat yellow legless maggot, with a
large round head and robust jaws
tipped with black. Except the cen-
tral cell, the rest of the gall consists

of a dense whitish spongy matter,
which ultimately becomes so hard
as to be penetrated with some difli-

culty by the thumb-nail. About the

middle of the following May there

eats its way out of the gall, through
a small pin-hole (Fig. 47, a), a

black Gall-fly about one-eighth of
an inch long, which scarcely dif-

fers in general appearance from
the Oak-plum Gall-fly (Vol. I. j).

Coi„rlopaque 1^4, Fig. 81) except "ill being so
a^ll-glay. much smaller and in lacking the

dark shade on the front wings. This Gall-fly is

entirely new to science, and, as we have already
explained, it is especially interesting because—
growing as it does on a group of plants not
hitherto known to be infested by Gall-flies—it

presents structural characters difl'erent from
those found in any other Gall-fly. In otlicr

words, a new genus has to be established to

receive it, besides giving the characters separ-
ating it from any other species belonging to the
same genus, which may hereafter be discovered.
But as such details as these are only of interest
to the scientific reader, we shall throw them
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into the form of an Appendix—to be "skipped "

at discretion by the general reader.

APPENDIX TO THIS CHAPTER.

Osten Sackcn has repeatedly complained—and with
very great justice too—of the exceedingly slovenly man-
ner In which certain European authors have attempted
to define and limit the multiplicity of new Cvni|iiclous

senera which they have thought fit to i-tal.li-li (/Vm,'.

^nt. Soc. Phil.. IV. p. 338, etc.). In "ur paiMi- ..n

Cynip.': {Ihi'l.. II. pp. 4G»-9 and 477-Mi "ill 1"' l"iin.l,

CoUare very often, and sometimes the pleura and me-
sonotum, and occasionally the tip of the scutel, more
or less rufo-sanguineous. Abdomen shining and pol-

ished; "ventral valve" rectangular at tip, with only
a very minute apical thorn, thin and semitransparent
and of a pale rufous color. " Dorsal valve " distinct,

but never shovring the ovipositor projecting from its

tip. Legs bright rufo-sanguineous. Winns hyaline;
veins and cross-veins scarcely tinged with brown; the
radial area fully thrice as long as wide, with the 2nd
transverse vein attached to it scarcely ]-6th of the way
to its tip. Cubitus obsolete at its origin from the 1st

transverse vein. All the longitudinal veins nearly, but
nnt qnitp. iittaining the margin of the wing.—Length $
(I li-d.ll inch.

riir r^ .lillcrsfrom $ only as follows:—1st. Thehead

to be sutlicir

more than Mil

ions of coiirsr

anything
'se, opin-
s thought

the body, 14-jointed, joints 1

—

i as in $, joints 5—13
very slowly shorter and shorter, joint 14 a trifle longer
than 13. 3rd. The legs are of a darker and duller color,

md the hind tibia; are obscurely tinged with dusky to-

N A. GENERA OF CV.\IPIDJ3 PiENIDES.

.\. The second abdominal joint (couutinR the peduncle as the firstj vcr^
large; the rest quite small and sub-equal.

1. Ventral valve leinale moderate Cynipa, on Oak.
2. Ventral valve female enormously elon-^ D>,nriitpo nn Uni^

Bate, horny and shininK j
Hhodites, on Kosc.

B. The 2d abdominal joint moderate; the resti
Bmallerandsnb-equal. (VintralvalvcjTribaHa, on Polalo.
female nearly as in '^ttodites) \

C. The 2d and 3d abdominal joint!, large, the 3d
rather smaller than the aeconu ; the rest

1. Sdjointol antcnnx longer than 4th I3iaBtrophuB,

2. 3d joint of antenna; shorter than 4th Antistrophua

D. Abdominal joints 2—7 sub-equal Ibalia, 1

ANTiSTKorntJs, n. g.

Infrsts Lijgnilcniiiia (Family OompositcE) stni differs as
follows IVoiii I>i;tf/r,:pfiii,i. a genus infesting Bramble
(A'lihiis) iinil niT;iM..iKilly the allied PotentiUa (Family
Rosac,u):—Ul. Till- :!.! joint of the antenna; is much
shortiT tliiiii 111!' nil, wlicieas not only in Diastrophus,
but ill all otliii ' •r,ipii'i,i loinwn to us, joint 3 is longer,
and often vti-y niin h Iciijci ili:iii joint 4. 2d. I5oth trans-
verse veins in llio riMiil win- aiT I'lillv as slender as the
other veins, ;il st nitirrly .olorlc-s as well as the other
veins, and not inargineil iiy any cloud whatever. 3d.
The radial area is more elongate, but otherwise similarly
shaped: and as in Diastropkus cuscutaformit! o. s. (bii't

iiotin B. nehulosus 0. s.) the areolot is obsolete.
Aiifis/ropht/s I. phrim, n. sp. $ Hlack. //,,;,/ opaque,

confluently and almost mirroM-opirally imnrtate, tlic

face with very tine and shcni appi i ->iil imljcsccnce;
color, a dark nifo-sanguineou-, \ri\ laia ly on tlie occi-
putvci-L'ing upon black. Aiitcnna' 4 jllisas long as the
body, l.;-joinUal. joint 4 longer by }., tbaiijoint 3,joints
."i--li \riy -lowly shorter and shorter, joint 13 as long as
II ami Vl ]iiit logcther; the two hasal joints almost
alway- l.larL , I lie rest of a dark rufo-sanguineous color.
Th.'r.i., (.|ia.|iir, i oiitkiently and almost microscopically
piinriair: iiir iMiajisidal grooves distinct and acute,
the il.n-al our olisolcteou its anterior

J.;, and with an
abliK \ iaiial lon-itudinal groove on each .side of it, ex-
tending IVoin the rollare half way to tlic s.nitrl Scutcl
large and inflated, directed upwards aii'l backwards,
its tip widely rounded and with a sli-bt nualial cniar-
gination ; the normal basal fovcK shall. iw and almost
confluent, and covering about H of its upper surface.

•Girand, as stated by Osten Sacken, reared what he has
described as a Diaatrophut from a gall growing on the Com-
positous plant Centaurca stabiosa. {Verh. Zool. But.
Gesellsch. Wien., IS.W. p. ^r--*

i W- stronily susiject tlaat
this gall-fly belongs in i, ahix i., ,.iir n.w ^-finis ,l«/is/ro-
phus. Tliegciiiis i'/M,, 1 I

. . I, ,,r uhirh a single
species, Ph. ccntatut i

.
;.. . ii,.| IVoiii the stalks

of Centaurca scabiosn u\ ihai ;iuiliMr, as iniotiMl bv Osten
Sacken, is apparently a ^uu.,i-ily, auil is piubably luquiU-
iioiis on Giraud's so-called Diaslrophua, which was des-
cribed three years after Foerster published. (See Verh.
d-nheinl. Vercim fur Nalurk., XVII, p. U5, 1856.)

wards their tips.—Length (j> 1.10—0.11 inch.
Described from 29 c?,34 $,wl

from galls kindly sent us in the preceding
rhich came out May 12tli-

by E P. Austin ot Omaha, Nebr. We had pre-
I iously bred a few specimens cJ 2 of the same insect in

he spring of 18fj8 from galls gathered by ourselves on
the Plains of the West from the very same plant. Ac-
the spring of ISfiS from galls gathe
the Plains of the West from the very same plant.

cording to Dr. Asa Gray {Manual, 4th edition, page
xcv.) this plant also grows in Wisconsin, where no
doubt the same galls may be met with upon its stems

C.\BBAf?E BUTTERFLIES.

BY CHAS. .S. MIXOT, BOSTON, MASS.

There is a certain group of butterfles known,

scientificall)', by the name of Pieris, to farm-

ers as "Garden "Whites" or " Cabbage butter-

flies." They arc easily recognized by the fol-

lowing characters : The wings are generally

white, with inconspicuous black markings, and

occasionally with green or yellow underneath

;

they are very broad and have no scallops or

indentations in the mar^n ; the hindwings in

outline resemble an egg. " The feelers (palpi)

are rather slender, but project beyond the head

;

the antennaj have a short flattened knob. Their

flight is lazy and lumbering. The caterpillars

are nearly cylindrical, taper a little towards

each end, and are sparingly clothed with short

down, which requires a microscope to be dis-

tinctly seen. They suspend themselves by the

tail and a transverse loop, and their chrysalids

are angular at the side and pointed at both ends."

(Harris).

This genus is interesting, though disagreeably

so, to every farmer, for the diflferent species are

very destructive to various vegetables : among
others cabbages, nasturtium, mignionette, cauli-

flowers, turnips, and carrots. We propose now
to notice only two of the species, as that number

will .serve to indicate the habits of the whole

genus—which every farmer should be familiar

with, so that he may be able to recognize and

destroy snch dangerous foes.
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The first, species we shall mention is the Rape
Butterfly (Piert's rapw, Schrank, Fig. 48).

This insect has been the occasion of some little

speculation and great interest to ouv New Eng-
land and Canadian entomologists, inasmuch as

rolors— Bkiok ami whit.-.

it has been introduced to this country ft'om

England, and is probably one of the most per-

fect instances on record of any insect being im-

ported from one country to another and becom-
ing completely naturalized iu its new quarters.

There does not seem to be the slightest doubt
that this is the English species. It was proba-

bly introduced in 1856 ov'o7. It was first taken

in Quebec in 1859, and in 1863 it was captured

in large numbers by Mr. Bowles in the vicinity

of that city. As the eggs are laid on the under-

sides of leaves, it was probably introduced in

this form, the refuse leaves being tlirown out

of some ship; after which the larvre hatched,

and finding themselves in the neighborhood of

their food, ate and flourished. Being, moreover,

hardy little fellows, they were perfectly able to

endure a change of climate. In 1864 it had

spread about forty miles from Quebec as a cen-

tre; in 1866 it was taken iu the northern parts

of New Hampshire and Vermont ; in 1868 it had

advanced still fartlier south, and was seen near

Lake Winnepesaugee ; and finally this last sum-

mer it was taken around Boston, Mass., and a

few stray specimens in New Jersey. There

seems to be no doubt that this destructive in-

sect will, in a few years, spread over tlie whole

of temperate North America; for (he other spe-

cies of tlie genus have an extensive geographi-

cal range, and not being particular as to its

food, it will have no difficulty on that score.

Indeed, the larva and pupa seem to have an un-

usual power of accommodating themselves to

circumstances,—for instance, Mr. Curtis, in his

Farm Insects of England, states that the cater-

pillars have been found feeding on willow.

Now let us look at the larva (Fig. 49 a), and

its habits. It is one and one-half inches long;

pale green, finely dotted with black; a yellow

.stripe down the back, and a row of yellow spots

along each side in a line with the breathing

holes. In England and arouHd Quebec it has

done immense damage to the cabbages and other

Cruciferte (Cress Family) by boring into the

[Fig. 4n.] very heart of the plant, instead

of being content with the less

valuable outer portion, as some
other species are. On this ac-

count the French call it the

"Ver du Cteur,'' or Heart-

worm. When about to trans-

form, it leaves the plants on
which it has been living, and
fastens itself on the underside
of some stone, plank, or fence-

rail, where it changes into a

chrysalis in the middle or latter

part of September, and in

this stage it hybernates, pro-

ducing, in New England at least, the perfect

insect early in April. The chrysalis or pupa
(Fig. 49 b), is variable in color, being some-
times yellowish-brown or yellow, and pass-

ing thence into green, speckled with minute
black dots. The brood ofbutterflies that emerges
from the pupa state in the spring lays eggs
shortly afterwards, and these eggs produce cat-

erpillars, which in their turn change to chrysa-

lids in June, and in seven or eight days more
the butterfly appears, which again lays its eggs
for the second brood, which, as before stated,

hybernates in the pupa state.

In the perfect butterfly the body and head are

black and the wings white, marked with black

as follows : In the female (Fig. 48) a small space

[Fig. 50.]

Color.?—Blaciv and whit...

at the tip^and tln-ee spots on the outer half of

the front wings and one spot on the hind wings

;

beneath one spot on the front wings, but none
on the hind wings, which are commonly yel-

lowish, sometimes passing into green. The male
(Fig. 50) has only one spot above and two be-

neath on the front wings, and a black dash on
the anterior edge of the hind wings. There is

a variety of the latter sex which lias the same
markings, bnt differs from the type in the ground
color being canary yellow. Curiously enough,
this variety has been taken both in this country
and in England.
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These butterflies occasionally assemble in

great numbers. At one time a flight crossed

the English channel from France to England,

and such was the density and the extent of the

cloud formed by the living mass, that the sun

was completely obscured for a distance of many
hundred yards, from the people on board a ship

that was passing underneath this strange cloud.

The Potherb Butterfly {Pieris oleracen, Boisd.,

Fig. 51), is the next species to be described.

[Fife-. M.]

Colors—Black ami white; \k) -i-c/ii.

It has a very wide range, reaching rarely as far

south as Pennsylvania, extending eastward to

Nova Scotia, and at least as far west as Lake

Superior, while in the north it is found as high

up as the Great Slave Lake in the Hudson's Bay
Company's territory. This butterfly has a black

body ; the front wings are white, marked above

with black at the base, along the front edge, and

at the tip; the hind wings are white above and

lemon-yellow beneath, but without markings

except a few black scales at the base.

About the last of May numerous specimens of

this species may be seen over cabbage, radish

or turnip beds, or patches of mustard, where, on

the underside of the leaves, it deposits its eggs.

These are yellowish, nearly pear-shaped, longi-

tudinally ribbed, and one-flfteenth of an inch

in diameter, and are laid seldom more than two

or three together. In a week or ten days the

young caterpillars are hatched ; iu three weeks

more they have attained their full growth, which

is an inch and one-hal f long. Being slender and

green (see Fig. 51, «) they are not readily dis-

tinguished from the leaves on which they live.

They taper a little toward each end, and are

densely covered with hairs. They begin to eat

indiscriminately on any part of the leaf. When
they have completed the feeding stage they quit

the plants and relire beneath palings, etc., where

they spin a little tuft of silk, entangle their

hindmost feet in it, and then proceed to form a

loop to sustain the front part of the body iu a

horizontal or vertical position. Bending its

head on oue side the caterpillar fastens to the

surface, beneath the middle of its body, a silken

thread, which it carries across its back and se-

cures on the other side, and repeats this opera-

tion until a band, or loop, of sufficient strength

is formed. On the next day it casts olf the cat-

[Fig.52.] erpillar skin and becomes a

chrysalis (Fig. 52). This is of

a pale gi-een and sometimes of

a white color, regularly and

^.. finely dotted with black; the
(_olors—Green, white -^

and black. sides of the body are angular,

the head is surmounted by a conical tubercle,

and over the forepart of the body, corresponding

to the thorax of the included butterfly, is a

thin projection, having in profile some resemb-

lance to a Roman nose. The insect remains in

this stage for ten or twelve days, when the but-

terfiy appears.
In the last of July and first of August, these

insects may be seen in large numbers depositing

their eggs for a second brood, which wintering

in the pupa state, produces the perfect insect the

following Ma)^
This butterfly varies considerably. There are

never, we believe, perfectly white specimens,

though often nearly so. Again, some specimens

have very faint indications of spots arranged as

in P. rapm; but on the underside are found the

widest limits of variation, for not only do the

tips of the front wings become distinctly green-

ish, or lemon-yellow, and the veins of that por-

tion bordered with grayish scales, but the hind

wings may also have the ground color distinctly

greenish, lemon-yellow, or whitish, and the

veins display gray scales on each side.

By taking advantage of the habits of these in-

sects, they might be nearly exterminated. If

boards are placed among the infested plants,

about two inches above the ground, the cater-

]>illars when about to change will resort to them,

and there undergo their metamorphoses. They
may then be collected by hand on the underside

of the boards and destroyed. As the butterflies

are slow fliers, they may be taken in a net and

killed. A short handle, perhaps four feet long,

with a wire hoop and bag-net of muslin or

mosquito netting, are all that arc required to

make this useful implement, the total cost of

which need not be more than fifty or seventy-

five cents. The titmouse is said to eat the larvre,

and should therefore be protected and encour-

aged.

The Southern Cabliage Butterfly.

[As the Southern representative of the genus,

we will briefly add an illustrated account of the

Southern Cabbage Butterfly (Pieris Protodice,
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Boisd.) Mr. S. H. Scudder, from an examina-

tion of a large number of specimens, found that

[Fig. 33]

I „lui-._]!U,.'kan.l«liitf

this butterfly enjoys a wide geographical ranfjc,

" extending from Texas on the southwest, Mis-

souri on the west, and the mouth of the Red
River of the North on the nortliwest, as far as

Connecticut, and the Southern Atlantic States

on the east."* But while the species is scarce

in the more northern States, it abounds in many
of the southern States, where it takes the place

of the species described in the above paper. It

often proves exceedingly injurious, and we
learn from one of our Mississippi exchanges

that " there were last year thousands of dollars'

worth of cabbages devastated and ruined by

worms in the neighborhood of Corinth." We
are furthermore told, that cabbages could not,

in consequence, be had there even at ten cents

per head. The '
' worm " referred to, was doubt-

less the species under consideration. It abounds

in many parts of Missouri, and especially in the

truck gardens around large cities, where it

proves quite destructive to the cabbages.

[Fig. 54.]

The larva (Fig. 54 a), may be summarily de-

scribed as a soft worm, of a greenish-blue color,

with four longitudinal yellow stripes, and cov-

ered with black dots.t When newly hatched it

•SeeProc, Bost. Soc. Nat Hist., YIK, Isci, p, ISI.

t We annex .a full description of this hir\;ifir tli'- b.u.iit

of our scientific friends: Averaj^e lL-ni,^ih wIh-ii Jull i^imwu
1.15 inches. Cylindrical. Middle su-jmiit- larg.st . .M..M

common ground-color green verging mitn liUie: s.nnc-tiiiu-s

Clear pale-blueand at others deep indigo or purplish-ljlue.
Each segment with six transverse wrinkles, of which the
first and fourth are somewhat wider than the others. Four

is of a uniform orange color with a black head,

but it becomes dull brown before the first moult,

though the longitudinal stripes and black spots

are only visible after said moult has taken place.

The chrysalis (Fig. 54 b), averages 0.65 inch

in length, and is as variable in depth of ground-

color, as the larva. The general color is light

blui'sh-gray, more or less iiiten,sely speckled

with black, with the ridges and prominences

edged with buff or with flesh-color, and having

larger black dots.
[Fig .-„',.]

(. olors—Black and «hite

The female butterfly (Fig. 53), as was stated

in our last number, (p. 60) differs remarkably

Irom the male which we represent at Figure 55.

It will be seen, upon comparing these figures

that the ? is altogether darker than the ,^

.

This sexual diflfereiice in appearance is purely

I'olorational, however, and there should not be

the diflerence in the form of the wings which

the two tigures would indicate, for the hind

wings in our c? cut, are altogether too short

and rounded.

This insect may be found in all its difierent

stages through the months of July, August and
September. It hybernates in the chrysalis

state. We do not know that it feeds on any-

thing but Cabbage, but we once found a ^
chrysalis fastened to a stalk of the common net-

tle, (Solarium caroUnense) which was growing
in a cemetery with no cabbages within at least

a quarter of a mile. Before concluding this ar-

ticle, M'e cannot too strongly urge upon our west-

ern readers to do all in their power to prevent

the advent of the Rajjc Butterfly in their midst.

It is more to be dreaded than any of the others,

and by stringent measures may easily be pre-

vented from gaining a foot-hold in any locality.

Be on your guai-d!

—

Ed.]

longitudinal yellow lines, each equidistant from the other,
and each interrupted by a pale blue sjjot on the aforemen-

—i|uite variable. The black piliterous spots freijuentlv have
a i)ale blue annulation around the base, especially 'in the
darker specimens.
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THE CHEESE-PLY.

Rural of August 1SG9.[Fi-uiu the

Most (laii-ymeii understand pretty well the

habits of the cheese-fly. Many, however, do
not know how to provide against its depreda-
tions. Some people profess to be fond of skip-

pery cheese, and regard it as aii index of what
the" English understand as "a cheese full of

meat," that is, rich in butter. And it must
be confessed that the cheese-fly has great parti-

ality for the best goods in the curing house.

They do not so readily attack your " White
Oak," and skim-milk varieties, hence the notion
that cheese aff"ected with the fly is rich in but-

ter is not so far out of the way.
It is an old adage that " there is no account-

ing for tastes," and whatever may be the mer-
its of skippery cheeses the demand for them is

exceedingly sinall. Indeed, they usually go to

'the pig-peii or the ducks as food for a lower or-

der of creatures than man. Immense losses are

sustained every year on account of skippery
cheese. Sometimes thousands of pounds in

factories are tainted in this way, and the cheese
has to be sold for what it will bring, while a
portion is not unfrequently so badly afiected

that it has to be thrown away at the factory.

The primary cause of skippery cheese, of
course, is want of care. Cheese in hot weather
should be closely examined every day. They
require to be turned once a day in' order to facil-

itate the curing process. The bandages and
sides are to be rubbed at the time of turning in

order to brush ofi" or destroy any nits of the fly

which may happen to be deposited about the

cheese. If there are cracks in the rind, or if

the edges of the bandage do not fit snugly, they
should at once be attended to, since it is at these
points that the fly is most likely to make a safe

deposit of its eggs. The cracks and checks in

the cheese should be filled up with particles of
cheese that have been crushed under a knife to

make them mellow and plastic. When ouce
filled, a strip of thin tough paper oiled and laid

over the repaired surface will serve asa further
protection of the parts. The cheese in the
checks soon hardens and torms a new rind.

Deep and bad looking checks may be repaired
in this way so as to form a smooth surface
scarcely to be distinguished from the sound
parts of the cheese. It is a great mistake to

send cheese that have deep checks or broken
rinds to market. For, in addition to their lia-

bility to be attacked by the fly, they have the

appearance of being imperfect, and are justly

regarded with suspicion. A few such cheeses
in a lot will injure the whole, causing a larger
depreciation in price on the whole lot than if

the imperfect cheeses had been separated from
the rest and sold by themselves for what they
would bring.'

Some dairymen think that a darkened curing
room is best for cheesd and at the same time is

the best protection against the fly. We think
this is a mistake. Cheese cures with the best
flavor when it is exposed to light, and besides
it can be examined moro minutely from time to

time, and freed from any depredations of
skippers.
August and September are generally the

worst months in the year to protect the cheese
against attacks of the fly. Some years the
trouble is greater than others, and various
means have been resorted to for the purpose of
avoiding the pest, such as rubbing the cheese
over with a mixture of oil and cayenne pepper.
These things generally do not amount to much,
and are not to be recommended. The best pro-
tection is cleanliness, sharp eyes and good care
of the cheese. Whenever a lodgment of skip-
pers has been made, they must at once be re-

moved. Sometimes it will be necessary to cut
down into the cheese and remove the nest with
the knife, but if the colony is young and small
in numbers, a thick oiled paper plastered over
the affected part so as to exclude the air, will
bring the pests to the surface when they may be
removed. The oiled paper sliould again be re-

turned to its place and the skippers removed
from time to time, until all are destroyed.

If skippers begin to trouble the cheese, the
best course to be adopted is to commence at
once, and wash the ranges or tables on which
the cheese is placed with hot whey. This will
remove all accumulation of grease and nits

about the ranges, giving a clean surface which
does not attract the flies. If the cheeses also are
washed in the hot whey and rubbed with a dry
cloth, the labor of expelling the trouble from
the curing rooms will be greatly facilitated.

We have seen this course adoptecl with entire
success in many instances, when much time and
labor had previously been employed without
eflecting the desired object.

Keep the curing room clean and sweet; sec
that the cheeses have a smooth rind, that the
bandages are smoothly laid at the edges ; turn
and rub the cheeses daily, and there need be no
trouble from the cheese-fly.

[Note isv the Editoii. — It is only unprofes-

sional readers who will need to be told, that the

Cheese-fly {Piophila casei) is one of the numer-

ous noxious insects that have been imported

into this country from Europe—that it is a small

black fly less than half the size of a common
House-fly, aud belongs to the great Order of

Two-winged Flies {Diptera) and to the great

M'lsca family in that Order, the same Familj- to

which also appertain the House-fly, and our

various Moat-flies and Blow-flies— that the

female deposits her eggs exclusively on cheese

—

that these eggs soon afterwards hatch out and

produce whitish maggots called " skippers,"

because these maggots have the remarkable fac-

_ulty of taking their tails in their mouths and

then by suddenly releasing their hold skipping

to a distance of several inches—that when full

grown the " skippers " have their skins con-

tract lengthways, harden, turn of a mahogany
brown color, and assume an oval form techni-

cally called " a coarctato pupa "—and that from

these pup.'c the winged flies soon afterwards
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burst forth, destined to couple together, aud by

laying fresh eggs iu other cheese produce suc-

cessive generations iu the same unvarying cycle

of changes. As witli House-flies aud Meat-flies,

the breed is propagated from year to year by a

few fortunate individuals securing in the fly

state some uucommonly snug and secure place

by way of winter-quarters, the great majority

of the last autumnal brood falling victims to

their various cannibal foes or to the inclemency

of the weather. Hence we see at once why all

these insects are far less numerous in the early

part of the summer, than they are towards the

autumn; for being all of them many-brooded,

and laying a very large number of eggs, the

breed of them naturally, under favorable con-

ditions of warmth, increases in a fearfully

i-apid geometrical progression as the summer
advances.

Wo have said that the Cheese-fly breeds exclu-

sively iu cheese, because that is the only sub-

stance in which the larva is at present known
to occur. But of course, before mau became

so civilized as to take to manufacturing cheese,

it must have inhabited some analogous sub-

stance—a peculiar kind of fungus for example

—

which perhaps existed only iu. very small quan-

tities aud was scattered widely over a large ex-

tent of country. Hence, under such circum-

stances as these, it was probably, like many
other such flies, only to be met with in very
small numbers. It is the manufacturing cheese

iu great quantities, and especially the concen-

trating the cheese in a few localities, instead of

scattering it broadcast over the whole country,

that affords such facilities for the great multi-

plication of the species. But as we have enlarged

more fully upon this last point in our Article on
the Increase of Noxious Insects, we need not

dwell upon it here.]

THE HARLEQUm CABBAGE-BUt;.

( Strack ia liidrionica, Habn
.

)

Cabbage-growers in the North are apt to

think, that the plant which they cultivate is

about as badly infested by insects as it is pos-

sible for any crop to be, without being utterly

cxterminated. No sooner are the young cab-

bages above ground iu the seed-bed, than they
are often attacked by several species of Flea-

beetles, one of which, the Wavy-striped Flea-

beetle, we figured and illustrated iu all its

stages iu the 8th number of our First Volume
(pp. 158-9). By these jumping little pests the

seed-leaves arc frequently riddled so full of

holes that the life of the plant is destroyed ; and
they do not confine themselves to the seed-

leaves, but prey to a considerable extent also

upon the young rough leaves. After the plants

are set out, the larva of the very same insect is

fouud upon the roots, in the form of a tiny

elongate six-legged worm. Through the oper-

ations of this subterranean foe, the young cab-

bages, especially iu hot dry weather, often

wither away aud die; and even if they escape

this infliction, there is a whole host of cut-

worms ready to destroy them with a few snaps

of their powerful jaws; aud the common White
Grub, as we know by experience, will often do
the very same thing. Suppose the unfortu-

nate vegetable escapes all these dangers of

the earlier period of its existence. At a more
advanced stage in its life, the stem is burrowed
into by the maggot of the Cabbage Fly (Atitko-

myia brassicce)—the sap is pumped out of the

leaves iu streams by myriads of minute Plant-

lice covered with a whitish dust {Aphis bras-

sicw)—and the leaves themselves are riddled

full of holes by the tiny larva of the Cabbage
Tinea {Plutella cruciferarum), or devoured
bodily by the large fleshy larva; of several dif-

ferent Owlet-moths.* Nor is this the end of

the chapter. The Cabbage-fly, the Cabbage-
plantlouse, aud the Cabbage Tinea were long

ago imported into this country from Europe.
There is a still more savage foe (o the cabbage,

that is just beginning to make his way amoug
us from his native home on the other side of

the Atlantic. Oue of the White Butterflies

{Pieris rupee, see Figures 48 and 50 in this

number) that in Europe arc such a plague to

the Cabbage grower was introduced acciden-

tally into Canada some six or eight years ago

;

and already it is spreading into the United
States in all directions with giant strides, hav-

ing up to this date occupied and possessed the

more northerly parts of New England, and as

we learn from Dr. Hoy of Milwaukee, Wiscon-
sin, being now tolerably common in his neigh-

borhood.
[Fig 56 ]

Colurs—Shilling bliick uiiil bright yullow.

Severe as are these inflictions upon the North-

ern Cabbage-grower, there is an insect found in

the Southern States that appears to be, if pos-

sible, still worse. This is the Harlequin Cab-
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bage-bug iStrachia histrionica, Hahn, Fig.

5G), so called from the gay theatrical Harlequiii-

likc manner in which the black and yellow col-

ors are ai'rangcd upon its body. Tlie first

account of the operations of this very pretty but

unfortunately very mischievous bug appeai-ed

in the year 1866 from the able pea of Dr. Gid-

eon Lincccum, of Washington county, Texas,

and were printed in tlie Practical Entomologist

(Vol. I, p. 110). His remarks are to the fol-

lowing efl'ect:

Tlie year before last they got into my garden,
and utterly destroyed my cabbage, radishes,
mnsiard, seed turnips, and every other cruci-

form plant. Last year I did not set any of that
Oiilir of plants in my garden. But the present
year, tliinking they had probably left the pre-

iriises, I planted my garden with radishes, mus-
tard, and a varietyof cabbages. By the fir^t of
April the mustard and radishes were lai'ge

enough for use, and I discovered that the insect

had commenced on them. 1 began picking
them oft" by hand and tramping them under
foot. By that means I have preserved my 43-1:

cabbages, but I have visited every one of them
daily now for four months, finding on them
from thirty-live to sixty full-grown insects

every day, "some coupled and some in the act of
depositing their eggs. Although many have
been hatched in my garden the present season,
I have suffered none to come to maturity ; and
the daily supplies of grown insects that I have
been blessed with, are immigrants from some
other garden.
The perfect insect lives through the winter,

and is ready to deposit its eggs as early as the
loth ofMarch, or sooner, if it finds any cruciform
plant large enough. They set their eggs ou
end in two rows, cemented together, mostly on
the underside of the leaf, and generally from
eleven to twelve in number. In about six days
in April—four days in July—there hatches out
from these eggs a brood of larvfe resembling the
perfect insect, except in having no wings. This
brood immediately begins the work of destruc-
tion by piercing and sucking the life-sap from
the leaves; and in twelve days they have ma-
tured. They are timid, and will run ofT and
hide behind" the first leaf-stem, or any part of
the plant that will answer the purpose. The
leaf that they puncture immediately wilts, like

the effects of poison, and soon withers. Half a
dozen grown insects will kill a cabbage in a
day. They continue through the summer, and
sufficient perfect insects survive the winter to

insure a full crop of them for the coming season.
This tribe of insects do not seem liable to the

attacks of any of the cannibal races, either in
the egg state or at any other stage. Our birds
pay no attention to them, neither will the do-
mestic fowls touch them. I have, as yet, found
no way to get clear of them, but to pick them
oft' by hand.

It appears from this statement that there are

at least two broods of the species every year,

the first hatching out in April and the second
in July ; and as it is said that only 16 or 18 days

elapse from the deposition of the egg to the

mature development of the perfect bug, it is not

improbable that the species is in reality many-
brooded. The eggs, of which we have speci-

mens now before us, are about 0.03 inch in

diameter, barrel-shaped, and of a greenish-white

color with two broad black bands encircling the

staves of the barrel so as to look exactly like

hoops. To afford a passage to the young larva,

one of the heads of the barrel—the one, of course,

that is not glued to the surfsice of the leaf—is

detached by the beak of the little stranger as

neatly and as smoothly as if a skillful cooper

had beeu at work on it with his hammer and
driver. And yet, instead of employing years in

acquiring the necessary skill, the mechanic that

performs this delicate operation with unerring

precision, is actually not as yet born into this

sublunary world

!

Hitherto it had been generally supposed by
entomologists that the Harlequin Cabbage-bug
was confined to the most southerly of the South-

ern States, such as Texas and Louisiana; and
it had consequently been called by some " the

Texan Cabbage-bug," instead of translating the

scientific name and calling it, as we have done,

"the Harlequin Cabbage-bug." In September,

18G7, however, we received numerous living

specimens from Dr. Summerer, of Salisbury, in

North Carolina; and from his account it seems

to be as great a pest in the gardens of that State

as Dr. Lincecum describes it to be in Texas.

Hence the species is most probaby to be met
with, in particular localities and in particular

seasons, throughout the Southern States, at

least as far north as Tennessee and Arkansas;

and we should not be surprised if a few spe-

cimens were eventually to turn up in Southern

Illinois, and in Southern Missouri.

It is said that no criminal among the human
race is so vile and depraved, that not one single

redeeming feature can be discovered in his char-

acter. It is just so with this insect. Unlike the

great majority of the extensive group (Scutel-

lera Family, Order of Half-winged Bugs) to

which it belongs, it has no unsavory bedbuggy
smell, but on the contrary exhales a faint odor

which is rather pleasant than otherwise. We
have already referred to the beauty of its color-

ing. As offsets, therefore, to its greediness and
its thievery, we have, first the fact of its being

agreeable to the nose, and secondly the fact of

its being agreeable to the eye. Are there not

certain demons in the garb of angels, occasion-

ally to be met with among the human species,

in favor of whom no stronger arguments than

the above can possibly be urged?
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THE DROr-WORM AGAIN.

Dear Sir:—Ireadyonr account of ilic Drop-

worm {Thyridopteryx ephemerw/ormis) with a

great deal of interest, which in the main cor-

responds with my own experience, but lliere

are some facts, in connection witii tliis insect,

which seem to have escaped yonr ob-crvation,

or wliich difler in some measure from mine. I

commenced my observations in 1849, and con-

tinued them for two or three years. A large

linden tree grew near the window of the room

in whicli my observations were made, some of

the branches reaching quite to the window-sill,

and this tree must have had some thous-ands of

this insect upon it lu this situation, the young

insects came forth from the follicle, from the

2'>th to the oOth of May, each one letting itself

down by a separate minute silken cable, and they

formed their first cone-shaped cases out of the

epidermis of the bark on the branches. Those

that were excluded in my room, formed them

out of lime on the walls, leather on the backs of

some of my books, and straw-matting on the

floor. Some of the females, that were not im-

pregnated by the males, did leave the follicle

entirely, without ovipositing, and 'had a feeble

power of locomotion, on a plain horizontal sur-

face, moving two or three inches during the

course of half a day. This was done by eloiiga-

tions and contractions of the body, maggot-like,

but less active. Immediately \\\\q,i\ the males

evolve from the pupa, in a state of nature, their

wings are not glassy, except a very small por-

tion near the outer margin. They arc opaque,

being covered with a dark coating of the mealy

substance which distinguishes the Lepidoptera,

but they soon become transparent, by the action

of flight. Those that evolved in confinement

were nearly always glassy, especially after they

had attempted to make their escape. The late

Major LeConte confirmed this observation of

mine by his own experience. Again, have \ on

ever witnessed the male in the«c<of impreg-

nating the female? I have, in at least twenty

\ instances, and in no case, immediately , after he

withdrew his abdomen from the follicle of the

female, did her body protrude from the pupa-

rium. It had the T-sbaped opening on the top

of the thorax, but the entire body of the female

, remained within it. The act of protrusion was

f always simultaneous with the act of oviposi-

tion. In fecundating the female, the male in-

troduces his abdomen into the opening at the

lower end of the sack, as far as his wings will

admit it, and he remains thus from fifteen to

twenty minutes. It is true that the abdomen

of the male is cai)ablc of a great; elongation, but
by stretching it artificially to its utmost exten-

.sion, I never, by measurement, could reach any
way near the anal extremity of the female, which
you know is, at this time, at the opposite end
of the sack, and which, according to your quo-

tation from Harris, would be utterly impossible,

unless there existed a long thread-like sexual

organ—fully the length of the whole extended

body—sufliciently attenuated to pass between
the body of the female and her pupa skin. I

have never discovered such an organ, although

I am not prepared to say positively that it, or

something aualagous to it, does not exist. My
impression is, that it is not absolutely necessary.

The female is so exceedingly simple in her

structure, that fertilization is made possible by
the mere "overshadowing influence" of the

male, made at the only vulnerable point of con-

tact, which is through the T-shaped opening on

the thorax. I liave had the denuded females and

the males boxed up together, but there seemed

to be no recognition between them, but as soon

as I introduced the follicle of an unimpregnated

female, a male woiild discover it, and couple

with it almost immediately.

I published a long paper, containing my ob-

servations on this insect, in the Penna. Farm
Journal in 1853 or 4, calling the attention of the

pcopliTto it, and suggested the simple remedy
you did. Some flve or six years afterwards it

was republished in the Fanner and Gardener,

and subsequently also in a weekly paper in this

city, but it appears to me that the people don't

read, or immediately forget what they read, for

some seasons the insect becomes still very de-

structive, and they "don't know what to do
about it." S. S. K.vtiivon.

L.VXCASTER, Pa., Doe. 1, ISryj.

THE HATEFUL, OR COLORADO GRA8SlIorPER.

{Calopteiws fjin/us, Ulilcr :nKl Wal.sli
)

C. V. RiLKV—i>e«r Sir: A summary of my
investigations in regard to the Hateful, or Itocky

Mountain Grasshopper (C'aloptenvs spretus'),

during my recent trip through Colorado and

New Mexico, may be interesting. But you are

aware that it takes several years to study

thoroughly the habits of any insect, especially

of one as widely distributed and variable in its

habits as this grasshopper.

I will first give the /oc?« which came under

my own observation. But to do this with any
degree of completeness, I shall fave to repeat a

portion ofwhat is ah'eady written in my "Notes
on the Agriculture of Colorado."
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June 17, 1809, 1 met with them at St. Joseph,

Mo., in the perfect state, where they were suf-

ficiently numerous, even in the city, to darken

the walls of the hotel at which we stopped. We
arrived very early in the morning, and then

they appeared to be somewhat torpid
;
yet when

those in the grass were disturbed by the hogs,

which were feeding upon them, they hopped

about quite briskly. Swarms of them, as I was

informed, had been flying over that section for

a week previous to our arrival. Here, as at

most points were I found them, I gathered spe-

cimens. Considerable raiu, as you remember,

had tallen during the previous mouth, the sea-

son being unusually wet.

I saw none at Omaha next day, but as

I had no time to look for them, I cannot

state positively as to their presence at this

j)oint.

At Cheyenne (June 20-29) I saw the larvae

and pupaj in considerable numbers, but after

search of several days succeeded in finding two
or three in a perfect state.

At Laporte, on Cache-a-la-Poudre (July 1-2),

I saw very few, although I searched carefully

both the bottoms and ridges. Yet next day,

on Big Thompson creek (twenty miles soutl ),

I found them somewhat numerous, in the per-

fect state, apparently fresh from the last moult-

ing. From this point to Clear Creek but few

were observed. At the latter point (July 7-14),

they were in moderate numbers, undergoing

their last moulting. The early oats here had

suffered from the attacks of grasshoppers, but I

am satisfied this could not be attributed wholly

to any one species, as several were about equally

numerous.

From Denver we moved westward into the

mountains (July 15-27), where I found the

narrow valleys and canons—after we had passed

the first range—swarming with them in the

perfect state. Often, when the wind blew
moderately, the)^ filled the air, looking like

large flakes of snow. I traced them not only

along the canons as far west as Berthoud Pass,

but up the mountain rim of Middle Park to its

crest, above the perennial snows that fringed its

summit. Here, too, I found them quite active

on the sunny and windward side of the crest

where it was bare. And strange as it may
appear, on the top of one of the highest peaks

iu the vicinity of the Pass I saw a pupa quite

active. Also on the surface of the snow I pro-

cured specimens of the perfect insect alive,

though benumbed with cold. I was informed

by a gentleman who crossed the range a little

farther south a few days previously, that as he

was coming over, he saw a bear and cub on the

snow eating grasshoppers.

During our journey southward from Denver
to Santa Fe (Aug. 6—Sept. 7), I observed this

species in limited numbers at various points

along our route, which was near the base of the

mountain, but not in greater abundance than

other species. There were also sections of con-

siderable extent where none were seen, other

species replacing them. For example, on the

plains bordering the Arkansas, the unwieldy

Brachyjjeplus inagnus, Girard,* was often the

most abundant species.

On the more elevated plateaus, or mesas, other

smaller and more active species were found most
numerous.

One or two large areas of dry parched land

I found almost entirely free from grasshoppers.

I noticed that where Artemisia or Obione

chiefly covered the ground, as is often the case,

the Hateful Grasshopper war seldom seen. But
in such spots, from Canon City south, another

small green species is found in abundance.

Returning north from Santa Fc by way of

Taos and through St. Luis valley and South

Park (Sept. 14-30), I saw occasional individuals

throughout the whole distance, yet at no point

was this species (C. spretus) numerous.

Perhaps I ought to remark in this connection,

that the Oedipoda corallipes, Hald., was found

at a few points, viz., in moderate numbers about

Cheyenne; a few on the "Divide" between the

South Platte and Arkansas ; and on each side

of the Raton Mountains.

The statements received from citizens along

our route in regard to the habits and history of

the "Hateful Grasshopper" were so indefinite

that but little knowledge was gained thereby.

These statements were doubtless correct and

and honestly made, but failing to distinguish

sharply between species, and as to dates, etc.,

were of so general a character that they added

but little to what was already known. The

articles of Messrs. Byers and Devinny in the

Entomolocist of January, 1869, contain the

substance of all I thus received.

I am not acquainted with Mr. Devinny, but

Mr. Byers, the able Senior of the Colorado

News, and one of the proprietors of the

noted Hot Springs of Middle Park, is undoubt-

edly well posted in regard to the history and

habits of this insect in that section. Yet while

the redaish-brown (B. magnus) were found together. I 8uy
''variety," because I am inclined to think they belong to

the same species. I doubt vei-y much whether any diflerence

will be found between the alcoholic specimens. It is pos-

sible that the Mexican insect of Charpentier differs from this

green variety.
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I agree with him in regard to the facts, I must
deninr to some of the conclusions he draws
therefrom, in his article on page 04 of j'our first

volume.

"The greater the heat the more they flourish,"

is true with most grasshoppers. And as a gen-

eral thing the drier the season the more abund-

ant will the troublesome species become. My
information accords Avilh Mr. Byers' statement

tliat the greatest injury is done by tlie broods

hatched on the plains. It seems to be a general

understanding in that section that when a heavy
lUll swarm comes down from the mountains,

the next spring brood will be numerous and
dL'structive. But the inference he draws from

this fact, to-wit, that its native home is not in

the canons of the Kocky Mountains, but the hot

parched plains and table lands, is not legiti-

mate.

1. As shownfrom fads stated in his own ar-

ticle. It is not likely that an insect whose native

bleeding place is the hot parched plain, would
often be seen flying across the cold snowy peaks

around Middle Park, a hundred miles distant

from the nearest western plain of this character.

It is al^o strange that the worst visitation of an
insect, native to the hot parched plains in the

latitude of Denver, should come from the val-

leys of the Upper Missouri, six or eight hundred
miles farther north, along the Rocky Mountain
range. It is apparent that Mr. Byers' theory

will not agree with his facts.

•1. As shown by my own obserrations. The
present year (18C9), as will be admitted by all

observers, was not a migratory season with them
in Eastern Colorado, hence they would be seen

in their normal condition, or nearly so.* By
reference to my notes as given above, it will be
seen that while they appeared in comparatively

small numbers on the plains, they were abun-
dant and active in the mountain canons.

I camped in the valley immediately east of

the snowy rim of the Middle Park, near Ber-

thoud Pass, for six days (July 21-27). This is

a narrow valley with a snow-capped range on
each side; the bottom, as marked near the mar-
gin of the clear cold creek, nine thousand five

hundred feet above the level of the sea. Here
day after day I watched these insects rising and
filling the air like flakes of snow in a winter

storm. Turning their heads against the wind
as they arose, they were borne backwards by

|

the wind, which seemed to be their only method
[

of making long flights. Hence I think Mr.

•I assume as granteil that the enormous ilevelopnient of
any species of insect, as the Migratory Locust, Army Worm,
etc., are aberrations from their noi-nial condition, sujierin-
duced by a combination of favorable iulUiences,

Byers is correct in saying that " their course is

directed by the prevailing winds more than by
any other influence." And as he says, each in-

dividual seemed to move on its own account
and not in concert, the atmospheric and other
influences inducing them to rise at the same
time. The strokes of their wings, together with
the wind—when not too strong—has a tendency
to carry them upwards. Rising to the tops of
the ranges with the local current, here they
enter into the upper current, which, moving
generally in an easterly direction, carries them
over on the plains. If the upper current is

strong and cold it has a tendency to chill them,
and if they pass close to the summit as they go
over the range, the flexure of the upper portion

dashes many of them on the snow which is

found in such places. Whether the heavier

atmosphere on the low plains enables them to

direct their course or not, is perhaps, a matter
yet undetermined.

The pupa which I saw on the crest of the

range, and about which I am not mistaken, (I

think I saw others), shows that they hatch out
at great heights. Numbers both" of larvae and
pupae were seen on the mountain side. I traced

this species up the self-same rim, of which Mr.
Byers speaks, step by step to the snow, decreas-

ing in numbers, of course, as I ascended, but
active to its very margin, and even above it on
the crest, and that there might be no mistake I

gathered specimens. I also searched carefully

for other species, but found very few specimens,

and these low down in the valley; though
on the ridges around the Boiling Springs, near

Colorado City, I found another species more
abundant than the sprttus. This latter species

I found in but few places, and always on
elevated points, and when it was piesent the

sjwetus was absent or very scarce.

I will call attention here to a remark made by
Say which bears on the subject and confirms

the statement in regard to broods hatched ex-

terior to the mountains. It is found in his

report of Ilemipterous Insects collected during

Maj. Long's Expedition, under Gryllus bivit-

tatus (Eut. Le C. II., 238). '-This species,

with several others, occurred in great numbers
near the mountains, and on one occasion we
observed this species, with several others,

ascending to a great height in the air as if to

commence a migration to a remote region."

I am clearly of the opinion that the native

abode and breeding place of this insect is in the

mountain valleys and canons, and that in Colo-

rado the direction of its flight is governed by the

wind. It is also certain that those seen at St.
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Joseph June 17, did not come from (lie nioun-
liiins or even from Colorado. The varioiis states
of advanccmet in j,nowth at diirereiit points
without rc<?aid lo latitude, elevation, or climate,
show that the broods are local, or were local

the present year. Their invasions of the coun-
try east of the Rocky Mountains, as ^iven in

(he December (1868) number of the Am. En-
tomologist, 1H20, 185(5, l«o7, l.H(U, IHGC, 1867,
and 18(58 (Taylor, Smithsn. Uep. 18.-)8 adds
18.")5), show that (hey are not governed by any
regular periodic habit or influence. Observa-
tion shows that ordinarily their habits on the
plains are very similar to those of the Ked-
loggcd Grasshoiiper (C. femur-ruhntm, De
Ge(M-). I am inclined to the opinion (hat damp
seasons arc unfavorable to their development
(but I will not take (ime at present (o give my
reasons for (his opinion).

Do they cross the plains from the mountains
in one season ? Or, does the same swarm travel
this distance? I cannot answer positively. No;
yet I am of the opinion that they do not. But it

may be asked, " Upon what do you base this
opinion ?"'

1 . The opinion of those in Colorado
with whom I conversed on the subject (yet it is

but an opinion) is that no one brood travels
more than thirty to fifty miles. 2. The distance
is so great that it raises the presumption (hey
do no(, which must be rebutted by some proof,
which, so far as I am aware has not been fur-

nished—unless their appearance in Kansas from
the west be taken as such proof. 3. As they
depend upon the wind—near (he mountains—
to carry them, it is very likely they depend upon
it on the plains. And as they are really battling
against the wind during the flight, their progres's
is somewhat slow. Hence it would require a
long-continued series of favorable winds (o
bear them so great a distance. (Be it remem-
bered I have seen them flying only in (lie moun-
tains, and on the plains near the base of the
mountains), t. If they alight on (he plains, as
they often do in the mouiKains when (he wind
suddenly ceases blowing, coming down like a
pebble, their wings would be worn out by the
cacli and rough plants, long ere (hey had
traveled five hundred miles. ,">. The swarms
which come from the inounlains (o the plains
near the ba^ e certainly do not proceed lar east-
ward. What reason then have we for believ-
ing the next brood arising from (heir eggs will
enter upon so long a journey?
But this matter cannot bescilled uiiiil more

facts have been' obtained.

There appear to be several varieties, varying
from a straw-color to a dark brassy or greeiii.«ih- I

brown, the head and sides of the thorax often
almost black, yet retaining all the other mark-
ings. Age appears (o deepen (he color.

Yours, etc., trulv, C. Thomas.
I)K Soto, Ills

AN K\T(l.M0LO!JIST C.A["OHT NAPi'lXli.

Amcrican-i. most of them having been raise

in a timbered country, naturally consider (ha(

he normal condKion of the earth is to be cov
ered by forcvts of trees. Hence we can scarcely
take up a scienlinc journal, without finding
some ingenious new theory to account for the
e.Kistence of our western prairies. Tlitjse phi-

losophers forget that, in the interior of Austra-
lia, on the Pampas of South America, and in (he
great African Sahara, you may (ravel for thou-
sands of miles without seeing a single tree: and
that it is no more the normal condilion of (he
earth to be covered by a dense growdi o( woody
plants, (ban it is to be covered by a dense growth
of herbaceous phenogamous plants, or a (hick
carpet of lichens and mosses. To every soil and
climate a peculiar vegetjition is api)ropria(ed;
and it is as ridiculous to say (hat (rees arc the
natural and nornnil growth of (he whole surface
of the earlh. as it is to maintain (hat twelve is

(he normal and natural number of a jury.

It is amusing to see how men who live in a
grass country hold precisely (he contrary
doctrine (o (hat held by those who have
been reared in a timber country. "(Jrass
especially," says the English entomologist,
John Curtis, "is the xatural coveuing ok
THE son,, which has been increasing in depth
and bulk from the creation." {Farm Insects,

p. 498). If Curtis had not been better in-

formed in entomology than he seems to be in

botany, his works would not find so many read-
ers as they do. Entomologists and odier special-

ists will generally find i( (he safest course not to

meddle with subjects that they do not under-
stand. "Let no( (he cobbler go beyond his last."

THE PKtHfUESS OP THE POTATO lil tJ.

An interesting account of the Colorado Po(a(o
Bug (Dori/jiliofa lO-lineata, Say), is given in

some of (he former numbers of the Amekican
EsTOMoi.ocjST. It states that, stardng eas(-

ward from the Rocky Mountains in 185tl, (his

insect had already in 18(>8 reached (he soudi-

west corner of Michigan, and Danville in Indi-

ana, about (he centre of that State; making its

average annual progress about sixty-two miles.

Another writer says that " the southern columns
of the giaml army lagged far behind the north-
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ern columns." Last summer (1808), to my own
knowledge, it had reached the south shore of

Luke Superior, northwest corner of Michigan,

wlicre it abundantly manifested its presence in

its usual destructive attacks on the potato. I

have since learned that between the Potato Bug
and the drouth of the early part of the season,

tlie crop was well nigh ruined in that region. I

shall not easily forget the appearance of one

potato field I witnessed, on the lake shore, in

Mortlieastcrn Wisconsin, which was nearly cov-

ered with those pests in both the larva and per-

fect states. The lazy Indians, to whom it

belonged, idly lounging in the sun, and proba-

bly ignorant of the noxious character of the

insect, made not the slightest eftort to stay the

work of destruction.

Its march this summer (ISG'J) through Mich-

igan has been duly recorded, though, owing to

various :auses, not attended with the dire con-

sequences anticipated, as the price of potatoes

in Detroit would go to show, they selling here,

last fall, at from thirty-five to forty cents per

bushel. Henuv Gii.lman.

Detuoit, aiichigim.

.V SO-CALLED '• VULGAR ERROR" NO ERROR AT ALL.

It is the common belief among farmers that

barberry bushes sometimes cause rust in wheat;

and not long ago there was a very serious riot

in a certain county in Iowa, because one of tiie

cJtizens persisted in growing barberries, to the

great detriment, as was insisted on, of his

neighbors' wheat crops. The above belief is

referred to in the following extract from the

Proceedinys of the N. Y. Farmers' Club, Sept.

14th, 1869:

Influence of Certain Trees on Crops.—E.
B. Seelye, Hudson, Mich., says, in his opinion,
rust in "wheat is produced by the barberry bush.
Dr. Trimble—This is an old tradition that I

have heard from a boy, but there is no founda-
tion for the belief. Kust is produced by another
class of causes.

S. Edwards Todd—I am of the same opinion,
but I know there are hundreds of farmers who
have a prejudice against the barberry on this

account. But I have seen the fluest crops of
wheat growing close beside the bush spoken of.

It would seem, however, although the belief

that barberry often causes a particular kind of

rust on wheat has been for the last century very

generally ridiculed by naturalists as a popular

superstition, that for this once the naturalists

are in the wrong and the poor despised and
vilified farmers are in the right. Here is what
Dr. Liitken of Copenhagen, Sweden, says npon
this vexed question in the American Naturalist

for December, 1808, (page 557) :

Professor CErstcd continues his curious ex-
periments, demonstrating that certain fungi,

parasitic on different species of plants, and
described as distinct genera and species, are in

reality only tin? (iHcnuiti ijim rutioun ofoncspe-
cies.

'* * * Yiiu will icn'i.-iiilici-lliiit Ibespccific

identity o{ Fucci niii iii'miii nls and Oidium her-

beridis was in the like iiianm r drmoiistrated
some years ago through the almost cdnlonipo-
rary experiments of De Bary and iKivtcil; thus

confirming the opinion for a Imii;- tinic Instcicd

by farmers, but rejected as superslitioiis by
most naturalists (Sir Joseph Banks excepted),
on the obnoxious influence of ihe Barberry on
the grain-fields.

" Bully for the farmers," we say I Scientific

men are sometimes a little too apt to despise

the observations of plain practical men as "un-

reliable and worthless." See for example Dr.

Sliimer's fling at the dift'orent State Entomol-

ogists for relying on the statements of mere
" correspondents."* Now here, as it turns out,

we have a clear case where the farmers are in

the right and almost every naturalist has been

in the wrong. Let us then humbly and meekly
" confess the corn.'' Probablj , if the fai iiieis

would use the pen as often as they use the

plough, we should have plenty more such cases.

But we fear that we are " stealing the thun-

der" of the Illinois State Ilorlicultuiist by

talking so long on the great mysterious Fungus
Question. "We shall, therefore, leave this mat-

ter for his final decision, in the hope that he will

take care to give the farmers " a fair shake."
*Tram. N. Ill Hart. Soc. 1867-8, ii. 101.

POISONOUS QUALITIES OF THE COLORADO PO-

TATO BUG.

As corroborative testimony of the poisonous

character of the Colorado Potato Bug (Z>. 10-

lineata. Say), we quote the following from the

Spring Valley (Minn.) correspondence of the

Winona Republican :

A number of ca.ses of jioisonliig from the
loathsome potato bug have recently occurred in

this vicinity, which I think are deserving of at-

tention. As many persons are in the habit of
killing these bugs by mashing them with sticks,

and sometimes even between their fingers, I

will cite one particularly severe case, which, it is

hoped, will serve as a warning to those who
take either of the above " mashing" methods to
rid themselves of these disgusting potato des-
troyers.

Mr. Calvin Huntley, residing about three
miles south of the village, has spent consider-
able time during the past two wc^eks in his po-
tato patch, killing the bugs that infest the vines,

by masMng them between two llat slick--. One
evening about a week since, he arcidtiiially got
some of the blood or juice u|hiii hi^ wrist.

Thinking no harm would result tlicrcfnun, he
paid no attention to it. On rising the next
morning he experienced an itching sensation on
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and about tlio \vii.*t, wliicli liad Ikhoiiic swollen,
and |ir..M>iilril ;iii iiill;uncil aiiiicaniiic-c. cxlciid-
intr alon;.'- Ill <!> (.f the arm to Ihc slioiddcr
liladc Immii'.iIIi wiiich a hard kcrni'l had loitned,
ill >i/.c' iR'ailyaslarj^eas a. common hickory nut.
I'lii' iiillaiiimation rapidly increased, and upon
the jiarlicular spot where he had noticed the
hlood, there is a very iiaiiit'iil sore, which looks
as if it had been lai'i-cil by the ai>plicalion of
some rank poisoiKni- >iib-taiicc. A hole has
been eaten iu the \\ii~l. which is now ([uite

dec]), and is fast niakiiijr its way to the bone.
The whole arm is badly swolluu'and inflamed,
and Mr. II. his placed iiiiiiself under the charge
(if Dr. .1. K. \\ hilinan, of this place, who is eii-

deavoiiiii; io rnuuteract the ]ioison communi-
catid lo I lie -\ -tern of the patient from the blood

It has luiij;- been admitted that the potato buff
is a poisonous insect, Init I appri^hend the case
of .Mr. lluiitlev will tend to make all under
whise observation this article iiiav fall, still

morccaiefnl how they handle tlinii in the fu-

ture. There are a number of olhei- licre w Imse
blood has beeimo poisoned in the same iiiaiiiier,

causiiijr pimples to appear on the skin, which,
however, are i cinlined l<> the liaiuls. and are not
seen oil any oilier part of the body.

I'olalo bujrs can be killed with less trouble
and danger, bv -prinkliiiy llie vines liyhtlv with
Paris green, Wliieh is also adeadh poison". This
is the most ellectual means yet diseovered of

alter an ai>pliratiou of I'aris green. Let those
of our readers who arc trying to raise potatoes
try this plan, if they wish to realize anything
from their ground and labor.

We have lately received a copy of an essay

read before the Cook County (III.) nomoeapathic
Society, by Dr. E. M. Hale, iu which many
other authentic cases arc given, of persons being

poisoned by this insect.

OF WHAT IS ENT()MOL')(iY

The subjoined c.vtract is from a recent num-
ber of the Canada Farmer:
Not many years ago this was the question very

commoidy addressed lo Kntomologists and col-
lectors of insects by those who chanced to find
them engaged in thcii favorite pursuit; and even
now there are not a few who look upon the study
as a mere waste of time, or at best a hariiilrss

amusement. Jiut—to use a fa\drili' i\|iri'>si<)n

ol'tlicda\-—"public opinion is beiIl^ edurali'd
np lo a higliei' appreciation" of the iinporlaiu'e
of insec-ts lo our welfaiv anil rMi,i|,,ri. and that
too by the hilherl.. .|e-|.i-r,l in-en. i hniiselves.
For what far r can in'w lliiiik iii-r,ls loo in-
signilicaiil to be wortliy.il uuiire, when he finds
that one of the tiniest of iheni ruins his wheat-
(lelds and robs him of hundreds and thousands
of dollars ? What gardener but must confess
that it is high time lie knew something about
insects, when his currant and gooseberry bushes
are leafless and fruitless, his plum-trees a per-

fect failure, his ])eaehes nowlicre, his cabbages
no sooner [planted than cut ofl", his grape-vines
dcsolaied wilh myriads of foes—in fact, almost
everything that he growsattaeked. root, branch,
leaf and trunk ? What (irrleinli-i 1ml must ac-
knowledge the power ami re-lle-- a.ii\iiy of
the borer in the truiik~ ..I hi, m.iih- liee>."(hc
caterpillars on the leaM-. the liark-liee on trunk
and branches, the worms in the very core of the
fruit itself ? What hop-grower but feels him-
self by sad experience utterly at the mercy of
the aiihis and green calerpiliar? What furrier
but loathes I he Dermestes and other beetle Iarv;e?
What timber-merchant but has had lo race with
the pine-borer for the coveted lire-seorched track
of the forest? What butcher but groans and
perspires, even iu chilly December, at the vcrv
thought of the blow-fly? What housewife bu't

has been hall-stilled with eaniplmr and pepper
in warding .'If the clothe-nioih from her treas-
ured store? What—but we need not go ou with
the list, for w ho is there that has no complaint
to make of trouble, loss, or annoyance occa-
sioned by these tiny but omnipresent foes?
Can then a study be pronounced useless or con-
temptible, which has for its object the a ijuire-

meul of accurate know ledge of the lite and habits
of all these myriad foes, and not only of them,
but also of the thousands of u>efnl insects be-
sides? Until this accurate knowledge be ob-
tained, we flght in the dark, and cannot tell

friend from foe, but are just as likely to destroy
oiir iiKisi useful ally as our most deslruelive en-
eiii\ : and unless we arc thoroughly aei|uainted
Willi the life and habits of these pe-ls we caii-

iiiil iqiply a remedy with any ceitainly as to its

value or success.

A NEW IXSEt^TICIDE.

M. Clocz, who is engaged at the garden of
the Paris Museum—the world-renowned Jardin
dcs Plautes—has invented what he considers a
complete anuihilator for i)!aiil-lice and other
small insects. This discovery is given in the
Heme Ilorticole, with the endorsement of its

distinguished editor, E. A. Carriere. To re-

duce M. Cloez's preparation to our measures,
it wiM be sufficiently accurate to say, take thrte
and one-half ounces of quassia chips, and five

drachms Siavosacre seeds, powdered. These
arc to be (lut iu seven pints of water ami boiled
until reduced to five pints. When theli<|uidis
cooled, strain it, and use with a watering pot
or syringe, as may be most convenient. We
are assured that tliis preparation has been most
efficacious in France, ana it will lie w orth wliile

for our gardeners to e.vperirneni wiih ii. l.Mias-

si.t has long been used as an in-ici-ih -iioyer.

The Stavesacre seeds are the see.U of a species
of Larkspur, or Delphinium, and used to be
kept iu the old drug stores. Years ago they
were much used for an insect that found its

home in the human head, but as that has fortu-

nately gone out of fa^-hion. it maybe that the
seeds are less obtainable than formerly. The
Stavesacre seeds contain /)e//)hii)f, which is one
of the most active poisons known, and we have
no doubt that a very small share of it would
prove fatal to insects.

—

American Agricitlturiist.
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ENTOMOLOGICAL JOTTINGS.

[We propose to publish from time to time, under
the above heading, such extracts from the letters of our
correspondents as contain entomological (acts worthy
to be recorded, on account either of their scientific or

of their practical importance. We hope our readers
will contribute each theirseveralmites towards the gen-
eral fund, and in case they are not perfectly certain of
the names of the insects, the peculiarities of which are
to be mentioned, will send specimens along in order
that each species may be duly identified.]

The Handsome Digger WAsr as a Horse
GuAKV—Clarkwille, Texas, Aug. 10, 18G9.—

I

scud you a large solitary wasp which is called

[Fig. 57.)

Colors—Black ami Cream- color.

here the " Horse-Guard." They are true to

uame, for they play around horses and cattle,

and catch the horse-flies, -which they take to

their burrows to feed their youug. I dug out

a nest this afternoon wliich had five horse-flies

and but one larva. A. II. R. Bryant.

[The specimen sent was the Handsome Dig-

ger Wasp (StizKs speciosus, Drury), a figure of

wliich we reproduce above (Fig. 57). It is the

habit of Digger wasps to deposit but one egg
in each of their burrows. The species in ques-

tion has long been known to provision its

nest with Grasshoppers, but we believe that

no species of the genus (Stizus) has hitli-

crto been recorded as using Horse-flies for

thiff purpose. There is, however, a more com-
mon genus of Digger "Wasps (Bembex) which
does provision its nest exclusively with Atheri-

cerous Diptcra (Horse-flies, etc.), and as some
species of Bembex are marked much like the

Handsome Digger Wasp, we have our suspi-

cions that Mr. Bryant has confounded these

insects, and has sent us one that was not really

doing this Horse-guard business. At all events,

wo shall be glad to hear from Mr. B. again on
this subject, because in a scientific sense it is one
of great importance. We have strong faith in

what has been called the Unil!/ of Habits in

insects, and the only two N. A. species of Sti-

zus, tlie habits of which are known ((/randis and
speciosus) provision their nests with Harvest-
flies (Cicada) and Grasshoppers.]

A "LocDST Yeau" for Tennessee—Saran-
nah, Tenn., Dec. 2, 18G9.—While digging in an

Indian mound to-day I unearthed three Cicada
pupa). The)' were about nine inches below the

surface, and each had for himself a neat little

room about the size of a quail's egg. All were
as perfect and as lively as if just ready to shed

their coats. J. P. S.

[Unless the pupa3 seen by our correspondent

were those of some species which makes an an-

nual appearance, we strongly suspect them to

belong to that brood of the l.'i-year Cicada which
is to appear in 1872. Thi.s is the Brood V. of

the Am. Entomologist (see Vol. I, p. 68), but is

equivalent to Brood VII. of our Missouri Ento-

mological Report, where, on the authority of the

late Dr. Smith, of Baltimore, Md., it is recorded

in De Kalb, Gwinnett and Newton counties,

Georgia, in 1846 and '59 ; in the northern part

of Tennessee also, in 1846 and '59; in the whole
eastern portion of Mississippi from the ridge

which is forty-five miles from the river, on the

west, to the eastern boundary, in 1820, '33, "46,

and "59; in Carrol Parish, Louisiana, in 18.09;

and in Philips countj', Kansas, in the same year.

The growth of this insect is so very gradual that

the pupre appear full grown for several years

before they really issue from the ground. We
dug up a number in the fall of 1868, in Union
county, Ills., which evidently belonged to this

same brood, and will not consequently issue

from the ground till 1872 ; and yet they could

then scarcely be distinguished from such as had
been dug up iu other parts of the Stale in the

spring of the same year, and which wei-c just

ready to transform.

—

Ed.]

Parasitic Mites on the House-i'i.y— T7«e-

land, JSr. J., Oct. 22d, 1869.—I found a House-fly

the other day almost covered with minute red

parasites. They were under the wiiig.s, on the

abdomen and legs, and even in the cavity of the

mouth. I put the fly in a box, where it soon
died. I then introduced another fly, and after

a few hours, on opening the box, I fouiul that

many of them had fiistened themselves to this

second fly. I could see them distinctly with the

naked eye crawling about the box, as well as

on the fly. Mks. Mary Treat.
The Tomato-worm— Vineland, JSf. J., Sept.

2Wi, 1869.—The other day I found a full-grown

tomato-worm (Sphinx 5-maculata) feeding upon
Ground ( Iherry (Physalis viscosa) ; and last

summer I found one feeding upon Matrimony-
vine (Lycium barbarum) . This makes at least

five difl'erent plants belonging to this Family

that I have found this larva feeding upon.

Mrs. Mary Treat.
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Rocky Mountain Grasshopper cannot live

IN Pennsylvania—Lancaster, Pa.—Early last

spring (about the beginning of March) some-

body sent nic, through the mail, a small box of

grasshopper's eggs, from Leavenworth, in Kan-

sas. They were whitish, oblong, and arranged

diagonally in oblong pellet-like masses, covered

with a dark-colored glutinous substance. There

were probably five hundred in all. Some of

these eggs I put in a small box, and others 1 put

in a jar, half full of moist earth, which I set, in a

sort of conservatory,among some plants. Those in

the box hulclicil (lut a week earlier than those on

the moist o.ntli, alllidimh the temperaure of the

two places was iiliout e(iual. Of course all those

in the box starved for the want of food. About
the middle of March they made their appearance

in the form of a very active little black grass-hop-

per, which I took to be the young of the Rocky
Mountain Grasshopper {Caloptenus sjn-etus,

Uhler). Those in the jar were carried to the

garden along with the jjlants about the first of

April, where the jar was accidentally upset, and

the little " hoppers," about one hundred and

fifty in number, all made their escape. But
they, too, must also have all perished, for with

my utmost vigilance during the whole summer,

I never got a sight of a single one of them

again. I conclude, therefore, that our cli-

mate is "unwholesome" to the Rocky Moun-
tain species, although the Red-legged species

(C. femur-rahrum, De Geer) lives and flour-

ishes here.
S. S. R.

Tomato ^\'okm Parasites—Cinnaminson, N.
J., Sept. 27, "69.—There is a species of fly {par-

asitic) that is attacking the Tomato-worm in

our vicinity in immense numbers. As many as

forty or fifty of thqir cocoons may be seeu fas-

tened to the body of a single worm. The cocoons

are about the size of a grain of wheat, and at-

tached by their ends. \_Mi(irocastcr cocoons.—
Ed.] They appear to exhaust the vitality of the

worm very much, some of them being entirely

dried up, while others are so weakened that I

doubt if they ever pass through their transform-

ations. These worms arc very destructive and
nearly ruin our tomato patches. But now they

may be seen by hundreds and thousands covered

with tlicsc white cocoons. The fly is doing its

work more cttectually than a person could do it,

for one-half the worms cannot be found, owing
lo the resemblance they bear to the plant; but

the fly appears to have hunted them all out,

comparatively few having escaped.

CiiAS. Parry.

The Gooseberry Span-worm attacks the
Black Cdrrant— CrerfiY, C. W., JSTov. 6, '69.—

On page i;i of your current volume, it is stated

as a remarkable fact that the three different Cur-
rant and Gooseberry-worms, all of them attack

almost indiscriminately the Red Currant and
the Gooseberry, while they are none of them
ever found upon our cultivated Black Currant,

or so far as is known, upon our wild Black Cur-

rant. In 1808 my Black Currant bushes were
j'ather badly attacked by the Span-worm larvae

{Ellopia ribearioi, Fitch), but the Saw-fly larvas

did not touch them. I noticed tliis fact in the

Canada Farmer of July 1, '68. These Span-

worm larvffi have been very injurious to the

Buffalo or Sweet-flowering Currant {R. aureum)
in this neighborhood during the last few years.

Numbers of these bushes were entirely denuded
of their foliage. They too were exempt from

the attacks of the Saw-fly, though it ravaged

Red and "White Currant and Gooseberry bushes

just alongside. I may mention that I have oft.n

found larv;e of the Span-worm upon wild Goose-

berry and Currant bushes in the woods, without
however noticing the particular species ofGoose-

berry or Currant. C. J. S. Bethune.

Grape-berry Moth—Shiloh, Ills., Sept. 29,

186'J.—The Grape-berry worm is more numer-
ous than evier. I have heretofore been in the

habit of permitting my grapes to remain on

the vines, initil they had att.aincd their utmost

maturity; but I find that with this practice

many of the worms escape, whilst if I gathered

my grapes two weeks sooner, I should get most
of the worms into the wine-press, and prevent

them from propagating. As it is, I have the

berries that drop oft' the bunches picked from

the ground with a great deal of labor, but find

it impossible to have them all secured. I appre-

hend too, tliat when 1 commence my late vin-

tage many worms have already left tlie berries

to change to pupse. An earlier vintage will

give me an inferior wine, but a much larger

quantity, and will enable me to destroy most of

the worms. Adolpii Engelmann.

Polyphk.mus Moth— Vinelancl, X. J., Aug.

25th, 1869.—The last week in July a fine large

larva of the Polyphemus moth wound up, and

on the 14tli day of August a splendid motli

came forth from the cocoon. It fed and wound
up iu the open air, and only the day before it

came out I cut the twig to wiiioh the cocoon

was attached and brought it in, thinking that

the pupa would remain as usual until next sum-

mer, before its final development.

Mils. Mary Treat.
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INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE GRAPE-VINE—No. 4.

The Satellite Sphinx.

{Pkilampelus safellitia, Linn.*)

Like the Achemon Sphinx, figured and des-

cribed in our last number, this insect occurs in

almost every State in the Union. It also bears

a strong- resemblance to the former species, and
liivcwise feeds upon the Ampelopsis as well as

upon the Grape-vine; but the worm may readily

be distinguished by having five cream-colored

spots each side, instead of six, and by tiie spots

themselves being less scolloped.

[Fig. 58.]

In the latitude of St. Louis, tliis worm is

found full grown throughout tlie nionth of Sep-
tember, and a few specimens may even be found
as late as the last of October. The eggs of this

species, as of all other Ilawk-moths (^Sphi)ix

family) known to us, are glued singly to the

leaf of the plant which is to furnish the future

•The synonyms foi- this insect .ire Siihiii.r li/cnon. t'ru-
mer; Pholiis lijcaon, Hiiebner, ami Ji^iplmi jNui.hjnis, Iliu-li-
ncr. We iulopt Harris's nonienclMtiir.- i..r icaM.ii- Mliiady
given in :i former number. Mr. A (,i..|. iIim, IOiiI.Sdc
Phil., I, p. m), believes that the S/.h,,,, /./.,;.,« ,,i ilie au-
thors above quoted, is distinct from S. S'lUililia, Linn

, and
would fain "eliminate" a third species { postical us) . For
reasons which it woiUd be tedious to give here, we prefer to
regard lycaon as a variety of satellilia.

worm with food. When first hatched, and for

some time afterwards, the larva is green, with

a tinge of pink along the sides, and wiih an im-

mensely long straight pink horn at the tail.

This horn soon begins to shorten, and finally

curls round like a dog"s tail, as at Figure 58 c.

As the worm grows older it changes to a red-

dish-brown, and by the third moult it entirely

loses the caudal horn.

When full grown, it measures nearly four

inches in length, and when crawling appears as

at Figure 58 a. It crawls by a series of sudden
jerks, and will often fling its head savagely

from side to side when alarmed. Dr. Morris*

describes the mature larva as being green, with
six side patches; but though we have happened
across many specimens of this worm during the

last seven years, we never once found one that

was green after the third moult ; nor do we be-

lieve that there are ever any more than fivefnll-

sized yellow spots each side, even in the young
individuals. The specimen from which our
figure was made, occurred in 18G7, at Hermann,
Missouri, in Mr. George IIusmann"s vineyard.

The back was pinkish, inclining to flesh-color;

the sides gradually became darker and darker,

and the five patches on segments C—10 inclu-

sive, were cream-yellow with a black aiinula-

tion, and shaped as in our figure. On segments

2, 3, i, 5 and 6, were numerous small black dots,

but on each of the following five segments there

were but two such dots. A pale longitudinal

line ran above the yellow patches, and the head
and first joint were uniformly dull reddish-

brown.

The most common general color of the full

L;rown worm is a rich velvety vinous-brown.

When at rest, it draws back the fore part of the

body, and retracts the head and first two joints

into the third (see Fig. 58 h), and in this mo-
tionless position it no doubt manages to escape
from the clutches of many a hungry insectivo-

rous bird. Dr. Morris, copying perhaps after

Harris, erroneously states that the three ante-

rior joints, together with the head, are retracted

into the fourth, and Mr. J. A. Lintncrf makes
the same false assertion. It is the ihi7-d seg-

ment in this species, as well as in the Achemon
Sphinx, which is so much swollen, and into

which the head and first two segments are re-

tracted.

When about to transform, the larva of our
Satellite Sphinx enters a short distance into the

ground, and soon works off its caterpillar-skin

and becomes a chrysalis of a deep chestnut-
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brown, and vei-y much of the same form as tliat

of the Acliemon Sphinx, figured in our last num-

ber. The moth (Fig. .09) makes its appearance

in June of the following year, though it has

boon known to issue flie same year that it had

[Fig.

pose of crawling out; usually, however, it sim-

ply projects the front part of its body and
crawls about without entirely quitting the case

—carrying its house with it.

There arc various things recommended as a

A^X

Colors—Li-lit oliYo-gr

existed as larva. In this last event, it doubtless

becomes barren, like others under similar cir-

cumstances, as was shown in our last number

(p. 55). The colors of the moth are light olive-

gray, variegated as in the figure with dark

olive-green. The worms are easily subdued by

hand-picking.

SOUTHERN NOTES.

BY .T. rAItlSH STELLE, S.IVAXNAII. TENN.

Clotues-Moths.—We have several species of

clothes-moths at the South, some of which work

all through the winter as far up as Corinth,

Miss. They arc all troublesome enough, but

the individual most to be dreaded is of a light

buff color {Tinea vestianeUa,* Steph.), though

wc have another almost as bad {Tinea tapet-

zella, Linn.), that is nearly black, with the tips

of its larger wings white, or pale gray.

These moths generally lay their eggs on the

woolen or fur articles they intend to destroy

;

and when the larva appears it begins to eat im-

mediately, making sad work in a very short

time. With the hairs or wool it has gnawed oflT,

it forms a silken case or tube, under the protec-

tion of which it devours the substance of the

article on which it has fixed its abode. The
tube has the ajjpearance of parchment, is open

at both ends, but furnished with kind of flaps

that the insect can lift at jdeasure for the pur-

"rusticella, HiU'biKr.

protection against clothes-moths. One is to-

bacco sprinkled among the clothes, another is

gum-camphor, and still another capsicum or

pulverized red pepper. Each of these are

good, no doubt, but they are rather objection-

able to some on account of their unpleasant

efl'ect on the olfactories. I have found alum to

be all that is required, without being the least

oflensive. In case of fnrs it may be pulverized

and sprinkled into them freely; or it maybe
dis.solved in water and the liquid applied. The
latter mode is the best for most goods. An ar-

ticle well sprinkled with strong alum water will

never be injured by moths.

Soot loi; Caiiba(;e Worms.—I experimented

last summer on the Southern Cabbage-worm
{]a\vaoi' I'iei'is2M'otodice,'Boisd.) , and found soot

to be a very good thing to prevent its ravages.

The soot was taken from my chimney, and as

I had burned a great deal of yellow pine, ' it

was virtually lamp-black. Having first wetted

the cabbage with a tine rose I sifted the soot

upon them ; and, though it did not keep them

entirely clear of worms, owing, I suppose, to

the fact that I could not get it on all parts of tlie

plants, I raised a very good crop, while not one

of my neighbors matured a single head. The

thing is worth trying, and in localities where

pine soot cannot be had, I take it that common
lamp-black would have the same effect.

A Lai!<;e Brood.—I "hatched'' in Septem-
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ber last, from the cocoous on one tomato worm,
(i^jMnx 5-m(tculata,lliiw.), two Imnclred and

seventy-one small Ichneumon flics ! If any per-

son intcrestin>r himself in entomology can beat

that I'or a single brood he may take the l>clt

from me.

The S(iUASii Bug.—My last summer's expe-

rience in this section with the Squash-bug (Co-

reits tristis, De Geer), showed no ditference in

favor of any variety of squashes. I raised the

" While-bush Scallop" and found them to be

as hard on it as on any other kind.

The best means that I hit upon of saving my
squashes from the pest, was to remove tlie earth

from the roots of the plants as low as it would

bear, and fill up with a mixture of dry ashes

and salt. Without this precaution I found

them going down into the ground on the under

side of the vine, and working where I could not

getattliem.

In addition to the salt and ashes application,

I trimmed oft" all the leaves that touched the

ground as soon as they came down, and spread

them out under the plants, and upon examina-

tion, mornings and evenings, I generally found

about all the old bugs nicely housed away be-

neath the leaves. I think leaves are far better

to trap them under than boards or shingles. A
decaying or wilting leaf seems to attract them

;

you will usually tind them on such leaves when
looking over your vines.

TOADS vs. BUGS.

AVe make the following extracts from some
passages in Fogt's book "On Noxious and
Beneficial Animals," which are quoted at full

length in the fourth number of Le JSTatuntUstc

Canadien. For the benefit of the American
reader, we translate from the original French.

" A remarkable fact has lately been published

in the newspapers. There is actually a consid-

erable commerce in toads between France and
England. A toad of good size and in fair con-

dition will fetch a shilling [twenty-five cents]

in the London market, and a dozen of extra

(
nullity are worth one pound sterling [five dol-

lars]. You may see these imported toads in all

(he market gardens where the soil is moist, and
the owners of those gardens even prepare shel-

ter for them. Many grave persons have shaken
Ihoir heads, when they heard of this new whim
of the English; but those laugh the best who
laugh the last. This time the English are in

the right. I used to have in my garden a brown
toad as big as my fist. In the evening lie would

crawl out of his hiding place and travel over a

bed in the garden. I kept careful watch over

him ; but one day an unlucky woman caught

sight of him and killed him with a single stroke

of her spade, thinking that she had done a very

fine thing. He had not been dead many weeks,

before the snails ate up all the mignonette that

formerly perfumed everything round that bed.

"Toads become accustomed to man, and do

not appear to be incapable of tender sentiments.

Everybody has heard the story, which seems

borrowed from some old popular legend, of a

toad which for thirty years lived under an espa-

lier tree, and came out every evening, when the

family was taking supper, to get his share of the

meal like the dogs and the cats. The family

shed tears on the day when an accident deprived

that devoted servant of life. Some of my friends

believe that, after having heaped benefits upon

a toad, they have obtained from that despised

animal evident proofs of gratitude. A certain

Capt. Terry has told me that, in traveling

through the interior of Sicily, he once found on

the road a snake that was just about to devour

a toad. He killed the snake, and the toad went
his way. Six days afterwards he returned by

the same road. All of a sudden something hops

along close behind him. It was his toad, who
had adopted this mode of expressing his grati-

tude towards his preserver, and who had posi-

tively recognized him. 'But, Captain,' I said

to him, 'how could you possibly identify the

particular toad whose life j-ou had saved? One
toad is as like another toad as one egg is like

another egg.' ' That is very true,' replied the

Captain, ' but he looked at me with such grate-

ful eyes, that I could not doubt his identity for

a moment.' "

THE TOMATO-WOlOl AGAIN.

By way of specimen brick, we print here one

of the many ridiculous paragraphs about this

poor slandered and vilified Tomato-worm, with

which the newspapers always abound at a certain

time of the year. The accitracy of its Natural

History is only excelled by the accuracy of its

English Grammar. It will be noticed that in

the last sentence there is a stray nominative

case, "a tomato," looking about in vain for

some verb with which it can agree. We scarcely

know which to pity most, the nominative case or

the Tomato-worm. And then think of that most

absurd assertion, that the Tomato-worm—which
has been well known to Entomologists for about

half a century—.'• was first discovered this

season! ! !

"
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The Toi\rATO-"VVoRM.—Dr. Fuller, at the cor-

ner of Fayette and Montgomerj^ streets, has in

his office a Tomato-worm measuring about five

inches in lenath, and weighing about an ounce.

It was taken' from a tomato vine in his garden,

and is now sciurclv enclosed iu a glass bottle.

It cats anil disosts daily about twenty times its

own wcii;li( "f tomritocs and tomato leaves.

It eats ((iii-iMiiih , except resting occasionally

from one lo iw .. niinules at a time. This worm
was first ilhritnrid I /i is season, and is as poison-

ous as the bite of a rattlesnake. It poisons by
throwing spittle, which it can throw from one to

two feet. This spittle striking the skin, the

parts commence at once to swell, and in a few

hours death ends the agonies of the patient.

Three cases of death in consequence of this poi-

son have recently been reported. The medical

profession is much excited over tliis new enemy
to human existence. It is advi^alilc lur persons

picking toniutoes to wear -loves. The (luestion

arises whether or not a tomato partly devoured

by one of these vermin, and then afterwards

eaten by a person, there may not be sufficient

virus left upon it to poison the one who eats it?

—Syracuse Standard.

The question arises, whether or not, in a para-

graph such as this, written by a silly igno-

ramus and published by a sensationist Ed-

itor, there may not be sufficient nonsense still

undiscovered, to drive fifteen thousand fools

PARIS GREEN POISONOUS.

[Fi-uin a Letter from Dr. C. IlEiuNt;, Pliilad.]

' In dusting vegetation with Paris Green, in

order to destroy noxious insects, the greatest

care ought to be taken that the wind may not

carry it towards the person of the operator.

The arsenitc of copper is one of the slow but

more dangerous poisons. Many people have

been poisoned by sleeping in rooms papered

with green paper; and this was caused by the

very same stuff. It may even injure the soil, if

used repeatedly. Small doses of arsenic alone

have rather promoted the growth of rye ; but

arsenite of copper is much more virulent iu its

effects, and other cereals or crops may be essen-

tially injured by it."

We may add here, that a very thin dusting

indeed with Paris Green, mixed with flour in

oi-der to reduce its strength, is sufficient to pro-

duce the desired effect upon the obnoxious in-

sects. If used too freely, it becomes injurious

to vegetation. " Some of our potato vines and
egg-plants," says Prof. A. J. Cook of the Michi-

gan Agricultural College, "have been totally

ruined by a too free use of Paris Green. We
used one part of the mineral to live parts of

MR. WALSH'S SUCCESSOR.

There is perhaps no more forcible exempli-

fication of Mr. Walsh's individuality of char-

acter, than the fact that it is difficult to find the

proper person to fill his place. We are so far

interested in this matter that we desire to sec

some competent person—some one who shall

be a credit to the State of Illinois, appointed to

fill the vacancy. Mr. Walsh had drawn two
years' salary ($4,000), i. e., he had received pay

to June 11th, 1869. He had, however, issued

but one Report, and the Law requires an An-
nual Report to be published. Why he did not

publish a second Report when it was due, we
cannot very well say; but perhaps he did not

tinderstand the true reading of the Law. For
about four months during the spring and sum-

mer of 1869 he was quite sick, and too much
prostrated to do anything; but he was in excel-

lent health and excellent spirits for two or three

months previous to the accident which caused

his death. He had just got ready to go to work
on his second Report, and his last letter to us

was principally occupied with an enumeration

of the insects he intended to treat of, and of the

illustrations that would be needed. The most

vigilant search amongst his manuscripts and

papers, has failed to reveal anything written for

this Report; but we know, both from corres-

pondence and conversation with him, that he

intended to add to this second Report a fully

illustrated edition of his first, which was issued

as Acting State Entomologist—the two to form

one large handsome volume, with about three

thousand dollars' worth of steel-plate illustra-

tions.

We recently had the pleasure of calling on

Governor Palmer, at Springfield, in company

with representatives of the Executive Commit-

tee of the Illinois State Horticultural Society.

They all seemed to be of the opinion that the

best course to pursue would be to defer api:ioint-

ing a successor till the next biennial session of

the Legislature, in the winter of 1870-71. But

meanwhile to commission some person to carry

out Mr. Walsh's intentions, as far as it is pos-

sible with our knowledge of them, by publishing

a Report on the Entomology of Illinois. If the

proper steps are taken, a work on the noxious

and beneficial insects of Illinois, equal in use-

fulness and i^opuiarity to "Harris's Injurious

Insects," might be prepared by the end of the

year 1870. Our idea would be to republish

his first Report with full illustrations, and with

such additions and corrections as would be

found necessary, and to add to it a second
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Report. The two might be prefaced with a

memoir of his life, accompanied by a steel

portrait, and an appendix of snch of his cor-

respondence with noted men, as would be

found pertinent, might be added at the end.

Willi the proper editorial management and

assistance, such a worlv would not only prove

a lasting monument to Mr. Walsh's name, but

it would be a credit to the State, and a great

boon (0 the cultivators of tlie soil for all time

TO OUR SUBSCRIBEKS.

The death of our associate will necessitate

sonic cliange in the character of this journal.

Instead of Ihe thought and experience of two

individuals we shall strive to freight it with a

diversity of opinion, and to this end we solicit

communications from our numerous readers,

both scientific and practical. We have already,

in closing the first volume, announced our in-

tention to pay liberally for all communications

that we publi.sh. We make this change in the

character of the American Entomologist the

more willingly, that we deem it a great fallacy

to suppose, that because an individual becomes

an editor, he therefore constitutes himself a

dictator of opinion. We gave this journal a

national name for the very reason that we
wished it to bear a national character. It is

devoted to the Entomology of the whole conn-

try and not merely to that of the particular

locality where the editor resides.

By studying to counteract the injuries caused

by noxious insects; by illustrating the ever

interesting phases of insect life, and by close

attention to scientific accuracy, we hope to

make it invaluable and indispensable, first, to

the practical farmer, fruit-grower or gardener,

who is seeking for relief from the scourge of

insect pests which injuriously afiect his crops

;

secondly, to the popular student of natural

science, and lastly, to the purely scientific man.
The publishers will spare no means to make

the paper attractive in appearance, and the

editor can safely promise to spare no labor to

make its contents interesting and instructive.

Let the readers but put forth a little eflbrt to

properly support it by inducing their neighbors

to subscribe, and they themselves shall reaji the

benefit. We already have the promise of con-

tributions from many able writers on Entomol-

ogy, and in this connection we would remind

our practical readers, that they should not defer

sending for publication the results of their ex-

perience and observation, because they are not

able to rattle oil" the scientific names of the

insects they write about. We shall always bo

glad to determine the particular species wliicli

accompany communications, and to make any

other suggestions that may be found necessary.

THE WALSH ESTOMOLOOIC'AL COLLECTIOX.

yiv. Walsh's last will was executed about two
years ago, and though in this will he dwells

minutely and expressively on almost everything

that could possibly be made to cause trouble to

Mrs. Walsh—even to stipulating that no funeral

outlay should be incurred beyond that necessary

to decent burial—yet no disposition whatever
is made of his Entomological Colleclion. His

wife is made sole executrix of his alTairs, and
the disposal of the cabinet consequently rests

with her. For our own sake, and for the sake of

the numerous scientific friends of the deceased,

who in future years would like to refer to this

collection, either in i)eroon or through us, we
were naturally anxious to secure the cabinet.

We were conscious, however, that the State of

Illinois had some claim to it, and knew further-

more that it was Mr. Walsh's strict intention

to prepare for that Slate a duplicate collection

from it. We therefore, in our ellbrts to obtain

it, besides making a cash offer, pledged our-

selves so far to carry out Mr. Walsh's intentions

as to prepare this duplicate collection for the

State of Illinois. AVhether or not we secure

the collection, will depend on whether Mr.

Wm. B. Pettit, who now has charge of Mrs.

AValsh's affairs, receives a higher bid than ours;

for we understand that it is to be sold to the

highest bidder. We should not grieve if Louis

Agassiz procured it, because it would then fall

into the hands of Dr. Hagen, who was one of

our associate's dearest friends, and who is

moreover well able to appreciate, take care,

and make proper use of it. Nor should wc
greatly lament if it fell into the hands of Mr.

E. T. Crcsson, of Philadelphia, Pa., for there

it would also be appreciated, and be of service

to the world. But we are averse to its going

East at all, for the reason that Mr. Walsh was
essentially a Western man, and was well aware
himself of the difficulties under which the stu-

dent of Natural History labored in the Western
States, for the lack of just such collections to

refer to. The State of Illinois can certainly

afford to pay Mr. Pettit as large a sum as can

any individual or any society, and we confi-

dently expect, and sincerely hope that the Gov-
ernor will see that it is secured. AVe would
also counsel Mr. Pettit not to act rashly in
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disposing of it to other parties, because it is

stipulated ill tlie law, tliat the State Entomolo-

^ist shall piapare a collecliou of the insects of

the State lo be deposited in tlie Museum of the

Industrial University at Champaign. Action

ill this matter should not long be deferred by

the State, for without the attention of some one

who uudeislands taking care of such a collec-

tion, it win soon be rendered valueless by

I'niigoid growths, mites, Dermestes, and other

innscuni pe-ts.

There ari' probably eight or ten thousand

species in the collection—most of them dupli-

cated. They are mounted on the short English

pins, for Mr. Walsh hated the very sight of, and

never would adopt our modern Entomological

pins, wliicli lie termed " German skewers."

The specimens arc all well dried, howevei', and

remarkably well set. Let us liope that they

will fall into such hands that they shall be pre-

served for centuries to come, and redound lo

the honor and credit of him who toiled so ardu-

ously and yet so willingly to collect them

—

that long after we liave followed tlieir first

owner, and have entered llie Portals of Eternity

with him, these insects may remain a lasting

monument to his name, and that they may
never become lost to the world, as have those

of Thomas Say, and already some of those of T.

W. JIairis!

A STATE ENTOMOLOGIST FOR MINNESOTA.

We arc pleased to learn that at the late meet-

ing of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society

in Rochester, Minn., resoliilions were passed

earnestly recommending the Legiblaiurc to pro-

vide for the iii)poiiitment of a Slate Entomolo-
gist. Wc hope their recommendations will be

heeded, and thiitotlicr States will soon follow

the good example. Every State in the Union
is cursed with some no.\ioHS insects peculiarly

its own, and ilic greater the number oi workers

ill the field, the more quickly shall we become
masters of the situation. It is really surprising

that in a great agricultural country like ours,

subject to such serious insect depredations, so

few of the Slates have appropriated the pittance

necessary to the ])rosecution of proper Ento-

mological studies

!

!!?" We have to thank our iinincrous friends

for their kind letters of condolence and sym-
pathy in the loss of our associate. The many
words of ciicoiiragement received will do much
to lighlen the task that falls upon us.

tyNow is the time for all those whose sub-

scriptions expire with the first of the year, to

renew. Those who appreciate our elTorts should

strive to send along with their own, the name
of some one or other of their neighbors. The
cflbrt costs nothing, and besides that satisfac-

tion which every right-minded man feels in

imparting to others useful knowledge, there is

the reward wliich comes of having careful

neiglibors who fight their own insect enemies,

and thus make it easier for you to subdue

yours.

u#° There is yet avast and unexplored field

for the Entomologist in the South. Our South-

ern brethren snfler from some of the most griev-

ous inset foes, and their insect fauna is rich and
diversified. Wc consei|ucntly take pleasure in

announcing, that Mr. J. Parish Stelle, of Savan-

nah, Tenn., is at work in the field, and will

continue to send us the "Southern Notes''

which he has commenced in this number.

ly As the insect world is now, for the most

part, wrapt in its hyperborian slumber, there

arc not very many questions for tlic "Answers to

Uorrespondents" department; and as those

questions which we have on hand do not re-

quire Immediate attention, we defer answer-

ing them till next month, in order to make
room for other matter.

ty To all persons interesting themselves in

the Ameiuc.\n Entomologist we will allow

twenty-five cents on every dollar, on all over

five names which thev send.

^y Remember, that every one who sends us

five subscribers to the American Entomoi.o-

ciST, is entitled to an extra copy free of charge!

LOCUSTS IN INDIA.

The recent foreign mails bring infornialioa

that a cloud of locusts of incredible volume has

lighted upon the fairest portion of the western

provinces of India, which were previously de-

ponded upon to make up for the recent famine,

and restore plenty to dependent millions. Rice

advanced twenty-five per cent, on the appear-

ance of this plague, while a gloom has settled

upon the country in anticipation of the des-

truction of all vegetation wherever they might
alight. It is hoped that these destroyers may
be speedily destroyed themselves by the wind
that sometimes carries them into the sea, or the

calamity must reach a fearful height, and tax

all the resources of the government to mitigate

it.

—

Hearth and Home.
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ON OUR TABLE.

Dr. J. T. C. Katzebiivg'.s great works on
" Forest Trees, their Diseases and Insect Ene-

mies," and liis worli on " Weeds of Germany
and Switzerland"—i>je Waldverderhniss (23

Thaler, gold) ; Die Standortsf/ewachse und
ITtikrcButer De.utschlands und der Schweitz (4J

Thaler); and Die Wuhlverderber und Ihrc

Feinde (4 Thaler).— Some time since we re-

ceived from L. Agassiz, through Dr. Uagcn, of

Cambridge, the foregoing splendid German
works for inspection and notice. These works
have not their equal iu the English language,

and with their superb illustrations and vast fund

of most desirable information, they should have

a place in the library of every college where the

(Jcrman language is taught. We would especi-

ally call the attention of the presidents of our

dillcrent agricultural colleges to these works.

The price of the three will probably cost over

$40.00 in America; but, in order to introduce

them into this country, the author has offered,

through his booksellers, to make a liberal de-

duction when more than one set is ordered, and
Dr. H. Hagcn, of Cambridge, Mass., has con-

sented to i-eceive subscriptions. The books
were accompanied with the following notice

from the pen of the last named gentleman,

which we gladly make room for, as it contains

valuable suggestions, and we have ourselves

only found time to hastily glance over the

works:
Wood, and forests which proUuce wood, form almost

as imiiortant a part of tlie natural wealth of a country
as do metals, coal, and other minerals. In some views
wood is even the more important article, since without

nuiod m cullnre is posHUe or imayinalle . "Wood cannot
in «?/ eases be replaced by iron or other bodies. Hence,
we rind tliat the regions which are entirely or in part

destitute of wood never attain to a cultivated condi-
tion (large tr.acts of Africa, Asia, etc.), wliile, on tlie

other liand, a superabundance of forests forms an im-
pediment to cultivation, as in many paits of Anniiii
It is only after the removal of tliis exii -s ili;ii .uliha-
tion progresses rapidly. Where nature oilers i-ielus in

great abundance, there the due standard of apprecia-
tion becomes lost; and any one who has seen how tlie

Mississippi steamers, as well as the railroads in the

East and West, are often fed with timber that is v.alu-

able lor all purposes, will admit that this is an abuse,
or, in other words, that expensive materials are thus
wasted

. Every waste, however, brings Its consequence,
and in time necessitates a supply at high rates. There
can be no doubt that in a country densely covered with
pristine woods, the clearing must precede cultivation,
and this clearing has to be carried on in the most rapid
and most destructive manner, iu order to prove profit-

able for the moment. Uut then, afterwards a period is

sure to arrive when a stop has to be put to that devasta-
tion, in order to forestall want. There can be no

doubt that, in America, that time has come, or has

even been transgressed, though the fact has not yet be-

come very palpable, for the reason that from other

parts, which are still well timbered, plenty of wood
can as yet be temporarily imported . A cessation of this

destructive practice is to be anticipated from an in-

creasing cheapness of coal as fuel for manufactories,

railroads, and steambo.ats; but this cessation will come
too late, in part, and generations to come will be sensi-

bly all'ected thereby; for it is a well known and very im-

portant fact that the same kind of timber that existed on
a tract once cleared, cannot be immediately producctl

again. Nature has managed it so that quite a numljcr
of processes of vegetation have to begone through with
liefore the original trees of the primev.al forest can re-

sume their rights. Under the tropics, as well as in

higli northern latitudes, this change is wrought in the

course Ola few generations, butin tlieintenneili:ite leni-

perate zones a much longer time isrequiiid. :\Inir..ver.

tlie species that immediately succceil tlio-,. whirli were
cut down are always such as furnish inrerioi- wood. In

America, which is endowed by nature with a great iiiun-

ber of species which afford the best wood for technical

purposes, this fact, uo doubt, becomes the more impor
taut. It appears to me that the very excellence of

American wood has essentially contributed to the rapid

advancement of civilization . A great number of skilled

pursuits are thereby essentially favored, since the firm-

ness and durability of its material admit of a delicacy

and care in their elaboration which, in Eurofie, is ren-

dered impracticable through the imperfection of their

wood

.

Add to this another circumstance—one which makes
this discussion suitable for the purposes of an entomolo-

gical paper

:

So long as nature alone is opeiating, it vei'y rare'y

(or perhaps never) occurs, that extensive damage to

plants and trees is wrought by Insects or other animals.

It is only iilter the natural relations are altered by hu-
man agencies, as, e. (/..by the burning down or clearing

of entire tracts, or by a subsequent compulsory forest-

culture, that noxious insects are multiplied in excess,

and require the energetic attention and interference of

mankind. We have lately had abundant proof of this

in Germany. The well-known Pine Bombyx {Iknnhi/j-

Jfunachu) had been harmless for about fifty years, when,
in Ls.'d, it reappeared. For three years little attention
was ]i:iiil to it, and interference was not attenqjted until

ii lia.l lieronie too late. The result can only now, alter

llir Uiniination of the calamity, be fully estimated.

Vi-inn till' Ural mountains through the entire width of

Itussia and Tolaud, and onward into the interior of

Prussia, 175,000 square miles were, in those years, itv

fested, and 5.1,000,000 cords of wood destroyed. In

East Prussia alone (of the size of the State of Massachu-
setts) 7,000,000 cords. I was myself an eye-witness to

interminable trains of butterflies on their way in search

of new breeding-places. In several cases they pa.ssed

over sounds of fifteen miles' breadth in search of intact

forests.

I believe that, in America, there exists no indepen-
dent literature on this subject, and uo observations arc

on record. But it is quite plain that the experience of
other countries ciin be made aviiilable. The climate of

Europe is, in many respects, very simiKir to that of the

most richly wooded northerly States of the Union . The
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trees belong to the same gcuus, and several of the

species are exceedingly similar to European ones. It

is, lience, quite probable that many of the insects inju-

rious to our forests are also quite nearly allied to those

of Europe. In Europe, there are the excellent works

of Professor Ratzeburg, who, in his capacity of super-

intendent of a foresters' university, has conducted his

ohscrvatioiis with untiring energy for forty years. His

I:itr>i w.i/k- roiiiuin his experience in a condensed form.

Ill ilic • \V:iMvcrderbniss," etc., may be found all

that thf . elc I'latcd author has elicited concerning the

growth and damage done to our trees through the

agency of insects and other animals. Numerous wood-

cuts in the text, and sixty-one plates of excellent exe-

cution, adorn this worlc. It is highly interesting to see,

in the figured portions of the forest, how the injury doue

l)y insects has changed the entire character of the land-

scape 'I'lir pliysiological parts, based on microscopical

^tiidir-. al>Miiii,l ill uew facts. The healing process that

tlic c|i-ra-i 1 iir iiijiired trees go through, has not only a

sciriitiiir iiitiirsi, but also directly concerns the propri-

etor.
Katzeburg's works possess the advantage of being

almost entirely made up of personal observation, though

the author has also considered the contemporaneous

and past literature on the subject. Their greatest, and

as I think, mo.st important value for America, however,

consi.stiu this: that they all put the practical point in

the foregi-ound. It is not merely theoretical instruction

which is there given, but it is positively money; for it

either saves or mal-es money

.

The sixth edition of his '
' Waldverderber '

' (Hurt-

ful Insects: Berlin, 1809. U 00, gold,) with ten ex-

cellent plates, gives, in a popular fashion, a good and

instructive account of such auimals as interest the

farmer, the forester, and the entomologist , and it is the

best work of this kind.

Closely coiniected with the above is an older work ol

his—"Die Unkraeuter" (The Weeds), treating of ouc

of the most important and interesting subjects for the

agriculturist. I will here remark that more than two-

thirds of the named weeds cover also the entire north

of America, west to the Mississippi, and even farther

west.

Katzeburg's works arc, no doubt, of the highest—of

the greatest importance. It is my opinion that they

ought not to be Ibinid missing in the library of any uni-

vpi-sity. school of a'j-ric'ulturc. rir similar institution.

Annual Hei'OUT of tihc Boviid oi>' Re(;ents

OP THE University of Wisconsin.—From W.
W. Daniells, Prof, of Agriculture and Analyti-

cal Chcmistiy.

List of tue Nests and Eggs of Birds in the

Museum of the Boston Society of Natural

History.

The American Sunday School Worker.—
A new monthly joiirnal. just started by J. AV.

Mclutyre. of St'. Louis, Mo.

Iowa AintKii.TURAL Report for 1808.—From
J. M. Shaller, Secretary.

The Country Gentleman's Magazine—
Loudon, England. Simpkin, Marshall & Co.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Information tranted—M. A. Kendall, FitziHl-

Uam, X. H. —1st : The insects seen by you last summer,
tiarting so quickly and noiselessly among the flowers of

your lilacs, were, judging from your description, the

gigantic Carpenter Bee l^Xylocopa Carolina, Linn.) You
will find it figured and described on page 9 of our first

volume. If you will send us specimens next year, we
can deeide positively; otherwise not. 2d: The "wa.sp-

ish looking thing" on the left haml side of our cover,

is the $ of a long-tailed lelnicuiiuui tly which may be

popularly called the Lunate lUiyssa (lihyssa lunator,

Fabr.) It is one of the largest of our Ichneumon flies,

and attacks certain wood-boring larva;, and especially

those of the I'igeon Tremex {Jremtx mlumla, Linn.),

which infest our elms and sycamores. By means of its

long ovipositor this large Ichneumon fly is enabled to

reach the wood-borer in its hidden retreat, and to de-

posit an egg in its body. The larva hatching from this

egg eventually destroys the original wood-borer. 3d

:

The odd looking insect at the right of our cover, is the

cf of the common Stick-bug {Specti-umfemoratum, Say),

a vegetable-feeder of sluggish movements. It receives

its popular name from the remarkable habit which it has

of stretching forward its two front legs and its anten-

na;, in the m.anner represented in that figure. It often

remains a long time motionless in this position, so that'

it in reality looks very much like a dead stick growing

from the tree or shrub uj^on which it happens to be.

Its scientific name refers to the immensely swollen

middle thighs of the (f. For a fuller accoinit of this

singular insect, see Vol. I, p. 58.

Insects named—/fls. E. Chase, Ilohjol-e, Mass.—
No. 1, Tdropium cinnamopterum, Kirby. Nos. 2 and 3,

varieties of No. 1. No. 4, 5oto» a/ijcoZtfr, Say. No. 5,

Saprinus p' " ' :

'
'

'
. Tayk. No. 6, Tenbrio molitor

,

Linn. No.:., .//,, Grav. No. 8. y/aWca

nana,S:iy. N '. ? 'So. 10, Colas-

ivs vnicolor. .'^.l\ . ^*u. 11. Li-achys ovaia, Lee. No,

Vi, Primius imbriaomis (small dijnorphous form). No.

13, PhoHims negleaus, Lee. No. 14. Bryacantha 10-

pvstulata, Jlelsh. No. 15, Haltica (Phyllotrtta) siriolata,

Illig. No. 16, JS'oda pai-rula, Dej. = ? ovata; Say.

No. 17, Chalcophana eonmxa. Say, No. 18, Pediaeus

siilgluher, Lcc. No. 19, Apkrastns tanialus. Say. No.

20, CalUgraphamuUipunctuta, Say, No. 21, Clyfus hu-

coyoms, L. and G. No. 22, Listroderes. No. 23, Gal-

cophana pia'pes, 0\iv . No. 24, Galeruca Jiavnatica , Lev.

No. 25, Sapvinus assimilis, Er. No. 20, ffpdrocharu

oUusatus, Say. No. 27, Colymiietes liguitalus. Say.

No. 28, I/ydvopMlas glaher, Hbst. No. 29, Beroamfra-

termis, Lee. No. 30, Podahrus mgulosus, Lcc. We
are indebted to Dr. Geo. H. Horn of rhiladelphia,

for the proper determination of several of the ahove

named insects.

Disease in Wlicat—vl. L. Child, M. ii.—We re-

gret to say that the ears of wheat which you sent last

summer, were retained so long in the publishers' office

that nothing could be made of them when they were

handed to us. In wilting upon business matters al-

ways address the publLshers, but in writing on edito-

rial matters , or in sending specimens, you should as

invariably address the editor.
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THE CECKOPIA MOTH.

(Aftacus Ceeropia, Linn.)

We cannot recall a single insect which has

been so often sent to us for determination as the

Horned-caterpillar, which forms the frontis-

piece to our first volume. The ground-color of

the wings is a grizzled dusky brown with the

hinder margins clay-yellow; near the middle

of each of the wings there is an opaque kidney-

shaped white spot, shaded more or less on the

outside with dull red, and edged with black; a

wavy dull red band edged inside with white,

crosses each of the wings, and the front wings
next to the shoulders are dull red with a curved

white and black band, and have near their tips

an eye-like black spot with a bluish-white cres-

cent; the upper side of the body and legs are

dull red; the forepart of the thorax, and the

hinder edges of the rings of the abdomen are

white, and the belly is checkered with red and
white. There is considerable variation in the

iO.]

Coloi-s,—Gri?zle<l (liiskv brnwn, rlull i

Cecropia Moth. It is so conspicuous, whether
in the larva, chrysalis or moth state, that it

readily attracts attention. The moth (Fig. 59)
is really a most elegant insect, and in our mind
is second only in splendor to that of the lioyal

ground-color of individuals, some being quite

dark and others quite light, but the female

diflFers from the male in nothing but her larger

abdomen and much smaller antennje or feelers.

This insect belongs to the same family (5ow8?>y-
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cidce) as the well-kiiowu Silk-worm, and is, in

fact, one of onr very best ualive American Silk-

Avorras. Tlie genus yl^acws—meaning elegant

—

was founded by Linuoeus, and our moth received

its specitic name from tlic same author. As
Cecropia was the ancient name of the city of

Athens, and as it has puzzled some naturalists

to divine why Linna'us applied this name to

our moth, we give the following explanation

by Dr. Fitch: "The great legislator of this

department of human knowledge, as he is ex-

pressively styled by Latreille, it has been fre-

quently remarked, was endowed with a genius

that few of his disciples have inherited, for

selecting names for natural objects, which are

most appropriate and happy. The idea which

was present in the mind of Liniireus, when he

named this splendid moth, we think is suffi-

ciently evident. The Athenians were the most

polished and refined people of antiquity. The
moths are the most delicate and elegant of

insects; they are the Athenians of their race.

Cecrops was the founder, the head of the Athe-

nian people. When the names of men were
bestowed upon cities, ships or other objects

regarded as being of the feminine gender, class-

ical usage changed these names to the feminine

form. The moths (Phatena) being feminine,

and the name of Cecrops being more euphoni-

ous in this form, probably induced Linnaeus to

change it in the manner he did. The name
thus implies this to be the leader, the head of

the most elegant tribe of insects, or in other

words, the first ot all the insect kind. "What

name more appropriate can be invented for this

sumptuous moth?"
In regard to the generic name, we may as

well state, that the genus Attacus has beeu

badly cut up by modern systcmatists, as indeed

have most of the old Linufean genera. In bot-

anj it .seems to have become the fashion to

combine, and thus lessen the number of genera,

and as this course greatly t\icilitates study, in

the great majority of instances, it were devoutly

to be wished that our entomologists would em-
ulate the example of their botanical friends.

But it seems to have been the rage among cer-

tain entomologists to split up the old genera,

until, as in the present case, generic diflcrences

have been based on what no one, who was
not more anxious to further his own name
than the true interests of science, would con-

sider other than specific. The German Ento-

mologist Ilubner, in 1816, separated the genus
Attacus into several genera, of which his Sumia
includes our Cecropia Moth. After him, an
English Entomologist, Duncan, constructed the

genus llyalophora, to receive certain large

moths with glassy spots in their wings (the

word meaning literally "glass-bearer"), and
had the carelessness to refer our ( lecropia Moth,
which has no such glassy spots, to this new
genus of his. More recently, Mr. A. II. Grote

has erected the genus Platysamia, which sep-

arates our Cecropia Moth from that of the

Arrhindy Silk-worm (.1. Cynthia) to which
Hiibner's original genus Samia is restricted.

Yet it seems to us that no one but the most

inveterate "genus-grinder" would ever think

of separating two insects which have so many
points of resemblance. But as our views on

this subject are very fully expressed in the arti-

cle on " Scientific Nomenclature " in the first

number of the present volume of the American
Entomologist, we will not weary the reader

with this rather unprofitable subject. Opinions

will dift'er, and every

man will be properly

judged by posterity

for the opinions which
he held while living;

and it is only neces-

sary to state that in

order to simplify the

arrangement,we have

followed Harris's ex-

ample, in using the

older and more com-

monly known generic

names.

During the winter

time, the large co-

coons of this insect

(Fig. 60) may be

found attached to the

twigs of a variety of

dift'erent shrubs and

trees. We have our-

selves found them up-

on Apple, Cherry,

Currant, Barberry,

Hazel, Plum, Hicko-

ry, Blackberry, El-

derberry, Elder, Elm,

Lilac, Red-root, Ma-
ple, Willow and Hon-
ey-locust. This co-

coon tapers both

ways, and is invari-

ably fastened longi-

tudinally to the twig; it is formed of two

distinct layers, the outer one, which is

loose, wrinkled, and resembles sti-ong brown

paper, covering an iuuer oval cocoon com-
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posud of the same kiiul of silk, but closely

woven liko that of the common Silk-worm.

Inside this cocoon will be found tlie large

brown chrysalis
[FIk. en.]

(Fig. CI). The co-

coon of the large Po-

lyphemus Moth (see

Ajikrican Entomo-
logist, Volume I,

No. 7), which has c:olo,-Light brown.

been called by Mr. L. Trouvelot, of Med-
ford, Massachusetts, the "American Silk-

worm," is rounded, and the silk is very

closely and compactly woven : and though that

of our Cecropia is not as valuable for utilitarian

purposes, yet we liave not a doubt but it will

some day be propagated for the silk which it

produces; and though it may not laj' claim to

the national title of THE American Silk-worm,

it will nevertheless rank as second best, among
those which are indigenous to this country.

The following are some of Mr. Trouvelot's

reasons, as conmiuuicated to us, for prefer-

riiig Polyphemus to Cecropia: 1st. The silk

fibre spun by the latter is not so strong nor so

glossy as that of the former. 2udly. The cocoon

of the latter being double, pointed, and open at

one end, makes it unfit to reel, as the water of

the bath in filling the cocoon would sink it to

the bottom, a very unfavorable circumstance,

since it would cause the fibres of the different

cocoons to entangle and break every moment,
ordly. The larva of Cecropia is a very delicate

worm to raise, it does not sufier handling, and

when once feeding on a given species of plant,

it does not readily bear changing to another, or

even to a variety of the same plant. 4thly. It

has the misfortune to be more^enerally attacked

by birds and parasites, four-fifths of them being

thus sacrificed, in a state of nature. We entirely

concur in the first two reasons given, though

until the silk of Polyphemus has been more suc-

cessfully reeled off than heretofoi-e, the second

objection loses much of its force, since our own
experiments would indicate that they both have

to be carded. As to the last two objections,

though they undoubtedly apply in Massachu-

setts, where Mr. Trouvelot made his experi-

ments, they will not hold true iu the West: for

we have always been more successful with in-

door broods of Cecropia than of Polyphemus,

and with us the latter is fully as much subject

to parasites as the former, as might have been

inferred from its comparative scarcity.

In the month of May, in the latitude of St.

Louis, and earlier or later the farther north or

south we go, our Cecropia Moth issues from its

cocoon, and there can be no more beautiful

sight imagined, than one of these gigantic fresh-

born moths with all its parts soft and resplen-

dent. The uninitiated would marvel how such

an immense creature had escaped from the small

cocoon which remains at its side, retaining the

same form which it always had, and showing

no hole through which the moth could escape.

The operation—so interesting and instructive

—

can be witnessed by any one tvho will take the

trouble to collect a few of the cocoons and place

them in some receptacle which has sufficiently

rough sides to admit of the moth's crawling up,

to hang its heavy body and wings while they

dry and expand. The caterpillar has the won-
derful foresight to spin the upper or anterior

end of its cocoon very loosely, and when the

moth is about to issue it is still further aided

in its efibrts by a fluid secreted during the last

few days of the chrysalis state, and which is a

dissolvent of the gum which so firmly unites

the fibres of the cocoon.-' This fluid is secreted

from two glands, which open into the mouth,

and as soon as the chrysalis skin is split open

on the back, by the restless movements of the

moth within, the fluid flows from the moutli

and wets the end of the cocoon, dissolving the

gum, and softening the silk to such an extent,

that by repeated contractions and extensions

of the body, the moth is at last enabled to

separate the fibres, and to thrust out its head

and unbend its front legs ; after which it rapidly

draws out the rest of its body, the mouth of

the cocoon afterwards closing, by the natural

elasticity of the silk. At this moment the body

of the motli is much swollen and elongated,

the wings are small, folded, and pad-like, and

the whole insect is soft and moist; but attach-

ing itself to the first object at hand, where it

can hang its heavy body and clumsy wings,

the latter become expanded in about twenty

minutes, and the superabundant fluids of the

body sufficiently evaporate in a few hours to

enable the insect to take wing.

The eggs of the Cecropia Moth are U.tiO inch

long, sub-oval, flattened, and of a pale cream-

color, shaded with light brown, and they arc

deposited in small patches on the plants which

are to form the food of the future larvse. Tl)ey

list oi-casion that iircsfiUeil: I'oi- hi- linally hecfimu t-utii-ely

auiviuceil that sucli ii fluid is secreted, and-lVeely ackuowl-
dged liis former error, as lie was always ready to do in such
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are deposited in June, and hatch in from six

to ten days after being deposited. The young

worms differ so much from the mature ones,

and undergo such great changes in appearance

in the course of their lives, that we are sur-

prised that no account is to be found of these

larval changes in any of our entomological

works. When first hatched they are entirely

black, with the tubercles placed in the same

position, but being larger at the base and with a

narrower stem than in the more mature individ-

uals, the upper and smaller end being crowned

with a whorl of conspicuous stiff black bristles.

After the first moult the body is of a deep

orange color, with the tubercles and head black,

and with longitudinal rows of black dots run-

ning between them. After the second moult,

a still greater change takes place: the body

acquires a beautiful yellowish-green tint, the

tubercles on the back are blue on sequents 1,

12 and 13; coral-red on 2 and 3, and yellow

with black spines and a black spot on the inside

and outside of the stem, on 4—11. Those at

the sides are blue, and the head is of the same

color as body. After the third moult, the black

spots, except a row below the stigmatal row of

tubercles, disappear; the tubercles themselves

lose all black except the spines, and the head

and body become delicate bluish-green rather

than yellowish-green as formerly. After the

fourth and last moult, the red tubercles near

the head frequently become yellow, and when
full-grown, the worm measures over four inches,

and presents the appearance of Figure 62, the

tubercles being respectively of the most delicate

yellow and blue. Two weeks after the worm
first began to spin, it clianges to a chrysalis, and

as already stated, passes the winter in this form,

there being but one brood each year.

[Fife',

Enclosed in the cocoon with the chrysalis was
a kernel of corn, and Mr. Jackson was anxious

to know how it got there. The only explana-

tion we could give, was that the kernel had
l)erhaps been accidentally dropped by some
bird, and had fallen through the meshes of the

loose silk and lodged while the worm was yet

spinning its cocoon. It is one of those singular

coincidences which occur once in a life-time,

and we mention it in this connection, simply to

place the fact on record.

Parasites of the Cecropia Moth.

Last year our Cecropia worm seemed to be

unusually numerous in many parts of the coun-

try, but it very rarely becomes snfBciently so

to prove greatly destructive ; though instances

are on record of their having entirely stripped

small apple trees. The principal reason is

[Fiji. i;:i.]

-Yello

because

objecls, that they

to luimerous insei

they are such large and conspicuous

dl a ready prey to birds, and

enemies. We will conclude

this article by referring

to a few of the more con-

s])icnous of the latter.

ThK LOXG - TAILED

Oi'HioN-

—

{Ophion mac-
riinitn, Linn.) — This

lariio yellowish-brown

Ichneumon fly (Fig. 63)

i> often bred from the

cdcoons in place of the

moth which one expects.

It is one of the most

<'ommo7i parasites of

this large insect, and the

( „in,.:_i;,-,.f.„, 1,1,,,., yellow, .mil u',1. feuiales appear to be

On the 20th of March,' 1867, Mr. J. A. Jack-
|

altogether more common than the males, for we
son, of Gooding's Grove, Ills., brought to us a I have bred no less than seven of the former and

cocoon fiom which the moth had not yet escape d. not a single one of the latt«r sex. The female.
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according to Mi-. Trouvelot, deposits from eight

to ten eg-gs upon the skin of her victim, and the

young larvae soon hatch from them and com-

mence to prey upon the fatty parts of tlie woim.
But as only one of the parasitic larvae can find

food sufllcient to mature, the rest all die from

hunger, or else are devoured by the strongest

one which survives them. At first one would
suppose that this deposition of several eggs by
the parent Ichneumon, where only a single

larva can develop, is a striking instance of mis-

directed instinct; but we find a similar prodi-

gality throughout Nature, for every individual

is so subject to disasters of one kind or another

in its struggle for existence, that a provision of

several ova is often necessary to insure the

future development of a single one, just as we
often sow several seeds of some particular plant,

in order to insure the growth of a single one.

After the Cecropia worm has formed its co-

coon, the parasitic larva, which had hitherto

fed on the fatty portions of its victim, now
attacks the vital parts, and when nothing but

the empty skin of the worm is left, spins its

own cocoon, which is oblong-oval, dark brown
inclining to bronze, and spun so closely and
compactly, that tiie inner layers when separated

have the appearance of gold-beater's skin. If

we cut open one of these cocoons soon after it

is completed, we shall find inside a large fat

legless grub (Fig. 64), which sometimes iinder-

[Fifc- M.]

Color—Yellowish.

goes its transformations and issues as a fly in

the fall, but more generally waits till the fol-

lowing spring.

The Cecropia Taciiina Fly.—The Ichneu-
mon fly last mentioned usually causes a dwarfed
appearance of the worm which it infests, and
parasitized cocoons can generally be distin-

guished from healthy ones by their smaller
size. The larvse of the Tachina fly, which we
now introduce to our readers, as parasitic on
the (Cecropia worm, seem to produce an exactly
opposite effect—namely, an undue and unna-
tural growth of their victim. In the beginning
of September, 1866, we received from Rocktord,
Ills., an enormous Cecropia worm. It measured
over four inches, was a full inch in diameter,
and weighed nearly two ounces; but like many
other large specimens which we have since seen,

it was covered with small oval opaque white
egg-shells, clusters of four or five occun-iiig on
the back of each segment, invariably deposited

in a transverse direction. The skin of the

worm was black where the young para'-ites

had hatched and penetrated. This large worm
soon died and rotted, and in about twelve days
a host of maggots gnawed their way through
the putrid skin. These maggots averaged about
one-half inch in length, and iu form were like

those of the common Blow-fly. The head was
attenuated and retractile and furnished with
two minute curved hooks, and the last segment
was squarely cut oflT, slightly concave and willi

the usual two spiracles or breathing-holes which
this class of larvae have at their tails. Their
color was of a translucent yellow, and they

looked very much like little pieces of raw fat

beef. They went into the ground and remained
in the larva s'tateall winter, contracted to pupa'

in the April following, and the flies commenced

[Fig. 65.] to issue the last of

May. This fly is

the Exorista ce-

cropia ofourMS.,

or Cecropia Tach-

ina Fly, but as it

diflers from the

Red-tailed Tach-

ina Fly {Exorista

mill taris, Walsh,

Fig. 6o), which
Colors-GiHy and black. similarly infests

the Army-worm, in no other respect than

in either lacking the red tail entirely, or in

having only the faintest trace of it; and as

in a lot of the militaris bred last summer
from Army-worms, we find considerable dif-

ference in this respect, we prefer, rather than

multiply species ou such mutable grounds, to

consider it as a variety of that species. We
infer that this same Tachina fly attacks the

Cecropia worm in widely difterent parts of the

country ; for we have this winter received from

Mrs. Mary Treat, of New Jersey, two dipterous

pupae which probably belong to this species,

and which had also in the larva stale infested

a Cecropia worm.

The Cecropia Chai.cis Ply—(Chalcis maria.

N. Sp.*)—In May, 1869, we received from Mr.

'Chalcis S s;p.-$ yellow, beautifully ilikeil

dge Ijl.ick, llagfllum dark brown (.r black. Thurax with
arge shallow close-set jjunctures; mesothorax somewhat
striated transversely, trilineur with black, the three lines
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V. T. Chambers, of Covington, Ky., numerous

specimens of the hitherto uudescribeil beautiful

large ChaU-is fly ligured herewith (Fig (!G),

[FiK. a;.]

Colors—Black and yellow

.

which he had taken from the cocoon of the

I'olyphemus moth, which is quite common, and

issues as early as the middle of Febniary in

that locality. He says, "I was "satisiied that

the cocoon did not contain a living Poljphcmus

and therefore opened it. It contained so little

besides these insects and their exuvite, as to

suggest strongly the old idea that the caterpillar

had been metamorphosed into them (as in a

sense it had) . There were 47 of them, of which

2:^) were females. As all the males, and some

of the females were dead when I opened the

cocoon, I think it likely that the former never

do emerge, and perhaps but few of the latter;

otherwise Polyphemus would soon be exter-

minated."

We can very well imagine that most of these

Chalcis flies would die in their eflbrts to escape

from the tough cocoon of the Polyphemus, but

it so happens that these same parasites have

been found by Mrs. Mary Treat, of Vineland,

^ iliffevs
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GALLS AND THEIR ARCHITECTS- 2(1 ARTICLE.

[CONTINUED rOOM PAGE SRVENTV-FOTIR. ]

CraUs Made by Beetles.

(Order, GoUovtem, Families Bupiestis, CurcuHo, eta.)

The Raspbf.kuy Gouty G\i.i.—(Ru/n poda-

gra, new species.)—lu the spring of the year,

when Raspberry and Blacliberry patches are

being overhauled and pruned, many of the canes

will often be noticed to swell out in particular

places, (like a limb infested by the gout,) for

the length of an inch or so, as shown in Figure

CS. Instead of being smooth and of a uni-

form color, like the healthy [Fig b> ]

parts, the swelled part of

the cane, wliich is a true

gall, always splits up lon-

gitudinally into a great

many short, rough, brown-

ish slits, and on inspecting

these gouty galls more care-

fully, numerous little ridges

will be observed, the gen-

eral direction of which is

round and round the axis

of the cane. If theobserver

takes his knife and cuts into

the ridges just now describ-

ed, he will find under each

of them the passage-way <it'

a minute borer, tilled wit

the brown excrement which

he has left behind him ; and

either in these passage-ways

or in the pith of the cane he

will often detect the insi-

dious little borer himself.

(Fig. on, b.) This borer is
e:„,o.s_Tl,at otthe caue,

a small, thread-like larva, with biuwn scales.

of a creamy white color, with the front part of

its body much Hattened out horizontally, as in

the common Ilammcr-headed Borer of the

[Kig, «).]

<v,lovs-(a) brown; (6) whitish; (c) coppury-rHi nml black-.

Apple-tree, the head being small and retractile,

with the jaws of a brown color, and the tail be-

ing furnished with two long, slender, blunt-

pointed, dark brown thorns or horns. When

full-grown it ranges in size from one-half to

three-quarters of an inch. Like most other

borers, this one in the earlier stages of his

larval life burrows exclusively in the sapwood,
thereby very generally—owing to the spiral

course which he adojits—girdling and killing tho

cane tliat he inhabits. The same cane ofteii

contains several of them; and in that event the

shape of the gall which they produce often be-

comes very irregular. Towards the end of

April in South Illinois, but probably rather later

in more northerly latitudes, the larva penetrates

into the pith, so as to be more secure from his

insect foes, and there transforms into tlie pupa
state; and early in the summer, and sometimes

even as late as the foie part of July, the perfect

beetle emerges to the light of day. Although
we do not know, by direct observations, at

what particular time in the preceding year the

Kaspberry Gouty-galls originate, yet as the

beetles come out in June and July, we may
infer by analogy thi.t the sexes then immedi-
ately couple, and that the female shortly after--

wards deposits her eggs in or on the young
canes, whence in the course of the same sum-
mer there must necessarily hatch out the tiny

young larvje that are the architects of these galls.

This beetle belongs to the same gi-oup (Bu-

prestis family) as the well-known Hammer-
headed Apple-tree borer, {Chrysobothrls femo-
/•rt^rt), and another species which is peculiarly

attached to the Cherrj-, (THceixa dicaricata).

Indeed all the species of this extensive and

beautiful group burrow in the wood of diflerent

trees, each having its peculiar vegetable favo-

rites ; and some of the largest, which in the beetle

state considerably exceed one inch in length

and arc gloriously resplendent with burnished

copper and gold, arc iu the larva state most

grievous pests among our Pines and Firs. The

genus to which our Raspberry liorer belongs

(Ar/7-ihtx) differs from most of the other genera

comprised in this Family by being of a very

slender elongate shape, and by containing no

species but such as are of quite a diminutiyc

size, the largest of them being less than half an

inch in length. Our species was originally des-

cribed in the year 1801 by the (ierman entomol-

ogist Fabricius, under the name of the Red-

necked Buprestis ( Afirilm ruJicolHs), in allusion

to the brilliant coppery color of its head and

thorax, (see Fig. 09, r) ; but—as very generally

happens in such cases—this author was entirely

ignorant of its larval history. At length in

1840, that excellent entomologist. Prof. S. S.

Haldeman, published to the world the fact of

its destroying the stalk of the Antwerp R.asp-
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berry, illnstrating his Article on the subject by

fifriires;* thouo:h, so far as we can find out, it

does not appear that he was acquainted with the

sralls that it forms, or, at all events, that he con-

sidered the swellingrs produced by it as being

what they undoubtedly are—true, genuine, un-

mistakable galls. Finally in 1869, through the

kind assistance ot Mr. J. B. Miller, of Anna, in

South Illinois, who forwarded to us in the April

of that year a bountiful supply of these galls,

we were enabled to trace the species through

all its transformations, and to complete its

larval history as a true gall-maker. The fol-

lowing remarks by this gentleman on its habits,

under date of April 30th, 1869, will, we are

sure, be highly appreciated by the horticultural

world

:

Thesp borers infest the Philadelphia and Doo-
little Raspberrv and the Wilson Blackberry,
but thev are seldom found in the High-bush
or Rigid-cane varieties. Their habit, as it

seems', is to girdle the cane in the previous
season, in order to kill it. If they succeed in

"this, they are all right; otherwise, they appear
to tVppzo out nnd die during the winter, per-
haps nwiiiLi to t lie superabundance of sap which
tlicii sihtoiiimN rliem. In Blackberry canes this

niivfdi-fiiiic Ih'I'.iUs them much more ft-equently

tluin ill i;:is|il)iTr\i-aMes. Tliave heard manyeom-
plaiiits (luring tlio last winter about the Doo-
litlle i;us]il.ciTics wiutPr-killiiis: but I suspect
that in re:i.lity it is this little borer, and not the
cold weatlier, that has killed them. In fact all

of mine that have perished, have perished entire-

ly through this cause.
I fear that this fellow will become in time

pretty troublesome here, if raspberrv-growers
do not take the proper means to get rid of him.
My own plan is to cut the infested canes out
and burn them, before the perfect insect emerges
from the pith ; for it is there, as you will readily
perceive, that he retires to pass into the pupa
state, most of them, as I observe, having trans-
formed into that state during the last two weeks
in Ai)ril.

Nothing can be more scientifically correct,

and, we may add, more practically important,

than these last observations of Mr. Miller's, as

to the best method of fighting this destructive

little pest. From our own observations, we in-

cline to believe that the Red-necked Buprestis

is much more likely to trouble the Raspberry

and Blackberry growers in southern than iu

northern latitudes. About eight years ago we
noticed a very large number of their galls iu

our own Raspberry patch at Rock Island, in

North Illinois. Butalthough we gathered great

quantities of them about the last of March,
when we were pruning and tliinuing out the

caues, and although we took the proper means

Vol.

for breeding the beetle therefrom, we did not

succeed in rearing a single specimen to maturi-

ty ; neither could we ever discover in succeed-

ing years a single gall in this very same Rasp-

berry patch, which contained about three or

four dozen hills. Hence we draw the conclu-

sion that, in ordinary seasons, the winters of

North Illinois are destructive to the species.

We may add that our Raspberries belonged to

two distinct varieties of the imported European

species (Subvs /r/^pwA), to which also appertains

the Antwerp Raspberry which Prof. Haldemau
found to be infested by the Red-necked Bu-

prestis. On the other hand, Mr. Miller obtained

his galls from the Doolitlle and Philadelphia

Raspberries, which are cultivated varieties of

our wild Blackcap Raspberry (H. occidentalis)

,

and some of them Ironi the Wilson Blackberry,

which is, we believe, a mere variety of the

Common or High Blackberry (B. villosus).

Thus it results that the same indigenous gall-

making beetle attacks almost indiscriminately

three distinct species of the same botanical

genus (Bubus) ; one of which, the Common Gar-

den Raspberry, is an imported jilaut, while the

other two, namely the Blackcap Raspberry and

the Common Blackberry, are native Amer-

ican citizens. For although iu common parlance

we speak of the Raspberry and Blackberry as

distinct genera, all botanists agree in classify-

ing 'them under one and the same genus.

The Grape-vine Wound-gall.

{ Vitie vuhms.)

In our former article on '• Galls and their Ar-

chitects," we described and figured two new
galls on the Grape-vine, both of whicli are pro-

duced by Gall-gnats. The gall which we are

now going to talk about is generated, not by a

Gall-gnat, but by a Snout-beetle, and was de-

scribed by us for the first time, but without

assigning any name to it, in the Missouri Agri-

cultural Report for 1868 (pages 131-2). It first

becomes visible upon the young caues, and more

especially upon those of the Concord variety,

towards the latter end of Jul> , the Suout-beetle

which produces it generally coming out in the

fore part of that mouth. At first it is, as usual

with galls, small and inconspicuous; but to-

wards the end of the season it assumes the ap-

pearance of an elongated knot or swelling, which

is for the most part situated immediately above

or below a joint (Fig. 70, a). Almost invari-

ably there is a longitudinal slit or depression on

one side, dividing that side iuto two checks,

which generally have a rosy tint. Inside the
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gall resides the lai-va of the gall-maker—a little,

footless, white, cylindrical grub, with a large

yellowish head and tawny jaws. When full-

grown in the spring of the fol- [jojg 70 j

lowing year, this larva meas-

ures 0.28 of an inch in length,

and very much resembles that

of the Potato Stalk-weevil,

wliich we figured in Volume I,

No. 2 (Fig. 12, a). During the

latter part of June it trans-

forms within the gall to a pupa,

wliich also very much resem- lll/i'l

bles that of the Potato Stalk-

weevil, differing principally in

the wings and legs reaching

down to Jths the length of the

body instead of but 4 as in that

species. About two weeks af-

terwards it changes into the

Sesostris Snout-beetle {Bari-

ilius iSesostris, LeConte), of

which we present a sketch in

Figure 71.* This beetle is of a

uniform yellowish-brown color,

without any markings what-

ever; audit differs from most i^oior-Ureen

.

Snout-beetles by being highly polished, and
especially by the peculiar glassy undulating ap-

pearance of the wing-cases.

We think it highly probable that tliis Grape-
•As ri-pirils tlie ci.iTcet nomeni-lature of this lieetle, it is

r' Bari-
Acad.

tliat name the i

^';

t!r

better
never described

ver, as is eiToiie-

imei.f this Snout-beetle, we aclsnowl-
'\' our doubts whether it be properly
ather than to Uadarus; but since Dr
V the King of the Coleoptera in this
Duce to his authoritv in this matter.

viue Wound-gall is caused, more by the punc-

tures which the female beetle makes in deposit-

[Fig. 71.]
i"g ^^'^ egn' iind by the drop of

poison, which from analogy we
may infer that she instils from her

abdomen into the puncture along

with the egg, than by the irritat-

ing gnawings of the larva. For
frequently, in the one-year-old

Colors-Shiny yci- caHB, We liave uoticcd that the
lowish-browB.

j^j.y^ j^jj^ burrowed two or three

inches away from its original home in the gall,

without its having caused a corresponding

swelling in the part of the cane where we met
with it. So far as we have observed, the

Grape-wound Gall does not cause the death

of the cane upon which it grows, iior to any
material extent injure the vine upon which it

grows. Should such an event ever happen, or

should these galls increase to any considerable

extent, so as to become formidable to the Vine-

grower, their further multiplication may be

readily checked by cutting off and buruuig the

infested canes at any time before the Snout-

beetle leaves them in the forepart of the follow-

ing July.

We have noticed in September, upon the leaf-

stems of the common Virginia Creeper (Ampel-

opsis quinquefoUa), generally close to the leaf

itself, a simple swelling opening externally with
a large ragged discolored mouth. This is a

true gall, and it is produced by what Dr. Le
Conte considers as an undescribed species of the

very same genus of Snout-beetles (Jfadarus), to

which we had ourselves originally referred the

Sesostris Snout-beetle. This Virginia Creeper
Snout-beetle {Madarus atnpelopsidos, new spe-

cies) is met with inside the gall in September,

and it scarcely differs, so far as we can discover,

from the Sesostris Suout-beetle, except in being

a trifle more robust, and of a uniform shining

coal-black color, instead of yellowish-brown.

As the Virginia Creeper belongs to the same
botanical Family as the Grape-vine, this, with
us, was an additional argument for referring

both these gall-producing insects to the same
genus {Madams) , as we have done in the Mis-
souri Entomological Report. For it is a very
general rule that the same genus of gall-makers

inhabits the same genus of plants, or at all events
confines itself to such genera of plants as are

very closely allied together. Still, as Dr. Le
Conte has decided to classify the two insects

under two different, but closely allied genera
{Madarus and Baridius), we have, in deference

to his deservedly high authority, adopted his

uomenclature.
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The curious reader will perhaps ask, why Dr.

LeConte gave to this Grape-vine gall-maker the

name of " the Sesostris Snout-beetle " (Baridius

Sesostris). Sesostris was an ancient Egyptian

king, who lived three or lour thousand years

ago. What can he possibly have to do with a

gall on an American grape-vine? Now, it so hap-

pens that Dr. LeConte refers us to a passage in

Herodotus,* for the origin of this name " Sesos-

tris." After a long and tedious search, we suc-

ceeded at length in finding a copy of this most

amusing old historian in the original Greek;

and we find that he tells us that Sesostris sub-

dued the whole world ages and ages ago—that,

whenever he had fought against a brave nation

and conquered them, he set up a marble obelisk

with a short inscription stating that Sesostris

1 ad subdued such and such a people, and that

they were brave men—and Anally that, when-
ever he met with a nation that was too cowardly

to tight against him, he set up another marble

obelisk, with the corresponding inscription, that

Sesostris had subdued such and such a people,

but that they were efleminate and unmanly
cowards. "And," adds the gossiping old Greek,

"in the latter case he alw.ays sculptured at the

end of the inscription an emblematic symbol
(«;V5»f« yinat/.u-), to stigmatize in the most

signiticant and expressive manner their ettemi-

nate nnmanliuess."

As Herodotus informs us that Sesostris snb-

dued the whole world, may it not be possible

that the great Egyptian conqneror reached North
America with his victorious arms by way of

China and Kamschatka? And that this pecu-

liarly North American Grape-wound Gall is a
precious fragment of the ancient inscription,

which he set up in this country thousands and
thousands of years ago? (Jiilcn sabc' Who
knows?

REPORT OP THE COMMITTEE ON ENTOMOLOGY.

In the preparation of my Annual Report, I

h.ave dwelt in detail on many insects that have
attracted altentiou during the year, either by
tlieir injuries or benefits. In that report numer-
ous illustrations will be used to appeal to the

eye of the reader, and as it will be published in

the same volume with your transactions, I deem
it superfluous at the present time to dwell on
the natural history of any one insect. Permit
me, therefore, to cursorily refer to a iaw of the

prominent entomological events of the year, and

afterwards to make a few generalizations, which
it is hoped will prove of some little interest and
value.

The year 1869 may be set down as one iu

which our crops, as a general thing, have suf-

fered less than usual from insect depredations.

At least such has been the case iu Missouri, and,

judging from extensive correspondence, the

same statement would hold true of most of the

northern and middle States of the Union.

True, the army worm (Leiicania unipuncla,

Haw.), and the Grain Plant-louse (Aphi.t arena;

Fabr.), appeared in many parts of the State in

sufficient force to do considerable damage, and

these two insects may always be expected in a

tolerably wet year that was preceded by a very

dry one. But most insects, and especially those

which afflict you as horticulturists, have be-

haved exceedingly well, though it is difficult to

say whether we are to attribute this good beha-

vior on their part, to the increased knowledge
of their habits which has been disseminated

among those who have to deal with them, or to

the more potent and unalterable workings of

Nature.

The Chinch Bug, which in the dry summer of

1868, committed such ravages upon our grain

crops in many portions of the State, and espe-

cially in the southwest, was scarcely heard of

in 1869, after the copious rains which char-

acterized the past summer commenced to

shower down. The Apple Worm, or Codling

Moth has been altogether less injurious than it

was the year before, and in Adair, Buchanan,

Cooper, Callaway, Cass, Lewis and Polk coun-

ties, especially, and probably all over the State,

our orchards have been loaded with fair fruit.

This result was predicted by the writer, and

may be attributed principally to the scarcity of

the insect, resulting from the partial failure of

the apple crop iu 1868; but in some part to

the improved methods of fighting the foe. Foi-,

as in our civil strifes, we introduce improve-

ments in the machinery which is to slay the op-

posing armies, so in this progressive age, we
believe in introducing machinery to battle with

our liliputian insect hosts, whenever it is avail-

able. And the experience of the past year

proves, that to destroy this insect, old pieces of

rumpled rag or carpet placed iu the crotch of a

tree, are to be preferred to the hay-bands wrap-

ped around it, because it requires altogether less

time to place the rags in their place than to

fasten the hay-band; and the worms which spin

up in them can be killed by wholesale, either

by scalding the rags or by pressing them through

the wringer of the washing machine.
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Owing to (he severe drouth of 1868, which

was unfavorable to its successful transforma-

tions, that dreaded foe of the fruit-grower, the

Plum Curculio, was scarce in the early part of

the season, and our plum and peach trees set a

fuller crop Ihan they had done before for

years; but the subsequent moist weather was
favorable to tlio underground evolutions of this

little pest, and the new brood appeared in great

numbers about the end of June and beginning

of July, when (hey did much damage to stone-

fruit and some damage to pip-fruit by the goug-

ings which they made for food. As stated in

an essay read before the State meeting of our

Illinois horticultural friends, I have discovered

a little cannibal in the shape of a minute yellow

species of Thrips, which destroys vast numbers
of the little turk's eggs; and let us hope, that

by attacking the Curculio in its most vulnerable

point, this Thrips may in the course of a few
years reduce the numbers of the Curculio, as the

ladybirds have done with the Colorado Potato-

bug, or as the minute mite {Acarus mall) is

known to have done with the common Oyster-

shell Bark-louse of the Apple. The eggs of the

Apple-tree Plant-louse {Aphis mali) which last

winter so thickly covered the twigs of the apple

trees in many orchards, hatched and produced

a prodigious number of lice as soon as the buds
commenced to burst. In this immediate neigh-

borhood they were soon swept away, however,
by their cannibal insect foes, and by insectivo-

rous birds, such as the warblers, etc. ; but a

physiological fact connected with this insect

has been developed this year by Dr. E. S. Hull,

the able Illinois State Horticulturist, which is

of such importance that I cannot pass it over
even in this brief report. He has ascertained

thatwesutter from the injurious punctures of

their little beaks long after the lice themselves
have disappeared. In fact, he lias proved to

his own satisfaction that the so-called "scab"'

in apples, which prevailed to such au alarming
extent last year, and rendered thousands and
thousands of bushels valueless for market pur-

poses, is actually caused by the punctures of

these lice. I said that the doctor had proved
this matter "to his own satisfaction," because I

believe that caution requires that we should not

consider it as an established fact until all objec-

tions to it can be dispelled. Personally I have
made no observations on this matter, but the

facts in the case all add weight to Dr. Hull's

theory, if such it can be called. Hitherto the

cause of the "scab" on apples has been in-

volved in mystery. It was supposed to have a

fungoid origin
; yet an examination will show

that the scabby appearance is not caused bj^any

live fungus, but by arrested growth of the cells

which have become corky and cicatrized. The
importance of this discovery of Dr. Hull's,

should it once be firmly established, cannotwell

be estimated; for when we have once ascer-

tained the cause of a disease, it need scarcely

exist any longer. By destroying the lice we
shall prevent scabby apples, and experience

teaches that they can be destroyed by a good

syringing of tobacco water. We may expect,

in this immediate vicinity, au almost tot.il ex-

emption from " scab" next year, for the apple

trees are remarkably free from the minute

black bead-like eggs of the Plant-louse with

which they were so thoroughly peppered a year

ago.

The Tent Caterpillar {Clisincampa Atneri-

canci) was more abundant than usual in our

orchards, and the Tent Caterpillar of the Forest

(Clisiocampa sylvatica) also appeared in great

numbers both on our orchard and forest trees.

A worm which I have called the Pickle Worm,
{Phricelhirn tntidali.t, Cram.), and which had

never been publicly noticed before, appeared in

immense numbers, and did great damage to our

cucumbers and melons by boring into the fruit,

but as this insect, with others, will be fully

treated of in my forthcoming Report, I will pass

on to a more general subject.

' The peblile in the streamlet scant,
May turn the course of man j- a river;

Tile dew-drop on the infant plant,
May warp the giant oalc forever. '

'

In no department of science does the old pro-

verb " prevention is better tffan cure," apply

with such force as in that of Economic Entomol-

ogy. In my studies and observations I have

often been struck with the fact that many of our

very worst insect enemies have been introduced

from abroad, and that if this subject of Econo-

mic Entomology had been better understood

and appreciated fifty years ago, and the proper

measures had been taken to prevent the in-

troduction of these pests, we should at pres-

ent be free from the curse of the great

majority of them. We have, indeed, plenty of

native American insects, which have become

great pests to the cultivator of the soil, on ac-

count of the artificial state of things which he

induces. In a state of nature, a given species

of plant, in its struggle for existence, is scat-

tered promiscnously over a certain extent of

country, and the particular insect or insects

which feed upon that plant, have to search for

it over a comparatively extensive surface, and

their multiplication is con.sequently restricted.

But the pursuit of horticulture, for instance—
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which may be succinctly defined as the assemb-

ling in tracts of greater or less extent, of one

species of plant at the expense and exclusion of

others—causes the particular insects which feed

upon that plant, to multiply unduly, and we
have to use that same intelligence in subduing

these insects which we employ in producing

the artificial results which caused their increase.

In the normal state of things insects never in-

crease unduly ; but, on the contrary, always act

as Nature's most faithful servants, and accom-

plish a most important work in her economy.

Yet, for reasons explained above, they naturally

become our enemies, and we should sulTer from

the depredations of our indigenous species, even

though no foreign ones had been imported. But

we have altogether more than our share of these

insect depredators, and so truly is this the case,

that insects which attract univei'sal attention,

and are considered as very serious evils in Eu-

rope, would not be deemed worthy of notice in

this country. There, if they loose one-fifth of a

given crop, the whole community becomes

alarmed; but here the cultivator sometimes con-

siders himself tbrtunate if he secures the half ol

his crop from insect ravages, and each State

loses annually from fifty to sixty million dol-

lars from this cause alone, though but four

States have as yet made any attempt to pre-

vent this serious loss. In order to bring this

fact home to you, and to show why we sutfer

more than do our foreign brethren, I will read

a paper, which I have prepared for the Ameki-

CAN Entomologist upon •' Imported Insects

and Native Ameuicaa Insects."

[This paper will be found in another part of

the present issue.]

The theory advanced in the above paper, may
meet with some objectors, although I confi-

dently believe in the inference there stated of

the relative advancement and improvement of

the flora and fauna of the two continents. But

there is another reason why the insects which

are imported into this country multiply at a

prodigious rate, and soon acquire lierculean

power of doing harm, though they may never

have stepped beyond the limits of propriety in

their own native home—a reason too palpable

and evident to savor of the theoretical. It is, that

whenever an injurious insect is introduced in

our midst, as a general rule the particular par-

asite or parasites which kept it in check abroad,

are not introduced with it. In consequence,

the foreigners, unaccompanied by the usual

gens d'annes, throw ofl' all restraint and play

the deuce with our crops; just as the rats and

mice will take possession of, and overrun a

house, if not restrained by human or by feline

agencies.

Sometimes, as in the case of the Imported

Currant-worm, the noxious insects introduced

from the old world are attacked by native Amer-
ican parasites, but as I believe the parasites of

European nativity to be, as a rule, more
energetic and vigorous than our indigenous

ones, it would be advisable even in such a case,

to import in addition such species as prey upon
it in Europe. But in the case of the Wheat
Midge which has actually flourished among us

for almost half a century without a single para-

site of any kind whatever infesting it from one

end of the country to the other, it is sheer folly

and culpable shiftlessuess not to import among
us from the other side of the Atlantic some one

or all of the three difi"erent Chalcis flies which

are known to check it throughout all Europe.

And so with other insects which are known to

be unaccompanied with the jjarasites which

attack them abroad. Years and ) ears ago Dr.

Fitch demonstrated in print the policy of such

a step ; but bugs and bug-hunters are so very

generally the subject of festive ridicule among
the high and the low vulgar, that hitherto the

recommendation of the State Entomologist of

New York has met with no practical response.

Now no one will fail to understand the force

of the old proverb already quoted, after listen-

ing to these facts. Let us profit by the expe-

rience of the past, and while battling with those

foes which are already in our midst, let us keep

a watchful eye, and be on our guard ready to

crush any new plague that may threaten us,

before it gets beyond control. Yes, but say

you, how is this to be accomplished? Can it

be done by the government? Yes, in some
cases ; as for instance in the importation of

parasites, government aid should be solicited.

If, in 1860, when the Asparagus Beetle (_Cno-

ceris asparagi, Linn.) was first introduced on

to Long Island, the Legislature of the State of

New York had taken proper action in tie

matter, the insect might have been stamped •

out of the island at the trivial expense of a few

hundred dollars, instead of being allowed to

multiply, as it did, to such an extent as to

occasion a dead loss of some fifty thousand

dollars in a single county, and of spreading

from the island into the adjoining country.

Quite recently a weevil (Bruchiis granarius)

which does immense damage to i)eas and beans

and some other plants in Europe, was intro-

duced into New York in some pods which a

certain gentleman presented to the New York
Farmers' Club, and if the proper steps are at
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once taken, it may yet be prevented from spread-

iiio^ throuo:h the country.

Ill Europe vast sums have been expended in

founding- professorships of Economic Entomol-

oufv in the various agricnltural colleges, and in

iu)ndiicting elaborate experiments on tlie best

means of chocking and controlling these liny

foes. But the entire sum expended by Con-

gi'css or by our various State Legislatures for

this purpose, froin the Declaration of Indepen-

dence to the year of our Lord 1809, cannot

exceed ninety or one hundred thousand dol-

lars, or about one thousand dollars a year. Yet

the annual damage done by insects within the

limits of the United States cannot be less than

three hundred million dollars. Indeed, it is

but quite recenily that the peoi)le, from neces-

sity, have awakened to the importance of the

subject. We now have an Entomologist con-

nected with the Department of Agriculture at

Washington, and, with proper care, he can be

of ine-timable service to the country, in pre-

venting I he introduction of noxious insects. It

is not noxious weeds alone, such as the Canada

thistle, which are sent broadcast over the land

by the dislribution of uninspected seeds; but

noxious insects are very frequently distributed

ill the same way. We have the highest author-

ity, Dr. J. L. LeConle, of Philadelphia, for the

statement, that before the Entomologist received

his appoinment. a noxious beetle, Rhizopertha

pusiUa, which has now become naturalized

here, was originally introduced into this coun-

try in wheat from the Patent Office.

Therefore, there can be no doubt that much
may be done at headquarters. That govern-

ment aid cannot be of any avail in the great

majority of instances, however, is equally ap-

parent to those who have studied this question;

and we must, trust to a more thorough dissem-

ination of such information as will enable each

individual to protect himself. Much is being

done in this direction by means of State Re-

ports, through the American Entomologist,

and through our various agricultural and hor-

ticultural journals; but much yet remains to

be done. We must bear in miud that by

enlightening our neighbors, we are helping

ourselves, and, as horticulturists, we should

urge that more attention be paid in our col-

leges, and especially in those of an Industrial

nature, to the study of the Natural Sciences.

In my First Report, I have shown how the

Oyster-shell Bark-louse, though perfectly able

to live in the northern part of this State, is yet

unknown there; and I tremble, lest sortie one in

carelessness or ignorance should introduce this

dreaded plague of the apple grower into that

section, from some Eastern or Northern nur-

sery. Every tree received from a distance

should be examined from "top to stern," as

the ailors say, before it is planted, and all

insects, in whatever state they may be, de-

stroyed. There can be no doubt that many of

our worst insect foes may be guarded against

by these precautions. The Canker-worm, the

different Tussock-moths or Vaporer-moths, the

Bark-lice of the Apple and of the Pine, and all

other scale insects (Coccidw), the Apple-tree

Root-louse, etc., are continually being trans-

ported from one place to another, either in

earth, on scions, or on the roots, branches, and

leaves of young trees ; and they are all possessed

of such limited powers of locomotion, that

unless transported in some such manner, they

would scarcely spread a dozen miles in a cen-

tury.

In the Pacific States fruit-growing is a most

profitable business, because they are yet free

from many of the fruit insects which so increase

our labors here. In the language of our late

lamented Walsh, "although in California the

Blest, the Chinese immigrants have already

erected their joss houses, where they can wor-

ship Buddha without fear of interruption, yet

no ' Little Turk ' has imprinted the crescent

symbol of Mahometanism upon the Californian

plums and Californian peaches." But how
long the Californians will retain this inimnnity,

now that they have such direct communication

with infested States, will depend very much on

how soon they are warned of their danger.

I suggest to our Pacitic friends that they

had better " take the bull by the horns " and

endeavor to retain the vantage ground they

now enjoy. I also sincerely hope that the day

will soon come when there shall be a sufficient

knowledge of this subject throughout the land,

to enable the nation to guard against foreign

insect plagues ; the State against those of other

States, and the individual against those of his

neighbors.

Silk-worm Eugs.—Two tons of Silk-worm

eggs lately passed on the Pacific railroad from

California eastward, bound from Japan to

France. They left Yokohama, Japan, Decem-
ber 2. In this shipment were 78 packages

valued at $800 per package.

1^" To all persons interesting themselves in

the American Entomologist we will allow

twenty-five cents on every dollar, on all over

five names which they send.
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IMPORTED INSECTS AND NATIVE AMERICAN
INSECTS.

If wo cxainiiit! into the history, as detailed in

a reeeiit number of our Magazine, (pp. 15-22)

of tlie Imported Currant Worm and the Native

Currant Worm, we shall find a very curious

state of things. These two insects both pro-

duce Sawflies, which are so closely allied to each
other, that although they are referred to dis-

tinct genera by Entomologists, it may be
doubted whether the genus (Pristiphoi-ci) under
which the native species is classified be not a
mere subgenus of that under which the im-
ported species is classified. Reasoning a priori,

therefore, we should expect to find a very great

similarity in the destructive powers of these

two worms, especially as each of them infests

the leaves both of the Red Currant and of the

Gooseberry. But what are the actual facts?

On the one hand we see a Native American
species—which must have existed here from
time immemorial, feeding on our wild Goose-
berries and perhaps on our wild Red Currant,

and which yet lias troubled our tame Goose-
berries and tame Red Currants so very slightly,

that it cannot be proved with absolute certainty

to have ever done so at all, except in Rock
Island Co., Ills., and In Scott Co., Iowa.*

J

On the other hand we see a species, only

introduced into this country from Europe
some twelve years ago, which has already al-

most put a stop to the cultivation of the

Gooseberry and Red Currant throughout a I

large part of the State of New York, the

northern borders of Pennsylvania, and the I

whole of Canada West, and is slowly but sure-

ly extending itself in all directions from the

point where it was originally imported. What
can be the reason of such a wide differeucc in

the noxious powers of two such closely allied

insects, feeding on exactly the same plants, but
one of them indigenous to America and tbe

, ink and \>A\Kt

.

ublishe<lat Min-
ihii! paper, that

other imported into America from Europe?
Nor is this the only case of tbe kind. AVc can
point out at least three other such cases. The
imported Onion-fly {Anthomyia ceparinn), of
which we herewith present drawings, (Fig. 72,
n, larva, b larva magnified, c fl v magnified,) is a

[Fig. -i,]

m^

terrible pest to the onion-grower in the East,

though it has not yet made its way out West.
On the other hand, the Native American Onion-
fly (Ortalis arcuata. Walker, Fig. 73,) which is

a closely allied species and has almost exactly
[Fiir. 73.]
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the same habits, has only been heard of iii ouc
or two circumscribed localities in the West, and
even there docs comparatively but little dam-
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age. Again, the

Imported Oyster-

shell Bark-louse

(Asjiidiotus con-

rhiformis, Fig. 74)

is a far worse fo6

to the Apple and
certain other fruit

trees than our in-

digenous Harris's

Bark-louse (Asp.

Jlarrisii, Fig. 7.''))

though each of

them infests the

same species. Fi-

ally, the imported

Meal-worm beetle

tl>e iiifnniiatioii he imparls is pcrleclly valueless
, and the priustical man may be led astray
:KC8teit.

tn the Entomologist, »uii l

bi the remedies siiggcsteit
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great pest; while the Native Ameiicaii species
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(Te«e6r('o o6»r «»««), which has almost exactly

the same habits, belongs to the same genus and

is of very nearly the same size, shape, and color,

is comparatively quite rare among us. and is

scarcely known to our millers and Hour-

dealers.

On a careful and close examination, it will be

found that almost all our worst insect foes have

been imported among us from the other side of

the Atlantic. The Hessian Fly* was imported

almost ninety years ago ; the Wlieat Midge about

half as long ago; the Bee Moth at the beginning

of the present century; (he Codling Moth, the

Cabbage Tinea, the Borer of the Red Currant,

the Oyster-shell Bark-louse, the Grain Plant-

louse, the Cabbage Plant-louse, the Currant

_
Plant-louse, the Apple-tree Plant louse, the

Pear-tree Flea-louse, (he Cheese-maggot, Ihe

common Meal-worm, the Grain Weevil, the

House Fly, the Leaf-beetle of the Elm, the

Cockroach, the Croton Bug, and the diffeient

Carpet, Clothes and Fur Moths, at periods

which cannot be definitely fixed. Even within

the last few years the Asparagus-beetle has be-

come naturalized in New York and New Jersey,

whence it will no doubt spread gradually west-

ward through the whole United States, while
the Rape Butterfly, as shown in our last number,
was introduced about a dozen years ago, and is

rapidly spreading ovcvsomc of the Eastern States.

And only a year ago the larva of a certain Owlet-
moth, {Hypogymna dispar), which is a great

pest in Europe both to fruit-trees and forest-

trees, was accidentally introduced by a Massa- i

chusetts entomologist into New England,
where it is spreading with great rapidity. It

is just the same thing with Plants as with In-

sects. We have looked carefully through Gray's

Manual of Botany, and we find that—exclud-
ing from consideration all cryptogams, and all

doubtful cases, and all cases where the same
plant is supposed to be indigenous on both sides

of the Atlantic—no less than two nuNDUKD and
THIRTY-THREE distiuct spBcics of plauts liavc

been imported among us from the Old AVorld,
all of which liave now run wild here, and many
of which are the worst and most pernicious
weeds that we have to contend against. In the

U. S. Agricultural Report for 1865 (pp. olO-519)
will be found a list of 99 of tlie principal -'Weeds

•ioi tlie sake of the 8cientiB( leadei we subjoin heie in
thiir legiilai oidei , the scientific n imes ot the Insects cat i
loguedbythen En^'li hn imes iiithi tevtsotthisi n I'lanh —
Cenrf ; T } I nil an Ca,

PhuJ ''a >/',,/ /', 1 „, l',Bs'
Blalla mie I hs Ut bm „ r w c Ti a /„ I Jill "l
tian lla pellio iilla \l
Hjpogymita dnpar

asparar/i Pet isiapcE lad

of American Agriculture," by the late Dr. Wiu.
Darlington. Of this whole number no less than

41), or nearly one- half, are species that have
been introduced among us from the Old World.
Among these we may enumerate here, as the

best known and the most pernicious. Butter-

cups, (two species.) Shepherds' Purse, St. John's

Wort, Cow-cockle, May-weed or Dog-feunel,

Ox-eye Daisy, Common Thistle, Canada This-

tle, Burdock, Plantain, Mullein, Toad-flax,

Bind-weed, Jamestown (Jimson) weed. Lamb's
Quarter, Smart-weed. Field Garlic, Fox-tail

Grass and the notorious Cheat or Chess. And
(o those we may add the common Purslane,

which (lirough some strange oversight has bee'u

omitted in Dr. Darlington's catalogue.

It will be supposed, perhaps, since there are

about as many voyages made from America to

Europe as from Europe to America, that we
have fully reciprocated to our transatlantic

brethren the favors which they liave conferred
upon us, in the way of Noxious Insects and
Noxious Weeds. It is no such thing. There
are but very few American insects that have
become naturalized in Europe, aud cveu these

do not appear for the most part to do any seri-

ous amount of damage there. For example, on
one or two occasions single specimens of
our Army-worm Moth (Leucania unipuncta)
have been captured in England ; but the insect

has never spread and become ruinously common
there, as it continually in particular seasons
does in America. Our destructive Pea-bug
{Bruclmspid) has also found its way to Europe

;

but although it is met wiih iu England, and
according to Curtis has become naturalized in

the warmer departments of France, Kirby and
Spence expressly state that it does not occur in

England "to any very injurious extent," aud
Curtis seems to doubt the fact of its being na-
turalized in England at all.* Again, the only
species of White Ant that exists within the

limits of the United States, (Termes fron-
talis), has been known for a long time to be a
guest at the Plant-houses of Schonbruuu in

Germany; but is not recorded to have ever as

yet spread into the surrounding country. As
to our American meal-worm {Tenebrio ob-icu-

rus), Curtis states that it has been introduced
into England along with American flour, and
that it is sometimes abundant in London and
the piovinces;t but Kirby and Spence say not
one Avord about it, and it seems to be confined
to the English sea-ports and the places where

•Kirby & Spence Introd. letter Uth; Curtis Farm Insects,

\Farm Insects, p334.
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American flour is stored, without spreading

into the adjacent districts.

A very minute yellow ant, however, {Myr-

mica molesta), which is often very troublesome

with us in houses, has, according to Frederick

Smith, "become generally distributed and na-

turalized '' in houses in England ; and Kirby

and Spence state more specifically, that " it has

become a great pest in many houses in Brigh-

ton, London and Liverpool, in some cases to so

great an extent as to cause the occupants to

leave them."* As to our Chinch Bug, our

Curculio, our Plum Gouger, our two principal

Apple-tree Borers, our Canker-worm, our Apple-

tree Tent-caterpillar, our Fall Web-worm, our

Peach-tree Borer, and our other indigenous

pests among the great Army of Bad Bugs, no-

body ever yet found a single one of them alive

and kicking on the other side of the Atlantic.

And with regard to Plants, the only two
American plants that we know to have become
so firmly established in Europe as to be a nui-

sance there, are an American aquatic plant, the

common Water-weed CAnacharis canadensis),

which has choked up many of the canals in

England, and our common Horse-weed, or

Mare's tail as it is called in the West, {JErigeron

canadense), which has spread from America
nearly over the whole world.

Since then, it can be demonstrated by hard

dry facts, that American plants and insects do
not become naturalized in the Old World with
anything like the facility with which the plants

and insects of the Old World are every day be-

ing naturalized in America, there must be some
cause or other for this singular state of things.

What is that cause? It is, as we believe, a sim-

ple fact which is pretty generally recognized

now as ti-ue by modern naturalists, namely, that

the plants and animals of America belong, as a

general rule, to an old-fashioned creation, not

so highly improved and developed as the more
modernized creation which exists in Europe.

In other words, although this is popularly known
as the New World, it is in reality a much older

world than that which we are accustomed to

call the Old World. Consequently, our plants

and animals can no more stand their ground
against European competitors imported from
abroad, than the Red Indian has been able to

stand his ground against the White Caucasian

Race. On the other hand, if by chance an Amer-
ican plant or an American animal finds its way
into Europe, it can, as a general rule, no more
stand its ground there against its European

competitors, than a colony of Red Indians could

stand their ground in England, even if you gave

them a whole county of land and an ample sup-

ply of stock, tools, and provisions to begin with.

For throughout Animated Nature, as has been
conclusively shown by Charles Darwin, there is

a continual struggle for existence, the stronger

and more favorably organized species over-

powering and starving out from time to time

their less vigorous and less favorably organized

competitors. Hence it is as hopeless a task for a

poor puny old-fashioned American bug to con-

tend against a strong energetic highly-developed

European bug, as it would be for a fleet of old-

fashioned wooden ships to fight against a fleet

of our modern iron-clads.

Let not " Young America," however, be al-

together discouraged and disgusted at hearing,

that our Animal and Vegetable Creation is more
old-fashioned than that of what is commonly
known as the Old World. The oldest geologi-

cal formations, in which the remains ot Mam-
mals occur, contain the remains of such mam-
mals exclusively (Marsupia/ea) as bring forth

their young only partially developed, and carry

those young about with them in a pouch, till

the day of complete development and physical
" second birth " arrives. In America we have

a single genus—the Opossums—that belongs to

this antediluvian type. In the three ancient

continents they have absolutely none at all.

But if in this respect America is more old-fash-

ioned than Europe, Australia is still more old-

fashioned than America; for there almost all

their mammals possess this remarkable peculiar-

it}'; so that if the American creation is some-
what old-fogyish, that of Australia is the very
concentrated essence of old-fogyism itself. Con-
sequently, if Europe crows over us as alto-

gether " behiiul the times," " Young America "

can take its revenge by crowing over Australia,

as the land of the Kangaroo and the Wombat
and other such exploded absurdities of the

Mesozoic epochs.

S^Now is tlie time for all those whose sub-

scriptions expire with the first of this year, to

renew. Those who appi-eciate our efforts

should strive to send along with their own, the

name of some one or other of their neighbors.

The eflTort costs nothing, and besides that satis-

faction which every right-minded man feels iu

imparting to others useful knowledge, there is

the reward which comes of having careful

neighbors who fight their own insect enemies,
and thus make it easier for you to subdue
yours.
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liLADDKK-PLUMS,

J'"or luiiiiv year:? we have noticed in the mid-

dle of .lunc on particular trees of our coranion

wildphuu (Primus (imericana), tliat many spe-

cimens of tlie fruit were enlarged to thrice their

usual size and were uneven and wrinkled on their

external surface instead of being smooth and

l)lumply rounded. Ou cutting into snch speci-

mens, they are found (o be hollow and spongy

inside, instead of solid and fleshy; and almost

entirely detached from the exterior rind, there

lies in the centre the juicy white stone which is

found imbedded in the flesli of the normal plum
at this season of the year. On the closest ex-

amination, we could never detect in these dis-

eased plums any tokens of the operations of

insects.

On June "Jth, 186.S, A. Gilbert, of Tipton,

Iowa, sent us two pressed specimens, similar

to those which we had ourselves found on the

Wild Plum, but gathered from his own plum-

orchard, lie did not specify what varieties of

jilum lie had in cultivation, but he stated dial

with him the disease commenced about lour

years ago, and has now taken almost complete

possession of his trees. Hence it ^\ould appear

that, besides the Curculio, there is. still another

destructive pest which the unfortunate jjluni-

grower has to guard against. \'eril> , this ^\ orU

of growing plums seems to be "the pur-uit of

fruit under difKcnIties."'

We can guarantee that this bladder-like <lc-

generation of the plum is not caused bj an>

insect. What, then, does cause it, if insects do
not? We answer that, in all probabilit;, it is

caused by a peculiar parasitic fungus, w liich

may, or may not, be identical with one which
produces very similar cftects in Europe. In the

Loudon Periodical called Science Gossip, for

August 1st, 18(3tt, we notice an observation that

Bladder-plums, which arc described as being

almost exactly like our American ones, are

common on the Sloe or Blackthorn (Prunus
spinosa) in England, and that they are said to

be caused by a Parasitic Fungus (Ascomyces

deformans). The fruit presents none of its or-

dinary succulent characters, the stone is not
formed, and the ovule is more or less atrophied,

while sometimes a second carpel is produced.
From a recent article on Peach Hot bvDr. T. C.
Ililgardof St. Louis, we learn that that gentle-

man had had such specimens sent him from
Europe by the distinguished botanist. Dr. G.
Engelmanu of St. Louis; and that from their

showing "au empty, degenerated and inflated

germ," they were popularly known there as

" fools."' The tree on which they occurred is

said by Dr. Ililgard to be "Prunus padits,"

which Gray describes as a small Bird Cherry,

which is occasionally planted in this country,

and resembles the Choke Cherry, but has longer

and looser, and often drooping racemes, and a

roughened stone.

We have ou one or two occasions received

these "Bladder-plums" from correspondents

in Missouri, and Dr. L. D. Morse, and Juo. 11.

Tice of St. Louis, both have found them on the

wild Chickasaw plum; but Dr. Hull of S. Illi-

nois, informed us some time ago that he had

never met with them, and that he was entirely

unacquainted with any such disease. Hence

we infer that however destructive it may have

been elsewhere, it has not yet made its ai)pear-

ance in Southern Illinois, and possibly may
never do so.

THE TRUMPET GRAPE-GALh.

(IV/f. ritiroh, O. 8.)

On page 28 of the present volume of the

Ameuran Entomoujgist wc presented the

above illustration (Fig. 76) of this crimson

Trumpet Grape-gall, and in answer to D. Mc-
Clainc of Piermont, N. Y., stated that it was
produced by a gall-gnat, and that it was des-

scribed in our manuscripts under the name of

T7/('.« Utmis. Wc have since been inlormed by
Baron Osten Sacken that this gall is his Vitis

ciV/co/a, very briefly described in the "Mono-
graphs of the Diptera of N. America," p. 202,

as an " elongated, conical, red gall, 0.2.5 to O.IJ

long; on the upper side of the leaves of the

grape." The gall will therefore be known by

the last name, our lituus being invalid. Kefer-

riug to this gall in a recent letter, Francis
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Walker, of the British Museum, iufonns us that

an excrescence of very similar form, but black

iu color, occurs on the leaves of the Lime tree

(2'ilia) in England; but that the character of

the gall-maker has not yet been tletermiucd. A
French naturalist has, however, detected mites

in them, and we have little doubt but the galls

are caused by these mites, for mite-galls of

somewhat similar form, are common in many
parts of this country on llie Plum and Cherry,

and we shall take occasion, ere long to describe

and figure them.

THE PARASITES OF THE UUJIAN ANIMAL.

The Itch Mite.

(Acarus acahiei, Liuii
)

[ In the til'th iiumber of our First Volume, we
gave, under the above caption, an account of

the eight true insects that are parasitic on man,

and briefly referred to some other ringed ani-

mals, not classed with the true insects, which

also prey upon him. Among those last is the

common Itch Mite, a micro.scopic creature

which causes that cutaneous disease—the com-

mon Itch. We find such an interesting account

of this parasite, by B. Joy Jeti'ries, A. M.,

M. D., of Boston, iu the January number of

Good Health, that we transmit the article to

our columns.

—

Ed.]

[Fig. 77.]

Color—\\niitisli.

Our chai>ter is headed by a niagnilicd draw-
ing of the little animal we are to describe.

It is about one-sixtieth to one-seventieth of an
inch in length, just visible to tlie naked eye. By
living in the skin of man it produces the disease

known as itch. To understand how to treat

this troublesome atlection intelligibly, we must
first study the natural history of the animal, its

habits and habitats. Before doing this, how-
ever, it will be interesting and instructive to

glauce at the general history of this little crea-

ture, called in English the Jtch-mUe, and in

Latin, Sarcoptes /lomini.t, or Acants scabiei.

There is strong evidence in support of the

idea that some of the diseases spoken of in the

Bible as prevalent among the Jews were, in re-

ality, due to the ravages of the Itch-mite iu the

skin. Probably, when mankind began to peo-

ple the world, these insects began to people

them, derived, by contagion, from the lower
animals previously in existence. From a pass-

age in Aristotle's " History of Animals," it has

been supposed that the insect was known to

him as the cause of the itch. The old Arabian
pliysicians, in their Writings, mention it ijuilc

plainly—Avenzoar, for instance; but apparently

we must come down to the twelfth century
for indisputable reference to the Itch-mite, in a

work entitled '' Physica,'' written, curiously

enough, hy Saint Hildegard, the Lady Superior

of the Convent on the Kuperts-Berg, near Biu-

gcn. From that time downwards, the insect

has been seen and spoken of by the medical

writers of the times, as Guy de Chauliac, Gra-

lap, Benedictus, Paracelsus, Ambrose Pare,

Scaliger, Fallopius, Joubertns, Vidius, Schenck,

Haflenrefler, Riolauus, Mouffet, and many oth-

ers. These names carry us down to th.e early

part of the seventeenth century, to Jansen's

discovery of the microscope, in 1C19. The
knowledge of the use of the then primitive in-

strument soon spread, and the Itch-mite was
studied by it, the first rough drawings of the

animal being given by Hauptmann. During
this (the seventeenth) century, the various wri-

ters on medical topics show more or less know-
ledge of this mite. We will not, however, tire

our readers by quoting their names. Some of

them mention the custom, which has been a

common practice from that day to this, of ex-

tracting the Itch-mite from the skin hy mean.s

of a needle. Although, by this time, the mite

had been depicted, and its association with the

Itch disease recognized, yet it was not till 1687

that Dr. Bonomo, of Leghorn, and Cestoni, an

apothecary, studied our little friend in what we
should now call a common-sense way, and thor-

oughly exploded the old ideas, handed down
from one generation to another, that the Itch

disease was due to thickened bile, drying of the

blood, irritating salts, melancholic juices, and

special fermentation—the presence of the Itch-

mite, when admitted, being accounted for by

equivocal generation. These observers saw

and described the insects quite perfectly, tbund

their eggs, and discovered the females laying

them, and came to the conclusion that the Itch

disease or scabies arose solely from the presence
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of an animal which is incessantly biting the

skin, and thereby causing the patient to allay

the itching by scratching. They also explained

the contagions character of the affection by the

transference of the insects from one individual

to another. Because these discovorics were

(rue, they were denied and combated by the

medical writers of those days; yet nearly one

hundred and fifty yeai-s passed before any bet-

ter natural history of the mite appeared. King

frcorge II. "s physician. Dr. Hiehard Mead, of

London, I'eported Bnnomo and Cestoni's obser-

vations to (he Royal Society, and published

them in No. 2S:! of the "Philosophical Trans-

iictions."

Wo have given this little historical sketch to

show how old the disease is, and how old a

knowledge of its cause is also. Notwithstand-

ing, from that (ime to this (1869) there has not

fixiled to exist medical men or naturalists who
deny the connection between the disease called

Itch and the Itch-mite. It is with medicine as

with everything else in the world—denial of

truth excites notoriety, so desired by the many.

In view of what we have above said, it seems

impossible to conceive that a correct knowledge

of the Itch-mite should be, since Bouomo's

time, repeatedly lost in some of the great cen-

tres of medical teaching, (o bo again regained.

In 1812, a prize was offered in Paris for the dis-

covery of the little insect; and a certain apothe-

cary named Gales took it, by exhibiting before

a medical commission the Cheese-mite. Conse-

(juently those who searched patients with Itch

did not find this animal, and a prize was once

more offered; and Raspail showed the Cheese-

mite again, and, when the judges were satisfied,

proved it was such, and exposed Galas' dupli-

city. The cause of the Itch-mite had hencefor-

ward its adherents and opposers; whilst, in

various parts of the world, the lowest classes

understood it, and the melhods of its des(ruc-

tion: for ins(ance, (he old women in Corsica,

who picked them out with needles. Kenucci,

a native of the Island, probab'y familiar with

these old ladies' occupation, finally, in 18.S4,

taught the Parisian medical world how to find

the Itch-mite; and, from that time to this, the

insect and its ravages have been more thor-

oughly and scientifically sfudied, and the liter-

ature of the subject grown up into quite a der-

matological library. In 18+6, Dr. C. Eichstedt,

of Griefswald, and Prof. Kramer of Kiel, inde-

pendently discovered the male mite. We who
now-a-days, have treated the Itch disease, and
the natural history of the Itch-mi(c, naturally

feel as if we knew pretty much all about it; yet

so late as 18-44, Prof. Hebra, of Vienna, gave

the German physicians a knowledge or a new
and terrible phase of this insect's habits and

habitats, in what is known as the Norwegian
Scabies, the first recorded ca?e having occurred

in that country. And so it probably will always

be in the ever-advancing science of medicine,

the present generation smiling at the errors and

ignorance of the preceding one. But when a

truth, like the one mentioned of Hebra's, is dis-

covered, then others are rapidly and constantly

being found to confirm it. Other cases were

soon reported by observers in Germany.
We suppose, by this time, our readers want

to know a little mire about the insect itself, and

perhaps h.ave had hardly patience to read down
so far to learn about the strange-looking animal

heading our article. At present we include the

Itch-mite in the special class of Acarina, and if

our readers want to know more about the other

members of (his class, as (he Sugar-mite, the

Checse-mite, etc., we would refer them (o an

article in the September number of the Ameri-

can jSfatumlist, by our friend A. S. Packard,

Jr., who gives nnmorous and beautilul illustra-

tions, accompanied by pleasantly told descrip-

tions. Our article will fill up this chapter for

the Acarus scabiei, or Sarcoptes homini, or

Itch-mite. The animal is tortoise-shaped. The

head distinct from the trunk, with four pair of

jaws. Eight legs, four in front and four behind.

The larva has but si.x; legs. Beside the legs are

long bristles. The male differs from the female

in appearance, as to the bell-shaped suckers on

the ends of the legs, andalso isnot so large. This

insect has been found, not alone in man, but in

the skin of the horse, lion, lama, ape, Neapolitan

and Egyptian sheep, and the ferret. It has been

thought, also, that the mites found in many
other animals are the same as man's irritating

companion, their growth being favored or re-

tarded by their place of development, thus ac-

connting for the apparent differences in shape

and size. The Itch-mite lives in the skin, in

little passages dug by itself, or, sometimes

just beneath the epidermis or scarf-skin.

These burrows the animal extends into the

deeper layers of the epidermis, down to and

into the true skin, or rete mucosum, as it is

called. The Acarus moults three times, not,

however, specially clianging in form. The eggs

are oval in shape, quite large for the size of the

animal, and may bo laid by the female to the

number of fifty. We give here three drawings,

to show how the animal gets into the skin to

form the burrows, now called "acarian fur-

rows " bv dermatologists.
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In Fig. 78 the mite lias got dowubeueatli the

epidermis. Iii Fig. 79 it has commenced dig-

ging tiie biiiiow longitiidinall\ , .iiul the place

(/) wheie it wa> in Fig 78 hi^, b\ the giadnal

^^^^^^$WWWW%

growth of the cells, come up nearer to the

surface of the skin. In Fig. 80, the point (./')

has thus come up to the surface, whilst the mite

has gone along further with its burrow. An
animal, when it gets on to the skin, crawls till

it finds a suitable soft place, when it tips on to

its fore-legs, and commences to work its way
in. The female, as she progresses, lays her eggs

l)ehind her in the burrow, and when exhausted,

dies. These eggs will be seen, in a regular

row behind the female, in the burrow, under
the microscope with one hundred multiplying

power. It is not settled how long it takes the

eggs to hatch,—from seventy hours to six or

seven days. Propably one egg is laid every

day. Now, it must be remembered that tlic

skin is constantly wearing oft', and as constantly

renewed by new growtli from beneath : hence,

as will be seen by theso illustrations, tlie eggs

hatched in the furrow will come to the surface

in time for the animal to escape from its sliell

when fully formed. The canals which the fe-

male acari burrow, have generally a serpentine

form, and are from a twelfth to a quarter of an
inch in length. Tliey show on the surface of

the skin a whitish dotted appearance, the dots
corresponding to the eggs,—the female, as seen
in the cuts, being at the Mmcl end of the hurroiv.
Ignorance or forgctfniness of this fact has been
the cause of the Itch-mite escaping detection.
There will be a little pimple or vesicle on the
skin over where the mite went in; and, as

we see from tlicse figures, the animal is not

there, but otT at some distance deeper in the

skin ; hence, if we open the little vesicle, or cut

it out, the insect escapes us. The old women
in Corsica, and other parts of the world, knew
better, and with a needle dug out the acarns

from the end of the burrow. A surer way of

obtaining it, and the whole burrow, is to clip

this oti' with a fine pair of curved scissors, com-
mencing at the blind end where the mite lies

buried. Of course a little experience is required

to do this work successfully. Then, if we place

this little lamina of epidermis on the micro-

scope-slide, and a covering-glass over it, but

without tinid, we shall most likely find the

female acarus and the eggs she has laid behind

her. A magnifying power of sixty to one hun-

dred times is quite suflicient.

After this animal had been proved to be the

sole cause of the disease called itch, medical

men thought it was always necessary to find

the mite to be sure that their patient had the

itch. From the history above given, and ex-

planations just made, we can see how natural

it was that they should so often fail in this, and

therefore conclude that their patient was not

the victim of this animal parasite; consequently

he was not properly treated, and did not get

well—Ae continued to itch. Hence, to account

for this, and cover up ignorance, was invented

the "Jackson itch," the "Seven-years' itch,''

and, lately, the "Army itch." We conclude the

first did not derive its name from our former

President, but was only popular during his

reign. The second was ingenious, for if a

patient was told he had the " seven-years' itch,"

he naturally concluded that he could not get

rid of it in less than that number of years, which

gave timefor treatment. As time goes on, soap

and water, and personal cleanliness, become

more popular, hence the Itch-mite has become

less and less common. In the old New England

days it was the pest of the village-school, the

town poor-house, and the city jail. During the

rebellion, the great armies, on the march and

in the field, of course, had no opportunities for

personal cleanliness, so as to prevent the con-

tagion of the itch-disease, therefore it spread

with great rapidity by contact, and the effects

©f the mite's presence in the skin would also

be severe. The various army surgeons had

not been accustomed to any such cases; they

searched in vain for the insect, and, repeatedly

failing to discover it, finally concluded there

must be an itch-disease not due to the itch-mite,

and called it the "Array Itch." These cases

often were furloughed, and, in the cities at

home, came under the care of those who, from
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special study of cutaneous diseases, were more
familiar with the means of obtaining tlie para-

site, as we have above described, when searcli

for it always revealed the true cause.

This mite, in burrowing into the skin, pro-

duces intense itching, and sometimes a vesicular

eruption on the surface; but this is all. The
intense itching, however, causes those infested

to scratch themselves incessantly, night and

(lay; and they .consequently tear and lacerate

the skin in every direction. The mite, as we
said, needs a delicate part of the skin to dig

into,—between the fingers, for instance,—and
here the peculiar looking burrows are lirst

sought for. The portion of the skin of the

whole body particularly ravaged by this un-

pleasant parasite are so definite, that those

familiar with cutaneous diseases can, at a

glance, say whether the patient has the itch.

It must be remembered that several other dis-

eases of the skin cause as bad itching as the

Itch-mite; but the special portions of the gen-

eral integument are, however, so marked to the

practiced eye, that we no longer feel any need

of finding a mite in its burrow to establishour

diagnosis and treatment. In fact, we might
spend a long time in fruitless hunt, when the

trouble has lasted sometime, or treatment has

been attempted.

Wc seem, perhaps, very precise and prosy in

all this; but, during and since the war, so much
scabies has been dift'used through our conntry,

that many family physicians are called upon to

treat what they have never before seen, and

Iheir want of immediate success should not tell

against them. We only desire the community
and physician? to understand that the Jackson

Itch, the Seven-years' Itch, and the Army Itch,

are all due to the presence iu the skin of one

and the same animal, namely, the Acarus sra-

hiei, or Sarcoptes hominis, the Itch-mite depicted

at the commencement of this article.

How now, finally, can we get rid of our

minute, insinuating, and irritating friends ?

They lie stored away beneath the hard layer

of the scarf-skin; this, therefore, must be re-

moved, in order to expose them; then some-

thing fatal to them, but not hurtful to the skin,

must be brought iu contact with them, and
finally the excoriations and eruptions caused

by the constant scratching must be properly

treated. The severity of these latter symptoms
depend, of course, on the length of time the

person had been aftected; that is to say, upon

the number of Itch-mites which are committing

ravages upon him, and partly on the degree of

the sonsihilifv of the skin. As long as the

person lives, the mite will flourish upon him, till

it is destroyed by proper methods. In the illus-

trations (Figs. 78, 79, 80), the mite, as is seen,

is quite deep in the scarf-skin; our first eflbrts

towards treatment must therefore be to soften

and break down or rub oft' this epidermis.

Every one is familiar with the efteet of the

long-continued application of warm water and
soapjo the skin, how it swells up the scarl'-

skin,l^^tens it, and renders it easily scraped or
rubbed ott". Therefore a person with this higldy

unpleasant trouble must first thoroughly soak
himself in hot water, and rub all parts of the

body which are the abodes of the mites with
the strongest soft soap. This will be half an
hour's work. The more delicate the skin, the

shorter time required. Next, the common sul-

phur ointment must be rubbed thoroughly over
the body. This touches and is fatal to the Itch-

mite, already exposed in whole or part by the

burrows being broken down by the soft soap
and hot water. If it does not produce too

much irritation, the ointment might be left on
over night, and removed by a hot bath in the

morning. With a delicate skin, sulphur soap
can be used instead of sulphur ointment. If

one such application does not suffice, it must
be repeated. All the patent and popular medi-
cines advertised lately, on account of the itch

being so widely spread through the country,

are pretty sure to depend for their success on
the presence of sulphur, the smell of which is

hid, more or less, by other ingredients. There
are many other substances used by physicians

to destroy this parasite. The above described
method will be sure to succeed if thoroughly
carried out, as of course a few mites left will
soon multiply and again annoy the patient.

Those who are out of the reach of medicines
and hot baths, may often succeed in getting rid

of their minute friends, by bearing in mind the

general laws of treatment; namely, that the

hard scarf-skin must be softened and broke
down, and afterwards whatever kills the acari,

and does not hurt the skin, be applied. Neces-
sity will be the mother of invention.

Nothing is more difficult, or, in fact, dan-
gerous, than to give medical directions to be
followed by the community. We would most
strongly advise any one suffering from the rav-

ages of this little pest to apply to a physician,
and let him conduct the treatment. Those
who make a specialty of cutaneous medicine,
fortunately, nowadays, have a large choice of
substances and methods of application, which
can be adapted to the social condition, the
degree of cutaneous sensibility, and the .age and
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sex of the patients applying to them. Tliis is

of more importance than would at first sigiit

appear. It must be remembered that the skin

is torn and lacerated by the victim's scratching,

from which wo have an artificial inflammation

of the surface, to be always taken into consid-

eration in our method of treatment. A thick-

skinned laborer needs very different applica-

tions from a delicate child, or feeble woman.
AVe therefore again caution against self-treat-

nioiit.

A single word in regard to the clothing. All

nnder-clothes should be washed thoroughly.

Outside garments, contrary to the generally-

received idea, do not need anything done for

lliem. fn tlie great hospital at Vienna, fifteen

hundred cases are treated yearly, and no at-

tempt at disinfecting the clothing is found

necessary. The wuVe lives in the skin. It will

therefore be seen that contagion comes from

personal intercourse, particularly from hand
to hand. The most high-bred, refined, and
cleanly, are not exempt. Although (bus highly

contagious from the mite being passed from

one to another, yet students of medicine in

contact with it rarely get the itch; and the

writer has examined and handled hundreds of

cases with impunity.

A NEW BEAN-WEEVIL.

RATHVON, I.AJJCASTKK,

(nniehim ohsoldiut. Say.)

A new destructive insect belonging to the

Bruchus family of Beetles has developed in

Lancaster county within the last five years,

infesting the ripe seed-beans. Dr. Juo. L.

LeConte, after examination, is of opinion that

it should be referred to Bruchua ohioletus of

Say, " though there still seems to be some doubt
upon the question.'' Dr. L. writes that he has

|

had specimens of Bruclmn rariconiis, i-aisod
:

from beans and Cow-peas, but the species under
consideration differs from that, in having the ;

feet, and the base and last joint of the antennre, '

black, whilst in ruricornis they are testaceous.

Mr. Say describes B. obsoletiis substantially as

follows :
" Length over one-tenth of inch ; body

blackish cinereous, with a slight tinge of brown

;

antenUcT not deeply serrate ; thorax much nar-

rowed before, cinereous, on each side a slight

impressed dorsal line; base with the edge al-

most angulated, (central lobe almost truncate;
|

scutel quadrate, whitish, longitudinally divi-
j

ded by a dusky line; elytra with the interstitial
|

lines having a slight appearance of alternating

whitish and dnskv; on the middle of the third

interstitial line is a more obvious abbreviated

wliitish line; posterior thighs with a black

spine, and two smaller ones." Say further

remarks, that " the whitish or cinereous mark-
ings ai"e not very striking; on the elytra they

may sometimes be traced into two obsolete

macular bands." I had perhaps four or five

hundred specimens under my observation, and
found that whilst many of them agreed sub-

stantially with Say's description, yet tho larger

number differed. In some specimens the ante-

rior and intermediate feet were testaceous, and

in very few was the scutel whitish. \'ery few

seemed to be banded on the elytra. Say ob-

tained his specimens in Indiana, from the seeds

of a species of Astrarfalii.i, a variety of " Milk-

Vetch," in August, and in company with Apion
segnipes. one of the pear-shaped weevils. My
specimens evolved in the months of June,.Iuly,

August and September, from three varieties of

the domestic bean (P^n«eo?M.9), commonly called

"Cranberry,'' the "Agricultural," and the

" Wrens-egg" beans, obtained from Mrs. 1'. C.

Gibbons, Enterprise, Lane. Co., Pa. The larva

is a whitish footless grub, with a small brownish

head, rather more than the tenth of an inch in

length, and very similar in form to that which

infests the pea and the chestnut. The presump-

tion is that this insect deposits its eggs in the

young bean while it is green and in the pod, in

the same manner that the pea-weevil does, with

this very remarkable dift'erence, that in the pea

we usually find but one insect, and in many
instances the germ remains intact, but in the

bean we find from five to ten or more, in a

single seed, and in the latter case they cannot

possibly all germinate. I have not yet heard of

this Insect being fouud in any other locality in

Lancaster Co. than the one above named. The
tenant from whom Mrs. Gibbons received these

infested beans has been engaged in the bean

culture for twenty-five years on the same farm,

and never noticed these weevils until within

the last two or three years, and only last year

did their destructive character become conspic-

uously apparent; for out of a small sack of

seed-beans hung away, containing less than

two quarts, she gathered nearly a teacup full

of the weevils at planting time, in the early part

of .Tune, and had all been infested as those were

which she brought to me, she could have easily

doubled the quantity. About five years ago

Mrs. Gibbons received some seed-beans of tho

"Cranberry" variety, from Nantucket, Mass.,

and prior to that, she also received some from

the Agricultural Department of the Patent

Oftice, and with the one or the other of these.
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the iiupressiou is, that the weevils must have

beeu received— the variety received tlirough

the latter being tlie "Agricultural." As the

Departmeut of Agriculture imports seeds of

various kinds, and beans among the rest, an

opinion prevails that this insect may have been

imported with the beans ; and whether they weie

brought from Washington City or from Nan-

tucket to this county, this opinion may be well

founded in either case, although we may not be

able to account for Say's finding them so long

ago in the seeds of the Astrayalus, in Indiana.

A known European bean-weevil is the Bruvhuts

rujimanus, Sch. ; but our insect, according to the

following description from Stephens' Manual,

is plainly not the rujimanus: ''Oblong-ovate;

black ; thorax with a snowy spot before the

scutellum; elyti-a spotted with Avhite; base of

the antenme and the anterior legs testaceous-red;

hinder thighs with an obsolete obtuse tooth."'

Some have also supposed it to be identical with

Bruchusfubi, which is another foreign "beau-
weevil,"' but I have not access to a descriptiou

of that insect, and I am therefore unable to say

anything furtlier in that relation. Specimens

were also sent to Mr. Austin, a Coleopterist, of

Cambridge, Mass., and he says the insect is

<inite common in that State, and that the Ento-

mologists there have labeled it Bruchus fabi,

but does not state upon what authorit}', or

where a descriptiou may be found. Stevens, in

his "Manual of British Coleoptera,"' describes

twelve species oi Bruchus, hwifabi is not among
them; so that, it it is a foreign importation, it

is most likely brought hither from the continent

of Europe.

Probably the most efl'ectivc, if not the only

remedy, to destroy this Bean-weevil, would be

to subject the ripe beans, in Autumn, to a heat

not too intense to destroy germination, yet

great enough to destroy the larva, or the vitality

of the egg of the insect. Curtis, in his " Farm
Insects,"' says that the germinating powers of

wheat is preserved at about 190 deg. of Eahrn.,

but that a lower heat, long continued, is more
etiective than a higher degree applied only for

a short period. Beans would probably not bear

so great a heat as grain, but, by experiment-
ing, the safe mean may be attained. It is also

recommended that immediately after gathering

the beans, they should be thrown into boiling

water, and left in for one minute, as the young
larva may then, by this means, be killed. As
an article of food, beans, infested with weevils,

are known to be very unwholesome to man or

beast.

[We can find no notice anywhere of any

European Bruchus fabi, Linn., and the author
who is made to shoulder the name, would cer-

tertainly never have committed the atrocious
blunder of writing/nii for faba;. The nearest
approach to it is Bruchus viciw, Oliv., of which
wc have no descriptiou; but all the other Euro-
pean species of Bruchus dift'er from this beau-
weevil, of which Mr. Rathvon has been kind
enough to send us specimens, and we therefore
consider it indigenous, and rightly referred by
LeConle to obsoletus, Say. It diflers essentially
from the European granarius, which will be
found figured in our "Answers " in this num-
bei-, and also iromflavimanus, Schonh., both of
which species Curtis found preying on Eno-lish
Broad-beans.* Mr. Jas. Angus, ofWest Fa°ms,
N. Y., sent us in the forepart of November
numerous specimens of this same weevil, with
the account which appears in our "Jottings from
Correspondents." There were no less than 14
in a siugle bean, and many were still soft and
white, while a few were in the pupa state.
Many of these specimens disagree with Say's
description in the points already mentioned by
Mr. Rathvon, but as some of them accord verv
well with the desci-iption, and as Say does not
mention how many specimens he examined,
those difl'erences can be considered only as
variations.

—

Ed.]

•Farm Insects, i)i). 363-4.

THE PLUM CURCULIO WILI; DEPOSIT L\ PKUIT
WHICH OVERHAStiS WAIEK.

BY UK. I, V. Tl;l.-\IBI,E, OF XEW JKRSKV.

:Much has beeu written about planting fruit-
trees so as to lean over water, as a way"of pre-
venting the depredations of the Curciilio. At
the late meeting of the American Pomological
Convention iu Philadelphia, Dr. Underhill° tl,e

well-kown grape-grower at Croton Point, New
York, asserted boldly, when the subject of
Plums was nuder discussion, that the fruit on
his trees, planted so as to lean over the water
teas necer stuwj by the CurcuUo.

It so happened that some members of the
Convention who have investigated this matter,
were not present when this strange assertion
was made, or it would have been controverted
on the spot.

I feel that in the fight against insects injuri-
ous to fruit, and especially against the Curculio,
the first thing necessary to be done is to dispel
the delusion which prevails so generally in the
minds of the people, that there is some other
way than killing them. I have no more ftiith
in planting over water, than in scores of other
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plans that have had their advocatei^. People :

have had plums after using them, Just as they

have had when nothing has been used; but all

these plans have failed when fairly tested.
|

On the I'oth of -luly, 18G3, 1 was one of a

])arty to visit the vineyards of Dr. L'nderhill,

of Croton Point, on the Hudson lliver. That

gentleman had solicited the appointment of a

committee at a meeting of fruit-growers, to

examine his mode of cultivating grapes. The

visit was a most pleasant one.

AVhile hero, we visited the Doctor's Plum

trees planted round an arliiicial pond. They

stand at an angle of about 4'> dcg., and so close

to tlie edge of the baulc that the greater part of

the branches are over the water, so that when

the fruit comes to matuiity on these trees, a boat

will be necessary to gather the greater iiavt of

it. In a very careful examination of those trees

having fruit on at this time, we found it badly

punctured by the Cnrculio. On the plums high

up on the trees, and especially on those branches

leaning furthest over the water, it was impossible

to see whether the crescent mark was there or

not ; but wherever near enough to be examined,

we could see no difierence between those plums

hanging over the water and those over the land.

They were just as badly marked by the punc-

tures of the Curculio as were the plums on some

trees at the neighboring station of Croton; Just

as badly stung as in Newark and other places

I had visited that year on purpose to see the

extent of the ravages of the Curculio. Gentle-

men who have often seen tliese trees other years,

have told me that tliey liave always had a sim-

ilar experience.

Dr. Underbill, like others, has had crops of

plums, and these crops have probably been

ascribed to the circumstance that they grew

over water ; and he believes that the merit of

the plan is attributable to the stigacity or in-

stinct of the insect: That she must not deposit

her eggs infruit so situated that it willfall into

water. To carry out this theory, it would be

necessary for the Curculio to know that the

plums in wliich she deposits her eggs u-ill fall

from that tree ; that if they l>ill into the water,

the grubs they contain will perish; that if they

fall on land they will be safe. The question

here arises—Has tlie Curculio such instincts, or

such sagacity?

lu this world of wonders in which we live,

there is nothing so wondei'fnl as the instincts of

insects. The impulses that control their actions

are strangely perfect. They are no more likely

to go wrong than a machine. We do not know
what instinct is. We cannot define it. No

matter how we put words together, they will

give no adequate idea of what this blind impulse

is. We cannot weigh, measure, see, or feel

what is called gravity. But it is that something

that keeps the universe in order; iUat something,

in the ordering of the Almightg, that prevents

one world from jostling another, and creation

from falling into confusion.

Who can understand how the Cicada sep-

tendecim, after passing nearly seventeen years

underground, should come to the surface in the

evening of a certain day of the month, with

almost exact regularity, generation after gen-

eration, for centuries? How should a certain

kind of wasp know, that when she builds a cell

of mud for the reception of her egg, she must

put in a supply of insects for food for the young
that will be born of that egg, and that at a,

certain future day she must break open that

cell, and give her young a fresh supply? Who
teaches the neuter bee—that nondescript that

cannot be a parent—how to fabricate a cell for

the young of another? Such curious instances

of the instincts of insects could be multiplied

till they would flII a volume, and all would be

wonderful—equally beyond our understanding,

but all consistent with their wants, and in accord

with the rest of nature. Those who carefully

observe these things will feel that they arc in a

world overruled by an Omnipresent Guide of

all things. But the Superintending Guide that

teaches the little Curculio to deposit her eggs

in fruit where the future young will find food,

would hardly give her an instinct to guard her

against depositing that egg where fruits never

grow except on trees planted contrary to na-

ture.

We were told to-day that the tides were some-

times so low as partially to drain this pond,

and it was then the Curculio punctured the

fruit over where the water should be. The
same special instinct that would teach her to

avoid the water, should also admonish her to

avoid the danger of the tide-water mud, the one

being as fatal to the future grub as the other.

Planting fruit trees in this way will certaiidy

diminish the number of Curculios; but as long

as millions of young apples are permitted to

lie undisturbed on the ground in the orchards

in the neighborhood, to bring forth their vast

armies for the next year, it will hardly be worth

while to dig such ponds and plant trees round

them in such an awkward iwsition for the

little good they would do. The embryo Curcu-

lio in the fruit that falls into the water will

perish undoubtedly ; but that water, or the fear

of it, will not prevent the parent using that
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IVuit. The teachings of liistinut are so exact

and unvarying that one punctured plum over

water explodes the theory; and if tlic theory is

correct, a tub of water under a tree must pro-

tect a column of pinms of tlic tub's circumfer-

ence from the bottom to the top of that tree,

and that certainly would be a curiosity with

some of the light-colored, full-bearing varieties.

It is not at all likely that many will plant

trees in (his way; but as some have done so, I

have been thus explicit on this point, to guard

others against such an expensive and awkward
way of trying to outgeneral the Curculio, since

reason and observation teach us that it is of

very little value.

In order to add weight to my own Icstimony,

1 (<n>y the two following letters, which bear on

Ihis subject:

Dn. I. P. T II iMm.E—Dear Si,-.- I very \vcll niiic-m-
bor our visit at Crotou J'oint, bv request of Dr. Uu-
dcrbill, uiiKle to "The Fmit-<iro\vers' Club" lor a
" uoinniittec " to examine Iiis vineyards. Dr. U.
especially called our attention to bis success ofgrowiug
plums over water, and of their not being attackeil by
the Curculio.
The account vou publislietl ^oon after was true in

every particular. I rcnicmlier vour picUiiiL;- citl plums
and showing the crescent inark-'t<i all (.f the rciuiinittee
as well as to Dr. Undcrlull himtrlf. T ifiiicinlicr abo
distinctly the Do.-tor-s iviiKiik. that althuii-b thev
were stiini;- ' the nit nevkh iiAirnED. "'

liave MTii til, |iliiin~ just as iniuh punctured Ijy'thc
Uurculin as ill main other places where tlie trees did
not lean oM-r the water.

UlKI ral others who planted trees to lean over
the water, hut the " Little Turk " did not favor them,
that I could discover.

Truly, yours, .• R.W. Uoi.tdn.
HAVKUSTRAfl-, Dec. 22, '6!l.

Di!. I. 1*. TuiMBLK—i>«ffc ,S7/.- I have at last seen
the person 1 spoke to you about; his name is .lohn
llowlctt, a Borist of this city. Suihl' lew y.ais since,
on the phice where be then rrsi.lcl, wa- a pond of
water, and in the centre of the pinul a -i

large enough to grow a tree . ( )n i his isl

a plum tree, and a row of plum liccs ail around the
pond on its edge. Persons then, as now, asserted that
in such positions they would be free Iroui the depre-
dations of the Curculio; but, as Jlr. Howlett has just

antl just

remarked
was stuii',' an
else. In fact,

failure, thonul
gardener, ami

ii^t cttV

The varieties were the leading kinds, such as Colum-
bia, Smitb'.s Orleans, Imperial Gage, Washington, etc

Uespectlully, Jso. Saul.
Washi.ncto.v, D, C, Dec, 14, 'W

i:^ There is yet a vast and unexplored field

for the Entomologist in the South. Our South-
ern brethren suffer from some of the most
grievous insect foes, and their insect ftiuna is

rich and diversified. We consequently take
pleasure in announcing, that Mr. J. Parish
Stelle, of Savannah, Tenn., is at work in the
lield, and will continue to send us the " South-
ern Notes " which were commenced in the last

number.

THE t;oAT-M EKi) i!um;i!i'hv.

{P.ip/,;a gli/ccriuM, Doubleday.)

I
Kin. SI.

There is an intcresling and rare bntlerlly

know 11 (o entomologists by the name of J'ap/iia

(//i/ceriiim, which occurs in Missouii, Texa.s,

and Illinois, and perhaps in other soulhweslern

Stales. It is ail interesting species on account

of the dissimilarity of (he sexes, and of the posi-

tion it holds among (he butlcrtlies; iind as lis

natural history has never hitherto been recorded,

we will briefly transcribe it from notes and

specimens which were kindly sent (o us last

Seplcmber by Mr. J. IJ. Muhlcinan, of AVood-

biirn. Ills., and from further facls communi-
cated by Mr. L. K. Ilayhurst, of Scdalia, Mo.

Dr. Morris, in his " Synopsis of the Lephlop-

tera of North America," places this biiKerfly

wilh the Nijniphalis family, of which the IJis-

ippus Butlertly {NymphaUs iUsippiis, Oodt.,

A. E., I, Fig. 13.3) is representative. 'J"he

larva, however, has more the form and habils

of that of the Titj-rus Skipper (genus Gonilnhu),

while singularly enough, (he chrysalis resem-

bles that of (he Archippns Bnttertiy (genus

Danais), which we liguicd on pr.ge 28 of our

first voUime.

The larva feeds on an annual {Crolon capi-

talum) which is tolerably common in Illinois,

Missouri, Kentucky, and westward, where it

is known by the name of Goat-Weed. Tlie

plant has a peculiar wooly or hairy whitish-

green appearance, and in (he month of Septem-

ber its leaves may frequently be found rolied
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up after tlic fashion shown al. the left of Figure

.SI, -with the huva iuside. This roll of the leaf

in. 1

opijc

is genei ill\ quite nnifonii and is mule iii tht

following inannei . Lxtendiiig itsell on the inid-

vein, with its head towards the base of the leaf,

the larva attaches a thread to the edge, at about

one-fourth the distance from the base to the

l)oint. By a tension on this thread, it draws this

edge partly toward the opposite one, and fastens

it there, being assisted in the operation by the

natural tendency of the leaf to curl its edges

inwards. Fastening a thread here, it repeats

the operation until the edges meet, and then it

proceeds to tirmly join them nearly to (he apex,

leaving a small aperture through which to pass

the excrement. During hot days the larva

remains concealed in the leaf, and towards

evening comes out to feed, though sometimes

it feeds upon its house, eating the leaf down half

way from base to point. It then abandons it

and rolls up a new one. In the breeding cage,

when placed in a cool shady room, the larva

seldom rolls up the leaves, but feeds at random
over the plant, and when at rest simply remains

extended on a leaf. From this we may infer

that its object in rolling the leaves is lo shield

itselt from the rays of the hot August and Sep-

tember sun : for the plant invariably grows on

high naked prairies.

The young larva has a large head, larger than

the third segment, which is the largest in the

body. The head preserves its general form

through the successive moults : it is light bluish-

green, thickly covered with papillie of a dirty

white color, and there are also a number of

light orange papillae of a larger size scattered

among them. The skin of the caterpillar is

fjreen, but the general hue is a dirty white,

owing to the entire surface being very closely

studded with white or whitish papilhu with

dark brown ones Interspersed. These promi-

nences are hemispherical, hard, opaijue, shill-

ing, and the larva feels rough and harsh to the

touch.

At each moult some of these papilla' dis-

ippeai, c-peLiallj all the brown ones, the body

iiici eases in si/c so that the head is smaller than

the thud scj-nicnt, the green color of the skin

bLconiLs nunc apparent, the body is softer to

till tou( li, iiid the whole larva assumes a neater

ipptll IIKC

[!•%'. S3.]

(olor.^—Light (

Thus this larva has very much the sumo pe-

culiar whitish glaucous-green color as the plant

on which it feeds; and any one who has seen

it upon the plant, cannot help concluding that

it furnishes another instance of that raimickry

in nature, where an insect, by wearing the exact

colors of the plant upon which it feeds, is en-

abled the better to escape the sharp eyes of its

natural enemies. When full-grown, which is

in about three weeks after hatching, this worm*
(Fig. 81, a) measures 1^ inches, and although,

as above described, the little elevations fre-

quently disappear so that it looks quite smooth,

yet sometimes they remain until the transform-

ation to chrysalis takes place, as was the case

with two which we bred.

Preparatory to transforming, it suspends itself

by the hind-legs to a little tuft of silk which it

luid previously spun, and after resting for about

twenty-four hours with its head curled up to

near the tail, it works off the larval skin and

becomes a chrysalis. This chrysalis (Fig. 81, h)

•l''i-ijm livf fiiU-ttrown speohiiens SLMit Iiy Mr. jrulilciuiin,

sunkeu dots iU'M > i i

liirgei-jjramiliithiii .
i

i ii

l)lack aiul tin- V.-l lnK .m : .\ I
in I

Imig'l'hi'l'iM.'.li'v l.\ ;'i Mr'iislit' I'.hi.l.

liali;, thu lalii'V \:n-^v !iu.rc..)l-lii.-i

narrow, cun>-triclt'(l, gn-eu, smni.
lirst segniuni . Segmi-uts 1—;! gradu
to last grailually siiialler.' Stigiua
tliickly gpamilatt'd than tergiim.

xiiiail-

black
several
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is short, thick, rounded, and of a light green

;

.sometimes becoming light gray, and being finely

speckled and banded with dark gray. The skin

is so thin and delicate that the colors of the

future butterfly which in two or three weeks

escapes from it, may be distinctly seen.

The male butterfly (Fig. .s2) is of a deep

coppery-red on the upper side, bordered and

powdered and marked with dark purplish-

brown, as shown in the figure. The under side

is o( nfenille morte brown with a greasy lustre,

tlie scales being beautifully shingled transversely

so as to remind one of that article of dry-goods

which the ladies call rep : while the bands which

commenced on the front wings above, may be

traced further across the wing, and there is a

transverse band on the hind wings, with an

indistinct white spot near the upper edge. The
female (Fig. 8:>) is of a lightjr color than the

male, marked with purplish-brown as in the

figure, the transverse bands being ([uite dis-

tinctly defined with very dark brown. The

under side is very much as in the male.

INSKi'TS [N.lliaiirs TO THE (iRAPE-VINE.-Xo. 5.

ThP Abliot Spliinx.

[77////v«,v AIMa, Swainsoii.]

This is another of the largo (i rape-feeding

insects, occurring on the cultivated and indige-

nous vines and on the A'irginia Creeper, and hav-

ing in the full-grown larva state, a polished tu-

l)erclo instead of a horn at the tail. Its habitat is

given by ] )r. Clemens, as New York, IVnnsylva-

nia, (ieorgia, Massachusetts, and Ohio; but
t hough not so common as the Sphinx Moths des-

iribod in former articles, yet it is often met with
l)0lh in Illinois and Missouri. The larva which
is represented in the upper \y.\Y\ of Figure s \ va-

ries considerably in appearance. Indeed, the

ground-color seems to depend in a measure on
the sex, for Dr. ^forris describes this larva as

re(Mish-brown with numerous patches of lighi-

green, and expressly states that the female is of

a uniform reddish-brown, with an interrupted

dark brown dorsal line and transverse stria». AVe

have reared two individuals which came to their

growth about the last of July, at which time

they were both without a vestige of green. The
ground-color was dirty yellowish especially at

the sides. Each segment was marked trans-

versely wi;h six or seven slightly impressed

fine black lines, and longitudinally with wider
non-impressed dark brown patc^hes, alternating

with each other, and giving the worm a check-

ered appeal ancc. Those patches become more
dense along the subdorsal region, where they

form two irregular dark lines, which on the

thoracic segments become single, with a similar

line between them. There was also a dark

stigmatal line with a lighter shade above il,

and a dark stripe running obliquely downwards
from the posterior to the anterior portion of

each segment. The belly was yellow with a

tinge of pink between the prolegs, and the shiny

tubercle at the tail was black, with a yellowish

ring around the base. The head, which is char-

acteristically marked, and by which this worm
can always be distinguished from its allies—no

matter what the ground-color of the body may
be—is slightly roughened and dark, with a

lighter broad band each side, and a central mark
down the middle which often takes the form of

nil X- 'I'liis worm does not assume the common
^phlM\ attitude of holding up the head, but

11 '-t- stiotched atfull length, though if disturbed

it uill Ihiow its head from side to side, thereby

pioduc ing a crepitating noise.

1 he (hivsalis is formed in a superficial cell

on the ^io\ind; its surface is black and rough-

ened b\ confluent punctures, but between the

loint>i it IS smooth and inclines to brown; the

head-case is broad and rounded, and the tongue-

case is level with the breast; the tail terminates

in a rough flattened wedge-shaped point, which
gives out two extremely small thorns from the

end.

•The moth (Fig. .s4, below) appears in the

following March or April, there being but one

brood each year. It is of a dull chocolate or

grayish-brown color, the front wings becoming
lighter beyond the middle, and being variegated

with dark brown as in the figure ; the hind wings

are sulphur-yellow, with a broad dark brown
border breaking into a series of short linos on a

flesh-colored ground, near the body. Tlic wings
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arc deeply scolloped, especially the front ones,

iiiid the body is furnished with lateral tnfls.

When at rest the abdomen is curionsly curved

up in the air.

SOUTHERN" NOTES.

'I'liK Coming Cotton Woum.—We have a class

of croakers in the South—and I suppose every

section lias them—who arc continually trying-

1,0 discourage better and more useful people

Ihan themselves, by predicting some serious

calamity for the future, and pretending to base

their predictions on certain unfailing signs and

circumstances. In the spring they look at the

crawllsh Iioles and predict a frightful drouth for

the .approaching summer—such a drouth as will

render all previous work on the plantations a

mere waste of exertions. But the drouth fails

to come, and they say nothing about the failure

of a "sign;" in fact I am not sure but they

fori/et a\\ .about it: they go on with their wise

predictions, however. The corn-husk appears

unusually thick in consequence of there having

been a good season, and there they discover a

sign that has never failed—a remarkably early

frost and the tightest winter on record is to be

expected. It misses again—the next infallible

sign turns up—some other most discouraging

thing is predicted, and so it goes on, ad infinitum.

At present our croakers are prophecying ter-

rible ravages from the Cotton worm (Anoniis

.tylina. Say), for the next season, and they are

giving several reasons for their position; one
of which is that the insect is periodical in its

visits, like the Cicada, and that 1870 is the year

for its dreaded return on a large scale.

J^et me say to my Southern friends that this

is all a mistake. My experience has convinced

me that the insect in question is not periodical,

and that the fact of its appearing in greater

numbers some years than others, may be attrib-

uted simply to the character of the preceding

winter. If you notice the matter careful!}' you
will find it invariably the case that the cotton

caterpillar is worse after a mild winter than

after a severe one, all of which is doubtless

owing to the fact that frosts or freezes tend- to

destroy the chrysalis of the insect.

Last winter was a severe one at the South,
and the caterpillar was not so bad as usual;

though I i-emember that early in the season
there was almost a panic in some of the States,

growing out of certain newspaper reports to the

etlect that tlie caterpillar had already appeared,

niul that tliere would l)e no cotton raised. The

people looked over their cotton on reading the

report, saw worms which they mistook for the

dreaded caterpillar, and almost gave over in

despair; and as a consequence we have many
pounds of cotton less to-day than we would
otherwise have had. There were no cotton

caterpillars anywhere in the South at the time

the false report got into circulation, and it .all

grew out of either ignorance on the part of

reporters, or willful lying on the part of specu-

lators.

In this connection I propose giving a few
simple rules by whicl; our planters—especially

those who are new in the South—may identify

the true Cotton caterpillar from other compara-

tively unimportant worms that appear among
the plants. There is one known as the "Grass
worm" that looks very much like it—doubtless

the very individual that caused the scare last

season. There is sufficient difference in their

appearance, however, to render it an easy task

to distinguish them apart, when one knows
where to look for the difference. The true Cot-

tou worm has six front feet, two anal and eight

ventral; the two foremost of the ventral being

very small, and having no apparent office to

perform in the movements of the insect; while

the feet of the Grass worm are all perfectly

formed, and all brought into use when moving
from place to place. The Cotton worm bends

itself up in order to move, something after the

manner of the span or measuring worm, while

the Grass worm moves smoothly along simply

by the action of its feet. These characteristics

alone would enable you to distinguish the two
worms, but there are still others, one or two of

which I may mention. The Cotton worm has

a habit of doubling itself up suddenly when
disturbed, and springing some distance, whereas

the Grass worm simply i-olls itself up and lies

motionless. When about to change, the Cotton

worm spins a loose cocoon or web among the

leaves of the plant, some distance from the

ground, while the Grass worm goes into the

ground without having first spun any web at all.

There is a great difference in the appearance

of the two moths, but I shall not take time to

mention it in this article. They are not far from

the same size, but while at rest the wings of the

cotton moth lie back like those of an ordinary

fly, while those of the grass moth spread out

after the usual manner of moths. The wings

of the former are of a reddish-brown color,

with a dark spot having a light centre in the

middle of each, while the color of the latter is

a grayish-brown, clouded and barred with

alternate light and dark shades,
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ENTOMOIiOGICAL JOTTINGS.

[We propose to publish from time to time, uuder
tlie !il)ove lieading, such extracts from the letters of our
correspondents as contain entomological lacts wortliy
to l>e recorded, on account either of their scientific or
of their practical importance. We hope our readers
will contribute each theirseveral mites towards tlicgen-
iral fund, and in case they arc not perlectlTT certain of
the names of the in.sects, the peculiarities of which are
lo be mentioned, will send specimens along in order
that each species may be duly identified.]

Bean-weevils— If e»t Farms, N. Y., N'ov. 1,

"ClI.—I enclose yon a sample of beau.s to show
you how thoroughly and effectually this little

A'agaboud is plying his time-immemorial avoca-

tions ill the bean-patches in this quarter. Five

or six years ago I had occasion to call on a

neighbor, and in passing llirough the barn he

pointed out to me a heap of threshed beans, on

the floor, of the Early Mohawk variety, which
he said had been destroyed by bugs getting into

them since they were threshed. (?) A casual

inspeclioii showed that they were destroyed

sure enough. At least one-half of them were
as badly infested as the sample I send you, but

as I pointed out to him, the damage which was
now an accomplished fact, had been commenced
during the growing season, aud the "bugs"
were now leaving the beans instead of entering

them.

Next season I found a few among my own
beans, aud they have been on the increase ever

since; aud this year my Yellow Six "Week-

variety are nearly as bad as my neighbor's re-

ferred to above. They are nearly as bad this

year on a pole variety, the 'Dutch Case Knife,"

as they are on the low growing ones. The small

black bush variety, however, seems to have
escaped them. If some check is not put to their

ravages soon, the culture of beans will have to

be given up here. Jas. Angus.
[The weevil is the Bruchus obsoletus, Say,

about which we publish an article from Mr. S.

S. Ralhvon, in another portion of this num-
ber.—Ed.]

Harmless Parasites on the Larva ov the
Li:na ^lo-m—Covington, Ky., Jan. 21, '70.—

East summer I took, feeding on walnut leaves,

a mature larva of Attacm Inna, upon which 1

counted about 22 eggs like those of a Tuchina
fly ; but I did not breed any parasites, and I

cannot conceive what became of them. Not
only was there a black patch under each Qgg,
but under some I distinctly saw with a lens a

minute orifice by which the parasite had entered

tlie integument of the Luna larva. There may
have been a few more than 22 eggs, as I counted
that number and then desisted from uncertaintv

'

as to whether some had not been counted al-

ready. The larva became a pupa and about the

middle of last May produced a very fine motli,

which I now have. There was no room for

mistake, as this larva, and one which I took a
few days previously, and which had already
" spun up " when I took this one, arc the only
two Lnna larva> that I ever saw, and l)oth pro-

duced the moths. I have met with no similar

instance in my entomological reading, and I

supposed that a parasite once in the body of its

host, death invariably resulted. I can imagine,
however, that one, or a few, parasitic lai-v:e

might perish at an early stage of their exist-

ence without destroying the host ; but this would
hardly happen with so many as there were in

this instance, unless the present parasite had
made a mistake in depositing its eggs upon the
Luna larva, so that its progeny consequently
ibund an uncongenial habitat, and therefore
perished. y. T. C.

The Handsome Digger Wasp as a Horse
Guard, AGAis—CIarksville, Term., Dec. %jth,

1869.—Allow me to state in confirmation of my
previous remarks, that I saw one of the speci-

mens of the Handsome Digger "Wasp which was
sent to you, carry a Horse-fly into its nest. I

secured the wasp as it came out of its hole, then
dug up the nest, which had five horse flies in it,

and one half-grown wasp larva. I could pro-
duce many witucsses to substantiate their habits
as I have staled them. Not only do they catch
Horse-flies, but like the Bald-faced Hornet
{Bcmbex fasciata), they catch house-flies also,

though I do not know whether they provision
their nests with these last, nor have I ever known
them to catch grasshoppers.

A. H. R. Bryant.

MR. WALSHS PORTRAIT.

Our readers will be a little disappointed in

not receiving with this number, the portrait of
our late associate, which was promised last

month. Bear with us yet a little while. A jioor

portrait is worse than none at all, and rather
than hurry the artist, we have decided to give
him plenty of time, aud to send tlie portrait

with the next, instead of with the present num-
ber of the Entomologist.

IW" Remember, that every one who sends us
Ave subscribers to the Amekic.vn Entomolo-
<:iST, is entitled to an extra copy free of charge!

Erratlm.-Page 101, column 2, line 25, for
' Cecfojna' refid 'Ceero^;«Vi',-' same column, note,
tor 'Chalcis mana ' read 'Chains mariiv.'
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L^In order that the .proper authorsliip be

given to such new species or genera as have

been descril)ed in tlie ENTOMor.o<;isT, it becomes

necessary, now tliat our associate is no more,

to explain in some part, tlie manner in which

the editorial department was conducted. It

was so agreed between Mr. Walsh and our-

selves, (hat in consideration of the lime we
devoted to the illustrations and to other general

editorial work, he should furnish on an average

two-thirds and we but ono-third of the reading

matter. In point of fact, the articles written

under the editorial "we,"' wore made as con-

Joint as possible, by a constant interchange of

individual facts and experience; and it was
decided that, whenever either one of us wished

to ])ublish any discovery peculiarly his own, or

to describe a new species in whicli the otlier

had no interest—lie should write under the

individual signature of "Senior Editor'' or

'Munior Editor." Thus, all descriptions oi

new species that have heretofore appeared in

these (columns under the editorial " we,"' should

l)e credited to "Walsli and Riley,'" and snch as

appear under the signature of either one or the

otlier separatelv, should be credited accord-

i'lgiy.
^^^

D-^We regret exceedingly that our book no-

tices, .and notices of exchanges, have been una-

voidably crowded out of this number.

Missouri Entomological Rei-okt.—In an-

swer to several inquiries lately received, we
will state that the First Annual lieport of tlic

State Entomologist of Missouri can be had,

without plates, by sending fifty cents to C. W.
Murtfeldt, Secretary of llie State Board of Ag-

rccultnre, 012 North Fifth street, St. Louis; or

with uncolored plates and on superior paper by

sending $1.0it to the editor of this .Tournal.

TO conuEsroxnFXTs.

lit Ave know for i-mtain,
i-ts ill any partk-ul:u-listconifi
litv, and if not, from what

Scorpion in Kansas—A'. Keheij. Oflami , Ji'aiitt.—
The animal yon send is a Soorpion—tlie Butliun caro-

///kV(/i«« of Ucauvois—mcnticued by Dr. <i. Liiicecum,

on page iOo of tlio first volume of tlio Anuricnn Xntur-

a/ht, as a Texan species. You will find, by lelerring

to page .">!) o( our first volume [t"ol. 1, • . I), that it often

oi'curs in Sfissonri, but we wito not awaio before that

it occnrred in Kansas.

Xiie Grain Brucltus of Europe Just Imported
— .(. A. Fuller, Mdgewooif, A\ J.—The weevils whieh
were found in some pods presented to tlie Farmers' Oliib,

^^^

are evidently the common lOuropeaii Oiain liiiirlius

{Brucliua graiianus). You say tliat the ^entlrman who
presented the pods, gathered them from a tree in Swit-

zerland , It were very much to be wished that he knew
the kind of tree, and that he had had the good sense to

examine the pods before he brought them to this coun-

try. The seed-pod which you sent alongwith the beetles,

looked to us very much like that of an Everl.istlng pea,

but as it grew on a tree, it belongs in all probability to

some species of Laburnum. 'I'lie weevil was entirelv

new to us. and <loes not agree with any of the desi-ribed

N. A species, .ind Dr. Geo. XI. Horn, of Philadelphia

(wlio now has charge ot Dr. Lef'onte's large collection

of beetles), to whom we sent a specimen, pronounced

it new to the collections there Coiieluding, therefore,

that it \\:i- intiiMlueed from Euroi>e, we had no diffi-

cult) . ni uipiiiint:- it with European descriptions, in

lecciuiiizinu it a- tlieir common Grain Brnohus.

Now this weevil is a most unmitigated nuisance in

Kurope, where it is a very general feeder: and accord-

ing to the facts set forth in the article in oiu- present

number, entitled "Imported Insects ami Native .\mer-

icaii Insei'ts," it will prove even more injurious in tliis

country, if it once gets foot-hold. Vou will llierelore

see the nee<l of immediate action in the nuittei-. in onlei-

thai liy a little vigilance we may stamp it (.ut of our

luiiUt ^|)U may rest .assured that we mi eiliatually put

an end to those which were ri'eei\eil lieie. that they

will never more see tlie light of day. W'l- advise von

call t the Fs (In

on Native and Imported Insects already referri'd to,

and to the • • Heport of the t'ommittee on Entomology,"

'

which elsewhere appears in this number. The Club

should insist on the total destruction ol every seed of

tliis kind that bus been ilistributed, for unless such

action is taken, that body may do more harm in the

introdnetion of one such insejt, than it can do good in

the next twenty years. When the Swedish traveller,

* Explanation OrFlGUIlK—n. perfect IwPtlp. biicli view ; /*. sum", still-

liewj c,,lDtvai ({,11111111—:ili liiphl^i- iiiaKiiitletl. thcaccuni)iiiii,viiiK •'<itHiir<
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ilisfovered spocinieiis of our own iudigeiious

-bug"' {BiiicJins jih!) just Uiselosed ill a parcfl

^ wliic-h lir had takfu with liim Irom Aiiieric!i, no

r lir was tljrown into siuli a trepidation, lest lie

be tlic iii.-liniiieiit of introducing so fatal an evil

• l)C'loved Sweden; anil tlic N. Y. Farmers' Cliil)

qieet the anathemas of the farmers of the eoiin-

. with the vulgar, they deem this Bug matter

h their notiee.

iler that our readers may become well acquainted

e aiipeanmee of this weevil . we present (Fi.ir. s:,)

earl> as Fcliniiu-y on tbe I'liize wlieii it is in'hlossom,

inlKibilihu- iijsu the llowers of various other plants in

llie beetle State, as the Hhubarb, Meadow-sweet (Spi-

/"./ 'ilvuii-ia), etc., is a most destructive insect-in oiii

p. a and bo.ln fields, the larva' feeding in the seeds and

sometimes destroying more than half the crop. They
are exee.i|iiml\ abundant in some parts of Kent, where

they olteii -vsariii at llie end of "Slay, ami arc occasion-

ally found a- late as August: indeed I killed one in

Xovcniber, imported with Kussian beans, which had
j

bien ali\e since the end of September. It attempted

to fly away in October; it then heeame torpid, but on
|

warming it by a fire iu the middle of November, it was
as lively and active as in the height of summer, and I

dare say would have lived through the winter.

"It is said that tlie female beetles select the finest

peas to deiiosit tlieir eggs in, and sometimes they infest

crops to such an extent that tbey are eaten up by them,

little more than the husk being left. The various kinds

of bc'ans arc equally subject to their inroads; besides

tlie long-pods I have alluded to, I have had broad

Windsor beans sent to mo containing these Bmclti; ami

Mr. C. I'arsoiis tran.smitted me some horse-beans in

the beginning of August, 1842, which were entirely

destroyed by tUem. Mr. T, J. Graham showed me
some seed-beans which were inoculated by these beetles

to a great extent, and some of them were alive in the

seeds; yet to any one ignorant of the economy of this

pest, there would not appear the slightest external

indication of their oiieratious.. I also rccei\ed from a

gentleman residing in' Norfolk a sample of seed-beans I

tVom Russia, for winter sowing, a large proportion of

which was perforated by this Bvuclms.
'
' It has already been intimated that as the beetles

generally leave the germ uninjured, the vitality of

infested seeds is not destroyed. I doubt, however,

if they produce strong healthy plants; and from my
own experience I have no doubt it peas and beans be

sown coiitaiuiug the Brwhus iji-aiiarius, that the beetles

will hatch in the ground, and thus the cultivator will

entail upon himself a succession of diseased pea and
bean crops. Now to avoid this loss, the seed should be

examined before sowing, when to an experienced eye

the presence of lliesc beetles will be discernible, where
to a common observer they would appear sound and
good. The maggots, when arrived at their full size,

gnaw a circular hole to the husk or skin of the seed,

whether pea or beau, and even cut round the inner

surface .wliicli co>ers the aperture, so that a slight

pressure froiii within will force this lid off; these spots

are of a different color to the rest, ol the seed, gcnerallv

liiMU^ I k-sopmui ippeai nice, ind ofti ii iic

dulki tint, on picking ofl this little lid, i c i\it\ w
found bentatli lontuiiinj; i itln i i mi^','0t pup
Ixitli

'

I o< list U»i< '1-/ 1/ >./„/>/ laujitll. I,,„i -
Ihe lu_'e vcllo« woims \,iiiLgited

with light blown, which Ml T i^

].<i.k(it found imbedded in flu (Oiii-

inon I{|uk loiiist, lie till liMi ol

the Loiu-t ( iipciitii Moth \ijl( /,>

hn l'((k) ui invit whiih h,,
I m_ li, n known lo itliik tin HI ii k

I I ii~t ind wliidi his nutiiiilh

/ 1 Mil kllllll. OUI I Ol ll^t ,loM-
OlUltl

(1 U M
Wi

Moth Ihit It 1- ci^y to do »o m tin-

m-tini; till null woinibdiigv imh

thill locooiis within the tiic in tin

I iilv pait of tin spiin^r, md in tiini

cliingi to I hi \- did- I ig ST, $
moth ^titc till dull unci be-

-1 1,1

in cm tin ^exc- i» not lonliniil
the mdi (Pig ss) ,, ]„,( ,„o „„
fimdi, he IS ehii utiii/cdfuithii
d 11 1x1 giav, indln h um, thi hin
yilioH wide she his noni .,

whil.

is till

111,'- of 111 Ol hil-
ls noni 111 tint i oloi iboiit

hi moth- i-siie lioin the tuc-

during the last days of June and first davs of .lulv
Both sexes are quite difficult of defection, as they de-
light lo rest on old rough trees, their closed wiu-s
much resembling a piece of rough bark. The worms
are found more frequently in old trees than young, and
we believe it is for the very reason that the oldertrees
attord the moths greater protection. The ovipositor of
the female is. extensile, the better enabling lier to
deposit her eggs in the deep notches, and d?rk bottoms
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<i( crevices. Tin eggs there elude Ucti ttioii . Ik ing ot .i

dai-k-browu, inclining to purple. Tlie joiuig «onn'!

which hatch from them are aUo Jark-brown, with large

licads; they are aclne and connuence ^pinning as won
as they are born. I.ucKilj , Ihi'. lM^ect si Idoni becomes

numerous enough to caiisie ^eiiou- .il.irm, as to combat

it on a large scale would be difficult Spi ci.il tices inaj

\

)>« saved from its attacks by an application of soft soap

as far up the trunk as possible, about the end of June,

as it will prevent the moths depositing. At this time

also, the moths may be caught and destroyed from oft'

trees already infested, by visiting such trees early in

the morning, (or the moths are then .quite sluggish,

having emerged from the tree during the night, leaving

their empty chrysalis skins protruding hall way out of

the holes. This insect attacks the Oak as well as the

'Slack I/ocust, and, judging' ftom specimens which we
received a year ago from Mr. J. Huggins, of Wood-
burn, Ills., it also infe.sts the Crab-apple. According

1 1 Dr. Fitch, it is more common in Oak in the Eastern

folates than in Locust; but we ha\c found it more

partial to the Locust in the West.

Eggs of Snowy Tree Cricket on Raspberry
Canes—./. B. Root, Uoalcford, Ills.—The straightrows

of punctures on your Doolittle Black-Cap Raspberry

canes, the punctures contiguous to each other, with

an egg placed slantingly across the pith leading from

each, are made by the Snowy Tree Cricket {(Eeanthw

nireiu, Amehican ENTOMOLOGIST, Vol. I, Figs. ;<« and

;!!•). Tliough these eggs may l>e mistaken at first for

\vorms by the unskilled, yet no entomologist would

ever niistak'; them for such. An egg—no matter how
narrow or long it may be—can always be distinguished

))y its lacking entirely those articulations which are so

characteristic of all insect larvie, and of most other

worms. The cane will be very apt to die above these

deposits, and to prevent the increase of the in.sect,

the infested canes should all be cut oft' and burned

before spring.

Spotted Rove.beclle—/. JI., Wovdhurn, IIU.—

The large gray insect with short wing-covers, which

seemed to be vei'y anxious to cover itself with filth, is

the Spotted Rove-beetle (StapMUnus nuieiilums, Grv.)

The Rove-beetles arc voracious creatures, preying on

decaying uninial and vegetable matters. They are also

foiuiil abundantly under heaps of putrescent plants,

and, acting in the capacity of .Scavengers, must be con-

sidered beneficial.

Raspberry Couty Gall— C/(«.>, 6V( )•/;<?« to', Ji'el/i/'s

Islawl. Oil III.—The swollen, gouty api)carance of your
[!'.;'"] raspberry and blackberry vines is

caused by the Red-necked Agrilus

{Agriltis nitiiolh'e). You will find an

illustrated article on the subject in

the present mimbcr, under the same

caption that heads this paragraph.

Wn had never before found fresh and

living larv.-e, as the galls which we
lir.il heretofore received were too dry

when they reached us. Hut your

.yalls came very opportunely, for we
found three full-sized living speci-

niins within them, and are thus en-

abled to give a truer figure (Fig. !Mi)

than that given on page KiU. and to

add the following description for our

scientitic friends:

Agrilus kukicolms —larra —
Color pale-yellow. J>ength O.'io

inch. Ulaineter 0.05 inch. Some-
what flattened, especially at sides,

Coiur-Whiiish. tlic Width nearly twice as great as

depth. A rufous vesicular dorsal line. Head brown;
jaws black. Joint 1 about )i wider than 2, and having
a somewhat horny yellow patch above, shaped some-
thing like a kite; joints i and 3 ^= 1 in lenglh; ' -

2 and a together; 5—10 sub-equal and longer

than four; 11 half as long as 10; 12 swollen, somewhat
long 1

nding in two thorns, each with
three blunt teceli on the iinier edge.

As little or no fruit matures above these galls, which

are often quite near the ground, it is very likely, as you

suggest, that this cause of unfruitluluess is not sus-

pected by the casual observer. All aft'ected canes should

be cut oft' below the galls and burned before spring.

Parasitic Cocoons— G. C. Braehe/I, Lawrence,

A-«««.—The little masses of light brown cocoons, all

soldered together (Fig. !)1) which you find lying on the

tFis. '.11.] ground under your

apple trees, arc the

cocoons of a little

parasitic Ichneu-

mon fly. The fly

Coi..r-LiKUt bn.wn. comcs vciT near the

genus Microgaster, but lacks the areolet, and will pro-

bably have to form a new genus; but for the present

all that you are interested in knowing is, perhaps, that

it is beneficial. It doubtless infests some wonn which

feeds on the leaves of .viir ;i|ipl'' trees, and as Dr.

AVarder has sent us scnnr nf iln- >;iim' cocoons, taken

likewise from your oi'cIkU'I. it x I'liis tn be quite com-

mon with you. It would interot lis to know upon what

particular worm it feeds.

Tbe Pigeon Tremex in Apple—/o«<;^//./» Hiiu-

ijins, Wooilhurii, 7W«.—The large four-winged tly about

I'lT inch in length, with a lilack and rust-colored

cylindrical body of the size of a common lead-pencil,

and with a stout piercer at extremity, is a $ Pigeon

Tremex {Treme.r columia, Linn.) Your Undiug her

piercing an apple tree is a new fact, for though this

insect is well known to attack oak and elm trees, it has

not hei etofore been recorded as occurring in apple trees.

The Lunate Rhysa—that large Ichneumon fly figured

on the left of our cover—seeks the larva of the Trcmcv

in its hidden retreiit, and by means of her long oviposi-

positor, deposits an egg in its body, which hatches out

and destroys the wood-borer.
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MR. WAL8HS PORTRAIT.

Nothing perpetuates so well the memory of a

departed friend as a good and life-lilie portrait.

Wc may do our best to pen a trutliful .sketch of

a man's life, and yet fall far short of conveying

a just and correct impression to tliose who
never saw him in the flesh. A good portrait,

however—phrenology or no phrenology—is at

once the mirror of a man's character, and in a

great measure his biography. In it the dead

live again to near and dear ones, and by it

future generations will judge a man more cor-

rectly. The editor takes great pleasure, there-

fore, in presenting the accompanying portrait of

Mr. Walsh, and feels that it is the best tribute he

has the power of paying to Ins departed associate.

We arc much pleased with the plate, for it

is a good likeness. In it the wonted humor
yet twinkles from those ejes which are now
closed forever in Ijic quiet rest of the grave, and
tlie facetious smile yet lurks around those lips

which are nevermore to utter word again

!

As a fitting accompaniment to the portrait,

wc publish the following resolutions, from

among several others which we have received

:

"/'/u,, , ,/; '
</'' / ' /:'-,' t' !ln Eiitomologieal

.V'., ./«6er3,186!).

"Tlu'inii-m 111, iv-uliiiii-ii- '.M 1
i u 11,1 iiuiiously adopted:

•^ Jii/mii;,/ , 1 li:it wc, (lie mi'iiiljcr.s of this society,

have leariied with deep regret of the sudden death of

IJciij. D. Walsh, Esq., State Entomologist of Illinois.

We liave long admired liis zeal and earnestness in en-

deavoring to advance entomological science, and we
feel that our favorite study has lost in him one of its

staunchest supporters and advocates, and those of u.s

who had the privilege of his personal acquaintance, a

warm friend. We tender our lieartfelt sympathies to

his bereaved widow and friends, and assure them that

his labor of love, manifest in his many valuable contri-

liutions to entomological literature, will ever be fondly

rlieiishod in oiu' memories.

"SesuheJ, That tlie Secretary be instructed to trans-

mit copies of the above resolution to the widow of the

late B. D. Walsh, and also to the editors of the Ameri-

ca7t J^ntonutlogut and Cathadian Entomologist, with a

re<iuest to insert the same in their next issues.

"G. M. INNES, President.

" Ed.mund Baynes Reed, Sec'y and Tre.as. '

'

'
' EHraet from tlie Minutes of tlie Meeting of the American

Entomological Society, held January 10, 1870.

"Resolved, That this Society has heard with llie

deepest regret of the great loss sustained by the science

of entomology, in the death of our late member, Beuj

.

D. Walsh of Rock Island, State Entomologist of IlUuois.

"Jiesolred, That this Society hereby testifies to the

great worth and seientitic attainments of the deceased,

whose pen was ever ready to defend, uphold and spread

abroad the benefits derived from the popular study and

knowledge of entomological science.

"Jtesolred, That the Corresponding Secretary be di-

rected to transmit to the widow of the deceased a copy

of these resolutions, as a slight expression of the sym-

pathy of the Society with her in this great affliction.
'

'

'
' Pi-eamlile and Resolution, passed In/ the Illinois Slate

Horticultural Society.

" WiiEUEAS, We have learned with deep regret of the

decease of Benj. D. Walsh, A. M,, State Entomologist,

"Ji'esolred, That in view of his scientific acquirements,

which had secured for him a national reputation, liis

zeal in investigation, and his practical mode of com-

municating his discoveries, we consider liis death, in

the vigor of intellect, as a loss to the public not likely

soon to be repaired. Arthur Bryant, Sr.,
" Chairman of Committee."

'^I'rcanihle and Itesolutions passed unanimovsly at the An-
nual Meeting of the Kansas State Horticultural Society.

"Preamble: It having pleased God to open the

portals of eternity, and take from the earth—the great

field of his usefulness—Benjamin D. Walsh, State Ento-

mologist of Illinois and senior editor of the American

Entomologist, it beruiiio oiii- -ad duty, in reverently

bowing to the diviiir lulir-i. 1.. admit the obligations

(Irn a>i il ha.- |)hu-ed us, in common
,s oi the \Vc>l, by a patient, persever-

ing devotion of a lifetime to the science of entomology

as applied to the highest material interests of this Associa-

tion and tlic commonwealth of Kansas; therefore, be it

''Jiesolned, That we hereby formally express the sor-

row inseparable from our great loss in the death of Jlr.

Walsh, in the midst ofhisgreat and increasing \isefulness.

" Resohed, That this preamble and resolutions be

spread upon the records of this Society, and that an

authenticated copy thereof be transmitted to the widow
of the deceased, and to C. V, Riley, Esq., surviving

editor of the American Entomologist.

" G. C. Brackett, Secretary."

ider wlii(rh th(

th the culturi.s
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THE PLUM CURCUIIO.

(Cnnotrachclus neiiiipJiar, Hprbst )

PER IlKAD nv TIIE EDITOR llEFOKE THE 1

IIORTK ri.Tl'RAL SOCIETY AT ITS FOUR-
ANNUAL SLEETING.

Colors— (a and i<) whitish; (o) lirown, black aiKlclay-ycHow

Ladies and Gentlemen: You have invited

me to read an essay on the Pkim Curcnlio. I

accepted the invitation with the intention of

preparing an exhaustive jjaper on the subject.

But the sudden death of my esteemed associate

and your State Entomologist, the late Beuj. D.

Walsh, so completely upset my arrangements,

and so increased my labors, that I have found

time only to substitute instead the following

hasty notes.

So much has been written on the habits of

this one little insect, and on the best means of

protecting our fruits from its injurious work,

that one almost tires of repeating those estab-

lished facts in its history which, at fii-st thought,

it strikes one that all interested should know.
But this is a bustling, shifting, progressive

world, and there are yet some mooted points to

be settled in the natural history of our Curcnlio.

When an experienced man is taken from our

midst, the fund of wisdom and the store of

knowledge which he had accumulated during a

long and busy life-time, are in a great measure
buried with him. His younger ioliowers profit

as much as they can by his recorded experience,

but they must necessarily go over the same
ground which he had been over before. Facts

in Nature will consequently have to be repeated

for all time to come ; but it should be our object

to reach beyond the facts already known, to

obtain a knowledge of all things as far as the

mind is capable of, and to delve still more deeply

into hidden truths, so that by observation and
perseverance, we may be enabled to read aright

the yet unread parts of that great recorded book,

which was printed, paged, collated and bonnd
by the fingers o.l Omnipotence! Besides, there

are actually many fruit-growers who do not

know a Curcnlio when thev see one. Thus three

different correspondents have, during the past

summer, requested a description of the little

pest, because, as they contended, they were not

acquainted with ils appearance. And yet one
of these gentlemen, as I afterwards ascertained

from personal observation, was, at the very
time when he penned his question, suffering

from injuries caused by the " Little Turk."
In this brief paper on the Curcnlio I shall,

therefore, necessarily have to repeat many of

the facts which were published in your own
Transactions for 1867, and of those which may
be found in the First Annual Report on the En-
tomology of Missouri.

Established Facts in the History df tlie Curcnlio.

In order to lay this question before you in the

very clearest light, it will be best to divide this

paper into two diflerent parts. In the first part

we will give only those facts which are estab-

lished beyond all peradveuture; and in the

second part, we will consider only those points

upon which opinions difler.

The Plum Curcnlio, commoiil)' known all

over the country as TIIE Ci'RCulio, is a small,

roughened, warty, brownish beetle, belonging

to a very extensive family known as Suout-

beetles (Cukcui.ionid.k). It measures about

one-fifth of an inch in length, exclusive of the

snout, and may be distinguished from all other

North American Snout-beetles by having an

elongate, knife-edged hump, resembling a piece

of black sealing-wax, on the middle of each

wing-case, behind which humps there is abroad
clay-yellow band, with more or less white in

its middle. For the benefit of those who are

either fortunate or unfortunate enough not to

be acquainted with the gentleman, I have pre-

pared the above side sketch, which will give

at a glance its true form, and obviate the neces-

sity of further description and waste of time.

(Fig. 92, c.)

This is the perfect or imago form of the Cur-

cnlio ; and it is in this hard, shelly, beetle state,

that the female passes the winter, sheltering

under the shingles of houses, under the old

bark of both forest and fruit trees, under logs

and in rubbish of all kinds. As spring ap-

proaches, it awakens from its lethargy, and, if

it has slept in the forest, instinctively searches

for the nearest orchard. In Central Illinois and
in Central ISIissouri the beetles may be found

in the trees during the last half of April, but in

the extreme southern part of Illinois they ap-

pear about two weeks earlier, while in the

extreme northern part of the same State they

ax-e fully two weeks later. Thus, in the single
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state of Illinois, there is a difTereiicc of about

one month in the time of the Curculio's first

appearance on your fruit trees ; and I hardly

need remind you that the time will vary with

the forwardness or lateness of the season.

As we shall sec from the sequel, it is very

important that we know just when tirst to ex-

pect Mrs. Turk, and I therefore lay it down as

a rule, applicable to any latitude, tiiat she first

commences to puncture peaches wlien they are

of the size of small marbles or of hazel-nuts,

though she may be found on your trees as soon

as they are in blossom. To prevent confusion

I will use the word "peach," not that her work
is confined to this fruit, for, as we shall presently

see, she is not so particular in her tastes, but

because the peach is more extensively grown in

your State than are any of the other large kinds

of stone-fruit.

Alighting, then, on a small peach, she takes

a strong hold of it (Fig. 92, d), and with the

minute jaws at the end of her snout, make:j a

small cut just through the skin of the fruit. She
then runs the snout slantingly under the skin, to

the depth of one-sixteenth of an inch, and moves
it back and forth until the cavity is large enougli

to receive the egg it is to retain. Then slie turns

around and drops an egg into the mouth of the

cavity, and after this is accomplished, she re-

sumes her first position, and by means of her

snout pushes the egg to the end of the passage,

and afterwards deliberately cuts the crescent in

front of the hole, so as to undermine the egg
and leave it in a sort of fiap. The whole opera-

tion requires about five minutes, and )ier object

in cutting the crescent is evidently to deaden
the fiap, so as to prevent the growing fruit from
crushing the egg.

Now that she has completed this task, and has

gone oft' to perform a similar operation on some
other fruit, let us from day to day watch the

egg which we have just seen deposited, and
learn in what manner it develops intoaCurculio
like the parent which produced it—remember-
ing that the life and habits of this one individual

are illustrative of those of every Plum Curculio
that ever had, or that ever will have, an existence.

We shall find that tlie egg is oval and of a
pearly-white color. Should the weather be
warm and genial, this egg will hatch in from
four to five days, but if cold and unpleasant the

hatching will not take place for a week or even
longer. Eventually, however, there liatches

from the egg a soft, tiny, footless grub with a
horny head, and this grub immediately com-
mences to feed upon the green flesh of the fruit,

boring a tortuous path as it proceeds. It riots

in the fi nit—working by preference around the

stone—for from three to five weeks, the period

varying, as I have amply proved, according to

various controlling influences.

The fruit containing this grub does not, in the

majority of instances, mature, but falls pre-

maturely to the ground, generally before the

grub is quite full grown. I have known fruit

to lie on the ground for upwards of two weeks
before the grub left, and have found as many as

five grubs in a single peach which had been on
the ground for several days. When the grub
has once become full grown, however, it for-

sakes llie fruit which it has ruined, and burrows
from four to six inches in the ground. At this

time it is of a glassy yellowish-white color,

though it usually partakes of the color of the

fruit-flesh on which it was feeding. It is about
two-fifths of an inch long, with the head liglit

brown; there is a lighter line running along
each side of its body, with a row of minute black

bristles below, and a less distinct one above it,

while the stomach is rust-red, or blackish. The
full grown larva presents, in fact, the appearance
of Figure 02, a.

In the ground, by turning round and round,
it compresses the earth on all sides until it has

formed a smooth oval cavity. 'Within this

cavity, in the course of a few days, it assumes
the pupa form, of which Figure 02, b. will

afl'ord a good idea.

After remaining in the ground in this state

for just about three weeks, it becomes a beetle,

which, though soft and uniformly reddish at

first, soon assumes its natural colors ; and, when
its several parts are sufficiently hardened, works
through the soil to the light of day.

So much for the natural history of the " Little

Turk."' Now let us mention a few other facts

which it becomes us as fruit-growers to know.
The Curculio when alarmed, like very many

other insects, and especially such as belong to

the same great Order of Beetles {Coleoptera),

folds up its legs close to tiie body, turns under
its snout into a groove which receives it, and
drops to the ground. In doing this it feigns

death, so as to escape from threatened danger,

and does in reality very greatly resemble a dried

fruit bud. It attacks, either for purposes of

propagation or for food, the Nectarine, Plnm,
Apricot, Peach, Cherry, Apple, Pear and Quince,
preferring them in the order of their naming.

It is always most numerous in the early part
of the season on the outside of those orchards
that are surrounded with timber. Jt is also

more luimerous in timbered regions than on the

praii'ie.
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It can fly and does fly, especially during the

heat of the day ; so cotton baudages around the

trunk, and all like contrivances, are worse than

It prefers smooth-skinned to rough-skinned

stone-fruit.

The Miner plum, otherwise known as the

Hinckley plum, Isabel plum, Gilett plum,
Townseiid plum, Robinson phim ; and other

varieties of that wild species known as the

Chickasaw plum {Prunus chicasa), are less

liable to its attacks than other kinds.

Both the male and female puncture the fruit

for food, by gouging hemispherical holes ; but
the female alone makes the crescent-mark above
described.

Scarcely any eggs are deposited after the pit

of the fruit ha,s become hard.

The cherry when infested remains on the tree,

and the preventive measures that may be ap-

plied to other fruits will consequently not hold
good with this.

The larva cannot well undergo its transforma-
tions in earth which is dry or baked, and severe

drouths are consequently prejudicial to its

increase.

It often matures in apples and pears, especially

in early varieties, but in tlie great majority of
instances the egg either fails to Ijatch or the

yonng larva perishes in a few days after hatching.

Many other facts might be cited, but in tiie

foregoing remarks I have confined myself to

that which I know, from ample personal experi-

ence, to be the truth and nothing but the truth.

Artificial Remedies.

Now, gentlemen, it must be clear to you that,

as practical men, this is all you need to know to

enable you to fight and conquer this evil. Those
mooted points which we shall presently consider
are of great interest to the naturalist and to the

scientific man, and although I do not quite
agree with Dr. Trimble, that the hybernation
of the Curcnlio, for instance, is practically of no
consequence, yet the settlement of these ques-
tions is not necessary to the carrying on of a

successful warfare. We need not necessarily

understand the morphology of a plant in order
to make it grow; neither is it always necessary
to penetrate into all the details of an insect's

history in order to circumvent its injuries. You
can fight Curcnlio without being a thorough
Entomologist. The remedies are few. They
consist of prevention, by destroying the fallen

fruit which contains the grub, and by jarring

down and catching and killing the beetles.

There are a variety of means which can be em-

ployed for destroying the grubs which fall with
the fruit before they enter the ground. It can
be done either by hand or by stock. Hogs and
poultry are of undoubted use for this purpose.
In the article entitled " Hogs vs. Bugs," in the

first number of the Ameuican Entomologist,
abundant proof in support of this fact may be
found, and I have, since that was published,

obtained much additional proof of a similar

nature, and am convinced that our friend Dr.
Hull underestimates the value of these auxili-

aries. Of course, the first year they are used

theydo not in tlie least decrease the number of

beetles, but wherever they can be used, a mo:t
beneficial eflect will be noticed the second year,

and every year afterwards. As stated in the

article referred to, the practical difliculties in

the way of carrying out the system of subduing

fruit-boring insects by hog-power are: 1st, The
necessity of liaving all the orchard land under

a separate fence, which of course in many cases

involves a considerable extra outlay for fencing

materials. 2d, The necessity of giving up a

practice, which is conceded by the most intelli-

gent fruit-growers to be otherwise objectionable,

namely, growing other crops, such as small

grain, corn, or small fruits, between the rows of

trees in bearing fruit orchards. 3rd, The ne-

cessity of giving up the fashionable theory of

low-lieaded trees; for otlierwise, if apple and

peach trees are allowed to branch out like a

cun-ant bush from the very root, any hogs

which range among them will manifestly be

able to help themselves, not only to the wormy
windfalls that lie on the ground, but also to the

sound growing fruit upon all the lowermost

boughs.

Tlie jarring process may be carried on in vari-

ous ways, accordant with the extent of the

orchard or the character of the trees to be jarred

—always bearing in mind that a sudden jar,

rather than a severe shake or knock, is neces-

sary. There is no more thorougli and exj)e-

ditious way, liowever, than by means of Dr.

Hull's Curculio-catcher. Every member of this

Society is probably familiar with the appearance

of this machine ; but, believing that a descrip-

tion of it has never been published in your

Transactions, I will give one in the Doctor's

own words.

[A full and illustrated description of this

machine will be found on page 220 of our first

volume.]

I have noticed that where this Curculio-catcher

has been constantly used the trees have suffered

serious injury from bruising, and would suggest

that, by driving a spike (one with a shoulder to
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it miglit be manufactured for tliis express pur-

pose) into each tree at the proper height, this

trouble may be easily overcome. This is more
especially necessary with old and large ti'ees,

which do not vibrate so easily as do younger

ones. Let us hope that the day is not far dis-

tant, when this machine, or some improvement

on it, will be in such general demand as to in-

sure its manufacture by some of our implement

dealers. It should be considered by all who
wish to grow stone-frnit, as a horticultural im-

plement, second only in usefulness to the plow.

Before leaving this subject of remedies I will

say that much can be done in a, small way by
crushing the egg with the finger-nail, or by

cleanly cutting out the ucwly hatched larva. It

will also suggest itself that, in planting an

orchard with timber surrounding, the less valu-

able varieties should be planted on the outside,

and as the little rascals congregate on them from

the neighboring woods in the early part of the

season, they should be fought persistently. It

will also pay to thin out all fruit that is known
to contain grubs, and that is within easy reach;

while, wherever it is practicable, all rubbish

and under-brush should be burnt during the

winter.

An Appeal.

The burden of this essay is to impress upon

you the utter futility of all other pretended

remedies. One of our most eminent Eastern

horticulturists has honored you, gentlemen, by

calling you the most philosophical set of fruit-

growers in the land. I want you to deserve

this honor by showing your good sense in this

Curculio matter. Tolerate no other methods

of fighting this foe tlian the two above named.

I am thoroughly satisfied that there is no other

remedy, and the sooner we are all convinced of

it the better. For over half a century the agri-

cultural and horticultural press has been flooded

with wondrous remedies, and yet, aside from

the two methods already indicated, there are

but three out of the whole catalogue which have

even the appearance of common sense, and

these are altogether impracticable in an orchard

of average extent.

Lazy men may croak ; they may declare that

the days of profitable fruit-growing are gone by,

that fruit-growers are going to perdition, and
that the Curculio cannot be conquered ! But
sensible men know better. Witness the commo-
tion which oiieof the thousand proposedCurculio

remedies recently produced among the members
of the lately organized St. Louis Farmer's Club.

A gentleman claims to have a remedv, which is.

however, a secret, as ho wishes to make money
with it. Forthwith an exciting discussion takes

place, and Col. Colman offers a million dollars

for a remedy—a million dollars fqr a remedy for

the Curculio! Now, what did these gentlemen

mean by a remedy? If they had ever read their

State Entomological Keport they would have
found one there given. But no: they look for

some panacea, some placebo, some Aaron's rod

wherewith to smite the hosts of the Curculio

throughout the land with a single wave of the

hand I They might as well try to produce fruit

without first planting and cultivating the tree

which is to bear it, as to try to conquer the

Curculio by any other but the rational means
we have sot forth. We do not now live in the

age of miracles ; and if a man undertakes to feed

five thousand persons on five loaves and two
small fishes, he will fail most ignominiously in

the undertaking. Just so long as we look for

remedies of a miraculous nature, just so long

will the Curculio retain the upper hand; but as

soon as we abjure all washes, fumes and paten'

applications to tlie tree, of whatever sort, ana
confine ourselves to killing this little foe, either

in the grub or perfect state, then shall we be

able to raise fruit free from its injuries. Our
experiments should all tend in the direction of

improving the methods of destroying the grub,

and of jarring down and killing the beetle. In

fact, the jarring of the trees and killing of the

little rascals must henceforth be considered as

part and parcel of stone-fruit culture. You may
argue, and with reason, that, with the utmost
diligence, you can never succeed in entirely

subduing this enemy, for it will breed in the

forest, will in some few cases perfect in the

fruit that hangs on the tree, and will come in

upon you from your neighbors. Gi-anled, in

like manner, you may cultivate your land year

after year, so that not a single weed shall ever

go to seed upon it, and yet you can nevei- en-

tirely subdue the weeds. But would you there-

fore cease to cultivate, and let the weeds overrun
you? It is useless to seek for good without

evil, and the i-aan who wishes to raise stone-

fruit without fighting the Curculio ought to read

Henry Ward Beecher's advice to him who
wanted an easy place.

The more united the ettbrt to fight Curculio,

the less work will there be lor each; but even
where one determined man is surrounded by
negligent and slovenly neighbors, he will be
rewarded for his efforts. If this Society could

only devise some means to insure concerted

action in this respect among its own members,
a great point would be gained. The negligent
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fruit-grower cannot be brought to duty by legis-

lative means, but might not this Society, by

resolution, make it obligatory on its members

to fight Curculio, if they grow stone-fruit, by

voting itself plenary power to fine such mem-
bers as prove recusant? At all events, as we
were advised last winter by Mr. L. C. Francis,

in his excellent essay on the Plum, let us fight

it out on the jarring line, if it takes all summer,

and it will take all summer, lor the trees should

be jarred regularly, from the time the IVnit is

set until it is ripe.

I have little patience with those persons who
claim that fruit cannot be protected from the

Curculio by the jarring process; or that it will

not pay to carry on the business when this work

is necessary. As a general rule, such persons

were never guilty of jarring a tree, or, if they

were, they did not pursue the process system-

atically. All who properly pursue it for a

number of years are successful. Judge Brown,

Dr. Hull, and many other members of this

Society, can attest the truth of this assertion.

Dr. Trimble, of New Jersey, never once failed

to obtaira a good crop of plums, apricots, and

nectarines for ten successive years, though his

more neglectful neighbors could not succeed.

Ellwanger & Barry, of Rochester, N. Y., J. J.

Thomas, of Union Springs, N. -Y., and a host

of prominent Eastern fruit-growers whom 1

might mention, all testify to its efficacy and

success, when followed up year by year, and as

to the cost, Mr. Parker Earle, of South Pass,

in an able article in a recent number of the

Rural JSxic Yorker, demonstrated by the actual

figures of those who had kept an exact account

of the labor used, that it costs a trifle less than

eight cents 2>er tree to run one of Dr. Hull's

machines during the Curculio season! No one

will claim that the crop is not worth saving at

ten times such a cost!

Natural Remedies.

Dr. Trimble has lately communicated to me
the fact that he has discovered a true parasite

upon the larva of the Curculio. The sooner it

makes its appearance in the West the better,

for no such parasite has ever been detected here

yet. It was well known that ants destroyed the

grubs as they left the fruit to enter the ground,
but up to 1868, no other cannibals were known
to attack it. In the summer of that year, my
late lamented associate, Mr. Walsh, discovered

several which habitually prey upon it, namely,
the larva of the Pennsylvania Soldier-beetle

(ChaiiUognathus peimsi/lvanicus, DeGeer), that

of an undetermined species of Lace-wing Fly

(Chri/sopa) , tlmt of an unknown Ground-beetle

(probably ]larpalus pennsylvanicvs, I)e Geer),

and the Subangular Ground-beetle (Aspidi-

alossa suhanguluta, Chaud.) Those who wish

full descriptions, with figures, of these Curculio

enemies, will find them in the October (1808)

number of the Amkkican Entomologist. The
Pennsylvania Soldier-beetle is evidently the

most effectual of the four, for its larva is fre-

quently met with; while the beetle itself, with

its yellow jacket and two broad black spots near

the tail, is very abundant during the months of

September and October, on many of our com-
posite flowers, and especially on the golden-

rods, spireas, bigonias, privets, and on carrot

blossoms. It does no harm to the flowers, being

content with the pollen which they afford, and
it should never be ruthlessly destroyed.

But I have this year discovered an insect

friend, which, though far more insignificant in

appearance, is yet more useful to us in clieckiug

the increase of the Curculio than are all the

others put together. It is in the shape of a yel-

low species of Thrips, of microscopic dimen-
sions, the business of whose life seems to be to

hunt up and devour the Curculio egg as soon as

deposited. I had often wondered why so many
Curculio eggs tailed to hatch, and was gratified

last May to find the cause. A description of

this Thrips would not edify you, and it suffices

to state that the word Thrips is used in the

Entomological sense, and not in the sense which
many horticulturists use it, as in speaking, for

instance, of the Leaf-hopper of the vine. The
illustration which I have prepared will give yon
an idea of the contour of these little animals.

The species in question is yellow, and scarcely

measures one-twentieth of an inch. Thus far I

have only noticed it in two orchards near Sulphur

Spilngs, Mo., and cannot yet tell to what extent

it occurs elsewhere; yet who knows but this

liliputian little friend may, in the course of a

few years, rout the ubiquitous " Turk,'' by
attacking' him in his most vulnerable point, just

in the same manner that the Ladybirds routed

the Colorado Potato Bug in many sections, by
devouring its eggs; or that the rciimte Acarus

or Mite, described by Dr. Shimer as Acarus

mali, and first noticed two years ago, has routed

the Oyster-shell Bark-louse in many orchards?

Verily, Nature's ways are so varied—so com-

plicated, and the phases of animal life are so

intricate—so protea;;, that this much desired

result may yet be consummated. Only this

year, a worm which I have called the Pickle-

worm, and which was never before known to

cut up such capers, has everywhere penetrated
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0111- rnelous aud our cucumbers, and prefents

its ghastly self even in our choicest pickles.

The "Struggle for Life " causes many a vacil-

lation in the proportion of an insect and its

parasite—the cannibal and its prey—and the

Little Turk may yet find his match in this

apparently insignificant Thvipa.

Mooted Points,

We will now brictly touch upon a few points

on which there is ditference of opinion, and

which will, it is to be hoped, elicit discussion,

and draw out the opinions and experience of

those present.

There is conflicting evidence from ditlerenl

authors, as to whether the Curculio is single or

double brooded each year, and as to whether it

hybernates principally in the perfect beetle state,

above ground, or in the preparatoi'v state, below

ground; the very earliest accounts we have of

the Plum Curculio, in this country, diflering on

these points. Thus, it was believed by Dr.

.James Tilton, of Wilmington, Delaware, who
wrote at the very beginning of the present cen-

tury, and by Dr. .loci Burnett, of Southborough,

and M. H. Simpson, of Saxonvillc, Massachu-

setts, who both wrote interesting articles on the

subject, about fifty years afterwards ; that it

passed the winter in the larval or grub state,

under ground, and Harris seems to have held

the same opinion. But Dr. E. Sanborn, of

Audover, Massachusetts, in some interesting

articles published in 1849 and 18o0, gave as his

conviction that it hybernates in the beetle state

above ground. Dr. Fitch, of New York, came
to the conclusion that it is two-brooded, the

second brood wintering in the larva state in the

twigs of pear trees; while Dr. Trimble, of New
Jersey, who devoted the greater part of a large

and expensive work to its consideration, decided

that it is single-brooded, and that it hybernates

in the beetle from above ground, and he recently

informed me that he still holds to the same
opinion. Since the writings of Harris and Fitch,

and since the publication of Dr. Trimble's work
there have been other papers published on the

subject. The first of these was a tolerably ex-

haustive article, by Mr. AValsh, which appeared
in No. 7 of the 2nd Volume of the Practical

Entomologist, in which he takes the grouuds
that the Curculio is single-brooded; though
subsequently, on page G7 of his First Annual
Report, he came to the very different conclusion

that it was double-brooded. In the summer of
1867 I spent between two and three weeks in

Southern Illinois, during the height of the Cur-
culio season, and closely watched its manceii-

verings. From the fact that there was a short

period about the middle of ,Tuly, when scarcely

any could be caught from the trees, and that

after a warm shower they were quite numerous,

having evidently just come out ot the ground,

I concluded that the insect was double-brooded,

and communicated to the Prairie Farmer of July

27th, 1867, the passage to that efiect, under the

signature of " V," which is quoted by Mr. Walsh

(Rep., p. 67), as corroborative of its two-brooded

character. Subsequent calculation induced mc

to change my mind, and I afterwards gave it as

my opinion, on page 11:5 of the Transactions of

this Society for 1867, that there was but one

main brood during the year, and that where a

second generation was produced it was the ex-

ception. My reasons for this opinion may be

found detailed in the Missouri Entomological

Report. Finally, our friend. Dr. Hull, of Alton,

Illinois, who has had vast personal experience

with this insect, read a most valuable essay on

the subject, before the meeting of the Alton (111.)

Horticultural Society of March, 1868, in which

he evidently concludes it is single-brooded, and

that it passes the winter, for the most part, in

the preparatory state, under ground ; aud judg-

ing from an article recently published by him

in the Prairie Farmer, he yet inclines to the

same belief.

Now, why is it that persons who, it must be

admitted, were all capable of correct observa-

tion, have differed so much on these most in-

teiesting points in the economy of our Plum

Curculio? Is there any explanation of these

contradictory statements? I think there is, and

that the great difllculty in the study of this, as

well a^ of many other insects, lies in the fact

that we are all too apt to generalize. We are

too apt to draw distinct lines, and to create

rules which never existed in Nature—to suppose
•

that if a few insects which wc chance to watch

are not single-brooded, therefore the species

must of necessity be double-brooded. We for-

get that Curculios are not" all hatched in one

dav, and, from analogy, are very apt to under-

rate the duration of the life of the Curculio in

the perfect state. Besides, what was the excep-

tion one year may become the rule the year

following. In breeding butterflies and moths,

individuals hatched from one and the same batch

of eggs on the same day, will frequently, some

of them, perfect themselves and issue in the fall,

while others will pass the winter in the imper-

fect state, and not issue till spring; and in the

case of a prangling green worm that is found

on raspberry leaves, and that passes the winter

under ground, aud develops into a four-winged
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fly {Selandria rubi, Harris) in the spring, I

have known a difference of three months to

occur between the issuing of the first and last

individuals of the satnc brood, all tlie larva' of

which had entered the ground within three

days. Far be it from me to pronounce that

there is no such tiring as rule in Nature, and

that we cannot, therefore, generalize; I simply

assert that we frequently draw our lines too

rigidly, and endeavor to make the facts come

within them, instead of loosening and allowing

them to encompass the facts.

It was my intention to have thoroughly and

forever settled these disputed questions the past

summer, but owing to a lengthy sickness of

Mr. Walsh, I was overwhelmed with other

matters, at the very season in which the projjcr

experiments could alone be made. Such obser-

vations as were made, however, only confirm

me in my previous opinion, that it is single-

brooded as a rule; but, injustice to Mr. Walsh

I will say, that to the day of his death he held

the contrary opinion of its being double-brooded.

It was on account of this diflerencc of opinion

between us, that we could never editorially

touch upon the point in the columns of the

American Entomologist; though we had each

of us decided to come to an agreement, in ac-

cordance with the facts to be elicited in discus-

sion at this meeting. Alas! how inscrutable

are the way s of Providence ! He has been taken

from our midst, and we shall nevermore listen

to his bold, outspoken voice.

Dr. Trimble writes: "I have a friend, an ac-

complished ornithologist (companion of Audu-

bon), with whom I frequently converse. Once,

speaking about quails, I spoke of their 4iaving

more than one brood a year. He said, 'did you

ever see a brood of quails, whether full-grown

or h.alf-grown, without the old birds with them?'

In thinking it over, I cannot remember that I

ever did. The inference follows: the early

broods of quails of this year, have the early

broods the next year—the late broods this year,

the late broods next year. Why not so with

Curculios?' On broad principles it may be

stated that iuaects differ from other animals in

so far that they do not breed an indefinite num-

ber of times in the course of their lives, but that

the females perish soon after depositing their

(irst and only batch of eggs. But although a

great many insects occupy but a few hours or a

few days in laying this batcli of eggs, yet many
of them require a much longer time. This is

eminently the case with our I'luin Curculio, and

indeed with most of the insects in the same

great Order of Beetles to which it belongs ; and

I knaw that Ourculios which hybernated may
be louiid upon our trees even a few days after

the lirst bred Curculios of the season appear.

Again, few persons—even among those skilled

in Entomology—are aware of the wonderful

influence produced upon insects by climate or

by the character of the seasons. To illustrate:

the Oblong-winged Catydid (Phylloptera ob-

longifolia, De Geer) in a state of Nature finishes

depositing its eggs, and ceases its chirrup by
the first of October in the latitude of St. Louis,

and yet this very year, by keeping them within

doors and feeding them on green apples, I suc-

ceeded in keeping several which I had liatched

from the egg, alive until the first days of Decem-
ber ; and though everything was bleak and bare

outside, and the Catydids had been swept off

by the early frosts nearly two months before,

yet these continued to deposit up to within three

days of their death. No one with the knowl-
edge of such facts, would for a moment doubt
that in certain sontherly latitudes, it is possible

for the Curculio to be double-brooded, and yet

be single-brooded in more northerly regions;

for several instances of a similar nature in in-

sect life, might be cited. But that it is single-

brooded as far south as the southern part of

the State of Illinois, I feel quite satisfied. The
Curculios generated from those which wintered

over, never lay eggs the same season they are

hatched; at least, no one has ever succeeded

iu making them do so, though the experiment

has been tried by Dr. Trimble, Dr. Hull, Judge
Brown, and myself. Indeed, all analogy con-

firms the belief in its one-brooded character,

for it is admitted that the Plum Gouger
(Anthonomus prunicida, Walsh), the Apple
Curculio (Anth. quadrigibbus, Say), the Pea-

weevil {Bruchus pisi, Linu.), and inauy other

closely allied species jjroduce but one brood

each year, and it is with good reason argued,

that if there were two generations of Curculios,

late fruit would be covered with their crescents,

whereas we know that such is not the case.

As to the hybernation of the Curculio, it is

only necessary to state, that I am positive that

the beetles survive the winter, for I have fre-

quently found them myself during this season

of the year, under the rough bark of both fruit

and forest trees, and they have been found in

like situations and under the shingles of houses,

etc., by several other jiersons. Dr. Hull, on

the contrary, believes that they pass the wiuter

in the preparatory state, and records in so many
words, that he has found the larvre in January
ai a depth of from fifteen to thirty-six inches,

and that in April he has found both larvte, pupie
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and beetles below ground. Now, I have a good

deal of faith in the accuracy of the Doctor's

observations, and accept these statements as

truth, the more willingly because the Four-

humped, or Apple Curculio, which attacks our

apples quinces and haws, docs pass the winter

iu the larva state under ground. But had he not

found the beetle in company with the larva> and

pupa', I should not so readily have accepted such

proof, but, like Oliver Twist, should ask for

more; for the larvae of several species of snout-

bcctles very much resemble each other, and we

arc all liable to make mistakes. Individually, 1

never found Plum Curculio larvae at a greater

depdi below ground than six inches, and my
cllbrts to liiid lliem in tlie winter under trees

from wliich infested fruit had fallen during

the previous summer, liave so far been fruitless.

As to whether the Curculio is the cause of the

I'each-rot, there can be no (luestion whatever

that it is greatly instrumental in spreading this

dreaded disease. So mucli is this the case, that

by protecting fruit in such a manner that no

insects can get at it, you may in a great measure

save it from rotting: and this is an additiouiil

reason why trees should be thoroughly jarred

and protected from the Curculio. But I yet

hold that the puncture cannot possibly be the

tirst cause of Peach-rot. This is sutticiently

proved by the lacts, that much of the fruit is

punctured long before the rcttiug season com-

mences; that the fruit often arrives at perfect

maturity, still containiiig the grub; that in cer-

tain localities, and iu favorable seasons, the rot

is scarcely known, though the fruit is badly

punctured ; and, finally, that the crescent of the

Curculio often (indeed, in the great majority

of instances) heals up entirely, thus precluding

the idea of any poisonous eft'ect attending the

puncture. It might, with equal reason, be

argued that the Grape-rots, the Potato-rot, and

.all the innumerable other rots are also caused

by insects: but as I have already devoted all

the time I can spare to this paper, although

many interesting facts have not even been al-

luded to, and as this matter does not properly

come within my province, 1 leave it for the

discussion of the more wise and experienced.

|^= To all persons interesting themselves in

the AsiEKiCAN ENTOjroLOGiST we will allow

twcnty-tive cents on every dollar, on all over

five names which they send.

5;:»^ Should a number of the Ento.molouist,

through wliatever cause, fail to reach any of our

subscribers, we will cheerfully send another one

upon being informed of the fact.

LXKYM m THE HUMAN BOWELS 1

UNK ill's I'OSTI IMOLIi-

On July oth, 18G9, ve received from Dr. J.

T. Wilson, of Quincy, Ills., over a dozen of the

curious fringed larva;, which we represent con-

siderably magnified in the annexed drawing

(Fig. 93). The circumstances under which they

were found are detailed in the following ex-

tract from Dr. Wilson's letter:

—

The specimens sent were
discharged, along with sev-
eral hundred others, from
the bowels of one of my
patients. Five months ago
several hundred ot the same
nondescript, but of much
larger size, were discharged
from the bowels of the same
patient. Having no knowl-
edge of (his parasite, I sup-
posed in the first instance
that there must have been
some mistake about the mat-
ter, and tlierefore treated it

with indifterence. But on
the second occasion, I satis-

ic rtcd myself that they were
< ,iioi—liidwnish- really "evacuated from the

"'""' intestines. I am fully per-
suaded that they multiply within the alimentary
canal; yet I think that they must have been
originally introduced tln-ough the mouth. I

confess that they are a strange parasite to me,
and I find they "are equally so to all the medi-
cal gentlemen to whom 1 have sliown them. I

am very anxious to get all the infuruiation upon
this sni)ject that I can, and should like to learn
all that is at present known about it.

From the structure of these larva;, it is mani-

fest that they belong to a section of a genus of

Two-winged Flies, the Flower-flies (Antho-

myia), which section w.as many years ago bep-

arated as a distinct genus {Honialomyia) by

Bouche. The true Flower-fiies are named from

the habit which the perfect insect has of set-

tling upon flowers ; but in the larva state

most of them feed upon living vegetable mat-

ter, and are usually smooth soft whitish mag-

gots, of an elongate-conical shape, with the

head end tapered to a point and the tail end

more or less squarely docked. It is to this

group that the Imported Onion-maggot Fly

{A. ccpnrum), the Imported Cabbage-maggot

Fly {A. brassicw), and an apparently indige-

nous species which we have described and

figured as the Seed-corn Flower-fly (.1. zew,

Riley),* all of them belong. On the contrary,

the larvie belonging to the other group {Honia-

lomyia), instead of feeding upon living vegeta-

• Missouri £n(om. Report,
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tion, wallow in moist decaying matter, whether
animal or vegetable ; and as in such situations

they would be sometimes stifled for want of

air, if they breathed through the spiracles or

breathing-holes with which all air-breathing-

insects are supplied, nature has replaced the

spiracles by lateral "branchiae" or gills, by
means of which they are enabled, after the

fashion of a fish, to extract the air from the fluids

that surround them. On referring to our Fig-

ure 93, b, the reader will see at ouce the structure

of these curious gills, whicli. however, are by
uo means peculiar to this genus of Insects, but
occur in a great number of larvas that inhabit

the water, for example in those of the Mayflies

(Ejihemera family). These larv;e dift'er further

from those of the true Flower-flies in the tail

end being much less conspicuously docked, and
in the body being considerably flattened, in-

stead of plumply louuded in the shape of an
elongate cone. It was probably in reference to

this peculiar flattening of the body of the larva,

that Bouche gave to the genus the distinctive

name of "Flat-fly" (Homalomi/ia), from two
Greek words which bear that meaning.

In the perfect state—as sometimes happens
with closely allied genera—the Flat-flies do not
dift'er so materially in their structure and gen-
eral appearance from tlie true Flower-flies as

do the larva^ belonging respectively to these

two genera. Still, as the larval habits of these

two genera dift'er so widely, and as the Flower-
flies, in the original and more extensive signi-

fication of the term, form a very extensive
group—authors having described no less than
0.3 species of them as found in North America

—

we must consider the separation of tliis very
large and unwieldy genus into two smaller

genera as a judicious step. The minute details

wherein the Flat-flies dift'er from the Flower-
flies in the perfect fly state, as they would only
fatigue the general reader, will be found in the

loot-note.*

We have ourselves bred what Baron Osten
Sacken, to whom we have forwarded specimens,
thinks is in all probability a true Flat-fly, from
larva' very similar to those figured above, but
scarcely more than half as large {IIoDKtlomyia

prunifora). These larvie we met with in great

abundance in a mass of tame plums so much
;

decayed as to become almost semi-fluid. The
fly produced from them is only about one-fifth
of an inch long; whereas from the largest spe-
cimens sent us by Dr. Wilson we might expect
to raise a fly at least one-third of an inch long.
If, therefore, there was no other reason than
this, we might be pretty sure that the two spe-
cies are distinct. But, as the scientific reader
will perceive from the descriptions given in the
foot-note, there are other reasons for believing
them to belong to sepai ite 'pecies ot 1 lat flies

*

•iio \\ _; „ I 11 \,p 1 1

til
Jumts

'Tbroiigh the kiniliii'ss of Bavoii 0.steu Sackeu, i leavn

Such sexual aistiuctious seem to br nut uuusual iu this gi-oup
of flies ; for Baron Ostea Saclcen infoniis us that '

' the sex^
in Anthomyia generally differ Tery considerably in size and

ther Ijristly than
diate in its characters between Wilsoni and prumiora. In
length it is said to be from 0.23 to 0.29 inch. The dorsal
branchioe seem to agi-ee generally with those of jirunioora.
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We will now give such recorded cases as we
have been able to glean, of flie occnrreucc of the

larvaj of Flat-flies or other Two-winged flies in

the human bowels, whether in this country or

in Europe. In Europe tiiere are two species in

particular, respecting which such facts have been

recorded, namely, the I'uppy Flat-fly (Horn,

canicularis, Meig.) and the Ladder-fly {Horn,

scalaris, Meig.) The larvie of the Ibrmer arc

well known to occur normally in rotten vege-

tables and decayed cheese, and the fly itself,

from its being often noticed in houses, has been

sometimes called "The Lesser lloiise-fly,"

though from the true House-fly {Musca domes-

tica) it differs by very conspicuous structural

characters. The larvoe of the Ladder Flat-fly

are met with in human excrements, and from

their being often found in the putrid contents

of privies, the fly itself has fretjuently been

characterized as'" the Privy-fly."

The Kev. L. .Tenyns, of Cambridgeshire in

England, published 30 or 40 years ago a very

detailed account of the larviB of the Puppy Flat-

fly having been discharged from the intestines

of a clergymen.* Fallen records a similar case,

though he thought that the larvic might possibly

belong to an allied species. f On the other

hand, Westwood tells us that in two different

medical works, one in the German and the other

in the English language, the larvas of the Ladder
Flat-fly are stated to have been found in the

human body.J Several other European cases

are on record, where the larvae of Two-winged
flies have either been evacuated from the anus

or vomited from the mouth ; but in most of them
the genus to which they belonged cannot be

accurately determined. In the United States,

Dr. Leidy, as quoted by Dr. Packard, § has rc-

tarina npi
tl e Bcffcne
I access, 1

1

corded a case where numerous larva;, supposed
to be those of some Flower-fly {Anthomyia)

,

were given to him for examination by a phy-
sician, who had obtained them from his own
person. This physician, it is added, had been
seized with all the symptoms of cholera morbus,
and in his discharges he had detected numerous
specimens of this, to him, unknown pai-asite.

The above circumstances took place in the latter

part of summer, and it was suspected that the
larva; had been swallowed along with some cold
boiled vegetables . The very same kind of larva
had been previously observed by Dr. Leidy in

another such case, which was likewise accom-
panied by the ordinary phenomena of cholera
morbus. On referring to the description of
these larvas published by Dr. Leidy, we flnd
that they are represented as having very nearly
the same kind of lateral gills as those which we
have figured above ; and they must consequently
appertain to the Flat-flies and not (o the Flower-
flies (Anthomyia), as was erroneously supposed
by the author of the description.

Of course, every one must perceive at once
that a larvj furnished with gills, and jiot liable

to drown when immersed in fluid or semi-fluid
matter, would stand a much better chance to
live and flourish in the human stomach, than a
larva that breathes the air much in the same man-
ner as we ourselves do. But there is authentic
evidence that larvie which breathe through spi-

racles in the ordinary manner, and not through
lateral gills, have been voided either upwards or
downwards from the human body. ForDr. Leidy
has further reported* a case where a number of

specimens, which appeared to be larva; of the

Blue-bottle Fly, were given him by a physician

as having been vomited from the stomach of a

cl il 1; and Baron Osten Sacken has kindly in-

1 im d us, that in the winter of 1868-9 some
m )uth Dipterous larvas were handed over to

1 jni by a New York physician as having been
\ 1 kd in the excrenieut of a child; and that

tl ni one of them he reared what was apparently

I lecimen of the common House-fly (Musca
loi it rftcrt) . So far as we are aware, this is the

inh case recorded by authors, where larvffi dis-

1 1 „ ed from the human body have been actually

1 1 1 to the perfect Fly state.

Ihe question naturally recurs here—"How
in all these numerous instances did so many
Imse find their way into the human body?"
Two opinions, as the reader will have noticed,

hn( been expressed above as to this knotty

1 loblem ; one by Dr. Leidy's friend, that all the

*1 o:. Ac. Nat. Sc. I'hilnrI , Issa^, l!ioli)gic:il Ufpnvtiiicnt,
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larvaj had been swallowed alive, along with

such vegetable food as had been introduced in

the ordinary course of nature into the stomach

;

the other by our friend Dr. Wilson, of Quincy,

who expresses his belief that a few larva; had

been introduced through the mouth, and that

then after getting into the alimentary canal had

increased and multiplied there. We must crave

leave to ditt'er from both these gentlemen. In

the first place, we can scarcely understand how
larvffi of such considerable size and of so soft a

consistence could escape being crushed more or

less by the human teeth during the process of

mastication; and in (he second place, although

in the whole Class of Insects there is a single

most remarkable and exceptional genus (_3fias-

^or), belonging to the (iiiW-gunt (Cecklomyia)

Fandly, which is knoAvu to propagate in the

larva state, yet this is the exception and not the

rule. For out of sibout a hundred thousand dis-

tinct genera of Insects which exist in the whole

world, no other genus, so ftvr as the records

show, has the reproductive faculty developed

until it reaches the mature or Perfect State.

For these reason?:, we incline to believe that

larv£e discharged from the human body, in the

manner recited above, must all of them have

been originally introduced there in the egg

state, and after reaching the stomach must have

hatched out and fed upon the food taken from

time to time into the stomach. No doubt, the

great majority of eggs that are swallowed in

this manner, even if Ihey escape being crushed

by the teeth, perish in the healthy human body,

cither before, or shortly after batching out,

owing to the unnatural conditions to which

they are necessarily subjected there, both as

regards temperature, and want of air, and the

presence of that powerful chemical agent—the

gastric juice. But in a diseased and abnormal

body, it may, and doubtless does, occasionally

happen, that the average temperature of the

stomach is reduced much below the normal

point, or that large quantities of gaseous matter

containing oxygen are formed there, or that an

insufficient supply of gastric juice is secreted

there : and in sucli instances as these, the eggs

may probably hatch out, and the young larviB

may, without any material injury to their health,

grow and reach maturity.

It is not a very plea?ant thing to have a

stomach full of lively living maggots. Still, it

should be borne in mind that, although such

maggots may temporarily derange the health,

there is no reason to suppose that they can ever

cause death. Moreover, when more or less

matured, such insects will always pass away,

either dead or alive, by the ordinary modes in

which such offensive matter is ejected from the

human system ; for it is utterly impossible that

they can ever after developing into the perfect

winged state, propagate their species among
the semi-finid contents of the alimentary canal.

Consequently, unless a fresh supply of eggs is

introduced into the stomach, the original gene-
ration of maggots will soon disappear; for with
almost all the different larvas of Two-winged
Flies that subsist upon decaying matter, whether
animal or vegetable, the larval period is com-
paratively quite short—say two or three weeks,
or at most a mo.ith.

The nature of the substances upon which the

larvae usually discharged from the human body
naturally feed—that is, decaying animal and
especially decaying vegetable matter—indicates
at once the manner in which the eggs that

produce these larva; gain admission into the

stomach. Wc have already stated that we have

bred great numbersof a small species of Flat-fly

from rotten plums; and we may add here that

the plums from which we bred the Fly were
most of them only partially unsound when they

were gathered and placed in the Breeding-vase,

and that after they were placed there no living

insect could possibly have gained access to them
in order to lay its eggs upon them. Conse-

quently, a good many of the eggs which after-

wards produced the Winged Flat-flies must iu

.ill probability have been deposited in the open
air upon plums that were only partially un-

sound—say with only a third or a lourth part

of their flesh discolored and soft. Such fruit

would be greedily devoured by many children,

and by some grown persons who do not know
any better. But we have ascertained by a some-

what extensive experience in breeding insects,

that fruit (vhich is either wholly or partially

decayed almost invariably contains great num-
bers of the eggs of difJ'erent Two-winged Flies,

belonging to many different genera (Sciara,

Scatopse, Dros(rplula, Ilomalomyia, and Mus-
ca), the larva' of which naturally feed upon such

substances. When, therefore, such decayed fruit

is introduced into the human stomach, these

eggs, being excessively minute, will doubtless

many of them pass uninjured into the body:

and if that body happens to beiu a diseased and

unhealthy state, they will prob.ably hatch out

and develop into a whole generation of larvae

In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, per-

haps, these intestinal larvre will be voided with-

out being noticed by any one ; and the functional

disturbance which they have caused will be
attributed to cholera morbus, or summer com-
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plaint, or some other one of those nuineroiis

.ailmeuts which are especially prevalent in the

summer season. Anil it will be only in the

hundredth case, that attention will be called to

their existence among the fieces; and even then

probably not a hundredth part of such cases

will be recorded in printed books, because most

persons will be apt to confound together those

larvae which habitually live in decaying vegeta-

ble matter, and the ordinary Intestinal Worms
(Entoioa) , the native home of which is in the

body of some animal or other. Taking every-

thing into consideration, we doubt whether, out

of ten thousand cases, where the larva- ,of Two-
winged Flics have existed in considerable num-
bers in the human intestines, more than one

single case has been recorded in print for the

edification of the world by competent entomo-

logical authority. And if this be a correct esti-

mate, we may see at once how fearfully common
such larviv must be in the bowels of that most

patient of all military heroes—General Public.

Moral.—Avoid eating decayed fruit, espe-

cially if you are in poor health, and from fruit

which is only partially decayed pare away care-

fully the unsound parts before you introduce the

sounder portions into your stomach. Every
entomologist knows what a pleasing pursuit it

is to breed insects through all their stages in

appropriate vessels ; but to breed them in one's

(iwn body is rather too much of a good thing.

PLVNT-LICE AND THEIR ENEMIES.

Early in September I found ray Chrysanthe-

mums badly infested with black plant-lice

—

the species most often attacking the Composite
family of plants—and a few moments' observa-

tion convinced me that this would be a grand
opportunity to capture and study the various

insects that visited them; and I concluded to

sacrifice the plants, if need be, to this excellent

opportunity of studying insects so close at the

door. So, every pleasant day found me at my
post, equipped with a low foot-stool for a scat,

a good lens, and several glass tumblers in which
to make my captures.

In a few days I had taken over thirty distinct

species of Ichneumons, among which were rare

ones that would delight the heart of an Ento-

mologist to see. Some of these Ichneumons
were attracted merely by the sweets given out

by the plant-lice, which they eject through two
honey-tubes near the extremity of the body.

Sometimes there will be quite a little shower
of this honey scattered upon the leaves below,

as I have frequently felt it falling upon my hand.

Various insects are attracted by this honey,

which they lick off from the stems and leaves;

while others, such as the Syrphus-flies, come
for the purpose of depositing their eggs along

the infested stems, which eggs are soon hatched

into larvas that feed upon the plant-lice; and
still others come for the purpose of depositing

their eggs in these Syrphus-fly larva?.

There were several species of these gaily-

dressed Syrphns- flies very busy about the

plants; and I soon found that they were not

attracted by the sweets like some of the other

two-winged flies, neither were they preying

upon their neighbors, like some other tribes

that visited here, but they were depositing their

eggs along the stems infested with the plant-

lice. And I resolved to. experiment with these

different species. So, cutting several stems of

Chrysanthemums, that were nearly covered

with the black lice, I placed them in a small

glass jar of water for keeping fresh, and cov-

ered the whole with a large oval glass. I then

caught several of the flies and introduced them
under the glass, where they blindly knocked
their heads against the glass in the hopeless en-

deavor to escape. But finding all such attempts

fruitless, they were at length resigned to their

fate, and quietly settled down and began to

examine the plants, and deposit their eggs

among the plant-lice. The eggs hatched in a

day or two into very minute whilish-looking,

footless grubs ; and here in the midst of their

food, all the grubs had to do was to seize each

a plaut-lousc, larger than itself, and, sucking

out its juices, drop its lifeless body.

These Syrplius larvre grew rapidly, and soon

changed to a dark color, although I could not

see that they changed their skins. Dark lines

ran along the back, and the body was variously

mottled with sober brown, very unlike their

brilliantly attired parents.

When fully grown some of the larger species

were an inch or more in length, and at this

stage of their lives, very quickly would they

clear a stem of plant-lice. Eating was the grand
business of their lives; almost too lazy to move
along after their food, they would stretch them-

selves to an incredible length in trying to reach

a plant-louse, rather than take a step in advance.

Alter one had seized its victim, it elevated its

head perpendicularly, holding the plant-louse

up in the air until its juices were extracted, and
then with a sudden jerk throwing its lifeless

body down.
When they were ready to assume the pupa

form they ceased eating, and became quite

uneasy, and I found they could crawl quite
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rapidly. Down the stems aud jar they would
come, and wander about over the paper on
which the jar stood. I then consulted the books,

and found that " the insect attaches itself by a

glutinous secretion to the leaves and stems of

plants ; its body then contracts and hardens, and
the insect assumes the pupa state within the

larva skin." So I returned them to the plants

;

I wished them to be scientific larv£B, and did n't

the books say they assumed the pupa state on

the leaves and stems? But it was of no use, as

fast as I returned them, down they would come.

Tliey were determined not to be scientific. So

I gave them a little box of earth into which
they immediately disappeared, where they as-

sumed the pupa state; and in about a week
thereafter, the perfect insects— the beautiful

Syrphus-fiies—made their appearance.*

[•The great bulk of the Syrphus larvx with which we ai

acquainted fasten themselves to the leaves and stems i

ijlants, liefore cmtractin^' tn ijiipii', l>ut sonu- li:ive lnu); bw

iinilthiiilMiVM'wr.Kii
to umk-i--., tlu-ir liu.
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strike out in all directions ; and this would set

the ants—their attendants and protectors—hunt-

ing around, to find the cause of the alarm, but

they never seemed to recognize the true author

of the mischief. Two ants meeting upon such

an occasion would put their heads together and

seem to consult for a moment, and then proceed

to drive off all the harmless flies and wasps that

were attracted by the sweets alone.

Terrible was the fate of an unlucky Syrphus

lai-va that happened in the way of an ant at

such a time ; the ant would take it in its mouth,

and shake it as a dog will shake a wood-chuck.

Several times I have attempted to rescue such a

larva, but found it had always received its death

wound and died shortly after.

ViNELAXD, N. J. Mrs. Mary Treat.

[We gladly publish the above from Mrs. Treat,

and hope her good example will be followed by

other of our lady readers. It is really a wonder
to us why the ladies do not more generally in-

terest themselves in the pleasant and fascinating

study of Entomology ! There should be more
Madame Meriaus. Original obsei-vations are

always valuable, especially if accompanied by

specimens of the insects spoken of.

—

Ed.]

THE APriE-TREE TExN^T-CATERPILLAl!

V WM. LE liAKON, M.D., OF GENEVA, 11.

[Fig 17 ]

Colors— (a .t h) b!ac]t, white, blue and rufous; (c) yellowish-gray ; (t/j yellow.

More than two dozen different species of

insects arc now known to infest and damage

the Apple ti-ee. Some subsist upon the root;

some burrow into the trunk; some infest the

bark; some select the opening buds; some de-

vour the expanded foliage, and others, finally,

revel upon the fruit. Thus beset by enemies

on every side, it would seem that that most

valuable of fruit trees, the good old Apple tree,

must ere long succumb, and cease to occupy its

place in the family of plants. And this it would
undoubtedly do if all these enemies were per-

mitted to go on unchecked in their operations.

But owing to the incessant antagonism of par-

asitic foes, and insectivorous birds, and human
ingenuity, the ravages of these insects are kept

within bounds, and the apple tree still lives. Of
these numerous enemies of the Apple tree, five

hold a bad pre-eminence, namely, the Round-
headed Borer {Saperda bivittata), the Oyster-

shell Bark-louse {Asindiotus conchiform is), the

Canker-worm (Anisopteryx vernata), the Tent

Caterpillar {VUsiocampa Americana), and the

Apple-worm ( Carpocapsa pomonella) . O f these

the most conspicuous, and, in some seasons and
localities, the most destructive, is the insect

generally known as the Tent Caterpillar (Fig.

!i7, a and 6), being the larva of a brick-colored

moth (Fig. 08), known popularly as the Amer-
ican Lackey moth. This insect is a native of

the more northern Atlantic States, and has been
introduced into the West in the egg state, at-

tached to the twigs of young trees. Though the

crab-apple tree, upon which this insect readily

feeds, grows wild at the West, yet the caterpillar

is not found upon it except in the neighborhood
of cultivated trees.

The eggs from which these caterpillars pro-

ceed (Fig. 97, c) are deposited by the parent

insect in the latter part of June or the beginning
of July, upon the smaller twigs, in oblong rings,

each of which contains about two hundred and
fifty eggs. These eggs are little thimble-shaped

bodies, about one-twentieth of an inch in length.

The young caterpillar, whilst in the egg, is bent
double, the fold of the body being at the smaller

cud. The .same degree of warmth which ex-

pands the buds of the apple tree, also hatches

the eggs, so that the young caterpillars are born
in the midst of abundance. It sometimes hap-

pens, however, especially in the cold and wet
springs of New England, that the growth of

the leaves is arrested by an unfavorable change
in the weather, after the young caterpillars are

hatched. To meet this emergency, these little

insects are endowed with the power of sustain-

ing hunger for a considerable time. When
wholly deprived of food they will live from ten

to twelve days. This species belongs to the tribe
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of Tem-niakiug Caterpillars, and during the

first two or three days of their existence they

commence constructing a shelter for ihemsclves

by extending sheets of web across the nearest

fork in the twig upon which they were hatched.

As they increase in size I hey construct addi-

tional layers over those previously made, at-

taching them to the neighboring twigs, and

leaving space enough between them for the

caterpillars to pass. The shape of the tent is

necessarily very irregular, depending upon tlie

situation of the branches upon which it is con-

structed. The holes through which the cater-

jiillars enter are situated near llie extremities

or angles of the nest. This nest when completed

is about eight or ten inches in diameter. The
caterpillars retreat into it at night and in stormy

weather, and at other times when they are

not feeding. The silken threads of which

the web is composed are di'awn from the body

of the insect through a minute apcrtuie situ-

ated behind the mouth, which is the outlet of

two convoluted tubes, into which the ductile

matter is secreted from wliiuli the silk is made.

When going out to feed, the caterpillars always

travel upon the upper side of the branches, and

each one leaves a thread of silk behind it, which

probably serves as a clue to direct it back to the

nest. The silken trails thns formed are at first

scarcely noticeable, but become very obvious

after a branch has been traveled upon for a

considerable time. Thus the caterpillar not

only lives in a silken house, but covers its roads

with a silken carpet. Like other larvas, they

shed their skins four times before arriving at

maturity. When fully grown they arc about

one inch and three-quarters in length; but as

they arc widely known and easily recognized,

I shall not here occupy space by describing

them.

The eyes of this catcrpiller have the appear-

ance of very minute black points, being ten in

number, five on each side of the head. Their

position is best seen by holding the cast-off skin

of a caterpillar towards the light, and examin-

ing it through a magnifying glass. Without

claiming mathematical exactness, it may be

stated that four of them are situated in a curved

line, forming half a circle, of which circle the

fifth occupies the centre. Owing to the extreme

minuteness of the eyes of caterpillars in general,

they were formerly overlooked, and thcie in-

sects were supposed to be blind. That they pos-

sess the sense of seeing, however, and that, too,

at a considerable distance, seems to be proved

by the following experiments. If a nest of these

caterpillars be taken from a free and placed

upon the ground several feet from it, they will

return to it in a direct line. In another experi-'

ment a handful of caterpillars was placed in

some tall grass between two trees, but nearer

to one than the other. Tiiey first crept up the

stems of the grass, as if for the purpose of taking

an observation, and then took up their march
-for the nearest tree.

The leaves of the Apple tree constitute the

food of by far the greater number of this kind

of caterpillar. Nests are, however, occasion-

ally seen on the other common fruit trees, the

Peach, Pear, Plum, and Cherry, particularly

the Wild Cherry. When deprived of other food

they will also eat the leaves of the Rose bush.

The active period of this caterpillar, that is,

the time from their hatching to their changing

into chysalids, is from five to six weeks, and

when we consider their voracious appetites and

that there are about two hundred and fifty

individuals in each nest, we can easily form an

idea of the extent of their ravages. Where
there happen to be several nests on one tree, or

where the tree itself is small, they often strip

it of every vestige of foliage; and in neglected

localities, whole orchards arc sometimes seen

as bare of foliage on the first of June as in

mid-winter. It is at about this date that the

caterpillars cease their ravages, and the trees

subsequently make an efiort to recover, and do

actually throw out a new set of leaves, but their

fruitfulness for the season is destroyed, and the

tree itself must have received a severe shock to

its constitution.

After five or six weeks of voracious feeding,

the caterpillars arrive at malurity, and then

leave the trees, and are to be seen crawling in

all directions upon the neighboring fences or

other objects, in search of some suitable place

in which to undergo their transformation into

pupx. They usually select some crevice or

angle where they can get an attachment for

their cocoons in two directions. Their favorite

place is in the angle formed by the projection

of the cap-board of fences or posts. In these

positions they sometimes congregate so as to lie

one upon another. AVhen about to construct its

cocoon, the insect attaches itself by its hinder-

most feet, so as to leave the anterior part of its

body free for motion; then extending its body,

it draws some disconnected lines across froin

one side of the angle to the other, to serve as

outlines or slays. Then, working down nearer

home, it draws its lines more densely so that

near its body they constitute a pretty close

texture, like a piece of loosely woven cloth,

through which, however, the insect can be seen.
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When the web is finished, the insect, emits a

yellow tluid with which it besmears the inside

of the cocoon, and thns etTectiially conceals

itself from view. (See Fig. 97, rf). This species

remains in the chrysalis state about twenty
days. Some kinds of moths pass all the fall,

winter and spring months, that is, three-quarters

of the year, in this state. Some of these are

enclosed in cocoons of such dense texture that

the inner surface I'esembles glazed parchment,

and would seem to be almost impervious to the

atmosphere. This has given rise to the ques-

tion whether insects in the pupa state cannot

live without air, as well a« without food.

Some experiments performed with the chrysa-

lids of the Tent Caterpillar go to disprove this

notion. A number of cocoons were moistened

witli oil so as to exclude the air; in every in-

stance the enclosed pnpa perished without com-

pleting its transformation. The nicety and
compactness with which the parts of an insect

are folded up in its pupal envelope is, indeed,

wonderful. No effort of human ingennity could

replace it there, after it has once emerged.
Goldsmith, in his entertaining but fanciful work
upon Animated Nature, asserts that ins-ects of

this kind, when they have emerged from the

pupal covering, expand their wings so rapidly

that the eye can scarcely attend their unfolding.

This is very improbable, in any case, and in the

species now before us, as I have often witnessed,

the expansion of the wings is very slow and
gradual, and yet steadily progressive, so that

the time occupied in the operation does not
nsually exceed fifteen minutes.

[Fig. OS]

The American Tjackey moth, when fnlly de-
veloped, measures about one inch and a half

from tip to tip of the expanded wings. It is

nsually of a ])ale brick color, but individuals are
occasionally seen much darker, or of an ashy-
brown color. Across the fore wings are two
straight, oblique whitish lines. The antenna;
are moderately pectinate, or feather-like, in the
male, and very slightly so in the female. The
hollow tongue, or sucker, through which insects

of this order imbibe their nutriment, is wholly
wanting in tliis species, as, indeed, it is gener-
ally in the particular group to which it belongs.
Of course they take no food, and live bnt a short

time. A number of these moths wliich were
put into a box immediately after they had come
from their cocoons, were alive on the third day,

but were all dead on the fourth. Their short

lives have but one object—the pairing of the

sexes and the deposition of the eg^s by the

female, for a future generation. The following

experiment illustrates some of their habits:

Three female moths were enclosed in a glass

vessel. They were quiet during the day, but
became very restless as night approached, show-
ing that like the moths in general, they arc

nocturnal in their habits. On the third day a
twig of apple tree was introduced into the

vessel. The moths immediately ran up upon it,

and put themselves in position for laying their

eggs. This was accomplislied in the following

manner. Placing herself transversely upon the

side of the twig, she curved her abdomen under
the twig and extended it up the opposite side

as far as slie could reach, and commenced de-

positing her eggs, one after another, gradually
withdrawing the abdomen till she liad laid a
row of eggs across the underside of the twig.
She then, in the same manner, deposited another
row, parallel to aud in contact with the first.

Owing to their nnnatural situation, or the ab-
sence of the opposite sex. or to some unknown
cause, these moths in confinement succeeded in

laying but two or three rows of eggs, whilst in

a state of nature they lay from fifteen to tvventv

rows, containing in all an average of about two
hundred and fifty eggs. They subsequently
cover the eggs with a coating of brown varnish
which etiectually protects them from the vicis-

situdes of the weather. In no case, however
warm or protracted the autumn may be, do
these eggs ever liatch till the following s])rino-.

So that the Tent Caterpillar, unlike nntny of
our noxious insects, never has but one brood
in the season. How is it that these little germs
of being remain insensible to the heats of July,

August and September, and yet burst into

vitality at almost the first touch of spring? We
know that if the young caterpillars came out
in the fall, they would perish from inability to

eat the tough autumnal foliage. But what
natural law can we conceive ot, that exercises

such a discretionary power?
Again, by what subtle and inscrutable instinct

does the parent insect select those trees which
are suitable for the deposition of her eggs,

whatever may be their size, shape, or situation?

How does this poor insect, of three days' dura-
tion, know that her future progeny can thrive

upon the foliage of the Apple and the Cherry,
whilst it would perish upon that of the Oak (>r
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the Ash? The actions of the higher animals

seem to be governed by a motive power very

similar to reason, and differing from it perhaps

only in degree, whilst the instinct of insects

often lies wholly beyond its domain ; and, there-

fore, its nature will probably forever elude the

grasp of the human understanding.

Insects, with respect to their social habits,

are divisible into two classes: the gregarious,

which live together in communities, and the

solitary, which seek their subsistence independ-

ently, eaeh one for itself. This distinction is of

vast importance in its relation to the destructi-

bility of the noxious species. This practical

point may be illustrated by the habits of the

present species at different periods of the day.

At one time a brood of well grown caterpillars

will be seen scattered over every part of a tree,

and the attempt to capture and destroy them

would be a hopeless task. But wait an hour

or two, and all these insects will return and

congregate in a tent eight or ten inches in

diameter, when they can be removed by a single

grasp of the hand. The solitary or separate

feeding insects are generally beyond our con-

trol, but there is no excuse for permitting our

trees to be damaged by the gregarious species,

of which the Tent Caterpillar is an example.

A few of these insects may be fouud and de-

stroyed in the moth and chrysalis state. A
much larger number can be detected and de-

stroyed in the egg state, especially on small or

nursery trees ; but they for the most part escape

our sight on lai-ge trees, owing to their small-

ness and to the fact that the varnish which

covers them is almost precisely the color of the

bark of the tree. But the tents of the cater-

pillars, when a week or more old, are very

conspicuous objects, and are easily discovered

and destroyed, either by crushing them under

the foot or throwing them into the fire. When
too high on the tree to be reached by hand, they

can be captured by thrusting a stick into their

nests, and turning it round and round, so as to

entangle the web and the caterpillars together.

This caterpillar, like others, is subject to the

depredations of parasitic insects, but their num-
ber and names have not yet been determined.

Tlic insectivorous birds generally reject the

hairy caterpillars, and therefore we get but

little help from them in the extermination of

the present species. The Baltimore Oriole, or

Golden Robin, is sometimes seen pecking at their

nests, but they do not make of them a common
article of diet. The only birds that I know
which devour them greedily are the American
Cuckoos {Coccyzua Americanus and erythroph-

thalmus). Mr.Nutall, the ornithologist, speak-

ing of the former species, says he has known
them to make their chief diet, both for them-

selves and their young, of the Tent Caterpillar.

Bu* these birds are not numerous enough to

effect much in checking the spread of this pre-

valent insect. Fortunately, however, owing to

the gregarious habits of these caterpillars, we
have it in our power to protect ourselves from

their ravages, by the payment of a small install-

ment of that eternal vigilance which is the price

of the husbandman's success.

APPLE TREE BORERS.

IIV .lOHX F WIELAXDY, JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.

In Central Missouri the Flat-headed Apple-

tree Borer, {Chrysohothris femorata, Fabr.)

seems in many localities to be more common,

and consequently more destructive, than its

congener, the Round-headed Borer, and in most

of the orchards I have had occasion to examine,

scarcely ten trees out of every hundred can be

said to have escaped its ravages altogether. I

have, last summer, devoted a considerable share

of my leisure time to an investigation of the

habits of these mischievous insects, and my
researches have resulted in satisfying me that a

little care and attention are all that is necessary

to guard trees effectually from the ravages of

these borers.

In my own orchard, containing several hun-

dred remarkably thrifty young three and four-

year-old trees, at least one-half were attacked

last summer—not less than twenty eggs, per-

haps, being deposited on one tree, i^ some

instances—but, by a liberal use of soap, aided

by an occasional application of the knife, used

before the larvae were old enough to commit

any material damage, I have succeeded in

eradicating Ihem so completely that not one

single Chrysobolhris is left in my orchard to tell

'
' the tall- of the doom and destruction of his race,

'

'

while the rows of smooth aud vigorous young

trees scarcely show the trace of a scar or an

abrasion.

The first young larvas, last year, made their

appearance sometime during the month of June,

being noticed, as usual, on the south and south-

west sides of the trunks, ranging all the way

from the foot to the crotch of the trees, with

here and there one on the larger limbs. I am
inclined to think that the eggs hatch very soon

after they are deposited upon the surface of the

bark by the female insect, as, notwithstanding

my almost daily examinations, I have seldom
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succeeded in finding anything but tbeir empty I

shells.

As soon as hatched the little borers bury im- I

mediately into the bark, and for some time lie
|

concealed under a follicle of thin epidermis

immediately beneath the surface. At that period

of their existence they are exceedingly minute

—

mere threads, with one end apparently some-

what enlarged—and can be destroyed with a

slight scratch of the knife, or even the finger

nail, without the least injury to the liber or

inner bark of the tree; and after the course of a

few weeks, the spot where a young borer has

been found and killed in this manner will be no

longer noticeable to the eye. This is the period

during which I always aim to destroy the borers

on my trees, and it is but seldom, and by mere

accident, that a few escape to grow to a larger

size.

The intelligent observer ma)', by dint of

practice and close attention, soon learn, as I

have done, how to discover almost at first glance

the place where a newly hatched borer lies con-

cealed. A small drop of brown fluid, resem-

bling tobacco-juice in color, usually reveals its

presence, for at that early stage of its develop-

ment the well-known sawdust-like excretions

characteristic of the full grown larvae must not

be looked for.

The easiest and surest way to destroy these

borers is by washing the stem of the tree, from

the base to the crotch, with some alkaline solu-

tion ; but in order to prove efficient, this must
be done before they are large enough to have

eaten their way very deeply into the bark. I

have therefore found soap-suds a very valuable

auxiliary in the persistent warfare I have waged
against the borers. After trying various com-
pounds, I now prefer to use a simple solution

made from hard or soft soap, thinned out to a

proper consistency by the addition of a strong

brine of salt and tobacco stems. I do not ad-

vertise this remedy as a preventive, because my
experiments with several nauseous drugs, in-

cluding aloes, sulphur, assafwtida and lime,

have led me to the conclusion that the olfactory

nerves of the female Chrysobothris (that is, sup-

posing that these insects are endowed with the

sense of smell, a fact which entomologists have
failed to make apparent) are proof against all

nauseous odors. I have repeatedly found freshly

laid eggs, and even young live borers just

hatched, on trees that had been washed but a

few days before with a solution of assafiBtida

and aloes ; and besides, a few heavy dews, or a

rain shower, will not fail to remove all traces of

the strongest alkaline wash.

But although probably not a preventive, the

solution I have indicated is a cure ; for it will

instantly and infallibly kill every borer that has

not penetrated so deep under the bark, or into

the wood, as to be beyond its reach. By per-

forming the operation three or four times on all

the trees in the orchard, the first time during

the mouth of June, and the last from the middle

to the end of August, and extracting with the

knife a few borers that may chance to escape

the penetrating effects of this wash, I know,

from a satisfactory and most conclusive personal

experience, that an orchard can be kept entirely

free from these insects.

As I have stated before, the Flat-headed

Apple-tree Borer invariably attacks the south

and southwest sides of the trees, and is only

found on the eastern or northei-n sides in excep-

tional cases. While I admit that the insect

appears inclined to prey upon feeble and diseased

trees that suffer from the eftects of old wounds,

sun-scald or neglect, I must at the same time

remark, that it is an error to suppose that it

will spare healthy, smooth trees. All the trees

in my own orchard are, without exception,

thrifty and vigorous, entirely free from bruises

or sun-scald, and as large of their age as any I

ever saw; yet half of them, at least, were at-

tacked by the borers last summer.

The usual course with a large proportion of

apple trees planted of late years in Missouri is

the following : Trees received sound and in good

condition from the nursery are- attacked the

second or third year after being set out in the

orchard rows. When small, they are not seldom

girdled around their entire circumference by the

borers, and die outright. Many of those which

survive come out of the encounter wounded and

sadly worsted, and lead a lingering existence

for a few seasons. The sun scalds the raw, open

sores on their south side, and the persistent

attacks of the borers, added to neglect and want

of cultivation, increase the evil from year to

year, until the trunk becomes suu-scalded and

seared from top to bottom, and the tree finally

dies. This has proved to be the fate of by far

the greater half of all the apple trees planted in

many portions of Missouri during the past ten

or fifteen years, and it could be obviated by a

little intelligent labor and care.

Although the Flat-headed Borer evinces a

manifest partiality for the various sub-varieties

of the Pyrus mains and Pyrus baccata, as well

as for our own indigenous crabs, it must not be

imagined that it disdains other food. I have

found these borers preying upon the Pear,

though seldom ; occasionally upon the Mazzard,
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and Morello Cherry, the Plum, very often on

the Silver Maple, and last year I found them in

unusual abundance on my Peach trees. I was,

indeed, somewhat surprised to notice that they

were far more numerous on Peach trees than

even the true Peach-tree Borer (^geria exitiosa,

Say), an insect which has become somewhat
scarce in this section within the last few years.

The Peach trees were attacked by them in the

same manner as described with apple trees, viz:

on the southwest side of the trunk; but the

larvas were neither as large nor as fat as some I

have cut out of Apple trees. Whether or not

they attain their full development, and undergo
all the stages of their transformation, when
feeding on the Peach, I am nnable to say. I

observed that, on the Peach trees, gum generally

oozed from the wounds caused by these borers,

while this was not the case with the Cherry trees.

The Round-headed Borer {Saperda biviitata,

Say), is much less common with me, and has,

fortunately, as yet not infested this locality to

the same extent and in as great numbers as the

former species. Sometimes both species dwell

together in the same orchard and on the same
tree; often, however, the Round-headed Borer

will be found mainly to infest a certain orchard,

while another orchard, not a quarter of a mile

off', will be exclusively attacked by the Flat-

headed Borer. This is due, possibly, to differ-

ences of soil and exposure.

The same means are used to combat both;

although, of course, allowance must be made
for the peculiarities in the habits and modes of

life of each. AVhile the flat-headed species in-

variably attacks the southwest side of the tree

above ground, ranging along the whole length

of the trunk, the round-headed species manifests

no special partiality for a particular point of the

compass, and affects the north quite as much as

it does the south, ranging commonly two or

three inches above and five or six inches below
the surface of the soil, around the entire circum-

ference of the tree. Cutting out the grubs, and
washing the base of the tree with the mixture
I have recommended, are useful remedies. The
application of scalding hot water, and the use

of a wire to search for borers that were left to

burrow deep into the wood, are all useful in

their way, but 1 have not found occasion to

apply these remedies upon any of my trees, as

my method is to destroy these pests before they
have caused irreparable injury to the trees.

Mounding the trees with earth, as now practiced

by some of the best peach-culturists, will, I

have no doubt, be also found a good preventive

against the Round-headed Borer.

My father, J. E. Wielandy, Esq., of Highland,

Ills., a well-informed amateur horticulturist and

pomologist, and a close observer, states that

mounding the trees with coal ashes has been

found productive of good results. Most of the

coal burned in the West is bituminous, and the

ashes being probably strongly impregnated with

sulphureted gases, must be distasteful to the

borers not less than the perfect insects. As in

many places coal ashes can be had for the mere

cost of hauling, it seems to me that this sugges-

tion is worthy of a trial. The ground should

be first scraped off to a depth of five or six

inches, the tree carefully searched for borers,

and the cavity then filled with ashes, which

should be mounded at least one foot above the

surface level of the soil. The month of May is

the most proper season to perform this opeiation.

I know of not a few localities in this State,

where, owing to the ravages of the borers, peo-

ple almost despair of raising apples. To all such

the short, practical suggestions contained in this

communication will, if followed intelligently,

be the means of stocking their failing orchards

with a new growth of young trees as healthy

and thrifty as my own.

[For the sake of scientific accuracy we hope

our correspondent will breed the perfect insect

from those borers which he finds in the plum,

cherry and peach trees, and will report the re-

sult through our columns; for another species

{Buprestis di.varicaia, Say) has long been known
to attack these trees, and its larva resembles so

nearly that of Chrysobothris femorata that the

two may very easily be confounded.—En.]

TiiK " Pkacii Grob Man."—L. E. K., of St.

.Joseph, Micliigan, says of the "Peach grub

man :'" " He has been around here selling a pri-

vate plan for keeping grubs out of peach trees,

which seems nothing more nor less than banking

up the earth around the collar of the tree ten or

twelve inches high in June and leaving it there

until freezing weather in the fall. Yet simple

as it may appear, it would seem by his sub-

scripiion list that he has carried ofl' a consider-

able amount of money from these parts. The
dose was administeredat various prices, varying
from eight to twenty dollars, according to the

number of trees ownGTl by the victim. The
same plan has long b(;en in use, I believe, by
some of our good cultivators. Now, it strikes

me that it is bad enough to have our trees in-

jure<l by the grubs themselves without having
them attacked by a human vampire, who has

lilched the experience of others and then bar-

tered it as his own for gold or greenbacks." L.

E. K. evidently takes the papers, and is not to

be caught I
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GAPES L\ FOWLS.

{Scleivstoina [^Stromjylus] siinijan

BY N. H. PAAKEN, V.

Dr. Wieseuthal, Professor of

Anatomy at Baltimore, U. S.,

writing ill 1797, says:
'• There is a disease prevalent

anion": the gallinaceous iidiiltry

in this country called llie Cdjn'x.

which destroys eight-ientl]~ of

onr fowls iu many parts, and is

most prevalent among voung
tnrkeys and chickeus bred upon
established farms. Chicks and
poults, in a few days after they
are hatched, are frequently
t'oiiiid to open widetlieir mouths
and gasp for breath, at the same
time sneezing, and attempting
to swallow. At lirst the affec-

tion is slight, but gradually be-

comes more and more oppres-
sive, and ultimately destroys.

Very few recover; they lan-

guish, grow dispirited, droop,
and die. It is generally known
these syini)toms are occasioned
by worms in the trachea. I have

iWls ililc

on under siicli circumstances."

What Dr. Wieseuthal wrote

-Bluud-red.'last centurv applies well to

Gapes as prevailing in ditierent parts of this

country at the present time. Pheasants and

partridges are also liable to the disease. Dr.

Spencer Cobbold says:
' This parasite has been found and recorded

as occurring in the trachea of the tollowing birds,

namely, the turkey, dome^iic cock, ijliea-ant,

l)artridge, common duck, la|.u i-ii;, lihuk stork,

magpie, hooded crow, green w ooilpccki/r. star-

ling, and swift. I do not duubl, that this list

might be very much extended if our British

ornitliologists would favor us with their expe-
rience in the matter. Hitherto I have been sur-

prised to find how few of those to whom I have
mentioned the subjects appear to be acquainted
either with the nature of the parasite, or with
the various methods to he adopted in curing the
disease to which its presence in the windpipe
gives rise."

In the calf, the parasites are found iu large

numbers in the trachea, or partially developed

in the substauce of the luugs. It is the Slronyy-

lus micrurus which is found in the calf, and

occasionally in the horse and ass. Iu lambs

• We are indebted, for this illustration, to Prof. Jos. Leidy,
of Pliiladelptiia, wtio lias had the kiudness to ha\'e it copied,
after Siebold, from Archiv.f Nalurgescldchte, 183(5, plate

and the smaller

«

L the attached male —Ku.

and kids, the parasite is termed StrongylusJila-

ria; and iu the pig, Strongylus contortus. In

Gapes, the parasite is Sderostoma (Strongylus)

syngamus occupying the trachea and bronchial

tubes of fowls.

We find, on examining the lungs of sheep at

the slaughter-house, that almost all, in the first

year of their lives, have indications of deposits

in the lungs—at one time supposed to be tuber-

cular, but which we now know is due to para-

sitic productions.

Stronyyli are not easily killed. Ercolani has

found them living thirty days after exposure to

air. They were dried up, but being moistened

with water, moved and gave other signs of life.

The freed eggs, at the time of their maturity,

contain ciliated embryo capable of active pro-

gression. The prolonged action of moisture

from without, aided by vigorous movements of

the perfected embryo within, serves to loosen

the end of the egg-shell, by the opening of which

the animal is set free.

Dr. Spencer Cobbold has recommended the

following course to be adopted iu this disease

of birds:

"First. When the worm has taken up its

abode in the trachea of U>\\\~ and (ilhcr domestic
birds, the simplest plan .ohm-I'. a- Dr. Wieseu-
thal long ago pointed mil, in -iripiMiig a feather

from the tube to near the iiairuw end of the

shaft, leaving only a few uninjuifd webs at the

tip. The bird being secured, the web extremity
of the feather is introduced into the windpipe.
It is then twisted round a few times and with-
drawn, when it will usually happen that several

of the worms are found attached. In some in-

stances this plan entirely succeeds. But it is

not altogether satisfactory, as it occasionally

fails to dislodge all the occupants.
" Secomlly. The above method is rendered

more effectual when the feather is previously
steeped in some medicated solution which will

destroy the worms. Mr. Bartlett, superinten-

dent of the Zoological Society's Gardens, em-
ploys for this purpose salt, or a weak iniusioii

of tobacco; and he informs us that the simple
application of turpentine to the throat externally

I's sufficient to kill the worms. To this plan,

however, there is the objection that, unless much
care be taken, the bird itself may be injuriously

affected by the drugs employed.
" Thirdly. The mode of treatment recom-

mended by Mr. Montagu appears worthy of
mention, as it proved successful in his hands,
although the infested birds were old jiartridges.

One of his birds had died from suffocation ; but
he tells us that change of food and change of
place, together with the infusion of rue and
garlic instead of plain water to drink, and chiefly

hempseed, independently of green vegetables
which the grass-plot of the raanagerie afforded,

recovered the others in a very short time.'

"Fourthly. The plan I have here adopted, by
way of experiment, of opening the trachea and
removing the worms at once. This method is
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evidently only necessary when the disease has
advanced so far that immediate suflbcation be-
comes inevitable ; or h may be resorted to when
other methods have failed. In the most far-gone
cases, instant relief will follow this operation,
since the trachea may with certainty be cleared
of all obstructions.

" Lastly. The most essential thing to be ob-
served, in view ofputting a check upon the future
prevalence of the disease, is the total destruction
of the pa7-asites after their removal—a. precau-
tion, however, which cannot be adopted, if Mr.
Montagu's mode of treatment is followed. If
the worm be merely killed and thrown away
(say upon the ground), it is scarcely likely tha't

the matu7-e eggs will have sustained" any injury.
Decomposition having set in, the young embryos
will sooner or later escape from their shells,
migrate in the soil or elsewhere, and ultimately
lind their way into the air-passages of certain
birds in the same manner as their parents did
before them."

I will in a few words give the results of my
own observations. I have had, at different

times, the disease amongst my own hens. Doc-
toring them according to books has invariably

failed with me. I concluded to experiment,

even at the risk of a few, and succeeded with
the last two I had suffering with the disease.

One of these had the windpipe completely filled

up, and was about suffocating.

The only remedy with which I have had suc-

cess, is the carbolic acid, which I have found
very serviceable, both as a preventive, and as a

pretty sure remedy, even in far gone cases. The
following is my mode of treatment:

Dissolve one grain of pure crystalline carbolic

acid in ten drops of alcohol, and add half a
drachm of vinegar. Strip a small quill feather

till within half an inch of the narrow end of the

shaft. Secure the feathered patient, moisten
the feather in the solution, and introduce it into

the M'indpipe, turning it round once or twice,

and then remove it. It will dislodge the worms,
and bring back many of them adhering with
slime on to it. Great dexterity is required, and
some little knowledge of the anatomy of the_

parts: a slow, unskillful operator may kill the

already half-suffocated bird, instead of curing
it. Next I put the bird in a coop, with some
shavings dipped in a solution of the carbolic

acid (half iiii ounce of the crystalline acid, well
mixed with one quart of water). Food and
water is given in small tin boxes placed conve-
nient to the bird. Administer flour of sulphur,
with a little ginger, in poultaceous food, com-
posed of barley-meal and coarse corn-meal. In
the drinking water placed before the bird, should
be mixed a few drops of the last-mentioned
solution. The mouth and beak should be washed
morning and evening with some of the solution.

The shavings should be removed mornings, or

be sprinkled well with the solution morning and
evening.

If at all curable, the bird will be free from
the disease within three days. The bird should

be kept in a dry, warm place, apart from the

rest of the fowls.

As a Preventive I feed young chicks twice

a week with wheat, steeped in a solution of

carbolic acid (the solution to be in the propor-

tion of one teaspoonful of my above-mentioned

solution to one pint of water). All wood and
coal ashes from the house, is thrown into the

nest-house, and on the floor of the roosting-

house—having both houses separate. The roost-

ing house is thoroughly cleansed every Satur-

day, and some of the solution of carbolic acid

sprinkled on the floor and roosts once every

month. The disinfecting and deodorizing pro-

perties of the carbolic acid, render it alike

valuable as a preventive of contagion, and as a

destroyer of vermin.

F. S.—As the carbolic acid is sparingly solu-

ble in water, the solution recommended should

always be shaken before used.

INSECTS IN.IURI01TS TO THE GRAPE-VINE.-No. 6.

The Blue Caterpillars of the Vine.

Besides the large Sphinx caterpillars, de-

scribed and figured in previous numbers, evei-y

grape-grower must have observed certain so-

called "Blue Caterpillars," which, though far

from being uncommon, are yet very rarely suf-

ficiently numerous to cause alarm, though in

some few cases they have been known to strip

certain vines. There are three distinct species

of these blue caterpillars, which bear a suflB.-

ciently close resemblance to one another, to

cause them to be easily confounded. The first

and by far the most common in the West, is the

larva of

The Eight -si'OTTED Forester-- (Alypia
[Fig. IIIO.]

octomaculata, Fabr.)—This larva (Fig. 100, a)
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may ofteu be found iu the latitude of St. Louis

as early as the beginning of May, and more

abundantly iu June, while scattering individuals

(probably of a second brood) are even met with,

but half-grown, iu the month of September.

The young larvte are whitish with brown trans-

verse lines, the colors not contrasting so strongly

as in the full-grown specimens, though the black

spots are more conspicuous. They feed beneath

the leaves and can let themselves down by a

web. The full-grown larva often conceals itself

within a folded leaf. It is of the form of our

tigure, and is marked transversely with white

and black lines, each segment having about

eight light and eight dark ones. The bluish

appearance of this caterpillar is owing to an

optical phenomenon from the contrast of these

white and black stripes. The head and the

shield on the flrst segment are of a shiny blight

deep orange color, marked with black dots,

and there is a prominent transverse orange-

red band, faint on segments 2 and 3, conspicu-

ous on 4 and 11, and uniform iu the middle

of each of the other segments. In the middle

segments of the body each orange band con-

tains eight black elevated spots, each spot

giving rise to a white hair. These spots are

arranged as in the enlarged section shown in

the engraving (Fig. 100, b), namely, four on each

side as follows: the upper one on the anterior

border of the orange band, the second on its

posterior border, the third just above spiracles

on its anterior border—each of the three inter-

rupting one of the transverse black lines—and
the fourth, which is smaller, just behind the

spiracles. The venter is black, slightly varie-

gated with bluish-white, and with the orange

band extending on the legless segments. The
legs are black, and the false legs have two black

spots on an orange ground, at their outer base

;

but the characteristic feature, which especially

distinguishes it from the other two species, is

a lateral white wavy band—obsolete on the

thoracic segments, and most conspicuous on 10

and 11—ruuning just below the spiracles, and
interrupted by the transverse orange band.*

segment or th

reailily IVuni i

tentlB, very
on the miild

black
black
black lines. A large
Che tenth and eleventh segments, and

This larva transforms to chrysalis within a

very slight cocoon formed without silk, upon,

or just below, the surface of the earth, and issues

soon after, as a very beautiful moth of a deep

blue-black color, with orange shanks, jellow

shoulder-pieces, each of the front wings with

two large light yellow spots, and each of the

hind wings with two white ones. Our illustra-

tion (Fig. 100, r) represents the female, and the

male difiers from her in having the wing spots

larger, and in having a conspicuous white mark

along the top of his narrower abdomen.

We have on one or two occasions known
vines to be partly defoliated by this species, but

never knew it to be quite so destructive as it

is represented in the following communication

from Mr. "W. V. Andrews, of New York city,

which we take from the February (1869) num-

ber of the American JVatto-alist:

" That a man should desire to raise his own
Isabellas is laudable and praiseworthy; and I

see no reason why such desire should exist

exclusively in the breasts of our bucolic friends.

The inhabitants of New York, as a general

thing, clearly are of the same opinion, as is

evidenced by the number of grape-vines orna-

menting the doors and trellis-work of the houses

of our citizens; not, of course, in the benighted

regions of Wall street, but up-town ; say from
Sixteenth street, northward. A friend of mine
residing on Thirty-fourth street, showed me, in

March last, a very line vine, which he calculated

would produce "him sundry pounds of very
choice grapes, and in the pride of his heart hs

invited me to '-call along" occasionally, and
feast my eyes on the gradual development of

the incipient bunches. Thinking that August
would be a good month for my visit, I " called

along," wondering in my mind whether my
friend would, when the tinie of ripe grapes came,
desire me to help myself ofit of his abundance;
or whether he intended to surprise mo with a
little basket of nice bunches, garnished with
crisp, green leaves. The flrst glance at the

grape-vine banished all doubts on this point.

There were an abundance of bunches on the

vine, in a rather immature condition, of course,

but of foliage there was not a trace. Of course

I expressed my surprise, though, for certain

tei-nally. The fuU-grown have a decidedly bluish tinge,

entirely owing, however, to an optical phenomenon from
the contrast of the white with the transverse black lines.

The head is of apaledirty oriini."' r nisiy yellnw, with about
eight black dots on each ,si.|. ; a !.iini.iniihir phit.- on the

top of the first segment and iln- aiml \:ilv.>< an- jiali- orange
dotted with black. There is a ii;iii-\. i,. -, iir- oi hla.kdots
on the second and third segm. ui-, w iiliait an .nan-.- liand.

Kaoh of the other sepmtMit> i- tKin-\ ui>rly I, an. I. a with
orange and dottr.l with l>la.'li: lli.<l.il~ l,i-inL.' in l«..alter-

they dimitlisll to tho ninth, whil.- a-ain tlic p...-

is. very larsre ami virv dir.iinc-t '1 hf oian.u;.- Iiand

rupted on the top ot tiie sevtulh, eighth aii;! mulh a
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lie

felt none: and asked my friend why
il ;i >|i( cies ot vine for shelter, orna-

ment. ;iinl u-e. w hirli |iroduced uo foliage. He
rebnked nn ii;ncir;inre pretty sharply, and told

me that a lew \ve<'k< lielme'. llie tree was cov-

ered with le;i\i'-. : lull, lor some inexplicable rea-

son, they hail all (li>appeareil--ealen, lie guessed,

by soniothiny. He "-nessed right, Tliere were
at least a hundred of the larvas of A. octomacu-
kita, the rear guard of a mighty host, wander-
ing about the branches, apparently for the pur-
pose of making snre that no little particle of a
leaf was left undevoured. Pretty little things

they were, with hariuoniously blended coloi's of
black, yellow and blue, but so terribly destruc-

tive! I had the curiosity to walk through all

the streets to the east of Third avenue, as low
as Tweiity-tliiid street, and every vine was in

the same preiliraiiient. Ifgrape leaves, instead

of tig leave-, hail been in request for making
aprons, and one .!////</(( had been in existence

at the time, 1 doubt if in the whole Garden of
Eden enough material would liave been found
to make a garment of decent size. The destruc-

tion of the crop for 1868 was complete.
"This was bad. But it was not half so bad

as the helpless ignorance which possessed nearly

all of the unfortunate owners of vines. Scarcely

one that I conversed with had the remotest idea

of the cause of the disaster, and when I explained
that it was the caterpillar of a beautiful little

black moth, with eight whitish yellow spots ou
its wings, whiih had eaten up the foliage, my
assertion was received with such a smile of

incredulity, as convinced me that there is no
use in trying to humbug such very sharp fellows

as are the New York grape-growe?'S.

"It is a little remarkable, however, that the

destruction was conflued to the eastern part ol

the eitv, T -aw several luxuriant vines ou the

western -ide : and across the river at Hoboken,
and at Ihnl-ou ( 'ity, not a trace of A. odoma-
ciila/ii was (liM'eruible.

" The insect, then, is very local in its habits,

and it is a day-flyer; and, from these facts, I

infer that its ravages may be very materially

checked. A little poisoned molasses, exposed
in the neighborhood of the vine, would operate
on the perfect insect; while a good syringing
witli soft soap and water, would bring dowu
the caterpillars etfoctually."

The Be.\utiful Wood Nymph— {Eudryas

iji-ata, Fabr,)—Here is another moth (Fig. 101),

[t-iS-. 101 ]

Colors—Lnura, brown iiiitl olivu-gVL-cn.

surpassing in real beauty, thougli not iu high

contrast, the species just descril cd. The front

wings are milk-white, broadl .• bordered and

marked, as in the figure, with rusty-brown, the

band on the outer margin being shaded on the

inner side with olive-green, and marked towards
the edge with a slender wavy white line: under
surface yellow, with two dusky spots near the

middle. The hind wings are nankin-yellow,

with a deep brown border, which does not

extend to the outer angje, and wliich also con-

tains a wavy white line: under surface yellow,

with a single black spot.

Surely these two moths are as unlike in general

appearance as two moths well can be; and yet

their caterpillars bear such a close resemblance

to each other, and both feed upon the Grape-

vine. The larva of the Beautiful "Wood Nymph
is, iu fact, so very similar to that of the Eight-

spotted Forester, that it is entirely unnecessary

to figure it. It differs more especially from
that species by invariably lacking the white

patches along the sides; the hairs arising from
the black spots are less conspicuous, while the

hump on the eleventh segment is somewhat
more prominent. The light parts of the body
have really a slight bluish tint, and in specimens

which we have found, we have only noticed six

transverse black stripes to each segment. Tliis

larva, when at rest, depresses the head and raises

the tliird and fourth segments, Sphinx-fashion.

It is found ou the vines in this latitude as early

as May and as late as September, and it devours
all portions of the leaf, even to the midrid. It

desceuds to the ground, aud, without making
any cocoon, transforms to a chrysalis, which is

dark colored, rough, with tlie tip of the abdomen
obtusely conical, ending in four tubercles, the

pair above, long and truncate, those below broad
aud short (Packard). Some of them give out

the moth the same summer, but most of them
pass the winter and do not issue as moths till

the following spring.

The Pe.^ri, Wood Nymph—{Eudryas unio,

Iliibner) .—This is another pretty little moth, so

[Fig. 102.

Colors— (n and b) ijale-bluc-, bliieli and orange.

closely allied to, and so much resembling the

preceding species, that it is not necessary to

jn-oduce its picture. It is a smaller species, aud

ditt'ers from the Beautiful "Wood Nymph in hav-

ing the outer border of tlie front wings paler

and of a tawny color, with the inner edge wavy

instead of straight; aud in that of the hind
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wings beiug less distinct, more double, and

extending to the outer angle.

The larva is said by Dr. Fitch to so much i-esem-

ble that of the preceding species that " we as yet

know not whether there are any marks whereby

they can be distinguished trom each other."

(Keport 3, § 124). The moth is more commou
in the West tlian its larger ally, and though wc
'lave never bred it from the larva, yet we have

•ften met with a worm (Fig. 102, «) which, for

•ai'ious reasons, we take to be this species. It

never grows to be quite so large as the other, and
may readily be distinguished by its more decided

oluish cast; by having but four light and four

dark stripes to each segment (Fig. 1U2, i); by hav-

.ag no orange baud across the middle segments,

and by the spots, with the exception of two on
the back placed in the middle light band, being

almost obsolete. The head, shield on the first

ieguient, hump on the lltli, and a band on the

''2t.h, are orange, spotted with black, the hump
leing marked as at Figure 102, c. Venter orange,

becoming dusky towards head; feet and legs

also orange, with blackish extremities, and with
.pots on their outside at base.

This worm works for the most part in the

terminal buds of the vine, drawing the leaves

'.ogether by a weak silken thread, and canker-

ng them. It forms a simple earthen cocoon,

jr frequently bores into a piece of old wood,
,nd changes to chrysalis, which averages but
I.3G inch in length: this chrysalis is reddish-

brown, covered on the back with rows of very

niuute teeth, with the tip of tlie abdomen trun-

ated, and terminating above in a thick blunt

pine each side.

From the above accounts, we hope our read-

s will have no difficulty iu distinguishing

tween these three blue caterpillars of the

rrape-vine. But, says the practical grape-

rower, " what does it concern me to know
hether the little blue varmints that are defoli-

, jug my vines, belong to this species or to that?

II I wish to know, is how to get rid of them,
nd as they are all three so nearly alike, the

emedy applied to one must be equally effectual

dth the others." Gently, dear reader; it may
rove of considerable importance that you know
vhich particular species infests your vines ! If

\ou live in the West, and find the larva of the

teautiful Wood Nymph, then you need feel no
larm, while if you live in the East and find that

of the Pearl Wood Nymph, you may in like

manner put your hands in your pockets and go
your way with an easy mind ; for neither of these

species are likely to become troublesome iu those

respective sections of the country, since hereto-

fore they have always been quite rare iu those

parts. Again, the larvaj of the two Wood
Nymphs have a fondness for boring into old

pieces of wood, to transform to the chrysalis

state, and Mr. T. B. Ashton, of White Creek, N.
Y., found that they would even bore into corn

cobs for tliis purpose in preference to entering

the ground, wherever such cobs were accessi-

ble.* The Eight-spotted Forester, on the con-

trary, has no such habit, and while the only

mode of combating it is to pick the larvas ott'

and burn them, the Wood Nymphs may be

more easily subdued by scattering a few corn-

cobs under the vines in the summer—to be raked

up and burned in the winter.

SOUTHERN NOTES.

BY J. I'ARISU STELLE, OF TENNESSEE.

Entomology in the Solth.—A person who
has never passed a season in the South, can form
no correct idea of the vastly increased numbers
of insects which we have down here, compared
to the numbers existing in the North. I verily

believe that after crossing the old "Mason and
Dixon's line," each degree of distance south-

ward doubles the number of every species, to

say nothing of the hundi-eds of new species

peculiar to a warm country, that are brought
in by change of climate as one goes down.
Why the South has more insects than the

North is a question easily answered. In the

North the severity of the winter kills a large

per cent, of them, and holds back those which
it does not kill to a late start in the spring, while

down here where there is, comparatively, uo
winter, almost every individual lives through,

and is ready to propagate its species so soon as

the proper season has rolled around. Even as

far up as the southern portion of Tennessee, I

could go out almost any day in mid-winter and
make up quite a respectable cabinet of living

insects. This morning (.January 15), I took a

stroll along the edge of one of our cypress

swamps, and saw a goodly number of grass-

hoppers and other insects moving merrily about
the land, while a passable turn-out of dragon-
flies were briskly skimming here and there above
the water.

Undoubtedly the heaviest clog to the wheels
of culture iu the South is noxious insects; yet,

and I am sorry to say it, little or no steps are

being t£»ken with a view to making it otherwise.

Iu some localities we occasionally suffer from
drouth, and the people living there are now

•i'itch'sRep. 3, p. »2.
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talking earnestly of irrigation; in others, our

soil is thin, and there they are making- arrange-

ments to fertilize ; but where is the locality that

is taking any special stand towards encouraging

a promulgation of entomological knowledge

—

the very thing, among all others, of which we
are really in greatest need?

I can form no reasonable hypothesis by which

to account for this, unless it be, that since our

new life, as it were, began, we have been too

closely engaged in meeting our immediate

necessities to be able to give proper attention

to even our greatest wants. In fact, we can

plead nothing else ; for the good results that are

coming to light in those States encouraging

entomological research, though less cursed with

noxious insects than our own section, renders

it impossible for us to reasonably feign an igno-

rance of the beneflts to be derived.

It is, undoubtedly, a mere question of time

with us, and I hope our culturists and others

who wish to see our section great, and know
the channel through which her greatness must

come, will take early steps to make that time

as short as possible. Let us have a State Ento-

mologist in each Southern State, and thus save

to our interests, at a cost too insignificant to

merit a mention, millions of dollars every year.

A little agitation rightly put in will bring the

thing about at no distant day—all required is

for the proper persons to take hold of it with a

determination to succeed. And I would urge

upon every Horticultural Society, and every

other club or society of culturists in the whole

South, to leave no steps untrodden, in the mean-

time, that could tend towards interesting the

people in Entomology. Bring up the subject

at your meetings—discuss it—read and post

yourselves in the intervals of your comings-

together, and, above all things, urge your peo-

ple to benefit themselves by patronizing some
publication devoted to the science. A good

work towards checking the ravages of noxious

insects may go on in this way before an Ento-

mologist is officially in the field.

Look out fok a Bad Boa.—The Harlequin

Cabbage-bug (Strachia histrionica, Hahu), re-

ferred to on page 79, Vol. II of this magazine,

is moving northward with such rapid strides as

to make me think it highly probable that our

friends above the Ohio will form its acquaint-

ance in the course of the coming summer. In

1866 it appeared in Texas, and in 1867 we found

it in the Carolinas near the coast, and in Geor-

gia, Alabama and Mississippi, as far up as

Macon, Tuscaloosa, and Columbus. In 1868

its fall brood (it hatches two broods each sea-

son) appeared along the northern lines of Mis-

sissippi and Alabama. In 1869 both broods

hatched along these lines, working wholesale

destruction, while its fall brood was noticed in

Tennessee, above Humboldt, and almost as high

as Nashville.

So far, the change of climate does not seem to

have affected this insect in the least—it was as

numerous and as destructive along the southern

line of Tennessee last summer as it had pre-

viously been at any jjoint further south. A
careful study of its character has warranted me
in predicting that it will scarcely stop short of

the great lakes.

A Cheap Mosquito Bar.- There is a para-

graph now going the rounds of the Southern

papers to the eftect that oil of pennyroyal scat-

tered about a room in small quantities will keep

mosquitos out. I know that pennyroyal is

offensive to some insects, and never having

tried it on the mosquito, I might feel inclined

to think that some other person had, did the

paragraph not go on further to state that " a

handful of cucumber parings scattered about

the house" would exterminate roaches, and that

no fly would light on a window previously

"washed with water in which a little garlic

had been boiled." It would be hai-d for one to

put much faith in such a " roach exterminator ;"

nor could he readily believe garlic so very dis-

agreeable to flies, since personal observation

has so often told him that in the cities the best

begarlic'd regions are the regions in which they

do most delight to congregate. An association of

all these things point to the conviction that the

writer was no better informed on one branch of

his subject than on the others, and that, conse-

quently, pennyroyal would stand a fair chance,

at least, of being a very unsafe thing to rely on

as a mosquito bar.

But there is a cheap mosquito bar in vogue

among the plantation-hands and boatmen in

some parts of the South, which answers every

purpose to the letter: it is common coal oil. A
small quantity of oil is dropped on a piece of

cotton and then squeezed out as dry as possible;

after which the cotton is rubbed over the face

and hands. No mosquito will alight where the

scent has been left. I have tried it and then

exposed myself to clouds of them on various

occasions without experiencing the slightest

annoyance. Thousands of them would hover

within an inch of my face, and sing by the hour,

but none would dare touch.

Without having tried it, one would naturally

suppose that the smell of the coal oil would be

very disagreeable : not so; one never smells it

at all in five minutes after it has been applied.
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ENTOMOLOGICAL JOTTINGS.

[We propose to publish from time to time, under
tlie above lieadiug, sucii extracts fmin the letters of our
correspondents as contain entonmlo-iial t:irts worthy
to be recorded, on account either of tlinr sciintilic or
of their practical importance. We liupe our readers
will contribute each theirseveral mite? towards tliegeu-
eral fund, and in case they are not perfectly certain of
the names of the insects, the peculiarities of which are
to be mentioned, will send specimens along in order
that each species may be duly identified.]

Cow-killer— Clarksville, Texas, Dec. 2otli,

18G9.—I never heard any reason given for appl.v-

iiig- the term Cow-killer to MiUilla coccitiea. It

is very generally known by that name here, and
1 am under the impression that the male stings

as well as the female. I have always been very

careful in capturing them. A. H. R. B.

[We assure our correspondent that he need

take no precaution in capturing the winged or

male Mutilla. The sting is a modified oviposi-

tor, and is not possessed by any male bees or

wasps. If you ever get stung by following our

advice, we will come down to Texas, and in

the interest of science, allow ourselves to be

"blown" by the "Screw-worm," and tortured

to death by the " Buflalo gnat," so as to ascer-

tain what these tsvo insects really are, of which

we have heard so much and seen so little. Will

not some of our Texan correspondents enlighten

the entomological world by giving us a full

account of these two insects? We should also

like to receive active, living specimens of the

Osage-orauge worm mentioned on page 186 of

our first volume.

—

Ed.]

The Eape Butterfly—jSfeio YorTc, Jan. 24,

'70.—In an article written bv Chas. S. Minot in

the last number of the Ento.mologist, it is stated

that a few specimens of the Rape Butterly (P.

rapce) have been found in New Jersey. In and

around Hudson City and West Hoboken they

were very abundant last summer, and I venture

to predict that next summer will see them more
abundant still, and their sphere of action among
the cabbages consequently enlarged. In the

early part of the season, wishing to obtain a

few larvse, I asked a German gardener permis-

sion to "interview" his cabbages. He fiatly

refused on the ground that I should damage
them. In two months after that, he had not a

cabbage worth—well, say a "cent." But there

were lots of P. rupee flying about, giving his

cabbage-garden an appearance similar to that

it would have in a small snow storm. W. V. A.

Blister Beetles on Composite Flowers—
Vineiand, J^. J.-—The enclosed two species of

Blister-beetles, did much damage to our Com-
posite plants last summer, particularly to the

dahlias and asters. The asters in this neigh-

borhood were almost completely ruined by them.

They would congregate on the flowers iu the

same way as the Rose-bug does on a rose, and

it was only by eternal vigilance that I succeeded

in saving any seed from some very fine dwarf

asters from Vick's.

[The two species enclosed were the Margined

Blister-beetle {Lytta marginata, Fabr.), and

the Black Blister-beetle (Lytta atrata, Fabr.—

Ed.]

The Harlequin Cabbage Bug in Tennessee
—Scn-annah, Ifov. '23d, 1809.-1 send you one of

our new Cabbage Bugs {Stracliia histrionica,

Hahn, Fig. 60). It made its first appearance in

this region late in the summer, and completely

swept out all our cabbage. It seems to be work-

ing north, as it was at Florence, Ala., fifty miles

south of us, last year. J. P. S.

The Pea-weevil—Xew Harmony, Indiana,

Feb. 1, '70.—The Pea-weevil {Bruchus pisi)

might easily be kept down to a moderate num-

ber if pea-growers could be moved to adopt a

right method. I never plant a pea with a live

weevil in it. I keep the peas two years, then,

of course, the weevil is dead; and I take care

that they do not escape before they die; conse-

quently, instead of having a bug in every pea,

and eating as many bugs as peas, a large num-

ber of the peas are free from them, and are,

therefore, pleasanter in idea, if not in taste ; and

we have some finer seed than we should have

if we planted bugs as well as seed. As our

neighbors cannot endure to provide seed two
years in advance, they all plant bugs, or let

their bugs escape; and, consequently, we are

supplied with bugs from their gardens ; but we
do not have them so soon, nor in such numbers,

as we should have by the usual plan. I dry the

seed-peas until I think they will not mould, and

then I put them in bags and hang tiieni up in an

airy place, taking care to tie the mouth of the

bags close. Then, that they may not become too

dry, about Christmas, I put the peas into bottles

and cork them, and let them remain until the

second spring afterwards. The peas are not in

any way injured by being two years old. I

have had three-year old peas grow very finely.

Margaret Chappellsmith.

Horizontal vs. Vertical Cojibs— Water-

bury, Conn., Feb. 15, '70.—In the March, 1869,

number of the Entomologist, page 141, you say

the nests of our social wasps are never built

with the cell horizontal like the European spe-

cies. August last I found a nest on a small

bush built with the cells like you figure. I
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captured the wasp on the nest, which I seud for

identification. The wasps were quite plenty

on blackberries. I never before saw a wasp

nest on a bush, but have seen many on fences

and under eaves, which were all built with the

mouth of the cell down, aud, I think, the wasps

were larger and ditterent.

I have found Enmolplms auratus as abundant

on Apocynum cannahium, var. glaberrinum, as

it is on A. androsaimifoliuiii.

The Dryocampa imperiaUs moves its scales

in a small place on the back of the thorax, as if

they were driven out and in by air from under-

neath. W. H. Patton.

[Since the article on wasps, referred to by

our corre^^poiident, was published, we have met

with a small nest 'of PoUstes metricus, Say,

which was built in a vertical position, with

horizontal cells, the nest being attached laterally

by a central pedicel or point. The species sent

by our correspondent is the P. fuscatus, Fabr.,

and we thus have two exceptions to the rule laid

down in that article, that the American species

of this genus build horizontal nests with verti-

cal cells, while the European species build ver-

tical nests with horizontal cells. We have never

noticed the peculiar motion of the scales on the

thorax oH Dryocampa imperiaUs.—Ed.]

SyuASU l5uG AND WnrxE Bush Scollui"—

Jefferson dtp, Mo., Feb. 6, '70.—I think you

make a mistake in stating that the Squash Bug

does not touch the White Bush Scollop Squash

(November No., p. o.i). I have raised nearly

all the varieties of squash for several years, and

am sure that both the Squash Bug (Coreus tris-

tis) and the Striped Cucumber Beetle (Diabro-

tica I'ittuta) attack all more or less. But here

is the dift'erence: Some of the varieties have

large, tender, succulent leaves and stems, like

the Hubbard, for instance; and if they are

planted in near proximity to the harder, tougher

varieties, the bugs and beetles will attack the

first in preference. That is all. I have never

succeededin raising the Hubbard, Boston Mar-

row, Mammoth, or Turban ; these the bugs will

always take. The following varieties are likely

to be slighted and passed by whenever the bugs

can get at the former: Early Yellow Bush

Scolloped, Early White Scolloped, Early Bush

Summer Crook-neck, Fall or Winter Crook-

neck, and Yokohama. This latter excellent

winter variety, from Japan, has very hard,

tough stems and leaves, and usually escapes

unscathed. By planting the tender varieties

here and there among the others, the bugs will

congregate upon them, and cau be destroyed

more easily, and thus a crop cau be secured, as

the balance will escape. This is on the same

principle of planting nectarines among peach

trees to attract the Curculio. J. F. Wielandy.

The Man(;oli>wlrzel Fly—New York, Feb.

4, '70.—The Rev. Mr. Haughton describes, iu

the "Quarterly Journal of Microscopic Science,"

the fly whose larva has recently proved des-

tructive to Maiigold-wurzel. Until last year it

seems that the male sex predominated, and con-

sequently little harm was done; then, however,

the proportions were reversed, the females be-

ing estimated as twelve to one, and hence the

extent of the injurious work.

I find the above in tlie Notes aud Memoranda
of the " Intellectual Observer." It is to be

regretted that a journal devoted to science

should make so important a statement in such

a slip-shod manner. But assuming that the

term " fly " has reference to some Dipterous
insect, is it a fact that the males of that order .

copulate with more than one female? If not,

it is uiflicult to see hoV a superabundance of
females would lead to an increased abundance
of larva;. As a general thing, we know that

males of most species, at least iu Lepidaptera,
preponderate. But we also know, that many
species are periodically abundant and then again
scarce. Now, is it, or is it not, a fact that this

periodical abundance is at all due to the abun-
dance of females of the previous brood? If so.

is it possible to trace the law regulating the

relative proportion of the sexes? Is the ''influ-

ence" meteorological? Has the abundance or
scarcity of food anything to do with it?

W. V. Andrews.
Time ok the Api'EAK.i^NCE of the Polyphe-

mus Moth in Louisiana and Kentucky.—Cov-

ington, Ky., Feb. 20th, 1870.—It is not very

important, perhaps, but for the sake of being
" right upon the (entomological) record," I

wish to correct an error as to Polyphemus and

Chalcis marim in your last number. I thought

I had stated—but perhaps I did not-that the

specimens of C. maricv were bred from a cocoon
of Polyphemus, taken in New Orleans, where I

spent last February. Polyphemus is disclosed
there in February, but probably not earlier than
the last of May here. Your article conveys the
impression that it is disclosed here in February.
At New Orleans it occurs by the million on the
live oak, and, I think, cannot be very subject

to parasites, as from over fifty cocoons I bred
the moth, while only one produced the Long-
tailed Ophion {O. macrurum), and one the

Chalcis marioi. Here Polyphemus is very rare

;

more so than Luna. I have found iu all my
excursions around here only one cocoon of
Polyphemus, and that produced nothing.

V. T. Chajibeks.

[We difler from our correspondent iu the

opinion that the matter is not very important.

It is of the utmost importance, and we thank

him for making the correction.

—

Ed.]
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COMPLIMEXTARY.

We have good cause to be gratified at the

many complimentary notices which our little

Journal receives, and though, as before stated,

it is of course exceedingly distressing to our

modesty to dwell upon such subjects, yet we
cannot refrain from laying before our readers

the two following items which indicate the

opinions of those who are thoroughly competent

to judge

:

Horticultural Periodicals.—After speak-
ing of the inestimable value of the periodicals
devoted to horticulture and kindred subjects,

and referring particularly to the Horticnlturist,
of New York, Gardeners' Monthly, of Philadel-
phia, and American Jovrnal of Horticulture, of
Boston, he said:

"Among all the periodicals, however, there is

none more absolutely necessary to the gardener
and farmer than the American Entomolooist,
published at St. Louis, Mo., and edited by the
Entomologist of that State. From the very
practical pages of this journal we may gather
hints of the greatest value. This paper is the
more valuable and essential to us from the fact

that it is the only one of the kind in the coun-
try, and because we have no oflScer in our own
State whose duty it should be to supply the
needful information to enable us to counter-
work our insect enemies, and to protect our-
selves from their terrible ravages."

[From the VVcstcra Rural.]

Useful Reading.—During the long nights of
winter a great deal of very valuable information
may be obtained from standard works on Hor-
ticulture, Entomology, etc. Every farmer's
library should contain standard works on sub-
jects connected with agriculture and horticul-
ture. There are several very useful books
published on Pomology, Grape Culture, Small
Fruit, etc. The American Entomologist eon-
tains a large amount of irfformation about the
habits of predatory insects, and the various
modes of destroying them, or preventing their
ii.crease. It should be in the hands of every
farmer and fruit-grower. The precepts learned
by the attentive study of the best authors, may
have a very beneticia'l effect when carried into
practice in the orchard or garden, at the right
time. The damage done annually to ruit by
predatory insects is incalculable.

Gapes in Fowls.—Much -has been written

and much is being written about "Gapes in

Fowls." Young chickens, especially when they

are two or three weeks old, are quite subject to

this disease, and if one that has died of it, be

examined, several small red worms one-half or

three-quarters of an inch in length, and as large

as a common sized pin, will be found in the

trachea. Some of our subscribers seem to have

been sorely puzzled by the contradictory state-

ments found in the ditTcrent agricultural papers,

and appeal to us for information under the sup-

position that these worms are insects. Thus,

speaking of these parasites, Mr. Jas. H. Parsons,

of Franklin, N. Y., writes:

"The only theory I have ever seen advanced
is that these worms when mature, crawl out of

the windpipe, burrow in the earth, change to

flies, and then couple and lay their eggs in the

nostrils of the chick. The theory is plausible,

but whether it has any facts to support it is

more than I know. I wish you would solve

the problem of the cause and cure of these

Gapes."

Again, Thos. AV. Gordon, of Georgetown,

Ohio, writes:

"Do Gapes in chickens depend upon small

worms in the trachea? If so, to wlial species

do they belong? What is tln'ir (niiiiii, and
what is the best known moans dt il,-~ii(iying

thoin .'111(1 savino- the fmvls? FaniH/rs here say

fliiiial. anil that tlii'x li nlicildcd in mucus,
and I he cliickens can In- saved liy removing the
worms with a horse hair, a stalk of grass, or a
small wire; but there are none who seem to

be certain of the source of these little destruc-
tive pests."

Again, some persons believe the "Gapes"
to be caused by the larvfe of insects in the lungs,

as the following, from Milton Conard, of West
Grove, Pa., will show:
" I have bv a post mortem examination ascer-

tained (hat '\\\o 'tJaiies' ill rliirkens are occa-
.siiiiied li\ Ihe /(//(•'( ..r an in-ed in-i'\ iiig upon

eluded that the sjia-iiis. iiTuied • the Gapes,'
result fi'oni the effort of the worm or maggot to

escape to the ground, having completed this

first period of its existence in the chicken's
lungs, where it did much harm to the delicate
structure of this important organ. And in

tracing the track of these unfeeling parasites
through the body of the lung, I think I dis-

covered that it originated right opposite the
bone cavity under the wing, where there is only
a thin membranous partition between the lung
and the outer air; and my inference is, that the
insect (probably winged), by instinct, seeks
this point, as affording the means of easily

depositing its eggs in the lungs. Now, what
I want to know is, what is the character or
description of the perfect insect? Is it described
in any of the books?"

The worm which causes " Gapes," like that

large species {Strongylus gigas) which is known
to inhabitthe kidneys of swine, and even some-

times finds its way into the same organ in man,
belongs to the Entozoa {entos, within, and zoon,

an animal), a class of animals included in the

fourth great Branch or Division of the Animal
Kingdom, known as Star-animals (Radiata).
Therefore, since they do not even belong to

the same Branch (Articulata) with insects,

they do not, strictly speaking, come within our
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province. But as some recent authorities, and
among them Prof. Leidy, of Philadelphia, are

disposed to class them with the Articulates, and
as with the funguses, the American Entomolo-
gist seems, by common consent, to be looked to

for information about them, we take great pleas-

sure in referring our readers to an article on
"Gapes in Fowls" in the present number of our
magazine, from the able pen of Dr. N. H. Paaren,

V. S., of Chicago, Ills. It must be remembered
that none of these intestinal worms undergo
any complete transformations as do true insects,

and that the suppositions of Mr. Conard and
Mr. Parsons are without facts. Prof. Leidy is

of the opinion, that, from the destructive char-

acter of any of the oils, fixed or volatile, to

insects, worms, etc., olive, lard, or other oil,

with or without a few drops of turpentine or

other essential oil, applied by means of a feather,

would be of service in "Gapes;" while the fol-

lowing paragraph from an old number of Turf,

Field and Farm, speaks for itself:

"A gentleman who has had much experience
with poultry, in England, recommends a novel
cure. He writes: 'The whole apparatus con-
sists in a thin piece of gut, such as flies are
fastened on, coarser for chickens than for phea-
sants, and tolerably stiff, about from four to six
inches long, and fastened at the end of the loop
with a piece of sealing wax, by way of handle.
Put this gut down the windpipe, twist it round
half a dozen times, and you will draw out the
parasite that gives so much trouble ; repeat the
process two or three times, and let the chicken
go. From being flexible, no harm is done to

the tender tube of the windpipe. Wire kills as
often as it cures.' "

I^" As the spring season is at hand, and much
may be done in the way of preventing the in-

roads of noxious insects before the trees put

forth their leaves, we make room this month
for several communications of a practical nature,

and have necessarily had to omit several "An-
swers to Correspondents."

l^°Now is the time for all those whose sub-

scriptions expire with the first of this year, to

renew. Those who appreciate our efforts

should strive to send along with their own, the

name of some one or other of their neighbors.

The eflbrt costs nothing, and besides that satis-

faction which every right-minded man feels in

imparting to others useful knowledge, there is

the reward which comes of having careful

neighbors who fight their own insect enemies,

and thus make it easier for you to subdue
yours.

Erratum.—Page 111, column 1, last line but

one, for "Peiris" read "Pleris."

OS OUR TABLE,

The Plbi.ic Ledger Almanac for 1870.

—

G. W. Childs, Publisher, Philadelphia.

The Herald of Health.—"Wood & Hol-
brook, New York.

Monthly Report of the Dki'autment ok
Agriculture, for Xovember and December.—
Washington, D. C.

Tilton's Journal of Horticulture.—J. E,

Tilton & Co., Boston.

Chicago Medical Times.—R. A, Gunn, M.
D.. and J. E. Hurlbut, M.D., Editors, Chicago.

Once a Month and Home Magazine.—T. 8.

Arthur & Sons, Philadelphia.

"Western Educational Review. — O. H.
Fethers, Publisher, Jefferson City, Mu

.

Second Annual Report of the Board op

Trustees of the Illinois Industrial Univer-

sity.

Notice of the Crustacea— Collected by

Prof. C. F. Hartt, on the Coast of Brazil in 1867,

together with a List of the Described Species of

Brazilian Podophthalmia.—By Sidney I. Smith,

Assistant in Zoology, Yale College, New Ha-

ven, Conn. The author has our thanks for this

interesting pamphlet.

Some of the Hindrances and Helps to the

Advancement of Agriculture.—An Address

before the New York State Agricultural So-

ciety at Elmira in 18C9. By George Buckland,

Professor of Agriculture in University College,

Toronto.

Prang's Ciiromos—A Journal of Popular

Art.—L. Prang & Co., Boston. Nothing could

he better calculated to awaken aud increase the

interest of the public in Prang's celebrated

Chromos than the attractive publication be-

fore us.

The Horticulturist.—This old established

monthly has rapidly increased in interest since

under the charge of its present editor, Mr. H.

T. "Williams. We heartily welcome it to our

table, and admire the spirit and ability with

which it is conducted.

The Western Pomologist—A Monthly Jour- '

nal of Horticulture aud Floriculture. —Pub-
lished at Des Moines, Iowa. Mark Miller and

J. A. Nash, editors. The first number of this

new monthly lies on our table. The field it pro-

poses to occupy is a wide one, and is to a cer-

tain extent unoccupied. Mr. Miller's experi-

ence as an agricultural editor, and as a jiracti-

cal horticulturist, eminently fit him for the

position which he assumes.
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The Ajierican Naturalist.—No. 11 of this

excellent monthly is at hand, and the next num-

ber will completj the third volume. The editors

are performing a labor of love, and strongly

appeal to the naturalists of the countrj^ to give

the magazine that support which it well de-

serves. Tlie subscribers to the Entojiologist

who are interested in other branches of natural

history, cannot do better than club with the

Naturalist in renewing their subscriptions, as

a liberal discount is made. The new volume is

to open with an illustrated article on the Ancient

Megalithic Monuments of Peru compared with

those of other parts of the world, by the eminent

archasologist E. G. Squier, and with another on

Sponges, by Prof. Jos. Leidy, of Philadelpliia.

The Country Gentleman.—Luther Tucker

& Son, Albany, N. Y. With the beginning of

the new year this sterling paper was enlarged,

and the old heading was exchanged for one

more beautiful and becoming. The Country

Gentleman has no superior as a strictly agricul-

tural paper, and we take this opportunity of
thanking the editors for the many kindly notices

they have given of the Entomologist'; and to

assure them that their good will is appreciated.

The Prairie Farmer.—This old stand-by of

the western farmer still continues to improve,

and we rejoice in its success. With the new
year it donned a new and improved dress, and

it now appears more attractive than ever. The
publishers have also engaged a special draughts-

man and engraver, and more attention is to be

paid to the illustrations. The price is but $2.00

a year, and every new subscriber gets a copy of

the Prairie Farmer Annual, while every one
sending two names and $4.00 receives a beauti-

ful allegorical lithograph, entitled "The Far-
mer pays for All." The Prairie Farmer ($2.00)
and the American Entomologist (.$2.00) can
be had for $3.00 by parties sending for both
papers at one and the same time.

Tick's Illustrated Catalogue and Floral
Guide for 1870.^—Mr. Vick has our thanks for

this beautiful pamphlet, which eclipses all former
catalogues. Every lover of flowers should send
to Jas. Vick, of Kochester, N. Y., for a copy.

Michel Bros. & Kern's Floral Catalogue.
—Just as we go to press this catalogue reaches

us, and we have not the space to give it the

extended notice it deserves. We hardly sup-

posed that anything so creditable could be got-
ten up in the West, and Mr. Vick will soon
have to look to his laurels, lest he be outdone,
in the catalogue business, by some of our West-
ern friends. We can confidently recommend
the above firm to those of our "readers who
wish anything in the floricultural line that is

thoroughly adapted to the Mississippi valley;
for we have long admired their strict integrity
and courtesy.

ANSWERS TO CORBESPONDEUTS.

Notice.—Such of our correspondents as have already
sent, or may hereafter send, sm.all collections of insects
to be named, will please to inform us if any of the
species sent, are from other States than their own.
Lists of insects found in any particular locality are of
especial interest, as throwing light upon the geograph-
ical distribution of species. But to make them of real
value, it is requisite that we know for certain,
whether or not all the insects in any particular list come
from that particular locality, and if not, from what
locality they do come.

Pithy Blackberry Gall— i'. C. Spavlding, Rose

Hill, Mo.— The woody blood-brown gall found on

Crii;. 103 :

(6) yellowish-green; (c and d) white.

Blackberry canes, over three inches in length and divi-

ded longitudinally into five pretty regular ridges, is the

common Pithy Blackberry gall, caused by the Slisty

Oall-ily (DiastropTius nehulosus, O. S.) This gall was

first described (Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil., II, p. 36) by

Baron Osten Sacken. Its shape varies, but there are

always four or five of the wrinkled ridges more or less

traceable along the stem (Fig. 103, a), corresponding to

the rows of punctures which the female made in deposit-

ing her eggs. It is really a deformation of the cane,

chiefly due to a hypertrophy of the pith in consequence

of the poison injected at the time of depositing. If a

longitudinal flection is made, the inside will present the

appear.ance of Figure 103. h, the flesh being insipid in

taste. Near the edge the flesh in the fresh specimens is

soft and green to the depth of about one-quarter inch,

contrasting strongly with the yellow, pithy and woody

interior, in which are found the cells, which vary in

form from perfectly round to oblong-oval . At the pre-

sent time the larva (Fig. 103, c)—which when straight-
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ened out measures 0.11 Incli, and which is white with
the mouth parts, an oval spot each side just behind the

liPiul , and the breathing Iioles, rufous—may be found
\yuvj: curled up in its cell; but towards the end of March
it gradually transforms to pupa (Fig. 103, d), and tlie fly,

in your latitude, issues about the first of May. This fly

l)elongs to the Ci/nips family, but to the genus Diaxtro-
plim, which is confined to plants of the Rose family just
as Cjnipx is to the Oak family, and as Antislmphis.
described on |Kige 74, is to Composite plants. If you
should keep one of these galls in a closed vessel till next
summer, you would doubtless breed from it, besides
the true gall-maker, a guest-fly or intruder {Aulax
sylrestris, O. S.) which sponges on the Dimtrophm for

board and lodging, and a little parasitic CliaUin-^j
wliicb serves to keep the gall-maker in check. By
burning these unsightly galls at this season of the year,
you of course pfl'ectually prevent the increase of the
insect wliicb produces it.

riovcr-worms— e. Pauls, EurA-a. J/o.—Vou say:
"In opening a stai'k ol timothy hay, in which there
was :i HI tic clnvcr :it llic bottom of the stack, I found a
lot ol lirowu. !;i;iyish worms, that had nearly eaten all

flic clover, but not the timothy, 1 wanted to compare
tlicm witli your description of the Clover-worm, but the
number of the Entomologist containing it was not at
band. Are they the same thing?" Yes, they are the
identical "Clover-worm"—the only "Clover-worm"
Knciwii to prefer the dry to the greeu plant, and a winter
to a summer existence ! This is the first time we have
hrar.l o|- it in :Missniiri, tlioii-1, fr,,,,, having caught
""""''""" ^1"''' "" "'' ""' "i"!'' i'l ^t l.niiis, flying at
tlie n-hl (liiriii- ilie Miiiiiiiri- iii-hiN \vc knew that the
worm must also occur not far oil'. Tlie answer you
refer to will be found on page 22(3 of the last volume,
where figures are given of the insect in all its stages.

This insect is very widely distributed, occurring in

many parts of Europe, In Canada, as we are Informed
by Mr. 0. J. S. Bethune, and in most of the Northern
and Middle States of the ITnion, This is not to be
wondered at. when we know how very easily it may be
transported in the larva state In clover hay. Yet, com-
mon as it is, nothing was known of its larval history till

we published an article on the subject in the Prairie
Farmer of Chicago, It would really be interesting to

know whether or not this Insect has the same habits
abroad as it has with us, for we cannot believe, as stated

by Humphrey, that it feeds on poplars in England. In
the Prairie Farmer Annual for 1S68 we published the
lollowing relative to its proper nomenclature

:

" Allackiiii; and spoiling clover in the stack and mow,
by ml. rwraMiiL' and covering it with abundant white
silken Heb. an.i black excrement that much resembles

"full ae.'o s were given of this insect, tiivf in llio

be.
Ho

nie genus .,«„/„„ hv a .i,.|,n,M,-.h..l i:ui-,,|,ean Lepi-
doptcris t. Ill mono,ma|ibii:i: il,e lamily I'm: vlid.k, to
which they belong; Ihnimb the .liihien, cs between
Asupm M\ii Pi/rahs M-K viuy liivial indeed, and to our
mind there is no real reason why our insect should not
still be included in the latter genus, where Fabricius

first placed it. Our Clover-worm, with its synonyms,
may be given thus:

"AsopiA COSTALIS, Lederer.
' • PjiralU coitiilie. Fabr.
'

' Pyralis Jimhrialif, Steph

.

' 'The student of Entomology is eternally harassed and
perplexed by the many synonyms attaching to one in-
sect, every modern monographer dividing up the old
genera, till we have almost as many as we have species;
and we sometimes wish that, instead of a hundred dif-
ferent persons, in as many parts of the world, each
cutting up the old genera and creating new ones, ac-
cording to his particular idea, we could look to some
universally recognized head, such as our American
Entomological Society, for some jurisdiction and au-
thority in this matter of classification.

"The only figure we are able to find of this moth, is

in Vol. I, pi. 4."), H^- IS. of -The genera of British
Moths, ananui .1 a. . (nilini: Ic. I be plan now adopted in

the l'.rili~b Mil-. iii;i
.

li. il N.mI lluinplirey;' where it

is called ///,,. . aihl I ill- caterpillar is said

iaitlitul lliaii Ibi- aiiiliurs [Jen, lor in his text he most
laughablv .nnluiiials this insect with the common meal
moth. I',jrnlisf„r-n,alh.

"The simple •Clover-worm' will, of course, fall far
more plca.sing and .significant on the farmer's ear than
these synonyms, but they are given for those who take
an interest in suc^h matters. '

'

Since the above was published we have added to our

library several valuable works on moths; and we find

that, up to a quite recent date, both the leading French
and English authors place this moth in the old Linnean

genus Pyralis. The moth is popularly known in Eng-
land as the Gold Fringe.

By making a good elevated foundation for your clover

stacks, so that the air can pass underneath, and by
sprinkling the first few feet with salt when building the

stack, you will eff'ectually preserve the hay against the

attacks of this worm.

Seed Ticks under Baric of Apple-trees— C.

B. Galusha, Morrh, Pis.—The minute 8-legged "in-
sects" which infest the apple trees in Mr. Clapp's

orchard, harboring under the outer bark, are in reality

not true insects. No insect has more than six true legs,

and though the larva; of most Moths and Butterfles

[order Lepiiloptera'], of Saw-flies [order Hymenoptera^.

of some Two-winged flies [order Piptei'a^, and many
beetles (order Coleoptera), possess from one to sixteen

additional legs, yet all over the six anterior ones are

simply membranous or prop-legs, and are lost when the

insects attain theii- perfect state. Thus whenever you

find an animal with eight true horny, jointed legs, you
may safely conclude that it is not an insect. The little

animals you sent, were in fact "seed-ticks,"' the

young of one of our most common wood-ticks (Ixodes

unipunctata, I'ack).*" When recently hatched these

ticks have but six legs, but they very soon acquire

the .additional pair. We do not think they will do any

serious harm- to the trees, and should judge that they

do not occur very generally over the orchard.

Parasitic Cocoons—S. W. BeciwoHh, South Pass,

Pis.—The " nest ofeggs "
' which you send, and which

you found near your door yard under some Red-oak

trees, are in reality the same kind of little parasitic

cocoons, spoken of, and figured on page 128 of our last

number, in answer to G. C. Brackett. Of course they

should not be destroyed.

Ticks and Texas Fever— J/io*. W. Gordon, George-

town, 0—See what we have said on this subject on

page 28 of our first volume

.

•Guide lo Stmly of Insects, p. 911.
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Our readers, no doubt, will be a liltle .sur-

prised, upon receiving this number, to notice

the change in our title, and in the appearance

of our cover. Well, we confess that we are

fond of giving these little surprises, for which

reason we have never even so much as hinted

at this change, which we have long since had

in view. Now, kind reader, how does the

change suit you? You may be sure that it

pleases us, or we should not have made it, and

we can imagine an almost unanimous expression

of pleasure from the fairer portion of our sub-

scribers, as well as from the great majority of

the sterner sex.

The success of the Entomologist in directing

attention to the pleai5ure and importance of the

study of Insects, especially of those affecting

the interests of Agriculture and Horticulture,

has been highly gratifying; and though there is

often much truth in the trite French aphorism

"le mieux est I'ennemi du'bien," yet we should

make no true progress in this world, if we
adhered to it too strictly.

The two sciences of Entomology and Botany

go haud-in-hand ; they are, indeed, twin-sisters,

and we have often thought, and the matter has

frequently been suggested by friends, that the

usefulness of our Magazine might be increased

by broadening and extending its sphere of ope-

ration so as to include a department of Botany.

To us there is no branch of Natural History so

captivating as Entomology, but lives there a

field-entomologist who has not, over and over

again, admired the varied and beauteous forms

of plant-life around him, or who has not been

impressed a thousand times with the absolute

necessity of some knowledge of Botany to enable

him to fully carry out his own studies? We
trow not!

It would be difiicult to determine which of

these two branches of Natural History has tlie

greatest number of devotees amongst the priest-

hood of Science ; but it is very evident that

Botany has the greatest number amongst the

laity. For while the tender flower develops

the a'sthetic part of man's nature, and draws

out the sympathy of every child, the poor des-

pised bug creates an equal degree of repugnance

in the popular mind. Tliis popular state of

mind is owing principally to the fact that the

eyes of but few have yet been opened to the

hidden wonders and beauties of the Insect

World. We know that there are hundreds of

persons who will subscribe to a journal devoted

to Plants, but who would never think of taking

one devoted to Bugs, and if by the change we
have inaugurated, additional readers are brought

to our Journal, and a few only of them learn to

appreciate the more generally despised of God's

creatures, we shall have accomplL-^hed a double

purpose.

The field of Nature may be likened to a vast

Museum, where one may enter and view the

most wonderful objects, and lind on emerging

that the great mass has left but an indistinct

and confused impression on the mind. But if

a guide go with us and direct our attention in

detail to the many curiosities, and point out

their peculiarities, we shall find those objects

indelibly stamped upon the memory. Now if,

while striving to enhance the prosperity of the

country, by describing, figuring, and suggesting

remedies for the difleient insects which often

blight the hopes of the producer, we can at the

same time engage attention and study to the

Vegetable Kingdom, which is so very intimately

connected with the existence and comfort of the

human family, we shall feel that we are efTecting

increased benefit.

It is with great pleasure, therefore, that we
introduce to our readers Mr. Geo. Vasey, of

Richview, Ills., who will furnish from eight to

twelve pages of botanical matter each month.

Mr. Vasey has long been known in the West
as an eminent botanist, and his reputation is a

sullicient guarantee of the abilitv with which
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that department will be couducted. But we
leave him to lay his own plans before the reader.

All letters on botanical subjects should be ad-

dressed to Mr. A'asey, at Richview, Ills., and
all those on entomological matters, as usual, (o

the writer, C. A'. R.

WHEAT RUST AND BARBEHliV KLST.

The article on page 80 of our present volume,

entitled "A so-called ' Vulgar Error ' no Error
at all," has called forth the following paragraph
from the Country Gentleman :

A SiXGULAR IxcoNSiSTEXcr.
—
"We have re-

peatedly commended the American Entomolo-
gist for its common sense and scientific accuracy.
It has always been" severe on the superficial
errors of the day. But in a late number, it has
somewhat deviated from this general course,
and endorsed the opinion that the barberry
causes rust in the wheat—although this opinion
is not sustained with a tenth part of the wit-
nesses who assert that wheat is transmuted to
chess. AVe never saw finer aud fairer wheat
than grew in immediate contiguity to barberry
bushes, and in addition to this, the article in
the Entomoloaist expresslv quotes the state-
ment of S. E" Todd, that" "he had seen the
finest crops of wheat growing close beside the
bush spoken of.'"

All which is as much as to say that they

(the editors of the Country Gentleman), do not

believe that the barberry causes rust in wheat,
aud that we ourselves have fallen into one of

the superficial errors of the day. Very well,

gentlemen, you have a perfect right to your
opinion, but when you assail that of others, you
must stand ready to defend your own. We
throw down the glove, aud if you wish to pick

it up, you will find us ready! This fungus
question does not properly come within our
province, and we freely confess that we do
not even know the A B C of the science of

mycology; but we are always ready to defend

any position we have assumed, and will freely
•' confess the corn " whenever it shall be shown
that we arc in the wrong. We write for truth

and not for victory, and in the present case we
have taken up the cudgel in defense of the plain,

practical farmer, because we feel quite confident

that for once he is in the right. Nor have we
based our belief upon any experience of our
own, but upon the authority of Professors De
Bary and Girsted, and of Sir Joseph Banks, to

whose conclusions, founded on experiment, we
beg leave to give the preference over all the

opinions, assertions and asseverations, not so

founded, that ever were or ever will be thun-

dered forth. Consequently the Country Gen-

tleman, in (he above-quoted item, in reality

makes no charge against us, but disputes the

veracity, and questions the ability and scien-

tific accuracy of the authors named. It has been
demonstrated by CErsted that a certain fungus
(Podixohia sahinw) infesting the branches of

the Savin, is but a phase of another (Riestelia

canrellata) which attacks the leaves of the Pear

;

that one {Fodisoma clararisforme) which occurs

on the branches of the Juniper is but the first

asexual state of Bastelia penicillata, which man-
ifests itself on the leaves of the Apple and White
Thorn ; and finally, that Fodisomajuniperinum,
which also inhabits the leaves and branches of

the Juniper, is identical with that of Ewstelia

cornifera, which infests the leaves of the Moun-
tain Ash. Does the Country Gentleman like-

wise dispute the correctness of these physio-

logical discoveries?

We liuow that ever since this matter was first

discussed, in 177i, it has been the fashion to

deride the common belief of the farmer, and

singularly enough this fiishion has prevailed to

the greatest extent with those who passed most

of their lives amid piles of brick and mortar.

AVc are all too apt to follow in other people's

footsteps, and to believe too implicitly what Ave

were taught in childhood; and there always

will be men who prefer to accept the fossilized

and crude ideas entertained hundreds of years

ago, rather than to make investigations and

think for themselves. But this is pre-eminently

an age of progress, and we find that many a

dogma which for years may have hail supreme

hold of the public mind, has been shattered, so

to speak, by modern investigation. Many an

idea that was scouted as ridiculous and absurd

but a decade since, is now accepted as a truth,

and the discoveries that have been made during

that time have convinced every candid and

earnest naturalist, that life, whether animal or

vegetable, is altogether more plastic and pro-

tean than was formerly supposed ; and the

lower down in the scale we go, the more shall

we find this to be true.

As a striking and familiar example, we may
mention that the Hydra tuba, Scyphistoma,

Strobila and Ephydra were supposed by super-

ficial observers to be perfectly distinct and dif-

ferent animals, till they were all proved by
experiment to be but difl"erent forms of the

common Jelly-fish or Medusae; and hundreds

of similar cases among the lower plants and

animals might be cited, some even, as Ave

have already shown, where the difl"erent forms

of one and the same species have been ranked

as distinct genera. It is only since a compara-

tively recent period that by aid of our much
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improved microscopes, the rusts and moulds

have been properly studied. W. P. Schimper,

in 1848, in his liecherches sur les JTounses, estab-

lished, by experiment, that the so-called Con-

fen-acea; are the pregerminal phases of the

leaf-mosses, notwithstanding which, they are

yet very generally considered as sea-weeds or

algw, under a spurious nomenclature. Again,

each of the phases of the fermentative or

original zymotic fungus have been separately

named by those who have paid no attention to

its development, as has been demonstrated by

Prof. Hallier, of Jena, Germany, and by Dr.

Hilgard, of this country; while the bread and
^ preserve moulds, the blue moulds on apples and

lemons, the cheese and stool ferments have all

been proved to be but dilTerent forms of one

species, by the latter gentleman. In our own
special department we might mention several

instances where closet-entomologists, with a

supreme contempt for larval or pupal charac-

ters, have fabricated two, three or more species

out of what upon more profound knowledge
have proved to be one and the same.

Is it to be wondered at, therefore, with these

facts before us, that we prefer, rather than

.accept the ipsi.ssiiiin dicta of would-be savans,

to t.ake the testimony of men who, having de-

voted years to the study of funguses, announce
that the Red rust in wheat is but a form or stage

of the common Barberry rust.

We attach more importance to a single fact.

based upon well conducted experiment, than to

ten thousand theories and "opinions" that have

no facts for their support, though they may be

ae(iuiesced in by the so-called authority through-

out the land. We always intend to be " severe

on the superficial errors of the day,"' and are

especially down on scientific charlatanism. We
have the highest respect for our friend and cor-

respondent. Dr. Trimble, of J^ew Jersey, but

when, in speaking on I his barberry-wheat ques-

tion, he simply asserts that " this is an old tra-

dition that I have heard from a boy, but there is

no foundation for the belief" ; and that "rust is

produced by another class of causes "—without

explaining what (hose causes are—his words
sound too much like hollow assertion, unsup-
ported by facts. Such words from the Doctor
appear the more astonishing to those who have
watched his strenuous efforts to overthrow an-

other superficial error, by demonstrating that

on some soils shallow plowing is to be preferred

to deep plowing, notwithstanding the latter has

from time immemorial been urged and recom-
mended, without qualification, by all theorists.

But we will not dwell any longer on this sub-

ject at present. We have long since admired

the courtesy and ability with which the Country
(fentlenian is conducted, and feel that the criti-

cism we have quoted, was made in all candor.

Calm and dispassionate argument and con-

Iroversy usually results in good, and if our

.\lbany friends will bring forth any argument

that is worthy the name, in favor of their posi-

tion, we may in future consider this matter at

greater length, and perhaps get our Botanical

Editor to give us his oiiinion, as it is really a

botanical matter.

AVc shall defend the farmer whenever we
think he is in the right, for as in the old l<"'ablc

of the Printer and the Lion, the scientific artist

in the city who is every day publishing descrij)-

tions of men conquering lions in fair single

combat, has a great advantage over the poor

maligned agricultural lion in the country, who
publi>hes nothing at all, and confines himself to

the plain, practical occupation of gobbling up

as many men as he can possibly get hold of.

Whether or not the opinion that Puccinia

ijraminis and ^Eridhun berberidis are the alter-

nate generations of one species, is " sustained

with a tenth part of the witnesses who assert

that wheat is transmuted into chess,"' is a ques-

tion entirely foreign to the subject, the wheat-

chess discussion having absolutely nothing to

do with that of Wheat and Barberiy :ust. And
as to the opinion that Barberry can not cause

rust in wheat because fine wheat has been

grown in close contiguity to such bushes, it

sounds too much like assuming that small-pox

is not contagious because a certain unvaccinated

person, living in a house where the disease pre-

vailed, escaped without catching it; for as we
may learn from the perusal of DeBary's pam-

phlets*^ a certain condition ot the atmosphere

is necessary to the proper germination of the

Wheat-BarbeiTy fungus. Moreover, we have

never assumed, nor will any sensible person

ever assume, that healthy Barberry bushes, free

from rust, will produce any rust in wheat.

•N'eue Unti-isiichungen ueber Urciliiiceu, iusliesoudere iliu

Kntwickliing der Puccinia graminis. A. DeBary, Berlin,
1SB5. Zwi'itu Mittheilung, JS6U.

"ThkueIs no branch of Natural History so

captivating as Entomology, and certainly none

so easily gratified; for its pursuit brings us

into immediate relation to Nature in her most

attractive dress, in the woods, the fields and the

gardens."'

—

Morris.

Erratum.—Page 'J7, over the illustration, for

"Fig. 59,"' read "Fig. 594.""
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IS ANY KNOWLEDGE USELESS ?

"There is uo name of greater power at the

present day than that of Science ; and it is as

awkward to say anything against the preten-
sions of men of science as it once was to be a
heretic of a difierent order. Yon cannot, it is

true, be burnt alive, or put into an inquisition,

but, which is almost as bad, you can be made
to look extremely foolish. The men of science
regard you through their spectacles with an air

calculated to strike terror into the boldest heart,

if you venture to question the advantage ot their

most trifling speculations. Any thing which by
hook or by crook can be brought under the
mantle of an ology is a sacred object, not to be
touched by the profane vulgar. A poor savage
sees a civilized being, capable of producing
thunder and supplied with unlimited quantities
of fire-water, devote himself for years to the

pursuit of bugs—using that word in the Ameri-
can sense. This strange creature will live for

mouths in a wilderness, and be amply rewarded
by collecting a boat-load of creeping, crawling
things, which are not even good to eat. The
savage thinks the white man must be little bet-

ter than an idiot; and the white man, when he
comes home, writes his book, and holds the
savage up to the derision of an enlightened
public. 'Here,' he says iu effect, 'is a poor
creature so ignorant as to think me a fool for

spending a month in discovering the Hotonchro-
nontholoyus Jonesii— an animal which difi'eis

from all other Ilotonchrononthologi iu having
two more spots upon his nose, and an extra
claw on his hind leg.' Is it so plain that the
white man has altogether the best of the argu-
ment? Suppose that the beast in question had
remained unknown, would the Iminaii race have
been materially the worse? Or, to put it more
moderately, could not the month be spent to

more purpose in some other field of labor? Some
distinguished martyr to science once planted a
colony of some loathsome insert in liis lliumb,
and heroically traveled fo ICuroiic w ith his bur-
den, in the hope of disco\criiii; -iniii' now facts

about the way in which tlic animal laid its eggs.
LTnluckily, if"l remember right, the thumb mor-
tified and had to be amputated within sight of
land; and we have ever since been called upon
to admire the zeal and heroism of the sufferer.
I am willing to do so, just as I admire St. Si-
meon Stylites for standing for twenty years on
a column, and saying his prayers one' thousand
two hundred and fonrty-four times a day. Only
I cannot help asking, in each case, whether so
rare a quality of heroism could not have been
turned to some better account? Zeal is not a
commodity of which we have such an abundance
that we can complacently set it running to waste.
Science often means nothing more than accurate
and systematic knowledge nf fact-; and the
question always remains w heilicr ihc I'acts are
really worth knowing. II a man of genius
spends years in investi^aliiig ilu' habits of a
microscopic animalcule, it does not follow that
the game was worth the candle simply because
we give to the knowledge gained the mystic
name of science."
TVe quote the above because it gives a fair

idea of the views of those practical men whose

sphere of mental vision is circumscribed by the
question cui bono? in other words, men whose
minds, if placed in the centre of a good old-

fashioned silver dollar, would be entirely con-
tained within the periphery.
The great value of most scientific facts lies not

so much in the practical availability of the facts

as in the correlation with other facts, and the
light which they throw upon scientific questions
of confessedly "high importance. The discov-

ery of the supposititious Hotonchrononthologus
Jonesii might not be a matter of much conse-
quence in itself, but its relation to the Darwin-
ian hypothesis, and its effect upon our views in

regard to species, might possibly be so impor-
tant as to immortalize the discoverer. So, too,

it might not be a matter of much consequence
in itself how a certain Acarus propagated its

species ; but a study of the process in this par-

ticular case might throw much light on genera-
tion in general, and this is certainly worth the

expenditure of a good deal of zeal and labor.

Full and definite knowledge of any subject is

only to be attained through long study, and by
examining the question from every point of

view, and under every variety of circumstance
and condition. The processes of generation
carefully investigated in the lower animals,

have thrown great light on the corresponding
processes involved in the reproduction of those

of higher grade. Success in the breeding of

domestic animals depends largely upon our
knowledge of the causes that govern the varia-

tions of species and varieties. It is not at all

impossible, under certain contingencies, that a

mere dot on a fossil shell, buried millions of

years ago, might decide important questions in

this connection, and lay the world under ever-

lasting obligations to the observer of these mi-

nute differences. The writer of the paragraph
we have just quoted evidently does not appre-

ciate the fact, that every thing in Nature is car-

ried out strictly according to law, and that the

most trifling fact is valuable as an index to these

laws.
We copy the foregoing, with the able com-

ments of the editor, from the November number

of the Manufacturer and Builder. We rejoice

that there are few persons, even amongst those

so-called practical men who hate the very sight

ot a Latin word, who take such a narrow-minded

view of true science ; and that their numbers

are fast diminishing. It is entirely unnecessary

for us to undertake to show how most of those

discoveries which have in a great measure

brought about our present advanced civiliza-

tion, have been made by the study of "small

things," and by the " accurate and systematic

accumulation of facts." But to show how, in

our own Department of Science, the knowledge

of a single fact which can only be obtained by

a proper study of one of these "insignificant"

creeping, crawling tilings, that are popularly

called Bugs, may prove of great practical im-

portance, let us instance one or two of the many
cases (hat might be brought forward.
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It is well known that elm trees, as well as

apple trees, in certain localities in the United

States, are sometimes eaten almost bare by that

common looping caterpillar called the Canker-

worm ; and that these woians have been checked

and controlled by those who are acquainted

with their peculiar habits, by fastening leaden

troughs of oil round the butts of the trees. Like

the larvre of many other moths, this worm buries

itself under the ground to change into the pupa

state; but unlike the great majority of moths,

the perfect male has wings, and the perfect

female has no wings at all, and is therefore

compelled to crawl up the trunks of the trees to

deposit her eggs, instead of flying on to the

trees, as almost all other insects have the power
of doing when in the perfect state. Hence the

philosophy of the practice above alluded to,

which depends for its efficacy on this trait in the

natural history of the Canker-worm. Not very

long ago, the elm trees which ornament the city

of Baltimore were attacked by a larva that strip-

ped them bare. Supposing it to be the notorious

Canker-worm, the corporate authorities spent a

good many hundred dollars in fixing leaden

troughs filled with oil, after the most approved
fashion, round their trees. They might just as

well have built a tight board fence round a

corn-field to keep out the crows and blackbirds.

The insect that was afflicting their trees was
not the Canker-worm, but the larva of a beetle

{Galeruca calmariensis) imported by some
chance or other from Europe, where it often

strips the elm trees in the same way; and, un-

fortunately for the City Fathers of Baltimore,

the female of this beetle has wings, and was not

in the least inconvenienced by the oil-troughs.

A little time spent in investigating the habits of

this beetlewould have saved them all their trouble.

A similar instance of just such entomological

folly occurred a couple of year? ago in Southern
Illinois. A certain fruit-grower in Union county,

for lack of a proper knowledge of the habits of

that little pest the Curculio, took it into his head
that this insect had no wings and could not fly,

and that it could only reach the fruit, in conse-

quence, by climbing up the tree. Hence he

very sapieutly went to work and fixed a band
of wool around every tree in a large orchard

containing about 10,0U0. Now, as the Curculio

has ample wings, and can fly with the greatest

ease, this procedure was of no earthly use in

protecting this worthy fruit-grower's peaches.

He might just as well have wrapped the wool
round his stove-pipe under the delusive idea

that he could thereby keep the flics and mos-
quitoes out of his house.

There is a small timber-boring beetle—called

Limexylon navale, or in English the Naval

Timber-pest—which is very common in the Oak

forests of the North of Europe, and occasionally

occurs in such numbers in the Swedish and

French dock-yards, as to do a prodigious amount

of damage. About one hundred years ago the

Swedish Government found out that this insect

was doing millions of dollars' worth of damage

in their dock-yards by boring the timber full of

holes, so that if it had been put into a ship, it

would have let the water in like a sieve. The

Swedish Government concluded that it wouldn't

answer to incur such a heavy annual loss ; and

they did the very wisest thing that they possibly

could have done. They applied to the celebrated

LinniEus—the father of the Science of Entomol-

ogy—though to many perhaps he is only known
as a great Botanist. Linna3us took the matter

in hand, and having investigated the habits of

the insect, discovered that it came out of the

timber in the perfect or winged state in one

particular month only (June) when it flew

around, paired, laid its eggs on any oak timber

to which it had access, and shortly afterwards

perished. So he said to the Swedish Govern-

ment: "Gentlemen, all you have to do is to sink

all your oak timber under water during the

mouth of June, so that the female beetle may
not be able to deposit her eggs on it; and you

will be no more troubled for a groat many years

to come with Liviexylon navale.'' The Govern-

ment did so ; and the result was just what Lin-

nieus had predicted. Dr. Harris informs us that

not very long afterwards the insect occurred in

similar profusion in a French dock-yard ; and

although a naval officer, who was also a good

entomologist, suggested the Linnajan remedy

to the authorities, they neglected to apply it

—

having perhaps the common unfaith in Science,

and thinking with the vulgar, that the study of

bugs was all a humbug. As might have been

expected, they reaped the reward of their ignor-

ance, and suflered an immense amount of valu-

able timber to be destroyed by this insect, which

might just as well have been saved.

Such instances might be multiplied ad inflni-

tum, but we forbear, and take consolation in

the fact that a new era is dawning. There were

men who had no faith in Fulton and liis Steam-

boat. There were men who had no faith in

Morse and his Electric Telegraph. There were

men who had no faith in Stephenson and his

Locomotive. But if Fulton, and Morse, and

Stephenson, had themselves had no faith, or

had suffered themselves to be laughed down by

the criticisms of the would-be wits and can't-
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be philosophers, the world would not now be

where it is. The law of the age is progress.

" The point that yesterday was lost in the dim

far away distance, becomes our goal to-day,

and will be our starting point to-morrow.''

HOW TO COLLECT AND STUDY INSECTS.

IIY F. (;, SANBORN, BOSTON, MASS.

IFig. lOi.]

A collection of specimens of insects is an

almost indispensable adjunct to the study of the

science of Entomology. The simplest and most

economical method of obtaining one, but that

requiring the greatest amount of time and per-

sevei'ance, is to preserve each and every object

related in any way to the history and trans-

formations of insects. The manner of preserving

these varies according to the nature of the sub-

stance, and diflFcrent circumstances may neces-

sitate the use of different means. I propose to

give some account of those methods which have

been found most desirable.

Presupposing that the object of the student is

to make himself acquainted with the natural

history of his own locality—whether of State,

county, or town—he should provide himself

with a number of boxes, of well seasoned wood,

of such form and size as will allow of their being

conveniently duplicated from time to time as

his collection increases. Haifa dozen boxes of

clear, soft pine, measuring nine or ten by twelve

or fourteen inches, and double the length of the

common insect pin, that is to say, three inches

or three and a quarter, inside depth, so that

the specimens can be pinned in lioth the upper

and under box, will be found sufficient to com-

mence with. (See Figure 104.) A flange, or

rabbet, extends completely around the inte-

rior of the lower box, so as to protect the

contents from dust, and prevent the cover from

slipping to either side. This should not be

more than half an inch in height above the level

of the edge of the box, but should fit accurately

to the sides and bottom, and be fastened firmly

by nails, or nails and glue. If hard or knotty

wood is used for the top and bottom of the box,

it will be necessary to line or cover these sur-

faces with some solt material. Considerations

of economy or convenience will suggest the use

of various substances for this purpose. Many

persons insist upon the use of flat sheets of cork

glued or nailed to the wood. The pith of the

American aloe, or elder, or of broom-corn, are

ai)proved of by many collectors. That of Indian

corn, unless deprived of its saccharine matter

by boiling or otherwise, is less applicable in the

long run, on account of its tendency to oxidize

or corrode the pins, so that they soon become
weakened and break at their points of contact

with the pith. Boiler felt, as it is called, com-

posed of cow"s hair loosely felted together, has

been found very useful, when covered with thin

white paper, for lining boxes. Its advantages

are, evenness of texture, softness and cheapness,

a box of the size above mentioned requiring

about ten cents worth of felt. The inch thick

felting should be split (which may be easily

done with very little practice) and heavy weights

be placed upon it when glued into the box, re-

maining for about forty-eight hours; a plunger

of planed board, about a quarter of an inch

smaller each way than the box, intervening be-

tween the weight and the paper which covers

the felt.

Boxes of this size and shape are far preferable

to cabinets of drawers, both on thfe score of

economy and convenience, especially for consti-

tutionally erratic American students, as they

can readily be packed in small compass for

transportation when the collector strikes his

tent.

Having prepared a safe place of deposit for

the specimens, now let the student construct a

"net," by making a loop of strong

iron or brass wire, of about 3-16ths

of an inch in thickness, so that the

diameter of the loop or circle will

not exceed twelve inches, leaving

an inch to au inch and a half of

wire at each end bent at nearly

e
right angles. Bind the two ex-

tremities of the wire together with

^ smaller wire (Fig. lOo, a), and tin

them by applying a drop of muriate of zinc,

then holding it in the fire or over a gas flame

until nearly red hot, when a few graius of

block tin or soft solder placed upon them will

flow evenly over the whole surface and join

them firmly together. Take a Maynard rifle

cartridge tube, or other brass tube of similar

dimen.slous ; if the former, file ofl' the closed

end or perforate it for the admission of the

wire, and having tinned it in the same manner

on the inside, push a tight fitting cork half way
through (Fig. 105, c), and pour iuto it melted

tin or soft solder, and insert the wires ; if care-

fully done you will have a firmly constructed
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and very durable foundation for a collecting

net. The cork being extracted, will leave a

convenient socket tor inserting a stick or walk-

ing cane to serve as a handle. The net should

be made of •'millinet," "book muslin," or

"mosquito bar," as is most convenient; it

should not exceed two feet in depth, and will

prove much more durable if the wire be bound
with cloth or leatlier, to which the muslin may
be sewed. If the loop be made of the dimen-

sions above suggested, one yard of material

will suffice for the net. One or moi-e small

boxes of two inches depth, lined with pith, to

carry in the pocket; a paper or cushion of pins,

and a wide-mouthed vial of alcoliol, will com-

plete this inexpensive outtit for the collector.

^'arious circumstances will suggest modifica-

tions or improvements in the apparatus.

In the next paper we shall endeavor to give

an aconnt of some of the objects to be collected.

THE BALD-FACED HORXET.

[Fig. )(I6.]

Colors—Brown-black and

There are few insects more interesting than

the wasps ; and though some of the family are

greatly abused for their depredations in the

fruit line, yet I have little doubt that their

oficnding in this, is much more than compen-
sated for by the immense amount of grubs and
files destroyed by them to feed their young. It

must be confessed, though, that the way in

which (hey " clean out" a Green-gage or Apri-

cot is " beyond anything," leaving nodiing

within but (he suspended stone; the glowing
skin hanging beautiful as ever, but, like some
other beauties, terribly empty.

It cannot very well be denied that the wasps
wore the first paper-makers. As their manu-
factories were, it is to be presumed, in full blast

long Ijefore there were any rags, they use wood
instead, and produce from it, if not what we
would call a tirst-class, certainly in every way
a very creditable, article of paper.

The Bald-faced Hornet (Ves2}a niacit/a/n,

Linn.), is a remarkable species, entitled to

much mention for its beauty and grace, as well

as other qualities. I do not know how far

northward its range extends; but I have met

with it on Lake Superior, where it is abundant

and of a large size.

I was much amused there one day, in the

month of August, while at work in my tent,

watching these Bald-faced Hornets on their for-

aging expeditions, catching flies to feed their

young. The easy grace with whicli they cap-

ture a fly while on the wing, is truly wonderful.

To select a fly and pounce on it, dexterously

seizing it, is the work of an instant. The wasp

then alights, and i^repares its victim for trans-

portation, trimming it by cutting off the limbs,

as superfluities which would encumber the re-

turning flight. One by one drop down the

slender legs of the fly, and the gauzy wings

flutter away, as neatly nipped ofl" as though

done with tiny scissors. Next, proceeding to

roll the denuded fly into a compact parcel, or

rather pellet, the wasp moistens it with its saliva

for this purpose, and, finally, flies ofl' suddenly

and rapidly to its nest with its prey.

This wasp is one of the " Paper-makers," and

is the largest of our species. Though its general

color is dark brown, almost black, the face, as

the English or popular name implies, is white,

and the thorax and abdomen are also beautifully

marked with curiously-shaped bands and spots

of the same creamy or yellowish-white. (See

Fig. 106) . I have noticed considerable variation

in these, particularly in their shape.

One thing appears strange in the proceeding

just narrated. From the very first moment of

its seizure by the wasp, the fly seems perfectly

resigned to its fate, not making the least resist-

ance or even motion, so far as 1 observed, or

tlie usual buzzing cry it utters when captured

by a spider. This would appear to indicate

that it is stunned or paralyzed by the wasp.

And did we not know that this wasp feeds its

larvK daily, we might be led to consider this a

case of paralysis or suspended animation—the

prey being laid away for future use.

My tent being "filled with flies," as soon as

the wasps found their way into it, they went
briskly to work, flying to and fro on their mur-

derous errand. The systematic way in which

they performed it was almost laughable ; though

I could not help feeling that what was fun for

me was death to the flies. The strength and

determination evinced by the wasps in this, and

also in collecting and preparing the material for

their paper cells, are truly remarkable. I have

seen them strip oft', for this latter purpose, the

weather-worn splinters from the wood of an

old house, all day, with laborious zeal, flying oti
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with pieces marvellously Large, coiisiclcriiig the

size of the insect and the distance to be travel-

led.

I once found in the woods, on the north shore

of Lake Michigan, a wasp's nest nearly twice

as large as a man's head. It must have been of

unusual age, and the musk-like odor exhaled

by it was rather otTensive. This was the largest

nest I ever saw. The smallest I have ever met
with was about only two inclies in diameter,

though perfect in every respect.

Henry (tFlljian.
Detroit, JIicuigan.

INSECTIVOROUS HABITS OF THE PRAIRIE LARK.

{Alanda alpestris.)

It is still a matter of dispute whether birds,

upon the whole, are the friends or the enemies
of the husbandman ; whether they do more good
by devouring noxious insects, than damage by
the destruction of fruits and seeds. Happily for

the birds, the preponderance of opinion, and
still more the proponderance of sentiment, is

strongly on their side. For, even admitting
tliat there may be a few species which do more
harm than good, yet with regard to birds in

general, it is almost universally believed that

their existence is essential to the welfare of
mankind, and indeed to the harmony of nature,

]>y preserving the balance between the tribes of
insects and tlie vegetable kingdom. It is true

that most of them, whilst active in ridding ns
of our insect foes, require that we should con-

tribute something to their support, and some-
times draw pretty heavily upon us; but the

species whose name is inscribed at the head of
this article, furnishes an example of an humble
friend who never obtrudes himself upon oar
notice, and who, whilst rendering ns incalcula-

ble benefit, demands from us notiiing in return.

Most persons who have traveled over our
Western prairies must have had their attention

called to a little brownish colored bird, often

seen dusting himself in the road, and who has
run or flitted into the neighboring grass as the

traveler approached. This is the Alanda alpes-

fris, or Prairie Lark, sometimes called—but
much less appropriately—the Shore Lark. It

belongs to the same genus astlie famous Sky Lark
of Europe {Alanda arvcnsis, Linn.) "We must
take care that similarity of names does not lead

us to confound this species with the equally

common Meadow Lark, which is a much larger

and more conspicuous bird, with a gray striped

back and a bright yellow breast, and which

strictly is not a lark, but belongs to the family

of starlings. The Prairie Lark is of about the

same size as some of the larger kinds of sparrow,

though somewhat more slender in shape. The
predominant color is a brownish-gray, more
strongly tinted with reddish about the neck and
shoulders. The color beneath is sordid white,

tinted with brown on the breast and sides.

There is a broid, black band across the middle
of the forehead, terminating laterally above and
behind the eye in a little pointed tuft of feathers,

which the bird has the power of elevating and
depressing at will, so as to resemble little horns.

The female is more obscure in her markings,

and the little horn-like appendages are wanting.
These birds remain with us nearly all the year,

and may be seen, even in winter, gleaning a

scanty subsistence upon the bare patches of

prairie from which the snow has blown oil". But
the peculiarity of this bird, which has led us to

introduce its history as appropriate to this work,
is the instinct with which it discovers and des-

troys those grubs which infest corn fields, and
which often do so much damage to this and
some other crops. It came to my knowledge
through the observation of an intelligent and
observing farmer in my neighborhood, upon
whose accuracy entire dependence can be placed.

Whilst going through with the first hoeing

of his corn, he observed, running about amongst
the hills, little grayish birds, which from his

description, and from the absence of any similar

bird with which it could be easily confouuded,

I have no doubt was the present species. Upon
observing one of them more attentively, he

became interested in watching its operations.

Running along near the hills, it stopped abruptl}^

from time to time opposite a hill, and stood still

as if listening; then, having apparently deter-

mined its direction, it inserted its bill at a short

distance from a spear of corn, and by a rapid,

rotary motion, partially buried itself in the loose

earth, and then jerking backwards, dragged out

a large grub, which, from its situation, may be

reasonably supposed to be one of those larvje,

of which there are several different kinds, known
by the name of cut-worms. Taking this worm
in its bill it ran along, until by its acute sense

of hearing, or by some other instinct, it became

aware of the presence of another of its insect

prey. Then, laying down the one previously

obtained, it quickly dislodged another iu the

same manner, and seizing them both in its bill

again pursued the search. Having obtained as

many as it could carry, it flew off to the neigh-

boring grass-field, having in all probability a

brood of young awaiting its arrival. Not unfre-
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quently one of these small birds would carry oil"

four or five grubs at once, ofteu having to lay

them down and take them up several times

before it could get secure hold of them all.

When we consider how common these birds

are, it is easy to conceive that fhey must destroy

an immense number of larvre in the course of

the season.

AVhilst writing this article, I have obtained

several specimens of this kind of bird, both male

and female, for the purpose of identifying the

species with certainty. Upon examining the

contents of the stomach I found in most of the'a

several grains resembling hulled oats, and in

one of them was a larva nearly one inch in

length, of a pale green color, with a brown head

and tapering a little at each cud, being different

from the cut-worm, but resembling, and per-

haps identical with, the spindle-worm, so-called,

which burrows into the stem of the corn plant.

It would be a curious fact if it should prove that

this bird possesses the instinct to detect and
destroy two noxious larva;, so diflFerent in ap-

pearance and habits as those here mentioned.

Thus does this shy and unobtrusive little bird

perform its humble but useful part in the

economy of Xature, and, whilst seeking a sub-

sistence for itself and young, unconsciously

renders an important service to the husband-

man.

A State Entomologist fob Wisconsin.—
''The suggestion I have just made may be
viewed diiferently by different members of this

Society, but the suggestion I have now to make
will, I know, meet with your general approba-
tion. We have long felt the need of a State
Entomologist. As horticulturists we see and
feel the importance and absolute need of such
an officer—more so than does any other part of
the community. Some of the older States—and,
indeed, some of the younger States—have made
such appointments. And I trust the time will
soon come when our own State will follow their
wise example. We are an agricultural people,
and as such are afflicted with almost every
plant-destroying insect on this side of the con-
tinent. And while other countries and States
are seeking, with success, for means to diminish
or avert the ravages of such plagues, we should
not be folding our hands awaiting for something
to turn up, but be following the example of our
more intelligent neighbors. Therefore, I sug-
gest that before you separate you elect, as Ento-
mologist to the State Horticultural Society,
Professor Daniells, of the Wisconsin State Uni-
versity. I venture to make this recommendation
simply because the Professor is the best man I

know of for the place, and because I know that
he will spare no pains to serve the Society and
the people."—i^ro7» President Hobbins's Ad-
dress, delivered at the meeting of the Wisconsin
State Horticultural Society, at Madison, Feb.
1st, 1870.

HLXUIUNCES TO SUCCESSFUL FRUIT-GROWING.

[From aa Address delivered at the Fourth Annual MecUug of
Iho Centralia (Ills.) Fruit-Growers' Associatiou, l)v

B. ruLLEN-, the retiring President.]

We are frequently asked, " have wc a fruit

country?" meaning, of course, our own imme-

diate sectioil. Our answer would be yes, pre-

eminently so. How are we to satisfy any one

who would ask such a question, with all the

facts before him, that our answer is correct?

He speaks knowingly of other sections, of im-

mense and successive crops, great profits, &c.

This is our El Dorado—just what we are look-

ing after. We take occasion to inform ourselves,

and what do we find? why, the old story, that

"distance lends enchantment to the view," and

so we return again into our own holes, "wiser

if not better men." We might furnish statistics

showing the relative value of this as compared

with other well-known, longer-established fruit

districts, and sufter none by the comparison.

We know, of our own knowledge, that in the

twelve past years but one entire failure has

occurred. This was the summer following the

winter of 1864 and 186.5. We were disposed!

to call that an entire failure, and yet the finest

and most profitable crop of strawberries we
have ever seen was raised here in the summer
of 1866. Do we pronounce an agricultural dis-

trict a failure because bountiful crops are not

every year raised, or because of the entire or

partial failure of every one of the cereal crops

grown there? Of course not. If we did, we
shoulil pronounce against one after another until

wc should have none left. Is it just to pronounce

against a fruit region for the same reason?

Where, then, is the trouble? There must be a

cause for so much complaint and disappointment.

Is it not possible that we ourselves have proved

failures? We onl)^ want to let ourselves down
as easy as possible by blaming the country. I

make the assertion, without fear of successful

contradiction, that there is not one really suc-

cessful Horticulturist in our Centralia fruit dis-

trict, and for no other reason than that we
ourselves are failures. This is not so much the

result of ignorance as it is a criminal neglect on

our part to make an energetic use of the know-
ledge we already possess. The damage to the

fruit-grower yearly by the depredations of the

Curculio and Codling-moth are almost incalcu-

lable, sweeping away at times entire crops; and

yet how many run a Curculio-catcher, pick up
the fallen fruit, keep swine in their orchards,

bandage their trees with a hay-baud to aflbrd

a shelter and hiding place lor the larva; of the

Codliug-moth to undergo her transformations
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in, and thus be entrapped; or scrape the body
of their trees, dislodging and destroying all

insect life there concealed? All these are well

known, simple and efficacious remedies, at least

to the extent of securing a good crop under

ordinary circumstances. I suppose there is

not a single person in our community who
practices all or even one of these simple reme-

dies thoroughly. I know of none such, but I

know of numbers who are ready to assert upon
all occasions that fruit here is a failure. They
seem to ignore the fact that the presence of these

pests in such profusion only gives the lie to

their assertion. Insects and fruit go together;

they are one and inseparable. * * * * *

1 would, therefore, earnestly recommend to

every member of this Association, and to every

fruit-grower, that we combinedly operate to-

gether in making war upon them, using all the

knowledge and means in our possession to keep

them in subjection. The bodies of our apple

trees should be carefully scraped, aud the larv£c

of the Codling-moth hunted out and destroyed.

The fruit room, and all apple barrels and bins

should undergo a similar process, before the

moths make their appearance in the spring.

The latter hiding places are thought by many
to be the most prolific source of our annual

supply of this insect, and should by no means
be overlooked.

The C'urculio should conic in for a large share

of our attention. We should be prepared to

run the Curculio-catcher with a vengeance, aud
take advantage of the information conveyed to

us by our State Horticulturist (Dr. Hull), that

the LiTTi.E Turks gather upon the trees ten or

twelve days in advance of their depositing any
eggs in the fruit, for the purpose of pairing ofi",

and that if caught during this period, we not

only get rid ot the supply on hand, but ol the

generation which follows, which would not be

the case if not caught until later in the season.

I would also recommend the appointment of

an active committee, whose duty it shall be to

visit all the orchards possible iu our vicinity

monthly, to note the management of each, aud

convey to this society the results of their obser-

vations. Much useful information might thus

be obtained by the committee, aud through

them be conveyed to ihe Society for the general

good. * * * * » * *

You will perceive, gentlemen, that not much
of the fanciful has occupied our thought in what
has been said. We propose to leave this to

those who choose not to dabble in the more
practical part of our profession. Indeed, our

mind has been so often toasted and feasted with

the beautiful imagery in connection with our

subject, that when called upon to face some of

the unpleasant practical realities, we have felt

as if an emetic had been administered and that

we were prepared to disgorge at once and tor-

ever all that is not real. We must acknowledge,

however, that we do sometimes find ourselves

indulging in this weakness of feeding our fancy.

Nothing occurs to us at this moment as being

more likely to ensnare and captivate the senses

than in contemplating some of the pleasures to

be derived from a pursuit so God-given, trans-

porting us into the very garden of our first

parents. Like them we find there is the bitter

with the sweet— the forbidden fruit— for we
pluck the king of fruits—the Apple—and what

do we find but the larvw of the Codling-moth?

which has anticipated us and sipped, as it were,

the very nectar from our lips. We turn from

it in disgust to the queen of fruits—the Peach,

and again what do we find? AVhy, gentlemen,

the wriggling, loathsome progeny of the ever-

lasting "nigger iu the wood pile"—the Littlk

TuuK, and thus we are driven from the garden

into the cold world to fight single-handed with

our adversary, and when there, we arc forced

to oxelaim, " that all is not gold that glitters.'"

THE WOKM EXTEIJMINATOH.

Tlic Entomologist is giving the venders of

patent insect exterminators some home-thrusts,

in the way of showing up the imposition prac-

ticed. It is passing strange that people will

submit to be humbugged by strangers of whom
they know nothing, But it is true that people

will patronize every itinerant vender of nos-

trums who may perambulate through the rural

districts of any State iu the Union. We have

before us a number of circulars received from

parties who offer a fruit-tree invigorator and

insect-destroyer, price five dollars for tlie right

to use said nostrum.

This circular claims that scientific aud prac-

tical cultivators have used and endorse the said

invigorator, all of which we believe to be un-

true.

We happen to know that several eminent

florists and fruit-growers live in the immediate

neighborhood ot the man who otters this hum-

bug mixture, but their names do not appear iu

the circular—and why not? Simply because

these men are experienced horticulturists, and

cannot be caught with such chafl'.

Our advice is, never patronize a stranger

unless you know, the value of the article oflfered

for f.a.le.—JIear/h and Home.
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SCIENTIFIC LANGUAGE.

Ordinarily, if we seek to convey information

on any important subject, we make our language

as plain and clear as our ability permits us. In

treating ofscientific subjects some authors seem to

reverse this common-sense rule, and to conceive

that the harder and more unusual the words arc

iu which they clothe their ideas, the more fitting

and appropriate they are for the purpose of in-

struction. This, at all events, is the most

charitable construction we can put upon their

conduct, for surel}' it is not the avowed object

of the instructor to puzzle and bewilder his

pupils. These i-emarks, although applicable to

the language of scientific treatises in general,

are especially so to those written on the "Natural

Sciences," and particularly to those on Botany

and Entomology. With the former I do not

propose to deal at present.

Dr. Knaggs tells us that ^'pursuit of truth,

ii-ith a lore of nature, and a laudalile desire to

investigate the histories of the wonderful organ-

isms which God has, in his insdom, created,"

are among the motives that induce men to be-

come entomologists. Such being the case, it

certainly is to be regretted that the enthusiasm

of the young student should be at all repressed

by the unfortunate fact that his instructions are

couched in a language which, as Home Tooke
observed of Dr. Johnson's Dictioiiary, is as

much the language of Hottentots as of English-

men.

It is of importance to remember that this is

by no means exclusively the complaint of the

amateur entomologist. Years ago, Jas. liennie

denounced the scientific jargon of professed

entomologists in this wise

:

" In describing species, either well known, or
• new to our 'Fauna'' or our 'Flora,' the current
style, misnamed scientific, maybe fairly charac-
terized as a uniform tissue of pedantic barbar-
isms, devised, it would appear, not for the
diffusion, but for the concealment of knowledge.
If the descriptions atf'ect to be in English, the
language employed is assuredlv not P^nglish.
Thuswe have 'flaVous* and 'luteous' for'yellow,'
'griseous' for 'grey,' 'fuscous 'for dusky; while
similar Avords are" not only compounded with
Latin derivatives, as 'ochraceous-fuscous,' mean-
ing, I conjecture, dusky buflf, but with plain
English, such as ' testaceous-red,' ' hoary-grise-
ous,' ' griseons-rosy," 'rusty-testaceous,' and
numerous others equally oftensive to good
taste."

I need quote no further from this author,

because our every-day reading affords us in-

stances of what I can not but consider useless

displays of possible erudition. I say useless.

because it is evident that the assertion that it is

necessary to use terms derived from the " learned

languages" in teaching a science which is some-
times studied by persons not acquainted with
the English language, will not bear a moment's
investigation.

In a work devoted to entomology I find the

following sentence: "Head and thorax, above,

obscure broton mixed with ashen scales. Abdo-
men, obscure testaceous-cinereous.''' By reference

to a Latin dictionary we find that "testaceous"
may mean "brick-colored," and "cinereous"'

"ashen-grey." So "obscure testaceous-cinereous"

means a color which is an "obscure brick-colored

ashen-greij;" and anybody who is sufficiently

versed in the English language to understand
the phrase, " Head and thorax obscure-brown,"
would probably understand "obscure brick-

colored ashen-grey '' just as readily as he would
comprehend "obscure testaceous-cinereovs," the

probability being that he would understand
neither. The newspapers have been laughing
at some contemporary for describing an oyster

as a " marine acephalous mollusc of the lamelli-

brauchiate order of the genus ostrea;" but is

there anything iu this more absurd than is to be
found in many a text book on entomology?
With reference to mere names, I have little

objection to the use of "learned terms," for

here there is some necessity for their use. I

should have less objection if the terms selected

conveyed any idea of generic or specific differ-

ence, or gave any notion of the nature or ap-

pearance of the thing thus named. For instance

no one can avoid seeing that the word ligustri

is properly applied to a moth, the larva of which
feeds on the privet, and crategci (o one feeding

on the black thorn.

But it is notorious that names are not always
thus judiciously bestowed, indeed very rarely

so ; and a recent English author, writing a book
for the use of the young entomologist, thinks it

necessary to give the following advice.

After stating that it is necessary for the stu-

dent to know the Latin names of insects, because
they are current iu all European languages, he
says: "Another piece of advice is, don't r»a«fe

time in trying to puzzle out the meaning—the

why or the wherefore—of the butterflies' names.
Now and then, certainly, they have some allu-

sion to the insect's appearance, or to the plant

on which it feeds; thus, for instance, Gonep-
teryx rhumni, the entomological name of the

Brimstone Butterfly, means Angle-winged (but-

terfly) of the Buckthorn, and this is very
appropriate and descriptive; but in general

there is no more connection between the name
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and cliaracter of a butterfly than there is between

a ship's name—the Furious, the Coquette, or

the Betsy-Jane—awA the moral disposition or

appearance of the vessel that bears it."

This, of course, is to be regretted; but so far

as names already bestowed are concerned, the

evil is irremediable. But may we not ask that

those entomologists who devote their energies

mainly to the description of genera and species

should, in the future, take some little trouble to

seek out names which convey an accurate idea

oi' that which they "wish to describe? and always

accompany it by a translation, so as to prevent

any possibility of misconstruction of their mean-

ing. There is another point of great importance.

In forming a new species or genus, why not

always give the distinctive differences that dis-

tinguish the new species or genus fvom its

nearest congener or family? Eeunie, in his

valuable synopsis of British Lepidoptera, says

:

AcHEKONTiA— Wings entire and acute, the

jaws short.

Si'iiiNX—Wings entire and acute, jaws long-

ish, and the antennas not clubbed at the tip.

The inference here may be that Sphinx is

distinguished from Acher07itia by its longer

jaws, and by not having the antenna? clubbed

at the tip. But we are not told which sort of

antennaj Acherontia has, and the learner would

certainly hesitate before drawing the above infer-

ence. Why not say—"Diflers from Acherontia

in such and such particulars?" What makes

the matter worse, in this case, is the unfortunate

use of the word " club," because the author has

just told us that one ol the distinguishing marks

betwixt a Butterfly and a Moth is that the former

has clubbed-tip antenna and the latter has not.

AVhile, however, making these complaints,

we should remember that the fault does not

entirely lie with the Clerks of the science. Ly-

ing under great obligations to them, we have

perhaps attached too much importance to their

labors, wliile we have underrated the eflbrts of

the " mere collector." A little literary vanity

may be excused under such circumstances; and

the show of possible erudition, wliich consists in

the use of words not comprehensible by the

illiterate, may at one time have been harmless

enough ; but now, when a continuance in such

a course acts as a bar to the advancement of the

science, it is time to protest against that con-

tinuance, and to insist that the lauguage of the

science shall be the language of every day life,

so far as it is available.

"The individual," says Dr. Kuaggs, "who
sits iu his library all the year round, up to his

eyes in entomological dry specimens, and drier

literature, writing elaborate Latin diagnoses of

probable new species, or turiring out descrip-

tions of improbable ones, at the rate of so many
per hour, is apt to imagine that his occupation

constitutes Entomology; and, as a consequence,

he too often looks down upon the poor fly-

catcher with something like contempt ; but for

all that, the despised collector often, of the two,

does the more for science, bj' "Which is here

meant the acquisition and difl'usion of sound

knowledge, and not the art of piling up a

synonymy for the bewilderment of future gene-

rations. The observer, on the otlier hand, when

his observations are conducted with caution and

carefully recorded, is the most scientific ; or in

other words does more than the other two put

together to acquire and difl'use knowledge."

As I have already said, I have no doubt that

the superciliousness of the literary Entomologist

may have some effect upon his lauguage ; but if

he will remember that " science must be catho-

lic to be worthy of the name," doubtless he will,

henceforth, seek to obtain that catholicity by

writing iu as plain English as he finds himself

possessed of.

ToJiATO Fkuit-worm.—We learn from a re-

cent number of Scientific Opinion, that at a late

meeting of the London Entomological Society,

Mr. Jenner Weir exhibited specimens of our

Cotton Boll-worm Moth {Heliothis armiyera,

Hilbn.), which were bred from larvie which fed

on the fruit of the Tomato. As we have already

shown (American Entomolooist I, pp. 212-

213), this same species attacks our corn, and

does great damage to our tomatoes by eating

into the fruit; and the fact of its being bred

from the Tomato in England, where this fruit is

with difficulty grown, is interesting and sug-

gestive. This same worm, as set forth iu the

second number of our second volume, is now
known to feed also on green peas and on the

stems of the Gladiolus.

Attacks of Insects Affected by Color.—
Darwin {Animals and Plants, ii. 277) states

that " it is certain that insects regulate in many
cases the range and even the existence of the

higher animals, whilst living under their natural

conditions. Under domestication light-colored

animals suffer most; in Thuringia the iidiabi-

tants do not like grey, white, or pale cattle,

because they are niucli more troubled by various

kinds of flies than tlie brown, red or black cattle.

An Albino negro, it has been remarked, was
particularly sensitive to the bites of insects. In

the West Indies it is said that 'the only horned
cattle fit for work are those which have a good
deal of black in them. The white are terribly

tormented by the insects; and they are_ weak
and sluggish in proportion to the black.' "
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INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE GRAPEVINE—No. 7.

The American Proeris.

{Procrix \^Acoloitli.us] Americana
.Y"^'

[From the Second Missouri Entomological Report.
]

During tlie months of July and August, tlie

leaves of the Grape-vine may often be found

denuded of their softer parts, with notliiiig but

[Fig. 107.]

^^^ A

tlie veins, and sometimes only a few of the larger

ribs left skeleton-like, to tell of the mischief that

has been done. Very frequently, only portions

of the leaf will be thus denuded, and in that

event, if we examine such a leaf closely, we
shall find the authors of the mischief drawn up
ill line upon the yet leafy tissue, with their heads

all toward the margin, cutting away with their

little jaws and retreating as they feed.

[Pig. 108.]

Coloi

These little soldier-like flies are formed by

worms in black and yellow uniforms which
produce a moth popularly known as the Amer-
ican Proeris. The eggs from which they hatch,

are laid in small clusters on the underside of

the leaves, and while Ihe worms are small, they

•This i.s the Aylappe americaiu
cana ol BoisdiiviU and Harris,
Walker.

leave untouched the most delicate veins of the

leaf, which then presents a fine net-work ap-

pearance, as shown at the right of Figure 108

;

but when they become older and stronger they

devour all but the larger ribs, as at the left of

the figure.

When full grown* these worms disperse over

the vines or forsake them entirely, and each

spins for itself a small, tough, whitish, flattened

cocoon (Fig. 107, c), within which, in about

three days, it changes to a chrysalis (Fig. 107,

6), 0.30 inch long, broad, flattened and of a light

shiny yellowish-brown color. In about ten days

afterwards the moths (Fig. 107, d and e) begin

to issue. This little moth is the American rep-

resentative of the European Proeris ritis; it is

wholly of a black color, except the collar, which

is of. a deep orange, and the body ends in a

broad fan-like, notched tuft, especially in the

male. The wings are of a delicate texture,

reminding one of crape, and when the insect is

at rest they generally form a perfect cross with

the body, the hind wings being completely hid-

den by the front ones, which are stretched out

straight at right angles, as in the genus Ptero-

lihorvs, to which belongs the Grape-vine Plume.

We have, however, on one or two occasions

found th3 American Proeris resting in the man-

ner shown at Figure 107, d.

This is the only North American Grape-vine

feeding caterpillar which has a gregarious habit,

and as gregarious insects are always more easily

subdued than those of a solitary nature, the

American Proeris need never become very de-

structive. Its natural food is undoubtedly the

wild grape-vines of our forests, and the Virginia

Creeper, and Mr. J. M. Jordou, of St. Louis,

has noticed that while it very commonly attacks

the foliage of the Concord, yet it never touches

the Clinton and Taj'lor in his vineyard—a taste

which is remarkable and not easily accounted

for, since the foliage of the latter kinds is more
tender and generally more subject to insect

depredations than that of the former.

There are two broods of this insect each year

with us, some of the moths from the second

brood of worms issuing in the fall, but the

greater part not leaving their cocoons till the

hairs, with a slight grayish-brown tint on tin

with the lifth and seventh segments nahr tlian t

lely visible.having the black spots scarcely i
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following summer. During the mouth of June
they may be seen in pairs about the vines, and

we have also frequently observed around Her-

mann, a very closely allied but smaller and
diflerent moth (Alcoloifhus falsarius, Clem.)

about the same season of the year. This last,

though so closely resembling the other, may be

distinguished by being scarcely more than half

as large; by llic body lacking the anal tuft and
being comparatively much thicker and shorter;

b)^ the hind wings being comparatively larger;

and by the collar being of a paler orange and
divided on the top by a black point.

The American Procris, though the fact is not

mentioned by other authors, is subject to the

attack of at least one parasite, with us; for we
have bred from it a very peculiar little four-

winged black fly belonging to the great Chalcis

family, and which Mr. Cressou, of Philadelphia,

refers doubtingh- to Perilampiis platyqaster,

Say.

Tliii KEATII WEB OF YdlNG TKOIT.

An Enemy to Vol'n<; Ti!out.—The Piscicul-

turist, Seth (ircen, is known throughout the
land for his energy and perseverance in inquir-
ing into and ascertaining the cause of anything
that may be new in his little world of interest

or nature. For many years Mr. Green has been
at a loss to account for the enormous destruc-
tion of very small trout, but he has now ascer-

tained the cause, and gives to the public, for the

public good, his discovery. He says in regard
to the matter

:

"There is a small worm which is the favorite
food of trout and many other kinds of fish. This
worm is one ot the greatest enemies which the
small fry have. It spins a web in the water to
catch younu lish, just as a spider does on land
to catcli Hies. 1 have seen them make the web
and latch the lish. The web is as perfect as that
of the spider, and as much mechanical ingenuity
is displayed in its construction. It is made as

^

(]uickly and in the same way as a spider's, by
fastening the threads at diflerent points and

i

going back and forth until the web is finished, i

The threads are not strong enough to hold the
young trout after the umbilical sac is absorbed, I

but the web will stick to the fins, get around
the head and gills, and soon kills the fish. I
have often seen it on the young trout, and it has
l)een a great mystery and caused me many hours,
days and weeks of study to find out what was
wound around the head and fins of my young
trout and killed them. I did not find out until
lately while watching recently hatched white-
fish." These are much smaller than the trout
when they begin to swim, and they are caught
and held by the web. I found ten small white-
fish caught in one web in one night. This web
was spun in a little whitefish preserve, into

which I had put cue hundred young fish. The
threads spun by this worm seem to be much
finer than the common spider's web, and they
are not visible in the water until the sediment
collects upon them. They can then be seen very
plainly. These webs cannot be spun where
there is much current, and can be easily seen in

still water by a close observer "

Probably hundreds of our readers have noticed
this web ill the water, but have never stopped
to inquire into the matter, or whether it was a
worm' or a spider that inhabited the submerged
nest and made it. It has remained for Sir.

Green to solve this mystery o^ the water.

The above item appeared originally in Wilkes

Spirit of the Tiwes, and has been quite exten-

sively copied. The mystery is, however, not

yet solved, and we shall be glad, by the aid of

such of our correspondents wlio know anything

about it, to give an illustrated account of this

mysterious worm. We have heard from Mr.

Green, who promises to send us specimens. He
informs us that " the word web hardly describes

the threads, wliich are not at all symmetrical

like the web of a spider, but in most instances

an irregular mass of nearly parallel threads."

"We learn from Mr. Fred. Mather, of Honeoye
Falls, Monroe county, N. Y., who is an exten-

sive trout-breeder, that he has seen a web in his

hatching troughs, and that it often foi'ms on the

eggs strong enough to lift several in a mass;

but that he always supposed it to be "a vege-

table growth or a product of the water, like

ByssHS." Mr. E. Sterling, of Cleveland, Oliio,

has also noticed the same web, and has been at

a loss to account for it.

All we can at present say is, that no exjilan-

ation of the fact is yet on record, other than that

given by Mr. Green. The worm is in all pro-

bability the larva of some species of Caddice-fly

(Pheyganeidj:), for we know of no other true

insects that spin a web in the water. These

Caddice-fly larva3 are case-bearers, but it was
long ago ascertained by Willoughby and after-

wards by Pictet, that many of them reside in

immovable cases attached to stones, etc., and

that they are consequently compelled to quit

their cases aud search for food in a naked state.*

This may account for the fact that these cases

were not observed by Mr. Green, who informs

us that "by taking up one of the worms on a

twig aud letting the former drop into the water,

a fine thread will be found attached to the lat-

ter." Let us hear from our piscicultural sub-

scribers, aud living specimens of the worm will

also be most thankfully received. We always

take delight in solving mysteries.

*Westwoo(l, hilrodiictioiiy H, p. (17.
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IOWA BUrTERFLIES. SOUTHERN NOTES.

The foUowiug species, collected in Giiiiiiell,

except as otherwise stated, are to be added to

the Preliiniiiary List of Iowa species reported

by Mr. Samnel H. Scudder in Vol. I, I'art 2, of

the Transactions of the Chicago Academy of

Sciences. Gri-nnell is on high rolling prairie,

the summit level between the Mississippi and

Des Moines Rivers, by tiie Rock Island and

Pacific Railroad

:

Papilio Turniis. I.inn — Yrllow variety. Com-
mijii.

Papilio Astcrias. Fubi'.—Common.
Papilio Fhileiior. Fabi'.— (iriiiuell iiikI Keokuk.

Differs fiom Boisduv.ir.s description in primaries not

;;reenisli; tail not whitish at base. Differs from Say '

s

in first thigh having a conspicuous yellow line; cren;e

xellowish-white. Two specimens—that from (irinnell

ixpaiuls near 4 inches.

Papilio Xboas. Linn.—Keokuk and Davenport.

Papilio AJax, var. J/rt)w??«.s-,. Cram.—Keokuk and

I>avcnport.

Argrnnis Itlyriaa. Cram.—Add to ISoisduval's

de-^cription— underside of primaries witli three dull

wliitish spaces, two of which flank the middle nacre,

and are each divided by a transverse brown line. An-
tenna; not conspicuously annulated with white. Kx-
l)ands2.;).

Argjniiis Belloua, Godt.—Not uncommon. Am-
plify Boisduv al's description—summit ofprimaries with
ferruginous pateli. and before it a pitle yellow oblique

band, b'our of live specimens expand nearly i inches:

the other 1 Tj.

Vanessa Autiopa, Linn —Not rare

A'anessa Progne, Cram.—Rare so far as oliservi d.

Kxpands 2.5.

Erebia Xephele. Kirliy.—Not inieommon. \'er\'

dark brown. Expands -J inches

Hesperia Balliylltis, Sm. Abb. [Pjilades. Scudd.)

—One specimen.

Nisoniades Catullns Godt.—Add to Abbott's
description—head spotted with white above. Front of

palpi and neck, white. No spots on secondaries. Ex-
pands a little more than 1 inch .

Xbecla Strig^osa, Harr.

The following species, reported by Jlr. .Scudder, I

have collected at Grinnell

:

Glaucus, Protodice, Philodice, Earytlumt, Coesoitia,

Comi/ntas, Synchtus, Erippus, Mislppus, Ursula, Idaliu

,

Aphrodite, Nycteis, Tharos, Atalanta, Cardui, HunUra,
Interrogationis , Portlandia, Alope, Moteduvalii, Tztyiiia,

BathyUus, Maiiiah's, Ahaton, EohomoTc, Aphrodite, J-

album, Also, a Coenia from Keokuk, where it is said

to have been common a few years since, but not noticed

of late.

If W. P.VRKEI!.
low.v COLLEGE, .Mari'll. 1S7(I.

specimens cannot differ from BoisdiivMr.s di-criiilinn in the
tail not being whitish at b.ase, because lioi^duvul mentions
no such character in tlie original Frtucli [Lepidvpicres diur-
nes) . So doubt Mr. Parker has been led into error by the
English rendering in Morris's Synopsis. It is ahv-ays dan-
.irerous to quote second-hand from an author.]

1!Y ,1. I'AUISII STEI.LE, OF TE.NNESSEE.

Ax Experiment i-or Touai co-Growers.—

I

visited the plantation of a Mr. George Harris,

in "West Tennessee, last summer, and found

him protecting his crop of tobacco from the

ravages of the Tobacco Worm (Sjihiiix .'i-macti-

hifa, Ilaw.) in a most novel kind of way. A
border some six or eight feet wide, and running

entirely around his tobacco-patch, was thickly

grown with Jimpson or Jamestown weed (Da-
tura stramonium, Linn.), the seed having been

.sown, I suppose, for I neglected to ask. At
the time of my visit the weeds were in full

bloom, and on every third day Mr. Harris, so

he told me, went among them and dropped a

little arsenic into the bell of each fiower. The
hawk moths came at night to deposit their eggs
upon the tobacco plants, but when they reached

the border they could not think of cros.sing

without first having a dip into their favorite

fiowers; and, as a consequence—to use Mr.
Harrris's own expression—" two minutes later

found them laid out to dry." He assured me
that on some mornings hundreds of dead moths
were to be found lying about the edges of his

patcli, and that the appearance of a worm on
any of his plants was considered a rare thing,

indeed.

I was only a short time on Mr. Harris's plan-

tation, therefore I cannot, of course, stand good
for all he claimed as the result of his experi-

ment; still, I will say, without hesitation, that

I saw nothing which led me to form a single

doubt. His tobacco was clear of worms, and I

saw him putting arsenic on his Jimpson fiowers.

I also saw a number of dead moths, and a

knowledge of the fact that they fly near the

ground, and slowly from plant to plant, on their

way to deposit their eggs, caused me to believe

that they were killed as he claimed, and that

few would be likely to cross liis border without
sharing the same fate. It would cost but little

to try the thing, at all events, and therefore I

think our tobacco-growers would do well to

give it a fair test. If it will protect tobacco it

will also protect tomatoes ; and I am inclined

to think that fly-cobalt would be a more efli'ectual

poison to use than arsenic.

To.YDS IN THE G.\RDEX.—I wish to Say, by
way of postscript to the article on page 91, Vol.

II, of this magazine, entitled •• Toads vs. Bugs,"

that I kept about a dozen toads in my garden
all through the last summer, and found them to

be zealous insect exterminators. The only ob-
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jection I made to them grew out of the fact that

fhej' took no pains to discriminate between my
friends and my foes ; all insects excepting one
or two, perhaps, went th^ same way with them.

They had no taste for the Striped Totato Beetle

{Lijtta vittata, Fabr.) ; and, although I saw
them "'bolt" an occasional Squash Bug (Coreus

tristis, DeGccr), it didn't seem to go down
with anything of a relish. They will feed on
squash bugs, however, as I know from having
had some vines entirely cleared by them early

in the season; but I think they only do so in

cases where other insects arc extremely scarce.

I could nole no loss to my fall brood of squash

bugs, attributable to their being in the garden.

Contrary to the general supposition, there is

but little of the Gipsey spirit about the toad,

for having chosen his beat, he seldom goes

beyond it. or changes his location duiing the

summer. One may settle him for the season at

almost any particular locality by simply penning
him up in a temporaiy enclosure for a few days,

and then removing the enclosure without dis-

turbing him; I have often established them in

different parts of my garden on this plan, and
but seldom failed to find them in the neighbor-

hood of their respective stations every evening.

A toad brought into a garden and immedi-
ately set at liberty, will usually strike for some
other parts the first night ; but a few days' pen-

ning up seem to attach him to the locality.

A WOKl) TO SODTHKRN CULTUKISTS.—I Wish
to see all my planter friends in the South take

the Ameijican Entomologist, for I know that

it would bring them a large return for a small

outlay. The publication is a national one, and
yet it is sectional enough so far as we are con-

cerned, for it is fairly beginning to transpire

that the natural sectional-lines of the country

run north and south instead of east and west,

and that the general interests from extreme to

extreme are so closely identified that no portion

could get along well without the others.

Our section, the best agriculture section in

the association, if not the best on the continent,

stretches from the Gulf of Mexico to and eveu
above the Great Lakes, and the American
ENTOMOi.otiiST, devoted alike to the interests of
every part of it, is published at a site as nearly

central as well could be. The Entomologist
is, therefore, the proper periodical to encourage,

since reason cannot do otherwise than show
that a work of such character would be of far

more value to us than it could possibly be if

strictly local.

This thing of being extremely southern or
extremely northern—trying to create two dis-

tinct interests, when but one legitimately exists

;

or, in other words, striving to lead those who
live by an exchange of products to believe that

they are a distinct people—is not only foolish

to the last degree, but extremely injurious to

all. Such reflections, and nothing else, deter-

red me from undertaking the publication of a

"Southern Entomologist" four mouths ago. I

saw that the American Entomologist was all

that the Southern people could desire, and so

gave up the idea in the belief that they would
patronize it, and thus derive greater benefits

than they could from a publication purely local.

EXTOMOIiOGICAL JOTTINGS.

speciinpiis along in order that each sppcies tnay be duly identified.]

Is THE New York Weevil the Cause of
Pear Blight?— CAicaj^o, Ills., March31.it, 1870.

—A gentleman of this city, formerly residing at

Lake Forest, a suburb of Chicago, communi-
cated to me a few days since, some facts he

has observed in regard to the "pear tree blight,"

from which he has formed the theory that the

blight is caused solely by the New York "Weevil

(Ithycerus noveboracensi.s, Forster) . His obser-

vations extended over some five years, and were
briefly as follows:—He never observed any ap-

pearance of the blight till after the appearance

of the beetle, which, in four out of five years,

occurred on the same day—June 19th, and in

the fifth year on June 20th. That in addition

to the depredations described in the Ajierican

Entomologist for July, 18G9, the insect deposits

on the bark of the twig or branch, a liquid sub-

stance (whether excrement or saliva, he was
uncertain, but supposed it to be the latter),

which extended some inches in length by an

eighth of an inch in width. That this liquid

soon turned black, and seemed to penetrate to

the heart of the branch, turning the wood also

black. If the branch was of considerable size

the tree would die; if quite small the poison

would remain latent till the next spring, but in

the end would certainly kill the tree. That by

cutting away the deposit before it turned black

no blight followed. That by stationing men to

watch for and destroy the beetles as soou as

they appeared, he saved his trees while those of

his neighbors were aflected. He has given me
a specimen of the insect which he is certain

caused him the loss of a tree in the manner

described. I take the liberty of communicating

these statements to you, because I am unable
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to form au opinion as to the conectiiess of his

theory, and because if tliere be any probability

of its con-eotness, it may be worth while to

investigate farther. Shonltl be pleased to hear

from veil in regard to it.

11. 11. Baucock.

[We have ourselves never observed this pecu-

liarity in the New York Weevil, but do not

doubt the correctness of the foregoin^u' observa-

tions. We have serious donbts, however, as to

this beetle being the cause of the real Pear

Blight, wliich is considered, by the most emi-

nent horticulturists of tlie land (and we agree

with them), to be of fungoid rather than insect

origin. The work described by our correspond-

ent very probably produces a sort of blight,

and several bark-boring and wood-boring bee-

tles arc known to produce a similar effect. But

this insect-blight must not be confounded witli

the far more subtle and destructive Pear-Blight

so called; and the singular assertion of Dr.

Packard, that " the various species of Scoli/tus,

Tomi'cus, and Xt/Ioten/.s give rise to the disease

called fire-blight,"* is, to say the least, very

loose and indefliiite, and calculated to mislead.

We hope to find time before long, to illustrate

the dift'eronces between these difierent kinds of

blight, but meanwhile, sliall gladly publish more

detailed statements from the gentleman from

Lake Forest.—Eo.

J

Thk Ursula Buttkuly .mouk uo.m.mon than
Disii-i>us IN SOME Sections ok the Country—
Newport. R. T.—l was showing Mr. Scudder a

suite of Newport butterflies, and was asking

him what the Darwinian theory could make of

the close resemblance between the butterflies D.

archippus and j\\i/)iip/ia/is dixippus, while the

larvie are so utterly unlike, when he gave me
your paper on " Imitative Butterflies." Let me
express to you the pleasure with which I have

read it. It is so very ingenious and suggestive,

whether true or not; and every one who, like

myself, is inclined to the Darwinian theory, must

be quite disposed to believe it. The only state-

ment from which I shall dissent is that the

Ursula Butterfly "is everywhere quite rare,"

at least, as compared with the other species. I

have uo doubt that this is generally true, but

since removing here from Massachusetts, I have

been struck with the fact that it is (juite other-

wise here. I am very sure that in Newport it is

one of the commonest of the larger butterflies,

and decidedly more so thau the Disippus. I will

observe specially next summer, but am sure of

the fact. Mr. Scudder also spoke of its abun-

dance on Cape Cod. This may, however, be

due to special causes, which, if known, would

only further illustrate your theory—e. f/., the

absence of certain birds which attack the Ursulu

and spare the others. I do not know which

birds do this; but our common fauna difters in

some respects from that of Massachusetts.

Thomas Wentworth Hioginson.

Bladder Plums—Alton, Ills.—I see in No. 4

of the Entomologist, an article on " Bladder

Plums, and a statement of Dr. Hull's, saying

that they are unknown in this localit)-. I found

them here on the wild Plum (a blue variety)

two years ago. The tree on which these abnor-

mal plums grow had probably two or three hun-

dred of them on it, all aflected about alike. I was

particularly struck with this appearance of the

frnit, as it was new to me. I broke open several

of them, and found them, as you say, hollow,

and much larger than they would have been if

healthy and natural; but these of mine had

insectsin them. which much resembled in appear-

ance woolly lice, being of a downy appearance,

and of a bluish-white color. These lice adhered

to the interior wall of the phantom plum, and

the plums and insects resembled galls more than

anything else. I noticed them very particularly,

because they were something new. I have never

seen their like since, and mayhap never shall.

Geo. W. Copley.

Corn Kernels in Cocoons of Cecuopia Moth
—Geneva, Ills., Feb. 22d, 1870.—In looking over

the American Entomolochst, I see the curious

fact stated (page lOO) of a kernel of corn being

found in the cocoon of a Cecroi^ia Moth. I have

seen the same thing in two instances in cocoons

brought to me for examination by a young gen-

tleman of this place. These repeated instances

show that the corn could not have been dropped

there by some bird accidentally, as you conjec-

ture The only plausible explanation I can give,

is that the corn is deposited there for safe keep-

ing during the formation of the cocoon (or pos-

sibly forced into the loose end of it after com-

pletion) by some bird. And this bird, I have a

strong suspicion, is the Blue Jay, which is well

known to have the habit (like other ( 'orvida)

of pilfering and hiding in holes and crevices,

any small objects which attract its notice.

W.VI. LeBakon.

The Harlequin Caiii;a(;e Bvc—Austin, Tex.,

Feb. 2Sth, 1870.—AVithin the past few days we

have gathered by hand over 47,ooo (forty-seven

thousand) of these bugs. This is a great bug

country, and I have my share of them in grow-

ing vegetables for market, and find your journal

very useful in enabling me to tell my friends

from my enemies. Bf.n.i. II. Townsend.
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Insect Destroyer—New Yorl; Feb.\^,'l^K—
" A weak solution of the chloride of lime is said

to preserve plants from insects if sprinkled over

them. Flies are also got rid of in stables and
otlier places by scatteriuji- chloride of lime on a

plank. Mixed with lialf its weight of fatly

matter, and a narrow band of the composition

smeared around the trnnk of a tree, insects will

not pass it." I find the above in an English

publication, and think it worth trying. The
only question is, will it bleach the leaves of (he

plant? AV". V. Asdkkws.

No Planx-lick Eou."?— Warsair, Ills., March
\st, 1871).—On page 107 you mention the fact

that the apple trees in the vicinity of St. Louis

are remarkably free from the eggs of the Plant-

louse. A careful examination of my own trees

to-day failed to reveal a single one. If Dr.

Hull's theory is correct, we shall escape that

great scourge of the orchardist, the scab, for

one year at least. A. C. Hammond.

-SOAK" IN APPLE vs. APPLE-TKEK PhAXT-hlCE.

On page 107 of the present volume we showed
how Dr. Hull believes tliat the "scab'" on apples

is caused by tlie punctures of Plant-lice, and we
there expressed our opinion that the present

year will prove an excellent one in which to test

the validity of the Doctor's theory, since the

apple trees, wherever we had examined them,

were entirely free from the Plant-lice eggs.

As this is a matter of great practical import-

ance, and of still greater scientific interest, we
earnestly ask our horticultural frieuds, in dif-

ferent parts of the country, to watch carefully

whether or not the Plant-lice appear in their

own orchards, and whether subsequently their

apples are accordingly attacked by, or are free

from, "scab."' AVe shall gladly record any facts

bearing on the subject.

t^ We publish this mouth the first of a series

of articles giving instructions how to collect

and study insects, from Mr. F. G. Sanborn, of

the Boston Society of Natural History. As one
of the best fleld-entomologists in the country,

and a collector of long experience, Mr. Sanborn
is eminently fitted to give plain and practical

directions, and will win the attention and re- :

ceive the thanks of a great number of our sub-
|

scribcrs who have been requesting such inform-
|

ation.

Microscopes.—We have received from Mr.
Geo. Mead, Box !,(«;") Chicago, Ills., one of his

Novelty Microscopes. This instrument costs but
if2 and will do well enough to amuse little folks.

ON OUB TABLE.

A Glide to the Stidy oe Insects.—By A.
S. Packard, Jr., M. D., Salem, Naturalists' Book
Agency. Part X has been on our table for some
time. It is about twice as thick as any of the

preceding pai'ts, and is embellished with three

full-page plates. It contains an iiccount of the

Neuroptera, Arachiiida and Myriapoda, with

an Entomological Calender, Glossary and Index,

and completes the work. AVe have had all the

parts bound together, and they form a good
sized volume which will be found of great value

and assistance to students of Entomology. AVe

hope before long to tind time to give a short

review of the work as a whole.

ItErOKT OF THE DEPARTMENT OE AcKICULTLKJ';

FOR 1868.—We might say much in favor of this

Report had we space. Many improvements

have been made since the Department has been

under the control of its present commissioner,

(Jolonel Capron. There are two Entomological

papers in the volume before us. The first is

the report of the Entomologist, Mr. Townend
Glover, and is entitled " The Food and Habits

of Beetles." It is an elaborate compilation, in-

terspersed with some original observations, and

is well illustrated. It will be found of value to

a certain class of individuals, but, as with all

such tabular papers, numerous errors have crept

in. The author is doubtless as fully aware of

this fact as any one. AV'e know that Mr. Glover

must have been greatly occupied with other

matters at the time this paper was being pre-

pared, and in no derogatory mood, therefore,

we suggest that any similar paper on the other

Orders that may be contemplated, would prove

far more valuable to the class of readers for

which the Report is intended, if the avowed in-

tention, stated in the preface, were more strictly

carried out, namely, to give the vulgar name by

which the insect is known, or should be known.

The tyro in reading and studying such a paper

would also be much less confused if the author's

name were invariably attached to the scienlitic

appellation of the insect.

The other paper is entitled " Practical Ento-

mology for Farmers' Sons," and though anony-

mously inserted, we presume it was written by

Mr. C. R. Dodge. It is a well prepared paper,

giving correct instructions how to collect and

prepare insects. There is at present a great

demand for just such infonnation as is there

given, and the author would render good ser-

vice to farmers' sous by striking otl' a number
of separate copies, and transposing the head-

ings.
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Entomolocical Record for 18()9.—We learn

from the Editor that the Record for 18U9 will be

out early in the spring. This work is published

at considerable loss to the Naturalists' Book

Agency at Salem, Mass., and every entomolo-

gist should encourage the undertaking.

Pn.vR CiLTi RE iokProi'IT.—B. V. T.Quiuu

—

J'ress of the Tribune Association, N. Y.— A.

work which, though it has called forth some

severe criticism, every i)ear-grower should have.

We consider that portion on the diseases and

insects of the pear, as singularly incomplete.

Smai.i, Fruit Recoruek and Cottage Gard-

ner.—A. M. Purdy (successor to Purdy &
Johnson) of Palmyra, N. Y., has sent us copies

of the above monthly. It is spicy and practi-

cal, and we hope the energetic editor will not

fail of success.

Le Naturaliste Canadien.—Vol. II, No. 1

of this ably edited little monthly, comes to us

in a new dress, with a much embellished cover,

handsomer type, and a marked improvement
in the character of the engravings. M. TAbbe
I'rovancher is doing a good work in popular-

izing the delightful study of Natural History,

and we sincerely wish him success in his under-

taking.

1ntelj.1(;ence of Animals.—From the French
of Ernest Menault—Charles Scribner & Co.,

publishers. This is a highly interesting little

book, and the author is benignant and sensible

enough to accord, with Montaigne, Reaumur,
La Fontaine, Leroy, Cuvier, Spence, and others,

a degree of reason and intelligence to the lower

animals. The work is fully illustrated, and is

lull of amusing and instructive reading.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

NO'l<;>;.-Suehof our corn -i,

otter sciiii. siimll collector, s r.| li

real valur. it is rr.|uisiti- lliut «. know lor cirtoili' ulietlu

froliiMhat looahly nlc-y docol™ '"'" " l™' 'i" "f

and havc/so'lar'as ou r\im,'",' iVm u"l'','>v.''a'ii.'w.'r.'''ri"v I'.'tto

and hereatttT we fiiu r,.
,

,,, imli-- ili<

t^Jund. At leapt two m^ .
i

'

siWetodoso. aii.1fn.li s|. . i. -

Illinois State Entomologist.—Just as our

last form is going to press, we learn that Df.

Wm. Le^aron, of Geneva, Kane county, Ills.,

has been appointed to the office of State Ento-

mologist, made vacant by the death of our late

associate. Well done. Governor Palmer! Our
Illinois friends have good cause to rejoice at the

appointment I

,;;:;;',:''w,;^,:'\i;??;

Missouri Reports.—We can yet dispose of a

few copies of the First Missouri Entomological

Report, wilh uncolored plates, for f 1.00, or of

the Second Report for 75 cents, both separately
j

bound. Citizens of Missouri can obtain the

same, bound in with the Agricultural Report,
j

by sending .)0 cents for postage, to C. W. Murt-
feldt, 61l' North Fifth street, St. Louis, Mo. I

Iniects Named—i/j'ss Marion Hohart, Port Bynm,
IIU.—The butterfly which you reared from nettle-

feeding larvii' is Grapta comma, Ilarr., or the Comma
Butterfly. Mr. Edwards long since found the lar\;c of

this species feeding on the Broad-leaved Xettle in the

Catskill Mountains, though Dr. Harris bred his speci-

mens from hop-feeding larvw. The species is of quite

uncommon occurrence witli us, and we have only met
with one specimen in seven years' collecting. There
are four other Xorth American species belonging to this

genus, namely, progne, J-alhum,faimiis, and interroga-

tionis, which greatly resemble one another in the gen-

eral appearance of the upper surfaces. We may at

some future time take occasion to explain and illustrate

the distinguishing features which separate these species.

Xo, 2, which you bred from a "black bristly cater-

pillar, with reddish-brown transverse bands on the

body," is a small c? of the Great White Leopard Moth
lEcpaniheria scriionia, Hiibn. = Phahvna oculatissima,

Sm. and Abb.) Xo. S, bred from hazel-feeding larva',

is the Chain-dotted Geometer (Geometra catenaria),

which also feeds on the Wood-waxen, otherwise known
as Dyer's Green or Dyer's Genista. Xo. 4, the large

black tumble-bug with a rhinoceros-like horn on the

head, and which was disinterred at a depth of two (eet

in frozen ground, is cf -Yylori/dts satyrue, Fabr. Xo. h,

Arctiit rirgo, Sm . and Abb. Xo 6, Cotalpa lanigera,

Mnn. X'o. T, feeding upon Htizel leaves, is Serial

respertina, Schonli. Xo. 8, on Milk-weed, is fetraopts

o-maeulatas, Hald. Xo. 9, Carahus sihosus, Say. You
should always pin your beetles through the riglit wing-

cover near the shoulder, and not through the scutel

.

or through the left wing-cover.

Supposed Trout Enemy

—

Fred. Mather, Honeoyc

Falls, N. r.—The single small case which you send, and

of which you noticed great numbers a few weeks ago

with the head and legs of the bearer protruding, antl

climbiug upon some spawn which you brought from

Mr. Green's—came safely to hand, but without an

occupant. It is the case of a Caddice-fiy larva, and

Ipoks much like those known to be made in Europe by

a genus of these flies (Sericontoma) comprising small

species. The small dusky flies, with long antenna", two

somewhat similar caudal appendages and strongly nerved

wings, which flies are very thick on the snow around

the i)onds which do not freeze, breed in the water, as

you rightly conjecture. They belong to the Perla

family, and the species in question is Capnia minima,

Xewp,, or in English, the Diminished Capnia. The

larva' of these insects live in the water, and in general

form resemble the flies except in wanting wings, and

the pupa is said to be also active. The other two insects

which were enclo.sed with these flies, and which were
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taken in the house, were respectively th(

<'heese-t1y {PeophUa casei) and the common Krown
Spice-beetle (Ptimishrunmue).

Food for Trout—-S'eM areen d- CoUinn, Mmnfmd,
N. }'.—If you will send us specimens of the worm
which forms such desirable food for your young trout,

we may be able to suggest some method of propagating
It artificially. Without sjiecimens we are entirely at a
loss as to the character of the worm in question.

'Irout Enemy—^. Sterling, CUreland, Ohio.—Hae
A short article on the subject in this number.

Best Practical AVorks on Kntomolo^y- /^r.

0. S. Frankliti, CMUcothe, Okio.^yo entomological
work ever written, con.lcnses so much valuable in-
formation on the general facts and details of the Science,
as Westwood's Introduction to the Modern, Clmei/irution

«/ laseeta. (London, 18;W-40, two large octavos with
133 blocks of outline wood-cuts, and colored plate )

It is now out of print, but is occasionally to be had of
hook-dealers. Kirby and Spence's Introduction, (Lon-
don, 1857, one stout duodecimo; no plates, price about
•*2.00) is a pleasantly written work, fraught with much
valuable information on the general subject. Harris's
/«./»//-,„., ]„,:,i., is in-crinineutly ^Ae practical work for
iho .Vnirii,;ui sliid.iit. (Orange -Judd & Co., New
York; prkr .-^l.dii iinr.,l,,red, iJiO.OO colored). Xext
wi- slioiil.l a.l\is,. yini Id get Packard's Guide to tlie

Mu.hi ,,r Ii,s,.i,, which has olten been mentioned in
mir cnliiiMiis; anil last, Imt not least, the Iteports of
I'itcli. Walsh, Sanborn, and Eiley. If you are conver-
•<ant with the French or (Jerman languages you may
find several desirable books by sending for catalogues
to B. Westcrmann .t To. or Ballierc Hros of Xew York.
or to any olhc- ,„„„, iit book-dcMlci->, We have in

'"'''"J- »" ^ II'-'-' I':iil' In;.y, lor l.r. Pack-
ard has signally lailcl l..,uiNctohis /.«/,/,. that popular
character, u iiidi would have rendered it so much more
valuable as a text-book. It is a valuable scientific
work, and we doubt whether it is' possible to make a
popular text-book that covers a-s much ground as tloes
the Guide.

Hair-Snakes- Z-. W.M . Wt,t Ilummer.U.n. (>.-
I'he popular belief that these so-called • -Hair-snakes'

'

are "animated hairs' ' is of course a fallacy. Neither
are they "generated by the common field cricket,"
though they are olten foiuid protruding from the anus
of crickets and grasshoppers, in which they are para-
sitic. The species you refer to wa« probably the \'ary-
ing Hair-snake {Gordius mriue, Leidy;. Two species
(G. i-arius, Leidy, and G. a>/auticus, (imel.) are com-
monly found throughout tne country, but the former is
most abundant. Both species occur most abundantly
on the banks of fresh water ponds and sluggish rivers.
riicy ai-c exceedingly prolific, and Prof. Leidy says

1 hat a $ of .(
.

r„ri,i.s laid (i,(;24,800 eggs. It is generally
believed that these eggs, which are extremely minute,
are drank in by insects and other animals, in whose
bodies they hatch and develop, but from which abiding
place they must finally depart in order to meet and
copulate with some mate. Hut from the fact that these
liarasitic worms are found in many insects which .ire
never known to frequent water, such as many of the
straight-winged Flies {Orthoptera), (iround - beetles
(C«/aJa,f), and even Spiders, this theory hardly sat-
isfies, and we are consequently glad to inform you that

we expect shortly to publish an article on these curious
parasites, from I>r. Leidy himself. These hair-snakes
belong to the Intestinal AVorms (Entozoa), which are
Kinged Animals (AnTiCff.,VT.\), and have nothing
whate\er to do with the true snakes, wliich are Back-
bone Animals (VKRTunu.MA).

EggT'sack ot some unknown Spider— -t. En-
gelmann, Shiloh, Ills.—The curious egg-

sacks which Mr. K. \V. West found
hanging from the twigs of an apple
tree, and which we illustrate here-

with (Fig. lOil), are those of a spider

belonging, in all probability, to the

genus Epeiru, and perhaps those of the

common Epeira rulgaris. Hut we can
not tell until we hatch the eggs with

which the sack is now crowded . You
will doubtless find full grown speii-

mens of the .spider on this same tree

next May or .Juno.

Do Worker Bees Sting the Drones to Deatti !

—M. W. v., Middhtoivn, Ct—U is

by apiaria

drones wh
careful ob;

operation, and as it is also believed by many eminent

naturalists, we see no reason to doubt the say-so of

Milne Edwards in his Manual of Zooloijy, though we
can say nothing from our own observation.

^ /, //!<2.—The Ked

Middhtoivn, Ct—U is generally believed

that the workers do sting to death the

the mission of the latter is ended. Many
lers assert that they have witnessed the

d as it

Herm.) is an

nute species.

but likewise docs

Red Spider— .ff. II. rf', -7. ,

.

Spider (7>om^/./;"»i [

7'.

'

importation from Kiiioji^ . i i-

pale yellow when youii,:^, luciiiii

It is best known in the greeu-hi

much damage in dry seasons on trees (especially ever-

greens) in the open air. It thrives best in a dry atmos-

phere, and we have found no ditticulty in getting rid

of it by a free use of its natural enemy—water. If a

little soap is mixed with (lie svater it will be more ett'ec-

tual, aiul we also recommend the insecticide used by

y\. Clocz, and described on page 86 of this volume.

Preserving: Insects—Jos. McGtiade, Foil, Ripleij,

.)/;««..—We commence in this number a series of arti-

cles which will give you the desired information.

Meanwhile, if you need full directions immediately,

we will send you a small pamphlet containing an article

on the subject, upon receipt of 30 cents.

R. E. Whitne;/, Lamar, Mo.—Your (luery is answercil

in the preceding paragraph.

Insect Named—-V. Barrett, Waukesha, IVi'«.—The
flies you send are the Psociis eenoirus of Burmeister,

belonging to the Order of Net-winged Flies (Neukoi'-

TERA). They feed on the lichens found on the bark

of apple trees, as we have ocularly demonstrated, and

are therefore harmless. Certain minute species of the

same genus, however, and which arc known as book-

lice, are very destructive to books and to insect collec-

tions.

To Destroy Plant-lice—B. F. La-.ear, Louisiana,

Mo.—IS you cannot so cover your house-plants as to

give them a good smoking with tobacco, wash them

well with strong soap-suds, or (piassia-water, or sprinkle

them with the fine tobacco-dust which can he obtained

from tobacco tiictories.
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Raspberry Root-gall—Katherine Pai-svns, Cam-
hridge, Masn

.

—The galls found on the roots of a rasp-

berry bush, and of one

of which we here pro-

duce the outline (Fig.

110) were long ago men-
tioned by Harris (/»/.

//;*.. p. r)4;)). They are

produced by a little gall-

fly described by Osten

Sacken as Ehodites radi-

eum, and they occur on

the roots of other plants

belonging to the Rosi'

family, and especially on

those of the Rose itself.

The little white larva;

which arc snugly en-

closed in the cells, scat-

tered throughout the

pithy yellowish sub- uraor—crown,

stance of the gaH, will soon transform to puiise, and
in time produce the flies; but the gall itscU is so apt

to be sponged upon by otlier guest-flies, and the gall-

makers are so subject to the attacks of parasites, that

flies belonging to the different genera Etiryfoma, Calli-

iiwne, Onnynit, and Eapelmus, have been bred from this

gall, according to Baron Osten Sacken. Indeed, so

unsafe is it to conclude that because we Ijreed a certain

Hy from this gall, therefore said fly must be the gall-

maker, that even Dr. Harris fell into the too common
error of describing as the gall-maker, another fly

{Cynips [.'] semipicea) which was in all probability a

parasite. It becomes a curious question, how so many
guest-flies manage to discover this underground swell-

ing of the root, or how so many parasites succeed in

reaching the hidden gall-inaker; and there is plenty of

room for original observation and discovery in this, as

in every other field of Nature.

Spined Slug-worm—Zov' G. Safer, EUzaltth,

/«(/.—The green oval flattened object with lateral tooth-

like appendages fringed with hairs, the two at the tail

being larger than the others, is the larva of an \mdc-
scribed species o( Limm-oihs or Slug-worm. It belongs

to the very same lamily as tlie • Saddle-back '
' [Fig.

.Ki of this volume] . When living, it is ornamented with

a lateral row of minute ocellated spots, each with a

black dot, and a dorsal row of darker spots with two of

a rich scarlet color. You will tind a colored tigurc ol it

in Harris's Correspondence [PI. II, Fig. 7], and also a

magnified view [I"l. UI, Fig. 6] We regret that you
cannot tell upon what it fed.

A. a. Bodhi/, Sturgis, Mich.—The green sprangUng
worm which you erroneously suppose was ejected by
the larva of the Polypliemus moth, is the same species

spoken of above.

Fern Insects—Beulak S. Murris, Philadelphia, Pa.

—The minute fern insects were dead and unrecogniz-

able when they arrived. Please send us more in a tight

vessel, according to the directions at the end of this

Department.

Ants do not Breed Plant-lice-//. C. Raymond,
Council Bluffs, loiva.—We have not seen the copy of

the Iowa Homestead which you refer to. Of course you
are right about the ants, and the correspondent of the

Ifnnifstead shows great ignorance on the subject.

Apple-tree Insects— Z. Camjield, Benton Harbor,

Mich.—The insects you send are as follows: No. 1,

cocoon of the White Marked Tussock Moth {Orgijia

leucostigiha, Sm. & Abb.), containing the empty (^

chi-ysalis shell. No. 2, the same No. 3, the cocoon of

thesamespecies with the eggs of the § attached. These

eggs would soon hatch out into beautifully tulted cater-

pillars, which prove very destructi\e to the foliage; but

by destroying the eggs at the present time you of course

efiectually prevent tlie hatching of the worms. You
should, however, only destroy those cocoons which

have eggs on the outside, as all the others either con-

taiuthe harmless g chrysalis shell, or else some parasite.

At Figure liT of our first volume, you will find an illus-

tration of this worm. No. 4, arc tlic -ilky .m-cs ..f the

Leaf Crumpler (Phycita nebula.) TIm v mm oiitain

worms, and should be carefully plurk.M ami .1. -troyed

before the leaves expand. These worms, wliiih attack

both quince, crab and plum trees, produce little gray

moths in June

.

Native Apple-tree Bark-lice—A. U. Hammond,
Warsaw, Ills.—The apple twigs you send, which are

speckled over with small white paper-like scales, are in

-

CKiR. 111.] fested with the Native .Vpple-tree

Bark -louse [Aspidiotus Harrisii),

as you will at once perceive by the

accompanying Figure 111, which

represents such an infested twig.

^'ou will find a full account of this

insect, with the proper remedies

suggested, in ^\v. \Vnlsli's First

Report, as acting ~l:ih' Ijilnmolo-

gist, or in oiu- lir-i Mi—i.ini l!e-

port. The speriis .h-,ui- i.ii the

Pear and Mountain Ash, as well

as on the Apple, and though it has

in a few instances multiplied suf-

cientlv to do serious harm, yet

these are the exceptions, and not

the rule, for it is so efiectually

preyed upon by parasites and can-

nibals that it is little to be feared.

Colors—wiiitc, with blood- aud vou iiecd uot fccI as much
rtd csKs uiiiic-riieatii.

aj^rm j,s though you had the im-

portcil Oyster-.shell species on your trees. Encourage

the lady-birds, especially the Twice-stabbed Lady-
bird, which has several times been figured in back

numbers.

Entomological Works—/,'. W. Bryan, Pomoniey,

J/d

.

—See what we have said in answer to Dr. <i. S.

Franklin in this number. There is no work extant that

meets your demands; nor do we believe one could be

made. We shall soon publish a table such as you sug-

gest. Yes, we hare published articles on the Peach

Borer, and refer you especially to the practical one on

page 180 of the first volume. Shall be glad to receive

notes from your locality.

".Xbrice," Amffhiry. .l/./».--.—We refer you to the above

answers.

" Sow-bugs"— .£. P. Allis, Jr.—Sow-bugs (Por-

cellio) are harmless, as they feed upon rotten wood and

decomposing vegetable matter. They delight in damj)

places, and this is the reason you find them in your

fernery. They are not true insects, Imt belong to the

same Class (Cru.stace.\) as the lob.ster.
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The Hedg-e-Hog Caterpillar—^;»-ore Burt, Wll-

UamshKrij. Mo.—The large caterpillar, covered with stifl

black hairs on each end, aud with reddish hairs in the
middle of the liody, is the larva of the Isabella Tiger

[Fij. 115,1

Moth (Aretia hahella, Hiibn.) The moth is of a dull

orange color, with the front wings variegated with
dusky, and spotted with black, and the hind wings
somewhat lighter and also with black spots . The cater-

pillar is one of those which passes the winter as a eater-

pillar, rolling itself up like a hedge-hog, and seeking
some sheltered place. In the spring it becomes active

and '
' feeds up '

' on the first green blades of grass which
it can obtain, after which it undergoes its transforma-
tions in the usual manner. These worms cannot be con-
sidered injurious, and the supposition that they cause
the lever, whencu- they are called "Fever-worms'" in

your locality, is of course unfounded and erroneous.
A much larger ami eiiUrely black prickly worm (larva

of EcjMnthtria Ka-lhniini. Iliibn.), and closely allied to it,

which oi'curs iiuitc abimdantly in the southern swamps,
is likewise diiblicd ' • Fi-ver-worm '

' by tlie negroes,
under siniilur false iuipressions of its injurious powers.
As the iniasnia of the swamps induces ague, and as this

worm is found abundantly in such situations, the two
circumstances have doubtless been associated through
ignorance, aud some Ethiopean, right from Dixie, has
perhaps pei-i>rtuated the name in your vicinity, by
iipplyiiiu' if to our more northern Hedge-hog Cater-
pillar. Tlir IsMliella Tiger Moth is illustrated at Figure
1 12. ,1 giving a liaci; view of the larva, I the cocoon cut
olieii so ;is to show (he chrysalis, and c the moth. Thf
bectle> which you found under the bark of a fence
rail, may bo known Ijy the name of the .Sleek Horinus
{fTormuf lirch, Oliv.) They feed on rotting wood.

Cbick-wecd Geometer^/. Hmjgins, Woodbimt,
Ills.—The pretty little orange moth marked with pink.
is the common C!hiek-weed Geometer (Hmmatoiih gm-
tui-ia, Fabr.), the transformations of which wore first

described in the First Missouri Entomological Report,
where you will find the insect figured. The many-
legged animal is Cermatia forceps, and is comiuon in

houses in this latitude. You will tind your Canker-
wonii ipieries answered in the .Second Missouri Report.
Of (-our.se you are right about the absurdity of the sul-

phur remedy.

Bean-weevU— Ct.y. W. Cojjley, .Utuii, Jlls.—'tbe

weevils which infest your beans arc in reality the very

same Obsolete Bean-weevil {Bniclms obsoletus. Say)

spoken of on pages 118 aud V>i> of this volume. AVe

have lately been informed by Mr. J. F. Wielandy, of

Jefferson City, Mo., that his father, who is a resident

of your county, has been much troubled with the same

pest. The little case in the cartridge box is the larva-

case of a small narrow-winged moth, belonging, in all

proljability, to the genus Solenohiu, and closely resem-

bling that of Sohnohia WaUhella, Clem. We cannot

believe that it gouged out the twig of the Bartlett pear;

but incline to the opinion that this gouging was done by

some other insect, and that the case-bearer simply took

shelter iu tin' hollow, to .gain protection from the win-

ter's blasts. The species has never been bred, aud we
should lie glad to have you send us as many cases as

you can find. The pretty little leaf-beetle, bearing-

some resemblance to the ]'2-Si)otted Diabrotiea is Cero-

toma caminea, Fabr. Mtaeiis ri/nthin is the moth you

may scud us.

Bagr-woriu at South Pass, Ills.— 6^. JI. Bal-er,

South Pass, Ills.—Xom- insects on Black Spruce, are

the notorious Bag-worm, for an account of which sec

pp. 35-8 of the present volume. The fact of their occur-

ring in your locality is an entirely new one, for we have

never noticed the insect during our visits there; nor

have we ever heard of its occurring there before. In

all probability it is yet confined to your grounds, and

upon reading the article referred to abOve, you-will at

once perceive how important it is to the South Pass

community, that you search for and destroy every one

that can be found. A single follicle was, in all proba-

bility, originally introduced into your grounds upon

spruces from some distant nursery.

Injured Pear Roots— tf. Pauls, lAireTca, Mo.—
The corrugated pear roots l)ear no trace of insect work.

We can throw no light on the subject. Perhaps the

appearance is produced by their getting too dry before

planting, aud thus causing the bark to split open.

Kgrgs of Oblongr-winged Katydid—^. D. LaJJ,

Lawrence, Kansas.—The eggs which you found on a

currant sprout are those of the Oblong-winged Katydid

{Phyllopttra oUongifolia, DeGeer). They occur on a

variety of different trees, and differ from those of the

common Broad-winged Katydid in being narrower in

width but thicker in depth.

Insects Named— IK //. Patton, Waterlmry, Conn,.—
^our insects are: No. 1, Chrysochii^ auratus, Fabr. (see

A. E. I, p. 24!t, and 11, p. 27); No. 2, Folistes fuscatus

,

]''abr.; >'o. 3, ^ and 2 GaXopternn reticidatum, Fabr.

(see \. E. II, p. 31); No. 4, C. termimile, Say.

TAKE NOTICE.

by specimeiiB, the more in number the better. Such epi

always be packed along with a little cotton, wool, or some si

1 any little paste-board box that is of convenient size, and nt

i in the letter. Botanists like their specimens pressed as flat B

tomologists do not. Whenever possible, larvEe (i. e. ttn

: the better—along with a supply of their appropriate fi

them on their journey ; otherwise they generally die on
I up to nothing. Along with the specimens send as fliU

account as possible of the habits of the insect, respecting which you dei

information ; for example, what plant or plants it infests ; whether it destr
the leaves, the buds, the twigs, or the stem; how long it has been knowi
you ; what amount of damage it has done, etc. Sucn particulars are of

not only of high scientific interest, but of great practical Hnportance.
mar- Our readers will confer an especinl lavor *-- --'' ' " '"*'

business character to the publishers,

substance,
enclosed looee t

pancake, but i

caterpillars, n

sufficient to lai

avor by .
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§0lantral gejjartment.

;koi{Gk vasey,

TO OUR READERS.

lu entering upon this department, it nuiy be

expected of the Editor that lie define liis posi-

tion. We feel the importance of a more general

diffusion of botanical information. Very many
persons have little or no pleasure in looking

into a scientific text book. The information is

there usually conveyed in the tersest technical

language. In these pages, though we may pre-

sent little matter that is absolutely new, we hope

to present something each month that shall be

intelligible and attractive to the popular reader.

We do not mean to discard the scientific; on

tlie contrary, we hope to have a place for the

researches and observations of the learned ; but

there is a numerous class of readers who will

be better interested by familiar language, an

easy style, and more detailed description.

By these means, and by suitable illustrations,

we hope to extend among our fellows an ac-

(|uaintance with our native plants, especially

where this knowledge may have any bearing

upon general industry or utility.

We know that the love of Flowers is almost

universal. We propose here to cultivate, not

only the taste for the beavitiful and ornamental,

but to direct attention to the less obvious, but

not less wonderful, develoi^ments of structure

and functions, observable in the humblest as

well as the most showy plants. We intend to

devote especial attention to our native forest

trees and shrubs, and to urge our people to

an acquaintance with them, and to a cultiva-

tion of them both for purposes of ornament
and utility.

Here we hope, also, to have a place where our

botanical friends may freely record their ob-

servations on any peculiar, interesting, or rare

plants of their region. And for those who love

plants, and have not the time or the facilities

needed for looking out their names, we shall

have a column where their inquiries may be

answered.

We wish for and solicit contributions, on sub-

jects pertaining to\his science, from all parts

of our extended country.

Our first eftbrts in this work may not equal

our desire—for we labor under disadvantages

—

but we trust to secure a growing interest /wand
for this our new enterprise.

SPRIXG FLOWERS.

With what interest do we watch the first ap-

pearance of vegetation in the spring. On warm,
sunny slopes in open woods, peeping out from

masses of fallen leaves, we find the Claytonia

and Hepatica expanding their delicate petals to

receive the first genial rays of the sun.

The Claytonias.

[Fig. 113.1

Claytonia Virginica.

These form a genus of delicate, handsome

plants, belonging to the Portulacca family. Two
species are found more or less plentifully in all

the States east of the Mississippi ; they are Clai/-

tonia Virginica (Fig. 113) and Claytonia Caro-

liniana (Fig. 113), and are commonly known by

the name of Spring Beauties.

If we dig away the soil from the plants we
shall find that they spring from small brown

[Fig. lU.] tubers, buried

several inches

below the sur-

face. Each tu-

ber sends up
from three to

ten plants,

which consist

of weak, slen-

der stems, five

to ten inches

A long, with one

pair of leaves

placed oppo-

site each other,

and terminated by a loo.se raceme of fiowers.

The flowers are about half an inch in diameter.
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have two sepals, five small rose-colored petals,

five stamens and a pistil with a three-cleft style,

and the base or ovary of which becomes a cap-

snle or box containing a few small, shining,

black seeds.
[Fig.

The two species resemble each other closely,

but are distinguished by the oval pointed leaves

and the larger sepals of Claytonia Curoliniana,

Michx., and the long, narrow, nearly grass-like

leaves, and short iie\)a.\fi oi' C/ai/tonia Viryinica,

Linn.

The specific names would indicate that one is

a Carolinian and the other a Virginian species.

Ill the early history of our country all the At-

lantic coast, with the country stretching back

indefinitely, was claimed by the English and

French, under the* names of Virginia and Caro-

lina. Many of the plants of the New "World

were named by Linnreus fiom specimens and

descriptions sent him by the early ex])lorers,

and frequently the portion of country from

which they were received was indicated by the

specific names we have mentioned.

One of the plants we have under consideration

was named by him Claytonia, in honor of John

Clayton, an American Botanist then living in

Virginia; and the specific name Virginica was

applied to indicate the portion of country where

it was obtained. The other species was named
by a French Botanist, Michaux, probably from

specimens procured in that portion of the coun-

try then called Carolina. By further explora-

tions it was discovered that neither of tb» specific

names were strictly appropriate ; but, according

to the prevailing rules, they have to be retained.

There are several other species of Claytonia

iu the United States. One (called Claytonia

ckamisnonh, Escli., or (J. a//uatica, Nutt.) is

founl in Colorado and other portions of the

Eocky Mountains. It is very delicate, three to

six inches high, with five to ten pairs of leaves,

and grows in springs and cold brooks. The
stems are weak, reclining, and frequently root-

ing at the joints.

The most singular species we have is a Clay-

tonia growing on high peaks in the Rocky
Mountains, above the tree limit or timber line,

which is generally at an altitude of 12,()00 feet or

more. It has a thick root, six to twelve inches

long, froqnontly growing in crevices of rocks

and among masses of granite blocks, where it

would seem that it could obtain no nourish-

ment. From the summit of the root proceeds a

mass of leaves and flowering stenis. The leaves

are three or four inches long, thick and succu-

lent, with a broad obovate summit, tapering

below to a long, narrow margin. The flowering

stems are i-.inoh like those of C/ai/lonia Caro-

Uninna, but thicker and more juicy, with rather

lai'ger flowers and capsules. Frei|uently one

root produces twenty or thirty leaves and stems,

which when in full bloom (about the first of

August) presents a beautiful appearance. It is

more robust in its habit than any of the genus,

and, on account of its long, thick root, was called

by Dr. Parry (who discovered it several >ears

ago) Claytonia mcgarrhisa, or large rooted

Claytonia, but Dr. Gray considers it a variety

of Claytonia arcfica.

Another Claytonia is found in California and
Oregon. In this the pair of stem leaves usually

grow together at the base so that they seem to

be one leaf with the stem growing through the

middle, and hence it is called Claytonia perfo/i-

atu, Donn.

rUE SOFT MAPLES.

There are two trees which are indiscrimin-

ately called Soft Maple, namely : 1st. The Silver-

leaf or White Maple {Acer dasycarpum, Ehrh) ;

-

2d. The Bed Maple (A. ruhrum, Linn.) They

are called Soft Maples on account of the com-

parative softness of their wood, which is due

to their vigorous and rapid growth. They stand

foremost in the rank of trees adapted to cultiva-

tion either for ths lawn and garden, or for fuel

and timber. In general appearance these trees

resemble each other so closely that many people

fail to disciirainate between them. In order to

aid in their distinction wo will give a short

account of them.

The Maples, in their flowering arrangement,

are polygamous; that is, the flowers may be

either perfect, or the stamiuate or pistillate kinds

ma>- be separated in the same or in
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trees. Probably, however, the Soft Maples are

generally dicecious; that is, all the flowers of

one tree are staminate, and all the flowers of

another are pistillate.

But, how many of our readers will say that

they never saw maple flowers? Well, then,

look about you in this month of April, and you

may find new pleasure in these beautiful trees.

If, however, you are far south, you may be too

late for the flowers this season, and may have

to content yourselves with a view of the fruit

only.

First, let us describe the Silvei'-leaf Maple

Acei- dasycarpum, Ehrh, Fig. 116.) The flowers

[Fig. 116.]

Silver-leat Maple.

are in small clusters proceeding from later.al

buds, which are developed before the leaves ap-

pear. Each cluster or fascicle contains five or six

yellowish or purple flowers, either perfect—i.

e., with stamens and pistils—or containing only

one kind of organs. The staminate flowers have

each four or five stamens; the fertile flowers

have each two pistils united below, and expand-

ing into a pair of long, broad wings or keys

isamara) , which are quite downy when young,

and when mature are about two inches long.

The stalk or pedicel of these keys is very short

at first, but it elongates so as to become an inch

or more in length. Each key contains one large

seed. They mature and drop from the tree in

May. The leaves are large, with three to five

lobes, pointed and toothed, or, sometimes again

divided into smaller lobes. They are downy

when young, becoming silvery-white on the

underside. The tree attains a large size, the

wood is white, the bark ash-colored and smooth,

except on the large trunks. The leaves present

considerable diversity of form—our illustration

shows leaf and fruit, a little less than full size.

[Fig. 117.]

Red Maple.

The Red Maple {Acer rubrum, L., Fig. 117) is

usually a smaller tree, the twigs reddish, the

branches gray, and the bark rougher than the

pieceding. The leaves are smaller, not so deeply

lobed, whitish, but not silvery beneath, and more
toothed and notched than the other. The flow-

ers are usually bright scarlet with small oblong

petals ; the wings or keys smooth, when mature

about an inch long, and on long, drooping stalks.

The wings of fruit are smaller, smoother, less

spreading or diverging from each other, and on

longer pedicels than the other species. Tl;e

tree usually grows in wetter ground, but will

flourish when transplanted to high and dry soil.

These are the usual and more prominent dis-

tinctive points between the two species, but

there is such a diversity in the leaves, that it is

sometimes difficult to decide, withont flowers

and fruit, to which species a given tree belongs.
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I'he presence of petals in the flowers of the Red
Maple, and the size and downy state of the fruit

of the Silver-leaf Maple, will be reliable indica-

lions of the species. In Southern Illinois there

will probably be no fruit on the Silver-leaf

Maple during the present year on account of a

severe frost which has injured the flowers just

as they were about to expand.

WHO SHOULD STUDY BOTANY ?

The school boy and school girl, who so often

ramble in the woods gathering flowers and

seeking recreation and amusement, will And

their interest in the fields and woods vastly

increased by a knowledge of this science. They
will be constantly making new discoveries in

their search among rocks, by the brook, or

in the fields and forest. Let them learn how
to preserve specimens, and to arrange them in

an herbarium, that they may have them at hand

for comparison with other species, and that they

may yield pleasure in wintry days when Nature

is in her annual sleep.

There are hundreds of young men and young
ladies in our academies and colleges who study

Botany much as tliey study grammar—in their

text books—who would find their interest in the

study vastly increased, as well as find health,

and refreshment from their weary mental toil,

by a daily ramble in the fields seeking plants

and objects of interest in Nature. How few of

those who finish their education in the colleges

go forth with a pi-actical acquaintance with

Nature I Probably forty or fifty species of trees

are in the forests around them, and yet few can

accurately identify a dozen kinds. They are

probably quite as ignorant in tlie other depart-

ments of natural science. These things ought

not to be.

All persons of sedentary habits, including

clerks, teachers, clergymen, and other persons

whose occupation keeps them much within

doors, would find relief mental and physical,

vigor, rational and satisfactory enjoyment, by
forming an actiuaintance with the vai'ious na-

tural objects presented around them. Their

enjoyment of a walk would be tenfold increased.

They would find hundreds of objects of interest

which before escaped their attention.

Horticulturists and florists, from the nature

of their business, have more or less acquaintance

with Botany, and their toil is cheered and doubly

rewarded by their knowledge of the beautiful

science. But too few even of this class extend

their inquiries beyond the immediate field of

their labors.

But what shall we say of the farmers, to whom
everything is a weed which does not bring dol-

lars, and whose plow and hoe are ready to cut

down every plant which dares lift its head in

the place allotted to cultivation? You have

plenty of room, dear friend, in the garden and

in out of the way places, to give the flowers a

chance, and you need their kindly influences

to cheer you in your daily labors. Open your

heart to the sunshine and beauty of Nature,

and you may render your toil more agreeable.

Perhaps no class of men are better situated for

a study of Botany, or have closer practical rela-

tions to it than farmers. The cultivation of that

field of corn may appear a more dignified labor

if you consider the history, the structure, and

the value of that noblest grass which God has

given to the human race.

Nothing is more calculated to increase our

enjoyment of life than a love of Nature. We
derive pleasure from an examination of works

of skill in art. We look upon a painting per-

haps, and we find our admiration excited by

the display of the genius of the painter. The

picture is life-like—there is harmony of color

—

there is expression—there is a just proportion

of parts. But we need attention and culture

iu order to a full appreciation of the beauties of

a painting. An uncultivated person might pass

through a gallery of the finest works of art and

not recognize their superior claims. So it is

with the works of Nature. They are displays

of the skill of the greatest Artist. They are the

works of au unequalled Master. But we may

spend a life-time among these objects and never

half appreciate them. ( We need to cultivate

habits of observation, thought, investigation.

A glance at a rose gives us pleasure—its form

is symmetrical—its color is attractive—its fra-

grance is delightful. But if we also consider

its structure, its various organs, the wonderful

secrets of its vital operations—its relations and

connection in the great system—it then gives

1^
us much greater pleasure. Many humbler, less

^showy plants we meet with daily, which, with

a little investigation, would speak with equal

force to us of the wisdom and goodness of the

Creator.

In some cases, where the nectarium of a flower

is not perceptible, if the spur of such a flower—

which usually becomes the depository of the

nectar that has oozed from the capsules secret-

ing it—be too narrow for the entrance of a bee,

and even beyond the reach of its long tongue,

it contrives to attain its object by biting a hole

ou the outside, through which it taps the store.
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BLOOD-ROOT.

(Sanguinaria canadensis.)

The Blood-root is one of our prettiest spring

flowers. It is usually found in rich woody
slopes, among thickets of hazel, or in other

warm sheltered places. Very lew except the

botanist, or those who are acquainted with its

early habit, ever get into the woods in season

to see its handsome white blossoms.

The cut which we give of this plant represents

the leaf more fully expanded than is common

at that stage of the flower. The leaves are

mostly quite small, and folded together when
the flower expands, but during summer they

spread out to be four or five inches across.

That part which is commonly called the root

of this plant is i-eally a thick, prostrate stem,

developing each year a new bud from its

extremity. The small fibres which proceed

from this stem (called rhizoma) are the true

roots. The flower, as will be seen, is raised

on a slender naked stem about six inches

long. Before expansion it is wrapped by two

large greenish leaves, which drop ott' as soon as

the flower opens. It then displays usually eight

or ten pure white, oblong petals, twenty or

more small delicate stamens, and a pistil, or

germ, which, after the decay of the flower,

expands into a thick oblong pod, filled with

seeds. The rhizoma, or ground-stem, contains

an acrid juice of a reddish color, which has val-

uable medicinal properties, and consequently

the root is often sought for and collected for

medical purposes.

This plant is deserving of more attention for

the garden. It may be transplanted with ease,

and a small bed in flower will be a fine orna-

ment. Its natural habit should bo imitated as

far as possible in cultivation. After fioweriug

cover the bed with a thick coat of leaves or

litter, to protect it from the heat of the summer
sun.

KED-BUD.

{Cei-cis canadensis, L)

The Natural Order Legriminoxdi embraces in

this country only a few trees, the principal of

which are the Black Locust, the Honey Locust,

the Colfee-tree, and the Ked-bud. The latter

will engage our attention at the present time.

The Red-bud {Cercis canadensis, L.) is a

small tree occurring in most of the Western and

Southern States. It seldom exceeds twelve or

fifteen feet high. It is very ornamental, par-

ticularly when in bloom. The flowering occurs

before the development of the leaves, and from

the size and abundance of the flowers the tree

is a conspicuous object at a great distance, and

where the trees are numerous the whole forest

seems ablaze with their rose-colored flowers.

After the fall of the flowers, when the tree gets

into full leaf, it is still an object of beauty. The

leaves are heart-shaped, three or four inches in

diameter, of a lively green and smooth surface

;

and when the pods are added, hanging in grace-

ful clusters below the leaves, the appearance is

highly attractive. The time of flowering varies
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with the latitude of the locality : in Southern
Illinois in April; farther south, earlier; farther

north, later.

This tree belongs to the second section or

sub-order of the great Pea Family (Sub-order

CoRsalpinia). The flowers are in small clusters

from the buds of the preceding year's shoots.

They are not strictly 2><^pttionaceous in their

structure, the standard being smaller than the

wings, and the lower petals not united to form
a keel, and the ten stamens are separated. The
pods, when mature, are flat, about three inches

long, half an inch wide, and contain five to ten

seeds.

Tliere is a tree of the same genus in Europe
called Judas-tree {Cersis siliquastruni) which
tradition records as the tree on which Judas
hanged himself. Another smaller and vei-y

ornamental species has been introduced into

cultivation from Japan.

THE GRASSES.

The Family of Grasses (Gi-amineai) is one of

the largest as well as most important in the

Vegetable Kingdom. The term grass, however,
has a more extended common signification than
is strictly correct. Thus, it is commonly em-
ployed for the Sedge Grasses (Carices), and
other plants of the Natural Order Cyperaceoi.

It is also applied to Bulrushes {Jnncus), and
frequently, also, but very erroneously, to any
kind of plant cultivated for hay, as clover.

Perhaps it is not practically important if we do
include under the one general name of grass
the plants of those two closely related orders.
Still, it is quite necessary that we have an
understanding of the scientific diflerences exist-

ing between them, because we cannot be cor-

rectly understood when speaking of any thing
without precision in the use of words. The
most prominent difierences between the true
grasses and the sedges may be stated as follows

:

The Grasses generally have the culm or stem
hollow, except at the joints. "When the stem
bears leaves, they are two-ranked, or on alter-

nate sides of the stem, and hence the stem is

usually round. The leaves, where they issue
from the stem, usually clasp it closely for a cer-

tain distance, but are not united at the edges.
A few moments' inspection of a stalk of common
Indian corn will show this character of the
leaves.

The Sedges generally have solid culms or
stems. The leaves are usually three-ranked,
and hence the stem is usually triangular. The
base of the leaves not only sheathes the stem,

but the opposite edges are united for a certain

distance, so as to form a tube, fitting closely

around the stem. This arrangement may be dis-

tinctly seen in many of tlie coarse sedges growing
in wet ground. There are other difierences of

flower and fruit which it is not easy to describe

without an analysis of specimens, but a little

acquaintance with some representative plants

will enable one readily to distinguish a grass

from a sedge.

There is another small Family of Rush-grasses

(Juncacw), which differs in character from
either of the preceding, but have the general

appearance of grasses, and are not ordinarily

distinguished from them. Species of each of

these three families will commonly be found in

any of our natural meadows.
All our cultivated grasses and grains belong

to the family of true Grasses ( Gi'amineoi) . The
number of species of these cultivated kinds is,

however, only a very small proportion of the

whole number of species in the- family. The
larger part of our native gi-asses escape general

observation. They clothe our prairies and low
grounds ; they spread among our woodlands

and forests; they extend over our hills and

reach to the tops of the mountains. Some
species are cosmopolitan and are at home in

all parts of the globe ; the most, however, are

especially adapted to certain kinds of soil, or

climate, or elevation. In number of species the

family of Grasses is second only to the large

order of Compound Flowers ( Compositm') . Over
two hundred species are found in the Northern

United States, east of the Mississippi river.

Still more numerous is the family of Sedges

{Cyperacew) . A goodly proportion of these

numbers may be found in almost every town-

ship.

It is singular that the New "World has fur-

nished only one additional species of grain to

the agricultural resources of the husbandman;
that one grain, however, is the Indian Corn
(Zert mays, L.), of greater importance, perhaps,

in usefulness and adaptation to a great variety

of climates than any othei'.

The Sedge Grasses are generally inferior in

nutritive qualities as food for grazing animals,

and hence none of them are cultivated by the

farmer. In the natural meadows and sloughs,

however, they form a very important part of

the vegetation. They are particularly adapted

to low and wet situations, furnishing there a

permanent reliance for stock, especially in newly

settled portions of the country. The most val-

uable of these are probably certain species of

the genus Carex, as Carex stricta, Lam., Carex
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aquatilis, Wahl, Carex vulpiniodea, Michx., aud

Carex trichocarpa, Muhl.

We may in future numbers take np these

grasses aud sedges, and examine them more in

detail.

THE SPICY WraTERGREEX.
{Gaultheria procumliens, L.)

We find the following in an old number of

the Rural Xew Yorker, and it is written in so

charming a style, and shows such an intimate

acquaintance with the plant, that we print it

in hope that it may give our readers as much
pleasure as it has given us. The Wintergreen

is little known at the West; in this State we
only know of a few localities on the Lake shore

north of Chicago. Our Eastern readers will

readily recognize it. It is also sometimes called

Checkerberry

:

Who does not love the Wintergreen with its

pleasant, spicy flavor, and its rich scarlet ber-

ries. How glossy are the leaves with their bril-

liant green. And then how charmingly hang
the pendant bowl-like blossoms, hid almost
beneath those same beautiful leaves. Meek and
humble though these flowers are, yet they guard
treasures dear as life, which they hedge about
with an unspotted garment of innocence. Would
the casual observer suspect so much worth aud
goodness lay concealed in these humble plants?
Among the fields ofhumble life, lie hidden many
jewels of inestimable worth. Hearts throb in

the lower walks of society that would honor
angels, especially if the angels were earthly
ones. So the most merit often makes the least

show, and must be sought out to be known and
appreciated.
Through all the vicissitudes of weather the

AVintergreen holds its unchangeable greenness,
being endowed by nature with a vitality that
endures, unchanged, the rigors to which it is

subject. As winter approaches we find the
flowers have given place to beautiful scarlet

berries. These are nearly globular, and at first

sight show no particular singularity; and yet
there is infinite wisdom displayed in that oi'gan-

izatiou. There is a thorn-like filament extend-
ing from the apex of the fruit. This is the
persistent pistil, from which you notice five

sutures, or lines taking their departure towards
the stem, stopping, however, before half the
distance is traversed. The divisions made by
these lines are readily elevated, beneath which
you discover a nice five-angled capsule with five

apartments filled with seed, which are thus safely

sheltered from wintry rigor. The envelop of
the capsule is the original calyx of the flower
now swollen into a berry, that will by spring
have arrived to its full maturity, when its color
is of deep scarlet and its flavor most delicious.
The generic name of the Spicy Wintergreen

is Gaultheria, given it in honor of one Gaul-
thier, a French physician of Quebec. It is in
the Decandria Monogynia of the Linnsean Sys-
tem, classed naturally among the Uricacece or

Heathworts, where are also found the Whortle-
berries, Cranberries, etc. In this order are

found sixty-six genera and one thousand eighty-

six known species diff"used in all parts of the

globe, but more rarely in the torrid regions.

But a few species of this order are poisonous,
some are medicinal, while the fruits of others

are wholesome and nourishing. T. E. W.

NOTES ON SOME WISCONSIN PLANTS.

To one who is accustomed to look upon our

species of the Evening Primrose—(Bno^Aem bi-

ennis, (E. fniticosa, CE. Missouriensis, or even

the gaudy grandiforasis types of that family,

the little CE. pumila is, when beheld for the

first time, quite a curiosity. Such it was to me
last summer, when I found it unexpectedly in

my travels in the northern part of Wisconsin.

In this I purpose to give a brief description of

this interesting little plant, its habits, etc.,

togetlier with a few more of the most interesting

plants I found in the same locality. In general

all the representatives of this family we have

are found scattered about among fields and

waste places, while a few of the more showy

ones have found a place among the garden ex-

otics. This species of the Primrose I found

growing in the richer portions of that exceed-

ingly poor soil to the height of from three to ten

inches, with the foliage having the general

characteristics of our species, and the stem bear-

ing upon the top one or two bright yellow

flowers, as small proportionally as the plant, but

having plainly marked the characteristics of the

genus.

Associated with this, though usually a little

larger, was the Rock Rose (IleliaHtliemum

corymbosurn) , a delicate little plant of lighter

foliage and lighter yellow flowers; also, the

Sweet Fern (Com^j/oftja asplenifolia) . Grow-

ing in the marshes and lower grounds of the

same locality, I found one of the Orchidaceous

flowers {Platanthera psycodes), that far excels

in beauty many of our garden flowers. I usually

found them about a foot high, each stalk bearing

from two to four flowers, whose brilliant colors

made the plant very attractive, either as seen

in the distance or when placed among other

specimens for preservation or ornament.

Many have remarked that the State of Wis-

consin was modeled after the State of New York

in its laws and institutions. One would think

that not only its laws, but also its flora, was an

imitation of the same type. Nature having taken

the lead and the people following in her train.

I found there many plants that I had not seen

since seeing them in the State of New York,

such as the Pipsisiwa ( C7tj?napAj7a) ,Wintergreen
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{Pyrola rotundifolia) , the common Winter-
green {Gmiltheria procumbens), Lady's Slipper

(Ci/jiripecHinn), and many others too nnnierous

to mention here. Indeed, I might say that the

whole general aspect of the middle and northern

middle of the State resembles that of Central

New York much more than that of either State

does the flora of Illinois. In looking for a cause

for this, it seems very probable that this simi-

larity is due, not to any chance transfer of

similar seeds to that particular locality, or to a

similarity in climate, so much as to a similarity

in geological formation, though both tlie others

may have their influence. The central part of

the State of New York lies mostly in the De-
vonian or Old Red Sandstone formation, as also

does the part of the State of "Wisconsin above
referred to, while the greater portion of Illinois

(surface of course) is the Carboniferous or Sub-
carboniferous. In the northern part, where we
have the lower part of the Sub-carboniferous, or

it may be the formation immediately below that,

we have some plants characteristic of certain

localities and conditions in New York wliere we
also find the same geological formation, as the

Pitcher Plant {Sarracenia purpurea)
; while

further south, I believe, they are not found.

My deductions may not be correct in this case,

though if not, there is a strange coincidence of
circumstances.

Another interesting plant I found on my
travels was the Hare Bell {Campamila rotundi-

folia). Thougli that grows in Illinois to some
extent, on the banks of some of our rivers, yet I

have never found it in so great abundance as in

some parts of Wisconsin. The soil seems to be
more adapted to its growth, as I found it fre-

quently from half a mile to one or two miles

back from the rivers, its usual habitat being
nearer the water.

It may be that some of your readers would be
interested in the genei-al character of the soil of
particular localities, as well as the flora. I spent
some time in Adams and Wood counties, Wis.,
and from my observations can say that, in an
agTicultural point of view, the soil is not very
inviting. It consists mostly of loose sand,
though it is not blown about as in some parts
of Michigan, having some vegetable mould in

its composition. There are places, however,
where it is, to all appearance, nothing but sand,

and looks about as inviting to a farmer as an ash
heap. The only plants I found on such places
were a species of Horse Balm {Monarda jmnc-
tata), a straw-colored Cyperus gi-owing from
ten to fifteen inches high, some Sand Burs
{Cenchrus tribuloides), or something else of a I

similar nature. The forest trees are mostly

Burr Oak (^Quercus macrocqrpa), so stunted as

to have gained the general appellation of Scrub

Oak, and Scrub Pine (Piniis Banksiana) , with

these not near enough together to be neighbors.

This is not the picture of the whole country, for

there are places where the soil has a lai-ger mix-

ture of humus, and in such places the Pines in

a measure disappear, or stand like grim sentinels

in the distance. In such places there occur the

Black and some other kinds of Oak, with other

trees ; in the northern parts White and Norway
Pines (Pinus strobus and resinosa), though the

general timber country for these pines is still

further north. Between these two extremes of

good and bad are found places where the Scrub

Pines do not disappear, but are seen to attain a

more respectable size. This kind of pine is

valued but very little for timber. Interspersed

with these were Hazel bushes (Co)-i/lus Ameri-

cana), Sweet Fern and Rose Willow (probably

Salix trist is), v/ith occasionally other varieties

in the lower grounds. Among other marsh
plants there were plenty of Cranberries (Oxy-
coccus macrocarpus) , which fruit, together with

Blue Berries and Huckleberries, forms quite an
article of commerce, by which the white inhabi-

tants are enabled to obtain many little luxuries,

and the Indians whisky.

In some localities where the tillage had been

good I saw good crops of wheat and rye grow-
ing, though corn looked as though the plants

grown last year would have to be wintered over

and started again this spring in order to get a

crop; and, as a whole, the cereals did not seem
to be very remunerative. Hops seem to be the

most productive crop that can be raised in that

country, as they grow luxuriantly under the

cultivation usually given them—even growing
wild on the flats of the Wisconsin.

As one might suppose, there is a great deal

of this country that is not under cultivation, in

some places the houses being from six to nine

miles apart, and that on a stage road traveled

every day. G. H. F.
IRVINGTON, III.

Red Snow.—In Alpine regions the fields of

snow sometimes suddenly appear as if stained

with blood. Upon close examination by the

microscope, this phenomenon is found to be

caused by a vegetable production of the simplest

kind, being but an immense crop of single cells

without root, stem, leaf, or flower, yet impressed

with the mysterious principle of vitality, and
multiplying by constant divisions and subdi-

visions of the parent cells.
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EDITORIAL JOTTINGS.

In a receut trip through Southern Illinois we

made a few botanical notes, which we give our

readers. The low bottom lands near the Oh-o

and Mississippi rivers are heavily timbered.

One of the commonest trees is the American or

"White Elm (Ulnms Americana, L.) This has

just passed the flowering stage. The Red Maple

{Acer rubrum, L.) occurs frequently, and is

also just out of flower. The Sweet Gum
{Liquidambar) is abundant in many localities,

a large number of the prickly fruit-balls still

remain upon the tree. That vegetable thief, the

Mistletoe iPhoradendron flavescens, Nutt.),

seems to have a particular attachment to the

Elm trees, occurring much more frequently on

them than on any other tree. It grows also on

the Sycamore (Platanus occidentalis, L.), on

the Red Maple {Acer rubrum, L.), on the Black

Gum {Nyssa multiflora, Wang.), and on some

other trees. Some large Elms seemed loaded

with this parasite, a hundred or more bunches

growing upon one tree. These masses of yel-

lowish-green vegetation give the trees a peculiar

appearance.

In many cases the small branches of the

Sweet Gum were covered with broad corky

ridges ; sometimes this occurred only on the

lower limbs, and in other cases all the branches

were free from the excrescence. These corky

ridges are much like those which occur on the

Winged Elm ( U/mus alata) which also grows

in the same places.

On rocky ledges at Cobden we found old

fronds of some interesting ferns, viz. : Cheil-

anthes vestita, Swartz, Polypodium incanum,
Swartz, Asplenium ebeneum, Ait., and Aspleni-

um trichomanes, L. Old stalks were also

abundant of the False Aloe {Agave Virginica,

L.) This plant sends up a large and preten-

tious stalk, but its flowers are insignificant.

Patches of the small cane {Arundinaria tacia,

Muhl.) were frequently visible, and at first sight

might be mistaken for small willow bushes. The
low and swampy grounds are everywhere be-

coming verdant with extensive patches of the

Copper-colored Iris {Iris cujjrea, Pursh).

Many other rare plants occur in this region,

of which we shall probably have occasion to

speak hei'eafter.

Many plants could not be perpetuated but for

the agency of insects, and especially of bees

;

and it is remarkable that it is chiefly those which'

require the aid of this intervention that have a

uectarium and secrete honey.

NOTES PROM CORRESPONDENTS,

We have the following notes from Mr. E.

Hall, of Menard county, Ills., and commend
his inquiries and observations to the attention

of our readers

:

Ground Jlut—{Apios tuberosa, Blrench).—Will the

readers of this journal everywhere, during the coming

season, make observations on the Iruiting of tliis vine,

and will those who are so fortunate as to tind it in fruit

examine carefully and report the conditions under

which they so find It? Its habit of reproducing itself

from the tubers is the supposed cause of its general

infertility; and when found In fruit the tubers should

l)e carefully unearthed, and their development and
health noted, as well as their connections with the plant.

I have only once met with this plant in fruit in the State

of Kansas, and where I had no opportunity to examine
the development of its tubers. Its flowers are very

fragrant, thus attracting insects that may destroy the

fertilizing elements of the female organs by undue
irritation, or by producing premature dissemination

of the pollen; but, whatever the cause, careful and

patient observation will detect it.

Quercus alba-macrocarpa.—A true hybrid,

perfectly fertile, is growing near Athens, in Menard

county, Ills. The mother tree was undoubtedly Q.

maerocarpa of the variety called olivaformU, as young
specimens, apparently of the same age as the hybrid of

that species, are or were growing in its vicinity. In

general character its paternal blood largely predomi-

nates, its maternal characters are chiefly notable in the

fruit, the younger branches, and in the form and

pubescence of its leaves. From these several charac-

ters its parentage is readily traced, and it aff"ordsa most

interesting instance of a fertile hybrid of these two
distinct species of oaks.

The genus Quercus in inenard County, Ills.

—The species of this genus here have prevalence in

about the following proportions

:

White Oak (
Quereus alba), 33 per cent.

Yellow and Scarlet Oaks {Q. coccinea), 25 per cent.
Red Oak (Q. rubra), 10 per cent.

Burr Oak {Q. maerocarpa), 10 percent.

I^aurel Oak [Q. imh-icaria) , r> per cent.

Black Jack (Q. nigra), 3 per cent.

Pin Oak (<;. palustris), >„' per cent.

Swamp White OakiQ. prmos, var.), },{ per cent.

I have placed the Yellow and Scarlet Oaks together

from the fact that the species are not easily known or

readily separated; even good botanists are often puz-

zled to disciiminate between them, and some have

doubted the existence of both species, but the weight

of opinion is at present in their favor. Their specific

dift'erences are to be sought chiefly in what might be

called constitutional characters. Eleven-eighteenths of

the species of the Northern United States east of the Mis-

sissippi are represented in this locality—a much greater

proportioQ than the general flora of the same region

—

showing that these kings of the forest have somewhat

equal powers in competing for existence under the

conditions here pievailing. Since the settlement of the

county a new generation is springing up, which is

somewhat differently proportioned. The above esti-

mates are for the original forests.
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From Neir York.—You ask for some botanical
notes from this part of our great country . Vegetation
is yet mostly dormant, and we must contine ourselves
to anticipation of what Nature will soon present. Here
and there, however, in warm sheltered spots, by brush-
ing away the masses of iiUlen leaves we may recognize
some of our early spring flowers nearly ready to burst
forth into life and beauty. Among these is the Liver-
leaf (Hepaiica), the Spring Beauty {Claytonia Garolmi-
ana), and several kinds of violets.

Of the violets I must speak a little at large, although
it is yet too early for their appearance. The commonest,
and perhaps the most beautiful, is a blue violet growing
in wet or damp grounds, especially in meadows and by
the borders of brooks and streams, the Viola cucuUata,
Ait., which rendered into English means the Hooded
violet, from the manner in which the young leaves are

rolled together in the form of a hood . The color of this

violet is quite variable, from a light sky-blue to a dark
purple, but always bright and attractive. Next we
have, in low or wet grounds, the small White violet

( Viola blanda,Wi\\d.), with roundish, heart-shaped, or

kidney-shaped leaves, and delicate white flowers on
short stalks, seldom rising more than an inch or two
from the ground. Then we have the low yellow violet

{Viola rotundi/olia. Mich.), which is found on wooded
slopes and hill aides. This has small, bright yellow
flowers, opening in early spring. The leaves, at the
time of flowering, are about an inch broad and nearly
round, but when fully grown they are often three or four
inches across. The three species we have mentioned
are stemless violets, the leaves and flowers springing
separately from the root or root-stock.

Of the stemmed violets we have a number of species.

In damp shady places the low leafy blue violet, a variety
of Viola canina, L. , or the Viola Muhlenbergii, Torr., the
Long-spurred violet (Viola rostrata, Pursh.), in rich
soils on wooded hills, the Striped-flowered violet

( Viola

striata. Ait.), and the large white violet { Viola canaden-
sis, L.), which is the largest species we have in the
country, common in rich, open woods, the flowers of
good size, whitish, and delicately tinged with violet.

Lastly, we have the large yellow violet ( Viola puhescens,

Ait.) which is common in open, and especially in sandy
woods

.

I was much pleased the other day, in crossing a low
place in a meadow, to observe the young flower-stalks,

or spathes, of the Skunk Cabbage {Symplocarpus ftetidus,

Salisb.) just shooting into sight. With a knife I cut
down into the ground, and severed some of these tVom
the root, that I might examine their very singular

structure. They consist of a roundish mass, or head,
in which grow many small crowded yellowish flowers,

the whole surrounded by a thick, leathery kindof leaf,

of a purplish color, spotted and striped with yellow and
green, and extending beyond the cob, or head offlowers,

enwrapping and almost entirely concealing them from
view. The young leaves are already beginning to press
out of the ground, and when fully developed they form
a mass of large heart-shaped leaves, looking not unlike
a head of cabbage, and, from their strong and peculiar
odor, meriting the name by which it is generally known.
A plant of such ott'ensive odor should have some com-
pensating qualities, and we And that the root of this

plant has a pretty well established reputation in the
Materia Medica.

Meagre as is the botanizing field among the flowering
plants at present, we find it little more satisfiictory among
cryptogams. Several kinds ofmosses have found warmth
suflicient to make some growth, and send up fruiting

pedicels and mature capsules. On the bodies of trees

are several species of Orthotrichum (particulai-ly 0. stranr

gulatum, Beauv., and 0. crispum, Hedw.) in little round
patches, and occasionally large masses of the handsome
Neckerapennata, Hedw. 1 often gather this in fine con-

dition on the beech wood which is brought into market.
Various other kinds of mosses are still under beds of

snow, where they find conditions favorable to their

growth, and when their fleecy covers are melted away
they will please the eye with their bright and lively

colors, and repay tenfold any labor taken in a close

examination. These small delicate objects are wortliy

of more careful study. P.

Utica, N. Y., April, 1870.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Plants to Tiame—Mrs. B. S. Lake, Colorado.—It is

a pleasure to look upon such finely preserved specimens

as the Colorado plants you send. No. 1 is the sky-blue

Columbine {Aquilegia cerulea, Torr.), one of the finest

ornaments of the Rocky Mountains. The flowers are

larger and more showy than either the garden Colum-
bine (,A. vulgaris, L.) or the wild Columbine (^. cana-

densis, L.) of the Eastern States. It grows about two

feet high, has large bright blue flowers, the spur of the

petals being two inches long. It is well worthy of

cultivation . No . 2 is the smooth Mountain Maple (Acer

glah-um, Torr.) It is a small shrub, six to eight or ten

feet high, with small smooth leaves, somewhat three-

lobed and toothed, and producing an abundance of the

winged fruit peculiar to the maples. No . 3 is O.i-ylropis

Lainberti, Pursh., without any common name so far as t

we are aware. It belongs to the Pea Family (Legu-

minosai). It is a low plant with perennial root, besting

all the leaves at the ground and sending up simple

spikes of flowers, varying from light blue to pjirple,

which are succeeded by upright cylindrical pod^ about

an inch long. The plant is wide-spread over thi,' plains

and among the lower mountain ranges . No . 4 ira slirub

peculiar to the Rocky Mountains, nearly related to the

Hydrangea, and is botanically known as Ja?>t§^ Amer-

icana, T. and G., in honor of the disco> ;rer. Dr.

James, the Botanist of Long's Expedition in 1820.

No. 5 is a plant well known in the Wesyru States,

occurring in hazel patches and the borders of prairies,

and is sometimes called Shooting Star,'sometimes Pride

of the Prairie (Dodecatheon Meadia, L.) It is a unique

and beautiful plant of the Primrose Family. We do

not mean the Ereidng Primrose Family, but the tru-e

Primrose Family (Primidacea). The type of this family

is the Primrose of Europe, of which genus we have but

two species (both rare) in this country. The Dodeca-

theon has a number of large, oblong, smooth leaves at

the surface of the ground, from which rises a long

naked stem a foot or two in length , and surmounted at

the top with an umbel of from five to twenty flowers,

which are nodding when fully open, but in fruit

are strictly erect. It has been somewhat introduced

into cultivation, and is well worthy a place in every

garden.
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THE GORDIUS. OR HAIR-WORM.
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[Fig 11'

Tliougli by no means common, most persons,

at least tliose living- in the country, are more or

less familiar with the curious animal known
under the various names of Hair-worm, Hair-

snake, aud Horse-hair worm. Usually a single

specimen is observed at a time, sometimes in a rain

puddle in a hollow or wagon-rut by the wayside,

or in a driukiug-trough at a village inn, attract-

ing attention by its active aud incessant wrig-

gling movements, bonding from side to side and
curving in all directions, and giving rise to the

impression that it is writhing with pain. Its

resemblance in form aud color to a horse hair,

coupled with the position in which it is ordi-

narily noticed, has given rise to the world-wide

popular belief that the creature is actually a

transformed horse-hair—one that by maceration

has become endowed with independent life, and
the inherent power of movement. I once saw,

in an old English periodical, an attempt at an
explanation of the manner in which horse-hairs,

in the proce-s of decomposition, gave rise to

movemeut, which induced me to try the experi-

ment of making hair-worms. I need hardly

say that I looked at my horse-hairs for many
mouths without having had the opportunity of

seeing their vivificatiou.

The Hair-worm is, however, a distinct animal,

having no further relationship with a horse-hair

than in its general likeness, which is by no means
an exact one. When sought for in the proper
places, as is tlie case with many other animals,

the Hair-worm is much less rare than is generally

supposed. In the latter part of summer or the

I

beginning of autumn, in the search for the aui-

I

raal, I have frequently found it, while saunter-

ing along the banks of a river or creek, in little

hollows close to the shore. It requires some
practice to discover it, as usually it is compara-
tively quiet in such situations, and may readily

be confounded with the blackened, decomposing
vegetable fibres occupying similar places. Some-
times it is found single, and at others a number
are discovered coiled together in a loose, but in-

tricate-looking knotted mass. Such knots, which
had passed through the water pipes and issued

at hydrants in our city, I have seen on two
occasions. Similar knots, no doubt, were the

source of the scientific name of the worm, that

of Gordius, applied to it by LiiuuBUs, from the

fabled Gordian-knot of antiquity. The Gordius,

however, not only resembles the latter in the

intricate condition into which it sometimes gels,

but its history is yet in part a Gordian-knot to

be unraveled.

The worm is perhaps the hardest or most re-

I sistant to the feel of any of its Order, and it is

tough and elastic. It is very tenacious of life,

and when cut into several pieces will continue

to live and move for some time afterwards.

Linnffius accepted a popular error in regard

to the Gordius. In his System of Nature he
i says that, " if the worm is incautiously handled

it will inflict a bite at the ends of the fingers,

and occasion the complaint called a whitlow."

It is sufllcient to refute such a fancy when it is

j

learned that the animal has neither jaws nor

I

other instruments by which it could either bite

or sting.

j

A number of species of the genus have been

j

noticed in diflerent parts of the world. Several

European species have been described, and we
have as many in this country which appear to

be quite distinct from the former. The more
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common American species of the worm I have

named the Variahle Gordius (G. varhcs) from

its presenting some variety of character.

The worm is cylindrical, of pretty uniform

diameter, but slightly narrowed at the ends. It

is smooth and lustrous, and varies from a light

yellowish-brown to a chocolate-brown, some-

times nearly black. It is usually much coarser

than a horse-hair, to which it is so commonly
likened. The head end is marked by a ring" of

darker color (see Fig. 119, a) than the rest of

the body. The ring appears darker in contrast

with the lighter condition of the latter, and

may be obscured entirely in the nearly black

varieties (Fig. 119, b). The summit of the

head appears as a convex whitish prominence

Included within the ring, and is composed of a

thinner membrane than the rest of the integu-

ment.
[Fig. 120.]

The tail end of the male makes one or two
spiral turns, and terminates in being forked.

The tail end of the female is straight, and ends

in three lobes (Fig. 120, g h). The male varies

in length from 4 to 6i inches, with the thickness

from 1-5 to } of a line. The female ranges in

length from 5 inches to a foot, with the thickness

from 4 to J of a line.

The males of this, which I have regarded

heretofore as of one species, present two varie-

ties, each of which I now suspect to indicate a

diflereut species. In the one variety, usually

more robust than the other, the forks of the tail

are not longer than the thickness of the body

—

as seen in Figure 120, k, which represents a

dorsal view. Between the base of the forks,

on the ventral surface (Fig. 120, i), there

is included a crescentic fold in which may be
seen the genital pore. In the other—usually of

more slender form—the forks of the tail are two
or three times the length of the thickness of the

body (Fig. 120, l), and the forks do not include

at their base a crescentic fold as in the former.

The genital pore is a little in advance of the

division of the tail. The species, probably indi-

cated in this last form, might be distinguished

by the name of the Long-lobcd Gordius ((r.

longilobatus)

.

A more delicate species than the former I have

named the Linear Gordius (G. Uneatus). It

was indicated by half a dozen specimens ob-

tained by Prot. S. F. Baird, from a spring in

Essex county. New York. It is of a light clay-

color, and has no dark ring encircling the head,

which is represented in Figure 119, c. The tail

end of tlie male (Fig. 120, m) is forked very much
as in the Long-lobed Gordius, but the forks are

furnished on their inner margin, ventrally, with

a fringe of minute processes, such as are repre-

sented, highly magnified, in Figure 120, n. The

tail end of the female is blunt and unprovided

with lobes, the genital pore occupying the

centre of the extremity, as seen in Figure 119,/",

the similar end of a larger species, to be next

described. The male measures from 5 to 7 inches

in length, by l-6th of a line in thickness. A
single female accompanying the males was 5

inches long and l-5th of a line thick.

Numerous specimens of a much larger species

of Gordius than any of the preceding, were sent

to me some years ago by Dr.Wm. A. Hammond,
who obtained them 525 miles west of Fort Riley,

Kansas. They were discovered in large num-
bers in a pond, in company with the curious

batrachian Siredon, or so-called Fish-with-legs.

They swam actively just beneath the surface of

the water, and occasionally protruded the head

above into the air. They are of a light yellow-

ish-brown, with the head end encircled by a

narrow band of darker hue, as represented in

Figure 119, e. The males are darker than the

females. The tail end of the former resembles

that of the male ofthe Variable Gordius (Fig. 120,

i k). The tail end of the female (Fig. 119,/) is

blunt, and exhibits the genital pore in the centre

surrounded by a brown ring. The body of this

Gordius is more anuulated than in any of the

other.species. The males measure from 8 inches

to 2 feet 2 inches in length, and 1-4 to 2-5ths of

a line thick. The females measure from 10

inches to 2 feet 6 inches iu length, by Jd to 3-5ths

of a line thick.

The species I think to be the same as one pre-

viously described by me, under the name of the

Robust Gordius (G. robustus), from a female

specimen, about 6 inches in length, which was

found parasitic in a Grasshopper {Orchelimum

gracile), in New Jersey. Certain it is, the lat-

ter agrees in all details with the female speci-

mens from Kansas, except in size. The great

Helminthologist, Dr. Diesing, of Vienna, from

my description, named the species Gordius sub-

spiralis.
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Although the complete history of the Gordius

remains unUnown, it is nevertheless clearly

ustablishod that it passes a jrreat part of its ex-

istence as a piirasite in various species of insects.

I have uevei' had tlie good fortune to observe

any of our sprcies actually wilhin, or proceeding

from, insecls, though I have, iu a multitude of

instances, seen the allied genus, Mermis, or

AVhiie Hair-worm, within insects. A single

si)ecinieu, from which I tiist described the Ro-

bust Gordius, was sent (o me, together with a

Grasshopper {Orchelimum gnicile), which was
said to have contained the worm.
The common European species {(iordius

aquaticHS, etc.) have been frequently observed

within and proceeding from insects, which are

there viewed as their natural habitation for the

time, as much so as is the water subsequently.

The names of various Beetles, especially the

Ground-beetles, and also Grasshoppers, are

given, which are infested with Gordii.

I have observed a White Hair-worm {Mermis)

proceeding from the Carolina Grasshopper

{(Edipoda Carolina, Linn.), whilst the latter

was struggling in a ditch into which it had

jumped from being alarmed. Perhaps in this

way we may account for the occasional appear-

ance of a Gordius in a drinking trough, or a

puddle on the road.

A brief notice of the structure of the Gordius

may not be uninteresting in connectiou with the

history of the animal. Notwithstanding the

simplicity of its outward form, its organization

is ot complex character, and certain of its pecu-

liarities are of special Interest to the physiolo-

gist.

Though the Gordius has had the reputation

of being able to bite, I must confess that I have

not been able to satisfy myself that the animal

actually possesses a mouth. For jaws I suspect

the foi-ks of the tail of the male have been mis-

taken. Some European observers have failed

to detect the mouth, though Dr. George

Meissner, of Gijttingeu, a most accurate in-

vcsiigalor, both describes and figures it.

Sometimes, and indeed generally, I have de-

tected the appearance of a minute orifice, or

pore, to one side of the summit of the head in

the Variable Gordius, but iu other instances and

in other species, including the large Robust

Gordius of Kansas, I could distinguish nothing

of the kind, the head end appearing as smooth

as a watch crystal, without the slightest sign of

even a depression.

All reliable investigations, in addition to my
own examinations, prove the total absence of

anything like a stomach, intestinal canal and

vent in Gordius. The interior of the body is

occupied by a soft, white matter, reminding oue

of the pith of sassafras or other plant. This

matter consists of polyhedral cells, resembling

vegetable cellular tissue, and formsacontiiuious

mass from one end of the body to the other.

Spaces included in this cellular tissue are occu-

pied by the genital and other organs. According

to Dr. Meissner, the mouth opens into a short

gullet which expands upon the upper end of the

mass of cellular tissue.

Nutritive liquid matter imbibed by the mouth,

or the thin investment of the head end of the

animal, it is evident, can only pass throughout

the body of the latter by endosmosis from cell

to cell of the interior cellular structure. The
arrangement of the latter, and the transmission

of nutritive liquid, reminds one of the organiza-

tion and passage of liquids through the lootlets

of a plant.

Nothing like a system of blood-vessels, or

nutritive tubes, nor like the tracheal air-vessels

of insects, can be detected in the structure of

the worm.
Whilst parasitic in insects, the Gordius is

bathed in a rich and highly aerated nutritive

material, and would thus not appear to require

either an apparatus for the ingestion of food

nor one for respiration. Perhaps, too, on

account of the absence of a digestive and res-

piratory apparatus, when the Gordius first

escapes from its abundant provision of "aerated

bread," it is stimulated to incessant activity in

the water to fulfill at least its respiratory need.

The generative apparatus of the female con-

sists ot a pair of ovaries, contained in the in-

terior cellular tissue of the body, extending the

greater part of the length of the latter on each

side, and conjoining in a common receptacle

below, which terminates at the genital pore. In

the male the testes hold a similar relatiojiship,

and terminate in like manner.

Of other interior organs, there is a tubular

gland extending through the axis of the body,

and a cylindrical cord, apparently muscular,

extending along the ventral side.

The nervous system consists mainly of a cord,

without distinct or separate ganglia, extending

along the ventral side, between the muscular

cord just indicated and the general envelope of

the body. In the head the nervous cord divides

on each side of the muscular cord, aud, accord-

ing to Dr. Meissner, becomes continuous with

a ring surrounding the gullet. No eyes or other

organs of special sense appear to exist

The external integument of the body consists

of a thin cuticle of pavement-like cells, and a
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thick dermis. This is composed of layers of

fibres which pursue a spiral direction around

the body of the worm, alternating or crossing

ill the successive layers. Within the thick skin

of the worm there is a thicker muscular layer,

composed of longitudinal fibres.

Tlie Gordius is a wonderfully prolific animal.

The mode of impregnation I have not observed.

In the European Gordius aquatious, Dr. Meiss-

ner observed that the tail end of the male wound

spirally around that of the female, and by its

forked extremity grasped that of the latter,

while the genital pores were closely applied

together.

The Variable Gordius and the Loug-lobed

Gordius extrude their eggs in a long, narrow

white cord, from between the lobes of the tail,

as represented in Figure 120, h. I observed a

Variable Gordius, 9 inches in length by 2-5ths

of a line in thickness, commence laying eggs,

and continue the process very slowly and

gradually during two weeks. They were ex-

truded in a delicate cylindrical cord, resembling

a thread of sewing cotton. At first it broke ofl",

as extruded, in pieces about a foot in length,

but, towards the end of the process, the cord

appeared to be less tenacious, and broke oflf in

pieces a few inches, and even a few lines, in

length. The pieces in the aggregate measured

91 inches; the thickness of the cord was about

the 1-lOth of a line. The eggs are very minute,

and in the cord were compressed together so as

to be polyhedral. lu a transverse section of the

cord I counted abont 70 eggs, and in the length

of l-40th of an inch 26 eggs, which by calcula-

tion gives 6,624,800 as the whole number of eggs

in the cord. The eggs when isolated assume an

oval shape, and measure about the l-750th of an

inch long by the 1-lOOOth of an inch broad.

The development of the young from the egg

is readily observed from day to day ; and it takes

about a month before the process is completed.

The globular mass of yolk in the centre of the

egg undergoes segmentation, and increases in

bulk until it is finally resolved into an oval mass

of granules occupying the greater part of the

interior of the egg. Gradually the mass assumes

the appearance of a worm doubled upon itself,

as seen in the magnified view (Fig. 120, o). In

about four weeks the Gordius reaches maturity,

and escapes from the egg totally dilferent in

appearance from the parent (Fig. 121, p qr).

The newly developed Gordius is about the

l-4o0th of an inch long. The body is constricted

just posterior to the middle, so as to appear

divided into two portions, reminding one of the

two divisions of the body in spiders. The an-

terior thicker portion of the body is cylindrical,

distinctly annnlated, and contains a complex

apparatns which the animal is capable of pro-

truding and withdrawing. The posterior part of

the body is cyliudrical, annulated, and rounded

at the extremity, which is furnished with a pair

of minute hooks. The interior exhibits a faintly

granular structure, including two large, clear,

globular bodies.
[Fig m.]

9",

The young Gordius appears not to be able to

swim about, but lies at the bottom of the vessel

containing it, slowly progressing through the

alternate protrusion, reflection and retraction

of the oral apparatus, and occasionally swinging

the hinder part of the body from side to side.

The oral apiiaratus consists of a collar, with

two circles of hooks, six in each, and a proboscis-

like style. In the movements of this apparatus,

the ends of six hooks are seen to protrude from

the centre of the head (Fig. 121, p). These

continue to project and diverge more and more,

and then become reflected. As they turn back-

ward the ends of the second circle of hooks are

observed protruding in the same manner, and

then follows the style (Fig. 121, 17). When the

latter is fully protruded, the first circle of hooks

is seen at the margin of a collar deeply reflected

at the side of the body, while the second circle

of hooks is reflected from the margin of the

head (Fig. 121, r). In a reverse order the dif-

ferent parts of the apparatus are retracted, to be

again protruded in the manner described.

The newly developed Gordii, under my ob-

servation, continued to live about a week more,

and then gradually died.

Dr. Meissner was successful in following the

history of the animal a step further. Having

placed in the same vessel with the young Gordii

a number of larvas of May-flies {Ephemeridoi),

and Caddice-flies {PhryganeidcK) , he observed

that they entered these insects, and thus com-

menced their parasitic life. The worms were

observed to penetrate the delicate membrane at

the joints of the legs of the insects, and gradu-

ally to advance among the muscles and other

organs throughout the body. In some of the

insects as many as forty of the young Gordii
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had penetrated. They afterwards became qui-

escent, doubled on themselves, and encysted,

so as to resemble tlieir former condition just

before emergino; from the egg. In this state

they recall to mind the similar encysted Trichiuse

in the muscles of man and the hog.

Dr. Meissner observed no further change in

the Gordii, while contained in the insect larviB,

nor did he detect tliem after feeding some of the

latter to water Beetles.

Thus from the young Gordius, which has es-

caped from the egg and entered upon its para-

sitic life in the interior of insect larvae, to the

parent Gordius, as it is commonly observed,

either as a parasite or living in the water, the

circle of the animal's hislory is broken and un-

known.
Perhaps the young Gordii remain quiescent

in the May and Caddice-flies until these under-

go their last transformation in the air, when
they may be seized and devoured by Ground-
beetles, which are ever lurking beneath stones

and other objects in the vicinity of water, on the

lookout for prey. Once eaten by the Beetles,

like Trichinas swallowed by the hog, the Gordii

may then undergo transformation, and assume

the form of the parent Gordius, which is said

especially to infest the Ground-beetles.

EXPLANATION OF FIGORES, ALL OF WHICH ARE
MAGNIFIED.

Fig. 119 —a. anterior extremity of the female Variable
Giirilius (G varius)-. b, the same of the male; c, anterior
extremity of the Linear Gordins (G linearis); d. side
view of the posterior e\tri'nlity of the m:\le of the s:inie

species; e, anterior extr.mity .if tli.^ liolnisi (;onliu~ t (;. ro-

Z>rt5<iM), from Kansas; ,/', in'-rriii.r rxiiuniiiy ni ihr t--iii:iir of
tlie same species, exhiliii ill- tlir L;viiital |i,.iv.

nrutriMc- tliu

Lurdiriu- th
ond circle ol
of both circli

ONE DAY'S .JOURNAL OP A STATE ENTOMOLOGIST.

[Tills is one of Mr. Walsh's posthumous
papers. The duties therein defined may be con-

sidered light, as will readily be imagined, when
the number of letters received each day swells

to fifteen or twenty, instead of six or seven, as

we often find to be the case during the height of

the summer season.

—

Ed.]

Many persons have an idea that the office of

State Entomologist is a snug little sinecure, such

as the footman was in search of when he told

the gentleman who proposed to hire him that

he wanted a place where the wages were high,

and where there was very little work to be

done, except kissing the housemaid. We pro-

pose, for the enlightenment of persons like

these, to give, in the following paragraphs, a

sketch of an average day's work, such as the

Bugmaster General of Illinois, or the State En-
tomologist of Missouri, has to perform almost

every day during the greater part of the year.

5 A. M.—Rose and went over to the oflSce.

Examined my breeding-cages ; found the leaves

beginning to wilt in five of them, in two of

which I had larvae feeding on oak leaves, while

the larvae in the remaining three lived respec-

tively upon hickory, plum and basswood. Took
my cane and hat, and started out to get a sup-

ply of fresh leaves. Had to walk a distance of a

mile and a half, because there was no basswood
growing any nearer to ray office. Returned and

shifted the larvre on to fresh twigs, placed, as

usual, in water to keep them fresh as long as

possible. Noted in my journal how many larvae

in each cage had gone to pupa, and how many
had died or disappeared from other causes.

7 A. M.—After breakfast, and while I was
smoking my usual cigar, examined my breeding-

jars, and the cages where I keep my pupai.

Found that seven moths had come out. Noted

in my journal the lot of pup£e from which each

of the seven had come out, so as to connect each

separate species with its larval history. Killed the

moths, and set out their wings in my drying-box.

Before I could do this—as all the trays in the

drying-box were brimming full—had to remove

the setting-pins and setting-braces from a whole
tra)', and distribute the dried insects among the

appropriate store-boxes, each group in a sepa-

rate store-box along with the labels that belong

to each species, and indicate its name and his-

tory as far as ascertained. Found that, in my
breeding-vases, I had reared three species of

insects that were quite new to me. Ascertained

at once the name of two of them; but, after

spending two hours in referring to a dozen dif-

ferent authors, lo find out the name of the third,

am more in the dark than ever. Surely this

must be a new and hitherto undescribed species.

If so—but I must see about that to-uight.

H A. M.—Run up to the post-office for my
morning mail. Find there four letters from
correspondents, enclosing specimens of bugs,

and requesting an immediate answer, two such

letters to be answered through the Entomolo-
gist, and a package of proof-sheets from R. P.

Studley & Co., St. Louis ; also, a lot of political
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and agricultural journals. Return home in a

hurry, pitch the printed journals iuto the basket,

to be examined when I have a little leisure, and

answer per mail the four letters that require

immediate attention. Luckily the insects sent

with these four letters are all conmion species,

and perfectly familiar to me ; and, as I know
them " like a book," it does not take me long

to write my four letters.

12:30 p. M.—After dinner, and while I am
luxuriating in a fragrant Havana, revise the

proof-sheets. Find but very little indeed to

correct. Have had proof-sheets from a dozen
different printing offices in America, and from
twice that number in England, and never yet

met with such "clean"' proofs as Messrs. Studley

& Co. turn out from their magnificent estab-

lishment. Open the two letters, enclosing

specimens of bugs, and requiring to be answered
in the Entomologist. One of them is all plain

sailing, as the insects are well known to me,
and are properly packed with some cotton wool
in a little stout pasteboard box. The other cor-

respondent has enclosed his specimens loose in

his letter, and being soft, fleshy larvje they are

squashed into a most promiscuous mass. Puzzle
a long time over the head, which is the only
recognizable part. Conclude that it probably

belongs to some one or other out of fifteen dis-

tinct larvfe. Puzzle again for half an hour
longer to giiess which larva of the fifteen is the

one that has been sent me. Alas! I am no
Yankee, and have finally to give the job up in

despair. Write the appropriate "Answers to

Correspondents," and fully expect to be "cussed"
considerably by one of them, because I caimot

distinguish every one of the thirty thousand
species of insects that exist in the United States

by a fragmentary specimen of its head.

4 V. M.—Go into my garden to examine the

results of several experiments that I am trying

as to the elHcacy of different chemical prepara-

tions upon several different noxious insects.

Return and record the results, so far as they

appear up to this day, in my journal. "Walk out

with my fly-net, and capture"two males and one
female of a rare insect, which is comparatively

common here, and of which I have promised to

send specimens to an Eastern correspondent, in

return for his kind assistance in making extracts

for my use from scarce and expensive Entomo-
logical works, which at present are only to be
found in the great scientific libraries in the

Eastern cities. Heigho ! I wonder if we shall

ever get a public library in the "West that is

decently supplied with standard works on
Natural History. I wish I was a ricli man;

would not I then send an order forthwith to

Europe for $10,000 worth of Entomological

books!

6:30 p. M.—Have just returned from the post-

office and swallowed my supper. I have received

two more letters on the great Bug question,

that require immediate attention; and a long

and most interesting letter from an entomo-

logical correspondent in Europe. Run my eye

over the last, and find my modesty terribly

shocked by his telling me that the ENTOMOLO(iisT

is highly appreciated among scientific men on

the other side of the Atlantic. Answer the

other two letters, one of which contains some

new and most important facts about a certain

noxious insect, which throw great light upon a

point in its history that has hitherto been wrap-

ped in obscurity. "What an accurate observer

that last correspondent of mine is! I woidd

just as soon trust his eyes—as to the operations

of any particular bug—as I would my own 1

But then, of course. I know the correct names

of the ditterent bugs better than he does. If I

had but one hundred such correspoudeiits, they

would be as useful to me in my scientific in-

vestigations as fifty pairs of additional eyes

!

And yet this man is nothlTig but an intelligent

fruit-grower, with good, strong common sense,

and that most invaluable habit of never seeing

anything until he does actually see it.

8 p. M.—Having now discharged the duties of

the day, I am just about to sit down to prose-

cute some further investigations into the correct

name and classification of that bug that bothered

me so much in the morning, when 1 hear a tre-

mendous fluttering in one of my breeding-cages.

Lo and behold! There are two large moths

come out that I did not expect to make their

appearance for a week or two. Chloroform

them to stop their fluttering; and, after killing

them and slntfing their abdomens with cotton,

set out their wings on the little space that re-

mains in the tray that I cleared in the morning.

To-morrow, I suppose, 1 shall be obliged to

clear another tray. Well—" Snlficient unto the

day is the labor thereof."

9 p. M.—Set to work once more to puzzle over

my supposed new species. Can find no descrip-

tion to suit it in any work that I possess. Can

it be really a new species? As usually happens

in such cases, there are several species belonging

to the genus, the descriptions of which are only

to be met with in certain rare and expensive

works which I am not rich enough to buy.

"What shall I do? 1 have it ! I will enclose some

specimens, so securely packed that they can not

possibly come to any harm, in a letter to one of
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my correspondents in the East, who has the

happiness to have access to the very best scien-

tific library in the whole conutry. At my re-

quest he will, I know, compare the specimens

sent with the descriptions to which he has free

access every day, while I shonld have to travel

a thousand miles to get to them. I do this ; and
now, having done my best, I will calmly and
peacefully await results. But by this time it is

10 1'. M., and I am beginning to feel sleepy and
tired. Suppose F adjourn to the countv of Bed-
foid ?

HOW TO COLLECT AND STUDY INSECTS-No. 2.

in- F. G. SANBORN, llOSTON, MASS.

One can scarcely walk a mile in the country

viflicint obtaining some object to grace his

[ij,^ |.,., ]
cabinet, or observing some fact

-^ in natural history to add to his
i\# vtore-house of mental treas-

111 es. It should be borne in

I

-"^1 iiiiud by the student collector

I
I

I hat, notwithstanding he may
]iropose to confine his studies

I

lo one Order of insects, he

should also contract a habit

of observing and collecting

tho-e of other Orders, as well

as such small and portable

vertebrates and other invei-te-

lirates as his opportunities

may enable him to capture and
escrve. Alcoholicspecimens

(it Mammals, Birds, Fishes,

Keptiles, Mollusks, Crustacea,

and fiicts concerning them,

are marketable commodities

in the Exchanges of Science.

Especially should this plan be

carried out by the collector

who may be established for a

tenn of months or years in a

region remote from libraries

and museums. Such study

and investigation in this field

as his time permits, will of

itself materially enlighten his mind upon the

secrets of Nature; and, although destitute of

books—those records of repeated failures and
few successful attempts to unmask Nature's

protean face—he may leani the structure, habits

and comparative intelligence of the creatures

around him. A subsequent opportunity may
occur for him to ascertain, if so disposed, the

different technical names imposed upon "Mouse

No. 7," "Bird and nest, XII," or "Bug No. 427,"

and accepted by the scientific world.

Should he care only to acquaint himself with

the nomenclature of some limited group or

order, and wish to increase liis cabinet in that

specialty, he will find that he has the powers of

a capitalist to invest his miscellaneous collection

of specimens and facts in such manner as he

may prefer. Thanks to the diversity of tastes

implanted in us, there is always some eager

specialist—individual, or backed by an associa-

tion—standing ready to give full value for, and

"work up," this or that portion of such ma-
terial.

The practice of noting (with ink if possible)

ill a small blank book, or on cards, such facts

and observations as he may make or discover,

adds immensely to the value of any collection,

and can not be too strongly recommended to the

collector. The date of capture of a specimen,

of the transformation from the egg, larva or

pupa, of the appearance or disappearance from
its usual haunts, and such other items of interest

that arise iu connection with the specimen, are

of importance to the student, and should be

therein set down. A small tag or ticket of

paper attached to the dry specimen, or of parch-

ment, leather, or soft metal to the alcoholic, and
bearing a number corresponding to that in the

note-book, renders the information thus obtained

available, and sufficiently identifies the speci-

men. As the collector pursues his investigations

month after month, he will find his senses be-

coming educated to a delicacy of touch and
fineness of perception that can not fail to be a

source of pride and gratification to him. He
whose attention would not at first be diverted

to the ragged leaves of a caterpillar-ridden tree,

will ill a few months notice instantly the slight

convexity of outline on twig or leaf caused by

the presence of a small insect, or the extremity

of a branch cleanly cut by a Prnner-beede.

In the course of his observations he will be

amused by the imitative shapes and colors of

many forms of insect life, and will frequently

be deceived by the Uurculios, who successfully

simulate buds and' bits of bark. The caterpillars

of some of the moths resemble so closely cylin-

drical twigs, as many of the Loopers (Geome-

tridce) ; scales of rough or smooth bark, as the

Hag-moth {Liiixninhs />i//iivii(m), and the Lap-

pet-moths (Gks/iii/i'K'Iiii r, Z/rdit aud americana).

Some of the Bcttii ^ as the Cryptocephali and

Eiders, closely resemble seeds, as do certain

Bugs, among them Corimelaena, and the two

latter suggest such kinship as to cause them

almost invariably to fraternize in the cabinet of
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the amateur. These singular resemblances are

called mimetic forms ; and, existing everywhere

in Nature, even if they have no high significance

and serve no better purpose, educate our per-

ceptive powers to a degree undreamed of by the

careless horde of money worshippers.

During the active seasou of the insect year

the collector should make it a rule never to stir

abroad without a cork-stoppered vial half filled

with alcohol, for the temporary deposit of

beetles, ants, or the larvse or pupaa of any in-

sects that it may be desirable to preserve in this

way. The only insects that are irrecoverably

injured by a few days immersion in pure alco-

hol are the Butterflies and Moths. For these a

small coik or pith-lined pocket box, of conveni-

ent form and full one inch and a half in depth,

containing a few insect pins of various sizes, is

indispensable, and should be a constant com-

panion. Upon a premeditated excursion of a

day or more in duration, the collector will

naturally provide more extensive means of

transportation, such as jars of alcohol, a vial of

chloroform, a number of old envelopes, and a

larger box slung on the side with straps, and a

proportionate stock of pins. Some collectors

continually carry, in a pocket made for the

purpose, a wide-mouthed vial like a chemist's

test-tube, "of the same size all the way up,"

containing at the bottom a few grains of cyanide

of potassium, which is kept iu place by a wad
of cottou, felt or thick cloth, neatly pressed

down upon it. (See Fig. 122.) This prevents

the cyanide, which is a deadly poison, from

touching or soiling any delicate insect, and

allows the powerful vapor to destroy, as it does

almost instantly, the life of any insect that may
be enclosed in the prepared vial. The per-

manence of this poison (its virtue enduring for a

twelvemonth or more) , its cleanliness and cheap-

ness, render it perhaps the most convenient and
desirable " Hfe-anuihilator." It is, perhaps, un-

necessary to mention that the vial cng. 123.]

should be kept tightly corked, and

that the insect should remain

therein not much more or less than

teu minutes. A vial one inch in

diameter and four in length, made
of strong glass, is the most desir-

able size. Some collectors carry a

small vial of chloroform, through

the cork of which passes a very

small tube of metal ; what is called

by jewellers " hollow wire," of

minute aperture, is used for this

purpose. (See Fig. 123.) This

instrument is used for conveying a limited

quantity of chloroform to the spiracles of

the insect, without deluging and damaging
much of its plumage, if furnished therewith.

Ether, as well as chloroform, is sometimes
used in lieu of the cyanide, but it has to be

continually supplied from another reservoir.

In some countries bruised laurel leaves are

placed in the bottom of the vial, or a small

packet of them pinned in a corner of the collect-

ing-box, enclosed in a little bag or wisp of

loosely woven cloth, such as lace, book-muslin,

&c. All of these poisons act at tirst only as

anesthetics, or stupefiers, and should be con-

tinued in use sufficiently long to destroy vitality,

or to prevent the struggles of the insect; for by
these struggles it injures itself, as well as its

companions, after being pinned in the collecting

box.

NOTES AND EXPERIMENTS ON CURRANT WORMS.

BY W. SAUNDEBS, LONDON, ONT

.

The larva of JSfe7natus ventricosus, alas, too

well known under the popular designation of
" currant worm," has been very abundant in this

neighborhood during the present season. In my
own garden it has been a continual fight as to

who should have the currant and gooseberry

bushes, the worms or their rightful owner. Du-
ring the early part of summer, anticipating their

attack, I was on the lookout for them and by-

timely doses of hellebore preserved the foliage

with but little damage. In about a fortnight

later, having (Hiiiiici! iii<)H'r(iiiii for a few days,

I was surprised in I'md tlic lin-lir< licing stripped

again; and this time llir mi'iiiy had got so far

ahead as to damage their appearance consid-

ei-ably. Another prompt dosing of hellebore

brought relief. After this I hardly ever found

all the bushes entirely free from them ; a walk
around the garden would reveal a few here and
a few there, and I was perpetually hand-kill-

ing and brushing off these smaller detachments.

Four times during the season I found it neces-

sary to apply hellebore freely, for the foes were
a legion.

During the middle of August, being occupied

with other matters, the garden was neglected

for a few days, when on visiliim ii .luain <>n the

19th, I found many of the Im-lie- entirely leaf-

less, and the foliage remaining; en the ndiers was
rapidly disappearing. I foil di-ennrai^cd and
began to have some misgiving as in wliether

hellebore was after all such an unfailing panacea

for this almost universal pest as we had sup-

posed. I resolved if possible to satisfy myself

fully on this point, and having mixed about IJ
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oz; of powdered hellebore with a pail of water,

was ready to proceed. I selected a leaf from

two bushes, marked them and counted the num-

ber of their inhabitants—one was occupied by

forty-four worms of different sizes, crowding it

above and below, and it was about half eaten

;

the other leaf had twelve nearly full grown on

it. Having transferred the mixture of hellebore

and water to a watering pot, the bushes were

sprinkled with it. I returned to examine the

results in three-quarters of an hour, and the leaf

wliich at first had forty-four on it, had now only

two, and these were so far exhausted that they

were unable to eat, and could hardly crawl,

wliile on the other leaf out of the twelve there

remained thi-ee, but in the same enfeebled con-

dition. All around under the bushes, the ground

was strewed with the fallen foe, and I felt per-

fectly satisfied that entire reliance might be

placed on this means of defense.

I did not anticipate such speedy action on the

part of the hellebore, or should have returned to

the examination sooner, and the bushes were so

entirely cleared, that excepting on one I had

reserved for another expei-iment, I had no means
of repeating the dose.

There was one thing that struck me as some-

^^'hat remarkable, the portion of leaf on which
the greatest uimaber were feeding, appeared to

he of the same size as before the hellebore was
applied ; if smaller I could not perceive it. "When

the leaves dry, which have been sprinkled with
liquid, a very thin coating of the powder, more
or less regular, is found over them, and I had

always supposed that death resulted from eating

a portion of the leaf tluis coiitod. Such is un-

(l()iilif<'(lly tlic i-asi' when Ihi' lii'llcl)ore is applied

dry. liul in llii< rase a meal Imwevcr small made
\t\ forlii-foiir riifer/i///iir.s' on half a leaf, must
liiivc iiKiii riall\- iliiiiiiii>lir(l it. I am disposed to

Ix'licvc llicii Ihar llic dratli of most of these

must have resulted from their imbibing or al)-

sorbing some of the liquid as soon as applied.

Many of them showed symptoms of the violent

cathartic action of the remedy, having a mass of

soft excrement hanging to the extremity of their

dead bodies.

I had reserved one bush, on which were a good
number, for another experiment. It sometimes

happens, especially with those who live in the

(•(luutry, that hellebore is not at hand when the

\\(irms are first observed at work, and a few
(lays' delay in procuring it is perhaps unavoida-

lilc. In such cases the bushes may be entirely

lialless, before the remedy can be applied. Hot
water suggested itself to my mind as likely to be

of some sei-vice, and being also an article readily

procurable in every home. It is well known that

many jjlants will bear such an application with-

out injury, provided the heat is not too great.

Taking some in a watering pot, a little hotter

than one could bear the hand in, I showered it

plentifully on the affected bush, and it was

amusing to see how the caterpiUars wriggled

and twisted and quickly letting go their hold,

fell to the ground, which was soon strewed with

them. After the first excitement produced by

the sudden heat was over, they remained as if

wishing to " cool off" before commencing work
again. A few did not recover from the applica-

tion, but most of them were soon as active as

ever.

Now what I would suggest is this, that where

the hellebore cannot be at once procured, no time

should be lost in applying the hot water, and when
once on the gi'ound the creatures may have the

life trodden out of them by the foot, or beaten

out with the spade or some other implement. In

any case many of them would never reach the

bush again, for enemies beset them on every side.

I was amused to see how busy a colony of ants

were which had a home at the base of a tree near

liy. lugging these large caterpillars along, a sin-

gle one of which would take three or four to

manage. The worms were twisting and jump-

ing about as if they wondered whose hands they

had got into, and the ants were hanging on with

their sharp jaws and slowly dragging the bodies

along. By and by they had quite a little pile

accumulated, wliich would no doubt furnish

them or their progeny with a feast of fat tilings

for some time to come. Tlien there are the tiger

bicllcs (Ciciiidelidw), with a host of others ever

ruiiiiiuu :ili(iut. looking for stray objects of this

siiri OH wliich to make a dainty meal.

I had observed on one of tlic liu^lics. licfore

applying the hellebore, some tiiciMl- at \\..rk on

these worms. They were imiiiaturc sin'cinioiis

of a true bug bc^longing to the order Ilemiptera.

and probably tlie young of Stiretus flmbriatus.

These creatures are nearly round, about the size

of a common ladybird, having the head, thorax

and legs black, and the abdomen red with an

elongated black spot in the center, divided across

by a whitish line. Approaching a caterpillar,

they thrust their proboscis into it and quietly

suck its juices until it becomes so weak and ex-

hausted that it shrivels up and dies. Witli the

view of testing the probable amount of good

these friends wei-e thus capable of accomplish-

ing, I shut up two of them in a small box, with

a dozen nearly full grown caterpillars, and at the

end of three days found that they had consumed

them all; also six in another box with one bug.
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and in tliis instance the rate of consnmptiou was
about the same, two caterpillars a day for each

of these little creatures. Tlie second time I fed

them they did not get though their work quite

so quickly; possibly they uuiy liiivc overfed

themselves at first.

While turning up the hnini-hcs of some of

my gooseberry bushes. I observed a number of

whitish eo-o;s on some of the leaves, aiTanged

lengthwise in regular rows at short distances

apart, on the principal veins or ribs of the leaf.

Usually they were placed singly iu the rows, but

here and there double. These were the eggs of

the currant worm, they were about one tweuticlli

of an inch long, four times as long as brnad.

rounded at each end with a whitish glossy sur-

face. On the branch I was examining there were

three leaves with these eggs on ; t\\'o of them had
their princiiial veins pretty well covered, while

the third had but a few ou it, as if this had been

the work of a single insect which had exhausted

her stock before the third leaf was covered. 1

counted these, and Ibund there were 101 in all.

Having just then caught one of the parent flies,

a female which was hovering about as if look-

ing for a place on wliich to deposit her eggs, 1

squeezed some eggs out of her body and com-
paring them with those on the leaf, found they

were only about half the size, showing that the

tirst must have grown considerably after being

laid and that they were probably nearly ready to

hatch. Ill nhonl lliree hours afterwards. I ob-

served that several of the young larvie had come
I ml (if the eggs, and placing the leaf under a
iin( Tdseope had the good fortune to see some of

Ihem escape. The egg consisted of a thin elastic

membrane sufHcieiiil\ iniii>p:n('nt to give a dim
view of the en.l..s,.,l l.iiva. The black spot

stjecies. eiialiled nie lo deleniiiiie Ihe posit'on the

creature (>ccupie(l. It \\;is xmiew lial eciiled up
and resting on its side witli its jaws aiiaiiist the

could not perceive that it liad an\ ol liei- means of

rupturing the egg than liy it> iiianiiililes. \\ jiicli

were working visilily within. In a slidft time

the egg was niptitred and the liead <>[' the larva

protruded fnmi the oriliee. AVithdrawing its

two front teet from tlie egg. it seized the leaf on

wdiich it was jilaeed. and by raising uj) its hacU
and working itself from si(h' to side, it soon

worked itself out. The tiin<' ii(<ii]iied in tliiis

extracting itself, from the tii-t aiipearaiue of the

head, varied from six t.i ten minutes, for I

watched several nf tlieni through the process.

The egg was so lliin and elastic'that it yielded

very closely to it, coutracting and shrivelling up

as the body was withdrawn.

After the laiTa comes out it does not consume

the egg or any portion of it, as is the case with

most Lepidoptera, but sets to work at once eat-

ing the leaf on which its considerate mother

placed it. When just hatched the woiTtis are

about one-twelfth of an inch long ; bead large,

dull whitish with a round dark spot ou each

side, and a few minute short hairs ; mandibles

pale brown. Body above and below whitish,

semi-transparent, sometimes with a slight green-

ish tinge. From this time it rapidly increases

in size, becoming gi-eeu then changing to green

with many black dots, and finally reverting to

pale green again, tinged with yellow at the

extremities, just before it becomes a chrysalis,

I have a fact to communicate regarding the

winter history of this insect. It has been uni-

versally held, that the lai-vae, when they leave

the bushes in the fall, at once construct their

cocoons, either at the surface of the ground or

just below the surface, and change to pupa^

either then or sometime before early spring.

Possibly as a rule this may be the case, if so 1

have an interesting exception to record. On the

22nd of May I was trying some experiments iu

crossing gooseberries, fertilizing the flowers of

the Houghton's Seedling with some of the large

English varieties, and having operated on several

branches, tied them up in new jiaiier hags to

prevent interference with the ^Mirk. either from

insects or otherwise. The parliciUar hag 1 am
about to refer to, was attached to an upright

branch on the summit of the bush, about eight-

een inches from the groiuid. While examining

it im -May :;i>t. nine days afterwards, to ascer-

tain tlie ii-uli iif my work, I found in one of the

folds of the bag a cocoon of Nemantus veniri-

cosus finuly attached to the paper. In this in-

stance the larva must have remained unchanged

during the winter, then crawled from th(> ground,

attaehing itself as related and eonstnieling its

••oeooii after llie 22(1 of May. A few days later,

wliii'li iVinii its iVesh aiipearauee I inferred had

Iieeii ediistiucteil about the same time, although

I am unable to advance any positive statement

regarding it. During the summer I have found

a ediisiderable number of such cocoons fastened

to till' underside of the leaves of the bushes on

which the larvie have been feeding, and these

ha\e been observed iu all positions from near

the base to the summit of the bushes, showing
that it is not the invariable practice of the larva

to undergo its change to chrysalis, either at the

surface or under the surface of the ground.
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.

Readers of the American Entomologist, lis-

ten to my story, and give me your sympathies.

Upon two occasions I have bred two beautiful

little moths. One I called the Raspberry Moth,

as the little caterpillars fed upon the leaves and

fruit of the Raspberry; the other I called my
Verbena Moth, as the larva fed upon the buds

and flowers of the Verbena.

I hunted through all the works on Entomology

I had access to, and could tind no description of

these moths; and I began to flatter my«elf that

I really had found two new s-pecies. So I studied

them carefully, took notes of all their wonderful

ways, and spent much valuable time in watch-

ing their proceedings.

I found my little raspberry caterpillars had a

decided preference for the Philadelphia Raspber-

ry, though I occasionally found thein upon the

r.l It k-caps. They also seemed to have a great

[i:i--iiin tor ornaments, for they had stuck all

over their bodies dried anthers of flowers and

small bits of sticks and leaves, which gave them

a very comical and grotesque appearance.

I confined feveral of these larvre in a box,

giving them daily a fresh supply of raspberries,

and they seined to thrive as well in coiifinemeiit

as in the open air. Knowing their fondness for

oi namcnts, I could not deprive them of 1 he.'e; so I

cut white iiaper and thread, together with leaves,

into small bits, and distributed them in the bos.

Very soon they were decked out in these, the

white paper and thread adding materially to

their grotesque appearance. Not always satis-

fled with their own accumulations, they would

sometimes take the ornaments from their neigh-

bors and appropriate to their own use.
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I once left the cover to the box uot quite

secure, and one of them made its escape, com-
pletely stripped of its ornaments; it had left all

in the box behind, in squeezing through the

aperture. I no sooner returned it to the box
than it began to take the ornaments fi'om its

comrades to re-adorn itself, rather than to pick

up its own, a process which those that were
being stolen from did not seem at all to relish.

After they ceased eating and were ready to

become pupie, they spun loose cocoons, which
they fastened to the top and sides of the box,

taking their ornaments to decorate their cocoons,

which, in consequence, wore a very rough, un-

even appearance. In a few days, a little pea-

green molh issued from these rough cocoons

—

the most delicate, beautiful little creature

imaginable.

I now submitted it to the late Mr. Walsh, and
received this reply: "Your Raspberry Moth is

Aplodes rubivora of the Junior Editor, first de-

scribed in his Missouri Report."

Down went all my air-castles of being im-
mortalized in science with this delicate little

creature

!

I now had the Verbena Moth (Fig. 126, 6) to

build my hopes [Fig. 1-8]

upon. Altl.OLigh

not so interesting

as the other, still

itwas very prettj;

and as my interest

in the Raspberry

Moth had greatly

subsided, since I

found that it

a name, and more
thana "local habi-

tation," so my
regard for the

Verbena Moth as

greatly increased,

notwithstanding

it was such a ter-

rible nuisance in

the larva state. It

seemed determin-

ed not to let us

have a perfects

verbena blossom, aiia'iirown.

Quite early in the season I first noticed its work.
The larvas were so small, and so near the color

of the calyx of the flower, that it was almost im-
possible to catch the perpetrator until the mis-

chief was done. They were hid away among
the clusters of buds, and ate through the lower
part of the calyx, completely destroying the

flowers. At first they seemed to be mostly con-

fined to the white and light-colored varieties of

verbena, but later in the season they attacked

all colors indiscriminately.

I also noticed that the pupse were affected by
lamp-light, a peculiarity that I had never ob-

served in any other insect. One evening I

brought several clusters of verbena buds, that

were badly mutilated by these little pests, to the

light of a lamp, which affected the pupaB so much
that they worked and wriggled themselves en-

tirely out of their cocoons ; and I waited in vain

to see them give forth the perfect insect, which,
however, did not issue until two or three days
after this.

After satisfying myself that this insect was
not described in any work on the Lepidoptera,

I sent it to Mr. Walsh, and he inclined to believe

that it was a new and undescribed species ; but

added, he-would let me know in due time. So
it was left until after the death of Mr. Walsh,

when Mr. Riley came across some of the moths
I had sent to Mr. Walsh, and wrote: "Your
Verbena Moth is my Penthina FuUerea. You
will find it figured and described in Tilton's

Journal of HorticiMure for October, 1868. My
hopes blighted again!

With a great feeling of disappointment I went
to hunting among Tilton's old journals until I

found the designated number; when, Lol here

it was figured as natural as life, with a full

description of it in all its stages. From the

account hei-e given it would seem to like a greater

variety of diet than Mr. Riley had supposed,

although he had given it considerable latitude;

but the Verbena is a long way from the Ii-is

and Lily families.

As what I found in Tilton's Journal bears

upon the name of this moth, and upon its food-

plant as noticed by Mr. Fuller, and as it is also

the first published account of this insect, I hope

Mr. Riley will allow me to quote, in part, his

letter to Mr. Fuller :

"The Tigridia-seed larvae which you sent me
last December have proved, as I suspected they

might, to be an entirely new species. Ever

since the lOLh of March, I have been breeding

from them a pretty little moth, belonging to the

genas Penthina, and inclose, in accordance with

your request, a brief description of the worm,
its chrysalis and moth, together with some
drawings, which will be of more value to yon.

"The genus Penthina belongs to a sub-family

of the Tortricidw (a large group, whose larvae

live for the most part iu seeds, buds, or between
leaves, which they fasten with their silken

threads) ; and it is characterized by the antenna!
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of the moths being simple ; their upper wings

being twice as long as broad, and arching in

front from the shoulder; and by a tufted thorax.

They rest with the wings in the shape of a roof,

but ronnded above, and somewhat approaching

each other beyond the body. The sexes difl'er

but slightly.

" It is quite probable that this species is not

confined to the Tigridia, but will be fo\ind to

attack the whole lily family, or at least the

Iridacem; and I name it, therefore, in honor of

yourself." Mrs. Mary Treat.

ViNELAND, N. J., April, 1870.

[For the benefit of the scieutilic reader, we
annex descriptions of these two insects in their

different stages:

The Raspberry Geometer {Aploifr^ ruhirora. ]Jili-> .)—
Larim—Average length 0.80 inch; lii-lr^'ui-'l i '"l.r > ellnw-
ish gray, very minutely shagreeneil ;ill ..\ o ,

anl wiili ..tli.r

wartj; prominences as at Figure li:. ' I.:hIi .i"iiii vitli u
prominent, pointed, straight ijrojecli "II larli -iili ,,i ,1.1-11111,

and several minor prickles below, 'r«-i\n\ ,-li;;liil\ lai-.ci,

longitudinal, light-colored lines al.im il ir-imi, iHtw.in ih,.

prominent prickles. Feeds on the IViiit ami liav.s ,,1 ihr

Raspberry, and disguises itself bv alia. Imul' i" it- |n n kli -,

and especially to the dr.rsal ones, (li., ,- MiMrii..! la ii\ ,
-,. d,

pollen, aii(h.-v«. im.l ..tlii-i- tirbns nt'th.' iVuU Tlir-u li.na^'ii

Pale \.i: ,
' ,, ' _ 1,, ilc.^li-ca.li.r. wall a la'iki.-r .l..r.-:ii

line, a I

dark liii<

jectioii-

speckl. I

Peril', I Ills.,, ~\iai' expanse .W i

0.25 iijcli Col,. I iii.li^ris-green. Uv-
and sprinkled over a light groun.l. -n
the least rubbed, .appear sub-hyaliia
eyes inclining to green, \yith a di

antenn.X' scarcely reacliiiii,' to inni 1

wing, whiff aii'l rniivcv' aluiV,' !l'i

neath; -h.iii ar 1, ,,,
, « 1,, ,-, ih, ..

transvia ^, ,,,
,

ich, length of body

that of Hipparchiuus venustus, Walsh, has curled lateral
velvety appendages, and that of Nematocampafilamentaria,
Guen., has two pairs of long cui-led filaments on joints (i

andS.t
11,11' Kitrnrn I5'. v.-yyi-^i-nt^ tli- I:ivv;i ..f riihiimra, natural

.-i/. al „i an inlarunl lal. i,,I ii.a, ..\ a -r.iu.-ilt at 6; the

-Penthina Fullerca, Riley.—
iich. General color of a iini-

V inclining to yellow and to
aint, head .jet-black, without

Pi4/)(i.—Average length 0,25 inch ; .of the usual foi-m, with a
distinct row of teeth above, on the anterior portion of each
segment, and a few minute bi-istles at the exti-emity and
along the sides Formed within asilken cocoon, constructed
within the seed or bud which the larva inhabits: it forces
itsiir half wa\ nut at one side, when the moth is about to

expanse 0..no inch; length 0.23 inch,
tufts: eves and ]>alpi at tips some-

liort (aiii'-thinl length. .ffront-\ving).

uplete pale r
erior median

IS a smaller.

between the
third conspie
third the wilt

by a pale l.i

fiesh-color a
border dark

,

tinct rust-bn
being costal

:

HinrI vinir I

into threr iiait- la.ipMi li.aiair, :

-
,

i J a,„iiil

ing fr.,nilM-ri il,,. ,aii,a- liiia -.-m- .,
I n.ail;

parallel willi iin-tclicl- iiiaigill, iMan. a lilHr |.i,„lucei

decidedly" sinuate and reaching the coata and luuer margii
at about the same distance from base; costa broadly whit
about the middle; posterior margin with a fine white line
fringes green : under surface silvery, with a

and with tha fran-ra i--, lines barely indicatei
with Iw.i -an Im I, ,m, verse lines, dividiii

likei'iiM r line produced posti
nerves _'

i ; .: i,.,r border and frin:^

wings; II .|.
1 - iliirraly silvery-w

m.:.

resembles the glau e, but
criptioi

this country,
a It may be

yello li-

ning :

on the
the cii

lasth-
larva .

of B..^

Nat. Hist.. IX, pp. 300-2

1 Packard, Guide, i

A Chrysalis Flying.—Happening to be in

my garden about the middle of June, I took to

watching some butterflies flying among the cab-

bages. My attention was attracted to one by
having, as it seemed to me, something strange

on its back; I thought at first sight that it was
being attacked by some ferocious insect; but
on capturing it, which I succeeded in doing
without difficulty, as its flight was a little heavy,
I was not a little suriirised to find that the poor
Cabbage-butterfly (Pieris rapce) was encased
in its own chrysalis, its thorax and wings being
out and its body within the chrysalis. I tried

t(i extricate it from its peculiar position, but I

f.iiiiicl that its body was so completely fixed
iusidu the chrysalis, that I could not get it out
without injuring the butterfly. I killed it just as

it was, and pinned it out; so it looks just like a

chrysalis with wings;—A. M. F., In Science

Gossip. ^
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A METHODICAL TABLE OP THE CRICKETS.

Dear Sir: I send you a Tableau Methodique

of the Crickets iGryllidm), which I have made
up from "Wallier's Catalogue of this family—

a

work just issued, and which embraces not only

the specimens in the British Museum, but all

the species described up to the time of its issue.

I have also added a list of the North American
species of this family, not included in Mr. Scud-

der's Catalogue. C. Thomas.
Wasuisgton, D I' , March 14, 1870.

Order, ORTHOPTERA.
Sect. 2, Saltatoria.

a.

—

Vorw uiii^s horizoutal in repose. (iuVLLliiJi.

aa.—Fori' wiii^s ilefli-xeJ iu reiJOse.

/..—Aiitt'iiiKB long, sftaceous; tarsi

4-juintid. LocrsTiD.i:.
hh.—Aiitenn;u rilifonii, generally rathi'r

short. AcRii)ii),K.

FaM. 1—GUYLLIl)^.
Gnjtlides, Latr.; tf/'yKjVwt, Macleay ; AcheiiJa; Leaeli;

(rn/Uoiiea, Burni. ; Achetina, Newin.
^.—Fore legs I'ossorial.

b. Hind tarsi of tlie usual form.
c. Tarsi 3-jointed.
il. Fore tibia hexadac-tvlate

.

Gnjllotalpa, Lutt.
dd. Fore tibia diciaftylatc Scapteriscus, Scudd.
cc. Tarsi 2-1ointed Cylindrodes, Gruy

.

bb. Hind taivi Hat. ,li-itate.

c. Four aiiiciioi- tai-i ::-J..iuted. *'fridacti/lus. Oliv.
oc. Four ;iiii. ih.i- t:ir-i J-jointcd. *A'/iipij/teryx,!!lewui.

AA.—Vovi' hu- iiMt In-.
, rial.

b. Head . MM,(al(Mi. *Myrmecophila, Latr.
bb. Hu:M |iroi„i,i,.„i.

g. For,. »i„.-„.il xrryluug
li. Froth. .i-a\ 11..I \ ri\- narrow
i. Hindlr--Muul...ri,„,d«_Tati.-k-n-lli.
j. Hind tiliiiL- witli stout approximate spines.
k. Tarsi 4-joiuted. Acheia, Fabr.
Ml. Tarsi 3-jointed.
1. First joint of the hind tarsi setulose.

3rachytrypes, Serv.
ftlic- Ifiud tarsi smoolli.U. Fir

'-tinillu^, Linn.
Plattji-yphus. Haan

.

*Mlguplistee, Serv.na. Hea.l ,„i„.mI in iVonl
mm. Hca.l rid-vd l.riu.-r

n. Hindtar-i 11, .1 -, rralrd.
0. Fore \vin,y» riyularl\ retieulated. * Tafa,luca, Walk.
1)0. Fore wings u-regularly reticulated.
p. Hind tibia; not serrated. Casnidma. Walk.
pp. Hind tibia; serrated. Nessn, Walk.
.ij . Hind tibiie with slender, widc-apart spurs.
*. Fore wings generally abbreviated.
1. Legs not very hairy.
m. Spines of the hind tibioe not very long.

*Bemahiui. Serw
n.m. niiidtilii:r Willi \ erv long.spiues. Argizala,^^ •aW'. .

II. !,-'- ^^r^ haiiv. *napithua, Uhler.

in. Fur
H. Fort
0. Prot
p. Hea.
11. Foro ,_ with \.iii> iM.y.iii.l the ivinpanum ir-

regular. *On,charls, Uhler.
'. Fore wings with xciiis bevond the tympanum

regular. Itara, Walk.

pp. Head prominent between the eyes.
Aadasumma. Walk.

00. Prothora.x much broader than the head.
Loheda. Walk

.

,,„. Fore Willi- of the male verv broad.
(-. I.. .-n..i -.!> -Irn.1,'1-. ' E>„ '^1,1, 1,1. \im-n\.

":',. V n.iiTMW.-riulVoiit. ' /:•.,;./„,. Walk.
/,,.. \-... Mill, I, iKirn.wcrin j L^rn^ia. Walk.

I
'( ..Sutetuniu, Walk.

aderopterus. Ua

ii. Mind
;. P'ore
-k. Eves 1

I. Seeon.
J\Hh.

II. Second joint of the hind tarsi hardlv appari iil.

m. Wings complete. *j'latyj,i,-i,/l>i.<. Urulli.

mm. 'WinKs none.
« . Spine.s'of the hind tibia- very short L.o au,l,i. Walk.
nil. .'Spini's of the hind tibia' long. *Zaora.\\Mi..
H\ Evi's very prominent.
1 LcL's >tout. Orhega, Walk.
//. J-.-g> siciidi.r. Nuitra. Walk.

i'lh.' Pro'tli'n'r.aVve'ry l..n- and narrow
/. Head eloni;atrd. -(ELanthus. rirvy.

ii. Headnoi .l.>ngat.-d, 'Laiirepa, Walk.
gg. Fore wings extremely long.

h. Body stout^ Tarmga, Walk.
hh. Body \ery slender. Nocera. Walk.
if. Third joint of the maxillary palpi

directly truncated. Ti igonidium, Ramb.
ec. Four anterior le.irs very long.

/. Hind femora not abruptly attenuated.
Luzara. Walk.

//. Hind femora abruptly attenuated
beyontl the middle. *Phalaiigopsis, Si'rv.

dd. Hind tibia; without lateral spines.

e. Prothorax produced hindward. * Cycloptilum. Scud.
ee. Prothorax not produced hindward.
/. Bodv stout. OriuHus., iixU'Y.

ff. Body \ cry slender XaJra, Walk.
cc. l<\ice very Hat. Platyblemmus, Scrv.

a list of species of guvllid^ not includku in

soudder's catalogue of okthopteka.

Gryllus septentriorMlis , Walk. pg. 18. Mexico, St. Dom.
•' .luHdus, " 18. Vera Cruz.
" determinatm, '.' Ii). .Taniaii-a.
•' Hmilaris, " 20. St Domingo.
" anguftulus, " 21. Jamaica.
'• coniingem, "' 21. Jamaica.
" signaiipes, " 22. W. coast Am.

f Scudd., Pro. Bost.
]

Mogoplistea oceidentalisA Sac. Nat. Hist. > Lower Cal.
{.Walk. p. 52. J

Tafalisca lurida. Walk. p. .")3. St. Domingo.
Nemohius mexieanus

,

'• 7>~. Ojaco, Mex.

I

Scudd., Pro. Sost.
]" circumcinctus.i Soc. Nat. Mist. > Mc.vico.

1 Walk. p. 57. )

Hapithua yuadratus. Scudd., Cent. Dec. Gryll. Texas

.

Orocharis signutus. Walk. p. 61. Mexico.
•' ecitulus, " 62. Honduras.

fuaiformia, "63.

Eneoptera insularly, Walk. p. 66. Jamaica.
Phyilopalpua latiptnnis, " 68. "

*' nigrovariua. *' TO. Mexico.
LebusaaUnuicornia, " 75. St. Domingo.
Platydaetylua eimilia, " 78. "
Ziiora cinctipea

,

" 89. Jamaica.
(Ecanihua nigricomia

,

" 93. IlUnois.
Me

" form^aits,
Laurie valida,

i»4.
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Gjicloptilum squamosum,
| '^Sgl^jfati Hitt.\

'J-'®^"'-

„ , . . . ( Scudd., Re». Foss. Crich. \

^capfericusrjmniis.J, ^^ pi. l f. 4.23.

,F,,,„,;,.. ,.\„;, ..,,..-, \Valk..'r.//. I'.n,.,/.

'

Cent. Am.

slightly longer Ihaii l>ru.,.l, i...,

testaceous; two lonyituilui:il I

disk. Ventral segment^ lil;iik

little shorter than tlie alHl.mu n

black, very slender; fort' tiliia

cavated on the inner s-iiir u' ai

testaceous toward thi' ha^c; liii

spines on the outer sidr. and
Fore wings einerous. exti n.liiiL

men, regularly reticiilatril : lu''

oblique branches. Hind « iiu-

the lore wings. Lcnutli "l I"

Preseute.l liy K. Douljl.-.la> . i:-i"

I gi\e this in tj-fenso tor the Ot'uetlt of our Western

Entomologists, who may not us yet have received

Walker's Catalogue.

rrlilark. Legs
dilat.-d and ex-
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INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE GRAPE-VINE.-

Tlie Grape Leaf-folder.

( Desmia maculalis, West

Tlie subject of this sketch has long been known
to depredate on the leaves of the Grape-vine in

many widely separated parts of North America.

It is not uncommon in Canada West, and is

found in the extreme southern parts of Georgia.

It appears to be far more injurious, however, in

the intermediate country, or between latitude

35° and 40°, than in any other sections, and in

Southern Illinois and Central Missouri proves

more or less injurious every year. It belongs to

the same family (Asopid^) as our notorious

Clover-worm, which attacks our clover stacks

and mows. It was first described and named
by Westwood*, who erected, for it, the genus

Desmia.

This genus is characterized by the elbowed or

knotted appearance of .the g antennse, in con-

trast with the smooth, thread-like ? antennie

;

the maxillary palpi are not visible, while the

compressed and feathery labial palpi are recurved

against the eyes, and reach almost to their sum-

mit; the body extends beyond the hind wings.

The moth of the Grape Leaf-folder is a vei-y

pretty little thing, expanding on an average

almost an inch, with a length of body of about

one-third of an inch. It is conspicuously marked,

and the sexes differ sufficiently to have given

rise to two names, the female having been named
Botys hicolor. The color is black, with an

opalescent reflection, and the under surface differs

only from the upper in being less bright ; all the

wdngs are bordered with wliite. The front wings

of both sexes are each furnished with two white

spots ;t but while in the male (Fig. 127, 4) there

is but one large spot on the hiud wings, in the

female (Fig. 127, 5) this spot is invariably more

•Mag. Zool., 1

tMr Glover, i

,ayB that tlie m
utside of each spi.

liDi't for 18.^4, p. 79,
nark of white on the
,,1,1 6,ibi.l., is very

distinct. In dozens ul,,|.c-cui.ijio l.i.aiii Illinois and Mi.<!snuri

1 such mark appears, tlioujjh tlit

or less constricted in the middle, especially above,

and is often entirely divided into twci distiiicl

spots. The body of the male has but one distiiut

transverse band, and a longitudinal wliilr <la.>li

H e\tremit\ superiorly, while that of (ho

female has two wliite bands. The
antennae, as already stated, are still

more characteristic, those of the male

being elbowed and thickened near

the middle, while those of the female

are simple and thread-like.

There are two broods in this lati-

tude—and probably three farther
'^ south—during the year; the first moths

A white appearing in June, the second in

August, and the worms produced from these last

liibernating in the chrysalis state. The eggs are

scattered in small patches over the vines, and

the worms are found of all sizes at the same time.

These last change to chrysalids in 24 to 30 days

from hatching, and give forth the moths in about

a week afterwards.

The worm (Fig. 127, 1) folds ratlier tlum rolls

the leaf, by fastening two portions together

by its silken threads ; and for this reason, in con-

tradistinction to the many leaf-rollers, may be

popularly known as the "Grape Leaf-folder."

It is of a glass-green color,* and very active,

wriggling, jumping and jerking either way at

every touch. The head and thoracic segments

are marked as at Figure 127, 2. If let alone

these worms will soon defoliate a vine, and the

best method of destroying them is by crushing

suddenly within the leaf, with both hands. To
prevent their appearance, however, requires far

less trouble. The chrysalis is formed within the

fold of the leaf, and by going over the vineyard

in October, or any time before the leaves fall,

and carefully plucking and destroying all those

that are folded and crumpled, the supply for the

following year will be cut off. This should be

done collectively to be positively effectual, for

the utmost vigilance will avail but little if one is
'

surrounded with slovenly neighbors.

We believe this insect shows no preference for

any particular kind of grape-vine, having found

it on well nigh all the cultivated, as well as the

invL-U
'

A. 4u'u..,' a ..Miu-,.u., .,r piiik Uul IkIu..; changing
.. ilii\>:ili~. which latter is ot Ilie normal culor, size and
iirin ijV bigure l'J7, 3, and has at the tail several very minute
urved hooks, joining and forming into a point
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wild varieties. Its natural enemies consist of

spiders, wasps, and a small undesciibed species

of Tachiiia fly which we have ascertained to in-

fest it in the larva state, and to which we have

g:iven the MS. name of desmin'. There is every

reason to believe that it is also attacked by a

small clay-yellow beetle, the Grape-\^ne Colaspis

(Colasjns friridn, Say), which, though a vege-

t;il)I(' feeder, may often be found in the fold of

tlie leaf in company with some shrunken, half-

dead worm.

ENTOMOLOGICAL .lOTTINGS.

[We propose to publish frnin tin

Aorlliv to be recorded, on accmint
;,il himorlance. We hope ,.ur read

;oWLiids the {general lund; and in

l-beduly identifled.:'

Hot in Peaches and other Fkuits.—N^ew

Harmony, Ind., April 20, 71).—I grow but few

lieaches and observe those closely, and I believe

tliat I have generally, if not always, found that

the rot proceeds from a bite, which 1 suspect is

often made by a locust or grasshopper {Locus-

tud(B), but I know that it is very often made by

a brown soft-bodied insect that 1 call a cricket

:

it is, I think, a little bulkier than the insect

flgured in the Entomologist as the Snowy Tree

Cricket. I have caught many ofthem while they

were e.itiug peaches and quinces. Shortly before

the quince becomes tinged with yellow these

ireatures bite small pieces out of them; in cer-

tain conditions of the quince and of weather the

WDund heals, but the bites made when the

weather is wet, or the quince is ripening, are

fatal. Rot commences around the hole and rap.

idly spreads, and tlie small hole made by the bite

is so (il)scnre as not to be noticed by those who
ill) nut expect to find it. The same process goes

i)u ill the peach ; it is attacked before it is nearly

y\\w, and in all its after stages; but the peaches

ill) not fall until a mass of rotten matter almost

i)l)liti-viiti-s the sign of the caiise of the rot.

Api)]i's arc injuri'il in I lie same manner. Nearly

all the rot tliat I have perceived in these vari-

eties of fruit, I have found has commenced
from the outside, and in that grown by ourselves

I have found the sign of the bite, excepting

where some, out of my reach, has been allowed

to fall and smash. In the fruit I liave bought I

have often foimd the same sign, but very often I

forget to exanune ; and, of course, most of the

bitten fr-uit is left to rot in the orchard, or is

consumed by pigs, and is not examined by any
one. A fruit-gi-ower here, in derision of my
oiiinion, handed me two rotten apples and asked

if they were bitten ; I shi)\\ed him that there

was more than one bile mark on each of them.

though these marks were somewhat obscured by
the rot which ensued. I suppose this brown
cricket (a chestnut-brown) when mature has the

wings lieculiar to its order ; but I think when I

have caught it, it has been wingless : it is easily

crushed, and not easily caught without crushing.

[We shall be glad to receive specimens of the

cricket in question. It may be the Jumping
Cricket {Orocharis saltator, Uliler), which we
know to have the pernicious habit of severing

gi'een grapes from their stems, and thus allowing

them to fall upon the ground. We are well

aware that the bite or puncture of any insect

will induce rot in the fruits mentioned, when
other conditions are favorable; and this fact

only confirms our opinion, as expressed on page

137, that the puncture of the Plimi Curculio has

no special or peculiarly poisonous efl'ect, and that

it caimot be the sole cause of the Peach rot, as

some persons contend it is.

—

Ed.]

Clover-worms—Eureka, Mo., April 21, "70.

—

I am very thankftil for your answer about the

Clover-woi-m ; but I have yet a little curiosity

to know how the worm gets into, or why it

chooses the center and bottom of the stack. Mr.

Walsh's supposition (Pract. Ent., I, p. 83) can-

not be correct, for my stack was on a new found-

ation, and at least two hundred yards away fi-om

any previous staeldug place. G. Pauls.

[In the Prairie Farmer of April 20th, 1867,

we have shown that Mr. Walsh was wrong in

supposing that this worm can only increase

prodigiously where clover has been stacked for

successive years in the same place; and we have

also demonstrated that the principal reason why
they are so generally found at the bottom of a

stack in winter, is, that they are attracted there

for warmth and moisture.

—

Ed.]

Flat-Headed Apple-tree Borer—Eureka,

Mo., April 21, 1870.—Last ttill, and early this

spring, and even quite recently, I found on my
apple trees small specimens of Chtysobothris

femorata, about one-quarter inch long, or just of

the size which the main crop has acquired in the

month of August. I can only conclude that the

eggs were either laid late in the fall, or tliat the

annual soft-soaping in May so weakens the con-

stitution of the larva that it cannot mature in

the proper season. I have had but three borers

escape my notice and get large enough to go into

the wood, or body of the tree, and in every in-

stance they penetrated in a straight or horizontal

direction, for about one to one and a half inches,

and then downwards. I fully indorse Mr. Wie-

landy's article on borers, in No. .5; especially

what he says about the general fate of a^iple trees
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planted in this part of Missouri. It was the fate

of my iirst planting', and as long as people con-

sider $2.00 too much for your paper, and ento-

mology beneath their notice, they will have to

learn the truth from woftil experience. I can

now, thanks to the teachings of the Entomolo-
gist, show trees as fine, smooth, and vigorous,

probably, as those of Mr. Wielandy ; though I

cannot say that I am free from the borer.

[The young borers which escaped your vigil-

ance last summer wintered in a dormant state,

which accounts for your finding them of the same
size either in early spring or late fall.

—

Ed.]

Flock of Butterflies— Waxahachie, Ellis

county, Texas, 3Iarch 31, 1870.—During my
ramble this morning I happened upon a flock or

bevy of butterflies, known as Danais archippus,

Fabr., containing thirty individuals, four of

which I captured for the purpose of identifica-

tion, only two ofwhich, however, I pinned down.
I find them to be of the genuine archippus, iden-

tical in every res])e(t. widi siHM'iniciis bred from
the caterpillar by iii\xir Inst >uiiiiiicr, except in

that of color, wliicli i> M>iiit\vliiit paler in these

captured this morning tlian it was in those bred

by me in the summer. They have the appear-

ance of having been on the wing some days.

The interes<jing question is, do tlicy hilxTiuite in

the imago state, or in that of tlic dir^ -mHs':' They
ai-e wholly in advance of their l:u\ al li"Ml-]ihiiit,

Asclepia.s(ihfii.tif(i/ia: ami IVdin my .ili>ci-\ati(ins

upon the hiiliil> ..|- the species. 1 ii'it'cr thai tliey

hibernate a> .-In ysalids. VU-.i.r gi\c us tlie facts

as to the manner and condition in which they

spend the winter, and oblige yours, respectfully,

L. J. Stroop.

[They undoubtedly hibernate in the perfect

state, for we have often captured pale, faded

and worn specimens quite early in the spring

of the year.—Eu.]

An anomalous Grape Sphinx Moth—Cov-

ington, Ky., April 19, 1870.—A friend yes-

terday gave me a badly battered specimen of

a Philampelus, which is such a curiosity that I

write to inquire about it. In size, and in the

size and shape of the markings, it is identical

with P. satellitia, as figured on page 90 of the

present volume of the Entomologist, except

that under the double discal dots of the anterior

wings is a veiy short and narrow longitudinal

dash. (Your figure has three small dots, but
all of my specimens of satellitia have only two,
although agreeing in all other particulars with
your figure.) But the peculiarity about this

specimen is, that a longitutliual line down the

center divides the insect so that all of the spots

and patches on the right side of the thorax and
abdomen and front wing are light green, except

the one on the thorax at the base of the wing
and the large one on the hind margin of the wing
near the base, which are of a rich dark green,

not at all the color of P. satellitia, which I call

rather dusky than green. The spots on the left

side of the body and left wing are rust-red, vary-

ing to a light yellow drab; that on the thorax at

the base of the wing, and that on the posterior

margin near the base, being dai-ker than the

others. The line down the middle would divide

the band across the metathorax and first abdom-
inal segment into the same two colors. The
spots on the two sides of the abdomen also differ,

but not so glaringly. The hind wings are alike

except that the drab appears again at the jjoste-

rior angle of the Ict'l wing: otherwise the hind

wings do not difter from those of P. satellitia.

The ground color of the left anterior wing is also

much lighter than that of the right wing. Both

antennae are missing.

It is clearly not P. achemon or satellitia, as

figured by you ; nor P. Linnei, nor Lycaon, as

figured by Grote (Pr. Phil En. So., Vol. V., pi. 3).

Indeed, the only one of these for which it could

be mistaken, would be a hermaphrodite satellitia,

in which there had been a wide departure from

the normal colors even on the right side. But

then I liave never heard that there is any differ-

ence as to color between the (^ and ? satellitia.

A hole made by some insect in the side of the

abdomen shows that it is a female, for the abdo-

men is full of eggs. It was picked up dead by

some children last summer. What can you make
of it? V. T. Chambers.

Fooi>-Plant of Green SpRAN(iLiNG Slug-

worm—j;«««6ei;A, Intl., March 19, 1870.—The
green, oval, flattened object, with lateral, tooth-

like appendages, fringed with hairs, the two at

the tail being longer than the others, and which

you say is an undescribed species of Limacodes,

or Slug-worm, sent j^ou by me sevei'al weeks

ago, were found feeding upon tlie leaves of a tree

growing along the Ohio river and creek bottoms

in this country, known as the Sycamore tree. I

have ascertained this since the specimens were

sent to you. Some of the specimens were much

larger tlian the one sent.

Levi (i. Safi-er.

Errata.—Page VrJ, column 1, line 21, for

"oue" read "our." Page 163, column -2, line 6,

for "results"' read "result." Page 1G8, column

1, lines 1.") from top and 6 from bottom, for

"Alanda" read "Alanda"
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THE PERIODICAL CICADA. «?«"s THE IT-YEAR AND
13-YBAR LOCUST.

In thf Missouri Entomolofiical R('i»i>rf for 1SG8

will ln> found tlie following- account of two

lirooils of tliese singular insects, wliicli arc to

ajijK'ar the present s^ison:

BROOD til.—Sp/)/fmrfccim—18.')3, 187(1.

In tlic year 1870, and at intei-vals of seventeen
\ (!iirs thereafter, they will iii aH probability ap-

pear in what is known as tlie " Kreitz Creek
Valley," in York county. Pa., and possibly in

Vinton couutv, Ohio, and Jo. Daviess couuty,

Ills. Mr. S.' S. Itathvon. (.f Lau.-aster. Pa.,

speakinoof tlii< Iiv.mmI. s:i\>: • Luiirn-lcr county

is bouu(U'(l(>iitlic MmtliwcM li.\ ihi- Sii-,|uclianna

river, dividiiiu il tVnm the enuiil y ol' ^ mk. along

Ihat slojM' Cicadas \yvv>' abundant the preseu't

season (I86y—Ib-ood X.Xll). But on the south-

west side of the raui;v. in what is known as the

Kreitz Creek Valley, ilii'iv were none. Tliey

appeared last in thi- valle\ in l^^'.e. and previous

to tiiat year at interval of -i\enleen yearsfroin

time immemorial."' l>r. Smith records tlieir ap-

pearance in 1853, both in \ inton couuty, Ohio,
and Jo. Daviess county. Illinois.

BROOD IV.—Tredecim—lSol, 1S70.

In the year 1870, being tlie same as tlie preced-

ing, they will in all probability appear in Jackson,
Giulsdeii and "Washington counties, Florida,

having appeared there according to Dr. Smith in

1844 and '57.

"We earnestly ask our subscribers, who happen

to live in the several parts of the country there

nicntioned, to report to us whether or not the

insects appear according to ijrediction, as we
wish cither to verify and confirm, or disprove,

the gciuiincness of these broods. "We have every

((Hilidence that the 17-year brood (III.) will duly

api)ear. as our eorresponih'nt. Mr. IJafhvon, who
has ol)served it in past years, is still living to

make further observatious ; but as Dr. Smith,

who recorded the appearance tif the 13-year brood

(IV.) is now dead, it would be very gTatifying-

to have its periodic visits, at inteiTals of thirteen

years, confirmed.

If any of our Georgia subscribers can give us

the proper information, we should also very inuch

like to know whether or not the Periodical Cicada

appeared last year (186'J) in Habersliani. Musco-

gee, Jasper, Greene, "Washington and adjacent

counties in that State.

^P Detei'miued that our Journal shall stand

solely on its merits, we take pleasure in being

allowed to mention as contributors, among others,

the following well known Entomological writers

:

Baron Osten Sacken, N. Y. ; Dr. H. Hagen, Cam-
bridge, Mass. ; A. S. Packard, Jr., Salem, Mass.

;

F. G. Sauborn, Boston, Mass.; F. N. Norton,

Parmington, Conn. ; P. E. Uhler, Baltimore, Md.,

Dr. Jno. G. Mollis, Baltimore, Md. ; Dr. Win.

LcBarou. Geneva, Ills,; Rev. C. J. S. Bethune,

M. A., Crcflit, C. "W. : S. S. Eathvou, Lancaster,

Pa, ; Dr. H. Shinier. Mt. Carroll. Ills. ; Dr. J. P.

Trimble, Newark. N. J. ; J. P. Stclle, .Savannah;

Tenn,, and Mrs. Mary Treat, Vineland, N. J.

We shall spare no means to make this niaga7Jnc

valuable alike to the practical and scientific

reader, and we really hope that our friends, who
appreciate our eftorts, will speak a good word to

their neighbors, as occasion may present. Sample

copies sent free to anj- address.

THE DEATH-WEB OF YOUiNti TROUT.

Soon after the article on page 174, with the

above heading, was in type, we received from

Mr. Seth Green specimens of the web-worm in

question, and the mystery was soon solved. The

worm is the laiwa of a two-winged fly belonging

to the genus Shmdidm. the species of which arc

so well known to torinent both man and beast by

their irritating bites. In our next number we
shall publisli an interesting article on the trans-

formations of tlii> L:cnn>. IVoni the pen of Baron

Osten Sacken. aceoinpanied by fitting illustra-

tions.

Choice Flowers.—We thankfully acknowl-

edge the receipt, in excellent condition, of a fine

assortment of Greenhouse and Bedding plants,

from the well-known Chicago florist, Edgar

Sanders. We never before received plants from

a distance that looked so fresh and healthy. It

is no wonder that Mr. S. receives so large a

share of the Western patronage, for he well

deserves it; and our readers, who wish assort-

ments of plants well grown, will do well to send

to 100 Madison street, Chicago, for a catalogue.

ON OUR TABLE.

Butterflies op North America, wit

dniwinK.s and (lescri|)tiniis, liy Win. II. E<l

.V,n.Ti,%mEnto,nol..i;i,.MlSnrirlv, I'l

fl-irrS-J 50. Wr rallllot -:n 1
. of

.-iKiiarter Tlir spe.i,- d.-M-nl...l and li-iiiv.l are Jr-
f/t/nnis Edmardsii, CoUas ruri/ilicf, Limeiiitis lonjutm.

'^rapta, faunm, Lycaaa paeudargiolus, a.ni\ L. negltcta.

The syuopsis of N. A. species is coutinued.

Transactions of the American Entomologi-
cal SOCIETY. Vol. II, Part IV.

The Country Gentleman's Magazine for Jan-

uary, February, March and April. London.

Petites Nouvelles Extomologiques.—I'aris:

M. E. Deyrolle, Fils. [We have only received two Nos.]

WooDW.iRD's Architecture.— Geo. E. Wood-
ward, l!ll Broadway, N. Y.

Contributions to the Natural History ok
Nova .Scotia ; INSECTA, COLEOPTERA. Parti. By
J. Mathew Jones, F.L.S.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

r.i;iBT, but when (Iiitl- uru ii.ii.iy «> sliull t^Mna by mail.

HoAV to Study and Breed Insects—Jason, E.

Cuwden, Am.eslrunj, J/««s.—You lire referreil to the series

I if articles, from the pen of Mr. F. G. .Sauborn, now
appearing in our magazine.

C/ias. E. Billin, Philadelphia, Pa.—Please refer to

same article. See also page 68 at bottom of column 2.

sued Snake Scale—Jas. R. Eawhins, Vandalia,

jih.—yfe have on two former occasions received just

such an object as you send, and as your own words fitly

[Fig. 128.] describe it, we quote

them: " Having a

very rare specimen

in my collection, I

take the liberty of

Color—TransiuceHi white. asking your opinion

of it. It is about an inch and a quarter in length,

by one-quarter in breadth, and is almost as thin as

tissue paper. It is semi-transparent, and an ordinary

microscope reveals no organs of life whatever. Still

it is posscs.sed of motion, and can travel over a table

pretty Ijriskly after the fashion of a measuring-worm.

Its body seems hard to the touch, and has a fine polish

which reflects the colors of the rainbow. ^Vlien dis-

turbed it quickly coils up like a watch-spring. I think

a small piece of tissue from the inside of an onion, cut

the proper length, would have a close resemblance to

it. It was found on an old decayed log. "

This wonderful creature is in reality a shed abdomi-

n.al scale of some snake, and lest some other ot our

readers may at some future time be as sorely puzzled

over it as you have been, we give an outline of it at

figure 128. Hairs and other epidermis are more or

less hygrometric, and readily move under a change

in the condition of the air. These snake scales are so

sensitive that they will readily pulsate in keeping with

the beatings of the heart, if the finger be held close to

one end. We incline to believe, howe\er,'that its con-

tracting has caused you to stretch the story of its moving
briskly over a table y««i a leetle. If you place a hair on
a hot stove, you will find that it will curl up as rapidly

as the Hair-worms described in this number by Profes-

sor Leidy.

Worms under mulch Hay—/. F. Flagg, Mead-'

villc, Pa—The dirty brown worms, al)out one-half

inch long, having a small shiny, brown, retractile head,

four longitudinal rows of minute black spines, and ter

minating abruptly at the tail with a flesh-colored proleg

below, and lour pointed fleshy protuberances above,
are the larvse of some species of Crane-fly (Tipula). AVe
have long since been acquainted with these worms, but
they have never, so far as we know, been bred to the

perfect state. We have observed them, in the month
of February, crawling by thousands over the snow and

ice in a meadow; and your finding them under the hay

and leaves used as a mulch around your rose-bushes, Is

(juite in accordance with their habits, for they love

moist and cool situations. They teed on decomposing

vegetable matter, but also sometimes seriously injure

grass meadows by devouring the living roots. A little

salt, sprinkled over the ground before the mulch is

applied, would doubtless prevent their appearance, if

that is what you desire. They are not cut-worms.

A ne-nr Pear-tree Insect— F. J. Ayres, Villa

Ridge, 7Z?s.—The blackish beetles with a greenish cast,

and finely punctured, which have injured so manj- of

your young pear trees, by completely

eating out the ends ot the new shoots,

and ofthe budsjust before they burst,

belong to the family of "Horn-bugs"

(LuCANiD^), as they are called in

this country, or "Stag-beetles,"' as

they are termed in England. The
species is the Platyceitis ijiiercus,

Sch., and may be known in popular
'

'anguage as the Oak Horn-bug. As
its name would imply, it is perhaps

common on the difl-erent kinds of p„,„^_3,„^, „„„„,„,„,
oak, though we have met with oiive-Rreen iiue.

it on but few occasions ourselves, and have never

before heard of its destructive habit of devouring

pear buds. In the larva state it fVeds on dead oak logs

iind stumps. Attracted by the carlici- (li\clopmcnt of

the pear buds, compared with \hn^r ..r the difterent

oaks, these beetles, with appetites sbariiciicMl by a long

winter fasting, are led to invade your orchard during

the early part of the season, but will in all probability

retire to their usual haunts in the woods, as soon as

there is a fit supply of their more natural food. But as

your orchard is surrounded with timber and is more or

less subject to such invasions every spring, we should

advise you in future to protect the smaller trees just

planted by covering them with millinet, as it is diftlcult

to ward oft' beetles which fly so readily by any other

means. As this is an entirely new enemy to the Pear
we give an outline .sketch of the female (Fig. 129), the

male dift'ering only in his somewhat larger size, and his

rather more robust mandibles.

Apple-twig 'Borer—Joel 3. Myers, lola, Kans.—
The brown beetle which you found boring into a small

pear tree at the axil of a limb, is the § Bostrichus bicau-

datus, to which we have fl-cquently referred in back

numbers.

Cocoons of Polyphemus Moth—IT. J. Dunlap,

Oliampaign, Rls.—Your cocoons, found on a Morello

Cherry tree , are those of the Polyphemus Moth (Attacus

polyphemus, Linn.), which was figured in the March (18G9)

number of this iuai?aziue.

Galls on supposed Dock—S. V. Summers, M.D.,

St. Louis, Mo.—The galls on what you take to be some
species of Ramex, are in reality the Golden-rod Moth
Gall '{Gelechia gallmsolidaginis ,* Riley). Y'ou have

doubtless been led into the error of confounding the

two plants fi'om finding these old Golden-rod .stalks near

some growing dock. We have long since known that

Chrysomela [Gastrophi/ea] ci/anea, Melsh., breeds on

Dock, and from this habit, it might appropriately be

called in popular language the Dock Leaf-beetle.
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[Fig. 130 ]

mossy Rose Gall— IF. M. Loche, Eoneoye Falls,

y, F.—The moss-like bunches (Fig. 130) of wliich you

IbumI eij.'ht on a single rose

bu^sll, iiud which attracted

your attention from thcu

icscMiblance to an old (juid ot

tobacfo, are polythalanious

galls. They are composed

of an agglomeration of liaid

cells, many of wliicli are it

present vacant, though some
yet contain larva'. The gall-

fly which causes this gall is

the Rhoiites rosa , Linn., au

insect which Baron Osten

Saclcen found to be identi-

cal with a species which

malies a similar gall on the

rose in Europe, where it is Color-Grcen wUpn fre.h, yelluw

linown as the Bedeguar of "'"" ^'^'

the rose. The fly xneasures about 0.1& inch in length.

and is principally distinguished by the $ having a black

tip to her reddish abdomen. The larva of this gall-fly

very closely resembles that of the Pithy Blackberry gill,

represented in No. 5, at Figure 103, c. It is yellowisli,

lias l)ut 12 joints, of which the 4th is very short, and the

lltli and 12th quite small; it has 7 pairs of spir.acles,

namely, a pair on each of joints 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, a and 10,

and a large oval horny yellowish patch on each side of

joint 1. The jaws are dark, and the head, in repose, is

always bent under on to the breast. A parasitic larva

olten occurs in this gall, but may easily be distinguished

from the true gall-maker by its white'r and more opaque

color, its l:i-jointed and slightly hairy body, the joints

lieiiig less deeply separated, and by the absence of the

horny piece on joint 1, and the more elongate and less

bent forepart of body.

[Fij. 131.] Punctures on Rose Twig— Oeo. W.

Copley, Alton, Jlls.^The punctures in the

stem of the Multiflora Rose, and which we

illustrate herewith (Fig. 131), are made by

some insect unknown to us, for the purpose

of depositing its eggs. There are ten of these

rounded punctures, about one-half inch dis-

tant from one another , the tibres of the wood

being torn in shreds longitudinally, looking

very much like hemp, and contrasting strong-

l.\ with the crimson and green bark of the twig.

I'pon cutting into these punctures the wood
is found to be discolored and dead, as far as

they extend, and in the centre of the pith,

placed longitudinally, is an elongate dull yel-

low, opaque, soft, more or less flattened egg,

0.22 inch long and 0.04 wide, the anterior

end tapering to a tolerably fine point, the

posterior end more blunt . From the size and

appearance of this egg we infer that it belongs

to some Cricket {Gryllid.E), and if we
Coior-(s(em) succeed In rearing it we will report re-

Snout-beetle—J/. T., Vineland, N. /.—The Snout-

beetles which you find so numerous, are Bylobius cnn-

fums, Kirb. We know nothing of its habits; but the

beetles of this genus are timber borers, and usually in

pine.

, IhceuRs

Xhe Oyster-shell Rark-louse in Missouri—
B. P. Hanan, Luray, Clarice county, Mo.—The section of

a branch ofa Sweet June apple tree, which [Fig.

you cut from the orchard of Dr. Wm. H.

Martin, of Kahoka, in your county, Is in

reality covered with the scales of the com-

mon Oyster-shell Bark-louse (Aspidiotus

i-onchiformis, Gmel). It is furthermore

covered very thickly, and the white eggs

underneath the scales are plump and

healthy. This matter is of such vital in-

terest and importance to the State of Mis-

souri, and especially to those living in

your county, that we quote part of your

letter:
' 'This tree is rather badly infested, and

I find by examination that they (the in-

sects) are sproatling slightly onto the near-

e...t trees around it. Will tbov spread from
..lie ..i-.>li:ii-.l I., an.. til. T. .m.' <>v two miles
.li-taiii'r 1 -av.'.l iiiv ..r.liar.l IVom the
iiati\.' Wliil.' l'.ark-l..ii,-.e, l.\ Maidingyou
s|..Maiiiiai> ..1 tlieinaiid ul their foes, and
l.x l.an.iiii; liMiii you what to do to de- Co^"'^-

sir.iv 111. li..- I took your advice; en- undei

...ura-.al till' ladybirds, and they cleared miik-white.

iiiv ti.'. - fit the lice. If your advice in this case shall

aecomplish as much for my friend. Dr. Martin, the

object of this communication will have been accom-
plished."
In our First State Report we published a full account

of this insect, and demonstrated that though it was

perfectly able to live and thrive in the northern halt of

the State, and had proved ruinously injurious in the

adjoining sections of the States of Iowa, and more espe-

cially of Illinois; yet, in all probability, it was entirely

unknown in our own State. In view of these facts, we

laid great stress upon the importance of preventing its

introduction, and of thus retaining the Immunity which

we had so far enjoyed. In the paper read before the

State Horticultural Society at its last annual meeting,

and-published in No. 4 of the present volume of this

magazine, we again called attention to the subject; and

now for the first time we learn that this pest has actu-

"tually been introduced, and our worst fears are but too

surely realized 1 Just as might have been expected,

too, the insect first gains a footing in the extreme north-

east corner of the State—the point of greatest proximity

to the infested sections of Illinois and Iowa. From the

contents of your letter we infer that the lice are yet

confined to the particular tree from which you cut the

infested twig, and to a few of those surrounding it, and

in the name of the State, we earnestly ask Dr. Martin

to have this tree cut down to the ground, and every par-

ticle of it burned before the young lice hatch from the

eggs now under the scales. The other trees should also

be critically examined and properly treated. We cannot

liere repeat what we have already written on the sub-

ject, but reier you to the article above-mentioned, for

the natural history of this insect, and the proper reme-

dies to apply; and If Dr. Martin follows our advice, he

can rest assured that it will not only accomplish as much

for him as it did for yourself, but thiit it will also be of

immense benefit to the State. It would be well to send

to Chas. W. Murtfeldt, U12 N. Fifth street, St. Louis,

for a dozen copies of the State Agricultural Report for

1868, which contains the article, so that it may be dis-

tributed among Dr. Martin's neighbors. We must, at

aU cost, stamp this insect out, before it spreads any

further, and in order to definitely ascertain the limits
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to which it has gone, we shall visit your county during

the summer. If unmolested, this Bark-louse will not

only spread from one orchard to another, one or two
miles distant, hut will in time spread through the whole
county, and continue its destructive course like a de-

vouring flame , from one county to another, until event-

ually the whole northern portion of the State is infested

so that orchards may have to be abandoned, as they

have often been in other States on this account.

Those trees which are not cut down , should be closely

watched, and thoroughly syringed with strong toliacco-

w ater, as soon as the young lice commence crawling

about, which will be about the lirst of .June. About two
weeks alter this syringing (just the time, by the way,
to prune) cut oft' all tlie terminal twigs and burn them,

by which means you will be apt to destroy any Uce that

escaped the syringing process, as they prefer to fix them-
selves around the ends and knots of such young termi-

nal twigs. Tlie ladybirds, which devour this as well

as the native white species, should also be encouraged.

For the benefit of those who are not yet acquainted

with the appearance of the Oyster-shell Bark-louse, we
produce an illustration (Fig. 132) of an infested piece

of ))ark, at the head of this answer.

TUe Pod-like Willow Oall—^. H. M., Wood-
bum, Jlh.—'tbe oval woody galls, averaging 0.7.5 inch in

length and 0.40 inch in diameter, and terminating in a

conical beak, which sails you find growing from the tips

nalis ?] , and which
e Pod-like Willow gall

(Salicis Hliqua, Walsh).

This gall occurs on no
'less than six different

Willows, namely, Sali-

cis humilis, S. discolor,

S. rostrata, S. cordata,

S. petiolaris, S. lucida,

and if yours were found
on S. rlm!?iaUs, that

will make tlie seventh,

and we therefore hope
you will identify the

species. Though slight

difl'erencesjin size more
especially, are notice-

able between the galLs

growing on the different

species of Willow, yet

they are all produced
by the same species of

gall-gnat, which was
originally described as

Cecidotnyia salicis by
C(ii..r -Same as twig; the inrva omiiBc. Dr. Fltch, in the Amer-

ican Quarterly Journal of Agriculture and Science. Vol.
I, p. 203. The name salicis was, however, already pre-
occupied by an European species, and Mr. Walsh after-

wards redescribed it under the name of siliqua (Proc.
Ent. Soc. Phil., Ill, p. 591). The fly is one of our
largest syecics. and the specimens from your galls issued
about the middle of April. The pupa when about to
ch;iiii;i', wuiio ii-rlf jiMitly <pul oi tlir terminal beak of

l»ee West—./. B. Muhleman, Woodbvrn, His.—The
delicate silken cells, each about 0.22 inch long, which
are placed contiguously in a hollow currant stem, the

bore of which has a diameter of
^^.^ ^^ ^

0.12 inch, are built by some .-ipecies

of small bee, and in all probability,

as you suggest , by one belonging

to the geuus Ceratina. The lar\ a'

which are now (March 2.ith) con-

tained in these cells agree (as the

cells themselves do) very well willi

Dr. Packard's description of those

of the Double Ceratina (G. dupla,

Say»). Should they pro\e to be

this species, an important error in

its natural history will be correct-

ed; for, from the fact that the $
has been observed to deposit eggs

in the middle of May, Dr. Pack-

ard concludes that there is but one

brood each year, and that the per-

fect insect hibernates. If we arc

right in referring these cells to Cer-

atina, however, there are evidently

two broods each year, the second

brood hibernating in the larva;

state; and this seems the more
likely , since even in New York and •

Massachusetts the perfect bees appear in July from eggs

deposited in May. We present (Fig. 134) an illustration

of these cells at a, and of the magnified larva at 7>; and if

we succeed in breeding the bee will report further.

Beetles Named— S. V. Summers, St. Louis, Mb.—
Your insects are as follows: No. 1, ffi/rinus analis, Say.

No. 2, Aphodius hicolor, Say. No. 3, EijdrophUus later-

alis, Herbst. No. 4, Dineutes assimilis, Kirb. No. 5,

Opatrinus notus.&Ay. Ho. 6, Copris amnion, ¥ah\: No.

7, Copris Carolina, Linn. No. 8, Geotrupes excrementi.

Say. So. 9, Ooprisanaglypticus, Say. No. 10, (A) Con-

t/w-n. chalcites, Hald. No. 10, (B) Canthon laivis, Drury.

These two are very similar, but chaJcites always has a

smooth and loiHx a rough-punctured anus. No. 11,

Parandra brunnea, Fabr. No. 12, Pelidnoia punctata,

Linn. No. 13, Tenebrio te/iebrioides, Lee. No. 14, an

English species, we cannot undertake to name; it is a

Mycetophagus, and probably quadripustulatus . No, 15,

Philonthus apicalis, Say. No. 16, Pirates picipes, U.
Sch. No. 17, Casnonia pennsyUanica, Linn. No. IS,

,Mus marginatus (myriapoda). No. 19, Dennestes nuUlus,

Say. No. 20, Chlienius penmylvanicus , Say. No. 21,

Platimis punctiformis, Lee. No. 22, Ischyrus, i-puneta-

fus, Oliv. No. 23, Betnbidium posticatum, Uald. No.

24, Aphodius fimetarius, Fabr. No. 25, Bentbidium Iceei-

gatum,Sa,y. No. 20, same as 25. So. il , Oodes cuprteus

,

Chaud. No. 28, Pterostichus chalcites, Say. No. 29,

Haltica ? No. 30 we are not acquainted

with; it must be foreign. No. 31, Bemhidium caudatum,

Lee. For the proper determination of se\ oral of them,

we are indebted to Dr. Horn, of Philadeli) hia.

DRAUGHTSMAN "WANTED.

at the urilice. Our figure

showing the larva.

cuts a section.
Improviug his knowletijre ill tills Uepiirtiiiei
lire. Noue but tliose wlio iiave iiiul practic
lute objects need apply. For pivticulars and tl

editor of tills departmeut.
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§0tiinua;l g^partm^ni

'ASEY, Editor, Bichview, Ills.

THE HERBARIUM.

Tlic objects ill Nature are so numerous and
(livi'i-sitied that it is impossible for any one to

retain in tlie iniiid a distinct and clear conception

of all the species in any one of the departments
of Nature. Every Naturalist also knows how
difficult it is to describe, by pen or type, clearly

and accurately the cliaracters of a species, so

that it may be easily identified. Hence the im-

portance, ill the ditterent departments of Natural
science, of collections or museums of natural

olijects. For instance, it is impossible to give a
learner a clear idea of the nature of granite, lime-

stoiip. sandstone, or other rocks and minerals

without an examination of specimens. Indeed,

it may be safely stated that no man can become
a good Naturalist without the preseiTation, in

s(ime form, of the objects of his research.

In pursuing the study of Botauy, it is of the

greatest importance that specimens of the plants

examined should be presei-ved for comparison
with other species. We hope many of our read-

ers will commence with the opening of spring to

make collections of dried plants, and to aid them
in this work, we present a few directions, by
following which, we think, they will succeed in

obtaining satisfactory specimens.

A \ery good and convenient press consists

merely of two i)ieces of planed board, each about
fourteen by twenty inclies, and with two cleats

screwed across each hoard to prevent it from
warping or splitting.

Next provide an abundance ofpaper for dryers

;

coniniou wrapping paper will do, about twelve
liy eighteen inches in size; or newspapers folded
to about tliat size will answer. Then we want a

quantity of jilaiii wliite iirinting paper, of about
tlie same size. Newspapers folded to the proper
size will do for inaii> plants, but tlie white print-

ing pajier is best.

Now, how much of a plant shall we take for a
specimen:' Whenever the ])laut is small enough
to go into a sheet ten by sixteen inches, without
much crowding of the parts, take the whole
])lant while in flower, or what is better, in flower
and fruit, when possible, and with the root also,

or a part of tlie root, if large. The principle is

to have as tair and full a representation as pos-
sible of all the part.s of the plant.

The roots, or the bulbs and tubers, of some
plants are important characters, and sometimes

furnish distinctive marks of gi-eat value. When
the bulb or tuber is large and bulky, it will be

best to slice off longitudinal pieces to reduce it

to proper size. Some long and slender plants, as

grasses, can be easily bent once or twice, so as

to include the whole plant in a single sheet. But
where the plant is too large to be used entire, we
take a portion—as a branch, willi leaves, tlowers

and fruit if possible.

In some cases we have to take siieciinens of a

plant at different times, in order fully to repre-

sent its characters. Kor instance, some Willows,

the Elms and some Maples, develop tlieir flowers.

and nearly mature their fruit, liefore tlie leaves

are fully expanded. In this case we get speci-

mens, first of the flowers and afterwards of tlie

leaves and fruit.

Now, suppose we are ready to iirejiare a bo-

tanical specimen. We first lay down one of the

press boards, ujion which we place five or six

sheets of the drying paper. Next the specimen
is to be spread out, as naturally as possil)le. on

the white .slieet. Of small plants several speci-

mens may often be placed on one sheet. This

sheet, containing the specimen or specimens, is

next to be placed on the layer of dryers, and five

or six sheets more of dryers to be jjlaced above

it. Now, if we have any more specimens, we
may fill another white sheet and place on more
dryers, and so alternate them until we have in

press all the specimens we wish. Then we place

the other "l)ress-board ou the top of all, and upon
it we place a heavy weight, not generally less

than fifty pounds, and for most plants, especially

when there are many in the press, a hundred
pounds wUl not be too much.

The usual custom is to leave the press in this

state for about twenty-four hours, then remove
the dryers, wliich have by this time become daiii])

with the moisture absorl)ed froui the iihints. and
replace them with fresh ones: then reii])ply the

\\ eights and leave them for another day, repeat-

iiii^ ihe cliiiiige of dryers daily until the moisture

i- entirely removed from the specimens, which
will usually require about one week. Some
succulent plants will require a longer time. The
damp papers may be dried and prepared for use

again by half an hour's exposure to a hot sun, or

if necessary they are to be dried by the stove.

It frequently happens that, after a lot of plants

have been in press for one, two, or more days,

we ^^'ant to introduce more specimens. In this

case we should separate the fresh ones from the

others by intervening a piece of oiled cloth, or

oiled paper. When dry the specimens are to be
carefully put away in the Herbarium.

We shall be surer of making good specimens,
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and shall make them in less than half the time,
if we chauffe dryers twice a day. Witli some
delicate plants this is essential, in order to pre-

serve the colors of the flowers.

It will be remarked tliat this process involves
a considerable amount of labor. True, it does

;

but it will pay. No person can become an accu-
rate practical Botanist without an Herbarium ;

for well prepared specimens may be kept any
length of time, and are always ready for ex-
amination and comparison. Besides, a good
Herbarium is a source of pleasure. What is more
suitable for a place on the parlor table than a
good Herbarium, even Ihoui-h it contain only a
score or two of planls? ]]„w nnich enjoyment
and pleasure ma.\- ]h- derived from such a collec-

tion? The Ferns and Mosses especially make
beautiful specimens, well worthy a place in every
lady's cabinet of curiosities.

THE COMMON VIRGIN'S BOWER.
{Oleinutis Vi'rginiarm, L.)

This is a pereuuial climbing vine, which might
be introduced into our gardens with good eliect.

Its flowers are not as showy as tliose of some
foreign species, but its greatest novelty consists

in its copious clusters of feathery tailed fruit,

which bang on the vine laic in the season and
are conspicuous objects of attention even when
seen in a wild slate. The Atragene {Clematis
verticeUaris, L). C.) is a smaller species, with
rather large and showy single flovvei-s, succeeded
by single heads of tailed fruit. It is a rare spe-
cies, occasionally found in rocky woods, and
would be a pleasing addition to our cultivated
list.

In every part of our country there are native
plants that are as worthy of cultivation as the
foreign ones which are commonly found in gar-
dens. Every large district of country has some
species which are peculiar to itself, and tiiis fact

furnishes an opportunity for exchange between
the cultivators of ditl'erent sections. Only a
small number of our native plants have been
introduced into our gardens. We have an im-
mense variety to select from, and a little care in

their management would impi'ove their size and
beauty, and probably in some cases produce
that condition which is generally sought for by
florists, namely, the tendency to produce double

Eruata.—Page 183, column 2, line 21 from
bottom, for "Pig. 113" read "Fig. 115." Page
188, column l.line 16,for"C'emy' read '^Cercil'-

The genus Anemone is pretty well known, in

some of its species, all over our country. The
name is derived from a Greek word signifying

wind—given, as some think, because many of
them bloom in the windy days of spring. The
genus has representatives in all the jn-incipal

divisions of the globe. In the Northern States

we have eight species, including Pulsatilla, which
until recently has been considered a distinct

genus. It diflers chiefly from other species of
Anemone in having long feathery, or tailed seeds,

as in Clematis, while in Anemone proper the
seeds are short, and without the tailed append-
ages.

We present a figure ofour American Pulsatilla
(Fig. 135), which is a variety dilTering little ft'om
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I he European- Ane)no)ie patens, and is distm-

uuislicd iis the variety NuttaUiana. Gr. It j^rows

souiewliut sjiai-iniily <in univi'lly liills, ov banks,

ill niirllierii llliiidis. in Wisconsin and Minnesota

iiim-e alinndantly. and tlieiice we.«twavdly to tlie

lloclsv Mountains. Tlwtlowcr (Fig. 13.5, a) usually

uiaUes its appearanee early in April. Itisofpretty

laiiii' si/.c. and of a bluish-purple color, varyinji'

In a lii;lil lilue. The flower has not the usual

lud sits of floral leaves, i. e.. calyx and corolla,

liiil only the external set of sepals, which, how-

evei-. are iietal-like in texture and color. There

are usually six of these sepals, from one to one

and a half inches lonii', ohloiiii-. and covered cx-

tcnially with scattered silky hairs.

The flower blooms before the development of

the leaves, and at tirst seems to be closely sur-

rounded by the involucre of finely dissected

leaves which is just below it; but it gradually

inishes itself up on a stem, which finally becomes

I wo or three times as long as the portion of the

>icni below the involucre (Fig. 135, 6). Finally

file sepals and stamens drop oft", and a head of

fifty to eighty seeds, with fine silky tails an

inch and a half long, is matured. During this

finic. also, the radical leaves (Fig. 135, c) are

developed. The whole plant is at first covered

Willi silky hairs, which mostly wear oft' with age.

In the north of Europe this plant and a nearly

allied species, Anemone Pulsatilla, are well

known as the Pasque flower, or Easter flower,

and they are often used to decorate the churclies

during Easter. The Pulsatilla has also attained

Ix tropical countries many species of plants

live entirely upon what they obtain from the

air. They usually grow upon trees, but not in

tlie manner of parasites, because they do not

insinuate their loots into the tissues of the tree,

or plant, and draw from it its juices. These are

called Epiphytes, or air-plants. It is stated that

in the island of Java there are over three hundred

species of Orchidaceous plants of this character.

The Spanish Moss of our Southern States, which

is seen hanging in long, tangled threads from

the branches of trees, belongs to this class of air-

plants. Many lichens growing on bare rocks are

true epiphi/tes, as is also a species of lichen (I'ar-

iiielia moUinscula, Ach.) which grows on the

arid plains of the Rocky Mountain region.

Parasitic planis differ from air-plants in not only

growing upon other plants, but in drawing their

sustenance from them. The Mistletoe strikes its

roots into the branch on which it grows so tho-

roughly as to be inseparable from it,

VEtiET.Vr.LK (lELIi!

FELIX SCIIAAN,

PART I.

Ill our niicroseopical investigations we meet

with two kinds of objects—those originating in

the iiiiiii-ral kingdom, as crystals, their polari/a-

classed in two grand subdivisions, viz., the Vege-

table and Animal Kingdoms. In both wo find

one common ground form of being, the cell.

This is the foundation-stone of the entire "Vege-

table and Animal Kingdoms, and is a subject of

overwhelming importance. We propose at this

time to discuss the vi^gelable cells, in their

different phases of generation, lite and death.

The vegetable cell is c |,o>c(l of an outer

coat of cellulose, inclmlini; iloscjy another of

nitrogenous matter, calliM I lln' luimonlial \csicl(\

This contains certain siilistanccs, as starch, fat.

crystals, chloropbyl, granular matters, gas, and

a nucleus called cytoblast, which contains one or

more nucleoli. Let us iiass in re^^ew all these

parts, in order to have an acquaintance with the

whole cell.

1. The Cellulose.—The cellulose pure is while,

transparent, diaphanic, insoluble in water, in

spirit of wine, ether, or the fixed ov etheric oils.

Feeble solutions of acid exert but little action

upon it, even by boiling ; it is the same with

feeble alkaline solutions. The resistance which

the cellulose opijoses to these reactives varies,

however, witli its cohesion; tbe newly built

cellulose alters easier tban that of older forma-

tion.

Concentrated snliihurie acid (SO") transforms

the cellulose into a substance called "dextrine.'"

Nitric acid (X O') traiislbinis it into an exceed-

ing combustible and exiilosive substance known
under the name of 'cotton-powder." Boiling

nitric aciil transforms cellulose into oxalic acid.

A.eiic :ici(l does not attack the cellulose. The

ceiliilo-e (lo.s not change its color by the addi-

fi fan aqueous solution of iodine: but when

the sulphuric ai-id has coinnienced its disaggre-

gation, the iodine gives it a beautiful blue hue.

This chemical reaction is one of those we use

to ]irove the existence of cellulose uiidc^r the

microscope. The eheniical composition of cellu- ,

h)se is ivpivs.'iited by carbon'-, hydrogen'", and /
oxygen "'.

Some may wonder how we are able to give

these tacts on si inlying a membrane not thicker

than one teii-thousandth-^iart of an inch. "We

state these facts liy way of isolation—by taking

divers parts of veai-lables and submitting them
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successively to different cliemical reactions

which eti'ecl :i desf ruction of all forciuii mnttei-s

adherent to tlic membrane in (luesiion.

Tliere is no difficulty in sliowiuji' you tliis part

of tlie veuetable cell. Take a potato, cut it, and
tal<c from the cut surface a very tliiu slice on an

object-glass ; cover it with a covering- glass plate,

and add a drop of water. You ivill i-emark on

tlie edges of the slice many cells, in some parts

only a poi-tion. rent, lacerated, and out of con-

nection with llic adjaci'iif cells.

If you liavc any dciubl of that being a cellulose

membrane, you add some solution of Iodine.

Instantly you see the starch in the cell colored a

deep blue. The membrane remains transparent,

white as before. Add a drop of sulphuric acid

and you will see, after a wliile, the membrane
also take a blue hue, but not so intense by far

as the starch bodies near by. Tlic i>ur(s near the

corner where you let enter the -nliihuiic mid
are colored first, and the color advances gradu-

ally in tlie other dii'ection.

I made some tine slices of the root of Valeriana

offieiuaUs. In putting them between the glass

plates I could not disiinguisli any cellulose mem-
brane, or any indication of it. It was because

the salts spread through the cells, and the in-

ci'ustations in their walls rendered the membrane
opaque. In boiling the preparation, the water

took so much of the soluble salts away that the

cellulose membranes could be seen ver)^ clearly.

This boiling can be performed in any vessel ; but

for our purixise it suffices to add some' drops of

water to the object glass, and hold it for an in-

stant over the alcohol lamp. The jumping- up
and down of the covering glass-plate denotes

that there is steam formed, whose expansive

power is utilized in the locomotive.

Now the cellulose membrane is degarnisbed

enough to be observed, and we can (r\ I lie same

exp<-riment with the iodine and sulpliui-ic acid

as alluded to before. It is inditl'erent wliicli of

tlie two yon add first. I boiled the valerian root

in water containing a few drops of sulphuric

acid, and the membrane grew free to a greater

exti-nl. because the sulphuric acid is a strong-

dissolvent for organic as well as for inorganic

salts. When you put this slice under the micro-

scope, and add a droy) or two of iodine solution,

you remark easily the growing of the blue color

at tlie margins before wliite. I tried the same
experimeni on a fungus which luxuriated upon
an animal mailer, but witli a negative result. A
fungus growing in a sugary solution should be
carefully washed, because the sugar, being trans-

formed by suljihuric acid into dextrine, can take

membrane of these two vegetables (potato and
val<Tian) i- sniootli. williout any pores.

The -ncce"i\( coloring of the contents of an
iiiteg<T cell fnnii tlie side tVom which the reactive

comes, demonstrates that it is only by (he law of

Osmose, and not through pores or other boles in

the wall that the coloring is eflected.

We find often at the inside of the cuticle of

cellulose, layers of different form, thickness and
arrangement. These layers have sometimes the

form of a circle, sometimes of a si>ii-al. sonielimes

of large dejiosits covering more or less llie entire

surface of the cell.

When the cell contains one or more rings, it is

called the cellula [Fig. i:!i).]

annulifera, or;

ring-bearing cell.

We find these

mixed with spi- \'S^~-^=^U*i5^^\l*^^^f==*^^l

rals in a trans- Transverse cut of Hyacinth leaf

.

verse cut ofa leafofHyacinth ( Fig. 136). When the

two ends do not grow together, then the layer

inside the cell takes the form of a spiral ; this

spiral can run from the left to the right, or from

the right to the left. The cells containing the

spiral are called fibre cells, when the fibres are

clearly separable from the cell wall. A trans-

verse cut of Hyacinth shows very distinctly these

spirals. And you can also distinguish some
fibres running from I'ight to left, and one running

in the contrary direction. The same can be ob-

sei-ved in a few cells out of the pith of Geranium.

[Pig. 137.)

Pith of Geranium,

In this example I bad rent the spiral out of the

cell, and so I could study it more closely. I found

it an ehistic substance without bole in the in-

terior, the breadth being everywhere the same.

In one part I distinguished that the fibre-ribbon

was split in the middle (Fig. 1:17, ua) but soon

coming together again, leaving a kind of button-

hole.

In the fibrous cell adjacent (Fig. 137, b) I re-

marked that, iit the borders of the i^ell where t\\Q

fibi-e-ribbon passed from above to below, there

was a little while spacu' (Fig. 137, c). the eflect

of the interference of the light. I followed the
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siMi-al, anrt found at ouo end. whore it was vent

.ml of tlie i-ell. that it was also an entin- fibre,

and I eould see that tlie wliite sjtots at the twili-

inu was not occasioned by a pore or a hole in

tlie wall of the cell. This observation was very

intefeslinu. because it gave me the opportunity

ofexiilainiiij-' such white spots at the ends of a

lender Hue in tlie eells of a moss (Sphagnum
_timbriaturii). which I was unable to do before

(Fig. 138).
[Fig. 138 ]

Sphagmun tirabri.atum.

This tender line is nothing else than a spiral.

This libre could not be isolated from the c-ellu-

lose, but it aiUiered very fast to it, and broke

just at the same place as the cellulose, as you can

iiiiiark in the lacerated cells of the edge of a

slice. "That might be considered as the tran-

sition to the poi'ous cells (ceUuldso' porosw),

in wMch the fibres are so growu together

as to appear like a continuous membrane beset

with little pores. Close by the fibrous cells

you can find them in the pith of Geranium (Fig.

137, c). It presented itself in the shape of a

ladder, the pores are horizontally disposed at

equal distances from each other; in the middle

of each pore you can see a transverse line divid-

ing it into two halves—an effect of interference

of light. In the tliickues-s of the wall of the cell

at Imth sides, and corresponding to the sjiace

between the pores, we remark a .swelling of the

i(llulo-.( . this i>, the result of the growing to-

gethu ot the fibre and ^\all

[Fig IW ]

Tran8\erse

Libel cell-, of Cinchona calisaya.

When the inside layers are deposited meiv

II the entire surface of the cellulose wall, ll

,'e have a successive growing of the wall ii

regular way, depositing ring upon ring, sjiiral

upon spiral, porous layer upon porous laxcr: or

the layers are deposited irregularly—the tirst is

mostly the case.

A transverse and a longitudinal slice of lilici-

cells of the Peruvian bark (Cinchona ra/ixai/a)

givc> u> a splendid illir-ti-ation «f lliis. You

another. (Fig. 13il.)

1 In the starch-cells of the root of

Sarsaiiarilla (Sini/aj- sarsapari/la)

tlif pores arc deposited with regu-

larity. I reiiiarki'd Dial, by culling

till' sli,-c. Ihc poivs near lli<' edoe

did not rend: and li\ addini; iodine.

the starch inside llic integer cell

(Fig. UO. b). attached with ils top

to the lower end of this liicerated cell,

took its blue color merely in accord-

ance with the law of Osmose. The
starch granules near the top (Fig.

UO.a). where Ihey are [Ki,M4i,:

separated from the con-

tact of the iodine b.\'

two membranes

ored first and more
intensely, because the

capillarity sent a large ceirsaisaparuia.

iodine in that direction

HOW TO STUDY THE (}

The study of the grasses is attended with

some difficulty on account of the smallness of

the parts composing the flowers, and is under-

taken by very few, even of those who study

with some care the more conspicuous flowering

plants. But for those who will have the patience

to attempt their investigation. Nature spreads

out an open and inviting field, and the explorer

will be rewarded by discovciics of as great in-

terest as in any other deparlnicnl.

Iiet us notice some of the principal parts, or

organs, entering into the flower structure of the

grasses. The flowers of grasses are sometimes

in spikes, as those of Timothy or Herd's-grass,

and sometimes in loose, open panicles, as those

of Red-top. Each spikelet, or smallest subdi-

vision of the spike or panicle, whether consisting

of a single flower or of a number of flowers, has

commonly a pair of outer husks called glumes.

Each individual flower is composed of two

inner husks or scales called paleie, three stamens

(each consisting of a thread-like stem or fila-

ment), a pollen-box or anther, and a pistil,

composed of the germ and two hairy or feathery
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styles. Tlie outer pair of glumes is sometimes

wanting, and in some cases one of the inner

pair is either absent or imperfect.

It is well to begin the study of grasses by

examining first the structure of some of those

having large flowers, as the common Oat (ylveiia

mtira, L.) Here if we take one of the smallest

spikelets, we find first a pair of large husks or

glumes, one of them at the hottom rather folds

over the other, and is affixed to the stem or

rachis a little below it, hence it is called the

lower glume; the other is called the upper

glume. Just within these glumes will be seen

two or three flowers, in each of which we may

observe the two palets, and, if the specimen is

collected in flower, we will find the stamens

and styles, but if the ripe oat is examined we
shall find within the palets only a grain ; or, in-

deed, one of the two or three flowers may be

sterile or imperfect.

A wild grass {Stipa spartea, Trin.) growing

on the native prairies and plains of the West,

and sometimes called Wild Oats, or Porcupine

grass, on account of the slender, twisted awn or

bristle, four to six inches long, which encloses

the seed, has very conspicuous glumes, one and

a half or two inches long; but very few of our

grasses have flowers of such magnitude, while

in some species the flowers are less than one line

in length.

After acquiring familiarity with the floral

organs in some of the larger specimens, the

learner will have little trouble, with the aid of a

common lens, and of the excellent figures in

Gray's Manual, in getting an acquaintance with

any of the common grasses. We trust our

readers will improve the coming season in an

investigation of this subject.
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THE FI,0WE1!1NG DOGWOOD.

(Con,,,. /«,/,/„. L.)

There iiic iiuiiix kinds of DD^iWood (Corniis).

the iiiosi of wiiiili are shrulis varying in lieiglit

lidiii fi\r to till or tifteen feet, and distributed

over iieiirly nil purts of onr eountry. But the

most iittrartivr iiiid sliowy of nil the Dogwoods
is that speeies l.otauically railed Corniis Jloridn,

L. It is a small tree, growing from tifteen to

tweiity-tive or thirty tret high, having a pretty

wide range of latitude fnmi 47° N. to Florida,

being raiv. however, in the northern latitudes.

Its natural situation is in roeky woods, and on

tlie Ix.rders of streams.

It is a very conspicuous object when in flower,

from the ]uofusion of large white blossoms, or

rather what appear to be blos.soins, for the appa-

rent blossoms are not really such. The true

llowers are very small, and clustered together iu

a small head. Each of these minute flowers has

all the parts jiroper to a perfect flower, calyx,

corolla, stamens aud pistil. Immediately beueath

the cluster is developed four large wliitc leaves,

lookiu';- like jietals. but really forming what is

called an involucre. These involucral li'aves are

inversely heart-shaped, and about an incli and a

half long. At a distance they look like the pro-

per petals of a single flower, while the small

head of true flowers which they surround looks

like the central organs of a flower. A close ex-

amination will readily detect the true nature of

these parts.

The wood of the Dogwood is very close-grained,

hard, capable of an excellent polish, and useful

for the manufacture of many articles re(|uiring

durability and flrnmess of texture, 'i'lic bark of

the tree is bitter, and lias-long been known and

cmiiloyed as a substitute for. or adjuvant of.

Peruvian bark aud quinine in the treatment of

ague and malarious diseases.

The tree is well deserving of cultivation from

the showy appearance of the snow-white flowers.

or floral appendages (Fig. 1-ti!). which contrast

I

finely with the lively green of the foliage, and

I

froui the bright red berries which succeed the

I
flowers.
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OUR CULTIVATED GRASSES.

The grasses wliicli in this couiiti-y arc culti-

vated for pasturage ami hay-making, are cliiefly

Bkie-grass (Poa pratensis, L.), also called June-
grass, Red-top {Ayrostis mlgaris, Wiih.), and
Timothy, or Herd's-grass (Phleiim pratense, L.)

Sevei-al other species are occasionally found in

lawns and orchards, and an animal species called

Millet (Setaria italica, Kunlh), is somewhat
extensively grown for hay or fodder.

In some portions of the country Dlup-grass

has acquired an extended reputation as a pasture

grass. In Kentucky, Oh-o, and some other

Western States, it is considered the most valu-

able of all grasses for pasturage. There has been
much discussion during several years past as to

the real botanical name of the Kentucky Blue-

grass, some contending that it was the Poa
compressa, which is also called Blue-grass, and
which, in fact, is often found growing with Poa
jn-atemis. The latter has an upright, round
stem, or culm, while the former has a reclining

and flattened stem. We think there is little

doubt among botanists that the June-grass of

the Northern States is also the Blue-grass of

Kentucky, varied only by differences of soil and
climate. The genus Poa includes a number of

other species, which have more or less value as

forage plants, the most important of which is,

probably the Fowl Meadow-grass {Poa serotina,

Ehrh.) This is found as a native grass in many
parts of the country, forming, indeed, a con-

siderable proportion of the grass of sloughs and
wet meadows in Northern Illinois and Wiscon-
sin. Though somewhat coarse, it is a very
productive and useful grass.

Red-top iAgrostis vulgaris, With.) is exten-

sively employed in the Northern States as a

pasture grass, especially on low, damp grounds.

In Pennsylvania it is called Herd's-grass, which
name in the Northern States is applied to quite

a dift'erent grass. Red-top is native both in this

country and in England, where it is called Bent-

grass. Two other nearly-related species, the

AVhite Bent-grass (Agrostis alba, L.), and the

Brown Bent-grass, {Agrostis canina, L.) are

occasionally found in meadows mixed with
common Red-top, and they also arc native in

some localities in this country. All the species

of Agrostis have oue-flowered spikelets, in

open panicles. Red-top has its name from the

reddish color of the flowers and flower branches,

which color is very peculiar and distinctive

when a large quantity, or a field, is seen at once.

The stems are erect, round and smooth, and the

roots creeping.

As a grass for hay-making the Herd's-grass,

or Timothy (J'hlcum pratense, L.), is more ex-

tensively employed than any other. Its solid

stems, and tall, vigorous growth, give a large

product of highly nutritive hay. Its flowers are

arranged in a compact, cylindrical spike, usually

three or four inches long. The spikelets are

single-flowered, of two stifl-pointed glumes,

including two much smaller and shorter palets.

This grass has been introduced from Europe,

where it is native, and also extensively cultivated

under the name of Cat's-tail grass.

On the high mountains of New Hampshire,

and also on the Rocky Mountains, we have a

native species closely related to the Timothy,

viz, : Phleuhi alpinum, L., or what might be

called the Alpine Timothy. In Europe there

are also several other species belonging to this

genus, none of which, however, have been cul-

tivated.

THE HONEY LOCUST.

( GUdiisclda triacanthos , L .

)

The Honey Locust is a well known tree, prin-

cipiiUy of the Western and Southern Si;i(i's. It

is one of our largest forest trees, the trujik fre-

quenth- attaining a diameter of three or four

feet ; but. from its habit of early dividing u]) into

large branches, it does not attain as great height

as many smaller trees. It usually forms u broad,

open head, with a beautiful light-green foliage,

which waves gracefully in the sunnner breeze.

Its trunk and limbs are usually beset with

numerous horrible spines, or thorns, from three

to six inches long, each of which has eonnnouly

two branches, whence the si)e(itic name triacan-

thos. or three-thorned. These thorns, however,

are not conslmit. as trees are occasionally tVnind

which are entirely snuicitli. Some have supposed

these were a dilleieut species, but they are in all

other i-esperls like the thorny kind, and the seed

of eilliev will iir(i(lnc(^ thorny and thornless trees.

The favorite locality of the Honey Locust is in

bottom lands, or following the course of small

streams. It belongs to the Pea family (Natural

Order Legumiiin.iw). but not to the same section

as the Black Li.eusl. which has (rue papilli.ni-

aceous flowers. Its relationship in the I'ea

family would not be suspected from the appear-

ance of the flowers, but its pinnate leaves and

long pods, or true legumes^ easily identify it.

In its flowering liabit it is polygamous—that

is, the fertile and infertile flowers are either

separate or variously mixed on the same tree.

The flowers are small and inconspicuous, in short

spikes, proceeding from the axils of the leaves

.
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Tlie fertile ones produce flat, twisted pods, a foot

or more in lengtli. and an inoli and a lialf broad.

an<l containing- twenty or more pretty laroe, flat

seeds. The pinnate leaves, four to six inches

long-, ai'c made up of about ten pairs of small

(ililono- leaflets, which are nearly entire on the

margin. The pods contain a sweetish pulp,

w hich is said to be employed in some of the

SoHtliern States in fermenting a kind of beer.

The tree is a vigorous grower, with a pretty

dense, tough-grained wood, wliich makes excel-

lent fuel. It is not much in request as an orna-

ineiital tree, perhaps on account of its formidable

lliorns, but has been employed to make hedges,

and by some is tliought to be superior tor tliat

])nrpose to the Osage. It has alsi> been reconi-

mcndcd lor timber plantations.

THE WOODY COMPOSIT.E.

Perhaps no family of plants is more numerous
ill species than thai of the so-called Compound
flowers {Compositce)

.

In all that part of the country lying east of

the Mississippi there is not a shrub or tree be-

longing to this family. Some kinds, as various

species of Sunflower {Helianthus)
, produce

annually a large and heavy growth, but it iuva-

riably dies down to the ground at the approach
of winter. The roots of many are perennial,

but nothing above ground survives a season's

growth.

It is not so, however, with several kinds of

Composilw in the region of the Rocky Moun-
tains, and particularly in the great basins of the

western slope. These are various species of

Artemesia and Linosyris, all generally classed

under the name of Sage brush ; aud they form a

prominent and distinctive feature of the Plains,

and in some measure by their woody growth
compensate for the absence ol trees.

The largest and most common Sage brush is

the Artemesia tridentata, Nutt. It is very vari-

able in size; on dry upland plains not usually

over two or three feet high, with a trunk two
or three inches in diameter. In valleys and
moist ground it often attains a height of eight

to ten feet, with a thickness of as man'y inches.

Usually there are a number of stems spreading
out from one root. The wood is light and
porous, somewhat resembling cedar, and it

burns readily even in a green state, as also do
the leaves, with a pleasant balsamic fiagrance.

It is the main dependence, for fuel, of immi-
grants and travellers on the Plains west of the

mountain ranges. It has no resemblance to our

cultivated Sage-plant, except in its fragrance,

and belongs to an entirely diflFerent family. Its

annual growth is very slow. We have often

cut bushes of moderate size which indicated

forty or fifty years' age, and undoubtedly many
of them continue to grow for a century.

Another species, the Artemesia cana, Pursh.,

is seldom found away from ricli moist valleys.

It sends up more numerous stalks from one
root, i. e., it grows in bushy clumps of twenty
or thirty stalks, which are each about an incli

in diameter.

Still another species is the Artemesia arbus-

cula, Nutt. This is very dwarf in habit, seldom
growing over a foot high, but often covering

hundreds of acres on low mountain slopes.

The bushes of Linosyrus are quite similar in

general habit to those of the Artemesia, but do
not grow as large. There are also several spe-

cies of that genus.

NEW BOOK.

THE AMERICAN BOTANIST ANJ> FLORIST. Bv
Alphonso Wood, A.M., author of the Class Booic
of Botany. &c. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York and
Chicago.

This is a handsome, well-printed volume of nearly

fiOO pages, possessing some features of great merit. The
part devoted to structural and physiological hotany is

an example of great condensation, and is profusely

illustrated. The definitions are generally very clear

and concise. In some instances, we tliink, technical

names are unnecessarily employed, as for instance,

pleurenckyina Instead of Jibrom tissue, and trachyenchyma

instead of vascular tissve. "Where Englisli words will

con\ey the idea intended, we think they should be em-
ployed in preference to foreign ones; thus keaJ is a

better word than capitulum. and cVuster is to be preferred

to (jlomerule, etc.

The portion of the volume devoted to descriptive

botany professes to record the characters of nearly 4.000

species of the native and cultivated plants of the United
States east of the Mississippi river. The introduction

of greenhouse exotics is, we think, carried too fai-; for

instance, we have given us fifteen species of Begonia, a
genus of which we have no native representative . As
an accommodation to city classes, whose acquaintance
with plants is mostly limited to the cultivated exotics,

this may be well enough, Imt for students wishing to

study the productions of tlxii- nwn rnuiitry, vvc think

this matter is superfluous, :uiil tlmi \\< -parr would he

better filled bj expanding the ile-rn|iliuii-, ciloiir native

Ferns and Mosses.—The Ferns and Mosses
are beautiful objects and well deserving the

study of young ladies. Good specimens are

finely adapted to parlor collections for ornament
as well as for study. There are about sixty

species of ferns in the Northern States. Jlany
of them are very delicate and beautiful. The
fructification is generally in small dots or lines

on the back of the leaves.
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.NOTE.S FROM IMtKKESfOiNItKiXTK.

Field and JHeadow mosses.—The species afifect-

ins tliese localities, and often by their abumtance doing
great dara;i.:;e to meadows, are Bnjum anjenteum, Lin.,
'ihirhiila „,„i„;,;,!ata. Red. , ArMdium Okioense, Sch.,
/'/,./-,„;„ ,-„,p;,l„tiim. Schr., Phaacum altevnifoUum, ijrid.,

Miicl /'/,,/,.•.,,„ mlhtiilum, Schirnp. Several others are

'>" ii"n:ill\ [miiii.I in certain localities in li>~s iiiiiiil>crs.

// yhiim on clay lands i> ^nnniinic- i|iiite

'^•.'- iiiurious. Phascumt,;.,' 'h' ,!• i- lar.-r.

hI /////./

:.ln!a

udov

and in very low swampy places, Hypnum riparivm and
//^joawm mdiVaZe frequently abound; but excepting the

first six species little damage is sustained to the grasses

by their presence. Bryam argenteum und Barhula un-

guiculata are specially obnoxious not alone in these

situations, but in gardens and house-grounds vrhere

weeds are kept down, having the advantage of growing
without much heat; in tact, flourishing most luxuri-

antly wlieii phenogamous plants are entirely at rest in

the winter, they soon possess themselves of the whole

territory, and finally choke out many lierbaceus plants,

and do great mischief to garden shrubbery and even

trees. Underdraining would to some extent diminish

the evil, but as all mosses grow chiefly during the win-

ter and spring months, when moisture almost continu-

ally abounds, no satisfiictory remedy will probably ever

be applied for this particular evil to agriculture and
horticulture. E. Hall.

Velvet-leaf (AhutiliDi Ame/M.c, Gaert.)—Tin- In-

dian Mallow, or Velvet-leaf, often so called, and also

locally Stamp-weed, from a use formerly of printing

butter with its pods, is an annual East Indian plant ot

the Mallow family. It is a vile weed, already well

established in nunirroiis loivilitics ill ilir Wc<t, as well

as in the older purtiun- ,.r this .c.iiiili\ I'lil.lir aii.u-

tion,ifnotlegalen;irniiriiis. >li..ul,l l„. ,liiv.ir,l wiilimit

confining it to its pir-iiu arias; I radical inn h lierc

established is not prarti,-al,lr. thr str.l- lirini; appar-

ently imperishable iiihIii- all roiiditioiis lo uliieli lime

can expose them. The writer having carefully attiaulcd

a small locality for sixteen years, finds the seeds that

ripcneil probably sixteen years ago from a single plant

aiii)Hall> maKiiii;- their appearance. The spread of the

plaiii is iioi iiicessarily rapid, nor diflBcidt to check. An
iii-laiiiT ,>,-,iiis here, where the plant has grown for

.nd

eld.

in the rich eidtivated lands all over the West. Farmers
are not aware of the pernicious character of the weed
or the detriment their farms are subjected to from its

presence on them. Fifty per cent, depreciation in in-

trinsic value would probably be below rather than aliove

the average loss in worth of farms stockeil with it. I

have seen farms in Central Illinois .^llnllll..|lld ai)pareiul\

tion, itbei
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GKE.VT DISCOVERY-CURCULIO EXTERMINATION
POSSIBLE !

The importance of this subject, the demand
for prompt and persistent action, and the absolute
necessity of arousing everj' peach, plum and
stone-fruit growei- to destroy the Curculio, have
led the editor of the Herald, as Secretary of the

St. Joseph Fiuit-Growers' Association, to issue

this extra. Not a single day should be lost, for

with united action 5u0,000 Curculios may be
killed in a single day.
There is no doubt on this point. This morn-

iiio- Hon. John Whittlesey called at the Herald
office and stated that on the lith inst. he killed

2,715 Curculios about the roots of 200 trees, and
on the 15th, in foui- hours on the same trees he
killed 1,500 by actual count.
Mr. Whittlesey also stated that Mr. Ransom,

Mr. Bonelle and himself had in five hours killed
upwards of 5,000 Curculios in a portion of three
small orchards. That he had himself alone, in two
days of eight hours each, killed one-half more
Curculios than were ever taken by three men
with the old fashioned sheet in a week. Mr.
Whittlesey is one of the most sncces.sful and
.scientific fruit-growers of St. Joseph, whose
word is a bond; but he said, ''Do not believe
me; go to Mr. Ransom's orchard and see for
yourself."
Entering Mr. Ransom's orchard, the editor

met Dr. Lyman Collins coming out. Dr. Col-
lins is widely known for liis successful peach
culture.

" Well, Doctor, is it a success?"
" Most assuredly. I tried the experiment on

eight of my trees in the evening, and the next
morning took 104 Curculios. I am going home
to bug my whole orchard in this manner."
Wm. B. Ransom, the discoverer of the new

method of exterminating the Curculio, was
found on his knees in the back of his orchard
examining his Curculio traps. This was at 10
o'clock A. M., and he had already killed 1,357
on 300 trees. The editor stooped down and
lifted up a corn cob not six inches long, and
found and killed seven Curculios. There is no
doubt whatever, that the long desiied means of
exterminating the Curculio is discovered.

Such is the burden of a little two-column
extra to the St. Joseph Herald, which Mr. J. E.

Chamberlain, editor of that paper, and Secre-

tary of the St. Joseph Fruit-Growers' Associa-
tion, sent to us just as our last number was going
to press. The subject is of such importance
that we can forgive, in an editor, the somewhat
sensational heading.

The following account of the method em-
ployed we soon afterwards received from the

discoverer himself:

Editor American Entomologist : As you are
scieneed in the matter of Bugs, it \aay be of
some interest to you, and of practical importance
to fruit-growers, to know that the Curculio

—

that pest of all stone fruits—can easily be de-
stroyed, as I am now practically demonstrating.

pairs (111 the tl'Uliks (,f the l)c;irli livi'^. whrivllie

deteruiiued to watch their movements this year,
and learn more of their natural habits, and see
if there could not be some more speedy, efl'ectual,

and less exjjensive mode of destroying them than
has liitherto been practiced.
Some three weeks ago I examined my trees

(peach, plum and cherry) but did not find any.
The first of May brought warm days, and the
same degree of warmth which expanded the
blossoms and the foHage, roused the Curculio to

activity in tliis latitude. After two or three
warm days, I went (May 4th) and closely exam-
ined my trees, and found small numbers of the
little pest on each tree. None were found copu-
lating. The next day was warm, and 1 founil a
few in pairs. Nrxf'duy it i-aiiicil a litfli', aiul

turned cold. Duiiiiji' the cuhl days and nights
the Curculio stopped feeding on the leaves of the
trees.

On the 13th of May it was very warm, both
day and night ; and next day almost all the Cur-
culios which 1 destroyed had fed. From their
first appearance I searched for tliciu ainiiiid and
under the trees, but fouml none. I'.ut after four
days' .search, I knew they must be hid under
leaves, chips, sticks, stones, or sometliing. I laid
myself down and examined more closely, and
began to discover the little hump-back rascals.

Now, let me sum up my observations, and my
mode of destruction. The warmth that brings
out blossoms, brings the Cui-culios to their
natural food and breeding places. They liide

anywhere in the orchard where there is a cover.
During sufficiently warm days and nights they
go the tree—mostly crawling, I presume,—to
feed and pair.

I destroy them in this way : By experiment at

first I raked eveiything that they could possibly
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liide under from around the tree, and made tlie

soil isniooth Cor a rouplooffccl avound (lie collar;

I tluMi imt a fi'W iiiccoi.n.aik.ciirli iwo or lliroe

to (lie tree. In a few li(riii-s 1 wciil and cxaininod
Miem. Ah I there tlio pests were hid ! I en-
larged the mimher of traps. Yes, I liad the
fellows usiiii;- mv houses, as well as eating mj-
fruit! I cleared' mv orchard under the trees:

made siuoolli two »v llireo_ feet of llic -nuiud

i.f oM leather. slone>—anvlhiiin- lo i;ive' them
slielter—near tlie hult. Tl'ic eiiriny can be al-

iaeked in his haliilal. (ioaround an \- lime in the
dav. turn the traps over, and llieiv llic iiests are

I (lav (Itl'li) it was liol. (.)nii(t

lol (lav. and nexl niorninii'. In
.-live trees. 1 killed 1.U4.S (Jnrculi

Thewi
and thi'

killinu- o

about >c>

in.just i,uv liour.

t lia\e told my neighbors, and some of them
are deslro\inn ll'ieir Cnreiilios in the same man-
ner. Mr.' j'. AVliilllesev llii> mornin-. from
under about two linnihv<l iivo. Kill.'d l'..M I in

about two hour.-. In cool wcallin- I lind few.
but during' the tirsi w arm days lhe> swarm. Let
this method be unitedly tried, and we can save
our fruit. AV. B. Kaksom.
St. .Joseph. Mieb, 31ay ](i, '70.

We are really sorry to damp the ardor and
enthusiasm of any person or persons, when
enlisted in such a good cause, but truth obliges

us to do so nevertheless. Of course, Curculio

extermination is possible ! but not by the above

method alone, as our Michigan friends will find

to their sorrow. For a short time, early in the

season, when the days are sometimes warm and

the nights cold, and before the peach blossoms

have withered away, we have succeeded in

capturing Curculios under chips of wood and
other such sheltered situations; but we have

never been able to do so after the fruit was as

large as a hazel-iuit, and the Little Turk had
got fairly to work. Our Michigan friends will,

we fear, find this to be too truly the case.

This process, furthermore, cannot well be

called a discovery, because it was discovered

several years ago, as the following item from
Moore's Bural Kew Yorker, of January 28th,

1805, will show:

llow TO C.4TCH CiKcui.io.— 111 May last we
had occasion to use some lumber. It was laid
down in the vicinity of the plum-yard, and on
taking up a piece of it one cold morning, we
discovered a number of Curculios huddled to-

gether on the underside. On examining other
boards we found more, so we spread it out to
see if we could catch more, and we continued
to find more or less every day, for two weeks.
We caught in all one hundred and sixty-one.
So I think if people would take a little pains
they might destroy a great many such pests.

These were caught before the plum trees were
n fiower. What is most singular is, that we

u,ever found a Curculio on a piece of old lumber,
although we put several pieces down to try
them. They seemed to come out of the ground,
as we could find them several times a day by
turning over the boards. Mus. If. Wikk.
JOHNSONVILl.E. N. Y.

But though Mr. llaiisom can not properly

claim to have made a new discovery, and though

this mode of fighting will not iirove sufficient to

EXTKUMiN.VTK tbc Curculio, yet we greatly ad-

mire the earnestness and pei'.-everance which he

has exhibited. In denionstraiiiig that so great

a number of the little pests can be entrapped in

the manner described, Mr. K. has laid the fruit-

growers of the country under lasting obligations

to him. It is a grand movement towards the

defeat of the foe, and one which, from its sim-

plicity, should be universally adopted early in

the season. But we mu>t not relinquish the

other methods of jarring during the summer,
and of destroying the fallen fruit; for we repeat,

that the Plum Curculio will breed iu the forest.

We are fast becoming perfect masters of this

stone-fruit scourge. Ah-eady, Ihrougii the kind-

ness of Dr. Trimble, we have been enabled to

breed several specimens of the first and only

true parasite ever known to infest it; and, by a

series of experiments now making, we hope,

Deo volente, to be able to definitely clear up
every mooted point in its history before Nature

dons another wiutry garb.

P. S.—About a week after the above article

was in type, we found the following in the

columns of the St. Joseph Herald of the 28th

May

:

At a meeting held on Moiidav, the 23d inst.,

atBeiitcm Harbor, Dr. LeBaioi'i. State Entomo-
logist of lllinoi-. said: The objed for which I

came to Benton Harbor wa< to Collect some of
the insect- for future exaniinalicni. I wish to

secure anil take home -onie of ilii> larva' to rear
and oliMTve their hal.ii-. Fi-oiu Ihe habit of the
curculio Liailieriiiu under c!ii)i-. not having been
obserxi'd in Souiliern lllinoi-. I thought they
mighl l.eaiicw kind. I'.oide- tlic phini' or peach
curculio. lliere i- anolher kinil called Ihe apple
curculio. which we Ihouuhl niii^ht he the one
von are lakinu'. Yel tlnMlitlercnee is so slight

that we have not been able to discover which it

is. I shall lake some hoiiii' and carefully com-
pare them. 1 \vould he i;lad if any of the audi-
encewould -end nie Ihe larvicofaiiy new insects
they di-co\ci . w iih the leaves on which they are
found, lor examination."
Dr. Hull, of Alton. Stale Horticulturist, .said:

They had heard of the new discovery, and had
come over lo in\e-livale the cnrculio. He had
never before heard, and knew nolhinu' "f tills

mode of de-lindion. ami w a- -nrpri-ed and
gratified. It A\a> i(riainl\ a ureal discovery.
lie thought il conid nol he Ihe iiliini curculio,

which he once Ihoughl were itieiuical. until Dr.
Walsh sent him his specimens and made clear
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the difference. The apple cui-culio spreads with
extraordinary rapidity, and destroys the greater

pai't of the apple ci-op of Illinois. The plum
curculio stings, but does not breed in the apple

:

the apple curculio makes a round cut. difficult to

see with the eye. The worm i(iii;iiiis wlicrc the

egg was laid lintil it matures, w licii it cdims out
and goes into the gi-ound. He hoped tliis would
turn out to be the apple curculio. It is the apple

or plum curculio. for only one kind has been
seen to-day. Curculio can not fly under a tem-
perature of 70 degrees. They fly against tlie

wind ; but as yet he had been unable to determine
the extent to which they migrate. Whether this

be the apple or plum curculio, a great discovery
lius been made."

All wliich verily surprised us. What! tliecom-

1 lined entomological and horticultural wisdom
of Illinois not able to distinguish between the

Plum and the Apple Curculio? Dr. LeBaron,

so lar as we are aware, has never claimed to be

ae(|uainted with the Apple Curculio, and we
believe it is of quite rare occurrence around

Geneva : he might therefore justly be cautions in

I lie matter. But what shall we say of Dr. Hull,

wlio has so often spoken of the Apple Curculio,

and dwelt upon its habits, before horticultural

liodics; and who must have slain such hosts of

the Plum Curculio with his powerful and pon-

derous machine. Not able to distinguish be-

tween these two insects ? Why, they differ more
in tlie eyes of an entomologist than a sheep does

from a cow

!

The snout of the Plum CnvciiMo {Conotracheius

nenuphar) hangs down like the trunk of an ele-

phant : it is short, stout, and does not admit of

being stretched out horizontally foi-wards ; and,

as may be seen by referring to our Figure 92, is

scarcely as long as the head and thorax together,

and can be folded back between the legs, where
thei'e is a groove to receive it. The Plum
Cm'culio is broadest across the shoulders and
narrows behind, and moreover, the black sealing-

wax-like, knife-edged elevations on the back, with
the pale band behind them, characterize it at once

from all our other fruit-boring snoutrbcetles.

The Apple, or Four-humped Curculio (Anih-
onomus quadrigibbus, Say), is a much smaller

insect, with a snout wliich sticks out more or less

hoi-izontally and cannot be folded under, and
which is as long as the whole body. This insect

has narrow shoulders and broadens behind,

where it is furnished with four very conspicuous
humps, from wliich it takes its name. It has

neither the polished black elevations nor the pale

band of the Plum Curculio. In short, it difters

generically, and does not attack the peach.

If the St. Josephites were a wine-growing,
instead of a peach-gi-owiug people, we might,

in our own minds, have been able to account for

this lack of disci-imination on the part of one who
has said so much about both insects ; but as it is

(lor the tax on peach-brandy must certainly pre-

clude its manufacture tliere) we can give no

other explanation than—well, more anon!

THE DEATH-WEB OF YOUXG TROUT.

anal e.xtremity—all the flguii'S

The culture offish, and especially of the Trout,

is attracting deserved attention in this country,

from many persons who are at all favorably

situated for carrying it on. The idea of propa-

gating fish artificially is comparatively modern,
and when we reflect on the success of the enter-

prise, notwithstanding those who first talked

about it were looked upon as idle theorists; we
yet have faith that, some of these days, certain

beneficial and parasitic insects will to some ex-

tent be propagated and introduced into one
country from another—Utopian and chimerical

as the idea may now appear to most persons.

To-day fish-culture has grown to be a most
important and lucrative business in some parts

of Europe, and it is fast acquiring importance
in this country. It is an art yet in its infancy,

and the few enterprising men who embark in it,

in this country, will naturally meet with ad-

verses, and must gradually perfect their art by
dear-bought experience. Anything which will

lead to a better understanding of the obstacles

which render the business precarious, will

therefore tend to perfect the art, and must be
welcomed by those interested.
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On page 174, uuder this same caption, we
published an account of a worm which,.by
spinning a web in the water, proved very de-

structive to young trout in certain breeding

ponds in the States of New York and Ohio. On
page 211 we stated that this worm was the larva

of a Two-winged Fly, belonging to the genus

Simulium.

The habits of these larvas are not yet com-
pletely known ; and, as everything that bears

upon the subject will prove interesting, and aid

future observers, we make room for the follow-

ing original observations of two of our corres-

pondents. Mr. Seth Green, of Mumford, N. Y.,

says:

We find these larvae exclusively upon stones
in swift-running and rippling water. In a state
of rest, fastened by the "sucker" at the end of
the tail, they stand erect and move around with
a circling motion of the head. They move from
place to place by fastening the "tubercle" which
is under the thorax, and by bringing up the tail

end to it. The thread comes from the head end,
but whether from the tubercle or not, my glass
is not strong enough to discover. I think that
this larva leaves a thread wherever it goes. At
any rate, while putting those I sent to you into
the bottle, they invariably dropped from the
stick, leaving a thread behind them by which
they could be lifted and moved from side to side
in the water; and as, in taking away the stick,

the thread became fastened upon the mouth of
the bottle, we saw three or four at once actually
climbing up these threads—not so fast as a
spider would, but still at a pretty good pace.

Writing of the same larva, Sara J. McBride,
also of Mumford, N. Y., says:

When about to change its position, it works
for a few seconds with its maxillae against the
substance to which it adheres, and then, placing
the last segments of its body firmly on the place
thus prepared, moves its head ofl' in another
direction. Every time it moves its head, it

leaves in the place a silken thread, something
like a spider's thread, but much more delicate
and fine. After it has been in one place a short
time it leaves a " web," which is uneven and
irregular in its angles and outline. When
frightened this larva remains suspended in the
water by means of its thread.

I have never observed it feeding on any
aquatic plant, and so conclude its nourishment
must consist of animalcules. Whether its web
is for the purpose of securing its food, or the
natural result of moving its head from place to

place, I cannot ascertain. It exists in the larva
state in running water, during the winter
months, and spins a cocoon for its pupa of a
conical shape, and closed at the lower end.

Upon two occasions we have received speci-

mens of this larva from Mr. Green ; but each
time the water became so foul during the tran-

sit that the larvae soon perished, and we were
consequently unable to breed the perfect fly.

While these larvto were in our possession, we

made sundry observations on their peculiarities

;

but the article which follows, from Baron Osten

Sacken, on the transformations of the genus, is

so exhaustive, that we content ourselves with

presenting the life-like drawings at Figure 143.

The slight differences in form between onr

figures of the pupa and those of Verdat may be

accounted for, either by a difterence in species

or in maturity. We will also premise that our

pupie, like Verdat's and Schefier's, had four

principal branches and eight tracheal filaments,

each side ; that the silk is spun from the mouth
(apparently from lower lip), and that the fan-

shaped organs either serve to spread the web-
nets, so as to entangle the animalcules which
form this insect's food, or, what is more prob-

able, serve, as do the ciliie of many other small

animals, to form a vortex by the rotary motion of

the head observed by Bir. Green ; and the animal-

cules, thus engulfed in this miniature maelstrom,

are irresistably drawn towards the mouth.
Aside from its curious transformations, and

this newly-discovered destructive habit in the

larva state, this genus possesses an unusual

[FiK. 144.) interest from the fact that

it furnishes the well known
Blacic-fly of the North,

and the celebrated Bukfalo-

GNATof the Southwest ; and,

in order that the perfect

form may be recognized, we

Color-Black. pfcsent tlio auucxed outline

(Fig. 144, after Packard), of the former species,

Simulium molestum.

Where breeding ponds can be so protected as

to prevent these flies getting at the water dur-

ing the summer, it follows that the young fish

will not be troubled with the web of the larvae

;

but it is doubtful whether any such protection

can be given in the majority of cases. We shall

be glad to publish any further observations on

the habits of these larvie that may be made by

parties possessing the proper facilities for study,

and will add that, according to Osten Sacken,

besides this spinning larva of Simulium, that of

the genus Chironomus seems to weave the earthy

sheath in which it lives, and that of Tanypus

moves about in a light spun sheath, according

to Lyonnet.

l^=By a strange oversight we omitted the

name of Cjtus Thomas in our list of contributors

published last month. Mr. Thomas was, many
years ago, well known as a writer on Illinois .

entomological subjects, and, knowing that he is

with us, heart and hand, in our work, we owe

him an apologj- for this oversight,
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ON THE TRANSFORMATIONS OP SIMULIUM.

lACKEJJ, NEW YCUK.

Explanation of Figure 145— (a) Larva from a side view,
enlarged, the hair-line above showing natural size; (6)

same, from a back view; (c) pupa, venti-al view, enlarged;
(rf) same, dorsal view; (c)pupal pouch, enlarged, the hair-
line showing natural size-

—

After Verdat.

Several excellent observers have studied the

natural history of this genus, wMch, except in a

U'w doubtful points, may be considered as fairly

fhiiidated. The following account has been

prepared by comparing- my own obsei-vations,

made upon a species which I found in the envi-

rons of Wasliington, with those of Verdart and

others. In this account, the discrepancies be-

tween authors have been carefully noted, in

order to draw the attention of future observers

to those points which deserve to be investigated.

It must be borne in mind, however, that some
of these discrepancies may be due to the fact that

the observed larvse belonged to diflferent sjiecies

of the genus Simulium.
Tlie lai-vse are frequenth' found in small streams

of running water, in large societies, fastened by
their tails to stones or to the leaves or stalks of

water plants. They are about 0.35 of an inch

long, subcylindrical, attenuated in the middle,

incrassated towards both ends ; the latter third

of the body is stouter than the anterior third,

and almost club-shaped ; head subquadrate, yel-

lowish, with a pair of small, approximate black

dots on each side. Verdat took them for eyes, but

I did not discover the slightest convexity in them.

They are evidently below the horny shell of the

head. Antennse slender, subulifnnn. ;iiJij;uciitIy

four-jointed. Epistoma horny. s\ili(iiaiii;ular;

upperlipfleshy, fringed with long, del irate liairs;

its ordinary position is not horizontal, but almost

vertii'al, at riglit angles ^\'ith the upper surface

of the head and as if lapping over the orifice of

the lesophagus; (it can be perceived only by

looking in the direction of the axis of the body,

as it is concealed between the other parts of the

mouth) ; between the mandible and the c']iist(>ina

and close by the antennie the remarkable tlalx'lli-

form organs, peculiar to tliis larva, are situated

;

they consist of a stout stem bearing a fan of

thirty-five or forty delicate homy rays, each of

the shape of a very long, slender scythe; they

open and close like a fan ; when closed, tlie tip

of this fan is inside of the mouth and touches the

tip of the mandibles ; its opposite end forms an

Explanation of Figure 146 —(o) Head of larva, from iin-

diiside; (6) its mandible; (c) maxilla; (c) under lip; if)
upper li|)—all enlarged; (d) larva natm-al size, attaclied
t'l a ijhmt; to) pupa natural size, within its pouch—j4/tcr

Verdat.

angle or knee with the stem. They may be

compared to the antennas of the 3Ielolonthidw,

only the rays are much more numerous. The
mandibles consist of a pale-colored, apparently

fleshy, basal piece, with a tuft of hairs on the

inside, and to their upper extremity are fastened,

1st, a small, horny, black tooth, having the shape

of an ordinan- mandible, bifid at the tip. and

with a very minute projection inside of this in-

dentation; 2d, a brush of hairs, or perhaps of

scythe-shaped organs analogous to tliose form-

ing the fan. The maxillm consist of a stout,

fleshy basal piece, an elongated apparently two-

jointed palpus (first joint cylindrical, second

short, rudimentary), and an internal, i-ounded,

thumb-shaped lobe, bearing tufts of haii-s on both
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sides. Under lip and mentum, are represented

by a horny, projecting, slightly emarginate and

tridentate piece, behind wliich there is another

piece, fringed with numerous hairs, especially

on the sides. The body of the larva is smooth,

of a dirty greenish-gi-ay, this appearance being

produced by numerous spots of tliis color on a

pale ground. On the underside of the thoracic

portion there is a subcorneal, retractile pi-ocess,

crowned with a circular row of bristles. If

examined with a lens, this organ appears to

consist of a system of parallel black lines ; but

if a much stronger magnifjdng power is used,

these lines prove to be dense rows of short, sharp

bristles. The joints of the body are not distinct

;

still I could count twelve joints, five of which

formed the club-shaped anal portion of the body,

the four or five joints immediately preceding

them are more apparent than the others. The
anal extremity consists of a subcylindrical, trun-

cated protuberance, crowned with rows of bris-

tles, similar to tliose of the thoracic proleg.

Immediately below it, on the underside of the

body, there are three (Fries mentions only two)

short, cylindrical, soft, curved, retractile tenta-

cles, to wMch the large tracheae lead. These are

probably the oi-gans of respiration. I did not

discover any traces of stigmata, nor docs any

other author mention them.

The strange fiin-shaped organs are apparently

used for procuring food. Under a strong mag-

nifying power, each [Kk- "'O

of the scythe-shaped

rays which compose

it appears lined on the

inside with exceed-

ingly minute hairs,

the fringe of which

is interrupted at

regular intervals by
short, conical projec- ^^yv^^'^ofl li^T^r^l'l^r,

tions. I have already iSaS'i^'?^\.Sefiip-aA IH^-

remarked above, that largea —AJter Oslen Sacken.

the tuft on the mandibles consists, if I have

seen right, of a row of small rays of a consist-

ency similar to those forming the fan ; it is prob-

able that this tuft is used for cleaning the fan

when it is closed and turned with its tip towards

the mandible. The fan is usually spread out,

but I have noticed that sometime before assum-

ing tlie pupa state, the larva keeps it constantly

closed, evidently because, at this period of its

life, it ceases to feed.

What the homology of these organs is, I am
not able to suggest. They seem to be absolutely

supernumerary, as the mouth, without them, is

complete, that is, contains all the parts of a

typical insect mouth. This is an interesting

question, worthy of being inquired into. As to

the use of these fans, it is undoubtedly for catch-

ing the animalcules which constitute the food of
the lai"va; but what those animalc^ules are, again

we do not know . luid have not been able to in-

vestigate. Tlie vague statement of Planchon,

that in the stomach of one of the larvse he found
a prodigious quantity of round or elliptical ani-

malcules, some dead, some still alive, cannot

satisfy us.

The larvse are sometimes seen swimming by
means of a jerking motion. They can also walk,

by doubling their body and using alternately

their anterior proleg and their anal protuber-

ance.

According to Verdat, the larva moults more
than once. When full gi-own and about to un-

dergo its transformation, it spins an obconieal,

grajash, semitransparent pouch, fastened to a

plant or a stone ; in this pouch the pupa is in-

serted, its anterior find protruding above the

upper rim. I have seen the process of spinning.

The larva does not leave its foothold but re

mains in the centre of its work, using its

mouth, from which the filament is drawn, and
helping with its proleg. (According to an ob-

sei-vation communicated by Audouin to West-
wood, the cocoon is first formed entire, closely

resembling one-half of a diminutive egg, cut lon-

gitudinally, and fastened by the flat surface to

the leaf or stone; subsequently, the upper end

is eaten away as far as a thickened arch, pre-

viously formed. As I have happened to come
across this remark long after I made my obser-

vations, I am not able either to confirm or to

reject it.) According to Planchon, the skin is

not cast by tlie larva, but seems to dissolve and
thus gradually to disclose the outlines of the

pupa. (According to another author, the head
alone is thrown off.)

The pupa, on each side of its thorax, has a tuft

of filaments, sei-ving evidently for respiration.

From a common root I saw eight principal

branches proceed, which, at some distance, split

in two, thus fonning sixteen filaments. (Fries

mentions and figures only /oitr filaments on each

side; Fabricius, six; Verdat's and Scheffers'

lai-vse had eight. I do not know how to account

for these ditt'erences.) Verdat mentions " a

cylindrical body, at the basis of these tufts,

appearing scaly at its root and conical, spongy

at the tip." I did not see anything of the kind.

On the abdomen of the pupa, I perceived, along

the posterior margins of the 3d and the 4th dor-

sal segments, rows of eigJU very minute spines

;

tliey are arranged iji gi-oups of four, sepai-atcd
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by a very short interval ; near the tip of the ab-

(loiiien tliere is a row of still more niiuute spines.

I (lid not see the exclusion of the perfect in-

sect ; but, according to Verdat, after 13—li days

spent in the pupa state, the thorax splits and the

fly escapes, wrapped in an air-ball, which makes

it rise rapidly to the surface of the water ; during-

this interval, the limbs remain folded as in the

pupa ; but as soon as it reaches the surface, the

limbs unfold themselves in an instant and the

fly walks on the water towards the next stalls,

where it remains until its wings have become

sufliciently hardened.

The imago of S. reptans has acquired in Eu-

rope, under the name of "the gnat of Colnmbatz,"

a reinitation equal to that of Glosdna morsitans,

the African Tzetze. Immense clouds of this

bloodthirsty gnat infest the banks of the Danube
on the Hungarian as well as on the Servian side,

where the castle of the Columbatz is situated.

Their numbers are such that animals attacked

by them seldom escape death, as they not only

cover the skin, but penetrate in every orifice,

even the lungs, and produce the most intolerable

inflammation. More than six himdred head of

cattle were destroyed in that region in the single

year of 1783. The same gnats are mentioned in

Poland as far back as 1670, where, according to

the (probabh- exaggerated) accounts of the time,

thirty men were killed by them. In the Northern

States and Canada, Simulium is known under

the name of Black-fly, and is, in some regions,

very annoying. In the West, it is called Buffalo

gnat, and I have heard of a case of destruction,

caused by them to mules at Vicksburg. which
fully equals that of Columbatz.

AUTHORITIES.
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BL.VCK KNOT.

It was long ago shown in the Practical Ento-

mologist by Mr. Walsh, that the Fungoid dis-

ease known under the name of " Black Knot"

to infest the cultivated Cherry,was quite distinct

from the disease of the same name which attacks

the cultivated Plum ; and that the former most

probably took its origin from the wild Choke

Cherry {Cerasus virgiaiana), and the latter

from the common wild Plum (Primus ameri-

cana). Hence there followed the important

practical consequence, that Black Knot could

not spread from Cherry on to Plum or from

Plum ou to Cherry ; each parasitic fungus con-

fining itself to its appropriate tree.

In July, 1800, we were favored by Mr. B.

N. McKinstry, nurseryman, of East Sumner,

Kankakee county, Illinois, with specimens of

Black Knot growing (piitc abundantly with

him, as he says, upon the Miner Plum, but

not on any other cultivated plum. A single

glance suffices to show that this diseased growth

is essentially distinct from the common Black

Knot of the Plum, although like this last it is

evidently of fungoid origin. In fact, both in

color, ill external texture, and in internal or-

ganization the two ditfer so widely, that "Brown
Knot" would be afar more appropriate name
than "Black Knot" for the afTectioii of the

Miner Plum.

As the Miner Plum is a cultivated variety of

the Chickasaw Plum (Pruiius chicasa), it would

seem to follow that there are three distinct

Black Knots, originating respectively from

Choke Cherry, from the common Wild Plum
and from the Chickasaw Plum ; and further, that

the first is confined among our cultivated fruits

to Cherry, the second to our common tame

plums, and the third to the Miner Plum. It is

very remarkable that in Europe they have no

Black Knot at all, whether upon Cherry or Plum.
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IfOXIOUS LABV^.

liV Dll. WM. LE BARON, GENEVA, ILLS

Wliilst insects are much more beautiful and
perfect, aud consequently more attractive and
interesting, both to the entomologist and the

amateur, in the imago or winged state, than in

the lai-va or grub state, yet it is in this last con-

dition that they are of cliief importance to the

farmer and horticulturist. This we shall easily

understand from the following considerations.

In tlie first place, it is in the larva state that the

insects accomplish the whole of their growth;

no insect increasing in size after it has attained

tlie winged form. It is therefore in the larva

state th:it tlic nii'ati'st aniount of food is required,

aii<l :irc(ir(liiii;|y il i- in this state only, with a

few exceptidiis. llial insects commit those exten-

sive ravages which often render them the scourge

of the husbandman.

Secondly, many insects which in the lai-va state

are furnished with mandibles or teeth fitted for

gnawing herbage, are so completely changed,

that in the perfect state, the mouth consists of a

long flexible tube or sucker, incapable of injur-

ing vegetation. Such are the extensive tribe of

caterpillars, which, in their perfect state, become
converted into moths or butterflies.

Thirdly, as a general rule, insects live much
longer in the larva than in the perfect state, and

therefore have more time for mischief. Many of

the Lepidoptera live several months as larvae,

but only a few days as imagines or perfect in-

sects. Some of the most pernicious Beetles,

namely, the May-beetle, which comes from the

Wliite grub, and the Two-striped Saperda, wliich

is the parent of the Round-headed Apple-tree

Borer, exist three years in the larva state, and

not often more than as many weeks in that of

the perfect insect.

It is in the lai-va state, therefore, we repeat,

that insects are of the most importance to the

agiicultuiist, and it is natural, when he meets

with these mischievous creatures, that he should

feel interested to know what is their name aud

nature, and into wliat kind of winged insects

they will ultimately be changed. It is in order

to aflTord some assistance in gratifying this laud-

able curiosity that we have drawn up a few

practical generalizations, which are recorded in

the sequel.

Insects, with respect to their transformations,

are divisible into two widely different sections.

In one the metamorphosis is said to be incom-

plete ; that is, the insect retains the same form,

or nearly the same, in all its stages of lai-va,

pupa, aud imago, and is active in the pupa, as

well as in the other states. The pupa is distin-

guished by having ruclimental wings, and the

imago by having wings fully developed. The
grasshopper furnishes a familiar example of tliis

kind of metamorphosis.

In the other section, the metamorphosis is

complete; that is, the insect undergoes such a

total change that its several states bear no re-

semblance to each other, and the insect is inac-

tive in the pupa state. The caterpillar changing
to a chrysalis, and then to a moth or butterfly,

furnishes a well known instance of complete

metamorphosis. To the former division belong
the orders Orthoptera (Grasshoppers, &c.) and
Ilemiptera (Bugs, Leafhoppers, &c.) ; wliilst

the latter inelndes tlie vast majority of insects,

constituting I lie rcinijinhensive orders of Coleop-

tera or Beelhs. Leiii(lni)iera or Scaly-winged
Flies, Hymenoptera or Clear-winged Flies, and
Diptera or Two-winged Flies. The order Neu-
roptera, which is in a gi-eat measure aquatic,

forms a connecting linlc between the two sec-

tions, the greater number being active in all

their states, whilst in a few families, such as the

MyRMELEONiDvK (Aut-lious), and the Hemebo-
BiiD^ (Lace-wings) , the species undergo a

complete transformation.

If, in accordance with the views of some re-

cent authors, we unite the anomalous group of

Strepsiptera to the order Coleoptera, and more-

over include the harmless Phryganeid^ in the

order Neuroptera, then we can make the broad

assertion that every order of insects contains

species injurious to mankind. By far the larger

proportion of noxious insects belong to the two
orders Coleoptera and Lepidoptera, either one

of which contains nearly as many injurious spe-

cies as all the other orders together.

Ot the one hundred and seventy-eight families

recognized by Mr. "Westwood in his classiflcation

of insects, sixty-five, or rather more than one-

third, contaui noxious species. Of these sixty-five

families, I find but six in which the species are

injurious exclusively in tlie imago state, viz.,

the Cantharides, the Rutelidie and the Cetoniidse

amongst the Coleoptera, the Formicidae (Ants) in

the order Hymenoptera, and the Culicidse (Mos- )

quitoes), and Tabanidas (Horse-fiies) in the order

Diptera. And of these six, none except the Can-

tharides can be classed with the more seriously i

injurious insects. The species of all the other
)

fifty-nine families are injurious exclusively or
)

chiefly in the lai-va state. In some instances,

indeed, and especially amongst the phytophagous )

Coleoptera, namely, the Chrysomelidie and their
'

allied famihes, and also in those orders wherein '

the species undergo an incomplete metamor-
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s, the larvie and perfect insects usually

feed together, and it might be thought impos-

sible, at first sight, to tell wliich are the more

destructive. But when we consider the import-

ant fact to which we have before adverted, that

the whole growth of insects takes place in the

larva state, we must conclude that even in these

cases, the principal damage must be effected

wliilst the insects are in the prepai-atory stage.

If to this we add that one of the most destructive

orders of insects, namely, the Lepidoptera, com-

mit all tlieir havoc in the lai-va form of cater-

pillars, we shall be able to form some estimate

of the preponderance of damage effected by in-

sects in the larva state.

Let us now inquire if lai'vas exliibit any char-

acters by which we can so classify them as to

determine to what orders and families they will

respectively belong when they shall have attained

their perfect state.

The difficulty which has attended all attempt*;

to classify lai-vfe upon their own characters, and

at the same time preserve their relationsliip to

their respective imagines, strongly exlubits the

comparative inferiority or degi-adation of the

larval state. We can indeed classify lai-vse into

what seem to be natural groups, founded upou
their most important and prominent characters

;

but when we come to put opposite to them, in

parallel series, the perfect insects which these

lai-vas produce, we are astonished to find that

every vestige of relationship is lost. Take, for

example, the classification of lar\;c li\ Kirby and

Spence. These authors anani^r hirvie in five

principal groups. The thst uroiip produces,

when arrived at the perfect state, a heterogene-

ous mixture of Coleoptera, Hymenopt«ra and
Diptera. The second group produces Diptera

only. In the third, two of the most remote

orders of insects, the Coleoptera aiid Neuroptera

are brought into juxtaposition. In the fourth, a

part of the Tipulidse are separated from the rest

of their family, and . from the Dipterous order,

and associated ^vith the Micro-Lepidoptera. And
in the fifth group, Coleoptera, Hymenoptera and
Lepidoptera are indiscriminately associated to-

gether.

Still the practical question remains whether
an}' general rules can be established, by which
we can know what form the noxious larvas we
meet with, will ultimately assume.

In order to understand what follows, it is

necessary to state that larvse have legs of two
kinds: first, the true legs, representing the legs

of the perfect insect, wMch are comparatively

firm, conical, and jointed, and, when present, are

almost always six in number, and attached to

the first three segments of the body. Secondly,

the spurious legs, or prolegs, which are short,

thick, muscular and unarticulated, varying in

number from two to sixteen, and attached to one

or more of the eight last segments.

1st. Generalization. All larvie generally

known as Catcrpillai's, and ilistinguished by

having liotli leg- and prolegs, produce either

Lepiduplrra. or Saw-flies in the order Hymen-
optera ; and the larva; of the Saw-flies are dis-

tinguished from those of the Lepidoptera by

having more than five pairs of prolegs ; and by
having only two eyes, wliilst the true caterpillars

have ten or twelve, and also by their habit of

rolling themselves into a spiral coil.

2d. As a general rule, hairy caterpillars pro-

duce moths, whilst spiny or naked ones produce

buttei-flies or spliinges. The rule may be more
accurately stated thus : All densely haired cater-

pillars produce moths, but all the larvse of moths

are not hairy. The caterijiUars of the butterflies

and spliinges are either naked or ornamented

with spines, or with very short or scattered

hairs.

3d. Wood-boriug larvije belong mostly to the

Coleoptera ; but also to a few families of the

Lepidoptera, namely, the jEgeridas, the Hepi-

alid;e, and a few exceptional Tortricidas. The
larvje of the Lepidoptera can always be distin-

guished from those of the Coleoptera, by the

presence of prolegs on the intermediate seg-

ments. A few Coleopterous larvte have one pair

of prolegs on the anal segment, but more gener-

ally only one such leg.

4th. All leaf-sucking larvfe belong to the order

Hemiptera (including the Homoptera).

5th. All leaf-gnawing larviB, excepting grass-

hoppers, and the caterpillars above treated of,

belong to one tribe of Coleoptera, distinguished

by the title of Pliyliophaga, or Leaf-eaters, and
comprising the four families Criocerid», Galer-

ucidaj, Cassididas, and Chrysomelidis. These
lai-vje, moreover, can generally be identified by
tlieir short, wrinkled forms, their sluggish mo-
tions, and some of them by the singular habit of

protecting their bodies by their own excrement.

6th. All lai-vae found underground, excepting

those which enter it only for the pm-pose of

undergoing their transformations, are divisible,

according to their habits, into two sections.

First, the subterranean larvae, properly so called,

which live under ground, and feed upon the

roots of plants ; and, secondly, those which sub-

sist above ground, but burrow into it, when not

feeding, for the purpose of concealment. True

subterranean larvse are found in the orders Cole-

optera, Hemiptera, Homoptera, and Diptera.
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None of the last order, except a few of the

TipulidsB, have ever been known to multipl)^

so as to be seriously injurious to vegetation.

But in the Colcoptera we have the well known
Wliite-gi-ub of the May-beetle, and the large

Grape-root Borer, in the family Prionida^ ; and.

bcldiminu' ((> tlio Homoptera, is the pernicious

Aiiiilc-iivc KcMif-louse. The second section is

liiiiii<Ml aliiuisi exclusively to the notoi-iuus Iriljc

of Cut-worms, all of which belong to the family

(if Noctuidne, in the order Lepidoptera.

Tliese are a few of the more obvious general

results wliicli we derive from the observation of

insects, under the two limitations of noxious

liiibils and the larval state. Others, less reiiiaik-

al)le, perhaps, but ecuinlly iiiterestiiii;. would lie

suggested by amore minnle slu(l\ of llie subiecl

.

But this would exteiiil our ailicle to an uiireuson-

able length.

Insect Embryogenv.—Three years ago the

Entomological world was much interested in

the discovery of the phenomenon of partheno-

genesis in the larva of a gnat {Cecidomyia).
The particulars are given in Dr. Tripps's paper
in the Popular Science Revieio for April, 1867.

They are very curious. It has not hitherto been
surmised that the larva oiA^ihrojihora Sjinmaria,

the Cuckoo-spit, affords another instance. Baron
DeGeer, the great Swedish naturalist, noticed

that the female Frog-hoppers (so tlic perfect in-

sects are called) become so gravid in September
that they can scarcely fly. The eggs could not

well cause this inconvenient gravity, because
they are deposited at a much later season—in

England certainly, and probably in Sweden also.

The eggs do not seem to encumber the insect,

according to my observation, even in December
immediately before their deposition. We may,
therefore, suppose DoGcer's observation to have
applied to females about to become viviparous,

though he does not seem to have suspected it.

That it might have been so is rendered certain

by the occurrence of an embryo within the

abdomen of a larva taken in my garden, and
now in my cabinet. The claws, eyes, proboscis

and antenna; are to be clearly distinguished,

and even the lenses of the eyes, when consider-,

ably magnified. The antenn;e appear of an
unusual size, but they comprise only the normal
parts, and are obviously immature. The mother
larva in this example is about three-parts grown
to maturity, the wing-cases being still incom-

plete beneath the outer skin. ***!(, may
now be left to entomologists and physiologists

to pursue this new fact, unexpectedly started

upon a well beaten field.—/S'ciewce Gossip.

INSECTS IN.JURIOUS TO THE GRAPE-VI\E.-Nn. fl.

Tlic Grape-vine I'liniu'.

(rterophoriis perisceluladylas. Fitch.)

[Fig. US.]

Color.s— (n) Willie; (d) liglit-browu; (d) tiraiij -yellow.

Just about the time that the third bunch of
grapes, on a given shoot, is developing, many
of the leaves, and especially those at the

extremity of the slioot, arc found fastened

together more or less closely, but generally so

as to form a hollow ball. These leaves are fas-

tened by a fine white silk, and upon opening
the mass and separating the leaves, one of two
caterpillars will generally be found in the re-

treat. We say one of two, because the retreat

made by the smallest of the Blue Caterpillars

of the Vine, namely, the larva of the Pearl Wood
Nymph (Fig. W->, a, p. 152), so closely resem-

bles that of the Grape-vine Plume under con-

sideration, that until llie leaves are separated it

is almost impossible to tell which larva will be
found. Both occur at the same time of year,

and both have been more destructive than usual
the present season in the vicinity of St. Louis.

In an ordinary season tliey do not draw together

the tips of the shoots till after the third bunch
of grapes is formed, and in devouring the ter-

minal bud and leaves, they do little more than
assist tlic vincyardist in the pruning which he
would soon have to give. They act, indeed, as

Nature's pruning-knives. But the late severe

frost which killed the first buds this year, so

retarded the growth of the vines that the worms
wei-e out in full force before the third bunch had
fully formed, and tliis bunch was consequently

included in the fold made l)y these worms, and
destroyed.
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The larva of the Grape-vine Plume invariably

hatches very soon after the leaves begin to ex-

pand ; and though it is very generally called the

Leaf-foldee, it must not be confounded with

the true Leaf-folder, described in our last num-
ber, and which does its principal damage later

in the season. At first the larva of our Plume
is smooth and almost destitute of hairs, brt

after each moult the hairs become more percep-

tible, and when full grown the larva appears as

at Figure 148, a, the hairs arising from a trans-

verse row of warts, each joint having four above

and six below the breathing-pores* (see Fig.

148, c). After feeding for about three weeks
our little worm fastens itself securely by the

hind legs to the underside of some leaf or otlier

object, and, casting its hairy skin, transforms

to the pupa state. This pupa (Fig. 148, 6),

with tlie lower part of the three or four terminal

joints attached to a little silk previously spun

by the worm, hangs at a slant of about 40''.

It is of peculiar and characteristic form, being

ridged and angular, with numerous projections,

and having remnants of the larval warts ; it is

obliquely truncated at the head, but is chief!}'

distinguished by two compressed sharp-pointed

horns, one of wliich is enlarged at Figure 148,

e, projecting from the middle of the back : it

measures, on an average, rather more than one-

third inch, and varies in color from light green

with darker green shadings, to pale straw-color

with light brown shadings.

The moth (Fig. 148, d) escapes from this

pupa in about one week, and, like all the sjjecies

belonging to the genus, it has a very active and
impetuous flight, and rests with the wings closed

aud stretched at right angles from the body, so

as to recall the letter j. It is of a tawny yellow

color, the front wings marked with white and
dark brown as in the figure, the hind wings

appearing like burnished copper, aud the legs

being alternately banded with white and tawny
yellow.

All the moths of the family (Alucitid.e) to

which it belongs have the wings split up into

narrow feather-like lobes, and for this reason

* As Dr. Fitch's tlusci-iption of this larva is the only one
we know of, ami is rather incomplete, we subjoin the fol-
lowing for the scientific reader;
Mature Larva of I'TEHOi-iioni--! rERiscELiDAfTYLUs.—

Average length 0.50 inch < mImi- ].ale ,L,n-.'pnisli-yello\\'.

Joints separated by deep (•..ll^lliltiMll^. Eai-li juint'with a
transverse row of large rruiuii-.olur.d w;ui>, ^n\iiiL,^ rise to
soft white hairs, many of which iux- ^lil.'htlv cliiblMcl at tip
Four of the.sc warts above, aucl ^ix below sfiLjuuita, the four
lower smaller than the si.x upipir ones The hairs from warts
above sti^^niata diver>,^iii^' in all liireeticna and straight, those
from the row imninliatily b.-low sti.L.'inataclecurving. Other
short ami mure irinute club-tipped hairs sprint^ from the
general surface of the body between the warts . Head yellow
with labrum slightly tawny. Legs also yellow, immaculate
and very long and slender. Described from numerous living
specimens.

they have very appropriately been called Plumes
in popular language. In the genus Pterojihorus

the front wings are divided into two, and the

hind wings into three lobes. In this country,

a somewhat larger species (P. carduidnctylus,

Riley) occurs on the Thistle, and though bear-

ing a close resemblance to the Grape-vine Plume
in color and markings, yet difl'ers very remark-
ably in the larva and pupa states.

From analogy we infer that there are two
broods of these worms each year, and that the

last brood passes the winter in the moth state.

We have, however, never noticed any second

appearance of them, and whether this is from
the fact that the vines are covered with a denser

foliage in the summer than in the spring, or

whether there is really but one brood, are points

in the history of our little Plume which yet have

to be settled by further observation.

On account of its spinning habit this insect

is easily kept in check by hand picking.

The Peak-Leaf Fungus [Rtestelia cancellata).

—According to the Gardener's Chronicle this

fungus seems to be unusually abundant this

year. Its connection, if not its identity, with
the curious yellow fleshy fungus often found on
the Savin Juniper (Podisoma sabinoi) , has been

asserted by M. CErsted, and confirmed by M.
Decaisne. The latter botanist placed two plants

of Savin affected with Podisoma, one in the

ground in the midst of four perfectly healthy

young Pear trees, and the other among the

branches of a large, equally healthy Pear tree

{Bon Cure), at a distance of six to eight feet

from the ground. After a few days the Raistelia

appeared upon almost all the leaves of the five

Pears. Moreover, some leaves which were pur-

posely smeared on their under surface with the

slimy mucus of the Podisorna were speedily

reddened over by the Ra-stelia. M. Itoze, how-
ever, has not succeeded in his endeavors to

repeat this experiment, and he calls attention to

a circumstance which is very significant, that is

to say, tlie presence of true Puccinia (smut) on

the Podisoma of the Savin in some seasons, and

its absence in others, from which he cautiously

surmises that the Pear-leaf fungus may be a

form of the Puccinia.—Science Gossip.

At a late meeting of the London Entomologi-

cal Society, Mr. Westwood exhibited an Apho-

dius, which was given to him by M. Jenyns,

who assured him that this insect was frequently

vomited by the Hottentots.
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HOW TO COLLECT AND STUDY INSECTS-No. 3.

UY F. G. SASUORN, liOSTON, MASS.

Having equipped ourselves with the few
simple instruments previously described, let us

s.ally forth to some unfrequented spot—a wooded
hill-side, sheep pasture, or, if well provided with
water-proof boots, a meadow. Each and all such

places prove good "collecting ground," and
open a vast field of research to him who keeps
Ills eyes open and knows how to use them. Here
are a lew small stones, covering a square foot or

niori' of soil; turn them, or rather lift them care-

ful 1\- and reverse them, so that you can inspect

with one eye what has been for some days the

under surface, while the other eye watches for

any moving, and therefore probably eudeavor-

iiig-to-escape creature. Tliis little golden-red

knob, not so large as a pin's head, looks as if it

was part of the stone ; but wet your forefinger

and touch it, not exerting a pressure of more
than an ounce to the square inch. You have
brouglit up on his back a little kicking Jiexapod,

wliirh niaki< I'litile struggles to get upou his feet

Avliilc coiiiiiKMl to your great finger by the co-

hesi\e atlractiou of saliva. SUp your left fore-

finger and tluimb into your vest pocket, and
extract your magnifier, open and focus it. What
superb joints in all those supple feet and flexile

auteini»; what lustre in those thimble-like, brown
eyes ; how the little abdomen curves, contracts

and expands, and how the tiny elytra separate,

and the wings, matted with the moisture from
your finger, strive to lend their feeble aid to raise

(he uiiliai)i)y iiropriclor from his iguoble position

!

Nay. r\cii llic micro>iui)ic mouth opens, the little

brow n to remonstrate, but your
coarse auditory nerve catches no sound. Replace
your pocket glass and withdraw a small vial ; if

you have learned the use of your fingers, take

out the cork with your thumb and forefinger,

while you hold the vial steadily between the

other three fingers and the palm of the left hand.
Now shili vdui- right forefinger to the mouth of

the \ iai. -d ihal ihe little "specimen"' is enclosed,

anil willi a (juirk motion float liim ofi" in the al-

cohol, re-cork, and watch him if you please. He
kicks still, waves his autenufe frantically, opens
and shuts liis wings, perhaps twenty, forty, sixty

seconds, and with a placid smile upon his other-

wise immovable features, he folds his small limbs

upon his breast, and passes happily into that

sleep which knows no waking.

What is all this about? Oh, you have simply

captured a specimen of Olibrus nitidus, LeConte,

Order Coleoptera, Family Phalacridoi. Original

describer, F. E. Melsheimer, in Proc. Phila.

Acad. ISTat. Sciences, Vol. II., page 102. And
this is what characterizes him, and distinguishes

him from every other Olibrus that has ever been
seen :

" Short, ovate, greatly convex, light ches-

uut, highly polished, impunctured: head with
distant, very minute punctures ; eyes black

:

sutural stria of the elytra faintly impressed : 4 line

long.-'

But this is not collecting. Look again at the

stone; nothing more there, eh? Don't you see

small, shining, black objects, about five or six of
them, moving slowly along? Bring your magni-
fier to bear on one of them. It looks like a dim-
inutive wheel-barrow turned bottom upwards,
with an immense pair of sideboards dragging on
each side, or like a miiiiilc Imt initatcil turkey-

gobbler sweeping his sliflriicd wings behind him.
Wet your finger and look at him beneath; he has

eight feet surely, and woiri ilo lor a true insect.

True, he is a.\\Arachni<h\ or Spidi-r, and belongs

to the class denominated ilitcs. So few students

have studied up the Mites of this country, that it

is most probable he has never received a name

;

but put him in a vial with alcohol, and note when
and where he was found ; at some future date

we shall be able to investigate Ms structure more
closely with a powerful microscope, or shall

meet some one who can tell us more about him.

What are those little gray creatures that are

leaping so actively, and sometimes running quite

briskly on the ground or on the flat surface of the

stone? Look at the under side of one of these

longer ones and you see a little fork hinged at

his tail, and springing up and down, its points

nearly rcaihiiig !iis liinderfeet. This little insect

belong- lo till Spring-tails, or, as the technical

n&UK- I'lidani iniiilies. Foot-tails. It is considered
by most naturalists, as a low form, or "degraded
tjrpe," of the Order N'europtera, to which tlie

Dragon-flies, Termites or White Ants as they

are improperly termed, and j\Ia\-tlics liclonn. Its

body is covered with ildiralc xalo, sliajicd likr

[F,,;. Mil.] those of tislics, and smaller

and finer than those on the

wings and bodies of the

butterflies and moths. These
scale- (Fig. 149) were used
formerly as "test objects" for

the compound microscope,

'|JJ(,'l,',W
and are so used to some

""'""""" extent to-day for cheaper

instruments, the fine lines

ruled along the scale being
diflicult to sec clearly, or to "deflne," as the

phrase is, with a poor glass. We can keep them
tolerably well in alcohol, but should use a
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separate vial, as they will get badly rubbed if

kept ill the same place as the harder shelled in-

sects. But we can put in with them those short,

rounded little hoppers, of a greenish color, not

bigger than a pin's head, which also have a forked

lipring in their tails, and belong to the genus

Smynthurus.

Have you got through with the little world

under this stone? If so, slip your net ou the end

of your walking-stick, for here comes a fellow

on the wing, his colors gleaming and flasliing in

the sun. Wait ; now is your time, strike ! Now
twist your wrist slightly, so as to bring the

weight of the net across the mouth of the loop.

You can now grasp the net below the loop, and

pick out, with the other hand, the specimen ; or

pi7i it through the net, as you prefer. What does

it look like? "A darning-needle," Oh! well,

you can introduce your hand and seize it with-

out apprehension, for it cannot hai-m )'ou, spite

of its formidable appearance, and the old women's

traditions, floating in your memory, of their

" sewing up folk's mouths," '• flying in at one

ear and out the other," " stinging horses," &c.

Drop an atom of chloroform ou him just under

his wings on each side ; now he is still, Wliat

delicate colors in that slender body ; what glori-

ous eyes, in whose depths you seem to see the

spirit of life retreating sorrowfully from the

graceful body it had inspired but now. Those

glassy wings, so transparent, and so crowded

with slender dark veins, no longer obey the

impulse to soar; those long black spiny feet,

one of which fixinth' moves, and again contracts,

as if with a memory of duties undone, are no

longer capable of supporting their owner on

some sprig or leaf! It hardly seems as if this

beautiful creature, larger than some birds, could

be related to those little "spring-tails" we just

bottled. True, but the evidence is not all in;

we are just beginning to learn the connection

between species, and genera, and families, and

orders, and classes. Let us have patience, and
observe carefully the structure and habits of each

insect that comes in our way, and we may per-

haps discover day by day some of the links that

coiuieet this Dragon-fly {Anax Junius) with the

Spring-tails (Podura).

TOADS VS. INSECTS.

As summer advances the question of Toads

versus Insects is sure to come up, and perhaps

an experiment of mine on the capacity of a toad

may be of interest. Dr. T. W. Harris remarlied

to mo some twenty years ago, that he supposed

tlie odor of the Squash Bug (Coreus tristis),

would protect it from the toad, and to test the

matter I offered one to a grave-looking Bufo

under a cabbage. He seized it eagerly, but spit

it out instantly, reared up on his hind legs and

put his front feet on top of his head for an in-

stant, as if in pain, and then disappeared across

the garden in a series of the greatest leaps I ever

saw a toad make. Perhaps the bug bit the biter.

Not satisfied with this, I hunted up anotlier old

toad, who lived under the piazza, and always

sunned himself in one place in the grass, and

ofi'ered him a fine Squash Bug, which he took

and swallowed, winking in a very satisfied

manner. Twenty other fine bugs followed the

first, in a few moments, with no difliculty nor

hesitation in the taking or swallowing, though,

from his wriggling and contortions afterward,

it seemed as if their corners did not set well

within. The stock ofbugs being then exhausted,

I found a colony of smooth black larvae on a

white birch, eacli about three-quarters of an inch

long, and fed him over a hundred of them.

Touching one of them with the end of a straw,

it would coil around it, and then, when shaken

before him, he would seize and swallow it, at

first eagerly, but with diminished zest as the

number increased, until it became necessary to

rub the worm against his lips for some time be-

fore he could decide about it. He would then

take it and sit with his lips ajar for a short time,

gathering strength and resolution, and then

swallow by a desperate effort.

There is no telling what the number or result

would have been, but the dinner bell rang as the

101st worm disappeared, and by the close of the

meal he had retired to his den ; nor did he ap-

pear for four days in his sunning place. It is to

be hoped he slept well, but there may have been

nightmares. J. C. Hill.

Yellow Springs, O.

Fowls vs. Worms,—M, Giot, a French En-
tomologist, has lately found new employment
for fowls. He says that French farmers have,
during the past year, complained bitterly of the

prevalence of worms, which infest corn and
other crops, the highest cultivated fields being
the most infested. Fowls are known to be the
most indefatigable worm destroyers, pursuing
their prey with extraordinary instinct and
tenacity. But fowls cannot conveniently be
kept upon every field, nor are they wanted there
at all seasons. Therefore M. Giot has invented
a perambulating fowl-house, which is described
as follows: " He lias large omnibuses, fitted up
with perches above, the nest beneath. The
fowls are shut in at night, and the vehicle is

drawn to the required spot, and, tlie doors being
opened in the morning, the fowls are let out to

feed during the day in the fields. Knowing
their habitation, they enter it at nightfall with-
out hesitation, roost'and lay their eggs there."
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SOUTHERN NOTES.

by j. pauisii stellk, of tennessee

.

Scorpions and Takaktilas in Tennessee.—
A Canada Entomologist has written to ask if we
liave scorpions and [Fig. isn.]

tarantulas in Ten-

nessee. Irepliedby

letter, but thinking

tliere may be others

wJio would like the

same kind of in-

formation, I have

concluded to say,

through the Ameri-

t:AN Entomologist,

that we have. We
have two scorpions

in the highlands of

Tennessee : the

"Long-tail" (i^cor-

pio [ Telegonus']

boreuSyGycavA), and

the " Short-tail"

( Buthus carolini- coior-Browi.

anus, Beauvois, Fig. 150). The sting of the

former is, of the two, the most venomous,

though neither is much to be dreaded. I would
about as lief be stung by one of our scorpions

as by a hornet. Length of body about one inch

;

color dirty greenish-yellow. The "Long-tail"

is a shade darker than the ''Short-tail." Our
boys sometimes call them teetotallers, from the

fact that they cannot endure alcohol. A drop

of alcohol, or whisky, deposited upon one of

them will cause it to immediately commit sui-

cide by stinging itself to death.

As yet I have found but oue species of taran-

tula in Tennessee, theiI/^^a/ei7e?!tei7of Girard,

which you figured on page 111 of your first

volume. Tarantulas are very rare in Tennesse,

owing, possibly, to the work of their deadly
enemy, the Digger Wasp (Pompilus formosus,
Say), which is quite plentiful here. Both
scorpions and tarantulas increase in numbers
as one goes down towards the sea-board.

Centipedes in Tennessee.—- If you wish to

sec the old fellow himself just open that!" said

a fi-iend the (itlior morning, as he placed a small

paper parcel upon my office table. There was
no need of opening anything-, liowever, for iu

the next instant out from among the folds of the

paper, now freed from my friend's gripe, ran " the
old fellow Mmself " iu the person of a true Centi-
pede about four inches long—the Scolojjendra

heros of Girard. One of my arms was resting

upon the table at the time, and he made a sweej)

towards it as fast as his for(\-tw(i Icijs could

carry liim, having, doubtU--. licci] tiivorahly

impressed with the cavernous iippciinnice of my
coat sleeve. I could discover nothing about him
to make a favorable impression, especially when
associating him with matters up my sleeve, con-

sequently I made a sweep also—back from the

table. And at all tliis my friend laughed most,

excessively. It was as good a thing as he

wanted—'• a worm putting an entomologist to

rout"—until I had irajji-essed upon him what
the creature was, and assured him tliat its bile

was almost as venomous as (hat of a rattlesnake.

A sudden transit

* * From gay to grave, Irom lively to severe, '

'

I ook place as he thought of the danger his lingers

had lately been in, making altogether as good a

thing as I wanted.

The Centipede was soon captured and bottled

to the evident reUef of my friend, who assured

me that he had often met with them before with-

out having the slightest suspicion as to their

true character. He had regarded them as some
kind of overgrown earwigs, and although he had
heard of a terrible animal in Texas called a Cen-

tijiede, the thought had never occurred to him
that there was such a thing in Tennessee. Nor
was he more ignorant in that particular than

most of his neighbors: until I had found and
recognized the creature, I do not think any of

our citizens were aware of the fact that we had
centipedes among us.

There are but few centipedes in Tennessee,

and I flunk this point may be put down as about

their northern limit. I found one ten miles above

Savannah last summer, the furthest up that I

have ever met with oue. They are quite common
in the Gulf States as we go down, however,
increasing in number and size tlie further we go.

Here they are small, four inches being about the

greatest length to which they attain, but in the

vicinity of Mobile I have found them over six

inches long.

Nine-tenths of the slmics (old alxiut centipedes

are untrue. I do not nuaid ilicin as being very

dangerous at all. They viU bile, and the bite

is very poisonous, but you must confine or press

them in some way to make them do it. A cen-

tipede iu one's clothes or as a bed-fellow might

not be just the thing to deUght in, but there is

little danger of their getting into such positions,

for they abhor light or dry places. The greatest

danger is to men handling old rails or pieces of

wood that have lain upon the ground for a long-

time—they arc likely to turn them up where
Ihey are plentiful, and, wilhoul due caution.
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may press tliem amoii"- their fiiificrs. I linvo

kiuiwii tbiicc-buiklors to be bilk-ii liy llicni.

Tlie centiijedc never emerges iiilo open day of

its own accord. Iiul lies under old log-s and stones

ill damp jilacc-. whence it eomes forth at night

in (jnesl ot'ii> prey. It is aravenous eater, feed-

ing on ever^ characler of soft insect that crosses

its path, cxceiiling earth worms—it appears to

have no tooth for them. To give the general

reader an idea of its aiipearancc. I will -ax that it

is a snufl-colored animal, from tlirce tn six inches

long, and from one-Coiirth to one-half incli wide
—something on the plan of a creature that every-

body knowns as a • thoiisand-Iegged worm."
It is divided into twenty-one Joints, or iiarts.

exclusive of the head, eacli joint bearing a leg

on either side, gixing it forty-two legs. The legs

are divided inio tivi' joints, and taix'r rajjidly to

tlie exiremilics. linishing up in a kind of chn\-.

The leg> on the posterior part or joint do not run
square out from the body like the olliers, bnt

range back and turn in slightl\- at the ends,

forming hooks. Upon its head it lias a pair of

long slender feelers, each divided into twenty-

live joints, and also a pair of keeti little forceps,

or pinchers, which come out near the back part

of the head, and form about two-tliirds of a circle

around it, meeting immediately in front, of

course. The underside of tlie animal is flat,

with a slight groove along the middle, while its

back is inclined to rouudish with two .shallow

depressions ruuniug its full length, or, rather, it

is what would be called siilic ave. Color of

underside is a shade lighlei- than that of back.

We have, in the Sonthem Slates, several other

members of the same family that might be mis-

taken lor true centipedes ; but there is a rule

wliich will always enable one to identify them

:

the true centipede has forty-two legs running-

out from its body, while all its near though
harmless relations have but fortv.

Remedy i'OR the Canker-wokji.— At a

winter discussion of the Iowa State Agricul-

tural Society several gave their experience with

the Canker-worm. Sorghum is cheaper than

tar; besides, there is no danger of damage to

the tree by using it, as there is with tar, if it

is applied upon the bark. Thicken the sorghum
with flour, and when the worms have covered

it, kill them and daub on another coat.

My remedy was burning with a light coat of

dry straw spread under the tree. Shake and
pole the worms all oft', and immediately set lire

to the straw. Take a calm, clear day, and be

careful not to burn the tree. S. Foster.

ENTOMOLOGICAL JOTTINGS.

ol our coriesnniidents na contain ent(
n account either of llicir scientific or
le our rejiUers will contribute eaeli tlu

d; and incase they are nut p.rl.etl

peculiarities ol whicli are t,. Ii. irii i,t

r that each species may be duly i<lent

The Striped Cucimher Beetle in a New
Hor.E

—

Spring Bay, Woodford Co., Ills., May
S<I, 187(1.—Enclo.sed I send .some insects which
1 (lisciivered, only a few days ago, on my pear

and cherry trees, especially the former. These
insects attack the blossoms of the pear, and also

to some extent the cherry blossoms. Only six

days ago, I discovered the first of these pests on
my pear trees; at that time they were few in

number, but today if a tree is shaken a cloud

of them flies away, only to return again in a few
minutes. I also send a few pear blossoms, in

various stages of destruction. The insect seems
to have a preference for the petals of the flowers,

especially the yet unopened flowers, which they
perforate first, and then eat all around until all

or most of the petals are consumed. There are

frequently two at work on one flower. Of cherry
blossoms they seem to prefer the stamens of the

fully developed flower, and I think that cherries

are not as badly injured as pears. At least three-

fourths of my pears are already destroyed by
this destructive bug. I have dusted the trees

with caustic lime, with sulphur, and sprinkled

with water and coal oil, bnt without the least

ettect; they seem to be as regardless of all such
things as the Colorado Potato Bug. I would be
pleased to learn from you whether this is a new
insect, or whether it is an old and well-known
kind that has lately acquired bad habits.

J. G. Zeller, M. I).

[ I'he insects are the notorious Striped Cucum-
ber-beetle (Diabrotica vittata, Fabr., Fig. 151).
[Fig. 151 ] jt ]jas long been known to devour the

''
leaves of a variety of dilFerent plants,

early in the spring before cucnrbi-

taceons vines have formed much leaf,

but we nev-er before heard of its

'^°'°y"eno»l'°"''iiij"i'i"g fi'iiit trees to the extent you
set forth. You will find it difficult to head them
oir, and we can recommend nothing with confi-

dence, never having had an opportunity to

experiment with them on trees. Wide mouthed
bottles filled with sweetened water hung up in

the trees, and fires built at night, might materi-

ally reduce their numbers, and should be tried

another season. The beetles will leave the trees

as soon as the cucumber and melon vines are

out of the ground.—Eo.]
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Larv^ in Human Bowels— JFesi Chester,

Pa., April 14, '70.—The article in the .March

number of the Entomologist on " Lan'oe in the

Human Bowels," brings forcibly to mind a case

ill iioiiit. wliich I will briefly rehitc. About tlie

la-l 111' September, lSn2, my little daughter, aged

liiiii- \ curs and a lialf, while on a visit to a friend,

ate a htrge quantity of Catawba and Isabella

grapes, from tlie vines in the garden, to wliich

she liad free access. A few days afterwards she

was viiilcntl\- atlarkcil with dysentery, from

whicli she (liril in alniiil three wcel^s. During
iiev illness till' nidticins tVoni the liowiels were
IVeiiniMitly and critically examined by myself

and another physician in attendance with me,

without detecting any larva:.

One year after interment, the ohl burial ground
was required to be vacated, and tlie liodies were
removed to a new cemetery. While superintend-

ing the removal of the remains of my child, I

requested the undertaker to remove the lid of

the inner coflin, and to my great amazement I

beheld hundreds of dead and dried lai-v£e (such

as represented in your Figure 93) adhering to

the clothing and lining of the coffin. There

were no evidences of the perfect fly, the larvie

seeming to have died while crawling about in

vain eftbrts to escape. I cannot be mistaken as

to the larvm, as I particularly noticed the ar-

rangement of the branchial spines on the sides

and back of one, with a pocket lens, and as they

had all died in an extended position, the two
black hooks on the inferior surface of the head
were plainly visible. Having paid some atten-

tion to entomology for some years previous, I

recognized it as the larva of some Dipterous
insect, with which I was nnaeiinainted, and I

wmidercd at their presence in sucli nnmbers, as

the body was kept in a cold and darkened room,
the weather being so cold at the time as to

require fire throughout the house, and all flies

having disappeared except the common House-
fly. The conclusion at which I arrived at the

tune was, that the ova of these larvae had been
deposited on the body before interment. The
(|uestion now arises, was the disease a symptom
of the presence of these larvas,and were the ova
taken in with the fruit?

W. D. Haetman, M.D.
Beech-boring hxiiyx—Detroit, Mich., April

!), 1870.—The accompanying rough sketch will

give some idea of a boring lately observed by
me in Beech-wood. I also enclose, in three dis-

tinct stages, the larvae whose work tliis is. The
general direction of these borings is almost al-

wa> s horizontal or at right angles to the grain
of the wood, and frequently they are exactly

parallel to each other as though laid off with
mathematical precision. At first the passages

are without the side branches or galleries, but
after about the first inch, and sometimes before,

these begin, as shown in my sketch, which is

natural size. They are mostly at riglit angles to

the mainway and perpendicular, or with the

grain of the wood, and many of them are per-

fectly parallel to each other. I found but a single

larva in each boring. Tins seems a remarkable
amount of work for so small an insect, uotwith-

standiug its powerful jaws. The earliest stage

of the larva is found in the simple, the more
advanced stages in the compound or branched

passages. The character of this excavation,

though, appears to depend much on the quality

of the Beech. Where the wood is smooth and
even the perforation is correspondingly straight

and sjTnmetrical, and the side chambers .do not

so soon appear, or not for at least an inch ; but

where knotty, wrinkled or contorted grain is

met witii by these little engineers, we find their

work less regular and with more tortuous wind-
ings, the side chambers brandling ott" sometunes

at once in such cases. When encountering a

knot or other similar obstruction they change

their course in accordance, following the twisted

grain on one side of it. Sometimes the excava-

tions do not enter the sohd wood immediately,

but wind between it and the bark for a* few
inches. I have also obsei-ved some instances of

three or more maiuways leading ott' from one

general entrance, at angles of about twenty

degrees. The entrance, in the bark, is some-

what smaller than the interior, and is generally

closed, being not easily perceived. These larvae

were taken from their excavations on the first of

April.

On the ninth of April (this morning) I found

several species of the beetle or perfect insect,

some ofwhich I also send herewith. ' These were

usually in the small side chambers, but towards

the entrance of the boring, as though making
their way out. In two instances I took two of

these beetles from a single chamber into wliich

they were tightly wedged. They appear dor-

mant at first, but afterwards are quite lively.

I do not send specimens of the borings ft-om

the fact that the first I found, and from wliich

my drawing was made, were unfortunately not

preserved by me, and I have since failed to ob-

tain as fair specimens. Iiulccd. ii is lallier difii-

culttoget them out without siioilin," llieiii. And
in my eagerness to obtain the insects I was not

as careful as I might have been to preserve their

dwellings, which I generally had to destroy in

order to get the inmates. So von will have to
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depend on my sketch in tliis respect. It gives a

correct view (longitudinal sections) ofone of two

adjoining borings in a piece of smooth regularly-

grained wood. Henry Gillman.

[These larva; arc interesting from the fact that

they evidently belong to a genus {Colydium) of

beetles which have long been kno-wn to bore

under the bark of trees in the larva state, but

have never been described as boring in such a

regular manner, the passages described by Mr.

G. very closely resembling those of the Pine

Timber-beetle (Tomicus materiarius. Fitch).

AVe shall be glad to receive numerous li\'ing

s|i(iimens of the larva; and also sisecimens of

I he perforated wood, and hope that Mr. G. will

make some efibrt to rear, or capture upon the

tree, the perfect insect during tlie snnnner, as

there are only three described N. A. species, the

habits of none of which are known.

—

Ed.]

Pita ok the Girdled Sphinx— Vineland, N.
./. Aiiril -2. 1.S70.—Last fall there was In-ought

to nie the largest lan^a of some Sphinx I ever

^a\v. It was almost black in color, and was with-

out caudal horn. I tliink it would have weighed
as much as a full grown specimen of the Royal
Horned-caterpillar. To-day I unearthed it and
found the chrysalis dead. The chrysalis is black,

or nearly so, and about a third larger than that

of the Tomato-worm moth (Sphinx b-maculata)

.

I cannot And anything in Morris's Synopsis that

answers to a description of either the larva ^)r

chrysalis. I enclose the tongnc-case, hoping you

may recognize it by this.

Mrs. Mary Treat.
[From the description of the larva, and the

character of the pupa tongue-case, the terminal

half of which is curled up under the breast to-

wards the head, we have little doubt that the

insect is the Girdled Sphinx {S. cingulata, Linn.)

wMch you will And described on page 188 of

Morris's Synopsis, under the generic name of

Macrosila, and where it is said to feed on Sweet-
potato.

—

Ed.]

To kill the Pea-weevil— Vineland, J^. J.—
I think I have a much better way of killing the

Pea-weevil than Mrs. Chappelsmith. When I

collect my seed I pour boiling water over them

;

this does not in tlie least injure the seed, and
kills all the larva?. But I do not see that there is

innch use in one person doing this, for my peas

are generally stung from my neighbor's "bugs."

M. T.

No ArPLE Vi.A^T-LiCE—Champaign, Illinois,

May 16, 70.-1 have been unable to find a single

specimen of Aphis mali this year, and do not

believe that "scab" can be produced by it.

II." J. D.

The Philenor Swallow-tail—Error Cor-
rected—i?«?<mo7'e, Jfrf., May 14, '70.—Allow
nic to express my gi'atiflcation at the improve-

ment in the Entomologist by the addition of

Botany. It is like a neat, well-cultivated patch

of garden to a convenient dwelling-house, not

rendering the latter more comfortable inside, but

adding cheerfulness and neatness outside. I

ought, however, to call j'our attention to an eiTor

which has crept into your columns. In your
note on page 175, yon say: "Mr. Parker has

been led into error by the English rendering in

Morris's Synopsis,'' "because Boisduval men-
tions no such character in the original French."

Now, if I added vrithout authority that the tail

was whitish at base, it could not well be an "er-

ror in rendering," but an unwarrantable addition.

Boisduval, in liis Species Ge'n^ral des Lqndop-
ieres Diurnes (Paris, 1836), when describing

Philenor, does not mention the fact that the tail

is whitish at base, but I did not translate my
ili'~(ri|iticiii from this book, but from Boisduval

ct Li( '..iitr'v Ircmogrnphie des Li'pidopteres de
l'A)ihri'/i'e Sejitcntrionale, where he says "les

queues sont courtes, etroites, noires, bordees de
blanc a leur base." Was I in error? Was not
Mr. P. right? Are you not wrong?

Dr. Jno. G. Morri.s.

[You are not in error ; Mr. P. was right, and
we are wrong—in part. Unlike the Pope, we do
not claim infallibility, and it always gives us

pleasure to have our mistakes corrected, especi-

ally when, as in this case, they question the

accuracy of fellow-workers. We do not possess

tlic work from whicli you translated, and as the

description in the Synopsis is credited to "Bois-

duval" alone, and not to "Boisduval et LeConte,"
we made the unpardonable blunder of inferring

that the description was condensed from the first

mentioned work, which is the only one we know
of by Boisduval himself, wherein Philenor is

described. We were furthermore led into error

by the description "whitish at base," instead of

"bordered with white at their base," and would
respectfully ask friend Morris whether there is

not "jest a leetle" difference between the two
phrases. In reality the tail is bordered more or
less at base by the cream-colored sinuses each
side, and so it is in almost all our different species

of the genus Papilio; and yet their tails are not

described as "whitish at base." We all slop
over sometimes.

—

Ed.]

A Rare Capture—Evanston, Ills., May nth,
1870.—Allow me to add to our Illinois Butterflies
the beautiful Limenitis proserpina, Edwards.
I have collected assiduously around here for
three years, and never met with but one speci-
men. E. G. Boutell.
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The Grape-leaf Gall-louse— Montpellicr,

France.—Your remarks ou page 248 of the first

volume, in reference to the Grape-leaf Gall-insect

are perfectly in concorilauce with the views of

my brother-in-law, Dr. Planchon, ami of my
own. * * » You arc perfectly right

in your criticism of Dr. Shimers new family,

l)acti/los2>hcB)-idai, as the globular hairs at tlie

extremity of the legs are conunon to all Coccus
and C'occMS-likc Leaf-lice, and Phylloxera stands

very close to Coccus. J. Lichtenstkin.

Development oi- Egg of Impouted Clrkant
Saw-fly (Nematus i:entricosus)-rLondo7i, C. W.,

May Will, 1870.—I send you a small tin box,

containing some eggs and a few young- larva?,

just hatched, of Nematus ventricosus. I found

them in the garden to-day, and hope they will

reach you in good order. I observe that the

freshly deposited eggs are much smaller than

those from which the larva is about to proceed

;

but cannot see that they are attached to anytliing

more than the mere surface of the ribs of the

leaves. If this is the case, do the females use

their saw-hke appendage at all in connection

"\vith the depositing of eggs? The subsequent
swelling of the egg must. I fancy, proceed alto-

gether from the development of the enclosed

lai-va. Tlie texture of the enclosing membrane
appears to be very elastic. "Wm. Salndeus.

A Kare Captl ke—Covington, ICy., April 10,

1870.—The only notice that I have ever seen

of Phymajihora pulchella is that in Packard's

Guide, and from that I infer it is very rare. It

may therefore be worth while to record the cap-

ture of a single specimen b>- me upon a plank

fence around timbered land last summer. I do

not remember the exact date, but I tliink it was
about the last of April. It Avas left for some

time among other material, and did not attract

my attention until a short time ago.

V. T. Chambers.

Beech-nuts in Cocoon of the Cecropia.—
In the last number of the American Entomolo-

gist AND Botanist, mention is made of kernels

of corn being loucd in the cocoon of the Cecropia.

Two similar instances have come under my
notice. Twice I have found beech-nuts in the

inside of the cocoon at the small end, between

the caterpillar and the innermost layer of silk.

The explanation ottered by Dr. LeBaron seems

hardly admissible under these circumstances.

[Why?] On the other hand, the fact of no

beech trees being within an eighth of a mile,

would indicate that they must have been placed

there by the blue-jays, or some other bird, as he

supposes. C. S. MiNOT, in Canadian Ent.

THE WHEAT-BARBERRY RUST.

Says the Country Gentlei

AVc have no controversy
(/ist on tlic si-iciititii- \h>>\\

' Kiiloiiiolo-

the fuiiiiiiic
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lateut indefinitely, and not continue its destined

course of growth until the reqmsite conditions

present themselves—yet such we believe to be

tacts, nevertheless.

AVe rest the matter here, for it does not belong

I () our columns ; and we are perfect^ willing

I liat the reader shall form his own conclusions

as to which of us founds his faith on assumption,

aiiil which on close experiment.

THE APPLE CURCULIO.

In order that our readers, and especially those

\\ho live near St Joseph, Mich., may recognize

llie Apple Curculio whenever they see it, we
present lierewitli its portrait (Fig. 152), a giving

[Fig. i.Tj.]

Colors—Uingy gi'ay, inclining to rnst-reil tehind.

the natural size; 6 a side view, and c a back

view. Now compare this figure (6) with that of

the Plum Curculio (Fig. 92, c) on page 130 of

lliis volume, and it will be next to impossible to

confound two such widely diflering insects.

THE NEW CDECULIO REMEDY.

As we always lil^e to give a good reason for

tlie laith that is in us, it will be well, perhaps, to

report the results of experiments recently made
to test the chip-trap Curculio remedy. On the

li'ith of May, at Kirkwood, Mo., we carefully

cleared the ground around six stone-fruit trees

(two peach, two plum and two cherry). We
cleared it within a radius of at least four feet

around each tree; and after depositing the

requisite traps, and carefully examining them
three times a day till the present time (May
29th), how many Curculios, good people of St.

.Joseph, do you suppose we captured? Just

sEVEK, namely, two on the 20th, one on the

21st, one on tlie 22nd, one on the 2oth, and two
on the 26th. Not very rapid catching, but all

we expected at this season of the year

!

Erratum.—Page 211, column 1, line 20 from

bottom, for "as" read "and."'

S^°Where there is one thorough entomologist

among our readers, there are doubtless a

hundred persons who know next to nothing of

Entomology, and who do not understand the

technicalities of the science. For this reason we
always endeavor to evade such technicalities, as

far as is consistent with clearness and precision,

knowing full well that plain Anglo-Saxon is

best understood bv all.

SyOur labors have lately been interrupted by

a rather tedious illness, and our coi-respondents

will please bear with us for any delay in attend-

ing to their questions.

ly Our readers will greatly oblige us by ad-

dressing all letters of a botanical character to the

botanical editor, as we have nothing to do with

the botanical department.
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ANSWERS TO COERESPONDENTS.

corrospondente as have alread;lave alreaay sent, or mav 1

named, will please to infor

; particular locality, and if n

much time to coiiscie'ntiously i

eible to do so, and each species should be separately numbered. When there

Tarantula, of Texas—Z. J. Stroop, Waxahachie,

Ellis Co., Texas.— YoMHiik whether the outline of the

eephalothoiax is correct, and the ocelli properly placed,

in the figure of the Tarantula (Mygale Hentzii, Gir.),

which we published on page 111 of our iirst volume;
and you state that, if the figure is correct, there must
be two species, as the one occurring in your locality

differs from the figure, especially in having the ocelli

arranged aiound a small circular disk, or sessile style.

Wc do not tliiuk there are two distinct species, for oiu*

figure, which was borrowed from the American Natural-

ist, is not very correct in these points; and three Mis-

souri specimens which we have in our cabinet, all agree

with your description.

Insects of Colorado—M. W. H., Ana Arhor, Mich.

—Descriptions of the Beetles of Colorado have been
given by Dr. Jno. L. LcConte, in the Proceedings of the

I'hiladelphia Academy of Natural Science.

Ailautlius Silk-ivorm IVaturalized—"Much
ADO ABOUT Nothing"—^. S. Fuller, Ridgmiood, N.J.
—The cocoons found on Ailanthus in Brooklyn, the

worms of which were \ery numerous last season, so that

the "Tree of Heaven," though long exempt, has at last

become the food of worms, are actually those of the

Ailanthus Silk-worm {Attacus cynihia, Hiibn.) It was
introduced into this country in 1861, and has been flilly

experimented with since then. Dr. Moms of Balti-

more published elaborate papers on the culture of this

wonn in the Patent Office Reports for 1861-2, and five

years ago we made extensive experiments with it, and
then and there stated our belief that its cocoon was of

no more value than that of some of our native silk-

woiTus.* The Ailanthus worm lias since become wild,

and is rapidly increasing around the cities of Baltimore
Philadelphia, Chicago, and, as it now appears, around
Brooklyn. And yet a certain Prof. J. Q. A. Warren,
who seems to have a sort of seri-mania, is now traveling

over tlie country, and delivering, with an appearance of

originality, to the scientific academies of our principal

cities , the same lecture which he delivered, some time

since, before your Farmers' Institute Club—totally ignor-

ing what has been done in past years, and soliciting gov-

ernment aid in the introduction of this worm . If this

should meet the Professor's eye, he will know that the

Ailanthus worm takes kindly to our climate witliout

legislative aid. We would also suggest to him that

he had better first post himself as to what has been done

abroad by such men as Guerin Meneville, and would
ask him whether he thinks it worth while to preach so

loudly, after the French have tested this insect so

thorouglily without any good result?

rrahie Fcamer, April 18lh, lWi6.

Cypress-gall—/. P. S., Savannah, Tenn.—Tbe gall

which occurs on the

stems of the Cypress

tree, so abundant in

your swamps, is pro-

duced by a little gall-

gnat (C'ecidomyia), and
as the gall is undescrib-

ed, we represent it at

Figure 153, a giving the

more common form; h

a section; c a more ex-

ceptional form, and d
the magnified head,

showing breast-bone of

larva. From its resem-

blance to a miniature

pine-apple, it may be
called the Pine -apple
Cypress-gall, and we
subjoin the following

description of it and its architect:

Gall (Cupressi ananassa, N. Sp.)—Growing on the
stems of the Cj-press tree (C. thyoides). A pale
brown gall, sparingly covered with a pruinescence

,

averaging over half an inch in length, with numer-
ous transverse, knife-edged elevations, and in form
and general appearance recalling a pine-apple; some
specimens are smaller, more spherical, and recall
the appearance of an Early Rose potato. Evidently
an enlargement of the stem, the elevations corre.spond"-

ing to the leaf-scars. A transverse section shows the
woodv partofthe stem through the axis of the gall, and
around it are arranged from three to eight larva;, lying
in the sponjjy mass which forms the interior of the giiU,
and which has the exact golden-brown color, and ^ery
much the appearance of spunk,
Cecidomyia C. Ananassa, N. Sp.—Zarm—0.07

long; deep orange, with a rather distinct lateral ridge,
and with the breast-bone clove-shaped, and very dark
brown—almost black.

P«/)a—Unknown.
Pupal integument—Non-oharacteristic; silvery-white,

with antenniu slightly brown; remains attached to out-
side of gall.

lmngv^2 I'.O'i-O.Ofi inch Iniig, exclusive of ovipositor,
whicli', wliiii I'lilly ixtin.lr.l. i-< as liiiii; as abdomen,

cj"

0. 04-0. n,'. inch loiiu. r,.|,ii- i.ii-lu l.|i,,Ml-i-od. Anteniue
brown, llir iwu li:i>:il Jnints \y.i\v it,1; those of $ 14-

jointcd, witli joints 1 and .; iwi.c a^ >tnut, but together
only as long as 3; 3-14 very graihuilly less mul hfss, each
twice as long as wide, slightly consliiVtrd in middle, with
short whorls and short pedicel; juint 14 with a terminal
bud: those of (^ al.so 14-jolntcM|. with jdints more con-
stricted, whorls, whiili arr rather loii-rr than diameter
of joint, somewhat iww i'0]is|iiruous, and pedicels
longer. Head alio\c and at vidi-.-< l)lai.-l;, with jet-black
eyes. Thorax du^Uy suiurimiy, pale red laterally and
beneath. Abdomen bright ljluod-red. verging to scar-

let . Legs dusky, with basal half of thighs and thochan-
ters paler. Wings smoky. The whole body and legs with
numerous hairs, and the win^-fringe long. Bred many
specimens which commenced issuing April 'ioth, ancl

are still (Mav l."i. 'TO) issuing, while some uulls vet con-
tain lar\a-.

' H.-nibed from 3 cj" 3 $. iCasilv recog-
nizc<l liy its >ni:\ll ^i/c• and bright red botly, in ccintrast

with till- lihuk lirad and dusky thorax aliovc—the red
color being retained even in the dried specimens.

Insects Named— Chas. S. Davis, Decatur, Ills.—
Your insects are : No . 1 ,

pupa of Arctia rirginica; No

.

2, Dried larva skin, containing a 4-wingcd parasite

which we have often bred and which belongs to the

genus Rogas, but is uudescribed; No. 3, Arhopalus

robinia, Forster; No. 4, Zachnoeierna guercina, Knocli;

No. 5, Euryomia inda, Linn.; No. 6, Elapfirus ruscarius,

Say.
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Tent-caterpillar of the Forest—.-1. M. Brown,

Villa Ridge, IlU.—Tlie worms which have infested your

plum, apple, and several forest trees, are the above

named insect ( Clisiocampa ayhutica , Harris). It hatches

at about the same time of year as does the common
Orchard Tent-caterpillar ( CT. americana), matures at the

same time, and spins a cocoon almost identically similar;

but besides the difference in the markings mentioned

on page 208 of our tirst volume, it differs ft'om the other

species in the following essential points : It is a more

indiscriminate feeder, attacking alike many forest as

well as orchard trees, and is more apt to become exces-

sively numerous in certain years, and to swarm like the

Army-worm, wherefore it has been erroneously called

THE Ai-my-worm in some parts of New York. It spins

a much less conspicuous web (sometimes fastened to

the limbs so closely that it is not readily perceptible)

and congregates on the outside of it, especially at the

different moulting periods, when large companies may
often be found huddled together, and easily destroyed.

It loses its gregarious habit much earlier, or when about

half grown, and travels rapidly from place to place in

search of proper shelter to spin its cocoon. Its egg mass

is of a uniform thickness, and is docked off s(|uarely at

each end.

John, E. Evans, Des Arc, Arl-.—Thv worms which are

scattered all over your part of the country, and which

completely stripped the over-cup timber in the over-

flowed bottoms, both last year and this, are the same

Forest Caterpillars mentioned above. As they have

been very numerous this season, we have concluded to

publish a more full account of them in our next issue.

Your infoi-maut, in stating that this worm also devours

the Cotton plant, must, we think, have confoimded it

with the Cotton-worm {Anomis xtjlina,, Say).

iVorm boring: into Peach— W. C. Flagg, Alton,

Ills.—The pale green worm, with cream-colored specks,

and a broad cream-colored lateral band, and which you
found inside a peach, prodvices an undescribed moth,
of an ash-gray color, belonging to the genus Xylina.

We have for several years been acquainted with this

worm, and have found it in apples, peaches, oak-galls,

on hickory leaves, and on other forest trees. It has

never done much dama.gc to fruit. We shall shortly

figure the moth^

A 0. Hammond, Warsaw, Ills.—The wonn boring

into your apples is the same as that mentioned above.

M. M. Ilooton, Centralia, Ills.—You will also recognize

him as the gentleman boring into your peaches.

Insects Nanieil— >-f. Engelinan, Shiloh, Ills.—The
two treu-lioppers which you foiuul together on one of

your vines, are not of the same species. The golden-

green species with the back compressed, thin-edged,

rounded, high and arched anteriorily, like the edge of

a shoe-lmife, may be known as the Golden-green Vine

\lof-pe(%Smilia anriciilaia. Fitch). The browi species

with a camel-like hump on his back is theXilemiracis

ampelopsidis of Hams. Both species are common on

grape-vines. The rough beetle is § Trox punctatus.

Ijice on " Snonr-balls''—Mrs. (J. Z. Seymour,

Chicago, His.—Give your shrubs frequent syringings of

tobacco-water, or of a weak solution of cresylic soap,

especially when the lice first appear.

Insects Named— 7*. P., St. Zoujs.—Vnvir iiisiuN

are: Nos. 1 and 2, Leucania unipuncta. Haw NH. :;,

GeointUr, unknown. No. 4. Desmia muinhil.n. Wc^i

No. 5, Phacellura hyalinitalis, Linn. No. 0, Pluiia sim-

plex, Gucnce. No. 7, Pamphila oileits,'> Linn. No. 8,

Depressaria ? No. 9, Pamphila phyleus, Boisd.

et Lee. No. 10, Aspila suhfle.m, Guen.» No. 11, Pas-

salns cornutus. ifo. I'i, Argynnis columlina, GoAt. No"

13, Cycocephala immaeulata, Oliv. No. 14, Pelidnota

punctata, Linn. No. V>, Glocopis semidiaphara , Harr.

No. 16, Horinus Irnvis, Oliv. No. IT, Catocala amatrix.

No. 18, Phyllophaga quercina, Knoch. No. 10, Oucujus

clasipes, Oliv. Nos. 20 and 21, Clytus smlellaris, OUv.

No. 22, Harpalus caliginosus, Fabr. No. 23, Paphia

glycerium, (f . No. 24, Acridium americanum, Drui-y.

No. 25, Priononyx Thornxx,, Fabr. No. 26, G-rapia in-

terrogationis, Fabr. We should like duplicate speci-

mens of those marked with a *

.

Tivi^ Borer- .y. //. Kriedelbaugh, M. D.—T\\e in-

sects which were boring into your grape cuttings, and

[Fig. 154 ]
which entered at the axil of a bud,

are the common Twig -borer {Bos-

T\rV HH 1
*'*^"* Ucaudatus, Say), repeatedly

referral to in back numbers under

this name. We repeat the annexed

cut (Fig. 154), 5 giving a side view of

'^'"c^ior-Brownr'' (f",
and G a back view of ? . We foiuul

a c? and $ in each of the cuttings you sent.

G. F. Merriam, Topela, Kansas.—Yoxxv insect boring

grape canes is the same Twig-borer. It is an old enemy.

Preserving: and mounting Beetles— ff. C. B.,

Lawrence, Kansas .—BvetXes to be sent away can be well

kept in alcohol. Entomological puis can be obtained in

Philadelphia, as per advertisement on our cover. Be

sure and order the Klaeger pin, made iu Berlin; else

they will send you a worthless pin of American make,

which in quality, strength and finish is as inferior to the

genuine Prussian article as a squash is to a pine-apple

in flavor.

Bee Enemy—F. Brewer, WaynesvUle , Mo.—The in-

sect which you sent and which you caught with a bee,

is not the same bee-enemy which you sent last fall, and

which we referred to on page 5'J. That which you

now send is the Spotted Rove-beetle {StapMUnus viacu-

losus, Grv.), an insect of scavenger habits, and which

would be more likely to devour a dead than a living

bee.

Orang:e Raspberry Rust—Isidor Bush, Bushherg,

j/-^ —The bright orange rust which is entirely covering

the underside of the leaves of many of your raspberry

bushes, is the Orange Kaspberry Rust (Vredo ruborum).

Knowing that you have the back numbers of our maga-

zine, we refer you to what was said about this fungus

on page 238 of our first volume. There is no other

available remedy than the complete desti'Uctlon, root

and branch, of every iulected plant, and unless this

remedy be unhesitatingly and thoroughly applied, you

may expect in a few years to lose your whole raspberry

plantation. Several other subscribers have lately sent

to us this same fungus, which seems to be on the

Increase. This answer will sufflce for all.

Honr to Kill Insects— W. M. Grant, Daienpurt,

Iowa.—Yo\i will find the information you want on page

199 of our last number.
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Knots on Apple-trce roots, caused by Root-
lice—5, X. McKinstn/, East Sumner, Ills.—The knots

'in the roots of your one-j-ear old apple root grafts are

uiiiloubteclly the efl'eot of root-lice punctures. The
f:ict thai; tlipy occur nnly on tliosi' !.q-:ilt>: which you
liought, and not on tljn-i- uiii. Ii \mii > mi ;-.i-lf grafted,

would indicate tluU tin jiaii- w. ic iiilr-ird in the nur-

sery from which tlicy caiiic. 'I'lic^r k)iiii^, as well as

the roots upon which they occur, will eventually rot,

and most of the grafts—not all—will die. There were
no lice on those you sent, but if lice still exist in your
nursery rows, their presence will be made manifest by
the bluish-white down which they secrete. Either root

up such infested grafts and destroy them, or try and
save them by removing the earth and applying hot-

water. In a recent article, the Horticultural Editor of

the Prairie Farmer (P. F. May 7, 'TO), states that hot-

water cannot possibly be of any practical use, but this

statement, like one or two others in tlic same article,

is made without sufficient deliberation. It will hold

good in reference to large, deep-rooted trees, but we
know, from experiment, that hot-water is the best

remedy that can be used against these lice in the nur-

sery, where the greatest damage is really done. Bo
cautious next time, and inspect yoiu- grafts before

jilanting.

Beetles Named— PF. W. Darnells, Madison., Wis.—
The smaller beetle which you send is the common Twig-
borer (Bostrichus licaudatus). The large gray snout-

beetle found eating the apple leaves otfjust at their base,

is the New York Wec\il {It/ii/cerus novwhoracensis, A. E.,

Vol. I, Fig. l."iT). The Missouri Ueports arc sent postage

free for tlic price ailvcrtised on page 17!l of the jiresent

volume.

Bag-worm— i/. M. Ilooten, Cmtralia, Ills.—The
worms which you found on your peach trees, and which
'•carry their houses on their backs and stand on their

lieads," are the young larva; of the common ]?ag-wonn

(Tli;iridopteryx ephemerfrformis, see p. 3ij). As they grow
older they will let their houses hang down.

XUc Larder Beetle—5/-. ^V. //. KrieiJelhamjli, Win.

—The brown hairy larva- wliich taper from liead to

tail, and which are furnished with two short, curved,

horny spines on top of the last joint, are the larv;e of the

common Larder Beetle, also olten called the Bacon
Beetle {Derniestfs Inrdariiis). We never knew them to

occur before in bee hives; but, as they feed on feathers,

horn, boots, and other such (to us) indigestible sub-

stances, it is not surprising that they also relish wax.
Those you sent fed ravenously upon it; and, after

changing their coats several times, became beetles. The
beetle measures about 0.30 inch in length, and is dark

brown, with a characteristic pale yellowish-brown band
containing six black dots across the iipper half of the

wing-covers.

AVater Bug— Win. II. Ilarringtoii, CUidon. Iowa.—
'Ihe long-bodied, brown water insect, with two long

but stiff tail appendages, .and with the front jiair of legs

somewhat resembling the front arms of the Rear-horse

{Mantis), is the Dusky Ranatra (lianaira fiisca. Beauv.)

It is tolerably common, and dashes with rapid and
sudden jerks over the surface of the water.

Katydid Eggs-^a«ora Owen, Ell-hart Cilij, Ills.—

The eggs you send are those of the Oblong-winged
Katydid. {See A. E., I, Fig. 120.)

Gregarious IVorms on Horse Cbcstnut-^ Wm.
S. Hoieard, Forsyth, Mo.—The worms on Horse Chest-

nut are, as you suggest, the larva; of Tortrix Rileyana,

figured and described in your First Entomological Re-
port. The eggs are deposited on the leaves. Yes, it

has a parasite, for we have bred an undescribed species

of Microdus from it.

[Fig. 105.] Pupa of the Dislppus Butterfly—
Tyra Montgomery, Mattoon, Ills.—The curi-

ous brown and cream-colored pupa (Fig.

iri,")), with a strange knife-edged projection

that is often likened to a Roman nose, is

the pupa of the Dislppus ButterUy [Limeni-

tis disippus. Godt.) The butterfly is rep-

resented at Figure 13.1 of our first volume,

and is a tolerably common species. The
larva feeds on willow and cottonwood, and

passes the winter in a snug little retreat

formed by part of a leaf.

Prickly Rose Gall—./. Cochrane, Havana, Ills.—
The round prickly protuberances found on a wild rose,

are galls made by a four-winged fly belonging to the

genus Rhodites, and first described by Harris under the

specific name of licnlor.

J. P. S., Tenn.—The green prickly galls with a beau-

tiful rosy tint, found so common on one of your wild

dwarf roses, are the same as that mentioned above.

Insects feeding on Sap of BlacR TTalnut—
Dr. M. Barrdt, Wauleslio. Wis.-Yes, the flies you send

belong to the genus Psociis, and arc the conunon venoms

of Burmeister.

Locust Borer—" .Irlior,' ' Colamhia. Mo.—The horer

you refer to is undoiditedly the common Locust Borer

{Arhopalus rohiniie). To prevent its attacks apply soft

soap to the trunks of your young trees every summer
about the first of August.

To Exterminate Cockroaches—R. F. Weitbree,

Birmingham, Ohio.— I've pulverised borax, and sprinkle

freely in their haunts. It is harmless to the higher

TAKE NOTICE.

eiiclo«ed loose in the letter. Botanisfce like their siKi.inu.ii'i [in_'>SL'(i as Hat as a

pancake, but entomologists do not. Whenever possible, iar\'S (i. e. grubs

caterpillars, maggots, etc.) should be packed alive, in some tight tin

box—the tighter the better—ftlong with a supply of their appropriate food

sufficient to last them on thwr joum^ ; otherwise they generally die on tlie

road and shrivel up to nothing. Along with the specimens send as fiill an
account as possible of the habits of tlic insect, respecting' which you desire

information ; for example, what plant or plants it infests ; whether it destroys

you; what amount of damage it has done, etc Such particulars arc often

not only of high scientific interest, but of great practical i

fflj* Our readers will confer an especi.al favor by addressing a

business character to the publisher!!, as the editor has no time

DRAUGHTSMAN "WANTED.

address tbe editor

irientls furnish ther

>lugy, jiud is

pai-tnient uf
practice in

rs and terms
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§0tantnd gi^pHrtmcnt.

Du. liliOliOiK VASEY, EoniiH, IticlivifW, 11!.-;

THE LEAF AS A WORKEli.

\\\- lioiist of our rich soil, of our uiuiiiiificoMt

foivsts, of our niouslcr crops, of oiiv vnsi deposits

of coal that energizes macliincry in ;i tliousand

ways, but where is the worker tliat made for us

t his deep, rich aUuviuni—those vast crops of corn

and wheat—that covered tlie plain with tlie lux-

uriant grass and beauteous flowers—(hat builds

up the great forests—that made the inexhaust.i-

l)le coal beds? Where is the maker of all these':'

Can the chemist determine':' Can the philosopher

(ell us what, and when, and how':" Have these

l)rivilegcd interrogators of nature seen and

known? We have all seen ; wc may all know.

Tlie green leaf is the laborer, the worker. And
looking out npon tlie face of the broad earth,

there is not a tree or shrub, from the gigantic

cedars of California to the most delicate moss

cup, but has been built ui) by this green leaf.

Away down the ages, anticipating man's wants,

it lias built up, and stored away in the caverns

of the earth, the eoal that cheers our homes—that
urges the steamship through the storm and wave
—that drives our locomotives with fearful speed

over the continent—that energizes machinery in

a thousand forms, and for a thousand ends, in

our great manufactories. More than tliis, the

whole animal creation depends for its existence,

directly or indirectly, upon this apparently fi'el)le

instrument—this fragile agent. Utterly de-troy

the whole human race—let it be annihilated from

the face of the earth—and the course of nature

need not necessarily be radically changed—

a

little readjustment, a little reconstruction, would

be all that is necessary.

But strip from the tree and shrub and herb

the leaf (the trees and shrubs themselves may be

left untouched), and the whole organic world

would be utterly, completely destroyed. No
beast would walk the plain or roam the forest

—

no bird float in the air—uo fish would people the

ocean, or lake or stream—no insect hum—no

verdure bloom. The streams even would be

dried up, aud the broad earth's face would be

one vast desert. The organic would die, and

naught be left but the dead, pulseless, inorganic

worl'l—^eveu as it was myriads of ages ago, at

the evening of the second day.

Verily the green leaf is Uw. Alma Jfnior of the

organic world.

The leaf supplies ns with food, with material

for covering (yon know our first parents made
a slior! ~liill t<i acc-oMii)lisli this), and it pumps
up tlie water from (he earth and sends it down
the uiouul;iiii sides in cooling streams, and wa-

ters the broad plain, iind gives drink to tlie

thirsty. It Curiiishes us with the very air we
breathe.

How passing -trang. : The loroniotive. that

mighty beast, with nerves ..f steel and sinews of

brass, plunging througli the f(U-es!. thuiiileriug

over tlie iilain, with a rush and roar, while the

leaf sways and trenililes :ii its approach, though

it made, wnnight out. the very fuel that gives it

power. The rain that falls in plenteous showers.

refreshing the earth and gladdening the hus-

bandman, was drawn up from the nether earth,

aud sent out into the ethereal medium, in parti-

cles so small, that the eye could not see them

—

so subtle that even gravity could not seize on

and hold them. The food we eat, whether ani-

mal or vegetable, the leaf has elaborated tor

us, and oiu' dress, whether it be of cotton or

wool, or the skins of beasts, the leaf has woven

for us. The air we breallie \va- prepiinM lor us

by this little leaf. But the-e an- oiilv a--erlious.

Tell us how (he leaf work-.

Lei us. then, consider the leat a^ a N-urker.

Let us li'ani irlnit it docs, and hoir it does it.

In the first place, let us fully understand what

we mean b_\- worker—ov let us agree as to the

definition of the term. To illustrate. Ave say of

the locomotive, that it performs u eertuiii auiount

of labor, it turns so many wheel-. (hi\ e- ^o many
looms, draws so many cars so uiaiiy miles an

hour—we speak of it as a worker. So, too, of

man—we speak of him as a worker. He per-

forms so miu'h labor, physical or mental. Yet

the locomotive, with all its ponderous liars, its

'mysterious valves, its great levers, its hidden

springs, can do nothing. It is dead, inert metal.

True, too. of man—that wonderful combination

of bones aud muscles and nerves and tissues

—

can do nothing—but decay, aud be resolved to

dust again. The braiu cannot think, the e\e

cannot see, the ear cannot hear, the nerves can-

not thrill, the muscle cannot contract.

In the sa7ne sense the leaf can do nothing. Yet

in the same sense, that a locomotive can draw a

train, or that man can think, and labor, is the

leaf ii laborer that outworks them all. The loco-

motive is a combination of material things so

ari-anged that through or by them, we discover

the operations of force. Man himself is nothing

more. The leaf is the same. Better, perhaps,

that we say that these are the workshop, wherein

force exhibits itself, and produces results. When
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did the leaf begin its woi'lv? It was tiiejirst to

risi' on croation's morn and go forth to labor.

Ere tlie ahnost slioroloss ocoan dashed upon the

low Silnrian plain, the leaf was at its work.

And through all the long ages it has worked—
ivorked to develop better and higher forms of

life. And the earth's broad face is written all

over witli the evidences of its faithfulness.

Now. what does it do? It pumps water from
the ground, through the tliousands of tubes in

the stem of the tree (the tubes which itself has

made) , and sends it into the atmosphere in the

form of unseen mist, to be condensed and fall in

showers. The very water, that, were it not for

I he leaf, would sink in the earth, and find its

way perchance through subterranean channels

(o tlie sea. And thus it is that we see it tvorks

to give u> the " early and the latter rain." It

works to send the rills and streams, like lines

oC silver, adown the mountain and across the

plain. It works to pour down the larger brooks

which turn the wheel that energizes machinery
—which gives employment to millions. And
thus a thousand wants are supplied—commerce
stimulated —wealth accumulated—and intelli-

gence disseminated through the agency of this

wealth. The leaf does it all.

It has been demonstrated that every square
inch of leaf lifts three ftve-huudredths of an
ounce every twenty-four hours. Now, a large

forest tree has about five acres of foliage, or six

million two hundred and seventy-two thousand
six hundred and forty square inches. This
being multiplied by three flve-hundredths (the

amount pumped by every inch) gives us the

result—two thousand three hundred and fifty-

two ounces, or one thousand one hundred and
seventy-six quarts, or two hundred and ninety-

four gallons, or eight barrels. A medium sized

forest tree, about five barrels. The trees on an
acre give eight hundred barrels in twenty-four
hours. An acre of grass, or clover, or grain,

would yield about the same result.

The leaf is a worker, too, in another field of

labor, where we seldom look, where it exhibits

its unselfishness—where it works for the good
ot man in a most wonderful manner. It car-

/ ries immense iiuantities of electricity from the

earth to the clouds, and from the clouds to the
' earth, llather dangerous business, transporting

/iffhtning. I think it would be considered con-

traband by the " U, S.," or "Merchant's Union,"
or any common carriers: but it is particularly

fitted for this work. Did you ever see a leaf

entire as to its edges? It is always pointed,

and these 2}oiut.i, whether they be large or small,

are just fitted to handle this dangerous agent.

These tiny fingers seize upon and carry it away
with ease and wonderful dispatch. There must
be no delay; it is " time freight." True, some-
times it gathers up more than the trunk can

carry, and in the attempt to crowd and pack
the baggage the trunk gets terribly shattered,

and we say that lightning struck the tree. But
it had been struck a thousand times before.

This time it was overworked.

As we rub a stick of sealing-wax or a glass

tube with a warm silk handkerchief, so the air

is always rubbing over the face of the earth

with greater or less rapidity. And what a huge
electrical machine I But be not afraid, the leaf

will see that it is taken care of. As we guard
our roofs from the destructive action of light-

ning—dashing to the earth—crashing, rending,

burning on its way—by erecting the lightning

rod, whose bristling points quietly drain the

clouds, or failing to do this, receive the charge

and bear it harmless to the earth—so God has

made a living conductor in every pointed leaf,

in every blade of grass. It is said that a com-

mon blade of grass, pointed by nature's exqui-

site workmanship, is three times as eii'ectual as

the finest cambric needle ; and a single twig of

leaves is far more efficient than the metallic

points of the best constructed rod. What, then,

must be the agency of a single forest in disarm-

ing the forces of the storm of their terror.

Nature furnishes the lightning, and it fur-

nishes the lightning rods. Take a hint, then,

and plant trees.

PRESERVATION OF FOREST TREES.

It should be an object with us to preserve,

in our villages, towns and cities, specimens of

the native torest trees. If those having the care

of public grounds would give a little attention

to this subject, much beauty and interest would
be added to these places. Even the rows of

trees along the streets of our towns and cities

might be made to represent the ancient forest,

now rapidly being defaced and swept away by
the all-devouring axe. What lasting beauty

and variety would thus be secured for those

grounds and streets! A public square filled

mostly with trees of any single species, is a

beautiful object ; but how much more beautiful

and interesting it would be if it contained sixty

diflerent trees, and an undergrowth of hand-

some and ornamental shrubs. Such places

would at once give character to the locality,

,and attract to it people of taste and refinement.

J. A. Lai'iiam.
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THE OAKS.

Tlie genus Quercus, which embraces the Oaks,

is very widely diffused over the countries of

the Northern Hemisphere. Different countries

vary mucli iu the number of species which tliey

produce. Thus, in the British islands, there

are but two species ; one with sessile or stalkless

acorns (Quercus sessiliflora, Salisb.), and the

other with acorns on a stem or peduncle {Q.
jiedunculata, L.) Indeed, these two forms have

by some botanists been considered as but varie-

ties of one species (Quercus robur).

The countries of Northern Eui'ope are mainly

limited to these two forms, but in France, Spain,

and the Mediterranean States, several other

species are introduced. New species occur

again iu Asia Minor, Ivoordistan, the Himal-

ayas, Eastern Asia, and the Indian islands, so

that some two hundred species have been de-

scribed in different parts of the world.

The North American Oaks are a very intei--

esting group, and include a large number of

species, each having a more or less extensive

range. In the district east of the Rocky Moun-
tains we have about twenty species ; new ones

occur in Texas, Mexico and California.

The different kinds of Oaks manifest a dispo-

sition to hybridize quite freely, so that wc fre-

((uently meet with intermediate forms which
arc quite puzzling.

\Ve propose to give, in a series of articles, an

account of the Oaks of this country, illustrated

iu most cases by such figures as may help our
readers to a determination of the various kinds

they may meet with.

The principal characters of the genus are

mainly as follows: Trees or shrubs, with alter-

nate leaves, and with sterile aud fertile flowers

separate; the sterile ones on slender, thread-

like, drooping stems; the fertile ones small and
inconspicuous, consisting of a three-celled ovary,

enclosed by a scaly covering, which when en-

larged becomes a kind of cup to contain the

fruit or acorn. Although ths ovary is at first

three-celled, with two ovules in each cell, yet

bjt one of the ovules is fertile, and that enlarges

to fill the whole cavity.

All our species of Oaks are divided into two
sections, distinguished by the time occupied in

the full development of the fruit, viz: first, those

which mature the fruit iu one season ; and sec-

ond, those whose fruit is two years in acquiring
maturity. The first section includes the White
and Chestnut Oaks, also the Live Oak of the

Southern States. Of these the leaves usually

have blunt lobes, aud the acorns are sweet or

sweetish, and some of them edible. In this

section the acorns are produced on the new
twigs, and are generally more or less stalked.

In the second section the leaves are either entire,

or lobed and bristle-pointed; the acorns are

bitter, and are matured on the twigs of the last

season, and below the new shoots. This sec-

tion includes the Red and Black Oaks, the

Spanish and Pin Oaks, aud the Willow-leaved

Oaks.

We present in this number the White, Bur,

and Post Oaks, belonging to the first section.

[Fig. 150,1

White Oak— (Qkcitus alba, L.)

The White Oak is one of our largest aud most

valuable forest trees. It is found in almost all

the wooded portions of the country, particularly

on uplands and hills. Its wood is compact,

white, strong and durable. The bark of young
trees is smooth and whitish, on old trees it is

somewhat furrowed and roughened, but still of

a light ash color. The leaves present consider-

able diversity both in outline and in the number
and depth of the side lobes. They are usually

oblong, when mature five or six inches long,

and more than half as wide ; with from three

to six oblong, obtuse lobes on each side, the

middle ones longest, the divisions extending

sometimes half way, aud sometimes nearly to
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the middle, and sometimes again partially divi-

ded with smaller lobes. They are whitish or

pale on the under side, bright green and smooth
above, generally wedge-shaped at the base, and
with short stalks, seldom over half an inch long.

The cup is deep, saucer-shaped, roughened, and
enclosing about one-thiid the acorn, which is

smooth, oblong, and about two-thirds of an inch

long. The fruit is usually short stalked, fre-

quently two from the same stalk.

Bur Oak, Ovi-rcuii 0:ik— (Qwfivus macrocaipa, Miclix.)

The Bur Oak, or Ovcrcup Oak, is mainly a

native of the Mississippi valley, extending spar-

ingly into some of the Eastern States. It is a

large tree, of irregular shape, with long angular

limbs, and bark rather rougher and darker than

the White Oak. It is the principal tree of the

oak openings of the Western States, in which
situations the wood is coarse grained and brittle

;

but when growing in a dense forest the tree is

more regular in shape, and the timber of a bet-

ter quality. The leaves are obovate in outline,

broad at the top, and narrow at the base, with

three to tive lobes on each side, the lower ones

small, and the divisions reaching nearly to the

midrib, the upper ones longer and broader.

The under surface is white with a fine down,

the upper surface glossy green. They are nar-

row, wedge-shaped at the base, and with stalks

an inch or more in length. The acorn is round-

ish, about an inch long, and usually nearly

enclosed by the cup, which is deep, and exter-

nally rough, with pointed scales, at the edge

becoming long and loose to form a mossy fringe

to the border.

Post Oak—(QucicMs obtiisiloba, Michx.)

The Post Oak is usually a much smaller tree

than either of the preceding. It is not very

common in the Northern States, but becomes

abundant at the South. In Southern Illinois

are large tracts of low, flat land, principally

covered with this species, and hence called post

oak flats. Its wood is very compact and dur-

able, and is highly valued for making fence

posts. The leaves present considerable varia-

tion, being generally obovate in outline with

fewer and larger lobes than in either of the

preceding species. The upper part of the leaf

usually presents three large rounded lobes, be-

low is a triangular portion running to a point

at the base. They are thick and leathery when
mature, and of a yellowish-gray color on the

under side. The acorns are smaller than those

of the White Oak, one-half to two-thirds of .an

inch long, and aboui half covered by the saucer-

shaped smooth cup.

As THE influence of flowers is always refin-

ing and ennobling, so the associations they bring

are always the purest and sweetest. Who can
imagine a person giving flowers to any but a

friend? And did you ever know of a very bad
person who loved and cultivated flowers?^
Mrs. T. A. E. Holcomb.
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THE HOP-TREE OR WAFER-ASH.
{PleUa tnfoUata. L.)

Hujj-tree or Wafer Ash {PteUa trifoUata, L.)

The Hop-tree {Ptelea trifoUata, L.) is a shrub

or small tree of the natural order Bvtacece, to

which belongs also the Rne of the gardens, the

Prickly-ash (Zanihoxylum Americanum, Mill)

and the Southern Prickly-ash (Z. Carolinianum,

Lam.) In some respects these last-named arc

medicinal as well as botanical analogues of the

Hop-tree. The genus Ptelea has polygamous
flowers, i. e., the perfect and imperfect flowers

are variously mixed. They have four or five

stamens, and a thin, wing-like fruit, which is

two-celled, but one cell only perfects seed. Its

name, Ptelea. is the Greek for Elm, given be-

cause of the resemblance of the wing-like or

samaroid fruit. Its six known species are all

Xorth American. Three are Mexican. One
Southern species (P. mollis) is clothed with a

silky pubescence. Another species, Ptelea Bald-
winii, of East Florida, has minute leaves with
obtuse leaflets. The remaining species, the sub-

ject of our sketch, known in Britain as Shrubbv

Trefoil, is indigenous throughout the United

States, from the East to beyond the Mississippi,

and even to Texas, in moist shady places, and

on the borders of woods and among rocks. It

is a tall shrub, but under cultivation at Gordon
Castle. Scotland, it had, in 183.0, reached the

height of forty-five feet, with a trunk fifteen

inches in diameter, and with branches extend-

ing twenty-seven feet from side to side. Two
varieties have been found—one with five leaflets

(P. Pentajjhylla, Mtench), the other with the

branches, petioles and under surface of the leaves

clothed with a soft tomentose pubescence, even

when old (P. 2}itbeseens, Ph.) It was originally

i-ent to England by Bannister, but being lost

was reintroduced by ( 'atesby in 172i from Car-

olina. It is common in the gardens of Europe;
and in the Jardiu des Plants, at Paris, a tree

may be seen the crown of which had in sixty

years from planting attained a diameter of forty-

five leet.

The first mention of the Ptelea in the medical

literature of this country is found in Rafin-

es(|ue's Medical Botany. He observes that "the

leaves are vulnerary, used for poultices, and an

anthelminlic."' It is mentioned in Gritfith's

Medical Botany: "The native species, Ptelea

trifoUata, is said to be anthelmintic, for which
purpose the leaves and young shoots are used

in strong infusion. The fruit is aromatic and
bitter, and is stated to be a good substitute for

hops."' In Howard's Botanic Medicine, 1836,

it is described under the vulgar names of Cure-

all, Ague-bark, Pickaway, Anise, and Wing-
seed. It is in more or less repute by all the

different medical schools for various medicinal

virtues. It certainly is deserving of greater

notice for cultivation than it receives in this

country.

ZANTHOXYLUM CLAVA-HERCULIS.

During the summer of '64, while a resident of
the central part of the State of New York, my
attention was called to a tree growing about

fifteen miles south of Syracuse and two miles

south of the place of the CardiffGiant notoriety.

The gentleman who pointed the tree out to me
said he thought there was a tree I could not find

a name for. The tree was standing in an open
field, and looked stately and majestic at a dis-

tance, having a symmetrical top, the trunk be-

ing, I should judge, about eighteen inches

in diameter, and free from limbs till it reached

the height of twenty feet. The leaves were
decompound, something like the Honey-locust,

though much larger, many of them measuring
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over two feet iu length, one I measured being

twenty-seven inches. Tlie tree owed much
of its beauty to the multitude of leaflets that

made up a single leaf, as the branches, when
stripped of tlieir foliage, had a rough club-

shape, about as beautiful as some of our Sumacs
under similar circumstances. I could not find

any name in my botany, either scientilic or

common, that 1 was willing to call it, and all

the name T could find by inquiry among the

inhabitants, was " Tlie Tree." People who had

lived there mon^ than forty years knew as little

as I did about it; only that the tree had stood

there from their earliest recollection, and had

changed but little during that time. Being

diflerent from the rest of the forest trees, it had

been left when the land was cleared, probably

as a curiosity. I found upon inquiry that there

was an old surgeon living at Pompey—a small

place ten miles northeast—who could tell me
about this wonderful tree. I wrote to him,

and in reply he gave me not only the name of

the tree but some other facts (concerning it;

however, I will give his description, using such

parts of his letter as applies to this subject:

"The tree you speak of on Mr. Winchel's
farm I recollect, as it was a rare specimen which
I did not expect this side of Mason and T)ixon's
line. This tree is the Zanthoxylum clava-Her-
culis, and it is a native of the West Indies, and
not of the United States; it is also found on the
coast of the Chesapeake Bay. Tjie Zanthoxy-
lum fraxineum is indigenous to the Northern
and Middle States, and was considered by Lin-
n;pus as a variety of this species. About forty

years ago there was a tree of the same kind
growing in this town (Pompey) , which attracted
much attention, and was visited by DeAVitt
Clinton, former Governor of this State. He
pronounced it the Zanthoxylum, and said he
knew of no other tree of the kind this side of
Louisiana. The original tree was cut down,
but a few sprouts have been preserved, and are
considered beautiful shade trees. A medicine
has been extracted from the bark called Zan-
thoxylin, which is found useful in rheumatism,
and in (luickening the blood. It imparts its

virtues to water by boiling, or to spirits. This
tree is so rare I think it would be profitable to

cultivate all you can. Jehiel Steauxs."

1 wrote to Prof. AVood upon the subject a short

time afterward, but he seemed to be ignorant

of any such tree, nor have I seen this species

referred to by Gray. The only reason I could

assign for its being so far north was that it had
been brought there by the Indians in some of

their migrations from the shores of the Chesa-

peake, perhaps, and planted there for its medi-

cinal properties. In substantiation of this view,

there are abundant evidences that the ground
where both these trees stand was used long

before the plow of the whiteman touched its

soil for an Indian camping ground, as Indian

relics are found there in such abundance as to

indicate that it was not the transitory lodge for

a day or two, but an often frecjuented resort, if

not a steady dwelling place. Again, the tree I

observed, though notvery largo. isold. I counted

the concentric rings of a limb less than an inch

in diameter, and found that there were twenty-

six yearly additions ; another, a little more than

an inch llirongh, had over forty: so that if the

body of the tree grow as slowly as the limbs, a

hundred years would make but very little change

in its size. I find, then, in a specimen I have

before me, there are eighteen wood circles in

five-sixteenths of an inch. That climate docs

not seem to be natural for it, as I noticed the

next spring that it did not leaf out till long

after the other trees had spread their leaves to

the sunshine. It seems to be somewhat accli-

mated, however, for though late in putting forth

its leaves, and also not maturing its young shoots

always so but that they die near down to the

beginning of that year's growth, yet it thrives

and braves the winter winds and snows, slowly

assimilating earth and air to its use during the

more genial part of midsummer, when the cli-

mate is nearer that of its native West Indies.

Though it grows so slowly there. I am satisfied

from its appearance that it would be a tree of

rapid growth where the climate is more favor-

able. G. H. French.
IRVIXGTON, IlAS.

[Note.—We invite attention to the subject of

the above article. Zanthoxylum fraxineum,
referred to in Dr. Steam's letter, is a synonym
for our American Prickly Ash {Zanthoxylum
Americamnn. J*Iili), which was also called by

Linuieus a variety of Zanthoxylum ClavaSer-
culis. The Angelica tree (Aralia spinosa, L.),

which grows in the Southern States (reaching

also into Southern Illinois), is sometimes called

Prickly Ash, and is found in cultivation under
the name of Hercules' Club. If dried specimens

of the leaves of the tree in question could be

sent to a well iuformed botanist, we do not doubt

the species could soon be determined.

—

Kd.]

A WOKD or two, supposing we have flowers:
In the genial spring time, after the close con-
finement of winter, outdoor work is happiness.
To hoe, to rake, to dig in the moist fragrant
earth, seems to be what we shall always like to

be doing. But it is not always spring. Plants
are the most tyrannical of pets ; they must be
tended in season aiul out of season. Neglect
is death; or worse, deterioration. Better have
only a grass plat, than a garden gone to waste.
It liiakes one think of the garden of Eden after

the fall.
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The Prickly Pei

THE PRICKLY-PEAE FAMILY.

liafinesque's opuntia (0. rafinesquii.)

[From the Journal of Agriculture.]

T)ii.s family comprises a number ot genera of

diflerent habits and appearance. They are

mostly natives of sandy, arid soils, and are of a

fleshy, succulent nature, destitute of ordinary

leaves, having a skin or epidermis of such a

nature that they part very reluctantly with any

of their juices by exhalation, and hence are

peculiarly fitted for growth upon our great

"Western plains, and especially on the more
southern, almost rainless districts of Arizona

and New Mexico.

In the eastern part of our country we have

only one genus, Opuntia, and but very few

.species. The common Prickly Pear of the East-

ern States Is Opuntia vulgaris, Mill. In some
of the Western States, we have also Rafinesque's

Opuntia {Opuntia Bajinesquii, Engel.), and
Opuntia 3Iissouriensis, D. C. As we proceed

westward and southward we find many new
species, and several new genera. All travelers

over the great Plains will remember the profu-

sion of these plants in that region—so plentiful,

indeed, as to seem to form the principal vegeta-

tion. Many, too, will remember the grand and

beautiful display sometimes seen, of miles in

extent, covered with

their large and hand-

some yellow and red

blossoms.

Ur. Engelman I), of

St. Louis, has carefully

studied our Cacti, and

classified tlipin in the

following genera : 1,

Mumniilaria; _', Echi-

nocactus ; :), Cereiis ;

and -t, Opuntia. The
ist named genus i.s

most numerous, and

comprises within our

limits over twenty-five

.species.

It is divided into

two sections, viz: the

broad or flattened

kinds, and those of a

cylindrical form. Some
of these, in Arizona

and New Mexico, are

woody and arbores-

cent, giving a very

peculiar appearance to

those regions.

s''-'^' The fruit of many

species is pulpy and edible, and in some regions

is an important article of sustenance for the

Indians who inhabit the country. The seed and

pulp of others furnish food fur many small

animals, and in the Rocky Mountains a species

of rat, which makes its abode in the rocks, col-

lects large piles of Prickly-pear and the spiny

branches of Grease-wood, to barricade the en-

trance to its nest.

Our engraving gives a view of the Opuntia

Rafinesquii, Engel., one of the handsomest of

the genus. This is now introduced into cultiva-

tion by some of our florists, among others, by

Michel Bros., St. Louis.

The love of flowers is such an acknowledged

virtue that many claim it who do not possess

it. It seems to me that a lady who only hires

a stranger to cultivate and cut her flowers, and

has no other use for them than the adornment

of her house or her person, evinces more admir-

ation for herself than for her flowers; and I

cannot help questioning the genuineness of that

artection, which permits the last novel to make

one forget to water plants, or the delicacy of

one's hands prevent cultivating them.— .If/-.?. T.

A. E. Holcomb.
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THE ROSE.

The liose is preeminently the flower of tlie

millions. History, romance and poetry would

not be complete without the rose, l^any flowers

are more distinguished for particular features

of interest, but none possess so many elements

of attraction and interest as the rose. Beauty

and fragrance are here conspicuously wedded
together. Not only has Nature made the rose

tlio type of one of the largest Orders of the

Vegetable Kingdom; but, in some form, she

has difi'used it over almost every portion of the

globe. Over two hundred distinct species are

enumerated by botanists, and the varieties that

have been produced by cultivation and horti-

cultural skill are almost numberless.

Although the rose is in all nations a public

favorite, it is not so because it has ever been

made to serve the primary wants of man for

food or clothing. But as an agent in the ele-

gancies and refiiicmeuts of life, where has it an

equal? Attar of roses, consei'vc of roses, vinegar

of roses, honey of roses, and rose water, are

various preparations known to commerce as so

many embodiments of the delicious perfume of

tl)is universal favorite.

The North American species of this genus are

few, perhaps not exceeding a dozen, and not

more than half of these east of the Mississippi

river. The Prairie Rose {Rasa setigera, Michx.),

which grows wild in nearly all the Western and
Southern States, is a vigorous grower and pro-

lific bloomer, and by cultivation has given rise

to several double-flowered and highly prized

varieties. It is our only repicsentative of the

section with united and protruding styles. The
Swamp Rose (Rosa Carolina, L.) is a large

shrub growing in swampy ground, or on low,

wet margins of streams. It produces an abun-

dance of large and showy flowers. Two other

common indigenous species of wild rose, the

Rosa blanda, Ait., and Rosa lucida, Erhr., are

snuill shrubs of similar habit, and in some of

their forms approach so near each other as to

make it doubtful if they should not be reduced

to a single species.

But the wild, or natural, state of the rose is

not that condition which is most commonly ad-

mired. The double condition of the rose is what
gives it value with the horticulturist, although,

in the eye of the botanist, that is regarded as an

abnormal condition. If we examine a wild rose,

we shall see that it has but five petals, while its

stamens are very numerous, often fifty or more.

These stamens arise from the same part of the

flower as the petals, /. e., from the calyx. Now,

if we examine a double rose, we shall find that

its petals have multiplied wonderfully, while

the number of stamens has been greatly reduced,

indeed in some instances there are hardly any

discernible. How, then, has this change been

cftected? In answering this question we must
refer to the fact that all the parts of a flower are

but modifications of the leaves. The beautiful

petals are but delicate colored leaves, and the

stamens arc but contracted leaves, altered to

adapt them to a particular ])urpose. If we com-
pare a fully expanded petal with a stamen, we
notice a great difference, both in shape and size,

but by examining a double rose we shall find

some stamens just a little enlarged, others a

little more expanded, so as to present some re-

semblance to a leaf or petal, and so on through

all the stages of transition to perfect petals.

Hence we find that, under the stimulus of culti-

vation, the stamens take on the leafy develop-

ment, instead of contracting to their normal
form. Occasionally we find roses which unfold

to us still more clearly the structure of the floral

organs, by a reversion of the pistils to the leafy

state, so that the appearance is presented of one
rose growing up tlirough another.

The subject of vegetable transformations is

one possessing intense interest, and one whicli

we shall have occasion to refer to again.

DEFINITE AND INDEFINITE VEGETADLE DEVEhOl'-

MENT.

Plants inhabiting temperate and northern

latitudes in which the seasons do not admit of

indefinite growth, complete their growth and

mature their seeds in longer or shorter periods

of time as their situation in respect to length of

period of growth may require. This is espe-

cially true of those species that perform their

functions in a single process, as Maize in culti-

vated plants, and the Oaks of the indigenous.

This definite or indefinite character of species

in development and growth enables the cultiva-

tor to determine approximately the latitudes of

their natural habitats, and to give them that

special treatment they require to obtain the best

results. Species with a definite growth, as Maize,

suffer from loss of time by neglect of the culti-

vator, or by the unfavorable conditions of season

or situation, but species of indeflnite growth,

as Cotton, the Castor-bean, and plants of the

Squash family (Ciicurbitac(e), can be subjected

to loss of time with comparatively little detri-

ment, except from loss for want of time at the

end of the season. Cultivators having these

facts in view can more satisfoctorily determine
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the several treatments required for each species.

Premature planting of the definite class, or the

neglect of suitable conditions, or of proper early

cultivation, or any treatment that gives them

age without corresponding growth, invai-iably

diminishes the product. The definite class of

tropical species requiring a high temperature

for their development soon acquire the habit of

suiting them? elves to their new conditions, and

complete their vegetative processes throughout

in a much shorter time than when in their na-

tural habitats, as if not to be defeated, by those

unfavorable conditions, of the object of their

existence, viz., the produ<-tion of seed— the

functions of growth are suspended in dne time

to allow for this to be accomplished, while the

indefinite class go through the whole season

maturing and producing vegetable growth as

well as seed, and as the best results with this

class are obtained by the longest time, the earli-

est planting is most successful—age with this

class is in nowise detrimental, rather profitable.

The Squash family {Cucurbitaceoi) , Potato fam-

ily (Solanacew) , Mallow family (Jfalvacece)

,

the Pea family, in part, and many other orders

to some extent belong to this indefinite class.

All the cereals, the Compositce, and also the

great majority of other orders belong to the

definite class. E. Hall.

VEGETABLE CELLS.

EY DR. FELIX SCUAAN, CHICAGO.

TAUT II.

The second part of the vegetable cell is the

nitrogenous or primitive utricle (utricidus jiri-

mordialis). It is a half solid delicate membrane
of nitrogenous matter lining closely the interior

of the cellulose membrane.

[Vis- llil-l

In all cells mentioned above I was unable to

discover the existence of this membrane, and

some days ago I wrote a note tending to de-

monstrate that this membrane does not exist in

fact. But being careful I discovered it in the

hair which grows on the stem of Geranium.

This hair has the shape of a pharos or light-

house. It is composed of four cells, the infe-

rior in connection with the epithilial cells is

conical, having a large base, and diminishing

until the half of the length of the hair where it

is attached to the two other quadratic cells, also

both conical in shape. On the top ot the third

we find a larger spherical body which presents

also the side wall of the cellulose membrane
(Fig. 161, «') and \&y shrunken on one side.

During this time the cytoblasf was distinctly to

be seen.

I was not satisfied with that result because I

could not distinguish the membrane isolated,

and the retiring of the contents could be ex-

plained as a folding of any nitrogenous sub-

stance without any genuine coat. That doubt
left me considering the following experiment
with the spherical head-cell of the hair.

The successive action of the sulphuric ether

upon it gave place to a hole in the cellulose

membrane, which here also grew successively

larger by the retiring of the contents. (Fig.

161, V' b"). I remarked in this case also the

cytoblast more distinctly. I also observed a

double contour on the retiring membrane, but

the conviction that it was really a membrane
was enforced by the partial isolation of the

iitriculus primordialis, which I performed by a

rubbing pressure of the covering-glass. The
design presented itself as a leak or crevice (Fig.

161, rj) in the cellular membrane, permitting the

primitive utricle to escape in part, prolapse-like,

showing its cytoblast clearly. Was that a mem-
brane V

The ether evaporated raiiidly aiul formed a

concave meniscus between the two glass-plates,

like every fluid wetting the glass. The power
of this retiring meniscus can be calculated by

stated physical laws, into which I will not here

enter. I will only state that this power of the

retiring concave meniscus of the evaporating

ether was strong enough to bend the prolapsed

primitive utricle over the inferior edge of the

leak in the cellular membrane. (Fig. 161, /;).

By adding a drop of ether, the elasticity of the

membrane equalized the bending again, and the

prolapse took its prior shape. Was it a mem-
brane?

Acetic acid reabsorbed most of the contents.

(Fig. 161, *'). This part of my study was troub-

led by losing the object out of sight a moment,

and when I found it again, the primitive utricle
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liad .shrunken at the inside corner of the cellu-

lose membrane. The prolapse was gone, and
the edg-es of the leak could be observed very

fairl)-. It u-asa membrane, and this membrane
was composed of nitrogenous substances, cor-

roded by acetic acid

!

r A E T III.

The third part to consider is the contents of

the vegetable cell. This content conducts us

into a labyrinth, because every thing we win
out of the plants can be searched in the contents

of the cell. Proceeding with order we may
find Ariadne's thread.

We mav divide the contents into starch, fat,

crystals, chlorophyll, granular substances, gases

;

or we may have nothing but the cytoblast or

nucleus.

1. Starch is so well known that I need not

remind that it is colored by an aqueous solution

of iodine, deeply blue, that it often has an amor-

phous form, as in the root of Valerian, or a

form of granules, or that of roundish bodies (as

in the Potato) in most of the grains, and that

of compound grannies in Sarsaparilla. (Fig.

141.)

2. Fat is found in many cells. It looks under

the microscope like a white or colored round

spot. The microscope alone gives not the con-

viction of the fatty constitution of these globules.

It is by dissolving the fat in ether that we see it

disappear, and after the evaporation of the ether

we see the fat spots disseminated around the

object-glass, often very distant from its primi-

tive situation in the cell: a good object for this

observation is the rind of an orange {Citrus

Aurantium, L.) A tine slice displays largo cells

filled with yellow round spots. Before adding

the ether, I added acetic acid to resolve the

nitrogenous matters which might surround the

fat-drops. The ether is known to coagulate

these matters, and so its access to the fat might

be obstructed. By the addition of ether the

fat-drops disappear quickly under the develop-

ment of gas, whose globules show a rapid move-

ment in any direction.

TnK Natural Order Leguminosm furnishes

many of the most valuable vegetable products:

peas, beans and lentils for food ; the Tonka bean

and sweet clover for fragrance ; the Brazil wood
logwood and indigo for coloring matter; the

rosewood, locust, and other trees for valuable

timber; and a long list of medicinal substances,

as liquorice, tamarinds, gura-kino, gum-catechu,

gum-Arabic, gum-tragacanth, balsam of Peru,

balsam of Tolu, senna, &c.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Poisonous Plants.—We notite with pleasure tlmt
Botany lias lieon wedded to Entomology in your publi-
cation, and beg your attention to the ent-losed plants,
which were received from the western borders of our
State, with statement that a lamily had used thera as

greens, and almost immediately sickened with symp-
toms of poison, two of them having died already.

Geo. T. Anthony.
Leavenwobtii, KkHB.

The specimens as they reached us were so wilted and

dried up as to be in a bad state for recognition. They
represented two herbaceous plants—one of them con-

sisting of young and small specimens of Troximon cuspi-

datum, Pursh, a plant of the Natural Order Compofitm,

having relationship In botanical characters to the Dan-

delion, and sometimes called the Prairie Dandelion. It

occurs sparingly in Noi;thern Illinois, becoming more

common in Iowa and westward. It has a long thick root

with a milky juice, much like that of the Dandelion.

We can hardly suppose that this plant is poisonous.

We do not know that any American plants of this family

are strictly poisonous, though some of them are acrid,

and would be too disagreeable to be eaten in any quan-

tity. The other plant we are not yet able to determine.

It has the appearance of some species of Artemesia, but

there is not sufficient material tor identification. It

has just started its growth, and consists of a small tuft,

about tlu'ee inches high, of rather wedge-shaped leaves,

gashed near the top, and whitish wooly below. Let. it

be watched until it conies into flower, then it can be

determined. If these ai'e the plants which caused the

poisoning, tin' public welfare requires that they should

be known so as to be avoided.

Plants to Name—J/;'. 5. A. Forbes, Benton Ills.—

The plants you send are from one of the most interesting

botanical regions of this country, i.e.. Southern Illinois.

A large number of plants are found there whose native

home seems to be much farther South. These are

mostly well dried and easily determined. No. 1 is the

large flowered Synandra {Synandra grandiflora, Nutt),

a handsome plant of the Mint family. No. 2 is the

Lyre-leaved Sage {Salvia hjrata, L.^, also a member of

the Mint family. No. 3 is a Wild Cat-briar (Smilax

tamaoides, L.) No. 4 is a species of Ground Phlox

(Phlox liflida. Beck.) No. 5 is Obolaria rirgiiiica, L.,

without a common, name, a small and delicate flower of

the Gentian family. No. 6, is one of the Winter-berries

{Hex decidua, Walt.), belonging to the same genus as

the Holly . It is a shrub growing six or eight feet high,

anti in places where it is abundant the appearance of

the bushes in the winter is very beautiful from the

abundance of the bright red berries. No. T is the low

Blue-berry (Vaccinium vacillans, Sol.) No. 8 is the

Farkle-berry of the South (Vaccinium arloreum, Mar-

shall), which is an evergreen bush growing on rocky

hill sides. No. It is the Small-flowered Valerian ( Vale-

riana pauciflora . Michx.) No. 10 is the Narrow-Ioaved

Fever-wort (Triosteum angusti/olium, L.) considerably

smaller than the common species, T. per/oliatum, L.

No. 11 is the Buffalo-clover (Tri/olium rejlemtm, L.; No.

12 is the Butterfly Pea (Clitoria Mariana, L.), a hand-

some large-flowered plant of the Pea family, worthy of

cultivation. No. 13 is the Water-locust (Gleditschia

monosperma, Walt.) No. 14 is the Cucumber-tree (Mag-
^

nolia acuminata, L.), a large and beautiful tree, which
is hardy much farther north, and ought to be cultivated

for shade and ornament.
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THE WHITE-LINED MORNING SPHINX.

{IMhphiU Un.ata, Fahr.p

Till' VL'i-y jjival diviu-sity ol'loi'iii and liabits to

lir found ainong'.'it tlic larva? of our butterflies

and moths, has much to do with the interest

wliich attaches to the study of these maslced

forms. We are moved to admiration aud won-

[^s^^^S

dcr as thorouglily to-day

every time we contomphit

these varied and tan-

tastic catei-pillars—these

creeping and groveling

"worms"—is kuked uj)

the future buttufl\, oi

moth, whicli is dentin

fairy-lilie, to flit tlmn
the air on its gau/\ ^mii_-

so totally unlilce it- toimci

self. Verily the meta-

morphoses of the lower
animals must prove a

never -failing source of

joy and felicity to those who have lear

open the pages of tlie great Book of Xatu

arly boyhood,

within cai-h of

But, bejond the general satisfaction experi-

enced in studying tlicse transient forms, there

will be found ample food for the philosophic

mind in the larval variations to be met with in

the same species. In other parts of this present

ntfmber we have instanced several curious varia-

tions in larvjE, caused by the character of their

food-plant, and have also shown how some
s (e. fj. the common Yellow Bear) vary

\iiy much without regard to food-

Iniii. Our Sphinx larva?, more par-

ciihii-ly. aic subject to these variations,

11(1 il is I'm- I his i-cason that larval

liarailcr~ mIihic. nnaccompanied by

lllc vain,' ill rhi-Mll,-ali.iii.

Tlic Wliilc-liiird Moniiiig Spliinx

(Fig. 1G2) pi-('si'nls one of the most

striking cases of larval variation, as

may be seen by comparing the dark

form of Figure lf)4 with the light form

of Figure 1G3. In tlie summer of 1863

wo took both these forms on the same

)lant, and have repeatedly met with

them since; but the moths bred IVoiii

show no difl'erenccs whatever.

1'his beautiful moth is called by Harris the

AVhitc-lined Morning Sphinx, though its generic

name means "Evening Friend." It is distin-

guished principally by its roseate uudei'-wings,

and by a broad, pale band running from the

apex (o (he base of (he dark-olive front wings.

It is a tolerably common insect, and may ijuile

frequently be seen at twilight, and oven during
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the day, hovering, humming-bir'd-fasliion, over

verbenas and otlier flowers. The larva feeds

upon purslane, turnip, buckwheat, watermelon,

and even apple leaves, upon any of which it may
be found in the month of July. It descends into

the ground and, within a smooth cavity, clianges

to a liglit brown chrysalis, from wliicli the moth
emerges during the montli (irSciilciiilirr.

The most common furm nl' llii- l;ir\a is that

given at Figure 1G3; its culdi- i> \cllnwisli-grecn,

with a iirciiiiiicnl subdorsal row of elliptical

spots, each ~\«>i lon-i-ting of two curved black

lines, onrliisiiiL: >ii]H'i-i(irly a bright crimson space,

and interiorly a pale yellow line—the whole row
of spots connected by a pale yellow stripe, edged

above with black. In some specimens these

eye-like spots are disconnected, and the space

between the black crescents is of a uniform

cream-yellow. The breathing-holes arc either

surrounded with black, or with black edged with

yellow. The other form is black, and character-

[Fig. IBt ]

Tliis is a noble burst of entomological enthu-

siasm ; but let us pause here for a moment and
make a few calculations as to the probability of

a consummation so devoutly (o be wished ever

being achieved. It is usually estimated that in

the whole extent of this terrestrial globe, there,

exist about half a million distinct species of

insects. We strongly incline to believe that,

even if we double this number, we shall still be

rather under than above the correct estimate.

Nevertheless, to be on the sale side—lor wc
iilways dislike to overstate a case

—

wcaxIII inn-

sider the customary estimate as a toI(>nilily near

approximation to the truth. Let us suppose

now that Mr. Lintner's idea is about to be car-

ried into practical eflect, and let us ask ourselves

the following three questions

:

1st. How much space upon our booksliclvcs

will a work occupy, which describes and tigurcs

every insect

stages?

in till pach of its lour

ized chiefly by a yellow line along the back, and

a series of pale yrllow s|ioN and darker yellow

dots, as represented ill our illustration (Fig. 1G4).

Even this dark form is subject to great variation,

some specimens entirely lacking the line along

the back, and having the spots of different shape.

Tliis insect has a wide range, as it occurs in

the West Indies, Mexico and Canada, as well as

throughout the United States. Feeding as it

does principally on plants of but little value, and

being very commonly attacked by the larva of a

Tachina-fly, this insect has never become suffi-

ciently common to be classed as injurious.

DESCRIPTIVE ENTOMOLOGY.

In a paper on the larval history of certain

moths, from the pen of that earnest entomolo-

gist, J. A. Lintner, of Albany, N. Y., the fol-

lowing passage occurs:

Every iaillil'iil stiidnit will wclri.iiii' cai-li ron-

tributioii. liowivci- trivial, whirh shall lia-lcn

the dav whrii ol' ca.-li inso-l lh.> rui;. the larva,

the pupa, and I lie iiiia,-,.. or i„.||r,-i form, shall

all be known. dcs.rilKMl and liiiurcd, and the

callv miuulc it may be, shall be a triumph.*

' Proc. Eut Sue. 1*1

2nd. How much time will

it take to write such a work,
and how much to execute

the icquisite drawings?

.id What will be the cost,

111 dollaisaud cents, of print-

ing, saj 10,000 copies of such

a work, and of executing

the requisite colored draw-

ings and colored engravings to illustrate half a

million insects in their four di-iinri .|;io,.sy

Suppose we consider these three iiueslious in

the order in which they stand, numbering the

answer to each, so as to correspond with the

question itself.

1st. It will be allowed by every one, who has

had much experience in such matters, that the

four stages of an average insect cannot be accu-

rately and salisfaelorily described in less than

one octavo pa.^c of ordinary brevier or bourgeois

type. We should be incUned to double this

estimate, but we are determined not to overstate

the case. The illustrations of an insect in its

four stages—considering that there are many
insects so large in the perfect or winged state

as to cover the whole surface of an octavo page,

and considering further, that even such as are

exceedingly small must be considerably magni-

fied by the artist, in order that the drawing may
be worth anytliing at all—will certainly occupy

one-fourth of an octavo page. Thus, as an aver-

age insect will occupy I i octavo pages, it results

that, to describe and illustrate 500 insects will

require G2.5 octavo pages, which i_s about tlie

number of pages contained in one stout octavo

volume. Moreover, it further follows, that to
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describe and illustrate 500,000 insects will, of

course, require just 1,000 times the space re-

quired for 600, or 1 ,000 octavo volumes of G2o

pages each. Now, with paper of ordinary thick-

ness—weigliiug, say 60 pounds to the ream

—

suih a volume when bound occupies just Iwo

iiulu-s of space on a book-shelf. Consequently,

t(i hold 1 .(iiiosuch volumes would require a length

(if sliehiiig slijililly exceeding IGO feet; or sup-

posing the sliclvcs to be 1 inch thick and allow-

ing 11 iiiclies space between each pair of shelves,

the whole 1,000 volumes would just fill seven

iiook-cascs each G feet high and 4 feet wide.

Truly, this would be a snug little entomological

work, altogether ahead of the Japanese novel

which was commenced forty years ago, and after

being continued yearly at the rate of three vol-

MiiK's per annum, has at length, in the year 1870,

Im'cu brought to a prosperous conclusion by the

siimiltaneous death of the hero, the heroine, and

the author!

L'nd. Our own experience is that we cannot

prrrperly determine and describe any insect, in

the winged state alone, at a more rapid rate than

three species per diem. We know very well that

many of the published descriptions extant have

liceii thrown off by authors

—

carrente calnnio—
in half an hour or an hour; and we may find, in

tlic Proceedings of one of our Natural History

Societies located not 5,000 miles from the very
•• Hub of the Universe." (lcMii]ilions that have

been (luite recently iiulili>!ii'.l, .md from which
not one person in live liundnd will recognize

the insect described. What arc such descrip-

tions worth? Nothing at all! They are often

written with entire neglect of the preparatory

states, variations, or habits of the insect, and
instead of laboriously examining several dozen

specimens of either sex, and noting down care-

fully in the description every considerable varia-

tion that occurs in any one specimen of either

sex, such authors often describe from isolated

specimens without meutioning the fact. In this

way our synonomy is multiplied, and the author's

work is often lost to the world, as it well de-

serves to be, unless he is fortunate enough to

leave beliind him ticketed specimens of those

insects he has himself described, so that subse-

(juent inquirers can recognize the insect intended,

and give the world assurance of its identity.

Instead of giving us the tliffereuces, whether

structural or colorational, that on the most dili-

gent search can be found to occur in a certain

number of individuals, whether of the male or

female sex, that belong to the species, some
authors in describing, are in the habit of coolly

throwing aside all but one which they pick out

and are pleased to call the " typical " specimen

;

so that such a description merely gives the indi-

vidual and not the sjiedes. And yet such bas-

tard scribblings are every day foisted upon the

scientific world—not by the neophite, in whom
such a course might be pardonable, but by some

entomologists of experience—and in the estima-

tion of nuin\- a youii'^' sluilcnl. lie that can publish

the greatol qiianlilxnf >u(h fra-li ii<'r annum,

is the greatest en(oniolo,L:ist oltli.' day! Verily,

posterity will be of a diflerent oiiiuion as to this

matter; foi', unless we are greatly niislakon,

such descriptions will be confined to the same

dusty immortality in which quietly repose, un-

disturbed by the curious fingers of all genuine

naturalists, the learned lucubi-ations of IJafin-

esque, and of other authors of that stripe.

But let us return from this digression, wliich

was somewhat necessary to prevent our being

accused of overstating the case, and to relieve

the tedium caused by so much dry calculation.

We will assume, to be on the safe side, that it

requires not the thii-d part, but only the fourth

part of a day, accurately to describe an average

insect iu its perfect or winged stage. We will

make no extra allowance for the time expended

in tracing the species through all its four stages,

and making sure of the fact that we are not

des, Tilling the egg of the bug A, the larva of the

Iiug II. the pupa of the bug C, and the winged

form of the bug D, as all belonging to the same

species, which may be either A, B, C or D.

Surely, therefore, when we consider that to

thoroughly investigate the history and figure

the four stages of many l)eetles requires from

one to six years, and of certain Cicadas from

thirteen to seventeen years, we shall not be

accused of exaggeration when we assert that it

requires at least one entire day's hard work to

describe any particular insect iu all its four

stages. On the contrary, those who have had

most experience, will best understand how very

low this estimate must be. Now there are

500,000 species to be thus described. Conse-

quently, upon the above assumption, it will

require 500,000 days to execute the work. Sup-

pose we allow 300 days as the working year of

a naturalist, which, though fewer than he may
sometimes have to work, is surely driving him
hard enough in all conscience. Then it follows

that, for the manuscript alone of our little Cabi-

net Eucyclopoedia of Entomology, there will be

required the labor of l,GG6 years. Now let us

talk about the illustrations that will be rei|uired.

We have considerable personal experience in

this matter, and we assert unhesitatingly that

few artists can execute good colored drawings
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of an average insect in its four stages in anything
like a da}''s time. Indeed, in most cases, it takes
much longer to make a good figure than to write
out a good description, and, in our estimation,

the person who makes a good and diagnostic

figure of any of tlie transient pre])aratory states

of an insect, is entitled to fully as much credit

as tlie one who Avrites out the description ; and
we have always felt inclined to give Wcstwood
as nnirli credit for his excellent out-line Mock-
illii>n-M(i(.ii~. .'IS for the still more excellent text

ill lii> liil,;Hli,,ilon. But let us put the time
n'i|tiirc(i \\,v lliis purpose at one day. wJiicli

)iirtkcs til,. I ill,,. (Icvcilrd to the drawings cxm.'IIv

ci|iial (<i llic linir (li'\(,(c(l to the manusi-ripl of

oiirprop(»c(l I'o.k,.) Edition of the little World
of Insects. Then it follows, on the assumption
lliiit we have to add another 1,(566 years to the

1 ,066 years already taken into account ; which
makes the sum total 3,332 years. Now, it is

notorious that naturalists—being as a rule usu-
ally moral and regular in their habits—live to

a good old age, and we will make for them the

liberal estimate of an average life of 80 years

;

but on the other hand, artists are generally loose

in their mode of life, and we cannot, with the

statistics before us, grant them a longer average
term than 60 years. Consequently, the average
life of the two classes of persons required, in

equal numbers, for our Cabinet Encyclopcedia
will be only 6.5 years; and allowiiii; l'.". yi'ars lor

the education of each indi\i(lnal iialiii-:ili>l and
artist, there will remain a clear axailalilc a\ ci aye
surplus of 40 years as the average working lite

of each class. Let us now divide the sum total

ofS.o.')!' years by 40, which represents in years

the working life of each of our workmen, and
we arrive at the astounding conclusion that it

will require the entire working life of 83 persons
to execute the manuscript and the drawings for

the little work which the eye of Mr. Lintner
has pictured to himself as likely to exist, perhaps
before he himself sinks into the grave!

3rd. The cost of printing, in the style of the

Ajiekican Entomologist, 1o,(H)0 copies of an
octavo volume of 625 pages, including type-
setting, proof-reading, press-work and paper,

but charging nothing for any wood-cut illustra-

tions, would foot up about Sl,00o; and as we
wish to be liberal, we will charge nothing for the

binding. The cost of the 125 pages of colored

illustrations, including the pay of the artists

who execute the drawings, would range from
81 -'•"'.III HI u|i\vav(ls into the clouds, according to

the -ixleoi ^^,,v\<. required. This gives a total

ol'at least * I L'l'i.di id for each octavo volume ; and
as there arc to be l.ooo such volumes, we shall

require for the practical carrying out of Mr.
Lintner's poetical conceptions, the snug little

sum of very nearly one hundred and twenty-
six MILLION DOLLARS. The statistical reader
will no doubt have noticed long before this, that

we allow no pecuniary pay \\hatcver to (he

naturalists who execute the manuscript of our
imaginary work. We could not in conscience
do so ; for we believe there are scores of ento-

mologists anxiously knocking every day at the

doors of our Scientific Academics and Associa-
tions with manuscripts in hand containing de-

sci-iptions of their new species; and these MSS.
are most distinterestedly ofiered for publication

ill I he iiiiutcd Transactions of such societies,

their authors never dreaming of receiving the

least pecuniary compensation for all the labor

and trouble they have been at in preparing their

papers for the press.

The question is perpetually put to us, " Why
is there no work on the Entomology of the

United States, which will enable us to identify

and name any particular insect of the country

with as much ease as the Botanical student can

identify and name any partic'ular one of our

plants, by referring to Gray's Manual of Bo-

tany?'' To such questions as these we beg leave

to reply as follows : In thefirst 2)luce, it is not

true that Gray's Manual covers the flora of the

whole Union ; for it professedly only comprises

tliat of a region which forms less than one-eighth

part of the territory now owned by Uncle Sam.
In the second place, even in this very limited

legion, it entirely omits the most difficult and
perliaps I lie most interesting jiart of the flora,

that is the Mosses and Lichens, the Funguses

and the Seaweeds (Ah/m) ; and even with such

other families of the Cryptogamous or Flower-

less plants as are treated of therein, namely, the

Horsetails, the Ferns, the Club-mosses, and the

AVater-ferns or Hydroptevides, the space allotted

to these groups is scarcely one-thirtieth part of

the space allotted to the Phanerogamous or

Flowering plants. For any one, thercfoiv, to

consider Gray's Manual—and we fully acknowl-

edge the unrivalled excellence of this work, so

far as it goes—as a complete Flora of the whole

United States, would be pretty much like claim-

ing that the works of Dr. J. L. LeConte, on the

one single Order of Insects out of the wliole

eight Onlei-s. iiaiuely. llie r.eellesor Coleoiitera,

areeiiiii\aleiil lo a r,,iiii,leie Knl,.iii.,!.,oieal Fauna

of all the Ilise.-ls fouilil ill the I'Ulire liiion. In

the third place, it is generally estimated that the

inunber of insects exceeds at least four or five-

fold that of plants to be found in any particular

region. Calculating upon several distinct bases
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we have estimated that the niimber of distinct

si)pcies of insects to be found within tlic limits

ol' the United States amounts to at least tliirty

thousand; and from what has been said above,

as to tlie labor and expense of describing and

figuring- lialf a rnilUon of species, we may easily,

1)}' the simple Rule of Three, form a pretty cor-

roct idea of how much labor and money it would
require to describe and figure even as small a

number as thirty thousand.

Terhaps, in thus bringing to the test of hard dry

facts and figures the rose-colored dreams of one

whom we have learned to esteem as a conscientious

Icllow-laliorer, we shall be accused ofbeing a kind

ofentomological Mr. Gradgiind. Perhaps it w\\l

lie said that, by throwing cold water on (he

brilliant aspirations of many an ardent young-

naturalist, we are in efl'ect injuring the very

cause wliich we profess to serve, and that we
are a matter-of-fact cynical calculator, wholly

devoted to the dull unpoetical Eeal, aud careless

of the bi'autifiil I'lhcrial Ideal. Well, " we are

not careful o\(.ri]inrli aliout such things;" but

in (bus cousidi-riiig the improbability of any such

r(^sult ever being attained, as that which Mr.

IJntner dreamed of, we nevertheless admire the

spirit which gave birth to the thought, and only

wish that more of our entomologists were im-

bued with the same. It is good sometimes to

seek after the Unattainable, aud though we may
not always reach the goal, and the distance

gained in advance be but a few inches, yet at

every step we are so much fnrther on tlie road

towards perfection.

As the very term "species"' is arbitrary, and

many an one is ground out from what upon

closer study and better knowledge would prove

to be but a variety, we are fully of the opinion

that the man or woman who, for the first time,

gives to the world the complete history of any

one insect in its four stages, does infinitely more

for the cause of EiUomoloi^) than the person

who publishes dry «lr>(ri|iti(>iis (jf a dozen sup-

liosed species. In a privalc letter to us, that

well-known and experienced entomolog-ist, P.

( ;. Zeller, of Stetten Prussia, says :
" I care very

little for the honor of being the author of a new
species ; it is far more meritorious aud honorable

to correctly observe and describe the natural

history of a single species, than to describe

—

often with ridiculous and meaningless nanus

—

two dozen species after the reckless fashion of

some authors;" and we cannot more fully en-

dorse the sentiment expressed by Mr. Lintner—
however fanciful and impvactieable the project

—

than 1))' commending to careful consideration

this opiuion of one of the leading entomologists

of the day.

THE TENT-CATERPILLAR OP THE FOREST.

(Clisiocampa sylvatica, Harr.)

^' %UI/'
Colors— (a) brown; (6 and c) cream-color; (rf) rust-brown.

In accordance -with the promise made in our

1:1 st number (p. 245), we here give a brief ac-

count of the Tent- caterpillar of the Forest

{Clisiocampa sylvatica). We do so the more

willingly because, as we shall presently show,

this insect is very generally confounded with the

common American Tent-caterpillar (CI. ameri-

cana, Harr.), and because much confusion and

uncertainty -with regard to its haliils exist in tlie

minds of most farmers. In nianv parts of Mis-

souri it has been very desd-nctiveiliii-ing the past

two sunmtiers, and we Ikim' had mooiI opportuni-

ties to closely and carefully slu(l\ its haliits. The
species was first described by the gri'at jNlassa-

chusetts entomologist. Dr. Harris, \\ ho lUKiuali-

fledly states that it lives in communities laider a

common web or tent; but with this exception

gives a very clear and truthful account of it.*

ITS NATURAL HISTORY.

The egg-mass from wliich the Tent-caterpillar

of the Forest hatches (Fig. 165 a, showing it after

the yoimg larvte have escaped) may at once be

distinguished from that of the common Tent-

caterpillar by its being of a uniform diameter,

and docked ofl;' squarely at each end. It is usu-

ally composed of about 4(»() eggs, the number in

five masses which we counted ranging from 380

to 410. Each of the eggs composing- tliis mass is

of a cream-white color, o.ni imh \mv^ and 0.025

inch wide, narrow and rounded at the attached

end or base, gradually enlarging towards the top,

where it becomes slightly smaller (Fig. 165 d),

aud abruptly terminates with a prominent cir-

cular rim on the outside, and a sunken spot in

tlie centre (c) . These eggs are deposited in circles,

the female moth stationing herself, for this pur-

pose, in a transverse position across the twig.

With abdomen curved she gradually moves as

the deposition goes on, and when one circle is

• Inj. Jns.j p. 37tj.
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completed, she commences another—and not

liefore. With each egg is secreted a brown var-

nisli which firmly fastens it to the twig and to

its neighbor, and which, njion becoming dry,

forms a carinated net-work of brown over the

pale egg-shell. These eggs are so regularly laid

and so closely glued to eacli other, that the sides

are often so apprcssed, that the moth economizes

space almost as eflcctually as does the Honey-bee
in the formation ofits hexagonal cells. In confine-

ment the moth very seldom succeeds in forming

a perfect ring, but in her abortive attempts,

deposits them in dilTerent sized patches ; aud as

we have found such unfinished patches attached

to an oak leaf out-of-doors, we may conclude

Ihat (idler I'mia injury or debility of some kind,

tlic ]i;ir('iit'- iii-linctsometimes fails it even when
fill llii' cciiHlitions are normal and natural.

The eggs arc deposited, in the latitude of St.

Louis, during the latter part of June. The em-
bryo develops during the hot summer weather,

and the yet unborn larva is fully formed by the

lime winter comes on. They hatch with the

first warm weather in spring—generally from

the middle to the last of March—and though the

buds of their food-plant maj' not have opened at

flic time, and though it may freeze severely

afterwards, yet these little creatures are won-
derfully hardy, and can fast for three whole
weeks, if need be, and withstand any amount of

inclement weather. The very moment these

little larvffi are born, they commence spinning a

web wherever they go. At this time they are

black witli pale hairs, and are always found

either huddled together or traveling in file along

the silken paths Avhich they form when in

search of food. In about two weeks from the

time they commence feeding they go through

their first moult, having iirst grown paler or of

a light yellowish-brown, with the extremities

rather darker than the middle of the body, with

tlie little Will-Is which give rise Id flie liiiirs (|\iile

disfiucl, and a eonspieuous chirk iiitevnipdMl line

each side of the hack. After the iirst iiinult,

they arc characterized principally by two pale

yellowish subdorsal lines, which border what
was before, the dark line above described. After

the second moult, which takes place in about a

week from the first, the characteristic pale spots

on the back appear, the upper pale line be-

comes yellow, the lower one white, and the space

between them bluish : indeed, the characters of

tlic mature larva are from this jjcriod appai-ent.

Very soon they undergo a third moult, after

which the colors all become more distinct and
fresh, the head and anal plate have a soft bluish

velvety appearamc, and the hairs seem more

dense. Alter undergoing a fourth moult with-

out material change in appearance, they acquire

their full growth in about six weeks from the

[Fig. iGG ] time of first feeding. At this time
they appear as at Figure 16C, and
for those who ai-e interested in such

matters, we quote below* Dr. Fitch's

description of the full-grown laiTa,

as it is the first accurate and detailed

description that was published, and
as we have occasion to refer to it

further on.

A( (his stage of its growth the Tent-

( aier]]illar of the Forest may be seen

wandering singly over different trees,

along roads, on the tops of fences,

etc., in search of a suitable place to

form its cocoon. It usually contents

itself with folding a leaf or drawing

*"b'hick^vMte
'^'^'^^'^'^''^^ together for this purpose,

aiidiufous though it frequently spins up under

fence boards and in other sheltered situations . The
cocoon is very much like that of the common
Tent-caterpillar, being formed of a loose exterior

covering of wliite silk with the hairs of the larva

interwoven, and byamore compact oval inner pod

that is made stift'by the meshes being filled with a

thin yellowish paste from the mouth of the lai"va,

which paste, when dried, gives the cocoon the

appearance of being dusted with powdered sul-

phur. Three days after the cocoon is completed

tlie caterpillar casts its skin for the last time and
becomes a chrysalis of a reddish-brown color,

slightly dusted with a pale powder, and densely

clothed with short pale yellow hairs, which at

the blunt and rounded extremity are somewhat
larger and darker. In a couple of weeks more.

It i/cvlill'lrHMl and of a vale bl i-«ilowii
onoai'hsi.l,' willi-iv,-iii>li-ia>, aim |iririkle(l

nft.'iK.r ,.lrvri,\,val ,iV ilia m,. 11,1-^1,:,
I

,.1^M,,;. ,'.>l^ which

rnl™t is

black
creain-

On the

i-lotiii-il

li ct>Ior

h short

have each a larj?o black s])ot on each side. The instant it is

immersed in spirits the blue color of this caterpillar vanishes
aud it becomes blacls.
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or (luring the forepart of June, the moths com-

mence to issue, and fly about at niglii. This

moth (Fig-. 1C5, ?j ? ) bears a consiilerable resem-

blance to fliat of the Conunon Tent-caterpillar

(Fig. 107. ?), being of a brownisli-yellow or

[lU 11.7.]

Color—Rust-ljrown

.

rusty brown, and having two oblique transverse

lines across the front wings. It differs, however,

iu the color being paler or more yellowish, espe-

cially on the thorax; in the space between the

oblique lines being usually darker instead of

lighter than that on either side; but principally

in the oblique lines themselves being dark in-

stead of light, and iu a transverse shade, often

quite distinct, across the hind wings. As in

Americana, the male is smaller than the female,

with the wings shorter and cut off more squarely.

CDUsidcniblc variation may be found in a given

number of moths, but principally in the space

between the oblique lines on the front wings

being either of the same shade as the rest of the

wing, or in its being much darker; but as we
have found these variations in different indi-

viduals of the same brood, bred either from Oak,

ILckory, Apple and Rose, they evidently havi^

nothing to do with the food-plant. The scales

on the wings are very loosely attached, and rub

off so readily that good sijecimens of the moth

are seldom captured at large. So much for the

natural liistory of our Forest Tent-caterpillar.

THE I.AKVA SPINS A WEB.

From the very moment it is born till after the

fourth or last moult, this caterpillar spins a web
and lives more or less in company ; but from the

fact that this web is always attached close to the

l)ranches and trunks of the trees infested, it is

ollen overlooked, and several writers have falsely

declared that it does not spin. At each succes-

sive moult all the individuals of a batch collect

and huddle together upon a common web for

two or three days, and during these periods

—

though more active than most other caterpillars

in this so-called sickness—they are quite slug-

gish. During the last or fourtli moult they

very frequently come low down on the trunk of

the tree, and, as in the case of the gregarious

larva3 of the Hand-maid Moth (Datana minis-

tra), which often entirely denude our Black

Walnuts, they unwittingly court destruction by

collecting in such masses within man's reach.

IT FEEDS BOTH ON ORCHARD AND FOREST TREES.

In the summer of 1867 this insect did gi-eat

damage in Western New York, where it is falsely

called THE "Army-worm." From the fact that

Mr. Peter Ferns, of Millville, Orleans county,

N. Y., was greatly troubled with it that year in

his apple orchard, and tliat he did not notice any

of the same worms on the Oak and Walnut tim-

ber of that section, he concluded that his Apple-

feeding worms must be different from those

feeding on forest trees. In an article signed

" F., Orleans county, N. Y.", which appeared

in the Country Gentleman of July 23d, 1868,

the same writer endeavors to prove his Apple-

feeding worms distinct by sundry minute char-

acters, as may be seen from the following extract

:

Now I am not an entomologist, but still must be
allowed to beheve that there are several points,

if not ••(lis|iii,-tivc cliaraclcrs." in which our
catcriiilliir (lillcr- IVoiii Ihr TcnI-ratcrpilliir of

the Forr-i, a- (1.-. Tilled l.v Dr. Kil.-li. His larva

is of a ]ialr Iihir ii>|,.i-. lin-cd lower down on
each si.lc w iili ^i-eeni-li-iiiay. In ours the pre-

vailing; r.il.ir (111 the liaek is lilack; there is a sky-

blue stiiiiei aeli side Imt no greenish-gray.

Both liavelliewhilesp.ils nil tlie 1 laek niueb alike,

(li(jui;li lierliaps luii-s are more eliili-,-lialie,l, look-

il|o- to rlie iiakeil eve liearlv llie ,~lia]ie .irieli-pius.

Botli have llie,-e si^ils siin-oiiii,le(l w ill. lilaek; in

ours Ihei-e is (juilea limail Mack siiii i each
side or ihe spills. I'ht- l.laek -iiipe is nii.reor

lesslilleil with line, iriiikleil, liri-hl (.raiiuv lines.

In siinie. these oraii-e liiie> are Ml plentvas to

be seen Jilailll V wit llnllt llle-la-s; in .illierstllC

eulol- In the na'ke.l ryr i- a line vel vi't-l .laek. In
tlie larva ileseribed bv Dr. Fiteli I here is much
less of black and of the tine crinkled lines, which
are pale orange-yellow. There is a smnewhat
broader stripe of the same yellow enlnr, in place

of a narrow orange one in ours. The Inwer yel-

low stripe may be much alike in Imlli. Imt what
is skv-blue in one is gTeenisli-i;ra\ in the other.

In both, the head is of a dark lilni-li enlnr, but
in his it i> livekled with nnnieions black dots;

in ours. I.nth tn the nailed eye ami under ii glass,

it is plain. In his the seennil seenient <>v neck
is edged anterimly with ereani-wliite. which
color is more brouil <in the sides, 'the ihivil and
fourth segments lunc eaeli a laii^e hhiek s|inl nn

each side." .Bntli the ereani-w hile .due .and

black spots are entirely wanting in our cater-

pillars.

The habits of the larvis also appear to be dif-

ferent. According to Harris and li itch, the Tent-
eaterpillar nf the Forest lives in large societies,

under a ti^nt or enli-wi'l.-like nest placed against

the side of the tree, and i-nines nut to feed on the

leaves. Others, as well as myself, have watched
our caterpillars and entirelx tail to discover that

they lived in communities, nr in any one place

that they went from and returned ti>. While
small, they remain scattered nver the smaller

branches and nn tin' leaves, and are tir>( sei>n to

begin to get tn^ellier when ahniit halt grown,
on some of the higlier limb.s iu the »un. They
only collect in large bunches on the trunk and
lower limbs ; when nearly full grown, and the
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shade; :iiid

Willie

(1.) H(

iii;^' intlie Tciit-cateiiiilku- of the Furcsi
this way.
Then onr laivse appear decidedly to prefer tlie

leaves of the Apple-tree, and onlv feed on the
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plentiful in Vii-ginia as to strip the Oak-trees

bare." The destruction it caused in some of the

Eastern States in 18G6 and 1867 is sufficient to

decide this question ; but there is every reason

(o believe that in the South and West its injuries

are of still vaster extent. "We published last

month (p. 245) an account of its injuries at Des

Arc, Arkansas, and for the past two years it has

been quite destructive both to forest and orchard

(r(*s, in many parts of Missouri. In the Oak
limber these worms prefer trees of the lUack Oak
group, and will seldom touch tlic White Oak in

bodies, though when scattered amoiii;- the other

kinds, they attack it also.

AKTIFICIAL REMEDIES.

From the time they are born till after the tliird

moult these worms will drop and suspend them-

selves mid-air, if the branch upon wliich they

are feeding be suddenly jarred. Therefore when
( hey have been allowed to multiply in an orchard

this habit will suggest various modes of destroy-

ing them. Again, as already stated, they can often

))(' slaughtered eii masse when collected on the

trunks during the last moulting period. They

^\ill more generally be found on the leeward

side of the tree if the wind has been blowing in

the same direction for a few days. The cocoons

ma)' also be searched for, and many of the moths

caught by attracting them towards the light.

But preiiminently the most effective artificial

mode of preventing this insect's injuries is to

search for and destroy the egg-raasses in the

winter time when the trees are leafless. Not
only is this course the more efKcient because it

i« more easily pursued, and nips the evil in

the bud, but for the reason tliat, in destroying

the eggs only, we in a great measure evade

killing, and cousequenlly coiiperate with, the

natural parasites presently to be mentioned,

which infest the worms themselves. A pair of

pruning shears attached to the end of a pole,

and operated by a cord, will be found very

useful in clipping oft' the eggs; or, as recom-

mended by Mr. Ferris, a more simple instru-

ment may be made by fastening a piece of an

old scythe to a pole. If the scythe is kept sharp,

the twigs may very haiuiily be clipped with this

instrument. Tarred bandages, or any of the

many remedies used to prevent the female Can-

ker-worm from ascending trees, can only be

useful with the Forest Tent-caterpillar when it

is intended to temporarily protect an uninfested

tree from the straggling worms which may travel

from surrounding trees.

NATURAL REMEDIES.

It is always wise to cooperate, whenever we
can, with our little friends among the Bugs, and

it is consequently very necessary to be acquaint-

ed with them. It happens, fortunately, that

we have several which aid us in keeping the

Tent-caterpillar of the Forest in check, and in

the natural forest we must (rust entirely to

these auxiliaries, as the mechanical means that

can profitably be employed in a moderate sized

orchard are impracticable in broad extents of

timber. Indeed, these cannibals and parasites

do their work so effectually that this caterpillar

is seldom exceedingly numerous for more than

two successive years in one locality. It pre-

vails suddenly in great numbers, and again is

scarcely noticed for years, very mucli as is the

case with the true Army-worm. Thus, after

attracting such general attention in 18G7 in

many parts of the East, it has scaiccly been

noticed since. This is its liistory everywhere,

and we may reasonably hope that in those parts

of the West where it has been cutting such a

figure the present summer, it will suddenly be

so subdued as not to be noticed for some years

to come. Its undue increase but combines the

assaults of its enemies, until they multiply so

as to gain the ascendency. Then, from insuffi-

ciency of food these enemies suddenly decrease

in numbers, and their natural prey has a chance

to increase again. And so it goes on in the

"Struggle for Life," and in the great compli-

cated net-work in which every animal organism

is involved: a check here and a check there,

and no one of all the myriad forms allowed to

keep the ascendency beyond a limited time.

The most efficient cannibal insects in checking

the increase of this Forest Caterpillar, are the

larger Cronnd-beetlcs belonging to the genus

Colosoma. These beetles will pounce upon the

worms with astonishing greed, and are especially

prone to attack them when helplessly collected

together during the moulting periods. The

Rummaging Ground Beetle (Colosoma scruta-

tor, Fabr.), which every one will recognize from
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the figure (1C8) , is especially fond of them. The
most common parasite which occurs abundantly

ill the West, as well as in the East, aud which

we have bred from several other caterpillars, is

a maggot producing a Tachina-fly, which difTers

only from the Red-tailed Tachina-fly {Exorista

leucania;, Kirk.), which infests the Army-worm,
in lacking the red tail.* The other parasite

which infests it in the East, but which we have

not yet met with, is a species of Pimpla very

closely allied to P. melanocephala, Brulle, but

diflering from that species in the head being

red and not black.

f

SUMMARY.
The Tent-caterpillar of the Forest ditlers from

the common Orchard Tent-caterpillar priiici-

lially in its egg-mass being docked ofl' squarely

instead of being rounded at each end; in its

larva having a row of spots along the back
instead of a continuous narrow line, and in its

moth having the color between the oblique lines

on the front wings as dark or else darker, in-

stead of lighter than the rest of the wing. It

feeds on a variety of both forest and orchard

trees; makes a web which from its being usu-

ally fastened close to the tree is often over-

looked; is often very destructive, and is most
easily fought iu the egg state.

'Exorista leucanim, Kii-kpatrick=E. mililaris, Wulsll We
have bred the varic y lacking the red .it tip of abdomen fi-ora
liirvaj of Attacus cecropia^ Lian. jDatana minutra, Ui-iiry,
yljro/isinermjs, Riley, and ot two undetermined Agrotidiaiis.

tPractical Entomologist, U, p lU.

A Pla(;ue ok Beetles.—A very serious plague
of small brown beetles lias occurred in Yorkshire,
and (Inrin;: the Iiisl few duvs tin' SuiMlc-tuniip
(•roll lias lir.'ii <lc>lr..vc(i. Tlii^ i- i-|i.-.i,-il!v >,>

in till' Wol.i (li-.|i-iri, nmnv Ihrnis liaviii- im. plaiils

ivinaiiiini;. Al Malloii, cmi Salui(la\ . Ilic larnnTs
<il.taiiiciln.'\v>I.H'ks,.l',Mrd.aii.|iT-;.i\\in-\vnulil

coiniuciir,. ,;n .M..n;la\. The ImvIIi's iu iiiviia.ls

havf also allark,.,! tiii' tare and pra .Tops.' The
long drought is supposed to have tiivorod this

destructive visitation of insect life.

[We find the above in a late number of Scien-

tific Opinion; but why talk about such an un-

usual visitation without even hinting at the

species?

—

Ed.]

A correspondent of the 2few Ewjiand Fanner
says that last year he saved his onions from the

maggot h\ removing the earth from the bulbs

with his lingers, being careful not to disturb the

roots wliile weeding thein. A pound of copperas

dissolved in a pailful of soft soap, and, when
thinned with water, applied to the onions, is

good to keep oft' the maggot, and to promote the

growth of the onions. I

TO COLLECT AND STUDY INSECTS-No. 4.

IIY F. n SANEORX, DOSTON, MASS.

[Fig. IBO ]

There may be something under this old slab,

which lies so flat on the surface of the ground

;

turn it over carefully. Sure enough, besides the

earthworms of all sizes and ages that retreat

hastily from the garish light of day into their

smooth, cylindrical burrows, and the active

spider that scampers off in the grass, here are

some little whitish insects—a whole colony of a

hundred or more—many upon the under surface

of the slab, which seems to be channeled and

gi'ooved shallowly, exposing tlie cleaner color of

the wood ; and many more moving briskly about

in corresponding channels on the grouml, occa-

sionally disappearing down the holes.

These are the " White Ants," as they are im-

properly termed, Termes flavipes of KoUar.

Those stupid and clumsy ones, with immense
heads and long black jaws, are called soldiers;

touch this one with a spear of grass and see how-

he rushes to seize it, snapping his jaws aud ex-

hibiting every sign of anger and ferocity. There
is always a regiment of these soldiers or fighting

men attached to every respectable colony of

Termites, and their mission is solely to defend

their weaker vessels, the workers, against ma-
rauders of all kinds. These round-headed ones

are the workers, and those tiny, white, helpless

fellows are the young. Notice, if you please,

how indefatigably the workers are seizing the

little ones, one by one, in their mandibles, and

carrying them carefully below to some place of

security. They pinch up their tender skins on

the back, with just sufiicieut force to get a good
hold without harming the tender little creatures,

and lifting them up, as a cat carries its kittens,

convey thcni safely away. What are these long.
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black insects that seem to have something to do

witli the colon)', but are furnished with long,

while shining wings? These are the males,

they are hurrying down out of sight as quickly

as possible; you Avill never see one of them

troubling himself about tlie care of the young.

Nor will you ever see the soldiers doing this

good work either; they, cowardly creatures,

have retreated into the burrows, and only occa-

sionally the head of one appears at an opening,

nearly filling it, and obstructing the way of this

nurse-worker, who is obliged to kick and punch

tlie military blockhead repeatedly before he will

suffer her to pass with her load.

INIake haste to secure the specimens you want
of the males, put them in a small, dry vial and

give them a drop of chloroform. Ifyou pin them

now, they won't have a wing left on their shoul-

ders when you get home, so loosely are these

appendages attached. Put a few soldiers in

alcohol in a small vial, and you will have ample

time to secure some of the brave little workers,

who are so earnest in their duties that they have

removed almost all the young to the vaults be-

low. There are only a few left, at the extreme

points of the gallery, and here are two or three

ravening enemies, in the shape of true ants,

seizing and carrying off to their own homes for

food the tender young Termites. Where arc the

soldiers now? Like policemen, not to be found

when wanted, they are safely ensconced witliin

the chambers of the dwelling. But we will do

them the justice to say that, had not the terrible

eartli(|uake (from their point of view) unroofed

till' cdilice and bewildered their faculties, they

would have boldly ciiiiiliaicil tlir pirati<-al ants,

and sacrificed unIic>il;iliiiL;l\ lliciv own limbs

and lives to save tlu> hrliilr.-- otl'-priii.L;- of their

nueen. See this poor worker, with its feeble

might endeavoring to rescue the little one from

the powerful jaws of the marauder ; regardless

of danger and wounds, she opposes the two or

three strong black kidnappers, but at last her

soft body is gashed, and her tender limbs are

torn off, by their powerful jaws—she has sacri-

ficed her life in the vain attempt.

And now the surface of the Termite's home is

deserted ; most of the young have been saved

;

the soldiers are keeping guard in the subter-

ranean galleries, and the workers are ministering

to their little charges in tlie dark nui'series

below. If we now dig a trench at the side of

tlie space formerly covered by the slab, and slice

off carefully, with a spade or large-bladed knife,

the earth in thin sections, we shall get a fine view
of the labjTinth of burrows, galleries aud cham-
bers of the Termite's home. We shall perhaps

discover, in a large commodious chamber deep

down near the centre of the dwelling, a large,

soft-bodied female, the true mother of the next

generation. Her head, thorax and limbs are

about the size of those of the workers, but her

abdomen is expanded to a prodigious size, mak-

ing it impossible for her to leave her cell, iu

which she is carefully tended aud fed by the

workers. They remove also the young as soon

as they are born, and take the entire charge of

nursing them up to maturity.

Many naturalists believe the workers to be

females which are unfit for becoming mothers

;

the development of the ovaries being arrested,

and the insect remaining in an immature con-

dition, devotes itself to the care of its com-

panions. Some also consider the soldier as a

sort of undeveloped male ; and more than one

student of zoolog}' regards the soldier and worker

as pupal forms corresponding to the chrysalis

condition of the butterfly. These questions re-

main to be settled ; and, as you will find in the

pursuit of this class of studies, a vast field is

open to every careful observer of Nature for in-

vestigation and study.

If you have been so successful as to find a

female, deposit her carefully in a separate vial of

alcohol, and, cutting out a ciibe of earth that

contains the section of her cell, wrap it in your

handkerchief, if you have not a box of the light

size for it, and carry it in your hand ; it is of

sufficient value to be worth some labor and in-

convenience in securing it for your cabinet. If

you will preserve some of the workers and

young alive in a small box with eai-th, or the

fragments of their dwelling, you can place them

under the compound microscope when you re-

turn, study the interior of their bodies, aud

witness the c-outrac-lion and cxiiuiision of the

great doi-al vi'orl that >ri-vc> in>r,-ts tor a heart.

Their beautil'iilly ti-auspaiviit skin enables us to

investigate their internal anatomy while their

vital functions are in full operation.

You will find it most convenient to place the

insect to be examined in a " live-box," as it is

called, aud if you have not got one, you can

easily make a good substitute out of a strong

pill-box and two round pieces of thin glass.

Push the bottom of the box out, then fit both of

the pieces of glass to the size of the inside of the

cover; tliis you can easily do, if they are too

large, by nipping oft' very small bits around the

edge with a pair of common pliers. Now, cut a

hole in the cover of the box, leaving enough of a

rim to hold the glass cover pretty firmly ; wipe

both pieces of glass clean, and place the thicker,

if there be any difference, in the cover. Put
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your specimen of Termes upon the middle of the

glass, and lay the other piece of glass upon it; if

the weight of the glass alone is sufficient to pre-

vent its moving out of the field of view, you will

not require the rest of the box ; but if not, you

will find, by gently pressing the box into the

cover, that the friction is sufficient to hold the

little insect witliout crushing it, or destroying-

life. A box for this purpose is generally made
of brass ; thinner glass is used in it than can

easily be procured in most localities, and the

cover slides or screws down upon the specimen.

A skillful American boy can, without much dif-

ficulty, construct one of permanent utility of

brass, softer metal, or even of wood, and will

lind it of continual benefit to him if he owns, or

has ix'rniission to use, a compound microscope,

lie will find it a more convenient instrument to

use if he solders the smaller ring of the live-box

to a slip of metal about the size of an ordinary

slide as cut for the microscope—that is to say,

about three inches long by one in width, and not

so thin as to bend readily. He must, of course,

cut or file a hole in the centre of tliis piece of

metal of nearly the size of the ring which is at-

tached to it, and both surfaces of the slip must

be smooth and even.

THE RANSOM CORCUhlO REMEDY.

It is really laughable and amusing to those

persons who have no particular " axe to griiul,"

to calmly look on and watch the rankling dis-

cussions which have been caused by the an-

nouncement of Ml'. Hansom's method of fighting

the Curculio. And it is likewise passing strange

how ridiculously partial and unjust bias will

lender a man, and how often it acts as a stum-

bling block to his clear and candid reason;

Dr. Hull, upon his return from St. Joseph,

published an account of his visit, and gave us

his opinion of the value of the new process.

The facts as he found them are almost precisely

as we stated them to be in our last number, but

when he gets on to opinions, the warp of the

mind is clearly manifest, and he evidently

deems the new method of but trivial import-

ance, as may be seen from the following para-

graph, which we quote from that article—the

italics being our own :

A query here presents itself, and one, too,
of much practical importance. For example:
Supposing no bugging by traps or otherwise had
been done, up to the very morning of the day
when Curcnlios commenceil stinging the fruit,

and on that morning a Cnrculio-catcher or other
contrivance for thoroughly jarring the trees had
been used, would not ail the Curcnlios have

been taken which had previously come into the

orchard and been trapped, together with those
which did not enter the traps? This query
seems to us all the more important from the

fact that at the time Ciirculios began to sting,

the peaches ou those trees which had been most
thoroughly bugged seemed to have Curcnlios
enough on them to destroy all the fruit in a
few days. If all the Curcnlios on entering the

orchard would go down under the cover pro-
vided for ihem, then the new mode of catching
them would be best, since the labor could be
performed by women and children. But any
method of catching which fails to take all the

insects, would not lighten the labor of jarring
the trees. We have long since determined that

it makes no difference how many Curcnlios
come together in the orchard for mating, or how
long they are in doing so, provided the orchard
is run in time to jar the trees twice before any
of the fruit is stung. For aught we can now
see,jarrin{/ trees marj safely be delayed as long
K-heii t/-(i/ijiiii</ ix iinl j-i^'iiiird l<< as where it is;

and for Ihis n nsmt. n-r ciiiiiiiil miderstand how
7-esKllx <;/ iiinr/, iirdriiriil i iii jiortance can be
realizriJ by laying f rapttjhr Cnrrulios.

Of course. Doctor, you cannot understand

how any good is to result from this new method.

Don't you sec that the Curcnlio-catcher is in

the way? But lot us look at the other side of

the question, for Mr. Ransom evidently views

the matter in a different light, having but a few

chilis instead of a great machine, to intercept

the clearness of his vision. We find in the

columns of the same good old Prairie Farmer
for June 11th, a long article from his pen, in

which not one word can be found regarding the

jarring process. On the contrary, the trap-

remedy is held to be a " perfect success," and

sufficient to save the fruit in the face of the

many facts to the contrary that were confirmed

both in his own and his neighbors' orchards

before the article in question wa« written.

There are a few statements in this article that

will not bear criticism, but, with the exception

of the apparent bias that pervades it, and a silly

fling at the professional entomologist, Mr. Ran-

som has narrated some important personal e.x-

perience, and we quote the last paragraph,

which gives the gist of the whole:

We have to gather some facts for future pub-
lication. I have devoted much time tor a month
ill watching and discovering their habits, and
have many facts, as well as theories, which 1

cannot put into this already much too long com-
munication. One thing is certain—it has been
a success. I feel confident they can be destroyed
easily, and our fruit saved. The method of
preparing around the trees, or which late in the

season is as good, or better, of putting cloth,

leather or anything for them to crawl into and
hide in the forks of the trees, will be prepared
and published in season for next j ear. I have
many facts of importance.
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It may be laid down as a rule, which will

generally hold good, that editors are the most

inigiiacious oi' men—with their jtciis. A woman
in her silken robes is vain ; an Indian in his

war-paint is vain ; a turkey gobliler in his feath-

ers is vain; bnt of all vain things on this earth

of ours an editor is, perhaps, the vainest ! Tliere

is scarcely one of them—from the scribbler for tlie

penny novel to D'Isracli or Victor Hugo—who
does not think his productions unequalled and
unsurpassed; and he who would take excep-

tion to any of them must needs give mortal

otl'onse. It is not surprising, therefore, that the

respective editors of the St. Joxtph Herald and
of the Benton Harbor Palladium, have had a

pitched battle at pen's point on this Curculio

remedy. Nor is it surprising that their mode
of reasoning is far more vicious than that of the

champions of the two diflerent methods. It

appears tliat Dr. Winans, whom we know to

be a perfect gentleman and an excellent obser-

ver, recommended the Ransom process in the

columns of the Falladiiim, and that the editor

of that paper actually had the audacity to assert

that "it was practiced many years ago in the

central part of New York ; but like many other

discoveries seems to have been neglected and
forgotten"! AVhereupon the Herald cries,

" shame "'— " preposterous "— " this discovery

ought not to be belittled by any one in tlie St.

Joseph Fruit Belt." Of course the Palladium
mildly replies to these cutting attacks, and the

Herald finishes the discussion by reiterating in

two difFeront editorials that Mr. AV. B. Ransom
is the discoverer of the new method of Curcu-
lio Extermination [!!]. That paper likewise

(very justly) takes considerable credit to itself,

and implicates us in the following manner:

The Herald claims honor for what it did do.
It claims that without its Extra, the Palladium
would have attempted to steal the honor for
some other one; that the jealous entomologists
of Illinois and Missouri would have attributed
the discovery to one of themselves, and for the
proof thereof appeals to the intemperate article

of the Palladium.

Now, we are perfectly willing that the par-

ties should, like the martyrs mentioned in Don
Quixote, each heroically frizzle on his own coals

;

but we do implore you, gentlemen, to '-stop

this pother," and, like men, admit the facts.

The editor of the Herald does himself no great

honor in the blind manner in which he vents

his wrath on his bitter rival ; but in making the

astounding assertion that '• the jealous Ento-

mologists of Illinois and Missouri would have

attributed the discovery to one of themselves,"

he makes himself supremely ridiculous, and

simply pollutes his pen with the vilest slander.

No doubt Dr. LeBai-on is as capable as our-

selves of proving that he had no grounds what-

ever for any such assertion.

With I'egard to the benefits accruing from this

discovery, we must repeat what was said in our

last number, namely, thatit would be unwise in

the extreme to rely on this method alone, and to

abandon the jarring process. Since the method

was first noised abroad it has been tried contin-

uously by ourselves, by the horticultural editor

and the Illinois correspondent of the Country

Gentleman, by Dr. Trimble of New .Tersey, by

Dr. Hull, and by many other persons in dift'ercnt

parts of the country, as well as at St. Joseph, and

in every instance with the meagre and unsatis-

factory results we predicted. Per contra, it

would be equally unwise to follow the reasoning

of Dr. Hull and abandon the Ransom method,

for, from our own experience, we venture the

assertion that it will prove the better remedy

of the two for the million; first, on account of

its cheapness and simplicity, and, second, be-

cause au energetic and united effort for a few

days early in the season, will do much—very

much—to lighten the subsequent summer's jar-

ring in any given district.

As to who is entitled to the credit of the dis-

covery, we reiterate our former opinion. As
theu stated, we have often captured Plum Cur-

culios early in the season under chips, bark,

and other sheltered situations, and so have other

persons; but these facts do not in the least de-

tract from the honor due Mr. Ransom, but, on

the contrary, they reflect discredit on us for not

being wise enough to make a practical applica-

tion of them. With the case of Mrs. Wier,

however, it is quite different. She not only

captured a lai-ge number, but suggested the

method to others through the columns of an

influential journal; and although her sugges-

tions have never since been worked upon, she

nevertheless made the first discovery and ap-

plied it. It may be truly said that he who,

by persistent apjieal and untiring cflbrt, suc-

ceeds in applying and introducing to public

notice a new and valuable invention, de-

serves more credit than the inventor himself;

and we repeat that all ciedit is due Mr. Ran-

som. All honor to him or to any man who will

give to the fruit-grower any practical and hith-

erto unemployed method of destroying those

insect pests which render fruit-growing so pre-

carious. We presume he would not—suppos-

ing he could—claim any particular recompense

for the valuable facts he has made public; but

he can rest assured that an appreciative public
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will ever be <rrateful, and for our part we shall

hereafter always speak of this remedy as the

"Ransom Process."

Let it not for a moment be supposed that, as

the Herald intimates, wc envy any one who
makes a discovery in economic entomolgy. No
one but the veriest charlatan would ever enter-

tain any such feeling. It is our province to

disseminate the knowledge gained by others,

and we take as much pleasure in doing so as

in imparting what little we may have of oui-

own. Our columns are free to all ! To the

practical culturist especially we say: learn to

think and observe for yourself, and do not think

these small "bugs" beneath your study and

attention. The professional entomologist is

constantly bu^y in studying the habits of the

thousands of diftrfreut insects that affect the

general farmer and gardener, and he cannot

devote all his time to experimenting with the

few that more particularly aflect one set of men

without doing injustice to some other set. The

unprofessional man, on the contrary, very often

has to deal with but two or three species, and

as he is battling with these constantly he is,

of all others, best situated for studying and

experimenting with them; especially if he has

acquired some knowledge of entomology. A
thousand pair of observing eyes, scattered over

a wide extent of country, will accomplish far

more than a single pair possibly can in any one

locality; and to imbue the producer with a due

sense of the great practical importance of such

observations—to show how these studies will

render his business more pleasant, as well as

more profiiable—in short, to incite the cultiva-

tor to observe and study these tiny and gener-

ally despised creatures, and to show him how
best to do so, is, in great part, the mission of

tills journal.

More Diioii the Same Subject.

Since the above article was written we have

spent a few days among the well-cultivated,

neat and tlirif'ty orchards of St. .Joseph and

Benton Harbor, Mich., and among the plum

orchards around London, Ontario. We were

highly delighted with the thoi-ough and intelli-

gent manner in which fruit-culture is there

carried on, and were glad to observe that due

reward is attending their eflforts. Last year they

shipped by boat from St. Joseph, over 708,000

baskets of peaches, besides nearly 40,000 bushels

of the smaller fruits; and the present year the

latter have been abundant, and there is a very

fair crop of the former, with the exception of

the late Crawford, which has overborne for the

three preceding years.

Our visit was made partly to examine more
closely into Mr. Kausom's Curculio remedy, so

as to give our readers the benefit of full and
impartial instruction. AVe found that so few

Curculios had been caught under the chips after

the first week in June, that nearly everybody,

except Mr. Ransom, had for some time aban-

doned the method, and were jarring their trees.

In fact, it has turned out very much as we pre-

dicted it would. Consequently most of the

extensive growers are using a Curculio-catcher,

and Mr. L. M. Ward has made some improve-

ments on Dr. Hull's machine, which, in our

estimation, render it so much more useful and
valuable, that we shall give a description of it as

soon as the proper figures can be engraved.

Mr. Ransom himself, by dint of unusual per-

severance and great care in setting his traps,

has had much better success than wc had ex-

pected he would. On the loth June he caught

78; on the IGth, 97, and on the 17th, 7L For

about a week after this, he scarcely caught

any, but from the 24th to the 27th inclusive, he

caught about .'iOO. On the 6th of July wc ac-

companied him around the outside rows of his

orchard and caught five under the traps. We
had no opportunity to use the sheet, but are

satisfied that more could be jarred down. Mr.

R. has a very fair crop of peaches, and— for-

getting that crops have often been grown before

with very little care, and that others around

him who have not bugged so persistently have

fruit also this year— is very sanguine of his

new method, and too much inclined, perhaps,

to attribute his crop solely to this remedy.

Nevertheless, contrary to the impression made
by his published views, he was candid enough

to admit that it might be found necessary to

resort to the jarring process, after a certain sea-

son of the year ; and indeed the number of stung

peaches on the ground showed too plainly that

there is no hopes of extermination by the chip

plan alone. The soil around St. Joseph is, for

the most part, a light sandy loam, never pack-

ing, and very easily kept in good cultivation.

To this character of the soil must be attributed

much of the success with the Ransom method;

for we are satisfied, after full experiment, that

in the warmer climate and heavier soil of St.

Louis, it is of no practical use after the middle

of May, or at the farthest, after the first of

June. The few specimens that we have cap-

tured by this method at St. Louis, have been

found under small pieces of new shingle ; and

Mr. W. T. Durry, who has 2300 trees in his

orchard at St. Joe., also found this the best

kind of trap. Mr. Ransom, however, prefers
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small pieces of oak-bark, which he places close

around the tree with the inner or coucave side

appressed to the ground. Stones do not answer

well, and corn-cobs are objectionable because

it requires so much time to discover and destroy

the Curculios, which hide in their deep cavities.

Mr. D. N. Brown has apparently suft'ered more

this year from the Curculio than any one else.

He made the great mistake of supposing that

there were none iu his orchard early in the

season ; and ere he commenced to battle witli

them they had become a mighty host. After

killing the beetles, he throws into barrels all

the fruit which falls or is jarred olf. In escap-

ing from the fruit the worms naturally collect

at the bottoms of the barrels, where they are

killed by pouring water on tliera. The many
barrels of shrivelled, shrunken and rotting fruit,

spoke plainly of Mr. B.'s untiring efiorts. and

of tl)0 immense work he bad on hand. AVe

doubt if he will ripeu a single plum.

Passing into Ontario, we found the plum-

trees overloaded with tine, unblemished fruit,

and the contrast was great indeed. We found our

friend, Mr. Wm. Saunders, of London, aUo much
occupied with, and interested in, the Curculio

question, lie was, in fact, carefully counting

different lots of this insect which had been re-

ceived from different parts of the Dominion

;

for be it known, that the enterprising Fruit-

growers' Association of Ontario, in its praise-

worthy efforts to check the increase of the Cur-

culio, offered a cent per head for every one

which should be sent to our friend, who hap-

pens to be secretary of that body. "What would
the people of the "Western States think, if their

different Legislatures, or their State Horticul-

tural Societies should offer an equally liberal

premium per capita for every little Turk cap-

tured? Wouldn't they set about capturing them

in earnest, though! The Legislature might

stand it, and we are not sure but that some such

inducement, held out by the State to its fruit-

growing citizens, would pay, and prove the

most efiective way of subduing the enemy. But

the Horticultural Society that should undertake

it, would have to be pretty liberally endowed.

Just think of it
;
ye who catch from three to five

thousand per day ! The bugs would pay a good

deal better than the peaches. However, very

fortunately for the Ontario Fruit-Growers' As-

sociation, their good offer did not get noised

abroad as much as it might have been, and the

little Turk occurs in such comparatively small

numbers, that up to the time we left only 10,731

had been received.

We have much else to say, and some import-

ant facts to communicate about this destructive

insect, but must defer till our experiments are

completed at the end of the season. Besides

the parasite which we bred through the kindness

of Dr. Trimble, we have discovered another

which has this year destroyed nearly two-thirds

of the Curculio larvas around St. Louis.

A NEW HESPERLVN.

An undescribed species was found by the

writer, abundantly, on a grassy prairie slope, at

Griiinell, Iowa, June 21,1870. Thirty-one S,

two $ were taken, all fresh. I have named it

from the county, which was named from a

friendly chief of territorial times. It is of the

size of Ilobomoli, without spots, and is dark

brown, with ochre-yellow on front border and

nerves of fore wings; the underside of the hind

wings is thickly powdered with pale yellow or

ashy-white, with conspicuous white veins. The

writer would exchange for butterflies not refer-

red to in his list in the American Entomolo-

gist, April, 1870. The following is a more

liarlicnlar il./si-ription ol this new species:

lli;,-.ii-,i;i.\ I'oWEhiiEiK—N. SI'.—(J and $. Ex-
IKiiiil- I.k;— l.ii;. I'liiiiiiries trij;oiial, tlie eilgcMioarly

nion- ill-tiiK-tly >(> in nur ,

h-hv^v. Ijueomin- alino.,t wii

Tlie undersiile of the p
somewhat narrower and
pah-r as it is carried aroii

ul . uliri- pair vrllnwor lioarv white (\an;U.lr, m all tl.e

iiitn-par,., rxecpt asefe'mont'bKwca.ii thr inlrnial nerve

and tlic second uervure therefrom, widening of course

from the base to the exterior edge, where it occupies

one-third of the marginal length; this space is wliolly

darli brown. M\ the other uervures are conspicuous
Willi lioary white, and the internal border likewise.

At a little distance, the surface generally seems to be
nearly white.

Tlic body, of the same length as the secondaries, is

of the ground color above, with profuse yellow hairs on
the sides c.f ilu- thorax and top of the head, and is white
and hairv luncath. The liairy palpi, the antenna; and
the legs 'simply iv.;-rt.>j"/«i/ in' all particulars with the

coloring of the body, above, laterally and beneath, with
tho exception that the legs have not a dark shade

of brown, and the short antennie, which arc clubbed
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only, show mostly tlie yellow, and are not annulated.
Oirthe posterior legs are two pairs of short spurs, the
lower e.iiial. the niiprr ilirtrrinir in IrnL'tli h\ nne-fourth.
^Vliite encii-.-lf^ llir rvs, ol,-.,-urrlv -.. :il".vc.

'J'jie V' .lillri-^ IVniii thr Ir ill :i hii-rr |,)-,.portion of
i-hl lioth.

on tlie inlerior >url:irr, Uiu lju^;il li:iil "I tlir Iringe is

ashy white, then nearly blaek, and barely tii>ped with
yellowish white. The $ antenna; show anuulations.

This Hesperian agrees in some striliing points

with //. alternata, Gr. and Rob. (Georgia)

Trans. Am. Eiit. Soc, Vol. I, page 3, but has

marlicd difl'orcnccs. TI. W. Parker.
Gkinnell, Iowa, .Jnne'23. iJSTll,

INSECTS IN.IURIOUS TO THE GRAPE-VINE.-No. 10.

Tlie Common Yellow

{Spi'losoma virginica, Fabr.)

[Fig. 170.1

Colo -(a) 1 ollo' )\\lHtC,
l)hi(k and oiange

This is one of ovir most common North Ameri-

can iusoets. The moth (Fig. 170, c) which is

vny ucneially dnbbcd " the Miller," frequently

liics into our rooms at nijiht; and there are quite

a nniiibor of our AVrstcrn ranucrs who. souicIkiw

or other, liavc got (lir idea tliiil llii- Miller" is

the in.sect that inl'csis (heir bcc-hivcs— tliat it is.

in short, the Bee-moth. Of course no such ridi-

culous idea could for a moment prevail among
tlie readers of the Entomologist; but, unfor-

tunately, there are yet many good souls in the

country who think they know all about Bugs,

and who would scout the idea of taking a journal

devoted primarily to the history and habits of

these little beings.

Though the moth is so common, how low

persons ever think of it as the parent of that most

troublesome of caterpillars, which Harris has so

aptly termed the Yellow Bear (Fig. 170,a). Tliese

caterpillars arc quite frequently found on the

Grape-vine, and when about one-fourth grown
bear a considerable resemblance to the mature
larva of the Grape-vine Plume figured in our last

number. They seldom appear, however, till that

species has disappeared, and may always be

distinguished from it by their semi-gregarious

habit at this time of their life, and by living

cxiiosed on the leaf (generally the under side)

instead of forming a retreat within which to hide

themselves, as does the Plume.

The Yellow Bear is found of all sizes from
June to October ; and though quite fond of the

Vine, is by no means confined to that plant. It

is, in fact, a very general feeder, being found on
a great variety of herbaceous plants, both wild
and cultivated, as butternut, lilac, beans, peas,

convolvulus, corn, currant, gooseberry, cotton,

sunflower, plantain, smart -weed, verbenas,

geraniums, and almost any plant with soft,

tender leaves. These caterpillars are indeed so

inditfercnt as to their diet, that we have actually

known one (o subsisi ciilirclx-. IVoiii the time it

cast iN liiM -kill (ill it >|.iiii ii|,. ,11, ,l,.;,il bodies

of the Caiiirl Crii-kcl (M.ndls ran,/ii,a).

"When >ouiig they are invariably bluish- white,

but when full-grown they may be found cither of

a pale cream-color, yellow, light brown, or very

dark brown, the diflcrent colors often appearing

in the same brood of worms, as we have proved

by experiment. Yellow is the most common
( olor, and in all the varieties the venter is dark,

.111(1 there is a characteristic longitudinal black

line, more or less interrupted, along each side of

(111' body, and a transverse line of the same color

(-ometimes faint) between each of the joints:

the head and feet are ochre-yellow, and the hairs

spring from dark yellow warts, of wliich there

are 10 on each joint, those on joint 1 being

scarcely distinguishable, and those on joint 12

coalescing. There are two broods of those

worms each year, the broods intermixing, and

(he liisi ]iassiiig the winter in the chrysalis state.

The rlir\ >alis (Fig. 170, b) is formed in a trivial

cocoon, constructed almost entirely of the cater-

pillar's hairs, which, though held in position by

a few very fine silken threads, are fastened to-

gether mainly by the interlocking of their minute

barbs, and the manner in which the caterpillar

interweaves them.

The moth makes its apijearance as early as the

first of May in the latitude of St. Louis, but may
often be found much earlier in stove-waraied

rooms. It is easily recognized by its pure white

color, by its abdomen being orange above, with

three rows of black spots, and by the black dots

on its wings. These dots vary in number, there

being usually two on each of the front and tlirce

on each of the hind wings, though sometimes

they are all more or less obsolete, except that on

the disk of the front wings.

It is fortunate for us that this caterpillar is

attacked by a large number of insect parasites;
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for, were this not the case, it would soon niultiph^

to such a degi-ee as to be beyond our control.

We know of no less than five distinct parasites

wliich attack it—some living singly in the body

of the caterpillar, and issuing from the chrysalis

without spinning any cocoon of their own ; others

living singly in the body, but forming a cocoon

of their own inside the chrysalis of their victim,

and still others infesting the cateriiillar in great

numbers, and completely filling the chrysalis

with their pupoe.*

The best time to destroy these worms is soon

alter they hatch from their httle round yellow

eggs, which are deposited in clusters; for, as

already intimated, they then feed together.

With the exception of the Grape-berry Moth
{Penthina vitivorana, Pack.f), of which we gave

au account, which it is needless to repeat, on

pp. 177-179 of our first volume, we have now
described all the insects belonging to the Scaly-

winged flies [Lepidoptera) that can be considered

injurious to the Vine. There are several other

species of Lepidoptera which may occasionally

be met with in the vineyard, but they are either

very general feeders, which only exceptionally

stray on to the Vine, or of such rare occurrence

that they canuot possibly be included in the list

of G rape-vine depredators. In our next we shall

commence on the different Beetles {Colcoptera)

that belong to this list of bad Grape Bugs.

alon
.

2. Ichneumon sitboja

p. 14S), and hh.iinl

male and suh.ij.mcu
have bred i'lum ,s>Wi

ing tutlu>d,-cn|.t

ing 1 )theML>c
fMr. (J. Zelle

specimens of onr N. A .s|k( i. ~ Inrd imn
lis that this moth is notliin^' im-mv iliaii tli-

botrana^ which has lonir '"in kiidwn lo

Southern Kui-ope. Our i;nii» -li.i i \ .M^i

imported species, and, in incurdiun.-
priority, must heucefurtli Iji- ». i.uiiiicall

European name. Thus wt- have -lill aii-itlK

jurious species to add to tlu- list ..r Iiu|i,j

there is so great a similarity Ijetwcen our
that of Southern Europe, that a knowledge
often of great advantage in detennining our

ive enimierate the
I infest this cater-
vm. IV, J). 171).
. Soc. Phila., m,
P., in, p.UG),
is evidently the

I a* species, as we
nales all answer-
I uo females both
f. 3. Ichneumon
-. 1, p. 308). 4
:mO). 5 A small
1 )ipteron belong-

alter exaraiuing
1 grapes, inform.s
European Lobesia

insect fauna
of their specif
own.

In a lecture on "Insect Pests,'' delivered by
Mr. Treat, before the Vineland Agricultural and

Horticultural Society, the lecturer advised his

hearers to carry all the toads they can find into

the garden, as they devour immense quantities

of insects. A toad will swallow the largest

specimen of a tomato worm, although sometimes

he e\'identlv has a hard time of it.

Erratum.—Page 2i4, col. 2, line 24, for "(C.
thyoides)" read "(C. disticha, Linn.)"

ENTOMOLOGICAL JOTTINGS.

[We propose to publish from time to time, under the above li

extracts from the letters ot our correspondeuts as coptain eiitom
worthy to be recorded, on account either of their scientific or of

cat importance. We hope our readers will contribute each their

towards the general fund ; and in case they are not pertectly i

names ot the msecta, the peculiarities ot which are to be mentioi
specimens along in order that each species may be duly identified.]

Cypress-Gall—The Wrong Tree.—Savan-

nah, Tenn., June 24, 1870.—The Cypress-gall

which I sent you, and which you figured and

described on page 244 of this volume, was taken

from the Taxodium distichum of Kichard {Cup-

ressus disticha, Linn.) instead of the C'upressus

thyoides oilAnuodWi, as stated in the description.

The latter, growing in the lower Southern

States, is a small tree known to us by the com-

mon name of White Cedar, while the former is

our Cypress of the swamps—the only tree we
refer to as Cypress when not talking science. I

take all the blame to myself, for the mistake

duu'.itless grew out of my neglect to mention

upon what kind of cypress the gall occurred.

J. P. S.

Fighting Curcclio—Cew^mfe, Ills., May 18,

1870.—We have made a grand war on the Cur-

culio, and I think have saved our peach crop.

The Little Turk has been caught here by thou-

sands this season, and we never had so fine a

prospect. M. M. Hooton.

Radish Maggots—iVewa?-A,-, N. J. June 8, '70.

—I send you some pupte of Radish Maggots.

These maggots spoil the greater part of my first

crop of radishes, operating a little below the

surface of the grouiul. At first there is a streak,

slightly discolored, near the centre of the radish

about an inch under ground, and soon there

will be a depression opposite that part. In a

little time this part of the radish will be com-
pressed in size, and within, it will be perforated

through and through, just as the apple is with

the Apple Maggot {Trypeta povionella, Walsh.)

Radishes planted later do not suffer. We now
have the second planting, and it is almost free.

I gathered the whole crop that was infected,

putting them in boxes of earth, and then cover-

ed them about two inches with more earth, and
I have hundreds in the pupa state—some to send

to you, more for myself, and still more for some
pet chickens that follow me closely in all my
garden operations. Occasionally I have to

shoot some roving tom cats, that think young
chickens their game. Such dead cats I allow to

lie in the walks, as a warning to other cats, till

they become too offensive to be longer above

ground. They are then buried about a foot deep.

In eight days more, if the weather is hot, the

little chickens scratch over those graves from

morning till night. Sometimes I help them
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with a hoe, and how we do find maggots, and
how the chickens do grow as long as the mag-
gots last ! What think you about the morality

of the transaction? The maggots eat the cats,

the chickens eat the maggots, and we eat the

chickens—so it goes. 1 feel no compunctions

till it comes to killing the chickens.

I. P. Teijible.

[These Radish Maggots we have long since

been acquainted with. They are the larvas of the

Eadish-maggot Fly {Anthomyia raphani, Harr.),

a little ash-colored, two-wiuged fly, with a sil-

very gray face and copper-colored eyes. The
best way of destroying them is by means of

hot water.

—

Ed.]

Chip-trap Curculio Catching— JVcffa?-/.-, _ZV.

J.—^You are right in stating that the St. Joseph

method of catching Curculios can only be useful

during a few days early iu the season. I have

been testing this trap business in the fruit

orchards of my friend Pierson, following all the

directions given. I catch a few spiders, a good
many lules, but never a Curculio.

I. P. Trimble.

Depths to which Cicadas go—Savannah,
Tenn., June IG, '70.—I am now operating in the

Indian mounds for the Smithsonian Institute,

and in digging we frequently take up Cicada

pupre from the solid earth, from six to nine feet

below the surface. J. P. Stelle.

Egg of Imported Currant-worm not Insert-

ed IN 'Lv.w—London, Can.—I hare looked into

that matter I referred to before, regarding the

eggs of Nematus ventricosiis, and have fully

satisfied myself that they are not imbedded in

the leaf-stalk at all, but fasteued very shghtly

to the surface. Wm. Saunders.

Ash-gray Blister Beetle on Beans— C7u'crt-

go. Ills., June 24, '70.—I raise in my garden

two isatches of a large beau, which is little known
here. It is eaten green, and known in Germany
by the name of "Grosze Bohueu." I have had the

greatest trouble to save them, and have picked

off thousands of Lytta cinerea, Fabr., every

morning. .It is wonderful how they continue

to come in a straight line, pouncing on the leaves

and greedily devouring them. I have wondered
liow they manage to find out a strauge plant so

unerringly. Chas. Sonne.
[Mr. AValsh, many years ago, had a similar

experience in attempting to raise this bean,

which is popularly known as the English Broad
Bean. He found it almost impossible to keep
ofi' those Ash-gray Blister-beetles. They must,

we think, be guided by an exquisitely keen
sense of smell.

—

Ed.]

The Three-linedPotato Beetle—^Imesdwry,
Ifass., June 2G, 1870.— Enclosed I send you
specimens of insects that are injuring my Early

Rose potato vines to a considerable extent. The
Round Reds have a few individuals of the slugs

(as I call them) , and considerable numbers of

the beetle. My attention was first called to the

Early Rose vines by seeing the leaves curled

upward from the sides to the centre; others were
rolled up on one side, and were dead and dry.

"While opening the leaves, my attention was
called to the enclosed striped beetle, which I at

first took for the Striped Cucumber Beetle, but,

on catching one, its red body and dark brown
stripe, in place of the black body and straw-

colored stripe of the Cucumber Beetle, showed
me the mistake. On looking further, I found

scores of them, some feeding singly, others

coupled, on the vines. I found small nests of

eggs in double rows, which I take to be the eggs

of the beetles. In hunting for the beetles I first

discovered the slugs, which were covered with

their own excrements, and were of different

sizes, some quite small and others full grown.

I have never met with this insect before, and

have asked one or two other persons about them,

but no one seems to know them. Please inform

me what they are. Jason E. Cowden.

[The insect is the Three-lined Leaf-beetle

[FiR. in.] {Lema trilineaia, Olivier), a por-

trait of which we herewith repro-

duce (Fig. 171). A full account of

it, with illustrations, may be fouud

on page 20 of our first volume. A
second brood of the larvte, or slugs,

will appear in August. So, be

prepared for them.—Ed.]

Trout Weu-worm—JTumford, A^. Y. June

10, '70.—After I wrote to you last about Seth

Green's "spinning worm,"' I endeavored to ob-

tain some more specimens; but a slight rise of

water in the stream seemed to have the etfect of

sweeping them all away. Now, however, a new
batch is making its appearance. The worms
are to be seen by thousands on the stones in

swift running water. I am endeavoring to hatch

some of them out, and will soon send you (if I

am successful) specimens of the worm, the case

and the fly. I will pack some in glycerine, and

also endeavor once more to send you some alive.

A. S. Collins.

[Our correspondent, Sarah J. McBride, of

your town, has, by praiseworthy perseverance,

succeeded in rearing the perfect fly from these

Web-worms, and has been kind enough to send

us specimens. It is, as we supposed it would
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be, a ispecies of Simxdium., and appears to be au

undesci-ibed species. As soon as we can And
time to make the proper investigations, we shall

publish a description of it.

—

Ed.]

THE WALSH ENTOMOLOGIC.Vl, CAP.lNEr.

We are very glad to learn that Dr. LeBaron
has at last been successful in getting the State

of Illinois to purchase the valuable collection

of our late associate. We have not yet received

any particulars of the purchase ; but the cabinet

has been temporarily deposited in the museum
of the Chicago Academy of Science. There

may it long remain ! No better place could be

found for it. Accessible as it is from all parts

of the State; secure in a perfectly fire-proof

building, and guarded by a curator who can

appreciate it—we rest satisfied of its safety.

Moreover, (hose excellent and experienced en-

t'lniologists, Messrs. Charles Sonne and A.
r. ilti-r, will take pride in its proper preserva-

tion, in memory of him who with his own
hands prepared each specimen.

Thk Cukhant Wouji!—Some of our more
pretentious horticultural exchanges are still

giving to theii' readers effectual remedies for

THE Currant-worm, and publishing accounts

ot how IT was kept from the red and white

cuirants by interspersing them with bushes of

the black variety. When will they learn that

there are three distinct Currant-worms, and
that what applies to one will not always apply

to the others? We expect such looseness from
coricsi ondents, but editors ought to be able to

give their readers more precise information.

ly In speaking of the time of year in which
an insect first makes its appearance, in one stage

or another, we have reference, unless otherwise

stated, to the latitude of St. Louis. It may be
laid down as a rule which will almost invariably

hold good, that the same insect will appear
about a month earlier as far south as South Caro-

lina, and a mouth later as far north as Vermont
and New Hampshire.

ty Our notices of new books and pamphlets
received, as well as many " Answers to Corres-

pondents," are unavoidably crowded out of this

number, for want of space. Such of the latter

as are most urgent we shall send by mail.

Articles that have been communicated will be
published as soon as possible, unless returned.

tW Those who do not understand why the

present number covers the months of July and
August, will bear in mind that the volume of

twelve numbers is to end with the year.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

-Such of our corrospondentB as have already sent, or may hcre-
mall collections of insects to be named , will please to inform ufl

nl in any particular locality are of espiiiul interest, ns throwinR
tlv ^'(•Lrraphieal distribution of species But tu nntke tliem of

^'rts'that'reSuV
tliey are properly
in which they were

' we shall answer by r

Water l,a.r\-a.—Fi-ed. Mather, Uoneoye Falls, N. T.

—The aquatic larva whicli you found with young trout

was too much injured to enable its proper recognition;

but, Horn the fragmentary tail appendages, wc suspect

that it was the larva of some species of May-fly {Ephem-

era). These larvse hide themselves in holes in the banks

of ponds .ind rivers, and feed on other minute aquatic

animals.

Insects in Corn Roots— C. JR. Edwards, Bowlinij

Green, ,fiy.—The corn roots you send seem to liave been

injured by some borer. We found a few maggot larva;

of some Two-winged Fly in one which was rotten, but
incline to the belief that they were produced after the

stalk was killed by the original depredator. AVe should

like further specimens of these diseased roots, contain-

ing, if possible, the culprit.

l,a.rge 21acl£ Potato Beetles—7i'. S. Elliott, In-

dustrial Ag't, Wilson Creel Station, Kansas Pacific R. B.
— The large black beetles, which are so efl'ectually

stripping the potatoes between two and three hundred

miles west of Kansas City, reached us in such a putres-

cent and mutilated mass, that, notwithstanding our

olfactory nerves have been well trained to endure such

things, we were glad to fling the beetles very far from

us the moment the lid was opened. From the glimpse

we got of them, however, we have not much doubt but

they are a large black species of Blister-beetle {Epicauta

corvina, Lee.) common to Colorado and the West. Try

and send us other specimens in alcohol, and not in an

empty box.

Destroying^ Clicrry Plant-lice— C. 0. Braclett,

Lawrence, Kansas.—The same methods employed to de-

stroy other plant-lice will prove effectual in destroying

the Cherry Plant-louse. Your method of ilipping the

extremities of the limbs in a weak sohition of "concen-

trated lye" is good, but you could do much better

work by obtaining a garden syringe, and doueheing the

trees with the same solution, or with whale-oil soap-

suds, or even tobacco water. Dr. Hull, of Illinois,

recommends dusting slacked lime on the trees when the

dew is on.

Caterpillars on Grape Vines— Geo. A. Watson,

Maysville, Ky.—0n6 of the caterpillars found on your
Grape-vines is the larva of the S-Spotted Forester, which
we recently figured (Fig. 100. p. 150). The other is the

larva of a speckled gray moth {Acronycta oblinata, Sm. &
Abb.), a very common species, found on a great variety

of plants, and especially on the common .Smart-weed.

Aslt-g-ray Blister Beetle—P. ff. Foster, Babylon,

N. J'.—The beetles found feeding on the Three-thonied

Acacia ( Gleditschia tricanihos) are the Asli-gniy Blister

Beetle {Lytta cinerea , Sixy).
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Specimens L.ost— C. E. Roberts, Poughleetpsie, N. Y.

—The specimens you sent escaped on their way, as we
found no signs of insects in the peaches. From your

description of it as a "dark brown worm which bores

into the stems of peach trees, and Into the peaches them-

selves," we conclude it must be one of two insects; but

of course there is very little use in guessing, and we
shall therefore be glad to receive other specimens. The
striped livid-brown and yellow larva of Goriyna nitela,

known popularly as the Stalk Borer, infests peach twigs

as well as the stems of a variety of other plants (See A.

E.,I, p. 206). But there is another smaller brown

worm that is doing considerable harm the present

year, which infests both the fruit and twigs . This worm
produces a small, dark-gray, undetermined moth, of

which we have lately received specimens—bred from

the twigs of the peach and the fruit of the nectarine—

from Mr. J. Pettit, of Grimsby, Ontario. This la.st is,

in all probability, the insect which has troubled you.

tVhite Willow \V»rm—i'. 3. A'.—The black,

slug-like worms, with six black horny legs and fourteen

(lale blue prolegs, and ornamented with a row of twel\e

cream-colored spots along each side, are the larvae of a

small black four-winged fly, known asKematus centralis,

Say. Its transformations were first described by us. In

an old number of the Prairie Farmer. This insect is

quite abundant the present season in many parts of

Missouri . It occurs on different species of willow, but

being very partial to the white willow, it may appro-

priately be called the White Willow Worm. The same

remedies used for the Imported Currant Worm (A'ematus

mntricosus) , or for the common Rose Slug (Sdandria

rosce), will prove effectual for this willow worm.

Bark-lice on Grape-vine, and Raspberry
Saiv-fly—Saml. Thompson, M.D., Albion, His.—
The large brown scale-insects on your Grape-canes are

the Grape-vine Bark-louse {Lecanium [Pulvinaria] vitis,

Linn.), a tolerably common insect both in this country

and in Europe. The white cottony substance encloses

the eggs of the female, and these eggs were hatching

when they reached us. The translucent green, sprang-

ling, false-caterpillar on the Kaspberry is, in all proba-

bility, the hu'va of the Kaspberry Saw-fly (Selandria

ruU, Harr.), and may easily be destroyed by dusting

with air-slacked lime, or what is belter, with white hel-

libore.

Canlter-wrorm Trap—J^. B. Samhly, Portsmouth,

B. 7.—Thanks for your description of the trap used in

your neighborhood. It is good, but too expensive, and

there are several others, both patented and unpatented,

which are preferable for many reasons. We cannot,

therefore, publish your description; else our columns

would soon be flooded with many others from parties

interested.

Chrysalids Named—^. W. Gannan.—'Tbe chrys-

alids of which you send sketches are—1st, that of the

Girdled Sphinx (Macrosila cingulata, Linn.); 2nd, that of

either the 5-Spotted Sphinx (S. quinquemacalata, Haw.),

or of the Carolina Sphinx (S. Carolina, Linn.)

Specimens Lost—N. S. Mead, Chandlerville, His.—
The Alder-galls you speak of never came to hand. Try

and send more.

No Pius for Sale—.?. H. A'., Clarlnda, Jowa.—Vfe

have no pins for sale. See what was said in answer to

"G. C. B." on page 245.

Apple-tree Borer ; variations in the Tnro-
striped Saperda—JD. B. Wier, Lacon, Ills.—You
send figures and description of the perfect form of a

Round-headed Apple-tree Borer, bred by you from a

Duches.s of Oldenburg. This specimen has the whole
underside pearly-gray, and has two cinnamon-colored

spots on the shoulders, one on each of the white bands,

and you think that, as these characters are not men-
tioned by Harris, your beetle must be distinct from the

Saperda bii'ittata which he describes. Such, however,
is not the case, and your .specimen is but a variety of

Say's Saperda livittuta, the same insect which was pre-

viously named Candida by Fabricius. We have often

beaten this variety from Crab-apple trees, as well as the

variety described by Harris, which has no shoulder

spots and is pure white underneath; and if you had
bred fifty specimens instead of a solitary individual,

you would doubtless have found both forms. The
variety with the spots is, if anything, more common in

the West than that without them; but the latter is by
far the most common in the Eastern States, owing,

perhaps, to the fact that the thorn bushes have become
more scarce there. Some Eastern entomologists, not

aware of the above facts, have attempted to grind out

two species from these two forms, but the fact that

individuals are frequently met with by collectors, with

a spot on one elytron and none on the other, is sufficient

to prove that the spots ha^e no specific value. The
Tarnished Plant Bug {Capsus obUneatus, Say), which'

has injured your crops to the amout of $1,000, is very

common this year all over the country. We shall have

something to s.ay about it in our next number.

TUe Plum Curculio Breeds in Apple— .ff. Lem-

ing. South Pass, Ills.—The eight Curculios which you

bred from five apples are the genuine Plum Curculio

(Conotrachelus nenuphar). The assertion which Dr. Hull

is said to have made to the people of St. Joseph, Mich.,

namely, that this insect does not breed in the apple, is,

of course, erroneous. He made the same strange as-

sertion in his essay on the Curculio, and in Tilton's Jour-

nal of Horticulture for June, 1808. Since 1867 we have

repeatedly bred it from apples, and published the fact

on page 114 ot the transactions of your State Horticul-

tural Society for that year.

Cecropia -wioxia—J. F. Thompson, Corinth, Mist.

—The immense worm which sometimes strips your
apple-trees, is the Cecropia worm, of which we recently

gave a portrait (Fig. 62, p. 100).

Gigantic Rhinoceros Beetle-Z. 6. Shaffer,

Elisabeth, /«(?.—The immense beetle you send is a dark

variety of the Gigantic Rhinoceros-beetle {Dynaetts

Tityus, Linn.) Some specimens are uniformly dark

brown; others pale green, with but a few black

blotches.

Roman-nosed Pupa— £. D . Van Winile, Pleas-'

ant Hill, Aa»«.—The pupa found attached to a Siberian

Crab, and of the exact form of one given in oui- last

number (Fig. 155), belonged either to the Ursula But-

terfly {Limenitis Ursula) or to the Disippus Butterfly

(£. disippus). It was dead when it reached us; but,

from the fact that Ursula often feeds on the Crab, while

Disippus is confined more especially to the Willow
family, it may with tolerable assurance lie referred to

the former species.
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;eorge vasey, ed

ORIGIN OF PRAIRIE VEGETATION.

Various theories have been propoumled to ac-

count for the existence of the Western prairies.

By some they have been attributed to tlie an-

nual burning of the grass by Indians; by some
to the extreme fineness of the prairie soil, and
by others to humidity and sourness of the soil,

&c. One of the most recent theories on this

subject is tliat of Prof. Winchell, whose views

are developed in an article in the American
Journal of Science and Art, Nov., 186-1; and

again presented, somewhat amplified, iu his

recent work, entitled " Sketches of Creation."

These views are peculiar, and as the points

involved come somewhat within the field of onr

department, we propose to discuss the principal

propositions which Prof. Winchell advances.

The first proposition is that " the prairies are

of lacustrine origin;" from which statement

we see no reason to dissent, especially as it ap-

pears to be the view entertained by geologists

generally.

The second proposition is that " lacustrine

sediments contain no living germs." This is a

somewhat sweeping assertion. Let us consider

it a moment. It is well known that lake borders

are the chosen locations of very extensive vege-

tation. Wherever there is a shallow margin,

some species of plants find a favorite home.
Extensive patches of gigantic bulrushes [Scirpus

validns, Vahl) grow in water six or eight feet

deep, and stretch up several feet above the

water, spreading out in many cases a mile

inward. Great beds of Water-lilies {Nymphea
and Nuphar), and allied plants, spread their

broad leaves and expand their beautiful flowers

on the bosom of the tranquil lake. Numerous
kinds of Pond weeds, (Potomayeton) Eel-grass,

Water-weed (Anacharis), &c., form large sub-

terranean meadows, through which the canoe

of the Indian finds it difficult to penetrate. Here,

too, on the lake margin, the Indian finds his

spontaneous fields of wild rice (Zizania aquati-

ca, L.) Sagittarias, Sparganiums, and water

weeds of various kinds, inhabit the shallow

borders in abundance. Every year these plants

mature an immense crop of seeds, which, except-

ing such as are devoured by birds and other

animals, fall into the water, and generally by
their own gravity sink to the bottom, where
they find, in the soft mud, a suitable place for

their future germination. We know not how
many of these seeds ai-e carried out into the

deep portions of the lake, beyond the reach of

those conditions necessary to their growth.

Evidently Nature intended these seeds to ger-

minate at the bottom of the shallow lake margin,

and the only means they have for reaching that

locality is their specific gravity. As in the case

of land plants, Nature provides a surplus of

seeds in order to insure a continuance of the

species in spite of all ordinary contingencies.

We then present a counter-proposition to that

of Professor W., viz: that lacustrine sediments

abound with living germs. We do not, how-
ever, desire to make use of this proposition in

accounting for the vegetation of the prairies,

lor whenever our lake bottom is drained it fur-

nishes no longer the conditions necessary for

the germination and growth of these plants, aiul

the seeds would probably soon perish. But,

whenever the soil is thus drained, the aquatic

plants are speedily succeeded by others adapted

to the new circumstances, the germs or seeds of

which are introduced from outside.

The third proposition of Prof. Winchell is as

follows: "Diluvial deposits, on the contrary,

are found everywhere replete with living germs."

By diluvial deposits we understand those collec-

tions of sand, gravel, clay, &c., which have been

carried down by floods, or heaped together by
violent action of the sea, or have been plowed
up before the onward nnxrch of glaciers. Such
deposits, Professor W. says are replete with

living germs. In other words, they are filled

with living seeds. This proposition is illus-

trated by some examples which seem pertinent,

and by some which do not.

It is stated that forests cleared of their timber

are almost " always followed by the appearance

of certain unwonted plants known as fire-weeds,

and it can hardly be doubted that the germs

existed in the soil ready to germinate whenever
free sunlight, warmth and atmospheric air

should be permitted to rouse their vital energy."

The term fire-weed is commonly rather loosely

applied to several different plants, chiefly to

those botanically known as Erechtites hieraci-

folia and Erigei'on canndense. These are al-

most as common as thistles, and like them have

light feathery seeds, adapted to be carried to

great distances by winds. Now, it appears to

us to be a good rule to explain any phenomenon
by the simplest and most obvious causes ; and

to our mind it seems much more natural to

account for the appearance of the fire-weeds by

the introduction of the seeds by means of winds,

than to do so by supposing that the seeds of
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those plants had lain dormant in the earth for

generations.

The appearance of the Loblolly Pine upon
abandoned plantations in the Soutliern States

presents to our view no greater difficulty. The
Professor inquires, "Let the waters ofabriuesatu-

rate a meadow, and how long before we would
witness the appearance of Scirpus maritimus,

Triylochiii maritimuni, or some other salt-loving

plant, whose germs, unless spontaneously de-

veloped, must have Iain dormant in the soil at

a greater or less depth." We cannot answer
the inquiry as to how long, but we feel well

assmed that so much time will elapse that we
shall not have to accept the dilemma of spon-

taneous generation or preexistent germs. One
of the plants mentioned, Triglochin maritimum,
is not well chosen inasmuch as it occurs in vari-

ous places in the interior of the country, from

the Atlantic to the Rocky Mountains, without

any regard to salt springs. It is true that, in the

vicinity of salt springs in the interior, we often

find plants which are otherwise confined to

the sea coast, but this is not more difficult to

explain thau the occurrence of strictly Alpine

plauts on widely separated mountain ijeaks.

We will not undertake to say how every

mountain, sea, river, lake, forest and plain is

first stocked with its appropriate vegetation.

We confess ignorance.

Again, Professor W. says: '"How soon does

a dressing of undecomposed muck or peat de-

velop a crop of acid-loving sorrel, and how
readily it is again repressed by a dressing of

some alkaline manure." Now, we are not

very well informed in agricultural chemistry,

nor in practical agriculture, but we would like

to know if this method of producing and destroy-

ing sorrel can be relied upon, particularly in a

country like ours, where sorrel (Eurnex aceto-

sella) is considered to be a foreign weed. We
know plenty of places where it has made its

appearance without any such agency, and have

no doubt that many unfortunate farmers will be

overjoyed to learn that it can be easily repressed,

if not eradicated, by the application of a dress-

ing of alkaline manure.

One more assertion under this proposition

deserves notice, it is this :
" Earth thrown out

of cellars and wells is generally known to send
up a ready crop of weeds, and not nnfrcquently

of species previously unknown in that spot."

This statement is unsustained by any instances,

except under the next proposition, where a case

is related of the appearance of some Beacli-plum

trees on ground that had been covered by sand
brought up from a well at the depth of twenty

feet. It is concluded that, inasmuch as uo other

Beach-plum trees were known to be within forty

miles of the place, the seeds of these trees must
have been brought up with the sand taken from
the well. This example is hardly sufficient to

sustain so general and sweeping a statement.

But let us bring it to the test of experience.

There are many thousand cellars and wells

dug every year, thei-c are thousands of places

where the drift has been exposed in grading for

railroads, hundreds of places where the soil has

been brought up from great depths in digging

for coal and minerals—and we ask, with what
result ? In all this country liow many new
species have been brought to light by these

means ? We venture to assert not one. Is it

true that earth brought up from even a few feet

in depth sends up a "ready crop of weeds," for

whose appearance we cannot readily account by
the aid of winds, birds and water?

We admit that there are some facts connected

with the succession of forest trees that seem
difficult to explain ; but, even if we admit that,

in such cases, the seeds of one kind of trees have

lain dormant in the soil for the lifetime of

another kind, and then have taken their turn in

the production of a forest of a different kind,

the adoption of that view does not give license

to the opinion that these seeds would have re-

tained their vitality for a geological age, if

buried hundreds of feet beneath the surface.

Some very absurd stories have been related

respecting the vitality of seeds, and once started,

these stories seem to pass without a question.

Even Prof. W. is compelled to doubt some of

the stories which he brings to the support of his

theory; for instance, that of a beautiful Dahlia
having grown from a bulb found in the hands of

a mummy 2000 years old. It is also stated that
" it is generally believed that wheat is now
growing in England which was derived from
grains folded in the wrappings of Egyptian
mummies, where they must have lain for two
or three thousand years." We confess that we
fully share the doubts of Prof. Gray on this

subject.

We now come to the fourth proposition of

Professor W., viz: "The living germs of the

diluvial deposits were buried during the glacial

period."

The argument in support of this statement is

that the fossil plants which have been discovered

in the Tertiary deposits show a correspondence
of genera, and in some cases of species, with
those of the present date. During this Tertiary

period the seeds of plants accumulated in the

soil ; then came the change of climate and de-
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structiou of vegetation which attended the

glacial period, during which the surface was

plowed up by glaciers, and afterward exposed

to the commotion of the sea, which overspread

the laud, burying evei-ything in promiscuous

ruin ; but yet by this very means storing away
the seeds which, when brought to the surface

after the lapse of a geological age, are possessed

of vitality and able to reclothc the barren earth

with verdure and beauty ! AVho can say that

this prolonged vitality of seeds is impossible ?

Who can say that it possesses the slightest degree

of prohahiliiy ?

Most cordially do we assent to the following

observations of Prof. W: "It must be confessed

that the crucial observation is yet to be made.

If vegetable germs exist in the drift they can be

discovered beforehand ; and until they have been

actually detected, it is probable that even the

convincing facts cited above will fail to secure

universal assent to our proposition involving

the prolonged vitality of the seeds of preglacial

vegetation." It is the misfortune of science

that too many plausible theories have been

promulgated without first obtaining the crucial

experiment.

We pass to the consideration of the fifth prop-

osition : "In proportion as the diluvial surface

became exposed, the flora of the preglacial epoch

was reproduced." We may readily believe this

to have been the case, if the fact be established

that " the diluvial deposits were everywhere

replete with living germs."

It will be observed that this proposition ap-

plies, not to the prairie region, but to the older

poriious of the continent. The former became
"avast inland sea, upon whose bottom gathered

the lifeless sediments that were to be the soil of

the prairies." When this surface was finally

drained, it was left "a naked and lifeless expanse

of vegetable slime," containing no vegetable

germs, and by its nature preventing the develop-

ment of any, in the diluvial matter below.

But we hasten to the consideration of the

final proposition—"The vegetation which finally

appeared on the drained lacustrine areas was
extra-limital, and was more likely to be herba-

ceous than arboreal." The substance of this

proposition seems to be that the vegetation

which first clothed the prairie region was intro-

duced from beyond its limits, by the three

natural agencies of winds, running water and
animals; and that because the seeds of trees, as

the oak, hickory and walnut, were heavier than

the seeds of grasses and herbs, they were not so

easily dispersed, and therefore the prairie became
covered with herbaceous vegetation exclusively.

We do not see that in this proposition any use

has been made of the theory which has been so

extensively elaborated by Prof. W., unless it be

to account for the occurrence of that extra-

limital vegetation which formed " a shining

ridge of forest trees around the margins of the

prairies." AVhere were these margins ? The

ancient lake, which finally became the prairie

region, reached its arms into Iowa, and into

northern Indiana and southwestern Michigan.

The margins of this lake, then, were in Iowa on

the west, and in Indiana and Michigan on the

northeast. The northern and southern bound-

aries are not directly given, but we may reason-

ably suppose them to have been as widely

separated as those of the west and east. Here,

then, was a "naked and lifeless expanse of

vegetable slime."

Is this meant for a picture of a lake region

rapidly drained ? If rapidly drained, a large

portion of the lacustrine sediment would have

been washed away, exposing, in thousands of

places, the diluvial deposits; the living germs

with which they were replete would then have

been exposed to the genial influences of sun and

air, and would have reproduced the ancient

vegetation. But no— the vegetation of the

prairie region was "extra-limital," and brought

in by the agency chiefly "of winds, animals and

running waters." We have great faith in these

agencies, and believe they are sufficient to ac-

count in great measure for the vegetation, not

only of the prairie region, but of the continent.

In the prairie region the forests principally

form belts around the large water-courses. These

drainage channels furnished favorable localities

for the growth of certain kinds of trees, particu-

larly the Willows and Cottonwoods. These

may be called the pioneers of the forest ; their

seeds are light, and covered with a cottony

down, which causes them to be easily carried

before the winds for great distances. They

would naturally find lodgment and development

in advance of many other forest trees with

heavier seeds. But having established a line of

trees, or of scattered groves, on the margin of a

stream, they would be constantly visited by

birds and animals, which would gradually in-

troduce the seeds of other forest growths, and

thus the boundaries of the forest would be ex-

tended. The fruit of the wild cherry and plum,

the mulberry, hackberry. black gum, and many
other trees, are eagerly eaten by birds, and the

pits are voided uninjured for purposes of vege-

tation.

As the veins of a leaf all converge from the

circumference to a common point, so the lines
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of timber, following the water-courses, con-

verged to the great outlets, leaving many inter-

mediate spaces which would earliest be occupied

by the grasses and herbaceous plants. The

beginning of these timber lines would naturally

be at the points of earliest drainage, i. e., near

the sources of the streams ; but a line of com-

munication having once been established to the

outlet, the seed distribution would also opeiate

up stream, whence it comes to pass that some

southern species have extended northward in

the bottoms of the larger rivers nearly or quite

through the extent of the prairie region, as the

papaw, the persimmon, and the Kentucky
cottee-tree-

We do not offer this as a full solution of the

prairie question
;
probably the annual burnings

by the Indians, and other influences not yet

understood, operated in the production of these

gardens of the "West.

One element to be taken into consideration in

the discussion of this subject is the peculiar

character of prairie vegetation. If it shall ap-

pear that there is a class of vegetation which

does not occur outside of the prairie region, we
must then bring in other influences than those

presented by the theory under consideration.

We will refer to some of the plants whicli are

usually regarded as of this character, viz :

Eanunclus rhomhoideus, Viola delphi)iifolia,

Linum Bootii, Amorpha canescens, Baptisia

huca-ntha, Getmi triflorum, Potentilla arguta,

Erynyium yucca>folium, Eidophus Americanus,

Solidago RiddelUi, Silphium laciniatum, Silph-

ium terebiidhaceum, Ambrosia bidentata and
psilostachya, irelididlni.s rii/idtis and mollis,

Coreopsis palmatd. i '<ir,i/iii I ulicrosa, Bieracium

longipilum, Tfoxiimni L-usitiilatwm, Castilleia

sessilijlora Lilliospcrmum loixjiflorum, Asclepias

Sullivantii, Platanthera lencophea.

"We present these criticisms on the theory we
have been discussing, not in a captious spirit,

but under a conviction that the cause of science

demands a most rigorous investigation of all

scientific theories.

Prof.'Winchell, in his "Sketches of Creation,"

manifests a profound knowledge of geological

phenomena, and has woven together those

phenomena into a world-history, with such skill

and with such an agreeable style as to present

all the charm of a romance. As a popular resume

of Geology, we believe it will do much good.

In South America the gigantic Guaduas, an
arborescent grass, attains a height of 50 to 60
feet. It blossoms so very seldom, that in the
course of four years Humboldt was able only
twice to procure the flowers.

SwamiJ Whilo Oak (Q»c)iv(s biiohn) Willd.

In the June number we gave au account of

the White, Bur and Post Oaks. Next in order

we may consider the Southern Overcup (Quercus

lyrata, Mx.) This is a native of the Southern

States, from North Carolina to Florida, and west

to Louisiana. It grows in swamps, and attains

about the same magnitude and height as the

Bur Oak of the Western States. Its leaves are

long and smooth, with oblong, nearly acute,

lobes, expanded above and contracted below.

The acorns are nearly round, and are almost

entirely covered by the cup.

In this section, also, we may briefly notice

several species occurring in California, Oregon

and the Kocky Mountains. The California

White Oak (Quercus Hindsii,'Benth.) is a noble

tree, having very great resemblance in leaf and

general appearance to the White Oak of the

Atlantic States, distinguished particularly by
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the long, pointed acorn, two inches long by two-

tliirds of an inch thick. It grows, either singly

or in open groves, on low mountain slopes,

along the streams which course down to the

const. The wood is porous and brittle, in tlrs

respect quite unlike its congener of the East.

The Oregon White Oak (Quercus Garryana,

Doug.) is a large tree, sometimes reaching 100

feet in height. The wood is fine, hard-grained,

and very white, strong and durable. Its acorns

arc sweet and edible, and constitute an import-

ant article iu the support of the Indians of that

region. Several other species of less importance

occur in California and New Mexico.

But to return to the Eastern part of the con-

tinent, we next come to a consideration of the

Chestnut Oaks, which are distinguished from

the White Oaks by having their leaves toothed,

but not lobed.

Here we have, first, the Swamp AVhite Oak
Quercus bicolor, Willd., and Q. Prinus, var. dis-

color, INIichx.). a figure of which (Fig. 172),

and of the next species, we copy from Dr.

Brcndel's article on Oaks, in the 111. Agr. Soc.

Transactions.

This tree is very widely difl'iiscd tlirough the

Eastern, Western and Southern States. Its

[Fig. 173 J

Chestnut Oak (,(lncrcus caslanca, Miihl )

favorite abode is iu rich, alluvial lands, often

forming a considerable portion of the forests

covering the bottom lands of the Western rivers.

The leaves vary in outline from obovate to ob-

long, with large and coarse blunt teeth, or with

a wavy, coarsely toothed margin, with a soft,

whitish down on the under surface, usually

tapering to an acute base, and with a very short

stem or petiole. The acorns are usually elevated

on a stalk, or peduncle, sometimes an inch long.

They are quite large, equaling, at least, those

of the Bur Oak (Q. macrocarpa. Michx.), with

the scales of the cup prominent and sometimes

mossy fringed on the border. In low bottom

lands it fruits abundantly, and in some of the

Western States the acorns are an important

article for the fattening of swine, and with other

hard fruits of the forest are called mast.

The Chestnut Oak {Quercus castanea, Muhl.,

and perhaps also of Willd.) (Fig. 173) next

claims our attention.

This tree difters from the preceding in its size,

being a much smaller tree; in its favorite situa-

tions, which are rough or rocky hills; in its

[Fig. 171]

Cliiiifiuapiii Oivli (Qocriiisyi)

leaves, which closely resemble tliose of the

Chestnut; and in the acorns, which arc only

about half the size. These poiuts will be readily

noticed in the accompanying figure (17o).

Dr. Gray, and most botanical authors, describe

in this group, as a distinct species, aChestnutOdk

under the name of Quercus Prinus, L., which is

said to be "common southward and scarce north-

ward." We have not yet identified this species

in the W^est. A variety of this species, called
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Kock Chestnut Oak (var. monticola, Mx.) is

also given as occurring in the Eastern States.

There has evidently been much coufusion in the

nomenclature of this group of Oaks. Michaux,

indeed, united into one species, Q. prinus, L.,

not only the typical form (which is it?), but as

varieties four forms, several of which are now
regarded as good species, including those above

described, and another which is known as the

Chinquapin Oak, or Dwarf Chestnut Oak.

This is made a distinct species by Willdenow

under the name Quercus prinoides, and it is

considered a good species by late botanical

authors. It is a shrub of from two to six feet

in height, with leaves closely resembling those

of the Swamp White Oak (Q. bicolor, Willd.),

but much smaller, with an abundance of small,

sweetish acorns, and is usually found on poor

soil. It is common in the Eastern States, and

occurs also in Wisconsin and Iowa, but not, so

far as we are aware, in Illinois.

We next take up a group of Evergreen Oaks,

in which the maturation of the fruit is like the

[Fig. 175.1

Live Oak— (Qko-cks vircns. Ait.)

preceding, annual. (Another group of ever-

green species comes in the next section.) In

Mexico and California are several species of this

kind, but on the eastern side of the continent

we have only one, the Live Oak {Q. rirens, Ait.)

This species is confined to the Southern and

Southwestern States, being found from the coast

of Virginia southward and westward. It has

entire or nearly entire leaves, oblong and blunt,

almost leathery in thickness, shining on the

upper surface and whitish beneath. They are

rather small, usually from i to 6 inches long.

The acorns are oblong and pointed, the stnooth-

ish cup enclosing about one-third of the fruit.

This species furnishes valuable timber. Michaux
and some of the older writers classed this with
the biennial fruiting species, but DeCandolle
and later authors place it in the annual fruiting

section, where, from its sweet acorns and tlie

absence of bristle-pointed leaves, it would natu-

rally seem to fall.

BOTANICAL MISCELLANY.

Classification of Oaks.

Dr. F. Broudel, in the American Naturalist

of May and June, furnishes a very elaborate

article on the history, nomenclature and classi-

fication of American Oaks. He goes back to

the first mention by a botanical author of au

American oak, in 1640, and follows up the his-

tory of new' discoveries, and of methodical

arrangements, down to the latest enumeration

of DeCandolle. We make the following ex-

tracts, in which we think our readers will be

interested:

Andre Michaux explored, from 1785 to 1796,

the forests of Eastern North America. He pub-
lished in 1801 his "Histoire des Chcncs de
I'Amirique Sept^utrionale,' in which, for the

first time, is pointed out a character very im-
portant to the methodical arrangement of the
Oaks—the time of maturation. Ilis arrange-
ment is the following:

I.—The leaves not bristle-pointed; fruit peduneleil,
annual.

Under this division he further classifies:

1. Leaves lol)ed: Quercus oUusiloha,nMcrocarpa,lyrata,
alba.

2. Leaves toothed : Q. prinus, with five varieties,

palustris, monticola, acuminata
,
pumila and tomm-

tosa

3. Leaves entire: Q. mrens; but the fruits are, ac-
cording to him, biennial. (This is corrected in his
later enumeration.)

II.—Leaves bristle-pointed; fruit sessile , biennial.
1. Leaves entire: Q. p7ieJlo.f, with throe varieties, Q.

cinerea, Q.imhricaria. (J liiurii'idia.

2. Leaves with short lol lis : i^'. a<;i/<itica, Q. nigra, Q.
<«7!rfma, with two \:irirtie^. Ini.l (J. triloha.

2. Leaves deeply lobed : (,'. JhinUi.ri. Q. falcata, Q.
Catesiivi, Q. coocinea, (J. palustris and Q. rubra.

Persoon, in his "Synopsis Plantarum," 1805,

enumerates eighty-five oaks, of which forty-six

are American ; thirty from the eastern part of
North America, two Californ'an, and fourteen
Mexican.

In Pursh's "Flora," 18U, are mentioned
thirty -four species; all are eastern except
agrlfoUa, and comprising all the species of
Michaux, with the additions of the younger
Michaux and Willdenow. In his arrangement,
the ripening of the fruit takes the first place as

a diagnostic character ; the second, the presence
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or absence of the bristles of the leaves; third,

tlie form of the leaves. Nuttall, in " Genera of
North American Plant'," 1818, follows the same
disposition, but the number of his species is

thirty-two.
Spach, in Vol. XI of his "Histoire Naturelle

des Veg. Phanerog." 1842, gave a natural ar-

rangement of the oaks, which is founded on the
form and duration of the leaves, the cup, and
the ripening.
Endlicher maintained the same disposition and

characters, only changing the name of one of
the sub-genera, and establishing for it three sub-
divisions of the sub-genus Lepidobalanus, which
includes nearlj' all our American species.
De Candolle adopts the three sub-genera of

Endlicher, adding two more, viz : the sub-geuus
Androgyne, formed by the single Californian
species, Q. densiflora, Hook, which has tl>e

flowers of both sexes in an upright spike, male
above, female be^w, the abortive ovules at i\\c

apex of the seed ; the other new sub-genera i»

Pasana, with south Asiatic species. All the
other American species belong to the sub-genus
Leindobalaniis. The arrangement in the "Pro-
dromus" is thus

:

I

.

—Lepidobalanus.
2 1. Abortive ovules below; maturation annual.

*Leaves thciduous.
I, Quercue lyrata, Walt.; 2, Q.

}. oluceforinis , Mielix,; ' "
prinus, L. (here he places
vnr. montii-iihi luul \;a: pri/ioide^); (;." ij. .stdhita, Wg.
(vvhicli i- '. ' '' /.'Miehx.; there are three \urioties
of tlii- -I Ill- in Florida, y./or;Wa«((, Shut.,
the \ji Mill., on the Upper Missouri, and
var. u . iih uiilN oak hetween Salt Lalie and
Sierra ^i,„.l,i,, ,, (J alha, L., with tvfo varieties,
repanila and microcai-jja. Then follow five Californian
and New Mexican species, which are nearly related to
tlie European Q. rohur, and of Mexican and Central
American species twenty kinds.

*Leaves persistent.

Of this section one only, Q. virens, Ait., belongs to the
eastern part of the continent, the others are chiefly
Central American.
II. Abortive ovules below; maturation biennial.
The species in this section are all New Mexican.
J 3. ADortive ovules above; maturation biennial.

*Lemes deciduous.
The Eastern species in this section are. 1, Q. falcata,

Michx.; 2, Q. ilUcifoUa, Wg.; 3, Q. rulra, L'.; i, Q.
palustns, D\\&o\\ 5, Q. Georgiana, A. Curt.; 6, Q. coc-
cinea, Wg.; 7, Q. Learn, Nutt.; 8, Q. phellos, L.; 9, Q.
imhricaria, Michx,; 10, y. nigra, L.

*Leaves persistent (evergreen).

1, Q. aquatiea, Walt.; 2, Q. cfVje/ros, Michx.

De Candolle supposes that of the species now
known and described, about two-thirds are
provisional, and that when all the species of
America and Asia now adopted are as well
studied as the European, the "good species"
will be reduced to about one hundred; then the
American species would scarcely be more than
fifty. This is credible when we perceive that
the single species, Q. robia; as proposed by De
Candolle, includes thirty-two varieties, and
nearly a hundred synonyms.

The American Agriculturist is undoubtedly
doing much to form a popular taste for Natural
History, by its numerous articles on that sub-

ject, rendered doubly attractive and useful by

its excellent illustrations. In the June number
we find the following:

The Prairie Apple {Pomme blanche).

The species of our native plants are very
numerous, but among them there are but few
which furnish articles of food. Berries and
pei'ishable fruits are more or less abundant in
their season ; but those native products which
can be stored up are limited in number, and as
articles of food are at best indifferent. Neither
in the variety nor in the quality of his food does
the savage equal the poorest among the civilized.

Acorns and grass-seeds are poor substitutes for
corn and wheat ; and, among the several more
or less edible roots used by the Indians, there is

none which approaches the potato in excellence
and nutritious quality. A large share of the
vegetable food of some of the Western tribes of
Indians is the Prairie Apple, or Pomme Blanche,
as it was named by the French voyageiirs. It is

the root of a Psoralea (P. esculenta), which is

found from "Wisconsin westward to the Rocky
^Knintains.
The plant grows about a foot high, has leaves

with five divisions, and its flowers are clustered
in a dense head much resembling a large clover.
The flowers are purplish-blue. The root is tur-
nip-shaped, and somewhat farinaceous; and,
though it would be considered scarcely edible
by us, is gathered in large quantities by the
Indians, and stored for the winter.

THE AMERICAN HOLLY.

Th5 American Ilully (f/cr opaca, Ait.)

We have lately been shown a twig of the

American Holly (Ilex opaca, Ait.) which was
collected un the banks of the Mississippi near

Vicksburg. The leaves are evergreen, thick,

and of a lively green color, and about three

inches long. In this specimen they are nearly
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oval ill outline, with several short, stiff, prickly

teeth scattered on the edge. Close around the

stem and among the leaves are five or six dull

red berries, about the size of peas.

The Holly is a small tree growing near the

seacoast from Maine to Florida; not common,
however, to the North. It attains a height of

from twenty to forty feet. Our botanical works
do not mention the occurrence of the tree so far

from the seacoast as the specimen from Vicks-

burg. Oui tiee closeh lesembles the European
Ilolh, but difleis in '!C\eial particulars: the

)>*

llollj {Ilix aquafolium, L.)

leaves are not so wavy in outline, less glossy,

and the berries of a darker color. We have a

specimen from Florida, in which the leaves are

smaller, obovate or almost wedge form, and
with teeth only near the summit.

In an article recently published in the Journal

of Agriculture ou the Holly, the writer, Mr. J.

Parish Stelle, assumes that the Holly of the Gulf

States and the Mississippi Valley is the Ilex

aquifolium, L., identical with the European
tree, and tliat it differs from the Holly of the

Atlantic coast. This is a question wliich must
be decided by careful observation, and tlie pre-

paration of good botanical specimens. We com-
mend tliis work to the attention of our botanical

friends in the South.

Sometimes an inch of water falls in a day,
or even in a single shower. This is equivalent
to about three hundred and sixty hogsheads to

|

the acre. I

THE LEAP AS A WORKER—No. 2.

But if we regard the leaf only as a drawer of

water, a lifter of earthy matter, a carrier of

lightning, a gatherer of nourishing gases, a de-

fense against zymotic diseases, we give it an

inferior place—it is only a humble, common
laborer. Man might invent and apply machinery

to pump the water and evaporate it ; he can

enrich the soil, can put on his roof metallic con-

ductors, and can escape epidemic diseases if he

will breathe ^jJM'e «(>. "Ah! there's the rub I"

for he can get pure air only as the leaf prepares

it for him. Man can, in a measure, do the work
of the leaf, but science has tailed to demonstrate

a way to do the chemical work that the leaf

does.

The leaf is not a common laborer, then ; for,

though it deigns to do this drudgery, its great

field of labor is elsewhere. It is an analytical

chemist of the noblest order, and, as such, per-

forms labor that Liebig, and Fresenius, and
IJegnault, attempted in vain, and such as no
chemist can ever perform. Here it is that the

leaf asserts its superiority as a worker—becomes
a right royal laborer. Here it uses the same
re-agents that man is permitted to use, but with

which he cannot succeed. And so the leaf looks

down upon the great and learned chemist, and
regards him as a bungler. Every exhaled

breath of man, and of every animal on the face

of the globe, is loaded with poison. The pro-

duct of combustion, whether arising from the

cheerful home fire, from the fire-box of the

locomotive, from the furnace of the factory, or

belching forth in terrible profusion from the

yawning crater of the volcano, is pregnant with

the same life-destroying agent. Millions of

cubic feet of this dread destroyer, one foot of

which is suflicient to produce death, is being set

free every second of time. It is escaping from
your lungs every four seconds. But be not

frightened—no harm can come to you ; for God
has ordained the leaf as his agent to care for

you—to disarm this deadly foe of its terrors

—

to seize upon it, anatomize it, take to itself a

part, and give up the remainder as the life-giving

air of heaven I

And what is the measure of its force—what is

the sum of its acting energies? I can only tell

you what is its equivalent. I can give you the

exact measure of its strength, and at your longest

leisure you can reduce it to the ordinary stand-

ard of mechanical force, and determine the

measure in horse-power. How much mechani-
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cal labor, can all the meu, women and children,

all the animals of the earth, and all the loco-

motives and engines on sea and land perform?

The leaf does just as much as all those combined.

We have said nothing of the festhetics of

leaves—of their beauty and variety (we must

not forget that all flowers are leaves). There

is not a leaf iu the whole vegetable kingdom

that does not excite emotions of the beautiful,

either by its form, color, or odor. There is

beauty in the leaves of the solitary palm, and

beauty in those of the dense forest, crowded so

thick that beneath them the " shadow hardly

moves." Beauty iu the microscopic moss-cup,

as well as in the palm whose leaves expand to

thirty feet in circumference—beauty and glory

in them all.

Not only, then, does the leaf supply all the ma-

terial wants of man, but it also ministers to his

spiritual nature—reveals the character of God,

blesses man, makes him nobler, wiser and bet-

ter. In autumn, when the cold winds blow and

tlie leaves turn yellow and red, it is the popular

belief that the frost has colored and killed the

leaves, and caused them to fall away. Not so.

We mistake here a coincidence for a cause. The
time for frost and for falling leaves is the same

—one has no relation to the other. There has

been no work of violence wrought—-no destruc-

tion. The leaf has tinished its allotted task, it

has built up its appointed cycle, stored up the

food for its snccessoj-s, and now its work is

done—Ah! well done. No duty has been

neglected ; it has tinished its course ; and now
it arrays itself in its most gorgeous hues, for its

hour of glory has come, and it rests upon the

bosom of its mother earth.

May it not teach us here a lesson—a marvel-

ous lesson—how to live and how to die ; how a

true life is crowned by a triumphant death?

POISON IVY.

(lihus to.ticodenilron, L.)

I will pluck a leaf with a pair of fire-tongs, at

arm's length, press it dry so as to make an exact

drawing of it, and write a full account of this

venomous plant . I will try to make the whole

matter so plain that everybody can detect and

avoid the vile thing which is making me so

much trouble. These were some of my mid-

night thoughts, as I feverishly turned in bed

while suffering from its effects. Water, satu-

rated with salt, was my only remedy. The
poison was followed by two generous crops of

boils, about fifty in number, lasting for over two

weeks. Now I can only look at the plant with

a sort of subdued feeling, as though it were

more than a match for me. Look out for Bhns

toxicodendron, which trails in the sand, or

among the bushes, or lurks in the grass like a

treacherous serpent! To touch it means a face

swollen to blindness, great irritation, itching,

and smarting and burning of the parts affected.

Poison Ivy, or Poison Oak, is a humble
shrubby vine, with light-green leaves and clus-

ters of greenish flowers looking something like

the flowers of the grape vine. The leaves are

compound, consisting of three leaflets, the size

and shape of which are shown by Figure 178,

[Fig. 178

:

Poison Ivy (Rhus toxicodendron, L.)

which illustrates the veins of the underside. It

belongs to the Sumach family, a group of plants

which has rather a bad reputation, on account

of several poisonous species it contains.

To some people it is harmless, even when the

sap is rubbed on the skin, while others are sure

to be affected even by touching the naked stems

and buds. I have known instances iu which
some members of the same family were easily

poisoned while others were not at all affected.

Why do we not get vaccinated, as it were, and

never get poisoned a second time? Do our

entomological friends find any insects that can

eat the leaves?

The plant most likely to be mistaken for

poison Ivy is

—
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The Virginia Creeper,

(Ampelopsis quinquefolia , Miclix.)

Both are woody vines, and more or less orna-

mental in autumn. The Virginia Creeper

belongs to the Grape, or Vine family ( Vitacece),

bears blue berries like grapes, and hangs on by
tendrils. The Creeper has live leaflets to a leaf,

the Ivy three.

[Fig. 17!). ]

Virginia Ci'ceiici- (Amijclopsis qutnqucfoUa , Jliclix.)

The Virginia Creeper is one of the favorites

as a climber on old trees, shrubs, stone walls,

and churches, on account of its rapid growth,
hardiness, graceful appearance, and beautiful

red leaves in autumn. Its manner of holding
fast is worthy of notice. The tendrils grow
very much like those of the common grape vine,

and hold fast in a similar manner. But it can

climb where the grape cannot—up the side of a

brick or stone wall, bai-k of a tree, or siding of

a house. This it does by expanding the tips of

the tendrils, covering them with a sticky sub-

stance—a natural prepared glue. This is held

patiently to the place until the glue hardens,

when the tendril makes a double twist, and
hugs the vine closer to the wall. The tips of

the tendrils which take hold of small limbs often

make the coil more secure by sticking the end
fast to the support. W. J. Beal.
Chicago, Way 2.j, 1870.

Figs grow very abundantly in South Carolina

;

they ripen twice a year, and compete, when
dried and packed, with the foreign imported

cues in the home market.

SEA-SIDE CROWFOOT.

{Ttanunculvs cymbalaria, Pursli.)

, PHOF. OF MEDICAL UOTA

Seaside Crowfoot {Ranunculus cymbalaria, Pursh.)

Among all the Eanunculacas, none are more
beautiful than the little " Sea-side Crowfoot.'

We present a figure of this little plant, by which

it will be seen that it is one of the smallest of

the Crowfoot family. It is also one of the most

interesting. The plant has a short stem, which

sends off long runners from the base that are

rooting and leafy at the joints. The leaves are

all roundish, mostly heart-shaped at the base,

crenate-toothed, rather fleshy, and on long peti-

oles. The flower stalks are leafless, and bear

from one to seven or eight flowers. The
petals are five to eight, and of a beautiful bril-

liant yellow. Carpels (pistils) are in oblong

heads, very numerous, short-beaked, and striatc-

veined on the sides.

The flowers usually begin to appear about the

first of June. In Chicago, for several years, I

have found the first flowers on the 2.3th and 28th

of May, but this year (1870) I found a few on

the 20th of May. It has delicate, white, fibrous

roots, two or three inches long. The fine slen-

der runners are sometimes several feet in length.
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Many of the Ranunculacre arc used in medi-

ciue, having acrid and stimulating properties.

This species has but little of these acrid qualities.

The root has a very slight pungent taste—a taste

peculiar to all of this genus—which the leaves

do not possess at all, but are succulent and

rather pleasant. The seeds are, however, quite

pungent, or "peppery," when chewed. It is

not probable, however, that this plant will ever

be used iu medicine.

The most interesting thing relating to this

pretty little plant is its habitat. Prof. Gray
says it is found on the sea shore from Maine to

New Jersey, and adds that it is also found at

the Salt Springs, Saliua, New York, to Illinois

and westward. The question arises in the mind
of the botanist, Why is it found away from the

sea shore, if it is a marine plant? The fact of its

being found near the Salt Springs in New York
would seem to show that it lias a liking for

saline earth. Why should it be found on the

shores of the great Lakes? I do not know that

it is found an the shores of Ontario, Erie, Huron
or Superior; Foster and AVhitney, in their re-

port on the Lake Superior region (Geological),

do not enumerate it among the plants found

there.

When I came to Chicago, in 1860, I found it

growing all over the city, even to Twelfth street

on the south, or as near to the river as was pos-

sible on account of the population. From the

mouth of the Chicago river, its habitat extended

on the north, west, and south sides to a distance

of two or three miles. Beyond that area it can

not be found; at least I have not observed it in

other localities.

Why has it selected this locality? If it was
once a marine plant, and has become accustomed

to inland soils, why is it not found more exten-

sively distributed all over the country? We
know that there are several species of plants,

supposed to be marine, which have apparently

become accustomed to a different soil, and

flourish in inland localities. Would it seem too

fanciful to suppose the theory taught by some
geologists, that the great Lakes, now fresh,

were once salt, or that a sea once existed iu the

same location? If such was the case, we may
suppose that, when the change occurred, it was
so gradual that the flora on its shores was not

subjected to such a sudden transition as to

destroy it, but gave it, or a few species of it,

sufllicient time to become accustomed to its new
soil and atmosphere. We must either accept

this theory, or another, namely, that the seeds

of this species and others have been transported

from the ocean, or salt water, to this locality.

I would like to inquire of the readers of this

journal, if they have found the R. Cymbalaria
on the banks of the Mississippi, or on the shores

of the smaller lakes of the Northwest; and I

hope this brief paper will call out some discus-

sion on the subject broached herein.

[The E. cymbalaria occurs on the sandy and
muddy banks of many Western rivers, as on the

Platte at Denver, and on the west side of the

Mountains in Middle Park, and still farther west
on the Green river. We do not see that it has

any claim to be considered a saline plant.—Ed.]

Corrections.-In an article on "Our Woody
Compositie," in the May number, it was stated

that, east of the Mississippi river, we had no
woody Compositai. This statement was based

on a hasty review of the Composite of the

Northern States. Our attention has been called

to the fact that in the Southern States there are

several shrubby members of the family in ques-

tion, for instance, several species of Bacckaris,

one species of Iva, and a Borrichia. We make
the correction with pleasure.

In our June number we gave, under the head
of " Plants to Name," a list of specimens from

Mr. S. A. Forbes, in which we unintentionally

did him injustice ; as really the larger portion

of the specimens were correctly named by him,

and were contributions to the cabinet of the

editor.

In the Natural Order Legmainosw there ai-e

no doubly-piunate leaves belonging to the sub-

order Papillionaceoi; but in the sub-orders

C'esa/pinim and JIfimoscB the pinnate form of leaf

is found. No pinnate leaves are known in Gen-

tianaceoi and Jiubiacem. Simple and compound
leaves frequently occur, not only in the same
family, but in the same genus.

" It is singular that no mention of the beauti-
ful arborescent ferns is to be found in the classic

authors of antiquity ; while reference is made to

Bamboos, to the IJanyan, or Indian Fig tree,

and to Palms. The first mention of arborescent
ferns is by Oviedo, a Spanish writer, in 1.5;3.5,

in describing the vegetation of Hayli. 'Among
ferns,' says this traveler, 'there are some which
I class with trees, because they are as thick and
high as pine trees. They mostly grow among
the mouutains, and where there is much water.'
Between the tropics, on the declivities of the
Cordilleras, the true region of arborescent ferns

lies between about 3,200 and 5,350 feet above
the level of the sea. They seldom descend lower
toward the plains than" 1,280 feet. The mean
temperature of this region is between 64° and
70° Fahr."
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NEW PLANTS.

"We have received from Mr. S. A. Forbes spe-

cimens of two plants, which, if not really new
species, are so remarkable in their appearance,

and so different from the ordinary forms of any
species to which they are related, that they cer-

tainly merit description at least as marked vari-

eties. They are a Saxifraga and a Heuchera,

both growing on shaded clifTs near Makanda
and Cobden, Southern Illinois. The Saxifraga

in general appearance is intermediate between
Saxifraga virginiensis, Mx., and S. pennsyl-

vanica, L., or, as Dr. Gray suggests, between
S. erosa, Pursh., and S. virginiensis, Mx., ap-

proaching nearest to the last-named. It is an
herbaceous plant, presenting at the ground a

cluster of half a dozen soft, hairy leaves, four to

eight inches long, thin, lanceolate, and toothed

on the mai'gin, or sometimes nearly entire.

From the root rises a flower-stalk two to three

feet high, without leaves, but with a few slender

bracts at the base of the branches. The upper
half or third of the stalk divides into six or eight

branches, forming a pretty large open panicle;

the main branches again subdivide into very
slender pedicels, with small flowers having the

general characters of the genus to which it

belongs. The stem or scape is clothed with
rather sticky or glandular hairs. We append
a botanical description and dedicate the species

to the enthusiastic young naturalist who first

detected it:

Saxifraga Forbesii (n. sp).—Leaves lanceo-
late, or elliptical-oblong, rather thin and pointed,
taperiuginto a short margined petiole, pubescent,
especially on the margin, veins and petiole, cre-
nate or rei^and dentate, -i—8 inches long. Scape
leafless, slender, viscid pubescent, two to three
feet high ; upper third or half forming an ample,
loose and open panicle of 6—8 branches. Flow-
ers small, in cymose clusters at the extremities
of the branches

;
pedicels slender, bracts linear;

sepals obtuse refiexed, shorter than the linear
(two lines long) white petals; filaments slen-
der, nearly equaling the petals; pods two, small,
slightly united below, divergent at the summit.
Shaded clifls. Southern Illinois.

The plant difFers from the ordinary form of

S. Virginiensis, Mx., in its much larger size,

in its larger and differently shaped leaves, in

its more diffuse panicle, more slender pedicels,

smaller flower, smaller, linear petals, and small-

er, more pointed and rejlexed pods.

Of the other plant mentioned, the Heuchera,
we have not received siifiiciently mature and
perfect specimens to give it a complete descrip-

tion, and we therefore will refer to it at a future
time.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Plants 'Sa.vaeA—Samuel Thompson, M. B., Albion,

Ills.—The specimen you sent! is tlic Goat's Beard
{Spirea aruncus, L.), one^of the few cUcccious plants of

the Order Rosacea. It is not infrequent in rocky woods
in Southern Illinois.

Jonathan Periam, Chatsworth, His.—Your plant is the

Buffalo Clover (Trifolium reflenm, L.)\ as Dr. Morse
says, it is practically of no value—too stalky, and foli-

age too scanty.

Arthur ISryant, Princeton, Ills.—Xo. 1 "is the Ked
Ash (Fraximvs puiescens) common in the northern and
other sections of this State?" We have met with it

frequently in Northern Illinois, near Elgin and Chicago,

also near Peoria and Springfield . The Green Ash (F.

viiidis, Michx.) is of frequent occurrence iu the same
region, and still more common in the bottom lands of

the Mississippi river, and some forms of these species

approach closely to each other, and are not easily dis-

tinguished 2 . "In what part of the State is the Red
Maple most common? All the soft Maples for miles

around here produce apetatous flowers, and the broad-

winged greenish seeds o( Acu Jascycarpum. I have
procured what was called the Red Slaple from Ellwan-

ger & Barry, of Rochester, and from Phtcnix, of Bloom-
iiigton , but they were in no respect different from those

growing here . '
' The true Red Maple occui's iu consider-

able abiuidance on low rich river borders in Southern

Illinois. We doubt if, in Illinois, it extends much north of

the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad. We have noticed that

the Soft Maple shade trees ol Bloomington are nearly

all the Silver-leaved Maple (A. dascycarpu/n). 3. "An-
other matter about which I am puzzled relates to the

Populus anijulata and P. monilifera. The two species

are usually confounded under the name of Cottonwood,

and certainly the botanical difference is not very strongly

marked. Cottonwood trees are usually difficult to split,

and when sawed into lumber, warp and twist in every

possible direction. Yet some of them, which have heart-

wood of a yelloioish color, like that of the tulip tree, can

be split into rails and shingles, and do not warp when
sawed into lumber. Are these the P . angulata, or a

variety common to both species?" We have observed

with great care the Cottonwoods in all parts of the State,

and have failed to establish distinguishing marks for

the two species referred to above, and have concluded

that there was really but one species. We know some
thorough Botanists in the West who coincide in this

opinion. The distinction with respect to the wood,

mentioned by Mr. Bryant, truiy furnish a clue by which
to unravel the difficulty, and we hope that the trees

which present these loood-iiffei'enccs may be carefully

observed , so that if any distinctive botanical characters

exist they may be noted and recorded.

Miss Mary MuHfddt, Kirlwooi, Mo .—^0. 1, Scirpxis

lineutus, Michx., a coarse sedge with graceful di'ooping

brown spikes. No. 2 is the llair-jjrass {Agrostls scabra,

Willd.) very common on damp clayey soils. When old

the culms break off and are sometimes thrown into

heaps against lences, &c. No. 3 is the common Rush-
grass {Juneus tenuis, AViUd.), too common in many places.

No. 4 is Mclic-grass {.MeUca mutica, Walt.), a tall and
handsome grass growing in thickets and in low, rich
ground. No. 5 is a sedge, a species of the very large
genus Carex, and a form of Carex triceps, the Three-
headed Carcx. No. 6 is the purple flowered Milkweed
(Asclepias purpurascms , L.)
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THE ONWARD MARCH OF THE COLORADO TOTATO

BEETLE.

A WOUU TO OUR CANADIAN NEIGllCOKS.

Last July, while spending- a few days in On-

tario, we ascertained that this most destructive

insect had just invaded the Dominion at two

different points, namely, near Point Edward, at

the extreme south of Lake Huron, and opposite

Detroit, near Windsor, at the southwestern

corner of Lake St. Clair. These are precisely

the two points at which we sliould naturally

expect to first meet with it on the Canadian

border; for all such beetle.s as fly into either of

the lakes from the Michigan side would naturally

he drifted to those points. As we know from

experience, many insects that are either quite

rare, or entirely unknown, on the western side

of Lake Michigan are frequently washed up
along the Lake sjiore at Chicago ; and these are

so often alive and in good condition, and so often

in great numbers, that the Lake shore is con-

sidered excellent collecting ground by entomolo-

gists. In like manner grasshoppers are often

wa.shed up on the shores of Salt Lake, in Utah,

in such countless numbers that the stench from

their decomposing bodies pollutes the atmosphere

for miles around. We have not the least doubt,

therefore, in view of these facts, that the Colorado

Potato Beetle could survive a sufficient length of

time to be drifted alive to Point Edward, if

driven into Lake Huron anywhere within twenty

or thirty miles of tliat place, or if beaten down
anywhere within the same distance while at-

tempting to cross the lake.

How truly is Mr. Walsh's prophecy being ful-

filled, that the northern columns of tliis great

army would spread far more rapidly than the

lagging southern columns.*

* Practical Entomoloqist, I, p. 14,

Now, what will our Canadian brethren do?

Will they stand by and listlessly see this per-

nicious Insect spread over their territory like a

devouring flame, as it has done over the Western

and Central States ; or will they make some de-

termined and united effort to prevent such a

catastrophe? Of one thing our friends across the

border may rest assured—they have not here a

sham and braggart Feniau army to deal with,

but an army which knows no retreat, and whose

members, though of small and insignificant

stature, will fully make up in number what thej'

lack in size.

When we calculate the immense loss, amount-

ing to millions of dollars, which this insect has

cost tlie Western States during the past nine or

ten years—when we contrast the healthful and

thrifty aspect of the potato fields in Ontario and

in those States to which this potato plague has

not yet spread, with the sickly, denuded, or Paris-

green-besmeared fields at home—but above all

wiieu we reflect that, nothing preventing, it will

infest the whole of Ontario within, perhaps, the

next two, and at farthest within the next three,

years—we feel that it is high time to make some

effort to prevent its onward march through On-

tario, if ever such an effort is to be made. The
warnings and instructions given by the agricul-

tural press, and tlirough our own columns, will

avail but little, as they reach the few only. It

may be, and doubtless is, true that successful

culture, as our country becomes more tliickly

settled, will be confined to the intelligeut and

well-informed ;
j'et the fact nevertheless remains,

that the masses will do nothing to ward off an

evil until they are forced to it from necessity.

The plodding, non-reading farmer will take no

notice of the few bugs he first sees in his potato

field, because they do him no material injury

;

but when the bugs have increased so as to make

it a question of " potatoes or no potatoes " with

him, then his energies will be aroused. But

alas ! his best eftbrts, at this time, often prove

unavailing, and he has to spend days to accom-

plish that which a few minutes would have

accomplished before. We therefore fully expect

to see this great army of bugs continue its east-
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ward march without hindrance, unless other

preventive measures are taken than those ah-eady

emi)loyed. A standing premium oflered by the

Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Carding, for a given

number of beetles, or for the greatest number
collected and killed in one season, or for the

cleanest and best field of potatoes, of a given

number of acres, within the infested districts

along the eastern shores of the lakes mentioned
and tliose of the St. Clair river; might, and
undoubtedly would, be the best means of

stamping it out, and of keeping it out of the

Dominion.

No doubt that, in sitggesting any expenditure

of money for such purposes, our Canadian

brethren will deem us over-enthusiastic about
" small things," and over-anxious for their wel-

fare. Well, be that as it may, we don't forget

that there is considerable of Uncle Sam's terri-

tory beyond Niagara. It is a mere matter of

dollars and cents, and we venture to say that,

when once this insect shall have spi-cad over

Ontario, a million dollars would be freely spent

to accomplish that which will then be almost

impossible, and which a very few thousands

would effectually accomplish now—namely, its

extermination from the Dominion.

An excellent chance is now afforded in Ontario

—almost surrounded as it is by lakes—to keep

this destructive enemy at bay. In the summer
of 1SG9, rejiorts of this insect's ravages, and of

its progress eastward, came thick from Wiscon-

sin and Indiana; but no organized effort was
made to check it, and indeed there was very

little chance of doing so. It is now fast spread-

ing through Ohio ; and, according to Dr. Trimble
ofNew Jersey, has already reached Pennsylvania.

Uncle Sam can not well prevent its onward
spread around the southern shore of Lake Erie,

through Pennsylvania and eastward; but, if it

can be etfcctually resisted between Point Edward
and the Detroit river, there will be little difli-

culty in preventing its crossing at Niagara. A
victory would indeed be gained if, by intelligent

effort, tliis grievous pest could be kept out of

Upper Canada, while it is devastating the potato

fields on all sides in the States; and Minister

Carding would add to his well-deserved popu-

larity by making the effort, whether it succeeds

or not.

I'AlilS GllEEN AS A REMEDY.

While on this subject it may be well to say a

few words about the use of Paris green. Tliis

substance has now become THE remedy for the

Colorado Potato Beetle, and it is the best yet

discovered. Having thoroughly tested it our-

selves, and liaving scon it c.xteusivcly used, wu

can freely say that, when applied judiciously, it

is efflcieut and harmless. If used jjure and too

abundantly, it will kill the vines as eflectually

as would the bugs, for it is nothing but arsenite

of copper (often called " Scheele's green" by
druggists), and contains a varied proportion of

arscuious acid, according to its qualit)-—often as

much as 59 per cent., according to Brande &
Taylor. But when used with six to twelve parts,

either of flour, ashes, plaster or slacked lime, it

causes no serious injury to the foliage, and just

as effectually kills the bugs. The varied success

attcnilinu- i(s iiso. us i-i'p(iii(Ml tlirougli our many
agriciiltui-al paiHMs. iiui>t l.c atlril)ulcd to the

diflcrencc in llie(puilily uftlie drug.

We hear many fears expressed that tliis poison

may be washed into the soil, absorbed by the

rootlets of the plant, and thus poison the tubers

;

but persons who entertain such fears forget that

they themselves often apply to the ground, as

nourishment for the vines, either animal, vege-

table or mineral substances that are nauseous, or

even poisonous to us. Animal and vegetable

substances, of whatsoever nature, must be essen-

tially changed in character and rendered harm-

less before they can be converted into healthy

tubers, and a mineral poison could only do harm
by being taken with the potatoes to tlie table.

That any substance, sprinkled either on the vines

or on the ground, would ever accompany to the

table a vegetable wliich develops underground,

and which is always well cooked before use, is

rendered highly improbable. There can be no

danger in the use of sound tubers. But the wise

and well-informed cultivator will seldom need to

have recourse to Paris green, as he will find it

more profitable to use the different preventive

measures that have from time to time been

recommended in these columns.

The poison may do harm, however, by being

carelessly used, and it is most safely applied

when attached to the end of a stick sevei'al feet

long, and should not be used where children arc

likely to play.

NATURAL CHECKS INCREASING.

In many parts of the West tliis insect is being

[Fig. isi] kept in due check by its canni-

bal and parasitic enemies, which

are still increasing. Thus wc
learn from many sources, that

in Iowa and Kansas it is not

nearly so injurious as it for-

merly was, while in some parts

of Illinois and Missouri it has

''°°aiTddark-wue."""'"also bccomc Icss troublcsome.

Last year Mr. T. Glover published the fact that

the Great Lcl^ia (Lebiu grmuUs, Ilontz, Fig.
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181) Avas found dcvouviiig its larvas,* and though

hitlierto considered rare tliis Labia has sud-

denly fallen upon it the present year in many
parts of Missouri. During a recent trip along the

Missouri Bottom we found this cannibal very

abundant in some potato liclds belonging to Mr.

Wm. Coleman, where it was actively engaged in

destroying both the eggs and larvje of the Potato

Beetles. The head, thorax and legs of this

cannibal arc yellowish-brown, in high contrast

with its dark-blue wing-covers.

This makes fourteen conspicuous enemies of

oui' Colorado Potato Beetle wliich we have

ligured, and a dozen more, mostly of small size

and inconspicuous markings, might easily be

adilod to the list. Moreover, chickens have

Iciuned to relish the eggs, and have even acquired

a taste for the young larva?. 80 wc need not

wiinder that the array is being decimated in those

States first invaded by it.

BOGUS EXPERIMENTS.

It was recently reported to us that a neighbor

had succeeded in driving away all liis Potato

bugs by strewing Elder branches among the

vines. We went to examine the field, and found

our friend enthusiastic over his discovery ; and

indeed, though the vines were nearly devoured,

there were but a few full grown lai-v* to be

found. But, as he could not tell us what had

lii'come of the "slugs," we undertook to show
him wlierc they had gone, and after digging a

few moments with a trowel, unearthed dozens

of tliem, the majority in the pupa, but a few yet

in (lie larva state. Our neighbor bad, in fact,

been misled by appearances, for want of better

knowledge of his enemy. The lai-vos as they

ac(|uircd their growth suddenly became so de-

structive, that to save his vines he was obliged

to try some means of killing them, and as an

experiment he tried the Elder. The laiTiB were
just ready to disapi^car of their own accord, and
as tlie great bulk of them did really disappear in

two or three days after the application, the appa-

rently logical inference was made that they had

been driven away by the smell of the Elder.

llow many of the published remedies that

flood the country owe their origin to just such

defective proof ! The sun-scorching remedy,

which consists of knocking the bugs ofl' the vines

on to the heated ground between the rows, and
which has been so often recommended the present

year, partakes a good deal of tliis character ; for

it can only be of benefit in a very dry season, and

at a time of year when the bugs have done most
of their damage. A goodl)' proportion of the

larvoe that arc thus knocked oft' will alwavs

'DepU ofAgr. Kep. 1808, i

manage to burrow into the ground and trans-

form, or to get back upon the vines ; and

THE TRUE REMEDY

consists in preventing them from becoming

numerous so late in the season. "Watch for the

beetles in early spring, when the vines are just

peeping out of the ground. Ensnare as many of

them as you can befoi'C they get a chance to pair,

by making a few small heai^s of potatoes in the

field planted : to these the beetles will be attracted

for food, and you can easily kill them in the

morning. Keep an eagle eye for the eggs which

arc first deposited. Cultivate well, by frequently

stirring the soil. Surround your fields on the

outside by rows of such tender-leaved varieties

as the Mercer, Shaker Kusset and Early Good-

rich ; but, above all, isolate your potato field as

much as possible, either by using land surrounded

with timber, or by planting in the centre of a corn

field. Carry out these suggestions thoroughly

and you will not have much use for Paris green,

and still less for the scorching remedy.

[From tlie Missoiu-i Eiitoraological Ueport for 1S6!).]

THE TARNISHED PLANT -BUG.

(Caj)sus oUineatus, Say.''-)

Quite early last spring while entomologizing

[Fig. isj.] in Southern Illinois, I spent

a ^\ay with Mr. E. J. Ayres,

of Villa Ridge, and was sur-

prised to Icaru that he had

become quite discouraged

in his efforts to grow young

pear trees, on account oi

the injuries of a certain bug,

which, upon examination, I

found to be the Tarnished

Plant-bug, I'epresented en-

larged at Figure 182, the hair line at its side

showing the natural size. The family to which

this bug belongs is the next in a natural ar-

rangement to th<n which includes the notorious

CMnch-bug, and the insect is, like that species,

a veritable bug, and obtains its food by sucking

and not biting. The C'ajmis family is a veiy

large one, containing numerous species in this

country, but among them, none but the species

under consideration have thrust themselves upon

public notice by their evil doings.

Lijgus. As Say's description is the only one 1 have access

to, I have retainwl the uame he gave it as being emiueuuy
appropriate.
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The Tarnished Plant-bug is a very general

feeder, attacking very many kinds of herbaceous

plants, such as dahlias, asters, marigolds, bal-

sams, cabbages, potatoes, turnips, etc. ; and sev-

eral trees, such as apple, pear, plum, quince,

and cherry. Its puncture seems to have a pecu-

liarly poisonous eft'ect, on which account, and

from its great numbers, it often proves a really

formidable foe. It is especially hard on young

pear and quince trees, cansing the tender leaves

and the young shoots and twigs to turn black

as though they had been burned by tire. On old

trees it is not so common, though it frequently

congregates on such as are in bearing, and causes

the young fruit to wither and drop. I have

passed through potato -iields along the Iron

Mountain Railroad in May, and found almost

every stalk blighted and black fi-om the thrusts

of its poisonous beak, and it is not at all surpris-

ing that this bug was some years ago actually

accused of being the cause of the dreaded potato-

rot.

This Bug is a very variable species, the males

being generally much darker than the females.

The more common color of the dried cabinet

specimens is a dirty yellow, variegated as in the

figure with black and dark brown, and one of

the most characteristic marks is a yellow V,

sometimes looking more like a Y, or indicated

by three simple dots, on the scutel (the little tri-

angular piece on the middle of the back, beliind

the thorax) . The color of the living specimens

is much fresher, and frequently inclines to olive-

green. The thorax, which is flnely punctured,

is always narrowly bordered and divided down
the middle with yellow, and each of the divisions

contains two broader longitudinal yellow lines,

very frequently obsolete behind. The thighs al-

ways have two dark bands orrings near their tips.

As soon as vegetation starts in the spring, the

matured bugs, which winter over in all manner

of sheltered places, may be seen collecting on

the various plants which have been mentioned.

Early in the morning they may be found buried

between the expanding leaves, and at this time

they are sluggish, and may be shaken down and

destroyed; but as the sun gets wiirmer, they

become more active, and when approached, dodge

from one side of the plant to the other, or else

take wing and fly away. They deposit their

eggs and breed on the plants, and the young and

old bugs together may be noticed through most

of the summer months. The young bugs are

perfectly green, but in other respects do not dif-

fer from their parents except in lacking wings,

they Mde between the flower-petals, stems and

leaves of different plants, and are not easily

detected. Late in the fall, none but full grown
and winged bugs are to be met with, but whether

one or two generations are produced during the

season I have not fully ascertained, though in

all probability there are two.

Remedies.—In the great majority of cases, we
are enabled to counteract the injurious work of

noxious insects the moment we thoroughly com-

prehend their habits and peculiarities. But there

are a few which almost defy our eftbrts. The
Tarnished Plant-bug belongs to this last class,

for we are almost powerless before it, from the

fact that it breeds and abounds on such a great

variety of plants and weeds, and that it flies so

readily from one to the other. Its flight is, how-

ever, limited, and there can be no better pro-

phylactic treatment than clean culture ; for the

principal damage is occasioned by the old bugs

when they leave their winter quarters and con-

gregate on the tender buds and leaves of young
fruit stock ; and the fewer weeds there are to

nourish them during the summer and protect

them during the winter, the fewer bugs there

will be. The small birds must also be encour-

aged. Applications of air-slacked lime and sul-

phur have been recommended to keep them oft"

but if any application of this kind is used, I

incline to think that, to be effectual, it must be

of a fluid nature ; and should recommend strong

tobacco-water, quassia-water, vinegar, and cre-

sylic soap. Some persons who have used the

last compound have complained that it injures

the plants, and every one using it should bear

in mind what was stated in the preface to my
First Report, namely, that the pure acid, no

matter how much diluted with water, vdW sep-

arate when sprinkled, and burn holes in, and

discolor plant texture ; while if properly used

as a saponaceous wash it will have no such in-

jurious effect. It must likewise be borne in

mind, that the so-called " plant-protector," which

is a soap made of the same acid, will bear very

much diluting (say one part of the soap to fltty

or even one hundred parts of water), and that

it will injure tender leaved plants if used too

strong. I have noticed that the bugs are ex-

tremely fond of congregating upon the bright

yellow flowers of the Cabbage, wliicli, as every

one knows, blooms very early in the season; and

it would be advisable for persons who have been

seriously troubled with this bug, and who live

in a sufficiently southern latitude where the plant

^vill not winter-kill, to let a patch of cabbages

run wild and go to seed in some remote corner

of the farm, in order that the bugs may be at^

tracted thither and more readily destroyed than

when scattered over a larger area.
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[This insect has been very injurious tlie pres-

ent year, and by request we give the above ac-

count of it. Mr. J. P. Jones, of KeytesviUe,

Chariton county, Mo., complained bitterly to us

this spring of its injuries to pear and apple trees

in his section ; and later in the season we found

our friend H. D. Emery, of Chicago, almost

baffled by its injurious punctures in liis efTorts to

raise late-planted cucumbers. Mr. D. B. Wier,

of Lacon, Ills., considers that it has damaged liis

crops to the amount of$1,000 ; and the ad interim

committee, which lately visited his orchards, re-

port but little fruit on the pear trees on account

of its having poisoned and killed the blossom
buds. No doubt the extreme dry weather has

liad much to do with the increase of these pests.

:Mr. Ayres tried many applications of ditfercnt

kinds this spring to ward them off, but even

some cresylic soap, which we sent him for that

express purpose, proved ineftectual, as the follow-

ing experience will show. Hewrites, April 12,70:

I lirst tried it according to directions—one
pound of the soap to ten gallons of water—and
it was impossible to kill the bugs with it except
by drowning; and tlicy would swim in it an
unaccountably loiii;- time licfoic they would die.

I then doubled the strciigtli, using one pound of
the soap to live gallons of water. After immers-
ing one of them in tliis twice, he would get dry
and fly away; but by keeping him wet witli it

for teii minutes, it would Anally kill him. I am
inclined to believe tli;it it will ii il kill insects or
keep them otf tlic trees, unless niaiie strong
enough to kill t lie trees nlsd. I tliiirou^lily sat-

urated several rows of trees with it at the strength
above stated, and three hours afterward found
the bugs as thick as ever, and sucking awa\- iit

the buds and leaves iis if nothing had haiipeiied.

Not discouraged by this want of success, Mr.
A. afterwards went over all his pear trees, about

2,(J00 in number, with a basin of soap-suds early

in the morning, and shaking each branch, caused

the bugs to fall into the water. It took about

three hours' time of three men, and by com-
mencing early they were enabled to get through

before it got warm enough for the bugs to be-

come active. After pursiung tliis course for three

successive mornings, during which time many
thousands were killed, he had the satisfaction

of seeing his trees unmolested, and thus saved.

From the fact that these bugs suck the sap from,

and do not masticate the plant, we have found
the poisonous applications which are so eftectual

in killing many other insects of no avail licre

;

and there is no better way of killing them at

))rcsent known than by shaking them off early

in the morning. It will also be well to bear in

mind that, as they winter mostly in the woods,
they are at first found most mimerous on the

outside of our fields and orchards.]

OSAGE ORANGE FOR THE MULBERRY SILK-WORM.

Utah County, Utah.—Having been engaged
in silk culture for three years past, I take the
liberty of submitting to you a report of what I

have done.
In 1867 the Hon. Albert K. Thurber, of this

place, on liis return fnnn a visit to London, Eng-
land, jirescnted nie witli a few silk-worm eggs
or fh.' ..1(1 Fivneli variet\-. Thev made sixteen
e.M n^. iir.Mliirinutlnveienu.le ninths. The fol-

liiwini; Near 1 laisid Jive hundred worms, but not
havtiig sniHcieiit mulberry leaves to feed them,
I ted part of them on Osage oi'ange; they ate
it with avidity, all did well, and made cocoons
of good size and color. Last season (1869) I fed
five thousand worms on Osage oi-ange, and they
made five thousand cocoons. This season I am
feeding ten thousand worms on Osage orange,
and they are doing well. I would here remark
that I have never found a diseased worm since I
commenced i-aising silk.

I have fed a portion of my worms each season
on mulberry and a iiorlinn on Osage orange, and
those fed on the latter have thrived and done as
well as those fed on the former. I do not sup-
pose Osage orange is preferable to mulberiy to
feed silk-worms, but it may be of importance to
some to know that they will do well upon it. I
have fed worms on the two kinds of feed in close
proximity, and have known them to leave the
mulberry and go to the (_)sage (>rang(\ The dry-
ness of our climate anil the absence of thunder
storms during the feeding season render Utah
particularly adapted to the raising of silk, and
perhajjs may be more favorable for feeding Osage
orange than a moist climate.
Not having snflieieiit kiKiwIedge of the (juality

of silk to test it, 1 sent some cocoons toMr. Mul-
ler, of Nevada Cilv, California, to be reeled and
lesliMl, ;in,l lie iciMirls (liaf the silk is. to all ap-
lieaninr.'s. s|r,,im aii.l nf exrrlleiit qualitv. I

iiileiul I., make a IjUMiies- of >ilk eullurc as fast

a.- eircumstances will permit.
[Professor Glover, of this Department, four

years since fed the silk-worm (Bombyx mori)
Vidth the Osage orange with success correspond-
ing with the above experiment.]—J/ojt^/t?yifep.
Dept. Agriculture for May and June.

[When facts of such vital importance as these

are pubhshed, they lose the greater part of their

significance by having no signature. No one
can rely on statements of this character when
given in such a mythical manner. Five thousand
cocoons from five thousand worms is sonietMug
so unusual and unprecedented, that, under the

circumstances, one is warranted in discrediting

the statement. Prof. Glo\-er, it seems to us, would
have given weight to the above item by attach-

ing the date and the writer's name. We thor-

oughly experimented with Osage orange this

summer, but could not succeed in making any
worms spin up on it, though some few were fed
into the last stage.

—

Ed.]

!^= The Colorado Potato Beetle is said to be
doing more damage than ever in Minnesota.
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HOW TO COLLECT AND STUDY INSECTS-No. 5.

IIY P. G. SANDORN, BOSTON, MASS.

"Wliilc speaking of the microscope and its uses

in stndying lining insects, I should mention a

method of preparing specimens and fragments

ilkistratiug the structure or anatomy of tliesc

minute beings, so that they may be preseiTed

indefinitely for future use. The ordinary size

of a "slide" for the microscope is, as I previ-

ously said, three inches in length by one in

breadth. The slide should be cut from clear and
rather thin glass, free from ilaws and air-bubbles,

and a few dozen should be kept constantly on
hand ; they can be easily and cheaply got out by
any glazier from his waste slips. If the student

wishes to have them finely finished, he can grind

the edges smooth upon an emerj' wheel, a com-
mon grindstone, or even upon a flat surface with
emery powder and water, at the expense of a

little more time and labor. The " covers " will

cost him rather more care, as the exceetlingly

thin glass which is prepared for this purpose is

not to be procured except in large cities, where
an ounce of circular covers of various sizes gen-

erally costs about three dollars. The thinnest

glass he can procure will answer for many ob-

jects if clear ; and even mica, which separates

readily into thin plates, and can be readily cut

with scissors, serves a very useful purpose, al-

though liable to injury from scratches. The
covers need not be round ; square or oblong ones

are just as good. Cut on an average one-half

inch square ; few will be required larger, and tlie

majority of specimens will be covered by a one-

quarter inch cover. Having a supply of these

ready for use, obtain a vial of fir or "Canada"
balsam, thin it with chloroform and keep tightly

corked. "Whenever a small insect, a mite, a

gnat, or a young larva, just from the egg, is to

be presei-ved, place it upon the centre of a clean

glass slide, let a drop of the balsam fall upou it,

and apply the cover. A little experience will

enable one to avoid "air-bubbles" and such

inconveniences, and show how long the prepar-

ation requires to dry and harden, as well as what
weight to apply to the cover. English opera-

tors use a vci-y ellective and simple contrivance

[Fig. 183 ]

of wire as in Figure 183, and easily made of

different powers of compression suitable to the

object. The specimens thus prepared should

be kept in boxes lined with grooved slips of

wood as in Figure 184, having the grooves op-

[Fiff. 184]

posite, and of such depth and distance apart

as to keep the slides separate and safe from
breakage. The slides may be numbered or la-

belled on the glass with a diamond, or bit of

hard stone, such as a quartz crystal; or have
paper " adliesive tags " pasted on one end, as in

our sketch, according to the taste and skill

of the student. To return to our collecting.

Let us follow the course of this old stone wall,

from which have fallen at various times numbers
of loose rocks; under many of these will be
found forms of life to repay a careful search.

But here on the very top of the wall is a crawl-

ing thing which we drop into our vial of alcohol

with some little repugnance at the touch. "An
Eai-wig?" Not precisely, but sometimes impro-

perly so called. It is not even a true insect, but

belongs to the Centipede family of articulated

or jointed animals. As you will see, it has too

many feet for an insect, or even the larva of an

insect. Some naturalists would by a careless

use of tei-ms consider it an insect, but we prefer,

in accordance with the laws of priority, to con-

fine that title to the (nir (lircc-iciiiitfd articulates

which have in the ailiill ((iiiiliiiou six legs only.

Tliis, as you see, has many Jciinis or segments,

and numerous feet, although full grown. The
Class to which it pertains is called Myriapoda,
or many-footed animals, from this /ea^-ure

(no pun intended) of its structure; and this

species, Lithobius americanus, or the American

dweller under stones, is very much unlike the

true Earwig, Forficula, in everything but color,

and is very abundant throughout the United

States in damp localities beneath stones and logs.

In fact, we should not have seen this specimen

so liigh above the ground were it not for the

moist condition of the lichen-covered wall after

the recent shower. Here arc others of the same

kind beneath tliis stone, and a coiled Myriapoda

looking like a small shell, closely related to the

preceding, but very cylindrical and with a much
harder covering; as we disturb it, and it en-

deavors to make its escape, you perceive that its

feet are still more numerous than those of Litho-

bius, and move with a veiy beautiful continuous

undulating motion along the sides, reminding

one of ripples passing along the sides of a boat.
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Its name is lulus, and from its form and hard-

ness it is known in some sections of our country

as the " wire-worm.'' The true " wire-worms,"

baptized long before, however, arc the larv» of

the Snapping-beetles, or Elatcrs. This lulrc^

will preserve well in alcoliol.

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE GRAPE-VINE.-No.

The Spotted reliilnota.

(Pel111rota punctata, Linii'cus
)

t 1 1 -( )gli

J his 1.S the laigest and most conspicuous

beetle that attacks the foliage of the Grape-vine,

and in the beetle state it seems to subsist entirely

oil the leaves of this plant, and of the closely

allied Virginia Creeper. Though some years it

becomes so abundant as to badly riddle the

foliage of our vineyards, yet such instances are

exceptional; and it usually occurs in such small

numbers, and is so large and clumsy, that it can

not be considered a very redoubtable enemy.

Its larva has, for a number of years, been

known to feed on the decaying roots of different

trees, but has never, so far as we are aware,

been described, for which reason we append
below a description of it. It is a large clumsy
grub (Fig. 1S5, a) beai'ing a close resemblunce

to the common White Grub of our meadows,
and differs from that species principally In being

less wrinkled, and in having the chitinous cover-

ing (or skin, so-called) more polished and of a

purer white color, and in the distinct heart-shaped

swelling above the anus (Fig. 18.5, d). Towards
the latter part of June we have fonnd this larva

in abundance, in company with the pupa (Fig.

\K>, 6), in rotten stumps and roots of the Pear.

In preparing for the pupa state, the larva forms
a rather unsubstantial cocoon of its own excre-

ment, mixed with the surrounding wood. The

pupa state lasts but from eight to ten days, and
the beetle (Fig. 185, c) is fi3und on our vines dur-

ii^Che montl^s of-July, August and September.

Ttis nfotf yet known how long a time is required

.
fSr Xha development of the larva, but from

analogy we may infer that the insect lives in

that state upwards of three years.

This beetle was named about a century ago

by Linnaius, who met with a specimen in the

magnificent collection of shells and insects be-

longing to Queen Louise Ulrica of Sweden. It

occurs throughout the States and Upper Canada,

aud is even met with in the West Indies. It

flies aud feeds by day. The wing-covers are of

a slightly metallic clay-yellow color, with three

distinct black spots on each, and the wings

themselves are dark-brown inclining to black

;

the thorax is usually a little darker than the

wing-covers, with one spot each side ; the abdo-

men beneath, and legs, are of a bronzed-green.

It is easil\ kept in check b^- hand-picking.

I'lLii.N.iiA iiNiiATA, Lititl — LarM (Fig. isr), a)—
!, iiuili .' im In -: rliiiii-\ . moving on the side. Head, bright
till -iiiur-iui.\\ II, - III. ifuuKU-d, M'ith a shoi't, impressed,
l..ii-iiiiiliii:il liihr.i, III,. I,,],, ;iiid thi-ff .sh.illow impressions

smaller from

B^ We learn that the Chinch Bug did much
dam.age in some parts of Illinois and Wisconsin
during the diy weather.

EF° Upwards of 1,200 lbs. of Paris green have
lieen sold at LaCrosse this season for the destruc-

tion of jiotato bugs.
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THE SLUG ON PEAR AND CHERRY TREES.

" The insect generally called the pear or cherry
tree slug {Selandria cerasi, Peck) has in our
grounds been so few and so little injurious this

season that we had almost forgotten to notice it,

until, passino; the orchard of one of our neigh-
bors a few days since, we saw his pear trees

almost entirely denuded of their foliauc bv rea-

son of the slug. It is a liltlc singular tlial any
cultivator can neglect to guard against such
results, when merely dusting the toliag<> with
lime, plaster, or even the ordinar}- dry soil, will

at once destroy the insect. The tirst brood is

now about over, but a second one may be looked
for from tlie fifteenth to the last of this month,
and (hey should be c'arefully watched for and
destroyed liy all who wish health and vigor to

their young pear or clierry trees.''

The above is from a correspondent of the

Journal of Agriculture, who writes over the

signature of "Addi,"' and whose articles abound

in common sense, and are usually vei-y correct

;

but, in stating that the Pear and Chewy Slug can

at once be destroyed by ordinary ^'oad dust he

has made a very pardonable erroi^s and has been

deluded either by hasty obsei'vation or by the

unreliable testimony of otlierss.

Though not very troublesQtne in the West, this

insect often does much damage in the more
eastern States, and it has this year absolutely

stripped many orchards of every vestige of green

along the line of tl^e Michigan Central railroad,

leaving nothing biit the seared and yellow leaf

robbed of its parenchyma. We found that the

popular remedy wak sand, there being an abun-

dance of this commodity along the Lakes ; but,

as our friend Mr. Wm. Saunders, of London.
Ontario, has abundantly demonstrated, and as we
have ourselves proved, simple sand does not kill.

It sticks to Mr. Slug, so that he frequently falls to

the ground, and thus it appears to kill him, but

he very soon manages to divest himself of his

sand-covered coat. In fact he naturally sheds

this coat several times during Ms growth, and if

the sand is applied at the proper time it proves

a positive advantage to him, by stiffening liis old

and useless skin and thus enabling him the bet-

ter to crawl out of it. If it be applied a day or

two before the proper time to moult has come,

then, like a good philosopher, determined to

make the best of the circumstances, he concludes

with some reluctance to let the soiled habit go
before it is quite worn out. Common road-dust

is equally harmless, and even plaster will prove

inefi'ectual, unless applied before the last moult
takes place ; for after this moult the slug bids

adieu to his slimy coat. Moral: Never use sand
or road-dust for the Cherry Slug, but rely on lime,

Avhich will burn through the skin to the flesh ; or

on wliite hellebore water, which will poison.

APPENDIX TO JOINT-WORM ARTICLE PUBhlSRED

IN VOL. I. NO. S.

Tlie following Paper is the only one of a truly

scientific nature which our deceased Associate

left behind him. It was originally written as

an appendix to the "Joint-worm " article pub-

lished in No. 8 of our first volume, and is twice

referred to (pp. 1.06 and li>7) in that article;

but, after preparing it, Mr. Walsh concluded

that it was too bulky, and of a too purely scien-

tific character, to interest the majority of our

readers. He therefore concluded to more thor-

oughly elaborate it, and send it to Philadelphia

for publication in the Transactions of the Ameri-

can Entomological Society. Accordingly he

notified Mr. Cresson, Secretary of that Society,

that he should send him such a paper for publi-

cation. About this time we were fortunate

enough to breed, from the eggs of Phyllojitera

oblongifolia, DeGeer, both sexes of the curious

little parasite, Antigaster mirabilis, n. sp., which

is described at the close of this paper, and which

Mr. Walsh had, till then, only known in the ?

sex. On the 23rd of Marcli, 1869, we trans-

mitted to him specimens of both sexes, with

such facts regarding them as we possessed, and

upon receiving tliem he deferred sending the

Paper to Philadelpliia until he sliould find

time to add these facts, with a de?cription of ^
Antigaster. But for a long time subsequently

Mr. Walsh was too sick to do any but the most

urgent and necessary work. When once his

health had improved, and he had succeeded, in

a measure, in attending to his accumulated

correspondence, he wrote to Mr. Cresson, under

date of October 15th, 18(3'J, as follows: " I hope

in about a week from now to send that article.

There is about two days' work to do on it, and

for the last two months I have been trying in

vain to get two leisure days to myself." Suffice

it to say that, from that time to the day of the

fatal accident, he never found the needed leisure,

and after his death the Paper was found un-

fiuished. Aware of Mr. Walsh's intention, we
immediately sent this paper to Mr. Cresson for

publication in the Transactions, accompanied

with such of our own correspondence with the

deceased as related to the matter.

Upon being recently informed by Mr. Cressou

that the amount of other MS. on hand was such

that this Paper could not well be published there

before next winter, and that there was a di -

position to stop publishing for a few years so as

to accumulate the income to increase the capital

of the Society; we concluded to publish it in

our own columns, and thus carry out the
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original intention of the author, and render

more complete the "Joint-worm"' article already

alluded to. This paper, from its importance,

will commend itself to the scientific portion of

our subscribers; and the generalization.s con-

tained in it will amply repay its perusal by the

more general reader. We shall, as far as we
are able, complete it, by adding a description of

(^ Antigaster mira/ti/ix. Euitou.

On the (irmiii (llf llv

IE TUKOIIY OF BPECIKS,

JTIGASTEH, A NKW AND V

IJENUS OF ClliLCIDID.i:.

FAMILY CHALCID1D«.

Front Winffs veined on the paltcfn shown in Fifjnrcit 1, -J, :>,

This very difficult and very extensive family has hitliiii.p

bei n almost entirely neglected by the entomologists nl llu-

United States. I have materials for the revision of all the

different groups found in this country; but to complete such

a work would require far more space than is here available

.

Consequently, I shall in this Pai)er confine myself chiefly to

the discussion of one subordinate gi'oup, Eurytomidcs, first

defining and limiting such genera of that group as I find in

my collection, and secondly describing the species in my
possession appertaining to those genera, with such brief

notes on their natural history as I am able to furnish. Of the

other two Chalcidiau genera that I shall have occasion to

refer to, one is well known to N. A Hymenopterists, and the

other is a decidedly new and most anomalous and remark-
able genus. In the latter case, 1 shall, of course, be com-
pelled to publish a new generic name; in the former case,

for lack of space to treat the subject as it ought to be treated,

I shall simply adopt the est;ibli>li. d nnmcuclature.

It will be seen at once, iV.nii my ]]iiii- "u the habits of tlie

various speCKAoi Eurtjtointdit., wliicli it will be necessary

to describe, that many of tlusi- chnlcis flies are parasitic

upon several different species, and that occasionally the very
same Chalcis fly is parasitic upon species belonging to differ-

ent Orders. (E. g. Eurytoma studiosa. Say, and Decatoma
nubilistigma, n. sp.) In several cases Eurytomidous forms,

that appear to belong to Dm- s;imc sincics, present certain

raoreor less constant ditVi 1.11. (.. ulhn ili.y infest difffreiit

species of insects. Such f.iini- -i^iu i.. .l..-crve a distinctive

name, which I have accordiiiglj K'veii to them, classifying

them as mere varieties. Whether they be really varieties,

or whether they be distinct species, depends—accoi'ding to

my views—upon the difficult and almost insoluble question,

whether such so-called varieties attack indiscriminately the

different insects upon which the so-called spt-cies to which

they are referred is foimd to be parasitic, or whether each of

them exclusively attacks the particular insect ujion which it

is itself found to be parasitic. In the former easel should

classify them as varieties, in the latter case as species ; for I

have always considered the promiscuous interbreeding of two
forms—whether actually ascertained or analogically inferred

—as the true test of specific identity; and if such so-called

varieties attack promiscuously the different insects upon
which the whole so-called species is parasitic, the inference

is that they derive that propensity, by the Laws of Inhe it-

ance, from interbreeding habitually with the other form.s

comprehended under the so-called species If, on the other

Fain
. Fart II, Chaluididui

v.r.i ii.i.r. hi u iii.-l that a I lyraenopterous parasite

1 l.in..|.. ,r/,,;,5., iiiiiita), which is exceedingly vari-

illi in size, in coiiiring, and in the structural peculi-

if the four terminal teeth of the abdomen—two of
eth being in one variety {Mcrope) actually obsolete—

CI/SIS

i- |K rliiiiis (liie to till/ v^iruition in .^i/.e ot the larvie upon
wliicli it preys.' May not the structural and oolorational

\iiTiati.ins, also, be due to similar causes, and may there not
1m- .li-fiiic-t varps—or, as I should call them, distinct species—
ol ilii- ill-..!, which prey exclusively or almost exclusively

lip. ,11 .li-iiii.i uv..up3 of Wasps, and have tran.smitted .inch

In that case, as'-well as in lli.' li\ i- ili. li. al .a>i-s just now
referred to among the C'/iffl/.

:
. n il.l liave Ento-

mophagic Varieties and Eiii.n i
,

,, -; , i,., strictly an-
alagous to what I have de.Miili. I i- I li.i >"i.lia;;ic Varieties

and Phytophagic Species. (I'roc. Ent . Soc. P/u7., III., pp.
403-431); v., pp. )94-31(J.)

The club of the Chaloididous antenna ajipears to be nor-

mally cnnilwispd .if al.niit Mini' rnnnnte and often mnre or

less conlliii'iil I'.iM- I i.i.M-:... :i..|li..r-. iit .
I, -.Til. in- (he

number ..i J i- m !• '
•. ' I'i'. n- am. nn;., ~.

.m |., have
always CI. uiii.-.l ili. i.| i

.
..i iIm- rlnl. a.- inn. j.inits.

This I have never don'..', ibl, because they really are nut true

bona fide joints, and, secondly, because in the same species

some specimens look as if they had a two-jointed, some as if

they had a three-jointed, and some almost as if they had a

four-jointed club. But, to prevent confusion, after stating

the number ol veri able free joints in the antenna—say, for

instance, eight—I have always appended the formula "Scape
+G-|-Clnb," or "So.-f-6-t-Cl,"

As to certain very minute joints wliich certain European
authors have described as existing in certain genera between

'

the pedicel or second joint of the antenna, which is generally

short, and the ,^'eiiorally elongate third joint or first joint of

the fla.;;. lliiiii; I li.Iie\. tliem not to be true horny joints at

all, but mil. wiiiiid.- ..f the connecting membrane. Cer-

tainly, in til.. iyi.i...al ant. una, whether in Hymenoptera or in

Coleoptera, the third joint is always a more or less elongate

joint, and never a very minute one, as is so often the case

with the pedicel or second joint +

SUBFAMILY EURYTOMIDES, Westw.

Collare very long and transverse-quadrate, as in FiijureS,

B, c; hind thighs not swelled.

Gexus Eurytoma. (Fig. \,a<^,b^ ) Body partially

contractile, as in Chrysidida, with a deep, finely-sculptured

groove for the reception of the middle femora, reaching I'rom

the base of the middle coxa to a point immediately beneath

vethiouffhout
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the insertion of tlie front wing. Antenna; (^ 5 usually as in

Figure 1, e ^,fc^, 8-jointed or 9-jointed (So +6+C1. or Sc.

+7+C1.) , with a club composed of two or three connate and
almost confluent joints. Head and thorax very coarsely

punctate Abdomen as in Figure 1, c $, rf (^, 8-jointed,

polished, and comiiressed, especially 5 j the peduncle or

first joint sculptured, ^ about as long as the rest of the ab-

domen, § short; (j" with the fourth joint, § with the flfth

joint very long and finely and closely ptmctate below. Stig-

ma
ij" 5 simple.

'

It is not very easy to see the sutures between the joints in

the antenna of
(f"

Euri/toma; but by examining a great num-

ber of (fcJ, where the antemuc were imirh c.iiivnlulrd, I

ascertained that the crook or elbow w.is al\va> - m ih, /;/. and

never at the base of any peduucle. Con -i niiriiil\
, ili< i^'al

suture is at the tip of every peduucle, a.s th^wu in llic iiijure.

GkndsDecatoma. (Fig. 2, a $, 6 (j".) Cody contractile

as in Eurytoma and with a similar groove for the middle

femora. Antenuie jj 5 as in Figure 2, e g , f (j' , (5" 7-jointed

(So.-l-5-FCl.), filiform, the club slightly compres.sed, $
8-jointed (Sc.+fi+Cl.), gradually clavate, the club consider-

ably compressed. Head and thorax vei-y coarsely punctate.

Abdomen as in Figure •!, c ^ , d ^ , 8-jointed, polished, and

compressed, especially $ ; pedvmcle sculptured, (^ not (piite

as long as the rest of the abdomen, $ about half as long;

^ with the fourth joint, 5 with the fifth joint very long.

Stigma (j" g thickened, widened and blackened

.

Genus Isosoma. (Fig. 3, 6 5 ; fig. 4, o $ , 6
(f" ) Body

not contractile and with no groove to receive the middle
femora. Antennas (5' $ as in Figure 4, c 5 , /^J, 9-jointed

(Sc.4-7-f-Cl.), ^ filiform and with joints 3-!) subcqual in

length, 2 gradually clavate, joints 2 and 4-8 all equally

short, 3 longer, 9 alioiit .ik Iraig as 7 and 8 put together.

Head and thorax railn r liii.ly iiiun.s,.. Abdomeu as in

Figure4, c 5, d (;{>,
-

. ;,, :i h.,1, cylindrical, (5> Willi

the ijeduncle short aii.l . .;;,m ' ^ almost sessile; ^-^ witli

joints 4 and .') long, i^ rtiili.|.,iui... ., .nid G long. Stigma
,J' g

simple.

fiKNUS EUUYTOMA.
Sijnnplical Table tojind the species described bcloic.

A. Ailtcnnw female. 8-jointC(I (Sc. -f'^+Cl.)
a. Head and thorux Jinrtly pale bicolor. ii. ep.

/>. Hcud and thorax entirely black.

.... ^ aurieeps, n. sp.

' / abnorniicornis, n. sp.

immaculate, generally with the femora and tibi;c, especially

2 , more or less lightly tinged or vittate with dusky superi-
orly, each succeeding pair of legs more obviously so. lyings
hyaline; veins brownish-white, usually towards their tip
end ranging into brown-black Length rJO.lI, O 0.08—
0.11 inch.

Described from 1 cf 2 § bred June 3d, n-om a rough,

woody.-subglobular, black fungoid swelling upon the twigs

of Black Oak, which is infested by an undeacribed Gall-fly,

and which also occurs upon Red Oak, but in both oases

always very sparingly and sparsely, and never in profusion

and locally like the true Cynipidous gall, Q. porf<ijri-«,Walsh.
This fungoid growth is the supposed gall referred to by
Osten Saoken in Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil. IV, p. 305, note. A
very similar but more elongate fungoid growth, which pro-

duces no Gall-fly whatever, but from which , as well as ft-om

the Oak-fungus, I have bred Trochilium hospes .Walsh, occurs

locally, but in the greatest profusion upon the Pig-nut Hick-

ory iCarya glabra). From this Hickory-fungus, I have bred

the following Beetles: 1st, the rare Chramerus icoriie, Leo.

(Scolylidce); 2nd, a iVajda/mtis? resembling at first sight Sf.

barbitits. Say, but structurally distinct, and 3d, a Cis which
according to LeConte is most probably C pumicatus, Mellie.

I have no doubt that the Gall-fly obtained from the Oak-
fun.irus is in.|Uilinon.<, as well as the undistinguishable form'

bred l..\ Mr. ['.a-.i! 11 111 -;ill- (HI the .stem of some plant

su|ip".<'l I" I" .1 ;. :--' <i>lrii Sacken, 1. c) Not
imprnlialili , III ,;i

1
...

1
mi ih. -,• mustard-galls was

subsequent page to quote several cases, where gall-flies be-

longing to notoriously inquilinous genera are inquilinous in

Cecidomyidous galls. Authors have been sometimes a little

too apt to jump to the conclusion that, because a particular

insect is bred from a psirticular gall, therefore it is the author

of that gall . No mode of reasoning can be more unsafe and

unsound.

tFig. 1.1

$ 0.10—0.15 inch.

Described from 12 jj bred Tune 9th—19th, a single ^ bred

August 23d, and 31 $ bred June 9th^July 1st, all from the

Cynipidous oak-gall Q. pruniis, Walsh, of the preceding
year's growth. I observe in this species ot Eurytoma, an
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well as in several others, a remarkable variation in the con-

tour of the eye, which might readily be mistaken for a

specific character. In most specimens ,^ g the eyes are as

smooth as they usually are in mature Ilymenoptera; but in

3 (j" 5 2 the surface of the eye is elevated in a number of

large rounded whitish or gray tubercles—giving it a very

singular appearance.

Variety globnlicola. Two $ bred -Tunc 6th from the

Cvnipidous oak-gall Q. globulus, Fitch, of lastyear's growth,

prc-Enryloma anriceps, n. sp. ,^. Differs from the p

ceding (j" only in the hairs of the head and liody, be

goldcn-vll..w"iiot white, so that tltc fnrr Im- :i \<rvM ,OTh

fnStead-Ol'M «hilr ,vll.-.-tinn ; in tll. -' :nM .r 1,, ,„. ;,lW

hind IVm'uui- brin^- bUiok, or (1 $ ) in tlie vnthv middle of the

hind fLUUir bring bbick (ieuerally, but not :d\vays, the

middle and front coxaj are also more or less black . Length

(^ 0.10—«. 13 inch, 2 0.10—0.11 inch.

Described from 8 ^ 19 § bred Aug. 31st—Sept. 30th from

the Cynipidous oak-gall Q. erinaceus, Walsh C=Q. pisum,

FitchV) of the same year's growth, and 1 § bred May (ith

from the same gall of the preceding year's growth. A single

normal (^ was bred June 2d from the Cynipidous oak-gall Q.

spongijica, O. S., and four normal $ from the Cynipidous

oak-gall Q. hirta, Bassett, Aug. 30th—Sept. 7th. A single

g , bred from the Cynipidous rose-gall radicum, O . S
.
, is

only abnormal by having the entire middle of the hind femur

black, MS ill "lie typical $ .

Variel V semi n a tr 1 x . Five (j" , bred .Tidy 2d from the Cynip-
idous (iMk-u'Mll srmin:ilor, Harris, of tlie same year's gniwtli,
only 'liilW- lVn„, th,. nurnial r? in being on the average oon-

sidei-iilj|> >iu:illri-, uiiil ill "IK- r7 ""' ""b' li:i< m.i;' llic liiiid

co.x:i

generiill\ :iii>l ni.i r .\irii-i\ rl\ iii.nlvtil \\ iili M:)rk
, i ] k' frout

with liln.-li .l\u,^,^ As in 111,- ii,,imkiI -", 111.' -^ In.; golden
hair on llic lace. Leiigili q' u.u.s-o.1», ^ u,u;—o.il inch.

Eiirytoma pnnctlventrls, n. sp. g Differs from Eur.
prunicola g only as follows: 1st. The size is larger. 2d. The
iongorlillb abdominal joint is finely and closely punctured
nearly up to the dorsal lini> *l . the pi-dnncle and joints

•i-5 of till' alidiinien ar.- ;il\v;iy- lil;i(k: liiit the remaining
dorsal i..inis :md tin- v.iii. i iii.- .„ , ii-i< nKilly rufo-piceous.
4th. AH ili.-siv .-nxa- inv hl,i>k, I.-ii^ili :^' u 10—0.17 inch.

Describr.l IVnm_' ^ ,
br.il iVmu tin- V\ iiipidoits oak-gall Q.

mamma, WaLsli IIS , and 1 $ , bred July 2(5 most probably

from the fungoid growth on oaks referred to above; (^ un-

known Comes pretty near to £iir. auricepa, g n. sp.; but

is distinguishable by the larger size and the strongly punc-

tured fifth joint of the abdomen.
Eurytoma abnormicornis, u. sp. $ . Differs from Eur.

prunicola § only as follows; 1st. The .size i.s larger. 2nd.

The scape uf the :intonii;r i- rnt'nn^ tinprrl with black; joint
Sis 2-J tiiin-s as Ion;.' m~ hi. I.-: I-T -r^nlu-illy dniiiiiishing
until-issqiu.iv: and lli- - - i I ilnr, as long as
wide, niinai^hoi-iri-tinn, i- i

:
:- -nii , i; and 7 taken

together, and ul.'~o disiin.ll} iiii.iii
. :;.| Ihe al.domen is

black innnaculutf, and as usual i.s ,nil> |,nin-late on its lower
surface. 4th. All the co.\;u are black, ;iud the hind femora
and middle tibiic clouded with dusky. Length g O.lGinch.

Described from 1 g captured at large; (5" unknown.

Enrytoma diastropbi, n. sp. ^ J Differ from Eur.
pnmicoZo only as follows: 1st. In the antenna; the scape,
if rufous at all, is only basally so, and occasionally is black
immaculate. 2d Anfennic ^ are 8 jointed as in auriceps,

but much shorle- i^ $ than either in prunicola or auriceps,

and without any pi-duncli- r^ at tip of joint 7. as in (^
of those two s|ii-.-ii-s. :;il Aluloinen $ is black immaculate
4th. Ill llH- bt;s tin- c-oxa- an- all black, as also Ihe hind
femora and liinil tiliia-, (.xi-i-pi at the base and tip; and the
femora and til.ia- of the niiddli- legs, and femora of the front
legs, are often more or less marked with black externally.
Length (5' 0.11-0.13, $ 0.11—0.15 inch.

Described from 2 ^5" 19 g , bred May 11th—June 1st, from

the Cynipidous bramble-gall of Diastrophus nebutosus, O. S.

Six
tj'

two g , bred May 24th^Ju]y 23d from the oak-fungus

mentioned above, agree in everj- respect. I possess also 1 (J

g captured at large

.

Variety Bolteri, KiN v, .liir. r- IV mi ;'-
,

/.' g
only as follows : l-i I ,

:
i : > i :- imal

scape is black imiiia.-i; i i i. mi-
macidate. 4th Tin- <

i- :'i- '"\.<--' --.-' I'l '<" '-"''es

and the tips of tlie iil-i.i . \ilo-ii aiv , >-,,ll,,u, iln: ibur
frontlegs ai-.- lioin-y-\ .-IIoh . \,-r|,i iin ,-i,\a-, li-oi-haiiters,

the base ami oulnr ma Mb- of I In- I- inoia, ami a more or less

abbreviati-d.-MrVnal vitla on I In- 1 il'ia-; all lln- si.\ tarsi verge
upon white. Lengili ^ a It;—a is innli.

Described from 1 g bred Aug. 27th, from the lepidopter-

ous golden-rod gall of GelecMa gallccsoliilaginis, Riley;

another g bred May 20th, its parentage unknown, and a

third g captured at large; ,^ unknown. Mr. Riley has

described the (^ in his First Report (p. 177), but almost all

the characters that he gives are generic and not specific.

r? 2' the

growth, and seven ^ nine g , hre.l May liitli—Juin- .aih, from
the same gall ot last year's growth.—Length (^ 04—0.00,
g 0.05—0.11 inch.

The following, bred from galls of various kinds, do not

differ materially either in size, structure or coloration from

the above. 1st. From Cynipidous oak-galls; 1 (f 3 g

,

bred July 2—11, from scmina.'or, Harris; 1 g, bred Sept. 18,

from Q. hirta, Bassett; 1 ,^, from Q. spongifica, O. S.; and

3 c5"
1 g> from the imde.scrib.d I. af-.uall on Burr Oak, Q.

//ayflria, Walsh MS . 2nd. Fnmi rENTiiRKuis-innus willow-

GALLS; 3(^ 1 g, bred May 5— -'1, IVoni S. nodiis. Walsh; i ^
.1 g bred May It— 'Jll li-om S. gemma, Walsh; 1 c? 4 g bred

May js-.Iiiue l:i, IVom S ovum, Walsh; 4 (f 7 g bred May 13

—Jim.-, Si lioiii S. ofiiluM, Walsh; and 10 g bred Aug. 13—

Sept. ij, from S. pomum, Walsh. 3rd. From Cecido5ivi»oi;9

galls; 1 c5'1 g bred Aug. 2—11, from the willow-gall ,5. iiras-

sicoides, Walsh, audi g ascertained to be parasitic on Cec.

cornula, Walsh, which is inquilinous in that gall; 4 (j" 3 g
bred May rJ—23, from the willow-gall sfrottioides, O. S ; 3,^

7 g bred May 21-June 9, from the willow-gall S. batatas,

Walsh; 8 (f"
10 g from the goldem-od-gall soUdaginis, O. S.

;

and 6 (^^ 2 g from the same gall growing on ironweed.

4th. Two g bred from the Aphidiaxlbaf-gall Canjcrglohu-

lus, Walsh, growing on Shellbark Hickory 5lh. Knim the

undescribed CocciDOUs leap-gall Caryce-fallax, Walsh Ms.

,

growing on Shellbark Hickory, 7 r^ 3 g bred June 30.

0th. One ^J bred from the black fungoid swklli.ng on Pig-

nut Hickory referred to above

.

ThefoUowingonly differ IV-Mii / - / -- v, ^ay, in having

the base of the antt-niial >i-ai <
i inroiis, espe-

cially in gi 2 J -t 2 bi-.'l \
I

• •. lioiuthe oak-

gall Q. erinaceus, Walsh, ol'iln ; . n - j i owtli, and 1 ^
bred April 9 from the same gall of last year's growth; also

1 (f 1 g bred from the oak-gall Q palustris, O. S . , of the same

year's growth.

I possess also 8 (5" 33 g captured at large, which should

probably be referred to Say's species . I have been unable to

identify Eurytoma orbiculata, S.ay, described in ^ se.x only,

and the laws of coloration seem to me to forbid the existence

of any species of Eurytoma with such legs as S.^y describes

in this species. According to him, the legs ai e ' 'honey-yel-

low, with the thighs, except at their origin and extremity,

black." Now, 1st, If the thighs were much marked with

black, the coxa; would necessarily also be more or less black,

whereas they are by implication described as "honey-yel-

low;" 2nd, if the front femora were mostly black, as he

describes them, the hind tibiie would most probably be more

or less black. For it is a very general law in ChalcidUlcc
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that each succesaive pair of legs is more and more marl<ed

with black. In Ephemeridcc, on the contrary, the front pair

of legs is normally by far the darkest, the four hind legs

being nearly alike in their coloration. And so with other
Ilia; the
iicnlKte,

except

live. Neither do those who still cling to this alrao-st ex

loded doctrine make the least attempt to solve this insolubl

li'-mi. li^it i'l thr words of I\Ir. Wallace, are content t

Mli'A il
' , :,hii.s vVins hoiiry-yellow. Length 'J

111 , iiiM.i h .inj ^ c.npluivd ;it large; f^ unknown. By
far the hirgi-.^t spiciis that I have seen, and readily distin-

guishable by the 9-jointed antennie, the suture between the

Sth and 9th joint being as distinctly a free suture as any of

the others

.

GENUS DECATOMA.

Si/noplical table, to find the species desnibcd below.

,1.—A di tinct stiRinatic dark band on tlic front wing.
a. Body mually black.

1. Head mostly pale ------ varians , n. sp.
2. Head entirely black ----- nigricepa, n. sp.

6 Body almost entirely pale - - - - nubiliBtigma, n. sp.

Ji —No stiginntic dark band.
a. Body mostly black ----- hyalipenms, n. sp.
b

.

Body almost entirely pale - - - simplieistigma, n sp.

aften iiventer often more or less piceous or rufous (

iiiii' base and
Iigmaticpatch
vay across the

appear

De^^crilKMl from 2i> (^ "i-j § > that came out irom the Cyni-

pidous oak-gall Q. podoijra;, Walsh, of the same year's

growth, September 1th—Oct. 11th, aud 6 jf 2 $ that came

out from the same gall, only of last year's growth. May 21st

— lune 21st. I'rom the Cynipldons oak-gall Q. spongifica, O.

S., I have obtained 1 (j" 7 $ , differing in no respect from

those produced by the other gall (Q podagra:) , except that

they varied in size still more remarkably, the ^ being only

07 inch and the largest § as much as 0.16 inch long. From
tlie allied oak-gall, Q. inanis, O . S , I bred a single f^ of aver,

age size and coloration. A single rather small 2 , bred from

the Cynipldons oak-gall, Q. palmlris, O S., growing either

on the Black or Laurel Oak, has the occiput black above and
the antenna; brown-black above ; but it is otherwise normally
colored. 1 possess also 2 c^ 1 5 captured at large, that do
not differ flora the normal form. This is an exceedingly

variable species, both as regards size and coloration.

V.ariety dubia, f^ 2 —Thi.s form differs fiom D. varians
only :i- l.-l|.-,\^ 1-1. Thr ;iviTMi;\' >i/.<- is mu.'h larger.

tire abd.jiin-n, bcinK black. 3d, The stigmatic dark band is

never bottl2-shaped, but Is of the same width as the stigma
throughout. Length (j" 0.13, § 0.16 inch.

Described from 1 (^ 6 § , bred May 21st—29th, from the

Cynipldons Oak-gall Q. momma, Walsh M.S., of the preceding

year's growth. This gtill, it should be observed, grows not

only on a different species of Oak (Burr Oak) from those on
which the galls produciiig D varians grow (Black, Ued and
Laurel Oaks), but also on a species belonging to a distinct

•subdivision of the genus. Out of a total of 32 ^ 27 $ of D.

mrians, bi'ed from the gall of Q. podagra:, but 3 $ , measuring

Decc I ni:

iituie at llie lip of the abdcimiual peduncle
I one autumnal $ the lower part of the abdo-

Gth The legs are on the average more
with black, and (he coxa- are ohietly black.

Described from 3
(J"

2 J, bred Sept. 22nd—2fth, from the

Cynipidous Oak-gall Q. ,/icvs. Fitch, of the same year's

growth, and 40 (J 16 $ , bred May Sth—20th, from the same

gall of the preceding year's growth. Tills species presents

some remarkable analogies with the variety dubia of the

preoedingj and the gall Q. ,/lcus, in which it Is partisitic,

grows on White Oak—a species belonging to the same group

of Oaks as the Burr Oak, on which the gall that produces
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Variety excpucians, (^ J. Three ,^ one §, bred.Julyjil

from the Oyiiipiiloiis gall scminator, Harris, which grows

exclusively on White Oak, tliffer ii-om the nonnal form of

nigriceps only in the scape of the antenna) being dull rufous

instead of brown-blivck . The antennal groove is black

.

Decatoma hyalipennis, n. ap.—^ black. Head sub-

ojiaciuo, conllueutly and very coarsely punctate; orbits, nar-
rowly interrupted above; the face below the antenna;, cheeks,
and mouth, pale yellow. Antenna' lull velhnv, joints i!

and :< dusky alwve rhvi-ax .-riil|,ini. >| :i. iln 'ii:i'l, but
still more coarsfh , ( Mllnn- i.ali

'

i wide
dorsal vitta. Wiii---raU- !iim1 a lon^::,,.! ,. ; ,M ,i.-iv.'it,

palerufous. Al/iioiurn \\\'r^]i\\ \">]i-]\. ^l [
. ,i^ • .\ re-

duncle ?; as lon^ a> the vest nf liir aiH|.,iii> n. I.<<i. |.:ilr yel-

low, basal -J of the hind orjxa-, iiiid a iiatch al)o\e cjri the
middle of the hind femora, black. Wiiiga hyaline; veins
brown ; stigma black . Ko vestige whatever of any stigmatic
cloud or patch. Length (^ 0.08 inch.

The § differs from the ^ only as follows: 1st. The orbits

are wider and not interrupted .'vbove, and the face .and cheeks

.ire yellow higher up. 2nd. The antenme are dusky above to

their tips. 3rd. The black vitta on the collare is narrower

and sometimes abbreviated. 4th. The iiie.S"ii"tal .-mores are

more or less widely yellow, and the iileuia ami nn-tathorax

are stained with yellow, .^th. The alnl iaul ii.Minicle is,

as usual in the § $ of this genu.s, ccm.siclerably .-^hmter, and

the venter, and sometimes also the lower part of the abdomi-

nal dorsiun, are honey-yellow. 6th. The legs are immacu-

late

Described from 1 (5' 2$ , all three captured at large. Ke-

sembles the paler varieties of sariaiw, but is sufficiently dis-

tinct by the total absence ol any stigmatic dark patch It

may possibly he the case that tlie (j" and § here described

belong to distinct species.

Decatoma simplicistigma, n sp.— jj g pale ochre-

yellow. Head subopaque, confluentlv and very coarsely
punctate; disk of the occiput, ocelli, and sometimes a curved
band cuniua-tiii,- the .aa^lli and whirl! i, rarely (1 r? 1 $

)

black, Anirini;r with Ihr Ihmvlluiii .H-hll> c.Musi-ate al.c.ve,

and joint .; usually hl.ick aljij\r. l'h<n,ic -eulpturi'd as the
head, but still lU'.iv , oai-eh ( .illa.v rarely (1 §) with a

slender dorsal black triauKle, tlh Na-e mI the triangle usually
starting from the suture b. luul the . ..ILin

,
sumetimes from

the hind part of the cnllare. auil th a|irx of the triangle
approaching mure nr l.-~ uearh. luii u.\erc|uite attaining
thescutel. Occasi..uallv nn , lli h -ide .,t this black triangle

two or three black d"t- are phual ni the suture bcbiiul the
collare. On the seutrl a lu ire or h-- wi.le dursal black line

not quite attaining it.- lip. \ er\ rarely (1 ^) Ihe entire mesu-
notum is imra.<iculute, nie^Mtle.ra.x always with a more or
less wide dorsal black line, which is uliuust always i^iro-

longed in a curve behind the luesothuracic scutel to the origin
of the front wing. Abdomen hi.nhlv poli-hed, with the pe-
duncle (3> g as in varians, the yel1(iw culor often merging
more or less into rufou?. I>eduiu-le al.ov.- and below, a dor-
sal line not attaining the tip. w liich-eiu rally expand- uj.un

one large dorsal patch, all iil.iek ;,-,,» iiumaeulai.; Iml

hyaline; veins brown; stignui hhuk; n.i veatige utauy ,-ti.^'-

raatic cloud or patch. Length ^ 0.00—0.11, § O.B—o.ll
inch.

Described from 7 jf U ? , bred Aug. 31st—Sept 30th, from

the Cynipidous Oak-gall Q. erinaceus, Walsh {=Q. pisum.

Fitch?) of the same year's growth, which occurs on White

Oak. Two (j", bred .Tune -iith and .July 8th, from the Cyni-

pidous Oak-gall Q. peliolicola, Bassett, of the same year's

growth, which occurs on .Swamp White Oak, and one g
l)red from the Oak-lig gall, which occurs on White Oak,

dill'er in no respect from the described type

.

Decatoma niibilisticnia, u sp.

—

^ g differ from the

preceding onlv a- ill.',-; i-i I lu- general color is ochrc-
yellow, rangiii- I _ 11 pw to rufous. 2nd The
ocellar black spn; ii with the occipital black
spot. 3rd. The .11 ir 1- I \a - iiumaculatc, anil also (ex-
cept 5 (5" f 2) til.' ue iiii.i. au.l (except 2 0) the scutel.

4th. The curve.l hla. k line behind the scutel is usually ex-
panded, ill coiiiiecii..n with the metathoracic black vitta,
into a bread black iriaugle, th.- apex of which does not
quite attain the abdominal ).eduncle. 5th. In the abdomen
the i)eduiicle is either immaculate or only vittate above with
black . Uth . The lismora and tibiie have a linear abbreviated
superior black vitta, scarcely perceptible in the front legs.

and more obvious in each successive pair of legs. 7th, The
front legs have a pal.- I'.i-.-.iu- .-l-.u.l. scarcely — =

' -
-—

Ihe stigma is long, " "

of the way across

Length (^0.OS—0.10: ^ : j : h

Described from 9 q" '

_^ , i. ' .May 7th—14th, from the

Cecidomyidous Willow-guU S batatas, Walsh, of the pre-

ceding year's growth. Eleven (J, bred June 2d, from an

nndescribed gall closely resembling Q. tuber, Fitch, but

occurring not on White Oak but on Swamp White Oak, and

in all probability Cynipidous, agree in every respect with

the described types . I possess also a single normal g cap-

tured at large

.

[To be continued.]

A WORD FOR THE TOAD.

During the past week the Striped Potato-bug

{Lytta vittatci) came into my potato patch, and

in two days defoliated about a thousand hill.s,

when four of us set to work gathering them. In

one liour we gathered a full gallon. Where did

such a quantity of these bugs come from in so

.short a time? But the most curious part is to

come. A black boy who was helping me said he

did not like to gather the bugs, because wher-

ever they were numerous he found a lot of toads,

and he was afraid of toads. This attracted my
attention, as I had seen a number of toads my-

self; and to my serprise I found that they were

eating the bugs. One fellow ate twelve bugs, at

the rate of four per minute. He would not eat

any faster, although we ran the bugs all around

and over him. Has any one else noticed this?

It is certainly new to me, for I did not think

anything would eat these Blister Beetles. The

Ladybird is shy of them ; and, so far as I have

observed, none of the common cannibal beetles

will attack them. S. F. T.

Hannibal, Mo., .July, 1S70.

Insect DEPRED.\TroNS.—If I were to estimate

the average loss per aniium of the farmers of this

cuuutrv from in.-:ei-ts at .SUhi.iidii.ikki, I ^ilpmld

ilmil,tli'-ss be ttir bcliiw 111.- lii:n-k. 'flu- In-s of

tVuil iihiiie liv the (li'V;ishitinn- of iii-i-.-! s. williiii

:i radiiLs of lit'ty miles from this city, imi.st tiuiotuit

ill value to millions. In uiy neighborhood the

peach once flourished, but flourishes no more,
and cherries have been all but annihilated. Ap-
ples were till lately our iiiosi iirofit;ible ;iii(l per-

haps our most iiiiiiorfttnt iiroiliirl : 1 ml I lie worms
talie half our iiveiitue' rii>|i timl stiilly ihtiiitioe

what they do not utterly destroy, i'luui.s we
have ceased to grow or expect; our pears are

generally stung and often blighted; even the

currant has at last its fruit-destrojang worm.
We must fight our paltry adversaries more efii-

cieiitly, or allow them to drive us wholly from
the field.

—

Horace Greeley.

Errata.— Page 270, column 1, line 8 from

bottom, for "quinquemacalata" read "qidnqne-

I

maculata ;" same page, column 2, line 16 from
I bottom, for "Shaffer" read " Saffer."
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propose to pultlisiiWisli from time

cal importance. We iiope our tpi

towttrds thcceiicral fund; and i

imiiies ot the msects. the pcculia
speeimeiie atoDK 111 order that eai

to time, under the ahove heedinf;, sue!

rspoiidents m contain ciitumoluf^ical fact

either of their scientitic or ot tlieir practi
irs will contribute eacli their several mite

esot which arc to be mentioned, will sen
species may be duly identified.]

Do NOT UISSKMINATE INJURIOUS INSECTS—
liidgeivood, N. J.—A few days ago I was asked

to purcliasc some dama.ned .uraiu for feeding out

loslofk; liiit, iiiMiii cxainiiiing the same, I cou-

cliKlfd lli;it (he Ik'sI (liiii- icil)c done with it was
(o burn or boil (lie suiiic on the premises; and

(his course I advised without delay. It was all

infested lilce the ear 1 send [with larvje ofAngou-

mois Gi-ain Moth]. In the same room there

were beans, all bored tlu-ough by the Bean

Weevil enclosed [^Brwchus obsoletus, Say] . You
can well imagine my surprise to find this insect

in such large numbers ; and it is surely time that

entomologists sounded tlie tocsin, and waked up

our agriculturists upon this insect question. I

know that there are thousands of farmers in our

country who will not pay two dollars a year for

the Entomologist, just because they think it is

economy not to do so, while at the same time

they lose hundreds every 3-ear in consequence of

their ignorance of what this periodical teaches.

Not one farmer in a thousand would know this

com insct^t if it should come to him in purchased

gi-aiii. i(iusc(|ii('iitly he would not hesitate to sow
atliMlcil >i'v^, aud thereby bring ruin to himself

ami iicighlmrs. I bid you God speed in your

great work. If coaxing will not do, scold, fret

and condeniu, with an unsparing pen, those who
will persistently ignore the value of entomology

to our people. It is a pity, as well as a disgrace

to our nation, that we have no money to aid

science—which is only another word for pros-

perity—while there are millions to squander upon

tilings, and even ideas, Avliich will never benefit

us as a people, nor bring happiness to one indi-

vidual. A. S. Fuller.

A IlOVE-IiEETLE AS A PaKASITE ON THE CaB-

li.vGE Maggot—Boston, Mass., July 18, '70.

—

Since I sent you the box containing larvte, &c.,

I have bred a new parasite from part of the same
lilt ; perhaps some of your pupffi produced
Shiiilniliiiiiilii' instead oi Diptera. Ibelieve this

laii iirw to srience, at least it is so to us here.

Early (his sjuiiig my neighbor, Com. John Pope,

callcil my atteulion to a fly larva destroj'ing his

young cabbage plants, just set out. I also found,

on looking over my own, some that were wilted

during the heat of the day, which proved, uiioii

examination, to be caused bj' the same insect at

work on the roots. I found from ten to thirl)'

of different sizes on each infested plant. They

destroy all the tender rootlets, aud follow the

centre of the main stock to the surface of the

ground, finally killing the plant. This enemy,

new to this particular location, I immediately

took steps to become more familiar Avith. After

transplanting some of my cabbages to my breed-

ing cases, I left one strong, healthy stock, Avhich

I suspected of being infested, to remain in the

ground until it was perfectly dead, when T opened

the liill, .June 20th, and took therefrom twentj'-

six pupa3, part of which I put into two boxes,

one with moist earth the other dry. On opening

them, July 12th, I found in each a perfect fly,

wliich proved to answer exactly to tlie descrip-

tion given by Dr. Fitch, in the New York State

Agricultural Report for 1806-7, of tlie Cab-

bage Fly {Anthomyia brassicm, Bouche). On
.igain examining my boxes, July loth, I found

a pretty little black Hove-beetle {Staphi/Unus)

,

0.15 inch long, and new to my collection. I

then presumed it came from a pupa acci-

dentally put in the box witli the .soil ; but

when I again opened my boxes, July 17th, what

was my surprise to find iu each thi-ee more of

the same species of beetle. Upon further ex-

amination, I found six of the fly pupas with a

rough hole gnawed through the side, aud as my
boxes were perfectly tight, I had but one con-

clusion to come to. After a careful examination

with the microscope of the remaining pupse, I

could detect no break in thcin. each segment or

ring was entire. On exaniinhig the balance I

found one live and one dead imago in one pupa,

and the rest lly pnii:e alive: llius proving bej'ond

a doubt that eit her the eggs, ov what seems more

probable, the young larva; of this Staphylinus

entered the fly larvte long before they had arrived

at maturity. Philip S. Sprague.

[It would be well for our correspondent to

determine the species of Stapliylimts which

plays in this new role, aud we shall be glad to

hear further from him.

—

Ed.]

Oysteu-shell Bark-lice in Mississippi
;

Apple-tree Root-louse— Ca)'Z/taflre, 3Iiss., July

18, '70.—I am satisfied that we have the Oyster-

shell Bark-louse in this neighborhood. I last

winter cut down and burned about 200 apple

frees whicli were infested with it. It was mostly

on three or four large trees, from which it

seemed to have spread to the others, which were

small nursery trees. I kept a few of the limbs

mostly infested, aud thought that I should send

them to you, but they have been mislaid in some

way, 80 that I am unable to find them. There

is no doubt, however, I think, but that it is the

real Oystcr-sheli Bark-louse ; ii suits your de-

scription exactly. I examined under a great
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many of the "shells" and found most of them

empty. I found the white eggs under only one

or two of the scales which I examined, the rest

being apparently empty. I notice that, on page

-M.'i, Vol. II, in answer to B. P. Hanan, you say

you can not repeat what you liave already

written, but refer him to an article in your first

State Report. Tliat is certainly very unsatis-

factory to us down here, unless you have the

Reports to send out gratuitously to all who may
be interested in this matter. We take the En-

TO'^roLboisT in order to get information on such

.iubjects. I hope you will let us have an ex-

haustive article on the Oyster-shell Bark-louse.

The "Apple-root Plant-louse" does not kill

most of the trees which it infests in this part of

the country. They are very troublesome, and I

should like to know some expeditious way to

destroy them; but I think they seldom kill a

tree outright. Tlie apple trees in this country

are mostly liberally supplied w'lh them. I

notice that you advise scalding tlioiii. That will

do very well where the water is poured around

the tree as it stands in the ground ; but, by way
of experiment, I tried dipping the roots of small

trees in hot water—the water being nearly

boi'ing hot—and the trees I "dipped" were all

killed. J. W. Meuciiant.

[We shall defer our remarks on the Oyster-

shell Bark-lice until we manage to get specimens

from your locality, for at present we can only

give opinions. AVe do not believe that the

species can thrive, or even exist, in your latitude;

and, from your remarks, incline to believe that

your lice were imported and have died out. 'We

have never heard of their injuries in Mississippi,

and if they have ever proved injurious it will be

easy enough to ascertain the fact. There are

dozens of common and injurious insects of

which we wish to give accounts, but, as every-

thing cannot be published at ouce, we generally

give priority to such subjects as are compara-

tively little understood, and which for the lime

interest the greatest number. It is notuecessary

to have the water in which to dip the apple trees

too near the boiling point. A heat anywhere
from 120° to l.JO° will sutiice, and the roots must

be immersed a different length of time according

to the temperature. It may be used much hotter,

however, when poured on the ground.—Ed.]
Nkst of the Bald-faced Hornet— Carthaije,

Miss.—In your April number, in an article on
the Bald-faced Hornet, by Henry Gilmau, he

says: "I ouce found in the woods, on the north

side of Lake Michigan, a wasp nest nearly twice

as large as a mau's head. * * * xhis was
the largest uest I ever saw." I have seen them

here as large as an ordinary water bucket, and

over a foot in diameter. J. W. SI.

Queen RvMBZ.K-ViKK—Le Hoi/, iV. Y..Jtinc 1,

1870.—On May 24th I found this queen Humble-

bee (which I now enclose you) in its nest, which

was a deserted mouse nest. A mass of pollen

found in this nest contained twelve eggs, which

were placed iu a circle, and upon their ends,

around a small central ball of pollen. A single

cell filled with honey was also found in this uest,

and this cell bad evidently just been completed

when the queen was captured. 1 have always

understood that no honey was collected until

after the birth of the first brood—the cells thus

emptied being tlien used as honey-cells. Of
what species is this queen? it is marked 1; the

other species, marked 2, is much less common
here. J. CAMruEi.T,, Ju.

[Xo. 1 is $ Bomhus pennsi/lvanicus, DaQiMv,

and No. -2 is $ B.fervidus, Fabr.—Ed.]

Attraction of Male Moths to the Female

—Fairfleld, Iowa, July 22, '70.—Enclosed find

a. GOQOOW of Altactts cecropia. It was brought

from Pennsylvania last fall. Teu days ago it

gave forth a moth, which was placed under a

common flour sieve. In a very short time eleven

moths of the same kind were under the sieve.

The gentleman insists thateleven were "hatched"

from this one cocoon. I suggested that only one

could possibly have come from it, and that the

others had beeu attracted to it, as is often the

case. But how did the moths get under the

sieve? There is no possible way for this to be

done; and the folks are satisfied that the eleven

moths actually came from the one cocoon—an-

other impossibility. Can you solve the matter?

I went to the house, saw the cocoon and moths,

and am satisfied the people would not wittingly

practice a deception upon me.

J. M. Shafeek.

[The attractive power of the female moths,

and especially of those belonging to the same

family {Bombycidce') as the Mulberry Silk-worm,

is very great, and the only solution that can be

given of the ahore problem [?] is that the moth
hatched from the cocoon was ? , and that the

cJ(5" were attracted to her, and managed to lift

the sieve and get under it. It is well known
that these $ moths will collect, or "semble" the

r? (J from long distances, though whether by

some peculiar odor or by some other power is

uot yet satisfactorily decided. If all the circum-

stances relating to the above occurrence were

considered in detail, we should doubtless find

nothing strange about it. Of course, no more

than cue moth issued from the cocoon.—Ed.]
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Death to House Flies—Marshall, 3fo., Jnltj

18, '70.—-Provide yourself with a fine-mesh in-

sect not, similar to that in common use among
entomologists, or what would be better, a net

sliaped like an entomologist's water net, and
about a foot in diameter. Attach to this a handle

long enough to reach the ceiling. Get ready a

vessel of scalding water, a common wash-basiu

filled answeiing very well. About dusk, when
the flies have gone to roost on the wails, com-
mence. With a rapid motion move the net along,

gathering in the flies till the body of them arc

unsettled. What you have in the net make sure

of, by grasping it next the hoop with the hand.

Shake the flies to bottom of net, and dip in the

hot water; and when they are dead turn the

net and shake tlieni out. By this time the rest

will bo settled, when proceed as at flrst.

J. L. TOWNSEXD.
A Coincidence—Baltimore, Md., August 4,

1870.—On a hot summer's night in the country,

a few years ago, I was reading Grote's descrip-

tion, and admiring the figure of his beautiful

little Philomjna Henrietta (Proc. Eut. Soc. Phil.,

Vol. Ill, p. •'>, pi. ii). I naturally desired to

have a specimen of the insect; but as Grote in-

dicated "Eastern States" as its habitat, I had

no hope of securing one except by exchange or

purchase. As 1 was thus reading and reflecting,

lo! to my intense satisfaction—I will not say

frantic delight—the identical species aliglited

ttpon the very page which I was reading; the

only specimen I had ever observed before or

have seen since! Was not this strange? I will

not philosophise about it, but I consider it worth

mentioning. Of course I took this stranger in

and treated him accordingly. We, down here,

do not reckon ours among the "Eastern States,"

and If our New York friend does not, he will

have to give his little beauty a wider geographi-

cal range in his next edition. Jno. G. M.

Seventeen-veau Locust two Yiiars too

LATE

—

Baltimore, Md.— 1808 was our Cicada

septemdecim year. Early in July of this year I

found a solitary individual behind time, and

she looked as if she had no business here. She

was the most desolate, companionless, forsaken

thing imaginable. Her family had all perished

two years ago ; and though she came forth in

full maturity, and was clean looking enough,

yet she had not a single beau—the most solitary

maiden you ever saw! I took her in, and gave

her a dose of diluted alcohol, but that did not

revive her, but made her so drunk that she died

in a surfeit. I thought possibly it might be C.

^ Gassinii, but Uhler compared her with a number

of specimens of the brood of 1868, and found her

a true seventeener ; she had much more red on
the vent, and on the sides of the pi-onotum, than

the C. Gassinii. AVhat occasions the retardation

in the development of some insects? It could

not be climate or peculiarity of soil, or exposure

to winds, or anything else I can think of, in the

instance in question, for in 1808 the number pro-

ceeding from the very same spot was countless.

This reminds me of informing you that our
Lancaster friend, Ilathvon, was a little mistaken

in presuming that this would be the year of the

appearance of the Cicada in Kreutz Cv-c,o\ Gal-

ley, York county. Pa., as stated by hiin sevrr.i

months ago iu your journal. I have luade

diligent inquiry of persons familiar with that

district, and they report no locusts. Now, it

may be that he gives that title to a district dif-

ferent from that which I know by that name
(for I was born in that vicinity), but the Kreutz

Creek Valley, 7 or 8 miles east of York, and
bordering on the Susquehanna, was not visited

this year by this singular Cicada. It is a pity,

for thereby we lose one proof, at least, of their

regular periodic appearance, anil that is not

pleasant ; but I hope that Mr. R. will be able to

explain it, so that the old theory may still be

maintained. Jno. G. M.

FOOD-I'LANT OE THE SOUTHERN CaUHAIJE P.l i

TEUi'LY

—

Port Byron, Ills.—In No. 3 of the

present volume, you say that yon do not know
that the larva of Pieris protodice ever feeds on

anything but Cabbage. Last summer I found

one feeding on wild Pepper-grass, a plant of the

same order as the Cabbage. I once found a

chrysalis on a low hickory shrub, but that, of

course, does not prove that it feeds on Hickory,

else it also feeds on limestone, as the first chrys-

alis of the kind I ever saw was attached to a

lime rock. And now I wish to thank you, and

your most liberal publishers for the beautiful

likeness of Gecropin in a late number. It seems

to me perfect, and the nio^t beautiful wood-cut

I ever saw. Makiun Hobakt.

Insects auound Indianapolis—June 28, '70.

—The Currant Worm (JVematus ventricosus) has

made its flrst appearance this year with us in

limited quantities. There has also appeared on

the Alder, in our river bottoms, a similar larva,

which has completely devoured the foliage of

these bushes. The Colorado Potato-bug has

begun its work, and bids fair to be very destruc-

tive. Jno. W. Bveket.

Colorado Potato Beetle in Indiana.—The

Colorado Potato Beetle has so injured many of

the potato fields in Clark county, in this State,

that they have been plowed up. L. G. Saffer.
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Kkaring Eggs or Butteuflie.s.—I have been

so snccespful this season in ijersiiadinof female

bntterflies to deposit their pfrgs in captivity, that

I thinic it well to mention the matter in the

Kiitomoloyist. Last season I fonnd it impos-

sible to induce P. marcel/us to lay upon leaves

01- stems of pawpaw that liad been cut. This

.spriiijj; I placed a nail-keg, from which the bot-

tom had been knocked out, the (op being covered

witli cloth, over a low pawpaw growing near

my house; and on coiilining a female Ajax
therein, she at once began to deposit her eggs,

and continued till the number reached more
than twenty. In a few days the young larvaa

<iime out, and with very little trouble I suc-

ceeded in laising several of them to the chrysa-

lis state, ill which iliey now are. (I expect

to prove by this brood that Marcellus and Ajax
are but diflerent broods of the same iiwect ; a

fact I have felt confident of for some years p.ast,

but which I could not absolutely establish for

want of the link which this exi)eriment will

supply.) I afterwards treated other females of

Ajax in the same manner, and with the same
results. A C'.^jAiVorftce, confined in the same way
with growing clover, at once deposited a great

number of eggs. So did JSfisioniades lycidas and
X. pylades, Scudd., upon Hedysarum. In fact,

in every instance so far tried, the females have
obliged me with as many eggs as I wanted; and
I incline to think this mode of taking eggs will

always be successful.— TF. //. Edwards, Coal,
biiryh. West Va., in Canadian Eiitomoloyisl.

ON OCR TABLE.

NOTRS ON Glt.U'TAS (_'. .VntKL'M AND IXTEKIioGA-
TIONIS, K;ii). By Win. H. K(l\v;inls.

THK C'OU.NTRV (iENlLEMAN's Magazink, Ibr.Tuiie,
1870. Loiuloii (Eiig.): Shiipkhi, Marshall & Co.,
publisliers.

GEOLOGiCAr, .Survey OF Indiana for 18G9, Also,
Maps ami Coloreil Suctions, accompanyhij,' the same.
Ixjuuious Insects. New and Little Known

A. S. Packard, Jr., M D. Maieh, 1870.

(Ji.i.Mi'SE.s OK Natuke. A MajTazuie of Natural Hi.'^-
toi-y ill all its branches. Eiliteil by .Samuel M. Ma.vwcll,
Mauch Chunk, Pa.

Third Annual Rbi-okt ok the Ohio State Hor-
ticultural Society, for 1800.

Monthly Reports of the Department of Agri-
culture KOR the Years 1807-8. J. R. JJotlw, eilitor.
A\ ashinijton, 1). (J.

N.iTioxAL KiircATiON: An AilUress delivereil before
tl'c 111' s \\ L«kyan I'uiversity. at Blooraiugton- Ills

The Poultry Dulletin. Issued monthly, by the
t-xecutive Committee of the New York State Poultry
Society.

The Canadian Poultry Chronicle, No. 1 . To-
ronto: July, 1,870.

Premium List op Illinois State Fair. Com-
u.encing September 2Gth, 1870.

Entomology indeed run mad!—Our fiiend,

Mark Miller, in the last number of the Pomo-
logiM has an article devoted to THE Currant-

worm. The article treats ostensibly of the

Currant or Gooseberry Span-woi-m (Ellojyia

ribearia, Fitch), which is a tiuc moth (Order

Lepidojitera) indigenous to America; but, by
way of illustration, we are treated to the figures

of a fly and sundry worms, which—though the

first, in the venation of the wings, is. unlike

anything God ever made, and the last might be

taken for so many young alligators—are yet

evidently intended to represent the Imported
Currant-worm {Nemalus ventvicosus, King),

which is a Hymenopterous importation from
Europe, and of which not one word is said In

the text. Is it any wonder that Economic En-
tomology is under-estimated, or that it makes
slow progress, when such loose trash will pass

muster with our leading horticultural journals?

What would our readers think, if wo were to

expatiate upon the excellencies of the Ued Cur-
rant, and, by way of illustration, should refer

them to a bunch of Concord Grapes? Verily

we are driven almost to distraction when we
find such ignorance foisted on the public for

knowledge. Mark Twain's first teachings as an
agricultural editor are gospel compared to the

reckless and undigested stutt' that is sometimes
spread before the agricultural reader, under the

cloak of that much abused word, "practical!"'

Red Si'idek.—The ad interim committee of
the Illinois State Horticultural Society report

great damage done, in the northern part of the

•State, by a new [?] Acarus, or Mite. We pre-

sume they have got hold of that most trouble-

some pest, the Red Spider (2'rombidium telu-

rium, Herm.), which is pale yellow when young.
The young of most mites diti'er much from th<!

adults, and inauy of them are ti-legged in.<-toad of

8-legged, as they afterwards become. This mite

is always injurious during hot, dry weather, and
a good rain will soon diminish its numbers.

!^= We frequently refer our readers to back
numbers of our Journal, in order to save time
and repetition. We cannot continually repeat

what has already been written about some par-

ticular insect, and those who have not been
subscribers from the start, or have not the num-
bers to which reference is made, would do well

to send to the publishers for them.

I^° We learn with pleasure that our Southern

correspondent, J. P. Stelle, has been appointed

Entomologist to the Tennessee State Horticul-

tural Society.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

i t(i dti so, nini rnrli siK-ciea eliuuld be eeparalcly uumbe
but few, we slliLll answer ub bert-tofore in the roluiiina t

8T, but wben tbor'^ arc uiaiiy we shall answer by mail.

fiisccts IVnnicd

—

1. K. Ehhl, Linwood, Mo.—'V\\Q

Iwi) llidli.sli lici'ilcs will] (lark blown wiiig-covers, ami
a yrllow lli(ii-a\ Iwn iiiu a lentral ilark spot, lire carrion

uati-rs. TIr-iv arc MVcral sihtk-s, of which this HilpTia

pelfata, Catesliy, is the largest in the genus. They are

'•elateil to the IJurying-beetles {JVecrojMla) , and feetl

almost invariably upon dead animal matter, though
occasionally on rotten vegetables. The brilliant green

and copper-colored beetle, which had destroyed all the

caterpillars in a nest on a. cr.^b-apple tree, is the llum-

raaging Ground-beetle (Colosoma scrutator, Fabr.), a

very prcalacious and useful insect, wliicli we illustrated

last uinntli (Fig. Kis). The large Two-winged Fly whicli

had killed the Bumble-bee, and which so much resem-

lilis its victim in coloration, is the Yellow-necked La-

pliiia (Laplma thoracica, Fabr.) We have here a curious

instance of miniiciy between a predacious Two-winged
Kly (I iidcr Diplera) and a hoiicy-iirodiiciiig Four-winged

l''ly (Oi'drr Ihim, tii>]iiira), wliich, no doubt, enables the

foiiuer, liy dei-cptioii, tu calch its prey with ease.

Though llle^e large predacious Hies usually attack a

great variety of other insects, we have reason to believe

that the species in question confines its attacks in a

great Tiioao""-" *" l^""-' of *'"> B"™^"" Fnmilv in which

thellil nid\plln\ ui the pi( \ailing (. loi

Caterpillar ot tVliite-maiked Tussock Moth
— O C r I linen ct Kun — 1 In (it unllu liom a

youii^ ipi l( ti e lie tin e I ll Win mill I I iH-

U I

^^-"^J5^

L I -Black «1 tc J Gilo and r 1

>oct M III I, ; III leu ostiynii) ^\ l iipiodii In i r-

withll-in IM) m ilhi triliou til (11 lioni pi.,e 7) tour

First \ olume win u lou will hnd some iteount of it.

The m de moth ll I luncd pei tinited uitcun i md a

white spot on tieh fioiii m hIq nt u the innci hind an„le.

It sit when in npose in thi form ol idilti oi i ither

ofaheutol which the ipe\ is it the In id lud e\tends

forw lids Its lonfe heuily clothed fioiit fci t to then full

length Ihe femile is wiii,li»s hi e tin sum, se\ of

the CanI ei woim moth mil ne\ei leaves the totoon

from which she has emerged till her death, having pre-

viously deposited a great number of rounded white

eggs, covered with a blanket of froth. In answer to

your question, " will Saperda biniUata continue to exist

if a tree dies during its stages of change?" it has been
pretty satisfactorily proven that if it dies before it 1ms
arrived at the pupa stage, the insect perishes; but if

the pupal condition is attiiined, it may develop into the

beetle without hindrance. The Flat-headed Borer,
however, coiitiinics to thrive on the dead wood for

weeks after life has ceased in the tree.

Docs tUc Apple Curcniio go uiiderg^round
to trausforin !— Wrn. Muir, Fox Oreeh, Mo.—Yow
wish to know whether the Apple Ciireulio ever attacks

stone fruit, and whether its larva goes into the ground to

transform, as stated by Br. Hull. To the lirst question

we reply emphatically " no," as we have never found
it in stone fruit. To the second, we give it as our lirm

conviction that the larva never goes into the ground to

transfonn. At all events, it never does when it infests

the wild crab, as we have abvindantly proved the pres-

ent year; but in our own locality it is so scarce in tame
apples that we have not yet been able to decide whether
its habits when infesting the latter fruit are different,

though we expect to do so before the end of the season,

and have already taken proper steps towards deciding

the point.

P. S.—Since the above was written we have heard
from Mr. J. B. Miller, of Anna, Ills., to whom we sent

for specimens oftame fruit that was invested, as we had
learned that this insect was abundant in that vicinity.

Upon cutting open the fniit, Mr. Miller found that it

has the same habit of traii-lbniiiii- within the tame fruit

as we have found it to have in the wild crabs.

Walnut Caterpillars— G. M. Levette, Indianapo'

lis, lad.—the black worms with sparse white hairs,

which have entirely stripped the Black Walnut trees

around the State-house, though they have left un-

touched the other kinds, are the larvaj of the Hand-
Maid Moth {Daiana ministra, Drury) . The habit which

you noticed, of their descending and congregating in

masses on the ti'iink of the tree, is characteristic of tills

and a few other species, and gives us a good opportu-

nity to destroy them. There are two broods of this

worm each year, the moths bred from the first worms
appearing during July and depositing eggs which give

birth to worms which go into the ground in the fall and

hibernate in the pupa state.

Striped Blister Beetle— .4fer. Gait, Crescent IIHl,

Mil.—The insects on your potato vines, [n^,. is;.)

and which you elt'cctually killed by driv-

ing them into the lire, an' the abovc-

iiauied beetle, of which we here repro-

duce a likeness (Fig. l.ST). It is not so

abundant in Northern Illinois as in your

present locality, and that is the reason

you never noticed it there. The remedy

you have applied will be found applicable

to all the Blister-beetles that att.ack the

Potato.

Parasite upon a Syrplius Larva— fi. D. East-

man, M.D., Washington, D. C—The little "capsule"
which you found on a wild rose, is the puparium of a

species of Syrphus fly ; but in the present instance it had

been stung when in the larva condition by a four-winged

parasite, and the parasite having destroyed' its host

emerged in place of the true inhabitant. The subject

of parasitism is extremely interesting, and opens a large

field of study.

Colors—BlAck and
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Grape-vine Fidia—/. Hetzel, BanJcer mil, Ills.-

The Lliestmit- brown beetle on your grape-vines

tlie Grai)e-\ine Fidia (Fidia viticidu,

ilsli, Fig. 188). It does much inj iirj '•.r~^\^^

tlie vines Ijy riddling the leaves ^-- M
Luckily this beetle has the same pre-

lautionary habit of dropping to the

ground, upon the slightest disturb-

ance, as has the Plum Curculio, and
this habit enables us to keep it in check-

The most ctHcient way of doing lliis Coiot-

is by the aid of chickens. The late

Wm. Peschell, of Hermann, Mo., on whose
beetle had been exceedingly numerous, raised a largi^

brood of chickens in 181)7, and had them so well trained

that all he had to ilo was to start them in the vineyard

with a boy in front to shake the vines, and he himself

behind the chi(-ks. The chicks picked up every beetle

which fell to tlie ground, and in this manner Mr. P.
kept his vines so clean that lie could scarcely find a

single beetle in ISGS.

Bee Nest—/. If. MuhUmai,, Woodhurn, Jlls.—The
small bee spoken ot on page 214, which wo supposed
might produce Veratina dupla, .Say

, produced in reality

Prosoph ajfinis, bmith. The species was kindly deter-

mined by Mr. E. T. Cresson, and you will find the

original description in Mr. Smith's Catalogue of Hy-
inenoptera in the Hritish Museum, part I, page 24.

Sonic Interesting: Insects—^. S. Fuller, Sidge-

wood, N. t/.—You have our thanks for your numerous
kindnesses. The following condensed answers should
have been published last month: [1 ] The weevil in

Lima beans, which you suppose to be the imported
Jliuchus granarius, are not tliat insect, but a native

species IBruchus ohsoletus. Say) which we have several

times referred to, and which is doing much damage to

beans in various parts of the country. [2.] The ear of

flint c(n-n was infested by the larva of the Angoumois
Grain Moth {Butalis cerealeUa,'^- Oliv.), of which you
will find a full account in Harris, and in Fitch's Seventh
Report. We linve bred many moths from it. [.!.] The
large moth of a beautiful yellow color, sprinkled and
marked with purple-brown, is the Imperial Dryoeampa
(Ih-ijocampa imperialis, Drury) [4.] The brown worms
wliich fold the leaves of the Hickory together by a tor-

tuous .silken case, were dead on arrival, and are new
to us. \Va have bred from similar hickory cases a pliy-

tophagic variety of Phycita nehdo, Walsh, [.'k] The
>mootli, narrow-cylindrical galls, O.Kl—O.lo inch long,

of a straw color, and inserted in a rough socket, which
galls you tind on the unde^side of hickory leaves, are

the Tubular Hickory gall {Cecidomyia tuUcolce, O S3,),

and are produced by a gall-gnat. [6.] The blackberry
borer which arrived during our absence, and was dried
up. was evidently the larva of the common species or
Three-spotted Blackberry Borer (Olerea tnjmn.intu,

Fubr.) [T.] The worms which you think (-iu>,- wluit i^

popularly termed "going blind" in tlir IiI..-uiih of

the Blackberry, were dead and dry upon rca.liing u-:

but one solitary moth had issued from a pupa in the

ciuill, and thougli damaged was readily recognized as

the notorious Grapeberry Moth (Loliesia lotraim) refer"

red to on page 273 of our last number.

I inotli to the genii3 i

Tlie Green Hag'-motli—^. B. Shato, Olmdale,

ifo.—The pretty little moth with the abdomen and hind
wings fulvous, and with the tliora.v and front wings
delicate mri'ii. the latter bordered posteriorly with
brown, ami lia\iii;,; a patchof the same colorat base, one-

third a^ Inn- all. I nnr-lialf as wide as the wiug itself, is

Callodduia dridis, lluukirt. Its larva feeds on Cherry
and Apple, and is of a bright scarlet color, with four

dark blue-black lines along the back, and with pri<tkly

yellow horns or tubercles, which have the power of

stinging. This moth was originally described by Mr.
T, Reakirt by the name of Litnacodes viridus, and sub-
sequently as Parasa viride. Dr. A. S. Packard, Jr.,

afterwards described it as Callochlora vernata, erecting

the ;;enus for this species alone. Reakirt's specific name
has the priority, and our little moth must consequently be
known as Calloehlora viridis. Synonyms enough for

one insect, you will exclaim I Yes, but the synonyms
are not the worst of it; (or Mr. Reakirt has briefly

described as the larva of our moth a worm which he '

found on Chestnut, and which has no relation to it, but (

must belong to some other species. We know tliis to

be the case from ourselves having bred several speci-
|

mens of the moth from the larva state.

Xlie Antiopa Butterfly—A. S. Moss, Fredonia,

N. Y.—The black prickly worms which have been con-

gri'gating on your willows, are the larvje of the above-
named butterfly {Vanessa antiopa, Linn.), otherwise
known, in England, as the " Camberwell Beauty," It

is intleed a beautiful insect, with its rich purple-brown
wings and their broad buff-yellow border. This insect

is at times quite abundant, at others (luite scarce; and
the present year, according to accounts, it is quite com-
mon in the Eastern States, tliough rather scarce in the

West.

Rose-gall and Pupa of Archippus Butter-
fly— L. B, Custar, Logansport, Ind.—The beautiful

[Fig. issi.

:

chrysalis (Fig. 180) found suspended
to some oats, is that of the Archip-
pus Butterfly. The small, roiuid,

yellowish galls on a rose leaf, cov-

ered with very short anil blunt
spines, instead of great prickles, as

in that illustrated at Figure ]!)2,

are, wc have every reason to be-

lieve, undescribed. Besides these

two galls, we know of two other

rose-leaf galls belonging to the same
group, the one perfectly smooth,
the other having something the

form of a mangold-wurzel seed. All these galls agree

in having thin shells, and containing a single larva;

and they are doubtless all formed by gall-flies belonging

to the genus Mhodites.

White Grubs in Strawberry Beds—J. B. Mil-

ler, Anna, /««.—The grubs in your strawberry beds,

vcr}- much of the appearance of the common White
(iruli, but only half as large as that species when full

grown, are, in all probability, the larva; of the Immacu-
late Chafer (Oycocephala immaculaia ,'0\i\ .), a pale, yel-

low beetle, not quite one-half inch long, and having a

dark head and two dusky points on the thorax. We
have bred this species from similar grubs which occur-
red abundantly in a strawberry bed belonging to Mr.
U. II, Baker, of your county.
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l.arva of tUe TUoas Sivalloir.tail— £. //.

Spragve.—Tlie worm which you send is rather rare in

Missouri, and may Ijc briefly described as of a mot-

tled-brown color, and marked with pale grayish-white

as follows: commencing iu a band at sides of joint 1;

running upwards and becoming less distinct to sidi-

dorsimi ofjoint 4; occupying the back of joints 5, G and

T, reaching to proleg on joint fi, but only to subdorsum

on .') and 7, and occupying nearly the whole of joints

10, 11 and 12. This worm is ihe larva of the 'I'linas

IH

•(wl

know) the plant from which you took the worm.

Fundus on AVilrt Plums— Sulscriher, I'i

Station^ Minn.—The
lYi?^. IDO.]

peculiar soft, yel-

low, pithy growth

which we herewith

illustrate, and

which you find on

a small Red Plum
bush, is some kind

of fungus. We find

the same growth

here during the

month of June on

the wild plum (Pr»-

nusamei'icanayVhK

fungus dries and

blackens and re-

mains on the tree

throvigh the winter.

We shall leave its

determination to

fuugologists,forthe

simple reason that

we have no time to

devote to this inter-

esting part ol Na-

tural History.

Larva o

Lyci.nn. rul.ja

tniiisfon: 'ay

larva, we should likf other spcini, us. Thr Matrhiiouy-

this insect upon it, furnishes additional proof that, while
all other known Tortoise-beetles which have very Hat
larva (genera Caasida, Coptooi/cla and Deloyala) feed on
plants belonging to the Convolvulus family, this species

is exceptional, and feeds exclusively on such as belong
to the Solaiium familv.

TUc

us, Oli

ps in Caly^x ot Pear— tf. 6'. B.
ihiiiy black beetle with two orange bands,
\mvj: the back, on the wing-covers, is Ijys

:. 'I'lic fact of your limliiiL; tin in ciiilin-

111 uUorcsti ^ pcrfcialy in acc.i-.hmrr willi I

habits of the genus, however, for these heelles atUi

vegetable growths, though they most often conliuc llu

attacks to the funguses or to decaying vegetation,

The Larder-Beetle— i^. S. Sleeper, Galeshurg,

Mich.—The brown hairy worms which have so i"uined

your collections of Lepidoptera are the larva; of the

Larder Beetle [Dermeiles liirdariua). It is a grievous

pest to all sorts of preserv-

ed animals, and will soon

ruin them when not well

cared for. If you had con-

stantly watched your col-

lection, and examined the

butlcrfiies whenever you

noticed any powdery cx-

erenicnt at the bottom of

your boxes, you woulil

iie\ er have lost a specimen.

That our readers may re-

cognize this destructive

beetle, we prefeent at Fig-

ure l!ll enlarged drawings

of its lar\ay(u), one of the

peculiar formation {h), and theal hairs, showin

beetle (c).

Moth nanicd-
prctty blackish niul

beneath and te;;ul.e

and abilomen d.irk

Ivirby, an insect wli

Ilule, Chk'uiio. Ills.—T\\c

tlie head almve, prothorax"

iir.ini;e, and vvitli the thorax

blue, is Ct.innh.i /.itreilluna,

been unusualh common the

present year in this vicinity.

Tlie Little Cicada— e. 0. HurJamn, Summit,

-l/w.-The small Cicada collected by you some time ago

on the prairie, is a variety of C.panula, Say, as kindly

delerniiued by Mr. Uhler, of Baltimore. It ditt'ers

slightly from Say's description, and we were a little

ini//,led with it. It is widely distributed, and oci-urs

more especially on the low grounds.

Xhe Brown Mantispian— &. C. JJ,—Your in-

sect, which '-plays so curiously with his hands,'' and

looks not unlike a miniature Camel-cricket, is the Man-

tispa hruiinea of Say. It is one of our most common
species, and being predacious, is, of course, benetieial.

The green Tiger-beetle is Tetracha virgiiiica . (A. K.. I,

Fig. 45.)

Golden Tortoise-beetle on Gooseberry— IF.

'/'. Bell, FranUin, Pa. —The pretty golden beetle which

you found on a gooseberry leaf, is the al)Ove-n.imcd

insect {Cassida aurichalcea, Fabr., A. E., I, Fig. 178,

«). It doubtless wandered on to the B;ooseberry leaf

IVom some other plant belonging to the Convolimlim

family.

Small RcddisU Snout-beetle on Apple—Jus.

Weed, Musailiiie, /owa.—The small reildish or rul'ous

snout-beetle, only 0.10 inch long, and distinguished

principally by a. line of white hairs, more or less con-

spicimus, extending from tlie white seutel to the head,

is the Thorn Anthononuis (.1. crataegi, Walsh*), a

species which breeds in many diflerent galls made by

cither I'lant-licc, Saw-flies, or Gall-gnats. From the

fact that you found it with its snout fully imbedded in

an .apple, it perhaps breeds in this fruit also. It is

not a small Four-humped curculio. No insects change

or grow after once arriving at the pei'fect or imago

state.

»!, E. s. p.. vi.p.aiii,
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Spotted Pclidnota ; Krror rcg^ardin^ it—J.

P. (;;TOs,7'«(7V«,C'cn//v,i\'. J'.— Vowrlicetle is the .Spotted

rclutiiot:i, ol' wliicli VdU will liiul ;i full account in the

lu-escnt nunilier. The little lirmize-i-dlorecl riluitc'il eo-irs

aretlioscof a true bu^' {//etov.jii/fnO. ami ymi :iir i iilir. ly

mistaken in supposing,' them t" he the e;r;;s ni llii- Ihi He.

No beetle is ever hatched from tlie egy a pcrlict lirrilc.

any more than a bird is hatched perfect and fidl fletlged

from its egg,

PricKIy Rose Gall— Hiihsciiher, Pickens Sta., Miss.

—The pretty little prickly

galls whicli you founil on

a wild rose, and which we
illustrate herewith (Fig.

I'M), may lie appropriately

known in popular language

as the I'rickly Ilose-gall. It

is made by a rather large

,i;all-Hy {Mhodites himloi;

llarr.) whicli has a blaclc

and rough-punctured head

and thorax, and a smooth,

highly polished, brownish-

red body. The color of the

gall varies with its age; the

young gall often being of a

beautiful rose-color, and coior-Eiiiicr

reminding one of a strawberry, the mature gall being

more generally green, and the old last year's galls being

dull silvery-gray.

tlnestions answered— A'. Parsons, Cambridge,

Mass.—The small case found on your sister's dress was,

so far as we could make out, that of some clothes moth.

The Clothes moths, and many of those moths whicli

live upon vegetable substances, consti-uct a tubular

(hvelling of the material on which they feed, and drag

it about with them during the larvastage; in most cases

it serves also as a cocoon for the linal transformations.

Only one larva inhabits each case. The cocoons at-

tached to the skin of tin- i-.itripillar you send are those

ofa parasitic Miavijnsi, r. The iii-c ris on the hawthorn

twig arc the common ( lystn-slirll llark-louse. The
young, when first lialdu'd li-.jin the egg, arc minute

whitish, oval, six-footed creatures, very active, and

scarcely visible without the aid of a microscope. As
they remain active but a few days before lixing them-

selves to the bark, they sliould be attacked as soon as

hatched. Ants frequently vary their diet with soft and

heliiless or disabled insects.

Hog:-caterpilIar of the Vine infested ivitli

Parasilcs—t/. M. Wilson, Sterling, Ills.—Your Grape-

vine worm is the above-named species (Ghmrocampa

pampinatri.!) , and the little white cocoons are those of

the same little Microgaster referred to and illustrated at

Figure 15 of this volume.

Larva of Abbot Sphinx— .V. E. Todd, New Yo-lc.

—The worm wliirli you found on your grapevine.s, and
which measured ni'arly lour and a half inches in length,

is the larva of the Abbot .Sphinx (Thyreus Abhotii, A. E.,

II, Fig. 81). The catch-'ein-and-kill-'eiu remedy is the

best you can adoiit in this instance.

Cecropia Worm— £". G. Hofman, St. Louis, Mo.—
Your worm on rium is the Ceeroiiia worm (Fig. (ji of

this volume).

Flat-Iicadc<l Korcr in Soft Maples—Z. R.

FMivtt. Mai,lnitla:i. /ui»x.— 'I'lir l);imm(i--beaded borers

which you s.-nd, ami whicli lind killrd :i line SoftMaplc

tree, arc the Flat-headed Api>lc-trce Borer (Vhnjso-

hothris femorata, Fabr.) Thi.s insect is greatly diim-

aging the Soft Maples in many of our Western to^ns,

and unless piecautions are taken to prevent such a

catastroiihe. this line tree will soon be as badly injured

all over the' cnuiitry as the Black Locust has been by its

borer (Jrf.'/'u^/s mhiiu'.i:). AVe wish we could whisper

into the ear of every man who plants a Soft Jtiiple, that

unless he thoroughly soaps the trunk and larger branches

once or twice every summer, his tree will not last pro-

babh- more than half a dozen years. We notice this

licMutifnl sliiide tree dying wlierever wc go, when a

little kmiwlnlge of these " contemptible bugs" would

have ciKiblr.l their owiiei's to save them. Two appli-

cations nl'suiip (Uirin;- the year— the one as early as the

beginning nt .May. ilir otber any time during .summer

—

will protcit I lit: tiii> IVoni its attacks. Be caretiil also

not to bruise or injure the bark in any way.

CUerrr Plant-lice and tlieir Foes— C. //. Jio-

beris, Poughlceepsie, N. J'.—The Plant-lice ou the cherry

trees are the above-named .species (Aphis cerasi, Linn.)

The mag.gots "of beautiful colors" which feed witli

such gluttony on these lice

are tlie larva; of some Syr-

phus-fly; and the darker,

more active larva, is that of

the Convergent Lady-bird

(Hippodamia convergent, Gu.),

which we illustrate herewith
" '' " (Fig. 103), a showing the

orauKt-ml.biaok and white.' beetle. Both these last in-

sects are very u.seftd in destroying the plant-lice, and

both pass through their transformations on or near the

place where the larva is found. The Syrphax pupa is

attached by the whole length of the under surface,

while that of the lady -bird hangs by the tail irom the

bark or leaf of the tree.

Grape-vine Flca-bectlc— The .steel-blue beetle

which has done so much damage to your vines is the

above-named insect (Haltica chalyhea. 111.) The brown
"slugs" or "worms" accompanying them are the

young of the same. It is probably the Grape-vine Saw-
fly (Selandria vitis, Harris) in the larva state, that you
allude to as having a tadpole form. Harris recommends
lime dusted on the leaves; also a wash of one pound of

hard soap to five gallons water— ;. «., strong soapsuds.

Blood .Sucker and Pear Slag— Geo. A. Watson,

Maysville, Ay.—The black bug, of which you once found
a specimen, gorged with your own blood, under a mat-
tress, was too much mutilated to be recognizable, though
we can tell you with certainty that it belongs to the
great Jiedmius lamily. The fragments seem to be-
long to the Black Corsair {Pirates picipes, H. Sch.),

the beak of which we know to be very sharp and
poisonous. All bugs are suckers either of the juices

of plants or of the fluids of animals, and many species

vary their diet at will. Instances are frequent of bugs,
whose ordiiniry food is ofa vegetable character, pierc-

ing and sucking the blood of human beings.

The Pear slug {.Selandria cerasi, Peck) is easily de-
stroyed by dusting the trees with lime. Coal oil will
injure the tree. Strong so.apsuds will be useful, but
slacked lime is better.
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§0tHnkaI ^ti^Rximmt

Dr. GEORGE VASEY, Editor, Riohview, Ills

FOXGLOVE PENTSTEMOX.

[Peidsifniion Digitalis, Nutt.)

The genus Pentstemon is, iu North America,

an extensive one, comprising, according to Dr.

Gray's Synopsis of this genus (Proc. Am. Acad.

Arts and Sciences, Phila., 1862), over sixty

species; vastly the larger portion of which arc

inhabitants of the country west of the Missis-

sippi river.

One species only (Pentstemon puhescens) ex-

tends overall the region east of the Mississippi

;

one species {Pentstemon dissectus. Ell.) charac-

terized by pinnately-parted leaves, occurs only

in (he Southern States from Georgia to Florida

;

one species {Pentstemon (jrandiflorus, Nutt.),

though most abundant west of the Mississippi,

reaches over sparingly into Wisconsin and

Illinois ; and one other species (P. Digitalis,

Nutt.) the subject of our present sketch, ex-

tends from Illinois to Arliansas, Louisiana and

Georgia. The remaining species are variously

distributed through California, New Mexico

and the Rocky Mountain region.

[Fig. 1<J4.]

Fo.\k1ijvc- Pcnlslcnu.n {Pcnislcmi ii D iilah Null )

This is one of our handvome^t ii.itnp orna-

mental plants, growing, in huoidblc lotalitie'',

three to four feet high. The stem is smooth,

unbranched below, with four or five pairs of

large leaves at intervals of five or six inches, the

upper half forming a panicle of flowers, by the

development of a pair of branches from each of

the upper pairs of leaves, the leaves becoming
smaller and the spaces shorter to the top. The
flower stalks, or branches, are a little longer

than the leaves, terminated by the clusters of

flowers.

The engraving i-epresents their form and ap-

pearance, a little less than the natural size. The
plant belongs to the Natural Oi'der Scrophulari-

acece, to which also belongs the European Fox-

glove (Digitalis), from a resemblance to which
our plant has received its specific name. The
flowers are a little less than an inch long, while,

with a few faint lines of light purple. The leaves

are ovate-lanceolate, finely toothed, from three

to six inches long, and clasping the stem. The
plant is perennial and showy, and would make
a good appearance in the garden.

A NEW AND PECDLIAU FORM OF IIEUOIIERA.

We promised, in the July number, to give,

this month, an account of a peculiar species or

form of Alum-root (Heucfiera) from Southern

Illinois. We sent a specimen of this plant to

Dr. Gray, who considers it a form or variety of

Heuchera villosu, Michx. He says that Buck-

ley years ago gave it a name, and that it was
also distributed years ago in Rugel's sets of

plants, and distinguished and named by Shut-

tleworth as Heuchera liugellii. The specimens

as they came to us present very great dilTerences

fiom //. villosa. We hope it may be attentively

watched by botanists in whose region it may
be likely to occur—for instance in Kentucky
and Tennessee. We give below a description

of its prominent characters:

Heuchera villosa, Michx. (?) variety; //. Ru-
in Ihi, Shuttleworth.—Scapes slender,'somewhat
dcL lining, 6 to 10 inches long, about equaling
the leaves; raceme loose, oblong, 3 to ^ inches
long of 6 to 8 branches; peduncles almost fili-

loiin, each with 3 to 6 small flowers; upper
biacts very small, laciniate; petals oblong-
spatulate, "tapering into a long claw; calyx
somewhat turbinate; sepals obtuse; stamens
about equaling the petals; beaks of the pods
lecurved at maturity; leaves reniform, about 3

inc lies long by -i wide, with about 5 principal

louiided lobes, teeth coarse, rounded, with an
abiupt point; petioles villous, with glandular
\vlnti8h hairs; leaf thin, ronghish, with scat-

teicd hairs. Shaded Clitts, Makanda, 111., July.

—S. A. Forbes.
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COTTONWOOD—WinC'H IS IT,

I'ojJulus monilifera or Populus miyulatu !

Dr. J. G. Cooper, in his Report, in Vol. XII

of the Pacific llailroad Survey in Oregon, says:

" Two, and perhaps more, species of Poplar
form the forest growth on the inundated river

banks, from an elevation of .'lOOO feet down to

tide-water. They are also found on all the

rivers running from the Rocky Mountains, and
perhaps entirely across the continent One of
these is the Cottonwood {Populus monilifera) ;

the other is distinguished as 'Balsam,' or ' Bit-

ter Poplar,' it is peculiar to the western half

of the continent (Popidus angustifolia). The
wood of both is of little value, but they grow
rapidly and are ornamental. The islands and
low shores of the Columbia are covered with
these trees, of larger size than I have ever seen

them elsewhere."

Dr. J. M. Bigelow, in Vol. XIV of the Re-

ports, says

:

" Populus Monilifera—Cottonwoou—Pop-
lar.—This tree is somewhat different from the

Cottonwood of the Mississippi, wliich I believe

is P. angulata. It is found east as far as the

Canadian river, and West until we cross the

Sierra Nevada. In the Rio Grand valley it is

used by the Mexicans for building. It is also

employed for farming utensils, the most unique
of which is their cart, the wheels being made of

a section of this tree. Tliey are six or eight
inches thicli, and manufactured in the rudest
manner. The timber is tough and hiin I. It does
not grow here as tall as on the Mississippi river,

but occasionally it is (juite large and spreading."

Dr. John Torrey, in his report on the ])lants

of California and New Mexico, collected in the

expedition commanded by Captain AVilliamson

(Report, Vol. IX), says:

"Populus monilifera, Ait.—This is the com-
mon Cottonwood, which has a range from the
Atlantic to the great (.Colorado, and almost as
great an extent of latitude. It is abundant in

some places near Fort Yuraa."

Dr. James, in Long's Expedition to the Rocky
Mountains, says

:

"As far as our observation has extended, the
Poplar most common iu the country of the Mis-
sissippi, and indeed almost the only one which
occurs, is the Populus angulata. This tree is

perhaps as widely distributed as any indigenous
to North America, extending at least from Can-
ada to Louisiana, and from the Atlantic to the
lower part of the Columbia river."

NATIVE OAKS.-No. 3.

11).-,.]

A Quii.STiox.—The northern limits of southern
plants and the soutlieru limits of northern plants

should be carefully noted. There are three north-

ern plants found as far south as Peoria, viz.,

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi, Spring., Meni/anthes

trifoliata, Linn., and Salix myrtilloides, L. {S.

pedicellaris, Pursh.) Where are the southern

limits of these plants In Illinois ? F. Buenukl.

Willow Oiik {qucrrm I'liillos, L.)

We would say with respect to the figures

given of the Oaks, that we have only aimed to

present correct average outlines, as an aid,

through the eye, to a clearer conception of the

diflcrences between the species. As to nerva-

tion, surface of leaf, &c., we have not attempted

precision. The form of leaf in different species

varies so mucli that our space forbids a full

illustration.

We propose in tliis paper to notice some of

the biennial fruited Oaks. First, iu that divis-

ion we have the entire or willow-leaved species.

In the eastern portion of the United States there

are of this section three species. 1. The upland

Willow Oak (Quercus cinerea, Michx.) This

is a shrub or small tree, ranging from five to

twenty feet high, growing in sandy pine barrens

from Eastern Virginia through the Southern

States, becoming very abundant in Mississippi.

The leaves are from li to 2 inches long, thick,

shining, oblong, on yonng shoots sometimes

toothed, and hanging long on the tree, but not

evergreen except far south. They are bristle-

pointed, downy on the under surface, with the

edge or margin somewhat rolled back. The
acorn is roundish, about half an inch long, the

cup shallow and very short stalked.

2. The Willow Oak {Qmrnis phillos, L.)

This is a large tree growing iu low swampy
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ground from New Jersey to Florida aud west-

ward, being probably most abundant in North

and South Carolina. It varies in height from

30 to 60 feet, with a straight trunk, and a smooth

thick bark. The leaves, as the name indicates,

resemble those of the willow, being narrowly

lanceolate, three to four inches long, very

smootli and deciduous. The acorns are small

and roundish. The timber is coarse grained,

and of little value.

IFig, 106.]

Lauril or Shingle 0:ik {(iucrcus imbricaria, Mii;li.\.)

3. The Shingle Oak ( Querciis imbricaria, Mx.)

This is a tree of moderate size, with a roundish

dense head, smoothish black bark, leaves four

to live inches long, thick and shining, oblong

or lance oblong, acute pointed, with a very short

petiole, sometimes slightly wavy on the mai'giu,

but not toothed, and the under surface downy
when young. The acorn is roundish, small,

half an inch long, the cup shallow and enclosing

about one-fourth of the acorn. This tree is quite

common in some parts of the Western States,

becoming more abundant farther south, and

reaching west to the headwaters of tlie Arkan-

sas river. Its wood is of little value, making
even poor shingles. It is known in ditiereut

localities by diflbrent names, as Laurel Oak,

Tin Oak, Black Jack, and Shingle Oak.

A form or variety of Oak which has been con-

sidered a hybrid, has been known in a few

localities for many years as Qnercus Leana. A
description of this tree, by Dr. F. Brcndel, in

whose vicinity it grows, will be found at the

close of this article.

[Kig. 1!)7 ]

sby)

.

4. The "Water Oak ( Quercus aquutica, Catcsby
.)

Tills tree is a native of the Southern States. It

grows from 40 to 60 feet high, the wood is tough,

the bark smooth, or in the old trees slightly

furrowed. The leaves are very peculiar in form,

being somewhat wedge-shaped, or rather with

a long and narrow wedge-shaped base, expanded

at the top into a somewhat three-lobed, obovate

summit. They are smooth aud shining, about

three inches long, and the summit one to one

and a half inches broad. The acorn is about

half an inch long, cup shallow, half an inch

broad.

5. Black Jack, or Jack Oak (Q. nigra, Linn.,

Wind.) A small sized tree from 15 to 25 or 30

feet high, with thick, rough, black bark, grow-

ing mostly in thin, poor soil, usually forming a

dense roundish head. The leaves are thick and

leathery in texture, five or six inches long,

expanding at the top into about three broad,

bristle-pointed lobes, gradually narrowed be-

low, and ending in a rounded base, with very

short petiole—they are covered Avith a rusty

down on the under surface, as is also the young
twigs—the upper surface is shining and veiny.
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The loaves are liable to much variation in size

and shape, in some cases the lobes being only

marked by gentle undulations, in others by

sharp and deep notches. The acorn is slioi-t and

ovoid, and nearly half covered by the rough-

scaled cup.

A LIST OF PLANTS

The district around Uhicago might scorn lo

one not personally acquainted with the country

as a poor one for botanical collection, consisting

mainly, as it does, ol ilat prairie; but our city

botanists familiar with the region, have found

it (juite fruitful in species.

Taking the city as a centre, within the area

of a circle swept by a radius of thirty miles, I

am inclined to think a greater variety of plants

may be collected than withiu the same space in

any other portion of this State. lu the barren

sandy soil along Lake Michigan we find plants

suggestive of the sea shore, including a number
of species limited elsewhere to the Atlantic

coast, or the neighborhood of saline deposits in

the interior. Passing to the prairie within five

or six miles of the city, along the lines of several

railroads, where a strip of land has been rescued

from tillage and protected from cattle, we may
still find the distinctive plants of the prairie

in rich profusion. This is peculiarly true of

Graceland and Hyde Park suburbs.

For the species belonging to the woods and
the moist river region we have our choice of

following up the north branch of Chicago river,

or at a somewhat greater distance, the course

of the Des Plaincs. A day's trip to Glencoe

takes us to deep ravines with their appropriate

plants; while an excursion to Lake Calumet,

or the adjoining county of Lake, brings us to a

local flora of mnch interest; in the latter case

the plants are associated with evergreens.

Within such an area we migbt reasonably

expect to find a varied vegetation. Our season

here opens rather late compared with other sec-

tions, but advances with rapid strides after the

middle of April.

My list for March includes only that odd plant

the Skunk Cabbage {SymiJlocarpus fatidus),

whose variegated spathes, just thrust above

ground, suggest at once the tulip and some
fleshy fungus. This abounds in swampy locali-

ties north of the city, and along the Des Plaines

river. It is our first spring flower, but to my
surprise last fall, just as the Gentians were put-

ting in an appearance, I found a solitary purple

and green spathe of this plant. What abnormal

condition caused this unusual blossoming I am
unable to decide. It is paralleled in my own
observation, however, by the appearance in

autumn of the flowers of Viola pedata. In such

plants the flower buds are so far advanced at

the close of autumn as to yield to the first

touches of spring, so that but little stimulus of

a certain character starts them into bloom. Au-
tumnal impulses may thus occasionally antici-

pate those of spring. The Hepatica and May
flower (Epiyea) may doubtless be found in

bloom under similar circumstances with any of

the stemless violets. April ushered in the

Prickly Ash {Zunthoxyluia Americana), its

yellowi«h-green flowers clustered on the bare

and prickly twigs, in the river district; while

along the lake shore the low shrubs of the aro-

matic Sumac {lihus aromatica) displayed thin

yellow spikes of blossoms. I noticed that the

lower branches lying on the sand bloomed a

week earlier than the upper ones, the warming
up of the sand doubtless being the cause.

The country a few miles back from Lake
Michigan, especially in the region of the Des
Plaines river, has an earlier season than the lake

shore by a Avcek or ten days. Here were found

about the middle of April Hepatica triloba, var.

acutiloha, I51ood-root {Sanguinaria Canaden-
sis), the white Dog-tooth Violet {Erythronium
alhidum), the Hue Anemone {Thalictrum ane-

nionoides), JJicentra cucullaria and Claytonia

Virginica. Old collectors report Isojiyrum biter-
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ernatum from tliis region. We may add to our

list also the following, collected May 1st at

Graceland suburb, a few miles north of Ihe city :

Of Violets, four species, viz., Viola ciicullnta,

V. blanda, V. jtedata, and V. sagittatu ; Marsh

Marigold {Calthn paltistris), Ranunculus fa.sci-

rularis, the Wood Anemone (^1. neniorosa),

Phlox liijiflii, Antcnnaria plantacjinifolia, Ara-

hlsliji-dta, Citrdainine rhomboidea, v&y. purpu-

reii, and TrilUam cernvum. A week later were

I'ound Uvularia grandifiora, and Polemonium
rept<ms; and' at Hyde Park suburb, the Ameri-

can Cowslip (Dodirolhfon iiwridia), the Hoary

Stonc-sccd (Lith()x/i< iiinnii cuiicsrens), the Lark-

spur Violet, {Viohi ik/ji/iiiiij'oh'a), the Lauce-

Icaved Violet (!'. lanceolafa), the wild Lupine

{Lujiiini.f perennis). Wood Rue {Thaliclrum

lUoifum), and Yellow Star-grass {Ilypoxis

erec/a).

Along the lake shore here the Bearberry

(Arctontaplu/los uva-ursi) was beginning to

bloom, but to our disgust was speedily scorched

and blackened by a fire kindled on the shore by

some vandals.

Valeriana cdulis was found in an old fenced

field hereabout in the greatest abundance, the

plants aiiparently of great age, forming solid

woody clumps, half a foot in diameter. The

great abundance of this plant here, though

sparingly found elsewhere, almost seriously

suggested the notion of cultivation by the In-

dians in time past. The white Lady's Slipper

{(Jyprii)edium candidum) seems to find aeon-

genial home in association with this plant, for

a week later over a hundred specimens were

collected in this field. Like its companion, it

is not common, but occurs abundantly in a few

places.

A trip to the rich wooded district along the

north branch of Chicago river about May 15th

was quite fruitful, yielding the following species

:

Ranunculus abortivus, Viola pubescens (a form

with I'emarkably large and beautiful flowers),

Dentaria laciniata, the Creeping Crow-foot

(Ranunculus repens), wild Turnip (Arisaima

triphyllum), Trillium recur catiun,'Q\\\Q Cohosh

{Caulophyllum tfialictroides), Red Cohosh (^-Ic-

tca spicata), Fevcrwort (Tn'ustenm 2)erfoUa-

tum), wild Geranium (Geranium maculatuni),

wild Gooseberry (Ribes hirtellum), wild Black

Currant (Ribes floridum), May Apple (Podo-

phyllum 2)eltalum) , Five-finger (Po<eni)7/a Can-

adensis), wild Ginger (Asarum Canadensis),

Scarlet Thorn (Crategus coccinea), Black Thorn

(C. tomentosa), wild Crab Apple (Pyrus coro-

naria), Shad-bush (Amelanchier Canadensis),

wild Plum (Prunus Americana), wild Black

Cherry (P. serotina). Bur Oak (Quercus mac-
rocarpa), White Oak (Q. alba), Red Oak (Q.
tinctorin). Red Elm (Vlmus fulva, in fruit),

Blueberry ( Vaccinium Pennsylvanicum) ,'ii\ack

Huckleberry (Gaylussacia resinosd), with that

little oddity, the False Mermaid (Floerka pros-

crpinacoides), in great abundance.

The procession of the flowers from this date

to the close of May this season was astonish-

ingly rapid, fully ten days in advance of the

usual time. At Calumet, fourteen miles from

the city, we found the delicate Bluets (Housto-

nia cerulea) and Sweet Fern (Comptonia as-

plenifolia). This peculiar locality aflords rari-

ties throughout the season; while Glencoe, a

somewhat distant collecting ground, yields us

now the Buflalo-bush (Shepherdin Canadensis).

Along the lake shore we find on sandy hillocks

two species of Prunus in bloom, the Choke

Cherry (P. Virginiana), and the Sand Cherry

(P. pumila) . The shrubs of the latter are ap-

parently very old, and of remarkable size for

the species, some being from three to fourfeet

in height. The Dwarf Birch (Betula pumila),

is now to be found sparingly in the region of

Rose Hill suburbs.

An excursion to Hyde Park (May i'Olh) af-

forded, among other things. Golden Alexanders

(Zizia integerrima) and Thaspium aureum, a

handsome wild Coreopsis (Coreopsis lanceo-

lata), the large Yellow Lady's Slipper (Cypri-

pedium pubescens), Blue-flag (Iris versicolor),

Cynthia Virginica, the Painted Cup (Castilleia

coccinea), yellow and scarlet varieties. Spider-

lily (Tradescantia Virginica), Large Alum-root

(lleuchera hispida). Marsh Pea (Lathyrus pa-

lustris), Beach Pea (L. maritimus), and wild

Columbine (Aquilegia Canadensis) . The beau-

tiful little Collinsia verna has been collected at

the Des Plaines river.

In several excursions during the latter part

of May the following were collected : In fruit,

the Witch Hazel (Hamamelis Virginica), un-

expectedly found near the city. In flower, at

the same locality, the High Cranberry-bush

( Viburnum opulus), supposed to be the original

of the Snow-ball of the gardens, the Sweet

Viburnum (V. lentago), a,nd wild Sarsaparilla

(Aralia nudicaulis). To this list we will only

add the wild ludigo plant (Baptisia leuco-

phen), wild Hyacinth (Scilla Fraseri), Water

Crow-foot (Ranunculus multijidus), Seneca

Snake-root (Polygala Senega), Maple-leaved

Viburnum (V. acerifolium), Small-flowered

Honey-suckle (Lonicera parviflora), and the

Small-flowered Lady's Slipper (Cypripedium

parvijlorum)

.
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BOTANICAL MISCELLANY.

Al a meeliug of the Philadclpliia Awidemy of

Sciences, Mr. Thoiiia.s Meehaii said tliat "no
one wlio examined the prevailing theories con-

ceiMiing tlie formation of baric and wood with

numerous living specimens before him, could be

satisfied that these theories were in all respects

correct. He had made numerous observations

during the past year, which satisfied him that at

any rate wc had much to learn. Ho hoped to

present these observations to the members at

some future time, but at present wished only to

direct their attention to a portion of a trunk

of Yucca almfoUa, which he exhibited, the

structure of which, he suggested, could not be

accounted for on any theory generally known.
The general idea was that the sap of plants as-

cended through the sy.stem, and was elaborated

in the leaves, where the woody matter was
formed, and afterwards descended—in exogen-

ous plants forming a regular concentric layer

over the last year's wood, and in endogenous

structures returning by the interior, pushing

these descending columns of wood through the

mass of cellular matter without order or system.

It would be seen that in this endogenous i mcc«

the Avoody matter, if it ever descended at all, as

our present belief demanded it should do, had

descended in a very regular and beautiful man-
ner; quite as systematic, in fact, as most exogens

would do. The wood was arranged in annual

rings, not entirely concentric, but some tropi-

cal exogens did not have the woody annual

layers always forming an entire circle any more
than in this. In this case the annual layers of

wood extended about two-thirds of the distance

round the axis, and such layer was about the

eighth of an inch thick. These annual layers

were made visible by the bundles of fibres being

packed more closely together towards the end

of the season's growth, just as they are in exo-

gens, from which, indeed, there was very little

to distinguish this structure on a cursory exam-

ination but the absenceof the so-called medullary

rays."

The active botanists of New York city have

organized a botanical club, which they designate

the Torrey Botanical Club, in honor of the dis-

tinguished New York botanist. Dr. John Torrey.

The club publishes a monthly HuUetin, the ob-

ject of which is " to form a medium of com-

munication for all those interested iu the flora

of this vicinity, and thus to bring together and

fan into a flame the sparks of botanical enthusi-

asm at present too much isolated." We hail the

advent of every such society as an indication of

a growing interest in Natural Science, and as a

means of increasing the number of learners and

observers, and of thus directing into worthy
channels much otherwise misemployed time and

talent. AVe select from the Bulletin a, tew items

which we presume will be of interest to our

readers.

Aristolochia serpentnria, L.—Mr. "Wm. Bower
has in his garden, in Newark, a plant of this

spccips, which, beside the regular flower, sends
u|i a nmiibor of small buds with flowers that do
licit (ipi'ii, <(iinewhnt in the maiiwer of Speriiktn'a
/icr/n/iii/d. inMibably for self-fertilization. The
s;iiiic kind iif flowers may be observed in the
case of many well-grown wild plants of this

species. These flowers, however, form perfect
seed-pods. It would be interesting to examine
whether Asarum Canadense has also two sorts
of flowers. Mr. Bower was the first to call my
attention to this peculiarity, and I cannot learn
that it has ever been noticed before. Judging
from the plants I have seen, it would appear
that seeds iu greater abundance, and perhaps
more perfect, are produced by these hermaiihru-
dite flowers. In the similar case o(Amphicarptea
monoica, Nutt, I have found sometimes quite a
number of i)ods with apparently well-formed
seed. On the other hand Apios tuherosa, Mcunch,
seems to compensate by its tubers for the very
frequent abortion of its pods. These plants,
with others, Specularia for example, afl'ord an
interesting subject for investigation on this

point. W. II. L.

Floweiuncj ov the Dahlingtonia.—Dr. Tor-
rey kindly gave me, early last winter, one of
the several specimens oi' Darlingtonia, which he
received from a correspondent in California.
An empty aquarium tank was converted into a
small conservatory for it, and it was planted in
a mixture of swamp mud and sphagnum, the .

top of the tank being covered with a glass plate.
The plant was kept in a cold room, where the
moss was slightly frozen several times during
the winter. The plant flowered early in Ayiril,

and the specimen was placed in the hands of
Dr. Torrey, to allow him to confirm his original
observations, made upon dry materials, and he
will probably add what may be necessary to com-
plete the history of this interesting plant. G. T.

We learn from a correspondent (Mr. John
Williamson) that New Albany, Indiana, has a

Society of Natural History which has about 200

members that pay their dues and are interested

in its welfare. Geology, Entomology, Conch-

ology, Botany, etc., are represented by gentle-

men well posted in those various branches. W^e

believe some gentlemen of Louisville, Ky., also

intend organizing a society. Dr. E. 8. Crozier,

of that city, edits a column of Popular iScience

in the Louisville Commercial.

Errata.—Page 288, column 2, line 12, for

' Fraximus'' read "Fraxinu-s;" same column,
line 22, for "apetatous" read "apetalous;"' same
column, line -Jo, for ••Acu" read ••Acer."
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])ESCl!irTION OP QUERCUS LEANA.

Quercus leana, Nutt, is a biennial fruited

Oak, with deciduous leaves, which are obovate

and mostly three-lobed at the apex, the lobes

are bristle-pointed, toinentose when youn<^, at

last becoming nearly smooth. The fruit is sliort

peduncled, single or in twos, the cup hemis-

pherical, with a conical scaly base, half an inch

wide; the acorn globular, half an inch long,

about half immersed.

This Oak seems to be a hybrid between Q.

imhi-icnria and Q. coccinea; the general ap-

pearance is that of the former ; the leaves are

nearly entire, but the texture is not so firm as

in Q. imbricaria, and of the old ones both sides

are glabrous, when in a young state they arc

more tomeiitose, so that on the upper side the

nervation is often hardly visible, as in Q. coc-

cinea, to which it approaches in the much
smaller fruit, the cup being deeper than (hat of

Q. imbricaria, the scales looser and more dis-

tinct; the acorn has at the apex a blunt conical

knoll, which in Q. imbricaria is smaller pro-

jecting from a flat areola. The bud is ovate,

conical, slightly flve-ridged, and less tomentose

than in Q. coccinea, whei'eas in Q. imbricaria

it is more rounded and smooth.

A tree of this species in Hancock county has

been known many years; besides it there are

two others in Illinois: one in Fulton county

and one near Peoria—the latter in the neigh-

borhood of its supposed parents. From its

similarity to Q. imbricaria, it is likely to be

overlooked, and may perhaps yet be found in

other places.

EUUOrEAN CORRESPONDENCE.

We present our readers some extracts from a

letter of Mrs. Kate N. Doggctt, of Chicago, now
in Europe. Mrs. i)oggett is an enthusiastic

Naturalist, and has made large collections in

Botany and other departments of Natural His-

tory. There are hundreds of ladies in our large

cities who have time and means to devote to

mental cultivation and the acquirement of use-

ful knowledge. How much refined pleasure

these ladies might find in the study of Nature.

An active and interesting Botanical Society has

been in operation for some time past in Chicago,

embracing not only professional men, but also

several ladies who are heads of families, show-

ing that even maternal cares do not necessarily

interfere with continued mental culture. When
shall we have Botanical Societies in all our large

towns and cities which shall interest both ladies

and gentlemen who have leisure for such pur-

suits? Why should ladies leave all systematic

pursuit of education when tliey leave their

schools? AYe hope the day will come when it

will he fashionable for ladies to lake an interest

in societies for the promotion of science.

Brienz, Switzekland, MiiySd.

Your letter came to me just as we were leav-

ing Tunis, and this is the' first moment 1 have
had to answer it. * * * As yet I have not

been able to collect any sea-mosses, although

we have been nearly ail winter on the shores

of the Mediterranean, but in towns where, of

course, were no beaclic.-; but very soon we go
to the British Isles, and there I hope to do bet-

ter. You are quite right in thinking I had not

lost my interest iu Botany. I do not believe

that I shall do that till I lose my interest in life.

A few months before we left home a half dozen
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persons foi-mod thpinselves into !i Bolaiiioal

Society, iloinsr me the honor to make me their

president. AVhen I left we numbered a dozen.

Prof. Beal is the vice-president, and he is doinji'

muoli in Chicago to interest his pupils in the

study of Botany. * * * * yv'c spent five

weeks in the north of Africa, wliicli is one grand
flower garden, and wished we oouhl lengthen

the weeks into months. At Algiers we made
the acquaintance of Signor Durande, an Italian,

who has lived in Africa for twenty years, .and

has been one of the innsl imixnlant cdntributors

to the '^Botanvof Aliii'iia," \unv |mlilishing by
the French Goveiiiinent. I!iit, like all works
brought out by governinenl, it i)rogres!,es very
slowly, and will be so expensive it will benefit

but few. For years Mr. Durande has done what
I would like to have you do, and what will, I

think, do much to excite interest in the study
of Natural History, particularly among women.
Something akin to it was initiated long ago in

Salem, by the Director of the Institute, and has

been so successful that nearly every person in

Salem knows something of Natural Science.

One day iu the week ]SIr. Durande makes an
excursion to some jilace in the vicinity of Al-
giers, taking with him such students of the

Medical College with which he is connei-ted as

choose to accompany him, and gentlemen and
ladies living in the city or strangers sojourning
there. We had the pleasure of joining two of

these excursions; one to Blida, whiilier we
went by rail, and one to Cape Matilbu, to

which we drove. Our party was made up of
Danes, French, Germans, English and Ameri-
cans. At Blida, one of the loveliest spots im-
aginable, perfectly embowered in orange groves,

we explored the Botanical Garden (the like of
which is not in all America, and you must re-

collect tliat so far as anything of tliis sort goes
Algeria is but forty years old), several private
gardens, and a wild ravine whose rocks were
covered with mosses, ferns and lycopodia, Mr.
Durande telling us names and explaining affini-

ties, modes of culture, &c., &c., in the most
charming way. At Cape Matifou we gathered
flowers, one gentleman and lady collected shells,

some sketched the ruins of the Roman city of
llusconia, which sent a bishop to the tirst Chris-
tian council; and we had a mo-:t enjoyable day,
to say nothing of the profit we derived from the
teachings of Sig. Durande, and the conversation
of intelligent people from ditt'erent pans of the
world.

NOTES P110.1I CORRESCONDENTS.

A Natural Craft Hybrid of (Jaercua alha and (J.

tinctoria.—l was recently iiilbrnieil pf a remarkaljle

" Iiulian gnifl ola fJlack DiiU on a 'Wlute Oak," iu the

neighborhood oX I'taersbuij;, 111. , anil li-uiug the almost

incredible story from good authority, I was induced to

visit tlie locality to learn if it was really true. 'I'o my
gi'cat regret I Iband the tree prostrated by a storm, ap-

parently about two years ago, and the top princii)ally

hauled olf lor fuel, but that portion where the union

was formoti, and the smaller portions of the limbs of the

hybrid were left on tlie ground. The story of the In-

dian graft I loiuid to be current iu the neighborhood,

luid numbers of people knew all about It. It appears

that the union was formed in a portion of the top of the

White Oak about fifty-five feet from the ground, and,

judging from the layers of wood, about 7."> years ago.

It seems that the Black Oak ( iiiiercua tindoria, for such

it really appeared to be) had fallen into the White Oak

—as was evident from the remains of a decayed limb

iind the positions of growth—and had by some unac-

countable means united with it, and had srown from the

point of union a huge branching limb, nioic than twice

the diameter of the linili of the While Oak upon which

it was attached. No remains of a tree of Qutrcus llitc-

toria was now in reach of the White Oak upon which

this remarkable graft was growing, and the most pro-

bable explanation ol the modus operandi is that (iuercm

tinctoria, when falling, had dashed a rather large limb

into the tork ol the White Oak top with force enough to

remove the bark from both species, and being so lirmly

pressed by the fork that a inii..ii wa- circrtd.

15nt what will most intci-c>l Ihc l.uiaiiUl is. that the

graft clearly sliows hybi-iili-hi, iir.uiu-c no leaves

could now be had, but the wuud, balk and buds appear

about equally to belong to both species, y, alba showing

strongly in the smaller limbs, and the rough bark of Q.

tinctoria most fully developed at the point of union and

grading to the smaller limbs, where it may be said to

insensibly disappear. This interesting and remarkable

production may be recorded as atlding another to the

few known graft hybrids in the vegetable kingdom.

Athens, Ills. E. Hall.

p. S—Tell your correspondent, G. H. French, that I

will "go the eider" that his remarkable tree (described

in the June number) is the lientucky Coffee tree (tfjm-

nodadas Caruidmsis).

Botanical IVotes —MR. Editor: In complying

with your request for botanical notes from this jiortion

of the State, I will confine myself, for the present, to

the counties of Union and Jackson—a region not less

interesting to the botanist for the number and peculiarity

of its species, than to the tourist for the beauty of its

scenery

.

It embraces a range of nearly 2,!i00 vertical feet of

geological strata; and, as the drift formation is generally

absent, the soil is made by decomposition of the under-

lying rocks, and varies widely in character according to

the rocks from which it is formed and upon which it rests.

From the Mississippi bottoms upon its western border

—but little above the level of the Ohio at Cairo—it rises

to the Cobden hills, among the highest in the .State;

and its surface ^aries from the lagoons and swamps of

the former to the rocky and precipitous bluffs of Uie bill

country in the west. Its southerly situation gives it a

genial climate, and the great comparative height to

which portions of it are elevated protects them from

late and early frosts. Consequently we fiinl here an un-

usual variety of species, many of them not known else-

where north of the Ohio river, and nearly all of them

appearing from two to six weeks earlier than the dates

"iven in Gray's Manual. In the small portion of these

counties which I have been able to examine, I have

observed—exclusive of forest trees, grasses, sedges and

mosses—4.')0 species, representing 2iK) genera and 90

orders.

The region m.ay be conveniently divided, for the

purposes of these notes, into the hills and blutfs, the

creek bottoms, and the Mississippi bottoms, each of

whicl» has £1 more or less characteristic flora. Upon the
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first are chiefly found our ferns. Of these I have col-

lected 25 species, including the Pohjpodium incanvm,

Cyatopteris fragilis, Cfteilanthes testita, Osmutida Clay,

toniana, Camptosorus rhizophyllus, AspleniwnpinnatifJuTny

trichomanes and eheaeum, Aspidium Goldianum, Allosorus,

Pteris, etc. Of the last, a variety occurs quite frequently

which is peculiar in lacking the teruate character of the

frond. This variety has propagated itself without change

for three years since I first observed it.

It is along the borders of the bluffs, hnwrver—which
here repeat in niiiiinliirr tin- (;isc:hIi-v miil piTriiHrr^ dI'

mountain scenery-- IliiLt \\f olitain llir mo-i illllll^lil)^

results. Here the soil is moslly sluidnl by the nvriliaiiu'-

ing trees, warmed by the heat retlecteil from the rorks,

and moistened by the dripping surface waters carried

off by the underlying strata. In such places only have

I fciuiid, atCol)dcn, the Pha,;h:, PursJ,;;. rciiiiirUaiiU' lor

the dulicatrbcMiily <.r its li.-lit-l.lur. .Icrply-rrir.-rd co-

rolla, and at .Makaii.la lb.- .UitrluU.i /,;w,... wlii.b seems

to flourish with us rather wiiere it receives the c(jiistant

drippings of the rocks than in dry woods, as farthej- east.

Along the blufls and upon the rocky hill-sides occurs

also the Azalea nndifiora, described by Gray as growing

in the eastern swamps. The profusion of light-pink

blossoms which this shrub puts forth in early spring,

lighting up the gloomy forests of the Pine Hills, or

drooping in fragrant, cloud-like masses fiom tbr sumniit

of the lofty cliffs, forms a feature of luiusual lieauty in

the scenery of our opening year. Lalei in llie siascui,

the hill-sides are blue with l\ui Dipteixieanthus divpens

and D. cillosus, which remain in bloom until autumn,i

and in thickets the GUtoria Mariana, the largest of oiu'

leguminous flowers, is I'lequeutly met. The Aynve

Virginica and Vuci-iiiium urhmfinn oeeiir only among the

dry hills, and the I', rn.-nia,,^. willi its pleasant Iruit—

erroneously called a liuel^leliei] y tlinm-lidut the coun-

try—is fjuite conuniin in tln^ same sitiiatiuiis. 'i'liis last

oi'cuis especially anieni;- the Pine Hills, on the eastern

bdrclers iiClbe Mis-issijii)! bottoms.

This rciiiun ennsisl- i.la succession of sharp ridges of

chirty lime-lnm. -epaiated by narrow, steep ravines;

and frequenlly leiniiiiaiin.n', towards the river, in nearly

vertical I. lull's, iVum liio to ."lOO feet in height. Its flora

partakes to a great extent nf its -,,.!, .-ical peculiarities,

and many plants found .sparingly cU(w \\i-i-r ^i cm in liave

spread from these hills as a untie I'.culiar tn lliem

alone, so far as I have seen, is tlie Yellow Pine (/'/««.«

w/zV/x), loun.l almo.st exclusively upon the summits and
sc.iitlicin sinpcs of the ridges mentioned, the Viola ped-
datii, V.rhnii auUetia, ctd.

On the Makandu bluffs, which are frequently fringed

with cedars, grows the Corydalu aurea, a Saxi/ruga re-

sembling the erosa, but apparently not identical with it.

and a Heuchei-a of a species unknown to me, specimens
of which I sent you recently. Among others more
widely scattered I might mention Ascynim cm.r-Andmi;
Sagina apetala.lihus aromaticum, THfvlium >«/««m (which
I have also found scattered in single stools through low
woods in Franklin county), Passiflora lutea and Physos-
tegia Virginiana. The Passion vine (.Passifiora incarnata)

has also been found upon the hills near Jonesboro, and
grows readily in the open air. The PhysoUegia is one
of the finest of our wild flower.s—one of those "which no
lady's garden should be without." In cultivation it

grows three or four ieet high, sending up a cluster of

stout stems, each bearing a close, four-ranked, usually

compound, spike, six or eight inches long by two or

three in thickness . The flowers are a light rose-color,

marked with purple spots, and when massed in bloom
are notable for their light and airy elegance.

I will write you further of the lower lands and of the

forest trees at another time. S. A. Forbes.

Pine Barren Plants.—Who, except a botanist,

woulil ever dream of the hidden floral treasui'es to be

found in the uninviting, dreary-lookin.g pine barrens of

w llanM- uf tl.r niiM.llc an.l urslcin .s'iales, and

tlic i-icli piaiii,- ..r tlir Wc-t , niMsl all \ ichl the palm to

beautiful plants.

Years ago, every now and then a clKinnin,^' plant

would reach me in my wanderings, labeled ' 'pine bar-

rens, N. J." Surely such ex(iuisite flowers must come
from some enchanted fairyland; but no. there was the

munistakable label, with the portentous word '
' pine

barrens ;" so my dream of fairyland vanished amid the

white, dreary sand of Soutli .lorsey. Still, with each

sight of these beautiful flower.s would come a longing to

visit the home of their birth.

My first excursion in the "ban-ens" was early in

April , when, after a wearying march through brush and

briers, in ilamp places, I suddenly came upon the little

trailing evergreen, Pyxidanlhera haihulatu, Miehx. This

charming little plant is found in the mitural Order Dia-

pensiacem. Botanists give us only two plants in this

order, and by many authors these two are made to form

each a genus by itself. Diapensia Lapponica, L., ia a

little Alpine plant found in the north of Europe and in

the niirthern paits of our own country; but our little

pine-barren Diapensia, or, according to Gray and other

authors, Pyxidanthera, is the one luider consideration.

It is so limited in its e.\.tent that it has never received a

pet name, Inil no plant more de>. r\es some common
name sug,nes|i\c oiiis rare lovdinc-s.

True, I bad iicci\c.l iliid -pciniens of this plant,

and thought it very prctl\ : Imt I was not preparcil for

the enchanting, graeelnl lo\cliiie>^ that rc\v:iicli-,l me
formy laborious searcli. It \va> ^low inij inlliirlv masses,

studded all over among its numerous, tiny, liriglil green

leaves with pinkish and uiute buds, with now and then

a fully expanded blossom It seemed like sacrilege to

disturb it, hidden away as it was from human eyes, and

lalled loieibly to mind limerson's exquisite little poem>

'Uhoiloia! if th
This charm is >

Tell tliein, deal
Thenlicaut\ is

Why tlioii <\ry\

• solitude

But, i

I'nwci- llial liioii-lil nie tliei-e broilghl

In April ami May we And in most of the shallow ponds
among the barrens a curious water plant, which, al-

though it eainiot be strictly called a pine barren plant,

yet, from its limited extent and interesting character,

requires a passing notice. Its scientific name is Ch-on-

tium aguaticum, h., and it has received the very appro-
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priate common name of Golden Club. It is found in

the natural order Aracect. The leaves are large, ten or

twelve inches in length and about half as wide; the

upper surface of the leaf is a light velvety green, the

under surlace much paler, ami very smooth and shining,

on long radical petioles; from the midst of these leaves

arise several scapes, or flower-stalks, which, from the

base up to within a few inches of the top, are of a dusky

purplish color, which gradually fades into the purest

white, terminating in a rich golden-yellow spadix,

covered with small, perfect yellow flowers.

Leiifphyllum limfulium, Kll., is another charming pine-

barren plant, and lias received the characteristic com-

mon name of Suml :^Iyiili-, It belongs to the order

^WcflMrt!, with our -pkiHlhl A/:il. as and Rhododendrons,

which the Euruin an lioi i>t- lia\e coaxed into number-
less varieties. J'ossibly this beautilul little shrub will

be neglected by us until the European florists sell it back

to us at high figures, as they already have many plants

of thislamily.

The Leiophyllum is an evergreen sliruh, with leaves

siiKill, dark green, very smooth and shining, and strung

tbii-kly along the stems, which in May are terminated

with thick, umbel-like ilu>tei- i>r small white or pinkish

flowers. Gray and otiicr bniaiii^ts uhe the height ol

this shrub at Irom eiglil l.> Im iiK-ln-, and this is its

usual height on the dry saudy lianeus; but in Atlantic

county, near the coast, in damp soil, I lound an acre or

more of this shrub with an average heightof about three

feet. I found it while in full bloom, and it stood so

thick as to exclude almost everything else. It was sur-

roiuuled by a thick, almost impenetrable, tangled mass

of shrub-growth, bound together by the climbing prickly

Smilax, through which I forced my way, and was more
than repaid for my toil by the beautiful sight, which can

never be effaced from my memory.
One of the most stately and beautiful pine-barren

l)lants is Xerophyllum asplwdeloides , Nutt, It is an En-
dogenous plant, iind found in the order Mdanthaeea.

The foliage consists of a tliick tult of grass-like leaves,

IVom the midst of which arises a single flower-stalk

,

Ironi three to four feet in height, bearing a dense raceme

of showy white flowers. It is found in moist places,

and cumraence.s blooiiiini: in Mav, .^Ii-. Fuller, of //«//?/,

Ilu, lliat

and, llorist us lie is, thi.^ leuiarU i.-, a.-ullieieut guaraiilee

of its rare loveliness.

IJut I would not have the reader think that the pine

barrens exclude the charming flowers of his acquaint-

ance: From the latter part of March all through the

month of April, the air is redolent with the sweet fra-

grance of the Trailing Arbutus ( Epiyea repem, L.), grow-
ing with a rich luxuriance in the white sand, with a

simple mulching of oak and pine leaves. Also the deli-

cate, early little Wind-flower (Arumone nemoiOfa, L.) is

lound in abundance, with the ever-present, aromatic

Wintergreen (Gaulthera procumbens, L.). with its shin-

ing green leaves and bright scarlet berries. The little

trailing Parlridge vine (ilUchtlla repem, L.), with its

scarlet twin berries—like the Wintergreen remaining on
the plant all winter—greets us often in our early spring

rambles. As the season advances so does the number
of Ijeautiful plants increase among the seemingly dreary

pine baiTens, of which I will try to make further report

from time to time. Mary Treat.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Plants to Name— .ff. W. Patterson, Oijuatvlca, Ills.

—No. 1, ThaspiumharliiioJe. SuU.; No. 2, Glycerianer-

vata, Triu.; No. 3, Eriytroii strigosum, Muhl.; No. 4,

Care.c MeadiifDevi.; No. 5, (JSnothera fruUcosa, L.; No.

8, Ktderia aittata, Pevs. ; No. !l, Panicum pauciflorum.

Ell.; No. 11, Carex hyatricina, Willd. ; No. 12, Erigeron

Philadelphieum, L. ; No. 13, Cryptotania Canadensis,!).

C ; No. 14, Melica mutica, Walt.; No. 21, Hordtum pu-

sillum, Nutt.; No. 22, Ptelea trifoliata, L.; No. 27,

Jlydrophyllum Virginiciim, L.; No. 28, OsmorrMza lovgi-

stylis, D.C; No. 29. Pohjtimia KvttalHi, D. C; No. 30,

S„„h;,h, Cami.hnsis, L.

//«,,'« H'nt. Callaway, J/o.—No. 1, Annual Spear-

grass (7'..,i aniiiia, L.) This is probably an introduced

grass—it seems to follow in fhe line of advancing civili-

zation. It is too small to be productive as a meadow
grass. Mr. C. L. Flint, author of a "Practical Treatise

on Grasses," says: "This modest and beautilul grass

flowers throughout the whole summer, and forms a very

large part of the sward of New England pastures, pro-

ducing an early and sweet feed exceedingly relished

by cattle. It does not resist the drought very well,

but becomes psirched up in our pastures." It is

called an annual, but comes upas you say in the fidi

from seed, ripens its seeds the ensuing summer and dies.

No. 2, the common Rush-grass (Juncus tenuis, L.), very

well characterized as "Wire-grass," and of little prac-

tical value. No. 3 is called Cleavers, or Goose-grass,

{Galium aparine, L.) though not properly a grass, but a

plant of the Madder fVvmily (RuUacem). No. 4 is the

omnipresent Knot-grass, or (Joose-grass {Polygonum

ariculare. L.), which evei-ywhere takes possession of

door-yards and paths, and thrives under the roughest

treatment.

Geo. L. Bodley, Battle Creeh, i/tcA.—The leaves you

send are those of the Red Mulberry (Jforus rubra, L.)

On mature trees the leaves are seldom lobed, being

ovate heart-shaped

.

Okas. E. Billen, Philadelplda.—Vio. 12, the cultivated

Poet's Narcissus {Narcissus poeticas). No. 11. Sedum

ternatuiii, or Tlirce-leaved Stone-crop, growing wild in

i-dcUy woods, also oia-asioiially lound in gardens, and

often en-oiieoiisly called a JIoss. No. 13, Vihuriium

jiruin/oliuni, or Ulaek Haw, a large anil handsome slindj

Ol- small tree. No. 14, Winter Cress {Barharea vuhjaiis,

L.) No. 15, Daisy Fleabane {Erigeron hellidi/olium,

Midil.) No. l(i. Wild Geranium {Geranium maculatum,

Linn.)

/. L. Townsend, Marshall, Mo., asks for information

on the following subjects : 1st, Time to commence study-

ing botany, whether summer or winter. 2nd, Books

needed, their price, and where they can be purchased.

3rd, Magnifying glass, the size, number of lenses,

where to be obtained, and price. 4th, Microscope for

that class of students who wish to pay attention to the

Cryptogamia, kind, price, and where obtained, otii.

Collecting bo.\, size, material and cost. Gth, White

printing paper, cost, whether best purchased of printers

or deilers. 7th , Hints on preserving ripened capsules

and seeds, so that the pressure will not scatter them.

Sth, How to get the flowers and fruit from high trees,

yth, Books for the special students, and works descrih-

i7ig the medicinal plants for those who would be inter-
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csted ill this class. lOtli, Kind of box, case, or cabinet

in wliich to place the lioklers containing the specimens,

anil whether to let them remain loose in the holders or

fasten by nuu-ilage or otherwise. 11th, Make of knife

to use in dissecting plants. 12th, Full directions about

making a portfolio for collecting specimens when on a

journey. 13th, Slethod of preparing stone-fruits, so

that they can be shown when ripe. 13th, How to ex-

amine dried specimens.

This is quite a formidable list of questions, but wc
will take them up seriatim, and answer as well as we
are able.

1. The best time to commence studying botany is

during the period of vegetable growth, when plants can

lie o1)«ervcd in a living state. Certainly somethuig can

he k;irnid about iiliiiils by simply reading or studying

till' tixl-lioiiK>; aiiil wc Unow that some teachers pre-

fiT to liuvc lliiii- flasM's commence in the winter term

and study morphology, physiology and classilicatiou,

and then in the spring term enter upon the analysis of

plants. This is probably a good plan for colleges and

.^clioiils, for all the analytic botany that is obtained there

is lliiit ohtainiil during the spring term, as the schools

gciKniliy ilo>c ill .liine, and do notrciipen until Septem-

ber, when the best part of the season has passed away.

i. There is no lack of good books on structural

botany . No man has done more to extend the knowledge

of botany in the United States than Prof. A. Gray,

whose series of botanical works arc not to be excelled.

Prof. Wood has also a number of excellent works on the

same subject. Students of Botany in that part of our

country lying east of the Mississippi river will find in

the Manual of Dr. Gray and the Clas.s-book of Prof.

Wood descriptions of nearly every plant they will be

likely to find, exclusive of the lower cryptogamic orders.

As we go westward of the Mississippi river, wc find

species which are not described in the works mentioned;

these species become more and more numerous as we
advance to the Rocky Mountains. Botanical students

in that region of country will be unable to identify many
of the plants they meet vvith. Probably within a few

years some work will be published embracing all our

vast territory. We have not at hand a list of prices of

the botanical works we have mcutioiied, but they may
be obtained through the booksellers of the country.

a. Good pocket lenses of two or three glasses may be

obtained in most large towns. These will answer for

the ordinary pui-poses of botanical investigation. There

is a very neat arrangement of lenses, called Dr. Gray's
microscope for the use ot botanists, so contrived that the

lenses may be fixed on a standard, and both hands left

free to manipulate the object. This, we believe, costs

from S2.i)0 to $4.00; but we do not know the manufac-
turers.

4. That class of students who wish to study crypto-

gamic plants, and to investigate the minute structure of

the cells and tissues, etc. , will neeil a compound micro-

scope. We are hardly prepared to recommend any
particular kind, further than to say that wc would buy
an American instrument. Excellent ones are made at

Philadelphia, Boston, and other places; Clias. Stodder,

6() Milk street, Boston, advertises microscopes in the

American Saturalist, and will undoubtedly furnish price

lists, etc., on application.

5. The common collecting box is made of tin, in a

cylindrical form, about two feet long and six inches in

diameter, with a door or lid nearly the whole length.

Specimens may be collected in this box, and if moistened

will keep fresh for a day or two, and may be analysed

at leisure. A box of this kind is especially useful to

collect and keep material for analysis by a class; but

most botanists, we apprehend, after a time drop the tin

box and employ the portfolio, or collecting book. This

is made of strong binder's board, eighteen or twenty

inches long anil ten or twelve wide, and may be either

a simple co\er, to be filled with loose sheets, or the

sheets may be bound in with blank pieces after the

manner of a scrap-book. The paper should be a strong,

smooth and thick manilla. Into this book the specimens

should be placed when collecteil, and may remain there

several hours, or a day, until an opportunity occurs to

transfer them to the press. The book may be fastened

with straps and buckles at the side and ends, and a

handle may be attached for convenience of carrying.

(!. White printing paper may be procured either of

printers or dealers, as may be most convenient. The
price varies with the quality ; it is usually sold by weight,

or rather the price per ream depends on the weight.

7. Specimens containing capsules or pods should be

collected before the fruit-vessels are fully ripe, when
little trouble will usually be experienced from their

bursting. If. however, the seed is likely to be scattered,

it may be kept in a small paper sack, in the same paper

with the specimen. Indeed, it is a good plan to have

some seeds of every species kept in this way for ready

examination. In cases where the seeds are too large,

as in the oaks and hickories, they may be kept in suit-

able boxes, properly labeled and numbered.

8. For getting specimens of flowers and fVuit from

high trees, the usual mode is by climbing. Nui-serymen

and orchardists have contrivances, such as shears at-

tached to a long handle, long-handled chisels, etc.,

which might be turned to advantage in some cases.

9. Students wishing to pursue only special depart-

ments of botanical investigation will require special

works—as, for instance, SuUivant on the Mosses and

Liverworts of the United States; Harvey on the Marine

Algiu of North America. The medical uses and proper-

ties of our plants are treated of in the American Dis-

pensatory, tilt Eclectic Dispensatory, Bigelow's Ameri-

can Medical Botany, and probably in other works with

which we are unacquainted.

10. As to the final disposition of plants in the Herba-

rium; some keep them in folios, some in pasteboard

boxes, and some in drawers. In every case they should

be excluded from sunlight, anil from the approach of

insects. Wherever the collection cannot be made sta-

tionary and permanent, it will be better to use paste-

board boxes. At some future time we will give details.

We will only say now that the specimens should be

gummed to the sheet, either by the ilirect application

of mucilage, or by means of narrow strips of guniiiied

paper fastened across the stems of the plants at suitable

intervals. We prefer the latter method.
11. A\c know of no special pattern of knife for dis-

secting plants. Any one with a sharp, thin blade will
answer most purposes.

\1. Tlii.s has been answered under No. 5.
13. Wc Know of 110 better way of preserving stone-

fruits tliMii liy ill} in;; or kiM-piiig in alcohol.
14. Ill ordci' to cNaiiiinc dried specimens, the flowers

and small |iajts must In- liist thoroughiji softened by
iiiiiii(i>ion ill liot water, or by means of steam. They
may tlien be di.sscctcd in the usual way.
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AJWOUNCEMENT.

We liereby aimoiincc, by tlii; niutiial couscutof

both publishers ami editors, tliat tlie American
Entomologist and Botanist will be susi)cnrted

iliiriirg- the year 1871. It is unnecessary to g-ive

tlic several reasons whicli have induced us to

ailopt this course. Few persons are aware of

I lie labor required to conscientiously manage a

jniirnal of this character, and the health of the

entomological editor has been so poor of late,

and his other duties are so pressing, that he will

be glad of the respite which this suspension will,

in pnrt, afford.

Tiio suspension of a journal is generally looked
upon as porteuding failure and discontinuance

;

but in die present case it has no such meaning.
One more number, which will complete Volume
II, will be issued before the end of the year, and,

nothing preventing. Volume III will commence
with the year 1872. All those who receive tliis

announcement witli regret, and who intend to

renew their subscriiitions in 1872, will do well

to signify such intention to the publishers.

THE CODLING MOTH.
( Carpocapm pomonella, Linna'us.)

IIAY-15AND C.V. nA(iS ONE OK TWO liKOOPED.

After a series of experiments, instituted the

past summer, we have proved that, after all, the

hay-band around the trunk of the tree is a more
ettcctual trap for the Apple-woi-m than the rags
placed in the fork of the tree. There is no superi-
ority in the rags over the hay-band, unless the

former are made to encircle the treeasthorougly
as the latter. AVhere rags arc placed simply in

the forks, many of tlie worms pass down the tree

from the outside of the branches. If the rag is

tied around the trunk, it will impede almost

every worm that crawls down the tree from the

fruit whicli hangs on, or that crawls nptlie trunk
from tlic fruit which foils; and it tlien has a
de(!idcd advantage over the hay-band, because

it can either be passed through a roller or stialded,

and used again.

It has been very generally accepted in this

country that tlie Codling Moth is double-brooded,
and in all our writings on the subject we have
stated it to bo so, though no one, so far as we arc
aware, ever proved such to be the case beyond a
doubt. Mr. P. C. Zellcr, of Stettin, Prussia,

informed us last winter that it is only single-

brooded in that part of the world, and Harris
gives it as his opinion that it is mostly so.

Now, such may not improbably be the case
in northern Prussia, and the more northern
of the United States, though wc incline to

believe othei-wise. At all events, this insect is

invariably double-broodecftin the latitude of St.

Louis, and its natural history maybe bi-ielly told

as follows : The tirst moths ajipear, and begin to

lay their eggs, soon after the jouiig apples liegin

to form. Tlie great bulk of the worms which
hatch from these eggs leave the fruit from the

middle of May to the middle of June. These
siiin up, and in from two to three weeks produce
motlis, wliich pair and in their turu commence,
ill a fe\v days, to lay eggs again. The worms
(si( Olid brood) from these eggs leave the fruit,

soiiK- of them as early as the first of September,
others as late as Christmas. In either case they
spin their cocoons as soon as they have left the
apples, but do not assume the pupa state till to-

wards spring—the moths from the late matured
worms appearing almost as early as those from
the earlier matui-cd ones. The two broods inter-

lock, so that in July worms of both maybe found
in the fruit of one and the same tree. Wc have
repeatedly taken worms of the first brood, bred
the moths from them, and obtained from these
moths the second brood of worms ; and we have
done this both on enclosed fruit hanging on the
tree in the open air, and on plucked fruit in-

doors. In the latter experiments the moths
would often cover an apple with eggs, so that
when the worms hatched thiy would enter from
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all sides, and soon so thoroughly perforate and

devour the fruit as to die of starvation. This

is a clear case of misdirected instinct in the

parent, caused doubtless by conflnemcnt.

From the foregoing facts, it becomes obvious

that the rags or the hay-band should be kept

around the tree, say from jthe first of May till the

fruit is all off; and to be tlioroughly cfTcctual,

the insects collected in or under them should

be destroyell regularly every fortuight during

that time.

COOK- WORMS.

In contemplating this subject, it is not my
purpose to dwell on tliat inappropriate and in-

elegant definition of this term given by Webster

—

" a student closely attached to books, or addicted

to study"—but to briefly notice the work of in-

sects in some of our libraries: for even our

treasured volumes are not exempt from the

ever-annoying pest of injurious insects.

When the lover of books finds that his choice

and elegantly bound volume, which was placed

in its case for safe keeping, has been riddled and

marred, and may be ruined, by some ruthless

worm, he is as much ainioyed as the iioHshed

gentleman who finds that liis fine cloth suit has

been the prey of moths ; or the careful lady,

who finds the ftir separated from the skin of her

nuitr, or cape, by the same relentless foe.

Books have been infested with caterpillars,

mites, aud beetles, in foreign countries ; and in

our own country books have been occasionally

injured by some of these insects; but, so far as

1 am informed, insects have not been very annoy-

ing in American libraries. Harris, in his general

work on injurious insects, makes no allusion to

tliem. I have observed worm-eaten volumes
occasionally in some old eastern libi-aries, espe-

cially in Kuw York city.

Several sjiccics of Boring beetles belonging to

the family I'linidm destroy books, as well as

many other kinds of property, even furniture,

clotliing, produce, pictures, etc., etc. M. Fiegnot

informs us that one of those penetrated directly

through twenty-seven large quarto volumes in

so straight a line that he was able to pass a string

directly through and suspend the whole series

of volumes. (Horner's Introd. to Bibliography,

311.)

During the past year I was not a little annoyed

and surprised to find the larva of a species of

Ptinus iu some books in my office, from which
I have bred the perfect insect, which proves to

be the conmion Brown Ptinus (Ptinus brunneus,

Dufs.=P. frontalis, Mels.)* They had injured

several of my books, as well as many of the

volumes of a small law library that had been
recently shipped here from Keokuk, Iowa. Be-

sides these, I have only seen one or two voliunes

in other libraries in Mount Carroll containing

the marks of their work.

They usually operate in leather-bound or half-

bound volumes, by boring galleries along in the

leather where it is joined to the back of the

leaves of the book; most frecjuently about the

linial angle formed by the board-back, and the

edge of the back of the leaves. Sometimes they

are in the middle of the back, or about the cor-

ners of the book-back. They usually bore along

quite under the surface of the leather, cutting it

almost through; occasionally a small round hole

penetrates through Ihi- Imiliir to the outer sur-

face. The galleries in' lillr.l \\ illi the debris.

This account of lli<'ii- work is, :is I see it, where
the insects are not yet very numerous ; but I can

readily foresee that they may, if unuiolested,

become so numerous as to eat up the binding

and entirely ruin the volumes of a library.

Sheep-bound books seem to be their favorite

resort; but I have found one larva in a cloth-

bound volume about one of the binding cords

where it is attached to the board, in all proba-

bility feeding on the paste used in the binding.

These insects may be well enough in some
places, at least on the pins in an entomological

collection, but I do not like their notions of

book-gnawing. So to teach them better habits,

I searched carefully and destroyed all I could

find, and afterwards subjected the volumes to

baking in an oven, being careful not to heat

them siifficiently to burn the leather brittle. A
better plan would be to put them into some

water-tight box, and to iimncrse the box with

its contents in boiling water long enough to heat

the books through and through to near 21'2'> Fah.

If tliis docs not clean them out, I shall brush tlie

•scrlbcil insect were kindly ile-
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books over thoroughly \vith a stroiiy: sohition of

corrosive sublimate.

Sliould these insects become more numerous,

1 shall prefer a cloth-bound book because of less

liability of such books to bo attacked by the in-

sects. The bookbinder might easily remedy the

difficulty by adding a little corrosive sublimate

to the paste htj uses ; but to him there is an ob-

jection on the score of health.

This is an imported insect, and therefore is all

the more to be feared according to (lie le:icliini;s

of Mr. Walsh, who eudeavored to prove Unit all

iniijorled insects arc worse thau the indigenous

ones. The causes of this may be various, but

I he grand reason is supposed to bo that the

nntural enemies in their native country do not

accompany them in their migrations. Some en-

tomologists, however, say that this species does

but little liarm.

Another lioring beetle of the Ptinus famil>

(Silodrejia panicea, Thomas^.i4no6»Mm pani-

ceum, Fabr.) , feeds on capsicum and other spices,

wafers, farninaceous meals, etc., and are numer-

ous about drug stores, as I have seen in this

town. The same insect was found in a hand-

some red bead made of some kind of colored

|);is((>, much to the annoyance of the young lady

who was wearing it: for, strange as it may ap-

|ic!ir, uodiiiig much more annoys a young lady

Ihuu a harmless worm. I have had these beads

ill a close box, and there has been developed a

new brood every year since I placed them in this

conlinement. The eggs are white, ovate, and
pii)l)ably each female only produces a few. By
crushing a pregnant feinale I obtained six eggs.

The larva of these bead biiilis is -nmewliat

hairy, yellowish-white, C-leai:' li. .hhI .(.ilcd u])

by retracting the abdomen uuilri- ihc ihuax. II

is cousiderablv currui^iitcil, especially along the

sides. The lii'ail i- siiiootli, horny, and white,

ami the niauilililes and parts about the mouth
are lilack. It lives in Ihc bead, and feeds so

larcfully that one woulil uol suspect its presence

wcri! it not that the jierlcct insect eats a hole

tlu(Uigli the same to make its escape. Some-
limes, but rarely, two were found in a bead.

When ground capsicum contains these insects

il will be Ibund cemented into somewhat irregu-

lar hollow balls, attached around the sides of the

vessel in which it is contained. It is strange

llial they will live and thrive e(iually as well in

such a pungent substance as they do in barley

meal, if, indeed, they be one and the same insect,

and I am not able to detect any marked diflerence

between the capsicum, barley meal, and bcad-

The larva of the Brown Ptiuus, or Book-bee-

tle, is similar in appearance to that of this Spice-

beetle (Sito(hvpa) , but close examination shows
it to be nuich more hairy. I have taken them
from the books and placed them in small corked

vials, and observed that they soon buried them-

selves in the cork, where they lived and fed for

as much as two or three months. The Brown
Ptinus matures in April and May, and at this

time I have so often taken them in a basin or

pail of water, during the past four years, that I

conclude that it would be agood plan in >c( pans

of water in the library for the purijo^c ot entrap-

ping the pcrlci-l iusci'ls.

These I w o iii^cri -. ilinugh belonging to the same
family, aic (piilc (lillcrcnt in appearance. Com-
pared will; tlic ItiMik-l.ccile {J'/hiK.t), the Spice-

beetle (Si/(>iln:ji<i) i- of a UliIiIi r lirown, and is

more neaily cyliudiicai. 'i'lic aiilciiiiie aremuch
smaller and mostly retracted after death. The
Book-beetle is of a darker brown, usually con-

siderably hump-backed, with the thorax consid-

erably narrowed just in front of the wing-covers.

It is more densely covered with hairs, and with
a lens the hairs are seen much more conspicu-

ously—stifl' and bristle-like. I thus speak of
tlioir differences in contrast because some have
considered them the same.

These insects produce a peculiar sound, which
is supposed to be caused by striking their jaws
against some foreign object, and which is, per-

haps, made to attract their partners. This sound
somewhat resembles the ticking of a watcli, and
ignorant and superstitious people believe it to

be ominous of death—" the death watch."

When apples are stored near the library, the

Codling Moth, upon leaving the a]i]ile and seek-

ing a place to transform, may Incali' il^cl^ in a.

book, as I have upon several occasions observed.

When it enters the book between the back and
leaves, it gnaws and mutilates them very much
to make a desirable place in which to spin its

cocoon. On one occasion I observed that the

larva, after cutting through three or four leaves

and si)inning a good deal of silk, left for more
(Icsinilile (|uarters. In this way many other

caicrpiilais may injure books, when by accident

they gain access to them.

We read of various book enemies that have
attracted attention from time to time. A cater-

pillar (^Anglossapinguinalis), said sometimes to

subsist on butter and lard, does no little damage
to books by fixing itself and spinning a web on
the binding. Still another, according to Kirby
and Spence, does much damage by taking its

station between the leaves.

A mite (C'eletus eriiditus) cats the paste of

the bintling, and thus is a troublesome enemy.
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(Schanh Aiistralian Insects.) Many other ex-

amples of book enemies might be collected. But
let us not mourn over our fate in this country,

but rather rejoice that our insect enemies are no

worse. No one can.contemplatc (lie i:i\:ii;i'-; oi

White Ants, or Termites, in tropiral cliiin'^. upon

furniture, clothing', books and paper-, and '\cn

houses tlirnisi'lvcs. or anything not coniiMKod oT

brick, sfoiir or llic nn 'la Is, without rejoicing

our liltic prriilcxili<'s arc no worse. Humboldt
informs us that in all E(|uinoctial America where
the White ATit abounds, it is infinitely rare to

find papers or books that go back fifty or sixty

years.

[We present at the head of this article (Fig.

200) outline figures of the two insects described

by our correspondent (a, Sitodrepa panicea; b,

its antennae ; c, Ptinus brunneus) . Among the

^ under Ihc head of

do,-.,nM.1,'ral.I.Mlam-

a-v in lliivialiliide,

may bo niciiUoned

! I wo species oiPseu-

iloneuroptera. The

I

lirst of these is the

aiitcrous form of a

i

niinutePsocM.s,com-

;
luonly termed the

•Uook-louse." The
most conunon spe-

"X i

'ies seems to be au
"_Jj apterous formofj's.

II., ;in im]iorlationfroni Europe;

biUs and Fs. geologus, Walsh,

like situations. Both these last

THE RED ANT OP TEXAS.

[Kig. 202.]

doilH'slirii^, Va

though Ps. ai

arc also found

forms are normally apterous, ,and it is difficult to

separate them from domesticus. The second

book pest is the common Termite, or White Ant
( Termes fiavipes) , the different forms of which

wc illustrated on page 266. Two years ago itwas
found that many of the books and public docu-

ments in the vaults at the capitol in Springfield,

Illinois, were utterly ruined by the gnawings of

some animal, which was subsequently proved to

be this common N. A. Termite. These insects had

made large irregular gnawings through many of

them, and had discolored the leaves by their

(^xi'rcment. Thei'c is also now on exhibition at

the St. Louis Mercantile Libi'ary, a large law-

book, presented by Ilobt. McKenna, Esq., which
u as in liki' manner injui'ed by these Termites

wliilc il lay in tlie St. Louis Court House. Our
Kignrc 2111 represents the outline of the gnaw-
ings. The entrance was made througli the

leathern cover, but did not quite reach tlu'ough

(o the other side. In both these instancos tlic

books were kept in a rather damp place.—Eu.]

It is not often that I can find leisure moments
to devote to writing, but as I have never seen

anything in your periodical devoted to the lied

Ant of Texas, and as we have for the past few
days been digging them out in my yard and gar-

den, I thought I would write you a few lines in

regard to them ; and herewith I ejiclose speci-

mens of the same. The large Ant with winys is

the female, of wliich few arc found in a nest

where there are countless millions, billions or

trillions of workers. Now, no man probably

ever saw one of these female ants appear at the

surface of the earth voluntarily; and if they

never come to the surface why are they provided

with wings? You may say that they probably

do come to the surface and that they have never

been noticed, but I h.ave seen many old men
who were born in Texas, and have lived here

for years myself, and none of us ever saw one of

these female ants until a few years since, wlien

one of their nests was dug out, and great was
the astonishment of every one who beheld these

enormous ants with wiiigs; and at first few
would believe that they were ants, but believed

the story about them a hoax.

There are two varieties of the Red Ant here,

one of which does but little damage (aliiiost

none), and works in the day time, in the bright

sun, altogether. Their nests are comparatively

small, usually having but one entrance. The
workei-s differ in form from the "Cut Ant" in

there not being such a disproportion between the

head and the body. Little is known about their

habitation, as they do but little damage, and 1

presume no one ever took the trouble to dig out

their nests. The other variety of Red Ant is

[FiR. 20.3.] _ commonly known here as the

" Cut Ant " (appropriately

named), and ofttimes it is

very destructive. Its habita-

tion is underground, and con-
^

sists (in a large nest such as

we have just finished digging

out) of many thousand apart-

ments, varying in size from a walnut to a barrel,
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and nil connected by underground passages or

(uiincls. Some of these rooms are within two feet

of the surface, whilst others are twenty feet be-

neath. The nest proper we have just dug out

covered a space fifty feet square, or 2,600 square

feet, and descended beneath the surface more
than liftcen feet, and the earth was completely

honeycombed. As the earth separating the dif-

ferent rooms was frequently not more than an

inch and a half thick, there were tliousands of

these rooms, and it would be impossil)le to esti-

mate the number of ants present, some old and

some just hatched (being as white as snow),

others very small but able to navigate without

assistance. "We also found many million eggs.

Like the spider, they seem to have great affec-

tion for their young and eggs, and even when
their nest is destroyed and sure deatli awaits

them all (for they, like the bee, are evidently

doomed when the female is lost) they will pick,

uj) their helpless young and carry them ofi", and

will die rather than release their burden. Their

nest proper seldom occupies a space exceeding

fifty or a hundred feet square, but radiating in

every direction are underground passages ex-

tending sometimes a quarter of a mile from liead-

quarters, and often passing under wagon-roads.

These are their roads by which or tlwough which

they convey the material in which are deposited

the eggs. This material usually consists of the

leaves of trees, shrubs and some vegetables. The
young leaves of the elm, china and peach trees,

of the I'ose bush, pea, carrot, strawberry, etc.,

arc favorite subjects of their attention, and the

number of trees thoy will entirely denude in the

course of a single night (for they only work at

night and on cloudy days) is surprising. These

leaves are conveyed through these underground

passages to their home and deposited in one of

their chambers, and, I presume, they excrete

some substance that they xnit with the leaves,

for if a handful of the leaves is taken in the hand
and squeezed, a ball is made very much resem-

bling coarse l>eeswax, and when dried is as hard

as dry putty. I judge the leaves by their decay

produce a gentle heat, or, at least, maintain a nni-

form temperature whereby the eggs are hatched.

Formerly it was supposed that these leaves con-

stituted a store of food, but such is not the case.

Whether they feed upon vegetable or animal food

I cannot say. I have known them to carry off a

barrel of wheat in a few nights, and I have

seen them destroy and carry ofl' caterpillars and
other small worms ; and if a snake be killed and
thrown on the ground near their nest, they will

in a very short time strip every particle of flesh

from the bones, leaving a mere skeleton.

To the stranger the sight of lli<-^c little marau-

ders when at work is an interesfin- nm'. inrniing

as they do a long procession of ninny llmn-aiicls,

closely following one another in the same iialli,

each with a leaf or portion of a leaf, much larger

than himself, elevated over the body, and resem-

bling an umbrella.

Their bite and sting (for they have a minute

sting) is very severe in a tender part of the

human body ; much more so than the sting of a

bee, and as they rush to the attack when dis-

turbed, one must provide himself with boots and

tuck his pants into the tops when he proceeds to

dig out a nest.

Benj. K. Townsend.
Austin, Texas.

[The ant referred to, which our correspondent

sent, is the Cutting Ant of Texas (Aita ferens,

Say*) . We present above figures of the queen

(Fig. 202) and of the worker (Fig. 203), bor-

rowed from the American Naturalist. Accord-

ing to Mr. Edward Norton, the females of all

ants remain in their nests, except at pairing

time, when they appear for a short time in great

numbers, males and females, and then scatter

for the pm'pose of founding new colonies. To
prevent their departure, the workers cut off the

wings of many females, which then die or re-

turn to the nest.

Dr. SuniichrasI -talcs lliul llii- ant simrms at

the coninirnccniciil uf I lie rainy M'ason (May),

and probalily in the ni-lit . inr cnc lln.ls the neigh-

borhood of llie toiinirary strewn with the dead

bodies of llie males and jeniales in the morning.

Our eorrrsijcjiiilenl may lie right in stating

that, as with the bees, sure death awaits the nest

of ants if the female is lost, for few females are

found during the greater part of the year; but

there nuist be at the pairing or swarming season

above referred to, a great many females wliieli

then lay their eggs and die—the workers taking

charge of these eggs.

We Rope Mr. Townsend will make fnither

observations on this subject, and we shall be glad

to receive more ijerfect specimens, as those ac-

companying the communication were all broken.

—Ed.]

• This is Hie CEcodoma. Mcxicana of Smilli (Brit. Miis. t;!it ,

VI, 185, ami Norton, Am. Nat., 11, p. (W. Mi/rmica Ver-
ona, Bucltli'y, I'roc. Aciid. Ntit Sci I'hil., IsUl, pagu M.

(Ecodoma Texana, Buckley, I'roc. Knt. Soc I'hil., \, |i.

Labor on, good entomologists
the >e(Tel< of tljcsc and >Imilar 1

widely as we ma\ , IWr'we deem thesnhjeel of
insect pests to be the most important question

now before the agricultural community of this

country.

—

Scientijic American.
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SOME flOOD THOUCnTS PROM AN EMINENT ENTO-

MOLOGIST.

Ill the chiiptcr on Diptcra, in tlie " Record of

American Entomology for the year 1869," we
find the followng remarks from Baron Osten

Sacken, wliicli we ln'urlily c-(immond:

"HowcMT iiH'.ii:!!' (li|ii('i(ilog'y has appeai-ed

among us in iscn. ilicn' is a ijdud deal of comfort

to be derived from the healthy direction it is

lakiiig. Togetlier with the other branches of

entomology in this country, it has assumed an

Imminently practical tendency. By practical I

do not merely mean the relation of entomology

to the dollars and cents question, but its relation

to living nature in general. The more this science

progresses in America, the more it becomes ap-

l>arcnt that its development does not depend on

I
111' iifcessity of putting in order a museum and

cl.issi lying some boxed up specimens, but from

the ivaving to understand living nature and the

desire tii ni;isler it when necessary. This craving

for knowledge among the masses in America is

as remarkable as the keen eye for observation,

and the open iniud wljich are brought into play

to satisfy this instinct. Entomologists often re-

ceive letters of in(iuiry from fanners, -ardeners.

utni

they generally have every reason to be astonished

at the fulness and accuracy of the observations

of these men of manual labor, as well as at the

slirewdnesK displaycil in llie manageineiit of tlieir

experiments. Very often an invesli-alion i- liilly

carried out by them, and all tlial \W\ .^]^\^y lor

to a scientific entoniologi>l is llie M-ientitic name

of the specimen. Butheic liis tlie dillieulty. In

a great many cases this name lannot be given

with any degree of ccrt^iinty, on ae( onnl of the

insufficiency or the absolute want of speeilic

descriptions.

" If we have reason to rejoice at the h(!all,hy

direction American entomology is taking, it is

not without an eye to those, unfortunately very

miinerons, ]>ersoiis who seem to think that the

so-called desrriptivc entomology is the aim and

end of science. When a ChampoUion, or a

(Irotcfend attempt to study hycroglyiihic or

cuniform inscriiitioiis, do they look upon the

compilation of a dictionary of these modes of

writing as llie nllinialc aim of their eflbi-ts? It

is ('videiit thai the di<'lioiiary in this case is only

a stcppiiig-slone towards the real end iu view

—

the bringing to liglit the treasures of facts buried

in ancient inscriptions. Descriptive natural his-

tory furnishes the dictionary of nature; it gives

names to objects, which without these names it

would be impossible to designate. When a

gardener has observed the operations of some
noxious fly, he applies to yon for its name, be-

cause the knowledge of the name will enable hiin

to communicate to others the knowledge he has

acquired of the habits of the insect."

INSECT SOUNDS.

For many years it has been allemalely asserted

.and contradicted, that the Deal li\-liea<l Moth
(Acherontia atro2)os) possesses the power of

emitting sounds on certain occasions ; and re-

cently it has been contended that the cateriiillar,

and also the pupa of this moth, possess a similar

power. Newman, I believe, in his work on
" British Moths," brings forward authority to

prove it; and DeGeer, Reaumur, Kirby, and

other authors, believe in the fact.

A correspondent of Science Gos.^iji, <>\'er the

signature of "A. Mercer," relates the following

circumstance, wliich would seem to settle the

question, lie states that he had placed the pupa

of A. atropos in some damp moss, and says : "In

this position it was kept for about two months,

dui'ing which time I repeatedly heard the noise.

On being touched it would emit a noi,sc resem-

bling llie cliirrup of the gras.shopper."

Another correspondent states that he never

hcai-d the noise from the pupa, "but had fre-

quently heard a sound from the caterpillar. It

was generally short and .abrupt, like the tick of

a watch. I could a!wa\s iiulnee llic creature to

make a noise by fouehini: it v.iiIk r -iiiarlly with

the fuiger." Other loin'sponilenls lesiify to the

same thing, so there would seem to remain no

doubt that A. atropos emits sounds in every

stage of its existence. But is this power of

speech, as it may be called, peculiar to this in-

sect? Very unlikely.

Another correspondent of Science Gossip says

that, "In several butterflies I have noticed that

when caught they have emitted a sound like that

of a blow-fly. Having caught a specimen of the

small Tortoise-shell (Vanessa articai), on pro-

ceeding to nip it near the nose, I Avas struck by

the sound it made, only diflfering iu intensity

from that made by a fly under similar circum-

stances." Here, however, I imagine the sounds

were occasioned by the vibration of the confined

wings.

But that caterpillars are capable of making

sounds may be fully ascertained by almost every

one that possesses a grape-vine. The larva of

Thyreus Alibotii, as is generally well known,

has the habit, when touched, of violently jerking

itself, and bringing the head and tail nearly to-
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gether, first ou one side and flicn on the other.

Each act of jerking is accompanied by a sliarp,

creaking sort of noise, not unlike the subdued
chirji of a tirasshoiipcr. It may be necessary

lor sonic persons lo bring flic ear rather near tlie

larva to hear the sounds, but to persons having

good auditory nerves the noise is ])atent cnougli,

and I have no doubt it is audible enough to

Ichiieuinou flics and other parasites. Now, how
are these- sounds produced? Is it by a sharp

emission of air through the breathing holes?

It is remarkable that when attacked tliis cater-

])illar always elevates its tail, which, in that

position, looks like a snake's head, the glossy

Inbcrcle adding to the deceptioji; and this cy-

clopean appearance renders it a quite formidable

iiiiimal to look at.

W. V. Anoukws.

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE (il!.ArE-VINR.-Xo, 12.

The Grape-vine Plea-lieetlc.

\HaUica chahjUa, lUiger.)

m^i^

readers are well aware, is entirely inapplicable.*

The former name is not suflicicntly character-

istic, because the color varies from steel-blue lo

metallic-green and purjile, and because there

are many other flea-beetles to which it would
equally apply.

The Grape-vine Flea-beetle is found in all

parts of the United States and in the Canadas,

and it habitually feeds on the Alder {Alnm Hcr-

rulata), as well as upon the wild and cultivated

Grape-vine. Its depredations seem first lo liave

been noticed in 1831, by Judge Darling of Con-

necticut, and in 1834 Mr. David Thomas, of New
York, published an account of it in the 26th

volume of Sillimau's American Journal of Sci-

ence. Its transformations were, liowever, un-

known till some time alter Dr. Harris wrote

his excellent work on Injurious Insects, and no
figure of the larva has been hitherto published.

The beetles hibernate in a torpid state under
any shelter which is alTorded them in the

vineyard, such as the loose bark and crevices of

stakes, etc., etc., and they are roused to activity

quite early in the spring. The greatest damage
is done by them at this early season, for they

often bore into and scoop out the unopened bud,

and th^s I'^'-Ut. die grape-grower's bright ex-

jfj j Y/ ••,,.-.». ,.^„.-.„<i .1,,- little
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vine and bury themselves a short distance iu the

cartli, where, after each forming a little earthen

cell (Fig. 20-1, c), they change to pupfe of a dccj)

(lull yellow color, andlu about three weeks more

issue as beetles. These beetles leave the ground

from the middle of June to the middle of July,

and, so far as we aie aware, do not breed ajrain

till the following spring—there being but one

In-ood each year. They subsist on the leaves

during the fall, but the damage they inllictis

trifling compared to (hat whicli they cause in

spring.

Like all other t'lea-bcetlcs, this species has

very stout, swollen hind thighs, which, though

[FiK. ar,.] hidden in our Figure 204, d, are well

\ >' represented iu the acconipauying

\)^f^ cut (l*ig. 205). By means of tliesc

/ot^ T '^^''^"f^ thighs they are enabled to

Htfc^ 1 •'""'1' ^'^o"'' ^'^'y energetically,

J^ftt and arc consequcutly very difficult

^ to manage during the summer

inoiiths. In Ihc winter time, however, they

can be destroyed iu great numbers while hid-

den in a torpid state in their retreats. Clean

cul are and general cleanliness in a vineyard

will, to a great extent, prevent this insect's in-

crease. Dr. Hull, of Alton, T|ls,,,t»iti us* (hat

||„.vu. •",... -o nmnr

TUB PALL ARMY WORM.

From many iiarts of Missouri and Illinois,

complaints reach us of the ravages ot the "Fall

Army-worm." We have received specimens

from Moniteau, Jefferson, St. Louis, Pulaski

and Cole counties in Missouri, and accounts of

its injuries reach us almost every day from the

northeastern portion of the State. "What is this

"Fall Army-worm?" will be anxiously asked

by the entomological reader; but we doubt

whether there is yet any one in this wide world

who can tell with any degree of assurance. We
can say, that it is a

dark worm, the larva

of some species of

OwletMoth, and very

closely allied to the

true Army-wm ;m

[Leucania unipiiu'

,

naw.),butmoretli:i:

this we do not at pic-

seut know, for the

insect has never hern

traced through its

transformations. In

(I- fall of 18G8 we
'Jved a few speci-

1'. Inr Mr. T. R. AUeVi with an account of
•

'' ""on oat stubble,

"cport we
Wheat
orfect
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ruseinblcs the Ariny-woriii in appearance, but

lias many habits in common.
Lot tlic two not be conlbuniled, however. Tlie

trne Army-worm never appears in tlie fall of the

year, but always about the time wlien wheat is

i^etting' beyond (he milk state; and it "-enerally

disappears, in the latitildc of St. Louis, l)y the

lirst of June. It < ontines its rus ar i

attacks entirely to thf^ gia-^-es

and cereals, wlicie.i-. tin

species undei considc i ition

isamuchmorcgenei illicih i

devouring willi equal leli'-li

most succulent plants, <-u( h

as wheat, oal.s coin,I)aile\

^'rasses, purslane, turnip*-,

and, as Mr. J M .loidaii ol

SI. Louis infbims iis, even

spruces. JSforeover, when
critically examined, the two
worms show many character-

istic diffcninccs, as will be,

seen by comparingFigure207, iiuiiytH'w and pi.ik.

which represents the true Army-worm, with

Figyie 2()fi, wliicli represents al a the Fall Army-
worm natural size, at h its head magnified, at c

a magnified dorsal view of one of the joints, and
al d a magnified side view of same.*

With us the Fall Army-worm has done more
injury to corn thau to anything else. It not only

greedily d vours the leaves and stem, but bores

large hoi through the e .rs, bui'rowing in

them in an directioiif ..,. late corn it i. fre-

quently fi- nd in the " ear with the Corn-
worm, alL ' )tton B( '

"

" oi {llcliothis armi-

;/era). In. ,. , it is ai „.,i,,.:: confounded with
this last ini..i-. as witl '<* •, i'ue Army-worm,
and in reality aore near,."'i-esenibles it. The
Jioll-woim is, however, rougher, generally

jialcr, striped differently (see Figs. 150 and 1.01

of Vol. I), and always readily distinguished by
having a lar:.'.''' ' 'How or reddish 'lo-i.^

wlii-' • '

as our forms are being made up, we have (Sept.

20th) bred the parent moth of the Fall Army-
worm ; and, as we anticipated, it proves to be

the very same undescribed species of Prodenia
which we bred from Mr. Daggy's Worms. We
shall describe it in our next issue under the

more appropriate specific name of autumncdis.

Oil flie (iroiip Eiirytdinides of the llymoiiopternns

Paiiiilv Clialcitlichu

:

(IN THE TllEOKY OF SPICCIK3,
N OF .VNTICASTKK, A NKW ANH VI

\LOlI.S HKNDS OF CllAl.rilMII.K.

[C&ntinucd from page HOI.]

[rig. 3 ]

GENUS ISOSOMA. ^J^^
To this genus, as limited above , must be referred the noto-

rious Joint-worm Fly, which I have clearly aacertiviucrt to

be the veritable a thor ol" the galls upon the stems of wheat,
bark" md ry. jure of which galls will be found above
(Fig. a). I HaiTis and Kitch down to Glover and
Pack.i , all au^, s have hitherto referred this insect to the

geniLs Eury/07»a,"irom which, however, it differs es,9entiully.

If it loiild with any propriety be refcn-ed to that .ucnu-s, we
should then have a case of the same genus including both

parasitic and plant-feeding species; and I do not oelicve Mint

any such violation of the great law of the unity of iiaiut.s

can be met with anywhere in nature. As long ago as 18(i7 , I

publi.shed in the Canada Farmer for that year (pp. 2ti7-8) a

ii^hort article, acknowledging mv error (as Ln\ en t,n the world
il^t)lv Practical Entomologist I, ]i\' ii i: m.l ;t ; i n, .1 mih mil.':

'usions at which Hail i.i;i; ^n, .;irs

'v.i)iimcly, thii! .1 ).: ,', .
,

' 111.-
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h,J, III, p 1 1)

Eurytoma tntioi, Filth

Eurytoma seolUs, Filtli
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A>, to llK liyi otIicM!, bio iLhtU liy I)i Beiiilmid • tli it Hit

lorm q anculata is the onlj tiuegill m ikiDfe toim iiii I tli it

botl / sponnfi a iu\\q i«a;Marc iii i
iliii«i-> that i', iiit

del iitly uliit*. 1 b\ th 11 I 1 tl I 1 I

; V tc

dimorph. s <, to c

tticse tw. forms i I

doiibtflil lit to

piorliice 1 1 CSC t o for

ture and j sent a n

are,

loljtl

fact 1

other. II s V ry t e th t tl e

galls, of cr mi 1 st ct c

tiiiguished from one another, although they are the work of

distinct gall-makors. Indeed, polythalamous galls are very

generally more difficult to characterize than monothalamoiis

gajls, because their shape and tize depend upon the number
of gall-making larva; that they contain, which will often

vary from two or three to two or thi-ee score . Monothalamoiis

galls, on the contrary, are as definitily limited in size and
shape as are the great'majority of tti^ In!! ii n; .pi i iis of in-

sects; and moreover, as a rule, ii; ii .h more
numerous and more accurately diin, (.,. ri,.ii ,, i, is than

do polyllnilanioils gulls. Now, llir.ii ill ihai \\ii;irellow

conririii il w nil -I Ikii 111 ' v'"/ '
''

' — i^ a monothala-

moiis .1 ill I
i' III

I 'ili/ed, and just .as

easily 1
1

i aii . 1, i

1

1

i i
.

i i" h, nr a plum; and,

moreu\n-, ihu n.ill^ .lull |,niilui;i. Uiu .luLunuial dimorphousf
form ((/. acUuliita) occur upon the very same tree, and in

company with those that produce the vernal bisexual form

(<7. spongijica ^Q).
Dr. Weiiiliard, in the paper already referred to (p 7), in

ronliiiiiatiou of his second hypothesis of C. q. spongijica and
C q iiiiiulata being each of them true gall-makers, produc-

ini; ii|)<>M ihc same plant galls that are apparently, but not

really, identical, quotes the following two European cases

of iinilistinguishable galls being produced upon the same
plant by distinct insects: 1st. Two exactly similar twig-galls

on blackberry, produced respectively by Limoplera rubi and
Diustrophus rubi. Now, 1 am familiar with an undescribed

N. A twig-gall, Rubt nodus, Walsh MS., produced by an

undescribed Lasioptera allied to L. soHdaginis, O S., upon
an American blackbcny. This blackberi-y-gall is a simiile

enlargement of the twig, usually but not always on Hie part

* Berlin Snumtol. ZeUtclir,lX, p. 9.

1 loducid on tliesi

pi lilt and 1 y the \

Ctci lomj 1 Ion's bl'

may leisonibH I

ituie In that!

I-, being » uc 1

I-, alao
I
ol> thalanioua , and as it i!>

geuub fiUnta on thesime pait of the

s ime C 1 1 lomyi lous subginus as the

111 111
I
km ol by ULinhai 1 it

II lis list IS of B similai

that! I I \ 1 J astonishing in

uc 1 I I asimilai „ ill ma Ic

I lit 1 tl |1 I I Dtashophus nl

tis luofcl I J 1)1 H 1 II lis tint 1 Iw nil

ible It If gills u| on que cus ecu is pioUitil

I ^ Ce dnv /m < r ?! ! « ( 1 I I l 1 t ;n 7 !

blsl do s
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iKiti^ii and running; uuly uiie-twentieth

of ite boughs, is, acconling to the

11-, in ordinary parlance, the chances

h nil improbable event happening.
\' '\ on the supposition of the tree

.i\in,i;been takeuat random with-

1"< II 111 Lr..i: I'.tl.ih. I \iivtUiug into cousideratiuu, we
niiiy iii.li

,
Willi a li.-i, , cjf certainty amounting to moral

cnuvuiioM. ih.ii ii w :i^ iK'i iii'.i-e chance that caused the four

oak-iippli-s to i;in\v tip.iii tile large bl.iek oak that I was at

this iieriod e.xpi-riniLUtiiijc on, but that they wi're generated
by the gall-llius 1 had iiiyself placed there in the preceding
aiitiiinn And a similar mode of reasoning will apply to the

olh. 1-
1
\pri iiiMiil, tliL- results of which will be subsequently

'^"iii' iiri.ii
,

jiiiliaps, who are not familiar with the
thiMiy ot rhaiM- -;, may consider such odds as those specified

iustnow to be iusullicient to produce moral conviction. Yet
the very same men, when serving on a jury, will feel no
scruple at condemning a prisoner to the gallows for murder,
although it i.s mathematically demonstrable that the chance
of any supposeil murderer taken at random, who is hung for

murder, being really guilty of that murder is only about 1999

to 1. .Scarcely a .-iii-U' case .if iiuuder, wli.re ilic prisoner

subseqnently jirovud to haw bien enliiily innocent of the
crime laid to their charge. I am satisfled, on a careful ex-
amination of the facts, that out of the whole number of men
actually hung for murder, somewhere about 1 in eicry.wio
were innocent of the crime for which til. y iilri 1 i ,i,s.-

qnently, upon this supposition, the cliaii. .,r ;iii\ ..n. ii|i-

posedmurderer, taken indiscriminately IV,. Ml ii., n !im|, i,i;,,s

ol men actually bun- r. t mmili r, ]), iiu n,
i

, hi ju.ii is

""•y »uo> or. in iiopiil i: ,i
i h, i

that he is guilty. Ami mi,, ,i, ,,. , i,,,,,.

der when the moral i. ,,j ih,ii .:iiilii.,i m,,,, h.il.ly

very much less than th.^ moral ii.rtaintv of tlu' oak-appk^s
that 1 iiting with having been produced by the
gall-llies that I jilaced upon a particidar bough of a paiticular
oak ill the preceding autumn!
The third black oak, visited on May 21, 1865—which was

the smaU one—was absolutely loatled down with galls, and I
estimated their number at 50 or BO at least. At this early
period aU these galls were still small and immature, and it

was necessary to leave them for a week or two upon the tree
to riiii-n and mature

.

On June 5th, 1S65, I climbed the small gall-bearing black
oak, and stripped it of every gall that I could see. From it

I harvested only 18 normal spongifica galls, exclusive of 2 or
3 that had been destroyed by Icpidopterous larva;, and about
40 specimens of a particular form of gall (Q. pseudolincloHa:,
WaLsli) which occurs commonly but sparingly among tlie

normal q. sponijifica gall.s, and also, in a slightly modified

lip, iii,,,ii r,,,1 ,,,il,- inr,'- ir,l i,v 111,, Q m,,;,m'.s- gall. Foralong
, ; 11 lias been a great

I,,, I .II ,1 ,, Mack oak orfi-om

i.,i ,,.,! ::ii ii,.,i 'h 1 II M, ,• Ml. I ii,iii- iiiiinh-e.ls of them, and
liav.- U.pt tliiiii on han.i lor yi^ars, 1 have invariably bred

nothing from them but great numbers of a very large and
very handsome Chalds fly, belonging to the Pteromalidesyv\l\\

concealed ovipositors, which 1 have never reared from any
other gall, and a few stray specimens of such Chalcis flics

(Caltimome and Eurytoma) as I have bred also from the nor-

mal Q. spongifica galls. My friend Baron Osten Sacken, to

whom I had bef.n-e this period communicated this peculiar

form of gall, suggested that it was a true Q. tpongifica gall,

modilieil by the action of the parasite that inhabited it; anil

legative fact that 1

from it, after e>

> m three or four d

ytbiiiKbnt 1

in this ni

dented conclusion. Th. ;.:ill n. ii ,,.ils0.sij

inch in diameter, while the iioi ill I , ,
jillolten

attains a diameter of 1.75 inch, an. 1 i
i,. ' .1, ih normal

.gall, except that it is often stml ; 1 li .sharji

prickle-like tubercles similar to lliooi ..I lli<- . .\.jiui yallic-

linctoriic gall—whence the name that 1 have given it. The
central cell is round and about 0.20 inch iu diameter, with an

external crust which is only about 0.02 inch thick, instead of

forming a dense woody mass as in the normal form. The
external crust of the gall itself is similar to that of the nor-

mal gall ; but, instead of its being connected with the central

cell by homogeneous spongy matter, with a few subobsolete

slender radiating filaments among it, as in that gall, it is

connected with the central cell solely and exclusively by

dense, opaque, coarse, whitish cottony fibres, radiatiugfrom

the central cell, as in the Q. inanis gall, but differing widely

from those of that gall by being very much coarser, by being

cottony instead of smooth, and by being placed so close to-

gether as to occupy the whole space between the cell and the

external crust of the gall, instead of being separated from

each other by very wide interspaces. On my cutting into 24

galls that remained unbred from, on this 17th day of March,

1869, out of the above-meiitioiie.l lot of about 40 Q. pseudo-

tinctoria galls har^'este.l .Iim, im, i
-;. .ij^-lit of them were

found to contain the .1 i

i

I m is imago already

spoken of, seven what w I nuitiiic dead larva,

one what was probably its ni mir. ,|. ,,1 pupa, one the pupal

shell of a 5 Caltimome, one a Eiinjloma sludiom 5 , Say, and

in six the tenant of the cell must have perished in early life,

for in these six the central cell was empty.

On the supposition of the peculiar character of the Q.

pseudotinctorice gall being caused by the action of the large

Ptcromalidous parasite that generally, but not always, in-

habits it, and never inhabits the noinial tyjie of gall, it may
be asked how it happens that this v.i> ni, , . , . n '..tinctorice

gall sometimes produces the sam.- -p, ,
i , n i ,tUimome

which is commonly bred from til.' _ ;
u i

.n .-asion-

ally a Euri/Mmo, which is also bml .., i ;i-i M; iVoin the

normal gall ? I can only suggest that, in these two latter

cases, the Caltimome and the Eurytoma are parasitic upon
the Large Pteroraalidous parasite, and that the peculiar char-

acter of the gall was determined in the first instance by the

Pteromalide. The Chalcidida: are, to a much greater extent

than is commonly supposed, secondary and not primary
parasites; and iu the case of the Jointr-worm J'ly (ftosoma

hordei, Harris) we have an instance of a Eurytomidous Chal-

cidian being preyed upon parasitically by three other Clial-

cidians—one a Torymua, a genus closely allied to Callimome,

and the other two belonging to the Pteromalides with short

ovijiositors.

From the l.S normal Q. spongifica galls, obtained on .June

5th, 1805, as specified above, from the small black oak, I bred

on June 11th, 1805, one C. ?. spongifica q , and another ^ of

the same type on June 14th, 18C5. On cutting into the re-
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mivining IG fcalls, on October 15th, 1805, I obtained live living

C. q. aciculata. Thus it results that q. aciculata generates

sometimes q. aciculata and soraeUmcs q spongifca.

Lest it should be supposed that there was any reasonable

probability of this small blaek oali having been attacked by
any otiier gall-lly producing upon black oaks the Q. spong\/ica

gall besides tliose that I placed on it myself in the preceding

autiinm, it is proper to add here that it grew on the Bluffs,

where black oaks are very scarce, and that I am confident

that there is not another black oak within a quarter of a mile

of it. So rare, moreover, are the galls Q. spongifica upon the

Bluirs, that ill the course of six years' careful observation

Ihavi 1> iHiiir. 1 III, re thi'ee or four black oaks bearing

these - I .1 i
. . . I lien there were only fi-om 3 to 6 on a

tree;\\( ihly bottom laud, which awarms with
black. Ill /,, . J ,11- are comparatively quite common.

If, liinv.vir. we clioiise to believe that the very same insect

that ijroduces tlie Q. inanis gall also produces the Q. spongifica

gall, Ihen the above mode of reasoning will not apply with

such force; lor the Q. inanis gall, and the red oak mi which
it grows, are nearly as common on the Bluff as the Q. spong-

ifica gall, and the black oak ou which it grows, are on the

bottom land. Still, even upon this hypothesis, it is exceed-
ingly improbable that Cynipsq. inanis should have attacked

this particular small black oak in the spring of 18«4s for, 1st,

I know tliat this tree bore no oak-apples for many years pre-

vious to 181)3; 2nd, there were no red oaks growing anywhere
within two or three hundred yards of it, the few oaks that

grew near it being citlier white oak or bur oak, which never

produce either the Q spongijlca or the"Q. inanis gall; 3rd, 1

noticed that, in the spring of 18ti6, this very same small black

oak swanned again with the Q spongifica gall, almost as

abundantly as in the spring of 1885. Doubtless these galls

had been generated by gall-flies that escaped from some of

the galls before I harvested them on Jane 5th, 1805, or from
green galls that had previously fallen off the tiee on to the

groimd, as they will vei'y often do in very great numbers
when thex'e is a high wind blowing, and be cai'ried along the

surface of the groimd for himdreds of yards by the action of

the wind; 4th, ifwe assume that the two galls that produced
C. q. spongifica June llth and 14th, 1865, had been generated

by C. q. inanis, and that only the Ave galls that produced C.

q. aciculata October 15th, 1SC5, had been generated by the C.

q. aciculata that I placed on the small black oak in the au-

tumn of 1801, how does it come about that the Q. spongifica

gall is so very rare on those very Blufl's where the Q inanis

gall is so common? Surely if C. i;. inanis, bred from red

oak, is capable of generating the Q spongifica' ga\l on black

oak, the Q. spongifica gaM. ought to be as numerous on the

Blufl's, in proportion to the number of black oaks growing
there, as it is on the sandy bottom laud, whereas it is no such

thing. 5th, on the hypothesis of C. q. inanis generating Q.

spongifica galls, there again recurs the inevitable question,
'

' Why does C. q. inanis, if it is speciUcally identical with C.

q. spongifica, produce swarms of an autumnal dimorphous ^i

—C q. aciculata—on the black oak, and none at all on the

red oak?" Or shall we take refuge in the anomalous hy-

pothesis that one and the same bise.vual species, variously

known as C. 17. spongifica S 9 and C. q. inanis (f 9, produces

two such entirely different galls as Q. spongifica and Q. inanis

upon black oak and red oak respectively, the same type of

gall being always found upon the same species of oak; and
that a distinct agaraons species—C. q. aciculata 5—generates
upon the black oak, galls which are utterly undistinguishable

from those of C. q. spongifica upon the same oak, and which
occur upon the same oak promiscuously iiiterraUed with these

last galls in scores of different localities, and yet th^^t this

agamous species never uiuler any clrcuni.-itances ^'enerates

anygalls at all— M i,. ill' r III III" i; ,. ....u .. <; 1
>. |., ,,i .iTilieQ.

inanis ty^e—ii| i;' 1
ii,'iilcan

only oppose \\[i ,
, 1. . li • of all

kinds, I considi I
1- ;. Mi-I. ,; , ...m; n I,

,
;li:it the

characters of the gull depend entir.ly ii|>.>n the iii.-^ect that

makes it, and in no wise upon the plant, or the particular

part of the plant, inmi which it grows. Consequently, I

could as n :i,lil-. l,. Ii, 1 ilial ,i cow could produce .-soinetimes

acalfiiiiil i, ; :i nil, as that Cynips '/. i»i<"iis could

produce .-'I'. , i/.s ;rall upon Ued Oak, and suiiie-

tiniesa ti V :
..,. uull ,111 IllackOak. If it pnidm-.ed any

gall at all upon Black Oak, instead of upon Ked Oak which

is its normal habitat, it would inevitably, in ray opinion,

[iroducc a gall having all the characters of the Q. inanis gall

that is commonly found upon Red Oak.

I am well aware that much of the above reasoning will lack

its due weight with the reader, because he has not, as 1 have,

watched particular trees in a grove of niack Oak.'! Bwarming

with oak-apples for year afl. 1 in. wliiii ili- m -. lii!,>i ing

trees bear none at all, or on 1;, 1 1 , ^ i- m u,-.

and because he has never s, ,
1

1

1 v^ iili

astonishment, that even a pai i .. m!,;i i„uil1i ,11 iimhi uhir

tree will bear numerous oak-iipples lor year :iltrr year, wliile

the rest of the tree will bear none at all . Hence I have de-

rived a profound conviction that the gall-flies that make these

oak-apples, although they have full-sized wings, yetscarcely

ever use them; whereas persons who are unaciiiiaiiited with

these insects would naturally suppose that they lly aljout the

wdods as freely as a bee or a butterfly . Out of the thuiisamLs

that 1 have bred inmy oflice,I never knew a single individual

,

whether of the vernal or of the autumnal tyiie, to take wing

at all; and only on one or two occasions, when I have been

placing them upon oaks to e.xiieriment on the laws of their

reproduction, have I seen one of them take wing, and then it

would only fly a yard or two.

On .June llth, 1805, I gathered the four galls off the large

gall-bearing Black Oak previously referred to. From these

I bred no q spongifica at all; but on cutting into them on

October 15th, 1865, I obtained therefrom three living C q.

aciculata.

On October IBth , 1805, having now in my possession two

lots of living and lively q. aciculata, one consisting of 5 S

and the other of 3 9 , that I knew to be generated by q. acicu-

lata of the preceding season, I determined to see whether

they woidd all or any of them continue to generate q. acicrtlata

in the succeeding season, or whether, as had been the case

with two of their predecessoi-s, they would revert one or more

of them to q. spongifica. I therefore placed them, each lot

by itself, on two fresh isolated black oaks, that I knew to

have not been previously infested by these galls, for several

years back at all events.

On May 31st, 1866, T gathered off one of these two black

oaks, upon which I had colonized the 5 q. aciculata in the

preceding autumn, 5 Q. spongifica gsMs, four of them badly

eaten by lepidoptcrons larva;, and only one in a perfect

state. They were at this date too young and immature to

gather with safety, but I feared to leave them longer on the

tree on account of the caterpillars, which will very frequcnly

eat away all the sponge and starve out the larva in the cen-

tral ceU. From this Ini ,il .', u'alls, .i;,ii. lalnl l.\ .'. c. .,. ,ii/r!i-

lata in the in-eceiliirj- lalninn, hIiu'Ii .""i c ;. ,u>,ul„l,i had

themselves been j^'cikm .ii- <! in ili,- .mina .1 iiai [ire-

ceding by the 8 C. <;. ,u i, <il.il,! Ilmt I ha, I ,ail,,iii/i ,1 upon

another isolated black cik, 1 bred, on tin' 1 lib and 17th of the

ensuing June, 2 Cijnips q. spongifica Q . The remaining 3

galls produced nothing.

The other isolated Black Oak, upon which I had cohnir/.ed

the 3 9. aciculata in the preceding autumn, bore 2 Q. spongifica

galls; but they wei-e so high up on the tree, and placid so

near the e.^trcmity of a long slender bough, that 1 was unable

to harvest them. I was the more unwilling to expend time,

trouble or money on this account, as I saw that one of them
at all events, and perhaps both, were very badly eaten by
caterpillars

Thegeiar , 1
- all , .1 1 1,. ,i!...m . hi, h hi -, as the reader

wdlperc, a. I. I lormof this

Cynips !> 1-.:
;

1

1 \ c rual form.

Ihavclrii-l iii:iii_. II iiv I,. 1, .
1:.! an, :, I - -nine of which

resulted successfully, but ino.sl of tlieniumnccessfidly, some-

times from the nefarious propensity of a great variety of
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IS Mini Tortriiiildiis larv.T to ilevoiir the green galls,

ii -n. 111. 1 1. i^ on wliii-h I W!is experimenting
i I

I. .. lo|pj..il ..( their main limbs, or
ilii II uti|.iiiicipled proprietors

'
I i' II, I"

1 ;, '1' -iiuiisijluttaining some practical

1]. sjjunyijica cuiiM generate q. aciculala, as well

L-rse, I strung a chaplet of some 50 or 60 green Q.
galls, gathered before it was quite time for C. q.

In cnin- nut of them, upon a particular bough of a

ii.M liliuk oak, known not to bear these galls.

.Jill hiivous person discovered this deposit, anil

after the expii'ation of many, many years, produce a genera-

tion of males ? In the Cynipidous genus Rhodiles the males
are for the most part extremely rare . In certain species of the

Pseudonenroptcrous genus Psocm—Ps. bipujiclatm (Europe)

and Ps. varncgatus (Europe)—"you may,** in the words of

Dr. Ilagen, '
' find thousands of females together and not a

single male." {Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil. U, p. 168) Many
other such cases have been recorded by entomologists, as

regards insects belonging to many different Orders . And
from such a state of things it is but a single step to the non-

productiou of males for one, two or more years The rarity

(if males, liowfvcr c.\ce.isivu it may be, even if it amounted

'I" •• II
I ''1 was destroyed by parasites, and the re-

'II 'i - \ ,' I ;.ii; so thatall that thisexperiment proved
"I il o

,
/!'.i.i was a gall-maker, and not, as Dr.

Kiiulianl .su-i;r<t.-i may jio.ssibly be the case, an inquiline.

Upon another occasion, wishing to repeat the very same
expcrijuent a.s the last, I strung another such chaplet ofgreen
oak-apiiles upon a large black oak, which I had noticed for
years to grow in a very retired spot upon the Bluffs, with not
another oak of the same species within a quarter of a mile of

which,

v\ .....I - . :in.| :i- 111 lu.lv Would have it,

.. "1 III Uiuy iim.st needs sek-ct my quiet re-
I IVrpsichorean exercises. The result may

or course my chaplet of oak-apples was
.

' iiy .sonu! roving Teuton; of course the
I'll' I' -. iii!.l\

:
I

.
M a solemn council as to

II
I I

'

i 1. and awful prodigy;
I '! Ihat the "spooks"

11
'^^

il i"i 'li'purposeof souring
iiMking the strings of all the fiddles, .iml

nil manner of horrible calanuties upon
1 1 K refore the wizarjl spell must be broken

,

t
" e " like 1 tl tro 1

I 1 ot kno 1 tl SI k r It

n lut I knov lo I 1 It mjs It tl t

t 1 tl t c 1 le ol 1 oak in 1 tl

ts of y gall t ami 1 1 to tl c d t be
3 a bo ols

wo d—to 1 1

To return from this long, and I fear somewhat tedious,

digi-ession : No man can distinguish between the imago (f 5
of Halesidola lesseltaris, Sm. &Abb.,the larvaof which feeds

upon a great variety of trees, but never rm the Sycamore
iPlalanus) and thatof H. Harrisii, Walsh, the larvaof which
feeds exclusively on the Sycamore, and dies if transferred

to trees upon which the other larva nourishes ; and yet these

two larvK are invariably as different from each other ae light

is from darkness.* Many more such cases might be quoted,

but one such is enough to prove the importance of attending

to the larval history of insects.

Dr. Fitch long ago asserted that the common imported

Apple-tree Bark-louse (^Aspidiotus conahifoi-mis, Gmeliu)

occurred also upon a N. A. dogwood (Cornus serieea) ; and
he sent specimens ofboth insects to the English entomologist.

.lolm ( I pronounced them identical . (N,y,

Rep I, ji "(1 1 hivr recently been assured by Dr. Hoy, ol

Raciii. I i 111 It to his knowledge this same bark-

lousi 1
ill. neighborhood of Racine upon the

sami sj., , 1. ..I I.. \\ .....l for the last twenty years and up-
wards, ami liiat ' there is not the least sh-adow of a doubt

that the Uogwood was affected by this bark-louse long before

any white miin settled in Wisconsin." Now, it is only

witliiu tlie last few years that the imported Apple-tree Bark-

louse has worked its way into Wisconsin from the Eastern

States: conseciuently, the bark-louse that inhabits the dog-

wood can scarcely be capable of living upon the api>le-trce,

e n so caiab' t o 'd su '} have t k d

tl \\
1 ilf tr e lo {, a o wl e r t f llo s 11 It

I all Jbabllity be es
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North AmiTicii, of very nuineroua ilisliuot siitcics of Ceei-

domijla, ()1 Sciara, of Ceralopoijon, of Ncmatut, and of

Brachinus.

Upon tlH- siiiue principle I strongly incline to believe that

the 17-v.':ir r..riii i.r ih>- I'criodii'al Ciraila (C. teptemdccim,

Linn ) i~ I
'ii^ I

-• ii- iv-'iii 111.' i :-y.Hr fomi (C. tre-

dtciii •fori

closesl . 1 i'i\- imiii'i-i. -|M riinens, to detect

any Bpec./n: .hik-,LMce buluicu tl.c»c u, u li,rms.» It is very

true tliat the 13-year form is conliaeU to liie more southerly

rcsious of the United States, while the 17-year form is

generally, but not universally, peculiar to (he Northern

States; whence it has been, with soni' ii'i-A nf [.1, ;i iliility,

inferredthat the 13-year form is noil I, i, I . .nlbrm

accelerated in its metamorphosis i i a hot

southern climate. But as these i w i. 1. and

overlap each other in various local it i' i ill;,

happens that particiUar broods of tiM ' ii

the same year, we should certaiiil;,
,

i '.

forms belonged to the same species, ih, y v, uul 1 i. .i : juii;.,

intercross, whence would arise an iutermeiliatc variety hav-

ing a periodic time of 14, 15 or l(i years . As this does not

appear to have taken place, but, on the contrary, there is a

pretty sharp dividing line between the habits of the two

forms, without any intermediate gi-ades of any consequence,

I infer that the iutcrnal organization of the two forms must

be distinct, although externally, when placed side by side,

they are exactly alike. Otherwise, what possible reason

could there be for one and the same species to lie under-

gi'ound in the larva state for nearly 17 years in one county,

and in the next adjoining county to lie imdergrouud in the

larva state for scarcely 13 years ? 1 presume that even the

most bigoted believer in the old theory of species would

allow that, if it can once be proved to his satisfaction that

two apparently identical forms are always structurally dis-

tinct, whether in their external or in their intci'iial organiza-

tion, they must necessarily be distinct species.

11- be.

On the other uly believe that many perfectly

' iIiiLi
I

I
-t 'I rurrent, or Which

ii ries. WeUnda
iii.,r|,!i. II, I \ nii>.s, Q. acUulalrJ,

even now pass ,i; i. -

dimorphous Inim

goodexanipleoltli;, ill I'll iiiiii..r|,!i..ii,

O. S., which has betu alnaily Ireaf. d of al .^Tiai hiiuln

Weflnd another good example of the same thin,' in ( ii i/j

Caesinii J 9, Fisher, which is sufficiently di.-iiin.i ir.iui Pi.

Periodical Cicada to have been classified as a distiuei ^^n rj.,,,

and yet never occurs except in the same year and in the same
locality as this last, and what is more extraordinary still , is

foimd not only along with the 17-year fornnC. septemdecim)
,

but also along with the 13-year form'^fc. Iredecim) . Now, if

""Catsinii were a distinct speoijg, and not, as 1 believe it to be,

a mere dimorphous form of U^ seplemdecim and"^. Iredecim,

the chances are more tlian a million millions to oue against

its always coinciding with the other two forms, not only as

to the particular locality but as to the particular year of its

appearance.

It has been ur^ed in opposition to the above view, by au

entomological friend of great scientific eminence, that di-

morphous forms only appear in one sex. I believe that they

veiy frequently appear in both sexes; but of course, in the

majority of instances, they are then very naturally accepted

as distinct species Suppose, for example, that there AVere

such a thing as a cf as well as a g Fapilio Glaucus, Linn.,

who would then ever have dreamt that Glaucus was a mere
dunorphous foi*m of Tumuil It was itrecisely the absence

-of tlie .f form corresponding to Q Glaucus, that first led

entomologists to doubt the possibility of Glaucus being a true

bona fide species; and it was uijon similar grounds that Mr
Wallace established the existence of several such dimorphous

and trimorphous I'apilios in the Malay Archipelago. But

in point of fact there do really exist, ami

known to exist, many dimorphous form v^lii li :m "U-

fined to a single sex. It is only ueci " - . 1 . 1,1 .,, as

good illustrations of such a state of thini . 1

'.m-.d

and short-winged forms common to 1 .in
1

• mi'y

Orlhopterous, Heteropterous and'IIoiiiopteruus ginya, such

as Grtjltotalpa, NemoMus, Cynips (.Terasl, Pezomachus,

Clioreivs, Hijdrometra , Oerris, Vdia , Prostemmti, Pi/rrhncaris,

I'aper by Mr, Riley,
) bearing 11

:'^;s^'

on the other hand many foi-ms, which are in reality merely

dimori>hous types of one and the same species, are pro-

nounced by him to be distinct sjieti'-.s.

Of course, if we choose to :i ' n il.ji n i 1
\' m

;

possibly bcdistinctunlesstlu'} .'i ' >'<

in the imago, and that all In! 1 ,
'1 n ii

guishable in the imago are di,l im 1
^'i

- n ,, :
1
n ,

that has been said above will go for nothing, ainl ili.' w ii"

doctrine of dimorphous forms, and also, I niiL;lii mlil, 1

secondary sexual distinctions, falls to the groinnl. I'.iit

luckily for the interests of truth—assumptions are iiol iiiool,-

and even, if we assiime that the sky is going to fall to-mor

row, it by no means follows that we shall then catch an;,

considerable number of larks.

[To be continued.'^

An Electrical Insect.—You are wr.l ac-

quainted with the history and lu-opertics of the

Uaia torpedo and Gymnotus electricus; but I

dare aver have no idea that any insect possessc-

tlieir extraordinary powers; yet I can assure .,

you, upon good authority, that Reduoms serra- <fe\

tus, commonly Icnown in the West Indies by the

name of tlie "Wheel-bug," can, like them,

communicate an electric shook to the person

whose flesh it touches. The late Major-General

Davis, of the Royal Artillery, well known as a

most accurate observer of Nature, and an inde-

fatigable collector of her treasures, as well as a

most admirable painter of them, once informed

me that, when abroad, having taken np this

animal and placed it npon his hand, it gave him

a considerable shock, as if from an electric jar,

with its legs, which he felt as high as his shoul-

der; and dropping the creature, he observed

six marks upon his hand where the six feet

had stood.—i^'row Kirby and Spence's "Intro-

duction."

Hkmedy for Onion-woi£5i.—Two of our ex-

changes have asked for a remedy for tliis pest.

Boiling water is the thing.
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\ II 1 M V, I KINsONMIir, AI\ss, Juhj
-ih, Iblij.—Alluw iiiC to ejvpicBs my ilcGiJ sym-
pathy in your efforts to diffuse valuable iustruc-

tion. I regard such i)ublications as the Ameri-
can Naturalist, the American Entomologist
AND Botanist, and the like, as coiitaiuing the

true gospel of salvation. Aly soul is vexed from
day to day because the writers of unriglitoous

fiction are so popular, while the devotees at the

shrine of science, and the promulgators of God's
truths, are, to such a degree, neglected—their
writings unsought—unread. Yet not wholly
so. I i-ejoice to believe that the number of stu-

dents in the school of nature is rapidly increas-

ing. And I devoutly pray and hope that the

beauties and attractions of nature may be so

unfolded and presented by such men as your-
selves, that the youth of America may be turned
from the unprofitable, innutritions, and demor-
alizing food of fiction, to the bread and water
of a true life.

Wliat few plum trees have survived the black-

Iciiot, have, for these dozen years, had their fruit

almost entirely destroyed by the Curculio; and
so 1 avc the cherries ; while apples, bj- tlic same
Turk;, not by the Apple Curculio, have, from
year to year, been greatly injured. I have
frequently counted ten and twelve crescent cuts

on the same apple. Though it is generally be-

lieved that this weevil does not mature in the
apple [it undoubtedly does, as we have abun-
dantly proved—El).] , it penetrates sufficiently

to cause many to fall early, and others to be-

come irregular in shape, and to contain hard
and discolored markings where tlie larv.-c have
penetrated. The American Tent-caterpillar

(Chsiocampa avier-icana) of spring was ((uite

scarce, but the Fall Web-worm (Ili/phaiUria

textor) is unprecedently numerous. They
commenced hatching this year uncommonly
early—in the first half of July—and from ap-
pearances are now, 25th, nearly all out. I have
entirely removed and exterminated them from
an apple orcliard of one hundred and fifty trees.

The mother moth deposits the eggs on a leaf

near the end of a twig. As soon as they hatch
they begin to cat and spin a web over tliem for

protection. This betrays them. As soon as
the web is seen, I sever the twig with priming
shears attached to a pole and having an oper-
ating cord. Unlike the Tent-caterpillar, tliis

eats only in its tent, extending it over its whole
foraging ground. If the twig is severed a little

below the web, every caterpillar falls with it.

If the twig falls on bushes or shrubbery, the

larvas, being somewhat indiscriminate feeders,

may survive and mature; but falling on grass

ground they generally perish, never, like the

Tent-caterpillar, returning to the tree. I have
recently found a twig of worms among some
luxuriant Witch-grass (Triticum re/ens), where
the worms seemed to survive by extending

their web over, and eating the grass. Such
cases are extremely rare. J. B. IIartwell.

Salt Maush Cateupillak—Comvr/ton, Ky.,

July 28, '70.— I was not a little surprised last night

to see a fine fresh S specimen of Spilosoma acrea

come fluttering into my lamp. Its popular

name, " Salt Marsh Caterpillar," and all that I

liave ever seen about it, had led me to believe

that it was peculiar to the coast region. There
are no salt marshes or even salt springs nearer

to this point, so far as I am aware, than tlie

Kanawha salines. There is a small, faintly min-

eral spring about four miles from liare (known
as Latonia Springs), and the Big Bone Springs

are distant about twenty miles, Ijut both are

more strongly impregnated witli other minerals

than with salt.

It was a perfectly fresh specimen, scarcely a

scale ruflled, and, judging from its flight, it had

scarcely learned to fly; and, thefore, could not

have traveled far. It corresponds with Harris's

figure and description (Inj. Ins.), and with spe-

cimens in my collection sent me from the re-

gion of the Gulf of Mexico, except that the spots

on the fore wings are larger, more distinct,

and there are a few more of them, and there is

a ditrerenue in the spots on the hind wings.

Sc;ircely any two specimens are alike though,

in this respect, 1 believe.

Is it known so far inland? If so, it must feed

on something else than the salt marsh vegeta-

tion. Harris says that the pujia is sometimes

carried into the interior in bay, but the impor-

tation of salt marsh hay into this region would

be worse than carrying coals to Newcastle, and

stranger than the appearance ol the insect.

V. 'J'. (JnAMBEKS.

[During tlie last half of July this moth con-

stantly Hies into the light of our office, and it is

nearly as common as its relative, the Yellow

Bear (Spilosoma virginica), in many parts of

the West, where there are no signs of salt

marshes. It feeds on the different grasses, as

well as many herbaccons plants, .'ind we liave

reared it on Sunllower, Convolvulus, Totunia

and Willow.—Ed.]
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Moke about the "Cow-kh.lek" {Mutilla coc-

cinea)—ClarksviUe, Texas, Aug. 25, '70.—I have

been endeavoring for the last two years to study

the habits of the "Cow-killer" without arriving

at anything definite, and have been inclined to

consider it a friend. But lately my mind has

undergone a change, from the following facts

:

A few days since, while in my apiary watching a

hive at work, I observed a very large female

(Cow-killer) running over a Flowering Peach

tree that overshadowed the "gum." Finally

she came down and entered the hive. I tilted

the "gum" to see what she was doing, and found

a number of bees trying to dislodge her, but to

no purpose. Whenever she could shake them

oflf suflSciently she would continue her march

over the bottom boai-d in search of food, picking

up fragments of comb and young bees, and occa-

sionally sending a bee to its final account with her

formidable sting, and caring but little for their

rage and fury ; encased as she is in her impene-

trable armor, she bids defiance to the puny stings

of bees. Finally I had to come to their aid. Since

then 1 have had to free several other liives from

these depredators. A. II. R. Buyant.

Brood IV or the Periodical Cicada—Sa-

vannah, Tenn., Sept. 2, '70.—The 13-year Brood

of the Periodical Cicada mentioned in your first

Missouri Report (your Brood IV) appeared, ac-

cording to prediction, in northwestern Florida

this year, extending northward over Alabama
and a good portion of eastern Mississippi, and

into Tennessee as higli as this point. I think I

wrote you when they were here. They were

not in great numbers at any point. I was at

Mobile at the time of their appearancS there, and

found them singing quite merrily in the woods
below the city. I do not know whether they

reached Georgia or not this year, nor do I know
anything about their ajipearance there last year.

By this mail I write a friend in Macon with

reference to the matter, and shall forward you his

reply as soon as received.
J. Parish Stelle.

Seventeen-year Cicada at Georgetown,
Ohio, in 1871

—

Oeorgetoion O., July 2, 1870.—

I send you herewith tliree Cicadas. They were

taken from the ground a foot or more below
the surface, in hard clay, on the 17th of June.

I liad eight, and put them in aflower pot not <iuite

full of loose dirt. I did not think they would
get out, but the same r. m. one of them was
found on the outside, and the most of the live-

liest ones had decamped. I put the one back

several inches below the surface, and covered

the pot with a tin-pan. This morning I exam-
ined the pot, found the three I send on the sur-

face, two of them dead, and the third not very

active; it may not live till it arrives. We had

a large supply of the fellows in 1854, and quite

plenty of them once since, but I am not certain

as to time. 'AVe have a few pretty often, but I

am not right thoroughly posted as to the dift'er-

ent broods, etc., and not having kept an accu-

rate record of time of appeaiance, am in the

dark as to where these belong. Last year many
were dug up in this vicinity in the pupa state.

Thos. W. Gordon.

[The pupie belong in all probability to the

17-year Brood of the Periodical Cicada, which

we have predicted will appear in 1871 around

the head of Lake Michigan, and tor some dis-

tance east, west, and south. (See Brood III,

A. E., Vol. 1, p. 68=Brood V of First Missouri

Entomological Report, p. 32). This Brood is

not recorded as occurring in Ohio, and if it

appears there in 1871 we shall have another link

in the chain. We hope our correspondent will

keep a look-out for it, and will likewise endeavor

to trace its appearance at intervals of seventeen

years as far back as possible—Ed.]

Nebraska Bee-killer—Champaign, Illinois,

Aug. 6, 1870.—I send you an insect by mail to-

day, in a glass bottle, that has interested me very

much for three or four years. I am hardly able

to decide whether it is a friend or a foe. My
attention was first called to it by seeing several

around my team during summer. Supposing

them to be a new horse-fly, I watched to see

one bite, but was finally rewarded by seeing it

pounce upon a Green-head {Tabanus lineola,

Fabr.) It settled itself on my sleeve, and soon

had transferred the contents of Mr. Green-head's

body inside its own, by sucking the juices out

by means of its stout proboscis. I saw this

operation repeated many times. The present

summer I have seen them dozens of times, often

five or six around my team, and have always

noticed that in an hour or so after they appeared

no more horse-fiies were to be found. I have

also seen them "sucking" house-flies, Lady-

birds, Chinch-bugs, several moths, and have

also seen them eat each other. The one sent

you had just captured a Honey-bee, for which

oflense I made a martyr of him (or her) for the

benefit of science. H. J. Dunlai'.

[The insect is a $ Nebraska Bee-killer {Pro-

machus Bastardii, Loew.), an account of which

was first given by Dr. Fitch in his Ninth Report,

and subsequently by ourselves in the Missouri

Reports.—Ed.]

Decorative Larv^—Boston, Mass.—On page

205 of the present volume you state that the larva
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of your Aplodes flavilineata decorates itself in

the sa.mGV[\a.rmcv^» Aplodes rubivora. Ithiiikyou

must have misconstraed my former letter ; for, to

the best of my present recollection, the lai-vse of

flaviliineata which were found on Achillia milli-

foKnm. had no spines by means ofwhich to deco-

rate themselves. Last season I raised a few speci-

mens of the Imported Currant-worm {Nematns

ventricosv.i) , which is an entirely new insect in

this section, so far as my knowledge goes. In

tlireo instances the males spun a yellow cocoon,

while that of the females was quite dark.

Philip S. Sprague.

[We certainly must have misconstnied our

correspondent's former letter, which referred to

larvfB of Aplodes flavilineata, but we hope that

Mr. S. will, by future observation, endeavor to

settle the question beyond all doubt as to whether

or not it decorates itself. We do not believe the

depth of color in the cocoon of Nematiis can be

relied on as a sexual character; for, both in that

genus and in tlie genus Lophyrus,we have known
the greatest variation, both in size and depth of

color, to take place in cocoons which subsequently

gave out the same sex.

—

Ed.]

The Rape Butterfly; odk new Cabbage
Pest.—This most destructive insect {Pieris

rapw, Skrank, Figs. 48, 49 and 50 of this Vol.)

is fully realizing our prophesies. It is spreading

with wonderful rapidity towards the West and

South. We recently found it flitting around the

truck and fmit stands of New York, Albany,

Troy and Philadelphia. No wonder we have

more than our due allowance of noxious insects

in the Mississippi Valley. They advance to-

wards us from all parts of the country. Salt is

the common remedy ; but Mr. Quinn, at a late

meeting of the N. Y. Institute Farmers' Club,

gave his experience as follows

:

" I have tried no less than fifteen different

powders or decoctions, and find the best result

from the application of a mixture composed of

twenty parts sulphate of lime, one part carbolic

powder, and three or four parts of quicklime.
This I siiiinkle in small quantities upon the

leaves and ])arts affected, making the application

in early morning before the dew is oft', or after

a shower. Frequent repetition is sometimes
necessary.

Change op Ai>dres.s.— The entomological

editor has removed from the country to Room
29, Insurance Building, St. Louis, on the south-

east corner of Fifth and Olive streets. There he

will be found ready to give any information in

his power, and glad at all times to see his friends.

All letters should in future be addressed ac-

cordingly.

Paris Green for the Cdkculio.— G. M.
Smith, of Berlin, Wis., wrote an article to the

St. Joseph (Mich.) Horticultural Society, recom-

mending Paris Green for the Plum Curculio.

Even if the application of such a poisonous drng
on large frees were practical, it would never

succeed in killing one Curculio in a hundred.

Paris Green kills the leaf-eating beetles by being

taken internally with the leaves; but the Cur-
culio, with its snout, prefers to gouge under the

skin of the fruit, and only exceptionally devours

the leaves. Yet, notwithstanding the palpable

absurdity of the remedy, it has very generally

passed from one journal to another without
comment.

Entomological Collections.—We are glad

to learn that the members of the popular and
flourishing Horticultural Society of Alton, Ills.,

have resolved to prepare a collection of such in-

sects as interest the farmer and fruit-grower.

This collection is to be in the custody of the

Chairman of the Committee on Entomology;
and we believe that Mr. J. R. Muhleman, of

Woodburn, agood entomologist and an excellent

observer, now occupies that position. Let other

societies follow the example. There is no better

way of familiarizing the members with the dif-

ferent injurious and beneficial insects which af-

fect their interests.

^°We thankfully acknowledge the receipt

of several complimentary tickets to Agricultural

Fairs, and of numerous pamphlets and Premium
lists, which, for lack of space, we cannot enu-

merate.

U^^The article on '' How to Collect and Study

Insects" arrived too late for insertion in this

ON OUR TABLE.

Recoku OF Amkrican Entomology v(ni the
Year 1869

—

Naturalists' Book Agency, Salem,

3fass.—This little work came to us about a

month ago, its publication having been un-

avoidably delayed. We are glad to sec that it

is received with favor, and that it is to be con-

tinued. No entomologist can afford to do with-

out it.

The number of American entomologists whose

articles or notes are referred to in the Becord is

fifty-two; while three hundred and thirty-five

new species of North (and Central) American

insects have been described in American jour-

nals during the year 1869.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

;ie8 But to make t

Bible to do RO, and rncli at

Beetles -nrorkinjr inWIieat, Oats and Rye ;

tlie Grain Sil-vanus

—

M. H. Soye, Coopershurg, Le-

high Go., Pa.—The little brown elongate beetles, about

().()!» inch long, and characterized chiefly by the last

three joints of the antenna; being [tin. jus ]

enlarged, and by having three prom-

inent longitudinal carina;, or narrow

ridges, on the thorax above, and six

pointed teeth each side, Is known as

the Grain Silvanus {Silvanus suririr

ameneie, Linn.) We give an outline

of it at Fgure 208. As the facts you

record of its habits are interesting,

we quote them in full. "This Insect

is called here the ' Red Weevil.' It

spoiled much of my rye and wheat

last fall, mainly by heat and moisture coioi—Brown.

which It caused, tlioiio-li it nUo iite out a small portion

of the end of tlir 1:1:. in. ll,i\iim r.iiu.ved the rye and

wheat, Itind tlmi llii^ p.-i h.i^ -nur into the oats."

This is in all iii-..l>.iliilit> ini iiii|i..i-|i-.| insect; audits

spci^itie name would indicate that it originally came

li( Pin Surinam. It is a constant inhabitant of the stores

and warehouses in Europe, and an excellent figure of

it is found on I'hit.' Iv nl' ruili>"> Fnrm Insects. The

best way to i;c-t ri.l ..1 ii, whcr. tin' ,-niin cannot be

subjected to a Uilliim li.at, is |., Ma.lv the grain a year

or two until tlir iii-r.-is urc .sturvud out of the barns,

just :is till y l:i\ li\ -liips in the grain trade,^oruse them

for otlii r ririjiii. \\ Inn they once become infested with

this in-ir(. or with the true Grain Weevil (Colandra

Beetles in dried "JEnglisb Currants"— 7". 1'.

Miinson. Astoria, Ills.—The beetles which Ijred so abun-

ilaiuly in your dried ' nglish currants are the very.saim-

s|ii'i-ies {Silvanus narinamenHs) I'eferred to above in

answer to Mr. Uoye. Nothing seems to come amiss to it.

Tlie same in Flouring iflills—Stephen Blanohard,

Oregon, J/o.—Thr littlr hriiwii lii'ctlcs that have appear-

ed in sui-li i-iiunllcss nuniliers in your flouring mills are

tlu' very same species as the preceding. It has been in

tlie country for many years, and is frequcnUy niistakrn

Inr the "Weevil."

Insects named—./o.«. E- Chcis, , Ilohjol-e, Mass.—
The lur^T ImriT lonnd in mttrn wuml isthe larvaof the

Hrnad-iua-licd Prinnns {f'ri,.,n,s t.ifi.-ntlus. Fig. 16!l, Vol.

II.) Yum- lirrtlis aiT ;i> ti.ll.iw-. tlir niiinhcfs omitted

dani.-i-ial to.lrtriniinr arniialrh, oi- l„raiiM- they are

ni'W to our rubinrt and pn.hal.ly ini.lr-,Ti I. The

Curculionidie have never yet ticcn wurkiil uii. ami very

many of them arc yet

observe the conditions published at the head of this de-

partment. Of those marked with a * we .should like

further specimens. No. 3, Chamyrus cerinthia, Heitz.

No. 4, Boros unicolor, Say. No. 5, Saprinus dimidia-

HpenniSi Lee. No. 6, Tensbrio ohscurus, Fabr. No. 7,

JSolitoJnus cincfus, Gry. (No.s. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15

all missing.) No. 13, Sros modestue. Say. No. 16,

Heteraspis mrtipea, Melsh. No. 18, SiUanvs, sp. f No.

20, Valligrapha multipunctata , Say. No. 21, Clytus leu-

.ozonus,* Lop. and Gory. No. 22, Listroderes cavdatus,

Say. (Nos. 23, 24, 28, 27 and 29 missing.) No. 25, Hister,

sp. ? No. 28, EydrophiluB glaher, Hbst. No. 30, Tele-

phorus bilin£aius, Say. No. 31, Haltica puhescens, lUig.

No. 32, Eydrophonia, sp. ? Nos. 33 and 34, Gryptocephalus

venustus, Fabr. No. 35, G. lituratus, Fabr. No. 36, G.

sp. ? No. 08, G. congestus, Fabr. No. 37, Golaspie, near

puncticolUs, Say. No. 39, Diahrotica vittata. No. 40,

Hippodamia IS-punctata. (Nos. 41, 42, 43 and 44 shaken

off the isinglass and mixed up.) No. 48, Hylohius con-

fusus, Kirb. No. 49, Cymindis pilosa, Say. No. .50,

riatynus ohsoletus, Lee. No. 51, Sietena frontalis, i'abr.

No. 54, Steledota geminaia, Say. No. 55, Brontes duMus,

Fabr. No. .56, ^/)AorfM«, sp. ? 'So.^, Melasomascripta.

Fabr. No. 59, Gycocephala immaculata, Oliv. No. 60,

Ancylocheira Nuttalli, Lee. No. 63, Hydrophilus mixtus,

Lee'.

Carolina Sphinx

—

Wm. H. Howard. Forsyth, Mo.

-Surli is the lar-i. -ray ni.illi wlii.li you sri^t [Sphinx

C.m.Un.i. I.inn.), ami «liirli is tlir parriil of the eo.u-

niim Ti.hac.u-wi.rni. '^ou shnul.l nrvrr srml living

moths loose in a box; tliuy do not relisli eontinement,

and generally batter themselves to pieces.

Insects clustered on Apple treea—Robert L.

Ham, Great Falls, N. .ff.—The black-and-yellow marked

insects which you find clustered or huddled together on

the trunks of your apple trees, some without and others

with wings, are the Psocus venosus of Burmeister. They

feed on the lichens on the bark, and are therefore

harmless.

LiarTKi named

—

T. W. Gordon, Georgetown, 0.—

Yourfirst larva isthe "Saddle-back" (Empretia stimulea,

see Fig. 36 of this volume). The green worm, covered

with bunches of brush-like spines, is the larva ot Satur-

?da lo. Both these larvae have a stinging power. The

white cocoons on the large potato-worm are the parasitic

Microgaster cocoons we have so often referred to.

Mite Gall on Sugar IMaple— -(. Furnas. Pannlle,

/«,/.—The naiTOW yellow pfdtiilMTamTs, in Ibnn re-

liiig

aging al)out0.25 inch in length, winch cover the upper

surface of the leaves ot Acer saccharinvm, are galls pro-

duced by mites (Acari). This gall is apparently unde-

scribed, as are some other mite-galls closely resembling

it which occur on Plum and Cherry. We shall provi-

sionally call it the Maple-purse Mite-gall (Acarus aceris

orumena).

Cheese-fly and Blowr-fly—.S. , Piclcens Station,

Miss.—We have our reasons for adopting the plural form

"fimguses," in preference to "fungi," and we find

that the custom is being adopted by some of the best

writers in Europe. The skippers in cheese are distinct

from those in bacon, the former being the larvae of a

small two-winged fly of a black color {Peophila casei,

Linn.), and the latter the Larva; of a much larger blue

species (Musca wmitoria, Linn.)
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Fall Army-ivorin—K. KeUey, Ottaioa, Kansas.—
Tlie worms you send, which are called the "Army-
worm," and which have appeared in such numbers as

to alarm the farmers in your locality, are not the true

Ai-my-worm, but a very closely allied species. Indeed,

they look so much alike, that most persons, not ento-

mologists, would confound them together. The tme
Army-worm (Leucaniaunipuncta) never occurs so late in

the season, but appears in your locality in May, and is

never seen after the end of June; it also contincs its

attacks to cereals, and if you have access to our Second

Jlissouri Report, you will there findafuU account of it.

The worm you send, on the contrary, mostly appears

in the fall of the year, and though it is very fond of bor-

ing into the green ears of corn, yet it attacks all other

grain, and even turnips and other garden truck. This

worm was described in our First Report (p. 88) as the

Wheat Cut-worm, from specimens received from Mr.

T. R. Allen, in the fall of 1868; but when we consider

its general habits, and the close resemblance which it

bears to the true Army-worm, the name of "Fall Army-

worm," by which it is generally known, becomes very

appropriate. We did not succeed in breeding the woi-ms

two years ago, and the natural history of tliis species so

far remains a closed book, which, however, we soon

expect to unlock. This worm is at present (Sept. 10, '70)

doing much damage in many parts of Missouri, and the

same remedies and preventives employed against the

Army-worm should be used here.

&. Pauls, Eurelca, Mo.—Yowr worms arc the same

species referred to above.

8Iug:s on Plum trees—Mrs. Franh Taylor, Canton,

J\^. }'._The slugs that have been doing so much damage

on your plum trees are, in all probability, the common
Cherry-slug {Selandria cerasi, Peck.), and you will find

the proper remedies suggested on page 296 of the last

number.
l,arva. of Imperial inoth ; Tboas Sivallow-

tail—Oeo. M. Dodge, Ohio, Ills.—The large worm you

describe, and which you found feeding on maple, is

the larva of the Imperial Moth {Dryocampa imperialis,

Drury). The immense black and yellow swallow-tail

butterfly is Papilio Tkoas, Linn.

I.arge Asilus Fly—i. G. Safer, Elizabeth, Ind.—

The two large Two-winged flies are cf S of the Verte-

brate Asilus (Asilus vertebratus, Say), which, however,

belongs to the more modern genus Promachus. These

flies are cannibals, and quite ravenous, two allied species

{Promachus Bastardii, Loew., and Asilus Missouriensis

,

Riley) being great bee-killers, and consequently to be

dreaded by every apiarian. The large pill-like galls

wliiili you find on the ground below white oak trees

arc apparently undescribed. We shall inform you fur-

ther as soon as we breed the fly.

Itlole Cricket— F. K. Deyo, MaTcanda, Ills.—the in-

sect you send is the common northern Mole-cricket

(
GrijUotalpa borealis, Burm.) It is fossorial in its habits,

living in underground galleries and feeding on the roots

of plants.

'I'lie Imperial Dryocampa— Samuel Willard,

Sprhiijfield, His.—The large yellow and blood-brown

motli is (^ Dnjocampa Imperialis, Dniry.

G. W. Copley Alton, Ills.—The large worm foinid on

a gate-post is the larva of the above.

Hog-caterpillar of tl»e Viiie--.£'. V. Noyes, Anna,

Us.—ThXi is yoiu- insect. (See pp. %%A of this vol.)

A rare capture in Illinois—B. S. Bmiell, Evans-

ton, Ills.—The large sulphur or citron-yellow butterfly,

with a large quadrate orange patch near the middle of

the front wings, and with the posterior part of the hind

wings also more or less orange, is Callydrias philea,

Linn., the largest species of the genus. Its habitat is

usually given as Brazil, St. Domingo and Cuba, and the

fact of your capturing it in northern Illinois is interest-

ing, and its occurrence there very exceptional. Indeed,

we do not think the species was ever taken in Illinois

before. We have here another instance of that ciuious

law which we have on several occasions referred to,

namely, that many insects which on the Atlantic sea-

board only occur in southerly latitudes, are often found

in quite a high latitude in the valley of the Mississippi.

We have now in our cabinet a specimen of that large

and magnificent moth, Thysania Zenobia, Cram. , which

was last year taken by Prof. D. S. Sheldon, at Griswold

College, Daveni)ort, Iowa, though we know of no

hitherto recorded instance of its occurrence anywhere

near so far north.

Hag-motb Larva—D. M. Hunter, Meadville, Pa.

—Your cinious worm (Fig. 209) found on a young apple

[Mr. 209.] tree, and which we herewith

^1^^^^ '" ^^ illustrate, is the larva of the

^^vfl|B^^^_ Hag-moth (lAmacod^s* pithicium,

^^HBB^ Sm. and Abb.) which was re-

^^B^^L -v ferred to on page 25 of this vol-

^^^H^B^^ume. When this worm is

^I^BBBBtS^^ !*?-'''* i"t unfreciucntly become
^^^ ^9 . 1, la. lie. I. and when .-^pinning

C'uiur BroivD.
,,|, it always dc'laclics tlicm of its

own accord, and manages to fa.-itcn Mi<-ni to the outside of

its round cocoon. The moth is of a dusky brown color,

the front wings variegated with light yello\vish-brown.

<?. Pauls, Eurelca, Mo.—\o\\ will recognize your worm
in the above figure.

Insects named—iA-«. E. U. B., Bar Mills, Me.—
The black, yellow and orange larvie on Parsnip are those

of the Asterias Swallow-tail {Papilio asterias), quite

common, and repeatedly referred to in our answers.

The pretty yellow and rose-colored moth is the Flowery

Primrose Moth {Alaria fiorida, Guen.) Its larva feeds

on the diflerent species ofEvening Primrose ( ffinu^Awa),

and the moth itself may often be captured early in the

morning in the calyxes of the flowers.

Some Friends and Foes— Z>r. G. IV. Spaulding,

Rose Hill, Mo.—The banded bug foimd on rose bushes

is the Many-banded Robber (Harpactor cinctus. Fig. 44

of Vol. I). The large ladybird is the 15-Spotted Mysia

(Mysia Ib-punctata) ; and the still larger black Ground-

beetle, with coppery spots on the wing-covers. Is the

Fiery Ground-beeetlo (
Galosoma calidum, Fabr., Fig. 46

of Vol. I.) AH these three are thorough cannibals, and

beneficial. The two large long-horned beetles, bred

from grape roots, are both males of the Tile-horned Pri-

onus (Prionus imbricornis).

Xlie Royal Borned Caterpillar— ZJr. /. T.

Hodgen, St. Louis, Mo.— Yowr immense larva on Per-

sinimon is the above-named insect. It formed the sub-

ject of the plate to our first volume.

Dried up—jT. P.—The larva in the rose-bud had
become too dry to recognize.

*Xhis infiect b«loDgB to the genus Phdbttrtm of Orote & BobiDeon.
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Caterpillars named—i>r. E. S. King, Wtsl Lihetiy,

lowa.—l. The green, black and yellow worms feeding

on celery are the larv:e of the common Asterias Swallow-

tail {Papilio asterias, Cram.) The forked process, or

osmaterium, is simply a scent-organ, and has no sting-

ing or otherwise injurious power. The smaller blacker

worms are the young larvae of the same species. This

insect feeds on all sorts of plants of the Parsley Family

(Umbellif*ra). 2. The black and yellow worms, with

reddish warts on the back, and covered with stifl" yellow

and brown hairs, are a very common species of cater-

Iiillar, the larva of a speckled gray moth (Acronyeta oh-

CFiB. 210.]

Colure— (a) Black, ycllmv nnd reddisli , {)') pale j ellow ur iiroMn; (c) Rray.

linata, Gucn.) wliicli may be known in popular language

as the Smeared Dagger, the moths belonging to this

genus being very generally called Daggers in England,

on account of a dagger-like mark which is common to

most of them near the anal angle of the front wings.

This insect is a very general feeder, occuiTing on a great

variety of herbaceous plants, shrubs and trees, and it

often proves injurious to Apple and Willow. We pre-

sent her.'with (Fig. 210) figures of the larva (a), the

cocoon (h), and the moth (c).

Insects named—Z. P. Kraft, Belleville, /««.—No.
1, Callimorpha vestalis, Pack. (undoubtedly=/?ifeVoK«>).

Mo. 2, Acronyeta populi, Riley. No. 3, &gia diffinis,

Boisd. No. 4, Acronyeta pH,i-.\wa. No. &, Acronyeta

Americana, lla.rr . Jio. 6, Grapta progne, Cram. No. 7,

Catocalainnubens,Guen. No. 8, ffomoptera lunula, Drury.

No. 9, Calopteryx maculata ? No. 12. Penthemis domitia.

No. 14, Diplax ruhicundula, Say^^assimulata, Uhlcr. No.

15, Libellula luctuosa, Burm. No. 16, Agrion apicalist^,

Say.

The Botanical Department— 7%o«. W. Duffy,

Jefferson, 7ea;a.«.—The botanical department, as we have

before stated, is under entire charge of the botanical

editor. We have nothing to do with it, and arc not re-

sponsible for anything that appears in it. On the ques-

tion of the Origin of Species, we have for many years

admired Darwin's development hypothesis, and the

longer we live the firmer we believe in it.

Colorado Potato Beetle— (7. C. Collins, Chicago,

IIU.—Your l)eetle is no more nor less than this dreaded
insect.

Dr. S. Holman, Springfield, Jfo.—The "grubs" you
send are its larvae.

Tiie Abbot Spiiinx; Parasites on Its tarva-
Thos. W. Gordon, M.D., tfeor^rfojcre, 0.—The caterpillar

sent is the larva of the Aljbot Sphinx, a pretty choco-

late-brown hawk moth, having a yellow patch on each

hind wing, and which wc recently illustrated . These

and other larv.'e of the Sphinx tribe are frequently at-

tacked by a very small four-winged fly belonging to the

genus Microgaster, in the Order Hymenoptera. The fly

does not eat the flesh of the caterpillar, but punctures

its skin, and inserts in its body minute eggs at various

points; these eggs hatch therein, disclosing small white

grubs or maggots, which subsist on the fat and flesh

of the caterpillar until the latter is full grown. The
parasites then make their exit through the skin and

spin their cocoons, loosely attaching them to the sur-

face of the caterpillar, which generally dies from ex-

haustion soon after, while the parasites themselves pass

through their transformations in a few days and become
four-winged flies like their parent.

Crane-flies—Rose-bugs—Ants— 5r. J. W. Potts,

Elizabeth, Jnd.—The long-legged insect sent, is an unde-

termined species of Crane-fly LTipula). They feed in

the larva state on the roots of grass and other plants.

No. 2 is, as you suggest, the common Rose-chafer (Ma-
crodactylus mhspinosus), which is almost omnivorous,

very few plants being unpalatable to its taste. All male

and female ants when first developed from the pupa
have wings, the barren ones or workers never. The
males and females alter pairing, which they cfl'ect on
the wing, drop to the earth and cast off their wings.

The males soon die, and the females retire to their

chambers to lay eggs; but neither ever again acquire

wings. The females are the largest; the workers, or

nurse-ants, generally next in size, and both kinds may,
of course, be found in the same nest.

Not a Gall but a Wasp IVest—Aafe Parsons.—The
round cell which you found at the root of a nasturtium
is not a gall, but the mud cell of the Fraternal Potter
Wasp (Emnenes fraterna. Say) which we illu.strated at

Figure 110 of the first volume.

Cabbage Worms—-B. H. Foster, Babylon, N. Y —
The green cabbage worms which are causing such de-

struction to the cabbages in your part of the covintry

,

are the larva; of the imported Rape Butterfly (Pieris

rapas), which we have several times referred to. Salt Is

foHnd more effectual than either tobacco, cresylic acid"

soap, or guano.

The Unicorn Prominent—^mma Payne, Racine,

Wis.—the reddish-brown worm, with the second and
third joints green, and a prominent horn just behind
them, which worm you found on a rose bush, is the
Unicorn Prominent (Notodonta unicornis, Sm. & Abb .)

The moth has the front wings light brown, variegated

with greenish-white and dark brown : the hind wings
in the ^ are whitish with a dusky spot on the inner
hind angle, while in the $ they are dusky. The worm
feeds on a variety of trees and shrubs, and though when
perched on the edge of a dark green oak leaf there seems
little resemblance between the animal and its food, yet
we quote your interesting remarks about its mimicry

:

" I think this worm furnishes a wonderful instance of
mimicry of the vegetable by the animal organism. The
green segments just back of the head resemble a small
portion of the green leaf, and the otlier p;irts admirably
counterfeit the brown-and-russet tints of the dead leaf,
while the form of the animal in its various postures aids
the deception by its resemblance to a leaf partly alive and
partly dead, the green mostly eaten and the brown torn."
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§0lHniraI gepartmml.

Dr. GEOUGE VASEY, Editor, Kichviow, Ills.

MARITIME PLANTS OF THE GREAT LAKES AND
THE INTERIOR.

The occurrence on the sliores of the Great

Lakes and in tlie interior of tlie Continent of

a considerable number of plants which are

n.tuall)' confined to the vicinity of the sea-.^hore,

has given rise to .some speculation as to the

cause of the phenomenon. The plants of this

cliaracter are not confined to any particular

family, although the Grasses and Sedges are

probably most frequently i-epresented. On the

beach in the vicinity of Chicago the Sand-reed

(Calaniar/roslis arenaria) sends its long fibrous

matted roots deeply into the sand, binding to-

gether the shifting soil, giving stability and
permanence to the lacustrine boundaries. The
Bur-grass (C'enchi-us tribuloides) presents liere

and there prickly clumps which are the horror

of bare-footed juveniles; and the Baltic Itush

(Juiicus Balticus) by means of its creeping

tangled rhizomas, striking root at every joint,

is an eflScient co-worker with the Sand-reed in

giving firmness to the sandy shore.

This work is also performed by various spe-

cies of Cyperus, Scirpus, and Carex, which,

however are more extended and cosmopolitan

in their range. In the low ground back from

the lake the Squirrel-tail grass, (Hovdeum
jnbatum) waves in graceful billows before the

breeze. The Arrow-grass {Triglochin 3Iariti-

miirn) is common in the wet marshes near the

lake ; and in pools connected with the lake are

many Pondweeds, among them a species (Foto-

niageton pectinatus), which also abounds in

similar situations along the seacoast.

The sea-side Spurge {Euj)horbia polygoni-

folia) luxuriates in the clean, loose sand of the

ridges near the lake shore.

Atriplex hastata a plant of the pig-weed

family (Chenopodiacece) common on the sea-

shore has also recently been found in the vici-

Jiity of the lake. Another remarkable plant of

this family {Corispermmn hyssopifoKum) is an

immigrant to the lake borders from the far

Northwest, and has followed the line of the

lakes down as far as Buffalo on Lake Erie.

Tlicre are perhaps no Composite in the neigh-

borhood of the Great Lakes which are at all

peculiar to the seashore. The Arlemesia cau-

data which occurs on the New England coast

appears also ou the lake shore, but is not con-

fiaed to it, beiug fouad also far in the interior.

The Prickly pear, (Opuntia vulgaris) once
very abundant in sandy fields north of Chicago
still occurs in limited quantities, and when iu

bloom presents a very showy appearance from
the large yellow flowers with which the prickly

masses are covered.

The Beach pea {Lathyrus maritimus) also

makes its appearance on the shores of the Great
lakes, seemingly quite as much at home as in

the vicinity of salt water.

Of Cruciferous plants from the seashore we
have the Sea-Rocket, {Cakile Americana) grow-
ing in the pure sand " almost to the water's

edge."

The sea-side Crowfoot (^Ranunculus cymbala-
ri.a), (the subject of an article iu a previous num-
ber), is abundant in the neighborhood of Chi-

cago, and in the vicinity of the Salina (N.Y.)

salt-springs, but not elsewhere East until we
reach the Atlantic coast.

The attention of our Chicago botanists has

been directed to this subject, and some theories

have been advanced as to the origin or intro-

duction of these peculiar plants.

In a paper read before the Chicago Botanical

Society, by Mr. II. A. Warne, after a review of

'most of the plants which we have mentioned
he proceeds to say

:

" It is an interesting" question why it is these
maratime plants are found so far inland, and yet
confined to the borders of the great fresh water
lakes. How came they here? Have they by
some means been brought from the Eastern
coast and become accustomed to new conditions
of life, passing through a process of weaning
from a saline soil and atmosphere? Or have
these species, wherever found, no siiecial relish
for maritime conditions of life, including the
presence of salt? Two of the plants enumera-
ted, it appears from Gray's Manual, are also
found inland ai-ound the salt springs at Salina,
N. Y., thus seeming to be naturally attached to

a saline region. It is, therefore, the more re-

markable to find them here by the side of fresh
water, and restricted to the region of the Great
Lakes.
The other species mentioned are all true

maratime plants, but do not so plainly Indicate
the relish for salt. Yet still the question re-

turns, how shall we explain the pi'esence of
these seaside plants here? How shall we solve
this relation of the Great Lakes to the sea?
The problem may seem utterly insoluble; but
if we accept the theories of those distinguished
naturalists, who pronounce each vegetable or-

ganism the lineal descendant of the plants of
the past, even to the remotest epochs of geolo-
gical history, however changed they may be
from original types, and adapted to modified
conditions of life, we may readily find a solu-

tion of their presence here, in the existence of
a vast ocean, of which the chain of Great Lakes
are but the pools remaining after a redistribu-

tion of the waters, freshened, it may be, by
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means not beyond the limits of scientific expla-

nation. Granted this, and we see in these

strangely placed plants the lineal descendants
of maritime races, inhabiting the coast of a sea

once stretching from the lakes to the Atlantic,

and adapted, by degrees, to the conditions of a
lite beside fresh waters.
An interesting natural feature supporting our

hypothesis of an extensive ocean, embracing
the Great Lake^, is found near the city, in the

terrace elevated some twenty-five feet above
the present level of Lake Michigan, and extend-
ing, I am told, for many miles, forming, evi-

dently, the ancient lake boundary. This is pe-

culiarly apparent in the neighborhood of Calu-
met lake, which, without doubt, once formed
part of Lake Michigan. The terrace here is

about a mile distant from Calumet lake, and
standing upon it and looking down upon tlie

flat lands below, as the eye follows the curve of
the high land, the basin-like form strikes the

eye with conviction, and one instinctively gr.asps

the conclusion that here, in the remote past,

was the shore of Lake Michigan, which, in its

retrogression, left this noble terrace and Calu-
met lake as mementoes of the day of its wider
sweep and oceanic proportions.
Viewing this terrace botanically also, we find

new confirmation of our theory. One is struck
immediately by its older aspect compared witli

the low grounds between it and the lake.

While these have the marked indications of

comparative newness and of submersion beneath
the waters, the terrace lands, in soil and vege-
table growth, suggest the idea of immemorial
highlands; and a close examination of the plants
supports the first impression. The change in

the flora of the neighborhood, within the space
of a few rods, as one walks up the terrace from
the low grounds to the wood lands above, is

actually startling. Beside the noble tree growth
we find a multitude of i^lants suggesting the
Eastern States. Comptonia asplenifolia, the
blue-berry, the ferns Osmunda regalis a,\\d Clay-
tonia, Honsionia purpurea, the orchids, Habe-
naria tridentata and lacera, with that curious
plant, rare anywhere except the sea coast, Xyris
flexuosa, and everywhere one treads on the soft

mosses of Eastern woods."

Let us repeat these inquiries : Are these

plants the remains of an ancient maratime vege-

tation ? or have they been brought hero by the

general agencies of plant distribution, and
found conditions of soil, humidity of atmo —
phere (modified by the existing large bodies of

water), etc., favorable for their growth, the

presence of salt water not being one of those

conditions?

Let us add another: May these species be of

a cosmopolitan character spreading over vast

areas, and accommodating themselves to a great

variety of circumstances?
In determining these questions it is necessary

to take a somewhat enlarged view of the geo-

graphical range of the species which have been
referred to, and of such others as may throw
light on the subject.

Thus, the Baltic Rush OJuncus Balticus) fol-

lows the course of the Lakes from the St. Law-
rence to Chicago, reappears on the Western

rivers, extends into the Rocky Mountains, and

thence to the Pacific coast from California to

Alaska.

The Arrow-grass ( Triglochin maritlmum)

has quite as extended a range, occurring in the

prairie marshes or bogs, reappearing in the

Rocky Mountains on muddy banks of the Grand
and Green rivers, and again on the Pacific.

Almost the same may be said of the Squirrel

tail grass (Hordeiim jiibatiim) , although its se-

lection of soil is difTerent.

The seaside Crowfoot {Rnnunculus cymbala-

rius) appears again on the sandy borders of the

Platte in Colorado, and also on the west side of

the Mountains. Artemesia cauduta and Atri-

plex hastata may be named in the same con-

nection.

We have not observed Bumex maritiimis in

the immediate vicinity of the Great Lakes, but

it is found on marshy prairies thirty or forty

miles back from the Lake, also in Missouri, and

again on the borders of ponds and rivers west

of the Rocky mountains. The Willow dock

{Rumex salicifoUus) of the coast of Massachu-

setts and Maine, also grows on western river

banks, as at Omalia, aud west of the mountains

in Middle Park, and again on the Pacific. One
of the peculiar plants of the lake-border which

we have mentioned {Corispermum hyssopifo-

lium) does not occur on the Atlantic, but is

found on our North-western coast iu Alaska,

and on sandy river banks in the interior basins.

Indeed, on the Great Plains, and iu the basins

wests of the mountains, there are still other

plants which are usually regarded as maritime,

for instance, Olaux maritinia, Chenopodina

maritivia, and Sesuvium Fortulacastrum; also

the grasses Brizopyrum spicatum, aud Tricus-

pis purpurea.

It would seem that with respect to all the

plants we have had under consideration, the

presence or vicinity oi salt water is not a neces-

sity; but for some the moist sandy soil, and for

others, also the modifying influence of large

bodies of water, are the conditions suitable for

their propagation.

Probably there are some ten-estrial plants to

which salt is an essential element, and which
cannot be made to flourish except in the neigh-

borhood of that element. Such plants as the

Sea Kale (Salsola kali), the Seaside Plantain

(Plantago maritima), Marsh Rosemary (Statiee

limonium), the Sea-lungwort {Mertcnsia mari-

tima), the Samphire (Salicomia), and others
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of similar iiabit, have not been found except in

the immediate vicinity of salt water.

We are, however, fully disposed to admit that

there is much plausibility in the supposition

that these peculiar lake shore plants are vestiges

of the vegetation which once flourished upon
the borders of the great inland seas which at a

comparatively recent time spread over the inte-

terior of this continent.

We do not consider the question settled, but
present these researches as a contribution toward
a more comprehensive view of the question.

NATIVE OAKS-No. 4.

Black Oak (Qi

There is greater confusion as to the common
names of different species of Oaks than with

respect to any other trees. Thus some half-

dozen trees are variously known as Black Oak,

lied Oak, Pin Oak, &c. This confusion arises

from the close resemblance of several species to

each other, the large variation as to form and

size of leaves and acorns in the same species, to

the tendency to hybridize among several species,

and to tlie want of close and discriminating

obsei-vation.

The various forms to be met with every day

are frequently very puzzling, even to botanists.

We shall in this article attempt to describe and

iUu6trat« one of the commonest and most vari-

able of our American oaks. The extreme forms

of this oak have been classified by botanists as

two distinct species, viz: Quercus tinctoria,

Bartram, and Quercus coccinea, Wang.; but

the best botanical authorities now unite these

as varieties of one species. Indeed, so numerous
are the variations presented in this species, both

in leaf and fruit, that we might with as much
propriety establish half a dozen species as two.
From a great number of specimens we have
selected a few of the more prominent to give

their chaijacters.

[Fig. 212.]

Black Oak IQuerciis cocctnea, var vulgaris.)

A general description of the species may be

stated as follows: Leaves oval or oblong, or

sometimes, on young thrifty shoots, obovate in

outline, with about three divergent, slightly or

deeply cut, lobes, the lobes also sparingly and

sharply toothed; downy when young, and in some

varieties the under surfiice continuing downy
when old, upper surface glossy, the finer lobed

ones with long petioles or stems, thick and firm

when mature; acorns roundish or ovate, J to i

inch long, cup obconic and deep, or shallow and

nearly saucer-shaped. A good sized tree, 50 or 60

feet high, the bark smooth and mottled on young

trees, rough and blackish on old trunks; the
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inner bark of an orange color, and valuable in

tanning and dyeing. The wood is extensively

employed for timber and fuel, but is inferior to

the White Oak.

Quercus coccinea, variety vulgaris (Fig. 213)

is probably the commonest form of the species,

especially in the Western States.' The leaves

are cut more than half-way to the midrib,

bright green and shining both sides, and with

long slender petioles. The fruit is somewhat

larger than in the preceding, but in tlie figure

is represented rather disproportionately large.

[Fig. 213]

Black Oak {Quercus coccinea, var. microcarpa.)

This is a very common form, especially in

Northern Illinois. The leaves are unusually

large and finely lobed, the acorns small and

pointed, and the cup very shallow.

Quercus coccinea, var. tinctoria (Fig. 211).

This is the form which has usually been called

Quercus tinctoria, Bart. The figure is from a

Pennsylvania specimen, and is reduced in size

about one half. The leaves are less deeply lobed

than any of the others, with 'shorter petioles,

and generally with some rusty down along the

veins on tlie under side. The acorns are about

half an inch long. This variety is not, accord-

ing to our observation, common in the Western

States.

The other principal forms we have not space

to illustrate ; they ai-e

—

4th. The variety depressa, with leaves like

those of the variety microcarpa, but with much
larger and shorter acorns, the scales of the cup

loose at the border. It approaches Quercus

palustris, DuRoi.

5th. Variety coronata, with obconic cup, the

border forming g, crown of loose scales.

6th. Variety m<en«edja!, intermediate between

the varieties depressa and microcarpa.

NOTES ON PLANTS COLLECTED NEAR CHICAGO.

BY II. A. WAKNE, CHICAGO, ILLS,

The summer months afford a rich harvest of

interesting species to the collector in Northern

Illinois ; for the region near the south shore of

Lake Michigan seems to combine, in a remark-

able degree, the distinctive plants of the prairie

with many that appear to belong more properly

to the States further north and east.

As the season ijrogresses beyond the chances

of frost, the richer-hued plants hasten into bloom

in troops, ui^tU June and July are gay with

flowers. Conspicuous among these is the bril-

liant Scarlet Painted Cup, which Bryant has

celebrated in exquisite verse, and a bright yellow

variety of tlie same species (Castelleia coccinea).

Space will allow me to give only a partial list

of our summer plants. The Perennial Lupin

\ {Lupinus perennis) finds a favorite habitat here,

and sometimes makes the space of an acre beau-

tiful with its sky-blue flowers. The Golden

Alkanet (Litliospermum canescens) delights in

the same locaUty, and a little later the showier

Lithospermums come into bloom, both L. hirtum

and L. lonyiflorwii, but the latter not common.

The Prinu'ose family is represented by the Shoo(>

ing Star {Dodecatheon Meadia). Its pretty

pink-purple flowers, with coquettishly reflexed

petals, are quite unique in aspect, and suggest

the favorite Cyclamen of the greenhouses. It

varies to pure white.

An old Swedish botanist who had visited

Chiciigo, and was taken to one of our best wild

garden spots in June, exhibited all the enthusi-

asm of a child at the pleasant sight, and could
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scarcely leave a lupin uiiplucked. Later in the

season this locality is bright with the flame-

colored cups of the beautiful Orange-red Lily

{TAHum Philadelphicum) , worthy of place in

any garden.

The genus Ranunclus is well represented here
by seven species, tlie white Water Crowfoot {R.
aqnatiIis,\'M-. trichophyllus) , R. abertivus, the

the small-flowered species, the Hooked Crowfoot
Ui. recirratiis). the Yellow Water Crowfoot
(1\. )iiiiltif!iliis) a lover ofthe water and the most
iiilnvsiiiio species, the Early Crowfoot {R.fasci-
(ularis) , tlie Creeping Crowfoot (R. repens) , and
lastly the delicate Sea-side Crowfoot (R. cymba-
laria), a curious little thing, with small flowers

and fleshy, roundish hear(>shaped leaves, sending
out long rooty runners.

Our handsome Columbine {Aquilegia Cana-
densis) is not rare here. The Pitcher Plant

{Saracenia purptirea), one of tlie most remark-
able of our native plants, used to be in several

localities, as diflereut herbariums attest, but no
one has of late been able to find a specimen.

A species of Cactus {Opuntia Raffinesquiti?] )

gi-ows quite abundantly on the sandy ridges

north of the city along the lake shore, and makes
quite a display with its large yellow chalices. It

is a noU-me-tangere sort of thing, however, and
resents handling. In company with it I find the

peculiar thistle of the Great Lakes {Cirsium
Pitcheri), with cream-colored flowers, blooming
half a month earlier than its congeners. It has
an ashen, woolly aspect, and is of low growth.
Rhus toxicodendron, the Poison Sumach, is

abundant in a dwarf form, and is almost as much
dreaded by some of our botanists as a venomous
reptile might be. A touch, or even slight ex-
l)osure to its subtle exlialatious, it would seem
have been enough to confine certain of my
acquaintances to their rooms for a fortnight.

Celastrus scandens, the Climbiug^Bittersweet, or
Wax-work, is also common along the lake shore.

It is insignificant in flower, but very showy when
its orange and scarlet fruit opens in autumn.
The Hop Tree {Ptelea trifoliata), a tall shrub,
seems to thrive in almost pure sand with the
foregoing plants. Its bitter, winged fruit is

sometimes used as hops, it is said.

In moister places, in the same district, I find

the Evening Primroses, the weedy (Enothera
biennis and its handsome relation, (Enothera
fruticosa, known as Sun Drops ; with two of the
Saxifrage family, both quaint plants—//ewc/iera
hispida and Saxifraga Pennsylvanica. Along
the ilitches is the Mermaid Weed (Proserpinana
palustris), quite commonly associated with two
of the False Loosestrifes {Ludwigia polycarpa

and L. palustris), homely plants that somehow
attract the attention of the botanist as much as

more showy things. Triglochin maritimum,ihe

Arrow Grass, is also abundant and curious, in

company with the Water Plantain (A/isma plan-

tago). Kalm's St. John's Wort {Hypericum
Knlmianum) abounds immediately in the vicinity

of the lake, its large yellow flowers, in the greatr-

est profusion, gleam like gold. Why has it not

found its place in the garden .?

1 find three of our native roses here—Bosa
Jiic.ida, Rosa blanda, and the Swamp Rose {Rosa

Carolina), sometimes exceedingly handsome.

Two species of Spira;a are found, both pretty

—

S. salicifolia, the common Meadow Sweet, and
the Nine Bark {Spirma opalifolia), a tall shrub

white with blossoms. In the same locality with

the latter, north of the city, two species of Vibur-

num are abundant— V. lentago, the Sheep Berry,

handsome both in flower and leaf, and the Cran-

berry Tree ( Viburnum opulus) . The Snowball

of the gardens, so familiar to all, is a cultivated

form of this plant. By some the original is pre-

ferred for ornament, and with considerable rea-

son, as its broad cymes are handsome, and the

bright red fruit abundant. It is a poor substitute

for the Cranberry, in flavor as well as on account

of its large flat stone. Two other interesting

plants of the Honeysuckle family were found in

company with the Viburnums, i. e., Lonicera

parvijlora and Diervilla triflda, the latter some-

times cultivated, though scarcely showy enough

for ornament. The Horse Gentian (Tnos^eMm
perfoliatum), an oddity of the same family, is

found later ; with the common Elder {Sambucus
Canadensis)

.

The Water Lily family is represented by the

Yellow Spatter-dock {Nuphar advena), and

Nympha'M tuberosa. If the Sweet-scented Water
Lily {Nymphoia odorata) is found here it is not

common. One specimen only was referred to

that species, mainly because of its delightful

fragrance, rather than from any marked difler-

ence from its scentless neighbors.

The noble Yellow Nelumbo, or Water Chinqua-

pin, is found at Calumet Lake, about fourteen

miles from Chicago, but an excursion made ex-

pressly to collect it resulted in the finding of its

remarkably large leaves only, the flowers being

missing. In the southern part of the State it is

no rarity.

Among the water plants of interest, also, I

must include the beautiful Buck-Bean {Meny-

anthes trifoliata), Pontederia cordata, the Vio-

le(>flowered Pickerel Weed, and the Water Shield

{Brasenia peltata). This last named plant, the

Manual of Gray tells us, is of singularly wide
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distribution, being also a native ofPugefs Sound,

Japan, Australia and Eastern India.

Petalostemon Candidas and P. violuceus, dis-

tinctive prairie plants, and called Prairie Clover,

are both common here. Among a number of

leguminous plants I may also enumerate Astra-

galus Canadensis, a vigorous, tall plant witli

cream-colored flowers, the Ground Nut (Apios

tuberosa) a handsome vine of strong growth,

with violet-scented flowers of chocolate color,

Lathyrus pahistris and L. mariiimus, the Beach

Pea, us much at home here as on the sea shore,

associated also vi\i\\ Phaseolus diversmfolius here

as along the Atlantic—both confined to tlie im-

mediate neighboihood of the Lake, and delight-

ing in pure sand. The so-called Lead Plant

(Amorpha canesceyis), named from a miner's

whim, is partial to the sandy Lake region also.

Its violet flowers are quite singular, consisting

of one single petal wrapped about the stamens,

and quite often puzzle the young botanist, who
sees little of the pea family in the aspect of such

a flower, the standard being only left, the other

petals absent. But quite as much of a po.»is

asinarum to the youthful plant-analyzer is the

Rattlesnake Master {Eryngium yuccmfoliani),

quite common here, which few would take at

sight to be related to tlie members of the Pai sley

and Carrot family.

Peculiar to the Lake shore, also, and almost

within reach of the spray, is the Sea Rocket (C'a-

kile Americana) , with flowers and pods much
like those of its cousin tlie Radish, but otherwise

of very different aspect. It is generally found

with Euphorbia polygonifolia, a distinctive

j)laut of the Great Lakes, and Corispermum
hyssopifoUum, a plant adventive from the North-

west, but thoroughly established here. Its

general appearance somewhat suggests Salsola

of the Atlantic coast. Potentilla amerina, the

Silver Weed, also claims its place along the

Lake shore with these last named plants, tliougli

higher up on the beach, where it throws out long

runners, bright with golden flowers and silver-

lined leaves. Its taller relative, Potentilla fruti-

cosa, grows with it in places, a plant worthy of

cultivation for its beauty. Potentilla palustris,

the Marsh Five-flnger, is found in wot places

here and there also.

A list of the shore plants is very incomplete

without a brief mention of the more striking

grasses tliat attract the eye: these are Calama-
grostis arenaria, the Sea-sand Reed, C. longi-

foliu, Sorghum nutans, Sporobolus heterolepis,

Stipa spartea, the Porcupine Grass, Andropogon
furcatus and A. scoparius, Elymus Canadensis,

"Wild Rye," Spartina cynosuroides, Fresh

Water Cord Grass, and Sordeum jubatum, the

Squirrel-tail Grass, sometimes cultivated for

ornament elsewhere.

An hour's ride in the cars takes us into the

county of Lake, in our neighboring State of Indi-

ana. Here the aspect of the flora seems entirely

changed. Coming to Pine Station, only twenty

miles distant from Chicago, we flud ourselves in

the midst of evergreen woods, with scarcely a

deciduous tree to be seen. Here were the White

Pine {Pinus strobus), and Pinus Banksiana, the

Gray Scrub Pine, with the common Juniper

(Juniperus communis \Si\- . alpinus), frosty with

the white bloom of its ahundaut fruit. The
herbaceous plants associated with this evergreen

growth are in strong contrast with the prairie

vegetation immediately about Chicago.

The narrowness of this belt of pine woods is

singular. Passing on to the shore of Lake Michi-

gan we find the evergreens disappearing, while

the oaks and poplars reappear. Soon only an

occasional pine tree can be seen, until at Miller's

Station, nine miles further at the Lake shore, I

do not remember to have seen an evergreen.

But the herbaceous flora here strongly suggests

Michigan and the Eastern States. We find the

Huckleberry in profusion, and in wet places the

large Cranberry ( Vaccinum macrocarpon) ; my
list includes also the Dwarf Sumach {Rhus co-

pullina), the Black Alder {Ilex verticilla), the

Sour Gum Tree (Nyssa multiflora), the Leather-

leaf (Cassandra calyculata), the pleasant flavored

Wintergreen (Oaultheria pi-ocumbens), Pyrola

rotundifolia and Pyrola secunda. Two species

of the interesting Sun Dew family

—

Drosera ro-

tundifolia and longifolia— abounded, Melam-
pyrum Americanum, oddly termed Cow AVheat,

and the Sassafras tree. The delicate little blue

Iloustonia cerulea ttlled the spaces among the

grass, with occasional plants of our yellow

flowering flax, Linum Virginianum. In the

wet grounds we found Utricularia cornuta

and Utriaclaria vulgaris, the horned and the

greatei- Bladder-wort. Pogonia ophioglossoides

in profuse numbers scented the air with its rich

fragrance, vieing with its beautiful but scentless

relative Calopogon jyulchella, of which I never

met equally fine specimens; the flower-stalks

were e.xceedingly vigorous, with ten or twelve

blossoms on some, the whole plant exceeding 18

inches in height. One specimen of Liparis

Loesellii was found. A fortnight later the hand-

some Orchid, Habenaria ciliaris, with bright

orange flowers, was abundant. Talinum tereti-

folium was also met with, and, at a locality not

far distant, Hudsonia tomentosa and Campanula
rotundifolia var. linifolia. The beautiful Moc-
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casin Flower, Cypripedium spectabile, should

liave been mentioned also.

But space must forbid further enumeration,

though the list of interesting plants might be

much extended. As the autumn comes on, too,

the Composite plants come out in full force here,

including many species of Helianthus, Aster and

Golden Rod (SoHdayo), while the rich blue of

tlie Fringed Gentian (^Oentiana crinita), and

the curious closed Gentian iOentiana Andrewsii)

is a sight never to be forgotten, such a perfection

of color as can only be rivalled by the intense

crimson of our Cardinal Flower {Lobelia car-

dinalis), found here along the small river Des
Plaines.

MORPHOLOGY OF LEMNA.

BY HENRY GILLMAN.

Some interesting remarks appeared lately iu

the Quarterly Jottrnal ofScience owthe "Hiber-

nation of Duckweed" {Lemn.a). Allusion is

made to a series of observations on this point

made by M. Van Hoven, and recorded iu the

"Bulletin de la Soci6ti6 lioyale de Botaniqiie de

Belgique;"' but which I have not seen. As about
two years ago I made some observations on this

subject, my experience may be worth noting in

this connection. It has not been given publicity,

though not long afterwards I communicated the

facts, in part, to a correspondent who has de-

voted much time to the study of the American
Lemnacem. It may here be stated that our
species of Lemna appear to be identical with
those of Belgium.

Iu the summer of 1868 I placed in my aquarium
a quantity of the plants oiLemna jiolyrrhiza, L.,

partly with the hope of detecting them blossom.

They grew and multiplied till the early winter,

when the fronds gradually decayed and disap-

peared. Towards spring I noticed at the bottom
of the aquarium, adhering to the mud and stones,

a number of minute, gem-like bodies, smaller

than the head of the smallest pin, and of an in-

tense green. These increased in size, and at

length assumed somewhat of the appearance of
the frond of a small Lemna, finally rising to the

surface of the water, where they continued to

grow. In the course of a few weeks a large

number of these Lemna could be seen iu my
aquarium, they having increased by proliferous

growth. At this time they presented so closely

the characteristics of L. Torreyi, Austin, as to

deceive me quite into thinking them that species

;

the thin obovate-oblong fronds were of a pale

green, but glossy, and barely one-nerved, the

root being single. But in the course of several

days another change took place. The fronds

became broader and rounder, lost their glossi-

ness, and put on a dull but darker green above,

having a faint pink flush beneath. At length,

after a further interval, the fronds becoming

thick and palmately five to seven-nerved, and

changed to a purplish-crimson beneath, the

roots being several in a cluster, proclaimed un-

mistakably that the plant was Z.poZyrrAiza, L.,

antl nothing else.

From the foregoing I am convinced that much
of the Lemna which is taken for L. Torreyi,

Austin, and L. perpusilla, Torr., and, perhaps,

L. minor, L., is no other than L. polyrrhiza, L.,

in some of its earlier stages. And here arises

the question : Is it a more highly developed

plant (species) than those others? Oris it de-

graded from the condition of L. Torreyi ? I

would add that it is somewhat remarkable that

this plant (£. polyrrhiza) , though so common
in our pools, ponds and rivers, has never been

found in blossom in this country.

According to M. Van Hoven, as given in the

Journal, the three species, L. trisulca, minor

and arrhiza, preserve their leaves through the

winter, remaining on the surface, while only the

L. polyrrhiza and gihba produce leaves of a dif-

ferent form in winter. He also states that

" their roots are exceedingly minute, and at

first hidden within the leaf."

Some weeks ago, when at Eaton Rapids, Mich.,

a place lately become celebrated through the

discovery of those remarkable magnetic mineral

springs, I found (June 7, 1870) theiy. minor, L.,

in blossom—thousands of them in flower. As
it is a species which is rarely seen in bloom, the

information may be interesting to your readers.

Late last autumn (18G9) a friend, a well-known

botanist from the East, found in the Detroit

river a single specimen in flower of the L. tri-

sulca, L. It was a gusty day, and as he searched

in his pocket for a piece of paper iu which to

secure it, the wind suddenly blew it away, so

that he could not recover it. But he is too ac-

curate an observer for us to imagine that he was
mistaken as to its bearing flowers. It is, also,

rarely found fertile.

Though the Lemna generally floats free, its

roots suspended in the wafer, and drifted about

by every stray breeze or current in the stream

or pond, yet I flnd, where the water is shallow

enough, it sends its roots into the soft mud at

the bottom, thus becoming a fixture.

1 find the Wolffia Columbiana, Karsten, grow-
ing with L. minor, L., in abundance in the

neighborhood of Detroit ; but have not collected

it in flower.
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p. S.—August 29, 1870.—I have to-day found,

at Sandwich, Ontario, on the Detroit river, the

WoJjffia Columbiana, Kars., in full flower. I

inclose specimens, but hardly hope they will

arrive in perfection. The surface of the pool

where 1 found them, and where I have watched
them for more than a year, is covered with the

little plants tor more than three-quarters of an

inch thick. H. G.

[For the benefit of some who may bo unac-

(juainted with the plants mentioned in the com-

munication of Mr. Gillman, we may state that

the species of Lenina are extremely minute

plants growing on the surface of ponds and still

waters, and sometimes called Duckweed. They
vary in size from one-twelfth to one-quarter of

an inch, consisting of a simple leaf-like body
with slender roots emitted from the under sur-

face. They rarely produce flowers in this

country, the usual mode of reproduction being

by the development of small, bulb-like bodies

from the edge of the leaves; these bulbs sink to

the bottom of the water in the fall, and rise to

the surface for development in the spring. The
flowers, when they do appear, are produced from

a slit or opening in the edge of the leaf; they

are reduced to the simplest state, one or two
producing a single stamen, and one or two a

single pistil.

The WolflSa is a plant of similar nature, of

microscopic size and simpler structure, each

plant producing a single flower of stamen and
pistil, formed by a small cup-like depression in

the body of the leaf or plant.—Ed.]

VEGETABLE CELLS.

BY DR. FELIX 8CHAAN, CHICAGO.

PART III.— CoTitinued frvm page 2.jC.)

[Fig. 214.]

r^

Oxalate of Lime in Cactus.

3. Crystals. In the vegetable cells we often

find crystals of oxalate of lime ; they crystalize

in form of quadratic octahedrons. It is seldom

we find this octahedron well developed
; you

see a large heap of plates agglomerated irregu-

larly one to the other. In Cactus you find them
in every slice. Geranium presents also a large

amount of cells containing crystals. (See Fig.

137.)

Schleiden says that oxalate of lime crystals

can take also the form of needles. I had some
doubt whether all needle-shaped crystals were

oxalate of lime, and, on inquiring, I went to

the following statements. The crystals of oxa-

late of lime in the Cactus, I treated with nitric

acid. It was not dissolved entirely, but cor-

roded only on the edges. I added a drop of

ammonia, and I saw that the crystal disap-

peaied rapidly, leaving several gas bubbles.

I made a precipitate of oxalate of lime by

double decomposition, by pouring into a solu-

tion of nitrate of lime, a solution of oxalate of

potash, and carefully washing the precipitate,

selected on a filtering paper: trying on this

oxalate of lime the reactives above mentioned,

I found them verified. So it may be stated that

these crystals are oxalate of lime. Some needle-

shaped crystals I submitted to a careful study

with the following result: I took for object the

rasping of the root of Sarsaparilla {Smilax Sar-

suparilla). By the addition of a drop of water

we find in the middle of a ring of starch glo-

bules a fascicle of needle crystals, and near by

you find other needles whose points are broken

and scattered in the vicinity. (Fig. 215, a).

[Fig. 21.5 ]

In a longitudinal slice of the same root, you
may remark between the porous cells and the

starch cells a long line of these needle-shaped

crystals, whose points all look in one direction

and follow one another like a procession of ants

going to the hillock. (Fig. 215, i(). At first I

thought—there we have cells with crystals like

the Cactus and Geranium cells, and I suspected

some porous cells to be the home of these crys-

tals. Error ! I analyzed the rasping of the root
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without water; I could not find any needles or

a trace of a crystal. In the heap of starch I

remarked a transparent rippled object which I

thought was the source of the crystals. 1 then

poured a drop of water between the object

glasses, but the same object was not changed
;

in moving the object I found near by the well

constituted needles, where there was nothing

of that kind betore.

I repeated several limes the same experiment,

and saw finally the needles take their origin of

the surrounding shapeless matter in a twinkling.

What are they composed of? Oxalate of lime?

This latter salt is obtained by nitric acid, but
the needles I saw apiiear more numerous by
the addition of nitric acid. Ammonia dissolved

them. I took these needles for salseparine.

This base is not soluble in water, and crystalizcs

in needle-form. So when you force water be-

tween the glass plates where salseparine is con-

tained, this base is precipitated in the form of

needle crystals, following the law of chemistry

that every body contained in excess in a men-
strum is precipitated in the form of crystals or

of amorphous granules.

In the incrustations of the liber cells of Cin-

chona (Pig. 216) we encounter also salts, bnt
these are in an amorphous state. Without doubt
quinine is to be found there. By the addition

of a drop of sulphuric acid the quinine combines
with it and forms sulphate of quinine, which
being less soluble in water precipitates in very
fine needles. At the same time we see that

between the layers at the inside of the cellulose

membrane (Fig. 210) there appears a series of

[Fig. 216.

J

holes which grow larger and more iinnicrous,

leaving, of the entire cell and its layer, only a
mere shadow.

4. Chlorophyl grains are little rouniti I bodies
of a greenish color. They are dis.seminated in
most fresh vegetable cells, and abound particu-

larly in those which are nearer the outer sur-

face of the plant. By oxydation the green color

turns yellow and red. The chlorophyl is the

matter which gives to foliage its beautiful hues:

in spring, green in all its variations ; in the fall,

yellow, and all transition stages to scarlet.

5. Granular substances are found in many
cells. Sometimes these granules are composed
of starchy matters, as detected by their coloring

blue with iodine: at other times it is very diffi-

cult to study their composition. I remsirked in

some cases an active movement of these gran-

ules, by their changing their places in respect

to one another and to larger bodies in the inte-

rior of the cells.

6. Gases. Under the covering plate in our
microscopical researches gases present them-

selves, all alike, as bubbles of sharp contour.

Chemistry only can tell us what gas is the gen-

erator of the bubble in {juestion. In the plants,

as it is known, we meet with carbonic acid,

oxygen, and atmospheric air.

For a carbonic acid bubble, we have a test in

a solution of chloro-barium (Ba. CI.) in which
carbonic acid makes a precipitate of carbonate

of barium, which has the form of fine granules.

Oxygen, we know, is the gas " par excellence"

which is present in vegetable tissues.

In dry vegetables I found gas ; in living plants

I did not detect any free gas-bubbles. It is

probable that the oxygen and carbonic acid, the

two grand factors in the life of the plants, are

merely in solution in the sap, like the carbonic

acid in the blood of the lung blood-vessels, and
not in the form of free gas.

7. The last and most important part of the

cell contents is the nucleus or cytoblast.

Schleiden says: "In all tender hairs, almost

in every growing portion of cellular tissue in

the entire leaves of mosses, especially in Sphag-
num, we find in every cell, fastened to the inner

wall, a small, mostly plano-convex or lenticular,

sharply defined body, strikingly difierent from
all other contents of the cell. This is the cyto-

blast."

When perfectly formed it is a flat lenticular,

sharply defined, pale yellow body, in which it

is easy to distinguish one or two, seldom three,

sharply defined, and evidently hollow, corpus-

cles, which are called " nucleoli."

I was not able to discover the cytoblast in

leaves of a moss {ITypninn molluscum) . I ob-

served at one end a sharper yellowish hue,

which in the first moment I took for a cytoblast,

but an ampler enlargement showed that it was
only the interference of the light in the rounded
corner of the cell. In another moss {Sphag-
num Jimbriatum) it is otherwise. The cells of

the top, which are evidently of more recent

building, are without any trace of a cytoblast,

whereas in those of ancient date nearer the root,
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we distinguish in many cells a yellowish-green

globule, which Schleideu took, evidently, for a

cytoblast.

In the hair of the Geranium stem (Fig. 101).

iu many pith cells of the same (Fig. 217), and

of Cactus, the cytoblast was very manifest.

I must state that I was unable to discover a

cytoblast in all cells which contained salt in

form of crystal, or in that of layers, fibres, or

pores, in the cells of ancient date, as the starch

cells of the roots which I considered in this paper.

The/ungws offers a good material for study-

ing the cytoblast. In fungus-cells we find one

or more cytoblasts, and we can easily observe

thoir dividing into two, four, etc.

1 did not observe a cytoblast attached to the

wall of the primitive utricle and forming an

integral part of it, as related by Schleiden.

We have now passed in review successively

all parts of the vegetable cell. I never found,

and perhaps there does not exist, a cell which

contains all the substances mentioned at once.

Vegetation seems to extend much farther

toward the north, than toward the south pole;

thus in Lapland, the Fir-tree extends to 70 deg.

;

the White-birch to 70 deg. 40 min., and the

Dwarf-birch 71 deg.; whereas, in the same de-

grees of south latitute vegetation is almost
wholly wanting. Even iu Deception Island,

02 deg. 50 min. south latitude, only Lichens are

met with, and no longer any species of grass;

and in Cockburn's Island, lat. 64 deg. 12 min.,
only Lichens and a few mosses are to be found.
On the contrary, in the Arctic zone, ten species
of flowering plants were found on Waldcn
Island, 80i deg. north latitude.

" Nature seems to have accumulated all the
beauties of form in the stately Palm, whose
smooth and slender stems rise to a height of
from CO to 75 feet, projecting like a colonnade
above the dense mass of the surrounding foli-

age. The loaves of some species incline verti-

cally upwards to a height of 1(J to 17 feet, and
are curled at the extremities in a kind of feathery

tuft. The flower-buds burst forth, in all Palms,
from the stem imroediateljf beneath the leaves."

WILD RICE, or INDIAN BICE.

iZizania aquatica, L.)

The muddy boi-ders of lakes and slow streams

in the Northwestern States produce a species of

wild Kice (Zizania aquatica), nearly related to

the cultivated gi-ain. It is especially abundant

in the small lakes which abound in Minnesota,

and is there a means of subsistence for the In-

dians. It grows usually four to six feet high,

sometimes, however, reaching the licij^lil orci';ht

or ten feet. The grain is produced from pistil-

late flowers on the upper branches ol'tlie tlower-

ing stalk, the lower branches bearing only the

staminate flowers. The grain is smaller than

that of the cultivated rice, but is said to be sweet

and well-flavored, but acquires a scorched taste

from the manner of removing the husks.

We find in the Youth's Companion an article

by Helen C. Weeks, which gives an extremely

interesting account of the manner of collecting

and preparing the grain for food by the Indians

of Minnesota. We give below the principal por-

tion of the article referred to

:

"Some months later, in early September, we
left Red Lake, and journeyed li\- .inioe IVoui that

point to Leech Lake, a luiiidred miles and more,

below. The route lies Ihniugh a cliam of small

lakes, connected by streams, sometimes large

and sometimes small, but quite as often separated

by belts of land called ' portages.'

"At times a field of wild Rice may be found
in some shallow spot near the middle of the

lakes, but oftener it grows nearer the shore,

sometimes many acres together, the long, slender

stalks, with their reddish-brown heads of grain

rising high above one's head, as the canoe sweeps
through them.

" The wives of our Indian boatmen set out at

the same time as ourselves for a rice-field in

Midge's Lake, and as they row more swiftly

than the men, we found them there at work,
when we started the next morning, after our fu-st

night's camping out on its shores.
" Curious to see the whole operation we waited

here an hour or two. In the bottom of the mid-

dle of the canoe was laid the blanket; and as the

canoe was paddled slowly llimujih the Held by
one woman, the other, kiiei'linu' and holding two
sticks, shaped like small paddles, bent nver the

heads of rice with one, while with llie oilier she

brushed out the ripe grains, wlii ell idl into the

blanket. As it gradualh- (ills, the women
paddle to some point «in the shore, where a fire

is lighted, and the great coiiper kettle, bought at

P.riiish forts in llu'cNon's llav territory, and only

owned by the most well-to-do amom^- tliem, is

swung over it to heat. Into tlii<. w hen almost

red-hot, the i-ice is poured, and (on-i:niil\ ~lirred

with a small paddle till the liu-k- aiv M-oirhed

off, and the grain thoroughly panhed. It is from
this proee-s' that the M-orehed taste comes, for

tVee(l from the hu>k in the saline way as the

Southern rii-e, it would be quite as sweet. Ouce
roasted, it is put up in bags woven from rushes,

and holding generally about half a bushel."
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NOTES FROM CORRESPONltENTS.

Kentucky Coffee Tree—The tree mentioned in

tlie June number of the American Entomologist
ANU Botanist as growing near Carditi', Onondago Go.,

N. Y., i» Gymnoolailua Canadensis, or tlie Kentucky

Coflce Tree, a very rare tree in this .Slate. Gov. Dewitt

Clinton must have been mistaken if he supposed the

trees in question were a species ot Zanthoxylum.

White Fruited Fragauia.—We ^ave a Fraguria

growing here that resembles F. ivsca \a every respect

except tlie color of Hi<' iriiit, wliiili is always white. In

Skaiicatelcs, in this si^ii.', ilinr arr literally millions of

these plants growiri- in iliv lliM,-, always with white

fruit, and showing no .signs of varying into the proper

form of Fnigaria vesca. Is this white-fruited form com-

mon HI other localities? If it should be found to retain

its white fruit in all places would this constitute It a

new species?
' Sam'l N. Cowi-BS.

ISKANEATELKS, N. Y., Aug., 1870.

[Tlie mere character of color is not sufficient to cstali-

lish a specitic distinction. We would be glad to have

information from other correspondents as to the fre-

quency of this variety of Strawberry.

—

Ed.]

Botanical Notes from Southern Illinois, No.

2.—Since writing my last I have observed, about the

blufl's in Union county, Lespedeza repens and Gulactea

mollix, both occurring abundantly . In the lower grounds

along streams, the first herbaceous plant in bloom is the

little Erigenia bulbosa, the harbinger of .spring, which
often pushes up its cluster ot tiny blossoms while its

leaves are yet unfolded, and sometimes before they are

even above the ground. Its early appearance is the

more striking, since it belongs to an order wliose other

representatives bloom in midsummer.
Upon the faces of southward-sloping hills, I have seen

masses of Phlox hifida in bloom as early as the 25th of

March. Later comes the Syrumdra grandifiora , the

largest ami most beautiful of our labiate flowers, grow-

ing in profusion along the Drury and its tributaries.

Stagnant pools are often tilled with Kanuaculus oUongi-

foli.ua, while in low grounds everywhere occur Delphin-

ium tricorm and Trillium erectum, var. album. The
Delphinium is always deep purple with us, and the

Trillium white throughout. Scattered through damp
woods, and growing in masses at the bases of blufl's, I

find Pogoihia pendula, curious, like all the fantastic

Orchis family to which it belongs, and interesting also

for its rarity ej^sewhere. Most of these plants, with many
others interesting and beautiful, may be found in the

Stone-Fort Valley, a naiTow creek bottom bordered by
perpendicular walls of rock, near Makanda, in Jackson

county. Opposite an ancient fortification, from which

the valley takes its name—a relic of the early French or

Spanish voyagcjurs—is the only spot where the Saxifraga

mentioned in your August number has yet been seen.

The scarred and buttressed bluffs of this valley are rich

in mosses and ferns, lichens and liverworts.

In swampy ground is sometimes seen Pancratium rota-

tum, almost worthy to contest the palm for beauty and
fragrance with the peerless White Water-lily. It does

not bloom here until .July or August. It furnishes an
illustration of the ingenious care which Nature some-
times takes to secure the direct fertilization of the ovule,

a process which, in other cases, she is equally careful

to leave to the chance assistance of insects, or the fickle

winds. The thickened points of the three outer divi-

sions of the calyx are curiously notched, so as to hold

the tips of the sepals together until the anthers have dis-

charged their pollen and the impregnation of the ovule

is made certain; and then the flower opens, usually with

a sudden spring. A very common plant in low grounds

is Desmodium paucijiorum, remarkable as being perhaps

the only member of the sub-order Papilionacea; whose
petals are entirely distinct.

In thickets I find Sicyos angulatus, and in the drier

woods Coreopsis aitriculata, Archangelica hirsuta, Fedia

radiatu, Cynthia Virginica, Corallorhiza odontorhiza (rare),

and Lithospemmm latifolium, the latter widely scattered

through the forests of .Tackson county. Sahbatia angu-

laris often appciir-: hrre witli pure white flowefrs.

Among the <' n i
. i i.le plants are Heliophytum

Jndicum an<\ A I.. f.nm. At the base of bluffs

appears Pohjmni.: / , /,, and in rich and shaded

soil Phacelia bipiimatijida, bearing round racemes of

light-blue flowers, but coarse in foliage and ott'ensively

rank in smell. Very common, not in swamps, but by
banks of streams and in low open grounds everywhere,
is Ludivigia alternifolia.

The flora of the Mississippi bottoms is not so varied

and peculiar as that of the higlier lands. Almost the

only unusual plants which I have observed there are

Myriophyllum heterophyllum and 'Hottonia inflata, occur-

ring in stagnant ponds. Jussicea repms ocvxlys somewhat
rarely here, but is very common further south.

The tortuous and shallow lakes, lying usually near the

eastern boundary of the bottoms, are filled with the

ordinary vegetation of quiet waters. I have seen acres

of their expanse gorgeous with the purple and green-and-

gold of the Pickerel-weed, and some are filled with the

stately and beautiful Nelumbium luteum, the under sur-

faces of whose broad peltate leaves, when swept by the

wind, flash in the sun like silver. More commonly,
however, they are simply bordered with the Arrow
Arum, and the yellow and white Pond-lilies; while the

dark-brown surface of the open spaces will be starred

with the golden blossoms of the larger Utricularia. On
the bordersofGrassy Lake Ifound^ffl«?n«n«i'««ra«yZ»ii»«(!a

and iSmihix tamnoidu, and upon the summits of some
Indian burial mounds on Running Lake, the only speci-

mens of Gleditschia m/mosperma I have seen in the county.

I will add to the above list a few I observed in Frank-

lin county, as Polygala JSvttalUi and P. umbigua, both

very common; Myriophyllum scabratiimm swiimps, and
in thickets upon the hills Phaseolus pauciflorus, Stachyt

palustris, varieties aspera and glabra; Asclepias purpur-

aseens; Crotoacapitalumhy roadsides; Smilaxpsemlochina,

and a Uerpestris, not rotundifoUa. S. A. Forbes.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Plants to Name— ftraje^ Witter, Denver, Colorado.—
I inclose the flower, seed-pod and a branch of a very

beautiful and singular plant which grows most luxuri-

antly on our driest and most sandy plains. I would

like much to know its name. Its root is perennial, I

think , and runs down to a great depth. I have seen

bunches of it ba\\\ one root 8 feet across and 3 feet high.

Ans. The specimen sent was Ipomea leptophylla, or

what might be called the Western Morning-glory. It

occurs frequently on the "Great Plains," and when in

flower presents a beautiful appeiuance.
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THE TEAR'S INTERMISSION.

Wo have been highly pleased at the numerous

gratulatoiy letters which have come to hand

since our last number was sent out. General

regret is expressed, and some few of our sub-

scribers express the fear that the publication of

our journal will never be recommenced. Indeed,

some of our contemporaries have even apnounced

that the "American Entomologist and Botan-

ist has been discontinued." Now we must here

reiterate that which we have already announced.

Our journal is not discontinued, but simply sus-

pended for one year, in accordance with the

desires of both publishers and editors. Like

those insects which, after an active lai-val period,

go through a pupal stage during which the life

functions are in great part suspended, and which
yet afterwards bm-st forth in all their glory and
lerfection; so we intend that our journal, after

s temporary suspension, shall in due time ap-

ear, before those who signify their desire to

eceive it, in a more attractive and perfect form.

It is because of this our firm intention that we
lesire all those who contemplate taking Volimie

ill to send in their names (not the money) at

once to the publishers. The greater the Kst the

nore we shall feel encouraged to go on, and
3very present subscriber who desires the success

)f our enterprise should endeavor to send in at

east one more name with his or her own.
In taking temporary leave of our readers we

;annot forbear to express om- sincere thanks to

hose editors who have so fsivorably noticed tins

laper, and to the many friends who, by their

ontributions and aid in other ways, have laid

lis under lasting obligations.

Bound Volumes.—The publishers will furnish

this volume complete and nicely bound for $2.50

per copy. Only about 20 copies of Vol. I remain,

disposed of at the same price..vhich will 1

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE GRAPE-VINE.-

The Grape-leaf Gall-louse,

{Phylloxera vi(i/oli<E, Fitch.)

Color—Green.

Here we have an insect, the life-Mstory of

which is as interesting to the entomologist as its

devastations are alarming to the grape-gi-ower.

We have given it considerable attention the past

summer, and though it is a difficult task to pre-

sent definite and satisfactoiy information from

among the multitude of facts we have obtained,

yet we shall endeavor to lay before our readers

a comprehensive account of this little louse, so

far as our present knowledge of it will permit.

In doing so we are made painfully aware that

there is much room left for further obsei-vations,

and he who will patiently and persistently devote

his time for a few years to its study, and will

with candor and accuracy give to the world the

results, will doubtless be rewarded by new and

important discoveries, and will render valuable

sei-vice to the cause of science and of economic

entomology.

The first reference to this insect was briefly

made by Dr. Fitch, of New York, in the year

1856,* and he subsequently described it in a very

insufficient manner, under the name of Pemphi-

T. Eep.
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gus vitifoHce;* but though the specific name
must be retained, the insect was wrongly re-

ferred to the genus Pemphigus, as we shall pres-

ently see. Ten years afterwards this louse was

again refeired to by ourselves in the Prairie

Farmer for August 3, 186G, and during the fall

of the same year articles were written upon it

by Dr. Shimer,t and by our late associate, Mr.

WalshJ—the former claiming that it was a trae

Plant-louse {Aphis family), and the latter that it

was a Bark-louse {Coccus family). In this Dr.

Shimer was evidently right, and Mr. Walsh

wrong. In January, 1867, Dr. Shimer proposed

for this insect a new family (DACTYLOSPHiE-

KrDiE§), which, in our opinion, cannot stand.

But not to weary the general reader with

purely scientific questions, we shall presently

give, in a short ajipendix, the reasons for our

opinion on this point, together with some other

details for the benefit of those more immediately

interested.

This louse was subsequently treated of by Mr.

Walsh in his report as Acting State Entomolo-

gist of Illinois (pp. 21-24), where he still felt in-

clined to place it with the Bark-lice, though we
have good reason to believe that he afterwards

changed his mind. During all this time a

serious disease of the roots of the Grape-vine

began to attract attention in the south of

France, and it finally caused such alarm that the

Minister of Agriculture and Commerce in France

offered a prize of 20,000 francs for the discovery

of an eflicacious and practical remedy.

A special commission was also appointed to

draw up a programme of conditions, examine

memoirs submitted to it, settle the experiments

to be made, collect evidence from local commis-

sions, and, if they saw reason for so doing, to

award the prize ofiered by government. The

commission consisted of M. Dumas, M. Milne

Edwards and M. Duchartre, of the Paris Acad-

emy of Sciences ; M, Gei-vais, M. Planchon, M.

Henri Mares and M. Louis Vialla, of Montpel-

lier; the Comte de Vergue, of Giroude; M.

Bedel, of Vaucluse, and three members of the

Ministry of Agriculture.

The disease is known as pourridie, or rotting.

It is in the form of little cankerous spots, which

cut off the supply of nourishment and cause the

roots to rot, and these spots were ascertained

by MIVI. Planchon and Lichtenstein, of Montpel-

lier, to be caused by a louse {Phylloxera vasta-

trix, Planchon), which bears a close resem-

blance to our gall insect. This is not all, for a

leaf-gall absolutely identical with ours also oc-

curs there, and the identity of the gall-inhabiting

with the root-inhabiting insect was demon-

strated by "J. O. W." in the Oardener^s Chroni-

cle, of England, for January 80, 1809, and M. J.

Lichtenstein even contended that their European

species was identical with ours, and imported

from this country, in which opinion he ^vas sup-

ported by A. Comhe-Dalmas.*

Of course thefe views expressed in Europe

gave increased interest to our own gall-louse,

and we determined to make every effort to de- ,

cide the question of identity, together with some
\

other questions which pi-esented themselves. To ]

this end we opened correspondence with M. V.

Signoret and M. J. Litchtenstein, who were

making experiments in France while we were

doing the same here. But the blighting effects

of the war have not only entailed untold misery

and woe to millions in France, but have either

pai-alyzed or effectually balked scientific investi-

gation within her borders, so tliat at last ac-

counts M. Lichtenstein was in Spain, and M.

Signoret shut up in Paris. We were, however,
j

fortunate enough to receive from the latter gen-
^

tleman, a few days previous to the investment of
i

Paris, a letter stating that upon examination of

specimens of our gall-lice, which we had ex-

pressed to him, he was convinced of their ident-

ity with the European species. This was indeed

satisfactory, and, coupled with the facts that we
have discovered that our gall insect likewise

attacks the roots of our vines in precisely the

same manner as does the European species, and

that the winged specimens found in this country

by Dr. Shimer agree iu having the character-

istic dusky band around the middle of the

thorax described iu the winged female of Eu-

rope, it leaves no doubt in our mind that the

insects of the two continents are really identical.

As already stated the war put a stop to inves-

tigations in France, and we do not know that

any effectual remedy was discovered, or that the

premium was disposed of. Carbolic acid, and

two other substances, namely, sulphuret of lime

dissolved in water, and an empyreumatical oil,

known among veterinary surgeons by the name
of " oil of cade," dissolved in water, were found

to be the best specifics ; but neither of them have

been tried on a sufficiently extensive scale, and

we have little faith in any medicinal remedy.

The two parties who have written most upon

the disease, namely, M. Signoret and M. Lich-

tenstein, took entii-ely opposite grounds as to its

cause. The former claimed that it had a botau-

' Imectologie Agricote, 1869, p. 1S9.
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ical rather than au entomological cause, tliat it

was principally due to drouth, bad culture and
poor soil, and that the Phylloxera was therefore

incidental; and acting upon this view, suggested

that water, with manure and good cultivation,

would do away with it ; while the latter main-

tained that the Phylloxera was the sole cause of

the trouble. There are, doubtless, certain condi-

tions of soil wliich will prove favorable to the

increase of the louse, and it may also be influ-

enced by the seasons and by good or poor culti-

vation ; but that this insect should be found only

on such roots as are already diseased is liighly

improbable, and there can be no reasonable

doubt that M. Lichtenstein is right in attrib-

uting the disease directly to the Phylloxera.

The appearance of mites is the almost inevita-

ble consequence of diseased and rotting vegeta-

tion, but Plant-lice cannot live on such vegeta-

tion, and invariably leave it as soon as they have

by their punctures reduced the healthy tissues

to such a state. Moreover, the history of our

own louse, which we shall now proceed to give,

corroborates M. Lichteustein's views.

In Missouri tliis insect has proved very injuri-

ous to the Clinton vine for several years past^—at

least as far back as 1864—and Mr. Geo. Hus-

maun informed us that last year it actually de-

foliated three-fourths of an acre of Clintons and

Taylors on bottom laud at Bluffton, though it

did not appear to do much injury on the hills.

The past season it has been very bad around

Ivirkwood, where we had an excellent opportu-

nity to carry on our observations.

In this latitude the first galls are noticed by
about the middle of May, and by the middle of

June they begin to be quite common. It occurs

most abundantly on the Clinton and Taylor, but

we have found it on the wild Frost Grape ( V.

cordifolia), and such other cultivated varieties of

it as Golden Clinton and Huntington ; also on the

Delaware, and early in the year we even found

a few large galls on the Concord. According to

Dr. Morse it also occurs on the lona, which is a

variety of the Northern Fox Grape ( V. labrus-

ca). The galls vary somewhat in appearance,

according to the vine upon which they occur,

those we have noticed on the wild Frost Grape

being more hirsute than those on the cultivated

Clinton, and these again rougher than on the

Taylor.

The few individuals wliicli start the race

early in the year station themselves upon
the upper side of the leaves, and by constant

suction and ii-ritation soon cause the leaf to

swell iiTegularly on the opposite side, while

the upper pai-t of the leaf gradually become?

fuzzy and closes, so that the louse at last sinks

from view, and is snugly settled in her gall.

Here she commences depositing, her bulk in-

creasing during preguancy. Eventually she

grows to be very plump and swollen, acquires a

deep yellow or orange tint, and crowds the space

within the gall with her small yellow eggs, num-
bering from fifty to four or five hundred, accord-

ing to the size of the gall. The young lice are pale

yellow, and appear as at Figure 219, d, e. As
soon as they are hatched they escape from the gall

through the orifice on the upper surface of the

leaf, which was never entirely closed ; and, taking

up their abode on the young and tender leaves, in

their turn form galls. The mother louse, after

completing her deposit, dies, and the gall which
she occupied dries up. There are several genera-

tions during the year, and tliis process goes on
as long as the vines put forth fresh leaves. As
the galls multiply and the growth of the vine

becomes less vigorous, the young lice sometimes

so completely cover the upper surface of the

newly expanded leaves as not to leave room for

them all to form galls. In tliis event the leaf

soon perishes, and the lice perish with it. When
two or more lice are stationed closely together

they often form but one gall, which accounts for

the presence of the several females that are some-

times observed in a single gall. Those leaves

which have been badly attacked turn brown or

black, and sooner or later fall to the ground, so

that the vine may become entirely denuded. By
August the insects generally become so pro-

digiously multiplied that they often settle on
the tendrils, leaf stalks, and tender branches,

where they form excrescences and gall-Uke

growths, difiering only from those on the leaves

in such manner as one would naturally expect

from the ditference in the plant tissues. By this

time the many natural enemies of the lice begin

to play sad havoc vdth them ; and after the vine

has finished its growth the young lice, finding

no more succulent and suitable leaves, begin to

wander and to seek the roots, so that by the end

of September the galls are deserted, and those

few remaining on the vines generally become
mildewy, and finally turn brown and dry up.

Upon the roots the lice attach themselves singly,

or in little groups, and cause by their punctures

little swellings and knots, wliich eventually be-

come rotten. Where vines have been badly

afibcted with the gall it is difficult to find a per-

fectly healthy, fibrous root. Strange enough,

these lice not only change their residence as win-

ter approaches, from the leaf above ground to

the root below ground, just like the Moor, who,

having passed the summer on his roof, gets into
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his house in tlie winter ; but, Proteus-like, they

change their appearance in shedding their skins,

and at the present time (Nov. Cth) have all be-

come tubercled, as represented at Figure 219, g.

No doubt the insect passes the winter on the

roots in this tubercled state, but whether in the

spring these tubercled individuals produce

winged males and females, which rise in the air,

pair, and by depositing eggs give birth to the

apterous females which found the gall-producing

colonies, or whether, as spring opens, they lay

eggs on the roots, and the young hatching from

these eggs crawl up on to the leaves and found

those gall-producing colonies, are questions yet

to be settled in the life-history of our G rape leaf-

louse. The former hypothesis is, however, by

far the most probable, for analogy would lead

us to infer that winged males and females must

be developed' at some time during its annual

course, and winged males arc so rare in the galls

that we have never been able to find them,

though we have opened thousands upon thou-

sands of the galls during the summer and Ml
months. Dr. Shinier, indeed, is the only fortu-

nate individual who has found the wiuged in-

sect in the galls, and, as he himself tells us, he

only succeeded in finding four specimens iu the

fall of the year, after cutting open ten thousand

galls; and he has really given us no proof that

his winged specimens were really males, and not

females. Let us hope, however, that by point-

ing out tlie gaps in the biological history of this

insect, attention will be di-awn to them, so that

they may be the more readily filled.

These discoveries lead us to some most impor-

tant practical considerations. It now becomes

evident that this insect can be transported from

one place to another on the roots, either upon

transplanted vines or in earth containing fibrous

roots. Doubtless it was by some such mode as

this that the insect was introduced into France

from this country. It may be iu tliis manner like-

wise that it has in part spread from one portion

of our country to another, though as it is found

indigenously on the wild Frost Grape, the

greater probabilities are that it exists wherever

this wild grape is found, and has gradually

spread from it on to the cultivated varieties.

These probabilities are strengthened by the fact

that new grape wood is always rooted in the

spring, when the lice, according to our views,

are leaving the roots. But the important fact

remains, that the insect winters on the roots, and

that to exterminate it from a vineyard we have

but to root up and destroy, late in the fall, such

vines as were affected with the gaUs. From the

poor success that has attended the experiments

made abroad to destroy the lice on the roots, and

from the fact that it is so difficult to reach them,

we have little hope that any other remedy wiU
be found than that of extermination by the

means indicated, or by plucking and destroying

the gall-infested leaves as fast as they appear in

the spring.

Another very important practical lesson may
be derived from the facts we have mentioned,

namely, that no variety of the Frost Grape ( V.

cordifolia) should be cultivated and encouraged

where those of the Fox Grape ( V. labrusca) or

of the Summer Grape ( V. cestivalis) are known
to be as good. Some of our best gi-ape-growers,

especially in the Mississippi Valley, already dis-

card the Clinton and its nearest relatives as

worthless, and, considering its liability to tliis

disease, we heartily commend their conduct.

There is some dilTerence of opinion among
botanists and experienced grape-growers as to

the number of indigenous species of the grape-

vine, and as to the true character of some of the

cultivated varieties, fome botamsts are inclined

to the opinion that we have but two, or even but

one, species; and certain it is that the fertile

character of the hybi-ids would lead to such an

opinion; but it is more generally accepted that

we have four distinct species ( V. labrusca, CBsti-

valis, cordifolia and vuljnna) and this view is

held by most western men.*

As already stated, our Grape leaf-louse is now
principally confined to varieties of the Frost

Grape ;t but as it has been found iu limited

numbers on lona and Concord, which are con-

sidered as varieties of the Northern Fox, and on

the Delaware, which is considered either as a

Summer Grape or as a hybrid between the Sum-
mer and the Northern Fox, we fear it may yet

spread and become injurious to these species.

Moreover, now that we know that our insect is

identical with that of Europe, there is also great

danger that it will attack all hybrids with the

European Vinifera, some of which, as the

" Goethe," now promise weU. Thus the reasons

for discarding the Clinton and other Frost grapes

become multiplied, for their cultivation may en-

danger the whole grape-growing interest of the

country. On entomological grounds, we say

emphatically to western men, do not plant any

more Clintons, and get rid of those you now
have as quickly as possible.

t Though Gray considei's the Clinton a variety of the JEsH-
valis^ It la more generally considered as belonging to Cordi-
folia, which its great liability to the gall-louse would
indicate.
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We had intended to say something about the

several insect enemies of this louse, but the illus-

trations could not be jirepared in time, and our

space will not permit.

[Fig. 219]

Colors—All ypUowish, oxceiit /, which is green.

Figure 218, at the head of this article, repre-

sents a leaf covered with galls. Figure 219—(a)

represents the winged female; (b) her foot or

tarsus—after Signorct; (c) an enlarged egg;

(fZ) the newly hatched gall-inhabiting type, ven-

tral view; (e) same, dorsal view; (/) a section

of a gall
; (g) the tubercled rootrinhabiting form

;

(h) the mother gall-louse at the heighth of her

fertility, ventral view; (i) same, dorsal view

—

all from natui-e; (j and k) differently veined

wings of the Oalc Phylloxera of Europe. All

these figures are greatly enlarged, and the natural

size is approximately shown by hair-lines.

APPENDIX.
It will be remembered that in what was said about

this insect on page ?48 of our first volume we criticised

the founding of the Family Daciylosjihrnridtt, by Dr.

Shimer. In an essay read before the Illinois State

Horticultural Society at Ottawa last winter, Dr. Shimer

took exception to our remarks, and called upon us to

give a reason for the faith that is in us. Not consider-

ing a horticultural meeting the proper place to enter

into the discussion of purely entomological questions,

we declined to waste the precious time of the members,

but intimated that we should be glad to answer the

Doctor whenever a favorable occasion presented. The

opportunity did not offer till now, as the Transactions

of the Society, containing the essay in question, have

but recently been published, but as we ourselves wrote

the strictures, we will briefly give our reasons for so

doing. In order to lay the question clearly before

those interested, it will be necessary to quote that por-

tion of our former article which so exercised friend

Shimer. It runs as follows :

The louse which forms the gall was first described as

. Fitch, of New York, though

niiions on the
type of a new

u.'iuis (Dadylos-
I tlii.s supposed
-I lo thu legs

II our future
CIV thutDr.
m iiria and
lUuiilv and

-tree 'Bark-
iie, Gmel.)
ound on its

d he would
acteristlc of

Pemphigus vUifoliai by Dr. F
it does not belong to that !;(

Carroll, made some int('n>tiim-

habits of this insect, ami iiia.lr

family (Dactylosphmrida) and ul' ::

phcera). The distinguishing leal

family are certain appentlages
which Dr. Shimer calls digttuU, I

of the wings point unmistakably
of the true Plant-lice. We sha

validity or propriety of this new I

give a more complete accdiint ni" i

articles on Grape insects ; luit xm

Shimer is unfortunate in ;.;iiiHlii

new families, for he ha^ |.ii.|iii

genus (Lepidosap/ies) forili- r.in

louse (Aspidiotus) [ilyt>

based upon similar apprii I _
legs; whereas, if he had ii • n k

have known that these appi-nday
almost all Bark-lice.

And here is Dr. Shimer's appeal

:

Here they would like to make the public believe that

these appendages, digituU, are the characters out of

which I have proposed two families in Entomology

;

whereas, the leading character upon which 1 propose
my family Dadylosphaerida^ is two claws on a one-

jomted tarsus, and the leading characters in Lepidosa-

pfiidm are a tarsus without a claw, and a scale-maUng

,

not a scale-Uke insect. The digituli from their globe-

ended extremities I consider of some importance, but
by no means of primary weight in the first named
family, and in the second family I ^iv. ili.ni nn more
than secondary importance. \S\v.\\ na-iui- ihr junior

editor, for he alone now becunu > 1.-1^.11 il.k-, can
assign for so gross mlsrepreseutatiuu 1 am not able to

anticipate. He certainly, however, will be able to give

some reason for the faith within uim. s * *

I have not the slightest personal feeling in the matter,

and I hope that my much respected friend, Mr. Eiley,

State Entomologist of Missouri, will be free to defend
the position he has thus taken against me.

Now, we believe Dr. Shimer is sincere in stating that

he has no personal feeling in the matter, else we should

not even notice his request. We hope, therefore, that

he will believe us when we state th.at in the few words

we are about to pen we are governed by no personal

considerations whatever, but by a love of truth for

truth's sake. As Dr. Shimer becomes more familiar

(and we hope he will so become) with the minute and

interesting insects to which he has more especially

turned his attention, he will no doubt regret that he

ever proposed those two families without longer pon-

dering and considering.

Regarding the Bark-louse, we will dismiss the subject

in a few words, as it is foreign to the topic under con-

sideration. Dr. Shimer, it is ti'ue, deserves severe

handling for the cool and skeptical manner in which he

refers to the work of all preceding entomologists, and

the laughable way in which he arrogates to himself

the power of correct observation;* but at present we

•Trans. Am. Ent. Soo. I, pp. 371-2,
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will simply accede to his request, as follows

:

We confess that in stating that Dr. Shimer had based

his new family, Lepidosaphid^, upon the occurrence

oi digitidi, we should have qualified our language by in-

serting "partly " before "upon," since the characters

as given by him are, " Four digituli terminated hy puU
villi or arolia, and no claw, and thefemale living "beneath a

scale or shell-Wke habitation of her own constructing."*

But we insist that the proposition of a family on such

grounds was not only unfortunate, but unwarranted,

for the following reasons: First, the so-called digituli

are not even of generic, much less of family value , as

they are really nothing but modified hairs, and occur in

a more or less perfect form in all young Coccidm and
Aphides which we have examined, and are acknowl-
edged by the best authorities to be common to both
these families. Secondly, the insect in question really

has a more or less perfect claw, as we have abundantly
demonstrated the present year. Thirdly, the assump-
tiont that the scale in all CocciD^ should be part and
parcel of the insect itself, is a purely gratuitous one,

since there are many other species which live separate

from their scales, and since the genus ^spj'A'otes was
especially erected by Bouche for those species which
thus live under and separate from them. Consequently
there remains not a single character mentioned by our
author but what is well known to belong to the Cocci-
i>M, and there is not even the slightest excuse imagin-
able for separating it from Costa's genus Diaspis, to
which it is now correctly referred by Signoret—our
highest authority on this family.

Now let us return to our Grape-leaf louse. We have
no trouble in proving by Dr. Shimer's own words that

we were perfectly justified in saying that the " digituli "

were the '
' distinguishing features '

' of his supposed
family Dactyloephmridm. The very meaning of the word
(globe-fingered) given to the family indicates such to

have been the case, and he himself expressly says

:

t" The wing neuration of Dactylosphoera is synonymous
with that o{ Phylloxera; it is, therefore, upon the other
characters that I found this genus." Now what are
the other characters ? Turning to the family charac-
ters given, we find : "Wings four, carried flat on the
back in repose. Autenns few-jointed. Tarsi com-
posed of one joint terminated by two claws, and from
two to six digituli. Honey tubes none; otherwi.se re-

sembling Aphidce."^ The only other character given
which is not Aphidian is the one-jointed tarsus, which,
as we shall presently show, cannot, strictly speaking,
be considered a character of our Gall-louse, and which,
even if it were , would scarcely warrant the making of a
new family. Every other character, including the
" digituli" is common to dozens of plant-lice, and the
neuration of the insect's wing

|]
places it beyond any

•Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. I, p. 372.

tibid, p. 371.

t Charactert for a supposed new family, p. 5, note; from
the i'roc. Acad. Nat. Soi. Phil., Jan. Ia(i7.

§Ibid, p.l.

||The neuration of the wing differs slightly from the typical
European Ptiylloxera quercus, in the two discoidal veins of
the front wing uniting in a fork instead of being perfectly
separated. On this account Mr Walsh proposed Tor our in-
sect, and for certain other species found in hickory galls,
which have the same neuration, the generic name of Xero-
phylla. But it seems to us that the polymorphism of Aphi-
D.E has not yet been sullicieutly investigated to allow of
making even different species, much less different genera,
upon a forked or uuforked nervme, for there la frequently

doubt in the genus Phylloxera, which has long been

ready to receive it, and which, with the genera Vaeuna

and Ckermes, form the sixth Tribe, Chermesinm, of the

Aphidid.3!;, according to Passerinl's latest revision of

this family.

We can commend the carefulness with which Dr.

Shimer made the Interesting observations which he has

given us on this Insect, but no man should undertake

to found new families without first informing himself

more thoroughly of what has already been done by
others.

It was by no very easy means that we arrived at the

conclusion that our Gall-louse is Identical with the

European species, but now that the fact seems suffi-

ciently proved, Planchon's specific name i)astatrix wiW
have to give way to Fitch's mti/olia,* or at the most

be retained as a variety.

At first there seemed to be many reasons for consid-

ering the two Insects distinct. First, the European
root-louse was exceedingly destructive, and their gall-

louse of only exceptional occurrence; while our gall-

louse was very common and destructive, and no root-

lice were Isnown to exist here at all. Secondly, the in-

sect found in the galls was smooth, while that on the

roots was distinctly ornamented with piliferous tuber-

cles, and the two were sufficiently unlike to cause M.
Lichtenstein, who believed In their Identity, to propose

the term gall-inhabiting (galUcole) for the one race, and
root-Inhabiting (radicicole) for the other. Thirdly, our
Insect was described as having a one-jointed tarsus,

whereas M. Signoret described and figured the tarsus of

the winged root-inhabiting form as two-jointed . Fourth-

ly, there seemed to be a difi'erence even in the form of

our gall-inhabltlng louse and theirs, as ours appeared

much more obese and globular than theirs, as repre-

sented in their figures. All these apparent dilferences

were rather calculated to give rise to doubts as to the

identity of the two Insects; but by careful observation

and persistency we have been enabled to dispel them all.

First, we might naturally expect^and those who be-

lieve in the Darwinian hypothesis certainly would—
that, presuming our Insect to have been imported Into

Europe, It would undergo some modification in Its

habits, not only because of change of climate, but be-

cause of Its having to live on another species of the

Grape-vine—all the European species belonging to Vitis

iiinifera. Hence its normal habit there, of feeding on

much greater difference in specimens coming from the same
parents; and, as we are informed by M. Lichtenstein, the
European Phylloxera of the Oak actually presents both kinds
of neuration; there being red specimens with uuforked
nerves (Fig '219, _/), and yellow specimens with forked nerves
(Fig. -219, *). We have in oui- possession the very drawing
made by Mr. Cresson from Dr. Shimer's specimen of viti-

foliic, which Mr. Walsh refers to in his Report, and which
led Mr. W. erroneously to place our louse with the Coccids.
The drawing is rough, evidently imperfect, and well calcu-
lated to mislead, for the discoidal nerve of the frout wing
is represented more as a fold, the forks are omitted, and the
costa of hind wing is represented perfectly straight. The
drawing is also accompanied by Mr. Cresson's statement
that he could not give any decided opinion as to the neura-
tion, as the wings on the specimen were not spread out.

•M. J. Lichtenstein has objected to Fitch's specific name
" vitifolitE*' on the score of its being uugrammatical, and
has substituted the term " vitis-folii'' in his published re-
ports . W e cannot see any reason for being so ultra nice in this
matter. Irregularities in entomological nomenclature seem
to be allowable, or at least are very frequently and purposely
perpetrated for the sake of euphony. " Whatever is, is

right,' ' is as true in language as it is in religion, and if we
alter vilifolies we must alter a thousand other entomological
names that are not, strictly speaking, grammatically cor-
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the roots, may have been gradually acquired. We be-

lieve a parallel case presents itself in our Apple Root-

louse (Eriosoma pxjri, Fitch) and the WooUy Aphis, or

so-called "American Blight" {Eriosoma lanigera,

Hausm). It is conceded on almost all sides* that the

last insect was imported into Europe from this country,

and there is now every reason to believe that the two
insects are iudentical, or that at furthest they can only

be considered as varieties of one species. Yet while in

this country our root-louse is very injurious in the

West, and only exceptionally found on the limbs

above ground (though more often so found in the

Eastern States); all authors that we are acquainted

with have spoken of it as occurring solely on the limbs

in Europe; though M. Lichtenstein informs us that he
has found it on the roots there also, and that in those

cases it caused just such swellings of the roots as our
root-louse does here. We know in St. Louis of an old

apple-tree, standing in a yard where the ground is

trodden hard , the limbs of which have been for the past

three years more or less affected with this insect, though
none can be found on the roots. But where the ground
is more porous, and not so closely pressed to the roots,

it seldom occurs on the branches, but often on the roots,

even in the immediate neighborhood. Upon the closest

examination we cannot find the slightest difference be-

tween the root and branch-inhabiting lice, and no doubt

their habitat is governed somewhat by the character of

the soil, though in this country their normal habit is to

attack the roots, and to appear above ground only occa-

sionally in the fall.

Secondly, we have proved, by transferring on to

roots the young grape-lice hatched from galls, and by
successfully feeding them on those roots, that our

smooth gall-inhabiting type gives birth to the tubercled

root-inhabiting type; and we have discovered that our

gall insects take to the roots in the fall, on which they

cause the same cankerous spots and swellings as does

the vastatiix of Europe, and on which they evidently

lin)ernate just as vastatrix is known to do.

Thirdly, although in the gall-inhabiting type, in both

countries, the tarsus seems to be one-jointed, yet in

the root inhabiting type it is really two-jointed ; for

though the basal joint is small, and not visible from

above, it is plainly visible from the side or from below

(See Fig. 219, h). We have here what certain speculative

entomologists would consider an excellent illustration

of the Inferiority of Coccidoe compared with the Aphi-

dic, namely, a true Aphidian, exhibiting in its larval

and agamic stage the one-jointed tarsus of a Coccid, and
only showing the two-jointed tarsus of its family in the

more perfected tubercled form, and in the winged state.

And this Coccid-afiinity in the less perfect gall-producing

state is sometimes carried still farther, as we have often

been unable to discern but a single claw to the tarsi of

some of the young gall-inhabiting individuals.

Fourthly , the fact that M. Signoret, who alone has

compared actual specimens from both countries, de-

cides them to be identical, would sufficiently indicate

that the difference noticeable in the form depends on

the observer, and on the stage of growth at which ob-

servations are made.
It was the one-jointed tarsus in the gall insect which

no doubt in part led Dr. Shimer to propose a new

•M. Eudes-Deslongchamps and M. Blot are the only
authors, according to Amyot aud Serville, who belitve it is

iudigenous to Europe.

family for it , and it was this character—coupled with

the facts that it is oviparous , that it does not secrete

any sugary or flocculent substance (as do most gall-in-

habiting Plant-lice), and that the young forsake the gall

and scatter over the leaves as soon as hatched—which
led Mr. Walsh to consider it as an anomalous and aber-

rant Coccid. The genus Phylloxtra, seems also, accord-

ing to Westwood, to have been doubtingly introduced

into this family by Curtis in his Guide. We have al-

ready shown that, in the root-inhabiting form, the two
joints of the tarsus are plainly to be seen; aud Dr.
Shimer himself admits* that, in the winged insect which
he found in galls, he noticed a constriction on the under
side of the tarsus, though he is unwilling to allow that

it was a joint, because there was no motion. But even

if the 2-jointed character of the more perfect louse were
not demonstrated, all the other characters are so un-
mistakably Aphidian that there is, we think, no war-
rant in making a new family. In such degraded insects,

where the antennal joints are so variable, we might
naturally expect to find variation in the joints of the

legs. The more familiar we become with the biological

secrets of Nature, the more do we find, not only species

but genera, and even families, approaching each other

through modifications found in individuals; and these

aberrant gall-lice only help to give us a better idea of

the close connection between the Coccid^ and APHiD.ffi;.

Our Phylloxera brings the two families close together,

by its affinities on the one side with Ckermes of Liumjeus,

which, though looked upon as a Coccid by Ratzeburg,
is generally considered an Aphidian, and on the other

with the Coccidan genus Dactylopiua which contains

Linnseus's Coccus adofiidum. The oviparous nature ol

these gall-lice will also have less significance when we
reflect that there is a sort of gradation in this process,

and that many Plant-lice which are considered vivi-

parous or ovoviparous do in reality bring forth their

young enveloped in a more or less distinct egg-like film

or covering, from which they have to free themselves

by a process analogous to that of hatching. This has

not only been observed by Curtis, in the case of an
Aphis found on the turnip,t but by Dr. Wm . Manlius
Smith, of Manlius, N. Y.,{ in the case of Pemphigus;

and we have, the present year, assured ourselves of the

accuracy of Dr. Manlius's observation as to Pemphigus,
and witnessed the same thing in Eriosoma, namely in

E. pyri. Fitch. In this last case the newly deposited

louse [or egg] remains motionless for a considerable

time; and the covering, after the young louse has ex-
tricated itself from it, may be as distinctly seen attached

to the end of its body as the covering or egg-shell of our
Grape gall-louse, and was figured by Fitch, who mis-

took it for the cotton-like matter, which, however, is

not secreted till the louse fastens itself and begins to

gi'ow.§ Moreover those Aphidiaus which are viviparous

through the spi-ing .and summer months
, generally lay

eggs in the fall ; aud though agamous and viviparous

multiplication can be prolonged by submitting the lice

to a continued artiflcally wai-m temperature, there is

doubtless a limit to this prolongation; and it may be

laid down as a rule that, with most Aphidians, the rf"

element and the production of eggs are, at some time or

other, indispensable to the continuance of the species.

^Characters of a Supposed Neio Family, p. 3.

IFarm Insecls, p. 65.
Auctore Walsh, P. E. S. P. VI, p. 282, note.
N. Y. Kep. I, p. 9.
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THE CHALCILEOUS PARASITE OP THE APPLE-TREE
BARK-LOUSE.

(Chalets \_Aphelinui\ mytilaspidis , n. sp.*)

BY DR. WM. LE BARON, GENEVA, ILLS.

[Fig. 220.;

Color—Yellow, (a) Fly; (6) antenna;; (<) larv.i.

It is the general opinion of nurserymen and
orcliardists that tlie Oyster-shell Bark-louse of

the apple tree has, for a number of years past,

been gradually disappearing, so that it no longer

occuijies the rank which it has heretofore so pre-

eminently held, of a first-class noxious insect.

The causes which have been instrumental in

bringing about this result, and which are still

operating to its completion, are matters of much
interest. The agencies to which it has been
usually attributed are the four following: In-

sectivorous birds
; predaceous insects, especially

the Coccinell.-E, or Lady-bugs, and their larvas

;

the larva; of the parasitic Chalcis-flies ; and the
Mites or Acari.

It has been generally supposed that the smaller

insectivoi'ous birds, such as the wrens and
warblers, devour many of the eggs of the Bark-
louse ; but these eggs are so minute, and so com-

• This insect belongs to the genus Aphelinut of Dalman,
and comes into Mr. Walker's fourth section, which contains
the similar European species, Aphelinusjlavus. The follow-

ing description gives the principal characters, both generic
and specific

.

Generic Description .— q Head a little wider than thorax

;

antenna; 6-jointea, first joint elongate, the other five forming
a fusiform club of which the first and fourth joints are equal,
second and third very short, fillh longest; mandibles three-
toothed; palpi very short; eyes hirsute; three ocelli. Fro-
thorax somewhat rounded anteriorly, not strongly quadrate.
Abdomen sessile; ovipositor originating from the middle of
the venter, lying in a groove, its point extending a very
little beyond the tip of the abdomen ; from each side of the
penultimate segment projects a fine hair, which furcates :

i origin and extends but little beyond the tip, forming
minute peculiar appendage the oflice of which it is di""
to conjecture. Surface of the wings beset with bristly points

litficult

and fringed around the greater part of their margin, the
fringe or cilia on the hind wings verv long; sub-costal vein
consolidated with the costa, except its basal third, and ex-
tending half the length of the wing, and then deflected so as
to torm a very short stigmatic branch or stiunp . Legs simple,
all the tibia; spurred at their extremities, spurs on middle
legs longest, spurs on anterior tibia; a little incurved; tarsi
flve-joiuted.

Specific Description — jlpftcZtnM mytilaspidis, n. sp.
—Length one twenty-fifth of an inch, some individuals (if
the same species) do not exceed one tlilrtieth Pale lemon
yellow; mandibles reddish-brown; ocelli coral red; oviposi-
tor reddish; a vacancy in the punctuation of the anterior
wings, forming a narniw space or pathway across the basal
half, wxteniling inwards obliquely backwards from the stig-
ma; cilia on the posterior margin of the hind wings longer
than half the width of tlie wing. In the smaUer individuals
the fringe on both wings is proportionally longer, that on
the hind wings being fhlly as long as the width of the wing.
These may possibly be a distinct speciea.

pletely concealed under the bark-like scales, that

even the sharp eyes of a bird could scarcely de-

tect them, unless it were endowed with a special

instinct for the purpose, and I know of no record

of any actual observations which confirm this

supposition. I am therefore inclined to the

opinion that birds have done little or nothing in

the way of exteiininating the Bark-louse.

The CoccinellsB devour a very small proportion

of these insects, whilst they are in their incipi-

ent and active state ; but this lasts only three or

four days, and therefore but very few of them
can be thus destroyed. These predaceous insects,

and especially their larviE, also destroy a few of

the Bark-lice, in their subsequent stages, by
gnawing ragged holes through the scales, and
thus getting access to the insect beneath. Mr.
Walsh conjectured that these rough holes were
made by Acari, but I have repeatedly seen the

larva of the Two-spotted Coccinella in the act of

gnawing just such holes in the scales of the Bark-

louse of the pine tree, and devouring its contents,

and it is therefore probable that they are the

authors of the similar holes on the apple tree.

But the smaU number of scales eaten into shows
that but few bark-lice are destroyed in tliis way.

The destructive work of the Acari is supposed

to be indicated by the brownish, discolored rem-

nants of the eggs from which the contents seem
to have been extracted, easily distinguished from
the pure white shells from whicli the insects have

been hatched. Both Mr. "Walsh and Dr. Shimer,

who were the first to notice these mites, attribute

much efficacy to their depredations, but that they

are the sole authors of this work is rendered

somewhat doubtful by the fact, that in some lo-

calities, at least, where the scales containing

these discolored eggs are not uncommon, the

Acari are comparatively rare. Of eighty-one

scales just examined (Sept. 26), containing tliese

shriveled and discolored eggs, in only four were
Acari seen. It is possible, however, that they

may have left them after having extracted their

contents.

But, besides the ragged holes above mentioned

as the work ofthe Coccinellse, a much larger num-
ber of scales are found through which has been

bored perfectly smooth and round, or slightly

oval, holes, which we know from analogy must
have given exit to some parasitic fly. These

holes have been particularly mentioned by seve-

ral of our entomological writers, and must have

been seen by all who have made a special study

of the Apple-tree Bark-louse.

So long ago as the year 1855, Dr. Fitch in his

first report upon the noxious insects ofNew York,

gave a history of this Bark-louse, so far as it was
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then known, and mentions the frequent occur-

rence of these round holes in the scales at that

time. He also discovered under some of the

scales a little oval, footless maggot, which he

conjectured might be the larva of some Hjnien-

opterous parasite, which, in its exit, made the

holes in question.

In 1867, Mr. Walsh, in his histoi-y of the Bark-

louse, in his first annual report upon the noxious

insects of Illinois, refers to Dr. Fitch's statement,

and adds that he had often noticed the round

holes in the scales, wliich he also attributes to

the exit of a parasitic insect belonging to the

Chalcis or Proctotrupos family. But he says he

had never met with the lai-va described by Dr.

Fitch.

In the course of a series of obsei-vations upon
the Apple-tree Bark-louse, during the past sea-

son it has been my good fortune to trace the

history of this interesting little insect, which, if

it has ever been seen before, has not been identi-

fied, and whose very existence has been only a

matter of inference from the visible marks of its

beneficent operations.

In the early part of the season, whilst examin-

ing the lice upon an apple tree, I noticed two or

three little yellow Chalcides running along the

infested twigs, which I conjectured might be the

parasites of the Bark-louse, but had no proof

that tills was the case. But about the first of

August, upon raising one of the scales, I hap-

pened to uncover one of these insects in the last

stage of its transformation. Its wings were not

yet unfolded, but it ran so rapidly that I had
some difiiculty in keeping it within the field of

the lens. As soon as it paused long enough to

be examined, it was easily recognized as a Chalcis

by its general aspect, and especially by the pe-

culiar vibratile motion of its short geniculate

antennas.

Having once become familiar with its appeai*-

ance, I have had no difficulty in capturing, in

the latter part of August and September, all the

specimens I desired on the infested trees. I have

repeatedly watched the female Chalcis in the act

of inserting her ovipositor through the scale of

the Bark-louse, for the purpose of depositing her

egg in the cell beneath. She always places her-

self transversely with respect to the scale. Some-
times she mounts upon it, and then her tiny body
is seen to be considerably less in length than the

width of the scale. Usually she backs up upon
it only so fiir as to bring the tip of her abdomen
about opposite the middle of the scale. Then
bringing her ovipositor down perpendicular to

her body, she forces it through the scale by a

series of boring or short plunging motions.

Having accomplished this she remains stationary

for many minutes, whilst by some invisible in-

testine motion the egg is carried down the

ovipositor and deposited beneath the scales. So

absorbed is she in this delicate operation, upon

the successful accomplishment of which not only

her own hopes, but those of the horticulturist, so

largely depend, that nothing can deter her from

it. In one instance, having drawn down a

branch of an apple tree, I discovered a Chalcis

in the act of depositing. Whilst holding the

branch in one hand, and viewing the insect

through a lens held in the other, the branch

slipped through my fingers and flew back with

violence to its place. Drawing it down again,

the twig I had hold of broke, and it flew back a

second time. I supposed that that observation

had, of course, been brought to an abrupt ter-

mination. But, upon drawing down the limb

the third time, there stood my little Chalcis as

immovable as a statue at her post. She may be

touched with the finger whilst thus engaged, or

even crushed, as I have often inadvertently done

in my attempts to capture her, but nothing short

of this actual violence can move her from her

position. With such wonderful perseverance

and devotion do these living atoms of creation

perform their allotted part in the complicated

economy of nature.

The egg thus deposited hatches into the Uttle

footless larva previously mentioned. This larva

is so admirably described by Dr. Fitch, in a

single sentence, that I can not do better than

copy his description: "Under these scales I have

repeatedly met with a small maggot, three-him-

dredths of an inch long, or frequently much
smaller, of a broad oval form, rounded at one

end and tapering to an acute point at the other,

soft, of a honey-yellow color, slightly translucent

and shining, with an opaque brownish, cloud in

the middle, produced by alimentary matter in

the viscera, and divided into segments by faintly

impressed transverse lines." (See Fig. 220, c.)

The only motion of which this small grub is

capable is a slight extension and contraction of

its body, particularly at the two extremities, by

which its form is correspondingly modified.

T here ^ is usually but one larva under each

scale, and I have never seen more than two. In

the earlier part of the season it is seen adhering

to the body of the Bark-louse, but later it is found

in the midst of the eggs or their remains.

Whether there is more than one brood of tliis

parasitic fly in a year, I have not yet been able

to determine. At the time I am now writing

—

the last of September—we find numerous in-

stances of the round holes, which must have
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given exit to an early brood of flies, and we also

find under many scales lai-vaj most of wliich are

nearly or quite fully gTown, wliich must have

proceeded from eggs laid by the early brood.

Now, whether these lai-vse will complete their

transformations before winter sets in, and lay

their eggs for the spring brood, or whether they

will remain in the larva or pupa state through

the winter, and come out in the winged form in

tlie spring, are points which I have not yet set-

tled, but which can be determined in the course

of the next two months.

The Chalcis fly itself is a beautiful object under

(he microscope. Its length is a little less than

half a line, or about one-twenty-flfth of an inch,

though I have captured a few specimens consid-

erably smaller, being but little more than one-

third of a line. I at first supposed that these

smaller individuals were males, but all the speci-

mens that I have examined have proved to be

females. Their color is a uniform pale lemon
yellow. The only variation from this color is in

the minute mandibles, which are reddish brown.
There are three coral red occclli on the summit
of the head, and the ovipositor, which lies in a

groove on the underside of the abdomen, exliib-

its a slight reddish tint. The wings are tliickly

beset, over nearly their whole surface, with

bristly points, and their margin is ornamented
with a long fringe.

But a better idea of the appearance of this

little insect will be obtained from the magnified

figures which accompany this article than from
any verbal description. (Fig. 220, a.)

What proportion of the destruction of the

Bark-louse is due to each of the agencies above
enumerated could only be determined bj' an

extensive series of observations. It would pro-

bably be found to vary considerably in diflerent

sections of the country, and perhaps also at dif-

ferent periods. In my own locality, actual

observation shows that, at the present time, the

larvsB of the Chalcis are destroying more than

twice as many Bark-lice as all other agencies

together. As an illustration of this I have,

whilst writing this page, taken four twigs in-

fested with this year's lice, from four different

apple-trees in two gardens remote frpm each

other, and carefully examined the scales upon
them, with the following result:

Whole number of scales 330
Round holes made by the Chalcis fly IIG
LarviE of Chalcis, under the scales 95
Ragged holes made by CoccinelU-e 7
Shrunken and discolored eggs 81
Acari found under the scales 4
Scales containing eggs not damaged 27

If we take this observation as a test, it appears

that less than one-twelfth of the scales contain

sound eggs for next year's crop, and even these

have two fall and three spring months to pass

through before the time of hatching. It also

appears, as stated above, that more than twice

as many lice are destroyed by the Chalcis (put-

ting, of course, the second and third of the above
items together) than by all other causes com-
bined. The discolored eggs may have been
destroyed by Acari.

If anything like this degree of fatality attends

this insect in other parts of the country, it is

evident that the career of the notorious Apple-

tree Bark-louse is rapidly approaching its ter-

mination. Already the smoother bark, the

greener foliage, and the fairer fruit, proclaim

to the orchardist that this deadly insect is loos-

ening its hold upon the apple tree; and many,
no doubt, have prided themselves upon the

successful application of some infallible wash,

or patent nostrum ; but underneath all this

goodly show, busily intent upon the accom-
plishment of her own curious economy, and
heedless of the momentous results she is eflfecting

in human interests, works unseen our infinitesi-

mal friend, the Apple-tree Bark-louse parasite

(Chalcis lAphelinus] mytilaspidis).

Geneva, Ills., Oct. 1st, 1870.

Note.—By observations, made as late as the

first week in November, the opinion is confirmed

that the Chalcis of the Bark-louse has two broods

in a year. By the middle of September we find

many of this year's scales pierced with the round

holes through which the first brood of Chalcides

has escaped ; and late in the fall we find, under

about an equal number of scales, the fully-grown

larv£e of the second brood, sometimes with the

eggs of the Bark-louse upon which they Jiave

subsisted all consumed, and sometimes with a

few remaining; and in this state they undoubt-

edly pass the winter. This second brood must

appear in the winged form early enough next

summer to deposit the eggs from which the first

brood of next year will proceed.

I will take this opportunity to add that, since

writing the above article, I have examined a

lai'ge number of Bark-louse scales, collected from

different localities in Kane and DuPage coun-

ties, with the following result:

Whole number of scales examined 824
Number destroyed by Chalcides 633
Destroyed by Acari and unknown causes. .. 234
Scales containing more or less eggs 67

From which it appears that more than twice as

many Bark-lice have been destroyed by Chalcides

than by all other causes combined, and that only

about one scale in fifteen contains any eggs from

which to perpetuate the breed of Bark-lice for

another year.
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THE FAIL ARMY -WORM.
Prodeaia autumnalu, n. sp.

rt white ;
(h) dark

We herewith present figures of the moth of

the Fall Army-wonn, of which worm we gave

a brief account in the last number, and wMch
has attracted such general attention this fall in

many parts of Kansas, Illinois and Missouri.

We have already shown how easily this worm
may be distinguished from the true Army-worm,

to which it bears a slight resemblance ; and, by

comparing the above Figure 221, a, with that of

the true Army-worm moth (Fig. 223) the two

insects will be found to dilfer still more widely

in the perfect state.

Our Fall Army-worm moth is a most variable

one—so variable, indeed, that at least three

species might easily be fabricated by any species-

grinder who happened to capture at large the

three most distinct varieties, without knowing
anything of their transformations. We have

bred 31 specimens, all from larvae found on corn,

and have others which were captured at large,

and though half a dozen sufficiently distinct

varieties might easily be picked out from among
them, and though scarcely any two are precisely

alike, yet they may all be divided into three

distinct sets or varieties. The first of these,

which is the more common, is represented at

Figure 221, a, the second at b, and the third at

c. For those who are more curious in such

matters we appeud, at the end of this article, a

more elaborate description of this new moth.

Not only do we find this great variation in this

particular species, but all the species of the

genus to which it belongs are variable ; and
Guen6e has truly remarked that they resemble

each other so closely, and their modifications are

so complicated, that it is next to impossible to

properly separate them. We have in this coun-

try a very common moth (Prodenia commelincB,

Abb.) which may be popularly called the Spider-

wort Owlet moth, some of the varieties of which

approach so nearly to some of the more strongly

marked varieties of our Fall Army-worm moth

that it is necessary to show the very great dif-

ference which really exists between them, in

order that the cultivator may not be unneces-

sarily alarmed when he observes the former, by

confounding it with the latter, and erroneously

inferring that he will be overrun with Fall

Array-worms when there is no real danger. The

[Fig. 222] Spiderwort Owl-

et moth, which

^v«^"W ^^'*' herewith il-

''f/-^"^S\ ) ^ hiMrate (Fig.222)

is a handsomer

and more dis-

tinctly marked
species, the front

wings inclining

more to vinous-

gray, orpurplish-

trray, and the or-

dinary lines being

more clearly de-

colors—(a) vinouB-brown, vclvety-btack and fined by Very
yellow; (i and cjeray, deep brown, while Olid _ , .,
fulvous. deep brown , than

in the Fall Army-worm moth. But, however

much these characters may vary—and they are

quite variable—there are yet two others which

will be readily noticed upon comparing the

figures of the two species, and by which the

Spiderwort moth may always be distinguished

from its close ally, namely, by the tip of the

wing being more prolonged and acuminate,

and by the three-forked nerve in the middle of

the wing being mucli more conspicuous. Its

larva never congregates in multitudes as does

the Fall Army-worm, and dificrs so materially

from that worm, and is withal so characteris-

tically marked, that it may be recognized at once

by our illustration (Fig.222,r?). Contrary to what

its name would indicate it is a very general

feeder, as we have found it on all sorts of succu-

lent plants, both wild and cultivated. This

insect is more or less numerous every year, but

has never been known to multiply so prodigi-

ously as the Fall Army-worm, which we have

under consideration.

Now that we have sufficiently dwelt on the

characteristics of the Fall Army-worm to enable

any one to distinguish it, even from its nearest

relative, let us consider for a moment what can

be done to prevent its great injuries to grains

and to vegetables. We have proved that there

are at least two, and probably as many as three

or even four, broods during the course of the

year; for those worms which appeared in such
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multitudes in August and the foi-epart of Sep-

tember, in due time produced moths, and tliese

gave birth to a new generation of worms, which

began to make their presence manifest towards

the end of October. And it will be remembered

that, as stated in our last number, we bred the

moth as early as July, in 18C8, from worms re-

ceived from Mr. Daggy. In this prolificacy our

insect differs remarkably from the true Army-
worm, as well as from most of its close allies,

which generally produce but one. and seldom

more than two, broods each year.

[Fig. S'ili]

Colors- Light-iL-J, d:uk-bio\vu, while and dusliy.

The moths were so numerous during the latter

part of September and the forepart of October,

that we not only found them common at Deca-

tur, Vandalia and other parts of Central Illinois,

and wherever we traveled iu Missouri, but we
captured a goodly number iu the very heart of

the city of St. Louis, and even caught some
while riding by rail.

The eggs arc deposited in small clusters, often

in two or three layers one above the other, and
the whole cluster is covered sparsely with the

yellowish hairs from the ? abdomen. Each egg

is nearly spherical, of a pale fulvous color, and
differs only from that of the Unarmed Kustic

{Af/fotis inermis), which we illustrated on page

188 of our first volume, in being less compressed

and less distinctly ribbed. The clusters were
found abuudanlly, not only on the underside of

peach and apple leaves, which the worms readily

devour, but on the leaves of such trees as syca-

more, which, so far as we at present know, they

do not feed upon. Under these last circum-

stances the young worms, upon hatching, would
soon descend the tree to feed upon the more
succulent herbage below ; and tlie more we learn

of the habits of our diflfereut Owlet moths, the

more we become convinced that the long-accept-

ed theory of their eggs being deposited on the

ground is a false one, and that most of our cut-

worms, though fat, lazy and groveling in the

ground when we find them, have been born in

more elevated and exalted positions.

In the fall of 1868 this worm proved very de-

structive to the newly sown wheat in many
parts of Franklin and St. Louis counties, Mo.,

and seemed to be confined to snch wheat as was
sown on oats stubble. We then accounted for

this singular state of things by supposing that

the scattering oats which were left after harvest

had sprouted before the wheat, and had thus

attracted the parent moths;* and, acting upon
tliis supposition, we suggested that the attacks

of the worm might effectually be prevented by
ploughing the land early and keeping the ground

clear of all vegetation until the wheat was planted.

This inference proves to be well warranted by
the facts ; and in future, when the Fall Army-
worm is heard of during the months of August
or September, as it was the present year, it will

be wise for those who live in the immediate

neighborhood, either to sow no fall grain at all,

or to endeavor, in doing so, to carry out the

above suggestions. The last brood of worms,
wliich at this writing (Nov. 7th) are not yet

quite full grown, must evidently pass the winter

in the ground, either in the larva or the pupa
state. In either case a great many of them would
be killed by late fall plowing, which should be

used, when practicable, as a remedial measure
in fields where this insect has been numerous.

When the worms are overrunning a field of fall

grain, most of them could be destroyed by means
of a heavy roller, without injury to the grain.

The question has been repeatedly asked : "Will

this worm be as numerous next year as it has

been this ; or will it go on increasing in geometri-

cal ratio, and be still more numerous?" Now,
although we greatly dislike to weaken the confi-

dence that some people seem to place iu the

oracular power of entomologists to peer into the

future, yet we must meekly confess our inability

to give any definite answer to such questions.

Byron has truly said that, "the best of Prophets

of the future is the Past ;" and we may reason-

ably draw the inference that this worm will not

be so abundant next year, because in the past

it has only occasionally been so troublesome,

and never to our knowledge during two con-

secutive years. And we can with tolerable as-

surance say that it will not increase in geometrical

ratio, because it was extensively preyed upon
this fall by a Tachina parasite, and because such

continued increase of one species is inconsistent

with the harmony we find everywhere in Nature.

But we cannot venture beyond the inference, as

the happenings of the future are not for mortals

to know. Some persons may also be curious to

learn why this worm increases so much more in

late summer and fall than in spring, since there

are so many broods during the year ; or why it

•Ml330uriEnt. Kep. I, p. Sj.
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is only noticed in certain years? Such questions,

lilcewise, can receive no definite answer,
"Till old experience do attain
To something like prophetic strain.

"

For though, to meet tlie first, we may assume

that the winter decimates tlieir numbers, or that

the si»-mg weather is not favorable to their in-

crease ; and to meet the last we may conjure up
a hundred reasons—yet assuming is not knowing,

and we must content ourselves with the facts as

they occur.

In conclusion, it will afibrd a gi-ain of comfort

to those who have had wheat fields cleaned ofT

by this worm, to know that their wheat is not

necessarily ruined ; for, as we personally ascer-

tained, wheat that had been thus cut off in the

fall of 18G8 made a good stand the following

spring ; and in one instance, where part of a field

had been invaded and the rest left untouched, it

really appeared that the part wliicli had been

eaten ofT yielded the heaviest. Mr. Huron Burt,

of Callaway county, Mo., also informs lis that

this insect always leaves blue-grass untouched.
Prodenia aotumualis.n. sp —Imago (Fig 231, o, b and c),

Front wings narrcfW witli the apex n^^ually well rounded, and
With the middle or the hind Tnai-in soi
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found a few sickly attenuated lookiuj? oues

adhering to stones iu tlie bottom of the creek.

About the first of June I found immeuse num-
bers, both of larva? and pupa;, attached to water

plants that were, three or four inches below the

surface of the water.

I also found them on different,, occasions in

vast quantities in several similar situations. A
great many were displaced by a heavy rain

storm, and carried on by the current of the

stream, until they found a resting place on

sunken boards and stones. The natural position

of the lai-viB in the stream is a few inches below
the surface of the]'wator and iu the current of

the stream. Here the " wonderful instinct" of

the parent is exemplified; for if these larvae

were near the bank, or where the temijcrature

of the stream varies, they would immediately

perish. Before they were disturbed they were
all attached to decaying vegetation, principally

water-cress. Some were on forest leaves of last

year's growth that liad become eutangled among
the water-cress. These leaves were of a brown
color, and.^the larvic on thcm~were the same
color, while those on the leaves and stalks of the

water-cress were a murky green. But when
found on stones or kept in a glass dish of clear

water for a time they are almost transparent.

The markings of black on the segments being

well defined. On account of the diflerence in

color I inferred that they derived their nourish-

ment from the vegetalioii,'and^while it was in a

state of decomposition.

When frightened^. they drop into the water,

suspended to the substance to which they had
been attached by means of a fine delicate thread,

in a similar manner to, many land larvas. They
can ascend this thread, but it is very easily

broken by the action of the water and washed
away.

The pupiB,>s wcll_as larvse, perish in water

of a temperature warmer .^thau that of the

stream. From this, we may infer, that this

particular species will.only be found at spring-

heads where the water remains of an even

temperature.

I was enabled to obtain the perfect insect by
keeping pup;e iu a^covered box iu the current o*

the stream. A day or two previous to emerging

from the water, the pupa looseus'..itself from the

case or " pouch" by a gentle wriggling motion

from side to side." When it^becomes free it rises

to the surface of the_water,'aud the fly gradu-

ally draws itself out of a slit the_entire length

of the^pupa. .The legs are the last to ajipcar.

The fly rests on the surface of the water until

its wings expand and dry. Tliis process usually

takes a minute of time—sometimes more or

less. They leave the water just before sunset,

and will then be found flying among low herb-

age near the bank of the stream. In creeping

over my hands they caused a disagreeable tick-

ling sensation, apparently deriving their nour-

ishment in the same manner as the common
Ilouse-fly.

There were a few larvae marked with red on

the segments instead of the usual black. The
same red showed on the wings of the pupa and
in circular bands on the body and legs of the

imago. The larva spins, what has thus far been

called the " web;" in the center of this it then,

by working with its head bent backward over

its body, finishes the pouch. The feathery orna-

ments on the head of the larvae seem to change

during the transformation into the filaments of

the pupas; the puparium being formed at the

same time by the contraction of the larva skin.

There have been a succession of broods this

summer. During the warm season, a period of

two mouths elapsed between the egg and per-

fect forms. They were a week or ten days as

eggs, four weeks as larvae, and about three

weeks as pupae. These flies were much smaller

than those that appeared late iu the season and

early in the spi-ing, altliough there was appar-

ently no difference in the size of the larvaj and

pupae. At the present time, (Oct. 18th) there

are large quantities of minute larvae ou the

leaves of the water-cress.

IIow or in what manner this larvae has come
to be designated as a " web worm," is more
than I can determine, as it spins no web either

for its own protection or for the destruction of

any living thing. There is only the single fila-

ment that suspends it in the water when dis-

turbed, and the moorings of the pupa pouch.

These are all it ever spins. The ouly way it can

interfere with young trout is by supplying them

with a large amount of very palatable food.

The following is quoted from Wilkes' Sinrit

of the Times, (June 18) where tliis larvse is

called a submarine spider, and by a great natu-

ralist:

" The ponds are owned by Mr. Myron Pardee,
a very wealthy gentleman of Oswego, who
propagates trout for his amusement and scien-

tific purposes, he being a great naturalist. We
are informed that it is to Mr. Pardee that Seth
Green is indebted for the discovery of the sub-

marine spider and its web, so fatal to young
trout."

Sara J. McBride.

MUMPORD, N, Y., Oct. loth, 1870.

[We really hope that those who have the op-

portunity will sift this matter to the bottom, and
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ascertain whether or not this Simulium is in-

jurious in the larva state, by Icilling the young

trout, or beneftcial, by furnishing said trout with

desirable food. The settlement of the question

must deeply interest fish-growers, and the New
York fish commissioners should by all means
cause the proper investigations to be made. It

is conceded that the larva can spin a web at any

time of its life, and we confess that Mr. Green's

conclusions seem quite plausible. Yet our fair

correspondent is of a different opinion, believing

the whole thing to be a "fish story;" and we
may add here that Mr. Fred. Mather, of Iloneoye

Falls, N. Y., is of her oijinion, for he wrote to

us last July—" I do not believe they [the worms]
over killed a dozen young trout since the Crea-

tion." According to our promise we subjoin a

description of the species.

SiMDLinM pisciciDiuH, h. sp— 9 Head velvety black;
eyes brownish: anteniife with joints 1,2, 3 and 11 subequal in
lensth, each of the others half as long, 1 and 2 rufous, 3—11
inclusive, black and gradually dimiuishinff in thickness to the
last, \\llicll is lii.-iloijii; |i;il|'.i IihilC'V lliali HiUclllKO, black.
Tftora,!' v, h.H lilai-k Hjllj flint t'lilvc.lis laihrx-.nci' above:

less t

nuvo

joi,

us. Length of body [alcoholic tith the vein.s ful

mens], 0.14—0.L7

Described from six specimens bred by Sara

J. McBride from the larva illustrated at Figure

143. "When fresh the lighter parts of the abdo-

men are often blood-red or dull-red. We have

but smaU means of ascertaining whether this

species is really described, or wherein it differs

from our other described species. It difTers

notably from S. reptans, Linn., and from 8.

venustum. Say. 8. calceatum, Harris, is appa-

rently a catalogue name, and cannot be identi-

fied, except by comparison with the type, which
may not now exist. Of 8. decorum, Walk., 8.

invenustum, Walk., and 8. vittatum, Zett., we
have no descriptions at hand. Our specimens,

which seem to be all ? , are some of them in

alcohol and some in glycerine. Those from the

alcohol, upon drying, appear more grayish than

those from glycerine, and no doubt the velvety

appearance would give way to a brighter and
more metallic lustre in the living and well mar
tured specimens. But the coloration of the legs

will at once distinguish the species.

—

Ed.]

Nai-oleon, at the siumnit of his prosperity,
never inflicted more damage on a nation than
the liliputian insect army annually inflicts on the
United States.

On the Group Eurytomides of the Hymenopterona

Family Chalcididfe

:

DESCRIPTION OF ANTIGASTKR, A NEW AND VERY
ANOMALOUS GKNUS OF CHALCIDID.E.

[Concluded.
'\

SUBFAMILY PTEROM.^LIDES, Westw.

Genus Semiotkllus, Westw.—The species now to be

described is parasitic upon Isosoma hordei (the Joint-woi-m

Fly), Harris, and is congeneric with the celebrated parasite'

of the Hessian Fly {Cecidomyia destructor. Say), which was

specifically named destructor by Say in the year 1821 . To
illustrate the general uncertainty and obscm-ity as to the

correct classification of the Chalcis flies, it may be stated

here that Say originally referred this species to the genus

Ceraphron, which does not even belong to the Clwlcis family,

but to the closely allied Proctolrijpes family. Westwood,

writing in 1840 and judging from Say's figures and descrip-

tions alone, declared that it must be ' 'evidently one of the

Eulophides," the 5th siihtamUy of Chalcidida: (,Inlrod II, p.

160) i
though, according to Curtis, he subsequently changed

his opinion, and thought that "it might possibly be a Plero-

malus," a genus belonging to the 3rd subfamily of Chalcidida

(Curtis's Farm Imects, p. 260). Dr. Harris, in 1841, being

led into this error by a letter of HeiTich's, dated Jan. 34,

1840 (see Harris Correspondence
, p . 195) , refen-ed it to the

genus Euryloma, which belongs to the 2nd subfamily of

Chalcidida; and for a long time the insect was ciurrently

known by Dr. Fitch and others as Eurytoma destructor. Say.

At length in 1852 Dr. Harris, perceiving that the insect dif-

fered altogether from true Eurytoma, referred it doubtingly

to Rhaphitelus, a genus of the 3rd subfamily of Chalcididce.

In my Essay on Illinois Insects, published in 1864, in the

Trans. III. St. Agr. Society (IV, p. 370) , not having then seen

the second edition of Harris's book on Injurious Insects, in

which Harris's lasl generic determination was announced,

as his first determination had been announced in the first

edition of the same work, which I had long previously seen,

I doubtingly referred this and two closely allied species to

Glyphe, a genus belonging to precisely the same sub-group

of the 3rd a\ih{a.vai\j ol Chalcidida: &i Rhaphitelus . Finally,

Dr. Fitch, writing in the same year, 1861, as myself, trans-

ferred this unfortunate wanderer to a genus

—

Semiotellus—
belonging to a different but allied sub-group of the same 3rd

subfamily of Chalcidida. Thus we see that one and the same
insect has at different times, and by different authors, been

classified in two different tamiliea—Proclolrypidce and Chal-

cididiB—anA iu no less than three different subfamilies of the

latter family, namely the 2nd, 3rd and 5th, and in as many
as five different genera included in those three subfamilies,

namely Eurytoma, Pteromalus, Glyphe, Rhaphitelus and
Semiotellus.

For reasons given at the commencement of this paper, I

do not feel disposed to dispute here the correctness of the

generic nomenclatiu-e adopted by Dr. Fitch. I am satisfied,

at all events, that I was wrong myself in referring the Hes-
sian Fly parasite and its allies to Glyphe . As facts are always

of far more scientific importance than phrases, I subjoin here

the leading generic characters by which the genus—whatever
name we may choose hereafter to give to it—may be distin-

guished.

Genus Semiotellus? West., Fitch. (Fig. 7).—Body short

and stout . Head transverse, and much wider than the thorax.

Antenna; d' Q 9-jointed (Sc.-|-7+CI ), with the club acute at

tip, much compressed and almost setifoi-m, especially rf,

when viewed in one direction; auteunie (f filifonu, the club

as long as the two preceding joints put together, and in no
point of view wider than they are; antennae Q gradually

thickened from the base nearly to the tip of the flageUum,
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the club not quite as long as the two preceding joints put to-

gether, anil when viewed in one direction much wider than

they are. Thorax as in Figure 8 (7. Collar very short, trans-

verse; parapsiilal grooves obsolete behind. Abdomen when
viewed from above, cT oval or sometimes almost obovatc, Q
ovate; when viewed in proBle, tf elongate-oval or almost
linear, Q triangular with the apex of the triangle downwards.

[Fig. 7.]

Semiotpllus rhaleidephagns n sr f (Fig 7 ai —Blue
bla k Ik 1 o-l In Head hn ly and c nfl tly i n
t 1 1 lilhdAt -Ell fulk
t n t tl b tl fla 11 m n t 1 1 t d tl 11

Ilk th th t I T 1
I

t 1
I

t tf 1

p 1 uf u th t 1 II II I 1 1

w th black on tl t 1 I I t

da k sm ky cl 1 1 k 1 1 1

f mwh tl t II 1 1

fth an 1 a 1 1
i

t tl h 1 1

fl n b n uhtltwdthba f
th w L ngtl S 09—0 11 n h

The <? (F 7 6) 1 II as f U f on the It the

antenna; aie longer, with the flagellai jomts pubescent and
distinctly separated, joints 1 and 2 rufous, 3—9 dark brown;
2nd, the abdomen is subpetiolate, nan-ower, its tip acute,

and with the penis often protruded, the coppery tinge stronger

than in Q ; 3rd, the front wing has no dark smoky cloud.

Length, (f 0.08—0.10 inch.

Described Irom 18 c? 15 ? ; namely, 17 cC bred from last

year's barley galls June 11th—•22nd, 1 cf sent to me by Mr.

Fettit from Grimsby, C. W. , 14 $ bred from last year's bar-

ley galls June 14th—28th, and 1 Q cut out Sept. 10th from
barley galls of the same year's growth.
In but vei-y few other insects, as in this species, does one

sex have a distinct dark cloud on the wing and the other sex

none at all. But in a European May-fly, Potamanthus mar-

ginatiiSf Zetterst., as I was iufoiTOed long ago by Dr. Hagen,
the cf has a dark patch on the front wing and the female has

perfectly hyaline wings. In Myodites Walshii, Lee—a beetle

described from sjiecijnens furnished by myself— the converse

I'ule holds good, for here the (^ has perfectly hyaline wings
and the has a large dark patch on her wings, as In the

Chalcidian now treated of.

I.arva of the above.—Length 13 inch, from 4J to5 times
as long as wide, the body a little tai)ered towards the anus.
Color II i):ili.- ghim-uiis ijiecn. the head of a somewll!it daikrr
shade, as alsi. i,,ii,ls

:;^b;

Two distinct species of Chalcis flies wore found by Harris

and Fitch to be parasitic in Joint-worm wheat-galls received

from Virginia, and very beiefly described by these authors:

1st, a Torr/muSy Q with an ovipositor nearly as long as her

body, and 2nd, a Pteromalus (Harris' Inj. Ins., pp. 650-7).

This last differs from my species in having the antenna; black

with the scape bright copper-color, in the femora being pale

yellow, and in the tibia; being blackish, besides other less

obvious distinctions.

SUBFAMILY ENCTRTIDES, Westw.

Antigaster, new genus —The new genus to which the fol-

lowing new species belongs is one of the most anomalous
known to science. Many other genera are more or less con-

tractile, e. ff. , Agathidium, Clambws, Lciodes and Sphtero-

morphus in Coleoptera, and the genera Euryloma and Deca-

toma and the different genera of Chrysidida, in Hymenoptei-a.

But all these, when they roll up in a more or less complete

ball to protect themselves from their foes, roll up downwards
with a convex back, whereas Antigaster rolls up upwards
with a convex belly and sternum. In the only group of in-

sects known to me that approximate to Antigaster in this

peculiarity

—

StaphylinidcE in Coleoptera—the anus is curved

up over their backs to adjust their wings under their very

short elytra, and never, so far as I have been able to see, for

protection against their enemies by the assumption of a con-

tractile attitude. It is very true that certain species of these

beetles, when approached in a threatening manner, curve

the anus over their backs ; but this appears to me to be simply

analagous to a similar proceeding on the part of Ltbellulida,

which when roughly handled generally curve the anus under

the thorax, after the fashion followed by the cf Libellulidce

in copulation. In both these cases an attitude which is nor-

mally and habitually employed for entirely different purposes,

is abnormally and occasionally adopted by way of a threat.

Antigaster, n. gen.— $ (Fig. 9) Body capable of rolling up
the contrary way to a Chrysit. Antenna; as in Figure 9, d, 10-

jointed (Sc.-i-S-i-Cl.), springing from near the lower internal

corner of the eye, each antenna about twice as distant from
the other one at its origin as it is fVom the eye ; basal part of

the scape much curved inwards; the flagellmu gr.idually

clavate from base to near the tip. No antenual groove.

Prothorax but slightly attached to the thorax, very large,

distinct, and prolonged upwards in a lateral more or less

acute and curved hook, the tip of which is directed forwards.

Mesothoracic scutum (Fig. 8, ^, h) foiming along with the

hind angle of the pra;scutmu (o) a square excavation adapted

to receive the head in repose ; scutum and priescutum closely

united together, but connected only by loose membrane
laterally with the pleura and behind with the scutellum (c)

and postscutellum (d) , so as to be capable of being elevated

behind- The scutellum and postscutellum similarly capable

of being elevated in front, in which case the mesonotum,

when viewed in profile, lies in an angle of 80° ; this is the

position of repose. The same parts, when depressed for

flight or walking, and viewed in profile, lie in a gentle curve

forming a circular arc of only 30", instead of an acute angle.

CoUare very short, and only visible when the mcsonotal sub-

segments are depressed, its hind edge uniting with the tri-

angular priescutnm In a quadrant, the convexity of which is

towards the head. Abdomen clavate, its upper surface flat

or a little excavated, its lower surface rounded Tarsi all

5-jointed, with the basal joint the longest. Front femora

and tibiae robust. Middle legs with their cox;e springing

from the extreme hind end of the mesostemum, the two coxte

close together, the femur much depressed and with its inner

eil.ijes perfectly straight, so that the two femora unite in as

cl use and smooth a joint as do the elytra of most beetles , thus

!i .rrning a broad plate to protect the lower surface of the ab-

domen in repose; tibial spur very long; first tarsal joint

widely compressed and finely dentate below, and tarsaljoints

2—5 mmsually robust. Hind legs with their cox.-e springing

from the tip of the metathorax, but wide apart so as to admit

the middle legs to pass between them in repose. When all

the four hind coxk are directed backwards, the tip of the

middle coxa; roaches as far as the middle of the hind coxre.

Front wings with the subcostal vein uniting with the costa

about half way to the tip of the wing; ramus or stigmal

branch springing Irom the costa at an angle of 45", straight,

clavate, and fliUy one-sixth as long as the extreme breadth

of the wing. Subcostal vein in the hind wing somewhat in-

distinct. The cT is unknown.
In the only other Encyrtides in my collection, namely 1
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siiecics bulonging to a genus allied to Cerapterocei-its , and 2

species belonging to a genus allied to Coccophagva, the c<il-

lare, though short and transverse, is distinctly visible from

above, and the sutures between the mesothoracic prajscutum

and scutum, commonly known as the parapsidal grooves, are

[Fig. 8.]

entirely obliterated, as is partially the case in Semiolellus

(Fig. 8, C). Figure 8, A, shows the mesouotal subsegments

of Antigastcr, as seen from above when depressed for flight or

walking. Figure 8, B, shows the corresponding parts in the

mesonotiun of £uri//07na, Decaioma anA hosoma; and Figure

8, C, those in Semiolellus. In all the three figures the coUare

(when visible) .ind the mctathorax are shaded to distinguish

them from the niesonotum ; and in the mesonotum of all of

them the pn-uscutum is lettereda, the scutum 6, thescutellum

c, and the postscutellum d; the coUare (when visible) being

U-ttered e.

[Fig. 9 ]

veins and stigmatic branch brown. Hind Wings hyaline;

veins pale bi-own. Length Q 0.1.^$—0.14 inch.

Described from 3 9 taken upon herbage near Rock Island,

Ills., in August and September; 2 g with the thoracic parts

elevated and the body more or less rolled up, the other ?

with the thoracic parts depressed and the body extended ; d"

unknown. Nothing but the almost exact coi-respondence of

all the complicated oolorational and stractural peculiarities,

found in this insect, would ever induce any entomologist,

unacquainted with this most remarkable genus, to believe

that these three specimens are all identically the same.

Rock Island, Ills. , March 22, 1869.

(Fig. 10.)

[To make this paper as complete as possible, we subjoin a

few remarks on the natural history o! Antigaster mirabilis and

a description of the tf. In doing so we cannot repress a sigh

of regret that so cruel a fatality should have prevented the

master hand which penned the Paper from properly com-

pleting it.

Dm-ing the month of April, im», we bred 9 9 5 <? of this

parasite from one batch of eggs of Phylloptm-a oHangifolia,

DeGeer, found near St. Louis; and 3 S from another batch

received from Louisiana, Mo .—thus mdicating that it is by

no means of uncommon occurrence in these eggs. As Mr.

Walsh's three Q were all eaptiu-ed during August and

September, we must infer that this parasite Is either double-

brooded, or th.it it (the Q at least) sui-vives during the sum-

mer nn.uths from April to September. The last hypothesis

is aoubtk-.ss the correct one, for if it is double-brooded it

must breed in some other kind of eggs than those of P. ob-

longifolia, which are not deposited in the latitude of St Louis

till the first of September, and which hatch during the fore

part of April.

The larva of this little anomaly we have never seen, but the

pupa (Fig. 10, 6) is characteristically flattened and straight-

ened so as the better to adapt it to its compressed domicile.

The fly, after it is full fledged and well dried, gnaws an ir-

regular but usually round hole near one end of the egg,

through which to escape to the light of day; the eggs which

have been parasitized thus presenting the appearance of

Figure 10, a.

The sexes differ remarkably, and had we not bred both

scMs from the same batch of eggs we should scarcely have

liili. V. .1 them to be at all allied. The <^ (Fig. 10, c) wlU be

lust .Inscribed by comparison with the Q. As will be seen

by glancing at the figures of the two sexes, he approaches

much more nearly than she does to the normal Chalcididous

foi-m. We believe it is a veiy general law in Chatcididce,

that where the Q is greenish the cf is always of a more brU-

liant and decided green, and our cT Antigaslertonaa no ex-

ception, being of a much brighter metallic green than the Q

.

We never saw him roll up backwards as does the 5 , and,

from his form, do not believe that he has this peculiar power.

He certainly has not that nniarkable and unprecedented

power, which she possesses, of setting up or depressing at

will the mesouotal subsegments ; and he differs in other re-

spects as follows

:

Antigaster mirabilis, cf.—Color brilliant metallic-green
with faint blue and pmple reflections. Head very bright
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green, finely and closely pnnotate; eyes pale with a dusky
patch in front, smaller and further^apart than in Q ; eylets
purplish

: antenna; black and opaque throughout, cylindrical,
of a nnu-e uniform thickness and proitortionally rather longer
than in 9 , reaching, if turned back, to the base of abdomen,
whereas lliose of 5 scarcely reach so far; 10-jointed, the
joints prciportiiineil as 3 (scaiie). 1. 3.2. 2. 1-10. 1-10. 110.

1
' lii^lily polished than the rest;

i llKit t.l y: lackiiigtheveryprom-
ilHinix, the prasscutal triangular

and irmn im :ni\ i. ^nuliliiiL' I'.urijtoma, Decatoma, etc (Fig.
8, B)

. Ill 111,- lllvl^iOM^ i.f tlie mesonotom. Abdomen dark
metallic blur iliiimf;limii, glabrous, smaller and more uni-
fonu in iliameler lliaii in }, the joints distinguished with
diihculty hut apparently proportioned as in Q Leas with
the femora all dusky with "

'

ters rufous: coxie steel-bl
hind tibi:o dusky; tarsi all
men) the terminal joint du.skv, the middle pair
great measure the iieeuliar enlargement of basal joint . yving
more rounded than in Q ,

perfectly hyaline, the stigmatii
branch but faintly disccrnable. Length 0.09-0.10.
Described from 3 dried specimens.—Ed.]

ally (1 spe

A NEW ROVE-BEETLE : PARASITIC ON THE CAB-
BAGE MAGGOT.

In my comiiiuuicatioii which appeared in your
last numher (page 302), on the Parasitic Rove-
beetle, I am made to say what I did not intend.

In the second column, line 33 from top, it should
read "and one pupa," instead of "in one pupa;"
for each puparium contained only a single para-

site. To make the subject still clearer, I will

re-state. I took from the earth in my garden,
around the root of a dead cabbage plant, twenty-

'

six pupaj of the Cabbagc_Maggot (^4. brassicoi),

from which I bred two imagos ; also sis parasites

which came out of the pupa-cases by gnawing a
rough hole through the side near the extremity,

after which I took from the remaining pupa cases

three imagos, and one pupa of the Rove-beetle.

My surprise was so great upon discovering the

six Rove-beetles where I expected two-winged
flies, that I carefully examined with the micro-

scope the remaining pupa-cases, as also those

from which the flies came, but could discover no
break or oiifice by which the Rove-beetles could

have entered. It was after this examination that

I opened the balance with the above-stated re-

sults ; thus proving, so far as I can judge, that

the fly larva was entered before its skin had
hardened into the pupa-case. I add the follow-

ing description, much against my inchnation, for

I do not believe in publisliing single descriptions

unconnected with some special paper upon the

subject; and I only do so in this instance to

more fully assist in the great work of Practical

Entomology. I am indebted to Dr. Horn for the

determination of the genus, and of the fact of its

being unnamed.
Aleochora anthomyiicn. sp—Length, 15 inch. Black,

shining, covered w iili short decumbent silky hairs, coarsely
punctured all over; the head and thorax less densely covered
with hairs and punctures . Tarsi and more or less of the
tibiie light brown; he^d heavily and sparsely punctured, less

I formiu
as long as the
small, leserabl
nearly round,

so in front; antennie with the first four jeints glabrous, the
remainder densely covered with a fine .T.=h-gray pubescence
thefourth joint small, the t.rniinal mi, s gradually enlarging

I 'lull, I In- last ji I lilt of which is twice
p; ).al|ii liic'-j.iiiii.-.i, the last very
iliu- ill til'- '^' iiu.s Hcmtidinm-^ thorax

b.liii.l. I.a-,- and si.l.s broadly
rounded and \viili a ihk- niar;;ii h m , i, win, a powerful
magnifier, puncture d like ili, h, ad and « ill, twn Imiyitndinal
continent lines of iniiKtiin ^ !• a\ iiiir a slni...lh nai row dorsal
space; elytra wholly lihuk, more ev.iih and dinsely punc-
tured, more hairx ; body above more .,}iaiaely punctured,
six segments depressed, gradually lengthening to the anal
one, which is short and uan-ow without the raised lateral
margin; beneath punctured and hairy as above. In one ex-
ample the head and thorax have a faint coppery lustre. Six
specimens examined.

Philip S. Sprague.
Boston, Mass., Sept. 7, 1S70.

ENTOMOLOGICAL JOTTINGS.

" Corn Kernels in Cocoons op Cecropia
Moth "—Geneva, 111., Nov. 4, 1870—This is the

heading of an article by our State Entomologist,

on page 177 of the Entomologist and Botanist,

in which he mentions the fact (stated page 100)

of a k'eniel of corn being found in the cocoon of

of a Cecropia Moth. During the fall of 1869 I

found five cocoons of the Cecropia Moth, all of

which contained kernels of corn or of wheat,

and jn a sixth, found near the woods, was a

small acorn.

Yesterday, while at work, I saw a flock of

Chicadees (Parus atricapillus, Linn.), one of

which I noticed had something in his mouth,

which upon closer inspection proved to be a

kernel of sweet corn. He was on a small apple

tree when I first saw him, apparently trying to

find some storehouse for his food, but failing to

do so, flew on to the common board fence which

enclosed the place, and running along till he

found a board that was split, carefully deposited

the corn in the crack of the board. Now, I be-

lieve that the Chickadee uses the cocoon of the

Cecropia Moth as a storehouse, as well as the

Blue Jay, if indeed he is not the sole proprietor.

S. F. C.

Colorado Potato Beetle around Spring-

field—/Spriwg^eM, 3fo., October 4, 1870.—

Some weeks since I sent you the Colorado Po-

tato Bug in its larva state. We now find the

perfect beetle. Have only seen a few dozens in

all, and they are not found elsewhere than

where first discovered on my grounds, though

we have searched the vicinity. These few we i

treat as spies or precursors of an army, which

we fear will be upon us in force next year. I

am sure that I am correct in calling it the Colo-

rado Potato Beetle. Since your visit last sum-

mer I have given more attention to bugs, and

insects generally, and find a very great number

of the injurious class, and I am very glad to see

more than usual of the Cut-worm Lion, Soldi
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Bug, Camel Cricket, &c. My conclusion is,

that if attacked next year by an army of those

terrible bugs we shall be at least able to show
fight; and we hope to receive " tactics," " regu-

lations," " general orders," &c., from the Bug
Master General. D. S. Holman.

LuMiNOns (?) Leaf-hopper—Lancaster, Pa.,

Oct. 10, 1870.—The article on page 335, in refer-

ence to " an electrical insect," reminds me of

another fact. I have often noticed apparent

electric sparks emitted from the end of the

abdomen of a common species of Tettigonia,

found on rose bushes and other vegetation in

gardens—perhaps -'r. obliqiia. "Whatever the

species may be, or whether this characteristic is

common to more than one species, at all events

I have often noticed it on dark, cloudy days, or

while the insect was overshadowed by an over-

hanging leaf. These flashes or scintillations

occurred about every five seconds, and con-

tinued at those intervals for half an hour, or,

indeed, until the insect was disturbed.. I have

never noticed them early in the season, but

towards the end of September and beginning of

October, when the insects were less active than

during warm weather. On bringing a magni-

fier down upon the insect, I found the tiny

flash to proceed from an almost transparent

member, which the insect quickly protruded

from the caudal segment, and as quickly with-

drew. This may be a common observation, but
I have never noticed any allusion to it in any of

my books on entomology. As I supposed this

efl'ect depended entirely upon the volition of the

insect, I never attempted to capture one and
place it on my hand to see whether it was ac-

companied by a corresponding shock. The
flash was quite as large and brilliant in propor-

tion to the size of the insect, as that of Photinus,
but not so yellow and not so prolonged, but
quick and bluish, like an electric spark.

S. S. Rathyon.

J[^The specimen inclosed by our correspondent

is^'Diedrocephala coccinea, Forst.,=D. i-vittata,

Say, a very pretty green, yellow and crimson
species, which is quite common on the Grape-
vine. No account of any such property in this

species has ever, to our knowledge, been pub-
lished; and as the species is so common, we
greatly incline to believe the light was seen by
Mr. Rathvou rather from a flash of the imagina-
tion than from a flash from the leaf-hopper. We
have observed hundreds of these insects, and
though they can hop around to the opposite
side of any object, almost as quick as a flash, we
have never seen the first sign of any luminosity

about them. Upon corresponding on tbs eii'j

ject with Mr. P. R. Uhler, of Baltimore, Md.,
who gives particular attention to the Homop^
tera, we find that he is as incredulous as our-

selves about this luminosity. We make those

remarks in all seriousness, and hope that th'ey

will^have the effect to elicit the experience of

others.

—

Ed.]

The Verbena Bud-Moth {Penthina FuUerea,.

Riley) in the West—IHrkwood, Mo., Nov. 9.—
While gathering seeds from our Anthirrhini nt

a few weeks since, I noticed that a numb' o

the capsules of one particularly choice vari-

seemed to be infested by some insect, and I i

ceeded to search out the depredator, wL^
little mass of excrement indicated its pla' ^

ingress and egress. As I was picking a-.'

very carefully, suddenly a little shining, b:.tc;

head was thrust through the opening, as !'
;

inquire what was making such a d?sturl/a'

about its dwelling place, and presently i.l;s

tire lai-va made its appearance, giving' ue

good opportunity to observe it without the dan-

ger of injuring it there would have been in dis-

secting the seed vessel. Upon comparing its

appearance and habits with the figures and de-

scription on pages 204-5 of the American En-

tomologist AND Botanist I more than sus-

pected it was your P. Fullerea. A few days

after I discovered it this larva changed to pupa.

The cocoon was very slight, and could not be

said to enclose the elongate, brown chrysalis,

which protruded from the opening in the side

of the capsule. The Moth issued in the course

of two or three weeks, and proved to be, as I

had anticipated, Penthina .Fullerea. These

larvas seem to be very irregular in their devel-

opment in regard to time, some being at this

date (November 9th) not yet an eighth of an

inch in length, while others are full grown.

When bred in a jar they frequently change

from one capsule to another that is fresher ; and

they have the peculiarity of coming to the out-

side whenever they are disturbed, instead ot

shrinking further into the recesses of their habi-

tation, as we should naturally expect them to

do. This insect is very pretty and interesting,

but vrith the fate of Mr. Fuller's Tigridias and

Mrs. Treat's Verbenas in my mind, I cannot say

that I am very glad to note its appearance in

our Western flower gardens.

Mart E. Murtfeldt.

The Antigpa Butterfly—Ohio, Ills.—Ou
page 258 of "Packard's Guide to the Study of In-

sects," the chrysalis of this butterfly is described

as "dark brown, -with large tawny spots around

I
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'ubercles on the back." This summer I bred

J specimens of V. Antiopa from the larva,

1(1 in each case the chrysalis was of a delicate

ray color with fine dark markings, the tubercles

ipped with black. Is there a difference between

j
Jastcrn and Western species ? G. M. Dodge.

I [No; your description is correct, and Dr.

i^ackard's was jierhaps taken from a preserved

' neoimen, though tliis chrysalis varies according

i-Tage.

—

Ed.]

ERiODiCAL Cicadas in Geokgia—Lafayette,

, Sept. 26, 1870,—According to your predic-

Cicadas appeared in this (the northwest)

t of the State in great numbers last year

j(J9), and a few of the same variety appeared

lin this summer. They were here before, I

I. Ilk, in ^866. I have been informed that they

appear during different years in the iiortheast-

rn part of the'State. A. R. McCutcden.

^•riodical Cicada not in Krectz-Creek

.^Y—Lancaster, Pa., Oct. 10, 1870.—I have

II ; frequent inquiry in reference to the ap-

pearance of the Cicada in the " Kieutz-Creek "

Valley the present season, but have not yet

elicited an affirmative reply. The information

which I gave you on this subject was on the

authority of Mr. Joseph Wiudolph, an intelli-

gent nurseryman from Marietta, in this county,

who was in the habit of canvassing that part of

York county in taking orders for and delivering

nursery stock. It so happened that he did not

operate in that district the present season.

Whilst on a visit to Mr. W. in 1868, he informed

me that he had been in the valley aforenamed,

and that whilst there were Cicada* in abundance

on the north side of the hills which form the

northeastern border of York county, there were

none on the south side, nor in the valley of

Kreutz-Creek, and that the people residing

there told him they would not appear in that

locality until 1870. That is all I know about it.

I made no personal observation on the subject.

I had intended to visitthe locality at the proper

season, but I was too busily engaged.

[From the above information, and from Dr.

Morris's letter, published on page 304, it be-

comes obvious that this Brood II of the Periodi-

cal Cicada (Brood III of our Missouri Report)

is invalid. We created this Brood on the evi-

dence of Mr. Rathvon, and in our Report we
stated, on Dr. Smith's authority, that it might

possibly appear in Jo. Daviess county, Ills., and

in Vinton county, Ohio. We have long since

suspected that the specimens which are said by

Dr. Smith to have appeared in the^e two coun-

ties in 18.53 were but precursors of the well

established 17-year Brood, which is to appear

next year (1871) in Iowa, Illinois, Michigan and
Wisconsin ; and as this Brood is also to appear in

the " Peqnea Valley," in Lancaster county, Pa.,

we must conclude that those observed in 1853 in

the " Kreutz-Creek Valley " were likewise pre-

cursors of the same. Thus from year to year we
are enabled to correct and revise the chronologi-

cal history of this curious insect ; and it is rather

gratifying to know that of the twenty-two

broods which we have predicted, this is the

only one which has so far proved invalid ; three

of them (viz., our Broods 1, 2 and 4) having

been duly confirmed. Next year a 17-)'ear

brood is to appear in the States already indi-

cated above, and a 13-year brood in the extreme
southwestern corner of Mississippi and in the

adjoining part of Louisana. We shall be pleased

to hear from our correspondents when the time

arrives.—Ed.]

Remakkable Tenacity of Life in a Bdttek-
VLY— sit. Louis, Mo., N'ovember 17, 1870.—On
October 22d I caught some specimens of that

rare butterfly, Paphia glycerium, Doubleday,

which I found flying in great numbers around
willows on low ground. They hibernate, as

you have suggested, in the perfect state, and
seem to be endowed with a truly wonderful

tenacity of life. One of the five c? specimens

captured was still alive to-day, although twice

drenched with chloroform, and pinned to a dry-

ing board. Otto Lugger.

During the Suspension.—We shall not re-

main entirely silent during the suspension of

this journal. Dr. Vasey, we believe, will con-

duct a botanical department in the Journal of
Agriculture, published at St. Louis by R. P.

Studley & Co. ; while we shall also occasionally

be heard of through the columns of the same
paper, and through 'ilLoore.''s RuralNew Yorker,

published in New York.

Galls.—We have been paying especial atten-

tion the past year or two to our N. A. galls and
their architects, and have received some most

interesting ones from different subscribers. Will

our readers bear in mind that specimens of galls,

with mention of the tree upon which they occur,

and other facts noticed, will always be grate-

fully acknowledged.

Matter Crowded Out.—Though the index

is printed on extra sheets we have been obliged

to omit sundry articles from this number for

want of space. Our acknowledgments of books

and papers received, have been jostled out with

the rest, and this will form our apology for

seeming neglect.
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Hybrid between a Grape-vine and a Uick-

ORY I—Our friend Thomas Meehan, of the Gar-

dener's Monthly, has kindly sent us specimens

of the Grape-vine Apple-gall ( Vitis pomum, W.
& R.), wliich was pronounced by the Newark,

N. J., Courier to be j^roduced by hybridization

between a grape-vine and a liickory over which

it grows. If the editor of the Courier will turn

to page IOC of our first volume, he will find that

his hybrid is in reality a gall caused b\' a gall-

gnat ; and that it was the poison injected by the

little mother-fly, and not the pollen from the

Hickory catkin, which produced the wonder.

Deatu of Noted Entomologists.—The year

1870 has witnessed the death of several noted

entomologists. Among them, we may mention,

with deep regret, the names of Julius Lederer, of

"Vienna, one of the most energetic Lepidoptero-

logists, who jjassed away on the 30th of April;

and of Jean Theodore Lacordaire, who was con-

ceded to be the best Coleopterist of his day, and

whose death at Liege, France, on the 18th ofJuly,

is still mourned by tiie entomological world.

Osage Orange for the Mulberry Silk-

worm.—Our remarks on this subject, on page

293, have had the desired eflect of bringing out

the author's name. During the Fair week at St.

Louis we had the pleasure of seeing Mr. Town-
end Glover, the entomologist to the Department

of Agriculture, who showed us a letter fi-om Mr.

Samuel Cornaby, of Spanish Fork City, Utah

county, Utah, reiterating the statement of his

successes, and giving a more detailed account of

his experience. This letter will be found in the

Monthly Department Ecport for October. The
scientific world will now place confidence in

these interesting and important facts, whereas,

as formerly presented, they lacked significance.

We cannot be too circumspect in dealing with

experiences and facts, and there is yet room for

improvement in this regard in the Monthly Re-

ports of the Department, as witness the records

of damage done by THE Potato Bug, pp. 340-1,

where the injuries of several distinct insects are

all mixed up together under one common head.

The ditterence in our own success and that of

Mr. Cornaby in feeding Osage orange to the

Mulberry Silkworm is owing, doubtless, to tlie

greater dryness of the atmosphere of Utah com-
pared with that of the Mississippi Valley.

Grape Insect.—Among the articles we in-

tended to publish this month was one on tlie true

Grape Borer {xJSyeria poUstiformis, Harris),

which, by an oversight, was omitted in our

account of the Lepidopterous insects injurious

to the Vine.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Insects IVamed

—

Mra. M. ChappelUmith, Hew Har-

mony, lnd.—{L) The little orange parasites on grasf

hoppers were, judging Irom your description, six-

legged mites, belonging to Latreille's genus Aatoma,

and for wliicli Mr. Walsh proposed the speciti. name o

locustamm. Similar mites attack the commoi House

fly and other Insects, but very little attention has beei

given to these minute creatures by scientific mtn. (2.,

The dusliy brown, short, robust cricket, which gnawf

apples, pears, quinces and peaches, is the Striped-

criclvct {NemoUus vitatus, Harr); and this specie* eon

sequently has these habits in common with tlie J ul ipini

Tree-cricket ( Oncharis saltator, Uhler), which you sent

on a previous occasion. (3.) The larva, of which w ' t%

ceived but the dry skin, was some species of eutrVri rni

but of course unrecognizable. (4.) The smooth ! «!

beetle is Borirms Imvis, Oliv.

MotU of Saddle-BacK— r. C. BUI, Ytllow Si.ni :»,

Ohio.—You will find a fair figure of the parent of I'lit

worm at Plate 1, Figure 7 of Harris's Correspondeace.' It

is there called Limacodes ephippiatus, which is a «yj
"•

nym for the more appropiiate name of Emp) etia «'«'

lea, Clem.

l,ociist Borer— IFm. B. Howard, Forsyth, Mo.

black and yellow-banded, long-horn beetle, whii'

found (Sept. 23) depositing its soft, elongate white eg^

in the crevices of the bark of a Black Locust tree, is tb

beetle of the common Locust Borer (Arhopalus rotinia

Foster). It is the larva hatching from these eggs which f

so destructive to the tree. The ury small brown fly which

you noticed following the motions of the beetle waf

perhaps an egg parasite; but we cannot tell without

seeing specimens.

Thie Northern L.adr Bird; its liarvae— CAus.

£. Billings, Philadelphia, Pa.—The yellow larva;, which

are characterized by rows of branching thorn-like yel-

low spines, tipped with black, and which you found

feeding on the leaves of the common yellow gourd, are

the young of the Northern Lady-bird (Epilachiia iorealie,

Thunberg), the only vegetable-feeder among all the

North American Lady-birds (Goceinella family), though

there are seversil European species that have a similar

vegetarian habit. This insect has such a predilection

for vines of the gourd family, and is often so injurious

to squashes, that Dr. Fitch called it the Squash Cocci-

nella.

Not Eggs, tut Parasitic Cocoons—5. Couch,

Fairhury, 111.—The worm you send is the Hog Caterpil-

lar of the vine, and the white oval objects attached to

its skin are parasitic Microgaster cocoons. Consequently

both your friends are wrong, the one in persisting tha'

they are eggs, the other in stating that they are lice

The former mistake is excusable, as they might readily

be mistaken for eggs ; but they bear no resemblance to

lice, which are active creatures with limbs.

Do Gapes Occur in Pigeons !— W. G. Barton,

Salem, Mass.—Vfe have never heard of a case of Gapes

in pigeons, and Dr. Paaren, of Chicago, informs us

that his pathological literature from almost all parts of

Europe does not mention pigeons among the birds

affected with this parasite. Koup, however, is very

common and fatal with them, esiiecially in the fall of

the year.

I

I
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The Cabbage Plntella— Ghat. E. Beeiey, Ames,
Iowa.—The small green worms which have been work-
ing most cruelly on your cabbages are, as you rightly

conjecture, the larvje of the small moths which you
send in company with them. It is the same insect

{Plviella cruciferarum) spoken of in answer to Wm. E.
Howard in this number.

Glgrantic Rhinoceros Beetle—Subscriber, Jef-

ferson City, Mo.—The large beetle which you send, and

[Fig. 224.1

Colors—Glaucous-green, with brown spots.

of which we herewith present a portrait (Fig. 224), is

a cf of the Gigantic Rhinoceros Beetle {DynasUs tityus,

Liim). It occurs quite commonly in your part of the
country, but is very rare in the more northern States,

being in reality a soutbern insect. It breeds in the

old stumps of several trees, and Say relates an in-

stance of its occurring in considerable numbers in and
about the cavity of a cherry tree which had been blown
down by the wind in the neighborhood of Philadelphia.

The colors of this beetle are very variable, as is also

the shape of the spots upon the wing-covers. The horn
also frequently occurs undivided instead of being bifid

at the tip. The $ has a perfectly smooth thorax, and
only a very small rounded tubercle on the head. We
have a (f specimen in our cabinet which is of a uni-

form deep chestnut brown, and immaculate.

Bee-bread Devoured by Worms—L. C. Francis,

Springfidd, III.—The small moths which you send, and
which in the larva stale infest your old hives, living on
the bee-bread and detritus, but never attacking the

wa.x:, as does the true 'Ree-mot\\ (Qallereacereana, Fabr.),

are a species which was called by Dr. Fitch the Indian
Meal Moth {Tinea, lEpheetial zeie). He so named it be-

cause it is lond of feeding upon stale Indian meal. It

has been bred from the dried roots of DandeUon, and as

you find it in your bee-hives, nothing would seem to

come amiss to it.

Rape Butterfly—Jason E. Cowden, Atrushury, Mass.

—Yes, the worms which have done such great damage
to your cabbages are the larva; of the above-named im-
I)orted insect. I

Grape-leal Gall— ff. G. Bearislee, FairusvUle,

Ohio.—The galls on the underside of your grape-leaves

are the Clinton Grape-leaf gall, treated of in another

part of this number.

Bean Wee-^iXSenry Kleinhaus, Nyces, Pa.—The
weevils infesting the beans from Porter Township,

Pike county, in your State, but which are not found in

your vicinity, are the native Bean-weevil (Bruchus oUo-

Utus, Say), which we have on several occasions referred

Cabbage Insects— ITm. R. Boward, Forsyth, Mo.—
Your cabbage insects came safely to hand. They are

as follows ; No. 1, Plutella cruciferarum, Zeller, a cosmo-

politan little cabbage pest, which has been unusually

destructive in Missouri the present year. This same

insect has long been well known in Europe under the

name of Gerostuma xylostella, and was named Plutella

limbipennella in this country by the late Dr. Clemens, so

it has synonyms enough. No. 4, as you suppose, are

pupoe of Plusia braseicx, Riley. No . 3, Utrachia histri-

onica, or the Harlequin Cabbage-bug (Fig. 66 of this

volume). This is the first we have heard of its appear-

ance in our State. No. 5—in tin box—is the chrysalis

of the Troilus Swallow-tail {Papilio Trtilus).

Two-Striped Walking Stick.— C. H. Edwards,

Bowling Green, Ky.—Your insects are (j" and § of the

above species (Spectrum bivittatum, Say). Never hesitate

to send an insect for fear it is common. If it has attracted

your attention from any beneficial or injurious quality,

or trom any peculiarity whatever, we shall always be

glad to get it.

Iiadder Spider—Lem 0. Safer, Indianapolis, Ind.—
Y'our spider is Epeira riparia, Hentz, commonly known
in this vicinity by the above popular name, on account

of the curious zig-zag ladder-like silken trellis which it

spins down the middle of its common web.

Sugaring for noths; Preserving Liarvse—II

.

S. Boutwel^-The sugaring and sweetening process for

catching moths is about as old as the science of Ento-

mology itself. Papilio thoas occurs in Illinois. We
have had best success in preserving larvae with a mix-
ture made as follows : Diluted carbolic acid (1 part acid

to 50 of water), 5 parts; alcohol, 4 parts; glycerine, 1

part. The glycerine should be dissolved in the acid

before the alcohol is applied. It is diflicult to prevent

the crystals of carbolic acid from deliquescing and be-

coming discolored, and it is very essential to have a

good article. We have so far found Calvert's Number
2, made in Manchester, England, the least subject to dis-

color. We kill our larvae by a few moment's immer-
sion in hot water. It is well to transfer the specimens,

after they have remained in the above mixture a few
weeks, to another which has a greater proportion of

alcohol ; for, after aU, nothing has yet been found equal

to alcohol for general purposes of preservation, and the

other preparations are used principally to prevent too

much shriveling and contraction in the specimens.

ST. A. Lepidoptera Wanted— CAa«. 0. Motheram,

Webedale, 78 High street, Barnstaple, England.—The two
persons who would be most likely to furnish you with

eggs and pups of our N. A. Lepidoptera, are W. V.
Andrews, Room 17, No. 137 Broadway, N. Y. , and W.
W. Butterfield, Indianapolis, Ind. We invite such of

our subscribers who wish to exchange to correspond

with Mr. Websdale.
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De. GEO. VASEY, Editor, Normal, Ills.

OUR NATIVE OAKS—No. 5.

We propose in this number to give a short

account of the Red, Spanish, and Pin Oaks, and

then a synoptical table of all the Oaks east of

the Rocky Mountains.

[Fig. 225]

The Red Oak (^Quercus rubra, L.) is

quite as commonly called Black Oak, which

shows the importance of designating such species

by their proper botanical names. It is a larger

tree than any of the others usually called Red
or Black Oak, and is in its habitat rather more
attached to the vicinity of streams. Very large

trees of this kind may often be found in bottom

lands, having a trunk three feet or more in di-

ameter, and without branches to the height of

twenty or thirty feet. The bark on the large

trees is thicker and more deeply checked than

on most of the other species. It is sometimes

difficult to distinguish this ft-om the variety

tinctoria of Quercus coccinea, unless the eye

has been trained to close observation of their

characteristics. The leaves of Quercus rubra

are usually larger, with about four lobes on each

side ; the lobes are also more uniform, and point

forward more strongly toward the apex of the

leaf. The acorns are much larger than in any

of the varieties of Quercus coccinea (seldom less

than one inch long), and are quite constant in

size and shape. The cup is always shallow, and

about as wide as the acorn is long. A variety,

runcinata, found near St. Louis, has a narrower

leaf, with more numerous and shorter lobes.

Spanish Oak Hiueitus falcata, Midix.)

This is a tree of large size, confined in its range

mostly to the Southern States, occurring, how-
ever, in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Kentucky,

Southern Illinois, Missouri, and probably in all

the States South. The leaves are usually long-

stalked, large, and of peculiar shape, being
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rounded at the base and sending out on each side

one or two long, narrow and somewhat hooked,

or sickle-shaped, lobes ; the apes, or point, being

also sometimes much prolonged, narrow, and
somewhat toothed ; the under surface is covered

with a rusty colored down. The acorn is small

(rather less than half an inch), roundish, and in

a shallow cup. The leaves of this species pre-

sent considei'able diversity of size and shape,

probably in some cases as the result of hybridiza-

tion. The bark is said to be excellent for tan-

ning. A variety, triloba, found in New Jersey

and elsewhere, is probably a hybrid between
this species and Quercus nigra, L.

[Fig. 2-27.]

Pin O.ik [Quercus palmlris, DuRoi.)

The Pin Oak lias a wide geographical range,

but is abundant only in certain localities. It is

found in low and swampy grounds, and in

general appearance much resembles the Scarlet

Oak (Quercus coccinea), and perhaps may yet

have to be considered a variety of that polymor-
phous species. The leaves are deeply divided,

with about three spreading lobes, the spaces

between being broad and rounded toward the

midrib. The acorns are small and roundish,

about half an inch long, the cup very shallow

and as broad as the length of the acorn. It is

given by Dr. Cooper as extending from Massa-

chusetts to the mountains of Georgia, and from
Missouri to Texas. The name Pin Oak is said

by some to come from the occurrence of numer-

ous pins, or small dead branches, which often

beset the lower part of the trunk.

In the following synoptical table it may be

noticed that we have used some common names

differently from those applied in the descriptions;

thus we have taken the terms Black and Ucd
Oaks to indicate sections rather than particular

species.

The Quercus coccinea var. vulgaris (Fig. 212,

p. 344) is what we take to be Quercus coccinea

of the table. We believe the table will be found

correct, and admitting as many species as the

most judicious botanists are willing to concede.

The reader will bear iu mind tliat the synonyms

are inclosed within parentheses.

Synoptical Tal)le of the Oaks

SECTION I.—Annual Fruited.

* White Oaks—Leaves lobed, deciduous.

1. Bur Oak, Quercue microcarpa., 'iAich's..

Var. oUmeformis, Gr., (Q. olivaeformis , Michx.)
2. Southern Overcup, Qmrcus lyrata, Walt.
3. Post Oak, Quereue obtusiloba, Michx., {Q. Hellata,

Waug.)
Var. panifolia, Chap., (var. Flondana, Shut.)

t. White OaM., Quereue alba, Ia. [South.

** Chestnut Oaks—Leaves with bluut teeth.

5. Swamp White Oak, Quercus Ucolor, Willd., (Q.
Prinus, var. discolor, Michx.)

:! Chestnut Oak, Quercus Prinus, L.
Var, monticola, Michx. , ( Q. montuna, Willd.j
Var. Michauxii, Chap., (Q. MichauxU, Nutt.)

[South,
cllow Cliestnut Oak, Quercus Castanea, Muhl.,

(Q. Prinus, var. acuminata, Michx.)
Liapin Oak, Quercus prinoides, Willd.,
Prinus, var. chincapin, Michx.)

{Q-

•m-is Live Oaks—Leaves evergreen.

Live Oak, Quercus eirens. Ait., (Q. sempem'rens,
Catesby.)

Var. vmritima. Chap. South.
Var. dentata. Chap. South.

SECTION II.—Biennial Fkuited.

* Willow Oaks—Leaves generally entire, thick and
])ersistent, and some becoming evergreen far south.

10. Upland Willow Oak, Quercus cinerea, Michx., (6.
liumilis, Walt.)

Var. pumila, Michx., (Q. pumila, \Valt., Q.
sericea, Willd.)

1 1

.

W iUovv Oak, Quercus Phellos, L.
Var. luurifolia, Chap. South.
Var. ,iieii„ila, Cliaji. Soutli.

Var. h.ttnq'hiiUa, ( 'J. h,/cnwk>/Uu, Michx.)
12. LaUI-cl Ouk, IJ„tna.^ anhrn-uiia, blh-hx.

Var. Le,i„a, (Q,„n;,s Leana, Nutt.)
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Water Oak, Quercus agiiatica,Cateshj, [Q.uUginosa,

Var. hyhrida, Chap. South.
Bhvck Jack, Quercus nigra, l,.,(Q.ferTuginea,ti^i^\i-s..

Var. tridentata, (Q, trideniata, Eng.)
Black Scrub Oak, Quercua ilicifoUa, AVg., {Q. Ban-

ideri, Michx.)

Spauish Oak. Quercus falcata, Michx., (Q. elongaUi.

Willd.)
Var. triloha, ( Quercus triloba, Michx.)
Var. guinqudoha, {Q. quinqveloha, Eng.)

Georgia Oak, Quercus Georgiana, Curtis.) South.
Scarlet Oak, Qatrcus coccinea, Wang.
Black Oak. var. tl/idoria, Gr., {Q. Hnctorla, Bart.)

Var, amlii(/uii, Gr., (Q. ambigua and borealis,

Michx.)
Var. microcai'pa, Ent. and Bot.
Var. dcpressa, " "

Bed Oak, Quercus rulra, L.
Pin Oak, (Juercus palustris,D\\Ro\.
Catesl<y's Oak, Quercus Caiesbei, Michx. Sciutli.

SOME INTERESTING PLANTS OP WESTERN MIS-

There are many plants growing iu the border

counties of western ^Missouri, which range south

and west, but are not found eastward. In the fol-

lowing notes I propose to call attention to some
interesting plants of this region, particularly of

Cass and adjoining counties.

On a rocky limestone slope, in the southern part

ofJackson county, it was my pleasure three years

ago to tind a single plant of ^we?»owe Carolini-

ana—only one, but it seemed very pretty in its

loneliness. On these rocky glades the Peiici-

danuvi, with its pretty and fragrant leaves, the

Prairie Dandelion {Troximon cuspidatuin) , two
species of Vetch or Astralagus, and a very jiale

Larkspur (Delphiniimi) are often abundant. In

richer soil we find Corydalis aurea. A beauti-

ful and showy plant, generally growing on
limestone slopes is the Oenothera speciosa,

waving its large, white flowers graeefully with

the breeze. It is common in the western bor-

der counties of Missouri, ranging soutliwest-

wardly into Kansas, but not found eastwardly.

The Talinum teretifolium, a succulent leaved

plant, with a modest, sweet looking pink-purple

flower, is rarely found on rocky glades in Cass

county. I have also found it in lion, Cole and
Newton counties, always occupying elevated,

bold, rocky points.

On our creeks may be found Thalictrum Cor-

nuii, Isopymm biternatum., the beautiful scar-

let Lobelia, and the blue Lobelia syphilitica,

the modest Collinsia verna, with its blue and
white petals, the Mertensia Virginica, some
times called Blue-bell, the American Bellflower

(Campanula Americana), and Diptei-acanthus

strepens, with its pretty, pale, purple flower.

In early summer the prairies are adorned

with Petalostemon violaceum and P. candidum,

with JJodecathion Meadia, AmorpJia fruticosa

and canescens, Ceanothus Americanus and C.

ovalis. Later they are rich iu a profusion of

flowers, including Echinacea purpurea, Liatris,

two species, several species of Aster and Soli-

dago, Polyyala incarnata, and the Gentiana

puberula, lingering the very last flower of the

season, of a deep, rich, purplish blue.

The Leguminosce is well represented, and

ofters to us such plants as Desmanthus brachy-

lobus and Schriankia uncinata, or Sensitive-

brier. On limestone slopes is sparingly found

that curious leaved plant, 3Ienteelia obligosper-

ma, covered over, leaf, stalk and calyx, with

minute barbed hairs, presenting under the

microscope the appearance of a forest of fir

trees with pendent limbs.

Among Endogenous plants we have two

species of Ladies Slipper {Cypripedium), the

Wild Hyacinth, {Scilla Fraseri) the White

Dogtooth Violet {Erythronium albidum), the

Tradescantia Virginica, T. pilosa, and others

more common.
Besides those enumerated I will only mention

Sedum pulchellum, Boltonia latisquama, a

very tall, large flowered Helianthus [probably

H. Maximilian—Ed.] , two species of Wild Sage,

Salvia azurea and S. trichostemoides, and Am-
2Machyris dracunculoids, a showy, yellow flow-

ered plant, resembling a Solidago, and some

times called Tumble-weed on account of the

dead bushy plants being blown about by the

autumnal winds.

The arborescent grasses constitute one ot the

most beautiful adornments of tropical vegetation.

These grasses belong cliiefly to the Bambusa

(Bamboo; and other related genera. In India

the seeds of the Bamboo are mixed with honey

and eaten like rice. In South America an ar-

borescent grass, the gigantic Guadua, attains a

height of from 50 to 60 feet. Another species, a

powerful climbing grass, twines round the trunks

of large trees, reaching to their tops. A species

of Cane {Arundinaria) grows iu large tufts,

reaching a height of 30 to 40 feet, of which the

first joint rises without a knot to a height of 16

feet before it begins to bear leaves. These joints

being hollow, are used as blowing tubes by the

Indians, for the discharge of their arrows. Even

in the Southern United Stales the stalks ofvlnm-

dinaria furnish fishing-rods of the best descrip-

tion.
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THE GERAKDIAS.

BAILEY,

[Fig. 228]

The genus Oerardia furnishes some of the

most charming wild flowers of the late summer
or early autumn in New England. It is to be re-

gretted that these lovely plants cannot be culti-

vated, but I believe that owing to their being

root parasites all efforts to domesticate tlieni

have hitherto failed. I do not know how care-

fully or persistently the attempt has been made,

but as the plants seem hai-dy in their native loca-

tions it is possible that by study of their habits,

and by the removal of much surrounding earthy

so as to transplant the nourishing stems at the

same time with the Oerardias, success might

yet attend the gardener. Still this experiment

must have been tried, or Dr. Gray would not

pronounce them " uncultivable."

This showy genus is a member of the order

Scrophulariacea. In my rambles about Provi-

dence I have secured five species. Of these G.

flava blooms earliest, and may be found in open

woods. It has large, yellow, handsome flowers,

in their appearance suggesting the fox-glove.

The interior of the tube, as well as the anthers

and filaments, is woolly. The leaves are large

and entire, or, according to Gray's Manual,
" the lowei usually sinuate toothed or pinnati-

fid " The G. quereifoUa I have not found so

frequently. It is known by its oak-shaped

leaves, and in general appearance closely re-

sembles the preceding. The G. pedicularia is

(Fig. 228,a) exceedingly common with us. I have

often found it over three feet high. It is much
branched, the flowers of a delicate texture, yel-

low, and very fragrant. They are much fre-

quented by humble and other bees and insects.

The corolla is covered both outside and in with

minute glandular hairs, slightly viscid to the

touch, and the interior of what ma)" be called

the lower lip is marked by two parallel rows of

reddish dots. The leaves, and even the lobes of

the calyx, aie beautifully serrate. All these

yellow flowered species are difiicult to preserve

neatly. Despite all my care I have never been

able to prevent their blackening iu the press.

If any one has been more successful in preseiT-

ing their color, I should be glad to learn the

process.

The two purple varieties are much more deli-

cate in appearance than either of the preceding,

and bloom simultaneously. They are the species

purpurea (Fig. 228, &) and tenuifolia. They are

both common here—the purpurea along the

road sides and in swampy grounds, which are,

however, at this time dry; the tenuifolia in

dry woods. Both of them are much branched.

The flrst has quite short peduncles, and rather

larger flowers than the teriuifoUa, whose pedun-

cles are long and thread-like. My illustrations

represent merely the extreme end of the flower-

ing branches of G, jiedicularia and purpurea.

I have not on hand at present any specimens of

the other species I have mentioned from which

to make drawings. I hope, however, that the

sketches I have presented, and these few words,

may call attention next year to a beautiful

genus, finely represented at,the West.

DISTRIBUTION OF IMMIGRANT PLANTS.

BY DB. FRED

The distribution of immigrant plants, and the

year of the first appearance of such, should be

carefully noted for each locality by the botanists

of the West. Such records would be of great

benefit to the study of botanical geography and

the history of plants.

Here follows the statistics of vegetable immi-

gration in the vicinity of Peoria, 111.

1. Immigrant plants common and entirely

naturalized since an unknown period

:

Sisymbrium officinale, Sinapis nigra, Cap-

sella bursa-pastoris, Hypericum perforatum,

Portulaca oleracea, Malca rotundifolia, Sida

spinosa, Abutilon Avicennos, Trifolium pra-

tense, Xanthium strumarium, Maruta cotula,
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Lappa major, Plantago major, Verbasciim

thapsiis, Marruhium vxdgare Solanum nigrum,

Chenopodium album, hyhridum, urbicum, bot-

rys and ambrosioides, Amarantus hybridus and

albus. Polygonum persicaria and convolvulus,

Bumex crispus. Cannabis sativa, Alopecurus

pratensis, Phleum pratense, Agrostis alba, Poa
compressa, Eragrostis powoides, var. megas-

tachya anA pilosa, Bromus secalinus, Panicum
sanguinale, Setaria glauca.

2. Immigrant plants found eighteen years

ago in single specimens, now in great abundance

:

Sonchus asper, lAnaria vulgaris, Leonurus

cardiaca, Echinospermum Lappula, Cynoglos-

sum offlcinale, Rumex acetosella.

3. Plants immigrated since an unknown
period, and found in limited numbers or single

localities

:

Trifolium pratense, Dactylis glomerata, Pan-

icum glabrum, Veronica arvensis, Bumex ob-

tusifolius.

4. Immigrant plants not known here eighteen

years, and now represented in limited numbers
and single localities

:

Verbascum Blaltaria, Vaccaria vulgaris, Gle-

choma hederacea.

5. Adventitious plants not yet truly natural-

ized:

(a.) In waste places: Camelina sativa, Sa-

ponaria officinalis, Malva sylvestris. Hibiscus

trionum, Martynia proboscidea, Nepeta cata-

ria, Nicandra physaloides.

(J>.) Mostly escaped from cultivation, or pur-

posely introduced: Argemone Mexicana, Nas-

turtium armoracia, Melilotus alba, Bosa rubi-

ginosa, Pastinaca sativa, Anethum graveolens.

Inula Helenium, Helianthus annuus, Tanace-

tum vulgare, Centaurea cyanus, Mentha viridis,

Satureja hortensis, Ipomea purpurea. Polygo-

num orientale, Fagopyrum esculentum. Aspara-

gus officinalis, Phalaris Canariensis, Setaria

Jtalica.

6. Plants found eighteen years ago, and not

seen since

:

•

Baphanus raphanistrum, Leucanthemum vxd-

gare. The latter would certainly have spread

if not incorporated in my herbarium.

7. Common plants, the introduction of which

is doubtful or contested.

Polygonum hydropiper, Poa pratensis, Pan-

icum crus-galli, Datura Stramoniun var. Ta-

tula.

In Europe various species of Heaths cover

large tracts of country ; many of them are of rare

beauty. But in Africa the most varied assort-

ment of Heaths of the genus Erica are found.

BOTANICAL NOTES.

"\Vhile on an excursion, during the last week

of August, to the western shore of Lake Michi-

gan, or that portion of it which extends between

Green Bay and the Lake, I met with some facts

worthy of notice, relative to the condition of

certain plants in that locality.

The 45th degree of latitude crosses the penin-

sula nearly at its middle. From Manitowoc to

Death's Door, a distance of nearly a hundred

miles, the shoi-e is very interesting to the botan-

ist. Nearly the whole distance, high bluffs

bound the lake, while here and there a river

quietly flows in, having on each side a lower

level. At the mouth of Wolf river, I observed

a peculiarity similar to that mentioned by Mc-

Gregor, in "Rob Roy on the Jordan." This

canoe-traveler, in his voyage on the Jordan, ob-

served that a bank or bar of sand or gravel had

formed nearly across its mouth, where it empties

into -the Sea of Galilee. In the eady days of

Chicago, the river had just such a bar across its

mouth, and found an outlet into the lake at an

extreme corner. But in the case of Wolf river,

the bar extends completely across its mouth, and

the water of the river has to filter through it

into the lake ; and admirably is this efl'ected, for

while above tlie bar the river is almost black

with the refuse of tanneries, mills, etc., below

the bar, not more than ten or fifteen feet, the

water is clear and pure.

The forests here are composed of Hemlock,

Pine, Cedar, Maple, and the more common trees.

Here, for the first time, 1 observed the beautiful

Mountain Ash (Pyrus Americana) growing

wild on the lake shore. The terminal branches

have a bark nearly as scarlet as the berries, and

the tree grows over twenty feet in height. One

old tree, leaning over the bluff, has seen many

storms, for its trunk, four inches in diameter,

was rough and hoary with mosses and lichens.

All along the shore up to Wolf river I had

observed the bright red berries of the Dwarf

Cornel (Cornus Canadensis), but here along the

shore of the river I found great quantities of it

in bloom. The usual flowering season of this

plant is May and Jane. I did not observe any

berries on the plants at this place. Here, too,

in abundance, was ttie wild Strawberry (Fra-

garia Virginiana) in full bloom! But the

people said it had fruited in July.

There are some climatic peculiarities of this

locality. Although only thirty miles west of

the city of Greeu Bay, navigation opens here

three or four weeks earlier than at the latter
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place, and the ice does not block up the harbor

for several weeks after boats cease to run to

Green Bay city. Do the befoi-e named plants

have a double season of flowering in this locality?

The varied hues of the foliage of trees, especi-

ally the smaller species of Maples, was very

beautiful, clearly showing that the change in

the color of the leaf is due to an actual ripening,

and not to the action of frost.

EUE-LEATED SPLEENWORT.

{A.ple, L.)

VILLIAMSON, LOUISVILLE KV.

Rue-Leavid Spleeuwort (Aiplcnium ruta-miiraria, L.)«

This fern is a spleenwort, belonging to the

genus Asplenium of the gi-eat group of Polypo-

daceus Ferns. This group is distinguished from
the other two groups, Osmundacem and Ophio-

glossacecB, by having their spore cases girt with

an clastic ring.

The word Asplenium was applied by old au-

thors to those kinds of ferns that were supposed

to possess some virtues in curing diseases of

the spleen. Modern authors classify the Spleen-

worts and all other Ferns on a more definite

•Explanation of the Figuhe —a, I'liint, natural
bj back of the frond, showing the sori or fruit dots; c, u

side of the fronds; d, youn^ fronds growing from the t

rootstock showing their cnoinate vernation; e, old ft

principle, that is, the arrangement of the fruit,
,

or sori, and the form of the indusium., or fruit-

cover.

Asplenium ruta muraria is a small evergreen

fern two to four inches long ; root tufted, flbi'ous

;

stalk smooth, with one groove on the upper side,

slightly round on the back; fronds bi-pinnate

below, simply pinnate above
;
pimiules i-hombic-

wedge-shaped, toothed at the apex, sometimes

deeply cut, without a mid-rib, the veins rising

irregularly tt-om the base of the pinnule towards

each serrature ; involucre or indusium elongate,

opening inwardly, with a sinuated margin, espe-

cially so when burst ; whole plant smooth and

having a glaucous-green color.

I found this fern and the delicate Rock-brake

(Pellea gracilis') growing on the same rock, in

a very exposed situation. Their tufted roots

were embedded in the crevices of the rocks, so

that it was with some difficulty that good speci-

mens could be obtained; but by bieaking the

rock and using a little patience the difficulty

was overcome. On visiting the same district

on the 4th of July, I found some beautiful spe-

cimens growing in a sheltered situation; their

roots were embedded in the moss wliich grew
upon the rocks. Some of the fronds measured

fully five inches in length.

In England and Scotland this fern is named
the Rue-leaved Spleen-

wort, or "Wall-rue Fern.

It is what is termed a

mural species, from its

L.ineral habitat, grow-
ig usually on old walls.

It is found very fre-

quently on old castles,

old towers, and old

'S.»u;/li<"'\/:.Su[Vu,d,ttS bridges. Lime appears
"""S""- to be one of its chief

elements of nourishment, at least it is always

found in a limestone i-egion. 1 have seen an old

Roman bridge in Scotland almost covered with it.

Two othe^ peculiar situations in Scotland in-

terested me very much : one was on the top of

an old round tower, about eighty feet high ; the

other in a well about four feet from the sur-

face. There were only a few plants growing

in each place, and no others within a radius of
"

fifteen miles. It is strange that the spores would
have settled iu two situations so extremely dif-

ferent. The specimens growing in the well were

large, soft, and delicate ; those on the tower

small and crisp.

The specimen in my herbarium is three and

a half inches long, and something similar to the

above illustration, with this exception, the pin-

[Fig. 230.]

1
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nules arc not so much cut off. It is from the

west coast of Scothuitl. I found it growing with

Asplenium marinum and A. adiantum nigrum,

on exposed rocks that were washed by the waves

of the Atlantic.

From the above description it would be diffi-

cult to define the exact habitat or range of tiiis

rare little fern.

TUE ROCKY MOUNTAIN ALPINE REGION.

IIY 0. C. PAEET, WASHINQTON, D C.

(Selected.)

Tli(^ -.vooded belt of couiferous trees tliat, with

irregular local iutorniptious, clothes the Rocky

Mountain slopes, commences by a somewhat scat-

tering growth near their base, at an average eleva-

tion of six thousand feet above the sea. This belt

acquires its densest growth, and exhibits the great-

est number of distinct species, between seven

thousand and nine thousand feet elevation, and

terminates by an abrupt well-marked line at an

average height of eleven thousand three hundred

feet.

These plainly recognized features are readily ex-

plained by reference to the corresponding climatic

conditions here exhibited. Thus the growth is most

dense and varied where the exposures present a

suitable condensing surface, and where there is

the greatest and most regular amount of aqueous

precipitation, caused by a mingling of the cool

descending currents of air from the higher elevations

meeting the warm ascending currents charged with

, moisture from the heated plains below; at this

irregular point of junction, summer rains and dews

are frequent, and the conditions for arborescent

growth are most favorable. At still higher eleva-

tions the actual limit of tree growth is.determined

by conditions of temperature, which satisfactorily

explain the peculiar features of vegetation here met

with.

Most noticeable ot these is the singular abrupt-

ness by which this limit of upright tree growth is

here marked. You are struggling through a tangled

maze of fallen timber and dense unclerlfrush, over-

shadowed by tall trees with spreadinproots bedded

in a saturated "pongy soil, when suddenly, without

any sensible dwarfing of intermediate forms, you

come upon open spaces, where stunted trees, fan-

tastically gnarled and twisted, with depressed flat-

' tened summits, offer little obstruction to the open

view above. Through these obstructions, stepping

on the very tops of matted trees, which a few rods

below rear their pointed spires to a height of thirty

to forty feet, you come upon the bare alpine slopes,

which continue with variously interrupted rocky

exposures to the dividing ridge two thousand to

twenty-five hundred feet higher.

In the absence of any continuous meteorological

observations at or above the timber line, the most

satisfactory explanation of the peculiar features

here presented is this: The so-called timber line

marks the extreme point ot minimum winter tempe-

rature, below which no exposed phenogamous vege-

tation can exist. All that survives above this point

does so by submitting to a winter burial of snow,

beneath which protecting cover it is enabled to

maintain its torpid existence. Tlie early autumnal

fall of snow commences in the latter part ofSeptem-

ber, and receives constant additions through the

fdl and winter months, during which it retains its

light feathery texture, and is not sensibly wasted

by melting till the clear lengthening days of early

summer dissolve them rapidly, giving origin to the

dashing streams that pour down the upper valleys.

It is the pressure of this accunnilating weight of

snow that gives the fantastic shape to the tree vege-

tation, that struggles for existence above the well

niarked timber line, and we can readily note in-

stances, here and there, where from some peculiar

condition of wind, or a hmited amount of winter

snow in particular seasons, points and patches of

dwarfed tree growth being left unprotected, have

been blasted and destroyed. Otherwise we can

observe still more frequently where ambitious up-

per branches projecting into the sunlight of this

Arctic winter, have been nipped and killed. In

these unmistakable signs of the struggle for vegeta-

ble existence are also exliibited some of the most

peculiar and marked features of the Alpine scenery.

This dwarfed tree growth, persisting .above the

timber Une, is as we might naturally suppose con-

fined to sheltered valleys, or on the lea-side of ab-

rupt rocks, where the drifted snow lies heaviest.

The point of greatest snow accumulation is mainly

determined by the shelter afforded along the upper

line of the timber growth, at which locations the

snow drifting from the bare spaces above is lodged,

hence early in the thawing season these locations

ofler the principal obstructions to travel, presenting

treacherous fields of snow, often overarching rush-

ing torrents; here also the vegetation is longest de-

layed, and is comparatively meagre. It is on the

more open exposures above that the alpine flora

offers its greatest variety and most attractive fea-

tures, and through a brief flowering period, ex-

tending from June to September, presents a succes-

sion of forms and colors, attractive to the eye of a

naturalist, and such as is nowhere else so compre-

hensively exhibited. As these alpine plants owe
their existence to the protection afforded by winter

snow, they naturally include a number of species

that also flourish at lower elevations.. Thus in the

accompanying list of alpine plants, out of one hun-

dred and forty-two species, I note fifty-six as ex-

clusively confined to the alpine exposures. The

usual characters of alpine plants here, as elsewhere

exhibited, consist in a dwarfed habit of growth,

late period of flowering and early seeding, the

forms being almost exclusively perennial.

01 Phenogamous plants persisting to the highest
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elevations, reaching to fourteen thousand feet and
upwards, we may enumerate the following: Thlaspi

coehleariforme, Claytonia megarrhiza, Trifolium nan-

um, Oxyirepis arctica, Saxifraga serpyllifolia, An-
drosace chamcejasme, Chionophila Jamesii, Eritrieh-

ium areiioides, Polemonitan confertum, Gentiana

frigida, Salix reiiculaia, Lloydia serotina, Luzula

spicaia, Carex incurva, Poa arctica.

Of the thirty-four natural orders represented in

the alpine flora, thirty-one belong to Phenogamous
plants, the remaining three include the higher

orders of Cryptogams, of the latter. Ferns are repre-

sented by a single species, not exclusively alpine

{Cryptogramme acrostichoidea, R. Br.) Mosses are

more numerously represented, but are still com-
paratively rare, while Lichens are most abundant
and aflford the greatest number of species.

Of the Phenogamous orders twenty-seven belong
to Dicotyledons, four to Monocotyledons. Of these

the natural order, Compositce, comprises the largest

number oi species, viz.: twenty-four included in

thirteen gene»a; Ranunculacece has five genera,
seven species; Cmciferoe, five genera, six species;

Caryophyllacem, five genera, six species; Legiimi-

noseas, two genera, four species; Rosacece, four
genera, five species; Saxifragaceoe, two genera, nine
species; PHmulacece, two genera, four species;

Sorofulariaceos, six genera, ten species; Gentiana-
cecB, two genera, six species; Salicacece, one genus
four species ; Conifereae, three genera, five species

•'

Juneacece, two genera, seven species ; Cyperacece, one
genus, four species; Gratninem, five genera, nine
species. Of large families entirely unrepresented
we may note Solanacece, Labiatece.

Tlie superficial extent ol these bare alpine expo-
sures can only be approximately estimated in the
absence of any exact topographical measurements.
Taking the main mountain mass extending througli

Colorado Territory, or between 37°, and 41o, north
latitude, including the high oflSets and detached
peaks, rising above eleven thousand feet, it would
be safe to allow an average width of five miles, for

the entire distance, in a straight line, representing
in round numbers an area of from twelve hundred
to fifteen hundred square miles. Tliroughout this

extent there is great uniformity in the vegetation
presented, though agreeably varied by the diflferent

exposures or conditions of soil and moisture.
Wherever the peculiar texture of the underlying
rock has favored disintegration, and the accumula-
tion of soil, a rich alpine sward is presented, made
up of densely matted grasses, carices, and plants
adapted to pasturage. Here tlie mountain sheep
the elk, and the Rocky Mountain goat, graze during
the summer months, and the mountain ptermigan
and dusky grouse feed and rear their young. When
once made accessible it will, no doubt, aflbrd a
favorite resort for summer pasturage, and m.iy
eventually yield choice dairy products equaling
those of the Swiss Alps, or produce delicate fibrous

tissues, rivaling those of the looms of Cashmere.

As a sanitary retreat during the summer months
it is unexcelled in the" purity and' coolness of its

atmosphere, the clearness of its flowing streams,

and its picturesque extended views. There are no
elevated points that cannot be safely ascended, and
dangers from snow avalanches, or land slips, are so

rare as not to be taken into consideration. Of the

high culminating points met with in the district

under review, including Long's peak on the north,

and the Sierra Blanca on the south, there is a re-

markable uniformity in the average elevation; all

as far as accurately measured rising above fourteen

thousand feet. Gray's peak in the di\iding ridge,

which is now a point of common summer resort, so

far carries the palm in an elevation of fourteen

thousand two hundred and fifty-one feet. Its asso-

ciate peak (which it is most earnestly hoped may
bear the appropriate name first proposed, of Tor-

rey's peak, in commemoration of the early botanical

labors of our veteran American botanist) is thought

to be somewhat higher, an interesting point which
wiU no doubt be determined by Professor Whitney
in his present summer's exploration of that region.

Plants of the Cactus family are principally

confined to the Western continent, and although

most abundant in tropical regions, some forms

extend far into the temperate zone, and some

species even have an alpine character. Back, in

his noi-thern expedition, saw with astonish-

ment the banks of the Rainy Lake, in latitude

48° 40', entirely covered with the prickly pear

{Opuntia vulgaris). Humboldt found on the

Andes several species of Cactus on elevated

plains from 9,000 to upwards of 10,600 feet

above the level of the sea. Some have even

been gathered at an elevation of 13,600 feet.

In size and height the diflereut kinds present re-

markable contrast. In Mexico and Arizona

many kinds assume an arborescent form. Other

kinds have a globular form, some with a diame-

ter of three feet, and attaining a weight of 2,000

pounds, while a Cactus in South America is so

small and so loosely rooted in the sand that it

gets betw(5m#ie toes of dogs.

Palms are me loftiest and most stately of all

vegetable forms. To these, above all other

trees, the prize of beauty has always been
awarded by every nation. Marked with rings,

and not unfreqnently armed with thorns, the
'

tall and slender shaft of this graceful tree rears

on high its crown of shining, fan-like, or pin-

nated leaves, which are often curled like those

of some grasses. Smooth stems of the Palm
sometimes rise to a height of one hundred and
ninety feet. It diminishes in size and beauty as

it recedes from the equatorial toward the tem.

perate zones. *
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Vitality op Seeds.—There is much mystery
* about this subject. We recently read in a New

York paper that on the clay from a deep well,

plants of Sincepis arrensis, the "Yellow Char-
lock," grew, the seeds of which "must have
been there for ao^es." As this is not an Ameri-
can plant, but one which has followed the foot-

steps of the white man, of course there must be
an error here. We have no doubt it is so with
all the cases of so-called vitality, not even the

supposed well attested chscs of forests of trees

growing up after a tiii' in the West, different

from that which grew before, from seed which
had been for years in the ground.
Farmers say that when they plow up old sod

which has been that way for many years, and
note the rag weed and white clover which
spring up, that these seeds are natural to the

t; soil, or have been there for a long time; but
' tliere is no doubt but that this is wrong. The

most careful analysis of these soils fails to de-

tect their presence, which it would certainly do
if they were Ihere. Though surely there is not
near the vitality in seeds accorded to them,
there is really much more than is generally sup-

posed. It is rather how they are kept than any
peculiar limit to their age which determines
their goodness. We know the time when we
supposed it necessary to keep Magnolia seeds
moist from the time they were gathered till

they were sown in the spring. Once we found
a package which had been thrust under a rafter

in a tool shed in the spring, which grew as well
as any. More recently Mrs. Col. Wilder found
a package of Magnolia soulanyeana seed in Mr.
Wilder's wardrobe, which had been there be-

tween two and three years, and which on sow-
ing produced a plant from every seed. Yet the

belief is next to universal that Magnolia seed is

one of the most transitory in its hold on vitality

. that we have.
These facta»show us that we really know little

about these matters vet; and they should stimu-
late practical men to careful experiment as to

what are really the laws which govern the pre-
servation and germination of seeds.

—

Gardener's
Monthly.

Study of Natural History.—"For many
years it has been one of my constant regrets that

iio schoolmaster of mine had a knowledge of
natural history, so far at least as to have taught
me the grasses that grow by th^()^side, and
the little winged and wingless Sjghbors that

liej^ftiis

«giib
itira saare continually meeting me witTTa salutation

which 1 cannot answer, as things are. Why
did'nt somebody teach me the constellations
too, and make me at home in the starry heavens
which are always overhead, and which 1 don't
half know to this day ? I love to prophesy that
there will come a time when, not in Edinburgh
only, but in all Scottish and European towns
and villages, the schoolmaster will be strictly re-

quired to possess these two capabilities (neither
Greek nor Latin more strict), and that no in-

geiiious little denizen of this universe be thence-
forward debarred from his right of liberty in
those two departments, and doomed to look on
them as if across grated fences all his life I"

—

Carlyle, in Edinburgh Courant.

NOTES FR03I CORRESPONDENTS.

We have a communication from Prof. G. H.
French, relative to some interesting plants of

Southern Illinois, observed during a vacation

trip. Our space permits us to present only some

of the more prominent statements

:

About two and a half miles from Makanda is a

ledge of rocks known as Giant City, consisting of

numerous large blocks of sandstone—a wild and

romantic place. Here I found some interesting

ferns, among which were beautiful specimens of

the Walking Fern (Campiosorus rhizophyllus) Wood-

sia obtusa, Cystopieris fragilia, Asplenium tnchomanes

and Aspidimn acrostichoides.

Besides ferns, I found here a rare Heuchera, the

same as described in number 10, p. 310. It grows
from the sides of the cliffs, and rarely on the ground

at the base of the cliffs. The whole plant is viscid-

pubescent, the scape a foot to eighteen inches high,

the panicle about six inches long, anii three to four

inches wide.

A ledge of rocks about four miles northwest of

Makanda has the local designation of Fern-rocks.

Among the most interesting things here was the

Asplenium pinnatifidum. It grows in considerable

abundance here, though I found it in no other place.

This delicate fern is an interesting plant, both on
account of its rarity and its manner of growth. It

grows from crevices in the sides of the cliff, in the

driest places, seeming to avoid moisture. The roots

penetrate the narrow crevices, so that it is difficult

to dislodge them with a knife. There is an inclina-

tion, I see, among botanists to class this plant with

the Walking Fern, and I should say with much
propriety. Although I did dot find it rooting at

the end of the frond, I doubt not it would if it could

find place to root.

Growing from a moist moss-covered rock near

by I foiuid a bunch of the delicate Asplenium Felix-

fcemina, its large though delicate fronds contrasting

strangely with some small specimens of Asplenium

ebeneum growing at no great distance But among
the most beauttfid is the M aiden-hair ferri (Adianium

pedatum), that grows aU through the woods in this

vicinity Other ferns glowing common here were

the two Polypods [Polypodium vulgare and P. hexa-

gonopieru?n), the common Brake {Pteiis aguilina)

,

the sensitive fern (Onoclea sensibilis), Aspidium mar-

ginale and A. acrostichoides.

I found at the base of the ledges a pecuhar Dode-

catheon. The leaves are orbicular, crenate-dentate,

or sometimes entire, of a pale green color and thin,

obtuse at the base and not tapering to the petiole.

Scape from six to twelve inches high, and from one

to ten flowered. The flowers were all gone, but the

capsules were not more than half as large as those

of Dodecatheon meadia. It grows in the sand made
from the disintegrated rocks of the cliffs. It is at
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least a marked variety of D. meadia, if not a new

species.

Varions species of Desmodium grow iiere in the

woods and fields, several of which are worthy of

notice. In one place I found a specimen of Des-

modium nudifiorum having two scapes, one nalied

tiie other bearing about midway a tuft of leaflets.

The shape of the leaflets and otlier characters were

decidedly D. nudifiorum.

Near Cobden I found a specimen of Desmodium

paucifiorum with the scape coming out at the base

of the plant, as in D. nudifiorum, but having a tuft of

leaflets at about the middle. In this plant the shape

of the leaves was that of D. paucifiorum. I also found

several specimens that seem to combine the habits

of D. paucifiorum and D. acuminatum. Tliey were

not more than ten or twelve inches higli, and about

midway had a node of leaves from which rose a

short scape, or flower-stalk, bearing a few flowers

of the color and size of those of D. paucifiorum. The
leaves were very,ffl(Wh pointed, like those of D.

acuminatum.—^ these^ieculiarities show a hybrid-

ization in these specie*; or are they variable forms

of one species ?

Prof. E. J. mil, of Kankakee, 111., communi-

cates notes and specimens of a few interesting

plants, from which we give the following ex-

tracts :
''

I inclose a specimen oiJuncus Greenii. In some speci-

mens the invohicral leaf is 6 inches long. The pods are

longer than the sepals, and blunt. It has one or two

involute thread-form leaves at the base. The cymes are

large, making a heavy head; and tjjgrjlant stands up
rigidly, growing from 18 inches to 2}^ feet high. Its

locality is the prairie north of the Kankakee river, and

it was quite abundant. There was considerable sand

in the soil. I find in the same soil Scleria (riglomerata,

Michx., and a Fimbrisiylii v/Mch I take to be F. spadicea,

Vahl.

I mentioned to you Elyncliospora cymosa, Nutt. After

a thorough reiSxamiuation, I can make nothing else of

my specimens. The leaves are linear, flat and keeled

.

The culm is leafy, triangular, smoothj 10 to 20 inches

high, with terminal and axillary cyines.' I found it in

the sandy barrens west of here, growing in the edge of

sloughs. The FimhristyUs grew in tlie same locality.

I spoke to you of a t;ill UfmU-aiplia sitlsquarrosa. By
actual measurcmoiit I lin.l tlic lallest Si inches high.

It was probably due In tin- lint lliat they grew in the

shade, in the mid.st of a ilaiise growth o{ Eragrostis rep-

tans, and various taller weeds, on a low inundated

island of the river; the richness of the soil and the

struggle for sunlight stretched them out.

I inclose a specimen of Oonobea multifiia, Beuth.,

about which there seems to be some discrepancies of

description. Dr. Gray says: "Upper lip of the corolla

3-lobed, the lower 3-parted. Style 2-lobed at the apex,

the lobes wedge-form. Leaves opposite. Flowers small,

solitary, on axillary 2-bractleted peduncles."

It is described by Michaux (Flor. Bor. Am.) as Cap-

raria multifida. He says: "Corolla campauulate, 5-

parted, acute. Capsule 2-valved, 2-ceUed, many-seeded.
Leaves ternately verticiUate, many-parted; pedicels

solitary."

Sprengel (Syst. Veg.), under Vaprnria, describes the

capsule as 2-celled, valves 2-cleft. I'mlrr IT, rj:,stris he
says: "Capsule 2-ceUed, 2-valM,l. \;il\(^ -J-iKU-ted."

The last is the case with this iilani. iln- \:il\cs being

finally 2-parted. Sjirengel characlciizes Cunulea thus:

"Calyx tubulous, 5-dentate, 3 bracts at the base; cor-

olla 2-Upped, upper hp emarginate, lower lip 3-lobed;

capsule 4-valved, etc."

By stretching a point the 2-lipped corolla can be made
out, and the finiil result with the capsule is the 4 valves.

But I find neithfer 3 bracts nor 2 (Gray), nor opposite

leaves alone, but mainly verticiUate, and the stylo more
like that of fferpesttds.

The resultt-flnd to be a good specific distinction in

Michaux's Flora, but a mingling ofthe elements of three

genera in my books, viz: Gonoiea, Herpestris and Cup-

raria (as to the corolla).

We have examined the specimen sent by Mr.

Hill, and also others from Southern Illinois, and

find liis remarks as to the characters fully sus-

tained. In the dried specimens we have not

been able to make out the structure of the cor-

rolla. :

Charles H. Peck, of Albany, N. Y., writes as

follows concerning the white fruited form of

Strawberry noticed in our last issue

:

Fragaria vesca, with white fruit, grows in Renscllaer

county, in this State; A gentleman of my acquaintance

transplanted some plants to his garden, placing both

red and white fruiting varieties in the same bed. They
have exhibited no apparent tendency to mix, or form

intermediate varieties; but under cultivation they pre-

sent a peculiar appearance. The flt>\'KfBing stem be-

comes dichotomously branched abo\e, the branches

gi-owing quite long, and the primary ones being sub-

tended by a well developed leaf. The fruit is produced

throughout the season, so that these plants become an

"Everbearing Strawberry."

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Plants tK^fia-mc—Mus Mary K Murtfdit, KirTc-

wood, ^l/o.-^^f|P^^ Astragalus Mexicanus; No. 2, Coreop-

sis aristosa; 'Soi^Oommelytia Virginica; No. 5, Lespeieza

molacea; No. 6, Eypericum Drummordii ; No. 7, Aster

Novae, Anglim; No. 8, Poa compressa; No. 9, Panicum

dichotomum; No. 10, Mollugo verticillata; No. 11, Ko/leria

eristata; No. 12, Ti-kuspis purpurea ; No. 14, Eleocharis

tenuis; No. 15, PycnaTithemum linifolium; No. 10, Acaly-

pha Virginica; No. 17, Aster miser; No. IS, Aster tenui-

falius; No. 19, Ctphalanihus occidentalis ; No. 20, Mid-

gedium acuminatum; No. 21, Lactuca Canadensis

.

H. U. Mapes, Kalamazoo, Mic7i.—No. 1 is the Climb-

ing Bittersweet (Oelastrus scandens, L.); No. 2, Ginseng

{Aralia quinguefolia, L.); No. 3, Penthorum sedoides, L.;

No. 4, Bypaicum coryrribosum, Muhl.; No. 6, WUlow
Herb {EpiloMum angustifolium, L.); No. 6, Aster

dumosus, L.



ON THE OPERCULA OF THE FAMILY STREPOMATID^.

BY W. D. HARTMAN, M. D.

Having enjoyed facilities for the comparison of large quanti-
ties of operculfe of the various genera of the family StrepomatidjB
undertaken chiefly with a view to discover differences that might
exist m this organ between allied species, I find it exhibiting as
a family trait a homogineiusness of structure not usual in mol-
luscous animals. In speaking of the operculfe df this family
writers usually designate them as corneous. They probably
differ from true horn in the larger percentage of siliceous or cal-
careous matter entering into their composition, a condition
inferred from their brittleness and the ability with which they
resist corroding influences. The organ in question, upon which
so much of the safety of this helpless little mollusk depends is
secreted from small grooves or folds in the columellar mar<^in' of
the operculigerous lobe, situated on the posterior part of the
toot of the animal. These grooves are successively developed
during the several stages of growth, and are more readily seenm the foot of an alcoholic specimen of some of the larger species
froui which the operculum has been forced off than in one perfectly
fresh. The operculum is composed of semi-concentric or paucis-
spiral laminse or plates, each of which (as the animal matures) is
more narrow and thicker next the columella and becomes wider
and thinner as they approach the junction of the labrum with
the body whirl. At every stage of growth the new lamina
(which IS partly overlapped by the preceding one) describes a
larger arc of a circle, which imparts the paucis-spiral or fan- like
form to the adult operculum. The imbricated arrangement of the
lamina, visible to a certain extent by transmitted light under a low
power IS more strikingly developed after boiling the operculum
for a few moments in liquor potassa and moderate compression
between two pieces of glass. It will then be evident that this
organ is composed of semi-concentric plates, which are renewed
from the columellar margin of the proligerous lobe, each layer
being within and partly beneath the preceding one, like tile on
a root. Each plate is thicker on the columellar margin and tapers



off to a very thin edge, which, in its turn, is overlapped by the

thick columellar margin of the preceding plate. The usual form
of the operculum of such Strepomatids as I have examined is

oval or subtriangular, embracing a spiral of three or four turns,

the polar point being near the base, but they are subject to such

great deviation that, of large numbers belonging to the genera
Goniobasis, Euryccelon, Schizostoma and Leptoxis, the usual form
is that of a sub-spiral, the central lamina exhibiting the spiral

character, having become abraded or worn off. In the genera
Trypanostovia, StrepJiobasis, Lithasia and lo, the operculum is

similar in structure to the genera before mentioned, the shape in

Trypanostoma being usually oval, while in the latter it is sub-

triangular. In these genera it is stouter in proportion to the

size, more coarsely laminated, less elastic and with an oval de-

pression at the polar point, its small size enabling the animal to

retire to a position far within the aperture, where the closure

becomes perfect. It would seem that the central portion of the

operculum, having been secreted in the earlier stages of the ani-

mal's existence, the plates of which it is composed are thinner

and more elastic at this point, and owing to the continued action

of the foot in closing tlie aperture, the concavity is produced
which is observed in these genera. In several genera the oper-

cula, when dried, present a more or less twisted appearance,

which is due to their varying thickness and the shape of the

aperture into which they are forcibly drawn by the animal during
their growth.

In Goniobasis Shoivalteri. Lea, and Leptoxis rubiginoaa. Lea,

this organ, in some individuals inhabiting still water, presents a

continuous growth. The earlier formed laminas, of which it is

composed, is pushed off from the proligerous lobe in the direction

of the labium, forming a free margin as in the human nail ; in such

specimens the spiral character of the operculum is absent, th s

organ forming a long wedge-shaped ribbon, the free end of which
coils inward, partly by the force of its own elasticity, but chiefly

from the direction given by the imbricated arrangement of its

laminte.* In many specimens of operculse the polar point men-
tioned by authors is not the centre of the spiral, the centre hav-

ing been broken off in the continuous growth just alluded to, but

that which is taken for the polar point is a folding or partial

twisting upon itself near the base of the aperture of each plate

of which it is composed, constituting, in the great majority of

instances, the form met with in the genera Goniobasis, Eurycalon,
Schizostoma and Leptoxis. With these genera the margin of the

* See Lea's Obs., vol. 9, page 42, pi. 24, fig. 4.



operculum in contact with the labrum is generally more or less de-

tached from the foot; it is also much thinner and more elastic at

this point, an arrangement conducing to greater flexibility, and,

as a consequence, the animal is enabled to retire farther within

the aperture where the closure becomes complete.

In Lcptoxis Forevianii, Lea, that portion of the operculum in

contact with the labrum presents a beautiful, serrated appear-

ance (plate 21, fig. 4), and is the only one of this character ob-

served in the examination of a wide range of species. The color

of the operculfe of the Strepomatidce, when viewed by transmitted

light, is usually a dark reddish brown, while a few are of a pale

brown or a light yellow color. In the adult operculum, beside the

whole inner surface being strengthened by a general deposit from

the operculigerous lobe, there are often two or three bands running

from the polar point towards the superior angle, and some of the

larger species of Goniobasis and Schizostoma present, on their

inner surface, fasciculi of irregular, radiating striie, which seem-

ingly strengthen the attachment of this organ to the operculi-

gerous lobe.

In foreign Melanidcp the growth and structure of the opercu-

lum is similar to the Strepomatidce, except that it is more finely

, lamin:ite and the spiral character is always present, a condition

probably owing to their inhabiting still water, while the Strepo-

matids are generally denizens of rapid and rocky streams. So
far as I have examined, with one exception,* the number of

spiral turns in the operculum of native and foreign Melaniens bear

no relation to the number of whirls in the shell, the deposit of

the semi-concentric plates being seemingly limited only by the

growth of the animal and the necessity for a perfect closure of

the aperture of the shell.

The spiral character of the operculum indicates the design

(so far as it relates to the external covering in this family) to

carry out the bi-lateral form.

When the animal retires within the shell the posterior half of

the body is folded on the anterior, resembling, in its action, the

shutting of a clasp-knife, after which the head and body is with-

drawn, leaving the operculum, which is situated on the end of the

tail, to close the aperture.

* In Melania Largillierti, Phil., the number of turns in the shell and
operculum correspond, being seven in each.
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